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THE

DRAPIER’S LETTERS.

[Various Specimens of Wood's Halfpenny, taken from the Originals preserved in the British Museum.]

Tai tracts relating to Ireland are those of a public nature, in which the dean appear* in the beet light, because they do honour to
his heart, as well as to hia head ; furnishing some additional proofs that, though he waa free in hia abuse of the inhabitants of
that country, as well natives ns foreigners, he had their interest sincerely at heart, and perfectly understood it. His Sermon
•poo doing Good, though peculiarly adapted to Ireland, and Wood’s designs upon it. contain* perha(« the best motives U
patriotism that ever were delivered within so small a compass—Burnet.

“ About the year 17W, when Charles duke of Grafton waa lord-

Heutenant of Ireland, one William Wood, a hardwareman and
a bankrupt, alleging the great want of copper money in that

kingdom, procured a pateut for coining 106,000/. to pass there

as curreut money. The dean, believing this measure to be a
vile job from the beginning to tl* end .

and that live chief pro-

curers of the patent were to be sharers in the profits which would
arise from the ruin of a kingdom, assumed the character of a

Draper, w hich for some reasons he chose to write Drapier

;

and
b the following Liitfks warned the people not to receive the

cob which w*a then sent over.
" To judge by the accounts generally given of that transaction,

it would appear a monster of despotism nn>l fraud, that tho

halfpence were deficient in weight and goodness, and that the

circulation of them would have been followed by the total ruin

of Ireland In fact, the inimitable humour of Swift, which
places the kingdom on one side and William W«kkI on the

other, has misled our judgment and captivated our imagina-

tion ; and most persons have formed tlielr opinion from his

Drapier’s Letters aud satirical poems, rather than from au-

thentic documents or well-attested facts. The simple narrative

or tht - transaction, stripped of the exaggerated dress in which
the malignant wit of tne author has invested it, is reduced to a
short compass. There being great deficiency of copper cur-

rency in Ireland, the king, b virtue of his prerogative, granted
to William Wod a pateut for coining farthings and halfpence,

to the value of 100.000/. sterling, on certain terms which the
patentee was bound to follow. William Wood, who in the

party language of Swift is ridiculed uuder the denomination of
a Kardtcarema* and a low mechanic, was a greut proprietor and
renter of iron-works in England. He had a lease of all the

mlues oti the crown-laud* in thirty-nine counties, was proprietor

of several Iron and copper works, and carried on. to a very con-

siderable amount, manufacture* for like different preparations

of those metals. Among many prnpmnls submitted to govern-

ment. that which l.e delivered was accepted, ami was con«idm«i
by all persons of judgment nr capacity, not biassed by party or

national prejudice, as beneficial t> Ireland But the natives

did not it in so favourable a light ; and before the money
was circulated a general ferment was excited."—Coze, Memoirs

if Sir RttLerf Walpole,

rot., n. f

LETTER THE FIRST.

TO THE TRADESMEN, SHOPKEEPERS. FARMERS.
AND COUNTRY PEOPLE IN GENERAL. OF

THE KINGDOM OF IRELAND.
COKCEENINO THE BRASS MALSTENCE COINED BT OH*
vim. i a m wood, hardwareman, with a demon

TO HAVE THEM FAtS IN THIS KINODOM :

Wherein is shown the power of his Patent, the value of his Half-
pence, and how far every person may lie obliged to take the
same in payments, and how to behave himself, in case such
an attempt should be made by Wood, or any oilier person.

(very fbofib to bb kbit is evirt family.)

Bt M. B., DRAPTOR. 17*4.

BRETHREN, FRIENDS, COUNTRYMEN,
AND FELLOW-SUBJECTS,

What I intend now to say to you is, next to your
duty to God and the care of your salvation, of the
greatest concern to yourselves and your children

:
your

bread and clothing, and every common necessary* of life,

entirely depend upon it. Therefore I do most earnestly

exhort you os men, os Christians, as parents, and aa
lovers of your country, to read this paper with the ut-
most attention, or get it read to you bv others

;
which

tliat you may do at the lew expense, I have ordered tho
printer to sell it at the lowest rate.

It is a great fault among 70U, that when a person
writes with no other intention than to do you good,
you will not be at the pains to read his advices. One
copy of this paper may serve a dosen of you, which
will lie less than a farthing a-piece. It is your folly

that you liave no common or general interest in yonr
view, not even the wisest among you

;
neither do you

M
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THE DR APIER’S LETTERS.U

know, or inquire, or care, who are your frieutla, or who
are your enemies.

About four year* ago a little book was written, to

advise all people to wear the manufactures of this our

own dear country. It had no other design, said no-

thing against the king or parliament, or any penou
whatsoever; yet the poor priuter was prosecuted two
years with the utmost violence, and even some weavers

themselves (for whose sake it was written), being upon
the juky, found him guilty. This would be enough
to discourage any man from endeavouring to do you
good, when you will either neglect him or fly in his

face for his pains, and when he must expect only
danger to himself, and to be fined and imprisoned,

perhaps to his ruin.

However, I cannot but warn you once more of the

manifest destruction before your eyes, if you do not

behave yourselves as you ought.

1 will therefore first tell you the plain story of the

fact
;
ami then 1 will lay before you how you ought

to act, in common prmleuce, according to the laws of

your country.

The fact is this : It having been many years since

copper halfpence or farthings were last coined in

this kingdom, they have been for some time very scarce,

and many counterfeits passed about under the name
of rapt

:

several applications were mode to England
that we might have liberty to coin new ones, as in

former times we did
;
but they did not succeed. At

last, one Mr. Wood, a mean ordinary man, a hard-

ware-dealer, procured a {latent under his majesty's

broad seal to coin 109,000/. in copper for this king-

dom ; which patent, however, did not oblige any one
here to take them, unless they pleased. Now you
must know tluit the halfpence and farthings in

England pass for very little more than they are worth
;

and if you should lieat them to pieces, and sell them
to the brazier, you would not lose much above a
penny in a shilling. But Mr. Wood made his half-

pence of such base metal, and so much smaller than
the English ones, that the brazier would hardly give you
above a penny of good money for a shilling of his; so

that this sum of 109,000/. in good gold and silver,

must be given for trash that will not be worth eight

or nine thousand pounds real value. But this is not

the worst ;
for Mr. Wood, when he pleases, may by

stealth send over another 109,000/., and buy all our
goods for eleven parts in twelve under the value. For
example, if a hatter sells a dozen of hats for St.

a-piecc, which amounts to 3L and receives the payment
in Wood's coin, he really receive* only the value of St.

Perhaps you will wonder how such an ordinary

fellow as this Mr. Wood could have so much interest

as to get his majesty's broad seal for so great a sum of
bad money to be sent to this poor country

;
and that

all the nobility and gentry here could not obtain the

same favour, and let us make our own halfpence as we
used to do. Now I will make tliat matter very plain :

we are at a great distance from the kings court, and
have nobody there to solicit for us, although a great

number of lords and 'squires, whose estates are here, and
ore our countrymen, spend all their lives and fortunes

there ; but this same Mr. Wood was able to attend

constantly for his own interest; he is an Englishman,
and hatl great friends ; and, it seems, knew very well

where to give money to those that would speak to

others, tliat could speak to the king and would tell a
fair story. And his majesty, and perhaps the great

lord or lords who advise him, might think it was for

our country’s good ; and so, as the lawyers express it,

“ the king was deceived in his grant,” which often

happens in all reigns. And I am sure if his majesty

knew that such a patent, if it should take effect

according to the desire of Mr. W'ood, would utterly

ruin this kingdom, which has given such great proofs

of its loyalty, he would immediately recall it, and
perhaps show his displeasure to somebody or other;
hut a word to the wise is enough. Most of you must
have heart I with what anger our honourable house of
commons received an account of this Wood's {latent.*

There were several line speeches made upon it, and
plain proofs that it was all a wicked cheat from the
bottom to the top

; and severul smart votes were
printed, which that same Wood had the assurance to

answer likewise in print; and in so confident a way,
as if he were a better man than our whole parliament
jiut together.

This Wood, as soon os his patent was passed, or
soon after, sends over a great many barrels of those
halfpence to Cork and other sea-port towns; and to

get them off, offered a hundred jMumds in his coin for

seventy or eighty in silver ; but the collectors of the

king’s customs very honestly refused to take fliem, and
so did almost everybody else. And since the {uirlia-

meut has condemned them, and desired the king that

they might lie stopped, all the kingdom do aliomiuate

them.
But Wood is still working underhand to force his

halfpence upon us; and if he can, by the help of his

friends in England, prevail so far as to get an order
that the commissioners and collectors of the king’s

money shall receive them, and that the army is to

be {laid with them, then bethinks his work shall lie

done. Aud this is the difficulty you will he under
in such a case; for the common soldier, when he goes

to the market or alehouse, will offer this money
;
and

if it lie refused, perhaps he will swagger and hector,

and threaten to beat the butcher or alewife, or take the

goods by force, aud throw them the bad halfpence. In

this and the like cases, the shopkeeper or victualler, or

any other tradesman, has no more to do than to de-

mand ten times the price of his goods, if it is to be

paid in W'ood 's money; for example, 20d. of that

money for a quart of ale, and so in all things else, and
not part with his goods till he gets the money.

For, suppose you go to an alehouse with that base

money, and the landlord gives you a quart for four of

those halfpence, what must the victualler do? his

brewer will not be paid in that coin
;

or, if the brewer

should be such a fool, the farmers will not take it from

them for their herc,b because they are bound by their

leases to pay their rent in good and lawful money of

England; which this is not, nor of Ireland neither;

“ " Inflamed by national teal, the two houses passed a/Un’Mi
to the crown. Mousing the patentee of fraud and deceit, assert-

ing that the terms of the patent were infringed, both in the
quantity and quality of the ooin; that the circulation of the
halfjience would be highly prejudicial to the revenue, destruc-

tive of the commerce. ana of roost dangerous consequence to

the rights and properties of the subjects- The commons, with
an alisurdity ami effrontery hardly credible, declared that, even
had the terms of the patent been complied with, the nation
would hnv* suffered a loss at least of 150 per cent I aud indeed
the whole clamour rested on jwirtial or ignorant representations.

It was not at that time expected, or dwelt on as a mutter of
speculative propriety, that the weight of the copper ©uin should
be adequate to its emulating value ; and the assertion that Wood
bad carried on notorious frauds and deceits in tho coinage, as

advanced by Swift, and that the intrinsic was not equal to one-
cighih of the nominal valne. was proved to lie false, by an assay

made at the Miut, under sir Isaac Newton and his twoasso-
dates, men of notes* honour than capacity, the result of which
was, tliat in weight, goodness, and fineness, it rather exceeded
than fell short of the conditions of the patent. But the clamour,
however unju-t, was raised ami liocame general ; and it was a
necessary act of prudence not to increase tne ferment by forcing

upon a nation wiiat was considered as unjust anil fraudulent.

Lord Carteret, who succeeded the duke of Grafton in the office

of lord lieutenant, foiled no less than his predecessor in all his

endeavours to obtain the introduction ol the Copper money. Tho
potent was surrendered, ami tranquillity restored. Wood, as

an indemnification for the loss lie had sustained, received pen-
sion* to the amount of 3000/, a-year, for eight years."— Cox*

b A sort of barley in Ireland.



THE DRaPIRRS LETTERS. 3

ind the 'squire, their landlord, will never he so lie-

w itched to take such trash for his land; so that it

must certainly stop somewhere or other ; and wherever
it stops, it is the same thing, and we are all undone.
The common weight of these halfpence is between

four and five to an ounce—suppose live; then 3s. id.

will weigh a pound, and consequently 20s. will weigh
six pounds butter weight. Now there are many hun-
dred farmers who pay 200/. a-year rent ;

therefore,

when one of these farmers comes with his half-year's

rent, which is 100/., it will be at least 600 pounds
weight, which is three horses' load.

If a 'squire has a mind to come to town to buy
clothes, and wine, and spices, for himself and family,

or perhaps to jxms the winter here, he must bring with
him five or six horses well laden with sacks, as the

farmers bring their corn
;
and when his lady comes in

her coach to our shops, it must be followed by a car

loaded with Mr. Woou’s money. And 1 hope we shall

have the grace to take it for no more than it is worth.

They say ’squire Conolly [the speaker] has 16,000/.

a-year
;
now, if he sends for his rent to town, as it is

likely he does, he must have 230 horses to bring up
his half-year's rent, and two or three great cellars in

his house for stowage. But what the bankers will do
I cannot tell ; for I am assured that some great bankers

keep by them 40,000/. in ready cash, to answer all

{tayments
;
which sum, in Mr. Wood’s money, would

require 1200 horses to carry it

For my own part, 1 am already resolved what to do

:

I have a pretty good shop of Irish stuffs and silks
;
and

instead of taking Mr. Wood's bad copper, I intend to

truck with my neighbours the butchers and bakers and
brewers, and the rest, goods for goods; and the little

gold and silver I have I will keep by me, like my
heart's blood, till better times, or until I am just ready
to starve; and then I will buy Mr. Wood's money, as

my father did the brass money in King James's time,

who could buy 10/. of it witii a guinea; and I hope
to get as much for a pistole, and so purchase bread from
those who will be such fools os to sell it me.

These halfpence, if they once pass, will soon be
counterfeited, because it may be cheaply done, the

stuff is so base. The Dutch likewise will probably do
the same tiling, aud send them over to us to pay for

our goods; and Mr. Wood will never be at rest, but
coin on : so that in some years we shall have at least

five times 108,000/. of this lumber. Now the current
money of this kingdom is not reckoned to be above
•100,000/. in all

;
and while there is a silver sixpence

left, these blood-suckers will never be quiet.
When once the kingdom is reduced to such a con-

dition, 1 will tell you what must be the end : the

gentlemen of estates will all turn off their tenants for

want of payments, because, as 1 told you before, the

tenants are obliged by their leases to pay sterling,

which is lawful current money of England
;
then they

will turn their own farmers, os too many of them do
already, run all into sheep where they can, keeping
only such other cattle as are necessary

;
then they will

lie their own merchants, and send their wool, and
butter, and hides, and linen, beyond sea, for ready
money, and wine, and spices, and silks. They wifi
keep only a few miserable cottagers: the farmers must
rob, or beg, or leave their country

;
the shopkeepers in

this and every other town must break aud starve
;
for

it is the landed rnan that maintains the merchant, and
shopkeeper, and handicraftsman.

But when the 'squire turns farmer and merchant
himself, all the good money he gets from abroad he
will hoard up to send for England, and keep some
poor tailor or weaver, and the like, in his own house,
who will Ik* glad to get bread at any rate.

I slum hi never have done if I were to tell you all

the miseries that we shall undergo if we be so foolish

and wicked as to take this cursed coin. It would be

very hard if all Ireland should be put into one scale,

and this sorry fellow Wood into the other; that Mr.
Wood should weigh down this whole kingdom, by
which England gets above a million of good money
every year clear into their pockets : and that is more
than the English do by all the world besides.

But your great comfort is, that as his majesty's

patent does not oblige you to take this money, so the

laws have not given the crown a power of forcing the

subject to take what money the king pleases ; for then,

by the same reason, we might he bound to take pebble-

stones, or C4>ckle-shells, or stamped leather, for cunent
coin, if ever we should happen to live under an ill

prince
;
who might likewise, by the same power, make

a guinea pass for ten pounds, a shilling for twenty
shillings, and so on

;
by which he would, in a short

time, get all the silver and gold of the kingdom into

his own hands, and leave us nothing but hrass or

leather, or what he pleased. Neither is anything
reckoned more cruel and oppressive in the French
government than their common practice of calling in

all their money, after they have sunk it very low, and
then coining it anew at a much higher value ; which,
however, is not the thousandth port so wicked as this

abominable project of Mr. Wood. For the French
give their subjects silver for silver, and gold for gold

;

but this fellow will not so much as give us good brass

or copper for our gold and silver, nor even a twelfth

part of their worth.

Having said thus much, I will now goon to tell you
the judgment of some great lawyers in this matter,

whom 1 fee’d on purpose for your sakes, ond got their

opinions under their hands, that I might be sure I went
upon good grounds.

A famous law-book, called" The Minor of Justice.”

discoursing of the charters (or laws) ordained by our
ancient kings, declares the law to be as follows : “ It

was ordained that no king of this realm should change
or impair the money, or make any other money than

of gold or silver, without the assent of all the counties

that is, os my lord Coke says, without the assent of

parliament.

This book is very ancient, and of great authority for

the time in which it was written, and with that

character is often quoted by that great lawyer my
lord Coke. By the law of England, the several metals
are divided into lawful or true metal, and unlawful or

false metal ; the former comprehends silver and gold,

the latter all baser metals. That the former is only
to pass iu payments appears by an act of parliament
made the 20th year of Edward I., called the statute

concerning the passing of pence; which I give you
here as 1 got it translated into English

;
for some of

our laws at that time were, as 1 am told, written in

Latin :
u Whoever, in buying or selling, presumes to

refuse a lialfpeuny or farthing of lawful money, bear-

ing the stamp which it ought to have, let trim be
seized on as a contemner of the king’s majesty, and
cast into prison.”

By this statute, no person is to be reckoned a con-
temner of the king's majesty, and for that crime to be
committed to prison, but he who refuses to accept the

king's coin made of lawful metal
;
by which, as I

observed before, silver and gold only ore intended.

That this is the true construction of the act appears

not only from the plain meaning of the words, but from
my lord Coke's observation upon it. “ By this act,”

says he, “ it appears that no subject can be forced to

take, in buying, or selling, or other payment, any
money made but of lawful metal

;
that is of silver or

gold.”

The law of England gives the king all mines of

o 2
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gold and tilre* hut not the mine* of other metals

;

the reason of which prerogative or power, as it is given

by my lord Coke, is, because money can be made of
gold and silver, but not of other metals.

Pursuant to this opinion, halfpence and farthings

were anciently made of silver, which is evident from
the act of parliament of Henry IV., ch. 4, whereby it

is enacted as follows : “ Item, for the great scarcity

that is at present within the realm of England of half-

pence and farthings of silver, it is ordained and esta-

blished that the third part of all the money of silver

plate which shall be brought to the bullion shall l>e

made into halfpence and farthings.” This shows that

by the words “ halfpence and farthings of lawful

money,” in that statute concerning the passing of

pence, is meant a small coin in halfpence and far-

things of silver.

This is further manifest from the statute of tire 9th

Edward 111., ch. 3, which enacts u that no sterling

halfpenny or farthing be molten for to make vessels, or

any other thing, by the goldsmiths or others, upon
forfeiture of the money so molten” (or melted).
By another act in this king's reign, black money

was not to be current in England. And by an act in

the 1 1th year of his reign, ch. 5, galley halfpence were
not to pass. What kind of coin these were I do not
know, but I presume they were made of base metal.
And these act* were no new laws, but further declara-

tions of the old laws relative to the coin.

Thus the law stands in relation to coin. Nor is

there any example to the contrary, except one in

Davis's Reports, who tells us “ that in the time of
Tvrone’s rebellion, queen Elisabeth ordered money of
mixed metal to !*• coined in the Tower of London,
and sent over hither for the payment of the army,
obliging all people to receive it

; and commanding
tljat all silver money should be taken only as bullion
that is, for as much as it weighed. Davis tells us
several particulars in this matter, too long here to

trouble you with, and “ that the privy-council of this

kingdom obliged a merchant in England to receive

this mixed money for goods transmitted hither.”

But this proceeding is rejected by all the best law-
yers, as contrary to law, the nrivy-council here having
no such legal power. And besides, it is to be con-
sidered that the queen was then under great difficulties

by a rebellion in this kingdom, assisted from Spain
;

and whatever is done in great exigencies and danger-
ous times should never ba an example to proceed by
in seasons of peace and quietness.

I will now, my dear friends, to save you the trouble,

•et before you, in short, what the law obliges you to

do, aud what it does not oblige you to.

1st. You ore obliged to take all money in payments
which is coined by tbe king, and is of the English
standard or weight, provided it be of gold or silver.

2dly. You are not obliged to take any money which
is not of gold or silver

;
not only the halfpence or

farthings of England, but of any other country. And
it is merely for convenience or ease that you are

conteut to take them
;

because the custom of coining
silver halfjeiice and farthings has long been led oil',

I suppose on account of their being subject to be lost.

3dly. Much less are you obliged to take those vile

balfpeuceof the same Wood, by which you must lose

almost eleven pence in every shilling.

Therefore, my friends, stand to it one and all ; re-

fuse this filthy trash. It is no treason to rebel against

Mr. Wood. His majesty, in his patent, obliges no-
body to take these halfpence : our gracious prince has

no such ill advisers about him : or, if he had, yet you
see the laws have not left it in the kina’s power to force

us to take any coin but what is lawful, of right stand-

ard gold and silver. Thereforeyou have nothing to fear.

And let me in the next place apply myself parti

cularly to you who are the poorer sort of tradesmen.
Perhaps you may think you will not lie so great losers

as the rich if these halfpence should pass; because
you seldom see any silver, and your customers come
to your shops or stalls with nothing but brass, which
you likewise find hard to be got. But you may take
my word, whenever this money gains footing amoug
ou you will be utterly undone. If you carry these

alfpence to a shop for tobacco or brandy, or any
other thing that you want, the shopkeeper will ad-
vance his goods accordingly, or else he must break,

and leave the key under the door. u Do you think
I will sell you a yard of ten-penny stuff for twenty
of Mr. Wood's halfpence f no, not under 200 at

least
;

neither will I be at the trouble of counting,
but weigh them in a lump.” I will tell you one thing

further, that if Mr. Wood’s project should take, if

would ruin even our beggars
;

for when 1 give a beg-

gar a halfnemiy, it will quench his thirst, or go a good
way to fill his belly; but the twelfth part of a half-

penny will do him no more service than if I should
give him three pins out of my sleeve.

In short, these halfpence are like the ** accursed
thing, which,” as the Scripture tells us, “ the children

of Israel were forbidden to touch.’* They will run
about like the plague, and destroy every one who lays

bis hand upon them. 1 have heard scholars talk of
a mau who told the king that he had iuveuted a way
to torment people, by putting them into a bull of
brass with fire under it

;
but the prince put the pro-

jector first into his brazen bull, to make tbe experi-

ment. This very much resembles the project of Mr.
Wood

;
and the like of this may possibly be Mr.

Wood's fate
;

that the brass he contrived to torment
this kingdom with may prove his own torment and
his destruction at hut.

N.B. The author of this paper is informed, by per-

sons who have made it their business to be exact iu

their observations on the true value of these halfpence,

that any person may expect to get a quart of two-
penny ala for thirty-six of them.

I desire that all families may keep this paper care-

fully by them, to refresh their memories whenever
they shall have further notice of Mr. Wood’s half-

pence, or any other the like imposture.

LETTER THE SECOND.
TO MR. HARDING. THE PRINTER.

On occasion of a jKirajrraph iu his Newspaper of Aug. 1. 1734.

relating to Mr. Wood's Halfpence.

August 4, 1734.

In your Newsletter of the 1st instant there is a para-

graph, dated from London, July 25, relating to

Wood's halfpence
;
whereby it is plain, what I foretold

in my letter to the shopkeepers, &c., that this vile

fellow would never be at rest
;
and that the danger of

our ruin approaches nearer; and therefore the King-

dom requires new and fresh warning. However, I

take this paragraph to be, in a great measure, an im-

position upon tbe public ; at least 1 hone so, because

I am informed that Wood is generally his own news-
writer. I cannot but observe from that paragraph
that this public enemy of ours, not satisfied to ruin us
with his trash, takes every occasion to treat this king-

dom with the utmost contempt. He represents several

of our merchants and traders, upon examination before

a committee of council, agreeing that there was the

utmost necessity of copper money here before his

patent; so that several gentlemen have been forced to

tally with their workmen, and give them bits of cards
sealed and subscribed with their names. What then t

If a physician prescribe to a patient a dram of physic,
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•hull a rascal apothecary cram him with a pound, and

mix it up with poison ! And is not a landlord's hand

and seal to his own labourers a better security fords, or

lUs. than Wood's brass, ten times below the real value,

can lie to the kingdom for 108,000/. !

Rut who are these merchants and traders of Ire-

land that made this report of the utmost necessity we

are under for cupper money ! They are only a few

l*etrayen of their country, confederates with Wood,

frum whom they are to purchase a great quantity of his

coin, perhaps at half the price tluit we are to take if,

and vend it among us to the ruin of the public, and tbeir

own private advantages. Are not these excellent wit-

nesses, upon whose integrity the fate of the kingdom
must depend, evidences in their own. cause, and
sharers in this work of iniquity f

If we could have deserved the liberty of coining for

ourselves os we formerly did,—and why we have it

not is everybody’s wonder as well as mine,—ten thou-

sand pounds might have been coined here in Dubliu of

only one-fifth below the intrinsic value, and this sum,

with the stock of halfpence we then hod, would have

been sufficient, lint Wood, by bis emissaries,—ene-

mies to God and this kingdom,—has taken care to

buy up as many of our old halfpence as he could, and

from thence the present want of change arises; to re-

move which by Mr. Wood's remedy would be to

cure a scratch on the finger by cutting off the arm.

Rut, supposing there were not one farthing of change

in the whole nation, I will maintain that 25,000/.

would lie a sum fully sufficient to answer all our occa-

sions. I am no inconsiderable shopkeeper in this

town. I have discoursed with several of my own and
otlier trades, with many gentlemen both of city and
country, and also with great numbers of farmers, cot-

tagers, and labourers, who all agree that 2s. in change

for every family would lie more than necessary in all

dealings. Now, by the largest computation (even

liefore that grievous discouragement of agriculture

which has so much lessened our numbers), the souls in

this kingdom are computed to be one million and a

half ;
which, allowing six to a family, makes 250,000

families, and, consequently, 2s. to each family will

amount only to 25,000/.
;
whereas this honest, liberal

hardwareman, Wood, would impose upon us above

four times that sum.
Yotir paragraph relates further, that sir Isaac New-

ton reported an assay taken at the Tower of Wood's
metal, by which it appears that Wood had in all re-

spects performed his contract. His contract!—With
whom! Was it with the parliament or people of Ire-

land ? ore not they to be the purchasers! But they

detest, abhor, and reject it, as corrupt, fraudulent,

mingled with dirt and trash. L'pon which he grows

uigry, goes to law, and will impose his goods upon us

by force.

Rut your Newsletter says that an assay wus made of

the coin. How impudent and insupportable is this

!

Wood takes care to coin a dozen or two halfpence of

good metal, sends them to the Tower, and they arc ap-

proved
; and these must answer all that he has already

coined or shall coin for the future. It is true, indeed,

that a gentleman often sends to my shop for a pattern

of stuff; I cut it fairly off, and, if be likes it, he

comes, or sends, and compares the pattern with the

whole piece, and probably we come fo a bargain. But
if I were to buy a hundred sheep, and the grazier

should bring me one single wether, fat and well

fleeced, by way of pattern, and expect the same ]«cice

round for the whole hundred, without suffering roe

to see them Ik*fore he was paid, or giving me good
security to restore my money for those that were

lean, or thorn, or scabby, I would be none of bis

customer. / have heard of a man who had a mind

5

to sell his house, and therefore earned a piece of hrick

in his pocket, which he showed as a pattern to en-

courage purchasers; and this is directly the case in

point with Mr. Wood's assay.

The next part of the paragraph contains Mr. Wood’s
voluntary proposals for preventing any further ob-

jections or apprehensions.

His first proposal is, “ That whereas he has already

coined 17,000/. and has copper prepared to make it up
40,000/., he will be content to coin no more, unless the

exigencies or TitanE reqoire it, although his pa-

tent empowers him to coin a far greater quantity
."

To wnich if 1 were to answer, it should be thus :

—

“ Let Mr. Wood, and his crew of founders and tinkers,

coin on. till there is not an old kettle left in the king-

dom,—let them coin old leather, tobacco pipe clay, or

the dirt in the street, and call their trumpery by what
name they please, from a guinea to a farthing,—we
are not under any concern to know bow he and his

tribe of accomplices think fit to employ themselves.

But I hope ana trust that we are all to a man fully

determined to have nothing to do with him or his ware.’'

The king has given him a patent to coin halfpence,

but has not obliged us to take them
;

and 1 have

already shown, in my Letter to the Shopkeepers, Ac.,

that the law lias not left it in the power of the prero-

gative to compel the subject to take any money besides

gold and silver of the right sterling and standard.

Wood further purposes (if 1 understand him right,

for his expressions are dubious) that he will not coin

above 40,000/. unless the exigencies of trade require it.

First, I olwerve that this sum of 40,000/., is almost

double to what I proved to be sufficient for tbe whole
kingdom, although we had not one of our old halfpence

left. Again, I ask, who is to la* judge when the exi-

gencies of trade require it! Without doubt be means
himself; for as to us of this poor kingdom, who must
be utterly ruined if this project should succeed, we
were never once consulted till tlse matter was over, and
he will judge of our exigencies by his own. Neither

will these he ever at an end till lie and his accomplices
shall think they have enough

;
and it now appears

that he will not be content with all our gold and silver,

but intends to buy up our goods and manufactures with

the same coin.

I shall not enter into examination of the prices for

which he now proposes to sell his halfpeuce, or what he
calls his copper, by tbe pound

;
I have said enough of

it in my former letter, nnd it has likewise been con-

sidered by others. It is certain that, by his own first

computation, we were to pay 3*. for what was in-

trinsically worth but one, although it had been of

the true weight and standard for which he pretended

to have contracted ; but there is so great a difference,

both in weight and badness, in several of his coins,

that some of them have been nine in ten below the

intrinsic value, and most of them six or seven.

His last proposal, being of a peculiar strain and na-
ture, deserves to be very particularly considered, both

ou account of the matter and the style. It is as follows :

“ Lastly, in consideration of the direfti) apprehen-

sions which prevail in Ireland, that Mr. Wood will, by
such coinage, drain them of their gold and silver, he
proposes to take their manufactures in exchange, and
that no person be obliged to receive more than ty/.
at one payment.”

First, observe this little impudent hardwareman turn-

ing into ridicule the direful apprehensions of a whole
kingdom, priding himself as ihe cause of them, and
daring to prescribe (what no king of England ever at-

tempted) how far a whole nation shall be obliged to

take his brass coin. And he lias reason to iusult
;

for

sure there was never an example in history of a great

kingdom kept in awe for above a year, in daily dread
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of utter destruction,—not by a powerful invader, at

the head of 20,000 men,—not by a plague or a famine,

—not by a tyrannical prince (for we never had one more
gracious) or a corrupt administration.—but by one
single, diminutive, insignificant mechanic.

llut to go on :—to remove our direful apprehensions

that he will drain ua of our gold And silver by his coin-

age, this little arbitrary mock-monarch most graciously

offers to take our manufactures in exchange. Are our

Irish understandings indeed so low in his opinion? Is

not this the very misery we complain of, that his cursed

project will put us under the necessity of selling our

goods for what is equal to nothing t How would such
a proposal sound from France or Spain, or any other

country with which we traffic, if they should offer to

deal with us only upon this condition, diat we should
take their money at ten times higher than the intrinsic

value 9 Docs Mr. Wood think, for instance, that we
will sell him a stone of wool for a parcel of his coun-
ters, not worth sixpeucc, when we can send it to Eng-
land, and receive as many shillings in gold and
silver? Surely there was never heard such a com-
pound of impudence, villany, and folly !

His proposals conclude with perfect high treason.

He promises that no person shall be obliged to receive

more than 5^/. of his coin in one payment. By which
it is plain that he pretends to oblige every subject in

this kingdom to take so much in every payment if it

be offered
;
whereas his patent obliges no man, nor

can the prerogative, by law, claim such a power, as

I have often observed
;

so that here Mr. Wood takes

u|K>n him the entire legislature, and an absolute do-

minon over the properties of the whole nation.

Good God ! who are this wretch's advisers ? Who
are his supporters, abettors, encourngers, or sharers?

Mr. Wood will oblige me to take fivepence halfpenny

of his brass in every payment; and I will shoot Mr.
Wood and his deputies through the head, like high-

waymen or housebreakers, if they dare to force one
faithing of their coin on me in the payment of 100/.

It is no loss of honour to submit to the lion; but
who, with the figure of a man, can think with pa-
tience of being devoured alive by a rat ? He has laid

a tax upon the people of Ireland of 17*. at least, in the

pound
; a tax, I say, not only upon lands, but interest-

money, goods, manufactures, the hire of handicrafts-

men, labourers, and servants.

•Shopkeepers, look to yourselves !—Wood will oblige

and force you to take !fyd. of his trash in every pay-
ment, and many of you receive twenty, thirtv, forty

payments in one day, or else you can hardly find bread.

And pray consider how much that will amount to in

a year. Twenty times is 9*. 2d. which is above
1 GO/, a-year; wherein you will be losers of at least

110/. by taking your payments in his money. If any
of you be coutcnt to deal with Mr. Wood on such con-

ditions, you may
;
but, for my own particular, let his

money perish with him ! If the famous Mr. Hampden
rather cnose to go to prison than pay a few shillings to

king Charles I. without authority of parliament, I will

rather choose to be banged than have all my substance

taxed at 17*. in the pound, at the arbitrary will and
pleasure of the venerable Mr. Wood.
The |nragraph concludes thus :

—

u N.B.” (that is to

say, nota bene, or mark well

)

“ No evidence appeared
from Ireland, or elsewhere, to prove the mischiefs

complained of, or any abuses whatsoever committed,

in the execution of the said grant.”

The impudence of this remark exceeds all that went
liefore. First, the house of commons ill Ireland,

which represents the whole people of the kingdom,

and, secondly, the privy-council, addressed his majesty

against these halfpence. What could I* done mure

to express the universal sense of the nation ? If his

copper were diamonds, and the kingdom were entirely

against it, would not tliat be sufficient to reject itf
Must a committee of the wliole house of commons,
and our whole privy-council, go over to argue pro
and com with Mr. Wood? To what end did the king
give his patent for coining halfpence for Ireland ¥

Was it not because it was represented to his sacred
majesty that such a coinage would he of advantage
to the good of this kingdom and of all his subjects
here? It is to the patentee's peril if this representation

be false, and die execution of his patent be fraudulent
and corrupt. Is he so wicked and foolish to think
that his patent was given him to ruin a million and
a lialf of people, that he might be a gainer of three or
four score thousand pounds to himself? Before he
was at the charge of passing a patent, much more of
raking up so much filthy dross, and stamping it with
his majesty's image and sujjerscription, should he not
first, in common sense, in common equity, and com-
mon mauners, have consulted the principal party con-
cerned,—that is to say, the people of the kingdom,
the house of lords or commons, or the privy-council ¥
If any foreigner should ask us whose image and super-

scription there is on Wood's coin, we should be
ashamed to tell him it was Cccsar's. In that great
want of copper halfpence which he alleges we were,
our city set up our CasarV statue in excellent copper,
at an expense that is eoual in value to 30,000 pounds
of his coiu, and we will not receive his image in worse
metal.

1 observe many of our people putting a melancholy
case on this subject. “ It is true,” Bay they, “we are

all undone if Wood's halfpence must jwss
;
but what

shall we do if his majesty puts out a proclamation
commanding us to take them ?” This has been often

dinned in my ears ; but 1 desire my courtrymen to

he assured tliat there is nothing in it. The king never

issues out a proclamation but to enjoiu what the law
permits him. He will not issue out a proclamation

against law ; or, if such a thing should happen by a
mistake, we are no more obliged to obey it than to

run our heads into the fire. Besides, his majesty

will never command us by a proclamation what he
does not offer to command us in the patent itself.

There he leaves it to our discretion, so that our de-

struction must be entirely owing to ourselves
;
there-

fore, let no man be afraid of a proclamation which
will never be granted, and if it should, yet, upon this

occasion, will be of no force.

The king's revenues here are nearly 400,000/. a-year.

Can you think his ministers will advise him to take

them in Wood’s brass, which will reduce the value to

50,000/. ? England gets a million sterling by this

nation
; which, if this project goes on, will be almost re-

duced to nothing. And do you think those who live

iu England upon Irish estates will be content to take

an eighth or tenth part by being paid in Wood's dross?

If Wood and his confederates were not convinced

of our stupidity, they never would have attempted so

audacious an enterprise. He now sees a spirit has

been raised against him, and he only watches till it

begins to flag : he goes about watching when to devour

us. He hopes we shall be weary of contending with

him ; and at last, out of ignorance or fear, or of being

perfectly tired with opposition, we shall be forced to

yield ;
and therefore, 1 confess, it is my chief endea-

vour to keep up your spirits and resentment*. If I

tell you “ there is a precipice under you, and that if

you go forward you will certainly break your necks

if 1 point to it before your eyes, must I be at the

trouble of repeating it every morning? Arc our

people's hearts waxed gross ? Are their ears dull of

hearing? And have they closed their eyes? 1 fear

" A statue of George 1. in Dublin.
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are sjrot few vijier* among us, who for 10/. or

20/. gain would sell all their soul* and their country
;

although at hut it should end in their own ruin, a*

well as our*. He not like “ the deaf adder, who rc-

fuseth to hear the voice of the charmer, charm he never

so wisely.”

Although my letter he directed to you, Mr. Hording,

yet I intend it for all my countrymen. I hove no

interest in this affair but what is common to the

public. 1 can live better than many others; 1 have

Mime gold and silver by me, and a shop well fur-

nished
;
and shall be able to make a shift when many

of my betters are starving. Hut 1 am grieved to see

the coldness and indifference of many people with

whom I discourse. Some are afraid of a proclama-

tion ; others shrug up their shoulders, and cry, “ What
would you have us to dot” Some give out, there is

no danger at all : others are comforted that it will be

a common calamity, nnd they shall fare no worse than

their neighbours. Will a man who hears midnight

robber* at his door get out of bed and raise his family

for a common defence; and shall a whole kingdom
lie in a lethargy, while Mr. Wood come*, at the head

of his confederates, to rob them of nil they have, to

ruin us and our jiosterity for ever? If a highwayman
meets you on the road, you give him your money to

save your life; but, God be thanked. Mr. Wood can-

not touch a hair of your heads. You have all the

laws of God and man on your side
;
when he or his

accomplices offer you his dross, it is but saying no,

and you are safe. If a madman *hould come into

my shop with a handful of dirt rnked out of the

kennel, and offer it in payment for ten yards of stuff,

I would pity or laugh at him
;

or, if nis behaviour

deserved it, kick him out of my doors. And if Mr.
Wood coijfcs to demand my gold and silver, or com-
modities for which I have paid my gold and silver,

in exchange for his trash, can he deserve or expect

better treatment ?

When the evil day is come (if it must come), let us

mark and observe those who presume to offer these

halfpence in payment. Let their names and trades

and places of abode be made public, that every one

may be aware of them as betrayers of their country,

and confederates with Mr. Wood. Let them be

watched at markets and fairs
;
and let the first honest

discoverer give the word about that Mr. Wood's half-

pence have lieen offered, and caution the |>oor innocent

people not to receive them.
Perhaps 1 have lieen too tedious

;
hut there would

never be an end if I attempted to say all that this

melancholy subject will bear. I will conclude with
humbly offering one proposal

;
which, if it were put

into practice, would blow up this destructive project

at otice. Let some skilful judicious pen draw up on
advertisement to the following purpose :

—

M Whereas one William Wood, hordwareman,
now or lately sojourning in the city of London, has, by
many misrepresentations, procured a patent, for coining
108,000/. in copper halfpence for this kingdom, which is

a sum five times greater than our occasions venture : And
whereas it is notorious that the said Wood has coined
his halfpence of such base metal and false weight
that they are at least six parts in seven below the real

value : And whereas we have reason to apprehend,
that the said Wood may at any time hereafter clan-

destinely coin as many more halfpence us lie pleases :

Ami whereas the said patent neither does nor can
oblige his majesty's subjects to receive the said half-

pence in any payment, but leaves it to their voluntary

choice ; because by law the subject cannot be obliged

to take any money, except gold or silver : And
whereas, contrary to the letter and meaning of the

said patent, the said Wood has declared that every

person shall be obliged to take had. o» ms coin in

every payment : And whereas the house of commons
and ]«rivy council have severally addressed Ins most
sacred majesty, representing the ill consequences
wh ich the said coinage may have upon this kingdom :

And lastly, whereas it is universally agreed that the

whole nation to a man (except Mr. Wood ami his con-
federates) are in the utmost apprehensious of the ruinous

consequences that must follow from the said coinage

:

Therefore we whose names are underwritten, being
persons of considerable estates in this kingdom, and
residers therein, do unanimously resolve and declare

that we will never receive one farthing or halfpenny of

the said Wood’s coining, and that we will direct all

our tenants to refuse the said coin from any person

whatsoever
; of which, that they may not be ignorant,

wc have sent them a copy of this advertisement, to be
read to them by our stewards, receivers,” Ac.

I could wish that a paper of this nature might be
drawn up and signed by two or three hundred prin-

cipal gentlemen of this kingdom, and printed copies

thereof sent to their several tenants. I am deceived if

anything could sooner defeat this execrable design of

Wood and his accomplices. This would immediately
give the alarm, and set the kingdom on their guard

;

this would give courage to the meanest tenant and
cottager. “ How long, O Lord, righteous and true,’’ Ac.

1 must tell you in particular, Mr. Harding, that

you are much to blame. Several hundred persons

have inquired at your house for my “ Letter to the

Shopkeepera,” Ac., and you had none to sell them.
Pray keep yourself provided with that letter, and
with tikis

:
you have got very well by the former

;

but I did not then write for your sake, any more than
I do now. Pray advertise both in every newspaper

;

and let it not be your fault or mine if our country-
men will not take warning. 1 desire you likewise to

sell them as cheap as you can.

1 am yonr servant, M. B.

The following Report, taken from the “ Hiberniaa
Patriot" (Dublin, 1730), will lie found extremely
interesting from the circumstance of its containing
all the arguments brought forward by the govern-
ment in favour of Wood’s patent, in order to fix

the charge of contumacy and disaffection upon the

dean iu exciting the people of Ireland.

The Report of the committee of the IonIt of hit ma-
jexty't moot honourable privy council, in relation to

Mr. Wood't halfpence andfarthingt
,
Sfc.

At the council-chamber at Whitehall, the 24 th day of
July

,
1721.

In obedience to your majesty's order of reference, upon
the several resolution* and addresses of both houses of
parliament of Ireland, during their late session, tlie

late address of your majesty's justices and privy
council of that kingdom and the petitions of the

county and city of Dublin, concerning a patent
granted by your majesty to William Wood, esa., for

the coining and uttering copper halfpence and far-

things in the kingdom of Ireland to such persons as

would voluntarily accept the same; and upon the pe-

tition of the said William Wood concerning the same
coinage, the lords of the committee have taken into

their consideration the said patent, addresses, petitions,

and all matters nnd paper* relating thereto, and have
heard and examined all such jiersona as, upon due and
sufficient notice, were desirous and willing to lie heard

upon the subject-matter under their consideration, and
have agreed upon the following report, containing a
true statp of the whole matter, as it appeared before

them, with their humble opinion, to be laid before
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your majesty for your ro>ai consideration ami determi-
nation uj>oik a matter of such importance.

The several addresses to your majesty from your
subjects of Ireland contain in general terms the strong-

est representations of the great apprehensions they were

under from the importing and uttering copper half-

pence and farthings in Ireland, by virtue of the pateut

granted to Mr. Wood, which they conceived would
prove highly prejudicial to your majesty's revenue, de-

structive of tne trade and commerce of the kingdom,
and of dangerous consequence to the properties of a
subject. They represent that the patent had been ob-

tained in a clandestine and unprecedented manner,

and by notorious misrepresentations of the state of

Ireland ;
that if the terms of the patent had been com-

plied with, this coinage would have been of infinite

loss to the kingdom, but that the patentee, under co-

lour of the powers granted to him, had imported and
endeavoured to utter great quantities of different im-
pressions and of less weight than required by the

patent, and had been guilty of notorious frauds and
deceit in coiuiug die said copper-money : And they

humbly beseech your majesty that you would give

such directions as in your great wisdom you should

think proper to prevent the fatal efTects of uttering any
halfpence or farthings by virtue of the said patent : And
the house of commons of Ireland, in a second address

upon tliis subject, pray that your majesty would be
pleased to give directions to the several officers in-

trusted in the receipt of your majesty's revenue, that

they do not, on any pretence whatever, receive or utter

any of the said copper halfpence or farthings.

In answer to the addresses of the houses of parlia-

ment of Ireland, your majesty was most graciously

pleased to assure them “ that if any abuses had been
committed by the patentee, you would give the neces-

sary orders for inquiring into and punishing those

abuses
;
and that your majesty would do everything that

was in your power for the satisfaction of your people."

In pursuance of this your majesty's must gracious

declaration, your majesty was pleased to take this mat-
ter into your royal consideration

;
and, that you might

be die better euabled effectually to answer the expect-
ations of your people of Ireland, your majesty was
pleased, by a letter from lord Carteret, one of your
principal secretaries of state, dated March 10, 1723-4,

to signify your pleasure to your lord-lieutenant of Ire-

land, “ That lie should give directions for sending over

such papers and witnesses as should be thought proper
to support the objections made against the patent, and
against the patentee in die execution of the powers
given him by the patent."

Upon the receipt of diese your majesty's orders, the

lord-lieutenant, by his letter of the 20th March, 1723*4,

represented tlie great difficulty be found himself un-

der to comply with these your majesty's orders; and,

by anoditT letter, of the 24th of March, 1723-4, “ after

consulting the principal members of both houses who
were immediately in your majesty's service, and of the

privy -council," acquainted your majesty, “ that none
of them would take upoti them to advise how any ma-
terial persons or papers might be sent over on this

occasion
;
but they all seemed apprehensive of die ill-

temper any miscarriage, in a trial upon scire facia*
brought against the patentee, might occasion in both
houses, if the evidence were not laid as full before a
jury as it was before them," and did therefore a second

time decline sending over any persons, papers, or ma-
terials whatsoever, to support this charge brought against

your majesty’s patent and the pateutee.

As this proceeding seemed very extraordinary, that,

in a matter that had raised so great and universal a
clamour in Ireland, no one person could be ]>revailed

ppou to come over from Ireland in siipjmrt of the

united sense of both bouses of parliament of Ireland ;

that no pujiers, no materials, no evidence whatsoever
of die mischiefs arising from this pateut, or of the noto-
rious frauds and deceit committed in the execution of
it, could now be liad, to give your majesty satisfaction
herein ;

“ your majesty, however, desirous to give your
people of Ireland all possible satisfaction, but sensible
that you canuot in any case proceed against any of the
meanest of your subjects but according to the known
rules and maxims of law and justice," repeated your
orders to your lord-lieutenant of Ireland, that* by per-
suasion, and making proper allowances for their ex-
penses, new endeavours might be used to procure and
send over such witnesses as should be thought material
to make good the charge against the patent.

In answer to these orders, the lord-lieutenant of
Ireland acquaints your majesty, by his letter of tire

23rd of April to one of your principal secretaries of
state, “ that, in order to obey your majesty's commands
os far as possibly lie could, at a meeting with my lord
chancellor, the chief judges, your majesty's attorney
and solicitor-general, he had earnestly desired their

advice and assistance to enable him to send over such
witnesses as might be necessary to support the charge
against Mr. Wood's patent, and the execution of it.

The result of this meeting was such that the lord-lieu-

tenant could not reap the least advantage or assistance

from it, every one being so guarded with caution
against giving any advice or opinion in this matter
of state, apprehending great danger to themselves from
meddling in it."

The lords of the committee think it very strange that

there should be such great difficulty in prevailing with
persons who had already given their evidence before

the parliament of Ireland to come over and give the

same evidence here, and especially that the chief dif-

ficulty should arise from a general appreliension of a
miscarriage in an inquiry before your mujesty, or in a
proceeding by due course of law, in a case where buth

houses of parliament had declared themselves so fully

convinced and satisfied, upon evidence and examina-
tions taken in the most solemn manner.

At the same time that your majesty sent your orders

to the lord-lieutenant of Ireland to send over such
evidences as were thought material to support the

charge against the patent, that your majesty might,

without any further loss of time than was absolutely

necessary, be os fully informed as was possible, aud that

the abuses and frauds alleged to be committed by the

patentee, in executing the powers granted to him,

might be fully and strictly inquired iuto and examined,

your majesty was pleased to order that an assay should

be made of the fineness, value, aud w'oight of this cop-

per money, and the goodness thereof, compared with

the former coinages of copper money for Ireland, and
the copper money coined in your majesty's mint in

England ; aud it was accordingly referred to sir Isaac

Newton, Edward Southwell, and John Scrope, csqrs., to

moke the said assay and trial.

By the reports made of this assay, which are here-

unto annexed, it appears “ that the nix of the copper

moneys coined at Bristol by Mr. Wood for Ireland,

containing the trial pieces, which was sealed and
locked up at the time of coining, was opened at your

majesty's mint at the Tower; that the comptroller's

accouut of the quantities of halfpence aud fartliingr

coined, agreed with Mr. Wood's account, amounting
to 39 tons, 3 hundred, 1 quarter, 1 1 pounds, and 4

ounces; that by the specimens of this coinage which
had from time to time been taken from the several

parcels coiued, and sealed up in papers, aud put itito

the pix, 60 half|ience weighed fourteen ounces troy,

aud 18 pennyweight, which is about a quarter of au

ounce above uue pound weight avoirdupois; and «MI
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farthing* weighed 3* o*. 46 gT. troy, which is alsoabove

the weight required by the patent. It also appear* that

both halfpence and farthing*, when heated red-hot,

spread thin under the hammer without cracking
;
that

tne copper of which Mr. Wood’* coinage i* made is of

the same goodness and value with the copper of which

the copper money is coined in your majesty'* mint

for England, and worth, in the market, about 13d.

per pound weight avoirdupois; that a pound of cop-

per wrought into bars or fillets, and made fit for coin-

age, before brought into the mint at the Tower of

London, is worth 18c/. per pound, and always cost

as much, and is coined into 2.1 pence of copper money,

by tale, for England. It likewise appears that the

halfpence and farthings coined by Mr. Wood, when
compared with the copper money coined for Ireland in

the reigns of king Charles II., king James II., and king

William and queen Mary, considerably exceeds them
all in weight, very far exceeds them all in goodness,

fineness, and value of the copper, none of them bearing

the lire so well, not being malleable, wasting very

much in the fire, and great part of them burning into a

cinder of little or no value at all
;
specimens of all

which, as likewise of Mr. Wood’s copper money, upon

trials and assays made by sir Isaac Newton, Mr. South-

well, and Mr. Scrope, were laid before this committee

for their information.”

The lords of the committee beg leave, upon this

article of the complaint, that notorious frauds and
deceits had been committed by the patentee in exe-

cuting the powers granted him, to observe to your

majesty that this is a fact expressly charged upon the

patentee, and, if it had in any manner been proved, it

might have enabled your majesty, by due course of

law, to have given the satisfaction to your people of

Ireland that has been so much insisted upon; but, ns

it is now above four months since your majesty was

pleased to send over to Ireland for such evidence as

might prove a fact alleged to be so notorious, and no

evidence at all has been as yet transmitted, nor the

least expectation given of any that may hereafter be

obtained, and the trials and assays that have been

taken of the halfpence and farthiugs coined by Mr.

Wood proving so unquestionably the weight, goodness,

and fineness of the copper money coined, rather ex-

ceeding the conditions of the patent than being any

way defective, the lords of the committee cannot advise

your majesty, by a writ of scire facias, or any other

manner, to endeavour vacating the said patent, when
there is no probability of success iu such an under-

taking.

As these trials and assays fully show that the

patentee hath acted fairly according to the ternis and
conditions of his patent, so they evidently prove that

the care and caution made use of iu this patent, by
proper conditions, checks, and comptrols, have effect-

ually provided that the copper mouey coined for

Ireland by virtue of this pateut should far exceed the

like coinages for Ireland in the reigns of your majesty’s

royal predecessors.

Atm that your majesty's royal predecessor* have
exercised this undoubted prerogative of grauting to

C
ivate persons the power and privilege of coining copper
lfpence and farthings for the kingdom of Ireland was

proved to this committee by several precedents of such
patents granted to private persons by king Charles 1 1 . and
king James II., uoue of which were equally beneficial to

your kingdom of Ireland, nor so well guarded with

proper covenants and conditions for the due execution of

the powers thereby granted, although the power and va-

lidity of those patents, and a due compliance with them,

was never in any one instance, till this time, disputed or

controverted.

By these former patents, the sole power of coining

copper money for Ireland was granted to the patentees

for the term of 21 years, to be coined in such place

as they should think convenient, and such quan-
tities as they could conveniently issue within the term

of 21 years, without any restriction of the quantity to

be coined within the whole term, or any provision of

a certain quantity, only to be coiued annually to

prevent the ill consequences of too great a quantity

to be poured in at once, at the will and pleasure

of the patentees
; no provision was made for the

goodness and fineness of the copper, no comptroller

appointed to inspect the copper in bars and fillets, l>e-

fore coined, and take constant assays of the money when
coined, and the power of issuing not limited to such as

would voluntarily accept the same
;
but, by the patent

granted to John Knox, the money coined by virtue of

that patent is made and declared to be the current

coin of the kingdom of Ireland, and a pound-weight of

copper was allowed to be coined into 2s. 8d., and
whatever quantity should be coiued, a rent of 16/.

per annum only was reserved to the crown, and 700
tons of copper were computed to be coined within 21
years, without any complaint.
The term granted to Mr. Wood for coining copper

money is for 14 years only, the quantity for the whole
term limited to 360 tons

; 100 tout only to be issued

within one year, uud 20 tons each year, for the 13 re-

maining years : a comptroller is appointed by the au-
thority of the crown, to inspect, comptrol, and assay

the copper, as well not coineu as coined
;
the copper to

be fine British copper, cast into bars or fillets, which,
when heated red-hot, would spread thin under the

hammer; a pound weight of copjjer to be coined into

2s. 6d., and without any compulsion or currency
enforced to be received by such only as would volun-

tarily and wilfully accept the same ; a rent of 800/.

per annum is reserved to your majesty, aud 200/. per
annum to your majesty's clerk comptroller, to be paid
annually by the patentee, for the full term of the 14

years, which, for 13 years, when 20 tons of coppeT only
are coined, is not inconsiderable

; these great and essen-

tial differences in the several patents that have been
granted for coining copper money for the kingdom of
Ireland seemed sufficiently to justify the care and cau-
tion that was used in granting the letten-patent to Mr.
Wood.

It lias been further represented to your majesty that

these letters-patent were obtained by Mr. Wood in a

clandestine and unprecedented manner, and by gross

misrepresentations of the state of the kingdom of Ire-

land. Upon inquiring into this fact, it appears, that

the petition of Mr. Wood for obtaining this coinage
was presented to your majesty at the time that several

other petitions and supplications were made to your
majesty, for the same purpose, by sundry persons well

acquainted and conversant with the affairs of Ireland,

setting forth the great want of small money and change
in all the common and lower parts of traffic and busi-

ness throughout the kingdom, and the terms of Mr.
Wood's petition seeming to your majesty most reason-

able, thereupon a draught of warrant, directing a grant

of such coinage to be made to Mr. Wood, was then re-

ferred to your majesty's then attorney and solicitor-

general of England, to consider and report their opinion

to your majesty : sir Isaac Newton, as the committee
is informed, was consulted in all the steps of settling

and adjusting the terms and conditions of the patent

;

and after mature deliberation, your majesty's warrant
was signed, directing an indenture in such manner as

is practised in your majesty's mint in the Tower of

Loudon, for the coining ofgold and silver moneys, to pass

the great seal of Great Britain, which was carried through

all the usual forms and offices without haste or preci-

pitation ;
that the committee cannot discover the leas'
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pretence to say this patent was passed or obtained in a

clandestine or unprecedented manner, unless it is to lie

understood, that your majesty’s granting a liberty of

coining copper money for Ireland, under the great seal

of Great Hritain, without referring the consideration

thereof to the principal officers of Ireland, is the

grievance and mischief complained of. Upon this head,

it must Ik? admitted that letters -patent under the

great seal of Great Hritain, for coining copper money
for Ireland, are legal and obligatory, a just and reason-

able exercise of your majesty's royal prerogative, Mid
in no manner derogatory or invasive of any liberties

or privileges of your subjects of Ireland. When any
matter or thing is transacting that concerns or may
affect your kingdom of Ireland, if your majesty has

any doubts concerning the same, or sees just cause for

considering your officers of Ireland, your majesty is

frequently pleased to refer such considerations to your
chief governors of Ireland; hut the lords of the com-
mittee hope it will not be asserted that any legal

orders or resolutions of your majesty can or ought to

be called in question or invalidated, tiecausethe advice

or consent of your chief governors of that kingdom was
not previously had upon them. The precedents are

many wherein cases of great importance to Ireland,

ami that immediately affected the interests of that king-

dom, warrant*, orders, and directions, by the authority

of your majesty and your royal predecessors, have been

issued under the royal sigu manual, without any pre-

vious reference, or advice of your officers of Ireland,

which have always had their due force, and have been

punctually complied with and obeyed. And os it

cannot be disputed hut this patent might legally and
properly pass under the great seal of Great Hritain, so

their lordship* cannot find any precedents or references

to the officers of Ireland, of what passed under the

gTcat seal of England
;
on the contrary, there are pre-

cedents of patents passed under the great seal of Ire-

land, where in all the previous steps the references were
made to the officers of Etiglund.

Hy the misrepresentation of the state of Ireland, in

order to obtain this patent, it is presumed is meant, that

the information given to your majesty of the great want
of small money, to make small payments, was ground-
less, and that there is no such waut of small money.
The lords of the committee inquired very particularly

into this article, and Mr. Wood produces several wit-

nesses that directly asserted the great want of small
money for change, and the great damage that retailers

and manufacturers suffered for the want of such copper

money. Evidence was given that considerable manu-
facturers have been obliged to give tallies, or tokens in

cards, to their workmen, for want of small money,
signed upon the hack, to be afterwards exchanged for

larger money : That a premium was often given to

obtain small money for necessary occasions : Several

letters from Ireland to rorres]Kindents in England were
read, complaining of the want of copper money, and
expressing the great demand there was for this money.
The great want of small money was further proved

by the common use of raps, a counterfeit coin, of such

base metal that what passes for a halfpenny is not

worth half a farthing ; which raps appeared to have
obtained a currency out of necessity, ami for want of

better small money to make change with ; and hy the

best accounts, the lords of the committee have reason

to believe that there can he no doubt that there is a

real want of small money in Ireland, which seems to

he to far admitted on all hands, that there
a
does not

appear to have been any misrepresentation of the state

of Ireland in this resjiect.

In the second address fioni the house of commons
to your majesty, they most humbly beseech your ma-
»e»ty that you w ill be graciously pleased to give di-

rections to the several officers intrusted with the receipt

of your majesty’s revenue, that they do not, on any
pretence w hatsoever, receive or utter such halfpence
or farthings; and Mr. Wood, in his petition to your
majesty, complains that the officers of your majesty’s

revenue had already given such orders to all the infe-

rior officers not to receive any of this coin.

Your majesty, by your patent under the great seal

of Great Hritain, wills, requires, and commands your
u lieutenant, deputy, or other chief governor or gover-

nors of your kingdom of Ireland, and all other officers

and ministers of your majesty, your heirs ami succes-
sors, in England, Ireland, or elsewhere, to be aiding and
assisting to the said William Wqod, his^xecutors, &c.,

in the execution of all or any the powers, authorities,

directions, matters, or things, to be executed by him
or them, or for his or their benefit and advantage, by
virtue and in pursuance of the said indentures, in all

things as becometh,” &c.—And if the officers of the
revenue have, upon their own authority, given any
orders, directions, significations, or intimations, to hinder
or obstruct the receiving and uttering the copper money
coined and imported pursuant to your majesty's let-

ters-patent, this cannot hut be looked upon as a very
extraordinary proceeding.

In another paragraph of the patent your majesty has
covenanted and granted unto the said William Wood,
his executors, &c. “ That upon performance of cove-
nants on his and their parts, he and they shall peace-
ably and quietly have, hold, and enjoy all the
powers, authorities, privileges, licences, profits, advan-
tages, and all other matters and things thereby granted,
without any let, suit, trouble, molestation, or denial of
your majesty, your heirs or successors, or of or hy any
of your or their officers or ministers, or any person or
persons,” &c.—This being so expressly granted and
covenanted by your majesty, and there appearing no
failure, non-performance, or breach of covenants, on the
part of the patentee, the lords of the committee cannot
advise your majesty to give directions to the officers of
the revenue not to receive or utter any of the said

copper halfpence or farthings, as lias been desired.

Mr. Wood, having been heard hy his counsel, pro-
duced his several witnesses

;
all the papers and prece-

dents which lie thought material having been read and
considered

;
and having, os he conceived, fully vindi-

cated both the patent and the execution thereof* For
his further justification, and to clear himself from the

imputation of attempting to make to himself any un-
reasonable profit or advantage, and to enrich himself at

the ex]«ense of the kingdom of Ireland, hy endeavour-
ing to impose upon them, and utter a greater quantity

of copper money than the necessary occasions of the

people shall require and can easily take off, delivered

a proposal in writing, signed by himself, which is here-

unto annexed ; and Mr. Wood having, by the said

letters-patent, “ covenanted, granted, and promised to,

and with your majesty, your heirs and successors, that

he shall and will, from time to time, in the making of
the said copper farthings ami halfpence in England,
and iu transporting the same from time to time in

Jrelaud, and in uttering, vending, disposing, and
dispersing the same there, and in all his doings and
accounts concerning the same, submit himself to the

inspection, examination, order, and comptrol of your
majesty and your commissioners of the treasury, or
high-trcasurcr, for the time being the lord* of the
committee are of opinion that your majesty, upon this

voluntary offer and proposal of Mr. Wood, may give

proper orders and directions for the execution and due
performance of such parts of the said proposal as shall

lie judged most for the interest and accommodal ion of
your subjects of Ireland . In the mean time, it not ap-
pearing to their lordships that Mr. Wood lias done or
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committed any act or deed that may tend to invalidate

or make void his letters-patent, or to forfeit the privi-

leges and advantages thereby granted to him by your
majesty, it is hut just and reasonable that your ma-
jesty should immediately send orders to your commis-
sioners of the revenue, and all other your officers in

Ireland, to revoke all orders, directions, significations,

or intimations whatsoever, that may have beeu given

by them or any of them, to hiuder or obstruct the re-

ceiving and uttering this copper money, and that the

lialfpcuce and farthings already coined by Mr. Wood,
amounting to about 17,000/., and such further quan-
tity as shall make up the said 17,000/. to 40,000/.,
** l>e suffered and permitted, without any let, suit,

trouble, molestation, or denial of any of your majesty's

officers or ministers whatsoever, to pass and be received

as current money by such as shall be willing to receive

the same." At the same time, it may be advisable for

your majesty to give the proper orders that Mr. Wood
shall not coin, import into Ireland, utter, or dispose of

uny more copper halfpence or farthings than to the

amount of 40,000/., according to his own proposal,

without your majesty’s special licence or authority, to

tie had for that purpose
;
and if your majesty shall be

pleased to order that Mr. Wood’s proposal, delivered

to the lords of the committee, shall be transmitted to

your majesty's chief governor, deputies, or other your
ministers or officers in Ireland, it will give them a pro-

|>er opportunity to cousider whether, after the reduc-

tion of 360 tons of copper, being iu value 100,800/., to

142 tons 17 cwt. 16 pounds, being in value 40,000/.

only, anything can be done for the further satisfac-

tion of the people of irelaud.

LETTER THE THIRD.
Snme observations on a paper calk'd The Report of thsCom-

mitlcvortlif most Honourable the Privy-Council in England,
relatiug to Wood’s halfpence.

TO TIIB NOU1LITY AND GENTRY OF THE KINGDOM OF
IRELAND.

August 25th, 1724.

Having already written two letters to the people of my
own level and condition, and having now very pressing

occasion for writing a third, I thought I could not more
properly address it than to your lordships and worships.

The occasion is this :—A printed p.iper was sent to

me on the 16th instant, entitled “ A Report* of the

Committee of the Lords of his Majesty's Must Honour-
able Privy-Council in England, relating to Mr. Wood's
Halfpence and Farthings.' There is no mention made
where the paper was printed, but I suppose it to have
been in Dublin; and I have been told that the copy
did not come over in the Gazette, but in the London
Journal, or some other print of no authority or conse-

quence. And, for anything that legally appears to the

contrary, it may be a contrivance to fright us; or a
project of some printer who has a mind to make a

* ** The Report, though drawn up with great precision and
clearness, nruule no impression. It was answered by Swift in
the Drapier's Letters: his hardy assertions and false represent-
ations were implicitly believed : ami Uie popular outcry was so
violent, that die lotos justices refused to issue the orders for
(lie circulation of the coin. A general panic seized even the
king’s host friends, who were apprehensive of popular commo-
tions. People of all descriptions and parties flocked lu crowds
to the bankers to demand their money, and drew their notes
with an express condition to Unpaid in gold or silver. The
publishers of the most treasonable pamphlets escaped with im-
punity, provided Word and his patent were introduced into the
work. The grand nuieS could scarcely be induced to find any
bill against such delinquents; no witncs>es in the prosecution
w ere safe iu their pontons ; awl no juries were inclined, or if

tncliued could venture, to find them guilty. Not content with
.•efusing to bring in a bill of indictment against the printer of
the Lirapier’s I -otters, the next grand jury of Dublin, in s pre-

sentment drawn up by Swift, presented nfl persons ns enemies
to the goierninent who should endeavour, by fraud or other-

wise, to impose Wood's lia I fpenct) tin the people.
"—Cun. p- SK.

penny by publishing something upon a subject which
now employs all our thoughts in this kingdom. Mr.
Wood, in publishing this j>a]>e*', would insinuate to the

world as if the committee hod a greater concern for his

credit, and private emolument than for the honour of

the privy-council and both houses of ]jurliatneut here,

uml for the quiet and welfare of this whole kingdom ,

for it seems intended as a vindication of Mr. Wood,
not without several severe reflections on the bouses of

lords and commons of Ireland.

The whole is indeed written with the turn and air of

a pamphlet
;
as if it were a dispute between William

Wood on the one part, and the lords-j ust ices, privy-

council, and both houses of parliament, on the other;
the design of it being to clear William Wood, and to

charge the other side with casting rash and groundless
aspersions upon him.

Rut if it be really what the title imports, Mr. Wood
has treated the committee with great rudeness, by
publishing an act of theirs iu so unbecoming a manner,
without their leave, and before it was communicated
to the government and privy-council of Ireland, to

whom the committee advised that it should be trans-

mitted. But, with all deference be it spoken, I do
not conceive that u report of a committee of the coun-
cil in England is hitherto a law in either kingdom;
and, until any point is determined to be a law, it re-

mains disputable by every subject.

This, may it please your lordships and worships
may seem a strange way of discoursing in an illiterate

shopkeeper. I have endeavoured (although without
the help of books) to improve that small portion of

reason God bus been pleased to give me
; and when

reason plainly appears before me, I cannot turn away
my head from it. Thus, for instance, if any lawyer
should tell me that such a point were law, from which
mauy gross palpable absurdities must follow, 1 would
not, I could not, believe him. If sir Edward Coke
should positively assert (which lie nowhere does, but
the direct contrary) w that a limited prince could,

by bis prerogative, oblige bis subjects to bike half an
ounce of lead, stamped with bis image, for twenty
shillings in gold," 1 should swear be was deceived, or

a deceiver; because a power like that would leave

the whole lives and fortunesof the people entirely at the

mercy of the monarch
;

yet this in effect is what Wood
has advanced in some of his papers, and what suspicious

people may possibly apprehend from some passages iu

that which is called the report.

That paper mentions such persons to have been ex-

amined, who were desirous and willing to be heard

upon this subject. 1 am told they were four in all

—

Coleby, Brown, Mr. Finley the banker, and oue more,

whose name 1 know not. Tlie flrst of these was tried

for robbing the treasury in Ireland
;
and though be

was acquitted for want of legal proof, yet every ]>erson

in the court believed him to be guilty. The second
was tried for a rape, and stands recorded iu the votes

of the house of commons for endeavouring, by per-

jury and subornation, to take away tbe life of John
Bingham, esq.

But, since 1 have gone so far as to mention particu-

lar persons, it may lie some satisfaction to know who
is this Wood himself, that has the honour to have a
whole kingdom at his mercy for almost two years to-

gether. I Hud that he is iu the patent entitled esquire,

although he were understood to lie only a hardware-
man, and so 1 have been hold to call him in tny

former letters : however, a 'squire he is, not only by
virtue of his patent, but by having been a collector in

Shropshire : where, pretending to have lieen robbed,

and suing the county, be was cast, and, for tbe infamy
of the fact, lost his employment.

1 have heard auotner story of this squire Wood,
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from a very honourable lady, that one Hamilton told

her. Hamilton was sent for, six yean ago, by air

Isaac Newton, to try the coinage of four men, who
then solicited a patent for coining halfpence for Ireland

;

their names were Wood, Costor, Eliston, and Parker.

Parker made the fairest offer, and Wood the worst;

for his coin were three halfpence in a pound weight

less value than the other. By which it is plain with

what intentions he solicited his patent
;
but not so

plain how he obtained it.

It is alleged in the said paper, called the Report,
** that, upon repeated orders from a secretary of state

for sending over such papers and witnesses as should

be thought proper to support the objections made
against the patent by both houses of parliament, the

lord-lieutenant represented the great difficulty he

found himself in, to comply with these orders; that

none of the principal members of both houses, who
were in the king's service or council, would take upon

them to advise how any material, person, or pajiera,

might be sent over on this occasion," &c. And this

is often repeated, and represented as a proceeding

that seems very extraordinary
;
and that, in a matter

which had raised so great a clamour in Ireland, no
one person could be prevailed upon to come over from
Ireland in support of the united sense of both houses

of parliament in Ireland ;
especially, that the chief

difficulty should arise from a general apprehension of

a miscarriage, in an inquiry before his majesty, or in

a proceeding by due course of law, in a case where
both houses of parliament had declared themselves so

fully convinced and satisfied upon evidence and ex-

aminations taken in the most solemn manner.
How shall I, a poor ignorant shopkeeper, utterly

unskilled in law. be able to answer so weighty an ob-

jection 1 I will try what can l»e done by plain reason,

unassisted by art, cunning, or eloquence.

In my humble opinion, the committee of council

has already prejudged the whole case, by calling the

united sense of both houses of parliament in Ireland
“ a universal clamour.” Here the addresses of the

lords and commons of Ireland, against a ruinous

destructive project of an obscure single undertaker, is

called “a clamour.” I desire to know how such a

style would be resented in England from a committee

of council there to a parliament
;
and how many im-

peachments would follow upon it? But supposing the

appellation to be proper, I never heard of a wise mi-
nister who despised the universal clamour of a people

;

and if that clam >ur can tie quieted by disappointing

the fraudulent practice of a single person, the pur-

chase is not exorbitant.

But, in answer to this objection : First, it is mani-
fest that if this coinage trad been in Ireland, with

such limitations as have been formerly specified in

other patents, and granted to persons of this kingdom,
or even of England, able to give sufficient security,

few or no inconveniences could have happened. As
to Mr. Knox's patent, mentioned in the report, security

was given into the exchequer, that the patentee should

upon all demands be obliged to receive his halfpence

back, and pay gold or silver in exchange for them.
And Mr. Moor (to whom I suppose that patent was
made over) was, in 1694, forced to leave off coining

before the end of that year, by the great crowds of

people coutiuually offering to return his coinage upon
Lim. In 1698 he coined again, and was forced to

give over for the same reason. This entirely alters

the case . for there is no such condition in Wood's
patent

;
which condition was worth a hundred times

all other limitations whatsoever.

Put the case, that the two houses of lords and com-
mons of England, and the privy-council there, should

audress bis msjesty to recall a patent from whence

I they apprehend the most ruinous consequences to the

whole Kingdom
;
and, to make it stronger if possible,

that tire whole nation, almost to a man, should thereupon

discover “ tlie most dismal apprehensions,” as Mr.
Wood styles them

;
would his majesty debate half an

hour what he had to do? Would any minister dare tp

advise him against recalling such a patent? Or would
the matter be referred to the privy-council, or to West-
niinstcr-hall

;
the two houses of parliament plaintiffs,

and William Wood defendant? And is there wen
tlie smallest difference between the two cases?

Were not the people of Ireland bom os free as those

of England? How nave they forfeited their freedom?
Is not their parliament as fair a representative of the

people as that of England ? And has not their privy-

council as great or a greater share in the administra-

tion of public affairs? Are not they subjects of the

same king ? Does not the same sun shine upon them ?

And have they not the same God for their protector ?

Am I a freeman in England, and do I become a slave

in six hours by crossing the Channel? No wouder,

then, if the boldest }iersons were cautious to interpose in

a matter already determined by the whole voice of the

nation, or to presume to represent the representatives of

the kiugdom, and were justly apprehensive of meeting
such a treatment as they would deserve at the next ses-

sion. It would seem very extraordinary if any inferior

court in England should take a great matter out of the

liands of the high court of parliament during a proroga-

tion, and decide it against the opinion of both houses.

It happens, however, that although no persons were
so bold as to go over os evidences to prove the truth of

the objections made against this patent by the high court

of parliament here, yet these objections stand good,

notwithstanding the answers made by Mr. Wood and
his counsel.

The Report says, that upon an assay made of the

fineness, weight, and value of this cojqier, it exceeded

in every article.” This is possible enough in the pieces

upon which the assay was made ;
but W ood must hare

failed very much in point of dexterity if he had not

taken care to provide a sufficient quauity of such half-

pence as would bear the trial
;
which he was able to do,

although they were taken out of several parcels
;
since

it is now plain that the bias of favour has been wholly
on his side.

But what need is there of disputing, when we have a
positive demonstration of Wood's fraudulent practices

in this point? I have seen a large quantity of these

halfpence weighed by a very skilful person, which
were of four different kinds, three of them considerably

under weight. I have now before me an exact compu-
tation of tire difference of weight between these lour

sorts; by which it appears that the fourth sort, or the

lightest, differs from the first to a degree, that, in the

coinage of three hundred and sixty tons of copper, the

patentee will be a gainer, only by that difference, of

24,494/.; and, in the whole, the public will be a loser

of 82,168/. 16s., even supposing the metal in point of

goodness to answer Wood’s contract, and the assay that

has been made, which it infallibly does not. For this

point has likewise been inquired into by very expe-

rienced men
;
who, upon several trials on many of these

halfpence, have found them to lie at least one-fourth

part below the real value, not including the raps or

counterfeits that lie or his accomplices have already

made of his own coin, aud scattered about. Now, the

coinage of 360 tons of copper, coined by the weight of

tlie fourth or lightest sort of his halfpence, will amount
to 122,488/. 16s.

;
and if we subtract a fourth jiart of the

real value by the base mixture in the metal, we must
add to the public lews one-fourth part to lie subtracted

from tlie intrinsic value of the copper: which in 360
tons amount to 10,080/.; and this, added to the funner
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rum of 82,168/. 18*., will make in all 02,2187. loss to

the public; beside* the ran* or counterfeits that he may
at any time hereafter thiiia fit to coin. Nor do 1 know
whether he reckons the dross exclusive or inclusive

with his 360 tons of copper, which, however, will make
a very considerable difference in the acconut.

You will here please to observe that the profit al-

lowed to Wood by the patent is twelvepence out of

every pound of copper valued at one shilling and six-

pence; whereas fivr]>eiice only is allowed for coinage

of a pound weight for the English halfpence; and this

difference is almost twenty-five per cent ., which is

double to the highest exchange of money, even under
all the additional pressures and olwtructions to trade that

this unhappy kingdom lies at present. This one cir-

cumstance, in the coinage of 360 tons of copjxr. makes
a difference of27,720/., between English and Irish half-

pence, even allowing those of Wood to be all of the

heaviest sort.

It is likewise to lie considered, that ofevery halfpenny

in a pound weight exceeding the number directed by
the patent, Wood will be a gainer, in the coinage of

360 tons of copper, of 1680/. profit more than the patent

allows him; out of which he may afford to make his

comptrollers easy ujwm that article.

As to what is alleged, that these halfpence far exceed
the like coinage for Ireland in the reigns of his majes-
ty’s predecessors, there cannot well be a more excep-
tionable way of arguing, although the fact were true;

which, however, is altogether mistaken
;
not by any

fault in the committee, but by the fraud and imposition

of Wood, who certaiuly produced the worst patterns he
could find

;
such as were coined in small numbers by

permissions to private men, as butchers’ halfpence,

black dogs, and others the like
; or perhaps the small

St. Patrick's coin, which passes now for a farthing, or

at liest some of the smallest raps of the latest kind.

For 1 have now by me halfpence coined in the year

1680, by virtue of the patent granted to my lord

Dartmouth, which was renewed to Knox, and they are

heavier by a ninth part than those of Wood, and of

much better metal; and the great St. Patricks half-

pence are yet larger than either.

Rut what is all this to the present dehatef If, under
the various exigencies of former times, by wars, rebel-

lious, and insurrections, the kings of England were
sometimes forced to pay their armies here with mixed
or twise money, God forbid that the necessities of
turbulent times should be a precedent for times of

peace, and order, and settlement.

In the patent above mentioned, granted to lord

Dartmouth in the reign of king Charles II., and renewed
to Knox, the securities given into the exchequer,
obliging the jiateutee to receive his money back upon
every demand, were an effectual remedy against all in-

conveniences : and the copper was coined in our king-
dom

;
so that we were in no danger to purchase it with

the Ion of all our silver and gold carried over to an-
other, nor to be at the trouble of going to Englaud for

the redressing of any abuse.

That the kings of Eugland have exercised their pre-

rogative of coining copper for Ireland and for England
is not the present question : but, to speak in the style of

tha report, it would seem a little extraordinary, sup-

posing a king should think fit to exercise his preroga-

tive by coining copper in Ireland, to be current in Eug-
land, without refeiring it to his officers in that king-

dom, to lie informed whether the grant were reasonable,

and whether the people desired it or not, and without

regard to the addresses of his parliament against it.

God forbid that so mean a man as I should meddle
with the king's prerogative

; but I have heard very wise

men say “ that the king’s prerogative is bounded and
limited bv the good and welfare of hie people." I

desire to know whether it he not understood and
avowed that the good of Ireland was intended by this

patent 1 But Ireland is not consulted at all in the

matter; and as soon as Ireland is informed of it, they

declare against it: the two houses of parliament and
the privy-council address his majesty upon the mis-

chiefs apprehended by such a patent ; the privy-council

in England take the matter out of the parliament’s cog-

nisance; the good of the kingdom is dropped; and it

is now determined, that Mr. Wood shall have the

power of ruining a whole nation for his private advan-

tage.

1 never can suppose that such patents ns these were

originally granted with a view of being a job for the

interest of a particular person, to tire damage of the

public. Whatever profit must arise to the patentee

was surely meant, at best, but as a secondary motive

;

and since somebody must be a gainer, the choice of the

person was made either by favour or something else,

or by the pretence of merit and honesty. This argu-

ment returns so often and strongly into my head, that

I cannot forbear frequently repeating it. Surely his

majesty, when he consented to the passing of this patent,

conceived be was doing an act of grace to his most
loyal subjects of Ireland, without any regard to Mr.

I Wood further than as an instrument; but the people

of Ireland think this patent (intended, no doubt, for

their good) to be a most intolerable grievance; and
therefore Mr. Wood can never succeed without an
open avowal that his profit is preferred, not only

before the interest, but the very safety and l>eing

of a great kingdom, and a kingdom distinguished for

its loyalty perhaps above all others upon earth
; not

turned from its duty by the jurisdiction of the house of

lords abolished at a stroke, by the hardships of the act

of navigation newly enforced, by all possible ohstruc

tions in trade, and by a hundred other instances,

enough to fill this paper ; nor was there ever among us

the least attempt toward an insurrection in favour of

the pretender. Therefore, whatever justice a free people

can claim, we have at least an equal title to it with our
brethren in England; and whatever grace a good
prince can bestow on the most loyal subjects, we have
reason to expect it. Neither has this kingdom any
way deserved to be sacrificed to one single, rapacious,

obscure, ignominious projector.

Among other clauses mentioned in this patent, to

show how advantageous it is to Ireland, there ts one

which seems to be of a singular nature :
u That the

patentee shall lie obliged, during his term, to pay 800/.

a-year to the crown and 200/. a-year to the comptroller."

I have heard, indeed, that the king’s council do always
consider, in the passing of a patent, whether it will be

of advantage to the crown; but I have likewise heard

that it is at the same time considered whether passing

of it may be injurious to any other persons or t>odies

litic. However, although the attorney and solicitor

servants to the king, and therefore hound to consult

his majesty's interest, yet I am under some doubt
whether 800/. a- year to the crown wuuld be equivalent

to the ruin of a kingdom. It would be far better for

us to liave paid 8000/. a-year into his majesty's coffers,

in the midst of all our taxes (which, in proportion, are

greater in this kingdom than ever they were in England,

even during the war), than purchase such an addition to

the revenue at the price of our utter undoing.

But here it is plain that 14,000/. are to he paid by
Wood, only as a small circumstantial charge for the

purchase of his patent. What were his other visible

costs 1 know not, and what were his latent is variously

conjectured; but he must be surely a roan of some
wonderful merit. Has he saved any other kingdom
at his own expense, to give him a title of reimbursing

himself by the destruction of ours ? Has he discovered
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the longitude or the universal medicine? No; hut be
has found the philosopher's stone lifter a new manner,

by debasing copper, and resolving to force it upon us

for gold.

When the two houses represented to his majesty that

this patent to Wood was obtained in a clandestine

manner, surely the committee could not think the

parliament would insinuate that it had not passed in

the common forma, and run through every office where

fee* and pern nisi tes were due. They knew very well,

that persons in places were no enemies to grants; and
that me officers of the crown could not be kept in the

dark. But the late lord -lieutenant [duke of Grafton]

of Ireland affirmed it was a secret to him; and who
will doubt his veracity, esjiecially when he swore to a

person of quality, from whom 1 had it, “ that Ireland

should never he troubled with these halfpence?” It

was a secret to the people of Ireland, who were to be

the only sufferers; and those who best knew the state

of the kingdom, and were most able to advise in *uch

an affair, were wholly strangers to it.

It is allowed hy the report that this patent was
passed without the knowledge of the chief governor or

officers of Ireland; and it is there elaborately shown
that former patents have passed in the same manner,

and are good in law. I shall not dispute legality of

patents, out am ready to suppose it m his majesty’s

power to grant a patent for stamping round bits of

copper to every subject he has. Therefore, to lay aside

the point of law, I would only put the question, Whe-
ther, in reason and justice, it would not have been

I

iroper, in an affair upon which the welfare of this

;ingdom depends, that the said kingdom should have
received timely notice

;
and the matter not be carried

on between the tiatentee and the officers of the crown,

who were to Ik? the only gainers by it?

The parliament, who, in matters of this nature, are

the most able and faithful counsellors, did represent

this grant to be destructive of trade and dangerous to

the properties of the people; to which the only answer

is, that the king has a prerogative to make suchagrant.

It is asserted “ that, in the patent to Kuox, his half-

pence are made and declared the current coin of the

kingdom; whereas, in this to Wood, there is only a

power given to issue them to such as will receive them.”
The authors of the report, I think, do not affirm that

the king can, hy law, declare anything to be current

money by his letters-patcnt. I dare say they will not

affirm it; and if Knox's patent contained in it power
contrary to law, why is it mentioned as a precedent in

his majesty's just and merciful reign ? But, although

that clause be not in Wood's {latent, yet possibly there

are others the legality whereof may be equally

doubted; and particularly that whereby a power is

giveu to William Wood to break into houses in search

of any coin made in imitation of his. This may per-

haps he affirmed to l>e illegal and dangerous to the

liljerty of the subject; yet this is a precedent taken

from Knox's {latent, where the same power is granted,

ami is a strong instance what uses may be sometimes
made of precedent*.

But although, before the passing of this patent, it

was not thought necessary to consult any persons of this

kingdom, or make the least inquiry, whether copper

money were wanting among us; yet now at length,

when the matter is over, when the patent has long

i»as«ed, when Wood has already coined 17,000/., ami
lias his tools and implements prepared to coin six

times as much more, the committee has been pleased to

make this affair the subject of inquiry ;
Wood is per-

mitted to produce his evidences, which consist, as 1

have already observed, of four in number, whereof
Coleby, Brown, and \Ir. Finley the banker, are three.

Ami these were to prove that copper money was ex-

tremely wanted in Ireland. The first had been out of
the kingdom almost twenty years, from the time that
lie was tried for robbing the treasury

;
and therefore hi*

knowledge and credibility are equal. The second may
he allowed a more knowing witness, because I think
it is not above a year since the house of common*
ordered the attomej -general to prosecute him for en-
deavouring to take away the life of John Bingham, esq.,

member of yiarliamei.u by petjury and subornation.
He asserted that he was forced to tally with hia

labourers for wont of small money, which has often
been practised in England by sir Ambrose Crawley,*
and others; but those who knew him better give a
different reason, if there be any truth at all in the
fact, that he was forced to tally with his labourers, not
for want of halfpence, but of more substautial money :

which is highly possible, because the race of suborners,
forgers, {lerjurers, and ravisbers, are usually people of
no fortune, or of those who have run it out by their

vices and profuseness. Mr. Finley, the third witness,

honestly confessed that he was ignorant whether Ireland
wanted copper or not; hut his only intention was to
buy a certani quantity from Wood at a large discount,

and sell them as well as he could
;
by which he hoped

to get two or three thousand pounds fur himself.

But suppose there were not one single halfpenny of
copper com in this whole kingdom (which Mr. Wood
seems to intend, unless we will come to his terms, as

appears by employing his emissaries to buy up our old
ones at a penny in the shilling more than they pass for),

it could not be any real evil to us, although it might
he some inconvenience. We have many sorts of small
silver coins, to which they are strangers in Kngland

;

such as the French threepences, fourpence-halfpenuies,

and eightpence-farthings, the Scotch nvepenccs and ten-

pences. beside their twenty-pences and three-and-four-

pences, hy which we are able to make change to a
Halfpenny of almost any piece of gold and silver; and
if we are driven to the expedient of a sealed card, with

the little gold and silver still remaining, it will, I

suppose, he somewhat better than to have nothing left

hut Wood s adulterated copper, which he is neither

obliged by his patent, nor hitherto able by his estate,

to make good.
The Report further tells us, “ It must be admitted,

that letters-patent, under the great seal of Great Britain

for coining copper money for Ireland, are legal and
obligatory, a just and reasonable exercise of his ma-
jesty's royal prerogative, and iu no manner derogatory

or invasive of any liberty or privilege of his subjects of
Ireland." First, we desire to know why his majesty's

prerogative might not have been os well asserted by
passing this patent in Ireland, and subjecting the

several conditions of the contract to the inspection of

those who are only concerned, as was formerly done in

the only precedents for patents granted for coining in

this kingdom, since the mixed money in queen Rlixa-

beth’s time, during the difficulties of a rebellion

;

whereas now, upon the greatest imposition that can
possibly lie practised, we must go to England with our
complaints, where it has been for some time the fashion

to think, and to affirm, that we cannot lie too hardly

used. Again, the report says “ that such patents are

obligatory." After long thinking, 1 am not able to

find out what can possibly lie meant here by this word
obligatory. The patent of Wood neither obliges him
to utter his coin, nor us to take it ; or, if it did the

latter, it would be so far void, because no patent can
oblige the subject against law

;
unless an illegal paten*

passed in one kingdom can bind another and not itself.

Lastly, it is added, “ That such patents are in no
manner derogatory, or invasive of any liberty or privi-

lege of the king's subjects of Ireland." If this propo*
“ Who was proprietor of an extensive iron maim factory.
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aition be true, ns it is here laid down, without any
limitation either expressed or implied, it must follow,

that a king of Kuglund may at any time coin copper

money for Ireland, and oblige his subjects here to take

a piece of copper under the value of half a farthing for

half-a-crown, as was practised hy the late king James;
and even without that arbitrary prince's excuse, from

the necessity and exigencies of his affairs. If this be

in no manner derogatory nor invasive of any liberties

of privileges of the subjects of Ireland, it ought to hnve
been expressed what our liberties and privileges are,

and whether we have any at all
;

for, in specifying the

word Ireland
,

instead of saying “ his mnjesty s su!>-

jects," it would seem to insinuate that wc are not

upon the same foot with our fellow-subjects in England;
which, however the practice may have been, I hope
will never lie directly asserted ; for 1 do not understand
that Poyning's act deprived us of our liberty, hut only
changed the manner of passing laws here (which, how-
ever, was a power most indirectly obtaiued), by leaving

the negative to the two houses of parliament. Out,

waving all controversies relating to the legislature, no
person I believe was ever yet so bold as to affirm that

the people of Ireland have not the same title to the

benefits of the common law with the rest of his majesty 's

subjects; and therefore, whatever liberties or privileges

the people of Kugland enjoy by common law, we of
Ireland have the same; so that, in my bumble opinion,

the word Ireland, standing in that proposition, was, iu

the mildest interpretation, a lapse of the pen.

The Report further asset ts, “ that the precedents are

many wherein cases of great importance to Ireland,

and which immediately affected the interests of that

kingdom, such as warrants, orders, and directions by
the authority of the king and his predecessors, have
been issued tuider the royal sign manual, without any
previous reference or advice of his majesty's officers of

Ireland, which have always had their due force, and
nave been punctually complied with and obeyed." It

may lie so, and 1 am heartily sorry for it ; because it

may prove an eternal source of discontent. However,
among all these precedents, there is not one of a patent

for coining money for Ireland.

There is nothing has perplexed me more than this

doctrine of precedents. If a job is to he done, and
upou searching records you find it has been done
before, there will not want a lawyer to justify the

legality of it by producing his precedents, without ever
considering the motive* and circumstances that first

introduced them; the necessity or turbulence or in-

iquity of times; the corruptions of ministers, or the

arbitrary disposition of the prince then reigning. And
1 have been told by persons eminent in tlie law, u that

the worst actions which human nature is capable of
may be justified by (he same doctrine." How the first

precedents began of determining rases of the highest

importance to Ireland, and immediately affecting its

interests, without any previous reference or advice to

the king's officers here, may soon lie accounted for.

Ikfnrc this kingdom was entirely reduced hy the sub-
mission of Tyrone in the last yesir of queen Elisabeth's

reign, there was a period of four hundred years which
was a various scene of war and peace between the

English pale and the Irish natives; and the govern-
ment of that part of this island which lay in the English

hands was, in many things, under the immediate ad-
ministration of the Icing

; silver and copper were often

coined here among us
;
and once ut last, upon great

necessity, a mixed or t^ise inetal was scut from Eng-
land. The reign of king James I. was employed in

settling the kingdom after Tyrone's rebellion; and
this nation flourished extremely till the time of the

massacre, 1041. In that difficultjnncture of affairs the
j

nobilityand gentry coined theirown plate here in Dublin.
|

By all that I can discover, the copper coin of Ireland,

for three hundred years jiast. consisted of small pence
and half|>euoe; which particular men had licence to coin,

and were current only within certain towns and dis-

tricts, according to the personal credit of the owner,
who uttered them, and was hound to receive them
again, whereof 1 have seen many sorts ;

neither have I

heard of any patent granted for coining copper for Ire-

land till the reign of king Charles II., which was in

the year 16^0, to George Legge, lord Dartmouth
; and

renewed by king James II., in the first year of his reign

(1685), to John Knox. Doth patents were passed in

Ireland; and iu both, the patentees were bound to

receive their coin again from any that would offer them
twenty shillings of it, far which they were obliged to

pay gold or silver.

The patents, both of lord Dartmouth and Knox, were
referred to the attorney-general here, and a report made
accordingly ; and both, as I have already said, were
passed iu this kingdom. Knox had only a patent for

the remainder of the term granted to lord Dartmouth

;

the patent expired iu 1701, and upon a petition by
Roger Moor to have it renewed, the matter was referred

hither; and upou the report of the attorney and soli-

citor, that it was not for his majesty's service, or interest

of the nation, to have it renewed, it was rejected by
king William. It should therefore seem very extra-

ordinary that a patent for coiniug copper halfpence,

intended and professed for the good of the kingdom,
should lie passed without once consulting that king-
dom for the good of which it is declared to be in-

tended
; and this, upon the application of a poor,

private, obscure mechanic; and a patent of such a
nature, that as soon as ever the kingdom is informed
of its being pass d, they cry out unanimously against

it, as ruinous and destructive. The representatives of
the nation in parliament, and the privy-council, address

the king to have it recalled; yet the patentee, such a

one as I have descriticd, shall prevail to nave this patent

approved
; and his private interest shall weigh down

tiie application of a whole kingdom. St. Paul says,
“ All things are lawful, hut all things are not exiie-

dient.’* We are answered “ that this patent is lawful :**

but, is it expedient ? We read that the high-priest

said “ it was expedient that one man should die for the

people ;" and this was a most wicked proposition : hut
that a whole nation should die for one man was never

heard of before.

But, because much weight is laid on the precedents

of other |iatents for coming copper for Ireland, I will

set this matter in as clear a light as I can. Whoever
has read the Report will be apt to think that a dozen

precedents at least could be produced of copper coined

for Ireland by rirtue of patents passed iu England,

and that the coinage was there too ; whereas 1 ain

confident there cannot lie one precedent bIiowii of a

patent passed in England for coining copper fur Ireland

for above one hundred years past
;
and if there were

any before, it must be iu times of confusion. The
only patents I could ever bear of arc those already

mentioned to lord Dartmouth and Knox ; the former

in 1C80, and the latter in 1685. Now let us compare
these patents with tli.it granted to Wood. First, the

patent to Knox, which was under the same conditions

as that granted to lord Dartmouth, was passed in

Ireland ; the government, and the attorney and so-

licitor-general, making re|K»rt that it would be useful

to this kingdom.
The (latent was passed with the advice of the king's

council here ; the patentee was obliged to receive his

coin from those who thought themselves surcharged,

and to give gold and silver f.»r it. Lastly, the patentee

was to pay only 16/. Ids. 4d. |*t annum to the crown.

Then, as to the execution of that patent. First, 1
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find the halfpence were milled, which, a* it is of great

use to prevent counterfeits (and therefore industriously

avoided by Wood), so it was an addition to the charge

of coinage. And as for the weight and goodness of

the metal, I have several halfpence now by me, many
of which weigh a ninth part more than those coined by

Wood, and bear the fire and hammer a great deal
!

better, and, which is no trifle, the impression is fairer

and deeper. I grant indeed that many of the latter

coinage yield in weight to some of Wood’s, by a fraud

natural to such patentees
;

but not so immediately

after the grant, and before the coin grew current; for

this circumstance Mr. Wood must serve for a pre-

cedent in future times.

Let us now examine this new patent granted to

William Wood. It passed upon very false suggestion

of his own, and of a few confederates ;
it passed in

England, without the least reference hither ;
it passed

unknown to the very lonl-lieutenant, then in England.

Wood is empowered to coin 108,001)/., and all the

officers in the kingdom (civil and military) are com-
manded in the Report to countenance and assist him.

Knox had only power to utter what we would take,

and was obliged to receive his coin back again at our

demand, and to enter into security for so doing.

Wood’s halfpence are not milled, and therefore more

easily counterfeited by himself, as well as by others.

Wood pays 1000/. per annum for 1 4 years : Knox paid

only 16/. 13s. id. per annum for 21 years.

It was the Report that set me the example of making

a comparison between those two patents, wherein the

committee was grossly misled by the false representa-

tion of William Wood
; as it was by another assertion

“that 700 tons of copper were coined during the 21

years of lord Dartmouth's ami Knox’s patents.”

Such a quantity of copper, at the rate of 2s. 8d. per

pound, would amount to about 190,000 pounds;

which was very near as much as the current cash of

the kingdom in those days; yet during that period

Ireland was never known to have too much copper

coin ;
and for several years there was no coining at

all : besides, I am assured that, upon inquiring into

the custom-house books, all the copper imported into

this kingdom from 1683 to 1692, which includes eight

years of the 21 (besides one year allowed for the

troubles), did not exceed 47 tons. And we cannot

suppose even that small quantity to have been wholly

applied to coinage : so that I believe there was never

any comparison more unluckily made, or so destructive

of the design for which it was produced.

The Psalmist reckons it an effect of God's anger

when “ he selleth his people for nought, and taketh no

money for them.” That we have greatly offeuded

God by the wickedness of our lives is not to be dis-

puted ;
but our king we have not offended in word or

deed : and although be lie God’s vicegerent on earth,

he will not punish us for any offences, except those

we shall commit against his legal authority, his

sacred person (which God preserve!), or the laws of

the land.

The Report is very profuse in arguments, “ that

Ireland is in great want of copjier money.” Who
were the witnesses to prove it has been shown already;

but, in the name of God, who are to be judges ? Does

not the nation best know its own wants? Both houses

of parliament, the privy-council, and the whole body
of the people, declare the contrary. Or, let the wants

be what they will, we desire they may not be supplied

by Mr. Wood : we know our own wants but too well

:

they are many, and grievous to be borne, but quite of

another kind. Let England be satisfied : as things go,

thev will in a short time have all our gold and silver,

ami may keep their adulterate coppeTat borne; for we are

determined not to purchase it with our manufactures,

which Wood lias graciously offered to accept. Our
wants are not so bad by a hundredth part as the
method he has taken to supply them. He has already
tried his fuculty in New England

;
and I hope be will

meet at least with an equal reception here
;
what that

was, I leave to public intelligence. I am supposing
a wild case; that if there should be any persons
already receiving a monstrous pension out of this king-
dom, who were instrumental in procuring this patent,*

they have not either well consulted their own interests,

or Wood must put more dross into his copper, and
•till diminish its weight.

Upon Wood's complaint, “that the officers of the
kings revenue here had already given orders to all the
inferior officers not to receive any of his coin,” the
Report says “ that this cannot but be looked upon as
a very extraordinary proceeding, and contrary to the
lowers given in the patent.” Tbe committee say,
“ they cannot advise his majesty to give directions to

the officers of the revenue here not to receive or utter

any of the said coin, as has been desired in the ad-
dresses of both bouses: but, on the contrary, they
think it both just and reasonable that the king should
immediately give orders to the commissioners of the
revenue, &c., to revoke all orders, Ac., that may have
been given by them, to hinder or obstruct the receiving
of tbe said coin.” And accordingly, we are told,

! such orders are arrived. Now this was a cast of
Wood's politics; for this information was wholly false

and groundless, which be knew very well : and that

the commissioners of the revenue here were all, ex-
cept one, sent us from England, and love their employ-
ments too well to have taken such a step: but Wood
was wise enough to consider that such orders of revoca-
tion would be an open declaration of the crowu in his

favour, would put the government here under a diffi-

culty, would make a noise, and possibly create some
terror in the poor people of Ireland. And one great

point he has gained, that, although auy orders of revoca-

tion will be needless, yet a new order is to be sent

(and perhaps is already here) to the commissioners of
the revenue, and all die king’s officers in Ireland, that

Woods halfpence be suffered and permitted, without
any let, suit, trouble, molestation, or denial, of any of

the king’s officers or ministers whatsoever, to pass and
be received as current money by such as shall be will-

ing to receive them, lu this order there is no excep-

tion
; and therefore, as far os 1 can judge, it includes

all offieers, both civil and military, from the lord high
chancellor to a justice of peace, ami from the general

to an cusign
;
so that Wood’s project is not likely to

fail for want of managers enough. For my own part,

as things stand, I have but little regret to find myself
out of the uumber

;
and therefore I shall continue in

all humility to exhort and worn my fellow-subjects

never to receive or utter this coin, which will reduce
the kingdom to beggary by much quicker and larger

stem than have hitherto tieen taken.

But it is needless to argue any longer. Tbe matter

is come to an issue. His majesty, pursuant to the law,

has left the field open between W ood and the kingdom
of Ireland. Wood lias liberty to offer his coin

; and we
have law, reason, liberty, and necessity to refuse it. A
knavish jockey may ride ari old foundered jade about
the market, but none are obliged to buy it. I hope the

words “ voluntary” and “ willing to receive it* will

be understood and applied in their true natural

meaning, at commonly understood by protestants.

For if a fierce captain comes to my shop to buy six

yards of scarlet cloth, followed by a porter laden with
a sack of Wood’s coin upon his shoulders; if we are

agreed about the price, and my scarlet lies ready cut

|

* Alluding to the duchess of Kendal, who was to share is

[ Wood's gains.
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upon the compter; if he then give* me the word of

command to receive my money in Wood’s coin, and
calls me “a disaffected, Jacobite dog,” for refusing it

(although I am as loyal a subject as himself, and with-

out hire), and thereupon seises my cloth, leaving me
the price in this odious copper, and bids me take my
remedy ; in this case 1 shall hardly l>e brought to

think that I am left to my own will. I shall there-

fore on such occasions first order the porter aforesaid

to go off with his pack, and then see the money in

silver and gold in my possession, before I cut or mea-

sure my cloth. But if a common soldier drinks his

pot first, and then offers payment in Wood* halfpetice,

the landlady may be under some difficulty
;

for if

she complains to bis captain or ensign, they are like-

wise officers iucluded in this general order for encoura-

ging these halfpence to pass os current money. If she

goes to a justice of peace, he is also an officer to whom
this general order is directed. I do therefore advise

her to follow my practice, which I have already lie-

gun, and be paid for her goods before she part* with

them. However, I should hare been content, for some
reasons, that the military gentlemen hail been excepted

by name
;

because I have heard it said, that their dis-

cipline is best confined within their own district.

His majesty, in the conclusion of his answer to the

address of the house of lords against Wood's coin, is

pleased to say, u that he will do everything in his

power to the satisfaction of bis people.” It should

seem, therefore, that the recalling of the patent is not

to be understood as a thing in his power. But how-
ever, since the law does not oblige us to receive this

coin, and consequently the patent leaves it to our vo-

luntary choice, there is nothing remaining to preserve

us from ruin but that the whole kingdom should con-

tinue in a firm, determinate resolution never to receive

or utter this fatal coin. After which let the officers

to whom these orders are directed (I would willingly

except the military), come with their exhortations,

their arguments, and their eloquence, to persuade us

to find our interest in our undoing. Let Wood and his

accomplices travel about the country with cart-loads

of their ware, and see who will take it off their hands :

there will be no fear of his being robbed, for a high-

wayman would scorn to touch it.

1 am only in pain how the commissioners of the re-

venue will proceed in this juncture; because 1 am
told they are obliged by an act of parliament to take

nothing but gold and silver in payment for his ma-
jesty's customs

;
and 1 think they cannot justly oiler

this coinage of Mr. Wood to others unless they will be
content to receive it themselves.

The sum of the whole is this. The Committee ad-
vises the king to send immediate orders to all his officers

here, that Wood's coin he suffered and permitted, with-

out any let, suit, trouble, &c., to pass and be received

as current money by such as sliall be -willing to receive

the same. It is probable that the first willing receivers

may be those who must receive it whether they will or

not, at least under the penalty of losing an office. But
the landed undepending men, the merchants, the shop-
keepers, and built of the people, I hope and am almost
confident will never receive it. What must the con-
sequence be! Tlie owners will sell it for as much as
they can get. Wood's halfpence will come to be of-

fered for six a penny (yet then he will be a sufficient

gainer), and the necessary receivers will be losers of
two-thirds in their salaries or pay.

This puts me in mind of a passage I was told many
years ago in England. At a quarter-session in Leices-

ter, the justices had wisely decreed to take off a half-

penny in a quart from the price of ale. One of them
who came in after the thing was determined, being in-

formed of what had passed, said thus ; “ Gentlemen,
VOL. II.

you have made an order that ale should be sold in our
country for three halfjieiice a quart t I desire von will

now make another, to appoint who must drink it, for

by G—, I will not.”

I must Iteg leave to caution your lurdshi)is and wor-
ships in one particular. Wood lias graciously pro-

mised to load us at present only with 40,000/. of bis coin

till the exigencies of the kingdom require the rest. 1

entreat you will never suffer Mr. Wood to be a judge

of your exigencies. While there is one piece of silver

or gold left in the kingdom, he will call it on exigency.

He will double his present quantum by stealth as soon

as he can ; he will pour his own raps orul counterfeits

upon us; France and Holland will do the same; nor

will our own coiners at home be behind them : to con-

firm which, I have now in my pocket a rap or counter-

feit halfpenny, in imitation of his, but so ill performed
that in my conscience I believe it is not of his coin-

ing.

I must now desire your lordships and worships, that

you will give great allowance for this long undigested

paper. I find myself to have gone into several repe-

titions, which were the effects of haste, while new
thoughts fell in to add something to what I hod said

before. I think I may affirm that I have fully an-
swered every paragraph in the report

; which, although
it be not unartfully drawn, and is perfectly in the

spirit of a pleader who can find the most plausible

topics in behalf of his client, yet there was no great skill

required to detect the many mistakes contained in it;

which however are by no means to be charged upou
the ri^ht honourable committee, but upon the most
false, impudent, and fraudulent representations of Wood
and his accomplices. 1 desire one particular may dwell
upon your minds, although I have mentioned it more
than once

;
that after all the weight laid upon pre-

cedents, there is not one produced in the whole report

of a patent for coining copper in England to pass in

Ireland
;
and only two patents referred to (for indeed

there were no more), which were both passed in Ireland,

by references to the king's council here; both less ad-
vantageous to the coiner than this of Wood ; and in

both securities given to receive the coin at every call,

and give gold and silver in lieu of it This demon-
strates the most flagrant falsehood and impudence of
Wood, by which he would endeavour to make the right

honourable committee bis instruments (for bis own il-

legal and exorbitant gain) to ruin a kingdom which
has deserved quite different treatment.

I am very sensible tbat such a work os I have under-

taken might have worthily employed a much better

pen ; but when a house is attempted to be robbed, it

often happens the weakest in the family runs first to

stop the door. All the assistance I had were some in-

formations from an eminent person; whereof 1 am
afraid I have spoiled a few, by endeavouring to make
them of a piece with my own productions, and the rest I

was notable to manage : I was in the case of David, who
could tuft move in the armour of Saul, aud therefore

I rather chose to attack this uncircumcised Philistine

(Wood I mean) with a sling and a stone. And I may
say, for Wood's honour us well us my own, that he
resembles Goliath in many circumstances very applicable
to the present purpose

;
for Goliath had “a helmet of brass

upon his head, and he was armed with a coat of mail

;

and the weight of the coat was five thousand shekels of
brass; and he had greaves of brass upon his legs, and
a target of brass between his shoulders.” In short, he
was like Mr. Wood, all over brass, and he defied the

armies of the living God. Goliath's conditions of com-
bat were likewise the same with those of Wood :

“ if ho
prevail against us, then shall we be his servants.'' But if

it happens that I prevail over him, I renounce the other

part of the condition
;
“he sliall never be a servant of
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mine; fur I do not think him tit to be trusted in any
honest man's shop."

I will conclude with my humble desire and request

which I made in my second letter, that your lordships

and worships would please to order a declaration to be

drawn up, expressing in the strongest terms your re-

solution never to receive or utter any of Wood's half-

pence or farthings, and forbidding your tenants to receive

them: that the said declaration may be signed by as

many persons as possible* who have estates iu this king-

dom, and be sent down to your several tenants aforesaid.

And if the dread of Wood’s halfpence should con-

tinue until nrxt quarter-sessions, which I hone it will

not, the gentlemen of every county will then have

a fair opportunity of declaring against them with una-

nimity aud seal.

I am, with the greatest respect,

(May it please your lordships and worships,)

Your most dutiful and obedient servant, M.B.

LETTER THE FOURTH.
TO THE WHOLE PEOPLE OP IRELAND,

la this Letter the government of Ireland diaaovered nutter for

prosecution.]

Mr dear Countrymen, Oct. 23, 1724.

Having already written three letters upon so disagree-

able a subject as Mr. Wood and his halfpence, I con-

ceived my task was at an end ;
but I find that cordials

must be frequently applied to weak constitutions, poli-

tical us well as natural. A people long used to hard-

ships lose by degrees the very notious of liberty. They
look upon themselves as creatures at mercy, and that

all impositions laid on them by a stronger hand ore,

in the phrase of the Report, legal and obligatory.

Hence proceed that poverty and lowness of spirit to

which a kingdom may be subject, as well as a particu-

lar person. And when Esau came fainting from the

field at the point to die, it is no wonder that he sold his

birthright for a mess of pottage.

I thought I had sufficiently shown to all who could
want instruction by what methods they might safely

proceed, whenever this coin should be offered to them

;

and 1 believe there has not been for many ages an
example ofany kingdom so firmly united in a point of

great importance, as this of ours is at present against

that detestable fraud. But however it so happens
that some weak people begin to be alarmed anew by
rumours industriously spread. Wood prescribes to the

newsmongers in London what they are to write. In
one of their papers, published here by some obscure
printer, and certainly with a had design, we ore told
“ That the Papists in 1 relaud have entered into an
association against his coin," although it be notoriously

Known that they never once offered to stir in the matter;

so that the two houses of parliament, the privy-council,

the great number of corporations, the lord mayor and
aldermen of Dublin, the grand juries and principal

gentlemeu of several counties, are stigmatized in a lump
under the name of “ papists."

11111 impostor anu his crew do likewise give out,

that by refusing to receive his dross for sterling we
“ dispute the king's prerogative, are grown ripe for

relielliou, and ready to shake off the dependency of
Ireland upon the crown of England." To counte-
nance which reports he has published a paragraph in

another newspaper, to let us know that “ the lord-lieu-

tenant is ordered to come over immediately to settle

his halfpence."

I entreat you, my dear countrymen, not to be under
the least concern upon these and the like rumours,
which are no more than the last bowls of a dog dissected

• A declaration was signed soon after by the most consider-

able persons of the kin^Um.

(;

alive, as 1 ho;>che has sufficiently been. These calum
nies are the only reserve that is left him. For surely

our continued and (almost) tn|cxampledt loyalty will

never be called in question, foT not suffering ourselves

to be rubbed of all that we have by one obscure iron-

monger.
As to disputing the king's prerogative, give me leave

to explain to those who are ignorant what the meaning
of that word prerogative is. f

The kings of these realms enjoy several powers, where-

in the laws have not interposed. So they can make
war and peace without the consent of parliament—and
this is a very great prerogative : but if the parliament
does not approve of the war, the king must bear the

charge of it out of his own purse—and this is a great

check on the crown. So the king lias a prerogative to

coin money without consent of parliament; but he
cannot compel the subject to take that money except

it be sterling gold or silver, because herein he is limited

by law. Some princes have, indeed, extended their

prerogative further than the law allowed them
;
where-

in, however, the lawyers of succeeding ages, as fond as
they are of precedents, have never dared to justify them.

But to say the truth, it is only of late times that pre-

rogative has been fixed and ascertained
;

for whoever
reads the history of England will find that some former

kings, and those none of the worst, have upon several

occasions ventured to control the laws, with very little

ceremony or scruple, even later than the days of queen
Elizabeth. In tier reign that pernicious counsel of

sending base money hither very narrowly failed of

losing the kingdom—being complained of by the lord-

deputy, the council, and the whole body of the English

here
;
so that soon after her death it was recalled by

her successor, and lawful money paid in exchange.

Having thus given you some notion of what is meant
by “ the king's prerogative," as far os a tradesman can
be thought capable of explaining it, I will only add the

opinion of the great lord Bacon : “ That, as God
governs the world by the settled laws of nature, which
he lias made, and never transcends those laws but upon
high and important occasions, so among earthly princes

those are the wisest and the best who govern by the

known laws of the country, and scldomest make use of
their prerogative.”

Now here you may see that the rile accusation of

Wood and his accomplices, cliorging us with disputing

the king's prerogative by refusing his brass, can hare
no place—-because compelling the subject to take any
coin which is not sterling is no part of the king's pre-

rogative, and 1 am verv confident if it were so we should
be the last of his people to dispute it

;
as well from that

inviolable loyalty we have always paid to his majesty

as from the treatment we might, in such a case, justly

expect from some who seem to think we have neither

common sense nor common senses. But God be
thanked, the best of them ore ouly our fellow-subjects

and not our masters. One great merit I am sure we
have, which those of English birth can have no pretence

to—that our ancestors reduced this kingdom to the

obed ience of England ;
for which we have been rewarded

with a worse climate,—the privilege of being governed

by laws to which we do not consent,—a ruined trade,

—

a house of peers without jurisdiction,—almost an inca-

pacity for all employments,—and the dread of Wood's
halfpence.

But we are so far from disputing the king's pre-

rogative in coiuiug, that we own be lias power to give

a patent to any man for setting his royal image and
superscription upon whatever materials he pleases, and
liberty to the patentee to offer them in any country
from England to Japan ; ouly attended with cue small
limitation—that nobody alive is obliged to take them.
Upon these considerations, 1 was ever against all

THE DRAPIER’S LETTERS.
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recourse to England for a remedy against the present

impending evil
;
especially when I olMvn'ed that tiie

addresses of both houses, after long expectance, pro-

duced nothing but a Report, altogether in favour of

Wood; upon which 1 made some observations in a

former letter, and might at least have made as many
more, lbr it is a paper of as singular a nature as I ever

beheld.

But I mistake; for before this Report was made,

his majesty's must gracious answer to the house of

lords was sent over, and printed
;
wherein are these

words, granting the patent for coiuing halfpence and
farthings, agreeable to the practice of ms royal
purdecerrors, &c. That king Charles If. and king
James II. (and they only) did grant patents for this

purpose is indisputable, and I have shown it at large.

Their patents were passed under the great seal of Ire-

land, by references to Ireland ; the copper to be coined

in Ireland
;
the patentee was bound, on demand, to

receive bis coin back in Ireland and pay silver and
gold in return. Wood's {latent was made under the

great seal of England
;
the brass coined in England

;

not the least reference made to Ireland ;
the sum im-

mense, and the patentee under no obligation to receive

it again and give good money for it. This I only men-
tion, because in my private thoughts I have sometimes
made a query whether the penner of tliose words in his

majesty’s most gracious answer, w agreeable to the prac-

tice of his royal predecessors,” had maturely considered

the several circumstances which, in ray poor opinion,

seem to make a difference.

Let me now say something concerning the other great

cause of some people’s fear, as Wood lias taught the

London newswriter to express it, that his excellency

the lord-lieutenant is coming over to settle Wood's
halfpence.

We know very well, that the lords-lieutenants, for

several years post, hare not thought this kingdom
worthy the honour of their residence longer than was
absolutely necessary for tbe king’s business, which con-

sequently wanted no speed in the dispatch. And
therefore it naturally fell into most men's thoughts

that a new governor, coming at an unusual time, must
portend some unusual business to be done; especially

if the common report be true that tbe parliament, pro-

rogued to 1 know not when, is by a new summons re*

Yoking that prorogation to assemble soon after the

arrival ; for which extraordinary proceeding the lawyers
on die other side the water have by great good fortune

found two precedents.

All this being granted, it can never enter into my
head, thnt so little a creature as Wood could find credit

enough with tbe king and his ministers, to have the

lord-lieutenant of Ireland sent hither in a hurry upon
his errand.

For let us take the whole matter nakedly os it lies

l)cfore us, without the refinements ofsome people, with
which we have nothing to do. Here is a patent granted
under the great seal of England, upon false suggestions,

to one William Wood, for coining copper halfpence for

Ireland. The parliament here, upon apprehensions of
the worst consequences from the said patent, address the
king to have it recalled. This is refused

;
and a com-

mittee of the privy council report to his majesty that

Wood has performed the conditions of his patent. He
then is left to do the best he can with his halfpence, no
man being obliged to receive them

;
the people here,

being likewise left to themselves, unite as one man,
resolving they will have nothing to do with his ware.

By this plain account of the fact it is manifest, that

the king and his ministry are wholly out of the case,

and the matter is left to be disputed between him and
us. Will any man, therefore, attempt to persuade me
that a lord-lieutenant is to be dispatched over in great

haste liefore the ordinary time, <uid a parliament sum-
moned by anticipating a prorogation, merely to put a

hundred thousand pounds into the pocket of a sharper,

by the ruin of a most loyal kingdom ?

But supposing all this to lie true, by what arguments

could a lord-lieutenant prevail on tbe same parliament,

which addressed with so much zeal and earnestness

against this evil, to pass it into a law ? I am sure their

opinion of Wood and his project is not mended since

their last prorogation; and supposing thos« methods

should be used which detractors tell us have been some-

times put in practice for gaining votes, it is well known
that in this kingdom there are few employments to be

given ;
and if there were more it is as well known to

whose share they must fall.

But, because great numbers of you are altogether ig-

norant of tbe affairs of your country, I will tell you
some reasons why there are so few employments to be

disposed of in this kingdom.
All considerable offices for life are here possessed by

those to whom the reversions were granted ; and these

have been generally followers of the chief governors, or

persons who had interest in the court of England. So
the lord Berkeley of Stratton holds that great office of

master of the rolls ;
the lord Palmerstown is first re-

membrancer, worth near 2000/. per annum. One Do-
dington, secretary to the earl of Pembroke, begged the

reversion of clerk of tbe pells, worth 2300/. a- year,

which he now enjoys by tbe death of the lord New-
town. Mr. Southwell is secretary of state, and the

earl of Burlington lord high treasurer of Ireland by in-

heritance. These are only a few among many others

which I have been told of, but cannot remember. Nay,
the reversion of several employments during pleasure is

granted the same way. Tliis, among many others, is a
circumstance whereby the kingdom of Ireland is dis-

tinguished from all other nations upon earth, and
makes it so difficult an affair to get into a civil em-
ploy that Mr. Addison was forced to purchase an
old obscure place, called keeper of the records in Bir-

mingham i tower, of 10/. a-year, and to get a salary of

400/. annexed to it, though all tlie records there are

not worth half-a-crown either for curiosity or use.

And we lately saw a favourite secretary* descend to he

master of the revels, which by his credit and extortion

he has made pretty considerable. I say nothing of the

undcr-treasurership, worth about 90004 a-year, nor of
the commissioners of the revenue, four of whom gene-

rally live in England, fur I think none of these are

granted in reversion. But the jest is, that I have
known upon occasion some of these absent officer* as

keen against the interest of Ireland as if they had
never been indebted to her for a single groat.

I confess I have been sometimes tempted to wish

that this project of Wood’s might succeed; because I

reflected with some pleasure what a jolly crew it would
bring over among us of lords and squires and pension-

ers of both sexes, and officers civil and military, where
we should live together as merry and sociable as beg-

gars, only with this one abatement, that we should
neither have meat to feed nor manufactures to clothe

us, unless we could be content to prance about in coats

of mail or eat bran as ostriches do iron.

I return from this digression to that which gave me
the occasion of making it. And I believe you arc now
conv ineed that if the pari iamci it of Irelaiid were astem pt -

able as any other assembly within a mile ofChristendom
(which C»od forbid!), yet the managers must of neces-

sity fail for want of tools to work with. But I will

yet go one step further, by supposing that a hundred
new employments were erected on purpose to gratify

compilers; yet still an insuperable difficulty would
remain. For it hapj>ens, I know not how, that money

* Mr Hopkins, secretary to the dukeof Gmflon.
c 2
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is neither Whig nor Tory— neither of town nor coun-
try party

; and it is not improbable, that a gentleman
would rather choose to live upon his own estate, which
brings him gold and silver, than with the addition of

an employment, when his rents and salary must both be

paid in Wood's brass at above 80 per cent, discount.

For these and many other reasons I am confident

you need not be under the least apprehension from
the sudden expectation of the lord lieutenant," while

we continue in our present hearty disposition, to alter

which no suitable temptation can possibly be offered.

And if, os I have often asserted from the best authority,

the law has not left a power in the crown to force any
money, except sterling, u|>on the subject, much less

can the crown devolve such a power upon another.

Tliis I speak with the utmost respect to the person

and dignity of his excellency the lord Carteret, whose
character was lately given me by a gentleman that lias

known him from his first appearance in the world.

That gentleman describes him as a young man of great

accomplishments, excellent learning, regular in his

life, and of much spirit and vivacity. He has since,

ps I have heard, been employed abroad
;
was principal

secretary of state; arid is now, about the thirty-seventh

year of his age, appointed lord-lieutenant of Ireland.

From such a governor this kingdom may reasonably

liojie for os much prosperity as, under so many dis-

couragements, it can be capable of receiving.

It is true, indeed, that within tire memory of man
there have been governors of so much dexterity as to

carry joints of ten ible consequence to this kingdom
by their power with those who nre in office; and by
their arts in managing or deluding others with oaths,

affability, and even with dinners. If Wood s brass

had in those times been upon the anvil, it is obvious
enough to conceive what methods would have been

taken. Depend ing persons would have been told in plain

terms, “that it was a service expected from them,
under the pain of the public Imsincss being put into

more complying hands." Others would be allured

by promises. To the country gentlemen, beside good
words, burgundy, and closeting, it mijr ’at perhaps have
been hinted, “ Imw kindly it would tie taken to com-
ply with a royal patent, although it were not compul-
sory

; that if any iuconvcnieiicies ensued, it might he

made up with other graces or favours hereafter; that

gentlemen ought to consider whether it were prudent or

safe to disgust England. They would be desired to

think of some good bills for encouraging of trade and
setting the }ioor to work

;
some further acts against

popery, and for uniting protestants." There would
i>e solemn engagements, “ that we should never be
troubled with above 40,000/. in bis coin, and all of
the best and weightiest sort, for which we should
only give our manufactures in exchange, and keep
our gold and silver at home. 1 ' Perhaps a seasonable

report of some invasion would have been spread in

the most proper juncture; which is a great smoother

of rulis in public proceedings; and we should have been
told “that this was no time to create differences when
the kingdom was in danger."

These, I say, and the like methods would, iu corrupt

times, have been taken to let in this deluge of brass

among us ; and I am confident, even then would not

have Kocceedcd
;
much lessumlcr the administration ofso

excellent a person as the lord Carteret, and in a country

where the people of all ranks, parties, and denominations,

are convinced to a man that the utter undoing of them-

selves and their posterity for ever will be dated from

the admission of that execrable coin ; that if it once

enters, it can be no more confined to a smalt or mode-
rate quantity than a plague can lie confined to a few

* l/mt Csrten-t. sfu*T wants esrl Gram Me. Iu some respects

a binurlle of the dean.

families; and that no equivalent can be given by any
earthly power, any more than a dead carcase can be re

covered to life by a cordial.

There i * cure comfortable circumstance in this univer-

sal opposition to Mr. Wood, that the people sent over

hither from England, to fill up our vacancies, eccle-

siastical, civil and military, are all on our side. Money,
the great divider of the world, has, by a strange revo-

lution, been a great uniter of a most divided people.

Who would leave 100/. a-year in England (a country
of freedom) to be paid 1000/. iu Ireland out of Wood's
exchequer? Tire gentleman they have lately made pri-

mate [Dr. Hugh Boulter] would never quit his seat in

an English house of lords, and his preferments at Oxford
and Bristol, worth 1200/. a-vear, forfourtimes the deno-
mination here but not half the value

;
therefore, I expect

to hear lie will be as good an Irishman, at least upon
this one article, as any of his brethren, or even of us
who have had the misfortune to be bom in this island.

For those who in the common phrase do not come
hither to leam the language would never change a bet-
ter country for a worse, to receive brass instead of gold.

Another slander spread by Wood and his emissArie*

is “ that by opposing him we discover an inclination
to throw off our dependence upon the crown of Eng-
land." Pray observe how inqiortant a person is this

same William Wood, and how the public weal of two
kingdoms is involved in his private interest. First, all

those who refuse to take his coin are Papists
;

for he
tells us, “ that none but Papists are associated against
him." Secondly, “they dispute the king's prero-
gative." Thirdly, “ they are ripe for rebellion.” And,
fourthly, ** they are going to shake off their depend-
ence upon the crown of England that is to say,

they are going to choose another king ;
for there can lie

no other meaning in this expression, however some
may pretend to strain it.

And this gives me an opportunity of explaining to
those who are ignorant another point, which has often
swelled in my breast. Those who come over hither to
us from England, and some weak people among our-
selves, whenever in discourse we make mention of li-

berty and property, shake their heads, and tell us that
“ Ireland is a depending kingdom ;*’• as if they would
seem by this phrase to intend that the people of Ire-
land are in some state of slavery or dependence different
from those of England

;
whereas a depending kingdom

is a modem term of art, unknown, as I have heard,
to all ancient civilians anil writers upon government

;

and Ireland is, on the contrary, called in some statutes
“ an imperial crown, *' os held only from God

;
which

is as high a style as any kingdom is capable of receiv-
ing. Therefore, by this expression, “a depending
kingdom," there is no more to Ire understood than that,
by a statute made here in the 33rd year of Henry VIII.,
tire king and his successors are to l»e kings imperial
of this realm, as united and knit to the irnirerial crown
of England. I have looked over all the English anil
Irish statutes without finding any law that makes Ire-
land depend upon England, any more titan England
does upon Ireland. We have indeed obliged ourselves
to have tire same king with them; and consequently
they are obliged tohuvetho same king with us. For the
law was made by our own jrarliameut

;
and our ances-

tors then were not such fools (whatever they weie in tire

preceding reign) to bring themselves under I know not
what dejrendence, which is now talked of without any
ground of law, reason, or common sense.

Let whoever thinks otherwise, I, M.B., drapier, desire

to he excepted
;

for I declare, next under God, I depend
only on tne king my sovereign and on the laws of my
own country. And I am so far from depending upon

* Thin pamitgr was one of those selected for pruaecutiou l>y

the goveninicul.
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Ihf people of England, that if they should ever rebel

against my sovereign (which God forbid !) I would be

ready, at the first command from his majesty, to take

arms against them, as some of my countrymen did

against theirs at Preston. And if such a rebellion

should prove so successful as to fix the Pretender on the

throne of England, * would venture to transgress that

statute so far as to lose every drop ofmy blood to hin-

der him from being king of Ireland."

It is true, indeed, that within the memory of man
the parliaments of England have sometimes assumed

the power of binding this kingdom by laws enacted

there
;
b wherein they were at first openly opposed (as

far as truth, reason, and justice, are capable of oppo-

sing) by the famous Mr. Molyneux,® an English gen-

tleman bom here, as well as by several of the greatest

patriots and best Whigs in England; but the love and
torrent of power prevailed. Indeed the arguments on
both sides were invincible. For in reason, all govern-

ment without the conseut of the governed is the very

definition uf slavery
;

hut in fact, eleven men well

armed will certainly subdue one single man in his

shirt. But I have done ; for those who liave used power
to cTamp liberty, have gone so far os to resent even the

liberty of complaining ; ul though a man upon the rack

was never known to I»e refused the liberty of rooriug as

loud as he thought fit.

And os we ore apt to sink too much under unreason-

able fears, so we ore too soon incl ined to l>e raised by
groundless hoj**a, according to the nature of all con-
sumptive bodies like ours. Thus it has been given

about for several days past that somebody in Eng-
land empowered a second somebody to write to a third

someltody here to assure us that we should no more be
troubled with these halfpence. And this is reported

to have been done by the same person d who is said to

have sworn some months ago u that he would ram
them down our throats,” though I doubt they would
stick in our stomachs; but whichever of these reports

lie true or false it is no concern of ours. For in (his

point we have nothing to do with English ministers,

and I should be sorry to leave it in their power to re-

dress tiiis grievance or to enforce it, fur the report of
the committee has given me a surfeit The remedy is

wholly in your own hands, and therefore I have
digressed a little in order to refresh and continue that

spirit so seasonably raised among you, and to let you
see that by the laws of God, of Nature, of nations,
and of your country, you are and ought to lie as

free a people as your brethren in England.
If the pumphlets published at Loudon by Wood and

his journeymen, in defence of his cause, were reprinted

here, and our countrymen could be persuaded to read

them, they would convince you of his wicked design

more than all I shall ever be able to say. In short, I

make him a perfect saint in com]iarison of what he ap-
pears to be from the writings of those whom he hires

to justify his project. But he is so far master of the

field (let others ^uess the reason) that no London
printer dare publish any paper written in favour of
Ireland ; and here, nobody .is yet has been so bold as

to publish anything in favour of him.
There was a few days ago a pamphlet sent me of

near fifty pages, written in favour of Mr. Wood and
lits coinage, printed in London ; it is not worth answer-

ing because probably it will never lie published here.

But it gave me occasion to reflect upon an unhappi-
ness we lie under, that the people of England arc ut-

terly ignorant of our case
;

which however is no
wonder, since it is a point they do not in the least

• This parwrraph inter* great offense,

* Particularly in the relgu of William HI.
c William Molyneux, * philosopher, a scholar, art I *«trio', i

lh« friend «*f Ix'cke
d Mr. Walpole. ufWrwrmU carl of Orford.

I concern themselves about, further than perhaps as a
subject of discourse in a coffeehouse when they have
nothing else to talk of. For 1 have reason to believe
that no minister ever gave himself the trouble of read-
ing any papers written in our defence, because I suppose
their opinions are already determined, and are formed
wholly upon thereportsof Wood and his uccomplic.es;
else it would be impossible that any mail could have
the impudence to write such a pamphlet os I have
mentioned.

Our neighbours, whose understandings are just upon
a level with ours (which perba]« are none of the bright-

est), have a strong contempt for most nations, but esjie-

cially for Ireland. They look upon us as a sort of
savage Irish whom our ancestors conquered several

hundred years ago. And if I should describe the

Britons to you a* they were in C*sar’s time, when they
painted their bodies or clothed themselves with the

skins of beasts, I should act full as reasonably as they
do. However, they are so far to be excused in relation

to the present subject, that hearing oidy one side of the

cause, and having neither • pportunity nor curiosity to

examine the other, they believe a lie merely for their

ease; and conclude, because Mr. Wood pretends to

{lower, he has also reason on his side.

Therefore to let yon see how this case is represented

in England by Wood and his adherents, I have thought
it proper to extract out of that pamphlet a few of those

notorious falsehoods, in point of fact and reasoning,

contained therein ;
the knowledge whereof will confirm

my countrymen in their own right sentiments, when
they will see, by comjiaring both, how much their

enemies are in the wrong.

1st. The writer positively asserts, “ that Wood's
halfpence were current among us for several months,
with the universal approbation of all people, without
one single gainsayer

;
and we all to a man thought

ourselves happy in haviug them.”
2d!y. He affirms, “ that we were drawn into dislike

of them only by some cutiuitig, evil-designing men
among us, who oppoeed this patent of Wood to get

another for themselves.’’

3dly. “ That those who most declared at first against

W’ood's patent were the very men who intend to gel

another for their ovn advantage.”
fthly. “ That our parliament and privy council, the

lord mayor and aldermen of Dublin, the grand juries

and merchants, and in short the whole kingdom, nay
the very dogs,” as he expresses it, “ were fond of those

halfpence, till they were inflamed by those few design-

ing persons aforesaid.”

5mly. He says directly, “ that all those who opposed

the halfpence were papists, ami enemies to king George.”

Thus far, I am confident, the most ignorant among
you can safely swear from your own knowledge tliat

the author is a most notorious liar in every article

;

the direct contrary being so manifest to the whole king-

dom that, if occasion required, might get it confirmed
under 500,000 hands.

Gthly. He would persuade us, 14 that if we sell 5s.

worth of our goods or manufactures fur 2s. 4tf. worth
of copper, although the Clipper were melted down, and
that we could get 5«. in gold and silver fur the said

goods
;
yet to take the said 2s. 4d. in copper would

be greatly for our advantage.”

And, lastly, he makes us a very fair oiler, os em-
powered by Wood, “ that if we will take off two hun-
dred thousand pounds in his halfpence for our goods,

anil likewise pay him three per cent, interest for thirty

years for a hundred and twenty thousand pounds (at

which he computes the coinage above the intrinsic value
of the copper) for the loan of his coin, lie will after that

time give us good money for what halfpence will be

then left.”

Let mo place this offer in as dear a light as I can, to
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show the Insupportable villany and impudence of that

incorrigible wretch. “ First,"sayshe, “ I will send two
hundred thousand pounds ofmy coin into your country;

the copper I compute to be, in real value, eighty thou-

sand pounds, and 1 charge you with a hundred and
twenty thousand pounds for the coinage; so that, you
see, I lend you a hundred and twenty thousand pounds
for thirty yean; for which you shall pay me three per

cent., that is to say, three thousand six hundred pounds
per annum, which in thirty yeanwill amount to a hun-
dred and eight thousand pounds. And when these

thirty years are expired, return me my copper, and I

will give you good money for it.”

This is the proposal made to us by Wood in that

pamphlet, written by one of his commissioners : and the

author is sup|>osed to be the same infamous Colcby, one

of his under-swearers at the committee of council, who
was tried for robbing the treasury here, where he was
an under-clerk.

By this proposal he will, first, receive two hundred
thousand pounds in goods or sterling, for as much cop-

per as he values at eighty thousand pounds, but m
reality not worth thirty thousand pounds. Secondly, he

will receive for interest a hundred and eight thousand

pounds : and when our children come thirty years hence

to return his halfpence upon his executors ( for before

that time he will be probably gone to his own place),

those executors will very reasonably reject them as raps

and counterfeits, which they will be, and millions of

them of bis own coinage.

Methinks 1 am fond of such a dealer 09 this, who
mends every day upon our hands, like a Dutch reckon-

ing; wherein if you dispute the unreasonableness and
exorbitance of the bill, the landlord shall bring it up
every time with new additions.

Although these, and the like pamphlets published

by Wood in London, are altogether unknown here,

where nobody could read them without as much indig-

nation as contempt would allow, yeti thought it proper

to give you a specimen how the man employs his time,

where he rides alone without any creature to contradict

him
;
while our few friends there wonder at our

silence : and the English in general, if they think of

this matter at all, impute our refusal to wilfulness or

disaffection, just as Wood and his hirelings are pleased

to represent.

But although our arguments are not suffered to he

printed in England, yet the consequence will be of little

moment. Let Wood endeavour to persuade the people

there, that we ought to receive his coin
;
and let me

convince our people here, that they ought to reject it,

under pain of our utter undoing
;
and then let him do

his best and his worst.

Before 1 conclude, I must beg leave in all humility

to tell Mr. Wood, that he is guilty of great indiscretion,

by causing so honourable a name as that of Mr. Wal-
pole to be mentioned so often and in such a manner
upon this occasion. A short paper printed at Bristol,

and reprinted here, reports Mr. Wood to say, “ that he

wonders at the impudence and insolence of the Irish in

refusiti|fhis coin, and what he will do when Mr. Wal-
pole comes to town.” Where, by the way, he is mis-

taken
; for it is the true English people of Ireland who

refuse it, although we take it for granted that the Irish

will do so too whenever they are asked. In another

printed paper of his contriving, it is roundly expressed,

“ that Mr. Walpolew ill enun h is brassdown our throats.”

Sometimes it is given out “that we must either take

those halfpence or eat our brogues:” and in another

Newsletter, but of yesterday, we read, “that the same
great man has sworn to make us swallow his coin in

fireballs.”

This brings to my mind the known story of a Scotch-

man, who, receiving the sentence of death with all the

circumstances of hanging, beheading, quartering, em-

bowelling, and the like, ciied out, “ What need all this

Cookery ?" And I think we have reason to ask the

same question ; for if we believe Wood, here is a din-

ner getting ready for us
;
and you sec the bill of fare

;

and I am sorry the drink was forgot, which might easily

be supplied with melted lead and flaming pitch.

What vile words are these to put into the mouth of

a great counsellor, in high trust with his majesty and
looked upon as a prime-minister! if Mr. Wood has no
better a manner of representing his patrons, when I

come to be a great man he shall never be suffered to at-

tend at my levee. This is not the style of a great mi-
nister

;
it savours too much of the kettle and the furnace,

aud came entirely out of Wood's forge.

As for tiie threat of making us eat our brogues, we
need not be in pain

;
for if bis coin should pass, that

unpolite covering for the feet would no s longer be a na-

tional reproach ; because then we should have neither

shoe nor brogue left in the kingdom. But here the false-

hood of Mr. Wood is fairly detected; for I am confi-

dent Mr. Walpole never heard of a brogue in his whole
life.

As to “swallowing these halfpence in fire-balls,” it is

a story equally improbable. For to execute this opera-

tion, the whole stock of Mr. Wood’s coin and metal

must be melted down, and moulded into hollow balls

with wild-fire, no bigger than a reasonable throat may
be able to swallow. Now, the metal he has prepared,

and already coined, will amount to at least fifty millions

of halfpence, to be swallowed by a million aud a half

of people : so that, allowing two halfpence to each kill,

there will he about seventeen balls of wild-fire a-pieco

to be swallowed by every person in the kingdom
;
and

to administer this dose, there cannot be conveniently

fewer than fifty thousand operators, allowing one ope-

rator to every thirty
;
which, considering the squea-

mishness ofsome stomachs, and the peevishness of young
children, is but reasonable. Now, under correction of

better judgments, I think the trouble and charge of such

an experiment would exceed the profit
;
and therefore

I take this report to be spurious, or at least only a new
scheme of Mr. Wood himself; which, to make it pas*

the better in Ireland, he would father upon a minister

of state.

But I will now demonstrate beyoud all contradiction,

tliat Mr. Walpole is against this project of Mr. Wood
and is au entire friend to Ireland, only by this one in-

vincible argument
;
that he has the universal optuion of

being a wise man, an able minister, and in all his pro-

ceedings pursuing the true interest of the King his mas-
ter; and that as his integrity is above all corruption,

so is his fortune above all temptation. I reckon, there-

fore, we are perfectly safe from that corner, and shall

never he unuer the necessity of contending with so for-

midable a power, but be left to possess our brogues and
potatoes in peace, os remote from thunder as we arc

from Jupiter.*

1 am, my dear countrymen, your loving fellow-sub-

ject, fellow-sufferer, and humble servant, M. B.

TOM PUNSIBI’S DREAM.
Presented in tho year 1724-5.

**A yiif »t/xn vi)Jt ^ctfuA ret

biffin iriigmt, T*Srm f**i -

Ei fj^t sri^rm ir$A i, lit rt\tr$i{ar

Ett' rtis » tuxscXir fj.ifitt.

K«i f*n ua *Xe i/T9v rtv TtfiiTi; *7 nrif

AaXufi favXt ueufir imf&aXur, Iff!-—Soph. Elec.

Since the heat of this business, which has of late so

much and so justly concerned this kingdom, is at last

in a great measure over, we may venture to abate some-
thing of our former zeal and vigour in handling it, and,

* •* Procul a Jove, |<ro»ul a fulmiue.”
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looking upon it as an enemy almost overthrown, consult

more our own arausemeut than its prejudice, in attack-

ing it in light excursory skirmishes. Thus much I

thought fit to observe, lest the world should be apt to

make an obvious pun upon me ;
when beginning to

dream on this occasion, 1 presented it with the noctur-

nal ravings of an unguided imagination, on a subject

of so great importance as the final welfare or ruiti of a

whole nation.

But so it was, thatupon reading oue of the Drapier's

letters I fell asleep and had the following dream •

The first object that struck me was a woman of

exquisite beauty, and a most majestic air, seated on a

throne, whom, by the figure of a lion beneath her feet,

aud of Neptune who stood by her and paid her the most

respectful homage, 1 easily knew to be the Genius
of England. At some distance from her (though not

at so great a one as seemed to be desired) I observed a

matron clothed in robes so tattered and tom that they

had not only very nigh lost their original air of royalty

and magnificence, but even exposed her to the incle-

mency of the weather in several places, which, with

mauy other afflictions, had so aflected her, that her

natural beauty was almost effaced, and her strength

and spirits very nigh lost She hung over a harp, with

wliicli, if she sometimes endeavoured to sooth her

melancholy, she had still the misfortune to find it more
or less out of tuue

;
particularly when, as I perceived

at last, it was strung with a sort of wire of so base com-
position that neither she nor 1 could make anything of

it.‘ I took particular notice that, when moved by a

{

'ust sense of her wrongs, she could at any time raise her

lead, she fixed her eyes so stedfastly on her neighbour,

sometimes with an humble and entreating, at others

with a more bold and resentful regard, that I could
not help (however improhable it should seem from her

generous aud august appearance) in a great measure

to attribute her misfortunes to her; but this I shall

submit to the judgment of the world.

1 should now at last mention her name, were not

these circumstances too unhappily singular to make
that any way necessary.

As 1 was taken up with many melancholy reflections

on this moving object, I was on a sudden interrupted

by a little sort of an uproar, which, upon fuming my
eyes towards it, 1 found arose from a crowd of people

iiehind her throne. The cause it seems was this :

—

There was I perceived among them the god of mer-
chandise, with his sandals mostly of brass, but not
without a small proportion of gold and silver, and his

wings chiefly of the two latter metals, but allayed with

a little of the former. With those he used to trudge
up and down to furnish them with necessaries

; with

these he'd take a flight to other countries, but not so

dexterously or to so good purpose as in other places of

his office, not so much for want of encouragement
among them here, as on account of the haughty

jealousy of their neighbours, who it seems dreading in

them a rival took care to clip his wings and circum-
scribe his flights; the former more especially being by
these and other means so much worn, be performed
his office but lamely, which gave occasion to some who
had their own private interest more at heart than that

of the public, to patch up some of the places of his

office with a metal of the same nature, indeed, but

so slight and base, that though at first it might serve to

carry him on their errauds, it soon failed, and by
degrees grew entirely useless; iusomuch that he would
rather be retarded than promoted in his business; and
this occasioned the above disturbance among his de-

pendents, who thereupon turned their eyes towards

their mistress, for by this time she will, I presume, be
lietter kuown by that than the more homely and
sociable name of neighbour, and not daring of late to

say or do anything without her approbation, made
several humble applications to her, beseeching that she

would continue them that liberty of refitting these

implements themselves, which she had been formerly

pleased graciously to allow them; hut these, however

reasonable, were all rejected, whereupon 1 observed a

certain person (a mean ill-looking fellow), from among
a great number of people that stood Iiehind the genius

of England, who during the whole aflair had kept bis

eyes intently fixed oti his neighbours, watching all

their motions, like a hawk hovering over his quarry,

and with just the same design : him, 1 say, I observed

to turn off hastily, and make towards the throne, where
being arrived, after some preparations requisite, he pre-

ferred a petition, setting forth the wants and necessities

(but taking care to make 'em appear at least four times

greater than they really were) of his neighbours, or as

be might have more truly and honestly said, his own,
both which, for the latter, though not expressed, he
chiefly intended, but modestly or rather knavishly left

to he understood, he begged the royal licence to re-

dress, by supplying those defects which were the occa-
sion of 'em. This humble suppliant, I observed, both

before and after this petition, seemed to employ his

utmost industry and art to insinuate himself into the

good graces of two persons that stood on each side

the throne ;» the one on the right was a lady of large

make and swarthy complexion ; the other a man that

seemed to he between fifty and sixty, who hail an air

of deep designing thought. These two he managed
with a great deal of art ;

for the lady he employed all

the little arts that win her sex
;
particularly 1 observed

that he frequently took hold of ner hand as in raptures

to kiss it, in such a manner as made me suspect she did
not always draw it back empty

;
for this he did so slily

that it was not easy for anybody to be certain of it.

The man, on the other hand, he plied his own way with

lilies, remonstrating to him the several things he had
fore the throne; which, however, as might be pre-

sumed from his manner of attending to them, seemed
to make little impression

;
but when he came to lay

before him the great advantages that might accrue
from thence to their mistress, and consequently to him,
he heard him with the utmost eagerness and satisfaction

;

at last, he kissed his hand in the same manner as he
had the lady's, and so retired. By these and the like

means, he soon brought over both parties to hi in, who
with a whisper or two procured him the licence

;
where-

upon he immediately fell to making up a metal, if it

deserved the name, of a very strange composition,

wherewith he purposed to refit the implements of that

useful deity, but in such manner that, for the base

metal he put into them, he would take care to draw
away from them an infinitely more than projiortionable

quantity of gold and silver, and thereby render him
almost incapable of taking flight to foretgu countries;

nay, at last perhaps utterly so, when, under pretence of

their not lieiug completed, lie should filch in more
of his metal and filch away more of theirs.

These things being therefore prepared, he semis ’em
over to his neighbours, and there endeavoured to get

them admitted by fair words and promises, being too

sensible that they were not of themselves the most
willing to accept of his favour; and indeed he was not

deceived
;

for they, being advertised of his designs, had
taken the alarm, and had almost to a man united in

one common faction against him. This generous
ardour had first taken hold of the most active and im-
portant part : and if I may be allowed thence to call

it the heart of this body, from thence was, on one side,

by a quick passage and in its more refiued parts, com-
municated through the blood to the contemplative aud
reasoning, the head, which it inspired with nobis

* The riucheas of Kendal and air Robert Walpole.
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thoughts and resolutions
;
and on the other, to the in-

ferior extremities, which were thereby rendered more
expedite and readier to obey the dictates of the head

in a rougher method of op|>osition. From each of which
extremities, being carried back to its fountain, it was
returned to them from thence : and so backwards and
forwards till the circulation and union were confirmed

and completed ; the sordid, unnatural, offensive parts

being in the meantime thrown off as dregs of nature

and nuisances of human society ; but of these in so

well-tempered a constitution there must lie but few:

however, when there are any to be found, though they

had been of the most exalted nature and bore most
noble offices in this body, by any corruption become
so, they shared the common fate, with this only differ-

ence, that they were rejected with greater scorn and
contempt on account of their former dignity, as was

found in one notorious instance. But on the other

hand, among all the ports that were serviceable to

the constitution on this occasion, there was not one

more so than a certain one, whose name indeed is

not openly known, but whose good offices and use-

fulness are too great ever to be forgotten
;

for it,

by its nice diligence and skill, selected out things

of the most noble and exquisite nature, by infusing

and dispersing them to enliven and invigorate the

whole body, which how effectually they did onr

bold projector sadly exjierienced
;

for, finding all his

endeavours to pass his ware upon them disappointed,

he withdrew. But his patron on the other side, being

informed of what had passed, fell into a most terrible

jtassion, mid threatened they say I know not what, of

making to swallow and ramming down throats. But
while they were in deep conference together, methought
all on a sudden a trap- door dropped and down fell our

projector. This unexpected accident did on many
Accounts not a little alarm the throne, and gave
it hut too great occasion to reflect a little on what had
been doing, as wliat a mean ordinary fellow it had
intrusted with the care of an affair of such great conse-

quence, that, (hough their neighbours' refusal might
possibly liave put Tiim to such straits as might be the

great occasion of this disgrace, yet that very refusal

could not lie universal and resolute without some reason,

which could arise from nothing else but the unseason-

ableness or unworthiness of his offers, or both, and he

consequently might deserve os much to suffer as they

did; now for the better information, therefore, in these

surmises, some of the neighbours might be consulted,

who confirming them, things seemed to bear a good

r
ce and be in a very fair wav of clearing up. When
awoke, I cannot say whether more pleased at the

present posture of affairs, when I recollected how in-

different on one they had lately been in, or anxious

when upon considering tliat they were not yet firm and
settled

; I was led to reflect in general on the uncer-

tainty of events, and in particular on the smnll reason

the persons in hand can have to promise themselves

prosperous ones, especially when they ore depending in

that part of the world.

SEASONABLE ADVTCE TO THE
GRAND JURY,

CONCERNING THE RILL PREPARING AGAINST THE
PRINTER OK THE DRAPIER'S FOURTH LETTER.

[This piece was puMUlunl when the bill against Harding wu to

be Drought before the grand jury.]

Nov. II, 17*4.

Since a bill is preparing for the grand jury to find

against the printer of the Drapier’s last letter, there are

several things maturely to be considered by those gen-
tlemen before they determine upon it.

First, they art* to consider, that the author of the

said pamphlet did write three other discourses on the

same subject, which, instead of being censured, were
universally approved by the whole nation, and were
allowed to have raised and continued that spirit among
us which has hitherto kept out Woods coin; for all

men will grant, that if those pamphlets had not been
written, bis coin must have overrun the nation some
months ago.

Secondly, it is to be considered, that this pamphlet,
against which a proclamation has been issued, is written

by the same author; that nobody ever doubted tire

innocence and goodness of his design
;
that he appears,

through the whole tenor of it, to be a loyal subject to

his majesty and devoted to the house of Hanover, and
declares himself in a maimer peculiarly zealous against
the Pretender. And if such a writer, in four several

treatises on so nice a subject, where a royal patent is

concerned and where it was necessary to speak of
England and of liberty, should in one or two places
happen to let fall an inadvertent expression, it would
be hard to condemn him, after all the good he had
done, especially when we consider that he could have
no possible design in view either of honour or profit,

but purely the good of his country.
Thirdly, it ought to be well considered, whether any

one expression in the said pamphlet be really liable to
a just exception, much less to be found “ wicked, roali-

cions, seditious, reflecting upon his majesty and bis

ministry," &c.

The two point* in that pamphlet which it is said the

prosecutors intend chiefly to fix on are, first, where the
author mentions the penner of the king's answer.
First, it is well known his majesty is not master of the
English tongue

;
and therefore it is necessary that some

other person should be employed to pen what he has to

say or write in that language. Secondly, his majesty's
answer is not iu the first person, but in the third. It

is not said, we axe concerned, or our royal predecessors

;

but His MAJESTY is concerned, and His royal prede-
cessors. By which it is plain, these ore proiierly not
the words of his majesty, but supjmwd to betaiceu from
him and transmitted hither by one of his ministers.
Thirdly, it will be easily seen, that the autlior of tire

pamphlet delivers his sentiments upon this particular
with the utmost cautiou and respect, as any impartial
reader will observe.

The second paragraph, which it is said will be taken
notice of as a motive to find the bill, is what the author
says of Ireland's being a dependent kingdom : he ex-
plain* all the dependence he Knows of, which is a law
made in Ireland, whereby it is enacted “that whoever
is king of England shall be king of Ireland." Before
this explanation be condemned and the bill found upon
it, it would be proper that some lawyers should fully
infirm the jury what other law there is, either statute*

or common, for this dependency
;
and if there Ire no

law, there is uo transgression.

The fourth thing very maturely to be considered by
the jury is, what influence their finding the bill may
have upon the kingdom. The people in general find no
fault in the Drapier’s last book, any more than in the
three former; and therefore, when they hear it is con-
demned by a grand jury of Dublin, they will conclude
it is done in favour of Wood’s coin; they will think
we of this town have changed our minds and intend
to take those halfpence, and therefore that it will be in
vain for them to stand out : so that the question comes
to this, which will be of the wont consequence? to let
pass one or two expressions, at the worst only unwary,
in a book written for the public service; or to leave a
free, open passage for Wood's brass to overrun us, by
which we shall lie undone for ever.

The fifth thing to lie considered is, that the memlrers
of the grand jury, being merchants and princijial shop-
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keepers, can have no suitable temptation ottered them

as a recoinpenie for the miechief they will do anilsuffer

by letting m thi§ coin ;
nor can be at any loas or dauger

by rejecting the bill. They do not expect any employ-

menu in the state, to make up in their own private

advantages the destruction of their country ;
whereas

those who go about to advise, entice, or threaten them

to timl that bill, have great employments, which they

have a mind tu keep, or to get a greater ;
as it was like-

wise the case of all those who signed the proclamation

to liave the author prosecuted. And therefore it is

Known, that his grace the lord archbishop of Dublin,

so renowned for his piety and wisdom, and love of bis

country, absolutely refuted to condemn the book or the

author.

Lastly, it ought to be considered what consequence

the linding of the bill may have upon a poor man per-

fectly innocent. I mean the printer. A lawyer may

pick out expressions, and make them liable to excep-

tion, where no other man is able to find any. But

how can it be supposed that an ignorant printer can be

such a critic ? He knew the author's design was honest,

and approved by the whole kingdom : he advised with

friends, who told him there was no harm in the book,

and he could see none himself: it was sent him in an

unknown hand
;
but the same in which he received the

three former. He and his wife have offered to take

their oaths that they knew not the author. And there-

fore, to find a bill that may bring punishment upon

the innocent will appear very hard, to say no worse.

For it will be impossible to find the author, unless he

will please to discover himself ;
although I wonder he

ever concealed his name
;
bntl suppose what he did at

first out of modesty, he continues to do out of prudence.

God protect us and him

!

I will conclude nil with a fable ascribed to Demo-

sthenes. He had served the people of Athens with

great fidelity in the station of an orator, when, ujwn a

certain occasion, apprehending to be delivered over to

his enemies, he told the Athenians, his countrymen, the

following story : Once upon a time the wolves desired

a league with the sheep, upon this condition, that the

cause of strife might be taken away, which was the

shepherds and mastiffs: this being granted, the wolves,

witnout all fear, made havoc of the sheep.*

Lord ehlrf-iustice Whttshed. after he had discharged the

grand jury that refined to find the bill a#ain*t Harding, the I

winter, received hint* of the illegality of his proceedings.

The following extract was distributed through the city of

Dublin.

EXTRACT FROM A BOOK ENTITLED, “ AN EXACT COLLEC-

TION OF THE DEBATE OK THE HOUSE OP COMMONS

HELD AT WESTMINSTER, OCTOBER 21, 1680, ’* p. 150.

“ Resolution* of the Hove* of Commont in England,

November 13, 1680.

“ Several persons being examined about the dis-

missing a grand jury in Middlesex, tin* house came to

the following resolutions -
44 Resolved, that the discharging of a grand jury by

any judge, before the end of the term, assizes, or ses-

sions, while matters are under their consideration, and

not presented, is arbitrary, illegal, destructive to public

justice, a manifest violation of hit oath, and is a means

to subvert the fundamental laws ofthis kingdom.
44 Resolved, that a committee be appointed to exa*

• Conies of this paper distributed to every person of tins

grand jury the evening hefore the bill was to be exhibited ; who.

mutably for the reasons contained in it. refused to And the bill,

upon which the lord chief justice Whltshcd. who tad presided

at a former prosecution of the dean's printer, disrliarved them

in a ro«* The following extract was soon after published to

show tiic illegality of this proceeding; and the next grand jury

that was empnnneW made the subsequent presentment again*

all the abettors of Wood * ptojuO. Poo the letter to lord Moles-

WOlth.

mine the peoceedings of lire judge* in Westmiiister-

hall; and report the Mine, with their opinion herein

,

to this home.''

A LETTER PROM A FRIEND TO THE RIGHT HON.

T1IE LORD CHIEF-JUSTICE W11IT8I1ED.

Ceteri, qusnto qni. iervitlo promptlor. npilsi- etbowrtba*

.xtoller.nttir : Invaliilo legum suxitia, quw vi, amtiilu,

pa.tn.-mo pecuni* turbabanlur.

—

Tacit. Am.

My Lord, n~emlxT 1 . rat.

I rear your lordship, ill your wonted n-.il fur the in-

terest of your country, will think this ]n|.-r very un-

seasonable ;
but I am very confident not more than on.

man of this kingdom will be of your lordship s judg-

ln matters of law, your opinion has, from our first

acquaintance, entirely guided me, and tire tilings you

have assured me I might depend upon as law have few

of them escaped my memory, though I have had hut

little conversation with you since you first ap)icared in

parliament, and moved the house to resolve, that it is

the indispensable duly of the judges of this kingdom to

go through their circuits; nor have I had any since

yon fell sick, anil was made solicitor-general.

I have often heard your lordship affirm, and there-

fore I do affirm it, that the great ends fur which grand

juries were instituted, were the support of the govern-

ment, the safely of every man s life and fortune ;
it

being necessary some should lie Dusted to inquire after

alt disturlmrs of the peace, that they might be pro-

secuted and brought to condign punishment ; and it is

no less needful fur every man s quiet and safety, that

the trust of such inquisitions should be put into the

hands of persons of understanding and integrity, that

will suffer no man to he falsely accused or defamed ;
nor

the lives of any to be put in jeopardy, by the malicious

conspiracies of great or smull, or the perjuries of any

profligate wretches.

So material a part ofour constitut ion are grand juries,

so much does the security of every subject depend

upon them, tliat though anciently the sheriff was, by ex-

press law, chosen annually by the people of the county,

and ti usted with the power of the county, yet the law

left not the election of grand juries to the will of the

sheriff, but has described their qualifications, which if

they have, and the sheriff return them, no man, nay no

judge, can object to their being sworn, much less may
they to their serving when sworn ;

and to prevent the

discretionary power (a new-fashioned term) of these

judges over juries, you used to say was made the statute

of tire 11th of Henry IV.

Pardon me, my lord, if I venture to affirm, that a

dissolving power is a breach of that law, or at least an

evasion, as every citixen in Dublin, in sir Constantine

Dilips' time, perfectly understood, that disapproving

the aldermen lawfully returned to the privy-council,

was in effect assuming the power of choosing and relum-

ing. Rut your lnnlship and I know dissolving and

disapproving are different terms.

1 always understood from your lordship the trust

and power of grand juries is, or ought to be, accounted

amongst the greatest, and of most concern, next to the

legislative; the honour, reputations, fortunes, and lives

of every man being subject to their censure. The

kings of England have an undoubted [tower of dissolv-

ing parliaments ; but dissolving till one was returned

to their or their ministers' liking has never been thought

very righteous, and, Heaven bo praised, never very

successful.

1 am entirely of your lordship's opinion, the oath of

a grand juryman is not always sufficiently consideieit

by the jurors, which is as follows :

—

You shall diligently inquire, and true presentment
1

make of all such articles, mat lira, and hiugs, as dull
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bo given you in charge
, ami of all other matter* and

things as shall come to your own knowledge, touching
this present service. The king's counsel, your fellows',

and your own, you shall keep secret,” &c. And from
some other men's behaviour, I fear oaths are not always
as sacredly observed os they ought to be : “ the king’s

counsel, your fellows', and your own, you shall keep
secret.” Though our grandmothers, my lord, might
have thought there was a dispensing power in the pope,

you and I profess no power upon earth can dispense

with this oath
;
so that to force a man to discover the

counsel he is sworn to keep, is to force him into direct

perjury.

Suppose, upon information taken before your lord-

ship of a raj>e committed, a bill of indictment were
sent to a grand jury, and the grand jury return ignoramus
on it, application is made to the court to recommend
it to them to reconsider it, and they return as before

ignoramus. Suppose a judge, with more than decent

]>assion, should ask them their reasons (which is their

counsel) for so doing, nay, should be so particular as

to demand of tliem whether they thought tne woman a

whore, must not all the world conclude somebody hud
forgot the oath of a grand juryman ? Yes sure, or his

own, or worse. But suppose they should ask a juror a
question might criminate himself1 My lord, you know

1 put not bare possibilities, it is generally believed these

things have been done within on oak of this town
;
and

if I am rightly informed, the restraint a juror is under
by bis oath is so well understood, that a certain person

desired the clerk of the crown to change the form of it

by adding this exception,—“unless by leave or order

of the court.”

These things, ray lord, would seem strange in West-
minster-hall, and would be severely noted in St. Ste-

phen's Chapel. The honour of the crown would be

tnought a very false, os well as weak, plea for such

proceedings there, os indeed it is an infamous one

everywhere
;
for 'tis a scandal upon a king, if he is

represented in a court of justice os if he were partially

concerned, or rather inclined to desire that a party

should be found guilty, than that he should he declared

innocent.

The king's interest and honour is more concerned in

the protection of the innocent, than in the punishment
of the guilty, as iu all the immediate actions of his

majesty we And that maxim pursued, a maxim can

never run a prince into excesses. We do not only find

those princes represented in history under odious cha-

racters who have basely betrayed the innocent, but

such as,by their spies and informers, were too inquisitive

after (lie guilty
;
whereas none was ever blamed for

clemency, or for being too gentle interpreters of the

law. Though Trajan was an excellent prince, endowed
with all heroical virtues, yet the most eloquent writers,

ami his best friends, found nothing more to be praised

in his government, than that, in his time, all men might
think what they pleased, and every man speak what
he thought. This I say, that if any amongst us, by
violent measures, and a dictatorial behaviour, have
rai sell jealousies iu the minds of his majesty's faithful

subjects, the blame may lie at their door.

1 know it has been said for his majesty's service,

grand juries may be forced to discover their counsels

:

but you will confess a king can do nothing against law,

nor will any honest man judge that for his service

which is not warranted by law. If a constant unin-

terrupted usage can give the force of law, then the

grand jurymen are bound by law. as well as by their

oaths, to keep their king's, their fellows', and their own
counsel secret. Bractuii and Britton, iu their several

generations, hear witness that it was then practised;

ami greater proof of it needs not be sought than the

disputes that appear by the law-books to have been

amongst the ancient lawyers, Whether it was frerui.**

or felony for a grand juryman to discover tlieii

counsels? The trust of grand juries was in those days
thought so sacred, and their secrecy of so great concern
to the kingdom, that whosoever should break their
oaths, was by all thought worthy to die, only some
would havethem suffer as traitors, others as felons.

If a king's commands should come to the judge* of
a court of justice or to a jury, desiring them to vary
from the direction of the law, fwhich it is criminal tc
say, and no man ought to be believed therein,) they
are bound by their oaths not to regard them. The
statute of 2nd of Edward 1 1 1., 8th and 20th Edward
III. 1., are express; and the substance of these and
other statutes is inserted into the oaths taken by every
judge

; and if they be under the most solemn and
sacred tie in the execution of justice, to hold for
nothing the commands of the kiug under the great seal,

then surely political views and schemes, the pleasure
or displeasure of a minister, in the like case, ought to
be less than nothing.

It is a strange doctrine that men roust sacrifice the
law to secure their properties. If the law is to be
fashioned for every occasion, if grand jurymen, con-
trary to their oaths, must discover their fellows' and
their own counsels, and betray the trust the law has
reposed in them

; if they must subject the reasons of
their verdicts to the censure of the judges, whom the law
did never design to trust with the liberty, property, or
good name of their fellow-subjects,—no man can say
he has any security for bis life or fortune; and they
who do not themselves, may, however, see their best

friends and nearest relations suffer the utmost violences

and oppression*.

Which leads me to say a few words of the petit jury,
not forgetting Mr. W alters. I am assured by an emi-
meut lawyer, that the power and office of a petit jury
is judicial ; that they only are the judges from who*;
sentence the indigent are to expect life or death . Upon
their integrity and understanding the lives of all that
are brought in judgment do ultimately depend

;
from

their verdict there lies no appeal, by finding guilty or
not guilty. They do coinplicately resolve both law and
fact. As it hath been the law, so it hath always been
the custom anil practice of these juries (except as be-
fore) upon all general issues, pleaded in cases civil os
well ns criminal, to judge both of the law and fact.

So it is said in the report of the lord chief-justice

Vaughan in Bushcll's case, that these juries determine
the law in all matters, where issue is joined and tried,

in the principal case, whether the issue lie about tres-

pass or debt, or decision in assizes, or a tort, or any
such like

;
unless they should please to give a special

verdict, with an implicit faith in the judgment of the
court to which none can oblige them against their wills.

It is certain we may hope to sec the trust of a grand
juryman best discliarged when gentlemen of the best

fortunes and understandings attend that service
; but it

is as certain we must never expect to see such men or
juries, if, for differing with a judge in opinion, when
they only are the lawful judges, they arc liable to be
treated like villains, like perjurers, and enemies to their

king and country; 1 say, my lord, such behaviour to

juries will moke all gentlemen avoid that duty, am!
instead of men of interesMdf reputation, and abilities,

our lives, our fortunes, and our reputations, must de-
pend upon the basest and meanest of the people.

1 know it is commonly said, bonijutlivts esl ampitare

jurisdirtionem. But I take that to he better advice,

which was given by the lord-chancellor Bacon upon
swearing a judge. That he would take care to contain the

jurisdiction of thecourt within the ancient mere-stones,

without removing the mark.
I intend to pay my respects to your lordship ones
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every month till the meeting of the parliament, when
our letters may consider of these matter*, and therefore

will not trouble yon with any more on this suhject at

prevent ; hut conclude, must heartily praying, that

from depending upon the will ofajud^e, who may
1* corrupted or swayed by his own jxumnm. interests,

or the impulse of such as support him, and may ad-

vance him to greater honours, the God of mercy and of

justice deliver this nation !

I am, my lord, your lordship's most obedient, hum-
ble servant, N. N.

A SECOND LETTER FROM A FRIEND TO THE RIGHT
HON THE LORD CHIEF JUSTICE WHITSHED.

Ubt armel win tleerralnm nrt, in pnrcepa pervmitur a recti*

In vitis. a vitiU in prava, n prims in prarcipitia.— Veil. Pater.

Self love is the love of oneself, and of everything else for

one's own sake : it makes a man the idolater of himself, and
the tyrant of other*.

—

Rochefoscault.

Mv Lord, January 4, 17X4-5.

I think the best service men employed by his ma-
jesty can do for him and this country is to show such

prudence and temper in their behaviours as may con-

vince every man they are not intrusted with any power

but what is necessary, and will always be exercised, for

tlie advantage and security of his majesty's subjects.

For my own part, I hold it the duty of every man,
though he has not the honour of serving his majesty in

public employment, not only not to misrepresent the

actions of his servants, hut, in matters of small concern,

to wink at their follies and mistakes. I know the

jacobites and papists, our irreconcilable enemies, are

too watchful to lay hold of every occasion to misrepre-

sent bis majesty, and turn the faults of ambitious

and self-interested servants upon the best of kings.

I hear some men say, that in my last to your lord-

ship, there appears more of the satirist than becomes a

man engaged merely in the defence of liberty and
justice ;

but I am satisfied I can with charity affirm

they are either such as have no knowledge of the

several steps that have been taken to bring this poor

country into ruin and disgrace, or they are of the

number of those who have Imd a share in the actings

and contrivances against it
;
for, my lord, he must rather

he an insensible stoic than an angry cynic, who can

survey the measures of some men without horror and
indignation. To see men act as if they had never

taken an oath of fidelity to their king, whose interest is

inseparable from that of his ]>eop)e, hut had sworn to 1

support the ruinous projects of abandoned men (of what-

ever faction), must rouse the most lethargic if honest

soul.

I, who have always professed myself a Whig, do con-

fess it has mine.

I beg leave, in this place, to explain what I intended

in my last by the words, “ unless by leave or order of

the court,” lest, whilst I plead for justice, I should do
an injury to your lordship.

I do declare 1 never heard that story of your lord-

ship. and I hope no man did believe it of you. My
intention was, by that hint, to remember you of judge
U * * *, and a certain assizes held at W'icklow, as I

believe your lordship understood it, and os 1 now de-

sire all tlie world may.
Having learned from your lordship and other law-

yers of undoubted abilities that no judge ought, by
threats or circumvention, to make a grand-juryman
discover the king’s counsels, his fellows', or his own, 1

should not at present say anything in support of that

position; but that I tlnd a most ridiculous and false

explanation seems to mislead some men in lhat point

:

say they, by the word counsel is understood such bills

as are Iwfore the grand jury, and the evidence the prose-

cutors for the crown have to support the charge against

tlie subject; lest, that being known, the Dotty indict-

able may fly from justice, or lie may procure false

witnesses to discredit the evidence for the king, or he
may, by bribes and other indirect measures, take off

tlie witnesses for the crown.
I confess I take that to be the meaning pf the word

counsel, but I am certain that is not all that is mearit

by it; that is what must be understood when it is

called the king s counsel, id est, the counsel or reasons

for which the king, by his servants, his attorney-

general, or coroner, has drawn and sent to the grand
jury a charge Against a subject.

But the counsel of a juror is a different thing ; it it

the evidence, the motives, and reasons, that iuduoe him
or his fellow jurors to sav billa two, or ignoramus, and
tlie opinion he or they happen to be of when the ques-
tion is put by the foreman for finding or not finding

:

this counsel every man is sworn to keep secret, that so

their opinion and advice may not be of prejudice to

them hereafter ; that as they are sworn to act without
favour or affection, so may they also act without pear.
Whereas, were it otherwise, the spirit of revenge is so

universal, there are but few cases wherein a juror could
act with safety to himself. Either the prosecuted, as

where the bill is found, or the prosecutor, where it is

returned ignoramus, may contrive to defame the jurors

who differ from them in opinion, as I am told has
happened to some very honest citizens who are repre-

sented to be jacobites since their opinions were known
to be against * • *. And sometimes revenge or ambi-
tion may prompt men to carry it farther, as iu (lie case

of Mr. Wilmcr. who, in king Charles II. 's time, was
very severely handled for being one of tlie ignoramus

jury. It is not necessary to say whom he disobliged by
being so. But, if I remember right, his case was this :

—

He was a merchant (and, as I said, an ignoramus

juryman), had covenanted with a servant boy to serve

him in the West Indies, and accordingly sent him be-

yond sea. Upon suggestion and affidavit, by which
any person might have it, a writ de homwe replegiando

was granted against Mr. Wilmer; the sheriffs would
have returned on the writ the agreement and tlie boy's

consent, but the court, (in the case of this Wilmcr,)
Easter, 34, cha. ii. in B. R. ruled they must return

repUgiari fectmus, or etongavif
,
that is, they had re-

plevied the boy. or that Wilmer had carried him away
where they could not find him

;
in which last case,

Mr. Wilmer, though an innocent person, must have
gone to gaol until he brought the boy into court, or he
must liave been outlawed.—Shower's Rep. 2nd Part.

I do not say this, that I think the same thing will be
practised again, or anything like it, though 1 know that

very homely proverli. More ways of killing a dog than

hanging him. But I instance it to show the counsels

of every grand juryman should he kept secret, that he
may act freely, and without apprehensions of resent-

ment from the prosecuted or prosecutor.

My resolution, when I wrote to you last, was not to

have said anything in this concerning the jiowers of dis-

solving or dispensing; hut as 1 have been forced to say

something of tlie dispensing, for the same reason 1 must
of the dissolv ing, power—a power undoubtedly in effect

including that of returning, which makes me wish two
men of great interest in this kingdom, differing in every
other thing, had not undertaken to defend it, or they

had better reasons for it than I have yet heard.

Tis said, “ this power is in the court, as a right of re-

sistance is in the people, as the jieople have a power su-

perior to the prerogative of the prince, though no writ-

ten or express law for it ; so of necessity, though no
statute directs it, anti it may seem to overturn the great-

est security men have for their liberties, yet the court

luu a power of dissolving grand juries, if they refuse to

find or present as the court shall direct.”

Pray let us consider bow well this concludes.
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The people may do anything in defence of their lives,

their religion, and liberties, and consequently resistance

is lawful
;

therefore on inferior court, a bent plan to

judge may. Monstrous absurdity

!

Another, I am sorry I cannot say more modest, argu-
ment to support it is this :

—

“Considering," say tJiey, “grand juries, it is but
reasonable a discretionary |iower of dissolving them
should lie lodged in the judges.”

By the words “ considering grand juries” I must
understand considering their understanding, their

fortunes, or their integrity ; for from a want of one or

more of those qualifications must arise the reason of
such a discretionary power in the judges.

Though I shall not urge it as far as I could, 1 will

venture to say the argument is at least os strong the

other way—considering the judges.

First, os to their understandings, it must be confessed

the benches are infinitely superior to the lower profes-

sors of the law
;
yet surely it cannot give offence to say

the geutlemcn of the several counties have understand-
ings sufficient to discharge the duty of grand juryineu.

Jf want of fortune be an objection to grand jurymen, a
pari rattone it is an objection to some other men. Be-
sides that the fact is not true

;
for in their circuits no

judge goes into any couuty where he does not meet at

least a dozen gentlemeu returned upon every grand
jury, every one of whom have better estates than he
himself has, and these not during pleasure; which last

consideration saves me the trouble of showing the

weakness of the objection in the third qualification.

Ay. But it was a necessary expedient to keep out
Wood's brass.

Are the properties of the commons of this kingdom
better secured by the knight-errantry of that day ? In
tlse name of common sense, what are we to lielieve?

Has the undaunted spirit, the tremendous voice of** *

frightened Wood and his accomplices from any further

attempts? Or rather has not the ready compliance of
* * * encouraged them to further trials? Toe officers

and attendants ofhis court may tremble when he frowns;
but who else regards it more than they do one of Wood's
farthings?

“ There is no comparison,” says another, “ between
the affair of sir W. Scruggs and this of * * *. Sir W.
discharged a grand jury because they were about to

present the duke of York for being a papist, but * * *

discharged the grand jury for not presenting a paper he
recommended to them to present as scandalous (aud
in which J say he was a party reflected on).”

I agree there is a mighty difference, but whom does
it make for ?

A grand jury of a hundred (part of a county) takes

ujioii them to present a no leas considerable person than
the king's brother and heir presumptive of the crown ;

the chief-justice thinks this a matter of too much
moment for men of such degree to meddle in, but a
matter mom proper for the consideration of parliament.

I would not be understood to condemn the jury
; I

think they acted as became honest Englishmen and
lovers of their country

;
but I say if judges could in

any case be allowed to proceed by rules of policy,

surely here was a sufficient excuse. However the

commons impeached him.
The determinations of ignorant or wicked judges, as

thev arc precedents of little weight, so they are but of
little danger, and therefore it will htcomc the commons
at all times to animadvert most carefully u|>on the
actions of the most knowiug rneu in that profession.

1 say, my lord, at all times, liecause I hear former
merit is pleaded to screen this action from any inquiry.

I urn sensible much is due to the man who has always
j

preferred the public interests to his private advantages,

•o*
* “ * bus done. When a man has signalized him-

j

self, wtien he has suffered for that principle, he dcnerve*
universal respect. Yet men should act agreeably to

the motive of tiiat respect, and not ruin the lil>erty of

their country to show their gratitude; and so, my lord,

where a men has the least pretence to that character, I

think 'tis best to pass over small offences, but never
such os will entail danger and dishonour upon us and
our posterity.

The Romans, my lord, when a question was in the

senate whether they should ransom fifteen thousand
citizens who had merited much by their former victo-

ries, but losing one battle were taken prisoners, were
determined by the advices of that noble Roman Atti-

lius Reguhts not to redeem them, as men unworthy
their further care, though probably it was their mis-
fortunes not their faults lost that day:

—

Flagiilo additis
Damnum : ncque nmisaoa rolores
Lana refert meticsta fuoo:

He thought they were not worthy to be trusted again.

To show them pity, in his mind would lietray the Ro-
mans to perpetual danger: Et exemplo traheuti

Pernidem veniena In irvum ;

SI n«n periret immisersbilis
Csptiva pubes.

I hear some precedents have been lately found out
to justify that memorable action ; but if precedents
must control reason and justice, if a man may swear
be will keep his counsels secret, and yet by precedents

may be forced to divulge them, I would advise gentle-

men very seriously to consider the danger we are in,

and examine what precedents there are on each side

of the auestion
;

for my part, I think the commons of

England ore not a worse precedent than the judges of

England.
Besides, it must be remembered that precedents in

some cases will not excuse a judge, even where they are

according to the undoubted law of the land. As, fur

instance, suppose a man says what is true not knowing
it to be true, though it be logically a truth as it is dis-

tinguished, yet it is morally false
; and so suppose a

judge gave judgment according to law, not knowing it

to be so, os if he did not knuw the reason of it at that
time, but bethought himself of a reason or precedent
for it afterwards, though the judgment lie legal and
according to precedent, yet the pronouncing of it. is

unjust, and tne judge shall be condemned in the
opinions of all men

;
as liappened to the lord chief-

justice Popham, a person of great learning and parts,

who upon the trial of sir Walter Raleigh, when sir

Walter objected to reading or giving in evidence lord
Cobliam's affidavit taken in his absence without pro-
ducing the lord face to face, the lord lieing then forth-
coining, the chief-justice overruled the objection and
was of opinion it should be given in evidence against
sir Walter

;
and summing up tlie evidence to the jury,

the chief-justice said, just then it came into his mind
why the accuser shoidd not come face to face to the
prisoner, because, &c. Now if any judge has since
found precedents, or has since picked tip the opinion of
lawyers, 1 fear he will come within the case I have put.

I foresee if ever this question happens to be deliatcd

you know where, gentlemen will lie divided, some will

be desirous to do their country justice, and free us from
all future dAuger of this kind ; others, upon motives not

quite so laudable, will strive to screen
;
and with other

private friendship will prevail. But I would recom-
mend to your friends who really love their country to

consider the several circumstances concurring in you*
lordship which probably may not in your successor.

Let them suppose a person were to fill your place, from
whose manifest ignorance in the law we may reason-

ably conclude his only met it is on inveteracy and
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liatml to *i» country; I ray, how could your !«•»'
j

me. yet I will venture to end thie will, the *nti-

frien.lt excuse themnlvei, if, in regard to your loriLliip,
|

ionite of Philip dc Comincn, ujwn some thorogouig

Ihey should suffer such a precedent to be bunded down

to »uch a man unobserved or uncensured t

Irnemt ttxam ttmuios inftrlix neqmlta. Ambitious

men have not always been deterred by the unhappy

fate of their predecessors. Quid at /{ureal vtgeatque t

But what lengtlis will they run if injustice and corrup-

tion shall ride triumpliant ?

Had sometiody received a reprimand upon hi* knees

in a proper place, for treating a printer's jury like men

convicted of jierjurv, forcing them to find a special ver-

dict, I dare to say he liad not been quite so hardy as to

have discharged the grand jury, or treated them in the

manner be did because they had not an implicit faith

in the court ; nor had he dared not to receive a pre-

sentment made by the second grand jury against

Wood's farthings upon pretence it was informed,

which I mention because the worthy Drapier has mis-

taken the fact.

Some of your lordship's screens, I hear, advise you to

show great humility and contritiou for what is past, as

the only means to appease the just indignation all sorts

of men have conceived against you. Were I well

secured you will not recommend this letter to the next

grand jury to be presented, 1 could give you more sea-

sonable advice; but, happen as it may, 1 will venture

to give you a little.

Fawning and cajoling will liavc but little effect on

those who have had the honour of your acquaintance

these ten years past ; for Caligula, who used to hide his

head if he heard the thunder, would oiss upon the

statues of the gods when he thought the danger over.

A better expedient is this,—tell men the Drapier is

a Tory and a Jacobite. That he writ the conduct of the

allies. Tliat he writ not his letter with a design to

keep out Wood’s halfpence, but to bring in the pre-

tender; persuade them, if you can, the dispute is no

longer about the power of judges over juries, nor how

much the liberty of the subject is endangered by

dissolving them at pleasure, but that it is now

become mere Whig aud Tory, a dispute between

tiis majesty's friends and the Jacobites ;
and it were

better to see a thousand grand juries discharged than

the Tories carry a question, though in the right. Httc

vulnera pro hberlale publtca exetpi, hunc oculum pro

voba impend*. Try this cant, pin a cloth over your

eyes, look very dismal, aud cry “ I was turned out of

employment when the Drapier was rewarded with a

J * * * y.” I say, my lord, if you can once briug

matters thus to bear, I have not the least doubt you

muy escape without censure.

To your lordship s zeal and industry without doubt

is owing that the papists and the Tories have not de-

livered this kingdom over to the pretender
;
so C®sar

conquered Pompey, that Legum auctor et evertor, and

it was hut just the liberty and laws of Rome should

afterwards depend upon his will and pleasure. The

Drapier in his letter to lord Molesworth lias made a fair

offer; secure his country from Wood s coinage, then

condemn all he has writ and said as false and scan-

dalous; when your lordship does as much, J must

confess it will be somewhat difficult to discover tire

impostor.

Thus to keep my word with your lordship, I have,

much against my inclinations, written this, which shall

l>e my lost upon the ungrateful subject. If I have

leisure, and find a safe opportunity of giving it to the

printer, my next shall explain what has long duped the

true Whigs of this kingdom. 1 mean honesty in the

worst of times.

Though your lordship object to my hint, that what I

wrote was taken out of lord Coke, lord Sommers, sir

William Jones, or the writings of some other great

courtiers.
, .

“ If a sixpenny tux is to be raised, they cry nj all

means it ought to bo double. If the prince is offended

with any man, they are directly for hanging him. In

other instances they maintain the same character.

Above all things, they advise their king to make him-

self terrible as they themselves are proud, fierce, and

overbearing, in hopes to be dreaded by that means, as if

authority and place were their inheritance.”

I am, my lord, your lordship’s most obedient and

most humble servant, N. N.

THE PRESENTMENT OF THE
GRAND JURY

OF THE COUNTY OF THK CITY OF DUBLIN.

[Tbs discharge of the grand jury produced no change upon

popular opinion.]

Whereas several great quantities of base metal coined,

commonly called fVood t halfpence,
have been brought

into the port of Dublin and lodged in several houses

of this city, with an intention to make them pass clan-

destinely among his majesty subjects of this king-

dom, notwithstanding the addresses of both houses of

parliament and the privy-council, and the declara-

tions of most of the corporations of this citv against

the said coin: And whereas his majesty lias been

graciously pleased to leave his loyal subjects of this

kingdom at liberty to take or refuse the said halfpence

:

We, the grand jury of the county of the city of

Dublin, this Michaelmas terra, 1721, having entirely

at heart his majesty’s interest and the welfare of our

country, aud being thoroughly sensible of the great

discouragements which trade hath suffered by the ap-

prehensions of the said coin, whereof we have already

felt the dismal effects; and that the currency thereof

will inevitably tend to the great diminution of hi*

majesty's revenue, and the ruin of us and our posterity,

do present all such persons as have attempted or shall

endeavour by fraud, or otherwise, to impose the said

halfpence upon us contrary to his. majesty a most gra-

cious intentions, as enemies to his majesty s govern-

ment and to the safety, peace, and welfare of all his

majesty's subjects of this kingdom ;
whose affections

have been so eminently distinguished by their zeal

to his illustrious family before bis happy accession to

the throne, and by their continued loyalty ever since.

As we do, with all just gratitude, acknowledge the

services of all such patriots as have been eminently zea-

lous for the interest of his majesty and this country, in

detecting the fraudulent imposition of the said Wood,

and preventing the passing of his base coin
;
so we do,

at the same time, declare our abhorrence and detesta-

tion of all reflections on his majesty and his govern-

ment; and that we arc ready, with our lives and for-

tunes, to defend his most sacred majesty against the

pretender, and all his majesty's open and secret enemies,

both at home and abroad.

Given under our hands at the Grand Jury

chamber, this 28th of November, 1724.

George Forbes,

William Empsou,
Nathaniel Pearson,

Joseph Nultal,

William Aston,

Steani Tighc,

Richard Walker,
Edmond French,

John Vereilles,

Philip Pearson,

Thomas Robins,

Richard Dawson,

David Tew,
Thomas How,
John Jones,

James Brown,
Charles Lyndon,
Jerom Bredin,

John Sican,

Anthony Brunton,

Thomas Gaveti,

Daniel El wood,

John Brunet.
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LETTER THE FIFTH.
TOTHK RIGHT lUINOnRABLK

Tins LORD VISCOUNT MOLKSWORTH.
Robert Mole*wortli . creak'd by George I. viscount Mole*

worth of Swords in 1716, incurred the resentment of loni Ox-
ford s administration in 1713, for au alleged affront to the clergy

of Ireland.

" Tliry compassed me about also with word* of deceit, ami

f night against me without a cause.
" For my hm* they arc tny adversaries; but I give myself unto

prayer.
" And tiiry hive rewarded me evil for good, and hatred for my

love”—Psaim cix. 3. 4. &.

** Seek not to lx* Judge, being not able to take away iniquity ;

lest at any time thou fear the person of the mighty, and lay

a stumbling block in the way uf thy uprightness.
" Offend not agaiust tlwr multitude of a city, aud then tliou shall

cast not tilt selfdown among the people.
" Rind not one sin ii|nn another, for in one thon shall not be

unpunished."—Keel vli.6, 7, 8.

Non jam prim* peto Mnc theus, neque vineere Certo

:

Quanquatn O! aed supereut, quibushoc, Neptune, dedisti.*

Vino. Xa. V. 194.

DIRECTIONS TO THE PRINTER.
From my Shop in St. Francis* Street,

Mr. Harding, Dec. *4,17*4.

When I sent you my former paper*, I cannot say I

intended you ei tlier good or hurt; and yet you have
happened, through my means, to receive both. I pray

Got! deliver you from any more of the latter, and in-

crease the former. Your trade, particularly in this

kingdom, is, of all others, the most unfortunately cir-

cumstantiated ; for as you deal in the most worthless

kind of trash, the penny productions of pennyless scrib-

blers, so you often venture your liberty, and sometimes

your lives, for the purchase of half-a-crown; and, by
your own ignorance, are puuished for other men's

actions.

I am afraid you, in particular, think you have rea-

son to complain of me, fur your own and your wife’s

confinement iu prison, to your great expense as well as

hardship, and for a prosecution still impending. Dut
I will tell you, Mr. Harding, how that matter stands.

Siuce the press has lain under so strict an inspection,

those who have a mind to inform the world are become
so cautious, as to keep themselves, if possible, out of the

way of danger. My custom therefore is, to dictate to

a 'prentice, who can write in a feigned hand, and what
is written we send to your house by a blackguard boy.b

Dut at the same time I do assure you, upon my repu-

tation, that I never did tend you anything for which I

thought you could possibly be called to an account;

and you will be my witness, that I always desired you,

by letter, to take some good advice before you ventured

to print,—liecause I knew the dexterity of dealers in

the law at finding out something to fasten on, where no
evil is meant. I am told, indeed, that you did accor-

dingly consult several very able persons, and even some
who afterwards appeared against you : to which I can

only answer, that you must either change your advisers,

of determine to print nothing that comes from a Dra-
pier.

I desire you will send the enclosed letter, directed
“ To my lord viscount Molesworth, at his house at

Drackdenstown, near Swords;” but I would have it

sent printed, for the convenience of his lordship's rend-

ing, itecause this counterfeit hand of my apprentice is

not very legible. And, if you thiuk fit to publish it, I

would have you first get it read over by tome notable

lawyer. I am assured, you will find enough of them

* I seek not now the foremost palm to gain ;

Though yet—but, ah ! that haughty wish I

let those enjoy it whom the gods ordain.

DsrntN.
b Ills butler acted as amanuensis.

who are friends to the Drapier, and will do it without a

fee; which, I am afraid, you can ill afford after all

your expenses. For although I have takeu so much
care, that I think it impossible to find a topic out of
the following papers fur sending you again to prison,

yet I will not venture to be your guarantee.

This ensuing letter contains only a short account of
myself, and an humble apology for my former pam-
phlets, especially the last,—with little mention of Mr.
Wood or his halfpence, because I hare already said

enough upon that subject, until occasion shall be given
j

for new fears
;
and, in that case, you may perhaps hear

from me again.

2 am your friend and servant, M. B.

P.S.—For want of intercourse between you and me,
which I never will suffer, your people are apt to make
very gross errors in the press, which I desire you will

provide against.

TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE

THE LORD VISCOUNT MOLESWORTH,
At his house at Drackdenstown, near Swords.

From my Shop In St. Francis’ Street.

Mv Lord, Doc. 14. 17*4.

I reflect too late on the maxim of common observers,
“ that those who meddle in matters out of their call-

ing will have reason to repent;” which is now verified

in me, for by engaging in the trade of a writer, I have
drawn upon myself the displeasure of the government
signified by a proclamation, promising a reward of 300/.

to the first faithful subject who shall lie able and in-

clined to inform against me; to which I may add the
laudable xeal and industry of my lord chief-justice

Whitshed, in his endeavours to discover so dangerous a
person. Therefore, whether I repent or not, I have cer-

tainly cause to do so
;
and the common observation

still stands good.

It will sometimes happen, I know not how, in the
course of human affairs, that a man shall he made liable

to legal animadversion where he has uothing to answer
for, either to God or his country, and condemned at

Westminster-hall for what lie will never be charged

with at the day ofjudgment.
After strictly examining my own heart, and cousult-

ing some divines of great reputation, I cannot accuse
myself of any malice or wicket! ness against the public,

—of any designs to sow sedition,—of reflecting on the

king and his ministers,—or of endeavouring to alienate

the affections of the people of this kingdom from those

of England. 4 All I can charge myself with is, a weak
attempt to serve a nation in danger of destruction by
a most wicked and malicious projector, without waiting

until I were called to its assistance
;
which attempt,

however it may perhaps give me the title of pragma*
ticai and overu'trning

y
will never lie a burden upon my

conscience. God knows whether I may not, with all

my caution, have already run myself into a second
danger hy offering thus much in my own vindication;

for I have heard of a judge who, upoli the criminal's ap-

peal to the dreadful day of judgment, told him he hail

incurred a prrmumre , for appealing to a foreign jurisdio-

tioti; and of another in Wales, who severely checked
the prisoner for offering the same plea, taxing him wilb
u reflecting on the court by such a comparison, be-

cause comparison* were odious.”

Dut in order to make some excuse for being more
speculative titan others of my condition, I desire yuur
lordship's pardon while I am doing a very foolish tiling;

which is to give you some little account of myself.

I teas bred at a free-school, where I acquired some,

little knowledge in the J*atiu tongue. 1 served my an-
4 Articles mentioned in the indictment and proclamation
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prenticediin in London, ami there set up fur myself I

with good success; until, by the death of some friends

and the misfortunes of others, I returned into this king-

dom and began to employ my thoughts in cultivating

the woollen manufacture through all its branches, wliere-

in I met with great discouragement and powerful oppo-

ters, whose objections appeared to be very strange and

singular. They argued 44 that the people of England

would lie offended if our manufactures were brought to

equal their*;” and even some of the weaving trade were

my enemies, which I could not but look upon as ab-

surd and unnatural. I remember your lordship at

that time did me the honour to come into my shop,

where I showed you a piece of black and white stuff

just sent from the dyer,» which you were pleased to

approve of and be my customer for.

However I was so mortified, that I resolved for the

future to sit quietly in my shop, and deal in common
goods like the rest of my brethren

;
until it happened

some months ago, considering with myself that the lower

and poorer sort of people wanted a plain strong coarse

stuff, to defend them against cold easterly winds, which

then blew very fierce and blasting for a long time to-

gether, I contrived one6 on purpose, which sold very well

all over the kingdom, aiul preserved many thousands

from agues. I then made a second and a third kind of

stuffs* for the gentry, with the same success; insomuch

that an ague has hastily been heard of for some time.

This iucited me so far that I ventured upon a fourth

piece,*1 made of the best Irish wool I could get ;
and

I thought it grave anil rich enough to be worn by the

best lord or judge of the land. But of late some great

folks complain, as I hear, “ that when they had it on

they felt a shuddering in their limb*,"—and have

thrown it off {in a rage, cursing to hell the poor drapier

who invented it; so that I am determined never to

work for persons of quality again, except for your lord-

ship and a very few more.

I assure your lordship, upon the word of an honest

citizen, that I am not richer by the value of otie of Mr.

Wood's halfpence, with the sale of all the several stuffs

I have contrived, for I give the whole profit to the

dyers and pressers [printers]
;
and therefore I hope you

will please to believe, that no other motive beside the

love of my country could engage me to busy my head

and hands to the loss of my time, and the gain of

nothing but vexation and ill-will.

I have now in hand one piece of stuff, to be woven
on purpose for your lordship; although I might be

ashamed to offer it to you after I have confessed, that

it will be made only from the shreds and remnants of

the wool employed in the former. However I shall

work it up as well os 1 can
;
and at wont you need

only give it among your tenants.

I am very sensible how ill your lordship is likely to

lie entertained with the pedantry of a drapier, in the

terms of his own trade. How will the matter be mend-
ed, when you find me entering again, although very

sparingly, into an affair of state; for such is now
grown the controveny with Mr. Wood, if some great

lawyers are to be credited. And as it often hapjiens

at play that men begin with farthings, and go on to

gold, till some of them lose their estates and die in

jail ; so it may possibly fall out in my case, that by
playing too long with Mr. W'ood’s halfpence I may
be drawn in to pay a fine double to the reward for be-

traying me, be sent to prison, and not be delivered

thence until I shall have paid the uttermost farthing.

There are, my lord, three sorts of persons with whom
I am resolved never to dispute, a liighwayman with a

• The Proposal for the universal Use of Irish Mauafactun-s.
h The Drapier » first letter.
c The •ee-tnrt said third lrttm.
4 The fourth letter, ngainat whirli Ibe proclanulion was iaowL

SI

pistol at my breast; a troop of dragoous who come to

plunder my house, and a man of the law who can make
a merit of accusing me. In each of these cases, which

are almost the same, the best method is to keep out of

the wuy ;
and the next best is to deliver your money,

surrender your house, and confess nothing.

I am told that the two points iu my List letter, from

which an occasion of offence Iias been taken, are, where

I mention his majesty's answer to the address of the

house of lords upon Mr. Wood's patent; and where I

discourse upon Irelands being a dependent kingdom.

As to the former, I can only say, that I have treated it

with the utmost respect and caution
;
and 1 thought it

necessary to show where Wood’s patent differed, iu many
essential jiaits, from all others that ever had been granted

;

because the contrary hod, for want of due information,

been so strongly and so largely asserted. As to the

other, of Ireland's dependency, I confess to have often

heard it mentioned, but was never able to understand

what it meant. This gave me the curiosity to inquire

among several eminent lawyers, who professed they

knew nothing of the matter. I then turned over all the

statutes of both kingdoms, without the least information,

further than au Irish act, that I quoted, of the 33rd of

Henry VIII., uniting Ireland to England under one
king. I cannot say i was sorry to be disappointed iu

my search, because it is certain I could be contented

to depend only upon God and my prince, and the laws

of my own country, after the manner of other nations.

But since my betters are of a different opinion, ami de-

sire further dependencies, I shall outwardly submit

;

yet still insisting, in my own heart, upon the exception

I made of M. B., drapier. Indeed, that hint was bor-

rowed front an idle story I had heard in England, which
perhaps may tie common and beaten

;
but because it

insinuates neither treason nor sedition, I will just barely

relate it.

Some hundred years ago, when the peers were so great

that the commons were looked upon as little better than

their dependents, a bill was brought in for making some
new additions to the power and privileges of the peerage.

After it was read, one Mr. Drewe, a member of the

house, stood up, and said, he very much approved the

bill, and would give his vote to have it pass
;
but how-

ever, for some reasons liest known to himself, he desired

that a clause might be inserted for excepting the family

of the Drewes. The oddness of the proposition taught

others to reflect a little, and the bill was thrown out.

Whether I were mistaken or went too far in exa-

mining the dependency must be left to the impartial

judgment of the world as well as to the courts of judi-

cature, although indeed not in so effectual and decisive

a manner. But to affirm, as I hear some do in order

to countenance a fearful and servile spirit, that this

point did not belong to my subject, is a false and foolish

objection. There were several scandalous reports indus-

triously spread by Wood and his accomplices to dis-

courage all opposition against his infamous project.

They gave it out “ that wc were prepared for a relief

lion, that we disputed the king's prerogative and were
shaking off our dependency.” The first went so far,

and obtained so much belief aguinst the most visible

demonstrations to the contrary, that a great person o.

this kingdom, now in England, sent over such an account
of it to his friends as would make any good subject

both grieve and tremble. I thought it therefore neces-

sary to treat that calumny as it deserved. Then I

proved, by an invincible argument, that we could have

no intention to dispute his majesty’s prerogative
; be-

cause the prerogative was not concerned in the ques-

tion; the civilians and lawyers of all nations agreeing

that copper is not money. And lastly, to clear ns from
the imputation of shaking oft’ our dependency, I showed
wherein I thougnt,and shall ever think, this dependence
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consisted, and cited the statute above mentioned, made
in Ireland, by which it is enacted, “ that whoever is

king of England shall be king of Ireland, and that the

two kingdoms shall be for ever knit together under one

king." This, as I conceived, did wholly acquit us of

intending to break our dependency, because it was
altogether out of our power; for surely no king of

England will ever consent to the rejKol of this statute.

But upon this article I am cliarged with a heavier

accusation. It is said “ I went too far when 1 declared

that if ever the pretender should come to be fixed upon
the throne of Englaud (which God forbid), I would so

far venture to transgress this statute, that 1 would lose

the last drop of my blood befoie 1 woukl submit to

him as king of Ireland."

This, 1 hear on all sides, is the strongest and weightiest

objection against ine, and which has given the most

olVeuce
;

that I should be so bold to declare against a

direct statute, and tbut any motive, how strong soever,

could make me reject a king whom England should

receive. Now if, iu defending myself from this accu-

sation, 1 should freely confess “that I went too far;

that the expression was very indiscreet, although occa-

sioned by my zeal for his preseut majesty and his pro*

testaut line in the house of Hanover; tW 1 shall be

careful never to offend again in the like kind
; and that

I hope this free acknowledgment and sorrow for my
error will be some atonement and a little soAen the

hearts of my powerful adversaries;" I say, if 1 should
offer such a defence ns this, 1 do not doubt but some

i

people would wrest it to an ill meaning by a spiteful

interpretation. And therefore, since I cannot think of

any other answer which that paragraph can admit, I

will leave it to tire mercy of every candid reader; but

still without recanting my owu opinion.

I will now venture to tell your lordship a secret

wherein I fear you ore too deeply concerned. You !

will therefore please to know that this habit of writing

and discoursing, wherein I unfortunately diAer from

almost the whole kingdom, and am apt to grate the

ears of more than 1 could wish, was acquired during

my apprenticeship in London and a long residence

there after I had set up for myself. Upon my return

and settlement here, I thought I had only changed one
country of freedom for another. I had been long con-

versing with the writings of your lordship,* Mr. Locke,

Mr. Molyneux, Colonel Sidney, and other dangerous

authors, who talk of liberty as a blessing to which die

whole race of mankind have an original title, whereof
nothing but unlawful force can divest them. I knew
a great deal of several Gothic institutions in Europe,

and hy what incidents and events they came to be de-

stroyed
;
and I ever thought it the most uncontrolled

and universally agreed maxim, that freedom consists in

a people's being governed by laws made widi their own
consent, and elavery in the contrary. I have been like-

wise told, and believed it to be true, that liberty and
property are words of known use and signification in

^lis kingdom; and that the very lawyers pretend to

understand and have them oAen in their mouths. These
were the errors which have misled me, and to which
alone I must impute the severe treatment I have re-

ceived. But I snail in time grow wiser and learn to

consider my driver, aud the road 1 am in, and with

whom I am yoked. This I will venture to say,—that

the lioldest and most obnoxious words I ever delivered

would in England have only exposed me as a stupid

fool who went to prove that the sun shone on a clear

summer's day
;
nnd I have witnesses ready to depose

that your lordship has said and writ fiAy times worse;

and, what is still an aggravation, with infinitely more
wit and learning, and stronger arguments: so that, as

• AUudiujt to lord Moteswortfe's account of tho arbitrary

forrruim-nt of Ik-mnarb.

politics run, I do not know a person of more except on-
able principles than yourself; and if ever I shal. be
discovered, 1 think you will be bound in honour to pay
my fine and support me in prison, or else I may chance
to inform against you by way of reprisal.

In the meantime, I bog your lordship to receive my
confession, that if theie be any such thing as a depen-
dency of Ireland upon England, otherwise than as 1

have explained it, either by the law of God, of nature,
of reason, of nations, or of the land (which I shall die
rather than grunt), then was the proclamation against
me the most merciful that ever was put out

;
and instead

of accusing me as malicious, w'icked, and seditious, it

might have been directly, as guilty of high treason.

All I desire is, that the cause of my country against
Mr. Wood may not suffer by any inadvertency ofmiue.
Whether Ireland depends upon England, or only upon
God, the king, aud the law, 1 hope no man will
assert that it depends upon Mr. Wood. I should be
heartily sorry that this commendable spirit against me
should accidentally (and what, I hope, was never
intended) strike a damp upon that spirit iu all ranks
and corporations of men against the desperate anil
ruinous design of Mr. Wood. Let iny countrymen
blot out those parts in my lost letter which they dislike

;

and let no rust remain on my sword, to cure the wounds
I have given to our most mortal enemy. When sir

Charles Sedley was taking the oaths, where several

things were to be renounced, he said, “ he loved re-

nouncing f asked “ if any more were to be renounced

;

for he was ready to renounce as much os they pleased."

Although I am not so thorough a reuouncer, yet let me
have but good city security against this pestileut

coinage, and I shall he ready not only to renounce
every syllable in all my four letters, but to deliver

them cheerfully with my own hands into those of the

common hangman, to be burnt with no better company
than the coiner's effigies

;
if any part of it has escaped

out of the secular hands of my faithful friends, the

common iieople.

But, whatever the sentiments of some people may be,

I think it is agreed that many of those who subscribed
against me are on the side of a vast majority iu the

kingdom who opposed Mr. Wood; and it was with
great satisfaction that I observed some right honour-
able names very amicably joined with ray own, at the
bottom of a strong declaration against him and his coiu.

But if the admission of it among us be already
determined, the worthy person who is to betray me
ought in prudence to do it with all convenient speed;

or else it may be difficult to Hud 300/, sterling for the
discharge of his hire, when the public shall have lost

300,000/., if (here be so much in the natiou; besides

fuur-fiAhs of its annual income for ever.

I am told by lawyers that in quarrels between man
aud man it is of much weight which of them gave tire

first provocation or struck the first blow. It is manifest
that Mr. Wood has done both, and therefore I should
humbly propose to have him first hanged and his dross
throw n into the sea, after which the drapier will be
ready to stand his trial. “It must needs be tliat of-

fences come, but woe unto him by whom the offence

comes." If Mr. Wood bad held his hand, everybody
else would have held their tongues; and then there

would have been little need of pamphlets, juries, or
proclamations upon this occasion. The provocation

must needs have been very great which could stir up
an obscure indolent drapier to become an author. One
would almost thin* the very stones in the street would
rise up in such a cause, and I am not sure they will

not do so against Mr. Wood if ever he comes within

their reach. It is a known story of the dumb boy
whose tongue forced a passage for speech hy the horror

of seeing a dagger at his father’s throat. This may lea-
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set; the wonder that a tradesman hid in privacy and
•ilence should cry out, when the life and being of his

jMtlitical mother are attempted before his face, and by
so infamous a wretch.

But in the mean time Mr. Wood, the destroyer of a

kingdom, walks about in triumph (uuleas it be true

that he is in jail for debt), while he who endeavoured
to assert the liberty of his country is forced to hide his

head for occasionally dealing in a matter of contro-

versy. However, I am not the first who lias been con-
demned to death for gaining a great victory over a
powerful enemy, by disobeying for once the strict orders

of military discipline.

I am now resolved to follow (after the usual proceed-
ing of mankind, because it is too late) the advice given
me by a certain dean.* He showed the mistake 1 was
in of trusting to the general good-will of the people,
“ that I had succeeded hitherto better than could be
expected; but that some unfortunate circumstantial
lapse would bring me within the reach of power; that

my good iutentions would be no security against those

who watched every motion of my peu in the bitterness

of my soul.’* He produced an instance of “ a person

as innocent, os disinterested, and os well-meaning as

myself, who had written a very seasonable and inoffen-

sive treatise, exhorting the people of this kingdom to

wear their own manufactures
;
for which however the

printer was prosecuted with the utmost virulence, the
jury sent back nine times, and the man given up to

the mercy of the court.” The dean further observed
“that I was in a manner left alone to stand the liattle,

while others who had ten thousand times better talents

than a drapier were so prudent as to lie still; and
perhaps thought it no unpleasant amusement to look on
with safety, while another was giving them diversion
at the hazard of his liberty and fortune; and thought
they made a sufficient recompense by a little ap-
plause. Whereupon he concluded with a short story

of a Jew at Madrid, who being condemned to the fire

on account of his religion, a crowd of schoolboys fol-

lowing him to the stake, and apprehending they might
lose their sport if he should happen to recant, would
often clap him on the back and cry, “s/a Jirme,
Aloys?

:

Moses, continue steadfast.”

1 allow this gentleman's advice to have been very

good, and his observations just; and in one respect my
condition is worse than that of the Jew, for no recant
ation will save me. However, it should seem by some
late proceedings that my state is not altogether deplo-
rable. This I can impute to nothing but die steadiness

of two impartial grand juries, which has confirmed in

me an opinion 1 have long entertained, that, as philo-

sophers say, virtue is seated in the middle, so iu an-
other sense the little virtue left in the world is chiefly

to be found among the middle rank of mankind, who
are neither allured out of her paths by ambition, nor
driven by poverty.

Since the proclamation occasioned by my last letter,

and a due preparation for proceeding against me in a
court of justice, there have been two printed papers
clandestinely spread about

;
whereof no man is able to

trace the original, further than by conjecture ; which,
with its usual charity, lays them to my account. The
former is entitled, “ Seasonable Advice,” and appears to

have been intended for the information ofthe grand jury,
upon the supposition of a bill to he prepawl against that

letter. The other is an extract from a printed book of
parliamentary proceedings in the year 1680, contain-

ing an angry resolution of the house of commons in

England against dissolving grand juries. As to the

former, your lordship will fiud it to be the work of a

more artful hand than that of a common drapier. It

has been censured for endeavouring to influence the

• The author is supposed to nan himself.

VOL. II.

minds of a jury, which ought to be wholly free and
unbiassed

;
and for that reason it is manifest tiiat no

judge was ever known, either upon or off the bench, either

by himself or his dependents, to use the least insinua
I tion that might possibly affect the passions or interests of

any one single juryman, much lew of a whule jury

;

whorcof every man must be convinced who will just

give himselfthe trouble to dip into the common printed

trials: so as it is amazing to tbiuk what a number of

upright judges there have been iu both kingdoms for

above sixty years past ;
which, considering how long

they held their offices during pleasure, as they still

do among us, 1 account next to a miracle.

As to the other pajier, I must confess it is a sharp

censure from an English house of commons against

dissolving grand juries by any judge, before the end of

the term, assizes, or sessions, while matters arc under

their consideration and not presented, as arbitrary,

illegal, destructive to public justice, a manifest viola-

tion of his oath, and ns a means to subvert the funda*

mental laws of the kingdom.
However, the publisher seems to have been mistaken

in what he aimed at. For wiiatever dependence there

may be of Ireland upon England, ) hope he would not

insinuate that the proceedings of a lord chief-justice iu

Ireland must depend upon a resolution of an English

house of commons. Besides, that resolution, although

it were levelled against a particular lord chief-justice,

sir William Scroggs, yet the occasion was directly con-

trary. For Scroggs dissolved the grand jury of I*oudon

for fear they should present; but ours in Dublin wus
dissolved because they would not present

;
which won-

derfully alters the case. And therefore a second grand
jury supplied that defect, by making a presentment

that pleased the whole kingdom. However, 1 think it

is agreed by all parties that both the one and tlie otlier

jury behaved themselves in such a manner us ought to

be remem beret! to their honour, while there shall lie

any regard left among us for virtue or public spirit.

I am confident your lordship will be of iny sentiments

in one thing—that some short, plain, authentic tract

might be published for the information both of petty

and grand juries, how for their power reaches, and where
it is limited

;
and that a printed copy of such a treatise

might be deposited in every court, to be consulted by
the jurymen oefore they cousider of their venlict : by
which abundance of inconveniences would be avoided,

whereof innumerable instances might be produced from
former times; because I will say nothing of the present.

I have read somewhere of an Eastern king, who put

a judge to death for on iniquitous sentence, and ordered

his hide to be stuffed into a cushion, and placed upon
the tribunal for the son to sit on, who was preferred to

his father's office. I fancy such a memorial might not

have been uuuseful to a sou of sir William Scroggs,and
that both he and his successors would often wriggle in

their seats as long as the cushion lasted. I wish the

relater had told us what numlier of such cushions there

might lie in that country. m
1 cannot hut ohserve to your lordship how nice mid

dangerous a point it is grown for a private person to

inform the people, even in an affair where the public

interest and safety ore so highly concerned as that of

Mr. Wood; and this, in a country where loyalty is

woven into the very hearts of the people, seems a little

extraordinary. Sir William Scroggs was the first who
introduced tiiat commendable acuteness into the courts

of judicature
;

but how far this practice has been

imitated by his successors, or strained upon occasion, is

out of my knowledge. When pamphlets unpleasing to

the ministry were presented as libels, be would order the

offensive paragrapns to be read before him
; and he was

often so very happy in applying the initial letters of

names, and expounding dubious hints, (the two common
D
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expedients among writers of that class for escaping the

law.) that he discovered much more than ever the

authors intended, as many of them, or their priuters,

found to their cost. If such methods are to be followed

in examining what I hare already written, or may write

hereafter, upon the subject of Mr. Wood, I defy any
man of fifty times my understanding and caution to

avoid being entrapped
;

unless he will be content to

write what none will read, by repeating over the old

arguments and computations, whereof the world is

already grown weary. So that my good friend Harding
lies under this dilemma,—either to let my learned works
hang for ever drying upon his lines, or venture to pub-
lish them at the hazard of heing laid by the heels.

I need not tell your lordship where the difficulty lies.

It is true that the king and the laws permit us to re-

fuse this coin of Mr. W ood
;
but at the same time it is

equally true that the king and the laws permit us to

receive it. Now it is barely possible that the ministers

of England may not suppose die consequences of utter-

ing that brass among us to be so ruinous as we appre-

hend; because, perhaps, if they understood it in that

light, they would, in common humanity, use their cre-

dit with his majesty fur saving a most loyal kingdom
from destruction. Rut, as long as it shall please those

great persons to think that com will not be so very per-

nicious to us, we lie under the disadvantage of being

censured as obstinate in not complying with a royal

patent. Therefore nothing remains but to make use of

that liberty which the king and the laws have left us,

by continuing to refuse this coin; and, by frequent

remembrances, to keep up that spirit raised against it

which otherwise may be apt to flag, and perhaps in

time to sink altogether. For any public order against

receiving or uttering Mr. Wood’s halfpence is not

reasonably to be expected in this kingdom, without
directions from England

;
which I think nobody pre-

sumes or is so sanguine as to hope.

But to confess the truth, my lord, I begin to grow
weary of ray office as a writer, and could heartily

wish it were devolved upon my brethren, the makers
of songs and ballads, wbo perhaps are the best qualified

at present to gather up the gleanings of this contro-

versy. As to myself, it has been my misfortune to

begin and pursue it upon a wrong foundation. For,

having detected the frauds and falsehoods of this vile

impostor Wood in every part, I foolishly disdained to

have recourse to whining, lamenting, and crying for

mercy ; but rather chose to appeal to law and liberty,

and the common rights of mankind, without consider-

ing the climate I was in.

Since your last residence in Ireland I frequently

have taken my nog to ride about your grounds, where
1 fancied myself to feel an air of freedom breathing

round me; and 1 am glad the low condition of a
tradesman did not qualify me to wait on you at your
house; for then I am afraid my writings would not

have escaped severer censures. But I have lately sold

my nog and honestly told his greatest fault, which was
that of snuffing up the air about Br&ckdenstown

;

whereby he became such a lover of liberty that I

could scarce hold him in. 1 have likewise buried at

the bottom of a strong chest your lordship’s writings I

under a heap of others that treat of liberty, and spread

over a layer or two of Hobbes, Filmer, Bodin, and
many more authors of that stamp, to be readiest at

hand whenever I shall be disposed to take up anew
set of principles in government. In the mean time I

design quietly to look to my shop, and keep as far out

of your lordship’s influence as possible ; and if you
ever see any more of ray writings on this subject, I

promise you shall find them as innocent, as insipid, And
without a sling, as what 1 have now offered you.

But if your lordship will please to give me an easy

lease of some part of your estate in Yorkshire, thither

will I carry my chest, and, turning it upside down,
resume my political reading where 1 left off, feed on
plain homely fare, and live and die a free honest
English fanner; but not without regret for leaving my
couutrymen under the dread of the brazen talons of

Mr. Wood ;—my most loyal and innocent country*

men, to whom 1 owe so much for their good opinion

of me and my poor endeavours to serve them.

I am, with the greatest respect, my lord, your lord-

ship's most obedient and most humble servant, M. B.

These papers (for the sixth and seventh letters were not
published till long afterward) prevailed, notwithstanding
threats, prosecutions, and imprisonment, against all the in-

fluence of power snd all the artifices of cunning
:
persons of

every sect united with the drnpier in the common cjinte, his
health was a uer;ietual toast, and lib effigies was displayed in
every street ; Wood was compelled to withdraw his patent, and
his halfpence were totally suppressed.

ADVERTISEMENT TO THE READER.
From the edition in the year 1735.

The former of the two following paper* is dated October
6th, 1724, by which it appears to be written a little

after the proclamation against the author of the Dra-
pier’a Fourth Letter. It is delivered with much
caution, because the author confesses himself to be
dean of St. Patrick’s, aud I could discover bis name
subscribed at the eud of the original, although blotted

out by some other hand. I can tell no other reason why
it was not printed than what I have heard, that the

writer, finding how effectually the drapier had suc-

ceeded, and at the same time how highly the people in

power seemed to be displeased, thought it more prudent
to keep it in his cabinet. However, having received some
encouragement to collect into one volume all the papers
relating to Ireland supposed to be written by the

drapier, and knowing now favourably the author's

writings of that kiud have been received by the public,

to make the volume more complete I procured a copy
of the following let/er from one of the author's friends,

with whom it was left while the author was in England;
and 1 have printed it as near as I could in tlie order of
time.

The next treatise is called “An Address,” &c. It is

without a date, but seems to be writteu during the first

session of parliament in lord Carteret's government.
The title of this address is in the usual form, by M. B.,
Drapier. There is but a small part of it that relates to

W illiam Wood and his coin. The rest contains several

proposal* for the improvement of Ireland; the many
discouragements it lies under

;
and wliat are the best

remedies against them.
By many passages in some of the drapier’s former

letters, but particularly in the following address, con-
cerning the great drain of money from Ireland by
absentees, importation of foreign goods, balances of
trade, and the like, it appears that the author had taken
much pains and been well informed in the business of
computing; all his reasonings upon that subject, al-

though he doth not here descend to particular sums,
agreeing generally with the accounts given by others
who have since made that inquiry their particular

study. And it is observable tuat in this address, aa
well as in one of bis priuted letters, lie hath specified

several articles that have not been taken notice of by
others wbo came after him.

LETTER THE SIXTH.

TO THE LORD CHANCELLOR MIDDLETON.

My Lord, Deanery House, October, 17*4.

I desire you will consider me as a member who comet
in at the Utter end of a debate, or as a lawyer who
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•peak* to a cause when the matter lux* been almost ex-

hausted by those who spoke before.

I rememlier some mouths ago I was at your house

upon a commission where I am one of the governors

;

but I went thither, not so much on account of the com-
mission as to ask you some questions concerning Mr.
Wood's patent to coin halfpence for Ireland; where

you vctjt freely told me, in a mixed company, how
much you had been always against that wicked pro-

ject,* which raised in roe an esteem for you so far that

I went in a few days to make you a visit after many
years' intermission. I am likewise told that your son

wrote two letters from London (one of which I have
seen) empowering those to whom they were directed to

assure his friends, that, whereas there was a malicious

report spread of his engaging himself to Mr. Walpole
for 40,000/1 of Wood's coin to be received in Ireland,

the said report was false and groundless, and he had
never discoursed with that minister on this subject, nor

would ever give his consent to have one farthing of

the said coin current here. And although it be a long

time since I have given myself the trouble of convers-

ing with people of titles or stations, yet I have been

told, by those who can take up with such amusements,

that there is not a considerable person of the kingdom
scrupulous in any sort to declare his opinion. But all

this is needless to allege when we consider that the

ruinous consequences of Wood's patent have been so

strongly represented by both houses of parliament, by
the privy-council, the lord mayor and aldermen of

Dublin, hy so many corporations, and the concurrence
of the principal gentlemen in most counties at their

quarter-sessions, without any regard to party, religion,

or nation.

I conclude from hence that the currency of these

hal fpence would, in the universal opinion of our people,

be utterly destructive to this kingdom
;
and conse-

quently that it is every man's duty, not only to refuse

this com himself, but, as far os In him lies, to persuade

others to do the like : and whether this be done in pri-

vate or in print is all a case
;
as no layman is forbid-

den to write or to discourse upon religious or moral
subjects, although he may not do it in a pulpit, at least

in our church. Neither is this an affair of state until

authority shall think fit to declare it so
;

or, if you
should understand it in that sense, yet you will please

to consider that I am not now preaching.

Therefore 1 do think it my duty, since the drapicr

will probably be no more heard of, so far to supply his

f

>lace as not to incur his fortune
;

for I have learned

rom old experience that there are times wherein a
man ought to be cautious as well as innocent. I there-

fore hope that, preserving both those cliaracters, I may
be allowed, by offering new arguments or enforcing old

ones, to refresh the memory of my fellow-subjects, and
keep up that good spirit raised among them, to preserve

themselves from utter ruin by lawful means, and snch
|

as are permitted by bis majesty.

I believe you will please to allow me two proposi-

tion* : First, that we are a most loyal people
; and, se-

condly, that we are a free people, in the common accept-

ation of that word applied to a subject under a limited

monarch. I know very well that you and I did, many
years ago, in discourse differ much, in the presence of
lord Wharton, about the meaning of that word liberty

with relation to Ireland. But, if you will not allow us

to be a free people, there is only another appellation left,

which I doubt my lord chief-justice Whitshed would
call me to account for if I venture to bestow : for I

observed (and I shall never forget upon what occasion)

the device upon his coach to be, Liberiat *1 natal* tohem,

• Lord Mkkllrton. though he signed the proclamation against
the drapier, was sn enemy to Wood's patent.

at the very point of time when he was sitting iu his
court, and perjuring himself to betray both.

Now, as for our loyalty to his present majesty, if it

lias ever been equalled in any other part of his dominions,
I am sure it luw never been exceeded : and I am confi-
dent lie has not a minister in England who could ever
call it once in question

;
but that some hard rumours,

at least, have been transmitted from the other side of
the water, I suppose you will not doubt; and rumours
of the severest kind, which many good people have
imputed to the indirect proceeding of Mr. Wood and
his emissaries, as if be endeavoured it should be
thought that our loyalty depended upon tlie test of
refusing or taking his copper. Now, as I am sure you
will admit us to he a loyal people, so you will think it

pardonable in us to hope for all proper marks of favour
and protection from so gracious a king that a loyal
and free people can expect

;
among which we all agTee

in reckoning this to be one, that Wood’s halfpence may
never have entrance into this kingdom. And this we
shall continue to wish when we dare no longer express
our wishes, although there were no such mortal as a
drapier in the world.

I am heartily sorry that any writer should, in a cause
so generally approved, give occasion to the government
and council to charge him with paragraphs “ highly
reflecting upon his majesty and his ministers; tending
to alienate the affections of hi* good subjects in England
and Ireland from each other, and to promote sedition

among the people."* I must confess that, with many
others, I thought he meant well, although he might
have the failing of better writers, not to be always for-

tunate in the manner of expressing himself.

However, since the drapier it but one man, I shall

think I do a public service by averting that the rest

of my countrymen are wholly free from learning out
of his pamphlets to reflect ou the king or his ministers,

and to breed sedition.

I solemnly declare that I never once heard the least

reflection cast upon the king on the subject of Mr.
Wood's coin

;
for in many discourses on this matter,

I do not remember his majesty's name to be so much
as mentioned. As to the ministry in England, theonly
two persons hinted at were the duke of Grafton and
Mr. Walpole : the former, as 1 have heard you and
a hundred others affirm, declared “that he never saw
the patent in favour of Mr. Wood before it was passed,’

although he was then lord-lieutenant
;
and therefore I

suppose everybody believes that his grace has been
wholly unconcerned in it ever since.

Mr. Walpole was indeed supposed to be understood hy
the letter W. in several newspapers, where it is r id

that some expressions fell from him not very favourable

to the people of Ireland, for the truth of which the

kingdom is not to answer, any more than for the dis-

cretion of the publishers. You olwerve, the drapier

wholly clears Mr. Walpole of this charge hy very strong

arguments, and speak* of him with civility. I cannot
deny myself to have been often present where the com-
pany gave their opinion that Mr. Walpole favoured

Mr. Wood’s projects, which I always contradicted;

and for my own part never once opened my lips against

that minister, eitner in mixed or particular meetings;

and my reason for this reservedness was, because it

pleased him in the queen's time fl mean queen Anne
of ever blessed memory) to make a speech directly

against me hy name, in the house of commons, as I was
told a very few minutes after, in the court of requests,

by more than fifty members.
But you, who are in a great station here (if anything

here may he called peat), cannot he ignorant that

whoever is understood by public voice to be chiaf

minister will, among the general talkers, share th#

The DYiirnwioas of tbs uroelaniatlon.
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blame, whether juitly or not, of everything that is dis-

liketl
;
which I could easily make appear iu many in*

stances from my own knowledge, while I was in the

world ; and particularly in the case of the greatest, the

wisest, and. the most uncorrupt minister I ever con-

versed with.

But whatever unpleasing opinion some people might
conceive of Mr. Walpole on account of those half-

pence, 1 dare boldly affirm it was entirely owing to Mr.
Wood. Many persons of credit come from England
have affirmed to me and others, that they have seen

letters under his hand, full of arrogance and insolence

towards Ireland, and boosting of bis favour with Mr.
Walpole; which is highly probable, because he rea-

sonably thought it for his interest to spread such a

report, and liecause it is the known talent of low and
little spirits to have a great man's name perpetually in

their mouths.
Thus I have sufficiently justified the people of Ire-

land from learning any bad lesson out of the drapier's

pamphlets with regard to his majesty and his ministers;

and therefore, if those papers were intended to sow sedi-

tion among us, God be thanked the seeds have fallen

upou a very improper soil.

As to alienating the affections of the people of England
and Ireland from each otheT, I believe the drapier,

whatever his intentions were, has left that matter just

as he found it.

I have lived long in both kingdoms, as well in coun-

try as in town
;
and therefore take myself to tie as well

informed as most men in the dispositions of each people

toward the other. By the people I understand liere

only the hulk of the common people, and 1 desire no
lawyer may distort or extend my meaning.

There is a vein of industry and parsimony that runs

through the w hole people of England, which, added to

the easiness of their rents, makes them rich and sturdy.

As to Ireland, they know little more of it than they do
of Mexico; further than that it is a country subject to

the king of England, full of bogs, inhabited by wild
Irish papists, who are kept in awe by mercenary troops

tent from thence
;
and tneir general opinion is, that it

were better for England if this whole island were sunk
into the sea; for they have a tradition that every forty

years there must be a rebellion in Ireland. I have
seen the grossest suppositions |ias*ed upon them

;
“ that

the wild Irish were taken in toils; but that in some
time they would grow so tame as to eat out of your
hands." 1 have been asked by hundreds, and particu-

larly by my neighbours your tenants at Pepper-hara,
“ wliether I had come from Ireland by sea?" and, upon
the arrival of an Irishman to a country-town. I have
known crowds coming about him, and wondering to

see him look so much better than themsdves.

A gentleman, now in Dublin, affirms “that, passing

some months ago through Northampton, and finding

the whole town in a flurry, with bells, bonfires, arid

illuminations, upon asking the cause, he was told that

it was for joy that the Irish had submitted to reoeive

Wood's halfpence.” This I think plainly shows what
sentiments (hat large town has of us; and how little

they made it their own case ; although they lie directly

in our way to London, and therefore cannot but be fre-

quently convinced that we have human shapes.

As to the people of this kingdom, they consist either

of Irish papists, who areas inconsiderable in point of

fiower as the women and children ; or of English pro-

lestants.who love their brethren ofthat kingdom, although
they may possibly sometimes complain when they think

they are hardly used. However I confess I do not see

that it is of any great consequence how tlie personal

affection* stand to each other, while the sea divides

them, and while they continue in their loyalty to the

tame prince. Aod yet I will appeal to you whether

! those from England have reason to complaiu when
I they come hither in pursuit of their fortunes? or whe-
ther the people of Ireland have reason to boast when
they go to England upon the same design?

My second ^imposition was, that we of Ireland are a
free people; this I suppose you will allow, at least with

* certain limitations remaining in your own breast. How-
ever I am sure it is not criminal to affirm it ; because

I

the words liberty and property, as applied to the sub-
ject, are often mentioned in both houses of parliament,

as well as in yours and other courts below
; whence it

must follow that the people of Ireland do or ought to

,
enjoy all the benefits of the common and statute law

;

I
such as to be tried by juries, to pay no money without

|

their own couseut as represented in parliament, and the

I

like. If this be so, ana if it be universally agreed that

a free people cannot by law lie compelled to take any
,

money in payment except gold and silver, I do not see

why any man should be hindered from cautioning bis

:
countrymen against this coin of William Wood, who

|

is endeavouring by fraud to rob us of that projierty

j

which the laws have secured. If I am mistaken, and

|

this copper can be obtruded on us, I would put the
drapier s case in another light, by supposing that a
person going into his shop would agree for thirty shil-

lings’ worth of goods, and force the seller to take his

payment in a parcel of copper pieces intrinsically not
worth above a crown

;
I desire to know whether the

drapier would not be actually robbed of five-and-

twenty shillings; aud how far he could be said to lie

mastin’ of bis property ? The same question may be
applied to rents, and debts on bond or mortgage, and to

all kind of commerce whatsoever.

Give me leave to do what the drapier has done more
than nticc before me, which is to relate the naked fact

as it stands in the view of the world.

One William Wood, esq., a bardwareinau, obtains

by fraud a patent in England to coin ION,000/. in
copper to pass iu Ireland, leaving us liberty to take or
refuse. The people here, in all sorts of bodies and re-

presentatives, do openly and heartily declare that they
will not accept thiscoiu. Tojustify these declarations,

they generally offer two reasons
;

first, because by the
words of the patent they are left to their own choice

;

and, secondly, because they are not obliged by law; so
that you see there is bti/um atque inrum, a kingdom on
one side, and William Wood ou the other. And if

Mr. Wood gets the victory, at the expense of Ire-

land's ruin, and the profit of one or two hundred thou-
sand pounds (I mean by continuing and counterfeit-

ing as long as be lives) for himself, I doubt both present
and future ages will at least think it a very singular
scheme.

If this fact lie truly stated, I must confess I look upon
it as my duty, so for as God has enabled me, and as
long as 1 keep within the bounds of truth, of duty, and
of decency, to warn my fellow-subjects, os they value
their king, their country, and all that ought or can be
dear to them, never to admit this pernicious coin ; no,
not so much as one single halfpenny

; for if oue single
thief forces the door, it is in vain to talk of keeping out
the whole crew behind.

And while 1 shall be thus employed I will never
give myself leave to suppose that what I say can either
offend my lord-lieutenant, whose person and great
qualities 1 have always highly respected (as I am sure
his excellency will be my witness), or the ministers in

England, with whom I have nothing to do, or they with
me ; much less the privy-couucil here, who, as I am
informed, did send an address to his majesty against

Mr. Wood's coin ; which, if it be a mistake. I desire I

may not be accused for a spreader of false news ; but 1

confess I am so great a stranger to affairs that, for any-
thing I know, the whole body of the co incil may since
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have been changed ; and although I ol»erve some of

the very same names in a late declaration against that

coin which I saw subscribed to the proclamation against

the drapier, yet possibly they may be different persons;

for they are utterly unknown to me, and are likely to

continue so.

In this controversy, where the reasoners on each side

are divided by St. George ‘s Channel, his majesty’s pre-

rogative perhaps would not have been mentioned if

Mr. Wood nnu his advocates had not made it neces-

sary, by giving out that the currency of his coin should

be enforced by a proclamation. The traders and com-
mon people of tne kingdom were heartily willing to

refuse this coin, but the fear of a proclamation brought
along with it most dreadful apprehensions. It was
therefore absolutely necessary for the drapier to remove
this difficulty; and accordingly, in one of his former
larnphlets, he produced invincible arguments (wherever
ic picked them up) that the king's prerogative was not

at all concerned m the matter; since the law had suf-

ficiently provided against any coin to be imposed on
the subject except gold and silver

;
and that copper is

not money, but, as it has been properly called, numruorum
famuhu.

The three former letters from the drapier having not

received any public censure, I look upon them to be

without exception, and that the good people of the

kingdom ought to read them often in order to keep up
that spirit raised against this destructive coin of Mr.
Wood. As for his last letter, against which a procla-

mation is issued, 1 shall only say that I could wish it

were stripped of all that can lie any way objectionable
;

which I would not think it below me to undertake if

my abilities were etpial; but being naturally somewhat
slow of comprehension, no lawyer, and apt to believe

the best of those who profess good designs without any
visible motive either of profit or honour, I might pore

for ever without distinguishing the cockle from the com.
That which I am told gives the greatest offence in

this last letter is where the drapier affirms, “ that if a
rebellion should prove so successful as to fix the pre-

tender on the throne of England, he would venture so

far to transgress the Irish statute which unites Ireland

to England under one king os to lose every drop of his 1

blood to hinder him from being king of Ireland.

I shall not presume to vindicate any man who openly
declares he would truusgress a statute, and a statute of
such importance; hut with the must humble submission
and desire of pardon for a very innocent mistake, I

should lie apt to thiuk that the loyal intention of the
writer might be at least some small extenuation of
his crime, for in this 1 confess myself to think with the

drapier.

I have not been hitherto told of any other objections

again*! that pamphlet ; hut I suppose they will all appear
at the prosecution of the drapier. And I think, who-
ever in his own conscience believe* the said pamphlet
to he “ wicked and malicious, seditious and scandalous,

highly reflecting upon his majesty and his ministers,"

&c., would do well to discover the author, (as little a
friend as I am to the trade of informers,) although the
reward of 300/. had not been tacked to the discovery.
I own it would be a great satisfaction to me to hear the
arguments not only ofjudges, but of lawyers, upon this

case
;
because you cannot but know there often happen

occasions wherein it would be very convenient that

the bulk of the jieople should be informed how they

ought to conduct themselves; and therefore it has been
the wisdom of the English parliaments to he very re-

served in limiting the press. When a bill is debating
in either house of parliament there, nothing is more
usual tlian to have the controversy handled by pam-
phlets on both sides, without the least animadversion
upon the authors.

So here in the case of Mr. Wood and his coin, since

the two houses gave their opinion by addresses how
dangerous the currency of copper would be to Ireland,

it was without all questiou both lawful and convenient

that the bulk of the people should he let more particu-

larly into the nature of the danger they were in, and of

The remedies that were in their own power, if they would
have the sense to apply them

;
and this cannot be mors

conveniently done tlian by particular persons to whom
God has given zeal and understanding sufficient for

such ari undertaking. Thus it happened in the case

of that destructive project for a batik in Ireland which
was brought into parliament a few years ago

; and it

was allowed that the arguments and writings of tome
without doors contributed very much to reject it.

Now, I should be heartily glad if some able lawyers

would prescribe the limits how far a private man may
venture in delivering his thoughts upon public matters;

because a true lover of his country may thiuk it hard
to he a quiet stander-by, and an indolent looker-on,

while a public error prevails, by which a whole nation

may tie ruined. Every man who enjoys property lias

some share in the public
;
and therefore the care of the

public is in some degree every such man's concern.

To come to particulars; I could wish to know whe-
ther it be utterly unlawful in any writer so much as

to mention the prerogative
;

at least so far as to bring

it into doubt upon any point whatsoever. I know it is

often debated in Westminster-hall
;
and sir Edward

Coke, as well as other eminent lawyers, do frequently

handle that subject in their hooks.

Secondly, How far the prerogative extends to force

coin upon the subject which is not sterling
; such as

lead, brass, copper mixed metal, shells, leather, or any
other material

;
and fix upon it whatever denomination

the crown shall think fitt

Thirdly, W hat is really and truly meant by that

phrase of a “ depending kingdom," os applied to Ireland,

and wherein that dependency consists!

Lastly, In what points relating to liberty and pro-

]>crty the people of Ireland differ, or at least ought to

dificr, from those of England ?

If these particulars were made so clear that none
could mistake them, it would be of infinite ease and
use to the kingdom, and cither prevent or silence all

discontents.

My lord Somers, the greatest man I ever knew of

your robe, and whose thoughts of Ireland differed as

far as heaven and earth from those of some others among
his brethren here, lamented to me that the prerogative

of the crown, or the privileges of parliament, should

ever be liable to dispute in any single branch of either;

by which means he said the public often suffered great

inconveniences, whereof he gave me several instances.

I produce the authority of so eminent a person to

justify my desires tliat some high points might be

cleared.

For want of such known ascertainment how far a
writer may proceed in expressing his good wishes for

his country, a person of tne most innocent intentions

may possibly, by the oratory and comments of lawyers,

be charged with many crimes which from his very

soul he abhors ; and consequently may lie ruined in

his fortunes, and left to rot among thieves in some stink-

ing jail, merely for mistaking the purlieus of the law.

1 have known, in my lifetime, a printer prosecuted and
convicted for publishing a pamphlet* where the author s

intentions, I am confident, were as good and innocent

as those of a martyr at his last prayers. I did very
lately, ns I thought it my duty, jweaeh to the people

under my inspection upon the subject of Mr. W'ood’s

coin
;
and although I never her.td that my sermon gave

the least offence, as I am sure none was inter ded, yet,

• ** A proposal for the univerul use of Irish nunufac lures.”
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if it were now printed and published, I cannot say I

would ensure it from the hands of the common hang-
man, or my own person from those of a messenger."

I have heard the late chief-justice Holt affirm that,

in all criminal cases, the most favourable interpretation

should be put upon words that they can possibly bear.

Y'ou meet the same position asserted in many trials for

the greatest crimes; though often very ill practised, by
the perpetual corruption of judges. And I remember
at a trial in Kent, where sir George Rook was indicted

for calling a gentleman knave and villain, the lawyer
for the defendant brought off his client by alleging

that the words were not injurious
;
for knot*, in the old

and true signification, imported otily a servant; and
villain in Latin is vilbcut, which is no more than a man
employed in country labour, or rather a bailiff.

If sir John Holt's opiniou were a standard maxim
for all times and circumstances, any writer, with a very

small measure of discretion, might easily be safe ; but

I doubt in practice it has been frequently controlled,

at least before his time; for 1 take it to be an old rule

in law.

I have read or heard a passage of seignior Gregorio

Leti, an Italian, who, being in London, busying him-
self with writing the History of England, told king

Charles II. u that he endeavoured as much as he could
to avoid giving offence, hut found it a thing impossible,

although he should have been as wise as Solomon.”
The king answered, “that, if this were the case, he had
iwtter employ his time in writing proverbs, as Solomon
did.** But Leti lay tinder no public necessity of

writing
;
neither would England have been one half-

penny the better or tine worse whether he writ or not.

This I mention, because I know it will readily be

objected, “ What have private men to do with the

public ?—what call had a drapier to turn politician, to

meddle in matters of state f—would not his time have
been better employed in looking to his shop, or his pen
iu writing proverbs, elegies, ballads, garlands, and
wonders? He would then have been out of all dan-

ger of proclamations and prosecutions. Have we not

able magistrates and counsellors hourly watching over

the public weal 1” All this may be true; and yet, when
the addresses from but!) houses of parliament against

Mr. Wood's halfpence failed of success, if some pen
had not been employed to inform the people how far

they might legally proceed in refusing that coin
; to

detect the fraud, the artifice, and insolence of the coiner

;

and to lay open the most ruinous consequences to the

whole kingdom, which would iuevitably follow from the

currency of the said coin
;

I might appeal to many hun-
dred thousand people whether any one of them would
ever have had the courage or sagacity to refuse it.

If this copper should begin to maxe its way among
the common ignorant people, wc are inevitably undone.
It is they who give us the greatest apprehension, being
easily frighted, and greedy to swallow misinformations;

for, if every man were wise enough to understand his

own interest, which is every man's principal study, there

would be no need of pamphlets upon this occasion; but
os things stand, 1 have thought it absolutely necessary,

from my duty to God, my king, and my country, to

infirm the people that the proclamation lately issued

against the drapier doth not in the least affect the

case of Mr. Wood and his coin, but only refers to

certain paragraph in the drapier's last pamphlet (not

immediately relating to his subject, nor at all to the

merits of the cause) which the government was pleased

to dislike
;
so that any man has the same liberty to re-

ject, tu write, and to declare against this coin, which he
had before; neither is any man obliged to believe that

those honourable persons (whereof you are the first)

• Hi* sermon " On Suing Good, occasioned by Wood’s
Protect.”

who signed that memorable proclamation against the
drapier have at all changed tneir opinions with regArd
to Mr. Wood or his coin.

Therefore, concluding myself to be thus far upon a
safe and sure foot, I shall continue upon any proper
occasion, as God enables me, to revive and preserve
that spirit raised in the nation (whether the real author
were a real drapier or not is little to the purpose)
against this horrid design of Mr. Wood; at toe same
time carefully watching every stroke of my pen, and
venturing only to incur the public censure of the world
as a writer, not of my lord chief-justice Whitshed as

a criminal. Whenever on order shall come out by
authority, forbidding all men, upon the highest penal-
ties, to offer anything in writing or discourse against Mr.
Wood’s halfpence, 1 shall certainly submit. However,
if that should happen, I am determined to lie somewhat
more than the last man in the kingdom to receive them,
because 1 will never receive them at all

;
for, although

I know how to be silent, I have not yet learned to pay
active obedience against my conscience and the public
safety.

I desire to put a case which I think the drapier in

some of his books has put before me, although not so
fully as it requires

You know the copper halfpence in England are
coined by the public

; and every piece worth pretty

near the value of the copper. Now suppose that, in-

stead of the public coinage, a patent had been granted
to some private obscure person for coining a propor-
tionable quantity of copper in that kingdom to what
Mr. WockI is preparing in this, ami all of it at least five

times below the intrinsic value: the current money of
England is reckoned to he 20,000,000/.

;
and ours un-

der 500,000/.
;
by this computation, os Mr. Wood has

power to give us 108,0004, so the patentee in England,
by the same proportion, might circulate 4,320,000/.,

besides as much more by stealth and counterfeits
; I

desire to know from you whether the parliament might
not have addressed upon such an occasion

;
what suc-

cess they jirobablv would have had
;

and how many
d rapiers would have risen to pester the world with
pamphlets ? Yet that kingdom would not be so great a
sufferer as ours in the like case

;
because their cash

would not be conveyed into foreign countries, but lie

hid in the chests of cautious thrifty men until better

times. Then I desire, for the satisfaction of the public,
that you will please to inform me why this country is

treated in so very different a manner in a point of such
high importance

;
whether it be on account of Pool-

ings’ act, of subordination, dependence, or any other
term of art which I shall not contest, but am too dull
to understand.

I am very sensible that the good or ill success of Mr.
Wood will affect you less than any person of conse-

quence in the kingdom ;
because I hear you are so

prudent as to make all your purchases in England :

and truly so would I if I had money, although 1 were
to pay 100 years* purchase; because 1 should be glad
to ]K»ssess a freehold that could not be taken from me
by any law to which I did not give my own consent;

and where I should never lie in danger of receiving my
rents in mixed copper, at the loss of sixteen shillings in

the pound. You can live in ease and plenty at Pep-
per-hara, in Surrey, and therefore I thought it extremely
enemas and public-spirited in you to be of the king-
om’i side in this dispute, by showing without reserve

your disapprobation of Mr. Wood's design : at least if

you have been so frank to others as you were to me,
which indeed I could not but wonder at, considering
how much we differ in other points

;
and therefore 1

could get but few believers when I attempted to justify

you in this article from your own words.

I would humbly offer another thought, which I do
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not remember t* have fallen under the drapier'# obser-

vation. If these halfpence should once gain admit-

tance, it i« agreed that, in no long space of time, what

by the clandestine practice* of the coiner, what by hi*

own counterfeit*, and those of other*, either from

abroad or at home, hi* limited quantity would be

tripled upon u*, until there would not be a grain of

gold or silver vi»ible in the nation. This, in my opinion,

would lay a heavy charge upon the crown, by creating

a necessity of transmitting money from England to

pay tlie salaries at least of the principal civil officer*

;

for I do not conceive how a judge, for instance, could

support hi* dignity with 1000/. a-year in Wood# coin;

which would not intrinsically be worth neur 200/. To
argue that these halfpence, if no other coin were cur-

rent, would answer the general end# of commerce
among ourselves, is a great mistake : and the drapier

has made that matter too clear to admit an answer, by

showing us what every owner of land must be forced

to do with the product* of it in such a distre*#. You
may read hi* remarks at large in hit 2nd and 3rd Let-

ters, to which I refer you.

Before I conclude I cannot but observe that for

•everal months past there have more papers been

written in this town, such as they are, all upon the best

public principle, the love of our country, than perhap*

has been known in any other nation iti *o short time

(I speak in general from the drapier down to the maker
of ballads), and all without any regard to the common
motives of writers, which are proHt, favour, and repu-

tation. A* to profit, I am assured by persons of credit

that the best ballad upon Mr. Wood will not yield above

a groat to the author; and the unfortunate adventurer

Harding* declares he never made the drapier any
present except one pair of *ci*sors. A# to favour, who-
ever thinks to make hi* court by opposing Mr. Wood,
is not very deep in politic*. And as to reputation,

certainly no man of worth and learning would employ
his pen upon so transitory a subject, and in so obscure

a corner of the world, to distinguish himself as an

author. So that I look upon mvself, the drapier, and

my numerous brethren, to be oil true patriots in our

several degrees.

All that the public can expect for the future is only

to be sometimes warned to beware of Mr. Wood’s half-

pence, and to be referred for couviction to the drapier'*

reasons. For a man of the most superior understand-

ing will find it impossible to make the best use of it

while he writes in constraint, perpetually softening,

correcting, or blotting out expressions, for fear of bring-

ing his printer or himself under a prosecution from my
lord chief-justice Whit*hed. It calls to my remem-
brance the madman in Don Quixote, who, being

soundly beaten by a weaver for letting a stone (which
he always carried on his shoulder) fall upon a spaniel,

apprehended that every cur he met was of the same
species.

For these reasons I am convinced that what I have

now written will appear low and insipid, but if it con-

tributes in the least to preserve that union among us

for opposing this fatal project of Mr. Wood, my pains

will not be altogether lost.

I sent these {Miners to an eminent lawyer, (and yet a
man of virtue and learning into the bargain,) who, after

many alterations, returned them back with assuring

me that they are perfectly innocent, without the least

mixture of treason, rebellion, sedition, malice, disaffec-

tion, reflection, or wicked insinuation whatsoever.

If the bellman of each parish, a* he goes his circuit,

would cry out every night, “ Past twelve o'clock !—be-

ware of Wood's halfpence!'* it would probably cut off

the occasion for publishing any more pamphlets; pro-

vided tbst in country-towns it were done upon market-
* The printer of the Drapin’* Letters.

days. For my own part, as soon as it shall be deter-

mined that it is not against law, I will begiu the ex-

periment in the liberty of St. Patrick’s
; and hone my

example may be followed in the whole city, but if

authority shall think fit to forbid all writings or dis-

courses upon this subject, except such as are in favour of

Mr. Wood, I will obey as it becomes me; only, when
I am in danger of bursting, I will go and whisper
among the reeds, not any reflection upon the wisdom
of my countrymen, but only these few words

—

BEWARE OF WOOD'S HALFPENCE!
I am, with due respect, your most obedient hnmble

servant, J. S.

LETTER THE SEVENTH.
AN HUMBLE ADDRESS TO BOTH HOUSES OP

PARLIAMENT.*
Bt M. B . DRAPIER.

" Malta gem etui plag.taqufl superb!
Victor!*

"

I have been told that petitions and addresses to either

king or parliament are the right of every subject, pro-

vided they consist with that respect which is due to

princes and great assemblies. Neither do I remember
that the modest proposals or opinions of private men
have been ill received, when they have not been de-

livered in the style of advice; which is a presumption

far from my thoughts. However, if proposals should

be looked upon as too assuming, yet I hope every man
may be suffered to declare his own anu the nation's

wishes. For instance, I may be allowed to wish that

some further laws were enacted for the advancement of

trade; for the improvement of agriculture, now
strangely neglected, against the maxims of all wise

nations ; for supplying the manifest defects in the act#

concerning the plantation of trees; for setting the poor

to work
;
and many others.

Upon this principle I may venture to affirm it is the

hearty wish of the whole nation, very few excepted,

that the parliament, in this session, would begiu by
strictly examining into the detestable fraud of one

William Wood, now or late of London, hardwaremau,

who illegally and clandestinely, as appeani by your
own votes and addresses, procured a patent in England
for coining halfpence in that kingdom to lie current

here. This I say is the wish of the whole nation, very

few excepted, and upon account of those few is more
strongly and justly the wish of the rest

; those few con-

sisting either of Wood's confederates, some obscure

tradesmen, or certain bold UNDERTAKERS of weak
judgment and strong ambition, who think to find their

accounts in the ruin of the nation by securing or ad-

vancing themselves. And because such men proceed

upon a system tff politic* to which I would fain hope

you will he always utter strangers, I shall humbly lay

it before you.

Be pleased to suppose me in a station of 1500/. a-

year, salary and perquisites, and likewise possessed of

800/. a-year real estate. Then suppose a destructive

project to be set on foot—such for instance as this of

Wood—which, if it succeed in all the consequences
naturally to be expected from it, must sink the rents

and wealth of the kingdom one half, although I am
confident it would have done so five-sixths ; suppose I

conceive that the countenancing or privately support-

ing this project will please those by whom I expect to

lie preserved or higher exalted; nothing then remains

but to compute and balance my gain and my loss, and
sum up the whole. 1 suppose that I shall keep my

• This address U without a date : bat it appears to .'lavs

been written dorinx the first session in lord Carteret's govsrn-

ment, though it did not appear till it was inverted, with tbs

preceding Letter, in the Dublin edition of 1733.
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employment ten years, not 10 mention the fair chance
of a better. This, at 1500/. a-year, amounts in ten

years to 15,000/. My estate, by the success of the

said project, sinks 400/. a*year; which, at 20 years’

purchase, is hut 8000/.
;
so that I am clear gainer of

7000/. upon the balance. And during all that period

1 am possessed of power and credit, can gratify my
favourites, and take vengeance on my enemies. And
if the project miscarry, my private merit is still entire.

This arithmetic, as horrible os it appears, I knowingly
aflirm to have been practised and applied in conjunc-
tures whereon depended the ruin or safety of a nation

;

although probably the charity and virtue of a senate

will hardly be induced to believe that there can be
such monsters among mankind. And yet the wise

lord Dacon mentions a sort of people /I doubt the race

is not yet extinct) who would “set a bouse on fire for

the convenience of roasting their own eggs at the flame.’
1

Rut whoever is old enough to remember, and has

turned his thoughts to observe, the course of public
affairs in this kingdom from the time of the Revolution,

must acknowledge that the highest points of interest

and liberty have been often sacrificed to the avarice

and ambition of particular persons, upon the very prin-

ciples and arithmetic that 1 have supposed. The only
wonder is, how these artists were able to prevail upon
numliers, and influence even public assemblies, to be-

come instruments for effecting their execrable designs.

It is, 1 think, in all conscience, latitude enough for

vice if a man in station lx* allowed to act injustice

upon the usual principles of getting a bribe, wreaking
Ids malice, serving his party, or consulting his prefer-

ment, while his wickedness terminates in the ruin only
of particular persons; but to deliver up our whole
country, and every living soul who inhabit* it, to cer-

tain destruction, has not, as I rememlier, been jiermitted

by the most favourable casuists on the side of corrup-

tion. It were far better that all who have had the
misfortune to be born in this kingdom should he ren-

dered iucapable of holding any employment whatso-

ever above the degree of a constable, (according to the

sclteme ami intention of a great minister,* gone to hia

own place.) than to live under the daily apprehension

of a few false brethren among ourselves; because in tire

former case we should be wliolly free from the danger
of being betrayed,—since none could then have impu-
dence enough to pretend any public good.

It is true that, in this desperate ufTair of the new
halfpence, 1 have not heard of any man above my own
degree of a shopkeeper to have been hitherto so bold as,

in direct terms, to vindicate the fatal project; although
I have been told of some very mollifying expressions

which were used, and very gentle expedients proposed

and handed About, when it first came under debate;
but since the eyes of the people have been so far opened
tkiat the most ignorant can plainly see their own ruin

in the success of Wood's attempt, these grand com-
pounders have been more cautious.

Ilut that the same spirit still subsists has manifestly

ap|ieared, (among other instances ofgreat compliance,)
from certain circumstances that have attended some
late proceedings in a court of judicature. There is

not any commonplace more fiequeutly insisted on by
those who treat of our constitution than the great hap-
piness and excellency of trials by juries; yet, if this

blessed part of our law bceludihlent pleasure, by the

force of power, frowns, and artifice, we shall have little

reason to boost of our advantage in this jsirticular over

other states or kingdoms in Europe. And surely these

high proceedings, exercised in a point that so nearly

concerned the life-blood of the people, their necessary

subsidence, their very food and raiment, and even the

public peace, will not allow any favourable appear-

• TUo carl of Sunderland.

ance; because it was obvious that so much super-
abundant zeal could have no other design, or produce
any other effect, than to damp that spirit raised in the
nation against this accursed scheme of William Wood
and his abettors,—to whicli spirit alone we owe, and
for ever must owe, our being hitherto preserved, and
our hopes of being preserved for the future, if it can be
kept up and strongly countenanced by your wise as-

semblies. 1 wish 1 could account for such a de-
meanour upon a more charitahle foundation than that

of putting our interest in over balance with the ruin of
our couutry.

I remember some mouths ago, when this affair was
fresh hi discourse, a person nearly allied to SOME-
BODY, or (as the hawkers called him) NOBODY,
who was thought deeply concerned, went about very
diligently among his acquaintance to show the bad
censequences that might follow from any public resent-

ment to the disadvantage of hi* ally Mr. Wood, princi-

pally alleging the danger of all employments being

disposed of from England. One of these emissaries

came to me and urged the same topic. I answered
naturally, “ that 1 knew there was no office of any
kind which a man from England might not have if he
thought it worth his asking

;
and that 1 looked upon all

who had the disadvantage of being born here os only
in the conditions of leasers and gleaners." Neither

could I forbear mentioning the known fable of “the
countryman who entreated his ass to fly, for fear of
being taken by the enemy ; but the ass refused to give

himself that trouble, and upon a very wise reason— l>e-

cause he could not possibly change his present master

for a worse; the enemy could not make him fare

harder, beat him more cruelly, or load him with
heavier burdens."

Upon these and many other considerations, I may
affirm it to be the wish of the whole natiou that the

power and privileges of juries were declared, ascer-

tained, and confirmed hy the legislature, and that who-
ever has been manifestly known to violate them might be

stigmatized by public censure; not from Any hope that

such a censure will amend their practices or hurt their

interest (for it may probably operate quite contrary in

both), but that the nation may know their enemies

from their friends.

I say not this with any regard or view to myself, for

I write in great security, and am resolved that none
shall merit at my expense, further than by showing their

zeal to discover, prosecute, and condemn me, for endea-

vouring to do my duty in serving my couutry; ami
yet 1 am conscious to myself that I never had the

least intention to reflect on his majesty's ministers, nor

any other person except William Wood, whom I neither

did, nor do yet, conceive to lie of that number. How-
ever, some would have it that I went too far; but 1

suppose they will now allow themselves mistaken. 1

am sure I might easily have gone farther, and 1 think

I could not easily have fared worse. And, therefore,

I was no further affected with their proclamation ami
subsequent proceedings than a good clergyman is with

the sins of the people. And as to the poor printer, he
is now gone to appear before a higher and before a
righteous tribunal.

As my intention is only to lay before your great a»-

aemblies the general wishes of the nation, and as I have
ulready declared it our principal wish th&t your first

proceeding would be to examiue into the pernicious

fraud of William Wood, so I must add, as the uni-

versal opinion, that all scheme* of commutation, com-
position, and the like expedients, either avowed or im-
plied, will be of the most pernicious consequences U>

the public,—against the dignity of a free kingdom,-—
and prove an encouragement to future adventurers in

the same destructive projects. For it is a maxim
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whit h no man at present disputes, that even a conniv-

ance to admit 1000/. in these halfpence, will produce,

in time, the same ruinous effects ns if we openly con-

sented to admit 1,000,000. It were, therefore, infinitely

more safe and eligible to leave things in the doubt-

ful, melancholy state they are at present (which, how-
ever, God forbid !), and trust entirely to the general

aversion of our people against this coin, using all honest

endeavours to preserve, continue, and increase that

aversion, than submit to apply those palliatives which

weak, perfidious, or abject politicians are, upon all

occasions and in all diseases, so ready to administer.

In the small compass of my reading (which however
has been more extensive than is usual to men of my in-

ferior calling) I have observed that grievances have
always preceded supplies. And if ever grievances hod
a title to such pre-eminence, it must be this of Wood

;

because it is not only the greatest grievance that any
country could suffer, hut a grievance of such a kind
that, if it should take effect, would make it impossible

for us to give any supplies at all, except in adulterate

copper; unless a tax were laid for paying the civil and
military lists and the large pensions with real commo-
dities instead of money. Which however might be

liable to some few objections, as well as difficulties
;

for although the common soldiers might be content

with lieef, and mutton, and wool, and malt, and leather,

yet I am in some doubt as to the geuerals, the colonels,

the numerous pensioners, the civil officers, and others, who
all live in England upon Irish pay, as well as those few

who reside among us only because they cannot help it.

There is one particular which, although I have men-
tioned more than once in some of my former papers, yet

1 cannot forbear to repeat, and a little enlarge upon it;

liecause I do not remember to have read or heard of the

like in the history of any age or country, neither do I

ever reflect upon it without the utmost astonishment.

After the unanimous addresses to his sacred majesty,

against the pateut of Wood, from both houses of par-

liament, which are the three estates of the kingdom,
and likewise an address from the privy-council, to whom,
under the chief governors, tire whole administration is

intrusted, the matter is referred to a committee of

council in London. Wood and his adherents are heard

on one side, and a few volunteers, without any trust or

direction from hence, on the other. The question, as I

remember, chiefly turned upon the want of halfpence

in Ireland. Witnesses are called on the behalf of
Wood, of what credit 1 have formerly shown. Upon
the issue, the patent is found good and legal

;
all his

majesty's officers here (not excepting the military)

commanded to be aiding and assisting to make it

effectual ; the addresses of both houses of parliament,

of the privy-council, and of the city of Dublin, tlie de-

clarations of most counties and corporations through

the kingdom, are altogether laid aside os of no weight,

consequence, or consideration whatsoever
;
and the whole

kingdom of Ireland nonsuited in default of appearance,

as if it were a private cause between John Doe, plain-

tiff, and William Roe, defendant.

With great respect to those honourable persons, the

committee of council in London. I have not understood
them to he our governors, councillors, or judges. Nei-
ther did our case turn at all upon the question whether
Ireland wanted halfpence or no ? For there is no doubt
but we do want botn halfpence, gold, and silver

;
and

we have numberless other wants, and some that we are

not so much as allowed to name, although they are pe-

culiar to this nation ; to which no other is subject whom
God bos blessed with religion and laws, or any degree

of soil and sunshine; but for what demerits on our side,

1 am altogether in the dark.

But I do not remember that our want of halfpence

was either affirmed or denied in any of our addresses or

declarations against thereof Wood. We alleged the

fraudulent obtaining and executing of his patent; the

baseness of his metal, and the prodigious sum to he
coined, which might be increased by stealth from foreign

importation and his own counterfeits, os well as those at

home; whereby we must infallibly lose all our little

gold and silver, and all our poor remainder of a very
limited and discouraged trade. We urged that the

pateut was {Missed without the least reference hither,

and without mention of any security given by Wood
to receive his ow n halfpence upon demand

;
both which

are contrary to all former proceedings in the like cases.

These and many other arguments we offered, but still

the patent went on
;
ami at this day our ruin would

have been half completed if God in his mercy bad not
raised a universal detestation of these halfpence in the

whole kingdom, with a firm resolution never to receive

them ; since we are not under obligations to do so by any
law, either human or divine.

Rut in the name of God and of all justice and piety,

when the kings majesty was pleased that this (latent

should pass, is it not to be understood that he conceived,

believed, and intended it as a gracious act for the good
and benefit of his subjects, for the advantage of a great

and fruitful kingdom; of the most loyal kingdom upon
earth, where no hand or voice was ever lifted up Against

him; a kingdom where the passage is not of three

hours from Britain, and a kingdom where papists have

less power and lews land tluui in England? Can it

he denied or doubted that his majesty's ministers un-
derstood and proposed the same end, the good of this

nation, when they advised the passing of this patent ?

Can the person of Wood be otherwise regarded than as

the instrument, the mechanic, the head-workman, to

prepare his furnace, his fuel, his metal, and his stamps ?

If 1 employ a shoe-boy, is it in view to his advantage,
or to my own convenience? 1 mention the person of
William Wood alone, because no other appears; and
we are not to reasou upon surmises, neither would it

avail if they had a real foundation.

Allowing therefore (for we cannot do less) that this

patent for the coining of halfpence was w holly intended
by a gracious king and a wise public-spirited ministry

for the advantage of Ireland, yet when the whole king-

dom to a man, for whose good the patent was designed,

do, upon maturest consideration, universally join in

openly declaring, protesting, addressing, petitioning

against these halfpence, as the most ruinous project

that ever was set on foot to complete the slavery and
destruction of a poor innocent country

;
is it, was it,

can it, or will it ever be a question, not, whether such

a kingdom, or William Wood, should lie a gainer
;
but

whether such a kingdom should be wholly undone, de-

stroyed, sunk, depopulated, made a scene of misery and
desolation, for the sake of William Wood ? God of his

infinite mercy avert this dreadful judgment! And it is

our universal wish that God would put it into your
hearts to be his instruments for so good a work.

For my own part, who am but one man of obscure

condition, I do solemnly declare, in the presence of

Almighty God, that I will suffer the most ignominious
and torturing death, rather than submit to receive this

accursed coin, or any other that shall be liable to these

objections, until they shall be forced upon me by a
law of my own country ; and if that shall ever happen,

I will transport myself into some foreign land, ami eat

the bread of poverty among a free people.

Am I legally punishable for these expressions? shall

another proclamation issue against me liecause 1 pre-

sume to take my country's part against William
Wood where her final destruction is intended? Rut
whenever you shall please to impose silence upon me I

will submit, liecause 1 look upon your unanimous
voice to be the voice of the nation

;
and this I have
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been taught and do believe to be in tome manner the

voice of God.
The great ignominy of a whole kingdom lying to

long at mercy under so vile an adversary is such a de-

plorable aggravation, that the utmost expressions of

shame and rage are too low to set it forth
;
and there-

Curc I shall leave it to receive such a resentment as is

worthy of a parliament
It is likewise our universal wish that his majesty

should grant liberty to coin halfpence in this kingdom
for our own use, under such restriction as a parliament

here shall advise; since the power of coining even gold
and silver is possessed by every petty prince abroad,

and was always practised by Scotland to the very time
of the Union ;

yet surely Scotland, as to toil, climate,

and extent, is not in itself the fourth part the value of

Ireland, for bishou Burnet says, “ it is not above the

fortieth part in vaiue to the rest of Britain and with

respect to the profit that England gains from hence,

not the forty thousandth part. Although I must con-

fess that a mote in the eye or a thorn in the side is more
dangerous and painful than a beam or spike at a dis-

tance.

The histories of England and of most other coun-
tries abound in relating the miserable, and sometimes

the most tragical, effects from the abuses of coin by
debasing the metal, by lessening or enhancing the value

upon occasions to the public loss; of which we have

an example within our own memory in England, and
another very lately in France. It is the tenderest point

of government, affecting every individual in the highest

degree. When the value of money is arbitrary or un-

settled, no man can well be said to have any property

at all ; nor is any wound so suddenly felt, so hardly

cured, or that leaves such deep and lasting scars behind.

I conceive this poor uuhapny island to have a title

to some indulgence from England, not only upon the
|

score of Christianity, natural equity, and the general

rights of mankind, but chiefly on account of that im-
mense profit they receive from us

;
without which that

kingdom would make a very different figure in Europe
from what it does at present.

The rents of land in Ireland, since they have been

of late so enormously raised and screwed up, may be
computed to about two millions; whereof one-third

part at least is directly transmitted to those who are

perpetual absentees in England, as I find by a com-
putation made with the assistance of several skilful

gentlemen.

The other articles, by which we are altogether losers,

and England a gainer, we found to amount to almost

as much more.

I will only set down as many heads of them as I can

remember, and leave them to the consideration of those

who understand accounts better than I pretend to do :

—

The occasional absentees for business, health, or diver*

non.
Three-fourths of the revenue of the chief governor

during his ahsence, which is usually four-fifths of his

government.

Tl»e whole revenue of the post-office.

The numerous pensions paid to persons in England.
The pay of the chief officers of the army absent in

England, which is a great sum.
Four commissioners of the revenue always absent.

Civil employments very numerous, and of great in-

come.
The vast charge of appeals to the house of lords and

to the court of delegates.

Students at the inns of court and the two universities.

Eighty thousand pounds sent yearly to England for

coals, whereof the prime cost is nothing, arid therefore

the profit wholly theirs.

One hundred thousand pou ds paid several years

past for com sent over hither from England, the effect

of our own great wisdom in discouraging agriculture.

The kind liberty granted us of wearing Indian stuffs

and calicoes to gratify the vanity and folly of our
women, which, besides the profit to England, is an in-
conceivable loss to us, forcing the weavers to beg in
our streets, or transport themselves to foreign countries.

The prodigious loss to us, and gain to England, by
selling them all our wool at their own rates, whereof
the manufacture exceeds above ten times the prime
cost; a proceeding without example in the Christian

or heathen world.

Our own wool returned upon us in English manufac-
tures, to our infinite shame and damage, and the great
advantage of England.

The full profit of all mines accruing to England, an
effect of great negligence and stupidity.

An affectation among us of liking all kind of goods
made in England.

These, and many other articles which I cannot re-

collect at present, are agreed by judicious men to

amount to near 700,000/. per annum clear profit to

England; and, upon the whole, let any man look into

those authors who write upon the subject of commerce,
lie shall find that there is not one single article in the

essentials or circumstances of trade, whereby a country
can be a loser, which we do not possess in the highest

perfection
;
somewhat in every particular that bears a

Lind of analogy to William Wood; and now the

branches are all cut off, he stands ready with his axe at

the root.

Upon this subject of perpetual absentees I have spent

some time in very insignificant reflections; and, con-
sidering the usual motives of human actions, which are

leasure, profit, and ambition, I cannot yet comprehend
ow those persons find their account in any of the three.

I speak not of those English peers or gentlemen who,
besides their estates at home, nave possessions here, for

in that case the matter is desperate
;
but I mean those

lords and wealthy knights or squires, whose birth, and
partly their education, and all their fortune (except

some trifle, and that in a very few instances), are m
this kingdom. I knew many of them well enough
during several years when I resided in England, ami
truly I could not discover that the figure they made
was by any means a subject for envy, at least it gave
me two very different passions. For, excepting the

advantage of goiug now and then to an opera, or some-
times appearing behind a crowd at court, or ndding to

the ring of coaches at Hyde Park, or losing their money
at the chocolate-house, or getting news, votes, and
minutes about five days before us in Dublin; I say
besides these, and a few other privileges of less import-

ance, their temptations to live m London were beyond
my knowledge or conception. And I used to wonder
how a man of birth and spirit could endure to be
wholly insignificant and obscure in a foreign country,

when he might live with lustre in his own, and even
at less than half that expense which he strains himself

to make without obtaining any one end, except that

which happened to the frog when he would needs con-

tend for sue with the ox. I have been told by scholars

that Caesar said he would rather be the first man in

I know not what village than the second in Rome.
This perhaps was a thought only fit for Cassar : hut to

he preceded by thousands and neglected by millions;

to lie wholly without power, figure, influence, honour,

credit, or distinction, is not, in my poor opinion, a very

amiable situation of life to a person of title or wealth,

who can so cheaply and easily shine in his native

country.

But besides the depopulating of the kingdom, leaving

so many parts of it wild and uncultivated, the ruin oi

so many country-seats and plantations, the cutting

Google
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down of all the woods to supply expenses in England,

the absence of to many noble and wealthy person* ha*

heen the cau*e of another fatal consequence which few

perhaps have been aware of. For ifthat very consider-

able number of lords who posses* the amplest fortunes

here had been content to live at home and attend the

affairs of their own country in parliament, the weight,

reputation, and dignity thereby added to that noble

house would in all human probability have prevented

certain proceeding* which are now ever to be lamented,

because they never can be remedied; and we might

have then decided our own properties among ourselves

without being forced to travel five hundred miles by sea

and land to another kingdom for justice, to our infinite

expense, vexation, and trouble; which is a mark of

servitude without example from the practice of any age

or nation in the world.

I have sometimes wondered upon what motives the

peerage of England were so desirous to determine our

controversies, because I have been assured and partly

know that the frequent appeals from hence have been

very irksome to that illustrious body
;
and whoever has

frequented the {Minted chamber and courts of requests

must have observed that they are never so nobly filled

as when an Irish appeal is under debate.

The peers of Scotland, who are very numerous, were

content to reside in their castles and houses in that

bleak and barren climate; and although some of them
made frequent journey* to London, yet 1 do not remem-
ber any of their greatest families till very lately to have
made England their constant habitation before the

Union; or if they did, I am sure it was generally to

their own advantage, and whatever they got was em-
ployed to cultivate and increase their own estate*

;
and

fry that mean* enrich themselves and their country.

As to the great number of rich absentees under the

degree of peers, what particular ill effects their absence

may have upon this kingdom beside those already

mentioned may perhaps be too tender a point for me
to touch. But whether those who live in another

kingdom upon great estates here, and have lost all

regard to their own country, further tlian upon account

of the revenues they receive from it; I say, whether

such persons may not be prevailed on to recommend
others to vacant seuts who have no interest here except

a precarious employment, and consequently can have
no views but to preserve what they have got, or to be

higher advanced
;

this 1 am sure u a very melaucholy
question, if it be a question at all.

But besides the prodigious profit which England re-

ceives by the transmittal thither of two-thirds of the

revenues of this old kingdom, it has another mighty
advantage by making our country a receptacle wherein

to disburden themselves of their supernumerary pre-

tenders to offices, persons of second-rate merit in tueir

own country, who, like birds of passage, most of them

thrive aud fatten here, aud fly off when their credit and
employments are at an end. So that Irelaud may justly

say what Luther said of himself, POOR Ireland makes
many rich!

If amid all our difficulties I should venture to assert

that we have one great advantage, provided we could
improve it as we ought, I believe most of my readers

would be long in conjecturing what possible advantage

could ever fall to our share. However it is certain that

all the regular seeds of party and (action among us are

entirely rooted out
;
aud if any new ones shall spring

up they must be of eaui vocal generation, without any
seed at all; and will be justly imputed to a degree of

Stupidity beyond even what we have been ever charged

with upon the score of our birthplace aud climate.

The parties iu tills kingdom (including those of

modem date) are, 1st, of these who have been charged

or suspected to favour the pretender, and those who

were xealous opposera of him. 2udly, of those wlo
were for and against a toleration of dissenters by law

3rdly, of high and low church, or (to speak in the cant

of the times) of Whig and Tory. And, Ithly, of court

and country. If there be any more they are beyond
my observation or politics; for as to subaltern or occa-

sional parties, they have been all derivations from the

same originals.

Now it is manifest that all these incitements to fac-

tion, party, and division, are wholly removed from
among us. For as to the pretender, his cause is Itoth

desperate and obsolete. There ore very few now alive

who were men in his father s time, and In that prince's

interest; and in all others the obligation of conscience
has no place.* Even the papists in general, of any
substance or estates, and their priests almost universally,

are what we call Whig* in the sense which by that word
is generally understood. They feel the smart and see

the scars of their former wounds, and very well know
that they must be mode a sacrifice to the least attempts
toward a change ; although it cannot be doubted that

they would be glad to liave their superstition restored

under any prince whatsoever.

2ndly, The dissenters are now tolerated by law,

neither do we observe any murmur* at present from
that quarter except those reasonable complaints they
make of persecution, because they are excluded from
civil employments, but their number being very small

in either house 6f parliament, they are not yet in a
situation to erect a party; because, however indifferent

men may be with regard to religion, they are now grown
wise enough to know that if such a latitude were allowed
to dissenters the few small employments left us in cities

and corporations would find other hands to lay hold on
them.

3rdly, The dispute between high and low church
is now at an end; two-thirds of the bishops having
been promoted in this reign, and most of them
from England, who have bestowed all preferment* in

their gift to those they could well confide in; the

deaneries, all except three, and many principal church-
livings, are in the donation of the crown : so that we
already possess such a body of clergy as will i»ever

engage in controversy upon that antiquated and exploded
subject.

Lastly, os to court and country parties, so famous
and avowed undermost reigns in English parliaments,

this kingdom has not for several years past been a proper

scene whereon to exercise such contentions, and is now
less proper than ever; many great employments for life

being in distant hands, and the reversions diligently

watched and secured
;
the temporary ones of any in*

viting value are all bestowed elsewhere as fast as they

drop
;
and the few remaining ore of too low consider-

ation to create contests about them, except among
younger brothers or tradesmen like myself. Anu
therefore to institute a court and country party with-

out materials would be a very new system in politics,

and what 1 believe was never thought on before, nor

unless in a nation of idiots con ever succeed, for the

most ignorant Irish cottager will nut sell his cow for a
groat.

Therefore I conclude that all party and faction, with
regard to public proceedings, are now extinguished in

this kingdom ; neither does it appear in view bow
they can possibly revive, unless some new causes be

administered ; which cannot be done without crossing

the interests of those who are the greatest gainers by
continuing the same measures. And general cala-

mities, without hope of redress, axe allowed to be the

great uniters of mankind.
However we may dislike the causes, yet this effect ol

begetting a universal concord among us in all national

» Tha obligation arising from their having sworn alJegUnot.
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debate*, aa well as in cities, corporations, and country

neighbourhoods, may keep us at least alive, and in a
condition to eat the little bread allowed us in peace

and amity. 1 have heard of a quarrel in a tavern,

where all were at daggers drawing, till one of the com-
pany cried out, desiring to know the subject of the

quarrel
;
which when none ofthem could tell, they put

up their swords, sat down, and passed the rest of the

evening in quiet. The former part has been our case,

I hope the latter will be so too
;
that we shall sit down

amicably together, at least until we have something

that may give us a title to fall out, since nature has

instructed even a brood of goslings to stick together

while the kite is hovering over their heads.

It is certain that a firm union in any country,

where every man wishes the same thing with relation

to the public, may, in several points of the greatest

importance, in some measure supply the defect of

power, and even of those rights which are the natural

and undoubted inheritance of mankind. If the uni-

versal wish of the nation upon any point were declared

by the unanimous vote of the house of commons and
a reasonable number of lords, I should think myself
obliged in conscience to act in my sphere according to

that vote ;
because in all free nations I take the proper

definition of law to be the will of the majority of those

who have the property in land
;
which, if there be a

monarchy, is to l#» confirmed by the royal assent. And
although such votes or declarations hare not received

such a confirmation for certain accidental reasons, ytt

I think they ought to be of much weight with the

subject, provided they neither oppose the king’s pre-

rogative, endanger the peace of the nation, nor infringe

any law already in force; none of which, however,

can reasonably be supposed. Thus, for instance, if

nine in ten of the house of commons, and a reasonable

number of native temporal peers, should declare that

whoever received or uttered brass coin, excepting

under certain limitations and securities, should be

deemed os enemies to the king and nation, 1 should

think it a heinous sin in myself to act contrary to such
a vote : and if the same power should declare the same
censure against those who wore Indian stuffs and
calicoes, or woollen manufactures imported from
abroad, whereby this nation is reduced to the lowest

ebb of misery, I should readily, heartily, and cheer-

fully pay obedience and to my utmost power per-

suade others to do the like; because there is no law of

this land obliging us either to receive such coin or to

wear such foreign manufactures.

Upon this last article I could humbly wish that the

reverend the clergy would set us an example, by con-

tenting themselves with wearing gowns and other habi-

liments of Irish drapery
;
which, os it would be some

incitement to the laity, and set many hands to work,

so they would find their advantage in the cheapness,

which is a circumstance not to lie neglected by too

many among that venerable body. And in order to

this, I could heartily desire that the most ingenious

artists of the weaving trade could contrive some decent

stuffs and silk for clergymen at reasonable rates.

I have pressed several of our most sulwtautial bre-

thren, that the whole corporation of weavers in silk

anil woollen would publish some proposals (I wish they

would do it to troth houses of parliament) inviting

jmtsors of all degrees, and of both sexes, to wear the

woollen and silk manufactures of our own country;
entering into solemn mutual engagements that the

buyer shall have good, substantial, merchantable ware

for his money, and at a certain rate without the

trouble of cheapening ; so that if I sent a child fora
piece of stuff of a particular colour and fineness, 1

should l»e sure not to lie deceived ; or, if I had reason

lu complain, the corporation should give me immediate

satisfaction
;
and the name of tlie tradesman who did

ine the wrong should he published and warning given
not to deal with him for the future, unless the matter
plainly appeared to be a mistake: for, besides the
trouble of going from shop to shop, an ignorant customer
runs the hazard of being cheated in the price and good-
ness of what he buys, being forced to an unequal combat
with a dexterous and dishonest man in his own calling.

Thus our goods fall under a general disreputation
;

and the gentry call for English cloth, or silk, from an
opinion they have (and often too justly by our own
faults) that the gooduess more than makes up for the
diA’ereuce of price.

Besides it has been the sottish and ruinous practice
of us tradesmen, upon any great demand of goods,
either at home or from abroad, to raise the prices int-
diately, and manufacture the said goods more slightly
and fraudulently than before.

Of this foul and foolish proceeding too many in-
stances might be produced

;
and I cannot forbear men-

tioning one, whereby this poor kingdom has received
such a fatal blow, in the only article of trade allowed
us of any importance, that nothing but the success of
Wood s project could outdo it. During the late plague
in France, the Spaniards, who buy their linen cloths in
that kingdom, not daring to venture thither for fear of
infection, a very great demand was made here for that
commodity, and exported to Spain : but, whether by

|

the ignorance of the merchants, or dishonesty of the
northern weavers, or the collusion of both, the ware was
so had and the price so excessive, that, except some
small quautity which was sold below the prime cost,

the greatest part was returned : and I have been told
by very intelligent persons that, if we had been fair
dealers, the whole current of the linen trade to Spain
would have taken its course from hence.

If any punishments were to be indicted on numbers
of men, surely there could none be thought too great
for such a race of traitors and euemies to God and
their country

;
who, fur the prospect of a little present

gain, do not only ruin themselves (fur that alone would
be an example to the rest and a blessing to the nation),
but sell their souls to hell and their couutry to destruc-
tion. And if the plague could liave beeu confined
only to those who were partakers in the guilt, had it

travelled hither from Marseilles, those wretches would
have died with less title to pity than a highwayman
going to the gallows.

But it happens very unluckily that, for some time
past, all endeavours or proposals from private persons to
advance the public service, however honestly and inno-
cently desigued, have beeu called flyinu in the kino’s
face; and this, to ray knowledge, has beeu the style
of some persons, whose ancestors (I mean those among
them who ha«l any), and themselves, have been flying
in princes' faces these fourscore years; and from their

own inclinations would do so still, if their interest did
not lead them rather to fly in the face of a kingdom
which has given them wings to enable them for such
a flight

Thus about four years ago, when a discourse was
published endeavouring to persuade our people to
wear their own woollen manufactures, full of the most
dutiful expressions to the king, and without the least

jtarty hint, it was termed “flying in the king’s face
the printer was prosecuted in the manner we all re-

member, and 1 hope it will somewhere be remembered
further, the jury kept eleven hours, anil sent back nine
times, till they were under the necessity of leaving the
prisoner to the mercy of the court, by a special verdict ,

the judge on the bench iuvoking God for his witues*
when he asserted *' that the author's design was to bring
in the pretender."

And thus also my own poor endeavours to preveut
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the ruin of my country by the admission of Wood's
coin were called by the same jeraotij “flying in the

king's face," which 1 directly deny; for Icounotallow

that vile representation of the royal countenance in

William Wood’s adulterate copper to be his sacred

majesty’s face ; or, if it were, my flying was not

against the impression, but the baseness of the metal

;

because I well remembered that the image which
Nebuchadnezzar commanded to be set up for all men
to fall down and worship it, was not of copper, but

pure gold. Ami 1 am heartily sorry we have so few

royal images of that metal among us; the sight whereof,

although it could hardly increase our veneration for

bis majesty, which is already so great, yet would very

much enliven it with the mixture of comfort and
satisfaction.

Alexander the Great would suffer no statuary, except

Phidias, to carve his image in stone or metal. How
must he have treated such an operator as Wood, who
goes about with sacksfnl ofdross, odiously misrepresent-

ing his prince's countenance; and would force them
by thousands upon every one of us, at about six times

the value!

llut notwithstanding all that has been objected by
William Wood himself, together with his favourers,

abettors, supporters, either public or private; by those

who connive at this project, or discountenance his

opposers, for fear of lessening their favour or hazarding

their employments; by those who endeavour to damp
the spirit of the people raised against this coin, or check
the honest zeal orsuch os, by their writings or discourses,

do all they can to keep it up
;

by those softenera,

sweeteners, compounders, and expedient-mongers, who
shake their heads so strongly that we can hear their

pockets jingle; 1 did never imagine that, in detecting

ttie practices of such enemies to the kingdom, 1 was
flying in the king's face; or thought they were better

representers of his majesty than that very coin for

which they are secret or open advocates.

If I were allowed to recite only those wishes of the

nation which may be in our power to attain, 1 think

they might be summed up in these few following.

1st. That an end might be put to our apprehensions

of Wood s halfpence, and to any danger of the like

destructive scheme for the future.

2dly. That halfpenoe might be coined in this king-

dom by a public mint, with due limitations.

3dly. That the sense of both houses of parliament,

at least of the house of commons, were declared, by
some unanimous and hearty votes, against wearing any
silk or woollen manufactures imported from abroad;
as likewise against wearing Indian silks or calicoes,

which are furbidden under tbe highest penalties in

England : and it behoves us to take example from so

wise a nation, because we are under a greater necessity

to do so, since we arc not allowed to export any wool-

len manufactures of our own, which is the principal

branch of foreign trade in England.
4thly. That some effectual methods may be taken

to civilize the poorer sort of our natives, in all those

pArts of this kingdom where the Irish abound, by intro-

ducing among them our language and customs; for

want of which they live in the utmost ignorance, bar-
barity, and poverty, giving themselves wholly up to

idleness, nastiness, and thievery, to the very great and
just reproach of too many landlords. And if I had in

me the least spirit of a projector, 1 would engage that

this might be effected iu a few yean at a very inconsi-

derable charge.

5thly. That due encouragement should be given to

agriculture; and a stop put to that pernicious practice

of graziers engrossing vast quantities of land, sometimes

at great distauce, whereby the country is extremely

depopulated.

fithly. That the defects iu those acts for plautiug

forest-trees might be fully supplied, since tbey have
hitherto been wholly ineffectual, except about the

demesnes of a few gentlemen; and even there, in

genera], very unskilfully made, and thriving accord-

ingly. Neither has there yet been due care taken to

preserve what is planted, or to enclose grounds; not one

hedge in a hundred coming to .maturity, for want of

skill and iudustry. The neglect of copsing woods cut

down hath likewise beeu of very ill consequence. And
if men were restrained from that unlimited liberty of

cutting down their owu woods before the proper time,

as they are iu some other countries, it would be a
mighty benefit to the kingdom. For 1 believe there is

not another example in Kuro;>e of such a prodigious

quantity of excellent timber cut down in so short a
time, with so little advantage to the country, either in

shipping or building.

1 may add that absurd practice of cutting turf with-

out any regularity, whereby great quantities ofrestorable

land are made utterly desperate, many thousands of

cattle destroyed, the turf more difficult to come at and
carry home, and less fit for burning; the air made un-

wholesome by stagnating pools and marshes
;
and the

very sight of such places offensive to those who ride by.

Neither should that odious custom be allowed of cut-

ting scraws, (as they call them,) which is flaying off the

green surface of the ground to cover their cabins, or

make up their ditches; sometimes in shallow soils,

where all is gravel within a few inches; and sometimes

in low ground, within a thin greensward, and sloughy

underneath ; which last turns all into bog by this mis-

management. And I have heard from very skilful

countrymen that by these two practices in turf and
scraws the kingdom loses some hundreds of acres of

profitable land every year, besides the irreparable loss

of many skirts of bogs, which have a green coat of grass,

and yet are mangled for turf
;
and besides the want of

canals by regular cutting, which would not only he a
great convenience for bringing their turf home at on

easy rate, but likewise render even the larger bogs more
dry and safe for summer pasture.

These and some other speculations of the like kind I

had intended to publish in a particular discourse against

this session of parliament
;
because in some peruxls of

my life I had opportunity and curiosity to observe from
what causes those great errors in every branch of country

management have arisen; ofwhich I have now ventured

to relate but few out of very many
;
whereof some, per-

haps, would not be mentioned without giving offence,

which I have endeavoured by all possible means to

avoid. And for the same reason I chose to add here

the little I thought proper to say on this subject.

But as to the lands of those who are perpetual ab-

sentees, I do not see any probability of their being ever

improved. In former times their tenants sat at easy

rents; but for some years past they have been, gene-

rally speaking, more terribly racked by the dexterity

of merciless agents from England than even those who
bold under the severest landlords here. I was assured

upon the place by a great number of credible people

that a prodigious estate in tbe county of Cork being let

upon leases for lives and great fines paid, the rent was
so high that the tenants begged leave to surrender their

leases, and were content to lose their fines.

The cultivating and improvement of land iscertainly

a subject worthy of the highest inquiry in any country,

but especially in ours, where we are so strangely limited

in every branch of trade that can l>e of advantage to us,

aiwl utterly deprived of those which are of the greatest

importance; whereof I defy the most learned man in

Europe to produce me an example fronr. any other

kingdom in the world; for we are denied the benefit

which God and nature intended to us, as manifestly
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ap[>ears by our happy situation for commerce, and the

great number of our excellent ports. So that 1 think

little ia left us besides the cultivating of our own soil,

encouraging agriculture, and making great plantations

of trees, that we might not be under the necessity of

sending for com and bark from England, and timber

from other countries. This would increase the number
of our inhabitants, aifd help to consume our natural

products as well as manufactures at home. And 1

shall never forget what I once ventured to say to a

great man in England, “That few politicians, with all

their schemes, are half so useful members of a com-
monwealth as an honest farmer; who, by skilfully

draining, fencing, manuring, and planting, has increased

the intrinsic value of a piece of land, and thereby done

a perpetual service to his country;” which it is a great

controversy whether any of the former ever did since

the creation of the world, but no controversy at all

that ninety-nine in a hundred have done abundance of

mischief.

WOOD REVIVED,
OP A SHORT DEFENCE OP HIS PROCEEDINGS IN

LONDON. BRISTOL, ETC., IN REFERENCE
TO THE KINGDOM OF IRELAND.

A SHORT DEPENCE OP WOOD S CONDUCT.

Gentlemen,—The chief reason why, in the late con-

troversy between my brass and your silver, I was so

long silent is this : When my patent was on foot, and

all my barrels ready charged, waiting only for the word
of command, if 1 should have offered anything in my
own defeuce for such an unusual attack, you would
justly have thought it a political stratagem, since my
private interest was so principally concerned; but that

fear (to my sorrow) being now blown over, my patent

being on its last legs, as plain Will Wood, brazier, 1

offer this to your consideration. About five years ago
my thoughts were as humble as any one of my vocation,

till mv wife, thinking my name something ominous,

out of natural affection to her dear husband, would
needs persuade me to get above the reach of her suspi-

cion, often telling me she knew not what might happen,

but what could she or young Sapharia my child do

in case 1 should die a violent death. This, sirs, you
must confess, was a very moving argument

;
so that

by her continual persuasions, the frequent admonitions

of three or four Irish runagate rogues, who were copart-

ners, and my own natural aversion to standing timber

and its appurtenances, I at last consented to put in a

claim for my patent, thinking by that means to free

myself from such an unfortunate destiny ( which more
than once threatened me aud my companions). Now
I think these reasons were very sufficient, and I am ax

certain that even the disinterested drapier himselfwould
have accepted ofa lordship, and been content to be honest

on less terms titan those that compelled me to be a coiner

and made me a rogue. I had no sooner jpt his iwtent

but my head ran upon politics. My Irish confidants

represented your kingdom os a poor, pliable, soft people,

in love with imposition ;
they said that when they were

in the kingdom they were the only knaves in it and
had all the stings to themselves

;
and that when they

came away they left only poor simple honest men be-

hind their..

Upon hearing of this, gentlemen, I took into my
serious consideration the softness of your tempers and
the shallowness of your judgments, and after a short

debate between my authority and your stupidity, I

concluded that the coin prescribed in my patent was

too good for you. I thought if I gave you the worth

of your money, or anything beyond the worst trash a

brazier could prepare, I should in ray conscience be

guilty of a great extravagance, since my honesty
would be lost upon you

;
for I was assured there was

not one among you knew the difference, or could tell

when you were well used. I could not believe your
mechanics were men of speculation, or that your dra-
piers preteuded to law and letters, and so I coined on,
and, to say the truth, mended by experience

; for the

last parcel I coined were of just the same value I

thought your worships deserved, not worth a peck of
potatoes. By this you may see how great was my
opinion of you. But though your drapier be a very
shrewd counsellor for others, 1 think he is not very
wise for himself

;
for what could he expect by turning

a public enemy to what I intended a private design,

but to lie made a saint, 1 hope, or a privy councillor f

No, for I am humbly of opinion he has not gold enough
for either. Then what wonderful prospects, consistent

with his great wisdom, could excite so unprofitable a
passion f Why, certainly, either like the dog in the

manger, because he expected no advantage he would
suffer nobody to get any ; or else, because I coined
nothing but brass, he thought I could command neither

silver nor gold ; but if he had been so wise and good-
natured us to have directed the copy of his first letter to

the people of Ireland, to Will Wood, founder in

Bristol, Ac., he should never have had occasion for a
second, if gold could have salved up the matter. But
what has he got by it f Praise ! The glorious, im-
mortal, and ever famous drapier has, by dint of pen
and ink, most maufully and courageously conquered
and put to flight a poor insignificant wretch of a
brazier, who, like the frog in the fable, would fain have
been an ox, liad not this noble protector so valiantly

roved him a worm. And for this windy honour he
as refused what would give him real honour:—re-

fused money for hononr ! I don't believe there were ten
of his worship's principles among tlie train of his

fraternity. But if every one had been of his opinion
I should have stayed at my furnace stiB. Gold was
pretty prevalent, which the drapier and some others of
those honourable principles had like to have found to
their cost. I must confess I was very unfortunate in
my distribution, for I have ruined myself and bene-
fited nothing; my patent and I both, I am afraid, are now
going, one to courts, and t'other to gaol. I wish your
politician gentleman could now show a little more of
nis skill in persuading the gaoler, since, if 1 go, 'tia

certainly he sends me. I am now, gentlemen, in a very
poor melancholy condition. I think with a great deal
of grief on my wife's suspicious words; I even doubt
myself, nay, imagination has carried me so far (since
that fatal news of my patent's being laid before the
council) that I have often believed myself at the
gallows, with the knot under my ear, ready to be turned
off. 1 look upon my last actions and this wicked
patent as the fulfilling of my wife's ominous prophecy,
—for whatcan I otherwise expect ifmy late behaviour
(as I am told it will) should be known? the very
thoughts of it bring Tyburn full in my view. Heaven
make my wife a liar, and me a false prophet ! but how
can a man forget it when he knows he deserves it?
This wicked drapier has made the people of England
themselves consider roy honesty; could I purchase a
little now, how happy should I be! It is a strange thing
a man can't be a cheat but be must give offence to
every one. When I was an honest man my next
neighbour hardly knew it; nobody then took care to
proclaim it; but now I am a rogue the whole world
must witness it. My friends, I mean my Irish vaga-
bonds, say I was a fool to believe them, for they told
me at first they were knaves, and so I should find them,
and really that I might have observed if they had not
mentioned a word of it. I would ray something in my
vindication, hut my conscience throws this in my
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face, awl points out my destiny. However, gentlemen,
1 leave this to your consideration—would not any man,
the drapier aud such kind excepted, who wus fed up
with the same hopes, do as I have donet Would not
any man cheat his brother, if he could, to gain so con-

siderably ? I expected by this time it would have
been at least honourable sir William W'ood, baronet,

and that my lady wife would have been no longer

kitchen-maid. These you must confess, gentlemen,
were arguments very prevailing. I did not strive to

cheat Ireland for nothing; 1 had many thousand
valuable reasons for what 1 did ; I expected to coin all

Munster into halfpence and farthings for my private

use; 1 had the seats in Ireland in my eye ready for

purchasing ; in short, when all my brass was gone, 1

thought 1 should be nothing but gold and silver. But
how unluckily are my hopes frustrated!—my patent
almost turned to an indictment; my title of knight to

that of a rogue
; my fine seats to Bristol gaol, and my

coach goiug to parliament to a cart, I am afraid, tra-

velling to Tyburn. While there was water between
me and my accusation, 1 thought myself pretty

secure ; but when 1 am armigned in my own hearing,

attacked in my own garrison, what can 1 expect ? The
honourable Mr. Shippen (Lord, that I should have the
misfortune to deal with honest men !) has emphatically
condemned and executed me. He says he hopes to see

my patent laid before the house, which is as much as to

say, he hopes to see me hanged aud gibbeted; for that I

shall certainly be if it comes under their inspection.

You will perhaps ask why I was a rogue, when it was in
my own power to hinder it, and why I did not go accord-
ing to the rules of my patent, since my safety depended
upon it. To this I answer, it was not to oblige Ireland,
but myself, that I got this patent. I thought 1 might
easily have slipped in one barrel of mine among ten of
yours

; 1 could not believe it was any way dishonest to

cheat, so that it was done cunningly
; much less did I

ever expect to be called to account for it after
; for ifmy

money had once been current, you should never have
wanted change as long as there were men and mines in
England. Others would have thanked me for my
kindness

;
but you strive to reward me with an halter,—a kindness 1 had much rather see than feel; but if it

be ordained, designed, and resolved that I must die by
myself, and my patent return from whence it came, I

•hall proclaim myself a sad example to all unfortunate
covetous rogues to shun my destiny, and beware of
brass, lest they fall into the same snare, and, if they
expect to thrive, never to cheat Ireland, hut continually
remember, Hibernia, nemo te impune laceuit. But
what is a much greater grief to me, I am afraid that
mv dear friends and correspondents, and other par-
takers in iniauity, will undergo the same punishment

;

for though their names do not much resemble the
gallows, their faces are shrewdly suspicious, and mostly
carry violent signs and tokens. It has been my mis-
fortune to determine whether roguery is an innate
principle in me, or one infused by their inflicting ex-
ample. What Mr. Shippen has said of lord Stafford
and lord Essex has so touched me that the effects have
left me in a dismal condition. Not that I fear ! nor
should my friends fear an axe; for I believe and am
partly assured that, since onr crimes and confidence
have been mutual, we shall all certainly be rewarded
alike, and de—pend on my namesake. Now, gentle-
men, I shall conclude this paper with as much sincerity

as if I was already at the highest step of the ladder,
God knows how soon that may come, and so I will
•peak truth. My blessings to the drapier, for, though
he lias ruined me, if I survive I shall return the acknow-
ledgment, and so conclude, gentlemen, your unfortu-
nately disappointed and humble servant,

William W'ood.

The true State of ixe Ca$e bet uteri the kingdom of Ire-

land of the one party and Mr. HiUtam Wood of the

other jMtrt. By a Protestant of Ireland.

The said William W'ood obtains letters-patent un-
der the stall cf Great Britain for the kingdom of Ire-

land, to coin halfjience for the use of such persons there

os should be willing to take them.
,
These fetters-jntent

were procured without consulting either the lord-lieu-

tenant, lord s-justic.es, or privy-council of Ireland, or

any other proper method taken (as iu all cases of im-
portance is most reasonable, and lias so been used) rightly

to inform his majesty whether the coining such half-

pence and farthings would lie for his majesty's service,

or the benefit ofhis subjects of that kingdom where they

were intouded to be made current. When a patent of

this sort is granted to any private undertaker, it is high-

ly reasonable, and accordingly (as 1 am informed') has

always so been practised, that be should give gootl and
sufficient security At all times to indemnify all such per-

sons as take his coin at the current value. Whether any
such security has been given by William Wood I know
not ; but suppose it to be so, yet, since he and his secu-

rity are both in Great Britain, how is it possible for us
here in Ireland to tender his halfpence to him when at

any time we would have them exchanged, or to get re-

medy against him and his security in case they refuse

to change them 1 By virtue of these letters-patent, the

said Mr. Wood sets up his said coinage in Great Bri-

tain. And if at that distance he should coin double the

quantity of copper which he was allowed todo,and im-
port the same into Ireland, it would be morally impos-

sible for the people of Ireland to detect him ; or in case

they should detect him, yet it does not appear how they

could well come by any remedy or reparation for the

great loss which they must undoubtedly sustain thereby.

If the said William Wood should coin no more than

360 tons of the best copper which he has yet made use of,

and in all other things should exactly keep to the rule

prescribed to him by his said letters-patent
;
the half-

pence and farthings Arising out of that quantity of cop-

per are computed to amount to 90,000/.; whereas the va-
lue of the copper itself is computed to amount to no more
than 36,000/L If therefore the kingdom of Ireland

should receive just that quantity of halfpence and far-

things, and according to the weight directed by the said

letters-patent, the loss upon the balance would be no less

than 34,000/. But a very great number of his half-

pence being found to be much below the weight pre-

scribed by the letters-patent, and there being no effect-

ual way that we know to hinder him from coining as

many more of the same lightness as he pleases, and send-

ing whatever quantity of them he has a mind to into

this kingdom, the consequence must be that it will be

in his power to double and redouble the loss upon us, un-

til he nas reduced the kingdom to the utmost poverty.

About five or six and forty years bygone there were cer-

tain brass tokens current in the city of Dublin, com-
monly called the butcher's halfpence, for the exchang-

ing of which the undertaker who coined them had given

sufficient security to the lord mAyor and corporation.

This same undertaker privately counterfeited his own
halfpence, insomuch that for one of the original stamp
ten or more counterfeits were going, which when some
person brought to him to be exchanged, he alleged that

he was not bound to change them, because they were

counterfeits; and having so cunningly carried on the

matter as that the cheat could not easily he proved
against him ; nor would any one man upon account of

the loss of (it may be) 40 or 50s. undertake the law-
suit; the people never had any satisfaction that I can
bear of, although the whole city taken together were

among them all losers of perhaps little less than 1000/.

or thereby. Whether the like fraud may be charged
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on Mr. Wood, I cannot positively nay; but certain it is

that some halfpence (anti some casks of them I am
told), ofa stampsomewhat different from the first which

he put out and of less weight, were brought into Ireland,

with which when he was charged, I am informed that

he declared that all those halfpence which did not

exactly agree with the original stamp were counterfeits,

for which he was not obliged to answer; and who shall

secure the kingdom against such a clieat, in case that

Mr. Wood or any other person shall counterfeit his

halfpence, and send casks of them over hither, which

may easily be vended before the fraud l>e discovered?

If these new halfpence and farthings should ever be

suffered to liecome current, the factors for them would

made no difficulty of giving large allowance to all who
would give gold, silver, or valuable commodities for

them. Of this I say they would make no difficulty,

partly because it would be the only way speedily and

easily to bring a very great quantity of them into the

kiugdom
;
and partly because it would be iu their own

power, by coining more and more of them (where! u I

see not how we could restrain or control tliem), to

repair to themselves whatever seemiug loss they may be

*up]>uscd to sustain by the discount; aud the present

gam by this allowance would make many hereto greedy

of them as to strive who should first get and vend them

before their value should fall
;
so that in a short time

the nation would probably be glutted with them, and

they would unavoidably become a very great burden

and clog upon all sorts of trade and business, as shall

Ently be shown. If one twentieth part of circu-

g cash of a country be in halfpence and farthings,

it will be very sufficient for exchange in all the retail-

ing trade
;
and if the retailing value of so much small

money be somewhat tielowwhot it passes for, the incon-

venience will not be great, because being in no great

quantity it keeps in constant motion, and quickly passes

from hand to hand, so that no man will be supposed to

have more of it at a time than what he lias almost pre-

sent occasion to pass away, or may easily put into the

hands of another who may have such occasion for it.

But if a tenth, or much more if a fifth or fourth part,

of the nation's cosh be in such sort of money, and the

real value thereof not above one third (or thereabout)

of wliat it is made to be current for, the damage to the

people must thereby be very great. A fifth part is four

twentieths; one of those twentieths is abundantly suf-

ficient in very small sums to answer all the necessities

of the retailing tode, which is the proper aud only

profitable use of suoi sort of small money ;
and where

greater sums are to be paid every man, as much as he

can, will avoid taking such coin as is far short of the

real value for which it is made to go, so that the other

three twentieths must either lie dead upon the hands of

those who have taken them, or at least circulate at great

disadvantage, as we sliall see by and by. Since then

the whole circulating cash of Ireland has never been

computed at more than 000,000/. (and by many is

reckoned to be much short of that), and we have already

in the kingdom at least 20,000/. in halfpence (which

was the sum allowed by the last patent to be coined

;

nor is it improbable that the patentee exceeds rather

than come* short of what be was allowed to do), and

since this stock of halfpence which we thus have is by

experience found to be abundantly sufficient for all the

uses of such sort of money, so that we want no more

of it, except perhaps a few farthing* for the sake of

the most minute prrt of the retailing trade and the

poorest of the people, I may well leave it to the consi-

deration of every sotwr man what a sail condition this

poor kiugdom will soon be reduced to, in case that not

only Mr. Wood's halfpence to the quantity (for I can-

not say the raiur) of 90,000/. should lie made current

amongst us, but also he should happen to pour in dou-

ble that sum upon us, from the doing of which we have
no way to hinder him iu case that for the sake of gain
he should be tempted to do so ; it being notorious that
the very best of las halfpence are uot in real value above
two-fiftlis, and the bulk of them not above one-third at

most, of what they are intended to pass for.

When a base sort of coin, in a much greater quantity
than what is necessary for exchange in the retailing

trade, is made current iu a country, it in a little time
naturally sinks from Its current value, which it only
retains in name, to its real and intrinsic value. Thus
the late king James's brass money sunk every day more
and more in its value, though the name of each piece
was still the same, until at last oue of his shillings,

though still called a shilling, would not purchase above
the worth of au halfjienny, even iu that part of the

kingdom which was under his power; and if so great

an inundation of Mr. W'ood'a halfpence, as I have hut
now mentioned, should break in upon us, the conse-
quence in as little a time would be, that for three

shillings in those halfpence, more could not be bought
than for one shilling in silver. I do not indeed find

by Mr. Wood's patent that a man would lie bound to

receive his debts, or a landlord his reuts, in these half-

pence, iu case they should become curreut, but yet

from their currency these evil effects must unavoidably
arise : First, The poor labourer would always be paid
bis wages, and the alewife for her drink, in these half-

pence. Secondly, From hence it must follow that

almost all the king's hearth-money and excise would
he paid in the same coin

;
and if the halfpence are

allowed to become current by royal authority, I see

not how they can be refused by the officers of his

majesty’s revenue, especially when those who pay the

greatest part of these two branches of it have no other

money wherewith to make their payments. Thirdly,
It is most probable that a great part of his majesty's

customs, quit-rents, &c., and the postage* of all letters,

would also be paid in this sort of money; and thal,

for that very purpose, men would buy it up at a low-

rate, as they used to do the late king James's brass

coiu. Fourthly, Tliat all the private men in the army
(to say nothing of officers civil and military) would be
forced to receive their pay iu the same

;
for what other

way would the king have to dispose of the vast quantity
of halfpence which unavoidably must come into his

treasury; and if the poor soldier can get no more for

his shillings in halfpence than what he might for a
groat iu silver (which unavoidably must be the conse-
quence), how will it be possible for him to subsist?

Fifthly, If landlords will not receive their rents, or any
considerable part of them, in this sort of money (as we
may he sure they will not, except some law, not now
in being, lie made to compel tliem), this must break a
multitude of tenants, especially of the poorer sort, who
will sell their goods in small quantities, for which they
will generally receive no otlier money but halfpence*;

and if the poor under-tenants are broke, it will not be
easy for the head tenants, or even the landlords them-
selves, who depend upon their rents, long to subsist.

Lastly, If more than 500,000/. has not room to circulate

in Ireland (as is generally computed), and one-fifth

part of this, or probably much more, be thus debased,
the consequence will he, tliat at least one-fifth part of

our good coin, or perhaps a much greater proportion

of it, being not to lie employed here, will soon be car-

ried away (and so totiet quotin) to some other country,
which being added to the otlier evils already mentioned
will be a greater diminution to our stock and trade,

if not the destruction of both, and consequently a very
great lessening of his majesty's revenue.

I will not upon this occasion pretend to insist upon
it that the protestants of Ireland may be entitled to

some favour from his majesty. It is a satisfaction to
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os, that we have all along been faithful to and xealom

for his interest, ami that of hi* illustrious house, to-

gether with the succession of the crown, as by law

established. Hut what we therein did was our duty,

and therefore 1 shall not plead it a* our merit. All I

desire is, that we may stand in the common rank of

good subjects, to which 1 hope we have an undoubted

title; and when all that 1 have here said is duly

weighed, 1 may well leave it to the consideration of

every sober man, whether it can be for his majesty s

service or our benefit that these same halfpence of

William Wrood should be even connived at being

made current amongst us in Ireland.

P.S.—One thing will be worth remarking, which I

had like to have forgotten. When the last patent was

granted for coining of halfpence here, tire sum was

confined to 20,000/., and, by the care of the girvem-
inent. I believe was not much exceeded ; and yet in a

short time the collectors everywhere throughout the

kingdom received so great a part of the hearth-money

and excise in these halfpence, that, being not able

otherwise to dispose of them, they were forced to pay

a great quantity of them in specie into the commis-

sioners of the revenue, who often complained of them

as a burden. And if this were the case when all the

copper money in the kingdom made up little more

than 20,000/. what must it be when an addition is

made not only of 90,000/., which is the express allow-

ance of Mr. Wood's patent, but also of as much more

as he shall think fit to send us ? For the coinage being

at such a distance from us, it is impossible that the

government here can have any effectual check upon

him.

A LETTER TO WILLIAM WOOD, Esq.,

FROV HIS ONLY FRIEND IN IRELAND.

To Wdliam Wood
,
E*q-, at hit Copper-Works at Britlol,

or tUewhert.

Sir,— I cannot tell why it should he so, but I have

made it my constant olmervation that men of die most

profound learning and greatest genius, who by their

elaborate study have found out secrets and mysteries

that have proved of the greatest advantage to mankind,

have thereby gained more enemies than others with the

grossest ignorance and vile qualification, which obser-

vation 1 have found summed up in you, who (except

one) has not a friend in this whole kingdom
;
nay,

what is worse, they ore one and all your enemies.

Know then, sir, I am that one who dare own myself your
friend, and glory in being your admirer.—Miserable!

That such an adept should not be artmired among men
as the sun, for its glorious rays, is above all the planets.

How have our witlings and little snarling scribblers

been busy in setting the press at work ! Rut go on, sir,

they blacken their paper, and not you. That which
many men have destroyed great estates and cracked

their brains to find out (I mean the grand secret), and
have burnt mountains of charcoal in making menstrua
au*l tinctures to transmute metals into gold, and are

st ill as farfrom it as the longitude,—you have, without all

this cost aud trouble, brought to perfection, that out of

copper, nay, tlie basest of copper, can extract pure gold

and silver, at above cent, per cent, profit. Monstrous
gain! prodigious art ! Ami all this without the art of

chemistry, ouly by greasing and daubing in a proper

place. You shall be styled the High German Artist.

I think, like lower artists on any new invention, you
have got a patent only for fourteen years

;
but then I

consider you are loaded with honour, os intrinsically

valuable and weighty as your coin. Ay ! and you are

the phoenix of your order; for I dare swear you are the

only tinker esquire in Great Britain. Had you con-

sulted me or any friend, we would have told you that
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you might have been a peer at a cheaper rate; hut no

matter for that. As the world goes, he that has money

enough has birth and parts and every qualification
;
so,

when you wallow in one, the other will come of course.

And then for your preamble, your (lersonal endow-

ment and merits, as well as those of your ancestors,

although you were never heard of till now, unless when
the parish cess was gathered for nursing of * * *. your

name perhaps was read in the list; and you know, sir,

names have occasionally been given, some from colour,

as White, Brown, Ac., others from place, as having been

left in a street, lane, field, or wood. But 1 think you

did well to get the honour of an esquire first
; for, when

you come to have greater conferred, a lord, without

being an esquire, will be something like a knight aud

no gentleman ;
so I think you have made a prudent

step.

Would you, dear sir, but take a trip over hither to

browlicat those snarling scribblers who will not dare

to open their mouths to your face ? I cannot but think,

when you go in your gilt chariot to the tavern, to re-

member your cousin-german, and the rest of your

friends and abettors on the other tide the water, how
you will look down on those sorry invidious railers,

who will go sneaking thither with small nurse* of gold

in their pockets, when you will be followed with a

train of tumbrils, loaded with your coin, one for every

bottle of wine, and a waggon with six horses to pay

for the supper. Then you will see the scene change,

and the loud acclamations of the people, and tlie shouts

of the mob, who will rejoice to lay their hands on you
to present you with a fine cravat, for tlie good of our

linen and hempen manufacture.

But let us for a while lay aside all our joys and
thoughts of honour and grandeur, and turn our

thoughts a little on answering our sorry politicians who
advance such paradoxes to injure you, when envy, only

envy, is at the bottom. They cry out the nation will

he undone by having too much money imported ; and
then they would fain draw all his majesty's officers and
servants into their quarrel by saying the revenue will

lie lessened, and then all salaries must tie ill paid.

Poor politicians! they don't consider what a patriot

you are ;
for you never began this project out of self-

interest, but the good of his majesty s dominions in

Ceral, and for this country in particular. As for the

er, it will increase trade amongst us in several par-

ticulars, and consequently raise the revenue; for we
shall have money enough, and we shall all drink wine

—

that or water—for we shall not have a brewing-pan left.

It will advance the coopers* trade, which will lie em-
ployed in making auks to hold yonr coin

;
it will

advance house-rent, for every moneyed man, instead ofa
•criptore, or on iron chest, or strong box, must have a
warehouse; it will also employ the poor, for every

person must have a man or two to wait on him to

carry the common expenses of tlie day. Then, os to

the general good, what a noble alliance will it make !

When we drink nought but wine, sure then France will

never quarrel with us. You showed your great fore-

sight in making this general friendship; you counter-

feited your own coin, not out of any ill design ; hut,

when it was objected to you, you alleged that it was
done in Holland. Oh, rare subterfuge ! This was
your policy to secure them ; by giving them a hint

what they may do, and what I am sure they will do

;

and when they can send their trash to a market at so

great advantage, I dare swear all that while they will

be our humble servants. Then there is Sweden with
it* copper will truckle to us. I cannot but lie pleased

to think how we shall put the proud Spaniard, with his

Peru and Mexico, out of countenance.

Then, besides all this, I cannot but admire your
religious goodness, for 1 find your aim in reformation

K
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of manuers, which in a great measure has taken effect

;

for, among a great many other societies ami bodies tliat

have entered into associations against your coins, our

mercenary ladies are resolved not to vend their wares

for it. They say they have brass enough already ;
and

(

if they keep linn to that resolution we must In? chaste

in our own defence. Then there are your pickpockets,

who by diving c«an fetch up between their fingers os

much as, w ith good management, may keep them wine

days, but when your coin comes in vogue, a back-

burthen of it will hardly till their belly, and tliat is

more thau they daily acquire by their sleight of hand;

so they must reform, and take up some other trade.

Well, I protest 1 think you deserve to Ik* highly ex-

alted, and though every man does not get his reward

in this world, tliat is no argument against his deserv-

ing it, nml every good man ought to wish it. When a

js»or rogue picks a pocket for want, or rolw on the road,

we all wish him hanged for it, and sooner or later lie

gets it. Then what must that villain deserve tliat,

under the colour of law or authority, would plunder a

whole nation ? I have read in a very good bi>ok that

formerly there was one Alexander, a copjiersinilh, who
did much harm to a good man, who thought it luwful

in his language to pray the Lord to reward him accord-

ing to his works; and since you, the coppersmith of

this age. have wrought such confusion to this nation,

we may, from so good a precedent, in plain English,

ami I hope the papists, who say their prayers in Latin,

will join with us in one English prayer, which is, The
Lord confound you and all your devices that would

ruin our nation ! Which is the hearty prayer of,

Dear Will, your real friend, and humble servant,

Hibernicus.

A LETTER TO WILLIAM WOOD,
FROM A MEMnF.R OP THAT SOCIETY OF MEN WHO IN

DERISION ARE CALLED QUAKERS.

Friend William,
I write not these lines to thee from any regard I have
to thy person or thy coin, so much as in obedience to

some elders, who commanded 1 should expostulate

with thee upon thy great presumption, inasmuch as

thou dost still continue olistiuately to persist in the evil

of thy ways; and for which thou inayest surely expect

to receive the reward due unto thy great and manifold

devices. Believe me, if it please thee, for verily in my
time I remember not to have known a greater numb-
skull than thou art, even thyself; notwithstanding all

the friendly admonitions thou host received time after

time, thou art still soothing thy vanity, in expectation

of what I am bold to affirm to thee will never come to

pas*. Believe me, friend, fis not iti the power of thee or

thine emissaries to compel me to take one single doit of

thy filth in pari payment for the worst yard of cloth iu

my warehouse, and 1 may assure thee the rest of the

brethren (some few excepted) are of the same mind as

to this particular. So tliat nothing can prompt thee to

such viie wickedness, unless thou hast, to all iuteuts

and purposes, delivered thyself up to the workings of

the evil spirit, who is like unto a wily adversary that

seeketh all methods of plying his engines until he re-

ceiveth men into his clutches; and then it is not thy

Britannias, nor thy Hibemias,nor thy much more valu-

able Mammon of unrighteousness (I mean thy gold or

thy silver), will extricate thee from the many sorrows

thou wilt then lie compassed with. And what, I pray

thee, will avail thy patents, or thy grants, or thy other

honours, which thou hast by thy false insinuations re-

ceived by the great men of this world, who are not

always moved by the spirit to do those things which

appertain to our peace, but contrariwise to such us ore

not meet to las named. It doth not at present concern <

thy friend to speak to such sort of people, saving than

as it fallctli in the customs of discourse; so far as it

may relate to thyself, and to whom it liehnvcth not I

should prescrilic matters convenient to lie done, other-

wise than such as shall seem meet according to fleshly

• wisdom and maxims of profane men, who delight mar-
vellously in heaping together worldly dross, tliat (hey
may (as it is written) consume it on their lusts; and
therefore, according to my first motive, I shall lay aside

die further consideration of the subject-matter I fell info,

and more closely pursue the intention of this epistle,

which is writ iu all simplicity of mind, to bring thee,

if possible, to some sense of thy duty, and the regard
thou oughtest to have for the welfare of thy friends in

particular and thy neighbours in general.

Wert not thou then the vainest of sots to imagine
thy scheme should lie succceuful, without communing
with the men who were to be the purchasers of thy
coin ? Shouldest thou not look before thou’d leap i

which would have prevented everybody from calling

thee an ignorant ass, destitute of brains, in thinking to
surmount such insuperable difficulties, which maketh
all ]K*oplc to laugh at thy calamity, as it is owing to

thyself; and verily, friend, I cannot better illustrate

what I am saying than to tell thee the history of the

fox and the goat, who, lioth being very much a-thirst,

went into a well
;
but when they had drank somewhat

plentiful, the matter remained how to come out. Tlie

fox proposed to the other ;
stand thou, snirit he, on thy

hinder legs upright, even thus, and then it will be easy
for me to mount upon thy head and get clear : it

scemeth Reynard had nothing in view hut his ow n profit,

and, lacking all compassion to his distressed friend, re-

proaching his simplicity, saying. If thou hadst as much
brains in thy skull as beard on thy chops, thou would "st

consider in thy going in how thou should come forth

again. But this, although it may seem somewhat foreign

to the matter in hand, is indeed exactly thy case
;
and

truly I marvel at thy great imprudence iu feeding thy-
self up with hopes of ever accomplishing thy sinister

ends, since thou const not but hear report of friend
Jonathan's miraculous performances in three successive

operations, wherein he hath given sight unto those which
be blind, hearing unto the deaf, and sjieech unto them
which lacketh understanding; and hath also laid open
thy foul impostures to such a degree as maketh me
astonished at thy grow ignorance and stupidity; iuso-

much that thy unrighteous gain— the wages of sin—
which, should thy project succeed, thou wouldest have
appropriated to dune own proper behoof, must in the

end prove hurtful to diy future happiness, insomuch as

to puzxle thee in great abundance how to adjust thv
Flemish account, which thou wilt he obliged to put in

the clearest light before thou const be received in the

land of Canaan. 'Tis therefore the reason thy friend
concemeth himself so much in thy belialf, not that be
would give hinderance to the due execution of thy
grant, but fearing lest, die matter being reversed, exe-
cution should perchance 1* done upon thy carcase,
that thou mightest on thy namesake, irood, expiate thy
manifold offences, they being such as nuiketh men affirm
this to be very much a just tribute due from thee fur

the disturbances thou hast given them in times past.

Therefore let me exhort thee in brotherly charity that

thou repent thee of thine ahom illations, lest per&dveti-
ture thou art forced unwillingly to go the way of all

fiesh, inasmuch as thou dwellest among a wicked and
untoward generation; which if thou shalt luckily escape,
I do verily affirm, even as ray soul liveth, thou art not
the only man who hath gone off in a whole skin, never
dieless deserving striiies iu abundance. But if thou
shall still contiuue obstinately perverse in thy impious
practices, thou mayest surely expect die most severe
treatment from sucli of the elders us Uiinkvdi themsel vee
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indispensably obliged to exclude thee their society, and

then thy condition will be greatly astonishing when

thou wilt be delivered up to the government of the

Prince of Darkness, even Beelzebub, to whom thou

seemeth to me to bear some sort of resemblance in thy

maimer of proceeding, both of ye bearing enmity to the

children of men. I shall forbear any further admoni-

tions to thee at this time, fearing lest I should tire thy

patience. But if aught should offer itself which may
chauce he material to thy purpose, thou mayest expect

still to hear from thy friend, os the spirit shall move.

Tins lieing all the ticedftil from him who writeth him-
self in brotherly affection thine,

Abraham Woodhater.

A FULL AND TRUE ACCOUNT OF THE SOLEMN
PROCESSION TO TUB GALLOWS, AT THE

EXECUTION OF WILLIAM WOOD,
ESQUIRE AND HARDWARE!*AN, 1724.

Some time ago, upon a report spread that William
Wood, hardwareman, was concealed in his brother-in-

law's* house here in Dublin, a great number of people

of different conditions, and of both sexes, crowded
about the door, determinedly bent to take revenge
upon him as a coiner and a counterfeiter. Among
the rest, a certain curious person standing in a comer
observed that they all discovered their resentments in

the projier terms and expressions of their several trades

and callings
;
whereof he wrote down as many as he

could remember
;
and he was pleased to communicate

them to me, with leave to publish them for the use of

those who, at any time hereafter, may be at a loss for

proper words wherein to express their good disposition

toward the said William Wood.
The people cried out to have him delivered into their

Bands.

Says the Parliament Man, Expel him from the Aowse.

2ad Parliament Man. I second that motion.

Cook. I ll haute him.
2nd Cook. I'll give him his bellyful.

3rd Cook. I'll give him a tick in the chape.

Ath Cook. I ll souse him.
Drunken Man. I'll Iwat him as long as I can eland.

/lookerHer. I'll turn over a new leaf with him.
Saddler. Ill pummel him.
Glazier. I ll make the light shine through him.
Grocer. 1*11 pepper him.
Groom. I'll curry him.
'Pothecary. I’ll pound him.
2>ui 'Pothecary. I'll beat him to mummy.
Schoolmaster. Ill make him an example.

Rabbit-catcher. Illferret him.
Pavier. I’ll thump him.
Coiner. I’ll give him a rap.

WHIG, Down with him.
TORY. Up with hitn.

MiUer. I'll dash out his grinders.

2nd Miller. Dam him.
Boatman. Sink him.
Scavenger. Throw him in the kennel.

Dyer. I ll beat him black and blue.

Bagnio Man. Ill make the house too hot for him.
HTwre. Pox rot him.
2nd HTurrt. Let me alone with him.
Zrd Whore. Clap him up.
Mustard-maker. I’ll take him by the nose.

Curate. I’ll make the devil come out of him.
Popish priest. Ml send him to the devil.

Dancing-master. Ml teach him better manners.
2nd Dancing-master. I’ll make him cut a caper

three story high.

Farmer. Ml thrash him.
" One Molyoeux, an ironmonger.

Tailor. I'll sit on his skirts.

2nd Tailor. Hell is too good for him.
Zrd Tailor. Ml pink his doublet.

Ath Thilor. Ml make his a— buttons.

Basket-maker. Ml hamper him.
FidtUer. Ml have him by the ears.

2nd Fiddler. I’ll bang him to some tune.

Barber. Ml have him by the beard.

2nd Barber. I’ll pull his ubiskers.

Zrd Barber. I'll make his hair stand on end.
4/A Barber. Ml comb his locks.

Tinker. Ml try what metal he's made of.

Cobbler. Ml make an end of him.
Tobacconist. Ml make him set up his pipes.

2nd Tobacconist. Ill make him smoke.

Gnldfinder. I’ll make him stink.

Hackney-coachman. Ill make him know his driver

2nd Hackney-coachman. I’ll drive him to the devil.

Butcher. I'll have a limb of him.
2nd Butcher. Let us blow him up.

3rd Butcher. M y knife in him.
Nurse. I’ll twaddle him.
Anabaptist. We’ll dtp the rogue in the pond.
Ostler. I’ll mb him down.
Shoemaker. Set him in the stocks.

Banker. Ml kick him to half-crowns.

2nd Banker. Ml pay him off.

Bowler. Ml have a rubber with him.
Gamester. Ml make his bones rattle.

Bodice-maker. Ml lace his sides.

Gardener. I’ll make him water his plants.

Alewife. Ml reckon with him.
Cuckold. Ml make him pull in his horns.

Old Woman. I’ll mumble him.
Hangman. I'll throttle Kim.

But at last, the people, having received assurances that

William Wood was neither in the house nor kingdom,
appointed certain commivioners to hang him in effigy,

whereof the whole ceremony and procession deserve to

be transmitted to posterity.

First, the way was cleared by a detachment of the

black-guards, with short sticks in their hands, and
cockades of paper in their hats.

Then appeared William Wood, esq., represented to

the life by an old piece of carved timber, taken from
the keel of a ship. Upon his face, which looked very

dismal, were fixed, at proper distances, several pieces of

his own coin, to denote who he was, and to signify bis

calling and his crime. He wore on bis head a peruke,

very artfully composed of four old mops; a halter

about his neck served him for a cravat. His clothes

were indeed not so neat and elegant as is usual with

persons in his condition, (which some censorious people

imputed to affectation,) for be was covered with a

large rug of several colours in patchwork. He was
borne on the shoulders of an able-bodied porter. In

his march by St. Stephen’s Green he often bowed on

both sides to show his respects to the company. His

deportment was grave; and his countenance, though
somewhat pensive, was very composed.

Behind him followed his father alone, in a long
mounting-cloak, with his hat over his nose, and a

handkerchief in his hand to wipe tears from his face.

Next in order marched the executioner himself in

person, whose venerable aspect drew the eyes of the

whole assembly upon him; but be was further dis-

tinguished by a halter, which he bore upon his left

shoulder as a badge of his office.

Then followed two persons hand in hand. The one

representing William Wood’s brother-in-law
;
the other

a certain saddler his intimate friend, whose name I

forget. Each had a small kettle in his hand, wherein

was a reasonable quantity of the new halfpence. At
p. 2
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pioner periods they shook their kettles, which made a

melancholy sound, like the ringing of a knell for their

partner and confederate.

After these followed several officers, whose assistance

was necessary for the more decent performance of the

great work in h&ud.
The processiou was closed with an innumerable

crowd of people, who frequently sent out loud huzzas

;

which were censured by wiser heads as a mark of in-

humanity, and an ungenerous triumph over the un-
fortunate, without duly considering the various vicis-

situdes of human life. However, as it becomes an
impartial historian, 1 will not conceal one observation,

that Mr. Wood himself appeared wholly unmoved,
without the least alteration in his countenance ; only

when he came within sight of the fatal tree, which
happened to be of the same species of timber with his

own person, he seemed to lie somewhat pensive.

At the place ofexecution he appeared undaunted, nor

was seen to shed a tear. He made no resistance, but

submitted himself with great resignation to the hang-
man, who was indeed thought to use him with too

much roughness, neither kissing him nor asking him
purdun. His dying spkecu was printed and deserves

to be written in letters of gold. Being asked whether

it were his own true genuine speech, lie did not deny it.

Those of the ‘softer sex who attended the ceremony
lamented that so comely and well-rimAem/ a man
should come to so untimely an end. He hung but a

short time, for, upon feeling his breast, they fouud it

cold and stilT.

Jt is strange to think how this melancholy spectacle

turned the hearts of the people to compassion. When
he was cut down, the body was carried through the whole
city to gather contributions for his wake, and all sorts

of people showed their liberality according as they were

able. The ceremony was performed in an alehouse of

distinction, and iu a manner suitable to the quality of

the deceased.

^
While the attendants were discoursing about bis

funeral, a worthy member of the assembly stood up and
proposed that the Inxiy should be carried out tlu* next

day and burned with the same pump and formalities

used at his execution, which would prevent the malice

of his enemies and all indignities that might be done
to his remains. This was agreed to; and about nine

o'clock ou the following morning there appeared a second

procession. But burning not having been any part of

the sentence, authority thought fit to interpose, and the

corpse was rescued by the civil power.

We hear the body is not yet interred, which occa-

sions many speculations. But what is more wonderful,

it is positively affirmed by many who pretend to have
been eye-witnesses that there does not appear to be the

least alteration in any one lineament or feature of his

countenance, nor visible decay in his whole frame,

further than what had been made by worms long

before his execution. The solution of which difficulty

1 shall leave among uaturalists.

WOOD’S CONFESSION
TO THE MOB OP THE CITY OF DUBLIN.

Gentlemen,
As justice manifestly proves the mainspring on which
men endowed with the most noble faculties generally
move, so it exerts itself as the most rigid antagonist to

human nature when once violated, even in the most
minute respect.

I, William Wood, whose chief inclinations were to

leave you in a wood, am sufficiently convinced that 1

have in a great respect incurred your displeasure hy
aiming at your ruin, at the levelling of so noble a

country even to the ground, the inhabitants whereof
never prejudiced me nor mine. With an aspect veiled

over with gloomy confusion, and a conscience agitated

by the greatest remorse, 1 am convinced that 1 h.t\ e
merited, and am liable to suffer, this puuiahmeut which
the laws of a just and a most wronged country have
deemed convenient to he inflicted on me-

in the first respect, 1 have most vilely abused a gift

conferred on me by so good a protector and so gracious
a king; and in the next place, proposed to build my
fortune on the ruined foundations of an innocent king
dom. Yet 1 hope that my damnable inclinations may
not survive me, or my degeneracy from ray indigent

yet honest ancestors remain an aspersion to my innocent
posterity.

My parents' fortune proving insufficient, and my
faculties somewhat incapable, they endeavoured (and
to be sure with uo small expense) to procure me an
employment whereby 1 might enjoy an honest living,

and prove a credit both to them and myself.

At the expiration of ray apprenticeship, being by an
indenture bouud to a brazier, they endeavoured by
degrees to purchase for me instruments, and by my
own sedulity I endeavoured to increase them. But
setting up for myself in a short time, I came into

tolerable good acquaintance and good business, and at

length obtained a patent from our most gracious king
George, by the iuterest ofothers, for the coining of half-

pence and farthings for the use of one of his majesty's

dominions called Ireland.

But I, like a grand juror, a designing knave, and
perfidious villain (which humble confession, with my
life, I am apt to think ore sufficient to make a restitu-

tion for my frustrated stratagem), applied my gift to a
wrong use.

Therefore os it hath been my misfortune to trace

the paths of unhappiness, pity my disconsolate condi-

tion. Reproach me not hereafter so vilely as ye liave

done me heretofore, but let your rebukes be mitigated

with the sweets of lenity, and say, as it was told to

Alexander the coppersmith,— I have done you much
wrong, for which 1 pray that I may be indulged at the

great bar of my offended Creator.

You'll see, gentlemen of the mob, that iu a little time
I hope to fiud out some way or otlier to make you all

satisfaction for the great care that you have taken of

me. Some of you have made a good hand by tne

already, and will make more iu a short time
;
but 1

assure you that you shall not have one halfpenny or

farthing ofmy money into your country, for I will Bud
some other place for them.

Sure this will quell your loud acclamations against
me, and preveut any further mobs.

For the performance of the above I give under my
hand, W ill. Wood.

THE DRAPIER’S LETTER
TO THE GOOD PEOPLE OF IRELAND. 174%.

Ik the year 1745 lord ChenWrileld arrived m lord-lieutenant h.
Ireland. Swift was thru in a slate of imltrcilitv, and soon after
died. The following paper was published under «o popular a
name, to divert the Irish from the tcliemes of the Jacobi tee

My dear Countrymen,
It is now some considerable time since I troubled you
with my advice; and as 1 am growing old and infirm,

I was in good hopes to have been quietly laid in my
grave before any occasion offerer! of addressing you
again ; hut my affection for you, which does not decay
though my poor body docs, obliges me once more to
put you iu mind of your true interests, that you may
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not unwarily run yourselves into danger and distress

for want of understanding or seriously considering it.

I have many reasons to believe that there are not few
among you who secretly rejoice at the reliellion which
is now raised in Scotland, and perhaps conceive hopes

of some alteration for the better in their circumstances

and condition if it should succeed. It is those mis-

taken people whom I design to talk to in this letter,

and 1 desire no more of them thou to give me a fair

hearing, examining coolly with themselves whether
what 1 sliall say be true.

It is no objection to my speaking to them that they

are generally papists I do not know how other people

are disposed
; but for my part, I hate no man for his

religion
; I look upon a papist as my countrymau and

neighbour, though I happen myself to l»e a protestant.

And if I know what advice is good for him, 1 can see

no reason why I should not give it him, or why he
should not take it.

A papist has sense, I suppose, like other men, to see

his interest and advantage, aud the same natural desire

to embrace it where he finds it ; and if I can show him
where it lies, he will not, I believe, kick it from him,
barely to spite me as a protestant.

1 have nothing to say to the popish gentry of this

kingdom. They would hardly take such a plain man's
advice

; and besides, they have so many ways ofcoming
off safe themselves, though the poor people were undone,
that I need not be concerned for them.
My care is for the common people—the labourers,

farmers, artificers, and tradesmen of this nation
;
who

are in danger of being deluded by their betters, and
made tools of to serve their purposes, without any ad-
vantage to themselves. It is possible that, among the

lords and squires, one perhaps of a hundred would get

something by a change. Places and employments will

be promised them, no doubt; and a few of those pro-

mises, perhaps, the French and Scotch friends of the

pretender might give him leave to keep. Rut what
are the poorer sort the better all this while? Will the

labourer get oue farthing a-day more? Will the

farmer's rent be lowered ? Will the artificer lie more
employed, or better paid? Will the tradesman get

more customers, or have fewer scores upon his books t

I liave been bred in a careful way of life, and never
ventured upon any project without consulting my
pillow first how much I should be a gainer in the up-
shot. I wish my good countrymen would do so too,

and, before they grow fond of change, ask themselves
this sober question, Whether it would better their con-
dition if it were really brought about? If it would
not, to what purpose do we wish it? If the poor
labourer, when all is over, is to be a labourer still,

and earn his groat a-day as hardly as he did before, I

cannot find why he should think it worth his while
to venture a leg or on arm, and the gallows too into the

bargain, to be just where he set out If he must dig
and delve when the pretender is settled on the throne,
he had os good stick to it now, for any difference I

can sec.

_

I believe my countrymen are not so mad as to ima-
gine the pretender can, or will, give every one ofthem
estate*

;
and I am sure, if he does not, they can be only

where they were. If a farmer must pay his rent, I see

no reason that he should be mucb concerned whether
he pays it to one man ur to another. His popish land-
lord will, I suppose, demand it os soon and as strictly

as a protestant
; and if be does not pay it, pound hrs

cattle, or distrain his goods, as readily at least.

I have not observed that tenants to popish landlords

wear tighter clothes, ride better cattle, or spend more
money at markets and fairs, than the tenants on pro-

testants' estates
; therefore I cannot believe they are

better used. On the contrary, I know from long expe-

rience tlrnt there is more money taken in my shop from
the latter than the former

;
and therefore I suppose

that, generally speaking, they are in better circum-
stances. I could wish all of them had better bar-

gains ;
but since they will not be mended by the best

successes that their own hearts could wish to the pre-

tender, they may as well be quiet, and make the best

of such as they have already.

Tlwre is not a more foolish trade than fighting for

nothing ; and 1 hope my good countrymen will lie too

wise to be persuaded into it. Fine speeches and fair

promises will not be wanting to delude them
; but let

them remember the waruiug I now give them, that,

when all is over, the very liest that can befall them is to

have tlieir labour for their pains.

I doubt not but you are told M that you will oil be

made aud 1 do not expect that you should take my
word to the contrary. I desire only that you would
trust the understanding God has given you, and not lie

fooled out of your senses. Will the manufacturer be
made by an entire stop to business? or the tradesman
by being obliged to shut up shop? And yet you all

must know that in a civil war no work can be carried

on, nor any trade go forward. I hope you are not yet

so stupid as to think that people will build houses,

buy rich furniture, or make up fine clothes, when we
are altogether by the ears, and nobody can tell to

whose share they will fall at last: and if there lie no
buyers, you can have no employers. Merchants wil/

not stock themselves with goods wlien there is no de
maud for them, to have their shops rifled and tliei,

storehouses broken open and plundered by one side

or the other.

Indeed, my good friends and countrymen, let de-

signing people say wliat they please, you will all be
ruined in the struggle, let it end which way it will;

and it well deserves your thoughts, whether it is worth
your while to beggar yourselves and families that the

mans name upon the throne may be James instead of
George. You will probably tee neither of them while
you live, nor lie one penny the richer for the one or

for the other
;
and, if you take my advice, you will ac-

cordingly not trouble your heads about them.
You may think it a fine thing, when you get drunk

over your ale, to throw up your caps and cry, “ Long
live king James !"’ but it would be a wiser thing to

think how you will live yourselves after you are beg-

gared in his cause. Will he make good your losses?

pay one man for the plundering of his warehouse, and
another for the rifling of his simp? Will he give you
money, think ye, to release your own and your wives’

clothes, which you must pawn for bread, because no
work is stirring? Will he buy new looms and tackle

for you, because yours have been burnt and destroyed ?

If you fancy so, you are strangely imposed upon
indeed. He will have other things to do with his

money
;
or, if he had any to spare, there will be hungry

Frenchmen enough about him to snap it up before it

comes to you.

I will not ray anything to you about the dangers
you must run in the course of a civil war, though they
are very dreadful and more horrid than you can pos-

sibly imagine, liecause 1 cannot think that there is any
need of it. I have shown you very plainly that if you
should he deluded to take arms, you fight for less than
nothing, for the undoing of yourselves and families

;

and if this argument will not prevail upon you to be
quiet, 1 can only pray for you that God will be pleased
to restore you to the righ* use of your understanding.

I am your old and faithful friend,

The Da\riKR.
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A TRIPOS,
OH SPEECH, DELIVERED AT A COMMENCEMENT IN

THE UNIVERSITY OF DUBLIN,

Hold there, July 11. 16M,

BY MR. JOHN JONKS,
THEN A.B., AFTERWARDS D.D.

Tut retMrchM of Dr. Barrett have thrown light upon most of
the persona satirized in the following Tripos : besides which, we
arc indebted to hie e-way on the earlier part of the Life of
Swift for the following general information
” At the commencement, in July 1S8M, when this Tripos was

pronounced. I find that the under-named persons took the
following degree* : to all of whom allusions are aud* in it

:

•' Mr. William King, (afterwards archbUhop of Dublin.)
R.D. and D.D. ; Mr. Charles G withers, Mt).,, and Jeremy
Marsh. Alexander Jephson. Thomas Cbx, Richard Barry,

William Tirrell, Allen Maddison, Wi’Iiam Warren, Jo. Travers,

&c., wen* admitted to the degree of A.M.
'
‘ Jephson was afterward* a clergymau, and had the school of

Camberwell. He aud Gwithers, and several others, were
censured on various occasions by the board, as was also

Ntrh. Knight, whose name occurs in tills Tripos. At the tame
time aj«pcar on the books of the buttery, among the rcsldeut

doctors and masters, the uamo* of Dr. Foy. (who luul been a
•cuior fellow, but, like Foley, had resigned.) Dr. Gwithers,
Mr. Napper, Mr. Jephson, Mr. Cox, Mr. Terrill, and Mr.
Delauny. The other names occurring in the 1 ripra are all

names of persons w ho luul been students in the college, but at

that time some of them had left it. We also may find some of
llio names occurring iu King's State of the Protestants, such as

that of dean Glandee. a person of abilities, but whose charac-

ter has been reproached with the imputation of immorality.’'

ACT I.

Occidit miseros crambe repeiita magistras.

Your probabo
,
prolmbo, is os dull as a Trinity•Sun-

day sermon.

Dii boni, qua* novas aves hie video ! Tot habemus
bnrbaros ignoramos et foppos : tot doctores indoctos,

rurnmos academic©*, civcs alderman icon, rusticos per-

sonas, and so many pretty, pretty little rogues, tliat

should I speak Latin, 1 should banter ten |iarts of the

company. Wherefore, for tlie sake of the ladies, bullies,

the Rums, and fellow-commoners. I'll order it (as I

know you all would have it) that the English be ten

to one against the Roman.
Lenite clatnorem, till I show these gentlemen the ci-

vilities of the house.

Non teroere decct quidem ut salutemu* libeater.

Salvete igitur quotquot reverenda vel ridicula, docta

vel rummosa capita; sed imprimis salvus sit Doctor

Acton, (ut inquit Erasmus) Athleticd : supenmnuati
otnnes salvi sint pane rutice : et, si qui adsint cornuti,

quod verisimile est, valeant tauried ; deinde si quis ad-

sit raedicua iramedicabilis, qui skulkat subter id man-
tic®, quod in tergo est, docto in cujus capite Aescula-

pius vigot, seil in ossibus dominatus ostrouomi® et

effteto corpora totus inlneret Galcnus et Hippocrates, si

possi bile sit, inquam, valeat ille; sed pra> casteriscleri-

cuin istum clericorum salvere jubeo, who preaches in

an oven, and is of the same name and heraldry with

uii eminent blind cobbler, who, when the kiugdom was
all out of the stitches, vamped himself a colonel : if his

gravity be here, I salute him for seven several reasons.

First, Because he drinks ami goes to the bog-house

for fourteen reasons
;
but cannot give one for selling his

organs to a mass-house.

Secondly, Because (according to his own phrase) he

preaches by the London standard, which never lessened,

as 1 know of, but thrice, and then Slillinglleet and
Tillotson themselves were not one jot better or worse,

unless we say with the poet,

Sed mal>* (turn recitas, incipit ease tuna.

Thirdly, Because, when he come from England, he

wore as much silk for a doublet as made his sister (joy

be with her, as he said) a monteau and petticoat.

Querr, Whether then Mr. Parson wore the breastplate

[

of righteousness ? It is plain lie did, and tliat his tn-

!
tent ions were honourable, for the next Sunday follow-

ing he preached,—Give Caesar his due. It is ill-nature,

then, in Btmbury's wife's husband to revile him for this ;

and, to speak in die phrase of a pretty little senior fel-

low, There’s no Jew but would be more gentle.

Fourthly, Because he consecrates os much water at

once as makes Christians for a month.
Fifthly, Because he invited to his sister's funeral none

but (as he was pleased to call them) the cream of the

C'ah, rir., those that kept coaches. Now himself upon
self; his conclusion in such a case will be thus,

Tliat all the curds and cream in the parish tour it in

coaches, while the poor skim-milk and botuiy-clobber

trudge a-foot. I wonder Mr. Leeson, with his cream
of theology, is not bis parishioner. There is a mess for

the freshmen. But,

Sixthly, Because he live* by the canon, and yet cor-

rects the Rubrick.

Seventhly, and lastly, Because he marie himselfa large

and ponderous night-cap, after the exact model of his

church ; and this he did for two reasons :

—

1st. To show that no noddle in the diocese could boar

such a weight as his. 2ndly, To cure a distemper which,

to die grief of his congregation, has troubled bis brains

these many years. Sed ad rcm.
Salvus sit ille inter aocios juuiores cum pedebreri et

naso rhinocerotis. who by his own sermon of angles anil

triangles has thrice shown his smattering in the mathe-
matics. Valeat etiam Doctor ille Civilis, sed Poly-
gamister, edentulus sed Polyglottus; qui adeo pleuus
est literix, ut in ipsa facie omn?9 linguarum choracteres

graphic*} scribuntur : frustra igitur, reverende doctor,

susurrant iuvidi, te jam senio cotifectum orientates lin-

gua* non callere, cum revera index tui aninii sitvulto*.

Sed etiam atque etiam salvus sit purpuratus nos gran-

diloquus, cui dedit ore rotundo Musa loqni :

—

Qurtn quoad fkriem et lingturn vocaimti Ulyssem :

Non fbrmaaus erat, red crat hcuudus Ulysses. —
No Tartar is more lair, no Athenian bettor hung.
Sol varnish d o’er hi* face, and Mercury hU tongue.—

Quoad altituriinem salulemus Aj ioeni, quod gra-

cilitatem Tithonem, quoad caput versatile Priamum
paralyticum, quod pedes Achillem, quoad cmru tle-

uique, Colossum.

Spmte win nroperant, labor e>t inhiberc volentes.

Anglice,
With awkward gown luck'd up. he seow’rs along,

Aud at each stride measures a parasang.

Inter croteros, peculiari dignus est salutatione lari Ins

quiriam homunculus; 1 do not mean Mr. Brady's

pretty little man, but the neat, spruce, dapper, finical,

nice spark, who'd rather sing and dance in hischamlier

than bowl without an umbrella : who constantly carries

as many patch-boxes in his pocket as would beautify

our beadle, as many several sorts of snuff as would
furnish major-general Maccarty and colonel Dempsy
for a year, and as much essence as would perfume sir

Stampe's chamber
;
as many comfits as would sweeten

Mr. Travers's hucksters, together with as many jewels

as would make sir Jephson a gentleman, or buy Mr.

Delauny a coat of arms. Besides, he has such a
veneration for the fair sex. that he would not presume

to visit a lady in a shirt he had worn u day, but by

way of apology sent her this billet-doux
1 'gad, madam, 1 beg your, {union ten thousand times

for not paying my devoir to your ladyship to-dav ’• of

which transcendent happiness uothing under the planet*

could have deprived me but the damned disappoint-

ment of my sempstress ; by whose neglect 1 have at

present but seven day-shirts, by which means I am un-

provided with linen, and so rendered utterly incapable

of attending your ladyship now ; but as soon as my
dress is agreeable, I fly with the wings of duty and trim.
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«lience to implore your ladyship’* mercy for my unfortu-

ivite absence, and will crer snatch at all opportunities

of manifesting myself,

Madam, your ladyship’* most humble and devoted

slave, to the stars or centre,

Tommy Weave*.

O curas horniuum, O quantum est in rebus inane.

Ipsissimum bunc homuneionem hoc in epigTaramate

uotat Martialis

:

Cotile, bellus homo es, &c.

Anglice,
There's scarce a well-drws'd coxcomb but will own
Tommv’s the prettiest spark about the town :

This all the tribe of rriuj*e ami feather say.

IWvaiuw he nicely moves by algebra;

Auii <loes with method tie nis cravat-*tring.

Take* snuff with art, and shows lib sparkling ring;

(.'an set his fore-top, manage well his wig.

Cun act a proverb, and con dance a jig

;

l>o«*a sing French songs; can rhyme, and furnish chat

To inquisitive Miss, from Letter r»r Gazette

:

Knows the affair of cockpit and ihe race.

And who were conquerors at either place;

I f Crop or Trotter took the prize away.
And wlio a fortune gain <1 the other uay.

lie swings fring'd gloves, sees plays, writes billets doux.

Fill’d up with neautv. lure, oaths, lies, and vows;

Horn scent his eyebrows, pci turn'd comGU eat.

And smells like pluaoix’ nest, or dvetent;
Dues sliavv with pamice-stnoe, conn**** his face.

And rolls his stockings by a looking-glass.

Accomplish’d thus. Tommy yon
-

11 grant, I hope.

A pretty spark at least, if not a fop.

FiuitA salutatione (more Erasmiano) pancis vobiscum

confabulandum est. Sed uti solet graculus ille Mad-
dison, mihi coitli est totum occupare sermouem ; 111

fake all the chat to myself.

In familiaritatem me nuper exccpemnt virtuoai

(bominum genus in minimis non minimum laborans), ef

mihi quaxlam naturae non vulgaria nota fecere; qu®
liumanitatis ergo, et public® saint is gratis, in lucera jam
profero.

First, Mr. Allen’s infallible cure for the maw*worms

:

R. Poti fortis abhatcho quartum unum
;
rowlorum,

•ive brownorum sive albornm, ad minimum tres; his

addatur butyri culinaris quantum valet duos denorios,

cum buusho radiahorum vel watergrassi
;
deinde sto-

maebi equini quantum snfficit. H®c omnia horft

octav A antemeridianA quotidie devorentur, et certd vix

oil prandium usque latrabit stomachus.

Secondly, Dr. Molyneux,* his rare discovery of part of

tlie meat's sudden digestion and corruption in the mouth,

thus :

—

R. Pinquis caponis leggum unum et wingum, tosti

shouldro-motonti* et cantis bovin® uni slizum unum
vcl alteram ; anseris juvenilis cum sauso goosberiano

modicum quid
;
pania domestici lunsheuui moderatum ;

vini rubri etpoti miuoris pocula bina vel tria; et, quod
instar omnium est, ftBtidissimi spiritus quantum snfficit

:

compressu oris fiat bolus, et proculdubio inter hiatus

dciitium et super gittgivas tarn statim firtida flat con-

coctio
;
quod primus omnium mortaliura, si mode

credibile sit, ingeimus notarit ille medicus.

Tliirdly, the college butler’s admirable invention of

selling a mixture, of ale and mum for ninepence per

quart
; find his water Switched, viz., small lieer and

water, for a penny a Kittle; likewise his elixir lion®

fun®, or cure for hi* first fault. The experiment of

the liquids is wrought by tbe help of a trap-uoor at mid-
night.

The elixir is made thus

R. Vini rubri flankum duplex. Canarii, sive vini

lliftpunici, uniphoram unarn. vel alteram ; academic! et

gTubbinoruin tolemanni quantum suflicit : deferantur

tid cameram Junioris Decani, quo parti cipautc ingurgi-

tentur omnia post uoctunmm catalogum.

Dr. Thoms* Molyneux. the younger brother of William
j

Molyneux, the correspondent of Mr. Locke, commenced M. I), i

July, 1687.

w
If this will not work the effect alone, I refer you to hi*

wonderful sympathetic prescription, which is thus

R. The tongue of Mother Jeukinson, alia* Madam
University, which will soothe the affections of the heat!

of the society. This being done, let the patient dine

thrice a-week on a national dish
;
and if this fail, ’tie an

odd thiug, itam probation est.

Moreover, I recommend to you,

Dean Manby’s and archdeacou Baynard’s ointment for

a warping conscience.

Mr. Oliver Talent's* prescription for the worms in the

uoddle.

Sir Conolly’s new Treatise of Armory, entitled Ex
quovis ligno non fit Mercurius.

Madam Dicky Barry's ingenious machine for putting

on finical bands.

Mr. Scrogg’s composition of puns.

Mr. Griffith's approved-of opium matutinum, for

soaking.

Mr. Downes's excellent potio eoffiana, for expelling

soporiferous humours.

Priscianus vulneratus, alias, metbodus credendi Ar-

ticulos, by the Rev. Dr. King.

Doctor Nappier's b Elegy on a broken Bellarmirte of

Ale, entitled, Amphora non meruit tarn pretiosa raori.

An excellent engine for working embroidery, by my
very good lord Charlemout.

Likewise his lordship's Praxis Arithmetics, showing
that 24 and 24 moke 48 ; this, os simple as it seems to

be, cost tl»e honourable lord some pains, anil his lady
some blushes.

An infallible unguent for the spleen iu the toe, by
the rev. Dr. Foy.

And, lastly, Mr. Smith’s Art of Compliance, proving

humility to be the practice of the age, and showing how
the college butler may be the dear companion of the

junior dean. For all which 1 refer you to the respec-

tive authors, except the last, which Mr. Smith proves

syllogistically thus ;

—

Moris cat humilitas, ergo

Junior Decanus et Promus Senior

poasint esse magui.

Probo ontecedens.

Si generosus marmorizat cum puero,

Anglice, Plays marbles with his boy,

Tunc morii est humilitas.

Sed generosus marmorizat cum puero. Ergo, &c.

Probo minorein inst&ntiam.

Magister Sayers marmorizat cum puero,

Sed xnagister Sayers est generosus. Ergo, &c.
Probo aliter.

Si doctissimus, altissimus, necnon longe notiesinius

Doctor in Universitate ncnibUit suas tulmlas et lirusliat

sons cathedra*, tunc morit est humilitas.

Sed tulis doctor scrubbat suas tabula*, Ac. Ergo, &c.

Hoc etiam probari potest instanti&.

But the tall gentleman in the robes would not have

it kuown. Cum itaque magister (te Decanum allo-

quor) argumentis hisce valid is viudicetur tua humilitas

quid olmtat quo minus inter te et Danielum mutua

foveatur familioritas.

Ede, bibe, dormi, port mortem nulla rnluptas.

Knmque iuler Tuuaiin uilill ml mferumquf Vise-Ill.

Coach it away, then. aud «*ni|'ty hi* idle hem:
A lord In FinKall play* ten tit* with ditchers.

Heu, lieu, qiuuiti hie desiderantur socci et hondker-

chiefl, toutum est inter vos clamoris, suduris
;
tantoin

eAt hogorum, ut pigvt usque morari. Pergat igitur (tit

inquit Dr. Acton) suo modo Dominus Barry. Sed

liens tu, Magister NV ill-lie, sive graduate medioxime,

Sereitissiro® Elizabeth® doruiiant cinere*. Not a word

of Protestant Bess.

* Oliver Tallanl, admitted 80th May, 1671.
11 Gerard Nappirr, adoiiind 18th July 1677

.
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ACT II.

Oppon. Dom. Barry.—In tempore veni, quod om-
nium rerum eat primum.
Nam vereor, Domine, you are brought a* low m

Witherton in Chevy Chase, or Mr. IJoytf in the chapel.

Ridicula capita ! iuepto risu res ineptior nulla eat.

Absint joci (aa sir Jephsoti said, when he had none\
res seria jam, imo de funeribus, agitur. Muliercnla
euim misella humauissima, nobis vicina, et Magistri

Hewetson soror unica, non ita pridero moriebatur
;
nec

amicorum immemor iugrata dicessit : sed quicquid
vel corpusculi sui vcl rei immano foret usui, hoc supremo
testaraento, amicis suis in formam subsequeutem benign*
legarit.

TTie Lott Will and Testament of Mrs. Mary llewetson.

She bequeathed her braius to a learned grave gentle-

man, wlio has shaked his own out of his noddle, whose
name I was forbid to tel) you, but 111 do as good as

will, 111 find somebody here that Amoveate quaso,
amoveate paulisper. Oh! salve, MagisteT Burndge;*
I remember Tommy Cox told me yours were addle,

and therefore I present them to you, if her brother lays

no claim to them.
Her tongue (which even after death is the cause of

controversy) some affirm she left to Mrs. Horncastle:b

but the true opinion is, she bequeathed to Mrs. Jenkin-

son, whose speaking organ (us I told you before) is

employed in Mrs. Donell's elixir bona* fum®.
Her teeth she left to Mrs. Horucastle, who has such

an unruly member of her own, that it needs at least a
double guard.

She bequeathed her hair to Mr. Leeson, to make him
a wig.

Her coloured silk petticoat to furnish Mr. Delauny
with a pair of breeches

;
ami her looking-glass and

night-rail to my lady Neddy Hall. Her toothpick to

Dr. Loftns, and patch* box to Mrs. Lucy Coghill,c

which so disguised her at the Confirmation in St.

Wcrburgh's church, that the zealous archdeacon did
not know sir John's daughter; sed zelo vert Fitzgc-

raldina exclamavit. “ My lord, my lord, her fuce is

against the canon : I know not who she is, and I won't

present her.”

Sed, reverende vir, monstrat tibi poeta, quo pacto
aguosreres virgine.ni.

Cul numerosa linunl rirllantem splenia froatem.
Ignores, qua kit ? Rplcnia tulle, legca.

But to return
;
she left her courageous heart to pretty

Mr. Weaver.
Her lieauty (now you all expect I'll say, to sir Bayly

and Kitxsimons ; no truly, but) to as worthy a gentle-

man. the reverend the provost : and her conscience to

the clerk of the kitchen, of whom (by way ofdigression4)
take this character:

—

A College Steward

is an animal mixture, a medley or hodge-nodge of

butcher and cook, of scullion and scholar. Fie lives®

negatively by the privation of others, and mortifies more
flesh than all the divines in the kingdom. Did he

• Esekiel Bnrridge, who h mentioned in the beginning of
the w*roud set. wa.< elected schoUr in Jito«? 1«*3, commenced
A.B. February 16S3—I. and A-M. Jtilv 1S87. He is men-
tioned by Ware, in his account of the Writers of Ireland, and
by Kins, in hi* State of tin* Protestants — Dr. BABKrrr.

k A person of this name b mentioned in King's Stab* of the

Protestants.
c Daughter of sir John CaghlU, and sister to Dr. MArroaduke

Coehill.
•t Thcae digression*. interspersed, may remind ns of the

digressions in the Talc of a Tub.
* The rffice of college steward was formerly exercised by n

scholar of the house, who was called clerk of the kitchen *
It

is probable that he might derive some advantage* fri-m the

punishment that consisted in depriving deliquents of commons.
The** ad' antagea are here alluded to.

live among the ancients, he would lie taken for a wrest-

ling-master, with his skin oiled for the palaestra. Hence
it comes to pass that hi* greasy shirt pays his laundress,

and finds her in soap and candles. You may follow

him (like the old pie-woman) by his smell. Stranger*

passing by his door take it for the college chandler's :

an ignorant woman went tliere, directed by her nose, to

sell her kitchen-stuff. The butchers* dogs fawn upon
him, and follow him for his hogoes. Without doubt,
they fancy he carries a slaughter-house about him. He
spends half his salary a-year in wash-bulls, fuller's-

earth, and socks. The scent of the kitchen has infected

his breatli, and poisoned bis whole mass of blood. What
the hyperbolical poet said of the Cappadocian is veri-

fied in him without a trope

Vipers Cappadocrm maleaana momordit, at iptta

Oustato perlit sanguine Cappadocia.

Aogliot,

A famish'd rat, progging one night for food,

Bit Mr. Hogoe'* toe, and suck'd the blood :

Thro dull and drooping the pensive vermin wit.

Gorged with infectious gore, and pois'nlng fat.

If be goes to market fasting, he taints all the meat he
cheapens

;
therefore the butchers in their own defence

treat him to a breakfast. Every Suuday morning he
so stuffs himself, that if you come nigh him you'll

know what is for dinner. Every belch* is a bill of
fare

;
his bedfellow dreams of grubbius all night. One

that lay with him by accident fancied himself at the

mouth of nn oven, full of taiuted mutton-pies. Mr.
Butler, junior,b who, to stifle his hogoes, lies in his

socks, would match him for a bedfellow, provided tliat

they lay heads and points. The pestilence of the head
would be requited by the plague of the heels. Were
lie in orders, it would be dangerous for him to baptize

;

lie would make more ghosts than Christians, and, with

good words, send the sucklings packing to the other

world. Wr

erc he doctor in the civil law, his brother

would rather not commence than kiss him : he would
be as terrible as the old gentleman with the rainbow
about his eyes. He never says gTace before meat, and
very good reason; bis victuals, like the Scotchman’s
snuff, will not bide a blessing: the holy words would
transubstantiate them into maggots. The greatest sin

he has to struggle with is the flesh, and (which is won-
derful) the oftener he gains the victory, the wickeder

he becomes. He thwarts the Rubrick, and makes more
Good Fridays than Sundays in the year. When we
keep Lent,c he keeps Carnival

;
and well he may, when

other men fast for his sins. He takes upon him to be
deputy-bursar, and is called. Mr. Steward ;

but by the

same figure that the hangman is called the king's officer.

In the kitcheu he rules the roost, is absolute lord

over the clcavemen, half master of the scullions, and
partly tutor, partly companion, to the cooks

;
but

always sworn brother in iniquity to the clerks of tlie

buttery, which brings me to consider them together in

one word, and so have doue. When these two meet
(like malevolent planets in conjunction) 'tis ominous,

and denotes a dearth in commons and sizings. Nay,
sometimes it foretels a general punishment. The
making of either of these is the spoiling of a scholar

;

as a gentleman bound 'prentice forfeits bis heraldry, or

the knighthood of an aldennaii spoils a cit. They live

plentifully with traffic between themselves, and yet

every day eat and drink their bargains. To conclude,
they cast up their sins once a-mouth, but do not repent,

l»ecaute their iniquities are confirmed by the senior

fellows.

ThU reminds u* of the author of the Tale of a Tub. who
cnUrg*-# so much upou the eructation

t

of the ASolists.
b Probably Brindcy Butler, at that time a student in the

college.
* That I*, when vr, by way of punishment, are put out ol

|
commons, he derive. **>rae advantage to himself l*j it
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Rut to return to the will :

—

She Iwqueathed her breasts to Mr*. Mary C 11,*

of whom hear the poet

:

Mammas ntquc Utas hshet Aha: erd ipn tatarum
Dici et mammarum maxima mamma potest.

Her paint the left to one of thuee ladies; and her
anee she knew not whether to leave to Mr. Loftu* or

Mr. Lloyd, but at last ordered it for the former ; and
out of her great charity, fpive permission to the Utter (I

mean Mr. Lloyd) to furnish himself after the Hudibra-
•ian maimer with a supplemental snout out of her pos-

teriors.

Lastly, she bequeathed all her money for the found-
ing and endowment of a new college, and therefore

ordered that there be a fair tract of ground purcluiaed

out of Jack Cusack's estate, on a convenient part

whereof there lie erected a stately pile of building, after

the model of Mr. Allen’s mansion-house. That sir

Butler's famous library be bought for the college use,

together with Stillingfleet's and Tillotson’s Sermons for

tlie assistance of young divines. That Mr. Doyle, for

his excellent morals and profound learning, be provost;

and Mr. Boreman,b for me same reasons, be vice-pro-

vost. That Nickurabottom be university orator; sir

8tampe,c singing-master and magician ; and that in-

genious haclielor of arts, who read out all Gassemhis's
Astronomy in a week, but the a's aud b's, if sir Moore

t

ileuses, lie mathematic professor; and Dr. Mercer be
lunar. Several officer* are yet wanting, as divinity
professor, preachers, physicians, lecturer*, surgeon*,

historians, chemists, civilians, register, linguist, and
many others, all which are to be supplied by that
colossus of learning, Mr. Foley.

Hie vero dtibium oritur; nutn Dr. Mercer, cum
spousa sua (satis eleganti) inbabitare possit academism

;

si negatur, tunc actum est de bursario, qui adeo integer

vita?, scelerisque purus : si afllrmatur, dii boni, quam
climiosum nccnoti rixosum habituri suraus collegium

!

nam fama refert ease inter illos conjugium conjurium,
quo«l Mortiali parum cmlibile videtur, ut ex uis rer-
siculis constat r

—

Cum sitis simile*, paresque vita,

Uxor pesvima, pessimus maritus,
Miror, uon bene cunvenire vobts.

It was first ordered that Mr. Lloyd should he the

university poet
;
ferunt autem, Magister, te quondam

pessimum egisse poetastrum, ideoque
—- mutato nomine, de te
Patai la narratur.

Qui Bavium non odit, amet tua cormiua, Mevi.

—

Nam tu, Coseoni. dUticha long* facts.

Hanc igitur provinciam hobeat dean Glandee, vcl
Mr. Hewetson.

Ordered, moreover, that all the fellows dine and sup
constantly in the hall, uti aptid nos moris est. Horte-
tnur etiam, ut propositus parein* ahsit,d and to be
strictly observed that all the students in the hall, espe-
cially ut meat, speak Latin, as we do.

It was lately ordered that, for the honour and dignity
of the university, there should be introduced a society
of freemasons, consisting of gentlemen, mechanics,
porters, parsons, ragmen, hucksters, bailiffs, divines,
tinkers, knights, thatchcrs, cobiers, poets, justices,
drawers, beggars, aldermen, paviours, sculls, freshmen,
hachelors, scuvingers, masters, sow-gcldera, doctors,
ditchers, pimps, lords, butchers, and tailors, who shall

bind themselves by an oath never to discover their

mighty no-secrct
; and to relieve whatsoever strolling

• Perhaps Coghill,
k Edward Boreman. admitted 11th June, 1578 : his name

was taken off the books on 15th October, 1685.
c Timothy itampe, admitted 16th May, 1588.
<* It appears from the buttery books that provost Hunting-

Ion had generally a non co., and therefore was absent from the
hall.

distressed brethren they meet with, after flic example *>f

the fraternity of freemasons in and aiaiut Tr inity Col-

lege, by whom a collection was lately made for, and
the purse of charity well stuffed for, a reduced brother,

who received their charity as follows in this list of

benefactors :

—

From Sawney Richardson, a bottle of ale and two
rolls.

From Mr. Hassit, a pair of old shoes.

From a kind-hearted butcher at Loxy Hill, a calf

s

countenance.

From the right honourable lord Charlemont, a cost

hat.

From Long Lawrence, an inch of tobacco.

From Mr. Ryder, a groat.

From Dr. Gwitiiers, an old glister-pi tie.

From Mr. Marsh and sir Tenison, a bundle of godly
ballads.

From Mr. Smith, an old pair of quilted stockings.

From a tapster at the sign of the Hog hi Armour, a
comfit
From sir Goodlet,* a niece of an old smiglesius for

a natural use, cunningly procured by the means of

sir Goodlet.

From sir Warren, for being freemasonired the new
way, 5s.

From Mr. Edward Hall,* a nuir of cast night-gloves.

Lastly, from Mr. Hancock, a slice of Cheshire
cheese ;

which the hungry brother eat up with such a
gusto, and liked so well, that he stole away the rest in

his breeches.

Tom liber! potituj contributione, frater scoundrellus

sarcinulas suas discessurus colligit, et vultu hi lari, ori

solito, quadrangulum transit ; dumque pr® nimio gau-
dio porrectiore ineed it frontc, altiorescue tendit gressus,

quisnam inter homines obviam dedit illi, nisi frater fra-

terrimus Cooper ;

c qui ut fldelem novit hominem, festi-

natius Accurrit, humanitcr corripit dextram, utque
moris est, spiss'issimo conspuit hosio : deiude Ribliothe-

cam versus, comitcr ambulant, ut inter c®tera ndmi-
rabilia Ridlseum** visitant

:
quern dum hospcs curiosis

lynceis oculis perscrutatur, et diligentius rimatur,
quantum homuncionii jtidices, caniifex, et medici,
reliquerunt

;
proh dolor, inter partes an nobiliores, an

posteriorcs nescio privatum fratemitatis notavit signum
(Anglicd, the freemasons’ mark'). Quo viso, Dii boni,

quanto clamore totam infecit dotnum. Ter et s®nius
pulsavit pectus, exsangues dilaniavit genas, et eheu
nimium dilacerataa dilaceravit vestos. Tandem vero
paulo modesrius itisaniens, htijusmodi versiculis ridi-

culum efiudit dolorem.

EULOG1UM RIDLASANUM. AN ELEGY UPON RIDLEY.
Unhappy brother, what cun be
In wrwcWlmw compaml to thee ?

Thou grief and shame of our society I

Had we in due time understood
That thou wart of ihe brotherhood,
By fraud or force thou had'wt got bow
From sh-uncful tree sad dismal nooee

;

And now perhaps with life fares blest.

As comely a brother as the best.

Not thus exposed a monumental jest;
When lady longs for college beer.

Or little dame or country squire
Walk out an afternoon, to look
On thee, and devil-raising book ;

Who kindly rather chose to die.
Titan blemish our fruternity

;

The first of u« e'er hsng’d for modesty.
And now. aUck and welladay.
Thy parchment hide is stuff'd with bay

.

• James Goodlatt was admitted in February, lf.83 4 ; elected
scholar in 1687-

t* We must not confound this person with one of the same
name among the ’hen junior fellows. This last was Dr. John
Hall, whom Swift, in Ms account of lord Wharton, mentions
with approbation. To him the Tripoa uowhete alludes.

c
I find a person named Nat. Cooper, who, with Edward

Hall, commenced A.B. in Fehruary 1682-3.
d Said to have been an informer against priests.
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Nay, worse; tlie /Earulapian*,
Thy mighty misery to enhance.
Have cruelly cut thee out of countenance

;

And, to how witty spite, at once
Preserved thy akin and lost thy bones.
Thus here in wooden hatch you stand.
With scornful musket at your hand

:

The mite' and rats' mock sentinel,
A poor ridiculoas spectacle
To gibing Joan, to Kate and Nan,
Thou Morse than skeleton of man.—
So does he measure out his grief.

For io*« of brother und of thief.

Nor less concern’d does Cooper stand

;

But sobbing with his clout in hand.
And destitute of consolation.
Kept time with all hia tribulation.
Their grumbling woe runs through and through them.
If all were known ’twould quite undo them.
The sighs which up and downward go
Their unfeigned sorrow show

;

For the devil’s in’t, if they pretend
Who vent their grief at either end.

Hoc munerc elaborate, non diutius lacrytnis indul-
gent, sed dolore police suppresso, taciti discedunt.
Protinus lodgum convocant, fratresque omnes ccrfiores
faciunt, quantum sibi infgmic, et quantum mUcritB
iufelicissimo accedit fraterculo

;
gravitcr luget frater-

culus et societas
; et suspiriis ex irao pectore petitis,

statim provisum est in postenmi, nomincin qui cruccm
mcrotur, vel qui suspendendu# est, in societatem frec-
nmsinorum admitti

: quo authoritate statuto, et albo
bulgi prolato, singuli, tam generoai quam scoumlrclli,
•olidiasimis haaiis promiscue dicunt valedictionem.

ACT III,
Enter a waildlmg Doctor, and hie man James.

Doctor. James, liave you read out tire chapter, ami
can you tell bow many days' work was the Creation ?

James. Marry, here's so many hard words, J can’t
remember.

Doctor. \Vell, hut this is not the business now : you
must get things in readiness against to-morrow.

James. Master, what's the matter with to-morrow
more than another day ?

Doctor, (Atule.) Oh, the ignorance of those people
who are not mathematicians !—I tell you a supernatural
thing will happen.

James. (Aside.) Oh, oh ! this is the eclipse* now, I
warrant.—Nay, master, as you say it, it is os sure as a
giui—Then what mun I do, say you ?

Doctor

.

Go to the steward und provide double com-
mons

; ami be sure you call at tire chandler's, for to-
morrow I dine by candlelight.

James. Ob, the wonderful wonderfulness of you
schollards! And what mun 1 bring drink in?

Dthdor. A material question :—in the tankard, and
do that in the morning.

James. Marry, but I had better buy a pitcher, so I

hail
;
and then I need not go so often as I do. This

tankard, I wish it were hanged, so 1 do.
Doctor. What ails you at it? Why do you grumble?
James. Grumble, quoth-a? I am sure it wears me

more shoe-leather tlia.ii a little; and I cannot say my
prayers in a morning for it, so I can’t.

Doctor. If I thought it did you any injury, or con-
tributed to the doing you any harm, or were an irregu-
l;ir vessel, I would part with it ; I would entertain it

no more than I did my lied
: go, thpn, and bring a

pitcher.
[Exeunt severalty.

Enter Sainty Ashe,* and Samuel Foi.et, Senior
Fellows.

Sainty. When? do you keep your eel ipse* to-morrow ?
* 1° *hc " Art of Verifying Dates," mention is made nf un

eclipse of the sun on the wh November, l6»<5, ami i.f nunthr-
ecli)**. on JOth April, 16«8. One of them is probably alluded
to here.

* The rev. St. George A»he, Swift's tutor

-

r !n the Philosophical Transaction* we bare nn account of
eclijw observed at Dublin ia 1684. by Ashe und Molyneo*

Sam. In my chandler. I do not care for groping
my way to my dinner.

Sainty. What, will it lie total? No glimmering to
be allowed to eat our meat by ?

Sam. So it seems. I have taken a great deal of
pairis to ealetdate it, and can now demonstrate it.

Sainty. If you please, I would be very glad to see
your calculation.

Sam. Thus then :—Invenitur ex tabulis plenilunium
medium, additA, diraidia, lunatione

; et tunc, ex posta-
plueresi et motu lun* horario, inveniantur digiti eclip-
tici et parallexis altitudinis.

Sainty. ’Tis wonderful well ; from whence I con-
clude, we are all like to be in the dark.

Sam. Ay, doubtless; or I'll bum my hooks. I
would not want this little smattering in astronomy for
a great deal, I protest.

Sainty. I confess there's some advantage in it.

Sam. Advantage ! I could not live without it. I
cut my hair by the stars

;
and will tell the physiognomy

and sex of my child before my wife’s brought to bed.
Sainty. But do tl»e planets never wander ! ore you

not sometimes mistaken ?

Sam. Oh, never; at least in things of this kind : if

is as easy to calculate an eclipse as to curl
; and if

you doubt in any point, I'll

Sawty. No, no, I’m satisfied : 'twill be as clear os
the suu. [liratnl.

The Scene, Dkooheda.
Enter Mr. Doyle* and his Damsel NELLY : after them

the Tapster, with a porringer of burnt brandy and a
mutton-pie .

Doyle. Come, Nelly, sit down, and give me a kiss.

Nelly. Fough, sir, stand oflT. I protest you smell
so strong of brandy and tobacco, a body can't endure
you.

Doyle. Nay, leave this peevish humour, and sit down :

if you knew who I’m to lie, you’d be as kind to me os
to the smith's boy.

Nelly. Pr ythec, let go my apron, and do not pull
me so.

Doyle. But you won't hear me !— I tell you, woman
as simple as I stand here, I'm to be a fellow of Dublin
College.

Nelly. You a fellow ! Never the sooner for an hasty
word. Pray keep your filthy hand away, or I’ll cry

* We are bow come lo the infamous Bernard Dovle, who ia
the next iKirson censured in the Trii>os. He was admiUed as
suar on 14th April, 16/8. under the tuition ol Richard Acton,
at the age of nineteen, and was bora at Athlone. On Uth
July, 1685, he hod the grace of the House for A.M. " per
pecUlara gratiom.” lie was usher of the school at Drogheda

;nml on the merit of conforming to the religion of James ll!
s Might to be admitted to the place of a Fellow of Trinity
College, Dublin. ‘I ci this end be presented n mandamus from
the king on February 13, 1687-8, directed to the provost ami
senior fellow s, and dated January 11. 1687-8. which required
them to admit the said Doyle to a fellowship, then vacant (by
the cession of Dr. George Mercer, who is mentioned also in the
Tripos), or the first that should beooino so, without taking any
oath but that of a fellow. When this oath was tendered to him
by them, he refused to take it. us it was inconsistent with the
religion ho professed. And it taring been represented by the
college to the lord-lieutenant that Doyle was a person of
shameful ignorance and scandalous immorality, he w..a pleated
to order the mayor of Drogheda to take examination* upon
oath relative to Mr. Doyle’s conduct while usher of that school.
For this purpose Mr Downes, one of the fellows, went down
thither ; ami it was proved, by examinations taken on the IHh.
JOth. and 1 1th of March, that Doyle was gniltv of lon.ic .tion
(having hail two bastards), drunkenness, theft, and other
crimes, snrii as violently assaulting and beating various per-
w»us Notwithstanding this representation. Duyle persevered
in his applications to lord Tyrcnnnel. und spared no kind of
scandalous assertion* against the college; but, iu the tuena
time. Mr. Arthur Haasct procured n mandamus in hU own
favour, which he presented lo the protost and fellow s on theD tli April, 16»8, and tuning s;«tisti. il them on the points w Inch
lhey proposed to him. he was sworn and admitted as fellow,
lie is mentioned in the Tripos, ns is also Eleanor Wall *hc"as one of Doyle s mistresses—Du. DiBiii.iT.
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out, so 1 will. Come, come, sir, don't think yon arc

with Peg&y what-do-vou-call-hcr.

Doyle. But HI tell you, Nelly,

Nelly. Tell me no tellings
;
keep down your finger*

and do not you tear my petticoat*. I'm afraid 'twas for

what you did in the blanket* the dean4 made you
stand in the white sheet.

Doyle. Here, drawer, t'other porringer of brandy, and
so to pay. That, and this quarter cob, will put you into

a little better humour. Come let us now let us
Nelly. In verity, Mr. Doyle, you have the cunningest

way with you of pleasing a woman.—You aee how loth

I am to refuse a gentleman that's just on the point of pre-

ferment : but hold, there'* somebody coming.

Enter the Drawer.
Drawer. This make* two and twopence now, besides

the nineteen and *evenpence before ; aud my mistress

bid me tell you she can trust no longer.

Doyle. Why so, you scoundrel?
Drawer. Because you put her off with mandrakes

from the king.

Doyle. Bid your mistress go hang herself
;
and look

for her money, you whore's killing. ( Throw* the mut-
ton pie at him.) (Exit Drawer, maundering.

Nelly. Why so sleepy, Mr. Doyle?
Doyle. Oh, this srowering anil lying most plagues

me. Here, Nelly, here's to you. Aw, aw, I am
damn'd sleepy, e gad, damn'd sleepy. (Drops asleep.

Nelly. Lie there, for a drunken sot. The collegians

are like to have a sweet tool of thee for a fellow. But
let me see what we have got in his pockets. Out upon
the scoundrel ! nothing but a pair of beads, two inches

of tobacco and one of pipe. (
The scene close*.

And here we leave him, and as he sleeps, take a view
of his breeches, which I would describe, but they have
so many ends, I know not where to begin. He that

would presume to ineud them would run the risk of a
tinker botching a kettle; for, hydra-like, out of one
hole would come three or four. You may compare
them to Jason's ship, they have not one jot of their pri-

mitive stuff left; or to Dr. Mercer’s yarn stockings

that were darned into worsted. The lining had served

a long apprenticeship for itself, and therefore away it

crept to set up for itself at the paper-mill. They were
most worn at the coilpiece aud least at the pockets.

The crow that borrowed feathers from her neighbours
is the living emblem of these. Should every tailor's

boy take his own cabbage, Mr. Doyle would be an
heathen philosopher. Doll Kitchen coming into his

kennel before he rose thought he had purloined her

mop. By their shreds of all nations you would have
thought they belonged to one of the freemason# that

built Ral>el
; but by the multiplicity of white fleas you

would swear they had been campaigning with die Va-
cancy. *Tis almost incredible so many cattle should
thrive on so bare a pasture. Every night he dares

venture them off he's in danger of losing them. Once
when he lay without them they crept from the garret

to the street-door, and had hid him adieu for ever, but
his landlady seized them by an habeas corpus

,

and
brought them to him with a pair of tongs. I

believe the Indie* for once are tired of the breeches

;

and therefore, as dean Glundee says, ** This one word
of comfort and so have done." One morning, crawl-
ing their progress, they were devoured by a monkey,
and the next day poor pug diet! of Pym’s disease.

Quid obstat, Dii lxmi, quomiuus Dr. Bladen flat

Episcopus? Why should not Nick Knight be dean of

St. Patrick's? En homiuem, qui sodalitlum ambit!
(ut inquit Mr. Griffith) qui licet audits sit, liollcin taineu

ut sodas e*50f meus. Et jam in mentem veuit mihi,

unde est quod nondum reddit socius ille erraticus
; ni

fallor, causam assignat Burchetts poeta huuc in modum:
4 Tobias Pullein. the areal patron of Doyle, until theanormi-

tesof the Utter caused him to withdraw his protection.

Url» spatlosa, potenx opibns, tectisquo superba.
O et presidium, delicuequc me*.

Qutcquid mortalis flngit aoleitin cure,
Vel notum tuo parturit alma etna ;

Hnc tu sola dabia. Sic.

Anglic#.*

Let formal print* look grave and dull at home.
To whom-the worth of a licentious town
Nor the gay blessing# of n court are known.
Thither ray wi«r inclination* tend.
Wlu*re I a chirping bottle with a friend

May drink without control, nor stand in fear
Of every saucy ill bred censurer;
Where I may strut aloug the mall, look big
In point cravat, and toss a flaxen wig.

Dress in a gawdy waistcoat, aud may wear
A sword, cock’d hat. gold fringe, and whathoc ’r

The libertine town affords, to charm the fair

.

Miror quod his de cans is Mogistcr Patrickson non
hue usque commoratus est Loud ini ; sed

Quantum qtiisque sua numtnorum servat in area,

Tantum ha bet et giulii.

Salve, Magister, gratulor tihi reduci
;
sunt ani affir-

mant tc j*edestri itinere Londinum versus ambulusse,
quod mihi equidem vix credibile videtur

;
perfacetusct-

enim Milesb sc tibi socium prebuit, et juctiudu* comes
est pro vehiculo (a good companion is as good as u
coach).

Enter Sir Michael Crkagii, c and another Alderman.

Alderman. 1 have been man and boy in this town,
let me see, some six-and-fifty years, and uever knew the

little penny so hard to be got as now.
Sir Michael. Never despair, old boy. We have a

brave young prince,*1 and the world's our own.
Aid. Nay, 1 have not remembered salt butter so

scarce a commodity, I know not the day when.
Sir M. Hang sorrow ! Boy, fill me a glass of wine

;

more, more yet, fill it higher still. So here, father

Greylieanl. here is a health to the family of the Creagbs.
Aid. I pledge you if it be sack. But now I think

on’t, sir Michael, who was your father ?

Sir M. My father was a worthy gentleman, inferior

to none of his rank, upon my honour.

Aid. Adsheortlikem, you may be mistaken in tliat, I

assure you.

Sir M. Mistaken ? No, sir ;
he was a travelling

merchant; one that saw more town* than you have
done ctumneys.

Aid. But, under favour, sir Michael, I have heard
scollards say he was a losopher ?

Sir M. Ay, that may be too: be always took delight

to carry hooks about with him.
Aid. But take me along with you

:
you reprehend

me not ; they say he carried Irooks on his hack.

Sir M. I say, I say, he was a north-country mer-
chant, as I told you before. Come, drink your wine,

and let us begone. (£rw«»/.

Now you'll ask to what end I brought all these on
the stage : to which I answer, I brought them in by
head and shoulders, and out by head and shoulders,

for nothing at all, os Mr. Bayes did his beasts.

Plurimis denuo salutatis et tot homiuum ordinibus

comiter excepfis, videor forsan reprehensione digitus,

quod Machaouuv omnes (Anglic#, the Simpler*) negli-

genter pretermisi. Cur autem trisria honim fata et

lacrymabilis nova metamorphosis non vos diutius latent,

4 Till# piece of poetry went# levelled at John (Jriflith, •
senior fellow, then aliwnt by a king*# letter.—l)R. Barbktt.

b I suppose the person here alluded to may hate l*een Mile#
Sumner, who originally received hi# education in Trinity

College: after leaving it bo hail a command in the army of

the parliament during the civil war*. He was made, by the

then ruling powers, a fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, in

1N32. Ho died shortly before the delivering of this piece.

See more of him in the Harluiau Miscellany. - Dit B*mktt.
c Sir Michael Orangh wo# lord mayor of Dublin in ISSN,

and repmtenterl that city in the parliament of 16SS. He wa#

paymaster-general of king James'# army.— Dr. BaURVTT.
J The son of Jiune* II., born 10th June. 1688.—Du Ilvm.sTr.
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cum lertiores facti eritis ingetiuot hosce .Esculapii filitw

iu nlantas transinigrasse
;
injnrii tumeu nun sum argu-

endo*, quod schemale mortuos non except, the sad
causes of whose death are at large described in Uiis

HEROIC POEM.
A worthy sage dwelt at All-Hallows,
'1 hat did defy all gaol* and gallows

:

His punctual honesty was such,

Some authors write, lie hud too much :

And lo ’ Artonio was his name,
Actoniu loudlv snug by Fame:
A w hjht iufenor to nono
For ponderosity of tain.*
And that took more pains to go
Than coarse Jephseuio would to pluiigh;

A mortal enemy to punning.
Nor mightil) inclined to miming.
He still with cure did guard hi* heart
From all the wounds of Cupid's dart.

And yet was plump and son confess'd,

All but his net rifled breast.

That still, alas, did stubborn prove
To all the charming powers of lure :

In town or court, no beanleon* dame
K'cr fann d his passion to a flame

;

Fur though he enjoy’d luxurious peace,
Melting ids hours in holy ease.

He ne’er was vex'd by that unruly mcmlicr,
Hot lived as chaste as cold December :

Though Cupid* in his eyes did play,
Y«d iu Ins heart Diana lay.

lately and s-iogiune was his far-.

Though phlegmatic the other place ;

Colour as good as ever struck.

Hilt other things belied his look.
"’hen drowsy Aurora rubb’d her eyes,

And came down stealing from the skies
While that S«#V * wig* at mangers tarry.
Ilefore the clerks say. Ave-Morv,
Al tunin with his learned friends.

From soaking downy bed dew-ends.
And. with the ch arioteer's assistance,

Heaving himself w ith all puissance,
lie waddles into coach marine.
And jogs his way, a-aimplcing.
And now they reach the enchanted shore.
Where Circe, iu the days of yore,

lty powerful herbs disposed of doom.
Ami nuvgic spells did cltarm the m on 5

Whilst tired here with the toils of day.
Our hero lacking scious lay

;

Rolling securely on the grass,

Ton nigh a fatal precipice,
Ad«iwn. h adowti he drups,
Twixt cruel unrelenting rocks :

Three times he made effort to rise.

Rut thrice and thrice would not suffice

;

HU weighty crupper kept him down.
To seas and rocks to make his moan.

Dumqur* hie vicini mans auget munnura, dum li-

quido dolor* tristissinium plor.it fatum, et philosopho-
rum adugiis sc miserum solari conatur, /Esculapius
fllii sui querelis initem prsebens aurcin, et patenifc

cmnrrmlui misericordia, hcroem nostrum in urobilicum
Veneris tnuisformavit.

Surii nequieqaam plorant amU -urn :

Non inusCereris. non lllos cura quiet is

A I'*trailer? lode potest.

Sad iteratis clamoribus surdum feriunt littus : trgra

terque quaterque pulsant pectora : alts voce deorum
jiroclanuint tvranuidern ; nee diutius insano luctui

indulgent, sedpedibus telluri affix is, pellibusqtte in

cortices mutatis,

Dull! color qul ftiit ante, mnnet.

Singulis nova* subeunt format; et mirft quadam me*
tamorphusi in plantas proindc, ut hie srquitur, transmu*
tantur

:

Magistcr Downes in cupressum ; Magister Smith in

* In n »atin* written in 16S8, upon the members of the cob
lege, Acton U thus dncriliol :

Next him sat Acton's belly, big as tun.

b In ** The lady’s Dressing-room,” we have an instance of
Swift using this uuci-mmon word, admen.

0 These lilies >tio-.<gly resemble the style of John Barclay
At the beginning of tlir Asaxwis w e And the words, *• scimouem
nenipavit.” u> in IhisTiipos, In Act I. sr tind “ lotum occujmiv
•crrnonrm

**

f

iingtml inem (Anglic# fat-wort)
;
Magister Scroggx it

lyacinthum
; Mr. Idoyd in quercum

;
Magister Ashe

into a red-headed poppy ;
sir Fitxsimuus, who always

dropped after (as our town of Berwick-upon-Tweedjinto

a thistle, which still retains its primitive roughiwuM
;

Magister Sayers hi Narcissum, de quo olim Uuchaita-

nus sic

-

Ne.rlo an inspexli Narcissi, Posthutne. fontem :

Hocscio, deliras. Poslhum**, amor? tui.

Hie tamen mento: mm quod malcanmu amavit.
Ante quhlem hi multi* causa furoris erat.

At tna non paulo est major vrsania, qui te,

Sed sine rivali. Posthume, solus amas.

Sed dicat mihi qnis, quod in totA hAc corona, vel jto-

tius crowdn et presso, nontlum vidi dominum Temll:
ni fallor, if he be not here, he's at home with his wife,

who, to gain entirely his affections, sent him this strata-

gem ical epistle.

The quondam widow, sir Terrill's mistress, hearing

he had laid siege to the bookbinder's sister, and there-

fore fearing lie should give her the willow, ]>urtly to lie

revenged of her rival, partly to secure him to heiself,

writes to him this epistle :

—

Sir,— I am informed you design to bind yourself to

the stationer's sister
;

if so, take it from a friend, she's

a gentlewoman in folio
,
and consequently will be very

tedious to a young student. 1 was concerned to hear
the crafty citizen intended to put into your hands tlie

lumber of his shop
;
and therefore entreat you, if you

lutve any kindness for yourself, to have nothing to do
with that musty piece, whose worm-eaten coter may in-

form you she has been cheapened above these twenty

years
;
and the reasnu she did not go off is, she was

found so old and thumhed that she was not lit tobe/xr-
wnl, and of so little value that none thought her wor-
thy the press. Resides, sir, she ha* lived some time in

a learned house, where, it may be presumed, for good
reasons, that some of the young scholars, for their curio-

sity, might ruffle her leaves.—If what I've said cannot

dissuade you, do but turn her over carefully, aud 'tis

very probable you'll find she has been abused, at least

in die therts, if not in the srtting forth of a new edition

blotted in tbe impression.

Sir, your humble servant, Jane Banks.
And now, belike 1 have made a fair afternoon s woik

on’t. I have not left myself one friend of the mammon
of unrighteousness. If I go to the kitchen, the steward

will be my enemy as long os he breathes
;

if to the

cellar, the butler will dash my ale with water
;
and the

clerk of the buttery will score up my offences five-fold.

If I betake myself to the library, Ridley's ghost will

haunt me for scandalizing him with the name of free-

mason. If I fly to the divines for succour, dean Manby
and archdeacon Baynard will pervert me; Dr. King
will break my head because I am a Prise ian ; and Dr.

Foy is so full of spleen hell worry me. Mrs. Horocastl*-

and sir Maddison will talk with me. Mother Jenkiuson

won't furnish me with calc and Ixicou on Christmus-

day, and Dr. Loftus will bite me. The virtuosi will

set their brains a-work for gimcmcks to pull my eye*

out. The freemusotis will hauish me their lodge, ami
l»r me the happiness of kissing Long Lawrence. Ami
the astronomers won’t allow me one good star, nor in-

form me when the sun will be totally eclipsed that I

may provide myself with candles. Mr. Loftus and
Mr. Lloyd will nose me

; Mr. Allen will cat me with-

out salt
;
Dr. Acton too I fear will fall on me. Nay,

the very provost will shake his head at me, and scou)
away from me.— But that which makes my calamity
most insupportable and me weary of your compuny is,

that in all my tribulation you do nothing hut laugh* at

me, and therefore I take my leave.
• From this p*wnj(r it appears that the author of this per

formance had no malicious intention* ton anl* the peraon* whom
ho censured, hat only wished to indulge a litile pleasantry,
which he conceited the usual practice nu Hitch omuiniu
warranted-
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LETTER TO A MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT.

A LETTER TO A MEMBER OF PAR-
LIAMENT IN IRELAND,

ON CHOOSING A NEW SPEAKER THERE IN THE
YEAR 1708.

''Hie Whig ministers were determined lo abolish the sarramentnl
text, and Swift finally succeeded in frustrating their plan. This
hotter has immediate reference to Ute controversy.]

Sir,—

Y

ou may cosily believe I atn not at all surprised

at what you tell me, since it is but a confirmation of

my own conjecture that I sent you last week, and
made you my reproaches upon at a venture. It looks

exceedingly strange, yet I believe it to be a great truth,

that, in order to carry a point in your house, the two
following circumstances are of great advantage ;

first

to have on ill cause, and secondly to be a minority.

For both these circumstances are extremely apt to iu-

ite men to make them assiduous in their attendance,

watchful of opportunities, zealous for gaining over pro-

selytes, and often successful
;
which is not to be won-

dered at when favour and interest are on the side of

their opinion. Whereas, on the contrary, a majority

with a good cause are negligent and supine. They
think it sufficient to declare themselves upon opinion

in favour of their party; but sailing against the tide

of favour and preferment they are easily scattered ami
driven back. In short they want a common principle

to cement, and motive to spirit them: for the bare

acting upon a principle from the dictates of a good
conscience, or prospect of serving the public, will not

go very far under the present dispositions of mankiud.
This was amply verified last session of parliament
upon occasion of the money-bill, the merits of which I

shall not pretend to examine, it is enough that, upon
the first uews of its transmission hither in the form in

which it afterwards appeared, the members, upon dis-

course with their friends, seemed unanimous against

it ; I mean those of both parties except a few who
were looked upon as persons ready to go any lengths

prescribed them by the court. Yet, with only a weak
canvassing among a very few hands, the bill passed

after a full debate by a very gTeat majority. Yet I

believe you will hardly attempt persuading me or auy-
Uidy else that one man in ten of those who changed
their language were moved by reasons any way affecting

the merits of the cause, but merely through hope, fear,

indolence or good manners. Nay, I have been assured

from good hands, tliat there was still a number suffi-

cient to make a majority against the bill if they had
not apprehended the other side to be secure

;
and

therefore thought it imprudence by declaring them-
selves to disoblige the government to no purpose.

Reflecting upon this and forty other jiassage* in the

several houses of commons since the revolution makes
me apt to think there is nothing a chief governor can
he commanded to attempt here wherein he may not

succeed with a very competent share of address, and
with such assistance as he will always find ready at his

devotion. And therefore I repeat what I said at first,

that I am not at all surprised at what you tell me.
For, if there had been the least spark of public spirit i

left, those who wislted well to their country ami its

constitution in church and state should, upon the first

news of the late speaker's promotion, (ana you and I

know it might have been done a great deal sooner,)

have immediately gone together and consulted about
the fittest person to succeed him. Rut by all 1 can
comprelieud, you have been so far from proceeding

thus, tliat it hardly ever came into any of your head*.

Aud the reason you give is the worst in the world

:

That none offered themselves, and you knew not whom
to pitch upon. It seems however the other party was

mt»re resolved, or at least not so modest : for you say

your vote is engaged against your opinion, aud several

fil

gentlemen in my neighbourhood tell me the same story

of themselves. This I confess is of nil unusual strain,

and a good many steps Ixdow any condescensions a
court will I hope ever require from yon. I shall not

trouble myself to inquire who is tbe person for whom
you and others are engaged, or whether there be more
candidates from tliat side tlwui one. You tell me
nothing of either; and 1 never thought it worth the

question to anybody else. But in so weighty an affair,

aud against your judgment, 1 cannot look upon you a*
irrevocably determined. Therefore I desire you will
give me leave to reason with you a little upon the

subject
;

lest your compliance or inadvertency should
nut you upou what you may have cause to repent of as
long os you live.

Y’ou know very well tlie great business of the high-
flying Whigs at this juncture is to endeavour a repeal

of the test clause. You know likewise tliat the mode-
rate men, both of high and low church, profess to be
wholly averse from this design, as thinking it beneath
the policy of common gardeners to cut down the oidy
hedge that shelters from the north. Now I will put the

case: If the person to whom you have promised your
vote be one of whom you have the least apprehension
tliat be will promote or assent to the repealing of that

clause, whether it lie decent or proper lie should be the
mouth of an assembly whereof a very gTeat majority
pretend to abhor his opinion! Can a body whose
mouth and heart must go so contrariwise ever act with
sincerity or hardly with consistency? Such a man is

no proper vehicle to retain or convey the sense of the

bouse, which in so many points of the greatest moment
will be directly contrary to his. It is full os absurd as
to prefer a man to a hishopric who denies revealed
religion. But it may possibly be a great deal worse.
What if the person you design to vote into that im-
portant post should not only be a declared enemy of
the sacramental test, but should prove to be a solicitor

and encourager, or even a penner, of addresses to com-
plain of it? Do you think it so indifferent a thing
that a promise of course, the effect of compliance,
importunity, shame of refusing, or any the like motive,
shall oblige you past the power of retractiug ?

Perhaps you will tell me, as some have already liud

the weakness, tliat it is of little importance to either

party to have a speaker of their side, his business being
only to take the sense of the house and report it ;

that

you often at committees put an able speaker into the

chair on purpose to prevent him from stopping a bill.

Why, if it were no more titan this, I believe I should
liardly choose, even among my footmen, such a one

to deliver a mewage whose interest and opinion led

him to wish it might miscarry. But I remember
to have heard colonel Birch of Herefordshire say,
“ That he was a very sorry speaker whose single vote

was not better than fifty common ones." I am sure it

is reckoned in England the first great test of the preva-

lency of either party in the house. Sir Thomas
Lyttlcton thought that a house of commons with a
stinking breath (supposing the speaker to be the

mouth) would go near to infect everything within the

walls, and a great deal without. It is the smallest

part of an able speaker’s business what he performs hi

the liouse, at least if he be in with the court, when it is

hard to say how many converts may be made in a
circle of dinners or private cahals. And you and I

easily call to mind a gentleman in that station in

England who, by his own arts and personal credit, was
able to draw over a majority, and change tlie whole
power of a prevailing side in a nice juncture of affairs,

and make a parliament expire in one party who had
lived iu another.

I am far from an inclination to multiply party

causes ; but surely the best of us can with very ill
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grace make that an objection, who ban not l>ee» so nice
iu matter* of much lews importance. Vet I have heard
ome persons of botii sides gravely deliver themselves
in this manner :

“ Why should we make the choosing
of a speaker a party cause 1 I/t us li\ upon one who
is well versed in the practices and methods of parlia-

ment.** And I believe there are too many who would
talk at the same rate, if the question were not only

about alvolishing the sacramental test, but the sacra-

ment itself.

But suppose the principles of the most artful speaker

would have no influence either to obtain or obstruct

any point in parliament; who can answer wliat effect*

inch a choice may produce without doors? It is obvi-

ous how such a matter serves to raise the spirits and
hopes of the dissenters, and their high-flying advocates:

what lengths they run, what conclusions they form,

and what hopes they entertain. Do they hear of a
new friend in office ? that is eucouragemeut enough to

practise the city, against the opinion of a majority,

into an address to tiie queen for repealing the sacra-

mental test ; or issue out their orders to the next fanatic

parson to furbish up his old sermons, and preach and
print new ones directly against episcopacy. I would
lay a good wager that, if the choice of a new speaker

succeeds exactly to their liking, we shall see it soon

followed by many new attempts, either in tlie form of

|uinphlet, sermon, or address, to the same or jierhaps

more dangerous purposes.

Supposing the speaker's office to be only an employ-
ment of profit and honour, and a step to a better

;

since it is in your own gift, will you not chouse to be-

stow it upon some person whose principles the majority

of you pretends to approve, if it were only to be sure

of a worthy man hereafter in a high station, on the

bench or at the bar ?

I confess, if it were a thing possible to be compassed,
it would seem most reasonable to fill the chair with

some person who would be entirely devoted to neither

party
;
but since there are so few of that diameter,

and those either unqualified or unfriended, I cannot

see how a majority will answer it to their reputation to

lie to ill provided of able arsons that they must have
recourse to their adversaries for a leader

;
a proceeding

of which I never met with above one example, and
j

even that succeeded but ill, though it was recommended
by an oracle, which advised some city in Greece to beg
a general from their enemies, who in scorn scut them
cither a fiddler or a poet, I liave forgotten which

;
and

so much I remember, that his couduct was such that

they soon grew weary of him.

You pretend to be heartily resolved against repealing

the sacramental test
;
yet at the same time give the

only great employment you have to dispose of to a per-

son who will take that test against stomach (by which
word I understand many a man's conscience)

; who
earnestly wishes it repealed, and will endeavour it to

the utmost of his power; so that the first action after

you meet will be a sort of contravention to that test

:

and will anybody go further than your practice to

judge of your principles?

And now I am upon this subject I cannot conclude

without saying something to a very popular argument
against that sacramental test, which may be apt to

sliake many of those who wsuld otherwise wish well

enough to it. They say it was a new hardship put

upou the dissenters, without any provocation
;
and it

is plain could be no way necessary, because we had
peaceably lived together so long without it. They add
some other circumstances, of the arts by which it was

obtained, and tl\e person by whom it was inserted.

Surely such people do not consider that the penal laws

against dissenters were made wholly ineffectual by the

connivance and mercy of the governmenr; so that all

employments of the state lay as open to them as they
did to the liest and most legal subjects. And wliut

progress they would liave made, by the advantages of a
late conjunction, is obvious to imagine

; which 1 take
to lie a full answer to that objection.

1 rememlier, upou the transmission of tliat bill witb
the test clause inserted, the dissenters and their parti-

sans among other topics spoke much of the good effects

produced by the lenity of the government ; that the

presbyterians were grown very inconsiderable in their

number and quality, and would daily come into the

church, if we did not fright them from it by new
severities. When the act was passed they presently

changed their style, and raised a clamour through both
kingdoms of the great numbers of considerable gentry
who were laid aside, and could no longer serve their

queen and country ;
which hyperbolical way of reckon-

ing, when it came to lie melted down into truth,

amounted to about fifteen country justices, most of

tliem of the lowest size for estate, quality, or under-

standing. However, this puts me in mind of a pissage

told me by a great man, although 1 know not whether
it be anywhere recorded : Tliat a complaint was made
to the king and council of Sweden, of a prodigious

swarm of Scots, who, under the condition of jiedlars,

infested that kingdom to such a degree as, if not sud-

denly prevented, rniglit in time prove ilongerous to the

state, by joining with any discontented pirty. Mean-
while the Scots, by their agents, placed a good sum of

money to engage the officers of the prime minister in

their liehalf; who, in order to their defence, told the

council, “ He was assured they were but a few incon-

siderable people, tliat lived honestly and poorly and
were not of any consequence.” Their enemies offered

to prove the contrary : whereupon an order was made
to take their number, which was fuund to amount, as I

remember, to about thirty thousand. The affair was
again brought before the council, and great reproaches

made to the first minister fur his ill computation ; who,
presently taking llie other haiidle, said, “ He liad

reason to believe the number yet greater than what
was returned ;'' and then gravely otiered to the king’s

consideration, “ Whether it was safe to render des-

perate so great a body of able men, who had little to

lose, and whom any hard treatment would only set re

to unite into a power capable of disturbing, if not
destroying, the peace of the kingdom." And so they

were suffered to coutiuue.

A PROPOSAL
FOR THE UNIVERSAL USE OF IRISH MANUFAC-

TURE. IN CLOTHING AND FURNITURE OF HOUSES;

Utterly rejecting and renouncing everything wearable tlut

come* from England.

Switt himself gives the following account of this interesting

question in a letter to Pone :
" I have written in this kingdom

a discourse to persuade tne wretched people to wear their own
manufactures, instead of those from Kugland. This treatise

soon spread very fast, being agreeable to Inc sentiments of the
whole nation, except those gentlemen who had employments
or were expectants. Upon which a person in great office heie
immediately took the alarm : he sent in haste for the chief-
justice, and informed him of a seditious, factious, and virulent^111(4, lately published, with a design of setting the two

oms at variance; directing at the same, time that the

f
rinter should be prosecuted w ith the utmost rigour of the law.
he chief justice has so quick an understanding, tliat he

resolved if possible to outdo his orders. The grand juries of
the county and city were effectually practised w ith to repre-
sent the said pamphlet with all aggravating epithets, for which
they had thanks sent them from England, and their present-
ments published for several weeks in all the uewsiaper*. The
printer was seized, and forced to give great Itsil After his trial

the jury- brought biro in not guilty, although they had Ixvn
culled with tiie utmost industry. The chid justice sent them
hack nine times, and kept them eleven lionrs ; until, being per-
fectly tired out, they were forced to leave th- matter to ibo
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m crey of tlie judge. by what they call * rprrfai verdict. During
the tritl, the chiefjustice, nmnnn other siu^iilswilies, laid hi*

Knu<i on hia breast, aiul prole-t*?«l »i»h'mttly that the author’*

design wu 10 bring in the pretender, although there wn* not a

•ingle ay liable of party In trie whole treatise : and although it

wai known that the most eminent of lit .»« who prufesBcu Jiia

own principles publicly ilisallow-d hia proceeding*. Hut the

cnu«e being ao very odious ami unpopular, the trial of the ver-

dict was deferred from one terra to another, until, upon the

duko ofOraftott'a, the lord-lieutenant’s, irrlnli lus grace, nfti-r

mature advice and permission from Kuglaud, wa* pleased to

grant a noli protequi?
*

It is the peculiar felicity and prudence of the people in

this kingdom, that whatever comraoditiea or production*

lie under the greatest discouragements from England,
those are what they art* sure to ire most industrious in

cultivating and spreading. Agriculture, which has

been the principal care of all wise nations, and for the

encouragement whereof there are so many statute-laws

in England, we countenance so well, that the landlords

are everywhere, by penal clauses, absolutely prohibiting

their tenants from ploughing; not satisfied to confine

them within certain limitations, as is the practice of

the English : one effect of which is already seen in the

prodigious dearness of com, and the importation of it

from London, as the cheaper market. And because

people are the riches of a country, and that our neigh-

bours have done, and are doing, all that in them lies

to make our wool a drug to us, and a monopoly to

them, therefore the politic gentlemen of Ireland have

depopulated vast tracts of the best land for the feeding

of sheep.

I could fill a volume as large as the history of the

Wise Men of Gotham with a catalogue only of some
wonderful laws and customs we have ohserved within

thirty years past. It is true, indeed, our beneficial

traffic of wool with France 1ms been our only support
for several years, furnishing us with all the little money
we have to pay our rents and go to market. But our

merchants assure me this trade has received a great

damp by the present fluctuating condition of the coin

in France
;
and that most of their wine is paid for in

specie, without carrying thither any commodity from
hence.

However, since vve are so universally bent upon en-

larging our flocks, it may be worth inquiring what we
hall do with our wool, iu case Barnstaple* should lie

overstocked, ami our French commerce should fail?

I could wish the parliament had thought fit to have
suspended their regulation of church matters and en-
largements of the prerogative until a more convenient
time, liecuuse they did not appear very pressing, at

least to the person* principally concerned
; and, instead

of these great refinements in politic* and divinity, had
amused themselves and their committee* a little with
the state of the nation. For example : What if the

house of common* had thought fit to make a resolu-

tion, nrmute conlradicente
,
against wearing Aliy cloth or

stuff in their families which were not of the growth
ami manufacture of this kingdom? What if they hail

extended it so far as utterly to exclude all silks, velvets,

callicoes, and the whole lexicon of female fopperies;

and declared that whoever acted otherwise should be
deemed and reputed an enemy to the nation ? What
if they had sent up such a resolution to be agreed to by
the house of lords, and by their own practice and en-

couragement spread the execution of it in their several

countries? What if we should agree to make burying
in woollen a fashion, as our neighbours have made it a
law? What if the ladies would be content with Irish

stuff* for the furniture of their houses, for gowns and
petticoats for themselves and their daughters? Upon
the whole, and to crown all the rest, let a firm resolu-

* A import in Devonshire, at that time the priori pai market
In England for Irish wool.
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tion lie taken, by male ami female, never to appear
witli one single shred tliat comes from England, and
let all the people say Amen.

I hope ami believe nothing could please hi* majesty
better than to hear that his loyal subjects of both sexes
in this kingdom celebrated hi* birthday (now ap-
proaching) universally clod in their own manufacture.
I* there virtue enough left in this deluded people to
save them from the brink of ruin? If men s opinions
may be taken, the ladies will look as handsome in
studs as in brocades

;
and since all will be equal, there

may be room enough to employ their wit and fancy
in choosing and matching pattern* and colours. I

heard the late archbishop of Tuam mention a pleasant
observation of somebody's, that Ireland would never
be happy till a law were made for burning everything
that came from England, except their jieople and their

coals. I must confess that, as to the former, I should
not be sorry if they would stay at home; and for the
latter, I hope in a little time we shall have no occasion
for them.

Non tanti mitra est, non lanti judicis ostruin —

—

but I should rejoice lo see a staylace from England lie

thought scandalous, and become a topic for censure at
visits and tea-table*.

If the unthinking shopkeepers in this town had not
been utterly destitute of common sense, they would
have made some proposal to the |«urliament with a
petition to the purpose I have mentioned; promising to
improve the cloths and stuffs of the nation into all pos-

sible degrees of fineness and colours, and engaging not
to play tiie knave, according to their custom, by exact-
ing and imposing upon the nobility aud gentry, either

as to the prices or the goodness. For I remember, in

London, upon a general mourning, the rascally mercer*
and woollen-drapers would in four-and-tweuty hours
raise their cloths aud silks to above a double price, and
if die mourning continued loug, then come whining
with petitions to the court that they were ready to

starve ami their fineries lay upon their hands,

I could wish our shopkeepers would immediately
think on this proposal, addressing it to all persons of
quality and others ; but first be sure to get somebody
who can write sense to put it into form.

I think it needless to exhort the clergy to follow this

good example; because in a little time those among
them who are so unfortunate as to have had their birth

and education in this country will think themselves
abundantly happy when they can afford Irish crajH*

and an Athlone hat
; and as to the others, 1 shall not

presume to direct them. I have indeed seen the pre-

sent archbishop of Dublin [Dr. William King] clad
from head to foot in our own manufacture

;
and yet,

under the rose be it spoken, his grace deserves as good a
gown as if he had not been bom among us.

I have not courage enough to offer one syllable on
this subject to their honours of the army

;
neitiier have

I sufficiently considered the great importance of scarlet

and gold lace.

The fable in Ovid of Arachne and Pallas is to this

purpose.—The goddess had heard of one Arachue, a
young virgiu, very famous for spinning and weaving.
They both met upon a trial of skill

; and Pallas, find-

ing herself almost equalled in her own art, stung with
rage and envy, knocked her rival down, and turned
her into a spider, enjoining her to spin and weave for

ever out of her own bowels, and in a very narrow com-
pass.

I confess that, from a boy, I always pitied poor
Arachne, and could nerer heartily love the goddess, on
account of so cruel and unjust a sentence ; which how-

(

ever is hilly executed upon us by England with further

i additions of rigour and severity ; for the greatest part
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of our bowels and vitals is extracted without allowing

us the liberty of spinning and weaviug them.
The scripture tells us that "oppression nmlces a wise

man mad ; ' therefore, consequently speaking, the reason

why some men ore not mad is because they are not wise.

However it were to be wished that oppression would in

time teach a little wisdom to fools.

I was much delighted with a person who lias a great

estate in this kingdom, upon his coinplaiuts to me how
grievously poor England suffers by impositions from
Ireland :— that we convey our own wool to France, in

spite of all the harpies at the custom-house ; that Mr.
Shut tieworth and others, on the Cheshire coasts, are

such fools to sell us their bark at a good price for tan-

ning our own hides into leather
;
with other enormities

of the like w eight and kind. To which I will venture

to add more :— that the mayoralty of this city is always
executed by au inhabitant, and often by a native, which
might os well be done by a deputy with a moderate
salary, whereby poor England loses at least one thou-

sand pounds a-year upon the balance : that the govern-

ing of this kingdom costs the lord-lieutenant 3600/.

a-year—so much net loss to poor England : that the

people of Ireland presume to dig for coals on their

own grounds ; and the farmers iu the county of Wick-
low send their turf to the very market of Dublin, to

the great discouragement of the coal-trade of Mostyn
[Flintshire] and Whitehaven [Cumberland] : that the

revenues of the post-office here, so righteously belonging

to the English treasury, as arising chiefly from our
own commerce with each other, should be remitted to

London clogged with that grievous burden of exchange
;

and the pensions paid out of the Irish revenues to

English favourites should lie uuder the same disadvan-

tage, to the great loss of the grantees. When a divine

is sent over to a bishopric here, with the hopes of 2500/.

a-year, and upon his arrival he finds, alas ! a dreadful

discount of 10 or 12 per cent. ; a judge, or a commis-
sioner of the revenue, has the same cause of complaint.

Lastly, the ballad upon Cotter is vehemently suspected

to be Irish manufacture, and yet is allowed to be sung in

our open streets, under the very nose of the government.

These ore a few among the many hardships we put
iq>on that poor kingdom of England, for which, I am
confident, every honest man wishes a remedy. And I

hear there is a project on foot for transporting our best

w beaten straw, by sea and land carriage, to Dunstable,

•uid obliging us by a law to takeoff yearly so many ton

of straw hats for the use of our women ; which will be

a great encouragement to the manufacture of that in-

dustrious town.

I should he glad to learn among the divines whether

a law to bind men without their own consent be obli-

gatory in fora cotitcitnlux

;

because I find scripture,

Sanderson, and Snares, are wholly silent on the matter.

The oracle of reason, the great law of nature, and
general opinion of civilians, wherever they treat of

limited governments, are indeed decisive enough.

It is wonderful to observe the bias among our people

in favour of things, persons, and wares of all kinds, that

come from England. The printer tells his hawkers
that he has got an excellent new song, just brought from

Loudon. I have somewhat of a tendency that way
myself; and upon hearing a coxcomb from thence

displaying himself, with great volubility, upon the park,

the playhouse, the opera, the gaming ordinaries, it was

apt to beget in me a kind of veneration for his parts

and accomplishments. It is not many years since 1

remember a person, who, by his style and literature,

•eenn to have been the corrector of a hedge-press in

some blind alley about Little Britaiu, proceed gradu-

ally to lie an author, at least a translator * of a lower

* Supposed to tic IVsir'i Commentaries, dedicated to the

duke of St irlbotou,'b by colonel Bladen.

rate, although somewhat of a larger bulk, titan axiy
that now flourishes iu Grub-street

;
and upon the

strength of this foundation come over here, erect him-
self up into au orator and politician, and lead a king-
dom after him. This, I am told, was the very motive
that prevailed on the author [lord Grimston] of a
play, called “ Love in a hollow Tree,” to do us the
honour of a visit

;
presuming, with very good reason,

that he was a writer of a superior class. I know
another, who, for thirty years past, has been the com-
mon standard of stupidity iu England, where be was
never heard a minute in any assembly or by any
party, with common Christian treatment

;
yet, upon

bis arrival here, could put on a face of importance ami
authority, talk more than six, without either graceful-
ness, propriety, or meaning, and at the same time be
admired and followed U9 the pattern of eloquence and
wisdom.

Nothing lias humbled me so much, or shown a
greater disposition to a contemptuous treatment of
Ireland in some chief governors, than that high style of
several speeches from the throne, delivered as usual,
after the royal assent, in some periods of tlie two last

reigns. Such exaggerations of the prodigious conde-
scensions in the prince to pass those good laws would
have but an odd sound at Westminster; neither do 1

apprehend how any good law can paw wherein tlie

king’s interest is not as much concerned as that of the
people. I retnemlier, after a speech on the like occasion
delivered by my lord Wharton fiord -lieutenant] (I
think it was his last), he desired Mr. Addison to ask
my opinion on It. My answer was, “ That his excel-
lency hod very honestly forfeited his head oti account
of one paragraph, wherein he asserted, by plain conse-
auence, a dispensing power in the queen. His lord-

ship owned it was true, but swore " the words weie
put into his mouth by direct orders from court.”

Whence it is clear that some ministers in those times
were apt, from their high elevation, to look down upon
this kingdom as if it had been one of their colonies of
outcasts iu America. And I observed a little of the
same turn of spirit iu some great men from whom I

expected better
;
although, to do them justice, it proved

no kind of difficulty to make them correct their idea,
whereof the whole nation quickly found the benefit.

—

But that is furgotten. How the style bos since run 1

ain wholly a stranger, haviug never seen a speech since
the last of tlie queen.

I would now expostulate a little with our country
landlords; who, by unmeasurable screwing and rack-
ing their tenants all over tlie kingdom, have already re-

duced the miserable people to a worse condition than
the peasants in France or the vassals iu Germany and
Poland

; so that the whole species of wliat we calf sub-
stantial farmers will in a very few years lie utterly at

an end. It was pleasant to observe tliese gentlemen
labouring with all their might for pi eventing the
bishops from letting their revenues at a moderate half-

value, (whereby the whole order would in an nge have
been reduced to manifest beggary,) at the very iustaut

wlien they were everywhere canting* their own land upon
short leases and sacrificing their oldest tenants for a
penny an acre advance. 1 know not how it comes to

pass (and yet, perhaps, I know well enough) flat

slaves have a natural disposition to be tyrants
;
and

that, when my betters give me a kick, 1 am apt to re-

venge it with six upon my footman, although, perhaps,

be tnay be an honest and diligent fellow. I have heard
great divines affirm that nothing is so likely to call

down a universal judgment from heaven upon a nation

as universal oppression
;
and whether this be not already

verified iu part, their worships, the landlords, are now
* Canting their laml i» letting ilto the highest bidder. Cant

signifies the same ad auction.
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at full leisure to consider. Whoever travels this coun-

try, and observes the face of nature, or the faces and
habits and dwellings of the natives, will hardly think

himself in a land w here law, religion, or common hu-

manity is professed.

I cannot forbear saying one word upon a thing they

call a bank, w hich 1 fear is projecting in tikis town.*

1 never saw the proposals, nor understand any one jiar-

ticular of their scheme. What I wish for at present is

only a sufficient provision of hemp, and caps amt bells,

to distribute according to the several degrees of honesty

and prudence in some persons. 1 hear only of a mon-
strous sum already named

; and if others do not soon
hear of it too, and hear with a vengeance, then I am a

gentleman of less sagacity than myself, and very few

beside myself, take me to be. And the jest will be
•till the better if it be true, as judicious persons have
assured me, that one half of this money will be real

and the other half altogether imaginary. The matter

will he likewise much mended if the merchants con-

tinue to carry off our gold, and our goldsmiths to melt
down our heavy silver.

AN ESSAY
ON ENGLISH BUBBLES;

BY THOMAS HOPE, ESQ.

The three following piece* refer to * project in circulation in

17*0, for the establishment of anaiionnl hunk in Dublin, and
tin* F,<wny upon English Bubbles is lube considered as introduc-

tory to the others.

To the right reverend, right honourable, and right

worshipful, and to the reverend, honourable, and
worshipful, &c., Company of Stockjobbers, whether
honest or dishonest, pious or impious, wise or

otherwise, male or female, young or old, one with
another, who have suffered depredation by the late

bubbles,—Greeting.

Having received the following scheme from Dublin, I

give you tlie earliest notice how you may retrieve

DBCt's et TfTAMEN,b which you have sacrificed by
permits in bubbles. This project is founded on a
parliamentary security

;
besides, the devil is in it if it

can fail, since a dignitary of the Church [dean of St.

Patrick’s] is at the head of it. Therefore you who
have subscribed to the stocking insurance, aud are out
at the heels, may soon appear tight about the leg

;
you

who encourage the hemp manufacture may leave the
halter to rogues, and prevent the odium of feh de »e.

Medicinal virtues are to lie had without the expense
and hazard of a dispensary. You may sleep without
dreaming of bottles at your tail, and a looking-glass

shall not affright you
;

and since the glass bubble
proved as brittle as its ware, and broke, together with

itself, the hojies of its proprietors, they may make
themselves whole by subscribing to our new fund.

Here indeed may be made three very grave objec-

tions by incredulous, interested priests, ambitious
citizens, and scrupulous statesmen. 1. The stocking
manufactory gentlemen do not know how swearing can
bring them to any probability of covering their legs

anew, unless it bo by the means of a pair of stocks.

2. That the hcmp-snarcd men apprehend that such an
encouragement for oaths can tend to no other advance-
ment, promotion, and exaltation of their persons than
that of the gallows; the late old ordinary Paul,®
having grown gray in the habit of making this accu-

* This project fur a bank in Ireland was afterwards brought
Into parliament and rejected.

b The m >tu> rottud a crown-piece, which was the usual price
of permits.

e Paul Lorraine many years ordinary of Newgate. He died
October 7. 17lf.

VO!.. Il

rate observation in every month's Sessions Paper, “ That

(

swearing had as great a hand in the suspension of
every living soul under his cure, as Sabbath breaking

itself." And 3rd, That the glass-bubble men cannot,

for their lives, with the best pair of spectacles (which
is the only thing left neat and whole out of all their

ware) see how they shall make anything out of this

i « oath-project, supposing he should even confirm by
cue '.jr goodness—an oath being, as they say, os brittle

as glass, and only made to be broken.

Hut those incredulous priests shall not go without
an answer that will, I am sure, induce them to place

a great confidence in the benefit arising from Christ-

ians who damn themselves every tfur of the day

;

for, while they speak of the vairuress and fickleness of

oaths as an objection against our project, they little

consider that this fickleness and vainness is the common
practice among all the people of this sublunary world

;

and that, consequently, instead of being an objection

against the project, is a concluding argument of the

constancy and solidity of their sure gain hv it
; a

never-failing argument, as he tells us, among the bre-

thren of his cloth.

The ambitious citizens who, from being plunged
deep in the wealthy whirlpool of the South Sea, are in

ho|>es of rising to such seats of fortune and dignity as

would best suit with their mounting and aspiring

hopes, may imagine that this new fund in the sister

nation may prove a rival to theirs, and by drawing
off a multitude of subscribers will, if it makes a flood

in Ireland, cause on ebb in England. Hut it may be
answered, That though our author avers that this

fund will vie with the South Sea," yet it will not

cla*h with it. On the contrary the subscribers to this

must wish the increase of the South Sea (so far from
being its rival), because the multitude of people raised

by it who were plain speakers as they were plain

dealers before, must learn to swear in order to become
their clothes, and to be gentlemen a la mode ; while
those who are ruined, I mean Jobed by it, will dismiss

the patience of their old pattern, swear at their con-
dition and curse their Maker in their distress : and so

the increase of that English fund will be demonstra-

tively an ample augmentation of (lie Irish one, so far

will it be from being rivalled by it; so that each of
them may subscribe to a fund they have their own
security for augmenting.
The scrupulous statesmen (for we know that states-

men are usually very scrupulous) may object against

having this project secured by votes in parliament, by
reason, os they may deem it in their great wisdom, of
its being an impious project, and that therefore so il-

lustrious an assembly as the Irish parliament ought by
no mean9, according to the opinion of a Christian

statesman, to be concerned in supporting any impious
thing in the world. The way that some may take to

prove it impious is because it will tend highly to the

interest of swearing. But this 1 take to be plain down-
right sophistry and playiug upon words : if this be

called the Swearing project, or the Oath-Act, the in-

crease of swearing will be very much for the benefit

and interest of swearing, i. r. to the subscribers in the

fund to be raised by this fruitful Swearing-act, if it

should be so called, but not to the swearers themselves
who are to pay for it

; so tju»t it will be, according to

this distinction, piously indeed an act fur a benefit to

mankind from swearing, not impiously a benefit it:

swearing; so that I think that argument entirely an-

swered and defeated. Far be it from the dean to have
entered into so unchristian a project as this had been
so considered. But then these politicians (being ge-

nerally, as the world knows, mighty tender of con-

science) may raise these new doubts, fears, and scruples,

vim.—That it will, however, cause the subscribers to

F

ogle
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wish in their minds for many oaths to fly about, which
u a heinous crime, and to lay stratagems to try the

patience of men of all sorts, to put them upon the

•wearing train, in order to bring grist to their own mill,

which is a crime still more enormous
;
and that there-

fore, for fear of these evil consequences, the passing of
such att act is not consistent with the really extra-

ordinary and tei der conscience of a true modem
politician. But in answer to this I think I can plead
the strongest plea in nature, and that is called pre-

cedent, I think, which I take thus from the South Sea :

one man, by the very nature of that subscription, must
naturally pray for the temporal damnation of another

man in his fortune in order for gaining his own sal-

vation in it, yea, even though he knows the other man's
temporal damnation would be tire cause of his eternal,

by his swearing and despairing. Neither do I think

this in casuistry any sin, because the swearing undone
man is a free agent, and can choose whether he will

swear or no, anybody's wishes whatsoever to the con-
trary notwithstanding. And in politics I am sure if is

even a Muchiavelian holy maxim, “ That some men
should be ruined for the good of others.” Thus I

think I have answered all the objections that can be
brought against this project's coming to perfection,

and proved it to be convenient to the state, of interest

to the protestant church, and consonant with Christi-

anity, nay, with the very scruples ofmodem squeamish
statesmen.

To conclude : the laudable author of this project

squares the measures of it so much according to the

scripture rule, that it may reasonably be presumed all

good Christians in England will come as fast into the

subscriptions for his encouragement as they have al-

ready done throughout the kingdom of Ireland
; for

what greater proof could this author give of his Christi-

anity than for bringing about this Swearing-act, cha-
ritably to part with his coat, and sit starving in a very

thin waistcoat in his garret, to do the corporeal virtues

of feeding and clothing the poor, and raising them
from the cottage to the j»lace, by punishing the vices

of the rich ? What more could have l>een done even
in the primitive times? Thomas HorE.

Prom my house in St. Faith's Parish.
London. August 10, 1720

P.S.—Fur the benefit of the author, application may
be made to me at the Tilt-yard Coffeehouse, White-
hall.

SUBSCRIBERS TO THE BANK,
PLACED ACCORDING TO THEIR ORDER AND

QUALITY, WITH NOTES AND QUERIES.

Thk commissioners ap|>ointed to receive subscriptions for the
hank, hud circulated listi of the subscribers, marking those who
were qualified to lie governors and directors, and those who
were.entitled to vote.

A true and exact account of the nobility, gentry and
traders of tlie kingdom of Ireland, who upon mature
deliberation are of opinion that the establishing a bank
upon real security would be highly for the advantage
oi the trade of the said kingdom

; and for increasing
the current species of money in the same. Extracted
from the list of the subscribers to the Bank of Ireland,
published by order of the commissioners appointed to

receive subscriptions.

Nobility.

Archbishops • • 0 1 Barons .... 1

Marquises ... 0 Bishops ... 2
Karls . • • • 0 Frencn Barons . . 1

Viscounts ... 3
N.B.—The temjioral lords of Ireland are 125, the

owhops, 22. In all 147, exclusive of the aforesaid

French count.

|
Gentry:—Baronets,]. Knights, 1.

N.B.—Total of baronets and knights in Ireland ui*.

[

certain, but iu common computation supposed to be
more than two.

Members of the house of commons—41 ; one where-
of reckoned before amongst the two knights.

N.B.—Number of commoners, in all 300.
Esquires not members of Parliament—37.

N.B.—There arc at least 20 of the said 37 esquires

whose names are little known, and whose qualifications

as esquires are referred to the king at arms ; and tlie

said king is desired to send to the publisher hereof a
true account of the whole number of such real or re-

puted esquires as are to be found in this kingdom.

Clergy.

Deans .•••![ Rectors ... 3

Arch-Deacons . ,21 Curates ... 2
N.B.—Of this number one French dean, one French

curate, and one bookseller.

Officers not members of parliament—10.

N.B.—Of the above number 10 French ; but uncer-
tain whether on whole or half-pay, broken, or of the

militia.

ffomen.
Ladies 1

Widows 3, whereof one qualified to be dep. -governor.

Maidens 4.

N.B.— It being uncertain in what class to place the

eight female subscribers, whether in that of nobility,

gentry. &c„ it is thought proper to insert them here be-

twixt the officers and traders.

Traders.

Aldermr" of {<£*'"
| | {

Limerick • . .11 Drogheda
Waterford . . . 0 1 Ac.

a Frenchman

. . . 0

. . . 0
Merchants 29, viz.. 10 French, of Loudon 1, of Cork

1, of Belfast 1.

N.B.—The place of abode of three of the said mer-
chants, viz., of London, Cork, Belfast, being mentioned,
the publisher desires to know where the rest may be wrote
to, and whether they deal in wholesale or retad, viz.

Master dealers, &c., 59, cashiers l, tankers 4, che-
mist 1, player 1, Popish vintner 1, Bricklayer l, chan-
dler 1, doctors of physic 4, cbirurgeons 2, pewterer 1,

attorneys 4 (besides one esquire), barbers or markees,
uncertain. As to the rest of the members, the pub-
lisher of this paper, though he has used his utmost di-
ligence, has not been able to get a satisfactory account,
either os to their country, trade, or profession.

N.B.—The total of men, women, and children in
Ireland, besides Frenchmen, is 2,000,000. Total of
the land of Ireland acres 16,800,000. (Vide Rcasous
for a Bank, &c.)

Quiere, How many of the said acres are in possession

of 1 French baron, 1 French dean, 1 French curate, 1

French alderman, 10 French merchants, 8 Messieurs
Frances, 1 esquire projector, 1 esquire attorney, 6 offi-

cers of the army, 8 women, 1 Loudon merchant, 1 Cork
merchant, l Belfast merctant, 18 merchants whose

?

laces of abode are not mentioned, 1 cashier, 4 bankers,

gentleman projector, 1 player, 1 chemist, 1 Popish
vintner, 1 bricklayer, 1 chandler, 4 doctors of physic. 2
chirurgeous, 1 pewterer, 4 gentlemen attorneys, besides

28 gentlemen dealers, yet unknown, ut supra?

A LETTER FROM A LADY IN TOWN TO HER FRIEND
IN THE COUNTRY. CONCERNING THE BANK ;

OR TUB LIST OF THE SUBSCRIBERS FUSTIIKR EXPLAINED.

Dear Madam, Dublin, Deoember 1. 1781,

I camp, to town three days before the bank-books
were opened, and resolving to lose no time, I sent for

your friend, and told him of your resolutions to sub
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•cribe 2000/., that I had directions from you to apply

to him, and a communion to transact for you.

At first he looked very grave and reserved, saying

that he doubted 1 was come too late, for that so many
|n*rsom of interest and distinction of both sexes had ap-

plied, he was afraid that the books would be full before

they were opened ; however, he said, he would use all

his interest, and rather than you should be disappointed

he would assign one half of hisownsulttcriptiou to you;

at the tame time letting me understand, that it was iu

effect a gift of so much money, with some innuendos ns

if he expected a premium.
He then nui out in high raptures upon the hank, and

upon the great advantages it would be both to the sub-

scribers and to the kingdom ; he extolled the conduct of

the managers, who had procured this bank from the go-

vernment without any consideration, for which former

projectors had offered no less than 50,000/. He af-

firmed that the subscribers could make no more tluui 25
per cent, for their whole subscriptions, of which only one-

tweutieth part was to be deposited; and then desired

me to compute the value of the present he had made.

I asked him whether he were sure that this bank
would succeed f He told me there was not the least

doubt of it; that the necessity of affairs required it,

whereof the managers were so confident, that they had
actually brought over the iron chests to secure the

money
;
that the nobility, gentry, and traders of the

kingdom were, upon mature deliberation, unanimously
of opinion that a bank was necessary, &c.

;
that he had

particularly discoursed with three eminent persons of

great honour, experience, and sagacity, distinguished

for the love of their country and their profound know-
ledge in the general interests of kingdoms, and far

above any paltry self-interests, the first of which, with

great strength of argument, asserted. That we must
have a bonk, and will have a bank

;
the second, That

the South -Sea had occasioned such a dearth of money
in the kingdom that paper money was as necessary

now as brass money was in the time of king James,
and make us better able to pay our taxes and our
pensions

;
and the third, with greater volubility of

tongue and uncommon eloquence, affirmed that if

people would not confide and believe in such a set of
directors and governors, as were intended to be chosen,

neither would they believe in Moses or the prophets.

He then began to enlarge upon the great advan-
tages this bank would be to the public

;
that it would

improve trade, navigation, manufactories, and the

cultivation of our land ; enable us to govern foreign

markets, and make otheT nations factors for us who
were now only factors for them. He then proceeded to

a jargon, which I did not comprehend, of imports,

exports, building ships, erecting warehouses, draining

bogs, opening rivers, finding coals, building towers,

railing land, sinking interest, &c. And when he was
out of breath presented me with a paper called Reasons
for a Bank, written, as he affirmed, with force of
reason, conciseness and perspicuity of style, elegancy
in nhrase, propriety in diction, and with masterly
strokes in political calculations; and believing he
had now fully convinced me, he advised me, by all

meant, that the money I was to deposit should be
guineas, presuming the crowds would be so great that

the clerks would despatch me sooner.

We parted. I prepared my gold and the bond,
waited impatiently all the next (lay when the books
were opened, and being informed that vast crowds of
coaclies were attending in Dirty Lane, and receiving

no message from our friend, concluded that tbe hooks
were filled as be bad alleged, but still expected to

come in upon half (its subscription
; and accordingly I

received notice to prepare against next morning.
During tins time I accidentally heard that some of

the nobility and gentry were violently bent against this

project, ami among the rest a certain lord to whom I

have the bouour to lie related and well known. I

waited on him, and gave him the whole history of my
proceedings in this affair, desiring his advice and
opinion, I hod no sooner ended iny story, than he

fell into an immoderate fit of laughter, and the first

words he was able to speak distinctly were, that ho
laughed with greater pleasure to himself, and as he

hoped leu pain to me, because 1 had neither paid iu

my money nor given bonds. He begged of me to be

iu tio pain about the cluster of coaches in Dirty Lane,

for he suspected thut the greatest port of gentlemen s

couches which made that appearance were either lent or

hired to make a figure, and be presumed 1 would be of

the same opiniou when I saw a list of the subscribers
;

and I do affirm (says he) that to my certain know-
ledge, the managers and their understrappers are

running about the town all this time persuading, press-

ing, and perhaps bribing, men, women, and children,

to fill their books.

He told me he had seen the books that very day
;

that there was not half the capital subscribed, and it

was a doubt and matter of great speculation whether

all the subscribers hud paid iu tbe twentieth part, and
given all tbe bonds and judgments for the remainder.

He confessed there were some persons of honour,

estates, and good distinction amongst the subscribers,

but tliese were in some alliance with the manager* and
chief promoters of the bank

;
and generally sfieakiug

the rest consisted of pressed men and French volunteers.

He allowed the (siuce chosen) intended governor to

be a person of great integrity and honourable inten-

tions, and gave the greatest credit to the projectors

;

but was sorry he was drawn iu upon any consider-

ations, or by any persuasions, into a project to which
tbe nation was so utterly averse.

I was exceedingly surprised, aud entreated bins to

let me know for wbut reasons so great a majority could
oppose this scheme f His answer was, that he could
assign a great number. But the principal which pre-

vailed with him were those tliat follow -

First, Because he could not conceive that any suffi-

cient security had been offered or could be given by
the bank for the properties of the subscribers, and
transferrers and their heirs.

Secondly, That no security could possibly be given

that the presumptive power, which must be lodged in

this bank if it succeeds, may not be exerted to the de-

struction of the liberties of the people, and then the

next evil to that of being dragooned is that of being
dragoonable.

Thirdly, Because it is evideut if this bank shall take

place, aud acquire that degree of wealth and power
which may reasonably be apprehended, all that wealth

and power must he naturally applied to its own preser-

vation, that is to the arbitrary will and power of those

to whom it owes its very being and subsistence.

Fourthly, It is highly probable that this is presumed,
and actually is now a protestant bank

;
it may drain

the greatest part of the species of money from the pro-

testants, and leave them in lieu thereof only piper,

which can be of no effect in tiroes of confusion, either

for their defence or subsistence
; and consequently the

ready money which must be allowed thesiuews of war,

being in tbe bands of the Irish papists, may render

them more formidable upon such u juncture to the

English protestant interest of Ireland than they have
ever been since the reformation.

Resides these reasons his lordship further added that

he could not well understand how a country wholly
cramped in every branch of its trade, of large exteut,

ill peopled, and abounding in commodities which they

bod neither liberty to export nor encouragement to

f 2
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manufacture, could be benefited by a bank wbicb, by
all he had road or heard, or observed in hi* travels,

wa* only useful in free countries where the territory

was small, and the trade general and unlimited ; and
consequently where the profit consisted in the buying
and selling of good* imported from other nations, and
wholly accrued to the public

;
whereas the lank pro-

posed amongst us was to be the monopoly of a few.

He aihled that Mr. Maxwell, in his letter to Mr.
Rowley, hail in several particular* given up the cause

;

but especially in one, where he allowed that before the

convulsion occasioned by the South Sea, from the

natural advantages of peace, and the very small share

of trade allowed us, the interest of money fell of itself

to 6 and per cent., which came very near to the

only advantage the bank proposed; and his lordship

saw no reason why he might not now hope for the

same effect from time, and our natural advantages,

when we have recovered this loss, as well as we did

the ruins of a long war, upon the revolution, without

venturing upon new experiments, under which France,

Holland, and England havtf sunk, and which our poor

crazy constitution is ill able to support and less able to

retrieve. He said plainly that he looked upon Mr.
Maxwell as a gentleman whose intentions were better

than his abilities
;
that from poring upon Davenant,

Petty, Child, and other reasoners from political arith-

metic, he hath drawn conclusions by no means calcu-

lated for the circumstances and condition of Ireland.

As a great part of what he said was above my capa-

city, so I could never have repeated it, if he had not

been at the trouble, at my request, to have given it me
in writing, together with Mr. Rowley's letter, where he

told me the subject was treated in so handsome a

manner that he was sure it would both please and
convince me.

After these general arguments he got lip and shut the 1

door, and in a very low voice told me in confidence
I

the history of this project from its first commence-
j

ment, comparing it to the machine of a watch, with its
I

various win e!* and movements, while the main spring

was out of sight, yet plainly discovered where the

hands pointed and directed. I dare not trust to your
eves what he could hardly trust to his own ears

;
but

1 was so thoroughly convinced from what he whispered,

that I instantly wrote a note to your friend and told

him you had altered your opinion, and would not

snbscril* to the bank, desiring he would give himself

no further trouble.

After this I presumed to ask his lordship two ques-

tions; firwt. Whether the report were true that the

lord-lieutenant had interested himself in favour of the

bank 1 He assured me it was notoriously false and
groundless; for his grace had behaved himself with
the utiniwt candour and indilferency, which appeared
throughout the whole transaction betwixt his grace and
the negotiators, leaving it to the w isdom of the nation

to determine what might be profitable for us, whereof
I hope the whole kingdom, without distinction of

party, will ever retain a grateful remembrance.

My second question was. How came it to pass that

the commissioners and managers of the hank opened
the book* and proceeded to take subscriptions after the

king in his s|>eech, in tenderness to his people, had left

it to the consideration of parliament, and after it

appeared that a great majority of both houses, with the

voice of the nation without doors, had declared against

it. He answered with a smile that, for hi* own part,

he could conceive no possible reason for this proceed-

ing, but that the managers were resolved, at all hazards,

to recover the expenses they had been at in negotiating

the affair of the bank in England ; that hy this bold
attempt, they seemed wholly to misrepresent and mis-

apply tbe gracious intentions of his majesty, as if after
j

he had loudly proclaimed in hi* speech from tbe

throne, that the peopl* of Ireland should have a bank
if they pleased, he did at the same time whisper the

managers that they should have a bank whether we
pleased or no.

1 took leave of his lordship, and in a few days found
a great deal of what he told me to be true. For a list

of the subscribers being published by order of the

governors and directors, there came out a printed

paper, with notes and queries, where’ll the subscriber*

were ranked in their proper classes, which placed them
in so ridiculous a light, [see preceding tract,] that

they all began to be osiuuned of one another. I took

pains to examine that paper very carefully by the

original list, and found it in every article to be a
notorious truth, but not the whole truth, for the author
hath omitted,

One French corn-cutter, One anabaptist clothier,

One French drawer, One barracx-master,

One deal merchant. One butcher,

One French apothecary. One agent's clerk,

Besides several South Seaers and Mississippians.

When I saw this list, and olwerved the situation of

the subscribing ladies tietwixl the soldiers and trader*,

1 was highly delighted that you were not one of the

number. I was intimately acquainted with one of
them, and going to pay her a visit was, with some diffi-

culty, admitted. She told me that she had kept her
chandler some days since the publishing of that scanda-

lous list; that she hail been rallied to death by all her

acquaintance ; tliat she had endeavoured to get her

money back, or at least her bond and judgment, but
could prevail fur neither; that she resolved to p tition

the lord chancellor for relief, and confessed freely to

me that a proposal was made her of a very advan-
tageous match, which was brought almost to a con-

clusion, but was broken off when the gentleman cam©
to know that her fortune was in the hank, alleging

that he could not depend upon it, because that her

bond and judgment was lodged in the liank ami that

any part, or the whole thereof, was liable to the de-

mands of the directors.

THE SWEARER’S BANK

;

OR. PARLIAMENTARY SECURITY FOR ESTABLISHING
A NEW BANK IN IRELAND. WHEREIN THE
MEDICAL USE OF OATHS IS CONSIDERED.

"Si popnlus rult drripj, decipUtar."*

a To believe everything that is said hy a certain set of

men, and to doubt of nothing they relate, though ever

so improbable," is a maxim that has contributed as

much, for the time, to the support of Irish banks as

it ever did to the Popish religion ; and they are not

wholly beholden to the latter for their foundation, but
they liave the happiness to have the same patron saint

;

for Ignorance, the reputed mother of the devotion of

one, seems to l»ear the same affectionate relation to the

credit of the other.

To subscribe to banks without knowing the scheme
or design of them, is not unlike to some gentlemen's

signing addresses without knowing the contents of

them : to engage in a bank that has neither act of

parliament, charter, nor lands to support it, is like

sending a ship to sea without a bottom
;

to expect a

coach and six by the former, would be as ridiculous as

to hope a return by the latter.

It was well known some time ago that our banks

would lie included in the bubble-bill
;
and it was l>c-

lieved those chimeras would necessarily vanish with
the first easterly wind that should inform the town of

the royal assent.

It was very mortifying I© •rveral gentlemen who
dreamed of nothing but easy chariots, on the arrival
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of the fatal packet, to slip out of them into their walk-

ing shoes. But should those lianks, as it is randy
imagined, be so fortunate as to obtain a charter, and
purchase lands; yet, on any run on them in a time of

invasion, there would be so many starving proprietors,

reviving their old pretensions to land and a bellyful,

that the subscribers would be unwilling upon any call

to port with their money, not knowing what might
happen

;
so that in a rebellion, where the success was

doubtful, the bank would infallibly break.

Since so many gentlemen of this town have bad the

courage, without any security, to Appear in the same
paper with a million or two; it is hoped, when they are

made sensible of their safety, that they will be prevailed

to trust themselves in a neat skin of parchment, with a
•ingle one.

To encourage them, the undertaker proposes the

erecting of a bank on ftarliamentary security, and such
security as no revolution or change of times can affect.

To take away all jealousy of any private view of the

undertaker, he assures the world that he is now in a

garret, in a very thin waistcoat, studying the public

good
;
having given an undeniable pledge of his love

to his country, by pawning his coat in order to defray

the expense of the press.

It is very well known that, by an act of parliament,

to prevent profane swearing, the person so offending, on
oath made before a magistrate, forfeits a shilling, which
may be levied with little difficulty.

It is almost unnecessary to mention that this is be-

come a pet-vice among us ; and though age renders us
unfit for other vices, yet this, where it takes hold, never
leaves us but with our speech.

So vast a revenue might be raised by the execution
of this act, that 1 have often wondered, in a scarcity of

funds, that methods have not been taken to make it

serviceable to the public.

I dare venture to say, if this act was well executed
in England, the revenue of it, applied to the navy,
would make the English fleet a terror to all Europe.

It is computed by geographers that there are

2,000,000 in thiskingdom (of I reland), ofwhich number
there may be said to be 1,000,000 of swearing souls.

It is thought there may he 5000 gentlemen; every

gentleman, taking one with another, may afl'ord to

swear an oath every day, which will yearly produce
1,825,000 oatiis

;
which number of shillings makes

the yearly sum of 91,250/.

The farmers of this kingdom, who are computed to

be 10,000, are able to spend yearly 500,000 oaths,

which gives 25,0004 ; and it is conjectured that,

from the bulk of the }>eople, 20,0004 or 25,0004 may
be yearly collected.

These computations arc very modest, since it is evi-

dent that there is a much greater consumption of oaths

in this kingdom, and consequently a much greater sum
might be yearly raised.

That it may be collected with ease and regularity, it

is proposed to settle informers in great towns in propor-
tion to the number of inhabitants, and to have riding-

officers in the country
;
and since nothing brings a

greater contempt on any profession than poverty, it is

determined to settle very handsome salaries on the

gentlcmeu that are employed by the bank, that they
may, by a generosity of living, reconcile men to an
office that has lain under so much scandal of late as to

be undertaken by none but curates, clerks of meeting-
houses, and broken tradesmen.

It is resolved that none shall be preferre 1 to those

employments but persons that are notorious for being
constant churchmen, and frequent communicants

;

whose piety will be a sufficient security for their honest

and industrious execution nf their office.

Jt is very probable tliat 20,0004 will lie necessary

f>9

to defray all expenses of servants, salaries, &c.

However, there will be the clear yearly sum of

100,0004, which may very justly claim a million sub-

scription.

It is determined to lay out the remaining unapplied

profits, which will he very considerable, towaui the

erecting anil maintaining of charity schools. A design

so beneficial to the public, and especially to the pro-

testant interest of this kingdom, has met with so much
encouragement from several great patriots in England,
that they have engaged to procure an act to secure the

sole benefit of informing on this swearing act to the

agents and servants of this new hank. Several of my
friends pretend to demonstrate, that this hank will in

time vie with the South Sea Company: they insist,

that the army dispend as many oaths yearly as will

produce 100,0004 nett.

There are computed to he 100 pretty fellows in

this town that swear 50 oaths a-head daily
; some of

them would think it hard to be stinted to a hundred :

this very branch would produce a vast sum yearly.

The pairs of this kingdom will bring in a vast reve-

nue; the oaths of a little Connaught one, as well as

they could l>e numbered by two persons, amounted to

three thousand. It is true that it would be itnjNMsible

to turn all of them into ready money
,
for a shilling is

so great a duty on swearing, that if it was carefully

exacted, the common people might os well pietend to

drink wine as to swear; and an oath would be as rare

among them as a clean shirt.

A servant tliat I employed to accompany the militia

their last muster day had scored down, in the compass
of eight hours, three hundred oaths; but, as the putting

of the act in execution on those days would ouly till the

stocks with porters, and pawn-shops with muskets and
swords

;
and as it would be matter of great joy to

papists and disaffected persons to see our militia swear
themselves out of their guns and swords

; it is resolved

tliat no advantage shall be taken of any militiaman's

swearing while he is under arms
;
nor shall any advan-

tage be taken of any man's swearing in the four courts,

provided he is at hearing in the exchequer, or has just

paid off an attorney s hill.

The medicinal use of oaths is what the undertake!
would by no means discourage, especially where it is

necessary to help the lungs to throw ofl’any distilling

humour. On certificate of a course of swearing pre-

scribed by any physician, a permit will be given to the

patient by the proper officer of the bank, paying no
more than sixpence. It is expected that a scheme of
so much advantage to the public will meet with more
encouragement than their chimerical banks; and the

undertaker hopes, that as he has spent a considerable

fortune in bringing this scheme to bear, he may have
the satisfaction to see it bike place for the public good,
though he should have the fate of most projectors, to

be undone.

It is resolved, that no compositions sliall be made,
nor licences granted, for swearing, under a notion of
applying the money to pious uses

; a practice so senn-
duious, as is fit only for the see of Rome, where the
money arising from whoring licenses is applied ad pru-
pagnmlam JUkm : and to the shame of Smock -alley

and of all protestant whores (especially those who live

under the light of the gospel -ministry), be it spoken, a
whore in Rome never lies aown but she hopes it will

be the means of couveitiug some poor heathen or
heretic.

The swearing revenues of the town of Cork will be
given for ever by the bank to the support of poor cler-

gymen's widows: and those of Riugsend will be allowed
to the maintenance of sailors’ bastards.

The undertaker designs in a few days to appoint
time and place for taking sulw riptions

;
the sub-
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scribers mast come prepared to pay down one-fourth on
subscribing.

P.S.—The Jews of Rotterdam have offered to farm
the revenues of Dublin at 20,000/. per annum. Seve-

ral eminent quakers are also willing to take them at

that rent
;
but the undertaker has rejected their pro-

posals, being resolved to deal with none but Christians.

Application may he made to him about them, any day,
at Putt's coffee-house, w here attendance will be given.

A LETTER TO THE KING AT ARMS.
FROM A REPVTED ESQUIRE, ONE OF THE SUBSCRIBERS

TO THE BANK.

Thi title enquire was anciently only applied to the younger
on* of nobility, baronets, and the eldest sons of judges,
shrrilTs, justices of the peace, of knights, and to such as h id

employment in the service of the crown.

Sir, November 18, 1721.

In a late printed paper, containing some notes and
queries upou that list uf the suhscri Iters' names which
was published by order of the commissioners for receiv-

ing subscriptions, I find some hints and innuendoes that

would seem to insinuate as if 1 and some others were
only reputed esquires

; and our CAse is referred to you,

in your kingly capacity. I desire you will please to

let me know the lowest price of a real esquires coat of
arms, and if we can agree, 1 will give my bond to pay
you out of the first interest I receive for my subscrip-

tion; because tilings area little low with me at present,

by throwing my whole fortune into the bank, having
subscribed for .700/. sterling.

I hope you will not question my pretensions to this

title when I let you know that my godfather was a
justice of peace, and I myself have been often a keeper

of it. My father was a leader and commander of

horse, in which post he rode before the greatest lords of

the land [a postilion] ; and, in long marches, he alone

presided over the baggage, advancing directly before

it. My mother kept open house in Dublin, where
several hundreds were supported with meat and drink
bought at her own charge, or with her personal credit,

until some envious brewers and butchers forced her to

retire.*

As to myself, I liave been for several years a foot-

officer ; and it was my charge to guard the carriages,

Itchind which I was commanded to stick close, that

they might not be attacked in the rear. I have had
the honour to be a favourite of several fine ladies; who
each of them, at different times, gave me such coloured
knots and public marks of distinction, that every one
knew which of them it was to whom 1 paid my address.

They would not go into their coach without me, nor 1

willingly drink unless I gave them the glass with my
own hand. They allowed me to call them my mis-

tresses, ami owned that title publicly. 1 have been
told, that the true ancient employment of a squire was
to carry a knight's shield, painted with his colours and
coat of arms. This is what I have witnesses to produce
that I have often done ; not indeed in a shield, like uiy

predecessors, but that which is full as good, I have
carried the colours of a knight upon my coat [as a

footmonl. I have likewise borne the king's arms in

my hand, os a mark of authority [as a constable]
; and

bung them painted Irfore my dwelling-house, as a
mark of my calling [as an innkeeper]*, so that I may
truly say, his majesty a arms have been my supporters.

1 have been a strict and constant follower of men of

quality. I have diligently pursued the steps of several

•quire*, and am able to behave myself as well as the

best of them whenever there shall be occasion.

I desire it may be no disadvantage to me that, by
the new act pf parliament going to pass for preserving

* Up mother kept so eating house.

I
the game, I am not yet qualified to keep a greyhound.

if tliis should he the test of tquirehood, it will go iiard

: with a great number of my fraternity, as well as my-
self, who must all be uusquired, because a greyhound
will not be allowed to keep us company ; and it is

well known I have been a companion to bis betters.

What has a greyhound to Jo with a squire&hip? might
I not be a real squire, although there was no such
thing as a greyhound in the world ? Pray tell me, sir,

are greyhounds to be from henceforth the supporters of
every squire's coat of arms? Although I cannot keep
a greyhound, may not a greyhound help to keep me?
May uot 1 have au order from the governors of the
bank to keep a greyhound, with a non obstante to the
act of parliament, as well as they have created a bonk
against the votes of the two houses ? Hut however this

difficulty will soon be overcome. I am promised 125/.

a-year for subscribing 500/.
;
and of this 500/. I am to

pay in only 25/. ready money : the governors will trust

me for the rest, and pay themselves out of the interest

by 25/. per cent. So that I intend to receive only 40/.

a-year to qualify me for keeping my family and a
greyhound, and let the remaining 85/. go on till it

makes 500/., then 1000/., that 10,000/., then 100,000/.,

then a million, and so forwards. This, 1 think, is much
better (betwixt you and me) than keeping fairs, and
buying and selling bullocks; by which I find, from
experience, that little is to be gotten in these hard
times.

I am, sir, your friend and servant to command,
A. B., Esquire.

P.8.— I hope you will favourably represent my cas«
to the publisher of the jiaper above-mentioned.

Direct your letter for A. B., esq., at * • •, in • * * ;

and pray get some parliament-man to frank it, for it

will cost a groat postage to this place.

THE LAST SPEECH AND DYING
WORDS OF EBENEZER ELLISTON.*

EXECUTED THE SECOND OF HAY, 1722.

Published at hts desirefor the common good.

I AM now going to suffer the just punishment for my
crimes prescribed by the law of God and my country.
1 know it is the constant custom that those who come to
this place should have speeches made for them, and
cried about in their own nearing as they are carried to
execution

;
ami truly they are such speeches that,

although our fraternity lie an ignorant, illiterate ]>eo-

ple, they would moke a man ashamed to have such
nonsense and false English charged upon him even
when he is going to the gallows. They contain a pre-

tended account of our birth and family, of the fact for

which we axe to die, of our sincere repentance, and a
declaration of our religion. I cannot expect to avoid
the same treatment with my predecessors.

However, laving had an education one or two de-
grees better than those of my rank and profession, I

liave been considering ever since my commitment what
it might be proper for me to deliver upon this occasion.

And First— I cannot say from the bottom of my
heart that I am truly sorry for the offence I hAve given
to God and tlie world ; but 1 am very much so for the
bad success of my villainies in bringing me to this

untimely end ; for it is plainly evident that after

having some time ago obtained a pardon from the
crown, I again took up my old trade; my evil habits

were so rooted in me, and I was grown so unfit for any
other kind of employment Aud therefore although in

* A malefactor executed for street robber). Hii parents,
according to Faulkner, were rigid dbrsenters. had given him a
good education, put him apprentice to a silk -wester, and
settled him in that profession, which he gradually exrhanm-d
for those of a floe gentleman, a gamester, and a hoifhrifca
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compliance with my friends, I resolved to go to the gal-

.ow» after the usual manner, kneeling, with a book in

my hand and ray eyes lifted up; yet I shall feel no
more devotion in ray lieart than I have observed in my
comrades, who have been drunk among common whores
the very night before their execution. 1 can say
ftirther, from my own knowledge, that two of my
fraternity, after they had been hanged and wonder-
fully came to life aud made tbeir escapes, as it some-
times happened, proved afterwards the wickedest rogues

I ever knew, and so continued until they were hanged
again for good and all ; and yet they had the im-
pudence at both times they went to the gallows to smite
their breasts and lift up their eyes to heaven all the way.

Secondly.—From the knowledge 1 have of my own
wicked dispositions, and that of my comrades, I give
it as my opinion that nothing can be more unfortunate
to the public than the mercy of the government in

ever pardoning or transporting us, unless when we
betray one another, as we never fail to do if we are

sure to be well paid, aud then a pardon may do good

:

by the same rule. That it is better to have one fox in

a farm than three or four. But we generally make a
shift to return after being transported, and are ten

times greater rogues than before and much more cun-
ning. Resides, I know it by experience, that some
hope we have of finding mercy when we are tried, or
after we are condemned, is always a great encourage-
ment to us.

Thirdly.—Nothing is more dangerous to idle young
fellows than the company of those odious common
whores we frequent, and of which this town is full.

These wretches put us upon all mischief to feed their

lusts and extravagancies: they are ten times more
bloody ami cruel than men ; their advice is always
not to spare if we are pursued : they get drunk with
us, and are common to us, ami yet if they can get

anything by it are sure to be our betrayers.

Now as 1 am a dying man I have done something
which may be of good use to the public. I have left

with an honest man (and, indeed, the only honest man
I was ever acquainted with) the names of all my
wicked brethren, the present places of their abode, with
a short account of the chief crimes they have com-
mitted, in many of which I have been their accom-
lice, and heard the rest from their own mouths : 1

ave likewise set down the names of those we call our
setters, of the wicked houses we frequent, and of those
who receive and buy our stolen goods. I have so-

lemnly charged this honest man and have received
his promise upon oath, that whenever he hears of any
rogue to be tried for robbing or housebreaking, be will

look into his list, and if be finds the name there of
the thief concerned, to send the whole paper to the
government. Of this I here give my companions fair

and public warning, and hope they will take it.

In the paper above mentioned, which I left with my
friend, I have also set down the names of several gen-
tlemen who have been robbed in Dublin streets for

three years post ; I have told the circumstances of those
robberies, and shown plainly that nothing but the want
of common courage was the cause of their misfortune.
I have therefore desired my friend that whenever any
gentleman happens to lie robbed in the streets, he will
get that relation printed and published, with the first

letters of those gentlemen's names, who by their own
want of bravery are like t*> be the cause of all the

mischief of that kind which may happen for the future.

I cannot leave the world without a short description

of that kind of life which I have led for some yean
past; and it is exactly the same with the rest of our

[

wicked brethren.

Although we are generally so corrupted from our
childhood has to have no sense of goodness, yet some

thing heavy always bungs about us, 1 know not what

it is, that we are never easy till we are half-drunk

among our whores aud companions, nor sleep sound

unless we drink longer than we can stand, if we go

abroad in the day, a wise man would easily fiud us to

be rogues by our faces, we have such a suspicious,

fearful, and constrained countenance, often turning

back and sliukiug through narrow lanes and ulleys.

I have never failed of knowing a brother thief by his

looks, though I never saw him before. Every man
among us keeps his particular whore, who is, however,

common to us all when we have a mind to change.

When we have got a booty, if it be in money, we divide

it equally among our companions, and soou squander

it away on our vices in those houses that receive us,

for the master and the mistress, and the very tapsta^ go

snacks, and besides make us pay triple reckonings. If

our plunder be plate, watches, rings, snuff boxes, and
the like, we have customers in all quarters of the town

to take them off. I have seen a tankard worth 15/.

sold to a fellow in street for 20s., and u gold

watch for 30s. I have set down his name and that of

several others in the paper already mentioned. We
have setters watching in comers and by dead walls to

give us uotice when a gentleman goes by, especially

if he be anything iu drink. 1 believe in roy conscience

that if an account were made of 1000/. in stoleu

goods, considering tlie low rates we sell them at,

the bribes we must give for concealment, the extor-

tions of ale-house reckonings, and other necessary

charges, there would not remain 50/. clear to Lie

divided among the rob tiers. And out of this wc
must find clothes for our whores, besides treating them

from morning to night, who in requital reward us with

nothing but treachery and the pox. For when our

money is gone, they are every moment threatening

to inform against us, if we will not go out and look for

more. If anything in this world he like hell, as I

have heard it described by our clergy, the truest picture

of it must be in the back room of one of our alehouses

at midnight, where a crew of robbers and their whores

are met together after a booty and are liegiuuiiig to

grow drunk; from which time until they are past

their senses, is such a continued horrible noise of cursing

and blasphemy, lewdness, scurrility, and brutish be-

haviour, such roaring and confusion, such a clatter of

mugs aud pots at each other's heads, that bedlam in

comparison is a sober and orderly place. At last they

all tumble from their stools and benches, and sleep

away the rest of the night, and generally the landlord

or his wife, or some other whore who has a stronger

head than the rest, picks their pockets before they wake.
The misfortune is that we can never be easy till we are

drunk, and our drunkeuness constantly exposes us to be

more easily betrayed tuid taken.

This is a short picture of the life I have led, which
is more miserable than that of the poorest labourer who
works for 4<Z. a day; and yet custom is so strong, that

1 am confident if I could make my escape at the foot

of the gallows, I should lie following the same course

this very evening. So that upon the whole we ought
to be looked upon as the common enemies of mankind,
whose interest it is to root us out like wolves aud other

mischievous vermiu, against which no fair play is re-

quired.

If 1 have done service to men in what I have said, I

shall hope I have done service to God, and that will be
better than a silly speech made for me full of whining
and canting, which I utterly despise and have never

been used to; yet such a one I expect to have my ears

tormented with ns 1 am passing along the streets.

Good people fare ye well ; bad as I am, I leave

many worse Whind me. I hope you shall see me die

like a man the death of a dog. E. E
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RIGHT OF PRECEDENCE
BETWEEN PHYSICIANS AND CIVILIANS INQUIRED

INTO.

'*Tu major, tibl ran e*t aiqunm p*r*n> Menalca."—Vimo.
** Fiilis oflVodar medici*

:

inair amici* —Ho*.

The eaiiw of this lmm irmi* dispute <s now forgotten, but the

general title i» •uffioie.il t-j render it intelligible. Some per-
sonal satire is wholly lost.

I have wailed hitherto with no little impatience to

*ec some ^ood effect of that debate, which I thought
was happily started at a late meeting of our university

[Trinity College, Dublin] upon the subject of pre-

cedence between profectors of law and physic. And
though I cannot join in opinion with the worthy gentle-

man who first moved in it, I must needs say the '

motion was seasonable and well became him; for

beside that he intended an honour to a faculty he was
promoted atrove, and was so self-denying as to waive

all debates of that nature as long os he was a party

concerned in the motion, he did what in him lay to

put an end, hy authority, to a point in controversy

which hud long divided the gentlemen of those two
faculties; and I am very much mistaken if the same
person dues not hereafter prove as much a friend to

piety and learning in his other designs os he has been
already in this, to the peace and agreement of learned

men.
But to my great disappointment little more has been

said upon the subject since the first debate than what,

has been argued in private, more for the entertainment

of single gentlemen than the use and information of

mankind. I have heard that the matter is brought to

a compromise, and professors in both faculties have
agreed to yield precedence to one another, according to

their standing and the date of their commencement.
But this to me ap|>cars no satisfactory way ofdeciding

a point of such importance. And to speak freely, it is

hut drawing a skin over a wound, and giving it a face

of soundness, when there lies filth and purulence within,

which will another time break out with more pain and
greater danger.

The time is approaching when it will be proper

once more to bring this affair upon the carpet
;
and 1

am humbly of opinion that the point is of such conse-

quence, that it ought not to subside as it has done of

late. It should neither rest upon that slight buttle it

received at its first appearance in public, nor be hushed
up in silence, under the pretence of any private ac-

commodation, which the parties concerned have since

come to, for the sake of civility and good manners in

company.
I am one of those who love peace upon a good foun-

dation, and do for that reason no less admire truth,

upon which alone a lasting peace can be founded.

And as I am qualified to introduce this matter at the

next meeting of our university, and fully determined

to do so, 1 thought it reasonable to give this friendly

notice to all parties, that they study the point and
make themselves masters of it, and give it so thorough

a canvassing in what manner they think fit, as to leave

no room for exception and wrrangling when the ques-

tion comes to be solemnly debated in that assembly.

But before I come to the merits of the cause itself

you must give me leave to make one observation in the

way concerning the importance of precedence in ge-

neral, which may prove of singular use to mankind,
who are for the most part unappri/cd of it.

As I remember, there fell a very harsh expression

from a certain gentleman (with whom it is not usual

o be unguarded) who ap|>eared an advocate for phy-

sicians, when 'he motion was first made to thrust them

from their place He was pleased to call it a woman-

ish debate if I took him right; but as much a friend

as 1 am to his person and cause I will not follow him
in that opinion, and will further say, the exrreuiou waa
mean and beneath thedignity of his ciiaracter. There in

an unkind reflection couched in it uponasex hy which
much of the decencies of life and little morals art?

supported ; and it does not agree with that taste of gal-

lantly which he is thought to have, and is very con-
sistent with his profession, and is even ungrateful in a
man of that faculty which is more in favour with the

ladies than any other except divinity.

But not to insist upon this 1 cannot think, as that

expression implies, that the matter is at all beneath the

consideration of the greatest and roost learned of men.
On the contrary, I think the question was well moved,
and since it has been moved every one should endea-

vour to find on which side of the argument the ad-
vantage lies: and 1 wonder that ill this interval of

parliament and business (the usual vacation of this

Kingdom) something has not been offered before this

time for the quieting men's minds. It is a difference

among his majesty's subjects, which it liecomes every

healing spirit to compose, and is a duty both of religion

and loyalty.

1 would ask is precedence or distinction of place of
no moment among meu ? Are women only concerned

in it? Does society owe nothing of couvcuieucy to it ?

Is it indifi’erent whether a man sits at a lady's elbow or

her pert chaplain's ? near a soup at the head of the

table, or beef at the bottom? Is there no advantage in

the first plate, or the earliest compliment of the glass,

or the res{*ect of waiters, or in ruling the l»ooks at a
quarter sessions, and being honoured with the cushiou

iti the face of one's country? Is it of no consequence

to lie in the eye of the government? and does not pre-

cedence contribute to tliat at a Thulsel [Guildhall

j

entertainment ? What are academical degrees so dearly

purchased for but place, and cau a professor answer it

to hi s trust or interest to disparage precedence? For
what other reason in nature but precedence did a great

man of my acquaintance lately become a double grand
compounder for bis degree? and another undeceive

mankind, or rather deceive women, and suffer himself

to be pronounced a venerable man in spite of his youth-

ful looks? Shall not the solemn doctor in his

chariot take place of plain Mr. in his? and have
the heels of him in preferment according to the start

he has in precedence?

Give me leave to say, that the notion of the insigni-

ficancy of place has been ofinfinite prejudice to many
worthy men, and of as great advantage to others, w ho
have juster thoughts of it. While dignity sinks with

its own weight, the scum of mankiud will naturally

rise above it.

I have a pious concern upon me for all the important

mistakes of mankind, and this among the rest
;
as to

which, I have observed strong prejudice runs counter to

the nature of things and the principles of truth and
reason. Sure I am, nature directs every person and
thing to maintain its situation, or rather not so much
to keep its own place as to aspire and displace others.

And tire reason is plain, because that is a tendency to

the uppermost point and an approach to perfection;

and therefore contrary to common opinions, 1 have ever

thought there is piety in pride and ambition, and tliat

it is virtue to be emulous and aspiring. And when 1

bear, as in my time I have many, conceited declama-
tions against pride, I suspect it is with the design of a
monopoly, and to engross it

; as I have kuowu an inge-

nious schoolboy spit iu his mess of porridge, not to abase

the good creature, but to secure it all to himself. W l»at

is that dominion so early given to mankiud, but supe-

riority of power and place? and then to act up to it it

not womanish but manly. And if that was a precej t
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I will take upon me to say there it not one point of

duty to universally and exactly observed.

And society hat to great a consideration of place, that

we find wise provisions made for the regulating of it

and for settling the due pre-eminence of all degrees of

men, and an office of heraldry for that purpose, which
may be found in almost every house of quality. I

could go further than this, but for this reason, that it is

out of my way, and none of my business, to determine

the force of great examples, and make conclusions upon
Scripture

;
and perhaps my friend’s best apology is, that

the Bible is out of the road of his profession and study
;

but 1 will say thus much, that as I have observed di-

vines to be so far scriptural in their carriage, os to take
“ the right hand of fellowship ” on all occasions, and
carry their disputes about place as high as any other

sort of men
;
so their practice (such is my deference)

is to me the best gloss upon duty, and my conviction,

and should be his. And this plainly determines the

point against him, and shows the importance of pre-

cedence; and then it will follow in logic that, if taking

place he matter of moment, to dispute about place is

not womanish nor trivial.

And this allowed I am inclined to believe, that

upon this religious principle all our late promotions of
nobility have proceeded, and that so many gentlemen
have procured themselves titles, not, as some have in-

C'liusly thought, that they might take place of their

ere, but out of a sense of duty : and while some
(alas! too many) ignorantly despise them for their

worthless ambition, I regard them with another eye,

and honour them for their piety, and courage, and
conscience, and even condescension in being made
great, and do from my heart pity such as cannot
be greater, without being less. Indeed the roll of
our nobility is at present very voluminous, but no
matter for that If there were more of them, such
is the ductility of my respect, I could, with a smaller

quantity of esteem, do honour to them all. I make
the same account of nobility of all dates as I do of

books; I value the old as usually more exact, and
genuine, and useful, though commonly uulettered, and
often loose in the bindings; and I value the new, be-

cause but the notion is obvious, and I leave my
reader to pursue it. I was led into this comparison
from the curiosa feltcita

s

of those whose way it is to

paste their arms and titles of honour on the reverse of
the title-pages, which shows the affinity of the two.
My love to the nobility has made me sometimes se-

riously lament the great damp which must have fallen

on honour and laudable ambition had the peerage bill

succeeded in England ; but I had this consolation

that, had the sluice been shut there, the flood of honour
had risen the higher here, and overflowed this my
native kingdom.

I could here according to custom produce, in favour
of this uncommon position, many bright authorities

;

and have now before me above a score of quotations,

gathered with infinite labour from St. Chrysostom, by
his index

; but to the discouragement of my learning
the Greek types are not ready, and will not be set till

the 20th of next month, when the following editions of
this work shall be enriched with learned languages in
great variety. The author of a late state sermon should
have waited as I do, rather than suffer his learning to

look asquint as it does, and make so frightful a figure

from the press. I am master of the stochastic art; and
by virtue of that I divine that those Greek words in

that discourse have crept from the margin into the text

otherwise than the author intended ; and indeed some
of those Greek maggots are so uneasy in, and ashamed
of their place, that they seem to be upon the trawl

backward.
I hope what has been offered will clear this c at* of

conscience, and is sufficient to show any man of can-

dour, and who loves and searches after truth as 1 do,

the importance of place and precedency among men

;

that the peace and order and honour of society is

owing to it, and as women have l>eeu remarkably
strenuous in asserting them rights, I do hereby take

upon me to return them the thanks of mankind (asking

pardon for the professor's misbehaviour), and do wish
them perseverance and success in all their laudable

attempts of that nature. Let them enjoy the wall and
the right hand of us from this day forward, not in con-

sideration of their weakness, or out of our courtesy, but

iti their own right as patriots, and stout defenders of

the privileges of their own and our sex.

But to proceed. It were )>erhaps a proper method
in this, as in other debates concerning precedency, to

appeal to the herald's office, and be determined by
usual and stated rules there, how place in this case is

to be given or taken
;
but a certain lord has assured

me upou his honour that nothing concerning the pre-

sent question is there taken notice of; and whatever

orders may he delivered in heraldry about personal

precedence, there is nothing said as to faculties, except

only this, that doctors in divinity, and those not spe-

cialists, as we used to call them, i. e., such as have
received that degree by the special indulgence and
undeserved favour and grace of the university, shall

have a place immediately above esquires that are not

of noble families.

Upon which observation, if it be true, as 1 fear it is,

I have reason to apprehend some disturbance in the

country, among the ladies there, therefore 1 do present

roy most humble service to madam
,
wife to a

very reverend divine, D.D., tperiali grahA, who has

for many years past to my knowledge, in mistake of

her husband's right, taken place at table of a certain

justice of the peace's lady, and do advise her, that, in

order to maintain her precedency, she would once
more send her spouse up to a commencement, and
engage him to perform his acts, and here-admitted, and
take up his large cautionary bouils for her own and
her children's advantage.

And I would further observe, for the use of men who
love place without a title to it, either by law or he-

raldry, as some have a strange oil incss of spirits, which
carries them upward, and mounts them to the top of

all company (company being often like bottled li-

quors, where the light and windy parts hurry to the

head, and fix in froth), I would ubserve, I say, that

there is a secret way of taking place without sensible

precedence, and consequently without offence. This

is a useful secret, and I will publish it here, from my
own practice, for the benefit of my countrymen, and
the universal improvement of mankind.

It is tliis. I generally fix a sort of first meridian

in my thoughts before I sit down, and instead of

obseiving privately, as the way is, whom iu company
I may sit above, in point of birth, age, fortune, or

station, I consider only the situation of the table hy

the points in the compass, and the nearer I can get to

the east (which is a point of honour for many reasons,

for “ porrrcla majeitat ad ortum so/is,") 1 am so much
the higher, and my good fortune is to sit some-
times, or for the most part, due east, sometimes N. by
E., seldom with greater variation

;
and then I do

myself honour, and am bleated with invisible pre-

cedence, mystical to others, and the juke is, that by

this means I take place (for place is hut fancy) of

many that sit above me : and whilst most people in

company look upon me as a modest man, I Know
myself to be a very assuming fellow, and do often look

down with contempt on some at the upper end of the

table. By this craft I at once gratify my humour
(which is pride) and preserve my character ; and this
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I take to be the art of life. And sticking to this rule

I generally possess a middle place in company, even

in the vulgar account, and ain at meat as wise men
would be in the world,

Eatrcmi primorum, extremis usque prior**.4

Ho*. * Ep. U. 104 .

And to this purpose my way is to carry a little jwcket

compass iu my left fob, and from that 1 take my
measures imperceptibly, as from a watch, in the usual

way of com|>ariug time before dinner, or if I chance

to forget that, I consider the situation of the parish

church, and this is my never-failing regulator.

I know some people take another way for this, and
place themselves nearest the dish they like best, and

their ambition is gratified where their appetite is so.

Eating well is commonly and with justice called good

living, and their rule is that of Horace,

Ut, quncunque loco fueris, vixisae lftanter

Tedicas* 1 Bp. *1. 84.

And it must lie allowed as a standard their honour lies

in their stomach, as indeed I have always thought

that, contrary to vulgar notions, the seat, not of honour

otdy, but of most great qualities of the mind, as well

as of the disorders of the body.

Give me leave to explain myself. I think I can

reduce to this one principle all the properties of the

mind, and by the way, as I take our grand devourer

of fire to have the best stomach of any man living,® I

conclude him the greatest person our age or any other

has produced, not excepting Cato's daughter, 41 nor

shall Time, although edax rerum, ever digest the me-

mory of one who has a better appetite than even Time
itself. But to go on : does not the stomach make men
ambitious, covetous, amorous, obsequious, and time-

serving? What made a certain judge keep his place

on the bench when his brethren left it, but his sense of

honour, ». #., his keen appetite t Docs not the stomach

alone carry all debates in both houses, and support

parties, and make court-parasites lose their dinners

sometimes, that they and theirs may dine the better

all their lives after ? Do not wc use to say a man of

honour stomachs an indignity? Is not English feeding

the foundation of English bravery ? and good claret, of

fieri i! and French sprightliness?

In short, courage, honour, wit, and sense, and all

arts and sciences, take their rise here
;
and this an

ancient has observed, “ moguler artit mgeniique lar-

gitor venter” which, if it be true, I will take upon me
to declare our vulgar saying, “ that men have guts in

their brains," is a vulgar error, and should be rectified,

and that rather their brains are in their guts
;
and

when we sec some men less courageous, witty, or

learned than others, wc should pity their bad stomachs

or indigestion, rather than their incapacity or indis-

position of braiu. I am so sensible of this, that I have

of many years disused, as an absurdity, that saying to

a simple fellow, “ God help your head but I wish

him with more propriety a good stomach or a better

dinner.

I could here chemico-mechanically resolve men’s
parts into tbeir feeding, ami show what sort of humours
and genius must necessarily proceed from particular

sorts of meats, and explain a great deal of the heathen

mythology by it ;
but this I reserve for a treatise by

itself. Vet this I will say, that a writer's stomach,

appetite, and victuals may be judged from his method,
style, and subject, as certainly as if you were his mess-

fellow, and sat at table with him. Hence we call a

• " Behind the first, yet still before the lust.”—Dcjccomsk.
b Scire on the present joy. *nd thus possess.

Where’er you live, an inward happiness.”—

F

sakcis.

e A man called the fire enter, who exhibited himself as a
show about this period.
* Who is said to have killed herse.f by swallowing live coals.

subject dry, a writer iusipid, notions crude and indi-

gested, a pamphlet empty or hungry, a style jejun*
%

and many such-like expressions, plainly alluding to

the diet of an author ;
and I make no manner of doubt

but Tully grounded that saying of “ heliuo hbrorum

upon the same observation.

Now I say it is evident if this be true that every

man at meat is most honoured when he is most
humoured, or when he sits nearest to that which pleases

his palate best ;
and consequently that is the first place

to him upon that principle, and such men must be

allowed to have the truest taste of houour of all others.

1 have observed these sort of people have generally a
great propensity to roast beef; aud it will be granted

that to sit eveu at the foot of the table next a sirloin,

which is a dish of dignity, and of old hereditary

knighthood, is in strictness of heraldry more honourable
than a place next the biggest plain country squire at

the upper end,—and I have often chosen it.

But to return from this useful digression. The
noble personage aforementioned, who honoured me
with his sentiments upon this abstruse point, must lie

allowed to have as good a local memory as any lord

in the kingdom; and lias never been known once to

mistake, or forget, or recede from that place of distinc-

tion which is due to him. He could settle die forms

of a royal interment, and adjust the ceremonies of a coro-
nation if occasion were

;
and I must add, but that he

has more honour than to be officious, he could have
determined that late controverted point of an English

bishops place among ours, and had saved the house,

had he been called upon, the trouble and delays of

referring to the English precedents.

I say his lordship, who is expert in heraldry, and
os communicative of that useful knowledge os becomes
noble spirits, lias assured me there is no uotice taken
in that science of any distinction of place for learned

faculties ;
and for mechanical ones, such as appear on

collar days, or riding the franchises, they are below the

thoughts of a man of quality. He pretends not to

know what by-laws, or private compacts of precedency
there may be between goldsmiths and grocers, vintners

and shoemakers.

I have now before me a table of precedence, given
me by the same noble hand, reaching down from a
prince of the blood to a country squire, and regarding
every branch of their families in the minutest manner,
—which I reserve for my own use, and am envious
enough to deny it to the world

;
and the rather, that it

is to be found in Mackenzie and Gwillira, and may be
had for 2s. 6d. in the office.

The case being so, there can be no other way, as I

conceive, of deciding a question of precedency between
the two faculties of law ami physic, but by inquiring

into their antiquity and dignity : and whichsoever of
them shall appear to be most ancient, ami most useful

to the world, I presume the world will, in justice,

think fit to have the greatest honour for, aud give the

precedence to.

I take it for granted that priority of time, (trierit

pnnbuM. gives a preference of place, and this naturally,

or by common consent—for that I take to be the mean-
ing of nature in most cases, tor., what is found reason-

able in itself, and has been always agreed to by man-
kind, and is confirmed by constant and uninterrupted

practice
; and this I desire some young preachers to

take good notice of, and get by rote. 1 likewise by
the way take upon me, now 1 think of it, to advise a
certain deacon of ray acquaintance to read Doctor
Cumberland all through, and twice before he presumes
to plead “the law of nature" in the pulpit; to learn

mathematics before lie pretend* to demonstrate there;

to peruse Aristotle, Tacitus, and the State Tracts,

liefore he meddles with politics
;
and be able lo ad
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Bteocles, before lie attempts Greek quotations to bis

sermons. What if Jocasta or Antigone should hear a

mispronunciation from the pulpit
;

or any other of

those young Greeks who so lately did an honour to

Euripides, transported their audience into Thobes, and

inspired the old bachelors on the foremost bench with

that rai'itTs/m wWi*, which they so handsomely repre-

sented !

I say time gives a natural right of precedence by
common consent ; and hence age is honoured above

youth, and by it. The very heathens thought it in-

decency, and a trespass in point of manners, “si

juvenis seni non aasurrexerit," if a young man did not

rise up, and give way to an older
;
and the canonists,

I hope, will be ingenious enough to own, though in

this argument against their brethren the civilians, that

it was a rule of the primitive church, that a deacon
should not sit in the presence of a presbyter. In a
word, wisdom and experience, which are divine quali-

ties, are the properties of age, ami make it honour-
able ; and youth, in the want of them, contemptible.

But I do not say this to mortify or discourage young
men. I would not, by any means, have them despite

themselves, for that is the ready way to be despised by
others; and the consvouences of contempt are fatal.

For my part, I take self-conceit and opinionativeness

to be of all others the most useful and profitable

quality of the mind
;

it has to my knowledge made
bishops, and judges, and smart writers, and pretty

fellows, and pleasant companions, and good preachers.

It is a sure way of being agreeable to the ladies, who
ever judge of men as they observe men do of them-
selves. If all men were to have the same opinion of
themselves that others have of them, there would not

be, out of mere shame, above two sermons next Sunday
in this large city, nor fire lawyers to go through with
the business of next term. Self-conceit supports the

dignity of church and state
;
and I pronounce him an

enemy to the public who is so to that.

Much less ao I intend any trouble to young clergy-

men of the court or city by the foregoing remark
;
as

if, because deacons of old used to stand before presby-

ters, that now it were fit to rise when they come in, or

give the civility of the hat or wall to any rusty rum in

the street. I know the inconvenience of that mistaken
piece of old breeding to both parties, and think it

prudently laid aside. It it respect to an old parson

not to oblige him uncover in the cold, and unsocket
his head with both hands, and so daggle his gown out
of ceremony ; it is the same respect to a spruce boh, to

let it lie quiet and undisturbed in its hat-case. I

know no reason why powder and oil should submit to

grease and greyness
;
that a white wig should lower to

hoary hair; or a brushed beaver strike to a Carolina
hat with stays.

I cannot forbear here to applaud the present refine-

ment of ecclesiastics in their habits, and say they are

more primitive and regular in their dress than those of
any age before them. A clergyman ought to be
««r&u*r, i. not, ns wc read, of good behaviour, but
well dressed : as indeed nothing contributes more to

polite behaviour than good clothes. This is a various
reading. And here I observe for the use of young
stagers in divinity, that nothing will bring them into

greater repute for deep learning, than to enterprise in

criticism, and adventure betimes to change the common
reading of any text in the Bible. This single word is,

in my opinion, enough to vindicate their silks and
velvets against all the fanatics in Christendom, and
oor own canons to back them.

It is an old observation that piety is mostly sup-

ported by the female sex ; so that whatever is agree-

able to them is for the advantage of religion, and
consequently the clergy should dress in respect to the
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ladies, i. for the good of the church. And indeed

I have known some of the younger sort, that could not

preach with a ruffled band or a wig out of curl ; and

a certain lady of my acquaintance, very religious, and

who had a good taste of men, always made a judg-

ment from the air and dress of the preacher, and never

relished any doctrine that came not recommended with

a scarf anil a diamond ring. I am not one that,

“ ambitiosa recidet omamenta,” would strip the young

clergy, and retrench their decencies of dress
;
so far

from it, tliat I wish them, with all my heart, greater

elegance, and fitter apparel. Well fare the heart of

that sprightly youth, a deacon of this church, who I

foresee shall first adventure to hoop his canonical coat,

and border his band or shirt with mechlin lace, or a

modest fringe.

But to return from this incident to my subject again

(from which a vast impetuous force of wit, and learn-

ing, and love of my country, has led me devious).

The nicest logicians will allow it a fair way of arguing

in all cases, to refer to things what is true as to persons

;

and therefore I conclude, if physic be a faculty more

ancient than that of civil law, then it literally goes

before it, ». hikes place of it
;
and I hope it will not

be denied that physic is as old as the occasion of it,

—

as old indeed, within a few days as mankind
;
which

can by no means be said of the other (in comparison)

upstart profession, unless any oue will be so hardy

to affirm there was a doctors’ commons or bishops’

court in Paradise. And if any man should insist to

know the year and day of the rise of physic, I take

him to be ignorant of religion and history, and will

disdain an answer; though I could tell him not

only what the first distemper was, and that epidemical,

viz., a falling sickness, but also who it was that cured

it; but I do not think fit to satisfy duluess and

ignorance so far.

I have ever blamed St. Jerome in my heart for in-

discretion, that when some pragmatical leacons set up

for equality with presbyters, he to humble them made
presbyters eoual iu effect to bishops. And I could do

something of the same kind iu the preseut dispute

;

and show those assuming civilians, that they can with

so little reason arrogate a place above physiciaiis, or an

equality with them, that iu my humble opinion tome

faculties, which they have in contempt, are superior to

them in point of time, which I have ulreaily proved to

be the natural ground of precedency ;
and it is enough

here but to name the excellent faculties of music and

poetry, whose antiquity I tliink no man of sense or

modesty will call in question.

But having mentioned poetry I must go aside a little

to salute my worthy friend the professor* of, or to speak

more properly, the reader in, that faculty in Oxford,

who has befriended the world so much by his incom-

parable performances of that kind, especially his

latest. I will own he has taught me, and 1 believe

some other gentlemen who had lost their Latin, the

true grammatical construction of Virgil, aud deserves

not our acknowledgments ouly, but those of Eton

and Westminster. I am sensible construction is as

necessary to the relish and use of an author, as chewiug

is to taste and digestion. However, I must take upon

me to admonish him of one great mistake
;
and I know

that the modesty of the man, and the good nature

familiar to him, and which shines as much in his con-

versation as wit and true poetry do in his works, will

bear it from a friend : be has more than once, os I

remember, put jasmine for sweet-marjoram, the true

version ;
but as this and a few more are his only

variations from the letter of the original, it may well

be excused,—my fear is that school-boys may come to

Hr. Joseph Trapp «u elected poetry professor in 1708 . and

published his lectures under the title of ” Pnrlortiones Portion."
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suffer by His mistake. I dare venture to affirm, in

favour of that good pot-herb, that sweet-marjoram is

Hot improper either in broth or heroics.

Though I think what has beeu urged is sufficient to

weigh iu favour of the faculty I have here espoused,

yet, upon occasion, 1 would allow all this to go for

nothiug, and place the controversy upon another foot-

ing. and argue from the natural dignity of medicine
itself and the universal use and benetit of it to man-
kind

; for it is well known that physic has been always
necessary to the world and what mankiud cannot be
without. It has been requisite in all ages and places;

which is more than can be asserted in behalf of law,

either civil or canon. I do not believe they know
anything of these in China or the Moguls country

;

but we know they do of physic, which prevails in the

East, which supplies us with great part of our materia

medtca ; and no Englishman ought in gratitude to

forget that the greatest genius and honour of England
was cured of a lit of the gout by a salutary muss from
the East.*

But tlsis is not all : The force of physic goes further

than the body, and is of use in relieving the mind
under most of its disorders : and this I dare venture to

affirm, having frequently made the experiment upon
my own person with never-failing success ; and
this I did by the direction of my worthy parish

minister, who is indeed an excellent divine, and withal

an able physician
;
and a good physician only to be

the better diviue. That good man has often quieted
my conscience with an emetic, lias dissipated trouble-

some thoughts with a cordial or exhilarating drops, has
cured me of a love-fit by breathing a vein, and
removed anger and revenge by the prescription of a
draught, thence called bitter; and in these aud other

instances has convinced me that physic is of use to the

very soul, as far as that depends on the crisis of the

body

:

—Mcutem xmarp corpus ut cgnim
Ceruimus, et fleet! Modialaa posse videm us.— Locust.

And I am so fully persuaded of this, that I never see a
wretch go to execution but I lament that he hod not
beeu in the hands of a good physician, who would
have corrected these peccant humours of his body
which brought him to that untimely death.

Now can anything like this be pleaded in behalf of
one or other of the two laws we are dealiug with, or of
both together? By the way, 1 must observe here, that

these two laws, civil and canon, ore put in couples for

their unluckiness, and I think they ought to be muzzled
too. Aud here lies the disadvantage of the present
dispute

:
physic we know is a plain simple tiling:

now that this single faculty, without one friend ou
earth to take its part and be a second, should dispute
with a pair at once, is as if one poor blood-hound
should engage with a couple of mastitis

; or that a man
should fight a gentleman and his lackey, or with a
single rapier against sword and pistol

;
it is very foul

play, and stauders-by should interpose, so hard are the
terms of this debate

;
but there is uo help for it : these

two fast friends can scarce be parted, and are seldom
found asunder; they must rise and fall together. My
Lord Bacon used to say, very familiarly, “ When I

rise, my a— rises with me.” I ask pardon for the
rudeness of the allusion; but it is certain that the

canon-law is hut the tail, the fag-end, or footman, of
the civil, and, like vermin in rotten wood, rose in the

church in the age of its corruption, and when it wanted
physic to purge it.

Bnt I am weary of proving so plain a point. To me
it is clear beyoud contradiction, that the antiquity and
diguity of physic do give it the precedence of civil

• See Sir William eway *• On the cure of Gout by
Moss," su lu'lian mow so called.

law and its friend. I could here very easily stop the

mouth of ecclesiastical civilians, by an example or two

of great authority
;
but I hope they will take the hint,

and save me the trouble: and for lay-professors I will

only say, lie that is not convinced, baa little sense not

only of religion (perhaps that is tbeir least consider-

ation), but of good manners and loyalty and good
fellowship. The blood of the de Medici* flows in the

best veins of Europe; and I know not bow far any
slight offered to the faculty may exasperate the preseut

kiug of France or the grand duke, to a resentment

prejudicial to our wines and the public peace and
the present posture of affairs. All that love their

country and right good Florence, will perceive by
this on which side of the argument they ought to

appear.

And now, for the universal peace of mankind, I

make the following rule to be observed by all pro-

fessors in each faculty and their understrappers : I

decree that a doctor of physic shall take place of a
doctor of laws

;
a surgeon, of an advocate

;
an apothe-

cary, of a proctor of office; and a tooth-drawer, of a
register in the court. I intended this for a parallel

;

but here it fails me, and the lines meet.*

1 shall now only observe further, that os the case

seems desjierate on the side of civilians in point of

reason, so 1 hear they have another game to play, aud
are for appealing to authority : os I have known a
school-boy fairly beaten at cuffs, run with a bloody
nose to complain to his master. I am credibly in-

formed, there is a design ou foot to bring iu heads of a
bill in favour of civilians next session of parliament

:

but how generous that sort of proceeding is 1 leave the

world to judge. 1 am but one, and will certainly

oppose any such motion in idy place
;
though, from

the number of civilians iu the house, I have reason to

apprehend it will be to little purpose. The college, a
true alma mater

,
has dubbed most of us doctors, and

has been more wise than Christian in her favours of

that kind
;

for she has not given hoping for nothing

again.

But here I enter my protest against all designs that

may any way prejudice so great and illustrious a body
of men os our college of physicians are ; and 1 shall

take care to draw out the substance of this argument,
and preseut it, in short beads, to each member at a
proper time : and not without some hopes that reason

may weigh them.

In the mean time 1 hope a worthy gentleman, a
member of our house, will stand up ou that occasion,

and assert the rights of a faculty which be has entered

into and does an honour to : it must be remembered
to his credit tiiat being equally skilled iu physic and
civil law, and perhaps in divinity as well as either, he
chose to commence in medicine, having chiefly qua-
lified himself for that noble faculty by repeated travels,

and enriched his mind with many curious observations,

which the world may, in time, expect incredible be-
nefit from.

If any man thinks fit to reply to this argument, and
rectify any mistakes in it, I desire him to preserve his

temper, and debate the matter with the same coolness

that I have done, that no blood may be drawn in the
controversy, nor any reason given me to complain of
“ civih1

1

itinera dejrtnr." As conviction chiefly engaged
me on the side of physicians, so in some measure a
sense of gratitude for a faculty to which I owe the
comforts of life, and perhaps life itself, having received
from it unspeakable ease in the two inveterate dis-

tempers of the spleen and the gout.

• A sneer at Ssrhevrrcll.
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MAXIMS CONTROLLED IN IRELAND.*
THE TRUTH OP MAXIMS IN STATE AND

GOVERNMENT EXAMINED.
WITH REFERENCE TO IRELAND.

DMCRTBtn by Mr. Burke m “ a collection of State Paradoxes,

abounding With jiwat sen*; anil penetration, and on a very

important subject.'

There are certain maxims of state, founded upon long

observation and experience, drawn from the constant

practice of the wisest nations, and from the very prin-

ciples of government, nor even controlled by any writer

upon politics. Yet all these maxims do necessarily

presuppose a kingdom or commonwealth to have the

same natural rights common to the rest of mankind
who have entered into civil society

;
for if we could

conceive a nation where each of the inhabitants hail

but one eye, one leg, and one hand, it is plain, before

you could institute them into a republic, that an allow-

ance must be made for those material defects wherein

they differed from other mortals. Or imagine a legis-

lature funning a system for the government of bedlam,

and proceeding upou tlie maxim that man is a so-

ciable animal, should draw them out of their cells,

and form them into corporations or general assemblies ;

the consequence might probably be that they would
fall foul on each other, or bum the house over their own
heads.

Of the like nature are innumerable errors committed
by crude and short thinkers, who reason upon general

topics without the least allowance for the most im-
portant circumstances, which quite alter the nature of

the case.

This has been the fate of those small dealers who are

every day publishing their thoughts, either on paper or

in their assemblies, for improving the trade of Ireland,

and referring us to the practice and example of Eng-
land, Holland, France, or other nations.

I shall therefore examine certain maxims of govern-

ment, which generally pass for uncontrolled in the

world, and consider how far they will suit with the

present condition of this kingdom.
First, It is affirmed by wise men that the dearness

of things necessary for life in a fruitful country is a
certain sign of wealth and great commerce, for when
such necessaries are dear, it must absolutely follow that

money is cheap and plentiful.

But tiiis is manifestly false in Ireland, for the follow-

ing reason* Some years ago the species of money here

did probably amount to 600,000/. or 700,000/., and I

have good cause to believe that our remittances then

did not much exceed the cash brought in to u*. But
by the prodigious discouragements we have since re-

ceived in every branch of our trade by the frequent

enforcement and rigorous execution of the navigation

act, the tyranny of under custom-house officers, the

yearly addition of absentees, the payments to regiments

abroad, to civil and military officers residing in Eng-
land, the unexpected sudden demands of great sums
from the treasury, and some other drains of perhaps as

great consequence, we now see ourselves reduced to a
state (since we have no frieuds) of being pitied by our
enemies, at least if our enemies were of such a kind as

to be capable of any regard towards us except of hatred
and contempt.

Forty years are now passed since the Revolution,
when the contention of the British empire was, most
unfortunately for us and altogether against the usual

course of such mighty changes in government, decided

in the least important nation, hut with such ravages

and ruin executed on both sides, as to leave the king-

dom a desert, which in some sort it still continues.

Neither did the long rebellions in 1611 make half such
• Se* *n Essay on Iks Absurdities in England.

a destruction of houses, plantations, and personal wealth,

in both kingdoms, as two years' campaigns did in ours,

by fighting England's battles.

By slow degrees, as by the gentle treatment we re-

ceived under two auspicious reigns,* we grew able to

live without running in debt. Our absentees were but
few

;
we had great indulgence in trade, and a consider-

able share in employments of church and state
;
and

wnile the short leases continued, which were let some
years after the war ended, tenants paid their rents with
ease and cheerfulness, to the great regTet of their land-
lords, who had taken up a spirit of opposition that is

not easily removed. And although, in these short
leases, the rent was gradually to increase after short

periods, yet as soon as the terras el a
j
wed. the land was

let to the highest bidder, most commonly without the

least effectual clause for building or planting. Yet,

by many advantages, which this island then possessed

and has since utterly lost, the rents of lands still grew
higher upon every lease that expired, till they have
arrived at the present exorbitance

; when the frog, over-
swelling himself, burst at last.

With the price of land of necessity rose that of com
and cattle, and all other commodities that farmers deal
in; hence likewise, obviously, the rates of all goods
and manufactures among shopkeepers, the wages of
servants, and hire of labourers. But although our
miseries came on f.ist, with neither trade nor money
left

;
yet neither will the landlord abate in his rent,

nor can the tenant abate in the price of what that rent

must be paid with, nor any shopkeeper, tradesman, or

labourer live at lower expense for food and clothing

than he did before.

I have been the larger upon this first head, because
the same observations will clear up aud strengthen a
good deal of what I shall affirm upou the rest.

The second maxim of those who reason upon trade

and government is to assert that low interest is a certain

sign of great plenty of money in a nation, for which, as

in many other articles, they produce the examples .of

Holland and England. But with relation to Ireland
this maxim is likewise entirely false.

There are two reasons for the lowness of interest in

any country. First, that which is usually alleged, the

great plenty of species; and this is obvious. The
second is want of trade, which seldom falls under
common observation, although it be equally true

;
for

where trade is altogether discouraged there are few
borrowers. In those countries where men can employ
a large stock, the young merchant, whose fortune may
bo 400/. or 500/., will venture to borrow as much more,
and can afford a reasonable interest. Neither is it

easy at this day to find many of those whose business

reaches to employ even so inconsiderable a sura, except

among the importers of wine, who as they liarc most
part of the present trade in these parts of Ireland in

their hands, so they are the most exorbitant, exacting,

fraudulent dealers that ever trafficked in any nation,

and are making all possible speed to ruin both them-
selves and the nation.

From this defect of gentlemen's not knowing how to

disjxwe of their ready money, arises the high purchase
of land, which in all other countries is reckoned a sign

of wealth. For the frugal squires, who live below their

incomes, have no other way to dispose of their savings

but by mortgage or purchase, by which the rates of

laud must naturally increase; and if this trade con-
tinues long, under the uncertainty of rents, the landed
meu of ready money will find it more for their advan-
tage to send their cash to England and place it in the

funds
;
which 1 myself am determined to do the first

considerable sum I shall be master of.

It has likewise been a maxim among politician^

* Those of LTurJes 11. and James II.
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u That the grea: increase of buildings in the metropo-

1U argues a flourishing state." But this, I confess, has

been controlled from the example of London ; when,
by the long and annual parliamentary session, such a

number of senators, with their families, friends, ad-

herents, and expectants, draw such prodigious numbers
to that city, that the old hospitable custom of lords and
gentlemeu living in their ancient seats among their

tenants is almost lost in England,—is laughed out of

doors, insomuch that in the middle of summer a legal

house of lords and commons might be brought in a few

hours to Londoii from their country villas within twelve

miles round.

The case in Ireland is yet somewhat worse, for the

absentees of great estates, who if they lived at home
would have many rich retainers in their neighbour-

hoods, have learned to rack their lands and shorten

their leases as much as any residing squire, and the

few remaining of those latter having some vain hope of

employments for themselves or their children, and dis-

couraged by the beggarliuess and thievery of their own
miserable farmers and cottagers, or seduced by the

vanity of their wives on pretence of their children's

education (whereof the fruits are so apparent), together

with tliat most wonderful, and yet more unaccountable,

xeal for a seat in their assembly, though at some years’

purchase of their whole estates
;
these and some other

motives have drawn such concourse to this beg-

garly city, that the dealers of the several branches of

building have found out all the commodious and in-

viting places for erecting new houses, while 1500 of

the old ones, which is a seventh part of the whole city,

are said to be left uninhabited and falling to ruin.

Their method is the same with that which was first in-

troduced by Dr. Barebone at London, who died a
bankrupt The mason, the bricklayer, the carpenter,

the slater, and the glazier, take a lot of ground, club
to build one or more houses, unite their credit, their

stock, and their money, and when their work is finished

sell it to the best advantage they can. But as it often

happens, and more every day, that their fund will not

answer half their design, they are forced to undersell it

at the first story and arc all reduced to beggary : inso-

much that I know a certain fanatic brewer, who i»

reported to have some hundreds of houses in this town,
is said to have purchased the greatest part of them at

half value from ruined undertakers,—has intelligence

of all new houses where the finishing is at a stand,

takes advantage of the builder's distress, and by the

advantage of ready money, gets 50 per cent, at least for

jis bargain.

It is another undisputed maxim in government,
" That people are the riches of a nation," which is so

universally granted that it will be hardly pardonable

to bring it into doubt. And I will grant it to lie so

:ar true, even in this island, that if we had the African

custom or privilege of selling our useless bodies for

slaves to foreigner*, it would be the mo3t useful branch

of our trade, by ridding us of a most (insupportable

burden and bringing us money in the stead. But in

our present situation, at least five children in six who
are bom lie a dead weight upon us for want of em-
ployment. And a very skilful computer assured me,
that above one lialf of the souls in this kingdom sup-

ported themselves by begging and thievery, two-thirds

whereof would be able to get their brend in any other

country upon earth. Trade is the only incitement to

labour, where that fails the poorer native must either

beg, steal, or starve, or be forced to quit his country.

This has made me often wish for some years past, that

instead of discouraging our people from seeking foreign

•oil, the public would rather pay for transporting all

our unnecessary mortals, whether jiapists or protestenta,

to America, as drawbacks arc sometimes allowed for

exporting commodities where a nation is overstocked.

I confess myself to be touched with very sensible

pleasure when I hear of a mortality in any country
parish or village, where the wretches ore forced to pay
for a filthy cabin and two ridges of potatoes treble the

worth,— brought up to steal or beg, for want of

work,—to whom death would be the best thing to be
wished for on account lioth of themselves and the

public.

Among all taxes imposed by the legislature, tboso

upon luxury are universally allowed to be the most
equitable and beneficial to the subject, and tbe com-
monest reasoner on government might fill a volume
with arguments on the subject. Vet here again, by the

singular fate of Ireland, this maxim is utterly false,

and the putting of it in practice may have such a per-

nicious consequence os I certainly believe the thoughts
of the proposers were not able to reach.

The miseries we suffer by our absentees are of a far

more extensive nature than seems to be commonly un-
derstood. 1 must vindicate myself to the reader so far,

as to declare solemnly that what 1 shall say of those
lords and squires does not arise from the least regard I

have Tor their understandings, their virtues, or their

persons; for although 1 have not the honour of the

least acquaintance with any one among them (my
ambition not soaring so high), yet I am too good a
witness of the situation they have been in for 30 years
past

; the veneration paid them by tlse people, the high
esteem they are in among the prime nobility and
gentry, the particular marks of favour and distinction

they receive from the court ; the weight and conse-

quence of their interest, added to their great seal and
application for preventing any hardships their country
might suffer from Knglaud, wisely considering that

their own fortunes and honours were embarked in tbe
same bottom.

THE BLUNDERS, DEFICIENCIES,
DISTRESSES, AND MISFORTUNES

OF QUILCA.*
PROPOSED TO CONTAIN 21 VOLUMES IN QUARTO.

Begun April 20, 1724, and to be continued Weekly, if

due Encouragement be gtven.

Birr one lock and a half in the whole bouse.

The key of the garden door lost.

The empty bottles all uncleanable.

The vessels for drink very few and leaky.

The new house all going to miu before it is finished.

One hinge of the street-door broke off, and the people
forced to go out and come in at the back-door.

The door of the dean s bedchamber full of large

chinks.

The beaufei letting in so much wind that it almost
blows out the candles.

The dean's bed threatening every night to fall under
him.
The little table loose and broken in the joints.

The passage* open over head, by which the cat* pass

continually into the cellar and eat the victuals, for

which ooe was tried, condemned, and executed by the

sword.

The large table in a very tottering condition.

But one chair in the house fit for sitting ou, and that

in a very ill state of health.

The kitchen perpetually crowded with savages.

Not a bit of mutton to be had in the country.

Want of beds, and a mutiny thereupon among th
servants until supplied from Kells.

• Quite*. « country seat of Mr. Sheridan, lent to the deau u •

summer residence.
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An egregious want ofall the most common necessary

utensils.

Not a bit of turf this cold weather ; and Mrs. John-

son and the dean in person, with all their servants,

forced to assist at the Bog, in gathering up the wet

bottoms of old clamps.

The grate in the ladies* bedchamber broke, and

forced to be removed, by which they were compelled

to be without fire, the chimney smoking intolerably

;

and the dean's great-coat was employed to stop the

wind from coming down the chimney, without which

expedient they must have been starved to death.

A messenger sent a mile to borrow an old broken

tun-dish.

Bottles stopped with bit* of wood and tow, instead

of corks.

Not one utensil for a fire, except an old pair of tongs,

which travels through the house, and is likewise

employed to take the meat out of the pot, for want of

a flesh-fork.

Every servant an arrant thief as to victual* and

drink, and every comer and goer as arrant a thief of

everything he or she can lay their hands on.

The spit blunted with poking into bog* for timber,

and tears the meat to pieces.

BeIlum niqut faminam : or a kitchen war between

nurse and a nasty crew of both sexes; she to preserve

order and cleanliness, they to destroy both
;
and they

generally are conquerors.

April 28. This morning the great fore-door quite

open, dancing backward and forward with all its

weight ii|ion the lower hinge, which must have been

broken if the dean had not accidentally come and

relieved it.

A great hole in the floor of the ladies* chamber,

every hour hazarding a broken leg.

Two damnable iron spikes erect on the dean s bed-

stead, by which he is in danger of a broken shin at

rising and going to bed.

The ladies’ and dean's servants growing fast into the

manners and thieveries of the natives
;
the ladies them-

selves very much corrupted ;
the dean perpetually

storming, and iu danger of either losing all his flesh

or sinking into barbarity for the sake of peace.

Mrs. Dingley full of cares for herself, and blunders

and negligence for her friends. Mrs. Johnson sick and

helpless. The dean deaf and fretting ;
the lady's maid

awkward and clumsy
;

Robert lazy and forgetful

;

William a pragmatical, ignorant, and conceited

puppy ;
Robin and nurse the two great and only

support* of the family.

Bellum lactcrum

:

or the milky battle, fought between

the dean and the crew of Quilca ; the latter insisting

on their privilege of not milking till eleven in the

forenoon, whereas Mrs. Johnson wanted milk at eight

for lier health. In this battle the dean got the victory
;

but the crew of Quilca begin to rebel again, for it is

this day almost ten o'clock, and Mrs. Johnson has not

got her milk.

A proverb on the laziness and lodgings of the ser-

vants : “ The worse their sty—the longer they lie.**

Two great holes in the wall of the ladies* bed-

chamber, just at the back of the bed, and one of them

directly behind Mrs. Johnson's pillow, either of which

would blow out a candle in the calmest day.

A SHORT VIEW

OF THE STATE OF IRELAND. 1727.

J am assured, that it has for some time been practised

as a method of making men’s court when they axe

asked about the rate of lands, the abilities of the

tenants, the state of trade and manufacture in this

kingdom and how their rent* are paid ; to an*wer that
j
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in their neighbourhood all things are in a flourishing

condition, the rent and purchase of land every day

increasing. And if a gentleman happen to be a little

more sincere in his representation, besides being looked

on as not well-affected, be is sure to have a dozen

contradictors at his elbow. I think it is no manner of

secret, why these questions are so cordially asked or

so obligingly answered.

But since, with regard to the affairs of this kingdom

I have been using all endeavours to subdue my indig-

nation
;

to which indeed I am not provoked by any

personal interest, not being the owner of one spot of

ground in the whole island
;

I shall only enumerate,

by rules generally known and never contradicted, what

are the true causes of any country's flourishing and

growing rich ; and then examine what effects arise

from those cause* in the kingdom of Ireland.

The first cause of a kingdom's thriving is the fruit-

fulness of the soil to produce the necessaries ami conve-

niences of life, not only sufficient for the inhabitant*

but for exportation into other countries.

The second is the industry of the people in working

up all their native commodities to the last degree of

manufacture.

The third is the conveniency of safe ports and havens,

to carry out their own goods as muen manufactured,

and bring in those of others as little manufactured, as

the nature of mutual commerce will allow.

Hie fourth i* that the natives should, as much ns

possible, export and import their goods in vessels of their

own timber, made in their own country.

The fifth is the privilege of a free trade in all foreign

countries which will permit them, except those who are

in war with their own prince or state.

The sixth is by being governed only by laws made
with their own consent, for otherwise they are not a free

people. And therefore all appeal* for justice or appli-

cations for favour or preferment, to another country, are

so many grievous impoverishments.

The seventh is by improvement of land, encourage-

ment of agriculture, and thereby increasing the number
of their people, without which any country, however

blessed by nature, must continue poor.

The eighth is the residence of the prince or chief

administrator of the civil po#er.

The ninth is the concourse of foreigners, for educa-
tion, curiosity, or pleasure, or as to a general mart of

trade.

The tenth is by disposing all offices of honour, profit,

or trust, only to the natives, or at least with very few

exceptions, where strangers have long inhabited the

country and are supposed to understand and regard the

interests of it as their own.

The eleventh is when the rents of land and profits of

employment arc spent iu the country which produced

them, aud not in auothcr, the former of which will

certainly happen where the love of our native country

prevail*.

The twelfth is by the public revenues being all spent

and employed at home, except on the occasions of a

foreign war.

The thirteenth is where the people are not obliged,

unless they find it for their own interest or conveni-

ency, to receive any moneys, except of their own coin-

age by a public mint, after the manner of all civilized

nations.

The fourteenth is a disposition of the people of a
country to wear their own manufactures, and import a*

few incitements to luxury either iu clothes, furniture,

food, or drink, as they possibly can live conveniently

without.

There are many other causes of a nation's thriving,

which I at present cannot recollect ; but without ad-

vantage from at least some of these, after turning my
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thought* n long time, I am not able to discover whence
our wealth' proceeds, ami therefore would gladly he

better informed. In the mean time, 1 will here ex-

amine what share falls to Ireland of these causes, or of

the effects and consequences.

It is not my intention to complain, but barely to

relate facts, aud the matter is not of small importance.

For it is allowed, that a man who lives in a solitary

house, far from help, is not wise in endeavouring to

acquire in the neighbourhood the reputation of being

rich, because those who come for gold will go off with

pewter and brass rathr than return empty, and in the

common practice of the world, those who possess most
wealth make the least parade, which they leave to

others, who have nothing else to bear them out in show-
ing their faces on the Exchange.

As to the first cause of a nation’s riches, being the

fertility of the soil, os well as temperature of the

climate, we have no reason to complain
;

for, although

die quantity of unprofitable land in this kingdom,
reckoning bog and rock and barren mountain, be

double in proportion to what it is in England, yet the

native productions, which both kingdoms deal in, are

very near an equality in poiut of goodness, and might,

with the same encouragement, be as well manufac-
tured. I except mines and miuerals, in some of which,

however, we are only defective in poiut of skill and
industry.

In the second, which is the industry of the people,

our misfortune is not altogether owing to our own fault,

but to a million of discouragements.

The conveniency of ports and liavens, which nature

has bestowed so liberally on this kingdom, is of no more
use to us than a beautiful prospect to a man shut up in

a dungeon.
As to shipping of its own, Ireland is so utterly un-

provided that, of all the excellent timber cut down
within these 50 or 60 years, it can hardly be said that

the nation has received the lienefit of one valuable house i

to dwell in, or one ship to trade with.

Ireland is the only Kingdom I ever heard or read of,

either in ancient or modern story, which was denied the

liberty of exporting their native commodities and ma-
nufactures wherever they jpleased, except to countries

at war with their own prince or state
;
yet this privi-

lege, by the superiority of mere power, is refused us in

the most momentous parts of commerce,—besides an act

of navigation, towhich we never consented, pinned down
upon us, and rigorously executed

; and a thousand
other unexampled circumstances, os grievous as they

arc invidious to mention. To go on to the rest.

It is too well known that we are forced to obey some
laws we never consented to, which is a condition I

must not call by its true uncontroverted name, for fear

of lord chief-justice Whitshed's ghost, with his Inhering

et notalt solum written for a motto on his coach, as it

stood at the door of the court, while he was perjuring

himself to betray both. Tims we are in the condition

of patients, who have physic sent them by doctors at a
distance, strangers to their constitution and the nature

of their disease, and thus we are forced to pay 500 per

cent, to decide our properties ;• in all which we have
likewise the honour to be distinguished from the whole
race of mankind.
As to the improvement of land, those few who attempt

that or planting, through covetousness, or want of skill,
]

generally leave things worse than they were; neither

succeeding in trees nor hedges
;
and, by running into

j

the fancy of grazing, after the manner ofthe Scythians,

are every day depopulating the country.

We are so far from having a king to reside among
us, that even the viceroy is generally absent four-fifths

of his time in the government.
• The Appeal to the house of Peers.

No strangers from other countries tnnke this a part

of their travels, where they con expect to see nothing

but scenes of misery and desolation.

Those who have the misfortune to be bom here have
the least title to any considerable employment, to

which they are seldom preferred but upon a political

consideration.

One third part of the rents of Ireland is spent in

England, which, with the profit of employments, pen-

sions, appeals, journeys of pleasure or health, education

at the inns of court and both universities, remittances

at pleasure, the pay of all superior officers in the army,
and other incidents, will amount to a full half of the

income of the whule kingdom, all clear profit to Eng-
land.

We are denied the liberty of coining gold, silver, or

even copper. In the Isle of Man they coin their own
silver; every petty prince, vasstl to the emperor, can
coin what money he pleases. And in this, as in most
of the articles already mentioned, wc are an exception

to all other states or monarchies that were ever known
in the world.

As to the last, or fourteenth article, we take special

care to act diametrically contrary to it in the whole
course of our lives. Both sexes, but especially the

women, despise and abhor to wear any of their own
manufactures, even those which are better made than

in other countries, particularly a sort of silk plaid,

through which the workmen are forced to run a kind
of gold thread, that it may pass for Indian. Even ale

and potatoes are imported from England, as well as

com
;
and our foreign trade is little more than import-

ation of French wine, for which I am told we pay
ready money.

Now, if all this be true (upon which I could easily

enlarge), I should be glad to know by what secret

method it is that we grow a rich and flourishing people,

without liberty, trade, manufactures, inhabitants,

money, or the privilege of coiuing, without industry,

labour, or improvement of land, and with more than

half the rent and profit* of the whole kingdom annually

exported, for which we receive not a single farthing

;

and to make up all this, nothing worth mentioning,

except the linen of the north, a trade casual, corrupted,

and at mercy, and some butter from Cork. If we do
flourish, it must be against every law of nature and
reason, like the thorn at Glastonbury that blossoms in

the midst of winter.

I>ft the worthy commissioners who come from Eng-
land ride round the kingdom ; ami observe the face of

nature, or the face of the natives ; the improvement of
the laud, the thriving numerous plantations; the noble

woods, the abundance and vicinity of country seats
;

the commodious farms, houses, and bams; the towns
and villages, where everybody is busy, and thriving

with all kind of manufactures ;
the shops full of goods

wrought to perfection, and filled with customers, tne

comfortable diet, and dress, and dwellings of the

people
;

the vast number of ships in our harbours and
docks, and ship-wrights in our sea-port towns; the

roads crowded with carriers laden with rich manufac-
tures ; the perpetual concourse to and fro of pompous
equipages.

With what envy and admiration would those gentle-

men return from so delightful a progress I what glorious

reports would they make when tney went back to Eng-
land!

But my heart is too heavy to continue this irony
longer, fur it is manifest that whatever stranger took
such a journey would be apt to think himself travelling

in Lapland or Yaland rather than in a country so
favoured by nature as ours, both in fruitfulness of soil

ami temperature of climate. The miserable dress -met
diet, and dwelling of the people; the generui deeo-
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latiou in mo«t parts of the kingdom; the old neats of

the nobility and gentry all in mins, and no new ones

in their stead; the families of farmers, who pay great

rents, living in tilth and nastiness upon buttermilk

and potatoes, without a shoe or stocking to their feet,

or a house so convenient as an English hugsty to

receive them. These indeed may be comfortable

sights to an English spectator, who comes for a short

time, only to learn the language, and returns back to

his own couulry, whither he finds all his wealth trans-

mitted.
Nostra miseria magus e*t.

There is not cue argument used to prove the riches

of Ireland which is not a logical demonstration of ils

poverty. The rise of our rents is squeezed out of the

very blood, and vitals, and clothes, and dwellings of
the tenants, who live worse than English beggars. The
lowness of interest, in all other countries a sign of
wealth, is in us a proof of misery, there being no trade

o employ any borrower. Hence aloue comes the dear-

ness of land, since the savers have no other way to lay

out their money ; hence the dearness of necessaries of
life, because the tenants cannot afford to pay such ex-

travagant rates for land (which they must take or go
^'begging) without raisiug the price of cattle and of

com, although themselves should live upon chaff.

Hence otir increase of building in this city, because
workmen have nothing to do hut to employ one another,

and one half of them are infallibly undone. Hence the

daily increase of bankers, who may be a necessary evil

in a trading country, hut so ruinous in ours; who, for

their private advantage, have s. nt away all our silver

and one third of our gold ; so that within three years

past the running cash of the nation, which was about
500,000/., is now less than two, and must daily

diminish unless we have liberty to coin os well as that

important kingdom the Isle of Man, and the meanest
principality iu the German empire, os I before ob-
served.

1 have sometimes thought that this paradox of the

kingdom's growing rich is chiefly owing to those worthy
gentlemcu the bankers, who, except some custom-house
officers, birds of passage, oppressive thrifty squires, and
a few others who shull be nameless, are the only thriving

people ainoug us; and I have often wished that a law
were enacted to hang up lialf a dozen bankers every

year, anil thereby interpose at least some short delay to

the further ruin of Ireland.

Ye are idle! ye are idle! answered Pharaoh to the
Israelites when they complained to his majesty that

they were forced to make bricks without straw.

England enjoys every one of those advantages for

enriching a nation which I have above enumerated,
and into the bargain a good million returned to them
every year without labour or hazard or one farthing

value received on our side
;
hut how long we shall

he able to continue the payment I am not under the

least concern. One thing I know, that when the hen is

starved to death there will be no more golden eggs.

I think it a little inhospitable, and others may call

it a subtile piece of malice, that, because there may lie

a dozen families iti this town able to entertain their

English friends in a generous manner at their tables
their guests upon their return to England shall report
that we wallow in riches and luxury.

\ et I confess 1 have known an hospital where all the

household officers grew rich, while the poor, for whose
sake it was built, were almost starving fur want of food
and raiment.

To conclude; if Ireland be a rich and flourishing

kingdom, its wealth and prosperity must be owing to

certain causes that are yet concealed from the whole
race of mankind, and the effects are equally invisible.

We need not wonder at strangers when they deliver
j
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such paradoxes, but a native and inbal slant of this

kingdom who gives tho same verdict must be e'Jier

ignorant to stupidity, or a man plcaser at the expense

of all honour, conscience, und truth.

THE

STORY OF THE INJURED LADY;
WHITTEN BY HEHSELF,

IN A LETTER TO HER FRIEND
;

WITH IIIS ANSWER.

Sir,—

B

eing ruined by the inconstancy ami unkimlness

of a lover, 1 hope a true ami plain relation of my mis-

fortunes may lie of u»e and warning to credulous maids
never to put too much trust in deceitful man.
A gentleman [England] in the neighbuurhood had

two mistresses, another and myself [Scotland and Ire-

land]
;
and he pretended honourable love to us both.

Our three humts stood pretty near one another; his

was parted from mine by a river [the Irish Sea], and
from my rival s by an old broken wall [the Piets* wall].

Hut before 1 enter into the particulars of this gentle-

man’s hard usage of me I will give a very just and
impartial character of my rival and myself.

As to her ]»crsoii, she is full and lean, und very ill

shaped
;
she has bad features and a worse complexion

;

she has a stinking breath and twenty ill smells about
her besides ; which are yet moie insufferable by her

natural sluttishuess
;
for she is always lousy, and never

without the itch. As to her other qualities, she has no
reputation either for virtue, honesty, truth, or mantlets;

and it is no wonder, considering what her education has

been. Scolding and cursing ore her common conver-

sation. To sum up all, she is poor and beggarly, mid
gets a sorry maintenance by pilfering wherever she

comes. As for this gentleman, who is now so fond of
her, she still Lears him an invincible hatred, reviles

him to his face, und rails at him in all companies. Her
house is frequented by a company of rogues und thieves

and pickpockets, whom she encourages to rob his hen-
roosts, steal his coni and cattle, and do him all maunei
of mischief. She has been known to comeat the head
of these rascals, and heat her lover until he was sore

from head to foot, and then force him to pay for the

trouble she was at. Once attended with a crew of

ragamuffins she broke into his house, turned all things

topsyturvy, and then set it on fire. At the same time
she told so many lies among his servants that it set

them all by the ears, and his poor steward [Charles I.]

was knocked on the head; for which 1 think, anil so

does all the country, that she ought to be answerable.

To coiiclude her character, she is of a different religion,

being u presbyterian of the most rank and violent kind,

and consequently having an inveterate hatred to the

church
;
yet I am sure 1 have been always told that in

marriage there ought to be a union of minds us well as

of persons.

I will now give my own character, and shall do it

ill few words, and with modesty and fmth.
1 was reckoned to be as handsome as any in our

neighbourhood until I became pale and thin with
grief and ill usage. 1 am still fair enough, and have
1 think no very ill features about me. They that ace

me now will hardly allow me ever to have had any
great share of beauty, for besides being so much altered

I go always tnoblied, and in an undress, as well out of

neglect ns indeed for want of clothes to apjiear in. I

might add to all this, that I was bom to a good estate,

although it now turns to little account under the op-

pressions 1 endure, and has bceu the true cause of all

my misfortunes.

Some years ago this gentleman, taking a fancy either

«

Google
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to ro\ person or fortune, mule his uldnsiei to me,
wliiclL, being then young and foolish, I too readily

admitted
; he seemed to use me with so much tender-

ness, and his conversation was so very engaging, that

nil my constancy and virtue were t»K> soon overcome ;

and to dwell tio longer upon a theme that cause* such
bitter reflections I must confess with shame that 1 was
undone by the common arts practised upon all easy

n editions virgins, half by force and half by consent,

after solemn vows and protestations of marriage. When
he had once got possession, he soon began to play the

usual part of a too fortunate lover, affecting on all

occasions to show his authority and to act like a con-

queror. First, he found fault with the government of

my family, which I grant was none of the best, con-

sisting of ignorant, illiterate creatures, for at that time

I knew but little of the world. In compliance to him
therefore I agreed to fall into bis ways and metho<ls of

living; 1 consented that his steward should govern my
house, and have liberty to employ an under steward

[the lord-lieutenant ], who should receive his directions.

My lover proceeded further, turned away several old

servants and tenants, and supplying me with other

from his own house. These grew so domineering and
unreasonable, that there was no quiet, and I heard of

nothing but perpetual quarrels, which although I

could not possibly help, yet my lover laid all the

blame and punishment upon me, and upon every

falling out still turned away more of my people, and
supplied me in their stead with a number of fellows

and dependents of his own, wlnm he had no other way
to provide for. Overcome by love and to avoid noise

and contention, I yielded to all his usurpations, and
finding it iu vain to resist, I thought it my best policy

to make my court to my new servants and draw them
to my interests

; 1 fed them from my own table with
the best 1 had, put my new tenants on the choice parts

of my land, and treated them all so kindly that they

began to love me as well as their master. In process

of time all my old servants were gone, and I had not a

creature about me, nor alwve one or two tenants but

what were of his choosing, yet 1 had the good luck by
gentle usage to bring over the greatest part of them to

my side. When my lover olwerved this he began to

alter his language, and to those who inquired alioutme
lie would answer that I was an old dependent upon
his family, whom he had placed on some concents of
his own, and he began to use me accordingly, neglect-

ing by degrees all common civility in his behaviour.

I shall never forget the speech he made me one morn-
ing, which he delivered with all the gravity in the

world. He put me in mind of the vast obligations I

lay under to him in seuding me so many of his people
for my own good, ami to teach me manners ;

that it

had cost him ten times more than 1 was worth to

maintain me ; that it had been much better for him if 1

had been damned, or burnt, or sutik to the bottom of

the sea; that it was reasonable 1 should strain myself
os far as I was able to reimburse him some of bis

charges
;

that from henceforward he expected his word
should be a law to me in all things ; that I must
maintain a parish watch against thieves and robbers,

and give salaries to on overseer, a constable, and others,

all of his own choosing, whom he would send from time

to time to be spies upon me ; that to enable me the

better in supporting these expenses, my tenants should

lie obliged to carry all their goods across the river to

his own town-market, and pay toll on both sides, ai d

then sell them at half value. Rut because we weie a
nasty sort of people, and that he could not endure to

touch anything we had a hand in, and likewise be-

cause he wanted work to employ his own folk*, there-

fore we must send all our goods to his market just in

their naturals; the milk immediately from the cow,

without making it into cheese or butter
;
the coru in

the ear, the grass as it was mowed, the wool as it comes
from the sheep s back

;
and bring the fruit upon the

branch, that he might not be obliged to eat it ufier our
filthy hands : that if a tenant carried but a piece of
bread and cheese to eat by the way, or an inch of
wonted to mend his stockings, he should forfeit his

whole parcel : and because a company of rogues
usually plied on the river between us, w ho often robbed
my tenants of their good* and boats, he ordered a wa-
terman of his to guard them, whose manner was to be
out. of the way till the poor wretches were plundered,
then to overtake the thieves, and seize all a* a lawful

prize to bis master and himself. It would be endless to

repeat a hundred other hardships he has put ujion me :

but it is a general rule, that whenever he imagines the
smallest advantage will redound to one of his footboys
by any new oppression of me and my whole family
and estate, he never disputes it a moment. All this

has rendered me so very msignifleaut and contemptible

at home, that some servants to whom I pay the greatest

wages, and many tenants who have the most beneficial

lease*, are gone over to live with him, yet I am bound
to continue their wage* and pay their rents; by which
means one-third part of my whole income is spent on
his estate, and above another third by his tolls and
markets; and my poor tenants are so sunk and im-
poverished that, instead of maintaining me suitably to

my quality, they can hardly find roe clothes to keep
me warm, or provide the common uecessorics of life

for themselves.

Matters being in this posture between me and my
lover, 1 received intelligence that he had been for some
time making very pressing overtures of marriage to my
rival, until there happened to be some misunderstand-
ings between them

; she gave him ill words, and threat-

ened to break off all commerce with him. He on the
other side, having either acquired courage by his tri-

umph* over me, or supposing her a* tame a fool as I,

thought at first to carry it with a high hand, but hear-

ing at the same time that she had thoughts of making
some private proposals to join with me against him,
and doubting with very good reason that I would
readily accept them, he seemed very much discon-

certed. This I thought was a proper occasion to show
some great example of generosity and love, and so
without further consideration 1 sent him word that,

hearing there was likely to l>e a quarrel between him
and my rival, notwithstanding all that had passed,

and without binding him to any conditions iu my own
favour, 1 would stand by him against her and all the
world while I had a penny in my purse or a petticoat

to pawn. This message was subscrilied by all my chief
truants, and proved so powerful that my rival imme-
diately grew more tractable upon it. The result of
which was, that there is now a treaty of marriage
[treaty of union] concluded between them, the wedding-
dothesare bought, and nothing remains but to perform
the ceremony, which is put off for some days because
they design it to be a public wedding. Ami to reward
my love, constancy, and generosity, he has bestowed
on me the office of being sempstress to his grooms and
footmen, which I am forced to accept or starve. Yet
in the mid«t of this my situation 1 cannot but have
some pity for this deluded man, to cast himself away
on an infamous creature, who, whatever she pretends, I

can prove would at this very minute rather be a whore
to a certain great man that shall he nameless, if slip

might have her will. For my part I think, and so
doe* all the country too, that the man is possessed

; at
least none of us are able to imagine what he can pos-
sibly see iu her, unless she lias bewitched him or given
him tome powder.

1 am sure 1 never sought this alliance, and you can
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Ihw me witness that I might have had other matches;

nay, if I were lightly disposed, 1 could still perhaps have

oilers that some who hold their heads higher would he

glad to accept. Rut alas ! I never had any such wicked

thought ; all I now desire is only to enjoy a little

quiet, to l>e free from the persecutions of this unreason-

able man, and that he will let me manage my own

little fortune to the best advantage, for which I will

undertake to pay him a considerable pension every

year, much more considerable than what he now gets

by his oppressions ;
for he must needs find himself a

loser at lost, when he has drained me and my tenants

so dry that we shall not have a penny for him or our-

selves. There is one imposition of his 1 had almost

forgot, which 1 think insufferable, nnd will appeal to

you or any reasonable person whether it be so or not.

1 told you before that by an old compact we agreed

to have the same steward, at which time I consented

likewise to regulate my family and estate by the same
method with him, which he then showed me written

down in form, and I approved of. Now the turn he

thinks fit to give this compact of ours is very extra-

ordinary ; for he pretends that whatever orders he shall

think fit to prescribe for the future in his family he

may, if he will, compel mine to observe them without

asking my advice or hearing my reasons. So that I

must not make a lease without his consent, or give

any directions for the well-governing of my family

but what he countermands whenever he pleases. This

leaves me at such confusion and uncertainty that my
servants know not when to obey me, nnd my tenants,

although many of them be very well inclined, seem
quite at a loss.

But I am too tedious upon this melancholy subject,

which however 1 hope you will forgive, since the

happiness of my whole life depends upon it. I desire

you will think awhile, and give your best advice what
measures I shall take, with prudence, justice, courage,

and honour, to protect my liberty and fortune against

the hardships and severities 1 lie under from that

unkind, inconstant man.

THE

ANSWER TO THE INJURED LADY.

Madam,— 1 tiave received your ladyship's letter, and
carefully considered every part of it, and shall give you
my opinion how you ought to proceed for your own
security. But first 1 must beg leave to tell your lady-
ship that you were guilty of an unpardonable weak-
ness the other day, in making tliat offer to your lover

of standing by him in any quarrel he might have with
your rival. You know very well that she began to

apprehend he had designs of using her as he had done
you

;
and common prudence might have directed you

rather to have entered into some measures with her

for joining against him, until he might at least be

brought to some reasonable terms : but your invincible

hatred to that lady has carried your resentments so

high as to be the cause of your ruin
;
yet if you please

to consider, this aversion of yours began a good while
before she became your rival, and was taken up by
you and your family in a sort of compliment to your
lover, who formerly bad a great abhorrence of her. It

ia true, since that time you have suffered very much
by her encroaclimeuts upon your estate/ but she never

C
‘tended to govern and direct you ; and now you
ve drawn a new enemy upon yourself

;
for 1 think

you may count upon all the ill offices she can
possibly do you, by her credit with her husband

;

whereas if, instead of openly declaring against her

without any provocation, yo^ had but sat still awhile
* Disturbances excited by Scottish colonists.

and said nothing, that gentleman would havclessened his

severity to you out of perfect fear. This weakness of

yours you call generosity, but 1 doubt there was more
in the matter

;
in short, madam, I have good reasons to

think you were betrayed to it by the ]>eruicious counsel

of some about you
;

for to my certain knowledge several

of your tenants and servants, to whom you have been
very kind, are as arrant rascals as any in the country.

I cannot but olwerve what a mighty difference there is

in one particular between your ladydiip and your
rival. Having yielded up your person, you thought
nothing else worth defending, and therefore you will

not now insist upon those very conditions for which you
yielded at first. But your ladyship cannot be ignorant

that some years since your rival did (he same thing,

and upon no conditions at all
;
nay, this gentleman

kept her as a miss, and yet made her pay for her diet

and lodging.* But it being at a time when he had no
steward, and his family out of order, she stole away
and has now got the trick very well known among the

women of the town, to grant a man the favour over
night aud the next day have the impudence to deny it

to his face. But it is too late to reproach you with
any former oversights which cannot now l>e rectified.

I know the matters of fact as you relate them are true

and fairly represented. My advice therefore is this:

get your tenants together as soon as you conveniently
can, and make them agTee to the following resolutions:

First, That your family and tenants have no depend-
ence upon the said gentleman, further than by the old
agreement, which obliges you to have the same steward
and to regulate your household by such methods as

you should both agree to.

Secondly, That you will not carry your goods to the

market of his town unless you please, nor be hindered
from carrying them anywhere else.

Thirdly, That the servants you pay wages to shall

live at home, or forfeit their places.

Fourthly, Tliat whatever lease you make to a tenant,

it shall not be in his power to break it.

If be will agree to these articles I advise you to

contribute as largely as you can to all charges of
parish and county.

I can assure you several of that gentleman's ablest

tenants and servants are against his severe usage of you,
and would be glad of an occasion to convince the rest

of their error, if you will not be wanting to yourself.

If the gentleman refuses these just and reasonable
offers, pray let me know it, and perhaps 1 may think of
something else that will be more effectual.

I am, madam, your ladyship's, etc.

OBSERVATIONS
OCCASIONED BY READING A PAPER ENTITLED.
“THE CASE OF HIE WOOLLEN MANUFACTURES
OF DUBLIN.” Sec.

The paper called “The Case of the Woollen Manu-
factures,” Ac., is very well drawn up. The reasonings

of the author are just, the facts true, and the con-
sequences natural. But his censure of those seven vile

citizens who import such a quantity of silk stuffs and
woollen cloth from England is a hundred times gentler
than enemies to their country deserve; because 1 think
no punishment in this world can be great enough for

them without immediate repentance and amendment.
But after all the writer of tliat paper has very lightly

touched one point of the greatest importance, and very
poorly answered the main objection, that the clothiers

are defective both in the quality and quantity of their

goods.

For my own part, when 1 consider the several

The snbjug&tion of Scotland by Cromwell.
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* icieties of handicraftsmen in al) kinds, as will as

shopkeepers, in this city, after eighteen years* experience

of their dealings, I am at a loss to know in which of

these societies the inuct or least honesty is to be found.

For instance, when any trade comes first into my liead.

upon examination I determine it exceeds all others in

frutid. But after I have considered them all rouud, as

far as my knowledge or experience reaches, I am at a

lues to determine, and to save trouble 1 put them all

upon a par. This I chiefly apply to those societies of

men who get their livelihood by the labour of their

hands. For as to shopkeepers, I cannot deny that I

have found some few honest men among them, taking

tiie word honest in the largpst and most charitable

sense. But as to handicraftsmen, although I shall

endeavour to believe it possible to find a fair dealer

among their clans, yet I confess it has never been once

my good fortune to employ one single workman who
« liil not cheat me at all times to the utmost of his power
in the luuteriuls, the work, and the price. One uni-

versal maxim I have constantly observed among them,

that they would rather get a shilling by cheating you
than twenty in the honest way of dealing, although

they were sure to low* your custom, as well as that of

others whom you might probably recommend to them.

This 1 must own is the natural consequence of

poverty and oppression. These wretched people catch

at anything to save them a minute longer from drown-

ing. Thus Ireland is the poorest of all civilized coun-

tries in Europe, with ercry natural advantage to make
it one of the richest.

As to the grand objection which this writer slubl>ers

over in so cureless a manner, because indeed it was

impossible to find a satisfactory answer, I mean the

knavery of our woollen manufacturers in general, I

shall relate some facts which 1 had more opportunities

to observe than usually fall in the way of men who arc

not of the trade. For some years the masters and
wardens, with many of their principal workmen and

sonpkeepera, came often to the deanery to relate their

grievances, and to desire my advice as well a* my
assistance. What reasons might more them to this

proceeding, I leave to public conjecture. The truth is,

that the woollen manufacture of this kingdom sat

alvva^’3 nearest my heart. But the greatest difficulty

lay in these perpetual differences between the shop-

keepers and the workmen they employed. Ten or a

dozen of these latter often ratne to the deanery with

their complaints, which I often repeated to the shop-

keenere. As that they brought their prices too low for

a poor weaver to get his bread by ; and instead of ready

money for their labour on Saturdays, they gave them
only such a quantity of cloth or stuff at the highest

rate, which the poor men were often forced to sell one-

third below the rate to supply their urgent necessities.

On the other side, the shopkeepers complained of idle-

ness, and want of skill or care or honesty in their

workmen ; and probably their accusations on both

sides were just.

Whenever the weavers in a body came to me for

advice I gave it freely, that they should contrive some
way to bring their goods into reputation; and give up

that abominable principle of endeavouring to thrive

by imposing bad ware at high prices on their customers,

wheteby no shopkeeper can reasonably expect to thrive.

For besides the dread of God's anger (which is a

motive of small force among them) they may lie sure

that no buyer of common sense will return to the same
shop where he was once or twice defrauded. That
gentlemen and ladies when they found nothing but

deceit in the sale of Irish cloths and stuffs would act

as they ought to do, both in prudence and resentment,

in going to those very bad citizens the writer mentions,

and purchase English goods.

rioNs, &c.

I went further, and proposed that ten or a dozen of

the most substantial woollen-drapers should join in

publishing an advertisement, »igt*ed with their names,
to the following puqnwe :—.Thai for the better en-
couragement of all gentlemen, &c., the persons under-
named did bind themselves mutually to sell their

several cloths and stuffs (naming each kind) at fhe

lowest rate, right merchantable goods, of such a hrradtl

which they would warrant to lie good according to the

several prices
;
and that if a child of ten years old were

sent with money, and directions w hat cloth or stuff to

buy, he should not be wronged in any one article. And
that whoever should think himself ill used in any of
the said shops, he should have his money again from
the seller, or upon his refusal from the rest of the
said subscribers, who if they found the buyer discon-
tented with the cloth or stuff should be obliged to re-

fund the money
;
and if the seller refused to repay

them and take his goods again, should publicly adver-
tise that they would answer for none of his goods any
more. This would be to establish credit, upon which
all trade depends.

1 prujvtiscd this scheme several times to the corpora-
tion of weavers, as well a* to the manufacturers, when
they came to apply fur my advice at the deanery-house.
1 likew ise went to the shops of several woollen-drapei*
upon the same errand, hut always in vain ; for they

perpetually gave me the deaf ear, and avoided entering
into discourse upon that proposal : I suppose, because
they thought it was in vain, and tluit the spirit of fraud
had gotten too deep and universal a possession to lie

dri veil out by any arguments from interest, reason, or

conscience.

A LETTER
TO THE ARCHBISHOP OF DUBLIN,*

CONCERNING THE WEAVERS.

My Lord,—'Hie corporation of weavers in the woollen

manufacture, who have so often attended your grace ami
called upon me with their schemes and proposals, were
with me on Thursday last; when he who spoke Air the

rest, and iu the name of his absent brethren, said, ‘‘It was
the opinion of the whole body that ifsomewhat was writ-

ten at this time by an able hand to persuade the people

of this kingdom to wear their own woollen manufactures,

it might he of good use to the nation in general, and
preserve many hundreds of their trade from starving."

To which I answered, “ That it was hard for any man
of common spirit to turn his thoughts to such specula-

tions without discovering a resentment which people

arc too delicate to liear." For I will not deny to your
grace that I cannot reflect on the singular condition of

this country, different from all other* upon the fiice of

the earth, without some emotion, and without often

examining, as 1 pass the streets, whether those animal*
which come in my way, with two legs and human
faces, clad and erect, lie of the same sjiecies with
what I have seen very like them in England as to tl;e

outward shape, hut differing in their notions, natures,

and intellectuals, more than any two kinds of brutes in

the forest
;

which any miui of common prudence
would immediately discover, by persuading them to

detine what they meant by law, liberty, property,

courage, reason, loyalty, or religion.

One thing, my lord, I am very confident of; that if

God Almighty, for our sins, would most justly send us

a pestilence, whoever should dare to discover his grief

in public for such a visitation, would certainly be
censured for disaffection to the government

; for I

* Dr. William Kin#, tlw friend and correspondent of m,i
author.
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solemnly profess that I ilo not know one calamity we
have undergone these many years which any man
whose opinions were not in fashion dared to lament
without being ojienly charged with that imputation.

And- this is the harder, because, although a mother,

when she has corrected her child, may sometimes force

it to kiss the roil, yet she will never give that power to

tire footboy or the scullion.

My lord, there are two tilings for the people of this

kingdom to consider
;

first, their present evil condition
,

and secondly, what can be done in some degree to

remedy it.

I shall not enteT into a particular description of our
present misery

;
it has been already done in several

paj>cr», and very fully in one entitled, “A short View
of the State of Ireland.'* It will be enough to mention

the entire want of trade, the navigation-act executed
with the utmost rigour, the remission of a million every

year to England, the ruinous importation of foreign

luxury and vanity, the oppression of landlords, and
discouragement of agriculture.

Now all these evils are without the possibility of a

cure, except that of importations; and to fence against

ruinous folly will lie always in our power, in spite of

the discouragements, mortifications, contempt, hatred,

and opposition we lalnmr under; hut our trade will

never mend, the navigation-act never In? softened, our
absentees never return, our endless foreign payments
never be lessened, our own landlords never be less

exacting.

All other schemes for preserving this kingdom from
utter ruiu are idle and visionary ;

consequently

drawn from wrong reasoning ami from general topics,

which, from the same causes that ihey may he true in

all nations, are certainly false in ours; as I have told

the public often enough, but with as little effect as

what 1 shall say at present is likely to produce.

I am weary of so many abortive projects fur the

advancement of trade
;
of so many crude proposals in

letters sent me from unknown hands
;
of so many con-

tradictory speculations about raising or sinking the

value of gold and silver : I am not in the least sorry

to hear of the great numbers going to America, although
very much for the causes that drive them from us,

since the uncontrolled maxim, M That people are the

riches of a tuition,” is no maxim here under our cir-

cumstances. We have neither manufactures to employ
them about, nor food to support them.

If a private gentleman's income be sunk irretrievably

for ever, from a hundred pounds to fifty, and he has no
other method to supply the deficiency, I desire to

know, my lord, whether such a person has any other

course to take than to- sink half his expenses in every

article of economy, to save himself from ruin and a
gaol. Is not this more than doubly the case of Ireland,

where the want of money, the irretrievable ruin of trade,

with the other evils above mentioned, and many more
too well known and felt and too numerous or invidious

to be related, have t>een gradually sinking us for above
a dozen years [last to a decree that we are at least hy
two thirds in a worse condition than was ever known
since the revolution? Therefore instead of dreams and
projects f«»r the advancing of trade we have nothing
left but to find out some expedient whereby we may
reduce our expenses to our incomes.

Vet tliia procedure, allowed so necessary in all private

families and in its own nature so easy to be put in

practice, may meet with strong opposition hy the

cowardly slavish indulgence of the men, to the intoler-

able pride, arrogance, vanity, and luxury of the women,
who, strictly adhering to the rules of modern education,

seem to employ their whole stock of invention in con-
triving new arts of profusion faster than the most par-

simonious husband can afford : and to comjtoss this

work the more effectually, their universal maxim is to

despise and detest everything of the growth of their

own country, and most to value whatever eoincs front

the very remotest parts of the globe. And I am con-

vinced, that if the virtuosi could once find out a

world in the moon, with a passage to it, our women
would wear nothing but what directly came from
thence.

The prime cost of wine yearly imputed to Ireland is

valued at 30,000/. ;
and the tea (including coffee and

chocolate) at five times that sum. The lace, silks,

calicoes, and all other unnecessary ornaments for

women, including English cloths and stuffs, added to

the funner articles, make up (to compute grossly)

about 400,000/.

Now if wc should allow the 30,000/.. wherein the

women have their share, ami which is all we have to

comfort us, and deduct 70,000/. more for overreaching,

there would still remain 300,000/., annually spent for

unwholesome drugs and unnecessary finery
;

which
prodigious sum would lie wholly saved, and many
thousands of our miserable shopkeepers and manufac-
turers comfortably supported.

Let speculative people busy their brains as much as

they please, there is no other way to prevent this king-

dom from sinking for ever than by utterly renouncing
all foreign dress and luxury.

It isalwolutelv so in fact, that every huslwnd of any
fortune in the kingdom is nourishing a poisonous

devouring serpent iu his bosom, with all the mischief

but with none of its wisdom.
If all the women were clad with the growth of their

own country they might still vie with each other in the

course of foppery ;
and still have room left to rie with

each other and equally show their wit and judgment
in deciding upon the variety of Irish stuffs. And if

they could lie contented with their native wholesome
slops for breakfast, we should hear no more of the

spleen, hysterics, colics, palpitations, and asthmas.

They might still lie allowed to ruin each other and
their husliands at play, because the moucy lost would
circulate among ourselves.

My lord, 1 freely own it a wild imagination that any
words will cure the sottishuess of men or the vanity of

women ;
but the kingdom is in a fair way of producing

the most effectual remedy wheu there will not lie money
left for the common course of buying and sctling the

very necessaries of life in our niAikets, unless we
absolutely change the whole method of our proceedings.

The corporation of weavers in woollen and silk, who
have so frequently offered proposals both to your grace
and to me, are the hottest and coldest generation of
men that I have known. About a mouth ago they

attended your grace wheu I had the houuur to lie with
you, and designed n»e the same favour. Theydesited
you would recommend to your clergy to wear gowns of

Irish stuffs, which might pruliubly spread the example
among all their brethren in the kingdom, and perhaps
among the lawyers and gentlemen of the university,

and among the citizens of those corporut ions who appear
in gowns on solemn occasions. I then mentioned a
kind of stuff, not above K</. a yard, which I heard

Imd been contrived by some of the trade and was very

convenient. I desired they would prepare some of that
or any sort of black stuff on a certain day, when your
grace would ap|>oint as many clergymen as could
readily be found to meet at your palace, and there

give their opinions; and that, your grace’s visitation

approaching, you could then have the liest opportunity

of seeing what could bedoue in a matter of such con-
sequence, as they seemed to think, to the woollen manu-
facture. But instead of attending as was expected,

they came to me a fortnight after with anew pioposal,

that something should be wiitten by an acceptable and
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able hand, to promote in general the wearing of home-
manufactures

;
and their civilities would tix that work

upon me. I asked if they had prepared the stuffs, as

they had promised and your grace expected
;
but they

had not made the least step in the matter, nor as it

appears thought of it more.

I did some years ago propose to the masters and
principal dealers in the home-manufactures of silk and
wool that they should meet together ; and after mature
consideration publish advertisements to the following

purpose :

—

That, in order to encourage the wearing of Irish manu
factures in silk and woollen, they gave notice to the

nobility and gentry of the kingdom, That they the

undersigned would enter into bonds, for themselves and
for each other, to sell the several sorts of stuffs, cloths,

and silks, made to the best perfection they were able,

for certain fixed prices; and in such a manner' that if

a child were sent to any of their shops, the buyer
might be secure of the value ami goodness and measure
of the ware

;
and lest this might he thought to look

like a monopoly, any other member of the trade might
be admitted upon such conditions as should be agreed

on. And if any person whatsoever should complain
that he was ill used in the value and goodness of what
he bought, the matter should lie examined, the person

injured be fully satisfied by the whole corporal ion with-

out delay, and the dishonest seller be struck out of the

society, unless it appeared evidently that the failure

proceeded only from mistake.

The mortal danger is, that if these dealers could

prevail, by the goodness and cheapness of their cloths

and stuffs, to give a turn to the principal people of
Ireland in favour of their goods, they would relapse into

the knavish practice, peculiar to this kingdom, which
is apt to run through all trades, even so low as a com-
mon ale-seller, who, as soon as he gets a vogue for his

liquor and outsells his neighbours, thinks his credit will

put off the worst he can buy, till his customers will

come no more. Thus I have known at London in a
general mourning the drapers dye block all their da-
maged goods, and sell them at double rates, then com-
plain, and petition the court that they are ready to

starve by the continuance of tlie mourning.
Therefore, I say, those principal weavers who would

enter into such a compact ns I have mentioned must
give sufficient security against all such practices, for

if once the women can persuade their husbands that

foreign goods, liesides the finery, will he as cheap and
do more sendee, our last state will be worse than the

first.

I do not here pretend to digest perfectly the method
by which these principal shopkeepers shall proceed in

such a proposal, but my meaning is clear enough and
cannot reasonably be objected against.

We have seen what a destructive loss the kingdom
received hy the detestable fraud of the merchants, or

northern linen-weavers, or both ; notwithstanding all

the care of the governors of that board when we had
an offer of commerce with the Spaniards for our linen,

to the value as I am told of 30,000/. a-year. But
while we deal like pedlars we shall practise like

|>edlars, and sacrifice all honesty to the present urging

advantage.

What 1 have said may serve as an answer to the

desire mode me by the coriioration of weavers, that I

would offer my notions to the public. As to anything

further, let them apply themselves to the parliament

in their next session. Let them prevail on the house

of commons to grant one very reasonable request, and
1 shall think there is still some spirit left in the nation

when I read a vote to this purpose,—** Resolved, nrtnine

confradtcfnte, that this house will for the future wear
no cloths but such as arc made of Irish growth or of

Irish manufacture, nor will permit their wives or chil-
dren to wear any other, and that they will to the
utmost endeavour to prevail with their friends, rela-
tions, dependents, and tenants, to follow their example.”
And if at the same time they could banish tea and
coffee and china-ware out of their families, and force
their wives to chat their scandal over an infusiou ot

sage or other wholesome domestic vegetables, we might
possibly be able to subsist, and pay our absentees,
pensioners, generals, civil officers, appeals, colliers,

temporary travellers, students, schoolboys, splenetic
visitors of Rati), Tunbridge, and Epsom, with all other
smaller drains, hy sending our crude unwrought goods
to England, and receiving from thence and all other
countries nothing but what is fully manufactured, and
keep a few potatoes and oatmeal for our own sub-
sistence.

I have been for a dozen yean past wisely prog-
nosticating the present condition of this kingdom, which
any human creature of common sense could foretel,

with as little sagacity as myself. My meaning is, that
a consumptive body must needs die which hits spent
all its spirits and received no nourishment Vet 1 am
often tempted to pity when 1 hear the poor farmer and
cottager lamenting the hardness of the times, and im-
puling them either to one or two ill seasons, which better
climates than ours are more exjXMed to, or to scarcity
of silver, which to a nation of liberty would only be
a slight and temporary inconvenience, to be removed
at a month's warning.

ON BARBAROUS DENOMINATIONS
IN IRELAND.

Sir, 1728.

I have been lately looking over the advertisements in

some of your Dublin newspapers, which are sent me to

the country, and was much entertained with a large
list of denominations of lauds to lie sold or let. 1 am
confident they must l*» genuine, for it is impossible
that either ciiance or modern invention could sort the

alphabet in such a manner as to make those abominable
sounds, whether first invented to iuvokeor fright away
the devil I must leave among the curious.

If I could wonder at anything barbarous, ridiculous,

or absurd among us, this should be one of the first. I

have often lamented that Agricola, the father-in-law of
Tacitus, was not prevailed on hy that petty king from
Ireland who followed his camp to come over and ci-

vilize us with a conquest, as his countrymen did
Britain, where several Roman appellations remain to
this day, and so would the rest have done if that inun-
dation of Angles, Saxons, and other northern people,
had not changed them so much for the worse, although
in uo comparison with ours. In one of the advertise-

ments just mentioned I encountered near a hundred
words together, which I defy any creature in human
shape except an Irishman of the savage kind to pro-
nounce

;
neither would I undertake such a task to l>e

owner of the lands, unless 1 had liberty to humanize
the sylluhles twenty miles round. The legislature may
think what they please, and that they arc above copy-
ing the Homans in all their conquests of barbarous
nations

;
but I am deceived if anything has more con-

tributed to prevent the Irish from being tamed than
this encouragement of their language, which might be
easily abolished, and become a dead one in half an
age with little expense and less trouble.

How is it possible Uiat a gentleman who lives in
those parts where the town-land* (as they call them) of
his estate produce such odiuus sounds from the mouth,
the throat, and the nose, can be able to repeat the word*
without dislocating every muscle that is used in speak-
ing, and without upplying the same tone to all other
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word* in every language he understands, as it is plainly

to be oliservod not only in those people of the lietter

»<*rt who live in Galway ami the western Jtfirts, hut in

most counties of Ireland l

If is true that in the city parts of London the trading

people have an affected manner of pronouncing, and
so in my time had many ladies and coxcombs at court.

1 . is likewise true that there is an odd provincial cant

in most counties in England, sometimes not very

pleasing to the car, aud the Scotch cadence as well m
expression are offensive enough. But none of these defects

derive contempt to the speaker, whereas what we call

the Irish brogue is no sooner discovered than it makes
the deliverer in the lust degree ridiculous and despised,

and from such a mouth an Englishman expects nothing

hut bulls, blunders, and follies. Neither does it avail

whether the censure lie reasonable or not, since the

fact is always so. And what is yet worse, it is too well

known that the had consequence of this opinion affects

those among us who are not the least liable to such

reproaches, further than the misfortune of being bom
in Ireland, although of English parents, and whose
education has been chiefly in that kingdom.

I have lieard many gentlemen among us talk much
of the great convenience to those who live in the coun-
try that they should speak Irish. It may possibly be

so, but I think they should lie such who never intend

to visit England upon pain of being ridiculous; fori

do not remember to have heard of any one man that

spoke Irish who had not the accent upon his tongue

easily discernible to an English ear.

But I have wandered a little from my subject, which
was only to propose a wish that these execrable de-

nominations were a little lietter suited to an English

mouth, if it were only for the sake of the English

lawyers, who in trials upon appeals to the house of

lords find so much difficulty in repeating the names,
that if the plaintiff or defendant were by they would
never be able to discover which were their own lands.

But besides this I would desire, not only that the
appellations of what they call town-land

s

were changed,
hut likewise of larger districts, and several towns, and
some counties, and particularly the seats of country

gentlemen, leaving an alias to solve all difficulties in

point of law. But I would by no means trust these

alterations to the owners themselves, who, as they are

generally no great clerks, so they seem to have no large

vocabulary about them, nor to he well skilled in

prosody. The utmost extent of their genius lies in
naming their country habitation by a hill, u mount, a
brook, a burrow, a castle, a !>awn, a ford, and the like

ingenious conceits. Yet these are exceeded by others,

whereof some have contrived anagrammatical appella-

tions from half their own and their wives’ names joined
together, others only from the lady, as for instance n
person whose wife’s name was Elizabeth calls his seat

by the name of Bess-borow. There is likewise a fatuous

town where the worst iron iu the kingdom is made, and
it is called Swandhngbur

,
the original of which name

I shall explain, lest the antiquaries of future ages might
be at a loss to derive it.. It was a most witty conceit

of four gentlemen who mined themselves with this iron

project. .Sir. stands for Swift
,
rind, for Sanders, Ling.

for Darling. and Ror. for Barry. Methiuks I see t lie four
loggerheads sitting in consult, like Smectymnuus. each
gravely contributing a port of his own name to make up
one for their place in the iron-work, and could wish they

had been bunged as well as undone for their wit. But
I was most pleased with the denomination of a town-
land, which I lately saw in an advertisement of Puc’s
paper :

—“ This is to give notice that the lands of

Douras, alias Whig-borough
,

’ Ac. Now this zealous

proprietor, having a mind to record his principles in

religion or loyally to fu*ure ages within five miles

round him, for want of other merit, thought fit to make
use of tins exjicdient, wherein lie seems to mistake his

account; for this distinguishing term whig had a most
infamous original, denoting a man who favoured the

fanatic sect, and an enemy to kings, and so continued

till this i<lea was a little softened some years after the

Revolution and during a |>art of her late majesty's

reign. After which it was in disgrace until the queen s

death, since which time it hath indeed flourished with
u witness: but how long will it continue so, iu our
variable scene, or what kind of mortal it may describe,

is a question which this courtly landlord is not able to

answer
;
and therefore he should have set a date on

the title of his borough, to let us know what kind of a
creature a whig was in that year of our Lord. I

would readily assist nomenclators of this costive

imagination, and therefore 1 propose to others of the

same size iu thinking that, when they are at a lo>$

about christening a country seat, instead of straining

their invention, they would call it Booby-bomugh, Fool-

brook
,

Puppy-ford,
Coxcomb-hall

,
Mount-loggerhead.

Dunce-hill

;

which are innocent ap}>elhitious, proper to

express the talents of the owners. But I cannot recon-

cile myself to the prudence of this lord of Whig-
borough. because I have not yet heard among the pres-

byterian squires, how much soever their persons aud
principles are iu vogue, that any of them have dis-

tinguished their country abode by the name of Mount-
regicide, Cinennnt-ha/1, Fanatic-hill, Rauudhead-bawn,
Canting-brook

,

or Mount-rebel, and the like, because
there may probably come a time when those kind of

sounds may not Ire so grateful to the cars of the k ing-

dom. For I do not conceive it would Ire a mark of
discretion, upon supposing a gentleman, in allusion to

his name or the merit of his ancestors, to call his house
Tyburn-hall.

But the scheme I would propose for changing the

denominations of land into legible and audible sylla-

bles is by employing some gentlemrti in the university,

who, by the knowledge of the Latin tongue and their

judgment ip sounds, might imitate the Roman way,
by translating those hideous words into their English
meanings, and altering the termination where a bare
translation will not form a good cadence to the ear, or

be easily delivered from the mouth. And wheu )>ofh

those means happen to fail then to name the parcels of
land from the nature of the soil, or some peculiar cir-

cumstance belonging to it, as iu England, Fam-ham.
Oat-lands, Black-heath, Corn -bury. Bye-gate. Ash-burn-

ham
,
Barn-elms, Cole-orton , Sand- wick, and many others.

I am likewise apt to quarrel with some titles of lords

among us that have a very ungracious sound, which
are apt to cmnifiunicate mean ideas to those who have
not the honour to lie acquainted wilh their persons or

their virtues, of whom 1 have the misfortune to lie one.

But I cannot pardon those gentlemen who have gotten

titles since the judicature of the peers among us Inis

been taken away, to which they all submitted with a
resignal ii iu that became good Christians, ax undoubtedly
they are. However since that time I look upon a

graceful harmonious title to he at least 10 per cent, in

the value intrinsic of au Irish peerage; and since it is

ns cheap as the worst for any Irish law hitherto enacted
in England to the contrary, I would advise the next
set before they pass their patents to call n consul tut ion

of scholars and musical gentlemen to adjust this most
important aud essential circumstance. The Scotch no-
blemen though bom almost under the north pole have
much more tunable appellations, except some very few,

which 1 suppose were given them by the Irish along

with their language, at the time when tlmt kingdom
was conquered and planted from hence, and to this day
retain the denominations of places and surnames of

families, as all historians agree.
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I should likewise not be sorry if the names of some

bishops' sees were so much obliged to the alphabet,

that upon pronouncing them we might contract some

veneration for the order and persons of those reverend

peers, which the gross idea* sometimes joined to their

titles are very unjustly apt to diminish.

ANSWER TO A PAPER. &c.
Tor mrmnriil to which this paper is an answer was written by
Sir John Browne, the same

|
tenon alluded to as one nf the

witnesses examined lietorc the council of England in favour

of Wood'* project, and stigmatized as a person tried for a rape.

FROM SIR JOHN BROWNE.
Rev. Sir, Dawson Street, April 4, 1728,

Bv a strange fatality, though you were the only person

in the world from whom 1 would conceal my being an

author, yet you were unaccountably the only one let

into the secret of it; the ignorant poor man who was

intrusted by me to deliver out the little books, though

lie kept the secret from all others, yet from the nature

of the subject concluded that I could have no interest

in concealing it from von, who were so universally

known to be an indefatigable promoter of the welfare of

Ireland. But though the accident gave me some
uneasiness at first, yet, when I consider your character,

] cannot doubt (however slender the foundation of

such a hope may be from any merit* of my own) your

generosity will oblige you to conceal what chance has

revealed to you, and incline you to judge of me, not

from the report ofmy enemies, but from what I appear

in the little tracts which have waited on you.

I shall not presume, sir, to detain you with the nar-

rative of the origin and progress of the parliamentary

accusations and votes against me, although, would you

do me the honour to inquire, I could easily convince

yon, from my own particular case, that men have two

characters, one which is either good or bad according

to the prevailing uumber of their friends or enemies,

and one which never varies for either,

—

or\f which hns

little or no regard to the virtue or vice of the subject,

and one which regards that alone, is inherent (if I may
say so) in the subject, and descrities it wliat it really is,

without regard either to friends or enemies.

All I shall beg of you is to suspend your judgment
upon it, since all parties allow that, although I had
several summons from the committee for Monday, and

!

many evidences on the road in obedience to their sum-
mons, yet I was tied down by the committee the

preceding Saturday, and deprived of the benefit of all

my evidences, notwithstanding anything I could urge

to the contrary. This 1 hope I may say without injury

to Mr. Bingham, for sure lie may lie entirely innocent,

and yet n magistrate under the immediate direction of

the lord chief-justice, who takes examinations Against

him, examinations that do not even contain matter to

form an indictment upon, may be innocent also.

It shall suffice therefore to say, I went from Ireland

loaded with the severest censures of the house of com-
mons, injured as 1 thought and oppressed to the great-

est degree imaginable, robbed of that character which
was dearer to me than life itself, and all that by an
overbearing and overpowering interest.

I sought in England for that peace and protection

which was denied me at home. My public character

followed me, my countrymen injured me. The nature

of man is sociable ;
I was forced to herd with strangers.

A prime minister engaged in the success of a scheme
wants no emissaries to spy out all that makes for him,

and to fiy with what they have found to their employer.

1 was unfortunately set by those sort of creatures; my
sentiments on the state of our money matters were in-

dustriously sifted through me, and when that was done,

before I knew anything of the matter, I was served

with his majesty's summons ;
in a hurry I ran out of

town, and stayed in the country awhile, but on my
return again found another summons at my lodgings,

and, terrified by the dismal effects of power at home
from risking a second shipwreck abroad, 1 yielded to

it ami appeared at the cockpit.

It is ttue my apjiearance at the cockpit, to those who
knew me only by the votes in the house of commons,
must have looked like a design of revenge, and 1 luul

many and powerful enemies who gave all my actions

the worst colour. But to take the matter impartially,

sir. is there no allowance to tie made for a mind already

broken by the dismal effects of prevailing power, and
filled with the apprehensions of second dangersY Is

there no allowance for a man, voting in the knowledge

of the world, under all these fears and misfortunes, if

he lias yielded to the repeated summons of the council

of England, in which his majesty was present
;
and if

he was there, after a long and strenuous opposition,

forced to tell his sentiments, forced, sir, to tell his sen-

timents, not in the manner represented to the world,

but in a manuer the most cautious of giving room for a

pretence to oppose the inclinations of our parliament f

But alas, the consequence!—You, sir, the defender

of Ireland, were soon engaged against me on that ac-

count, and that fatal genius of yours in an instant

ruined my character. Rut even ruin-bearing as it was,

I blessed it ; the cause which you undertook was dear

to me, and though fame is the last thing which one

would sacrifice even for bis country, yet I parted with

that with pleasure, while you thought it necessary for

the public good so to do. But now the end is served,

dear sir, may not the man have his mare again f

Plato, being told that certain persons aspersed his

character and represented him abroad as a very ill

man, instead of expostulating with his enemies and

returning reproach for reproach, consoled himself, say-

ing, “ No matter, my friends, the whole life of Plato

sliall give his accusers the lie."

Could I set before me a greater example ? Under the

general displeasure of my country,—under all the cen-

sures which the restless malice of my enemies could

devise,—and under the keen edge of thedrapier s wit,

—

the only revenge in which 1 indulged myself was by a
sternly love for my country, and by manifest acts of

affect ion thereto, to tie a silent reproach to the foul

tongues of my enemies.

Permit then, sir, permit me in peace to take bis

great example, and no longer give way to the power of

my enemies, l»y continuing to oppress me. They have
already gained their cause by you, but I must say it

was not the sword of Ajax, but the armour of Achilles,

which he put on, that won the day.

The cause for which you undertook my ruin was
the cause of my country. It was a good cause, and
you shall ever find me of that side. You have carried

it, and I know you will no longer be my enemy. But
alas! as long os your works sulwist, wherever they be
read, even unto the end of time, must I be branded as

a villain. It is a hard sentence, and yet, unless the

spear of Achilles, the same instrument which gave the

wound, administer the remedy, it must be so.

In short, sir, you must l>e a man of honour
; it is not

possible that honour should be wanting where all the

distinguishing characteristics of it are found. I cunnot
doubt it, and therefore I will let you fully into a secret

which accident has given you a part of, ami 1 am sure

you will keep it.

The source of all my misfortunes was the vote of the

house of commons, but I have laboured however, as I

always shall, to serve my country and make myself
agreeable to them. And though the misfortune of a
bad public character deprived me of the private cou-
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venation of my countrymen, which is the surest and
l*e*t way to know our true interest, yet I flatter myself
that my little essays may lie useful, ut least they may
be no liad beginning, and you know it is easy to add to

a work once begun. Hut if the work is known to lie

mine, the very name will condemn it and render it

useless to my country.

Whatever the faults may be, I have publicly applied

to you to amend them, before the bearer's mistake made
me determine this private application to you, and I

must say that 1 shall reckon it no small degree of

honour if you take that trouble upon you.

In the mean time 1 shall beg the favour of you to

keep a secret which no other person but my printer,

my bookseller, and the liearer knows.

1 am, reverend sir, your roost obedient servant,

John Hhowne.

ANSWER TO A PAPER
CALLED A MEMORIAL OP THE rOOR INHABITANTS.
TRADESMEN. AND LABOURERS. OF THE KINGDOM

OF IRELAND.

$fR, Dublin. March *5, 1T2S.

I received a paper from you, whoever you are, printed

without any name of author or printer, and sent, I

suppose, to me umong others without any particular

distinction. It contains a complaint of the clearness of

coni, and some schemes for making it cheaper which I

cannot approve of.

Hut pray permit me, before I go further, to give you
a short history of the steps by which we arrived at this

hopeful situation.

It was indeed the shameful practice of too many
Irish farmers to wear out their gTotind with ploughing

;

while, either through poverty, laziness, or ignorance,

they neither took care to manure it as they ought, nor

gave time to any part of the land to recover itself;

and when their leases were near expiring, being assured

that their landlords would not renew, they ploughed
even the meadow s, and made such havoc that many
landlords were considerable sufferers by it.

This gave birth to that abominable race of graziers,

who upon expiration of the farmers" leases were ready

to engross great quantities of land
;
and the gentlemen,

having been before often ill paid, and their land worn
out of heart, were too easily tempted when a rich

grazier made an offer to take all their land and give

them security for puyment. Thus a vast tract of land
where twenty or thirty fanners lived, together with their

cottagers and labourers in their several cabins, became
all desolate, and easily managed by one or two herds-

men and their boys ; whereby the master gnizier, with

Jttle trouble, seized to himself the livelihood of a
hundred people.

it must be confessed that the firmer* were justly

punislied for their knavery, brutality, ami fully. But
neither are the squires and landlords to be excused ;

for to them is owing the depopulating of the country,

the vast number of beggars, and the ruin of those few
sorry improvements we had.

That farmers should l»e limited in ploughing is very

reasonable, and practised in England, and might have
easily been done here by penal clauses in their leases

;

but to deprive them in a manner altogether from tilling

their lands was a most stupid want of thinking.

Had the farmers liecn confined to plough a certain

quantity of land, with a penalty of ten pounds an acre

for w l witever they exceeded, and further limited for the

three or four last years of their lenses, all this evil had
been prevented ; the nation would liavc saved a million

of money, and been more populous by above two hun-
dred thousand souls.

For a people denied the benefit of trade to manage
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their lands in such a manner as to produce nothing bu
what they ure forbidden to trade with, or only such
tilings as they can neither export nor manufacture to

advantage, is an almurdity that a wild Indian would lie

arhamed of; especially when we add that we are co.

tent to purrlia.se this hopeful commerce by sending to

foreign markets for our daily bread.

The grazier's employment is to fil'd great flocks of
sheep or black cattle, or both. With regard to sheep,

as folly is usually accotnpanied with perverseness, so it

is here. There is something so monstrous to deal in u
commodity (further than for our own use) which we
are not allowed to export manufactured, nor even un-
manufactured but to one certain country, and only to

some few porta in that country
; thpre is, 1 say, some-

thing so sottish that it wants a name in our language
to express it by : and the good of it is, that the more
sheep we have the fewer human creatures are Ipft to

wear the wool or eat the flesh. Ajax was mail when
he mistook a flock of sheep for his enemies ; hut we
shall never be sober until we have the same way of
thinking.

The other part of the glazier's business is what we
call black-cattle, producing hides, tallow, and beef for

exportation : all which are good and useful commodi-
ties if rightly managed. But it seems the greatest

part of the hides are sent out raw, for want of bark to

tan them
;
and that want will daily grow stronger; for I

doubt the new project of tanning without it is at an end.
Our beef, I ain afraid, still continues scandalous in

foreign markets, for the old reasons. But our tullow,

for anything I know, may be good. However, to be-

stow the whole kingdom on beef and mutton, and
thereby drive out lialf the people who should eat their

share, and force the rest to send sometimes as far a*
Egypt for bread to eat with it, is a most peculiar and
distinguished piece of public economy, of which 1

have no comprehension.

I know very well that our ancestors the Scythians,
and their posterity our kinsmen the Tartars, lived upon
the blood, and milk, and raw flesh of their cattle, with-
out one grain of corn ;

hut I confess myself so degene-
rate that 1 am not easy without bread to ray victuals.

What amazed me for a week or two was to see, in
this prodigious plenty of cattle anil dearth of human
creatures and want of bread, as well os money to buy
it, that all kind of flesh-meat should be monstrously
dear, beyond what was ever known in this kingdom.
I thought it a defect in the laws that there was not
some regulation in the price of flesh as well as bread

;

hut I imagine myself to have guessed out the reason :

in short, 1 am apt to think that the whole kingdom is

overstocked with cattle, both black and white
; and as

it is observed that the poor Irish have a vanity to lie

rather owners of two lean cow* thun one fat, although
with double the charge of grazing and but half the
quantity of milk, so 1 conceive it much more difficult

at present to find a fat bullock or wether than it

would t»e if half of them were fairly knocked on the
head : for 1 am assnnil tluit the district in the several

markets called Carrion-row is as reasonable as the
poor can desire

;
only the circumstances of money to

ptirrhuse it, and of trade or labour to purchase that
money, are indeed wholly wanting.

Now, sir, to return more particularly to you and
your memorial.
A hundred thousand barrel* of wheat, you »av,

should be imported hither
;
and 10,000/. premium to

the importer*. Have you looked into the purse of the

nation? I am no commissioner of the treasury; but

mn well assured that the whole running cash would
not supply you with a sum to purchase so much corn,

which, only at 20s. n-liartel, will lie 100,000/.; and
10,000/. more for the premium. But vou will traflic
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for your corn with other goods: ami where arc those

goods? If you hud them, they are all engaged to pay
the rents of absentees, and other occasions in London,
besides a huge balance of trade this year against us.

Will foreigners take our bankers’ paper? I suppose

they will value it at little more than so much a quire.

Where are the** rich farmers and engrossers of corn, in

so had a year and so little sowing?
You are iu pain for 2s. premium, and forget the 20*.

for the price; Hud me out the latter, and 1 will engage

for the former.

Your scheme for a tax for raising such a sum is all

visionary, and owing to a great want of knowledge in

the miserable state of this nation. Tea, coffee, sugar,

spires, wine, and foreign cloths, are the particulars you
mention upon which this tax should la* raised. 1 will

allow the two first, because they are unw holesome
;
ami

the last because 1 should lie glad if they were all

burned : hut I beg you will leave us our wine to make
us awhile forget our misery; or give your tenants

leave to plough for barley. But I will tell you a

secret which I learned many years ago from the com-
missioners of the customs in London ; they said, when
any commodity appeared to he taxed above a moderate

rate, the consequence was to lessen that branch of the

revenue by one half; and one of those gentlemen
pleasantly told me that the mistake of parliaments on
such occasions was owing to an error of computing two
and two to make four; whereas, iu the business of

laying impositions, two and two never made more than

one; which happens by lessening the import, and the

strong temptatiou of running such goods as |>aid high

duties, at least in this kingdom. Although the women
are as vain and extravagant as their lovers or their

husbands can deserve, and the men are fond enough
of wiue, yet the number of both w ho can atliird such

expenses is so small that the major part must refuse

gratifying themselves, and the duties will rather he

lessened than increased. But, allowing no force in

this argument, yet so preternatural a sum as 1 10,000/.,

raised all ou a sudden (for there is no dally it g with

hunger), is just in proportion with raising a million and

a half iu England; which us things now 6tund would
probably bring that opulent kingdom under some
difficulties.

You are concerned how strange and surprising it

would be in foreign parts to bear that the poor were

starving in a rich country, &c. Are you in earnest ?

Is Inland the rich country you mean? Or are you
insulting our poverty ? Were you ever out of Ireland ?

Or were you ever in it till of late? You may probably

have a good employment, and arc saving all you can to

purchase a good estate in England. But hy talking so

/.uniliurly of 110,000/. by a tax upon a few commodi-
ties, it is plain you are either naturally or affectedly

ignorant of our present condition : or else you would
know and allow tliat such a sum is not to be raised

here without a general excise ; since, in proportion to

oar wealth, we pay already iu taxes more fnan England
ever did in the height of war. And when you have
brought over your com, who will be the buyers ? Most
certainly not the poor, who will not be able to purchase

the twentieth part of it.

Sir, upon the whole, your pa|>er is a very crude niece,

liable to more objections than there are lines; but I

think your meaning is good, and so far you arc par-

donable.

If yen will propose a general contribution for sup-

porting the poor iu potatoes and buttermilk till the

new com comes in, perhaps you may succeed lietter.

because the thing at least is jmssibb-; and 1 think if

our brethren in England would contribute upon this

emergency out of the million they gain from us every

year, they would do a piece of justice as well as
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charity. Ju the mean time, go and preach to your
own tenants to fall to the plough os fast as they can :

and prevail with your neighbouring squires to do the

same with theirs; or else die with the guilt of having
driven away half the inhabitants, and starving the rest.

For as to your scheme of raising 110,000/., it is as

vain a* that of Ralielais, w hich was to squeeze out wind
from the posteriors of a dead ass.

But why all this concern for the poor? We want
them not as the country is now managed

;
they may

follow thousands of their leaders, and seek their bread
abroad. Where the plough has no work, one family
can do the business of fifty, and you may send away
the other forty-nine. An admirable piece of hus-

bandry, never known or practised by the wise*t nations,

who erroneously thought people to be the riches of a
country

!

If so wretched a state of things would allow it, mo-
thinks 1 could have a malicious pleasure, after all the
warning I have iu vain given the public at my own
j«eril for several years past, to see the consequences

and events answering in every particular. I pretend to

no sagacity
;
what 1 writ was little more than what I

bad discoursed to several persons, who were generally

of my opinion : and it was obvious to every common
understanding that such effects must needs follow from
such causes ;—a fair issue of things begun upon parly

rage, while some sacrificed the public to fury, and others

to ambition : while the spirit of faction and oppression

reigned in every part of the country, where gentlemen,

instead of consulting the ease of their tenants or culti-

vating their lands, were worrying one another upon
]K)ints of whig and tory, of high church and low
church; which no more concerned them than the long

and famous controversy of strop for razors: while

agriculture was wholly discouraged, and consequently

half the farmers and lal>ourers and poorer tradesmen
forced to l»eggary or banishment. *• vYisdom crieth in

the streets : Because 1 have called on you: I have
stretched out my hand, and no man regarded ; but ye
have set at nought all my counsels, and would none of
my reproof

;
I also will laugh at your calamity, and

mock when your fear cometh.’’

1 have now done with your memorial, and freely

excuse your mistakes, since you appear to write as a
stranger, and as of a country which is left at liberty to

enjoy the benefit* of nature, and to make the best of

those advantages which C*od lias given it in soil,

climate, and situation.

But having lately sent out a paj*er entitled A
Short View of the State of Ireland; and hearing of an
objection, that some people think I have treated the

memory of the late lord chief-justice VVhitshcd with
an appearance of severity

;
since 1 may not probably

have uuother opportunity of explaining myself iu that

{•articular, I choose to do it here. Laying it therefore

down for a postulatum, which I suppose will lie uni-
versally granted, that no little creature of so mean a
birth and genius had ever the honour to be a greater

enemy to bis country and to all kinds of virtue than
HE, I answer thus; whether there be two different

goddesses called Fame, as some authors contend, or

only one goddess sounding different trumpets, it is

certain that people distinguished for their villany

have as good a title to a blast from the proper trumpet,
ns those w ho are most renowned for their virtues have
from the other; and have equal reason to complain if

it lie refused them. And accordingly the names of the
most celebrated profligates have been faithfully trans-

mitted down to posterity. And although the person
here understood acted his part in an olwcure corner of
the world, yet his talents might have shone with
lustre enough in the noblest scene.

As to my naming u penou dead, the plain honest
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reason is the best. He was armed with power and will

to do mischief, even where he was not provoked, as

appeared by his prosecuting two printers, one to death

and both to ruin, who had neither offended God nor

tJbe king, nor him nor the public.

What an encouragement to vice is this! If an ill

man l>e alive and in power we dare not attack him
;

aud if lie l>e weary of the world or of his own villanies,

be has nothing to do hut die, and then his reputation is

safe. For these excellent casuists know just Latin

enough to have heard a most foolish precept, that d

t

mortuix nil nisi bonum ; so that if Socrates and Anytus
his accuser had happened to die together, the charity

of survivors must either have obliged them to hold their

peace or fix the same character on both. The only

crime of charging the dead is when the least doubt

remains whether the accusation be true ;
but when men

are openly abandoned and lost to all shame, they hare

no reason to think it hard if their memory be reproached.

Whoever reports or otherwise publishes anything

which it is possible may lie false, that man is a

slanderer
;
hie nigtr ext , hunc tu ,

Romane
,
coveto. Even

the least misrepresentation or aggravation of facts

deserves the same censure in some degree; but in this

case 1 am quite deceived if my error has not been on
the side of extenuation.

I have now present before me the idea of some per-

sons (I know nut in what part of the world) who spend
every moment of their lives, anti every turn of their

thoughts while they are awake (aud probably of their

dreams while they sleep), in the most detestable actions

and designs ; who delight in mischief, scandal, and
obloquy, with the hatred aud contempt of all mankind
against them, but chiefly of those among their own
party and their own family ; such whose odious quali-

ties rival each other for perfection : avarice, brutality,

faction, pride, malice, treachery, noise, impudence,
duluess, ignorance, vanity, and revenge, contending

every moment for superiority in their breasts. Such
creatures are not to l»e reformed, neither is it prudent
or safe to attempt a reformation. Yet, although their

memories will rot, there may be some benefit for their

survivors to smell it while it is rotting.

I am sir, your humble servant, A. I).

TWO LETTERS
ON SUBJECTS RELATIVE TO THE IMPROVEMENT OF

IRELAND.

TO MESSRS. TRUEMAN AND LAYFIELD.

Gehtlkmkn,— I am inclined to think that I received a

letter from you two last summer, directed to Dublin,

while I was in the country, whither it was sent me; and
I ordered an answer to it to be printed, but it seems it

had little effect, and I suppose this will not have much
more. Rut the heart of this people is waxed gross, and
their ears are dull of hearing, aud their eyes they have
closed. And gentlemen I ain to tell you another

thing—that the wurld is too regardless of what we
write for public good: that after we have delivered

our thoughts, without any prospect of advantage or of

reputation, which latter is not to be hud hut by sub-

scribing our names, we cannot prevail upon a printer

to be at the charge of sending it into the world unless

we will I#* at all or half the expense
;
and ul though we

are willing enough to bestow our labours we think it

unreasonable to be out of jtockct, because it probubly

may not consist with the situation of our affairs.

1 do very much approve your good intentions, and

in a great measure your manner of declaring them, and

1 do imagine you intended that the world should not 1
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only know your sentiments but my answer, which I

shall impartially give.

That great prelate [archbishop King], in whose covet

you directed your letter, sent it me in the morning,

and I begin my answer to-night, not knowing what in-

terruption I may meet with.

1 have ordered your letter to be printed, as it ought

to be, along with my answer, because I conceive it will

be more acceptable and informing to the kingdom.

I shall therefore now go on to answer your letter in

all manner of sincerity.

Although your letter be directed to me, yet I take

myself to lie only an imaginary person
;

for although

I conjecture I had formerly one from you, yet 1 never

answered it otherwise than in print; neither was I at a

loss to know the reasons why so many people of this

kingdom were transporting themselves to America. And
if this encouragement were owing to a pamphlet written,

giving an account of the country of Pennsylvania, to

tempt people to go thither, I do declare that those who
were tempted by such a narrative to such a journey were

fools, and the author a most impudent knave, at least if

it be the same pamphlet I saw when it first came out,

which is above 2-
!

» years ago, dedicated to William Penn
(whom by a mistake you call “sir W illiam Penn ”),

and styling him by authority of the Scripture “ most

noble governor.” For I was very well acquainted

with Penn, and did some years after talk with him
upon that pamphlet aud the impudence of the author,

who spoke so many things in praise of the soil ami
climate, which Penn himself did absolutely contradict.

For he did assure me “ That this country wanted the

shelter of mountains, which left it open to the northern

winds from Hudson's Bay and the Frozen Sea, which

destroyed all plantations of trees ami was even perni-

cious to all common vegetables.*’ But indeed New
York, Virginia, and other parts less northward, or more
defended by mountains, are described as excellent

countries
;

but upon what condition* of advantage

foreigners go thither I am yet to seek.

W'hat evils our people avoid by running from hence
is easier to be determined. They conceive themselves

to live under the tyranny of most cruel exacting land-

lords, who have no views further than increasing their

rent-rolls. Secondly, You complain of the want of

trade, whereof you seem not to know the reason. Third-
ly, You lament most justly the money spent by ab-

sentees in England. Fourthly, You complain that your
linen manufacture declines. Fifthly, That your tithe-

collectors oppress you. Sixthly, That your children

have no hopes of preferment in the church, the revenue,

or the army
;
to which you might have added the law

and all civil employments whatsoever. Seventhly, You
ore undone for want of silver and want all other money.

I could easily add some other motives which, to mrn
of spirit, who desire aud expect and think they de-

serve tLe common privileges of human nature, would
be of more force than any you have yet named to drive

them out of this kingdom. But as these ejaculations

may probably not much affect the bruins of your peo-

ple I shall choose to let them pass unmentioned. Yet
I cannot hut observe that my very good and virtuous

friend, his excellency Burnet* (O fili, nee tali indigne

parente /) has not hitherto been able to persuade his

vassals, by his orutory in the style of a commander, to

settle a revenue on his viceroyal person. I have been
likewise assured that in oue of those colonies on the

continent, which nature has so far favoured as (by the

industry of the inhabitants) to produce a great quantity

of excellent rice, the stubborn people, having been told

that the world was wide, took it into their heads that

they might sell their own rice at whatever foreign market

* William Burnet, tne driest son of bishop Burnet, at this

time governor of Massachusetts
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they pleased, ami teem by their practice very unwill-

ing to quit that opinion.

But to return to my subject; I must confess to yon
both, that if one reason of your jwople's deserting us be

the despair of things growing lietter in their own coun-
try, I have not one syllabic to answer, because that

would l»e to hoj>e for what is impMuible
; and so I have

been telling the public these ten years. For there aw
events which must precede any such blessing; first, a
lilrerty of trade; secondly, asbure of preferments in all

kinds, equal to the British natives; and thirdly, a re-

turn of those absentees who take almost one half of the

kingdom ‘s revenue. As to the first and second, there

is nothing left us hut despair; and for the third, it

will never happen till the kingdom has no money to

scud them; for which, in my own particular, I shall

nut be sorry.

The exaction of landlords has indeed been a grievance

of above 20 years' standing. But as to what you ob-

ject about the severe clauses relating to the improve-

ment, the fault lies wholly on the other side; for the

landlords, cither by their ignorance or greediness of

making large rent-rolls, have performed this matter sir

ill, as we see by experience, that there is not one tenant

in 500 who has made any improvement worth mention-
ing

;
for which I appeal to any man who rides through

the kingdom, where little is to be found among the

tenants hut beggary and desolation
;
the cabins of the

Scotch themselves, in Ulster, being ns dirty and mise-

rable as those of the wildest Irish. Whereas good firm

jienal laws for improvement, with a tolerable easy rent,

and a reasonable period of time, would in 20 years

have increased the rents of Ireland at least a third part

of the intrinsic value.

I am glad to hear you speak with some decency of

the clergy, and to impute the exactions you lament to

the managers or farmers of the tithes. But you entirely

mistake the fact, for 1 defy the most wicked and the

'must powerful clergyman in the kingdom to oppress

the meanest fanner in the parish
;
and 1 defy the same

clergyman to prevent himself from being cheated by the

same farmer, whenever that farmer shall he disposed to

be knavish or jjeevisb. For although the Ulster tithitig-

teller is more advantageous to the clergy than any other

in the kingdom, yet the minister can demand no more
than his tenth

;
and where the coni much exceeds the

small tithes, as except in some districts I am told it

always does, he is at the mercy of every stubborn fanner,

especially of those whose sect as well as interest incline

them to opposition. However I take it that your people

(lent for America do not show the liest side of their

prudence in making this one part of their complaint

;

yet they are so far wise as not to make the payment of

tithes a scruple of conscience, which is too gross for any
protestaut dissenter except a quaker to pretend. But
do your jieople indeed think that if tithes were aliolisli-

ed or delivered into the hands of the landlord, after the

blessed manner in the Scotch spiritual economy, the

tenant would sit easier in his rent under the same per-

son who must be lord of the soil and of the tithe to-

gether ?

I am ready enough to grant that the oppression of
landlords, the utter ruin of trade, with its necessary

consequences, the want of money, half the revenues of

the kingdom spent abroad, the continued dearth of

three years, and the strong delusion in your people by
false allurement from America, may lie the chief

motives of their eagerness after such an expedition.

But there is likewise another temptation, which is not

of inconsiderable weight; which is their itch of living

in a country where their sect is predominant, and where
their eyes and consciences will not Ik* offended by t lie

•tumbling block of ceremonies, habits, and spiritual

titles. But 1 was surprised to find that those calamities,

whereof we are innocent, have been sufficient to drive

many families out of their country who bail no reason

to complain of oppressive landlords. For while 1 vu
last year in the northern parts a person of quality, whose

|

estate was let above 20 years ago and then Ht a \ery

reasonable rent, some for leases of lives and some per-
' pet ui tics, did in a few' months purchase eleven of thus*

leases at a very inconsiderable price, although they

were two years ago reckoned to jury hut half value.

Whence it is manifest that- our present miserable con-

dition and the dismal prospect of worse, with other

reasons aliove assigned, are sufficient to put men upon
trying this desperate experiment of changing the scene
tin y are in. although landlords should by a miracle
become less inhuman.

There is hardly a scheme proposed for inqiroving the

trade of this kingdom which dues not manifestly show
the stupidity and ignorance of the proposer; and I

laugh with contempt at those weak wise heads who
proceed upon general maxims or advise us to follow

the examples of Holland and England. These empirics

talk by role without understanding the constitution of

the kingdom; as if a physician, knowing that exercise

contributed much to health, should prescribe to hi*

patient under a severe fit of the gout to walk ten miles

every rooming. The directions for Ireland are very

short and plain, to encourage agriculture and home
consumption and utterly discard all importations

which are not absolutely necessary for health or life.

And how few necessaries, conveniences, or even com-
forts of life, ore denied us by nature or not to Iw at-

tained by labour and industry ! Are those detestable

extravagancies of Flanders lace, English cloths made
of our own wool, and other goods, Italian or Indian
silks, tea, coflee, chocolate, china-ware, and that jiro-

fration of wines by the knavery of merchants growing
dearer every season, with a hundred unnecessary fop-

peries lict-ter known to others than me—are these, I say.

tit for us any more than for the beggar who could not
eat his veal without orange-? Is it not the lughe-l

indignity to human nature that men should be such
poltroon* a* to sutler the kingdom and themselves to be
undone by the vanity, the folly, the pride, and wanton-
nes* of their wives, who under their present corni)>t ions

seem to l>e a kind of animal suffered for our sins to

be sent into the world for the destruction of furutliea,

societies, and kingdoms, and whose whole study seems
directed to be as expensive as they possibly can in

every useless article of living; who by long practice
can reconcile the most pernicious foreign drugs to their

health and pleasure, provided they are but expensive,
as starlings grow fat with henbane; who contract a
robustness by mere practice of sloth and luxury; who
can play deep several hours after midnight, sleep
lieyond noon, revel upon Indian poisons, and qieiid the
revenues of a moderate family to adorn a nauseous
unwholesome living carcase? Let thime few who are
not concerned in any part of this accusation supjtoee it

unsaid; let the rest take it among them, Gracious
God, in his mercy, look down upon a nation so shame-
fully besotted !

If I am possessed of 100/. a-year, and by some mis-
fortune it sinks to 50 without a possibility of ever
lieing retrieved, does it remain a question in such an
exigency what 1 am to do? must not I retrench one
half in every article of expense? or retire to some cheap,
distant part of the country, where necessaries arc at
half- value ?

Is there any mortal who can show me, under the
circumstances we stand with our neighbours, under
their inclinations towards us, under laws never to l«e re-
pealed, under the desolation caused by altsentees, under
many other circumstances not to be meni ioned, that this

kingdom can ever be a nation of trade or suluiat by
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any other method than that of a reduced family, hy

the utmost parsimony, in the manner I have alicady

prescrllied ?

I am tired with letters from many unreasonable, well-

meaning people, who are daily pressing me to deliver

my thoughts in this deplorable juncture, which upon
many others I have so often done in vain. What will

it import that half a score people in a coffeehouse may
happen to read this piper, and even the majority of

those few differ iu every sentiment from me? If the

farmer be not allowed to sow his com, if half the little

money among us be writ to pay rents to Irish absentees

and the rest for foreign luxuries and dress for the

women, what will our charitable dispositions avail

when there is nothing left to be given ? when contrary

to all custom and example all necessaries of life are so

exorbitant ; when money of all kinds was never known
to be so scarce; so that gentlemen of no contemptible

estates are forced to retrench in every article (except

what relates to their wives) without being able to show
any bounty to the poor ?

ANSWER TO SEVERAL LETTERS SENT
FROM UNKNOWN HANDS. 1729.

I am very well pleased with the good opinion yon ex-
press of me, and wish it were any way in my power to

answer your expectations for the service of my country.

I have carefully rend your several schemes and propo-

sals which you think should be offered to the parlia-

ment. In answer, 1 will assure you that in another

place 1 have known very good proposals rejected with
contempt by public assemblies merely because they

were offered from without doors; and yours perham
might have the same fate, especially if handed to the

public by me, who am not acquainted with three mem-
bers nor have the least interest with one. My printers

have been twice prosecuted, to my great expense, on
account of discourses I writ for the public service,

without the least reflection on parties or persons; and
the success 1 hail in those of the drapicr was not owing
to my abilities but to a lucky juncture, when the fuel

was ready for the first hand that would be at the pains

of kindling it. It is true both those envenomed prose-

cutions were the workmanship of a judge who is now
gone to hi* own place. Rut let that be as it will, I am
determined henceforth never to he the instrument of
leaving an innocent man at the mercy of that bench.

It is certain there are several particulars relating to

this kingdom (I have mentioned a few of them in one
of my d rapier's letters) which it were heartily to be
wished that the pari iament would take under their con-
sideration, such as will no way interfere with England
otherwise than to its advantage.

The first I shall mention is touched at in a letter

whioh I received from one of you, gentlemen, about the

highways, which indeed are almost everywhere scan-

dalously neglected. I know a very rich man in this

city, a true lover and saver of his money, who being
possessed of some adjacent lands bus been at great

charge in repairing effectually the roads that lead to

them, and has assured me that his lauds arc thereby
advanced 4s. or 5i. an acre, by which he gets treble

interest. But generally speaking all over the kingdom
the roads are deplorable, and what is more particularly

barbarous there is no sort of provision made for travel-

lers on foot, no, not near the city, except in a very few

places and in a most wretched manner ; whereas the

English are so particularly careful in this point, that

you may travel there 1(H) miles with less inconvenience

than one mile here. Rut since this may be thought

too great a reformation I shall only speak of roads for

horses, carriages, and cattle.

Ireland is, I think, c- mputed to be one third smaller

than England, vet by some natural disadvantages it

would uot bear quite the same proportion in value with

the same encouragement. However it has so happened
f«r many years past that it never arrived to above one-

eleventh part in point ofriches
;
and of late liy the con-

tinual decrease of trade and the increase of absentees,

with other circumstances not here to be mentioned,
hardly to a fifteenth part, at least if my calculations

be right, which I doubt arc a little too favourable oil

our side.

Now supposing day-labour to be cheaper by one-hall

here than in England, and our roads, by the nature of

our carriages and the desolation of our country, to be
not worn and beaten above one-eighth part so much as
those of England, which is a very moderate computa-
tion, I do not see why the mending of them would be
a greater burden to this kingdom than to thut.

There have been, I believe, 20 acts of parliament in

six or seven years of the late king for mending long
tracts of impassable ways in several counties of Eng-
land, by erecting turnpikes and receiving passage-

money, in a manner that everybody knows. li‘ what I

have advanced be true it would be hard to give a
reason against the same practice here

; since the neces-

sity is os great, the advantage iu proportion perhaps
much greater, the materials of stone and grave) as easy

to be found, and the workmanship at least twice us

cheap. Resides, the work may be done gradually
with allowances for the poverty of the nation by so

many perch a-year, but with a special care to encou-

rage skill and diligence, and to prevent fraud in the

undertakers, to which we are too liable and which are

not always confined to those of the meaner sort; hut
against these no doubt the wisdom of the nation may
and will provide.

Another evil, which iu my opinion deserves the

public core, is the ill management of the hogs; the

neglect whereof is a much greater mischief to this king-

dom than most people seem to he aware of.

It is allowed indeed by those who ore esteemed most
skilful in such matters that the red, swelling mossy
bog, whereof we have so many large tracts iu this island,

is not by any means to be fully reduced, but the

skiifs which are covered with a green coat easily may,
being not accretion or annual growth of moss like the

other.

Now the landlords are generally so careless os to

suffer their tenants to cut their turt in these skirts as

well as the bog adjoined, whereby there is yearly lost

a considerable quantity of land throughout the king-

dom, never to be recovered.

Rut this is not the greatest part of the mischief; for

the main bog, although perhaps not reducible to natu-

ral soil, yet hy continuing large, deep, straight canals

through the middle, cleaned at proper times as low ns

the channel or gravel, would become secure summer-
pasture; the margins might with great profit and orna-

ment be fillet! with quickens, birch, and other trees

proper for such a soil, and the canals be convenient
for water-carriage of the turf, which is now drawn upon
sled-cars with great expense, difficulty, and loss of

time, by reason of the muny turf-pits scattered irregu-

larly through the bog, wherein great numbers of cattle

arc yearly drowned. And it has been, I confess, to me
a matter of the greatest vexation os well as wonder to

think how any landlord could be so absurd as suffer

such havoc to tie made.
All the act* for encouraging plantations of forest

-

trees ore I am told extremely defective, which with
great submission must have been owing to a defect of

skill in the contrivers of them. In this climate, hy the

continual blow ing of the west-south-west wind, hardly
any tree of value will conie to perfection that is not

joogle
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planted in groves, except very rarely and where there

is much land-slielter. 1 have not indeed read all the

nets, but from inquiry 1 cannot learn that the planting

in groves is enjoined. And as to the effects of these

laws, 1 have not seen the least in many hundred miles*

riding, except about a very few gentlemen's houses, and
even those with very little skill or success. In all the

rest the hedges generally miscarry, a* well as tire larger

slender twigs planted upon the tojw of ditches, merely
for want of common skill and care.

1 do not believe that a greater and quicker profit could
be made than by planting large groves of ash a few feet

asunder, which in seven yeurs would make the U*st

kind of hop-poles, and grow in the same or less time
to a second crop from their roots.

It would likewise he of greut. use and beauty in our
desert scones to oblige cottagers to plant ash or eltn

twfore their cabins and round their potato-gardens,

where cuttle either do not or ought not to come to

destroy them.

The common objection against all this, drawn from
the laziness, the perverseness, or thievish disposition of
the poor native Irish, might l»e easily answered by
showing the true reasons for such accusations, and how
easily those people may he brought to a less savage
manner of life; hut my priuten have already suffered

too much lor my speculations. However, supposing
the size of a native's understanding just equal to that

of a dog or a horse, I have often seen those two ani-

mals civilized by rewards at least os much as by
punishments.

It would be a noble achievement to abolish the Irish

language in this kingdom, so fur at least as to oblige

all the natives to speak only English on every occasion

of business, in shops, markets, fairs, and other places of

dealing; yet I am wholly deceived if this might not

l>e effectually done in less than half an age, and at a

very trilling expense
;

for such I look upon a tax to be

of only 6000/. a-year to accomplish so great a work.

This would in a great measure civilize the most barha-

rous among them, reconcile them to our customs and
manner of living, and reduce great tmm!>ers to the

national religion, whatever kind may then happen to

I* established. This method is plain and simple, and
although 1 am too desponding to produce it, yet I

could heartily wish some public thoughts were employed
to reduce this uncultivated people from tliat idle, savage,

beastly, thievish manner of life, in which they continue

sunk to such a degree tliat it is almost impossible for

a country gentleman to lind a servant of human ca-

pacity, or the least tincture of natural honesty, or who
does not live among his own tenants in coutiuiiul fear

of having his plantations destroyed, his cattle stolen,

and his goods pilfered.

The love, affection, or vanity of living in England,
continuing to carry thither so many wealthy families,

the consequences thereof, togetlier with the utter loss of

all trade except what is detrimental, which lias forced

such great numbers of weavers and others to seek their

bread in foreign countries
;
the unhappy practice of

stocking such vast quantities of laud with sheep and
other cattle, which reduces 20 families to one

;
these

events, 1 say, have exceedingly depopulated this king-

dom for several year* past. I should heartily wish

therefore tinder this miserable dearth of money, that

those who are most concerned would think it advisable

to save 100,000/. a-year, which is now sent out of this

kingdom, to feed us with corn. There is not an older

or more unroutroverted maxitn in the politics of all

wise nations than tliat of encouraging agriculture, and
;

then fire to what kind of wisdom a practice so directly
j

contrary among us may be reduced 1 am by no means
a judge. If labour and people make the true riches of

j

a nation, what must bo the issue where one part of

the people arc forced away and the other have nothing
to do ?

If it should be thought proper by wiser heads that hi*
majesty might be applied to in a national way for
giving the kingdom leave to coin halfpence for its own
use, I believe no good subject will be under the least
apprehension that such a request could meet with
refusal or the least delay. Perhaps we arc the only
kingdom upon earth, or that ever was or will be upon
earth, which did not enjoy tliat common right of civil
society, under the proper inspection of its prince or
legislature, to coin money of all usual metals for its

own occasions. Every petty prince in Germany, vassal
to the emperor, enjoys this privilege. And 1 have
seen in this kingdom several silver pieces with the
inscription of Civitas Waterford, Drogiiedauii, and
other towns.

A LETTER
ON MR. M CI I.LA’S PROTECT ABOUT HALFPENCE,

AND A NEW ONE PROPOSED.

IN A LETTER TO DR. DF.LANV, 1729.

Sir,—You desire to know my opinion concerning Mr.
M'Culla's project of circulating notes, stamped on
copper, that shall pass for the value of halfpence and
pence. I have some knowledge of the man : and about
a month ago he brought me his hook, with a couple of
his halfpenny notes; but 1 was then out of order, and
he could not lie admitted. Since tliat time 1 called

at his house, where I discoursed the whole affair with

him as thoroughly as I could. 1 am altogether a
stranger to his character. He talked to me in the

usual style, with a great profession of zeal for the

public good
; which is the common cant of all project-

ors in their bills, from a first minister of state down to

a conicutter. Rut 1 stopped him short, as 1 would
have done a better man ;

because it is too gross a
practice to pass at any time, and especially in this age,

where we all know' one another so well. Yet whoever
imposes any scheme which may prove to lie a public
lenefit, I shall not quarrel if it prove likewise very
beneficial to himself. It is certain that, next to the

want of silver, our greatest distress in point of coin is

the want of small change, which may be some poor
relief for tbe defect of the former, since the crown will

not please to take that work upon them here os they
do in England. One thing in M‘Culla‘s book is cer-

tainly right, that no law hinders me from giving a
payable note upon leather, wood, copper, brass, iron, or

any other material (except gold or silver), as well os

upon pa[>er. The question is whether 1 can sue him
on a copper bond, where there is neither hand nor seal

nor witnesses to prove it? To supply this he has pro-

jvised that the materials upon which this note is written

shall lie iu some degree of value equal to the debt.

Rut that is one principal matter to be inquired into.

His scheme is this :

He gives you a piece of copper for a halfpenny or

penny, stamped with a promissory note to jiay you
2th/. for every pound of copper notes whenever you
shall return them. Eigbt-and-forty of these halfpenny*
pieces are to weigh a pound; and he sells you that

jHiund, coined and stamped, for 2s. : by which he
clearly gains a little more than 1G per cent.; that is to

say 2)/. in every Is.

This will certainly arise to a great sum if he should

circulate as large a quantity of his notes as the king-

dom, under the great dearth of silver, may very pro-

bably require : enough indeed to make any Irish trades-

man s fortune; which however 1 should not repine at

in the least if we could be sure of his fair dealing. It

was obvious for me to raise the common objection, why
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Mr M'Culla would not give security to pay the whole

sum to any man who returned him his c«|>]»er notes, as

my lord Dartmouth and colonel Moore were by their

patents obliged to do. To which he gave me some

answers plausible enough. First. “ He conceived his

coins were much nearer to the intrinsic value than any

of those coined by patents, the bulk and goodness of

the metal equalling the l>est English halfpence made
by the crown: That he npprehended the ill will of

envious and designing people ; who. if they found him
to have a great vent for his notes, since he wanted the

protection of a patent, might make a run upon him,

which he could not Ire able to support : And lastly,

that his copjrer (as is already said) being equal in

value and hulk to the English halfpence, he did not

apprehend they should ever be returned, unless a com-
bination proceeding from spite and envy might be

formed against him.”
But there are some points in his proposal which I

cannot well answer for
;
nor do I know whether he

will be able to do it himself. The first is, whether the

copper he gives us will be as good as what the crown

provided for the English halfpence and farthings
;
and

secondly, whether he will always continue to give us

as good
;
and thirdly, when he will think fit to stop

his hand and give us no more ; for I should Ire as

sorry to beat the mercy of Mr. M‘Cu!laa»of Mr. Wood.
There is another difficulty of the last importance.

It is known enough that the crown is supposed to be

neither gainer nor loser by coinage of any metal : for

they subtract or ought to subtract no more from the

intrinsic value than what will just pay the charges of

the mint
;
and how much that will amount to is the

question. By what I could gather from Mr. M‘Culla
good copper is worth 14//. per pound. By this com-
putation, if he sells his copper notes for 2s. the pound
and will pay 20d. hack, then the expense of coinage

for one pound of copper must be 6d. which is 30 per

cent. The world should be particularly satisfied on this

article before he vends notes: for the discount of 30
per cent, is prodigious, and vastly more than 1 can

conceive it ought to he. For if we add to that

proportion the 16 per cent which he avows to keep for

his own profit, there will be a discount of about 46 jier

cent. Or to reckon I think a fairer way : Whoever
buys a pound of Mr. M'Culla's coin at 2s. per pound

;

carrie* liotne only the real value of 14r/„ which is a

pound of copper ;
and thus he is a loser of 11/. 13*. id.

j**r cent. But, however, this high discount of 30 per

cent, will lie no objection again*! M'Culla's proposal;

because, if the charge of coining will honestly amount
to so much, and we suppose his copper notes may be i

returned upon him, he will lie the greater sufferer of
|

the two
;
because the buyer ran lose but id. in a pound

J

und M'Culla must lose 6d.
t which was the charge of

the coinage.

Upon the whole, there are some points which must
lie settled to the general satisfaction before we can

safely take Mr. M'Culla's copiier note* fur value

received ; and how he will give tuat satisfaction is not

within my knowledge or conjecture. The first point

is that we shall he always sure of receiving good cop-

per. equal in bulk and fineness to the best English
hal fpence.

The second point is to know what allowance he

makes to himself, either out of the weight or mixture

of his copper or both, for the charge of coinage. As
to the weight the matter is easy by his own scheme

;

for, as I have said before, he proposes 48 to weigh a

pound, which he gives you for 2s., and receives it by

the pound at 2Orf. : so that, supposing pure copper to

be l id. a pound, he makes you pay 30 per cent, for

(lie labour of coining, as 1 have already observed,

beside 16 per cent, when he sells it. But if to this he

j

add* any alloy to debase the metal, allhough it lie not

[

above 10 per cent., then Mr. M'Culla's promissory
notes will, to the intrinsic value of the metal, be above
47 tier cent, discount.

For subtracting 10 per cent. off sixty pounds*
worth of copper, it will (to avoid fractions) be about

3} per ceil*., hi the whole 100/., which added to

£41 IS 4
5 10 0

will be per cent. 47 3 4
That we ftre tinder great distress for change, and tliat

Mr. M‘Culla's copper nob's, on supposition of the
metal being pure, are less liable to objection than the

project of Wood may lie granted : but such a discount,

where we arc not sure even of our 2l)d. a pound, appears
hitherto a dead weight on his scheme.

Since I writ this, calling to mind that I hod some
copper halfpence by me, I weighed them with those of

Mr. M'Culla and observed as follows :

First I weighed Mr. M'Culla's halfpenny against

an English one of king Charles II.. which outweighed
Mr. M'Culla** a fourth part, or 23 per cent.

I likewise weighed an Irish Patrick and David half-

penny, which outweighed Mr. M'Culla'* 12^ per

cent. It had a very fair and deep impression and
milled very skilfully round.

I found that even a common harp halfpenny, well

preserved, weighed equal to Mr. M'Culla's. And even
some of Wood s halfpence were near equal in weight to

his. Therefore, if it lie true that he does not think

Wood’s copper to have been faulty, he may probably
give us no better.

I have laid these loose thoughts together witli little

order, to give you and others who may read them an
opportunity of digesting them better. I am no enemy
to Mr. M'Culla's project

;
but 1 would have it put

upon a better foot. I own that this halfpenny of king
Charles II., which I weighed against Mr. M'Culla's,
was of the fairest kind I had seen. However, it is

plain the crown could afford it without living a loser.

But it is probable that the officers of the mint were
*

then more honest than they have since thought fit to be;
for I confess not to have met those of any other year
so weighty, or in appearance of so good metal, among
all the copper coins of the three last reigns; yet these,

however, did much outweigh those of Mr. M'Culla,
for I have tried the experiment on a hundred of them

;

1 have indeed seen accidentally one or two very light,

hut it must certainly have been done by chance, or

rather I suppose them to be counterfeits. Be that as

it will, it is allowed on all hands that good copper

was never known to he cheaper than it is at present. I

am ignorant of die price, farther than by his informing

me that it is only 14r/. a pound; by which 1 observe

be charges the coinage at 30 per cent.
;
and therefore

I cannot but think his demands are exorbitant. But
to say the truth, the dearness or cheapness of the metal
does not properly enter into the question. What we
desire is, that it should lie of the l*est kind and as

weighty as can be afforded; that the profit of the

contriver should be reduced from 16 to 8 per cent.,

and the charge of coinage, if possible, from 30 to 10
or 15 at most.

Mr. M'Culla must also give good security that he
will coin only a determinate sum. not exceeding
20,000/., by which, although be should deal witli all

uprightness imaginable, ami make his coin as good as

that I weigheil of king Clutrles II.. he will at 16 per

cent, gain 3*200/.. a very good additional job to a pri-

vate tradesman's fortune.

I must advise him also to employ better workmen,
and make his impressions deeper and plainer, by which

a rising rim may be left about the edge of his coin,
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to preserve the letter from wearing out too nxin. He
ha* no wardens or masters, or other officers of the mint,

to suck up his profit, and therefore can afford to coin
cheaper than the crown, if he w ill but find good ma-
terials, proper implements, and skilful workmen.
W hether this project will succeed in Mr. M'Culla's

hands (which, if it he honestly executed, 1 should he
glad to sec)

;
one thing I am confident of, that it might

be easily brought to perfection by a society of nine or

ten honest gentlemen of fortune, who wish well to their

country arid would be content to I*? neither gainers nor

losers, farther than tire l>are interest of their money.
And Mr. M‘C’ulla, as being the first starter of the

scheme, might be considered and rewarded by such a
society, whereof, although 1 am not a man of fortune, ]

should think it an honour and happiness to be one,

even with burrowed money ujkjii the best security 1

could give. And first, I am confident, without any
skill hut by general reason, that the charge of coining
copper would Ik? very much less than 30 ]#*r cent.

Secondly, I believe 10,000/. in halfpence and farthings

would be sufficient for the whole kingdom, even under
our great and most unnecessary distress for the want
of silver, and that without such a distress half the

sum would suffice. For I compute and reason thus

:

the city of Dublin, by a gross computation, contains

10,000 families; and I am told by snnpkecjxrs “ That
if silver were as plenty as usual, 2s. in copper would
be sufficient iu the course of business for each
family." But in consideration of the want of silver, I

would allow 5s. to each family, which would amount
to 2500/. ; and to help this, I would recommend a
currency of all the genuine undefaced harp-half)>eiice

which are left of lord Dartmouth's and Moor's patents

under king Charles 11., and the small Patrick and
David for faithings. To the rest of the kingdom I

would assign the 7500/, remaining, reckoning Dublin
to answer one-fourth of the kingdom, as London is

judged to answer (ifl mistake not) one-third of Eng-
land— 1 mean in the view of money only.

To compute our want of small change by thenum-
lier of souls in the kingdom, besides being perplexed, is

1 think by no means just. They have been reckoned
at a million and a half, whereof a million at least are

beggars iu all circumstances except that of wandering
about for alms ; and that circumstance may arrive

soon enough, when it will lie time to add another
10,00ft/. iu copper. But without doubt the families of
Ireland who lie chiefly under the difficulties of wonting
small change cannot be above 40.000 or 50,000, which
the sum of 10,000/., with the addition of the fairest old
halfpei ice, would tolerably supply : for if we give too

great a loose to any projector to pour in upon us what
he pleases, the kingdom will be (how slull 1 express

it under our preseut circumstances ¥) more than undone.
And hence appears in a very strong light the vil-

lany of Wood, who promised the coinage of 108,000/.

in copper for the use of Ireland, whereby every family
in tlie kingdom would be loaded with 10s. or 12s.,

although Wood might not trausgrews the liounds of his

patent, and although no counterfeits, either at home or

abroad, were added to the number, the contrary to both

which would indubitably have arrived. So ill in-

formed are great men on the other side, who talk of a
million with as little ceremony as we do of hulf-a-crown !

But to return to the prop is.il I have made. Suppose
ten gentlemen, lovers of their country, should raise

200/. a-piece, and from the time the money is depo-

sited, os they shall agree, should begin to charge

it with 7 per cent- for their own use
;

that they

should as soon us possible provide a mint and good
workmen, and buy copper sufficient for coining 2000/.,

subtract ing a fifth part, of fisc interest of 10,000/. for the

’.r.arger of the tool* and fitting up a place for a mbit

I
the other four puts of the same iuterest to lie subtracted

S

equally out of the four remaining coinage* of 2000/.

each, with a just allowance for other necessary inci-

dents. Let the charge of coinage le fairly reckoned,

and the kingdom informed of it as well a* of the price

of copper. Let the coin be as well and deeply stamped

as it ought. Let the metul be as pure as can consist to

have it rightly coined (wherein 1 am wholly ignorant),

and the hulk as large as that of king Charles II. And
let this club of ten gentlemen give their joint security

to receive all the coins they issue out for seven or ten

years, and return gold and silver without any deful-

,
cation.

Let the same club or company when they have

!
issued out the first 2000/., go on the second year, if

they find a demand and that their scheme has an-

swered to their own intention, as well us to the satis-

faction of the public. And if they find 7 per cent,

uot sufficient, let them subtract 8, beyond which I

would not have them go. And when they have in

two years coined 10,000/., let them give public notice

that they will proceed no farther, but stmt up their

mint autl dismiss their workmen, unless tlie real,

universal, unsolicited declaration of the nobility and
gentry of tlie kingdom shall signify a desire that they

should go on for a certain sum farther.

This company may enter into certain regulation*

among themselves, one of which should be to keep

nothing concealed, and duly to give an account to the

world of their whole methods of acting.

Give me leave to compute, wholly at random, what
charge the kingdom will Ik? at by the loss of intrinsic

value iu the coinage of 10.000/. in copper under the

management of such a society of gentlemen.

First, It is plain that, instead of somewhat more than

lfi jier cent, as demanded by Mr. M‘Cullu, this society

desires but 8 per cent.

Secondly, Whereas Mr. M kCulla charges the ex-
pense of coinage at 30 per cent., I hope and believe

this society will be able to perform it at ten.

Whereas it does not appear that Mr. M'Culla can
give any security for tlie goodness of his copper, because

j

not one in ten thousand have the skill to distinguish,

the society will be ull engaged tliat theirs shall lie of
the best standard.

Fourthly, That whereas Mr. M* Culla's halfpence

are one-fourth jiart lighter tlian that kind coined in

the time of king Charles II., these gentlemen will

oblige themselves to the public to give the coin of the

same weight and goodness with those halfpence, unless

they shall find they cannot afford it, and in tliat case

they shall beforehand inform die public, show their

reasons, and signify how large they can make them
without being losers, and so give over or pursue their

scheme as they find the opinion of the world to lie.

However, 1 do not doubt hut they cart afi'ord them as

large and of as good metal as tlie best English half-

pence that have been coined in the three lust reigns,

which very much outweigh those of Mr. M'Culla.
And this advantage will arise in proportion, by lesseti-

|
ing the charge of coinage from 30 per cent, to 10 or 15,

or 20 at most. But I confess myself in the dark on
that article, only 1 think it impossible it should amount
to any proportion near 30 per cent., otherwise tlie

coiners of those counterfeit halfpence called rnps would
have little encouragement to follow their trade.

But the indubitable advantages by having the ma-
nagement iu such a society, would be the paying 8 per
cent, instead of 16, the being sure of the goo 1ness ami
just weight of the coin, and the period to lie put to any
farther coinage than what was alisolutely necessary to

supply the wants and desires of the kingdom
;
and all

this under the security of ten gentlemen of credit and
fortune who would he ready to give the liesl security
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and satisfaction, that liny hod no design to turn the

scheme into a job.

As to any mistakes I have made in computation,

they are of little moment, and l shall not descend so

low as to justify them against any caviller.

The strongest objections against what 1 offer, and

which perhaps may make it appear visionary, is the

difficulty to find half a score gentlemen, who, out of

a public spirit, will be at the trouble, for uo more profit

than 1 per cent, above the legal interest, to be overseers

ofa miut for five years, and perhaps without any justice

raise the clamour of the people against them. Besides,

it is most certain that many a squire is as fond of a

job and as dexterous to make tne best of it as Mr.

M ( Culla himself or any of his level. However, I do

not doubt but there may be ten such persons in this

town, if they had only some visible mark to know them

at sight. Yet 1 just foresee auother inconveniency,

that knavish men are fitter to deal with others of their

own denomination, while those who are honest and

best-intentioned may be the instruments of as much
mischief to the public, for want of cunning, as the

greatest knaves ; and more, because of the charitable

opinion which they are aj»t to liave of others. There-

fore, how to join the prudence of the serpent with the

innocency of the dove in this affair, is the most difficult

point. It is not ao hard to find an honest man as to

make this honest man active, and vigilant, und skilful,

which, I doubt, will require a spur of profit greater

than my scheme will afford him, unless he will be

contented with the honour of serving his country and
the reward of a good conscience.

After reviewing what I had written, I see very well

that I have uot given any allowance for the first charge

of preparing all things necessary for coining, which, 1

am told, will amount to about 200/., besides 20/. per

annum for five years' rent of a house to work in. I can

only say that, this making in all 300/., it will be an

addition of no more than 3 per cent, out of 10,000/.

But the great advantages of the public, by having

the coinage placed in the hands of ten gentlemen such

as I have already described (if such are to be found)

are these

First, They propose no other gain tothemselres than

1 perxent. al»ove the legal interest for the money they

advance, which will hardly afford them coffee when
they meet at their mint-house.

Secondly, They bind themselves to make their coins

of as good copper as the best English halfpence, and
as well coined and of equal weight, and do likewise

bind themselves to charge the public with not one

farthing for the expense of coinage more than it shall

really stand them in.

Thirdly, They will for a limited term of seven or

ten years, os shall be thought proper upon mature con-

sideration. pay gold and silver, without any defalca-

tion, for all their own coin that shall be returned upon

their hands.

Fourthly, They will take care that the coins shall

have a deep impression, leaving a rising rim on both

sides, to prevent their being defaced in a long time,

and the edges shall be milled.

1 suppose they need not be very apprehensive of coun-
terfeits, which it will be difficult to make 4o as not to

he discovered, for it is plain that those had halfpence

called raps are so easily distinguished even from the

most worn genuine halfpenny, that nobody will now
take them for a farthing, although under the great

present want of change.

I shall here subjoin some computations relating to

Mr. M'Culla s copper notes. They were sent to me
by a person well skilled in such calculations, and
therefore I refer them to the reader.

Mr. MCulla charges good copper at lid. par

vou u.

pound, but I know not whether he means avoirdupois

or troy weight.

Avoirdupois is 16 ouuces to a pound . 6960 grains

A pound troy weight 5760

Mr. M'Culla's copper is lid. per pound avuirdupois.

Two of Mr. M'Culla s penny notes, one

with another, weigh ..... 521 grains.

By which computation, 2». of his notes

which he sells for one pound weight,

will weigh ....... 6288 „
But one pound avoirdupois weighs, as

above ..••••••• 6960 „

This difference makes 10 per cent, to Mr. M‘Cullu's

profit in point of weight.

The old Patrick and David halfpenny

weigh 149 grains.

Mr. M‘Culla “• halfpenny weighs . . 131 „

The difference is . 18

Which is equal to 10$ per cent.

The English halfpenny of king Charlee

107 „II. weighs .

Mr. M‘Cdlla*s halfpenny weighs . • 13
1 „

The difference is • 36

Which difference, allowed a fifth part, is 20 j>er cent.

ANOTHER COMPUTATION.

Mr. M‘Culla allows his pound of copper (coinage

included) to l»e worth 20d. ; for which he demands 2s.

His coinage he computes at 6d. per pound weight;
.1 r » _ • _ ... nnj I

therefore laying out ouly 20d., and gaining

4d., he makes per cent, profit, 20
The tid. per pound weight, allowed for coinage,

makes per cent 30

The want of weight in bis hulfjxmny, compared as

above, is per cent 10

By all which (vit. coinage, profit, and want of

weight) the public loses per cent. .... 60

If Mr. M'Culla’s coins will not pass, and he refuses

to receive them back, the owner cannot sell them at

above 12d. per pound; whereby, with the defect of

weight of 10 per cent., he will lose 60 per cent.

The scheme of the society, raised os high as it can

possibly be, will be only thus:

—

For interest of their money per cent. .... 8

For coinage, instead of 10, suppose at most per

cent 20

For 300/. laid out fur tools, a mint, and house-

rent, charge 3 per cent, upon the coinage of

10,000/. 3

Charges in all upon interest, coinage, &c. per cent. 31

Which, with all the advantages above-mentioned, of

the goodness of the metal, the largeness of the coin, the

deepness and fairness of the impression, the assurance

of the society confining itself to such a sum as they

undertake, or os the kingdom shall approve
; and

lastly, their paying in gold or silver for all their coin

returned upon their hands without any defalcation

would be of mighty benefit to the kingdom; and with

a little steadiness and activity could, 1 doubt not, be

easily compassed.

I would not in this scheme recommend the method
of promissory notes, after Mr. M'Culla's maimer; but

as l have seen in old Irish coins, the words civitas

dv

H

i. in, on one side, with the year of our Lord and *be

Irish luarp on the reverse.

n
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A PROPOSAL
niAT ALL THE LADIES AND WOMEN OP IRELAND

SHOULD APPEAR CONSTANTLY IN IRISH
MANUFACTURES 17t».

There was a treatise written about nine years ago, to

persuade the people of Ireland to wear their own manu-
factures. This treatise was allowed to have not one
syllable in it of party or disaffection ;

but was wholly
founded upon the growing jwverty of the nation, occa-

sioned by the utter want of trade, except the ruinous

importation of all foreign extravagances from other

countries. This treatise was presented by the grand
jury of the city and county of Dublin, as a scandalous,

seditious, and factious pamphlet. I forget who was
the foreman of the city grand jury ; but the foreman
for the county was one Dr. Seal, register to the arch-

bishop of Dublin, wherein be differed much from the

sentiments of bis lord. The printer was tried before

the late Mr. Whitshed, that famous lord chief-justice;

who, on the bench, laying his hand on his heart de-

clared upon his salvation “That the author was a
jacobitc. and had a design to beget a quarrel between the

two uations.” In the midst of this prosecution about
1500 weavers were forced to beg their bread and had
a general contribution made for their relief, which iust

served to make them drunk for a week
;
and then they

were forced to turn rogues, or strollmg beggars, or to

leave the kingdom.
The duke of Grafton, who was then lieutenant, being

perfectly ashamed of so infamous and unpopular a pro-

ceeding, obtained from England a noli protequi for the

printer. Yet the grand jury had solemn thanks given
them from the secretary of state.

I mention this passage (perhaps too much forgotten)

to show how dangerous it has been for the best mean-
ing person to write one syllable in the defence of his

country, or discover the miserable condition it is in.

And to prove this truth, I will produce one in-

stance more; wholly omitting the famous cause of the

dr&pier and the proclamation against him, as well as

the perverseness of another jury against the same Mr.
Whitshed, who was violently bent to act the second
part in another scene.

About two years ago there was a small paper printed

which was called, “ A Short View of the State of
Ireland,*’ relating to the several causes whereby any
country may grow rich, and applying them to Ireland.

Whitshed was dead, and consequently the printer was
not troubled. Mist, the famous journalist, happened
to reprint this paper in London, for which his press-

folk were prosecuted for almost a twelvemonth
;
and

for aught I know are not yet discharged.

This is our case ; insomuch, that although I am often

without money in my pocket, I dare not own it in some
company for fear of being thought disaffected.

But since I am determined to take care that the

author of this paper shall not be discovered (following

herein the most prudent practice of the drapier), I will

venture to affirm that tiie three seasons wherein our
corn has miscarried did no more contribute to our pre-

sent misery, than one spoonful of water thrown upon a
rat already drowned would contribute to his death

;

and that the preseut plentiful harvest, although it

should be followed by a dozen ensuing, would no more
restore us than it would the rat aforesaid to put him
near die fire, which might indeed warm his fur coat

bnt never bring him buck to life.

The short of the matter is this: the distresses of the

kingdom are operating more and more every day, by
very large degrees, and so have been doing for above a
dozen rears past.

If you demand whence these distresses have arisen, I

desire to &«k the following question :

If two-thirds of any kingdom's revenue lie exported
to another country, without one fArthing of value in
return; and if the said kingdom be forbidden the
most profitable branches of trade wherein to employ
the other third, and only allowed to traffic in import-
ing those commodities which are most ruinous to itself;

how shall that kingdom stand f

If this question were formed into the first prop'witiou

of an hypothetical syllogism, 1 defy the man born in

Ireland, who is now in the fairest way of getting a
collectorship or a cornet's post, to give good reason fur

denying it.

Let me put another case. Suppose a gentleman's
estate of 200/. a-year should sink to 100/. by some acci-

dent, whether by an earthquake or inundation it

matters not
; and suppose the said gentleman utterly

hopeless and unqualified ever to retrieve the loas; how
is he otherwise to proceed in his future economy than
by reducing it on every article to one half less, unless

he will be content to fly his country or rot in gaol 9

This is a representation of Ireland's condition; ouly
with one fault, that it is a little too favourable.

Neither am I able to propose a full remedy for this,

but only a small prolongation of life, until God sliall

miraculously dispose the hearts of our neighbours and
our kinsmen, our fellow-protestants, fellow -subjects,

and fellow rational creatures, to permit us to starve

without running further into debt. I am informed
that our national debt (and God knows how we
wretches came by that fashionable thing a national

debt) is about 250,000/.; which is at least one-third

of the whole kingdom’s rents, after our absentees and
other foreign drains are paid, and about 50,000/. more
than all the cash.

It seems there are several schemes for raising a fund
to pay the interest of this formidable sura, not the

principal, for this is allowed impossible. The necessity

of raising such a fund is strongly and regularly pleaded,
from the late deficiencies in the duties and customs.
And is it a fault of Ireland that these funds are de-
ficient! If they depend on trade, can it possibly he
otherwise while we have neither liberty to trade nor
money to trade with; ueither hands to work, nor
business to employ them if we hail ? Our diseases

are visible enongh both in their causes and effects

;

|

and the cures are well kuowu, but impossible to be
applied.

If my steward comes and tells me, “ that my rents

are sunk so low, that they are very little more tluin

sufficient to pay my servants their wages ;” have I any
I other course left than to cashier four in six of tny
rascally footmen, and a number of other varlets in my
family, of whose insolence the whole neighbourhood

|

complains? And 1 would think it extremely severe

in any law, to force me to maintain a household of

fifty servants and fix their wages, before 1 had offered

my rent-roll upon oath to the legislators.

To return from digressiug : 1 am told one scheme for

raising a fund to pay the interest of our national debt
is by a further duty of 40s. a tun upon wine. Some
gentlemen would carry this much further, by raising

it to 12/. ; which in a manner would amount to a
prohibition : thus weakly arguing from the practice of
England.

1 have often taken notice, both in print and in dis-

course, that there is no topic so fallacious, either in
talk or ir. writing, as to argue how we ought to act in
Ireland from the example of England, Holland,
France, or any other country whose inhabitants are
allowed the common rights and liberties of humankind .

1 could undertake to name six or seven of the most un-
controlled maxims in government, which are utterly
false in this kingdom.
As to the additional duty on wine, I think any
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person may deliver his opinion u|n>ii it, until it shall

have passed into a law
;
and till then 1 declare mine

to be positively against it.

First, Because there is no nation yet known in

either hemisphere, where the people of all conditions

are more in want of some cordial to keep up their

spirits thau in this of ours. I am not iu jest ;
and if

the fact will not lie allowed me, I shall not argue it.

Secondly, It is too well and generally known that

this tax of 40s. additional on every tun of wine

(which will be double, at least, to the home consumer)

w ill increase equally every new session of parliament,

until perhaps it comes to 12/.

Thirdly, Because, as the merchauts inform me, and
as I have known many the like instances in England,
this additional tax will more probably lessen this

branch of the revenue than increase it. And there-

fore Sir John .Stanley, a commissioner of the customs in

England, used to say, “ That the house of commons
were generally mistaken in matters of trade, by an
erroneous opinion that two and two make four.”

'Thus, ifyou should lay an additional duty of one penny
a pound on raisins or sugar, the revenue instead of

rising would certainly fink
;
and the consequence

would only be, to lessen the number of plum-puddiugs
and ruin the confectioner.

Fourthly, I am likewise assured by merchants, that

upon this additional 40«. the French will at least

equally raise their duties upon all commodities we
export thither.

Fifthly, If an original extract of the exports and
imports be true, we have been gaiuers upon the balance
by our trade with France for several years past

;
and

although our gain amounts to no great sum, we ought
to be satisfied, since we are no losers, with the only
consolation we are capable of receiving.

Lastly, The worst consequence is behind. If we
raise the duty on wine to a considerable height, we
lose the only hold we have of keeping among us the

few gentlemen of any tolerable estates. I am confident

there is hardly a gentleman of 800/. a-year and up-
ward in this kingdom, who would balance half an
hour to consider whether he should live here or in

England, if a family could be as cheaply maintained

in the one as the other. As to eatables, they are as

cheap in many fine counties of England as in some
very indifferent ones here; or if there be any dif-

ference, that vein of thrift and prudence in economy
which passes there without reproach, and (chiefly in

London itself) would amply make up the difference.

But the article of French wine is hardly tolerable, in

any degree of plenty, to a middling fortune
;
and this

it is which, by growing habitual, wholly turns the

scale with those few landed men disengaged from em-
ployments who content themselves to live hospitably

with plenty of good wine in their own country, rather

than hi penury and obscurity in another, with bad or

with none at all.

Having, therefore, as far as in me lies abolished this

additional duty upon wine; for I am not under the

least concern about paying the interest of the national
debt, but leave it as in loyalty bound wholly to the

wisdom of the honourable house of commons ; I come
now to consider by what methods vre may be able to

put offand delay our utler undoing as long as it is

possible.

1 never liave discoursed with any reasonable man
upon the subject, who did not allow that there was
no remedy left us but to lessen the importation of all

unnecessary commodities as much as it was possible;

and likewise either to {icrsuade our absentees to spend
their money at home, which is impossible; or tax

them at five shillings in the pound during their ab-
smee, with such allowances upon necessary occasions,

as shall be thought convenient : or by permitting us a
free trade, whiefi is denied to no other nation in ton

earth. The three last methods are treated by Sir.

Prior in his most useful treatise added to his list of

absentees.

It is to gratify the vanity and pride and luxury of
the women, nnd of the young fops who admire them,
tliat we owe this insupportable grievance of bringing

in the instrument of our ruin. There is annually
brought over to this kingdom near 90,000/. worth of
silk, whereof the greater part is manufactured

; 30,000/
more expended in muslin, holland, cambric, and
calico. What the price of lace amounts to is net
easy to be collected from the custom-house book, being
a kind of goods tliat takes up a little room and is

easily run
;
but considering the prodigious price of a

woman's head-dress at 10/., 12/., 20/., a yard must he
very great. The tea rated at 7«. per pound, comes to

near 12,000/.
;

hut considering it as the common
luxury of every chambermaid, sempstress, and trades-

man's wife, both iu town and country, however they
come by it must needs cost the kingdom double that

sum. Coffee is somewhat above 7,000/. I liave seen

no account of chocolate and some other Indian or
American goods. The drapery inqmrted is about
24,000/. The whole amounts ( with one or two other par
ticular*) to 150,000/. The lavishing ofall which money
is just as prudent and necessary as to see a man in an
embroidered coat begging out of Newgate iu on old
shoe.

I allow that the thrown and raw silk is less perni-
cious, because we have some share in the manufacture

:

but we are not now in circumstances to trifle. It

costs us aliove 40,000/. a-ycar; and if the ladies till

better times will not be content to go in their own
country shifts, I wish they may go iu rags. Let them
vie with each other in the Aneness of their native linen-,

their beauty and gentleness will as well appear, as if

they were covered with diamonds and brocade.
1 believe no man is so weak as to hope or expect

that such a reformation can be brought about by
a law. But a thorough hearty unanimous vote in
both houses of parliament might perhaps answer as
well : every senator, noble or plelieian, giving his
honour, “That neither himself nor any of his family
would in their dress, or furniture of their houses, make
use of anything except what was of the growth and
manufacture of this kingdom

;
and that they would

use the utmost of their power, influence and credit, to
prevail on tHeir tenants, dependents and friends, to
follow their example.”

A MODEST PROPOSAL
FOR PREVENTING THE CHILDREN OF POOR PEOPLE
IN IRELAND FROM BEING A BURDEN TO THEIR
PARENTS OR COUNTRY, AND FOR MAKING THEM

BENEFCI1AL TO THE PUBLIC. 1729.

A foreten author is Mid actually in have considered the proposal
m serious, and to have quoted it as an instance of the extre-
mity under which Ireland laboured.

It is a melancholy object to those who walk through
this great town or travel in the couutry, when they see

the streets, the roads, and cabin doors, crowdt'd with
beggars of the female sex, followed by three, four, or
six children, all in rags and importuning every pas-
senger for an alms. These mothers, instead of being
able to work for their honest livelihood, are forced to
employ all their time in strolling to beg sustenance for

their helpless infants; who as they grow up either

turn thieves for want of work, or leave their dear native

country to fight for the pretender in Spaiu, or •ell

themselves to the Barbadoes.

u 2



I Ml A PROPOSAL FOR RENDERING POOR CHILDREN

I think it is agreed by all parties tliat this prodi-

gious number of childrcu in the amts, or on the backs,

or at the heels of their mothers, and frequently of their

fathers, is in the present deplorable state of. (he king-

dom a very great additional grievance
;
and therefore

whoever could find out a fair, cheap, and easy method

of making these children sound useful members of

the commonwealth, would deserve so well of the

public as to have his statue set up for a preserver of

the riatiou.

Rut my intention is very far from being confined

to provide only for the children of professed beggars;

it is of a much greater extent, and sltall take in the

whole number of infants at a certain age who are

bom of parents in effect as little able to sup-

port them as those who demand our charity in the

streets.

As to my own part, having turned my thoughts for

many years upon this important subject, and maturely

weighed the several schemes of our projectors, 1 have

always found them grossly mistaken iu their compu-
tation. It is true, a child just dropped from its dam,
may he supported by her milk for a solar year, with

little other nourishment ; at most not above the value

of 2s., which the mother may certainly get, or the

value in scraps by her lawful occupation of begging;

and it is exactly at one year old that I propose to

provide for them in such a manner as instead of being

a charge upon their {mrents or the parish, or wanting

food and raiment for the rest of their lives, they shall

on the contrary contribute to the feeding, and partly

to the clothing, of many thousands.

There is likewise another great advantage in my
scheme, that it will prevent those voluntary abortions,

and that horrid practice of women murdering tbeir

bastard children, alas, too frequent among us ! sacri-

ficing the poor innocent babes I doubt more to avoid

the expense than the shame, which would move tears

and pity in the most savage and inhuman breast.

The number of souls in this kingdom being usually

reckoned one million and a half, of these 1 calcu-

late there may be about 200,000 couple whose wives

are breeders
;

from which number I subtract 30,000

couple who are able to maintain tbeir owu children,

(although I apprehend there cannot be so many,

under the present distresses of the kingdom;) but

this being granted, there will remain 170,000 breeders.

I again subtract 50,000 for those women who miscarry,

or whose children die by accident or disease within

the year. There only remain 120,000 children of

poor parents annually bom. The auestion therefore

is, how this number shall be reared and provided

for ? which as I have already said under the present

situation of affairs is utterly impossible by all the

methods hitherto proposed. For wc can ueither em-

ploy them iu handicraft or agriculture
;
we neither

fiuild houses (I mean in the country) nor culti-

vate land ;
they can very seldom pick up a liveli-

hood by stealing, till they arrive at six years old, ex-

cept where they are oftowardly parts; although I con-

fess they learn the rudiments much earlier; during

which time, they can however be properly looked upon

only as probationers ; as I hare been informed by a

principal gentleman in the county of Cavan, who pro-

tested to me that he never knew above one or two in-

stances under the age of six, even in a part of the

kingdom so renowned for the quickest proficiency iu

that art.

I am assured hy our merchants, that a boy or a girl

before twelve years old is no saleable commodity
;
and

even when they come to this age they will not yield

above 3/. or 3/. 2s. (M. at most oil the exchange;

which cannot turn to account either to the parents or

kingdom, the charge of nutriment and rags liarinf

been at least four times that value.

I shall now therefore humbly projiose my own
thoughts, which I hope will not be liable to the least

objection.

I have been assured by a very knowing American
of my acquaintance in London, that a young healthy

child well nursed is at a year old a most delicious,

nourishing, and wholesome food, whether stewed,

roasted, baked, or boiled
; and I make no doubt that

it will equally serve in a fricassee or a ragout.

1 do therefore humbly offer it to public consideration

that of the 120,000 children already computed, 20,000
may be reserved for breed, whereof only one-fourth part

to be males ; which ismore than we allow to sheep, black
cattle or swine ; and my reason is, that these children are

seldom the fruits of marriage, a circumstance not much
regarded hy our savages, therefore one male will be suf-

ficient to serve four females. That the remaining 100,000

may at a year old, be offered in sale to the persons of

quality and fortune through the kiugdon; always ad-

vising the mother to let them suck plentifully in the last

month, so as to render them plump and fat for a good
table. A child will make two dislies at an entertain-

ment for friends; and when the family dines alone,

the fore or hind quarter will make a reasonable dish,

and seasoned with a little pepper or stilt will be very

good boiled on the fourth day, especially iu winter.

1 have reckoned upon a medium that a child just

born will weigh 12 pounds, and in a solar year, i

I

tolerably nursed, will increase to 28 pounds.

I grant this food will be somewhat dear, and tliere-

fore very proper for landlords, who, as they have al-

ready devoured mint of the parents, seem to have tlie

best title to the children.

Infant's flesh will be in season throughout the year,
but more plentifully in March, and a little before and
after : for we are told by a grave author, an eminent
Freuch physician, that fish being a prolific diet, tliere

are more children bom in Roman catholic countries

about nine mouths after Lent than at any other season ;

therefore, reckoning a year after Lent, the markets
will be more glutted than usual, because the numbei
of popish infants is at least three to une in this king-
dom : and therefore it will have one other colla-
teral advantage, by lessening the number of papists

among us.

1 have already computed the charge of nursing a
beggar's child (in which list 1 reckon all cottagers,

labourers, and tour-fifths of the fanners) to be about
2s. per annum, rags included ; and I believe no gen-
tleman would repine to give 10«. for the carcass of a
good fat child, which as I have said will make four
dishes of excellent nutritive meat, when he has only
some particular friend or his own family to dine
with him. Thus the squire will learn to be a good
landlord, and grow popular among his tenants

;
the

mother will have 8s. net profit, and be fit for work
till she produces another child.

Those who are more thrifty (as I must confess the
times require) may flay the carcass

;
the skin of which

artificially dressed will make admirable gloves lor

ladies, and summer boots for fine gentlemen.

As to our city of Dublin, shambles may be ap-
pointed for this purpose in the most convenient ports
of it, and butchers we may be assured will not be
wanting; although I rather recommend buyiug the
children alive than dressing them hot from the knife
as we do roasting pigs.

A very worthy person, a true lover of his country
and whose virtues I highly esteem, was lately pleased
in discoursing on tliis matter to offer a refmenieiH
upon my scheme. He suid that many gentlemen ol
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this kingdom, having of late destroyed their deer, he

conceived that the want of veminn might tie well sup-

plied tiy the bodies of young lads and maidens, not

exceeding 11 years of age nor under 12; so great a

number of both sexes in every country being now
ready to starve for want of work und service; and
these to lie disposed of by their parents if alive, or

otherwise by their nearest relations. But with due
deference to so excellent a friend and so deserviug a

patriot, I cannot tie altogether in his sentiments; for

as to the males, my American acquaintance assured

me, from frequent experience, that their flesh was ge-

nerally tough and lean, like that of our schoolboys

by continual exercise, and their taste disagreeable;

and to fatten them would not answer the charge.

Then as to the females, it would I think with humble
submission be a loss to the public, because they soon

would become breeders themselves : and besides, it

is not improbable that some scrupulous people might
be apt to censure such a practice, (although indeed

very unjustly,) as a little bordering upon cruelty

;

which, I confess, has always been with me the strongest

objection against any project, how well soever in-

tended.
But in order to justify my friend, be confessed that

this exjiedirnt was put into his head by the famous
Psalmauaiar, a native of the island Formosa, who
came from thence to London above twenty years ago;

and in conversation told my friend, that in his country

when any young person happened to be put to death,

the executioner sold the carcass to persons of qualify

as a prime dainty; and that in his time the body of a
plump girl of 15, who was crucified for au attempt to

poison the emperor, was sold to his imperial majesty's

prime minister of state, and other great mandarins of

the court, in joints from the gibbet, at 400 crowns.
Neither indeed can I deny, that if the same use were
made of several plump young girls in this town,
who without one single groat to their fortunes cannot
•tir abroad without a chair, and appear at playhouse
and assemblies in foreign fineries which they never

will pay for, the kingdom would not tie the worse.

Some persons of a desponding spirit are in great

concern about that vast number of poor people, who
are aged, diseased, or maimed, and 1 have been de-

sired to employ my thoughts what course may be
taken to ease the uation of so grievous an encum-
brance. But I am uot in the least pain upon that

matter, because it is very well known that they are

every day dying and rotting by cold und famine, arid

tilth and vermin, as fast as cm: be reasonably expected.
And as to the young labourers they are now in almost
as hopeful a condition

;
they cannot get work, and

consequently pine away for wont of nourishment, to a
degree that if at any time they are accidentally hired to

common labour, they have not strength to perform it

;

and thus the country and themselves are happily de-
livered from the evils to come.

1 have too long digressed and therefore shall return

to my subject. 1 think the advantages by the pro-
posal which I have made, are obvious and many as
well as of the highest importance.

For first, as 1 have already observed, it would
greatly lessen the number of papists, with whom we
are yearly over-run, being the principal breeders of the
nation as well as our most oangerous enemies

;
and

who stay at home on purpose to deliver the kingdom
to the pretender, hoping to take their advantage hy the

absence of so many good protestants, who have chosen

rather to leave their country than stay at home and
pay tithes against their conscience to an episcopal

curate.

Secondly, The poorer tenants will have something
valuable of their own, which by law may be made

liable to distress and help to pay their landlord's rent

their com and cattle beiug already seized, and money
a thing unknown.

Thirdly, Whereas the maintenance of 100,000

children, from two years old and upward, cannot he

Computed at less than 10s. a- piece |ier annum, the

nation's stock will be thereby increused 50,000/. per

annum, beside the profit of a new dish introduced to

the tables of all gentlemen of fortune in the kingdom
who have any refinement in taste. And the money
will circulate among ourselves, the goods being entirely

of our own growth and manufacture.

Fourthly, The constant breeders, beside the gain of

8s. sterling per annum hy the sale of their children

will be rid of the charge of maintaining them after the

first year.

Fifthly, This food would likewise bring great

custom to taverns
;
where the vintners will certainly

be so prudent as to procure the liest receipts for dress-

ing it to perfection, and consequently have their houses

frequented by all the fine gentlemen, who justly value

themselves upon their knowledge in good eating: and
a skilful cook, who understands how to oblige his

guests, will contrive to make it as expensive os they

please.

Sixthly, This would be a great inducement to

marriage, which all wise nations have cither encouraged

by rewards or enforcer! by laws and penalties. It

would increase the care and tenderness of mothers

toward their children, when they were sure of a settle-

ment for life to the poor babes, provided in some sort

hy the public, to their annual profit or expense. We
should see on honest emulation among the married

women, which of them could bring the fattest child to

the market. Men would become as fond of their

wives during the time of their pregnancy ns they are

now of their mares in foal, their cows in calf, their sows

when they are ready to farrow
;
nor offer to beat oi

kick them (as is too frequent a practice) for fear of a

miscarriage.

Many other advantages might be enumerated. For

instance, the addition of some thousand carcasses in

our exportation of liarreled beef, the propagation of

swine's flesh, and improvement in the art of making
good bacon, so much wanted among us by the great

destruction of pigs, too frequent at our table
;
which

Are no way comparable in taste or magnificence to a
well-grown, fat, yearling child, which roasted whole
will make a considerable figure at a lord mayor's feast

or any other public entertainment. But this and
many others I omit, lieing studious of brevity.

Supposing that 1000 families in this city would be

constant customers for infants’ flesh, beside others who
might have it at merry-meetings, particularly at

weddings and christenings, I compute that Dublin
would take off annually about 20,000 carcasses ; and
the rest of the kingdom (where probably they will be

sold somewhat cheaper) the remaining 80.000.

1 can thiuk of no one objection that will possibly be
raised against this proposal, unless it should be urged
that the number of people will be thereby much
lessened in the kingdom. This 1 freely own, and it

was indeed one principal design in offering it to the

world. 1 desire the reader will observe, that I calcu-

late my remedy for this one individual kingdom of

Ireland and for no other that ever was, is, or I think

ever can be upon earth. Therefore let no man talk to

me of other expedients : of taxing our absentees at 5».

a pound : of using neither clothes nor household furni-

ture except what is of our own growth and manufac-
ture : of utterly rejecting the materials and instruments

that promote foreign luxury : of curing the expensive-

ness of pride, vanity, idleness, and gaming in our
women ; of introducing a vein of parsimony, prudence,
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and temperance : of learning to lore our country, in

the want of which we differ even from Laplanders
and the inhabitants of Topinamboo: of quitting our
animosities and factions, nor acting any longer like the

Jews, who were murdering one another at the very

moment their city was taken : of being a little cautious

not to sell out country and conscience for nothing: of
teaching landlords to have at least one degree of mercy
toward their tenants: lastly, of putting a spirit of
honesty, industry, and skill into our §hopkee|«ers

;

who, if a resolution could now be taken to buy only

our negative goods, would immediately unite to cheat

and exact upon us in the price, the measure, and the

goodness, nor could ever yet he brought to make one
fair proposal of just dealing though often and earnestly

invited to it.

Therefore I repeat, let no man talk to me of these

and the like expedients, till he has at least some
glimpse of hope that there will be ever some hearty

and sincere attempt to put them in practice.

But as to myself, having been wearied out for many
yean with offering vain, idle, visionary thoughts, and
at length utterly despairing of success 1 fortunately fell

ii poll this proposal
;
which, as it is wholly new, so it

has something solid and real, of no expense and little

trouble, full inourown power and whereby we can iucur
iio danger in disobliging Enoland. For this kind of
commodity will not bear exportation, the flesh being
of too tender a consistence to admit a long continuance
in salt, although perhaps I could name a country
which would be glad to eat up our whole nation with-

out it.

After all, I am not so violently bent upon my own
opinion as to reject any offer proposed by wise men,
which shall be found equally innocent, cheap, easy, and
effectual. But before something of that kind shall be
advanced in contradiction to my scheme, and offering

a better, I desire the author or uuthors will be pleased

maturely to consider two poiuts. First, as things now
stand, how they will be able to find food and rai-

ment for 100,000 useless mouths and backs. And
secondly, there lieing a round million of creatures

in human figure throughout this kingdom, whose whole
subsistence put into a common stock would leave them
in debt 2,000,00ft/. sterling, adding those who are

beggars by profession to the bulk of farmers, cottagers,

and labourers, with the wives and children who arc

beggars in effect ; I desire those politicians who dislike

iny overture, and may perhaps be so bold as to attempt

un answer, that they will first ask the parents of these

mortals, whether they would not at this duy think it a
great happiness to have ltccii sold for food at a year old
in the manlier I prescribe, and thereby have avoided
such a perpetual scene of misfortunes as they have
since gone through by the oppression of landlords, the

impossibility of paying rent without mouey or trade,

the want of common sustenauce, with neither house
nor clothes to cover them from the inclemencies of the
weather, and the most inevitable prospect of entailing

the like or greater miseries upon their breed for ever.

I profess, iu the sincerity of my heart, that I have
not tlic least personal interest in endeavouring to pro-

mote this necessary work, having no other motive than
the public good of my country, by advancing our
trade, providing for infants, relieving the poor, and
giving some pleasure to the rich. 1 have no children
by which I can propose to get a single penny

;
the

youngest being nine years old, and iny wife past child-
bearing.

THE PRESENT MISERABLE STATE
OF IRELAND.

IN A LETTER FROM A OENT! KMAN IN DUBl IN TO 1119

FRIEND SIR R. WALPOLE IN LONDON ! WHEREIN IS

BRIEFLY STATED T1IE CAUSES AND HEADS OF ALL Ol H

WOES.
Supposed to be wiitten hi the character of tl»c drapicr.

Sir,— Br the last packet I had the favour of vours,

and am surprised that you should apply to a person so

ill qualified as I ain, for a full and impartial account
of the state of our trade. 1 have always lived as re-

tired as possible
; and have carefully avoided the jier-

plexed honour of city offices; I have never minded any-
body's business but my own; upon all which accounts
and several others, you might easily have found among
my fellow-citizens persons more capable to resolve the

weighty questions you put to me than I can pretend

to lie.

But being entirely at leisure, even at this season of

the year, when I used to have scarce time sufficient to

perform the necessary offices of life, 1 will endeavour
to comply with your request, cautioning you not
implicitly to rely upon what I say excepting what
lielongs to that branch of trade in which I am more
immediately concerned.

The Irish trade is, at present, in the most deplorable

condition that can be imagined ; to remedy it, the

causes of its languishment must be inquired into : but
as those causes (you may assure yourself) will not he

removed, you may look upon it as a thing past hopes
of recovery.

The first and greatest shock our trade received was
from an act passed in the reign of king William, in

the parliament of England, prohibiting the exporta-

tion of wool manufactured in Ireland. An act (as

the event plaiuly shows) fuller of greediness than good
policy

;
an act as beneficial to France and Spain as it

has been destructive to England and Ireland. At the

passing of this fatal act, the condition of our trade was
glorious and flourishing, although no way interfering

with the English
;
we made no broadcloths above (5*.

per yard ; coarse druggets, bays and shalloons, worsted
damasks, strong draught works, slight half-works, and
gaudy stuffs, were the only product of our looms :

these were partly consumed by the meanest of our
people, and partly sent to the northern nations, from
which we had in exchange timber, iron, hemp, flax,

pitch, tar, and hard dollars. At the time the current

money of Ireland was foreign silver, a man could
hardly receive 100/. without finding the coin of all the

northern powers and every prince of the empire among
it. This money was returned into England for tine

cloths, silks, &c., for our own wear, for rents, for coals,

for hardware, and all other English manufactures, and
in a great measure supplied the London merchants

with foreign silver for exportation.

The related clamours of the English weavers pro*

duced this act, so destructive to themselves and us.

They looked with envious eyes upon our prosperity,

and complained of being undersold by us in those

commodities which ihey themselves did not deal in.

At their instance the act was passed, and we lost our
profitable northern trade. Have they got it ? No,
surely, you have found they have ever siuce declined

in the trade they so happily possessed; you shall find

(if 1 am rightly informed) towns without one loom in

them, which subsisted entirely upon the woollen ma-
nufactory before the ]>a»iiig of this unhappy bill; and
I will try if 1 can give the true reasons for the decay
of ilieir trade and our calamities.

Three parts in four of the inhabitants of that district

of the town whrie 1 dwell were English inauuiau-
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turers, whom either misfortune* in trade, little petty

debt* contracted through idleness, or the pressure of a

numerous family, had driven into our cheap country.

These were employed in working un our coarse wool,

while the fluest was sent into England. Several ot‘

these had taken the children of the native Irish appren

tice* to them, who being humbled by the forfeiture of

upward of three millions by the Revolution, were

obliged to stoop to a mechanic industry. Upon the

pawing of this bill, we were obliged to dismiss thou-

sands of these people from our service. Those who
had settled their affairs returned home, and over-

stocked England with workmen; those whose debts

were unsatisfied went to France, Spain, and the Nether-

lands, where they met with good encouragement,

whereby the natives, having got a firm footing in the

trade, being acute fellows, soon became as good work-

men as any we have, and supply the foreign manufac-

tories with a constant recruit of artisans
;
our island

lying much more under pasture than any in Europe.

The foreigners (notwithstanding all the restrictions the

English Parliament has bouud us with) are furnished

with the greatest quantity of our choicest wool. I need

not tell you, sir, that a custom-house oath is held as

little sacred here as in England, nor that it is common
for masters of vessels to swear themselves hound for otic

of the English wool ports, and unload in France or

Spain. By this means the trade in those jiarts is in

a great measure destroyed, and we were obliged to try

our hands at finer works, having only our home con-
sumption to depend upon ; and I can assure you, we
have, in several kinds of narrow goods, even exceeded
the English, and 1 believe we shall, in a few years

more, be aide to equal them in broadcloths
;

but this

you may depend upon, that scarce the tenth part of

English goods are now imported of what used to be

Jx-furc this famous act.

The only manufactured wares we are allowed to ex-

port are linen cloth and linen yam, which are market-

able only in England ;
the rest of our commodities

arc wool, restricted to England, and raw bides, skins,

tallow, beef, and butter. Now these are things for which
the northern nations have no occasion; we are therefore

obliged, instead of carrying woollen goods to their

markets and bringing home money, to purchase their

own commodities.
lu France, Sp&iu, and Portugal, our wares are more

valuable, though it must be owued our fraudulent
trade iu wool is the best branch of our commerce

;

from hence we get wines, brandy, and fruit very cheap,

and in great perfection
; so that though Englishmen

have constrained us to be poor, they have given us leave

to be merry. From these countries we bring home moi-
dores, pistoles, and louisd ors, without which we should

scarce have a penny to turn upon.

To England we are allowed to send nothing but

linen cloth, yam, raw hides, skins, tallow, and wool.

From thence we have coals, for which we always nay
ready money, India goods, English woollen and silks,

tobacco, hardware, earthenware, salt, and several other

commodities. Our exportations to England are very
much overbalanced by our importations

; so that the

course of exchange is generally too high, and people

choose rather to make their remittances to EnglaiHl in

specie than by a bill, and our nation is in this manner
perpetually drained of its little running cash.

Another cause of the decay of trade, scarcity of
money, and swelling of exchange^ is the unnatural

affectation of our gentry to reside in and about Lon-
don. Their rents are remitted to them, and speut

there. The countryman wants employment from
them ; the country shopkeeper wants their custom.
For this reason he can't pay uis Dublin corrcsjiotidetit

readily nor take off a great quantity of his wares.
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Therefore, the Dublin merchant cannot employ the

artisan, nur keep up his credit in foreigu markets.

1 have discoursed with some of these gentlemen, per-

sons esteemed for good sense, and demauded a reason

for this their so unaccountable proceeding,—expensive

to them for the present, ruinous to their country, and
destructive to the future value of their estates,—and
find all their answers summed up under three he.wls,

curiosity, pleasure, and loyalty to king George. The
two first excuses deserve no answer ; let us try the vali-

dity of the third. Would not loyalty l>e much better

expressed by gentlemen staying in their respective

counties, influencing their dependents by their ex-

amples, saving their own wealth, and letting their

neighbours profit by their necessary expenses, thereby

keeping them from misery, and its unavoidable conse-

quence, discontent f Or is it better to flock to London
he lost in a crowd, kiss the king's hand, and take *

view of the royal family 1 The act of seeing the royal

bouse may animate their zeal for it; but other advan-
tages I know not. What employment have any of our
gentlemru got by their attendance at court, to make
up to them for their expenses? Why, about forty or

them have bceu created peer*, and a little less than a
hundred of them baronets and knights. For tliese ex

cellent advantages, thousands of our gentry have dis-

tressed their tenants, impoverished the trader, and
impaired their own fortunes

!

Another great calamity is the exorbitant raising of

the rents of lands. Upon the determination of all

leases made before the year 1690, a gentleman thinks

he has hut indifferently improved his estate if he has

only doubled his rent-roll. Farms are screwed up to

a rack-rent,—leases granted hut for a small term of
years,—tenants tied down to hard conditions, and dis-

couraged from cultivating the lands they occupy to

the best advantage, by the certainty they have of the

rent being raised on the expiration of their lease pro-

portionahly to the improvements they shall make.
Thus it is that honest industry is restrained

; the farmer
is a slave to his landlord

;
it is well if he can cover

his family with a coarse home-spun frieze. The aitisan

has little dealings with him; yet he is obliged to take

his provisions from him at an extravagant price, other-

wise the farmer cannot pay his rent.

The proprietors of lands keep great part of them in

their own Lands for sheep-pasture
; ana there arc thou-

sands of poor wretches who think themselves blessed

if they can obtain a hut worse than the squire's dog-

kennel, and an acre of ground for a potato plantation,

on condition of being as very slaves as anv iu America.
What can be more deplorable than to behold wretches

starving iu the midst of plenty !

We are ant to charge the Irish with laziness, be-

cause we seldom find them employed
;
but then we do

not consider they have nothing to do. Sir William
Temple, in his excellent remarks on the United Pro-

vinces, inquires, why Holland, which has the fewest

and worst |*>rta and commodities of any nation iu

Europe, should abound iu trade, and Ireland, which
lias the most and best of lioth, should have none V

This great man attributes this surprising accident to the

natural aversion man has fur labour; who will not he

persuaded to toil and fatigue himself for the supeiflui-

tics of life throughout the week, when he may provide

himself with all necessary subsistence by the labour of

a day or two. But with due submission to Sir Wil-
liam's profound judgment, the want of trade with us is

rather owing to the cruel restraints we lie under than
to any disqualification whatsoever in our inhabitants.

I have not, sir, for these thirty years past, since I

was concerned iu trade (the greatest part of which
time distresses have been flowing in upon us), ever

observed them to swell so suddenly to such a height as
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they have done within these few months. Our present

calamities ate not to he represented; you can have no
notion of them without beholding them. Numbers of
’.Miserable objects crowd our doors, begging us to take

their wares at any price, to prevent their families from
immediate starvation. We cannot part with our money
to them, both because we know not when we shall

have a market for their goods, and as there are no
delta paid, w-e are afraid of reducing ourselves to their

own lamentable circumstances. The dismal time of
trade we had during Marr s' troubles in Scotland, are

looked upon as happy days when compared with tire

present.

I need not tell you, sir, that this griping want, this

dismal poverty, this additional woe, must be put to the

account of those accursed stocks, which have desolated

our country more effectually than England. Stock-
jobbing was a kind of traffic we were utterly unac-
quainted with. We went late to the South Sea market,
and Iwre a great share in the losses of it, without hav-
ing tasted any of its profits.

If many in England have been ruined by stocks,

some have been advanced. The English have a free

and open trade to repair their losses; but above all, a
wise, vigilant, and uncorrupted parliament and minis-
try, stienuously endeavouring to restore public trade

to its foimer happy state. Whilst we, having lost the

greatest part of our cash, without any probability of
its returning, must despair of retrieving our losses by
trade, and have before our eyes the dismal prospect of
universal poverty and desolation.

I believe, sir, you are by this time heartily tired

with this undigested letter, and are firmly persuaded
of the truth of what I said in the beginning of it, that

you had much better have imposed this task on some
of our citizens of greater abilities. But perhaps, sir,

such a letter as this may be, for the singularity of it,

entertaining to you, who correspond with the politest

and most learned men in Europe. But I am satisfied

you will excuse its want of exactness and perspicuity,

when you consider my education, my being unaccus-
tomed to writings of this nature, and above all, those

calamitous objects which constantly surround us, suffi-

cient to disturb the clearest imagination and the

soundest judgment.
Whatever cause I have given you, by this letter, to

think worse of my sense and judgment, I fancy that 1

have given you a manifest proof that I am, sir,

Your most obedient humble servant, J. S.

TEN REASONS FOR REPEALING
THE TEST ACT.

1.

Because the presbyterians are people of such great

interest in this kingdom, that there are not above ten

of their persuasion in the house of commons, and but
one in the house of lords; though they ore not obliged

to take the sacrament in the established church to

qualify them to be members of either house of par-

liament.

2. Because those of the established church of this

kingdom are so disaffected to the king, that not one
of them worth mentioning, except the late duke of

Ormond, has been concerned in the rebellion
;
and

that our parliament, though there be so few presby-

teiians, has, upon all occasions, proved its loyalty to

king George, and has readily agreed to and enacted

what might support his government.

3. Because very few of the presbyterians have lost

an employment worth 20/. per unmnn for not qualify-

ing themselves according to the test act
;

nor will

they accept of a militia commission though they do
of one in the army*

4. Because, if they are not in the militia and othet

places of trust, the pretender and his adherents will

d(*stroy us,—when he has no one to support him but

the king of Spain; when king George is on a gtxxj

understanding wilh Sweden, Prussia, and Denmark
;

and when he has made the best alliances in Christen-

dom. When the emperor, king of Great Britain,

the French king, the king of Sardinia, are all in the

quadruple alliance against the Spaniard, his upstart

cardinal, and tire pretender
;

when bloody plots

against Great Britain and France are blown to the

winds; when the Spanish fleet is quite disposed;
when the French army is overrunning Spain

;
and

when the rel>e)s in Scotland are cut off.

5. The test clause should be repealed, t>ecause it

is a defence against the reformation which the preshy-

terians long since promised to the churches of England
and Irelund, viz., “ We, noblemen, barons, knights,

gentlemen, citizens, burgesses, ministers of the gospel,

commons of all sorts in the kingdoms of Scotland,

England, and Ireland. &c., each one of us for himself,

with our hands lifted up to the most high God, do
swear, first, That we will sincerely, really, and con-

stantly, through the grace of God, endeavour in our
several places and callings to aid the preservation of

the reformed religion in the church of Scotland, in

doctrine, worship, discipline, and government. Se-

condly, That we shall, in like manner, without

respect of persous, endeavour to promote the extirpa-

tion of popery, prelacy ;
tliat is. church government

by archbishops, their chancellors, and commissaries,

deans, deacons, and chapters, archdeacons, and all

other ecclesiastical officers depending on that hie-

rarchy.”

6. Because the presbyterian church government
may be independent of the state. The Lord Jesus is

king and head of his church
;
hath therein appointed

a government in the hands of church officers dis-

tinct from the civil magistrate. As magistrates may
lawfully call a synod of ministers to consult and
advise with about matters of religion

;
so, if magis-

trates be open enemies to the church, the ministers of
Christ of themselves, by virtue of their office, or they

with other fit persous, upon delegation from their

churches, may meet together in such assemblies.

7. Because they have not the free use of their re-

ligion when they disdain a toleration.

8. Because they have so little charity for episco-

pacy as to account it iniquitous. The address of the

general assembly to the uuke of Queensberry in the

late reign says, that to tolerate the episcopal clergy in

Scotland would be to establish iniquity by a law.

9. Because repealing the test clause will probably

disoblige ten of his majesty's good subjects fur one
it can oblige.

10 Because, if the test clause be rej*ealed, the

presbyterians may with the better grace get into em-
ployments, and the easier worm out those of the esta-

blished church.

TWO LETTERS TO THE PUBLISHER
OF THE DUBLIN WEEKLY

JOURNAL.
Nemo in **se umut docerolere.—

P

eks.
, m

Sir, Saturday, September 14, 1789.

I sat down the other day to take myself into con-
sideration, thinking it an odd thing that 1 should cast
my eyes so much abroad to make discoveries of other
people, and should never cure or bethink what 1 my-
self was doing at home. Upon inquiry, i found

-reflection to lie a very disagreeable thing. I was
ever very well with myself upon the whole ; but

,gle
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.jipn 1 came to tliia piece-work I *aw *o many fault*

ami flaws, so many tiling* wanting, and *o many to

be mended, that I did not know whereto begin or

what to say, but gTew prodigiously sick of the subject.

In tine, 1 became thoroughly chagrined and out of

humour
;
till after much musing I most rnaufully came

to a conclusion, and so softened down my long run of

questions and answers into this issue :—Well, I care

not though I have not got 30,000/. per annum;

yet I am a projector, and except twice this sum very

soon. Well, what if I am not a minister of state? I

am a poet;—and straight to pen, ink, and paper, I be-

took me ;
and with these two single considerations I

outbalanced the whole posse of urticlcs that weighed

just now against me.
I laid the foundation of an hundred and fifty poems,

odes, satires, and ballads. I compared poetry and

building together, as you will see it done in my parallel

in tliis paper. I went on in the manner immediately

following, and drew out the proposals, hereafter speci-

fied, for raising 54.674/. 12*. iu two years. I grew

well with myself in half an hour, was as rich as a Jew

and as great as a lord. I despised everybody that

could not write and make songs. I put on my best

wig, coat, and best laced shirt
;
and away I went to

Lucas's, to laugh at all the prig puppies that could not

speak Spanish.

Before I came to this dernier, (amongst a million) 1

remember the few following observations occurred to

me : As that a poet and projector are very near a-kin

;

the same fire and spirit, the same invention, penetra-

tion, and forecast being required to frame a project

and a poem, especially projects of architecture and

building ;
to both which I shall speak, and show their

near resemblance to each other by and by. Fur in-

stance, you must, both in poetry and projects, first lay

your plan and ground-work ; one part must precede

and draw on and answer another
;
you must not only

frame the main body, and shell or hull in one, and the

drama or design in the other
;
but you must contrive

passages, wings, out-houses, colonnades, porches, &c.,

which in poetry answer proemiums, digressions, paren-

theses, episodes, incidents, perorations, conclusions,

prefaces, and indexes : Then the fable of a poem, or

the ground work of a project, must he equally pro-

bable, not too much exceeding life, taken from nature,

or something very like nature. In the execution of

both, you must grow from chaos and darkness to the

little glimmerings of existence first, and then nroceed

to more lightsome appearances afterwards, Keeping

always the tiptop splendour and sublime in view,

being very confident of the success of the undertaking,

paring no pains, nor money if you have it, to push

the performance ;
cursing the diffidence and impatience

of a certain sort of people of the quiet cast of mind,

never being discouraged at any unkind muse or cross-

grained deity that obstructs the pullulation of the

durum vegetaturum ,
or who will not yet suffer the poem

to become correct and complete
;

so that one may

immediately say of the author,

Os populi meruU*c, rt ced.ro digits locutum.

And if at last the project miscarries, and the poem

be ilamned, you are to curse fortune, and damn a

tasteless, unbelieving world
;
you are to drink a bottle

of port after a quart of porter, and to begin a new

design next morning, et #*c, is drcuh ad infimtwn, till

fame and fortune court you or till vou are philosopher

enough to despise them, which is all one, and then die

;

but be sure you never forgive the senseless and un-

grateful town. Probatum est.

Now before I proceed I must declare that I pique

myself mightily ujwn the laudable professions which I

treat of; and I do freely acknowledge and own, how-

ever the severer sort may sneer at me for it, that I find

more sclf-complacency and joy of mind from my pro-

fessions of poetry and project-hunting, than from my
knighthood, though it be the very mirror and glory of

all knighthood, than from my learning, my birth, my
little fortune and skill in dress, or my making love, or

from any otheT advantage of mine over the herd of

men ;
and to cut down the cool ones all at once, I

hereby loudly affirm that the joy of mind arising from

one’s being conscious that he is a poet, exceeds all

other advantages of mind, body, and fortune whatever.

In short. 1 11 out with the secret :—Depend on it,

gentlemen, that poetry is meat, driuk, clothes, wash-

ing, and lodging, and I know it. And I appeal for

the truth of it to every hackney author, in prose as

well as verse, in town. Vou will allow, I believe, all

happiness to consist in imagination, that is, in meu s

way of thinking themselves to be happy or not; crttU

quod habet
,
et habet. Now 1 hope there is nobody that

will dispute the right of imagination with a poet, Ergo

—on which foundation, I never fail to argue thus with

myself: My lord has disappointed me, true; d—

n

him, I have more sense than he ; he cannot take my
wit and my pen from me, and good sense and wit ore a

fortune at all times. What though he makes me hate

him fora thousand reasons, he shall not, he cannot, put

me out of conceit with myself—d—n him, 1 made two

lines to-day of more worth and value than him and

his, and all that belong to him.

Sed Vtttem egregiutn 1 Cui noo «t public* vena,

Qul nih>l exposition soleal ileducere, nee qui

Cnmmuui ferut carrm-u trivlale monctA

!

HuDC ! Q ii*lcm ncqueo monstrure, et sentio tantum.

Excellent, by my soul. Sentio tantum ! and so, hang

your lords and squires, your coaches, and equipages.

Ad incubatuin, Sir James ; fear not the Itnue labor

et mora

;

write, quod demortos sapit ungues, and then

you are happy, you are rich
;
Aptllo's your patron,

and the muses, and the fawns, and old Sitenus,
et Bac-

chus Pater
,
will crown you with joy, and your head

will never ache, ami your belly will never croak with

the colic. Consider this, you wise ones, and believe it

to be true

:

Bacchum in remoti* cumins mpibus
Vtdl docentem ; crcdlwe, posteri.

Believe me, I say, and consider what follows as a

proof of it.

If about thiee I find the company slink off, and that

I am left alone in the green, I retire to a bench, where

I pull out Virgil, and read the description of Elysium

till five, contemplating how the shades are entertained

below with philosophy, and how they live oil pure

ether, amidst groves and rivulets ;
this done, I pay a

visit to my lady—drink green tea, and to prevent the

too searching quality of that piercing fluid, I call for

a thin slice or two of bread aud butter, and then think

no more of dinner than dulness
;
dinner's over for that

day. If at night I am deserted the same way, at the

playhoujte or Lucas's, I retire; solitude is the blessed est

state in the world
;
who would bear the noise and im-

pertinency of fops and fools ? So I read a little phi-

losophy first, then some poetry, or a little Spanish

rose, and never awake out of my studies till all the

ouse is asleep ;
and then it's too late to think of send-

ing to the cook’s, or going to a tavern, and so truly I

e’en go to bed. 1 am a perfect master of the art of

sleeping, and take it to be a very nourishing thing. If

I am served the same way the second day, 1 amuse my
bowels with my own works, for which, I own, I never

do want bowels. If the sun shines not more favourable

the third day, I write
;
invention takes off ull atten-

tion to everything but itself ;
when my brain is full,

my belly is never empty ;
nor do I care who dines or

ups, if I make and Use my own verses : By wanting
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provisions that day, I generally provide for many 1

dav«, iu mine epistle or dedication, and may lie I have

provided that, as I shall live well, so 1 shall never die;
j

and that night [ dream of whole markets of meat and

wuole livers uf wine.

N.B. A little biead, ale, and porter, must be sup-

posed each day iu some lucid interval.

The brain being drained, on the fourth day I begin

to have some little compassion for my virtuous and for-

bearing guts; Hang it, says I, ouc cannot study and
labour always— I will e’en go and divert my lord—
he'll rejoice to see me—111 say my best things—so—
“ sans ceremony

i my lord, I know the beaux esprits are

always at home with your lordship—1‘gad, I am in the

best humour in the world, my lord—my spirits are all

up, my lord— I have finished an incomparable piece,

my lord—and I don’t know anybody, my lord, that

relishes, and therefore deserves to have good things said

to him more than your lordship, my lord —so, dowu I

sit, and eat and drink like a devil.

But pray excuse me, gentlemen, for this digression

;

digression seems to be the very life and soul of writing,

and therefore I here present you with the parallel I

promised you just now, between a book and a house,

and between building, projecting, and wriliug.

To the Publisher of the Dublin Weekly Journal.

Nemo In sew tmtat d^scendcre.—

P

krs.

Sib, Saturday, September 21, 17f§.

In my last I promised you a parallel between a book
and a house, and between building, projecting, and
writing, as also a proposal for raising a sum uot ex-

ceeding 54,674/. 1*2* in two years.

THE PARALLEL.
Cover of the hook—top of the house. Blank leaves

—avenue. Half title-page— court-yard and wall.

Whole title-page—front of the house. Dedication

—

porter, who tells lies and flatters all day long, for the

good of the family but to the utlcr abuse of the person

he speaks to. Preface—liall, wherein are contained

guns, pikes, and Howb, for the defence of the premises.

Contents—the mistress of the family. Introduction

—

the staircase. Bulk of the book—the master of the

house and furniture. Ornaments—trophies, figures,

similes, Ac. Index—the house of office.

I might go on ami show how particular sorts bf

writing resemble particular sorts of building, and that

an epic poem is like a palace, and the panegyric its

|>ainted walls
;
that school divinity is like a church,

where the terms of art, like the seats and pulpit, lie

always in the same situation, and may be made use of

very aptly for different purposes, according to the

present possessors and occupiers, and serve the end of

the heterodox at one time, the orthodox at another

;

that the law is like wooden houses of our ancestors,

with wooden furniture, where you are continually of-

fended with knots and hurt with flaws, and are rery

often fired out of all you have; that mathematics re-

semble a well-built arch
;
logic a castle

;
and romances

castles in the air; divinity is like St. Puul’s church at

London, that will never l>e finished nor lie liked by
everybody, and that will be always decaying, repairing,

and mending : sophistry is a dark entry, and irony a

vault ;
digression a drawing room, history a gallery,

essays a dining-room, and sermons a bedchamber:

poetry may be compared to Gresham college, where

there is a variety of gewgaws and rarities, which,

when you have seen, you come away, but are neither

the better, wiser, or richer fur them.

There are many pieces of writing like one famous
building in this city. Heraldry is bedlam ; church
controversy, bedlam ; law terms of art, bedlam

;
phy-

sic-terms, bedlam
;
journals, bedlam ;

advertisements,

bedlam
;
modem political tracts, bedlam. I might, I

say, pursue this subject, had I a mind, and show that

the Chillingworth and Hoadleiau style and writings

are the true ami ancient Tuscan dialects, simple, well-

concerted, and put together, beautiful enough, and
wliat w ill last os lung as the suu shines by means of

their proportion ;
and that they who write in defence of

impositions and constraint of opinions, raise their worth

in the right Gothic order, far remote from the ancient

proportions and ornaments of buildings, with a pillar

hereof a vast massy form, and there another as slender

as a pole, having capitals without any certain dimen-
sions, and caned with thorny leaves of thistles, cole-

worts, and bear’s-foot, so that to see them or touch

them offends you, but the comfoit is they will not

last long.

I might go through the Doric, the Ionic, the Corin-

thian, the Composite, and add the Attic order also,

and show you the several authors and their writings

that have resemblance to tbem
; but I am not inclined

to do it at this time, nor to show you the resemblance
that several styles and kinds of writing have to the

inside and furniture of buildings, whether palaces,

private houses, lodges, or public buildings, as, that

history puts one iu mind of the housekeeper and nurse,

and sometimes the good woman of the house ;
that

poetry is the china-ware, ethics the looking-glasses

;

common place-books, p g-p-ts, commentaries, can-

dles in dark lanterns, which neither see themselves nor

let anything else be seen
;

(hut an epic poem is a
feast; translations, hashes; miscellanies, olios; that

odes are tarts and cheese-cakes; dedications, whip
syllabubs ;

epistles, pot-luck
; lampoons, table-talk

;

satires, tea-tables; and polyanthuses, chamber-maids,
that do all the business of the house,—and a thousand

more, which some time or other I will record in this

my never-dying registry, instead of which, for the

present take wliat follows.

LIST OF MY PROPOSALS FOR RAISING A SUM ROT
EXCEEDING 54,674/. 12«. IN TWO YEARS.

For my new comedy this winter

—

The first third night . • • • •

The second third night • • • •

The third third night • • •

From the printer . • • . •

For the dedication

Ditto for my tragedy next winter • .

For my two farces each winter. . •

In fame for them, placed to account

as value received .....

£.

500
150
150
105
105

1,010
100

For 52 papers to be sent, as the hu-

mour bites, to the printer, once a

5,000 0 0

fortnight

For casual pamphlets, at a moderate

computation, from the booksellers •

54 IS 0

100 0 0
From the government for ditto • • 200 0 0

100 0 0
For answering Mist's Journal . . . 200 0 0
Fur panegyrics on four certain lonls . 200 0 0
For casual odes, familiar epistles, lam-

iniuiu, satires, dedications, loose

letters and verses, anagrams, mottos

for rings and sign-posls, stating cases,

drawing petitions, translating, cor-

recting, giving hints, lending a

thought, altering sentences, adding
paragraph ; and innumerable deles,

modestly speaking 500
Hush-money of several sorts ... 200
For a scheme to prevent running of

goods......... 5,000

From the government for ways and
rmani for two yean ...... 10.000 0 0
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£. #. d.

From the owner of the lan.ps, for les-

sening their number, by inventing

one large one which, set on a pole

30 feet high, in the middle, shall

enlighten every the least part of the

largest street in town, so that one

may read Greek by it, and by in-

venting an asbestenous phosphor to

save the expense of oil, men’s labour,

&c., which phosphor may remain in

the lamp without being tempered or

attended, as long os the lamp holds

together ; and which lamps therefore

need never be removed
;
and which

phosphor, like the stars, will always

shine when the sun disappears ;
for

this invention 200/. per annum for

ever, which, at 30 years’ purchase,

comes to . . • . • • •

For inventing the perpetual motion

For discovering the equator stone,

which points the needle east and

weft 20,000 0 0

In all . £54,674 12 0

IMPERFECT PROJECTS.

To make salt water fresh.

To secure ships from sinking.

To restore Roman eloquence and love of our

country.

To convert pagans.

To make all Christians of one mind.

To revive masquerades.

To calculate nativities.

To break Hawkins and his agents by abolishing the

several corporations of beggars, whores, picki*>ckets,

and rapparees.

To prevent wrinkles in any part of the body or the

face.

To prevent both sexes from ever being old women.

A preservative against the iuvoluutary loss of a maid-

enhead.

But pray excuse haste, gentlemen, you shall soon

hear from me more fully on all these subjects, lu the

meantime, I am, sir.

Your most humble servant, W. B.

THREE LETTERS UPON THE USE
OF IRISH COAL.

To the Publisher of the Dublin Weekly Journal.

Who is m> blind an he
Thai can—but will not see ?

SlR, Saturday, August 9, 1729.

As I take the following case to be of service to the

kingdom in general .is well as to this city in particular,

I look upjn it as a duty incumbent on you to publish

it in your paper. 1 shall make no other apology, but

subscribe myself a dear friend to my country, and

Yours, &c. S. D. H.

To all the housekeeper* of the city of Dublin : the cast

of many thousand poor inhabitants of this ci/jf, in a

letter to a very worthy member of parliament,
S?c.

Sir Dublin, Angust 4, 1729.

Havino some time ago laid before your house the

case of many thousand poor families and housekeepers

of the city of Dublin, concerning the extravagant rates

of coals in this city, and meeting with some success,

makes me now reassume this second trouble, which
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none hut those who were eye-witnesses to the lament-

able state and condition of the poor all this last hard

winter can give an exact account of. In a word, the

general cry throughout this city was of cold and hunger.

Looking back into the journals of your house last

session, and the state of the accounts, I find a consider-

able sum of money (no less than 4000/.) allowed for

the encouragement of Irish coals, i. e. for laying iu a

sufficient stock ofour own coals to lower the extravagant

price of the Whitehaven coal, &c., which coal was no

less than 30s. per ton this lust winter, when the Irish

coals (if any could have been spared or kept in stock till

winter) by our new company of adventurers were sold

at 14s. and 13s. per ton.

The mismanagement thereof, the misapplication of

that fund, the disadvantageous, baxardnus situation of

this new projected port, the embezzlement of both the

money and coals, 1 shall treat of in a more particular

manner hereafter.

When the city was starving all the last winter for

want of coals, there was not one barrel of Irish coal to

be had at any rate
;
and for the want of a stock tlie

Whitehaven colliers imposed upon us what rates they

pleased.

It is to be observed that all or great part of the Irish

coals imported, and to be laid up for the winter season,

was sold out in summer to the barracks, the custom-

house, and the glass-house.

The barracks.—The computation, at so many bushels

of coal to each room, according to the consumption

and lasting of Whitehaven coal, which was near one-

third less to the poor »oldicr in his firing, and the slack

useless.

Tlie custom-house.—The commissioners and officers

having a hank upon the Whiteliaven owners, they dare

not impose upon them in the price of their coals, so that

they might have been spared in selling out of the public

stock, for the commissioners would have been content

to have a stock left for the relief of the poor in winter;

but in this, as in all other cases, the public and the poor

are always tlie last to be served.

As I conceive such a stock ought not to be delivered

out till the height of winter, and to l»c sold out is small

parcels, as half a barrel or barrel at most at any one

time, still to keep a stock for the relief of the poor, and

to keep down any exaction or exorbitant price laid

upon coals.

As to the glass-house, the undertakers in the one

and the adventurers in the other, are most of them

joined in company, and these coals consumed in blow-

tug bottles.

A NEW EXPERIMENT IN FINDING THE VACUUM.

Tbese bottle-makers, like the children, play with

soap and water, blowing up bottles in a sun-shiny day,

makes various fine colours while it lasts, and like their

pots hitherto, both prove alike to be—a bubble.

I am no way for discouraging the design, though as

yet it has proved all in vain, but entirely against

lessening tlie stock (designed so to be reserved for the

relief of the poor, &c.) upon any account whatever.

And I find the glass-house too near to the coal-yard

and to the city. As to the latter, I remember two

dreadful fires occasioned by glass-houses within this

&uw that I am upon this subject of fire am! smoke,

I must mention that quarter of the town where I have

seen such a train of coaches, the ladies taking a tour to

the Strand, and all this gaiety at once eclipsed (like

the chariot of the sun) by a dark thick cloud of smoke.

This glass-house has been complained of as an exceed-

ingly great nuisance in that neighbourhood, and by

the several inhabitants thereabout#
;
but as the design

is good, let them try their hand once more, until it is

brought to some perfection, and when once a right

6,000 0 0
5,000 0 0
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method is found, it will be an encouragement to proceed

further therein, ami carry on the work in some remote

part of the town.

AS TO THE KEEPING A STOCK OP COALS.

One objection to our Irish coal, if kept for any time,

is that the sulphureous matter of the coal iwhen dug
up and torn out of its natural bed) evaporates or ex-

hales by the sun and air, and natural cause's are ottered
;

but we know that a coal, though it may lose some of

the outward, whether sulphureous or bituminous, matter,

yet the inside of the coal cannot be penetrated or

made worse, either by the sun, air, water, or any
cause whatsoever, in one season or two.

And how easy is all this remedied, at a little expense,

when a thousand of furzes, with a little dirty stable

litter on it, will cover 2(1,000 tons of coals.

And the same furzes may lie made use of again, as

you break into the body and bulk of your stock of

coals, with little or no cost.

I come now to lay before you the great advantage of

a coal that we have within ourselves, in our own
province, that exceeds any other coal whatsoever, that

is, the Kilkenny coal. I appeal to all those that make
use of tliat coal, und to all such as ever have been in

that country, for a just report.

What will neighbouring nations, what will posterity

say of us, that for so great a series of time as these

collieries have been found out, the use of so gieat a

blessing as tilts is should have been so long neglected 1

They may truly say, an ignorant, indolent, cursed,

slothful people :—as, when we find a good mine, we
do not know how to make use of it.

Nature attords us navigable rivers near these collieries,

the Barrow, upper and lower, which falls into Ross,

Waterford, ana other ports : and when once our neigh-

bouring kingdom can get a trial, finding the value of

this coal for several uses, they will be glad at any rate

to purchase that which we ourselves have foolishly

neglected so long a time. What hardships have we
undergone! What immense sums have been taken

out of this kingdom! laid out for a much worse coal

;

the value so much inferior to this of the Kilkenny, that

there is no manner of comparison in goodness, for heat

and duration.

This is the great article in draining the money out

of the kingdom, without any the least return : this it

is that makes silver so scarce
;
these colliers taking no

other tnouey over but that specie alone.

It is objected, the difficulty in lighting this coal.

Do the people in that county make any difficulty in

lighting their fires? and is turf so scarce here, that you

will want a fire for want of turf to light it? Time
and experience will tell the contrary.

In order to make your fire bum bright and clear, 'tis

no more than to add a liar or two to the bottom of your

grate, to give it more air, and you may have a

constant, lasting, good fire, once you are accustomed

to it, it will answer all the ends you pronose.

As to any suffocating smell in this coal, and making

people drowsy, those that are conversant with it deny

the assertion, and say it is the violent heat in this more

than in any other coal, which may be very easily

qualified

:

And a little turf, or any small quantity of coal,

mixed with it, removes all objections that can be

made
;
as the old saying, we are still more nice than

wise.

Are there any people in this kingdom so free from

asthmas as in the county of Kilkenny? Not only the

inhabitants, but all others that resort thither, can

testify, and much it is owing to their fire, free from

smoke. The constant thick clouds of smoke that

hang over Dublin are so nauseous, the air so cor-

rupted, tliat the smell of the smoke is perceptible son

miles off, insomuch, that few or none ever escape with-
out some disorder.

Who is there here that cannot see the cause and bus
not felt the effect ? None hut those tliat are inured to

this fire and smoke, that has so intoxicated their brains,

that they are void of all their senses, and in such u
lethargy they will not seek relief.

The physicians in Dublin make it their constant
practice to remove their patients to some purer air near
the suburlw, out of the smoke of the city, which in
winter is so thick, and cloudy enough to stifle men and
beasts, so great an influence, that it affects even the
blossom and bloom of the flowers in the spring.

And the chief cause of the bad air about Dublin
proceeds from the great quantity of smoke in the coals
used here

;
the best proof that can be, by your senses

in seeing and smelling.

I am very well informed and assured, that the
common rate of the Kilkenny coal, at the pits, is Hk/.
the stand

;
the stand is 500, one quarter weight

;
that

4 stand makes l ton 1 cwt.
;
and 1 ton of this coal

at the pit comes to about a crown-piece, which, with
the further charge by water-carriage, Ac., cannot
exceed in the whole more than 10*. or 12*. per ton in
Dublin, for Kilkenny coal ; when the same coal, by
land-carriage to this town, commonly costs about 20*.
per ton in Dublin market, and tliat only to be had in
the summer season. Is there no distinction to be made,
when 1 ton of this coal will outlast 3 ton of any other
coal ? Have you no thought now (after such dear-
bought experience these many years) of keeping what
little money you have to circulate in your own king-
dom, and lay it out among one another? O civks,
cives, Ac.

I have been very well assured, that several of the
Whitehaven owners have combined together, and have
declared, that this next winter they resolve to starve

you out and out by raising their coals to 40*. a ton,

on accouut of the usage they met with from the lord
mayor the last winter

; then necessity will compel you
to what ha* now been offered.

As to the new projected port—in winter it will avail
little or nothing

;
besides the great loss to the buyer in

the slack of this coal, and many other disadvantages to
all but the proprietors and undertakers. The cause of
lashing out in this satirical manner proceeds not from
any fondness for variety, but a just flight of passion,
that people should be so blind and infatuated, in point
of their own interest and welfare; but no inducement
can swerve me from the interest of tny country. I

need not, nay, cannot urge it further
; and like whdt

a worthy prelate said upon the like occasion, for the

good of his country—Liberavi animam meant ,— I have
done my duty, and discharged my conscience. I

cannot find any but who will be pleased, except
money-changers and chimney-sweepers.
Even most of the bankers (those worthy members of

the commonwealth) will be for it, because they can
get no exchange to and fro to Whitehaven.

Must I at last (Stewart-like) address myself to the
ladies, (too hard a task for an old man to undertake
with pleasure,) therefore I cannot hold long upon the
subject.

The ladies may lay aside their washes, Ac., that

destroy the complexion. This preserves it, and renders
the Kilkenny beauty both pure and lasting as the
Kilkenny marble.

Sir, as I have exceeded the bounds of a letter, 1 refer

the conclusion of this to your next. And ain, for the
present, my country's

Most humble, Ac., M. U.
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To Ihr PMiJkt c/lbr Dublin W<tbh) Journal.

Who ia mo blind, m* ho
That can—but w ll not av ?

Sir, Saturday, August 16 . 17*9.

I have in my last given you a small sketch, hoping,

the next session, you will propose, encourage, and im-

prove the method already taken by our masters and
owners of ships, in importing Kilkenny coal to this

city, for immediate relief, that we may have a constant

supply of coals to this city, and that a competent stock

may be laid in for the relief of the poor.

1 pray and wish (for I have nothing more at heart,

no other view, than the service of the public) that this

scheme in particular serving the city of Dublin and
the kingdom in general may and will be improved.

For my part, I can think of no other surer way than

the encouragement of importing the coals aforesaid.

1 am, sir, your most humble servant, M.B.

N.B. The reason of writing and communicating this

affair so early before the session, is that no time

should be lost, that now in summer the coals may be

dug up (I mean in gTeat quantities) and drawn from

the pits to the water side.

Now the way is paved, and a clear road, without

any let or trouble in bringing them.

This will employ the poor and a great many hands,

and this is the time for encouraging and carrying on
the work, as the city, the head of this weak, poor,

feeble nation is grown so monstrous great (a head too

big for the body), so in proportion it will require and
take an exceedingly great quantity of coals to serve it

with firing.

But when yon consider the difference, as I shall

hereafter show and demonstrate the lasting of this coal,

that in a great measure will lessen the quantity of

coals to supply and answer this great call, and save

you above one-third in the charge of your firing. It i

will save immense sums that are now drawn from you
every year by the Whitehaven and other colliers, in

this so great an article and charge of firing, and when
the poorer sort cannot lay in a stock in the proper

season. Upon many accounts, as embargo* and many
other accidents, the rates and price of coals continually

advance and grow more and more. The making use

of your own fuel, of what sort soever, it is like the

poor man's case, who, when he has a garden of his

own well planted, and can dig up his own potatoes,

can have no occasion then to buy potatoes from his

neighbours.

POSTSCRIPT.

Since I received this former account, I sent for one
hundred weight of Kilkenny coal, which cost Is.,

and weighed one-quarter of the hundred of this coal,

one quarter of the Whitehaven, and a quarter of a
hundred of the Irish coal,—so ordered, for an experi-

ment or trial, three separate fires to be made. The
latter consumed away very swift, in a blaze, lasted but
between two and three hour* (from the time the fire

was full lighted) leaving little or no cinders, but all

ashes.

The Whitehaven coal lasted between four and five

hours, and left a small heap of cinders, with some
slates, and I find it to abound with slates, and very
slaty coal, that flies and crackles in the fire. The
Kilkenny fire held good and clear above nine hours,

with a great heat. Afterwards my fire-maker washed the

cinders thereof, and made as good a fire as before, and
so continued the same, which convinced me of the ex-
traordinary goodness of this coal, preferable to oil the

eoals that I ever saw, for several uses die most bene-

ficial coal that I ever yet read or heard of in these

kingdoms or in all Knrojie.

Is it not very surprising ? or can any sensible man
sny that we are in our senses, to encourage and send

aluoad for coals when we have so good a coal of our

own at home, far better than the coal which we pay so

much ready money for, and so little to share in the

kingdom. Now I may veuture to say and affirm it to

be the very best coal in the world.

Look at your prisons, behold the vast number of

poor debton, and with pity look upon the poor starv-

ing in your streets, while the rich and estated men live

in pomp and innate folly and prodigality abroad,

draining this poor country of their wealth.

And when many poor farmers and other manufac-

turers, for want of due encouragement, are running

away and transporting themselves to the plantations

abroad
;
see the decay of trade in general, and all other

the misfortunes that surround you, that which was
formerly called the island of Saints, the plentiful is-

land, so swarmed with the poorer sort that it is now
almost an island of beggars.

The curious, upon inquiry, may have a full account

of these coals by the masters and owners of ships at

Aston's Quay, Dublin.

Some papers have been brought here, as proposals,

in relation to some new discoveries of more coal mines,

and the more the better, but at first sight they seem
to savour too much of self-interest.

Till these projectors bring specimens, aud to such a
bearing as the Whitehaven, and till there be a security

for the ships, where the proposal Uts call for 10,000/.,

though, as I am informed, with a great uncertainty of

performance, and another call by way of subscription

for above 20,000/. But where and how the money
will be raised here, and upon what security, will be

another question.

I must be so free with those gentlemen projectors,

that at this time a much lea* sum than either would
be better laid out for the relief of the poor ; and since

I can have no other view (no manner of interest there)

than serving the public, entitled, without any apology,

to a much greater freedom in this city, than poor pro-

jectors begging subscriptions to carry on their own
works, in the manner and way they have heretofore

proposed.

That it is must natural to begin with the coals you
have nearest at hand, lying in your own province, and
so far preferable, that no other coal here can sink the

established credit of the Whitehaven; and the first

point that ought to be cleared up, besides the advan-
tage in bringing them up, both by land and by sea, in

great quantities to Dublin. And if the 1 rials coal be

rated from 14*. to 17*. per ton, and Whitehaven from
17*. to 20s., and the Kilkenny coal, which is three

times a more lasting and better coal, and may serve

for an alloy to the former, can be brought at a less

price by water-carriage, as before mentioned, and as

by some persons that made trial and freighted ships

from thence at their own expense have found out, why
we should not choose the latter seems very strange.

And further, that there are several otheT coal mines
lately discovered there, and those collieries daily im-

r
living, that will answer all purposes; and I am sure

can depend upon the credit of so many worthy gen-

tlemen that make a report thereof, and which in a
pnmer time and place you will hear further of.

Excuse haste. I am, with great affection as well as

freedom, your most humble, &c. M. B.

N.B. This letter (for the benefit of the curious) it

to be sold by Christopher Dixon, printer, at the post-

office, Dublin. Printed alone, for the couvenienry oi

sending them to the country.
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7b the Publisher of the Dublin ll'eeklif Journttl.
j

Sir,—We had some time ago in your Weekly Jour-

nal two letters about the coals for the use of this city,

the inserting this third letter, as relates to the former,

will lie a satisfaction to your correspondents and
oblige every one that is a well wisher to his country.

We are, your constant readers, and subscribe,

A. B. C. D„ &c.

A third letter, in answer to a worthy member of par-

liament, and in behalf of many thousand poor in-

habitants of this city, concerning the extravagant

rates of coals, Ac.

Sir, Dublin, October 23 , 1722 .

Vour friends being abroad, I read, as you desired, the

whole budget of pipers you sent about the coals.

Proposals, animadversions, with queries, and other

remarks, with some ridiculous advertisements in habit

and dress more suitable to coal-porters than gentlemen

of liberal arts and education. 1 do not know whose
hand the glove fits—hut it is not worth the taking up.

It seems to be somebody full of scorbutic humour, and
who wants Dr. Hinton's receipt

Upon your request, I inquired into this affair of

coals
;
and to strengthen and preserve the poor, weak,

disordered habit and constitution of body, that this

city labours under, with a complication of distempers,

requires some remedies, without jarring at one another.

One great disorder and complaint about coals

'which the drapier most justly olwervea) is, that there

was a considerable sum of money advanced for the

encouragement of Irish coals, for laying in, namely, a
sufficient stock of our own coals to lower the extrava-

gant rates of the Whitehaven coal.

When tlie city was starving all the last winter for

want of cools, there was not one barrel of this Irish

coal to be had at any rate, and for want of that stock

the Whitehaven colliers imposed upon us what rates

they pleased.

He also trieel the nature and quality of the several

sorts of coals, and sent for one hundred of Kilkenny
coal, which cost a shilling, and weighed one quarter of

an hundred of that coal, one quarter of the White-
haven, and a quarter of an hundred of the Irish coal,

and so ordered, for an experiment or trial, three several

fires to be made. The latter consumed away very

swift in a blaze, lasted between two and three hours

( from the time that the fire w^s full lighted), leaving

little or no ciuders, but all ashes.

The Whitehaven coal lasted between four and five

hours, and left a small heap of cinders
;
and find it to

abound with slates, a very slaty coal, that flies and
crackles in the fire. The Kilkenny fire held good and
clear above nine hours, with an exceeding great heat

;

afterwards the fire-inaker washed the cinders thereof, a

great quantity, and made as good a fire as befiwe, and
so continued the s&me. It is the most beneficial coal

ever yet heard of in these kingdoms; a coal that has

no waste in it, arid one ton thereof will outlast two of

the Whitehaven. In the Irish history, province of

Leinster, county of Kilkenny, this coal is particularly

mentioned. It supplies great part of Leinster and
Munster; there is a very large description of the quali-

ties and goodness of this coal for many uses too tedious

.V>re to insert, and far exceeding any other coal for the

common use and lasting fire.

Whatever new discoveries there are of more coal

mines, (as I am informed of oiie in the county of

Meath,) the more the better ; and let all the encourage-

ment that can be given for finding out the same.
We ought first to begin with the coals we have

found to lie so good. that we have so near at hand,

PUBLISHER, ETC.

lying in our owu province; so far preferable, that no
other coal as yet found here can sink the established

credit of the Whitehaven, for lasting, except the Kil-
kenny coal.

And I can find no manner of objection but what is

all fully answered in the Drapier’s postscript and
letter which you received in May last.

There is one of these gentlemen (mentioned in yom
letter) has frankly confessed, that the Kilkenny coals

are preferable for kitcheu uses; ami if what we gene-
rally called Kilkenny coals could lie brought up in

quantities sufficient to supply this city, yet they would
not answer all uses, so in consequence other sorts of

coals will be sought after.

But I think the coals for kitchen use, as he calls it,

is the chief and most use in the city; and pray if it be
a better coal for the kitchen, (which is the greatest

article in firing,) is it not good enough for the parlour?
If he wants an extraordinary swift fire for my lady's

dressing-room he may get faggots, and abundance of
tallies when he wants faggots.

I have often wondered why the same sort of tea in
the county of Kilkenny lias a sweeter flavour and
drinks better there than the Dublin

;
and I find the

cause procee<ls frequently from (he smoke of the coals

here, notwithstanding all the care that can be taken,

leaves some tincture in the water and spoils the taste

of the tea.

By the two different fires you will find a great dif-

ference in your tea. Some will have it to be the dif-

ference in the water; hut I assure you upon trial you
will find it to lie in the fire and smoke. There is a great

deal in the quality and nature of the coal, those fiery

particles that set the water in a ferment; the more
easily discerned before it is infused and sweetened.

It is not upon account of recommending this dear-

bought East India commodity, nor the modish custom
of drinking tea; nor on the other hand, am I for dis-

obliging the fair sex in so small a trifle as tea -equipage

and china-ware
;
hut rather to prevent the many dis-

appointments they meet with in their entertainments

occasioned by the base stinking smoky coals used here.

And I must further remark, as to the Kilkenny fire,

that notwithstanding all the variety, French, English,

and all sorts of cooks in Dublin, their entertainments

in Kilkenny are more palatable, pleasing to the

taste, their meat relishes, and much better dressed

there than here, and sometimes by the same hand, so

that it is altogether owing to their sweet clear and
lasting good fire.

I have heard the master cooks own all this to lie

matter of fact, and no often recruiting and mending
the fire, condemn the sea-coal for dressing meat on

account of the smoke. So plain a demonstration may
be very easily tried for our own satisfaction.

The Ballycastle or Irish coal, (so called for distinc-

tion from the Kilkenny,) a small quantity thereof

mixed with the Kilkenny coal, has lieen tried, and

makes a brisk clear and ready fire, and answers both

purposes
;
and therefore due encouragement ought to lie

given to both.

In every half harrel of coals you have the one-half

of it slack, and that slack of little use. In the Kil-

kenny, you have all coal and no slack. But I am
told by those who hare tried it, and it is very natural,

that the slack, wet, and thrown upon the Kilkenny

fire by suppression, causes a much greater heat then

before, and very useful to both.

The methods proposed for bringing the Kilkenny

coal by water are much cheaper than by land-carriage

and in both they have the advantage of any othet

colliery.

The method is l»y importing the same yourselves,

which may be had at veiy easy freight.
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The coals, great quantities dug up, and the cotrve-

niences for bringing them are all fixed ready for

embarkation
;
ship* and seamen here in your own port

are lying idle, for want of freight ;
and this short trip

is a voyage so easy, and secure with harbours, in

winter-time, that the seafaring men would very wil-

lingly embrace any offer to bring the cools in here.

Besides, consider the great difference in freighting

your own ships, bringing yourselves your owu provision

to supply your own market.

The Kilkenny coals that have been here imported, I

was so curious to inquire, and 1 find they have been sold

on Aston's Quay here in Dublin at 10d., lid., and

13d. an cwt., the highest price then given.

And upon your own importation, the price of all

sirts of coals and other firing will be much lessened here,

without any imposition or exaction from the master

and owners, from engrossers, forestallers, or any other

interested persons whatsoever. It will he a singular

great service ami relief to your city
;
and save you half

in the charge of your firing, and another much greater

article in saving the money within yourselves.

But where there is such a jargon and disagreement,

no harmony nor concord among one another, in such a
confusion even our neighbours make a spoil of us, and
we liecome a ridicule to other nations.

'Hie Whitehaven colliers are continually exhauatiug

your treasure.

The calfhas nothin" to lick hut chalk.

The hotelier's continually bleeding it.

And M*Uy makes the feast.

I shall briefly conclude this answer with what I par-

ticularly took notice of in the public,—the true notion

and knowledge our neighbours have of this coal in the

London prints: St. James’s Evening Post, August IS,

1729.
“ That several persons have undertaken to bring

Kilkenny (coal) to Dublin by water, for public con-

sumption there, which will in same measure lessen the

sums carried out of that kingdom for coals if it proves

successful
”

The rest I refer to your own judgment, and every

reader to his own interest
;

it is plain matter of fact,

and just proofs.

All these schemes may be commendable, and where

there is no self-interest but public good, may be

brought to perfection, and a benefit to have both

the Kilkenny and Irish coals brought up here for your
relief; hut the latter will be a work of time.

At present we are in want of a stock, in great want

of coals, as wc were last year, and no prices regulated.

I am in great hopes the ladies, for tiie reasons afore-

mentioned, will join in verdict, give their negative to

the Whitehaven coals as formerly, no Woods, nor no
Whitehaven.

I am, in duty ami good manners, bound to give you
an answer to this letter, and submit the same to your
consideration.

I am, sir, your most humble, &c.

THE SUBSTANCE
OF WHAT WAS SAID BY

THE DEAN OF ST. PATRICK’S
ro THE LORD MAYOR AND SOME OF THE ALDERMEN OP

DUBLIN, WHEN IIIS LOHDSHIP CAME TO PRESENT THE
SAID DEAN WITH HIS FREEDOM IN A GOLD BOX, ABOUT

THE YEAR 1736.

When his lordship had said a few words, and pre-

euted the instrument, the dean gently put it hack and

desired first to be heard. He said, ** He was much
obliged to his lordship and the city for the honour

they were going to do him, and which, as he was in-

formed, they had lung intended him. Tliat it was

true, this honour was mingled with a little mortifica-

tion by the delay which attended it, but which, how-

ever, he did not impute to his lordship or the city
;
and

that the mortification was the less, because he would
willingly hope the delay was founded on a mistake;—
for which opinion be would tell his reason."

He said, “ It was well known that some time ago

a person » with a title was pleased in two great assem-

blies to rattle bitterly somebody without a name, under

the injurious appellations of u Tory, a jacobite, an

enemy to king George, and a libeller of the govern-

ment ; which character,” the dean said, “ many people

thought was applied to him. But he was unwilling

to be of that opinion, because the |>ersoii who had de-

livered those abusive words had for several years

caressed, and courted, and solicited his friendship more
than any man in either kingdom had ever done,—by
inviting him to his house in town and country,—by
coining to the deanery often, and calling or sending

almost every day when the dean was sick,—with many
other particulars of the same nature, which continued

even to a day or two of the time when the said person

made those invectives in the council and house of lords.

Therefore that the dean would by no means think those

scurrilous words could be intended against him
;
be-

cause such a proceeding would overthrow all the prin-

ciples of honour, justice, religion, truth, and even

common humanity. Therefore the dean will endeavour
to believe that the said person had some other object

in bis thoughts, and it was only the uncharitable custom

of the world that applied this character to him. How-
ever that he would insist on this argument no longer.

But one thing he would affirm and declare, without

assigning any name, or making any exception, that

whoever either did, or does, or shall hereafter, at any
time, charge him with the character of a jacobite, an
enemy to king George, or a libeller of the government,

the said accusation was, is, and will be false, mali-

cious, slanderous, and altogether groundless. And he

would take the freedom to tell his lordship, and the

rest that stood by, that he had done more service to the

Hanover title, and more disservice to the pretender’s

cause, than 40,000 of those noisy, railing, malicious,

empty xealots, to whom nature has denied any talent

that could lie of use to God or their country, and left

them only the gift of reviling, and spitting their venom
against all who differ from them in their destructive

principles, both in church and state. That he con-

fessed it was sometimes his misfortune to dislike some
things in public proceedings in both kingdoms, wherein

he had often the honour to agree with wise and
good men ;

but this did by no means affect either his

loyalty to his prince or love to his country. But on

the contrary he protested that such dislikes never arose

in him from any other principles than the duty he owed
to the king, and his affection to the kingdom. That
he had been acquainted with courts and ministers long

enougli, and knew too well that the best ministers

might mistake in points of great importance; and that

he had the honour to know many more able, and at

least full as honest, us any can be at present.”

The dean further said, “ That since he had been so

falsely represented he thought it became him to give

some account of himself for above 20 years, if it were

only to justify his lordship and the city for the honour

they were going to do him.” He related briefly how,
“ merely by bis own ]tersoual credit, without other

assistance, and iu two journeys at his expense, he had
procured a gTant of the first-fruits to the clergy in the

late queen's time, for which he thought he deserved

• The person here intimated, Jo*hua lord Allen (whom
Swift elsrwhere mtiiitn under the name of Traulus), »u bom
in lass.
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some gentle treatment from his brethren. That during

all the administration «f the said ministry he hud

been a constant advocate for those who are called the

Whigs,— had kept many of them in their employments

both in England and here,—and some who were after-

wards »he first to lift up their heel* against him." He

reflected a little upon the severe treatment he had met

with upon his return to Ireland after her majesty’s

death, and for some years after. “ That being forced

to live retired, he could think of no better way to do

mhlic service than by employing all the little money

te cou'.d save, and lending it without interest in small

sums to poor industrious tradesmen, without examin-

ing their party or their faith. And God had so far

pleased to bless his endeavours, that his managers tell

him he lias recovered above 200 families in this city

from ruin, and placed most of them iu a comfortable

way ot life."

The dean related, how much he had suffered in his

purse, and with what hazard to his liberty, by a most

iniquitous judge; who to gratify bis ambition and

rage of party had condemned an innocent book, writ-

ten with no worse a design than to persuade the peo-

R
le of this kingdom to wear their own manufactures.

low the said judge had endeavoured to get a jury to

his mind; but they proved so honest, that he was

forced to keep them eleven hours, and send them hack

nine times
;
until, at last, they were compelled to leave

the printer to the mercy of the court, and the Dean

was forced to procure a noli prosequi from a noble per-

son, tlien secretary of state, who had been his old

friend.

The dean then freely confessed himself to be the

author of those books called “The I) rapier's Letters;"

and spoke gently of the proclamation, offering three

hundred pounds to discover the writer. He said,

** That although a certain person was pleased to men-
tion those books in a slight manner at a public assem-

bly, yet he (the dean) had learned to believe, that there

were ten thousand to one in the kingdom who differed

from that person ;
and the people of England, who had

ever heard of the matter, as well as iu France, weTe all

of the same opinion."

The dean mentioned several other particulars, some

of which those from whom I had the account could

not recollect, and others, although of great conse-

quence, perhaps his enemies would not allow him.

The dean concluded, with acknowledging to have

expressed his wishes, that an inscription might have

been graven on the box, showing some reason why the

city thought fit to do him that honour, which was much
out of the common forms to a person in a private sta-

tion;—those distinctions being usually made only to

chief governors, or persons in very high employments.

ADVERTISEMENT BY DR. SWIFT,
IN HIS DEFENCE AGAINST JOSTIUA LORD ALLEN-

February IS, 1789.
'* Whereas Dr. Jonathan Swift, dean of St. Pa-
trick's, Dublin, hath been credibly informed, that ou
Friday the 13th of this instant February a certain per-
son did, in a public place and in the hearing of a
great number, apply himself to the right honourable
the lord mayor of this c ; ty, and some of his brethren,

in the following reproachful mariner: • My lord, you
and your city can squauder away the public money
in giving a g >ld box to a fellow who has libelled the
government!’ or words to that effect.

“ Now, if the said words or word* to the like effect
wen* intended against him the said dean, and as a re-
flection ou tlie right hon. the lord mayor, alderuici

and commons, for the decreeing unanimously, and in

full assembly, the freedom of this city to toe said dean,

in an honourable manner, ou account of an opiuiuta

they had conceived of some services done by him, the

said dean to this city, and to the kingdom iu general,

—the said dean doth declare, that the said words, or

words to the like effect, ore insolent, false, scandalous,

malicious, aud in a particular mautier perfidious

;

the said person, who is reported to have s]K>ken the

said or the like words, having, for some years past

and even within some few days, professed a great

friendship for the said dean ; and what is hardly cre-

dible, sending a common friend of the dean and him-
self, not many hours after the said or the like words

had been spoken, to renew his profession of friendship

to the said dean, but concealing the oratory
; w hereto

the dean had no account till the following day, and
then told it to all his friends."

A VINDICATION OF
HIS EXCELLENCY JOHN LORD CARTERET
FROM THE CHARGE OF FAVOURING NONE RUT TORIES,

HIGH-CHURCHMEN, AND JACOBITES, 1730.

I«nni Csrterrt. who headed a party against the Influence of Wal-
pole. held the situation of lord lieutenant in Ireland, under
very precarious rircumstancea

In order to treat this important subject with the great-

est fairness and impartiality, perhaps it may he conve-
nient to give some account of his excellency ; in whose
life and character there are certain particulars which
might give a very just suspicion of some truth iu the

accusation he lies under.

He is descended from two noble, ancient, and most
loyal families, the Carteret* and the Granvilles

;
too

much distinguished, I confess, for what they acted aud
what they suffered, iu defending the former constitu-

tion in church and state, under king Charles the

martyr : I mean that very prince, on account of whose
martyrdom a form of prayer, with fasting, was enjoiued

by act of parliament to lie used on the 3ftth day of

January every year, to implore the mercies of God,
that the guilt of that sacred and innocent blood might
not lie visited on us or our posterity ; as we may read

at large in our common prayer books; which day has

been solemnly kept, even within the memory of many
men now alive.

His excellency, the present lord, was educated in the

university of Oxford, [in Christ-Church college
;]

from whence, with a singularity scarce to be justified,

he carried away more Greek, Latin, and Philosophy,

than properly became a person of his rank
;
indeed

much more of each than most of those who ore forced

to live by their learning, will be at the unnecessary

pains to load their heads with.

This was the rock he split on, upon his first appear-

ance in the world and having just got clear of his

guardians. Fora* soon as he came to town some bish-

op* and clergymen, and other persons most eminent
for learning aud parts, got him among them ; from

whom, although he was fortunately dragged by a lady

aud the court, yet he could never wipe off the stain,

nor wash out the tincture of his university acquirements

and dispositions.

To this another misfortune was added, that it pleased

God to endow him with great natural talents, memory,
judgment, comprehension, eloquence, and wit ;

arid to

fin is n the work, all these w'ere fortified, even in his

youth, with the advantages received by such employ-
ments as are best fitted lioth to exercise and polish the

gift* of nature and education,—having been ainbus-
I sailor iu several courts, when his age would hardly
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allow him to hike a degree; and made principal secretary

of state at a period when, according to custom, he

ought to have been busied in losing his money at a

chocolate-house, or in other amusements equally laud-

able and epidemic among persons of honour.

I cannot omit another weak side in his excellency.

For it is known and can be proved upon him, that

Greek and Latin books might be found every day iti

his dressing-room, if it were carefully searched ; and

there is reason to suspect that some of the said books

have been privately conveyed to him by Tory hands.

I am likewise assured that he has been taken in the

very fact of reading the said books, even in the midst

of a session, to the gTeat neglect of public afiuirs.

I owu there may t>c some grounds for this charge,

because 1 have it from good hands that when bis

excellency is at dinner with one or two scholars at his

elliows, he grows a most insupportable and unintel-

ligible companion to all the fine gentlemen round the

table.

I cannot deny that hts excellency lies under another

very great disadvantage
; for with all the accomplish-

ments above mentioned, adding tliat of a most comely
and graceful person, and during the prime of youth,

spirits, and vigour, he has in a most uuexemplary
maimer led a regular domestic life; discovers a great

esteem and friendship and love for his lady, as well

as true affection for his children; ami when he is dis-

posed to admit an entertaining evening companion, he

does not always euough reflect whether the person may
possibly in former days have lain uuder the imputation

of a Tory
;
nor at such times do the natural or affected

fears of popery and the pretender make any part of the

conversation
;

I presume because neither Homer, Plato,

Aristotle, nor Cicero, have made any mention of them.
These I freely acknowledge to be his excellency’s

failings; yet I think it is agreed by philosophers and
divines, that some allowance ought to Ire given to hu-
man infirmity and to the prejudices of a wrong edu-
cation.

I am well aware how much my sentiments differ

from the orthodox opinions of one or two principal pa-

triots, at the head of whom I name with honour Pis-

torides
;

for these have decided the matter directly

against me, by declaring that no person who was ever

known to lie under the suspicion of oue single Tory

f

iriuciple, or who had been once seen at a great man's
cvee in the worst of times, should Ire allowed to come
within the verge of the castle

;
much less to bow iu

the antechamber, appear at the assemblies, or dance at

a birthnight. However, 1 dare assert that this maxim
has been often controlled ; and that oil the contrary a
considerable number of early penitents have been re-

ceived into grace who arc now an ornament, happiness,

and support to the nation.

Neither do 1 find any murmuring on some other

points of greater importance, where this favourite maxim
is not so strictly observed.

To instance only in one. I have not heard that any
care has hitherto been taken to discover whether Ma-
dame Violantea be a Whig or Tory in her principles;

or even that she has ever been offered the oaths to go-
vernment ; on the contrary, I am told that she openly

C
ofesses herself to be a highflyer

;
and it is not impro-

ible, by her outlandish name, she may also be a pa-

pist in her heart
;
yet we see this illustrious and dan-

gerous female openly caressed by principal persons of

both parties, who contribute to support her in a splendid

manner, without the least apprehensions from a grand
jury, or even from squire Hartley Hutcheson himself,

that zealous prosecutor of hawkers and libels: and
os Hobbes wisely observes, so much money being equi-

valent to so much power, it may deserve considering.

• A famon* Italian rope-dancer.

with what safety such an instrument of power ought

to he trusted in the liamls of an alien, who has not

given any legal security for her good affection to the

government.

I confess there is one evil which I could wish our
friends would think proper to redress. There arc many
Whigs in this kingdom of the old-fashioned stamp, of

whom we might make very good use. They bear tlie

same loyalty with us to the Hanoverian family, in the

person of king George II.
;
the same abhorrence of the

pretender, with the consequences of popety and slavery

;

and the same indulgence to lender consciences : but

haviug nothing to ask for themselves, and therefore the

more leisure to th’uk for the public, they are often apt

to entertain fears and melancholy prospects concern-

ing the state of their country, the decay of trade, the

want of money, the miserable condition of the people,

with other topics of the like nature; all which do
equally concern both Whig and Tory

;
who, if they

have anything to lose, must be equally sufferers. Per-

haps one or two of these melancholy gentlemen will

sometimes venture to publish their thoughts iu print

:

now, I can by no means approve our usual custom of

cursiug and railing at this species of thinkers, under

the names of Tories, jacobites, papists, litellers, rebels,

and the like.

This was the utter ruin of that poor hungry, bust-

ling, well-meaning mortal Pistorides, who lies equally

under tlie contempt of both parties; with no otter dif-

ference than a mixture of pfty on one side aud of aver-

sion on the other.

How has he been pelted, pestered, and pounded, by

one single wag, who promises never to forsake him
living or dead

!

1 was much pleased with the humour of a surgeon

in this town, who having in his own apprehension re-

ceived some great injustice from the earl of Galway,

and despairing of revenge as well as relief, declared to

all his friends that he had set apart one hundred gui-

neas to purchase the earl s carcass from the sexton,

whenever it should die, to make a skeleton of the bones,

stuff the hide, and show them fur threepence; and thus

get vengeance for the injuries he had sulfered by its

owner.

Of the like spirit too often is that implacable race of

wits, against whom there is no defence but innocence

and philosophy, neither of which is likely to be at

hand
; and, therefore, the wounded have nowhere to fly

for a cure but to downright stupidity, a crazed head,

or a profligate contempt of guilt and shame. •

1 am therefore sorry for that other miserable creature

Tratilus; lord Allen, who, although of somewhat a dif-

ferent species, yet seems very far to outdo even the ge-

nius of Pistorides, in that miscarrying talent of railing,

without consistency or discretion, against the most in-

nocent persons, according to the present situation of

his gall and spleen. I do not blame an honest gentle-

man for the bitterest invectives against one to whom
he professes the greatest friendship, provided he acts in

the dark so as not to be discovered : but in the midst

of caresses, visits, and invitations, to run into tlie streets

or to as public a place, and without the least pre-

tended incitement sputter out the basest and falsest

accusations, then to wipe his mouth, come up smiling

to his friend, shake him by the hand, and tell him in

a whisper it was all for his service. This proceeding, I

am bold to think, a great failure in prudence ; and I

am afraid lest such a practitioner with a body so open,

so foul, and so full of sores, may fall under the resent-

ment of an incensed political surgeon, who is not in

much renown for his mercy upon great provocations

;

who w ithout waiting for his death, will flay and dis-

sect him alive
;
and to the view of mankind lay open

all the disordered cells of his brain, the venom of his

1VO!.. II.
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tongue, the corruption of bis heart, and spots and fla-

tuses of his spleen : and all this fur threepence. [Poem
of Traulus.]

In such a case, what a scene would be laid open I

and to drop my metaphor, what a character of our mis-

taken friend might an angry enemy draw and expose!

particularising that unnatural conjunction of vices and
follies, so inconsistent with each other in the same
breast : furious and fawning, scurrilous ami flattering,

cowardly and provoking, insolent and abject
;
most

profligately false, with the strongest professions of sin-

cerity; positive and variable, tyrannical and slavish.

1 apprehend, tluit if all this should lx* set out to the

world by an angry Whig of the old stamp, the un-

avoidable consequence must be, a confinement of our

friend for same months more to his garret ; ami thereby

depriving the public for so long a time and in so im-

portant a juncture, of his useful talents in their service,

while he is fed like a wild beast through a hole
;
but I

lmpe with a special regard to the quantity and quality

of his nourishment.

In vain would his excusers endeavour to palliate his

enormities, by imputing them to madness
;
because it

is well known that madness only operates by inflaming

and enlarging the good or evil dispositions of the mind.

For the curators of Bedlam assure us tliat some luna-

tics are persons of honour, truth, benevolence, and

many other virtues, which appear in their highest rav-

ings. although after a wild incoherent manner
;
while

others, on the contrary, discover in every word and
action the utmost baseness and depravity of human
minds; which infallibly they possessed in the same
degree, although perhaps under a better regulation,

before their entrance into that academy.
But it may be objected, that there is an argument of

much force to excuse the overflowings of that teal

which our friend shows or means for our canse. And
it must be confessed that the easy and smooth fluency

of his elocution, bestowed on him hy nature and cul-

tivated by continual practice, added to the comeliness

of Ins person, the harmony of his voice, the graceful-

ness of his manner, and the decency of his dress, are

temptations too strong for such a genius to resist, upon
any public occasion of makiug them appear with uni-

versal applause. And if good men arc sometimes

accused of loving their jest better than their friend,

surely to gain the reputation of the first orator in the

kingdom, no man of spirit would scruple to lose all the

friends he had in the world.

It is usual for masters to make their boys declaim

on both sides of an argument
; and as some kinds of

assemblies are called the schools of politics, I confess

nothing can better improve political school-hoys than

the art of making plausible or implausible harangues

against the very opinion for which they resolve to de-

termine.

So cardinal Perron, after having spoken for an hour,

to the admiration of all his hearers, to prove the exist-

ence of God. told some of his intimates that he could

have spoken another hour and much l>etter to prove
the contrary.

I liave placed this reasoning in the strongest light

that I think it will hear; and have nothing to answer,

hut that, allowing it as much weight as the reader shall

please, it has constantly met with ill success in the

mouth of our friend ; but whether for want of good

luck or good management I suspend my judgment.

To return from this long digression: If persons in

higher stations have been allowed to choose wenches

without regard even to difference in religion, yet never

incurred the least, reflection on their loyalty or their

prolrstanti*m. shall the chirf governor of a great king-

dom he censured for choosing a companion who may
f.mnerly have been suspected for diflering from the

orthodox in some speculative opinions of persons and
things, which cannot affect the fundamental principles

of a sound Whig!
But let me suppose a very possible case. Here is a

person sent to govern Ireland, whose unfortunate weak
side it hip]>eiis to be. for several reasons aliove men-
tioned, that lie has encouraged the attendance of one
or two gentlemen distinguished for their taste, their

wit, and their learning; who have taken the oaths to

his Majesty, and pray heartily for him
;

yet, because
they may perhaps lie stigmatised as quondam Tories by
Pistorides and his gang, his excellency must he forced
to banish them, under the pain and peril of displeasing
the zealots of his own party

;
and thereby be put into

a worse condition than every common good fellow, who
mny l>e a sincere jirotestant and a loyal subject, and
yet rather choose to drink fine ale at the Pojie's Head
than muddy at the King's.

Let me then return to my suppositions. It is cer-

tain the high-flown loyalists, in the present sense of the
word, have their thoughts, and studies, and tongues, so

entirely diverted hy political schemes that the zeal of
their principles has eaten up their understandings

;

neither have they time from their employments, their

ho}«s, ami their hourly labours, for acquiring new addi-
tions of merit, to amuse themselves with philological

converse or speculations, which are utterly ruinous to

all schemes of rising in the world. What then must
a great man do, whose ill stars have fatally jierverted

him to a love, and taste, and possession of literature,

politeness, and good sense ? Our thoroughsped repub-
lic of Whigs, which coutains the bulk of all hopers,

pretenders, expecters, and professors, are beyond all

doubt most highly useful to princes, to governors, to

great ministers, and to their country ; but at the same
time, and by necessary consequence, the most disagree-

able companions to all who hare that unfortunate turn
of mind peculiar to his excellency, and perhaps to flve

or six more in a nation.

I do not deny it poesihle that an original or pro-

selyte favourite of the times might have been horn to

those useless talents which in former ages qualified a
man to he a poet or a philosopher. All I contend for

is, that where the true genius of party once enters, it

sweeps the house clean ami leaves room for many other

spirits to take joint possession, until the last stAtc of
that man is exceedingly better than the first.

I allow it a great error in his excellency, that he
adheres so obstinately to his old unfashionable academic
education

;
yet so perverse is human nature, that the

usual remedies for this evil in others have produced a
contrary effect in him; to a degree, that 1 am credibly

informed he will, as I have already hinted, in the
middle of a session, quote passages out of Plato and
Pindar at his own table, to some hook-learned com-
panion, without blushing, even when persons of great

stations are by.

I will venture one step further, which is freely to

confess that this mistaken method of educating youth
in the knowledge of ancient learning and language is

too apt to spoil their politics and principles; because
the doctrine and examples of the hooks they read teach

them lessons directly contrary in every point to the
present practice of the world : and accordingly Hobbes
most judiciously observes that the writings of the
Greeks ami Homans made young inen imbibe opinions
against absolute power in a prince, or even in a first-

minister, and embrace notions of liberty aud property.

It has been therefore a great felicity in these king-
doms that the heirs to titles and large estates have a
weakness in their eyes, a tenderness in their constitu-

tions; are not able to hmr the pain and indignity of
whipping ; ami ns the mother rightly expresses it, could
never take to tlieir honks

;
yet are well enough quali-

igitized by
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fled to sign a receipt for half a year's rent, to put their

uamrs (rightly spelt) to a warrant, and to read pam-
phlets against religion and high-flying

;
whereby they

fill their niches, and carry themselves through the world
with that dignity which best becomes a senator and a
’•quire.

I could heartily wish his excellency would be more
condescending to the genius of the kingdom he governs,

to the condition of the times, and to the nature of the

station he fills. Yet if it be true, what I have read in

old English story-books, that one Agesilaus(no matter

to the bulk of my readers whether I spell the name
tight or wrong) was caught by the parson of the parish

riding on a hobby-horse with bis children
; that So-

crates, n heathen philosopher, was found dancing by
himself at fourscore; that a king called Cicsar Augus-
tus (or some such name) used to play with boys,

whereof some might possibly be sons of Tories
;
and that

two great men, called Scipio and Lselius (I forget their

Christian names, and whether (hey were poets or gene-
rals) often played at duck and drake with smooth stones

on a river : Now, I say, if these facts lie true (and the

book wliero I found them is in print) I cannot imagine
why our most zealous patriots may not a little indulge
his excellency in an infirmity which is not morally
evil, provided he gives no public scandal, which is by
all means to be avoided : I say, why he may not be
indulged twice a week to converse with one or two par-

ticular persons, and let him and them con over tneir

old exploded readings together, after mornings spent in

hearing and prescribing ways and means from and to

his most obedient politicians, for the welfare of the

kingdom
;

although the said particular person or per-

sons may not have made so public a declaration of tneir

political faith in all its parts, as the business of the

nation requires, still submitting my opinion to that

happy majority which I am confident is always in the

right; by whom the liberty of the subject lias been so

frequently, so strenuously, and so successfully asserted ;

who by their wise counsels have made commerce to

fiourish, money to abound, inhabitants to increase, the

vulue of lands and rents to rise, and the whole island

put on a new face of plenty and prosperity.

Rut in order to clear his excellency more fully from
this accusatiou of showing his favours to high flyers,

Tories, and jacohitcs, it will be necessary to come to

particulars.

The first person of a Tory denomination to whom his
rxcellency gave any marks of his favour was doctor
Thomas Sheridan. It is to be observed that this bap-

ned so early in his excellency's government, as it may
justly supposed he had not been informed of that

gentleman's character upon so dangerous an article.
The doctor being well known and distinguished for his
•kill and success in the education of youth, beyond most
of his profession for many years past, was recommended
to his excellency on the score or his learning, and par-
ticularly for his knowledge in the Greek tongue;
whereof, it seems, his excellency is a great admirer, al-

though for what reasons I could never imagine. How-
ever, it is agreed on all hamls that his lordship was
too easily prevailed on by the doctor’s request, or iudeed
rather from the bias of his own nature, to liear a tra-

gedy acted iu that unknown language by the doctor's

lads, which was written by some heathen author
;

but
whether it contained any Tory or high-church princi-

ples must be left to the consciences of the boys, the

doctor, and his excellency, the only witnesses iu this

case whose testimonies can he depended upon.

_
It seems his excellency (a thing never to be suffi-

ciently wondered at) was so pleased with his entertain-

ment, that some time after he gave the doctor a church
living to the value of almost 100/. a-year, and made
him one of his chaj tains; from an antiquated notion.

UA

that good schoolmasters ought to be encouraged in

every nation |>rofessing civility and religion. Yet his

excellency did not venture to make this bold step with-

out strong recommendations from persons of undoubted

principles fitted to the times
;
who thought themselves

hound in justice, honour, and gratitude, to do the doc-

tor a good office, in return for the care he had taken of

their children or of those of their friends. Yet the

catastrophe was terrible
;
fur the doctor, in the height of

his felicity and gratitude, going down to take possession

of his parish, and furnished with a few led sermons,

whereof as it is to be supposed the number was very

small, having never served a cure in the church, he
stopped at Cork to attend on his bishop

;
and going to

church on the Sunday following, was, according to the

usual civility of country clergymen, invited hy the mi-
nister of the parish to supply the pulpit It bappeued
to be the 1st of August

;
and the 1st of August hap-

pened that year to light upon a Sunday
;
and it hap-

pened that the doctor's text was in these words, “ Suffi-

cient unto the day is the evil thereof and lastly, it

liappened that some one person of the congregation,

whose loyalty made him watchful upon every appear-

ance of danger to his majesty's person and government,

when service was over gave the alarm. Nutice was
immediately sent up to town ; and by the zeal of one
man of no large dimensions of body or mind, such a
clamour was raised that we in Dubliu could appre-
hend no less than an invasion by the pretender, who
must be landed in the south. The result was that the

doctor must be struck out of tlie chaplain's list and
appear no more at the castle

;
yet whether he were then,

or he at this day, a Whig or a Tory, I think is a secret

;

only it is manifest that he is a zealous Hanoverian, at

least in poetry

,

b and a great admirer of the present

royal family uirough all its branches. His friends like-

wise assert that he had preached this sermon often

under the same text; that not liaving observed the

words till he was in the pulpit and had opened his

notes, as he it a person a little abstracted he wanted
presence of mind to change them : and that in the whole
sermon there was not a syllable relating to government
or party, or to the subject of the day.

In this incident there seems to have been a union of

events that will probably never hup] ten again to the

end of the world, or is at least like the grand con-

junction iu the heavens, which I think they say can
arrive but once iu tweuty thousand year*.

The second gentleman (if I am right in my chro-

nology), who under the suspicion of a Tory received

some favour from his excellency, is Mr. James Stop-

ford ;
very strongly recommended by the most emi-

nent Whig in England, 011 the account of his learning

and virtue and otlter accomplishments. He had
passed the greatest part of his youth iu close study or

in travelling, and was cither not at home or not at

leisure to trouble his thoughts about party, which I

allow to be a great omission, although I cannot
honestly place him in the list of Tories

;
and therefore

think his excelleucy may be fairly acquitted for

making him vicar of Finglass, worth about 100/.

a-year.

The third is doctor Patrick Delany. This divine

lies under some disadvantage, having in his youth re-

ceived many civilities from a certain ]>erson,c then in

a very high statiou here, for which reasou I doubt the

doctor never drank his confusion since ; and wliat

makes the matter desperate it is now too late, unless

our inquisitors will be content with drinking confu-
sion to his memory. The aforesaid eminent person,

* The An* of August H tho anniversary of the Hanoverian
family’s accession to the crown of Great Britain.

b This is a sneer at a poem by Sheridan, of which lib friend

did not hiitblv appro' e.

c ttitppa. lord chancellor of Ireland when queen Anns died.

i 2
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wln» was a judge of all merit excejrt that of party,

(inti i ignis lied tiie doctor among other junitir* in our

unit-entity for his learning, virtue, discretion, and
good sense. Hut the doctor was then in too good a
situation at It is college to hope or endeavour at a
in-tier establishment from one who hud no power to

give it him.
Upon the present lord- lieutenant's coming over, the

doctor was named to his excellency by a friend,

among other clergy of distinction as persons whose
characters it was proper his excellency should know

;

and by the truth of which the giver would be content

to stand or fall iu his excellency's opinion, since not

one of those persons were in particular friendship with
the gentleman who gave in their names. By this arid

some other incidents, particularly the recommendation
of the late archbishop of Dublin, the doctor became
known to his excellency, whose fatal turn of tniud

toward heathenish and outlandish books and languages,

finding as I conceive a like disposition in the doctor,

was the cause of his becoming so domestic as we are

told he is at the castle of Dublin.

Three or four years ago the doctor, grown weary of

an academic life, for some reasons beat known to the

managers of the discipline in that learned society

(which it may not he for their honour to mention)
resolved to leave it

;
although, by the benefit of the

pupils and bis senior fellowship with all its per-

<]U i sites, lie received every year between 900/. and a
1000/. And a small northern living in the uni-

versity's donation, of somewhat belter than a 100/.

a-yeor, falling at the same time with the chancellor-

ship of Christchurch, to about equal the value, in the

gift of his excellency, the doctor ventured into the

world in a very scanty condition, having squandered

away all his auuual income iu a manner which, al-

though perhaps proper enough for a clergyman with-

out a family, will not lie for the advantage of his

character to discover either on the exchange or at a
banker's shop.

About two months ago, his excellency gave the

doctor a prebend iu St. Patrick's cathedral, which,

being of near the same value with either of the two
former, will add a third part to his revenues after he
shall have paid the great incumbrances upon it; so

that lie may now be said to possess of church jirefer-

ineuts in scattered tithes 300/. a-year, instead of the

like sum of infallible rents from a senior fellowship,

with the offices annexed, beside the advantage of a
free lodging, a great number of pupils, and some
other easements.

Hut since the doctor lias not, in any of his writings,

his sermons, his actions, his discourse, or his company,
discovered one single principle of either Whig or Tory,

and that the lord-lieutenant still continues to admit
him, I shall boldly pronounce him one op us ; but

like a new freemason, who has not learned all tire

dialect of the mystery. Neither can he justly be ac-

cused of any Tory doctrines, except perhaps some
unioug those few with which that wicked party was
charged during the height of their power, hut have been

since transferred for the most solid reasons to the

whole body of our firmest friends.

I have now done with the clergy ; and upon the

strictest examination have not been able to find above
one of that order against whom any party suspicion

can lie,— I mean the unfortunate gentleman doctor

Sheridan, who by mere chance-medley shot his own
fortune dead with a single text

As to the laity, I can hear but of one jierson of the

Tory stamp who since the beginning of his excellency 's

government did ever receive any solid mark of his

favour,— I mean sir Arthur Acbesou, reported to be an
acknowledged Tory, aud what is almost as bad, a

scholar into the bargain. It is whispered about a» a

certain truth that this gentleman is to have a grunt

of a certain harrack* upon his estate, within two miles

of bis own house, for which the Crown is to be his

tenant at the rent of GO/, per annum, he lieing only at

the expense of about 500/. to put the house in repair,

build stables, and other necessaries. I will place this

invidious mark of beneficence conferred on a Tory in a

fair light, by computiirg the costs and necessary defal-

cations; after which it may be seen how much sir

Arthur will be annually a clear gainer by the public,

imtwiUistanding bis unfortunate principles and his

knowledge in Greek and Latin.

For repairs, &c., 500/., the interest whereof £. «. d.

per annum 30 0 O
For all manner of poultry to furnish the

troopers, hut which the said troopers

must he at the labour of catching, va-

lued per annum ...... 5 0 0
For straggling sheep ......
For game destroyed five miles round . .

8 0 0
G 0 0

£19 0 0

Rent paid to sir Arthur ..... GO 0 0
Deduct • . • • • 49 0 0

Remains clear • . • £11 0 0

Thus if sir Arthur Acheson shall have the good for-

tune to obtain a grant of this barrack, he will receive

net profit annually from the Crown ELEVEN pounds
sterling, to help him in entertaining the officers and
making provisions for his younger children.

It is true there is another advantage to be expected,

which may fully compensate the low of cattle and
poultry, by multiplying tlie breed of mankind, and
particularly that of good protestants, in a part of the

kingdom half depopulated by the wild humour
among the farmers there of leaving their country :

hut 1 am not so skilftil in arithmetic as to compute
the value.

I have reckoned one per cent, below the legal interest

for the money that sir Arthur must expend, aud valued

the damage in the other articles very moderately. How-
ever, I am confident he may with good management lie

a saver at least, which is a prodigious instance of mo-
deration in our friends toward a professed Tory, what-
ever merit he may preteud by the unwillingness he has

shown to make his excellency uneasy in his adminis-
tration.

Thus I have with the utmost impartiality collected

every single favour (further than personal civilities)

conferred by his excellency on Tories and reputed
Tories, since his first arrival here to the 30th day of
April iu the year of our Lord 1730, giving all allow-
ance possible to the arguments on the other side of the
question ; and the account will stand thus -

Disposed of preferments and employments to Tories
or reputed Tories by his excellency John lord Car-
teret, lord-lieutenant of Ireland, in about the space of
six years :

—

To doctor Thomas Sheridan, in a rectory £. t. d.
near Kinsale, per annum • . . . 100 0 0

To sir Arthur Acheson, baronet, a barrack,

per annum •*...•..1100
£111 0 0

Give me leave now to compute in gross the value
of the favours done by his excellency to the true

" This was nothing else than tlx- project of conceiting Ha-
Killou s Hawn iuu* a l*mu-k.
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friends of their king and country, and of the protestont

religion.

It is to be remembered, that although his excellency

cannot be properly said to bestow bishoprics, commands
in the army, the place of a judge, or commissioner in

the revenue, and some others, yet they are for the most

part disposed upon his recommendation, except where

the persons are immediately sent from England by

their interest at court, for which I have allowed great

defalcations in the following accounts. And it is re-

markable that the only considerable station conferred

on a Tory since his present excellency's government

was of this latter kind.

And indeed it is but too notorious that in a neigh-

bouring nation (where this dangerous denomination of

men is incomparably more numerous, more powerful,

and of consequence more formidable) real Tories can
often with much less difficulty obtain very high favours

from the government than their reputed brethren can

arrive to the lowest in ours. I observe this with all

possible submission to the wisdom of their policy,

which however will not, I believe, dispute the praise of

vigilance with ours.

WHIG Account
To persons promoted to bishoprics or

removed to more beneficial ones, £. t. d.

computed per annum . . . . 10,080 0 0
To civil employments . • • • . 9,030 0 0
To military cummauds. • • . . 8,436 0 0

£27,516 0 0
TORY Account.

To Tories . Ill 0 0

Balance » £27,403 0 0

I shall conclude with the observation that os I think

the Tories have sufficient reason to be fully satisfied

with the share of trust, power, and employment which
they possess under the lenity of the present government

;

so I do not find how his excellency can be justly cen-

sured for favouring none hut high-church, high-fliers,

termagants, laudists, Sachercrelltans, tiptopgallaut-

men, jacohites, tantivies, untihanoveriuns, friends to

popery and the preteuder and to arbitrary power, dis-

obtigenof England, breakers of dependency, inflamers

of quarrels between the two nations, public incendia-

ries, enemies to the king and kingdoms, haters of true
protestants, laurelmen, Auuiits, com planters of the

uatiou s poverty, ormondions, iconoclasts, antiglurious-

memorists, antirevulutioners, white-rosalists, tenth-a-

juuians, and the like ; when, by a fair state of the

account, the balance, I conceive, seems to lie on the

other side.

AN ANSWER
TO THE CRAFTSMAN-OF DECEMBER 12,1730,

ON A VERY INTERESTING SUBJECT RELATIVE
TO IRELAND.

To which it prtfired the Craftsman itself.

THE CRAFT8MAN.
No. MB. Saturday. D«, 1». 17*0.

Tub following article, which has lately appeared in

the newspapers, deserves our immediate consideration,

via. :

—

“ They write from Dublin that an officer from every

regiment in the French service is arrived there in order
to raise recruits for their respective corps

;
which is not

to he done in a clandestine manner as formerly (when
several persons suffered death for it), hut publicly.

These gentlemen are to disperse themselvps into the
seveial counties where they have the best interest, and

a field-officer is ready to reside constantly at Dublin
to hear all complaints which may be made by any of

the recruits against their officers
;
and also to prepare

for sending them ofT. Count llroglio has Lewi solicit-

ing an order to this purpose these two years.
*

When I first read this account in the public prints I

looked upon it as a common piece of false intelligence

and was in full expectation of sceiug it contradicted in

the next day's papers according to frequent custom,
but tun ing since lieurd it confidently affirmed to be
true (although I can hardly yet believe it, especially

as to every part) the duty which I owe my country and
my zeal for the present establishment, oblige me to
take some notice of an affair which 1 apprehend to be
of very great importance to both.

It will be necessary in the first place to give the
reader a short account of the nature of these troops as
they are now established in France.

They consist, as we have been informed, of one regi-

ment of horse and five regiments of foot, all doubly or
trebly officered ; so that they are of themselves a very
considerable body of men.

But their number is the least point to lie considered
in this affair. There are oilier circumstances which
render these troops infinitely more formidable to Great
Britain. They ure not only all Roman catholics, but
the most dangerous of that communion with respect to

us,—1 mean Roman catholic subjects of our dominions

;

many of whom have been obliged to fly their native
country on account of rebellious and conspiracies in
which they have been engaged

;
and all ol them de-

voted by inclination, by interest, by conscience, by
every motive human and divine, to the service of the
relender in opposition to the protestont succession in

is majesty's royal family.

To this we may add that they are generally es-

teemed the liest forces in the French service
;
that they

have always behaved themselves as such in the late

wars ; and are commanded by officers of approved
courage as well as great *kill and experience iu military
affaire.

It is said likewise that the serjeants, corporals, awl
private men, are so well seasoned to danger and exjiert

iu their duty, that by a gradual promotion they could
furnish officers for a very formidable army in case of
any sudden invasion or insurrection.

In the next place it will not he improper to examine
this aflair with regard fo our laws.

It is made felony by act of parliament in Ireland

for any subject of that kingdom to culist himself or to

enlist others in the service of any foreign state
; and it

is well known that multitudes of poor wretches have
suffered death upon that account.

Wc know it may he said that a power is reserved fo

his majesty by a clause in that act to dispense with it

by granting any foreign prince a licence to raise forces

iu his dominions, and indemnifying his subjects from
the penalties of the law.

Although it is far from my intention to dispute any
of his majesty's legal prerogatives, or to call the wis-

dom of the legislature in question, yet I must take the

liberty to observe that such powers have been sometimes
granted out of complaisance to the crown, that the

prince's hauds may not be absolutely tied up, and iu

full confidence thut they will never lie exerted but for

the benefit of this nation, or possibly of some protestant

ally, upon great emergencies of state. The exercise of
the prerogative iu tliese cases is therefore merely a pru-

dential part, which is left to tlie discretion of the prince
end his ministers, who ought always to be supposed
the best judges of these affairs : and therefore how ridi-

culous would it W to send to the attorney-general for

his opinion in such a case, who can be a competent
judge of nothing but the legality of it, and whether the
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affair 1* actionable or not ; but ministers ought to

rrgulate their conduct in these respects according to

the situation of attain and the exigencies of govern-

ment.
I must therefore beg leave to consider the present

subject of the Irish forces in this light

It will not be denied, I presume, that a licence to

recruit Roman catholic regiments of English subjects

in foreign service, and in the interest of a pretender to

the crown (which is death hy the law without his

majesty's permission), is a favour of a very extraor-

dinary nature and ought to be attended with some
extraordinary circumstance*. I confess that 1 can see

no such extraordinary circumstances at present ; unless

it should be said that this favour was granted in order

to engage our good allies in the demolition of Dun-
kirk

;
but I hope they have more generosity than to

insist upon such hard terms for the effectual perform-

ance of that which they are obliged by treaty to do.

I am sure such conditions seem unreasonable on our

part after we have made them so many other conces-

sion*
;
particularly with relation to the flag and Santa

Lucia
;
which I think are sufficient to make them

comply with all our demands without expecting any

furtlier favours, and even supererogation of friendship.

Perhaps my adversaries (if they have any conceit)

may take an opportunity of ridiculing me for writing

in this strain
;
but as it sometimes serves their turn to

make me a great man and to argue against me as

such, I will for once suppose myself so ; and methinks,

if I had the honour of being but half an hour in that

station, I could reason against such an order for the

good of my king and my country in the following

manner :

—

1. Tliese troops have always been made use of when-

ever there has been any attempt in favour of the pre-

tender
;
and indeed they are upon many accounts the

Attest for this purpose. They are our fellow-subjects

;

they speak our language ;
are acquainted with our

manners ; and do not raise that aversion in the people

which they naturally conceive against other foreign

troops who understand neither. I am afraid I may
add that they are kept up for this purpose in entire

regiments without suffering them to lie mixed with the

troops of any other natiou. It is well known at least

that they supplied the late king James with a nursery

of soldiers who were always ready for his service

whenever any opportunity offered itself for his restora-

tion; and that at this time the pretender is always the

bait made use of hy their officers to raise recruits.

They never mention the king of France or the king of

Spain upon these occasions, but list the poor wretches

under an assurance that they are entered into the ser-

vice of him whom they call their natural and rightful

king. I will not suspect the present fidelity of France

and their Cordiality to the protestant establishment, yet

methinks we might easily excuse ourselves from furnish-

ing them with instruments which they may employ
ugaiust us whenever ambition or reasons of state shall

dissolve their present engagements and induce them to

espouse the cause of the pretender again.

2. It is very probable that his catholic majesty (who
has likewise several regiments of this kind in his service)

will expect the same favour of recruiting them in Ire-

land, and that he may in case of refusal make it a pre-

tence at any time for quarrelling with us, interrupting

our commerce, and disturbing us again in the posses-

sion of Gibraltar. And here it is proper just to take

notice that tliese troops did his catholic majesty the

most eminent service in the last siege of that important

place. He may complain perhaps of our )>artiality to

Fiance, and allege that we do not treat Spain in the

same manner we expect to I* treated by them, os one

of the most favoured nations.

3. The kingdom of Ireland seems at this time in a
very ill condition to adroit of any such drafts out of

her dominions. She has been already so much ex-
hausted hy the voluntary transportation of multitudes

of her inhabitants (who have been prevailed upon, by
the calamities of their own country, to seek their

bread in other parts of the world), that the interpo-

sition of parl iament was found necessary to put a stop

to it : and shall we suffer any foreign power to dm in

her still further under such circumstances, especially

in this manner end for this purpose? I do not hear

that this licence is confined to any particular numlier

of men. It is confessed, I think, that they want above
2000 meti to complete their corps, and who knows hut

they may design to raise a great many more than they

care to own, or even to form some new regiments of

these troops? But supposing they are confined to a
certain number of recruits, and that Ireland were in a
capacity to spare them, it is well known how easily

such limitations are evaded and how difficult it is to

know when people conform exactly to the temis of

their commission. This was sufficiently explained in

the late famous controversy concerning Mr. Wood’s
patent for supplying Ireland with a particular sum of

copper halfpence; and the arguments upon that subject

may be applied to this, with some allowances foT the

difference between the two cases. It may perliaps be

said likewise that all the vigilance of the ministry has

been hitherto found ineffectual to prevent the French

from clandestinely recruiting these regiments with

Irish catholics, and therefore that we may as well

allow them to do it openly, nay, that it is our interest

to let tliem purge I relaud of her popish inhabitants as

much as they please
; but 1 deny this for several

reasons, which 1 shall mention presently; and if it

were really the case that the French can at any time

recruit these troops clandestinely, I cannot see any
reason why they should solicit an order so pressingly

for two years together, to do it openly, unless they

have some other design. Ought not even this consider-

ation to put us a little upon our guard, and is it not

a tacit confession that these troops are thought to he

of more importance to them than we ought to wish ?

Besides, are we to license and authorise a mischievous

practice because we cannot totally prevent it ? Every

one justly applauded his majesty's singular firmness

and resolution in supporting the rights of his German
subjects when an attempt was made to setluce some of

them into the king of l
>russia'* service, although per-

ha]M it is impossible to prevent that practice entirely.

We all remember that the enlisting of a miller’s son,

and a few other ordinary peasants, occasioned such a

misunderstanding between the two crowns as proceeded

almost to a rupture. Nor was the real of the English

parliament backward on this occasion, but on this con-

sideration, among others, resolved to keep up a body
of 12,000 Hessian troops in our pay, which have al-

ready cost us above a million of money. 1 am con-

fident, therefore, that the same paternal care will always

influence his majesty to guard and protect his British

subjects in the same manuer, and if any measure should

lie taken which savours too much of the French in

terest, and seems of dangerous consequence to the

interest of his family, the world can impute it to

nothing but the deceitful representations of those who
lie under such particular obligations to the court o!

France that they can refuse them nothing.

4. Such a licence seems to give encouragement to

the people of Ireland to continue Homan catholics,

since they are sure to meet with a provision both in the

French and Spanish service, whereas we always reject

them in our troops and absolutely prohibit our officers

to recruit in Ireland. Now, although it may not l*?

safe to trust them in our aimics, yet certainly wc ought
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not to give the least encouragement to their entering

into foreign tervice, especially into such compact
bodies as three regiments. And here it will not be
amiss to relate a story much more to the honour of
ait English nobleman, who hits also one of the largest

estates in Iielond of any nmn in the kingdom. When
he went to visit the Invalides in France, a place in the

nature of our Chelsea college here, all the Irish officers

and soldiers of that hospital drew out in a body to do
him particular honours. We can make no question
that their chief view was to have some present from his

lordship; but though lie has a heart as well disposed to

generous charity as any man and a purse well able to

answer the dictates of it, yet out of regard to his coun-
try, for which lie has likewise the most disinterested

zeal, his answer to them was only this :—Gentlemen,
1 am very sensible of the honour you huve done me,
and heartily pity your misfortunes, hut os you have
drawn them upon yourselves by serving against your
country, you must not expect any relief or reward
from me for having su tiered in a service in which 1

wish you had never engaged.*'

5. Is there not some reason to apprehend that (his

licence may at one time or other prove a snare to tliat

country and draw many people in to their destruction,

for unless it is made perpetual, can it lie supposed
that all the poor ignorant wretches in the kingdom
should I* apprised how long this licence is to he in

force, or when they may enlist with impunity and
when they may not ? Besides, as it may lie presumed
tliat these officers will never go for the future upon
such errands without some pretended orders, when the

real one is expired, so they will find it no difficult

mutter to impose such a counterfeit upon illiterate

people, who may thus incur the penalties of the law
without knowing anything of the matter. Slid, a
method of providing for persons whose principles

render them unserviceable to our army is indeed a
little more charitable than a lute project for prevent-

ing Irish children from being st.lived, by fattening

them up and selling them to the butcher.

6. 1 nave often heard tliat these troops have been
made use of in parliament as an argument for keeping

up a standing army in England; and I think we
need not take any measures to render that argument
stronger. God knows theie are too many arguments
already u|h>u such occasions.

1 might iusist upon some other points which this

affair naturally suggests to u considering mind, par-

ticularly the dauger of suffering several bigoted Irish

(ttpisls in foreign service to di«|>erse themselves into

those counties where they have the best interest, and to

stroll alnml Ireland among their relations and old
acquaintance of the same principles with themselves.

Are we sure tlrut they will not make a bad use of

this liberty, by inquiring into the strength of their

party, by giving them boras, and taking an opportunity

to concert measures for the advantage of their cause?
have we no reason to apprehend tliat they may endea-
vour to raise seamen as well as soldiers under colour of

this order ? or engage great numbers oftheir countrymen
to transport themselves over to the French colonies and
plantations in the West ludics, which are already
grown formidable to the trading interest of Great Bri-

tain iu those pttjts ?

But whatever may be the motives to such an extra-

ordinary favour or the consequences of it, 1 am sure

it is tire strongest mark of our confidence in France,

and such an one as 1 believe they would not place in us

upon any occasion. 1 will illustrate this by a parallel

case.

The French protestants who fled over hither from a

persecution oil account of religion never discovered

any principles which were incompatible with the civil

government of France, nor ever set up any pretender

to the present royal family of that kingdom; and yet

if we should think fit to form utiy considerable number
of them into complete distinct regiments, to be com-
posed of French protestants only, and commanded by
French officers, without any incorporation of British

soldiers, 1 fancy it would give our good allies some
umbrage. But 1 am almost confident tlmt they would
never permit us to send over a profestunt French
officer from every regiment to recruit their respective

corps, by dispersing themselves into those provinces

i
where they have the best interest, or sutler a field-officer

I

in English pay to reside constantly in Paris, and
exercise a sort of martial law in the capital of their

dominions; I say they would hardly sutler this, even
though our ambassador should solicit such :m order

with the utmost application for 20 years together.

And yet the case of the Irish forces is much stronger

with respect to us. They do not differ with us only
in matters of religiou, but hold principles alwolutely

destructive of our civil government, and are generally

looked upon ahroad as a standing army kept on foot

to serve the pretender upon any occasion.

1 must ask a question or two which naturally offer

themselves in this place.

What power has this field-officer to exercise during
his residence in Dublin? Is the French martial law
to take place, if any of these recruits should happen
to repent of what they have done, and think fit to

desert ?

Troops are generally armed as soon as they are listed.

Is this rule to be olwerved in the present case? If so,

another question occurs. It has been found necewury
for the security of Ireland to restrain all Roman ca
tholics from wearing or keeping any arms in their

houses. 1 ask therefore whether the authority of this

license is to supersede the laws of the Land? I may go
further.

The garrison of Dublin seldom consists of above
KOO men for the duty of the place. Supposing double
that number of Popish recruits should be brought
thither in order to lie viewed by their field-officer, will

it he said there is no just uppreliension of danger?
But as these suggestions may appear to lie founded on
the iufidelity of France (a cusc not to lie supposed at

present) 1 press them no further.

1 must however repeat it, that this order is the

fullest demonstration of the confidence we repose in

them; and I bo|>c they will scorn to make any had
use of it

;
but if it wrere possible to suspect that they

could have any design to play the knave with us, they

could uot wish for a better opportunity to promote it

than by such a power as is now said to be put into

their hands.

1 hope my remarks on this article of news w ill not

be construed in a jncobile sense, even by the most

prostitute scribblers of the present times ; hut I must
beg leave to expostulate a little with the public on

that mean, infamous practice which these writers have

lately used in explaining some of my papers iuto trea-

sonable liliels, taking an occasion from hence to ap-

pear formally iu defence of the throne, and lnying it

down as a point grunted that there is an uctuul con-

certed design of setting aside the present establishment.

This is a practice which may lie of great service to the

real enemies of the present government
;
and every

jucohite in the kingdom may make use of it to pub-
lish the most explicit invectives on the king and his

government, under the pretence of interpreting the

implicit design of other writings. It is a practice

which was never allowed till now, mid ought never to

he allowed ; for whatever may be the secret meaning
of any author Mich explanations are certainly liliels,

which may hove a very had effect upon weak mind^
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ami arc punishable by the laws, without any extra-

ordinary meth«>ds of construction. These writers

ought to remember the case of sir Richard Steele,

who published the pretender's declaration at the

beginning of the late reign with an answer annexed

;

and although he did it with a very good design, yet

it was universally allowed to be contrary to law
;
and

if his principles of loyalty had not lien very well

known, might liave involved him in a severe prose-

cution. I shall make no reflections on those who en-

couraged such explanations ; and those who are hired

to do it are beneath my notice. Let them empty all

the trite common-places of servile, injudicious flattery,

and endeavour to make their court hy such nauseous,

dishonest adulation, as 1 am sure gives the most offence

to those persons to whom it is paid. Let them throw

ns much foul dirt at me as they please. Let them

charge me with designs which never entered into

my thoughts, and cannot justly be imputed to me
from any part of my conduct. God knows my heart

;

1 am as zealous for the welfare of the present royal

family as the most sordid of these sycophants. I am
sensible that our happiness depends on the security of

nia majesty's title, and the preservation of the present

government upon those principles which established

(hem at the late glorious revolution, and which I hope

will continue to actuate the conduct of Britons to the

.atest generations. These have always been my prin-

ciples; and whoever w ill give himself the trouble of

looking over the course of these papers will be con-

vinced tliat they have been my guide : but I am a

blunt, plain-dealing old man, who am not afraid to

streak the truth
;
and aa I have no relish for flattery

myself, 1 scorn to bestow it on others. 1 have not,

however, been spuriug of just praise, nor slipped any

seasonable opportunity to distinguish the royal virtues

of their present majesties.- More than this I cannot

do
;
and more than this 1 hope will not be ex|>ected.

Some of my expressions, perhaps, may have been

thought too rough said unpolished for the climate of a

court, hut they flowed purely from the sincerity of

my heart
;
and the freedom of my writings lias pro-

ceeded from my zeal for the iutetest of my king and

country.

With regard to my adversaries, I will leave every

impartial reader to judge whether, even in private life,

that man is not most to be depended upon who—being

inwardly convinced of the great and good qualities of

his friend—never loads him with fulsome flatteries,

hut takes the honest liberty of warning him against

the measures of those who are endeavouring to mislead

him. The ease is much stronger in public life; and

a crown is beset with so many difficulties, that even a

prince of the most consummate wisdom is not always

sufficiently guarded against the dangers which sur-

round him from the stratagems of artful ministers,

or the blunders of weak ones. Both of them may be

equally bad ministers, and pursue the same methods

of supporting themselves.—by flattering him into

measures which tend to his destiuction.

But it is time to draw to a conclusion ;
and I can

only add, that if 1 were really engaged in any design

contrary to the interests of the present establishment

I should have sat down contented, and secretly re-

joiced at theuffair which occasioned this paper instead

of giving myselfand the reader so much trouble.

ANSWER TO THE CRAFTSMAN*
Sir,—

I

detest reading your papers because I am not

of your principles, and because 1 cannot endure to be

• Kin* Georg* II . and queen Caroline hi* consort,

t A masterpiece, in the ursn s ironl-al >t>le.

convinced. Yet I was prevailed on to peruse jour
Craftsman of December tire 12th, wheieiu 1 discover

you to be as great an euemy of this country as you
are of your own. You are pleased to reflect on a pro-

ject I proposed of making the children of Irish parents

to Ire useful to the public instead of being burdensome
;

anil you venture to assert that your own scheme is

more charitable,— of not permitting our popish natives

to be listed in the service of any foreign prince.

Perhaps, sir, you may not have heard of any king-
dom so unhappy as this, hoth in their imports and ex-
ports. We import a sort of goods of no intrinsic

value, which it costs us above 40,000/. a-year to dress

and scour and polish, which altogether do not yield

one penny advantage; and we annually exjiort above
700,000/. a-year in another kind of goods, for which
we receive not one single farthing in return, even the

money paid for letters sent in transacting this com-
merce being all returned to England. But now,
when there is a most lucky opportunity offered to be-
gin a trade whereby this nation will save many thou-
sand pounds a-year, and England he a prodigious
gainer, you are pleased without a call officiously and
maliciously to interpose with very frivolous arguments.

It is well known that, about sixty years ago, the ex-
portation of live cattle from heuce to England was of
great benefit to hoth kingdoms until that branch of
traffic was stopped hy an act of ]>orliameiit on your
side, whereof you have sufficient reason to repent.

Upon which account, when another act passed your
parliament forbidding the exportation of live men to

any foreigu couutry, you were so wise to put in a
clause allowiug it to be done by his majesty's per-

mission under his sign manual ; for which, among
other great benefits granted to Ireland, weaie infinitely

obliged to the British legislature. Yet this very gTace
and favour you, Mr. DAnvers, whom we never dis

obliged, are endeavouring to prevent; which 1 will

take upou me to say is a manifest mark of your dis-

affection to his majesty, a want of duty to the miuisliy,

a wicked design of oppressing, this kingdom, and a
traitorous attempt to lesseu the trade and manufactures
of England.
Our truest and best ally, the most Christian king, has

obtained his majesty's licence, pursuant to law, to ex-
port from lrence some thousand liodies of healthy, young,
living men, to supply his Irish regiments. The king
of Spain, as you assert yourself, bus desired the same
civility, and seems to have at least us good a claim.
Supposing then that these two potentates will only de-

sire leave to carry off 6000 men lietween them to

France and Spain; then by computing the mainte-
nance of a tall hungry Irishman in food and clothes

to be only at 5/. a-head, here will Ire 30,000/. per an-

num saved clear to the nation
;

for they can tiud no
other employment at home, besides begging, robbing,

or stealing. But if 30,000, 40,000, or 50.000 (which
we would gladly spore) were sent on the same errand,

what an immense benefit it must be to us ! and if the

two princes, iu whose service they were, should happen
to be at war with each other, how soon would those

recruits be destroyed ! then what a number of friends

would the pretender lose, and what a number of

popish enemies all true proteatants get rid * f ! Add
to this that then, by such a practice, tire lands of
Ireland that want hands for tillage must Ire employed
in grazing, which would siuk the price of wool, raw
hides, butter, ami tallow, so that the Englinh might
have them at their own rates

;
and iu return send us

wheat to make our bread, barley to brew our drink,

and oats fur our horses, without any labour of our owu.
Upon this occasion, I desire humbly to offer a scheme,

which, in my opinion, would best answer the true in-

terests of both kingdoms : for although I tiear a most
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tender filial affection for England, my dear native

country, yet 1 cannot deny but this noble island has a

great share in my love and esteem
;

nor can I express

how much I desire to see it flourish in trade and opu-

lence, even beyond its present happy condition.

The profitable land of this kingdom is, 1 think,

usually computed at 17,000,000 of acres, all of which
I propose to 1* wholly turned to grazing. Now, it is

found by experience that one grazier and his family

can manage 2000 acres. Thus 10,800.000 acres may
be managed by 8-100 families ; and the fraction of

200,000 acres will be more than sufficient for cabins,

ont-houses, and potato-gardens; because it is to be

understood that com of all sorts must be sent to us from

England.
These 8400 families may be divided among the four

provinces, according to the number of houses in each

province
;
and making the equal allowance of eight to

a family, the number of iunabitants will amount to

67,200 souls. To these we are to add a standing army
of 20,000 English

;
which, together with their trulls,

their bastards, and their borse-boys, will by a gross

computation, very near double the count, and be very

sufficient for the defence aiul grazing of the kingdom,
as well os to enrich our neighbours, expel popery, ami
keep out the pretender. And, lest the army should

1m* at a loss for business, I think it would be very pru-

dent to employ them in collecting flic public taxes for

(Hiving themselves and the civil list.

I advise that all our owners of these lands should

live constantly in England, in order to learn politeness,

and qualify themselves for employments ;
but, for fear

of increasing the natives in this island, that an annual

draught, according to the number bom every year, be

exported to whatever place will bear the carriage, or

transplanted to the English dominions on the American

continent, as a screen between his majesty's English

subjects and the savage Indians.

I advise likewise, that no commodity whatsoever of

this nation’s growth should b« sent to any other coun-
try except England, under the penalty of high treason

;

and that all the said commodities shall be sent in their

natural state; and the hides raw, the wool uncombed,
the flax in the stub; excepting oidy fish, butter, tallow,

and whatever else will be spoiled in the carriage. On
the contrary, that no goods whatsoever shall be im-

ported hither except from England, under the same
penalty: that England should be forced, at their own
rates, to send us over clothes ready made, as well as

shirts and smocks to the soldiers and their trulls
; all

iron, wooden, and earthenware, and whatever furniture

may he necessary for the cabins of graziers ; with a
sufficient quantity of gin and other spirits for those

who can afford to get drunk on holidays.

As to the civil and ecclesiastical administration,

which I have not yet fully considered, 1 can say little:

only with regard to the latter, it is plain that the ar-

ticle of paying tithe for supporting speculative opinions

in religion, which is so insupportable a burden to all

true (irotestonts and to most churchmen, will be very

much lessened by this expedient
;
because dry cattle

pay nothing to the spiritual hireling, any more than
u»|>orted com

;
so that the industrious shepherd and

cowherd may sit every man undeT his own blackberry-

hush and on his own potatoe-bed, whereby this happy
island will become a new Arcadia.

I do likewise propose, that no money shall he used

in Ireland except w tiat is made of leather, which like-

wise shall be coined in England and imported
;
and

that the taxes shall he levied out of the commodities

we export for England, and there turned into money
for his majesty’s use ;

and the rents to landlords dis-

charged in the same manner. This will be no manner
of grievance, for we already see it very practicable to

live without money aud shall be more convinced of

it every day. But whether paper shall continue to

supply that defect, or whether we shall hang up all

those who profess the trade of bankers (which latter

I am rather inclined to), must be left to the consider-

ation of wiser politicians.

That which makes me more zealously bent upon this

scheme is my desire of living in amity with our neigh-

bouring brethren
;

for we have already tried all other

means without effect to that blessed end
;
and hy the

course of measures taken fur some yean past it should
seem that we arc all agreed in the ]ioint.

This expedient will be of great advantage to both
kingdoms, upon several accounts: for as to England,
they have a just claim to the balance of trade on their

side with the whole world : and therefore our ancestors

and we who conquered this kingdom for them ought,

in duty and gratitude, to let them have the whole tie-

nefit of that conquest to themselves; especially when
the conquest was amicably made without bloodshed, hy
stipulation between the Irish princes and Henry II.

;

hy which they paid him, indeed, not equal homage with

what the electon of Germany do to the emperor, but
verv near the same that he did to the king of Francs
for his French dominions.

In consequence of this claim from England, that

kingdom may very reasonably demand the benefit of
all our commodities in their natural growth, to be ma-
nufactured by their people, and a sufficient quantity

of them fur our use to be returned hither fully manu-
factured.

This, on the other ride, will be of great benefit to out
inhabitants the graziers; whose time and labour will be
too much taken up in manuring their ground, feeding

their cattle, shearing their sheep, and sending over their

oxen fit for slaughter; to which employments they ore
turned hy nature, as descended from the Scythians,

whose diet they are still so fond of. So Virgil describes

it.-—

El iac concrctum cum sanguine bibit cquhio;*

Which, in Euglish, is bonnyclabber [buttermilk] min-
gled with the blood of horses, as they formerly did

until about the beginning of the last century
; when

luxury under the form of politeness began to creep in,

they changed the blood of horses for that of their black

cattle, and by consequence became less warlike than
their ancestors.

Although I proposed that the army should be collec-

tors of the public revenues, yet I did not thereby intend

that those taxes should be paid in gold or silver
;
but

iu kind, as all other rent : for the custom of tenants

making their payments in money is a new thing in the

world, little known in former ages, nor generally prac-

tised in any nation at present, except this island and
the southern parts of Britain. But to my great satis-

faction, I forsee better times
;

the ancient manner lie-

gins to be now practised in many parts of Connaught,
as well as in the county of Cork, where the squires

turn tenants to themselves, divide so many cattle to

their slaves, who are to provide such a quantity of butter,

hides, or tallow, still keeping up their number ofcattle

;

and carry the goods to Cork, or other port towns, nu«l

then sell them to merchants. By which invention

there is no such thing as a ruined farmer to tie seen
,

but the people live with comfort on jiotatoes and bonny-
clabber, neither of which are vendible commodities
abroad.

• *' For drink and food.

They mix their curdled milk with hones' blood.—-Davos*,
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A PROPOSAL
FOR AN ACT OF PARLIAMENT TO PAY OFF THE

DEBT OF THE NATION WITHOUT TAXING THE
SUBJECT :

By which the number of landed g»-ntry and substantial fnrmen
will be considerably increased, and no person will be tike

(•oortT, or contribute one farthing to the charge. 173V

The debt* contracted some years past for the service

and safety of the nation are grown so great, that under
mtr present distressed condition by the want of trade,

the great remittances to pay absentees, regiments serv-

ing abroad, and many other drains of money well

enough known and felt, the kingdom seems altogether

unable to discharge them by tbe common methods of

payment ; and either a poll or land-tax would be too

odious to think of, especially the latter
;
because the

lands which have been left for these ten or dozen years

past were raised to high, that the owner can at present

hardly receive any rent at all. For it is the usual prac-

tice of an Irish tenant, rather than want land, to offer

more for a farm than he knows he can be ever able to

pay : and in that case he grows drsjierate, and pays
nothing at all. So that a land-tax upon a racked
estate would be a burden wholly insupportable.

The question would then be, how these national

debts can be paid, and how 1 can make good the

several particulars of my proposal
;
which I shall now

lay open to the public.

The revenues of their graces and lordships the arch-

bishops and bitbojM of this kingdom (excluding the

fines) do amouut by a moderate computation to

36.800/. per annum : I mean the rents which the

bishops receive from their tenants. But the real value

of those lands is, at a full rent, taking the several sees

one with another, reckoned to lie at least three-fourths

more : so that multiplying 36,800/. by 4, the full rent

of all the bishops' lands will amount to 147,200/. per
annum

; from which subtracting the present rent re-

ceived hy their lordships, tlrnt is 36,800/., the profits

of the lands received hy the first and second tenants

(who both have great bargains) will rise to the sum of
110,400/. per annum

; which lands, if they were to be
sold at 22 years’ purchase, would raise a sum of
2,428,800/.. reserving to the bishops their present rents,

only excluding fines.

Of this sum I propose that out of the one-half, which
amounts to 1,214. 100/., so much be applied os will en-

tirely discharge the debts of the natiou; and the re-

mainder be laid up iu the treasury, to supply con-
tingencies as well as to discharge some of our heavy
taxes, until the kingdom shall lie in a better condition.

But, whereas the present set of lmhn]is would be
greater losers by this scheme for want of their fines,

which would be a hard treatment to such religious,

loyal, and deserving personages; I have therefore set

apart the other half to supply that defect, which it will

more than sufficiently do.

A bishop’s lease for fhe full term is reckoned to be
worth eleven years' purchase; but if we take the

bishops round, I suppose there may be four years of
each lease elapsed

;
and many of the bishop being

well stricken in years, 1 cannot think their lives round
to be worth more than seven years’ purchase; so tha*

the purchasers may very well afford 15 years' pur-

chase for the reversion, especially hy one gTeat ad-
ditional advantage which I shall soon mention.

This sum of 2,428,800/. must likewise besuuk very

considerably, because the lauds arc to lie sold only at

15 years' purchase; and this lessens the sum to about
1 .656,000/., of which I propose 1,200,000/. to be
applied ].artly for the payment of the national debt

and partly as a fund for future exigencies; and the

remaining 150,000/. I propose as a fund for paying
Ibc present set of bishops their fines; which it will

abundantly do, and a great part remain as an addition
to the public stock.

Although the bishops round do not in reality re-
ceive three fines a-piece, which take up 21 years, yet I

allow it to be so; but then I will suppose them to
take but one year's rent, in recompense of giving them
so large a term of life : and thus multiplying 36,800/.
hy 3, the product will be only 110,400/., so that above
three-fourths will remaiu to be applied to public use.

If I bave mode wrong computations 1 hope to be
excused, as a stranger to the kingdom; which I never
saw till I was called to an employment, and yet where I

intend to pass the rest of my days ;
lnit 1 took care to

get the best informations 1 could and from the most
proper persons. However, the mistakes 1 may have
been guilty of will very little affect the maiu of my
roposal, although they should cause a difference uf
06,000/. more or less.

I These fines are only to be paid to the bishop daring
his incumbency in the same see. If he change it for a
better, the purchasers of tlie vacant see lands are to
come immediately into possession of the see he has
left ; and both the bishop who is removed and lie who
comes into his place are to have no more fines

; for tbe
removed bishop will find his account by a larger
revenue, and the other see will find candidates enough.
For the law maxim will here have place: cartai
emptor { 1 mean the persons who succeed may choose
whether they will accept or not.

As to the purchasers, they will probably be tenants
to the see, who are already in pi&session and can afford
to give more than any other bidder.

I will further explain myself. If a person already
a bishop lie removed into a richer see, he must l*e

content with the bare revenues without any fines; and
so must he who conies into a bishopric vacant by death :

and this will bring the matter sooner to bear, which if

the crown shall think fit to countenance will soon
change the presnit set of bishop*, and consequently
encourage purchasers uf their lands. For example : if

a primate should die, and the gradation lie wisely
made, almost the whole set of bishops might 1m? changed
in a mouth, each to his great advantage, although no
fines were to lie got, and thereby save a great part of
that sum which 1 have appropriated toward supplying
the deficiency of fines.

I have valued the bishops' lands two years’ pur-
chase above the usual computed rate, because those
lands will have a sanction from the king und council
in England and be coufiimed by an act of parliu-

ment here: besides, it is well known, that higher
prices are given every day for worse lands at the re-

motest distances and at rack rents, which 1 take to lie

occasioned by want of trade : when there are few bo-

rowers and the little money in irrivate hands lying
dead, there is no other way to dispose of it but in
buying of laud, which consequently makes the owners
hold it so high.

Besides paying the nation’s debts, the sale of these

lands would have many otlier good effects upon the

nation. It will considerably increase the number of
gentry where the bishops' tenants are not able or
willing to purchase

;
for tire lands w ill afford a hundred

gentlemen a good revenue to each
;
several persons

from England will probably l>e glad to come over
hither, and be the buyers, rather than give 30 years*

purchase at home, under the loads of tuxes for the
public and the poor os well as rejiairs, hy which means
much money may ire brought among us ; and probably
some of the purchasers themselves may be content to

live cheap in a worse country rather than be at the
cliargc of exchange and agencies; ami perhaps of non-
aolven-.ies in absence, if they let their lands t«>o high.

This proposal will also multiply farmery when the

;le
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pnrchasers will have lands in their own power to give

long and easy leases to industrious husbandmen.
1 have allowed some bishoprics of equal income to

be of more or less value to the purchaser, according

as they are circumstanced. For instance, the lands of

the primacy and some other sees are let so low that

they hardly pay a fifth peuiiy of the real value to the

bishop, and there the Hues are the greater. On the

contrary, the sees of Meath and Clonfert consisting os

I am told much of tithes, those tithes are annually let

to the tenants without any fines. So the see of Dublin
is said to have many fee-farms which pay no fines;

and some leases for lives which pay very little, and
not so soon nor so duly.

I cannot but be confident that their graces my lords

the archbishops and my lords the bishops will heartily

join in this proposal, out of gratitude to his late and
present majesty, the best of kings who have bestowed

on them such high and opulent stations : as well as in

pity to tliis country, which is now become their own

;

whereby they will be instrumental toward paying the

nation's debts without impoverishing themselves
;
enrich

a hundred gentlemen, as well as free them from depen-
dency

; and thus remove tliat envy which is apt to fall

upon their graces and lordships, from considerable

persons whose birth and fortunes rather qualify them to

be lords of manors than servile dependents upon
churchmen, however dignified or distinguished.

If I do not flatter myself, there could not be any
law more popular than this. For the immediate tenants

to bishops being some of them persons of quality and
good estates, and more of them grown up to be gentle-

men by the profits of these very leases under a suc-
cession of bishops, think it a disgrace to he subject

both to rents and fines at the pleasure of their landlords.

Then the bulk of the tenants, especially the dissenters,

who are our true loyal protestant brethren, look u|ion it

noth os an unnatural and iniquitous thing that bishops

should be owners of land at a11 (wherein 1 beg to

differ from them), being a point so contrary to the

practice of the ajmstles, whose successors they are

deemed to be; and who, although they were contented

that land should be sold for the common use of the

brethren, yet would not buy it themselves, but had it

laid at their feet to be distributed to poor proselytes.

I will add one word more
;

that by such a whole-
some law all the oppressions felt by under-tenants of

church leases, which are now laid on the bishops, would
entirely be prevented, by their graces and lordships

consenting to have their lands sold for payment of the

nation's debts
; reserving only the present rent for their

own plentiful and honourable support.

1 beg leave to add one particular
;
that when heads

of a hill (us I find the style runs in this kingdom) shall

be brought in for forming this proposal into a law, 1

should humbly offer that there might be a power given

to every bishop, except those who reside in Dublin, for

applying 100 acres of profitable land that lies nearest his

palace as a demesne for the convenience of his family.

I know very well that this scheme has been much
talked of for some time past, and is in the thoughts of
many patriots; neither was it properly mine, although I

fell readily into it when it was first communicated tome.
Although I am almost a perfect stranger in this

kingdom, yet since I have accepted an employment here

of some consequence os well os profit, I cannot but
think myself in duty bound to consult the interest of

people among whom 1 have been so well received.

And if 1 can be any way instrumental toward con-

tributing to reduce this excellent proposal into a law

(which being not in the least injurious to England
will I am confident meet with no ojiposition from that

side) my sincere endeavours to serve this church and
kingdom will lie well rewarded.

AN EXAMINATION
OF CERTAIN ABUSES, CORRUPTIONS, AND

ENORMITIES,
IN THE CITY OK DUBLIN. 1732.

Nothing is held more commendable in all great

cities, especially the metropolis of a kingdom, than w hat

the French call the police
;
by which word is meant

the government thereof, to prevent the many disorders

occasioned by great numbers of people anu carriages,

especially through narrow streets. In this government
our famous city of Dublin is said to be very defective

and universally complained of. Many wholesome
laws have been enacted to correct those abuses, but are

ill executed; and many more ore wanting; which 1

hope the united wisdom of the nation (whereof so many
good effects have already appeared this session) will

soon take into their profound consideration.

As 1 have been always watchful over the good of
mine own country, and particularly that of our re-

nowned city, where (abtit inviilia ) I had the honour to

draw my first breath, 1 cannot have a minute's ease

or patience, to forbear enumerating some of the greatest

enormities, abuses, and corruptions, spread almost
through every part of Dublin, and proposing such
remedies as I hope the legislature will approve of.

The narrow compass to which 1 have confined myself
in tiiis paper will allow me only to touch the most
important defects, and such as 1 think seem to require

the most speedy redress.

And first
;
perhaps there was never known a wiser

institution than that of allowing certain }>ersons of hot i

sexes, in large and populous cities, to cry through the

streets many necessaries of life. It would be endless

to recount the couveuiences which our city enjoys by
this useful invention

;
and jMirticulnrly strangers, forced

hither by business, who reside here but a short time

;

for these, having usually but little money and being
wholly ignorant of the town, might at an easy price

purchase a tolerable dinner, if the several criers would
pronounce the names of the goods they have to sell in

any tolerable language. And therefore, until our law-
makers shall think it proper to interpose so far as to

make those traders prouounce their words in such
terms that a plain Christian hearer may comprehend
what is cried, 1 would advise all new-comers to look

out at their garret wiudows, and there see whether the

thing that is cried be tripes or flummery, butter-milk

or cow-heels. Fur as things are now managed, how
is it possible for an tiouest countryman just arrived to

find out what is meant, for instance, by the following

words, with which his ears are constantly stunned twice

a-day, “ Mugs, jugs, aud porringers, up in the garret,

and down in the cellar!'' 1 say, how is it possible fur

any stranger to understand that this jargon is meant us

an invitation to buy a farthing's worth of milk for his

breakfast or supper, unless his curiosity draws him to

the window or until his landlady shall iuform him ?

I produce this only os one instance among 100 much
worse; 1 mean where the words make a sound wholly
inarticulate, which gives so much disturliauce and so

little iuformation.

The affirmation solemnly made in the cry of herrings

is directly against all truth and probability
;

** Herrings
alive, alive here!" The very proverb will convince us

of this; for what is more frequent iu ordinary speech
than to say of some neighbour for whom the {ussing

bell rings, tliat he is dead as a herring! A. id pray how
is it possible that a herring which, as philosophers
observe, cannot live longer tliau one tniuute three

seconds and a half out of water, should bear a voyage
in open boat* from Howth to Dublin, be tossed into *20

hands, and preserve its life in sieves fur scvcial hours!
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Nay, we have witnesses ready to produce that many
thousands of these herrings, »o impudently asserted to

be alive, have been a day and a night upon dry land.

But this is not the worst. What can we think of those

impious wretches who dare iu the face of the sun
vouch the very same affirmative of their salmon, and
cry, “Salmon alive, alive!” whereas, if you call the

woman who cries it, she is not ashamed to turn back
heT mantle and show you this individual salmon cut

into a dozen pieces 1 I have given good advice to

these infamous disgracersof their sex and calling with-

out the least appearance of remorse, and fully against

the conviction of their own consciences
; I have men-

tioned this grievance to several of our parish ministers,

but all in vain ; so that it must continue until the

government shall think fit to interpose.

There is another cry which from the strictest obser-

vation I can make appears to be very modem, and it

is that of sweethearts ;» and is plainly intended for a
reflection upon the female sex, as if there were at

present so great a dearth of lovers that the women, in-

stead of receiving presents from men, were now forced

to offer money to purcliase sweethearts. Neither am 1

sure that this cry does not glance at some disaffection

against the government
;
insinuating that while so many

of our troops are engaged in foreign service, and such
a great number of our gallant officers constantly reside

in England, the ladies are forced to take tip with

parsons and attorneys
; but this is a most unjust reflec-

tion, as may soon l>e proved by any person who fre-

quents the castle, our public walks, our balls, and
assemblies; where the crowds of toupees'* were never

known to swarm as they do at present.

There is a cry peculiar to this city which I do not

remember to have been used in Loudon, or at least not

in the same terms that it has been practised by both

parties during each of their power, hut very unjustly by
the Tories. While these were at the helm they grew
daily more ami more impatient to put all true Whigs
and Hanoverians out of employments : to effect which
they hired certain ordinary fellows w ith lurge baskets

on their shoulders, to call aloud at every house, “ Dirt

to carry out;” giving that denomination to our whole
party ; as if they would signify that the kingdom could
never lie cleansed until we were swept from the earth

like rubbish. But since that happy turn of times when
we were so miraculously preserved, by just an inch,

from popery, slavery, massacre, and the pretender, I

must own it is prudence in us still to go on with the

same cry; whicn has ever since been so effectually

observed, that the true political dirt is wholly removed
and thrown on its proper dunghills, there to corrupt

and be no more heanl of.

But to proceed to other enormities. Every person

who walks the streets must needs observe an immense
number of human excrements at the doors and step
of waste houses and at the sides of every dead wall

;

for which the disaffected party lias assigned a very
false and malicious cause : they would have it that

these heaps were laid there privately by British funda-
nients to make the world believe that our Irish vulgar
do daily eat and drink

;
and consequently that the

clamour of poverty among us must be false, proceeding
only from Jacobites and papists. They would confirm
this by pretending to observe that a British anus being
more narrowly prforated than one of our own country,

and many of these excrements upon a strict view
appearing copple crowned, with a point like a cone or

pyramid, are easily distinguished from the Hibernian,

which lie much flatter and with less continuity. I

communicated this conjecture to an eminent physician

A sort of sugar rokos in the slnp* of hearts.
•» A new name for a modern periwig with a long black tall,

sod for its owner, fa-hiooablc in the ) ear 1733-

who is well versed in such profound speculations and
at itty request was pleased to make trial with each of
his fingers, by thrusting them into the anus of several

persons of both nations, and professed be could find no
such difference between them as those ill-disposed peo-

ple allege. On the contrary, he assured me that

much the greater number of narrow cavities weie of

Hibernian origin. This I only mention to show how
ready the Jacobites ore to lay hold of any handle to

express their malice against the government. 1 had
almost forgot to add that my friend the physician could
by smelling each fiugcr distinguish the Hibernian
excrement from the British, and was not above twice
mistaken in a hundred experiments; upon which he
intends very soon to publish a learned dissertation.

There is a diversion in this city, which usually
begins among the butchers, but it is often continued by
a succession of other people through many streets; it is

called the COSSING of a dog
;
and I may justly

number it among our corruptions. The cereinouy is

thus: A strange dog happens to pass through a flesh-

market
;
whereupon an expert butcher immediately

cries in a loud voice and the proper tone, Cos*, coss,

several times. The same word is repeated by the
people. The dog, who perfectly understands the terms
of the art, and consequently the danger he is in, imme-
diately flies. The people and eveu his own brother

animals pursue : the pursuit and cry attend him per-

haps half a mile; he is w'ell worried in his flight, and
sometimes hardly escapes. This our ill-wishers of the
Jacobite kind are pleased to call a persecution

;
and

affirm that it always fulls upon dogs of the Tory prin-

ciple. But we can defend ourselves by justly alleging

that when they were uppermost they treated our dogs
fully as inhumanly. As to my own part who have ir

former times often attended these processions, although
I can very well distinguish between a Whig and a Tory
dog, yet I never carried my resentment very far from
a party principle, except it were against certain mali-
cious dogs who most discover their enmity against us
in the worst of times. And 1 remember too well that

in the wicked ministry of the earl of Oxford a large

mastiff of our party, Uing unmercifully cussed, ran
without thinking between my legs os 1 was coming
lip Fishamble-street

; and as 1 am of low statute, witii

very short legs, Iwre me riding backward down the hill

for above two hundred yards : and although I made
use of his tail for a bridle, holding it fust with both

my hands, and clung my legs as close to his siihs os I

could, vet we both came down together into the middle
of the kennel, where, after rolling tluee or four times
over each other, 1 got up with much ado amid the

shouts and huzzas of a thousand malicious Jacobites.

I cannot indeed but gratefully acknowledge, that for

this and many other services and sufferings 1 I have
been since more than overpaid.

This adventure may, perhaps, have put me out of
love with the adveuture of cossiug, which I confess

myself an enemy to uulcss we could always be sure of
distinguishing Tory dogs; whereof great numbers have
since been so prudent .is entirely to change their prin-

ciples and are justly esteemed the best worriers of their

former friends.

1 am assured and pertly know that all the chimney-
sweepers' boys, where memUrs of parliament chiefly

lodge, ore hired by our enemies to skulk in the tops of

chimneys, with their heads no higher than will just

permit them to look round
; and at the usual hours

when members are going to the house, if they see a couch
stand near the lodging of any loyal member, they call

co ch, coach, as loud as they can bawl, just at the
instant when the footman begins to give the same call.

And this is chiefly done on those days when any }kiint

• See llw apology for the Tale of s Tub.
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of importance is to be debated. This practice may lie

of very dangerous consequence
;

for these boys are all

hired by enemies to the government; and thus by the

alnence of a few* members for a few minutes a ques-
tiou may be carried against the true interest of the

kingdom, and very probably not without an eye toward
the pretender.

I have not observed the wit and fancy of this town
so much employed in any one article as that of contriv-

ing variety of signs to hang over houses where punch
is to lie sold. The bowl is represented full of punch

;

the ladle stnnds erect in the middle, supported some-
times hy one and sometimes by two animals, whose
feet rest upon the edge of the bowl. These animals
are sometimes one black lion, and sometimes a couple;
sometimes a single eagle, and sometimes a spread one;
and we often meet a crow, a swan, a hear, or a cock, iu

the same pasture.

Now 1 cannot find how any of these animals, either

separate or in conjunction, are properly sneaking fit

emblems or em!>ellishments to advance tne sale of

punch. Besides, it is agreed among naturalists, that

no brute can endure the taste of strong liquor, except
where he has been used to it from his infancy

;
and

consequently it is against all the rules of hieroglyph
to assign those animals as patrons or protectors of punch.
For in that case we ought to suppose that the host keeps
always ready the real bird or b«ist, whereof the picture

hangs over his door, to entertain his guests; which
however to my knowledge, is not true in fact; not one
of those birds being a proper companion for a Chris-
tian, as to aiding and assisting in making the punch.
For as they are drawn upon the sign, they arc much
more likely to mute or shed their feathers into the

liquor. Then as to the hear, he is too terrible, awk-
ward, and slovenly a companion to converse with;
neither are any of them at all handy enough to fill

liquor to the company. I do therefore vehemently
suspect a plot intended against the government by these

devices. For although the spread eagle be the arms of
Germany, upon which account it may poesibly he a
/awful protectant sign, yet ! r who am very suspicious of
fair outsides in a matter which so nearly concerns our
welfare, cannot but call to mind that the pretender’s

wife is said to be of German birth ; and that many
popish princes in so vast an extent of land are repotted
to excel both at milking and drinking punch : besides,

it is plain that the spread eagle exhibits to us the jwr-
fect figure of a cross, which is a badge of popery.
Then os to the cock, he is well known to represent the
French nation, our old and dangerous enemy. The
•wan, who must of necessity cover the entire bowl with
his wings, can be no other than the Spaniard, who
endeavours to engross all the treasures of the Indies to

himself. The lion is, indeed, the common emblem of
royal jwwer, as well os the arms of England

;
but to

paint him black is perfect Jacobitism and a manifest
type of those who blacken the actions of the best princes.
It is not easy to distinguish whether that other fowl
paiuted over the punch-bowl be a crow or a raven. It

is true they have both been ominous birds : but I

rather take it to be the former
;
because it is the dis-

jxisition of a crow to pick out the eyes of other creatures,
und often even of Christians after they are dead

;
and

is therefore drawn here with a design to put the Jacobites
in mind of their old practice, first to lull us asleep,

(which is an emblem of death'), and then to blind our
eyes, that we may not see their dangerous practices

against the state.

To s;>eak my private opinion : the least offensive

picture in the whole set seems to be the bear, l>ecau*e

lie represents urta mnjur or the great bear, who presides

over the north, where tire reformation first began
;
and

which next to Britain (including Scotland and the
'
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north of Ireland) is the great protector of the true pro-

testant religion. But however in those signs where 1

observe the bear to be chained, I cannot help surmising

a jacobite contrivance, by which these traitors hint an

earnest desire of using all true Whigs os their predeces-

sors did the primitive Christians
;

1 mean, to represent

us as bears and then halloo their Tory dogs to bait us

to death.

Thus I have given a fair account of what I dislike

in all the signs set over those houses that invite us to

punch. I own it was a matter that did not need ex-

plaining, being so very obvious to common understand-

ings
;
yet I know not how it happens, but methinks

there seems a fatal blindness to overspread our corporeal

eyes as well as our intellectual
;
and I heartily wish I

may lie found a false prophet
;

for these are not bare

suspicions but manifest demonstrations.

T herefore away with these popish, jaruhitish, and
idolatrous gewgaws. And I heartily wish a law were

enacted under severe penal ties against drinking punch
at all ; for nothing is easier than to prove it a disaffected

liquor
;
the chief ingredients, which are brandy, oranges,

and lemons, are all sent us from popish countries
; and

nothing remains of protectant growth hut sugar and
water. For as to biscuit, which formerly was held a
necessary ingredient, and is truly Britisli, we fiud it

entirely rejected.

But I will put the truth of my assertion past all

doubt
;

I mean that this liquor is by one important

innovation grown of ill example and dangerous conse-

quence to the public. It is well known that by the

true original institution of making puuch, left us by
captain Ratclilfe, the sharpness is only occasioned by
the juice of lemons, and so continued until afteT the

happy Revolution. Oranges, alas ! are a mere inno-

vation, and in a manner but of yesterday It was the

politics of jacobites to introduce them gradually,—and
to what intent? The thing sjieaks itself. It was cun-
ningly to show their virulence against his sacred majesty,

king William, of ever-glorious and immortal memory.
But of late (to show how fast disloyalty increases) they

came from one or two and then to three oranges
;
nay,

at present we often find punch made all with oranges

and not one single lemon. For the jacoliites before

the death of that immortal prince had by a supersti-

tion formed a private prayer that as they squeezed

the orange so might that protestont king be squeezed

to death ; according to the known sorcery described by
Virgil

:

Liuius ut liic duaxscU, el hire ut cera llqumrit, &c.
Eel. vtlL 00.

And thus the Romans when they sacrificed an ox
used this kind of prayer: “ As I knock down this ox
so may thou, O Jupiter, knock down our enemies.” In
like manner, after king Williams death, whenever a
jacobite squeezed an orange, he had a mental curse

upon the glorious memory and a hearty wish for power

to squeeze all his majesty’s friends to death as he
squeezed that orange, which bore one of his titles, as he
was prince of Orange. This I do affirm for truth,

many of that faction having confessed it to me under
an oath of secrecy

;
which however I thought it my

duty not to keep when I saw my dear country in

danger. But what better can be expected from an in-

famous set of men, who never scruple to drink cott/u-

s.oa to all true protestants under the name of Whigs?
— a most unchristian and inhuman practice; which to

our great honour and comfort was never charged upon
us even by our most malicious detractors.

The sign of two angels hovering in the air, and with
their right hands supporting a crown, is met with in

several parts of this city and has often given me great

offence
; for whether by the unckilfulness or dangerous

principles of the painters (although I have good reisoiu
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to suspect the latter), those angels ore usually drawn
with such horrid or indeed rather diabolical counte-

nances that they give great otienee to every loyal eye,

ami equal cause of triumph to the jacobite, being a
must infamous reflection upou our able and excellent

ministry.

I now return to that great enormity of our city cries

;

most of which we have borrowed from London. I shall

consider them only in a political view as they nearly

atfee t the peace and safety of both kingdoms; and
having been originally contrived by wicked Macliiavels

tti bring in popery, slavery, and arbitrary power, by
defeating the protestant succession and introducing the

pretender, ought in justice to be here laid open to the

world.

About two or three mouths after the happy Revolu-
tion all persons who possessed any employment or office

iu church or state were obliged by an act of parlia-

ment to take the oaths to king William and queen
Mary

;
and a great number of disaffected persons re-

fusing to take the said oaths from a pretended scruple

of conscience, but really from a spirit of popery and
rebellion, they contrived a plot to make the swearing
tit those princes odious iu the eyes of the people. To
this end they hired certain women of ill fame, but loud,

shrill voices, under the pretence of selling fish, to go
through the streets with sieves on their heads, and
cry “ Buy my soul, buy my soul plainly insinuating

that all those who swore to king William were just

ready to sell their souls for an employment. This cry
was reiired at the death of queen Anne, and I hear

still continues in Loudon with much offence to all true

pmtestants, but to our great happiness seems to be
almost dropped in Dublin.

Hut because I altogether contemn the displeasure and
reseutment of highfliers, Tories, and jacobites, whom I

look upon to be worse even than professed papists, 1 do
here declare that those evils which I am goiug to men-
tion were all brought in upon us in the worst of times

under the late earl of Oxford's admumtrutiou during
the four hut years of queen Anne’s reign. That
wicked minister was universally known to be a papist

iu his heart. He was of a most avaricious nature; and
is said to liave died worth 4,000,000/. sterling,1 beside

his vast expeuse in building, statues, plate, jewels, and
other costly rarities. He was of a mean, obscure birth,

from the very dregs of tbe people; and so illiterate that

lie could hardly read a paper at the council-table. I

forbear to touch on his often, profane, profligate life,

because I desire not to rake into the ashes of the dead

;

and therefore I shall observe this wise maxitn, D*
tnoriuis ml nisi barium.

This flagitious mail, iu order to compass his black

designs, employed certuiu wicked instruments (which
great stutesmeu are never without^ to adapt several

London cries iu such a manner as would best answer
bis ends. And whereas it was upon good grounds
grievously susitected that all places at court were sold

to the highest nidder, certain women were employed by
his emissaries to carry tish in baskets on their heads,

and bawl through the streets, “ Buy iny fresh places!**

I must indeed own that other women used the same cry
who were innocent of this wicked design, and really sold

fish of that denomination to get an honest livelihood;

but the rest, who were iu the secret, although they
carried fish in their sieves or baskets to save apfieamnces,

et they bad likewise a certain sign, somewhat resem-

ling that of the freemasons, which the purchasers of

places knew well enough, and were directed by the

women whither they were to resort and make their

purchase. Ami I remember very well how oddly it

looked when we observed many gentlemen finely

n TV author * meatiSng is just contrary to the literal tense
to the cliantrk-r of lorU Oxford.

dressed, about tbe court end of the town, and as or aa

York Buildings, where the lord-treasurer Oxford dwelt,

calling the women who cried “ Buy my fresh places!”

and talking to them in the corner of a street until they

understood each other’s sign. But we uever could ob-
serve that any tish was bought.
Some years before the cries last mentioned the duke

of Savoy was reported to have made ccrtaiu overtures to

the court of England for admitting his eldest son by
the duchess of Orleans's daughter to succeed to tire

crown as next heir upou the pretender's being rejected;

and that sou was immediately to turn protestant. It

was confidently reported that great uumliers of people,

disaffected to the then illustrious but now royal bouse
of Hanover were in those measures. Whereupon an-
other set of women weie hired by tbe jacobite leaders

to cry through tbe whole town *‘ Buy my Savoys,
dainty Savoys, curious Savoys !’’ But 1 cannot directly

charge the late carl of Oxford with this conspiracy lie-

cause he was not then chief minister. However this

wicked cry still continues in London, and was brought
over hither, where it remains to this day; and is in my
bumble opinion a very offensive sound to every true

protestant who is old euough to remember those dan-
gerous times.

During the ministry of that corrupt and jacobite earl

above-meutioned the secret pernicious design of those

in power was to sell Flanders to France; the conse-

quence of which must have beeu the infallible ruin of
the states-general. and would have opened the way for

France to obtain that universal monarchy they have so

long aimed at; to which the British dominions must
next after Holland have lieen compelled to submit,
whereby the protestant religion would be rooted out of
tbe world.

A design of this vast importance, after a long consul-

tation among the jacobite grandees, with the earl of
Oxford at their head, was at last determined to be car-

ried on by the same method with the former. It was
therefore again put in practice

;
but tbe conduct of it

was chiefly left to chosen men, whose voices were louder

and stronger than those of the other sex
;
and upon this

occasion was first instituted in London that famous cry
of *• Ft 0VNDEI18 !” But the criers were particularly

directed to pronounce the word Fluunders and not floun-

ders; for the country which we now by corruption call

Flanders is in its true orthography spelt Fluunders, ns
may be obvious to all who read old Euglish liooka. 1

say, from hence began that thundering cry which has
ever since stunned the ears of all Loudon, made so many
children fall iutu fits and women miscarry: “ Come, buy
my fresh (launders, curious fluunders,charming (launders,

alive, alive, ho!’’—which last words can with no pro-

priety of speech be applied to fish manifestly dead (as

1 observed before in herrings and salmon), but very
justly to ten provinces containing many millions of
living Christians. But the application is still closer

when we consider that nil the jieople were to lie taken
like fishes in a net; and by assistance uf the pope,
who sets up tube the universal fisher of men, the whole
innocent nation was according to our common ex-
pression to be laid as flat as a flounder.

I remember myself a particular crier of flounders in

London who arrived at so much fame for the loudness uf
his vuiceas to luive the honour of being mentioned upon
that uccouut iu a comedy. He hath disturbed me
many a morning before he came within 50 doors of my
lodging

;
and although 1 were not in those days so fully

apprized of the designs which our common enemy had
then in agitation, yet 1 know not how, by a secret im-
pulse, young as I was I could not forbear conceiving a
strong dislike Against tbe fellow; and often said to

myself, “This cry seems to lie forged in the Jesuit's

school; alas, poor England! I nm grievously niiitakev
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if there he not some popish plot at the bottom.** I

communicated my thoughts to ati intimate friend, who

reproached me with being too visionary in my specula-

tions
;
but it proved afterwards that I had conjectured

right. And I have since reflected that if the wicked

faction could have procured only 1000 men of as strong

lungs as the fellow I mentioned, none can tell how terri-

ble the consequences might have been not only to these

two kingdoms hut over all Europe by selling Flanders

to France. And yet these cries continue unpunished

both in London and Dublin ;
although I confess not

with equal vehemence or loudness, because the reason

for contriving this desperate plot is to our great felicity

wholly ceased.
<

It is well known that the majority of the British

house of Commons in the last years of queen Anne's

reign were in their hearts directly opposite to the earl

of Oxford's pernicious measures, which put him under

the necessity of bribing them with salaries. Whereupon

he had again recourse to his old politics. And accord-

ingly his emissaries were very busy in employing certain

artful women, of no good life and conversation (as it

was proved before justice Peyton*) to cry that vegetable

commonly called celery through the town. These

women differed from the common criers of that herb

by some private mark, which 1 could never learn
;
hut

the matter was notorious enough and sufficiently talked

of; and about the same period was the cry of celery

brought over into this kingdom. But since there is not

at present the least occasion to suspect the loyalty of

our criers ujion that article I am content that it may

still be tolerated.

I shall mention but one cry more which has any re-

ference to politics; but is indeed of all others the most

insolent as well as treasonable under our present happy

establishment, I mean that of turnups; not of turnips,

according to the best orthography, but absolutely turn-

ups. Although the cry be of an older date than some

of the preceding enormities—for it began soon after the

Revolution—yet was it never known to arrive at so

great a height as during the earl of Oxford's power.

Some people (whom I take to be private enemies) are

indeed as ready as myself to profess their disapproba-

tion of this cry on pretence that it began by the con-

trivance of certain old procuresses, who kept houses of

ill fame where lewd women met to draw young men

into rice. And fhis they pretend to prove by some

words in the cry ;
because after the crier had bawled

out “ Turnups, ho I buy my dainty turnups,” he would

sometimes add the two following verses ;

—

•• Tarn ap the mistress, and turn up the maid.

And turn up tike daughter, and be not afraid

This, says some political sophists, plainly shows that

tltere can be nothing further meant in so infamous a

cry than an invitation to lewdness; which indeed ought

to be severely punished in all well regulated govern-

ments, yet cannot be fairly interpreted as a crime of

state. But 1 hope we are not so weak and blind to be

deluded at this time of day with such poor evasions. I

could if it were proper demoustrate the very time when
those two verses were composed, and name the author,

who was no other than the famous Mr. Swan, so well

known for his talent at quibbling, and was as virulent

a jacobite as any in England. Neither could he deny

the fact when he was taxed for it in my presence by sir

Henry Dutton Colt and colonel Davenport, at the

Smyrna coffee-house on the 10th of June, 1701. Thus

it appears to a demonstration that those verses were

only a blind to conceal the most dangerous designs of

the party ;
who, from the first years after the happy

Revolution, used a cant way of talking in their clubs

after this manner :
“ We hope to see the cards shuffled

once more, and another king thru up trump:*’ and

* A famous Whig justice in those times.

“ When shall we meet over a dish of turnups?*’ The

same term of art was used in their plots against the

government, and in their treasonable letters written in

ciphers, and deciphered by the famous Dr. W flies, as

you may read in the trials of those times. This 1

thought fit to set forth at large, and in so clear a light,

liecause the Scotch and French authors hare given a

very different account of the word turnup
;
but whe-

ther out of ignorance or partiality I shall not decree;

because I am wire the reader is convinced by my dis-

covery. It is to be observed that this cry was sung in

a particular manuer by fellows in disguise to give

notice where those traitors were to meet in order to

concert their villanous designs.

I have no more to add upon this article thau an

humble proposal that those who cry this root at present

in our streets of Dublin may be compelled by tne jus-

tices of the peace to pronounce turnip and not turnup;

for I am afraid we luive still too many snakes in our

bosom, and it would be well if their cellars were some-

times searched when the owners least expected it; for

1 am not out of fear that lat<t anguit in htrbd.

Thus we are zealous in matters of small moment
while we neglect those of the highest importance. I

have already made it manifest that all these cries were

contrived in the worst of times, under the ministry of

that desperate statesman, Robert, late earl of Oxford

;

and for that very reason ought to be rejected with

horror as begun in the reign of jacobites, and may
well be numbered among the rags of popery and trea-

son
;
or if it be thought proper that these cries must

continue, surely they ought to be only trusted in the

bauds of true protestants who have given security to

the government.

Having already spoken of many abuses relating to

sign-posts, I cannot here omit one more, because it

plaiuly relates to politics and is perhaps of more dan-

gerous consequence than any of the city cries, because

it directly tends to destroy the succession. It is the

sign of his present majesty king George II. to tie met
with in many strefts

;
and yet I happen to be not only

the first but the only discoverer of this audacious in-

stance of jacobitism. And I am confident that, if the

justices of the peace would please to make a strict in-

spection, they might find in all such houses, before

which those signs are hung up in the manner I have

observed, that the landlords were malignant papists or

which is worse notorious jacobites. Whoever views

those signs may read over his majesty's bead the fol-

lowing letters arid ciphers, G. R. II., which plainly

signifies George, king II., and not king George II., or

George II., king
;
but laying the point after the letter

G, by which the owner of the house manifestly shows
that he renounces his allegiance to king George II., and
allows him to be only the second king, inuendo

,
that

the pretender is the first king; and looking upon king

George to be only a kind of second kiug or viceroy till

the pretender shall come over and seize the kingdom.
I appeal to all mankind whether this be a strained or

forced interpretation of the inscription as it now stands

in almost every street
;
whether any decipherer would

make the least doubt or hesitation to explain it ns I

have done
;

whether any other protestant country
would endure so public an instance of treason in the

capital city from such vulgar conspirators
; and lastly,

whether jiapists and jacobites of great fortunes and
quality may not probably stand behind the curtain in

this dangerous, open, and avowed design against the

government. But I hove performed my duty
; and

leave the reforming of these abuses to the wisdom, tbs

vigilance, the loyalty, and activity of my superiors.
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TO THE HONOURABLE
HOUSE OF COMMONS, &c.

THE HUMBLE PETITION OP THE FOOTMEN IN AND
ABOUT THE CITY OF DUBLIN. IN THE YEAR 1722 .

HUMBLY 8HEWETH,
That your petitioners are a great and numerous society,

endowed with several privileges time out of mind.
That certain lewd, idle, and disorderly persons for

several months past. as it is notoriously known, have
been daily seen in the public walks of this city, habited
sometimes in green coats and sometimes laced, with

long oaken cudgels in their hands and without swords,
in hopes to procure favour by that advantage with a
great number of ladies who frequent those walks;
pretending and giving themselves out to lie the

true genuine Irish footmen; whereas tney can be

proved to be no better than common toupees, as a
judicious eye may soon discover by their awkward,
clumsy, ungenteel gait and behaviour; by their uuskil-

fulness in dress, even with the advantage of our habits;

by their ill-favoured countenances with an air of
impudence and dulness peculiar to the rest of their

brethren, who have not yet arrived at that transcendent

pitch of assurance, and although it may be justly

apprehended that they will do so in time, if these

counterfeits shall happen to succeed in their evil

design of passing for real footmen, thereby to render

themselves more amiable to the ladies.

Your petitioners do further allege that many of the

said counterfeits, upon a strict examination, have been
found in the act of strutting, staring, swearing, swag*
goring, in a manner that plainly showed their best

endeavours to imitate us. Wherein although they

did not succeed, yet by their ignorant and ungainly
way of copying our graces, the utmost indignity was
endeavoured to be cast up >n our whole profession.

Your petitioners do therefore make it their humble
request that this honourable house (to many of whom
your petitioners are nearly allied) will please to take

this grievance into your most serious consideration

;

humbly submitting whether it would not be proper

that certain officers might, at the public charge, be

employed to search for and discover all such counterfeit

footmen
;

to carry them before the next justice of peace,

by whose warrant, upon the lint conviction, they shall

lie stripped of their coats and oaken ornaments and be

set two hours in the stocks
;
upon the second conviction,

beside stripping, be set six hours in the stocks with a

I

vijK'r pinned on their breasts signifying their crime in

arge capital letters, and in the following words :

—

“ A. B., commonly called A. B., esq., a toupee, and
a notorious impostor, who presumed to personate a true

Irish footman."

And fur any other olTence the said toupee shall be
committed to Bridewell, whipped three timet, forced

to hard labour for a month, and not to be set at liberty

till he shall have given sufficient security for his good
behaviour.

Your honours will please to observe with what lenity

we propose to treat these enormous offenders, who have
already brought such a scandal on our honourable
calling that several well-meaning people liave mis-

taken them to be of our fraternity, iu diminution to

tliat credit and dignity whereby we have supported our

station, as we always did iu the worst of times. And
we further beg leave to remark that this was mani-
festly done with a seditious design to render us less

capable of serving the public in any great employ-
ments, as several of our fraternity as well as our

ancestors have done.

We do therefore humbly implore your honours to

give necessary orders for our relief iu this present

exigency, and your petitioners (as in duty bound)
shall ever pray, &c.

ADVICE TO THE FREEMEN OF THE
CITY OF DUBLIN,

IN THE CHOICE OF A MEMBER TO REPRESENT
THEM IN PARLIAMENT. I7W.

Those few writers who, since the death of alderman
Burton, have employed their pens in giving advice to

our citizens, how they should proceed iu electing a new
representative for the next sessions, having laid aside
their pens, I have reason to hope that all true lovers of
their country in general, and particularly those who
have any regard for the privileges aud liberties of this

great and ancieut city, will think a second and a third

time before they come to a final determination upon
what peraou they resolve to fix their choice.

I am told there are only two persons who set up for

candidates
;
one is the present lord mayor [Humjihry

French], and the otlicr [John Macarall], a gentleman
of good esteem, an alderman of die city, a merchant of
reputation, and possessed of a considerable office under
the crown. The question is which of these two persons

it will lie most for the advantage of the city to elect ?

I have hut little acquaintance widi tidier, so that my
inquiries will be very impartial and drawn only from
the general character and situation of both.

In order to this I must offer my countrymen and
fellow-citizens some reasons why 1 think they ought to

tie more than ordinarily careful at this juncture upon
whom they bestow their votes.

To perform this with more clearness it may be proper

to give you a short stale of our unfortunate country.

We consist of two parties: I do not mean popish
and protestaut, high and low church, episcopal and
sectarians. Whig and Tory; but of those of English
extraction who happen to be bom in this kingdom,
(whose ancestors reduced the whole nation under the

obedience of the English crown,) and the gentlemen
sent from the other side to possess most of the chief

employments here. This latter party is very much
enlarged aud strengthened by the whole power in the

church, the law, the army, die revenue, and the civil

administration deposited in their hands
;
although for

political ends and to save appearances, some employ-
ments ore still distributed (yet gradually in a small
number) to persons born here: this proceeding fortified

with good words and many promises is sufficient to

flatter and feed the hopes of hundreds, who will never
be one farthing the better, as they might easily be con-
vinced if they were qualified to think at all.

Civil employments of all kinds have been for several

years past, with great prudeuce, made precarious and
during pleasure ; by which means the possessors are

and must inevitably be for ever dependent
;

yet those

very few of any consequence, whico being dealt wr ith

so sparing a band to persons bom among us, are

enough to keep hope alive in great numbers who desire

to meud their condition by the favour of those in

|iower.

Now, my dear fellow-citizens, how is it possible you
can conceive that any jierson who holds an office of
some hundred pounds a-year, which may be taken

from him whenever power shall think fit, will if he
should be chosen a member for any city, do the least

thing when he sits in the house that he knows or fears

may be displeasing to those who gave him or coutinue

him iu that office? Believe me, these are not times to
expect such an exalted degree of virtue from mortal
men. Blazing stars are much more frequently seen

than such heroical worthies. And I could sooner hope
to find 10,0004 by digging in my garden than such a
hcraix by searching among tire present race of man-
ind.

1 cannot forbear thinking it a very erroneous as well
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a* modem maxim of politics in the English nation, to

tike every opportunity of depressing Ireland; whereof
100 instances may he produced in points of the highest

importance, and within the memory of every middle-
aged man

;
although many of the greatest jienoru

among that party which now prevails have formerly,

upon that article, much differed in their opinion from
their present successors.

But so the fact stands at present. It is plain that

the court and country {tarty here (I mean in the house
of commons) very seldom agree in anything but their

loyalty to his present majesty, their resolutions to make
him and his viceroy easy in the government to the

utmost of their power, under the present condition of

die kingdom. But the persons sent from England,
who (to a trifle) are possessed of the sole executive

power in all its branches, with their few adherents in

{lossessioti who were bom here, and hundreds of
expectants, hopers, and promisees, put on quite con-
trary notions with regard to Ireland. They count,

upon an universal submission to whatever shall lie

demanded
;
wherein they act safely, because none of

themselves, except tlie candidates, feel the least of our
{rressures.

I remember a person of distinction some days ago
affirmed in a good deal of mixed company, and of both

parties, that the gentry from Englaud, who now enjoy
our highest employments of all kinds, cau never be
possibly losers of one farthing by the greatest calamities

that can befall this kingdom, except a plague that

would sweep away a million of our hewers of wood
and drawers of water, or un invasion that would fright

our grandees out of the kingdom. For this person

argued that, while there was a penny left in the

treasury, the civil and the military list must be paid

;

and that the episcopal revenues, which are usually
farmed out at six times below the real value, could
hardly fail. He insisted fuither, that as money
diminished, the price of all necessaries of life must of

consequence do so too, which would lie for the advan-
tage of all persons in employment, as well as of my
lords the bishops, and to the ruin of everybody else.

Among the company there wanted not men in office,

besides one or two expectants
;
yet I did not observe

any of them disposed to return an answer
;
but the con-

sequences drawn were these : That the great men in

power, sent hither from the other side, were by no
means upon the same foot with his majesty's other

subjects of Ireland. They had no common ligament
to bind them with us; they suffered not with out
sufferings

; and if it were possible for us to have any
cause of rejoicing, they could not rejoice with us.

Suppose a person horn in this kingdom shall happen,
by his services for the English interest, to have an em-
ployment conferred upon him worth 400/. a-year, and
that be has likewise an estate in land worth 400/.

a-year more, suppose him to sit in parliament, then sup-

pose a land-tax to be brought in of 5t. a-pound for

ten years, I tell you how this gentleman will compute.
He has 400/. a-year in land, the tax he must pay
yearly is 100/., by which, in ten years, he will pay
only 1000/. : but if he gives his rote against this tax
he will lose 4000/. by being turned out of his employ-
ment, together with the power and influence he has
by virtue and colour of his employment, and thus the

lialance will be against him 3000/.

1 desire, my fellow-citizens, you will please to call

to mind how many persons you can vouch for among
your acquaintance who have so much viitue and self-

denial as to lose 400/. a-yea« for life, together with
the smiles and favour of power, and the hopes of !

higher advancement, merely out of a generous love of

his country.

The contentions of parties in England are very dif-
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ferent from those among ns. The battle there is fought

for power and riches, and so it is indeed among us

;

but whether a great employment be given to Tom or

to Peter, they were both bom in England, the profits

are to be spent there. All employments (except a very

few) are bestowed on the natives, they do not send to

Germany, Holland, Sweden, or Denmark, much less

to Ireland, for chancellors, bishops, judges, or other

officers. Their salaries, whether well or ill got, me
employed at home, and whatever their morals or

politics be, the uation is not the poorer.

The house of commons in England have frequently

endeavoured to limit the number of members who
should be allowed to have employments under the

crown. Several acts have been made to that purpose,

which many wise men think are not yet effectual

enough, and many of them are rendered iueilectual

by leaving the power of re-election. Our house of
commons consists, I think, of about 300 members ; if

100 of these should happen to be made up of persons

already provided for, joined with expecters, compilers
easy to be jiersuaded, such as will give a vote for a
friend who is in hopes to get something ; if they be

merry companions, without suspicion; of a natural

bashfuluess, not apt or able to look forward
; if good

words, smiles, and caresses, have any power over them,
the larger part of a second hundred may he very

easily brought in at a most reasonable rate.

There is an Englishman* of no long standiug among
us, but in an employment of great trust, power, and
profit. Tliis excellent person did lately publish at

nisown expense a pamphlet printed in England by
authority, to justify the hill for a general excise or

inland duty, in order to introduce thut blessed scheme
among us. What a tender care must such an English

patriot for Ireland have of our interest, if he should

condescend to sit in our parliament ! I will bi idle my
indignation. However, methinks I long to sec that

mortal, who would with pleasure blow us all up at a
blast; but he duly receives his 1000/. a-year, makes
his progress like a king, is received in pomp at every

townb and village where be travels, and shines in the

English newspapers.

I will now apply what I have said to you, my
brethren and fellow-citizens. Count upon it as a
truth next to your creed, tliut no one person in office,

of which he is master for life, whether bom here or in

England, will ever hazard that office for the good of

his country. One of your candidates is of this kind,

and 1 believe him to he an honest gentleman, as the

word honest is generally understood
;
but he loves his

employment better than he does you, or his country,

or all the countries upon earth. Will you contribute

to give him city security to pav him the value of his

employment, if it should be taken from him during his

life for voting on all occasions with the honest country'

party in the house? although 1 much question whether

he would do it eveu upon that condition.

When fore, since there are but two candidates, I

intreat you will fix on the present lord mayor. He has

shown more virtue, more activity, more skill, in one
years government of the city, than a hundred years

can equal. He has endeavoured with great success to

banish frauds, corruptions, and all other abuses from
among you.

A dozen such men in jiower would be able to reform

a kingdom. He has no employment under the crown,

nor is likely to get or solicit for any, his education

having not turned him that way. I will assure for no
man's future conduct, but he who has hitherto practised

the rules of virtue with so much difficulty in so great

• Edward Thompson, esq., member of parliament for York-
b Mr Thompson w** presented with lire freedom of severs!

corporation* la Ireland-

at
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and busy a station, deserves your thanks, and the l>e*t

return you can make him, and you, my brethren, have
no other to give him than that of representing you in

parliament. Tell me not of your engagements and
promises to another

; your promises are sius of incon-
si deration at best, and you are bound to repent and
annul them. That gentleman, although with good
reputation, is already engaged on the other side. He
has 400/. a-year under the crown, which he is too wise

to part with, by sacrificing so good an establishment to

tlie empty names of virtue, and love of his country.

I can assure you the drapieb is in the interest of the

present lord mayor, whatever you may be told to the

contrary. I have lately heard him declare so in

public company, ami offer some of these very reasons

in defence of bis upiniuii, although he has a regard
and esteem for the other gentleman, but would not

hazard the good of the city and the kingdom for a
compliment.
The lord mayor's severity to some unfair dealers

should not turn the honest men among them against

him. Whatever he did was for the advantage of those

very trades, whose dishonest members he punished.
He has hitherto been above temptation to act wrong,
and therefore, as mankind goes, be is the m<wt likely

to act right as a representative of your city, as Ire con-
stantly did in the government of it.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS
HUMBLY OFFERED TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE
THE LORD MAYOR, THE COURT OF ALDERMEN.
AND COMMON COUNCIL OF THE HONOURABLE

CITY OF DUBLIN,

IN THE CHOICE OF A RECORDER.'

The office of recorder to this city be ing vacant by the
death of a very worthy gentleman, it is said that five

or six persons are soliciting to succeed him in the em-
ployment. 1 am a stranger to all tlieir persons, and to

most of their characters, which latter I hope will at

this time be canvassed with more decency than it some-
times happens upon the like occasions. Therefore, as
I am wholly im|Kirtial, 1 can with more freedom de-
liver my thoughts how the several persons and parties

concerned ought to proceed in electing a recorder for

tliis great and ancient city.

Amt first, as it is very natural, so I can by no
means think it on unreasonable opinion that the sons
or near relations of aldermen, and other deserving
citizens, should be duly regarded as proper competitors
for an employment in the city s disposal, provided they
be equally qualified with other candidates, and pro-
vided that such employments require no more than

j

common abilities and common honesty. But in the
choice of a recorder the case is entirely different. He
ought to be a person of good abilities in his calling, of
an unspotted character, an able practitioner, one who
has occasionally merited of this city before; he ought
to be of some maturity in years, a member of par-
liament, and likely to continue so, regular in bis life,

firm in his loyalty to the Hanover succession, indul-
gent to tender consciences, hut at the same time a firm
adherer to the established church. If he be such a
one who has already sat in parliament, it ought to be
inquired of what weight he was there ; whether he voted
on all occasions for the good of his country, and par-

ticularly for advancing the trade and freedom of this

city ;
whether he be engaged in any faction, either

national or religious; ami lastly. whether belie a man

• Oti the tWslh of Mr Stoyte. recorder of the city of Dublin,
to tbe year I73R, w\ersl gentlemen rkelnirH themsrlvra can
iltrlsleit to Biuverd him, upon which the dean wrote the shove
pspei E Stinnuil, e»q . mi elected-

of courage, not to lie drawn from his duty by the

frowns or menaces of power, nor capable to be cor-

rupted by alluremeuts or bribes. These and many
other particulars ate of infinitely more consequence
than that single circumstance of being descended by
a direct or collateial line fiom any alderman or dis-

tinguished citizen, dead or alive.

There is not a dealer or shopkeeper in this city of
any substance* whose thriving, less or more, may not
depend upon the good or ill conduct of a recorder.

He is to watch every motion hi parliament that may
the least affect the freedom, trade, or welfare of it.

In this approaching electiun, the coiiimons, as tiiey

are a numerous body, so they seemed to be most con-
cerned in point of interest

;
and their interest ought to

he most regarded, because it altogether depends upon
the true interest of the city. They have uo private

views; and giving their votes, us 1 am informed, by
balloting, they luy under no awe or fear of disobliging

competitors. It is therefore hoped that they will duly
consider which of the candidates is most likely to ad-
vance the trade of themselves and tlieir brother citizens

;

to defend their liberties both in and out of padlament
against all attempts of encroachment or oppression.

And ho (*ud direct them in the choice of a Recorder,
who may for many years supply that important office

with skill, diligeuce, courage, and fidelity. And let

all the people say, Amen.

A NEW PROPOSAL,
FOR THE BETTER REGULATION AND IMPROVEMENT

OF QUADRILLE. 1J36.

Ridleu lurn sen
Fortin* ct mcliu*. tiv..—Halt 1 Sat. x. 14-

Mr. George Faulkner, a printer in Dublin. *t the request of Dr.
Swift. published " A new proposal for the better Regulation
and Improvement of Quadrille, ' written by Dr. Joaiah Horte,
then bishop of Kilmore, afterward* archbishop of Tuam

;

Mr- *er}eant HetU**worth. a member of the Iri*h parliament,
made a compliant to the Iioum* of lornmnu then sitting.

They voted tlw* printer into cu*t >«ly (who was cntdiuod closely
in prison three days, when fie was in a very twd state of
health, and hU life in much danger) for not "disci- tsiug the
name of Hie author, at that time supposed to tie Dr Swift,
agniiiBt whom some invective* were throw u out by Mr-
lleUcswortb and others ; which Hie poem of Th*
D'giou Club, and other* Dr llorte was made bithop of
Kilmore. July 87. 1727; and translated to Tuam, Jan 27.
1741. He published a volume of Sermon*, Nvo. 1730: and
died in 1732. That he was the author, and Dr. Swift the
editor, of this little trcali*e is ldsiu iron their r***|wtri p
letters, dated Feb 23, 1836-7, ana May 12, 1737.

Wiifrkas the noble game of Quadtille hath been
found by experience to lie of great use and benefit to

the commonwealth, particularly as it helps to kill fiwe,

that lies heavy upon our hands, and to pass away life,

which seems too long while we huve it, and too short

when we come to part with it
;
as it suppresses all wit

in conversation which is apt to turn into scandal, all

politics which are offensive to ministries and govern-
ments, and all reading which is injurious to the eyes,

especially by candle-light ; and it destroys pride effec-

tually, by bringing the noble and ignoble, the learned

and ignorant, the {mule and the coquette, wives, widows,
and maids, to one common level

;
giving preference of

the be*t place and wannest comer, not according to the
fantastical distinctions of birth, quality, and station,

but by equal lot; as it is a sovereign cure for animosi-
ties, making people good friends for the time being, who
heartily hate one another; as it prevents tbe squabbles,
so frequent among other dealers, about the weight of
gold, and gives tbe lightest the same value and currency

ik
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with the heaviest, which is no small advantage to the

public at this juncture, when cliange is growing so

scarce; and to name no more, as it enables the butler

to go as tine as his master, without an increase of

wages.

And whereas, for want of true taste and rPlish of the

•aid noble game, divers ladies are tardy, and come late

tu the rendezvous, being detained by the paltry cares of

family, or a nap after dinner, or by hookiug-iu a few

street-visits at doors where they expect to be denied,

and are sometimes cruelly bit; while the true pro~

femora and adepts, who consider the shortness of human
life and the value of precious time, are impatiently

waiting for such loiterers, and curse innocent clocks

and watches that are forced to he in justification of

their tardiness.

Now, in order to cut off those frivolous pretences, and
prevent those ill-bred and injurious practices for the

future, and to the intent that every lady may have due
notice of the appointed hour, it is hereby proposed, that

a subscription l*e set on foot for erecting a square tower

in the middle of St. Stephen's Green, and that a bell

be hung in the same, large enough to be heard dis-

tinctly over the parishes of St. Anne, SL Andrew, and
St. Peter, and in calm evenings os far as the parish

of St. Mary, for the benefit of the graduates dwelling

there: that the said bell, for greater solemnity, shall be

christened,* according to the rites and ceremonies of

the Roman church, and that the godfathers shall beK.
C. and M. J., and the godmothers L. M. and 11. E.,

who shall call it The Great Tom of Quadrille

;

that the

said bell shall be tolled by the butlers of St. Stephen's

Green and Dawson Street in their turns, beginning

exactly a quarter before six in the evening, and ending
precisely ut six. In the mean time, all the little church
bells shall cease their babblings, to the end Tom may
be more distinctly heard.

And if, upon such legal notice, any lady of the party

hall not be ready on the spot to draw for her place

before the last stroke of Tom, she shall lay down 5s.

on the table, by way of fine, for the use of the poor of

the parish, beiug Protestants; or on failure thereof, she

•hall not handle a card that night, but Dummy shall

be substituted in her room.

.And that parties may not be disappointed, by ex-

cuses of a cold or other slight indispositions, when it is

too late to beat up for a new recruit, it is proposed

that no such excuse shall lie admitted, unless the same
be certified under the hand of some graduate physician,

Dr. Richard T always excepted: and for want of

such certificate, the defaultress to be amerced as fore-

said at the next meeting. And it is further proposed,

that the said great Torn shall be tolled a quarter before

eleven precisely, after which no pool shall be made, to

the intent that the ladies may have a quarter of an

hour for adjusting their play-purses and saying their

prayers
;
and in the absence of the butler, who is to be

the bell hour for the night, it may be lawful for a
footman to snuff the candles over the ladies’ shoulders,

provided he be u handsome, well-dressed young fellow,

with a clean shirt and ruffles.

N. B. That Tom is not to toll on Sundays, without
special licnite from the parish minister, and this not

till divine service is over.

And whereas frequent disputes and altercations arise

in play between ladies of distinction, insomuch that a

bystander may plainly perceive that they pull coifs in

their hearts, and part with such animosity, that nothing

but the soveteign reconciler Quadrille could bring them
to meet again in one house; it is humbly proposed, for

the benefit of trade, that when a question cannot lie

decided by the company, the same shall be irnmedi-

* The bells are christened by the h#ptsu.

ately set down in writing by the Lady who can write

the best English; and that the case being thereby

stated, and attested by lioth parties, shall, together with

the fee of one fish ad valorem
,

be laid Ix*fore the re-

nowned Mr. serjeant Buttesworth, who shall be ap-

pointed arbitrator-general in all disputes of this kind;
and shall moreover have sufficient power and authority

to give damages for all opprobrious language, and
especially for all hints, squints, innuendoes, leers, and
shrugs, or other muscular motions of evil signification,

by which the reputation of a lady may be affected, on
account of uny slip or miscarriage that may have hap-

pened within twenty years hist piist.

And if any lady should find herselfaggrieved by the

decision of the said Mr. liettesworth, it shall lie lawful

for her to remove her cause, by appeal, before the up-
right man in Kssex-street, who, having never given a

corrupt judgment, may be called, next after his holi-

ness at Rome, the only infalliblejudge upon earth
; and

the said upright man's determination shall be final and
conclusive to all parties.

And forasmuch as it appears by experience, that this

beneficial branch of commerce cannot well lie carried

on without entries to l>e made iu writing, which, by
their great number, might occasion oversights and mis-

takes, without some prudent restrictions; it is humbly
proposed that all appointments made for any longer time
than three months to cotnc shall lie declared ullerly

null and void: and in case a lady should hap|>eu, upon
the day prefixed within that term, to be iu labour, or to

be no longer than one week brought to bed
;
or ’f, for

the unseasonable hours, her husband should withhold

her pin- money, or chain her by the leg to the bed-post,

she shall incur no penalty fur her non appearance,

there being no doubt of her good inclination.

But no plea of a husband newly buried, or of weeds
delayed by a mantua maker, or any other matter of

mere fashion or ceremony, shall be in anywise ad-
mitted.

And to the intent that no breach of faith may pass

unpunished, it is proposed, that the lady making default

shall at the next party meeting take the chair uearest

the door, or against a cracked panel in the wainscot,

and have no screen at her back, unless she shall give

her honour that her memorandum paj>er was casually

left in her folio Common Prayer-book at church, and
that she only perused it there during the collect

;
iu

which case her punishment shall be respited till the

next meeting, where she shall produce the same, and
vouch it to lie the true original.

And lastly, because it sometimes happens that a
party i * broken and a hand wanting by misnomer, and
other blunders of servants carrying messages; it is pro-

posed, that the servant so offending, if it be a valet de
chambre

,
shall wait iu a commou livery for the space

of one month ; and if he he a footman, the booby
shall be tossed in a blanket iu the middle of Stephen s

Green.

ADVERTISEMENT
FOR THE HONOUR OF THE KINGDOM OF IRELAND.

17M.

This is to inform the public, that a gentleman of long

study, observation, and experience, hath employed him-
self for several years in making collections of facts re-

lating to the conduct of divines, physicians, lawyers,

soldiers, merchants, traders, and squires ; containing an
historical account of the m»«t remarkable corruptions,

frauds, oppressions, knaveries, and perjuries ; wdicrein

the names of the persons concerned shall be inserted at

K 2
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full length, with some account of their families ami

station*.

But whereas the said gentleman cannot complete his

history without some assistance from the public, he

humbly desires that all persons, who have any memoirs,

or accounts, relating to themselves, their families, their

friends, or acquaintance, which ore well attested, and

fit to enrich the work, will please to send them to the

printer of this advertisement : and if any of the said

r
'rsom, who are disposed to send materials, happen to

ve in the country, it is desired their letteis may be

cither franked, or the post paid.

This collection is to commence with the year 17A0,

and to be continued to the. present year, 1738. The

work is to be entitled, “The Authors Critical History

of his Own Times."’

It is intended to be printed by subscription, in a large

octavo; each volume to contain tacts, and to be

sold for a British crown. The author proposeth that

the whole work (which shall take iu the period of 38

yearO shall Ik* contained in 18 volumes.

Whoever shall send the author any accounts of per-

sons who have performed any acts of justice, charity,

public spirit, gratitude, fidelity, or the like, attested by

indubitable witnesses within the same period, the said

facts shall lie printed by way of appendix at the end of

each volume, and no addition to the price of the work

demanded. But, lest any such persons may apprehend

that the relating of these facts may be injurious to their

reputations, their names shall not he set down without

jiarticular direction.

N B. There will lie a small numtier printed on royal

patter for the curious, at only two British crowns. There

will also he the effigies of the most eminent p rsons

mentioned in this work, prefixed to each volume, curi-

ously engraved by Mr. Hogarth.

Subscriptions are taken iu by the printer hereof, and

by the bookseller* of laiiidou and Dublin.

ON GIVING BADGES TO THE POOR.

H aonr hoa*f, Sept. M, 1786.

The continued concourse of beggars from all parts of

the kingdom to this city, having mode it impossible

for the several parishes to maintain their own poor ac-

cording to the ancient laws of the land, several lord

mayors did apply themselves to the lord archbishop of

Dublin, that his grace would direct his clergy and his

churchwardens of the said city to appoint badges of

brass, copper, or pewter, to he worn by the poor of the

several parishes. The badges to be marked with the

initial letters of the name of each church, and num-
bered 1. 2, 3, &c., and to lie well sewed and fastened

on the right and left shoulder of the outward garment
of each of the said poor, by which they might be dis-

tinguished. And that none of the said poor should go
out of their own parish to beg alms; whereof the beadles

were to take care.

His grace the lord archbishop did accordingly give

his directions to the clergy
;
which, however, have

proved wholly ineffectual, by the fraud, perverseness,

or pride of the said poor, several of them openly pro-

testing “tliey will never submit to wear the said badges."

And of those who received them, almost every one keep
them in their pockets, or hang them in a string about
their necks, or fasten them under their coats, not to lie

seen, by which means the whole design is eluded
;
so

that a man may walk from one end of the town to an-

other without seeing one beggar regularly hadged, and
iu such great numbers, that they ore a mighty nuisance

to the public, most of them being foreigners.

It L# therefore proposed, that his grace the lord arch-

bishop would please to call the clergy of the city toge-

ther, ami renew his directions and exhortations to them,
to put the affair of badges effectually in practice, by such
methods as bis grace and they shall agree upon. Ami
I think it would he highly necessary that some paper
should be pasted up in several proper parts of the City,

signifying this order, and exhorting all people to give

no alms except to those poor who are regularly hadged,

and only while they are in the precincts of their own
parishes. Aud if something like this were delivered by
the ministers in the reading-desk two or three Lord's-

days successively, it would still lie of further use to put
this matter upon a right foot. And that all who offend

against this regulation he treated as vagabotuLs aud
sturdy beggars.

CONSIDERATIONS
ABOUT MAINTAINING THE POOR.

We have been amused, for at least thirty years past,

with tmmlierless schemes, iu writing and discourse, l»otli

iu and out of parliament, for maintaining the poor aud
setting them to work, especially in this city : most of

which were idle, indigested, or visionary ; and all of

them ineffectual, a* it lias plainly appeared by the con-

sequence?. Many of those projectors were so stupid,

that they drew a parallel from Holland to England, to

he settled in Ireland; that is to say, from two countries

with full freedom and encouragement for trade, to a

third where all kind of trade is crainjied, and the most
beneficial parts are entirely taken away. But tiff per-

petual infelicity of false and foolish reasoning, a* well

as proceeding aud acting upon it, seems to be fatal to

this country.

For my own part, who have much conversed with

those folks who cull themselves merchants, 1 do not re-

memlier to have met with a more ignorant aud wrong-

thinking race of people in the very first rudiments of

trade ; w hich, however, was not so much owing to their

want of capacity, as to the crazy constitution of this

kingdom, where pedlera are better qualified to thrive

than the wisest meichants. I could fill a volume with

only setting down a list of the public absurdities by

w hich this kingdom has suffered within the compass of

my own memory, such as could not be believed of any
nation, among whom folly was not established a* a law.

I cannot forbear instancing a few of these, because it

may be of some use to those who shall have it in their

}lower to be more cautious for the future.

The first was, the building of the barracks; whereof

I have seen alkive one-half, and have heard enough of

the rest, to affirm that the public has been cheated of

at least two-thirds of the money raised for that use, by

the plain fraud of the undertakers.

Another was the management of the money raised

for the Palatines; when, instead of employing that great

sum in purchasing lands in some remote and cheap part

of the kingdom, and there planting those people us u

colony, the whole end was utterly defeated.

A third is, the insurance office against fire, by which
several thousand pounds are yearly remitted to Eng-
land, (a trifle, it seems, we can easily spare,) and will

gradually increase until it comes to a good national tax :

for the society-marks upon our houses (under which
might projierly he written, “The Lord have mercy
upon us ! "•yspread faster and farther than the colony of

frogs. 6 I have, for above twenty years past, given wam-

* This was the inscription placed on house* visited by th®

plague.
b This similitude, which is certainly the finest that could

possibly have been used upon thi* occasion, wem« to require a
»h»rt explication- Atiout the beginning of th-* eighteenth cen-

tury, I>r. Gwjthers. a physician, nod Icllo* of lire University

>y GoogleDigitized
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ing several thousand times to many substantial people,

ami to such who are acquainted with lords and squires,

ami the like great folks, to any of whom I have not the
honour to be known : I mentioned my daily fears, lest

our watchful frieuds in England might take this busi-
ness out of our hands

;
and how easy it would be to

i

irevent that evil, by erecting a society of jiersoiis who
rad good estates, such, for instance, as that noble knot
of bankers, under the style of “Swift and Company.*’
But now we are become tributary to Kugland,,not only
for materials to light our own fires, but for engines to

put them out; to which, if hearth-money l>e Added,
(repealed in England os a grievance,) we have die honour
to pay three taxes for fire.

A fourth was the knavery of those merchants, or
linen-manufacturers, or both, when, upon occasion of
the plague at Marseilles, we hail a fair opportunity of
getting into our hands the whole linen-trade of Spain

;

but the commodity was so bad, and held at so high a
rate, tliat almost the whole cargo was returned, and the
small remainder sold below the prime coat.

So many other particulars of the same nature crowd
into my thoughts, that 1 am forced to stop

; and the
rather because they are not very proper for my subject,
to which 1 shall now return.

Among all the schemes for maintaining the poor of
the city and setting them to work, the least weight has
been laid upon that single point which is of the greatest
importance

; I mean tliat of keeping foreign beggars
from swarming hither out of every part of the country

;

for uutil this be brought to piss effectually, all our wise
reasonings and proceedings upon them will be vain and
ridiculous.

The prodigious number of beggars throughout this

kingdom, in proportion to so small a number of people,
is owing to manv reasons : to the laziness of the natives

;

the want of wort to employ them
; the enormous rents

paid by cottagers for their miserable cabins and potato
plots; their early marriages, without the least prospect
of establishment

;
the ruin of agriculture, whereby such

vast numbers are hindered from providing their own
bread, and have no money to purchase it; the mortal
damp upon all kinds of trade

; and many other circum-
stances, too tedious or invidious to mention.

. And to the same causes we owe the perpetual con-
course of foreijpi beggars to this town, the country land-
lords giving all assistance, except money and victuals,
to drive from their estutes those miserable creatures they
have undone.

It was a general complaint against the poor-house,
under its former governors, “That the number of poor
in this city did not lessen by taking 300 into the bouse,
and all of them recommended tinder the ministers* and
churchwardens' bauds of the several parishes:" and
this complaint must still continue, although the poor-
house should be enlarged to contain 3000, or even
double that number.
The revenues of the poor-house, as it is now esta-

blished, amount to about 2000/. a-year; whereof 200/.
allowed for officers, and 100/. for repairs, the remaining
1700/., at 1/. a-bead, will support 424 persons. This is

a favourable allowance, considering tlm! I subtract no-
thing for thcdiet of those officers, and for wear and tear
of furniture; and if every one of these coliegiates should

of Palilin, bronchi over with him « psrcrl of frog* fVom Eug
land lo Ireland, in order to propignte tlii-ir s|wctf» in that
kmvdom. and threw them into the ditches of the University

rk; but the) all perished. Whereupon he sent to Ktul.milomo bottles of llm frog-spawn, which he threw into those
ditches, by which means the *iecic* of frog* was propagated in
that Kingdom. However, their number wa# »o small in the
year 1720. that a frog was nowhere to be «eeii in Ireland, ex-
cept in the neighbourhood of the University park : but within
six or seven years after, th *y spread thirty, foitv, or fifty miles
mer lhe country ; and to at last, by degrees, bier the wliole
nation.
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be set to work, it is agreed they will not be able to gain
by their labour above one-fourth part of their main-
tenance.

At the same time, the oratorial part of these gentle-

men seldom vouchsafe to mention fewer than 1500 or

2000 people to lie maintained in this hospital, without
troubling their heads about the fund. * * *

A PROPOSAL
FOR GIVING BADGES TO THE BEGGARS IN ALL

TIIE PARISHES OF DUBLIN.

April 22. 17.77.

It has been a general complaint tliat the poor-house

(especially since the new constitution by act of parlia-

ment) has been of no benefit to this city, for the ease

of which it was wholly intended. I had the honour
to be a member of it many years before it was new-
modelled by the legislature, not from any personal

regard, but merely as one of the two deans, who are of
course put into most commissions that relate to the

city ; and I have likewise the honour to have been

left out of several commissions, upon the score of
party, in which my predecessors time out of mind
have always been mem tiers.

The first commission was made up of about fifty

persons, which were the lord mayor, aldermen and
sheriffs, and some few other citizens, the judges, the

two archbishops, the two deans of the city, and one or

two more gentlemen. And 1 must, confess my opinion,

that the dissolving of the old commission and establish-

ing a new one of nearly three times the number have
been the gTeat cause of rendering so good a design not

only useless but a grievance, instead of a lienefit to the

city. In the present commission alt the city clergy

are included, besides a great number of squires; not

only those who reside in Dublin and the neighbour-

hood, but several who live at a great distance, and can-

not possibly have the least concern for the advantage

of the city.

At the few general meetings tliat 1 have attended

since the new establishment, 1 observed very little was
doue except one or two acts of extreme justice, which
I then thought might as well have been snared

;
and

I have found the court of assistants usually taken up
in little wrangles about coachmen, and adjusting ac-

counts of meal and small beer, which, however neces-

sary, might sometime* have given place to matters of

much greater moment,— 1 mean some schemes recom-

mended to the general board for answering the chief

ends in erecting and establishing such a poor-house

and endowing it with so considerable a revenue; and
the principal end I take to have been that of main-
taining the poor and orphans of the city where the

parishes are not able to do it, and clearing the streets

from all strollers, foreigners, and sturdy beggars, with

which, to the universal complaint and admiration,

Dublin is more infested since tl»e establishment of

the poor-house than it was ever known to be siuce its

first erection.

As the whole fund for supporting this hospital is

raised only from the inhabitant* of the city, so there

ran be hardly anything more alwurd than to see it

misemployed in maintaining foreign beggars, and
bastards or orphans of farmers, whose country land-
lords never contributed one shilling toward their sup-
port. I would engage that half this revenue, if em-
ployed with common care and no very great degree of
common honesty, would maintain all the real objects

of charity in this city, except a small number of
original poor ill every |iarisb, who might, without being
burdensome to the parishioners, find a tolerable supputt.
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I have for some years past applied myself to several

lord-mayors, and the late archbishop of Dublin, for a

remedy to this evil of foreign beggars; and they all

appeared ready to receive a very plain proposal, I

mean that of badging the original p>or of every parish

who begged in the streets; that the said lieggars should

be confined to their own polishes; that they should

wear their badges well sewn upon one of their shoulders,

always visible, on pain of being whipped and turned

out of town, or wnatever legal punishment may lie

thought proper ami effectual. But, by the wrong way
of thinking in some clergymen, and the indifference of

others, this method was perpetually defeated, to their

own continual disquiet, which thpy do not ill deserve

:

and if the grievance affected only them, it would be of

less consequence, because the remedy is in their own
power: but all street walkers and shopkeepers bear an
equal share in its hourly vexation.

I never heard of more than one objection against

thi* expedient of badging the poor, and confining their

walks to their several parishes. The objection was this—
What shall we do with the foreign beggars? must they be

left to starve? I answered. No; but they must l»e

driven and whipped out of the town
;
and let the next

country parish uo as they please, or rather, after the

practice in England, send them from one parish to

another until they reach their own homes. By the old

laws of England, still in force, every parish is liouiid to

maintain its own poor ; and the matter is of no such

consequence in this point os some would make it,

whether a country parish lie rich or poor. In the

remoter and poorer parishes of the kingdom, all neces-

saries of life proper for poor people are comparatively

cheajicr; I mean buttermilk, oatmeal, potatoes, ami
other vegetables; and every farmer or cottager, who is

not himself a beggar, can spare sometimes a sup or a
morsel, not woiili the fourth part of a farthing, to an
indigent neighbour of his own parish, who is disabled

from work. A beggar, native of the parish, is known
to the squire, to the church-minister, to the popish

priest, or the conventic.le-teacher, as well as to every

fanner
;
he has generally some relations able to live,

and contribute something to his maintenance : none of

which advantages can be reasonably expected on a

removal to places where be is altogether unknown. If

lie be not quite maimed, he and his trull and litter of
brats (if he has any ) may get half their support by
doing some kind of work in their power, and thereby l>e

less burdensome to the people. In short, all necessaries

of life grow iti the country, and not in cities, and are

cheaper where they grow; nor is it equitable that beggars

should put us to the charge of giving them victuals,

and the carriage too.

But when the spirit of wandering takes him, attended

by his females and their equipage of children, he
becomes a nuisance to the whole country

;
he and his

females are thieves, and teach the trade of stealing to

their brood of four years old ; and if his infirmities lie

counterfeit, it is dangerous lor u single person unarmed
to meet him on the road. He wanders from one county
to another, but still with a view to this town, where he
arrives at last, and enjoys all the privileges of a Dublin
beggar.

I do not wonder that the country squires should be

very willing to send up their colonies; but why the

city should be content to receive them is beyond my
imagination.

If the city were obliged by their charters to maintain

a thousand beggars, they could do it cheaper by eighty

per cent, a hundred miles off, than in this town, or in

any of its suburbs.

There is no village in Connaught that in proportion

shares so deeply in the daily increasing miseries of Ireland

os its capital city
;

to which miseries there hardly

remained any addition, except the perpetual swarms
of foreign beggars, who might be banished in a mouth
without expense, and with very little trouble.

As I am personally acquainted with a great number
of street-beggars, I find some weak attempts have been

made in one or two parishes to promote the wearing of

badges ; and my first question to those who ask an alms
is, “ Where is your bulge?’* 1 have, in several years,

met with about a dozen who were ready to produce
them, some out of their pockets, others from under their

coats, and two or three on their shoulders, only covered
with a sort of rapes, which they could lift up or let

down upon occasion. They are too lazy to work

;

they are not afraid to steal, nor ashamed to beg ;
anil

yet are too proud to be seen with a badge, as many of

them have confessed to me, and not a few in very
injurious terms, particularly the females. They all

look upon such an obligation as a high indignity done
to their office. I nppeal to all indifferent people

whether such wretches deserve to be relieved. As to

myself, I must confess this absurd insolence has so

a fleeted me, that for several years past I have not
disposed of one single farthing to a street- beggar, nor
intend to do so, until I see a better regulation ; and I

have endeavoured to persuade all my brother walkers to

follow my example, which most of them assure me they

will do. For if beggary be not able to beat out pride,

it cannot deserve charity. However, os to persons in

coaches and chairs, they bear but little of the persecu-

tion we suffer, and are willing to leave it entirely

upon us.

To say the truth, there is not a more undeserving,

vicious race of human kind than the bulk of those who
are reduced to beggary, even in this beggarly country.
For os a great part of "Ur public miseries is originally

owing to our own faults, (but what those faults are, I

am grown by experience too wary to mention.) so I am
confident tliat, among the meaner people, nineteen in

twenty of those who axe reduced to a sturviugcondition
did not become so by what the lawyers call the work
of God either, upon their bodies or goods; but merely
from their own idleness, attended with all manner of
vices, particularly drunkenness, thievery, and cheating.

Whoever inquires, as I have frequently done from
those who have asked me an alms, wliat was their

former course of life, will find them to have been
servants in good families, broken tradesmen, labourers,

cottagers, and what they call decayed housekeepers:

but (to use their own cant) reduced by losses and
crosses, by which nothing can be understood but idle-

ness and vice.

As this is the only Christian country where people,

contrary to the old maxim, are the poverty, and not
the riches of the nation

; so the blessing of increase and
multiply is by us converted into a curse; and as mar-
riage has been ever countenanced in all free countries,

so He should be less miserable if it were discouraged

in ours, as far as can tie consistent with Christianity.

It is seldom known in England that the labourer, the
lower median ic, the servant or the cottager, thinks of
marrying until he bus saved up a stock of money suf-

ficient to carry on his business, nor takes a wife with-

out a suitable portion
;
and as seldom fails of making

a yearly addition to that stock, with a view of pro-

viding for his children. But in this kingdom the case

is directly contrary
;
where many thousand couples are

yearly married, whose whole united fortunes, bating
the rags on their hacks, would not be sufficient to pur-
chase a pint of butter-milk for their wedding-supper,
nor have any prospect of supporting their honourable
state, but by service, or labour, or thievery. Nay,
their happiness is often deferred until they find credit

to borrow, or cunning to steal, a shilling to pay their
popish priest, or infamous couple-beggar. Surely uo
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miraculous portion of wisdom would be required to

find mme kind of remedy against this destructive evil,

or at leist not to draw the consequence* of it upon our

decaying city, the greatest part whereof must of course

ill a lew years become d«*solate or in ruins.

In all other nations, that Are not absolutely barba-

rous, parents think themselves bound by the law of

nature and reason to make some provision for their

children ; but the reason offered by the inhabitants of

Ireland for marrying is, that they may have children

to maintain them when they grow old and unable to

work.
I am informed that we have been for some time past

extremely obliged to England for one very beneficial

branch of commerce; for it seems they are grown so

gracious as to transmit us continually colonies of

beggars, in return for a million of money they receive

yearly from hence. That I may give no ofTence,

I profess to mean real English beggars, in the literal

meaning of the word, as it is usually understood by

Pr itestants. It seems the justices of the peace ami
{>ari*h-officers in the western coasts of England have a

good while followed the trade of exporting hither their

supernumerary beggars, in order to advance the English

Protestant interest among us; and these they are so

kind as to send over gratis, ami duty free. 1 have had
the honour, more than once, to attend large cargoes of
them from Cluster to Dublin; and I was then so

ignorant as to give my opinion that our city should
receive them into Bridewell, and after a mouth's resi-

dence, having lieen well whipped twice a-dny, fed with

hnui and wafer, and nut to hard labour, they should
be returned honestly back with thanks as cheap as they

cainc : or if that were not approved of, I proposed that,

whereas one Englishman is allowed to lie of equal

intrinsic value with twelve horn in Ireland, we should

in justice return them a dozen for one, to diqmse of

as they please.

As to the native poor of this city, there would he
little or no damage in confining them to their several

parishes. For instance: a beggar of the parish of St.

NVarhtirgh's, or any other parish here, if he be an
object of compassion, has an equal chance to receive

his proportion of alms from every charitable hand :

because the inhabitants, one or other, walk through
every street in town, and give their alms without con-
sidering the place, wherever tliey think it may be well
disp.med of; and these helps, added to what tliey get

in eatables, by going from house to house among the

gentry and citizens, will, without lieiug very burden-
some, be sufficient to keep them alive.

It is true the poor of the suburb ;>arishes will not
have altogether the same advantage, because tliey are

not equally in the road of business and passenger*; but
here it is to lie considered, that the lieggars there

have not so good a title to public charity, because most
of them are strollers from the country, and compose a
principal part of that great nuisance which we ought to

remove. 1 should be apt to think, that few things can
be more irksome to a city-minister than a number of
beggars which do not belong to his district; whom he
has no obligation to take care of, who are no part of hi*
flock, and who take the bread out of the mouths of
those to whom it properly belongs. When I mention
this abuse to any minister of a city parish, he usually
lays the fault upon the beadles, who, he says, are britied

by the foreign licggurs; and, as those beadles often

keep alehouses, tliey find their account in such cus-

tomers. This evil might easily Ik* remedied, if the

parishes would make some small addition to the

aviaries of boodles, ami lie m >re careful in the choice

of those officers. But I conceive there is one effectual

method in the power of every minister to put in prac-

tice; I mean, by making it the interest of all hi* own

origiual poor to drive out intruders*, for, if the parish

beggars were absolutely forbidden by the minister luid

church-officers to sutler strollers to come into tiie

parish, upon pain of themselves not being permitted to

Iwg alms nt the church doors, or at the houses and
shops of the iuhabit*u*s, they would prevent interlopers

more effectually than twenty beadles.

And here 1 cannot but take notice of the great indis-

cretion of our city shopkeepers, who suffer their doors
to be daily besieged by crow d* of beggars, (as the gates

of a lord ure by duns,) to the great disgust and vexa-
tion of many customers, who 1 have frequently observed

to go to other shops, rather than sutler such a persecu-

tion
;
which might easily be avoided, if no foreign beg-

gars wife allowed to infest them.

Wherefore I do assert, that the shopkeepers, who are

the greatest com plainer* of this grievance, lamenting
that for every customer they are worried by filly beg-

gars, do very well deserve what they suffer, when an
apprentice with a horsewhip is able to lash every l**ggur

from the shop who is not one of the parish, and does
not wear the badge of that ]iurh>h on his shoulder, well
fastened and fairly visible; and if this practice were
universal in every house to all the sturdy vagrants, we
should in a few weeks clear the town of all mendicants
except those who have a proper title to our charity

;
as

for the aged ami infirm, it would lie sufficient to give
them nothing, and then they must starve, or follow their

brethren.

It was the city that first endowed this hospital
;
and

those who afterward contributed, as they were such
who generally inhabited here, so they intended what
they gave to be for the use of the city’s poor. The
revenues which have since been raised by parliament arc

wholly jiaid by the city, without the least charge upon
any other parr of the kingdom; and therefore nothing
could more defeat the original design, than to misapply
those revenues on strolling beggars or bastards from
Use country, which bears no share in the citarges we
arc at

If some of the out parishes he overburdened with
poor, the reason must be, that the greatest part of those

poor ure strollers from the country, who nestle themselves
where they can find the cheapest lodgings, and from
tnence infest every part of the town; out of which they
ought to he whipped as a most insufferable nuisance,

being nothing efse but a profligate clan of thieves,

drunkards, heathens, and whoremongers, fitter to lie

rooted out of the face of the earth, than suffered to levy

a vast annual tax upon the city, which shares too deep
in the public miseries, brought on us hy the oppres-

sions we lie under from our neighbours, our brethren,

our countrymen, our fellow-protestants, and fellow-

subjects.

Some time ago 1 was appointed one of a committee
to inquire into the stile of the workhouse; where we
found that a charity was bestowed by a great person

for a certain time, which in its consequences operated
very much to the detriment of the house; for. when
the time was elapsed, all those who were supported hy
that charity continued on the same foot with the rest

of the foundation
;
and being generally a pack of pro-

fligate vagabond wretches from several parts of the

kingdom, corrupted all the rest
;
so partial, or treache-

rous. or interested, or ignorant, or mistaken, are gene
rally all recommendcrs, not only tt employments, hot
even to charity itself.

I know it is complained of, that the difficulty of

driving foreign beggars out of the city is charged upon
the belhwtrs, (as they are called,) who find their ac-

counts best in suffering those vagrants to follow their

trade through every part of the town, lint this abuse
might easily be remedied, ami very much to the

advantage of the whole city, if belter salaries were given
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to those who execute that office in the several parishes,

and would make it their interests to clear the town of
those caterpillars, rather than hazard the loss of an
employment that would give them an honest livelihood.

But if that should fail, yet a general resolution of
never giving charity to a street I«*ggar out of his own
parish, or without a visible badge, would infallibly

force all vagrants to depart.

There is generally a vagabond spirit in beggars which
ought to be discouraged and severely punished. It is

>

owing to the same causes that drove them into poverty ;

I mean idleness, drunkenness, and rash marriages,

without the least prospect of supporting a family by

honest endeavours, which never came into their thoughts.

It is observed, that hardly one beggar in twenty look*

upon himself to be relieved by receiving bread or other

food
;
and they have iu this town been frequently seen

to pour out ef their pitchers good broth that has beets

given them into the kennel
;
neither do they much

regard clothes unless to sell them
; for their rags are

part of their tools with which they work
;
they want

only ale, brandy, and oilier strong liquors, which can-

not be had without money ; ami money, as they con-
ceive, always abounds in the metropolis.

1 had some other thoughts to offer upon this subject.

But as I am a despotider in my nature, and have
tolerably well discovered the disposition of our people,

who never will move a step toward easing themselves

from any one single grievance, it will lie thought thut

1 have already said too much, and to little or no pur-
pose. which lias often been the fate or fortune of the

writer. Jonathan Swift.

SERMON S.

Thouom the dean's first and most laudable ambition was to excel as n preacher, he frequently declared that he had not talents for
it. and tlierefoce would not publish any sermon*, though often pnwed by his friends to do it He w .s however well attended
by a crowded audience every fifth Sunday at his cathedral, when tbe preaching came to his turn, which was well known ia
Dublin ; anil his sermons are certainly curious, for such reasons as would make other works despicable. They wen: written in
a careless hurrying manner, the offspring of necessity , not of choice, so that we m*o the ornrinul force *.f his genius more in lhe«e
compositions, that were the legitimate >ns of duty, than in other pieces, that were the Datura 1

- wins of love. They were held iu
such low esteem in his own thought*, that, airue years before he died, he gave away the whole collection to Dr. Sheridan, with
the utmost indifference *' Here," say* he, “a:c a bundle of my old aermnoa; you may have them, if you please, they may be
ofuse to you. they have never beeu of any to me." The parcel given to Dr. Sheridan consisted of about live ami thirty sermons.
Twelve of the*?, having come to light at different periods of time, are here collected, and a perusal of any one of them must
excite a wish for those which we have not been so unppy as to recover.

The following form of prayer, which Dr.

Swift constantly used in the pulpit before his sermon,

U copied from his own hand writing.
** Almighty and most merciful God ! forgive us all

our sins. Give us grace heartily to repent them, and
to lead new lives. Graft in our hearts a true love and
veneration for thy holy name and word. Make thy
pastors hurtling and shining lights, able to convince
gainsuyers, and to save others and themselves. Bless

this congregation here met together in thy name

;

grant them to hear and receive thy holy word, to the

sal ration of their own souls. Lastly, we desire to

return thee praise and thanksgiving for all thy mercies
bestowed upon us, but chiefly for the fountain of them
all, Jesus Christ our Lord, in whose name ami words
we further call upon thee, saying, Our Father, &c.’*

SERMON THE FIRST.
THE DIFFICULTY OP KNOWING ONE’S SELF.

2 kings viii. part of the 13th verse.

And Hazael tout. But what ! it thy servant a dog
, that

he should ilo this great thing f

We have a very singular instance of the deceitfulness

of the heart, represented to us in the person of Huzacl,

• •• Whpn I firs! gave this sermon to he published, I had some
doubt* whether it were genuine, for though I found it in the
same parcel wilh three others in the dean s own hand, ami there
was a great similitude in the writing, yet, as some of the letters

were differently cut. and the hand In general mtu-h fairer than
Ins. I gave it to the world •* dubious. Hut as some manuscripts
of his early poems h «ve since fallen into mv hand*. 4ranscril*‘d

by Stella, 1 found upon comparing them that the writing was
exoctlv the same with th.t of the sermon, which was therefore

eopied by lier. Swift, in his journal tn that lady, takes notice

that ho h.<d l*een her writing master, and tliat there was such a
wrung rearm..lance between their hands, as gave oec-rion to

some of his friends to rally him, upon seeing some of her letters

addtawwd to him at tl*e bar of the coffee-houw, by asking him
huw long he had taken up the custom of writing letters In him-

who was *ent to the prophet Elisha to inquire of the
Lord concerning his master the king of Syria’s re-

covery. For the man of God, having told him that

the king might recover from the disorder he was then
lalxmring under, liegan to set and fasten his coun-
tenance upon him of a sudden, and to break out into
the most violent expressions of sorrow, and a deep
concern for it; whereupon, when Hazael, full of shame
and confusion, asked, “ Why weepethmy lord T' He
answered, “ Because 1 know all the evil that thou wilt
do unto the children of Israel; their strongholds wilt
thou set on fire, and their young men wilt thou slay

with the sword, and wilt dash their children, and rip

up their women with child.'* Thus much did the

man of God say and know of him, by a light darted
into his mind from heaven. But Hazael, not knowing
himself so well as the other did, was staitlcd and
amazed at the relation, and would not believe it j«s-

sible that a man of his temper could ever run out into

such enormous instances of cruelty and inhumaiiiry.
“What!” says he, “is thy servant a dog, that lie

should do this great thing 1”

And yet for all this it is highly probable that be
w as then that man he could not imagine himself to
be; for we find him, on the very next day after his

return, in a very treacherous and disloyal manner,
murdering his own master and usurping his kingdom

;

w hich was but a prologue to the sad tragedy which he
afterwards acted upon the people of Israel.

And now the case is but very little better with most
men than it was with Hazael

;
however it cometh to

pas*, they are wonderfully unacquainted with their
own tamper and disposition, and know very little of

elf* So that I esn now fairly give it to the public a* one of
his, and not at sll unworthy of the author." The adm rers of
Swift, it ha* been justly observed, may claim for his m-ioiom a
ilhrral share of the approbation dne to his other product! n*
Twelve only have hem recovered by ihc industry of Mr Nichols
sod preceding editors

Digitiz
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what posset h within them ; for of so many proud, am-
bitious, revengeful, envying, and ill-natured persons

that are in the world, where is there one of them, who,
although he hath all the symptoms of tire vice appear-

ing apou every occasion, can look with such an im-
partial eye upon himself as to believe that the imputa-
tion thrown upon him is not altogether groundless and
unfair? Who, if he were told by men of a discerning

spirit and a strong conjecture, of all the evil and
absurd things which that false heart of his would at

oue time or other betray him into, would not believe

as little, and wonder as much as Hazael did before

him ? Thus, for instance
;
tell an angry person that he

is weak and impotent, and of no consistency of mind
;

tell him that such or such a little accident, which lie

may then despise and think much below a passion, shall

hereafter make him say and do several absurd, indis-

creet, and misbecoming tilings
;

lie may perha|is own
that he hath a spirit of resentment within him that will

not let him be im]>osed upon, but he fondly imagines

that he can lay a becoming restraint upon it when he
pleaseth, although it is ever running away with him
into some indecency or other.

Therefore, to bring the words of my text to our pre-

sent occasion, I shall endeavour ,iti a further prosecution

of them, to eviuce the great necessity of a nice and
curious inspection into the several recesses of the heart,

being the surest and the shortest method that a wicked
man can take to reform himself; for let us hut stop

the fountain, and the streams will spend and waste
themselves awuy in a very little time

;
but if we go

about, like children, to robe a hank, and to stop the

current, not taking notice all the while of the spring

which continually feedeth it, when the next flood of
temptation riseth and hreaketh in upon it, then we
shall tind that wc have begun at the wrong end of our
duty, and that wc are very little more the better for it,

than if we hail ait still and made no advances at all.

But in order to a clearer explanation of the point, I

shall speak to these following particulars :

—

Fir*t
, By endeavouring to prove, from particular in-

stances, that man is generally the most ignorant
creature in the world of himself.

Secondly, By inquiring into the grounds and reasons of
his ignorance.

ThinUt/ and /nif/y, By proposing several advantages
that do roost assuredly attend a due improvement in

the knowledge of ourselves.

Fint, then, to prove that man is generally the most
ignorant creature in the wotld of himself.

To pursue the heart of mail through all the instances

of life, in all its several windings and turnings, and
under that infinite variety of shapes and appearances
which it putteth on, would he a difficult and almost

’

impossible undertaking
;

so that I shall confine myself
bi such as have a nearer reference to the present occa-
sion, and do upon a closer view show themselves
through the whole business of repentance. For we
all know what it is to repent, but whether he repenteth
him truly of his sins or not, who can know it ?

Now the great duty of repentance is chiefly made
up of these two parts, a hearty sorrow for 'he follies

and miscarriages of the time post, and a full purpose
and resolution of amendment for the time to come.
And now to show the falseness of the heart in both
these parts of repentance ; and.

Firs/. As to a hearty sorrow for the sins and mis-
carriages of the time past. Is there a more usual thing

than for a man to impose upon himself by putting on
a grave and demure countenance, hy casting a severe

look into his past conduct, and making some few pious

and devout reflections upon it ; and then to believe

tnat he hath repented to an excellent purpose, without

ever letting it step forth into practice, and show itself

in a holy conversation ? Nay, some persons do carry

the deceit a little higher
;
who, if they can but bring

themselves to weep for their sins, are then full of an ill-

grounded confidence and security
;
never considering

that all this may prove to be no more than the very

garb and outward dress of a contrite heart, which an-

other heart, as hard as the nether millstone, may as

well put on. For tears and sighs, however in some
persons tliey may be decent and commendable expres-

sions of a godly sorrow, are neither necessary nor in-

fallible signs of a true and unfeigned repentauce. Nut
necessary, because sometimes, and in some persons, the

inward grief and anguish of the mind may be too big

to be expressed by so little a thing as a tear, and then

it tumeth its edge inward upon the mind; and like

those wounds of the body which bleed inwardly gene-

rally proves the most fatal and dangerous to the w hole

body of sin
;
not infallible, because a very small portion

of sorrow may make some tender dispositions melt and
break out into tears

;
or a man may perhaps weep at

parting with his sins os he would bid the last farewell

to an old friend.

But there is still a more pleasant cheat in this affair,

that when we And a deadness and a strange kind of
unaptness and indisposition to all impressions of reli-

gion, and that we cannot be as truly sorry for our sins

as we should be, we then pretend to be sorry that we
are not more sorry for (hem

;
which is not more absurd

and irrational than that a man should pretend to be
very angry at a tiling because be did not know how to

be angry at all.

But after all, what is wanting in this part of repent-

ance we expect to make up in the next; and to that

purpose we put on a resolution of amendment, which
we take to he as firm as a house built up in a rock

;
sc

that let the floods arise, and the winds blow, and the

streams beat vehemently upon it, nothing shall shake
it into ruin or disorder. Wc doubt uut upon the
strength of this resolve to stand fast and unmoved amid
the storm of a temptation; and do firmly believe at

the time wc make it that nothing in the world will ever

be able to make us commit those sins over agaiu which
we have so firmly resolved against.

Thus many a time have we come to the sacrament
of the Lord's supper with a full purpose of amendment,
and with as full a persuasion of putting that same pur-

Q into practice; and yet have we not all as often

e that purpose, and falsified that same persua-

sion, by starting aside like a broken bow into those

very sins, which we tlieu so solemnly and so confidently

declared against?

Whereas had hut any other person entered with us

into a vow so solemn that he had taken the holy

sacrament upon it ; 1 believe, lrad he but once deceived
us by breaking in upon the vow, we should hardly

ever after be prevailed upon to trust that man again,

although we still continue to trust our own fears against

reason and against experience.

This indeed is a dangerous deceit enough, and will

of course hetray all those well-meaning persons into

sin and folly who are apt to take religion for a much
easier thing than it is. But this is not the only mis-

take we are apt to run iuto; we do not only think

sometimes that we can do more than wc can do, hut
sometimes that we are incapable of doing so much : an
error of another kiud indeed, but not less dangerous,
arising from a diffidence and false humility. For how
much a wicked man can do in the busmens of religion,

if lie would but do his best, is very often more than be
ran tell.

Thus nothing is more common than to see a wicked
man running headlong into sin and folly, against bis

reason, against his religion, and against his God. Tell

him that what he is going to do wi'l be an infinite dis*
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paragement to his understanding, which at another

time he setteth no small value upon; tell him that it

will blacken his reputation, which he had rather die

for than lose
;

tell him that the pleasure of sin is short

and transient, and leaveth a vexatious kind of sting

behind it, which will very hardly be drawn forth
;

tell

him that this is one of those tilings for which God will

most surely bring him to judgment, which lie pretend-

ed) to believe with a full assurance and persuasion:

and yet for all this he shutteth his eyes against all

conviction, and rusheth into the sin like a hone into

battle
;
os if he had nothing left to do but like a silly

child to wink hard, and to think to escape a certain

and infinite mischief only by eudeavouring not to

see it.

And now, to show that the heart hath given in a false

report of the temptation, we may learn from this that

the same weak man would resist and master the same
powerful temptation upon considerations of infinitely

less value than those which religion offered), nay, such

vile considerations, that the grace of God cannot with-

out blasphemy be sup{x>sed to add any manner of force

and efficacy to them. Thus for instance, it would be

a bard matter to dress up a sin in such sod and tempt-

ing circumstances that a truly covetous man would
not resist for a considerable sum of money

;
when

neither the hopes of heaven nor the fears of hell could
make an impression upon him liefore. Hut can any-

thing be a surer indication of the deceitfulness of the

heart than thus to show more courage, resolution, and
activity in an ill cause than it doth in a good one! and
to exert itself to better purpose when it is to serve it*

own pride, or lust, or revenge, or any other passion,

than when it is to serve God upon motives of the gos-

pel, and upon all the arguments that have ever been

made use of to bring men over to religion and a good
life? And thus having shown thnt man is wonder-

fully apt to deceive and impose upon himself in passing

through the several stage* of that great duty, repentance,

I proceed now, in the

Second place
,
To inquire into the grounds and reason*

of thi* ignorance, and to show whence it comes to pass

that man, the only creature in the world that can re-

flect and look into himself, should know so little of

what passeth within him, and be so very much unac-
quainted even with the standing dispositions and com-
plexion of his own heart. The prime reason of it is,

because we so very seldom converse with ourselves, and
take so little notice of what passeth within us

; for a

man can no more know his own heart than he can

know his own face any other way than by reflection;

he may as well tell over every feature of the smaller

portions of his face without the help of a looking-glass,

os he can tell all the inward bent* and tendencies of

his soul, those standing features and lineaments of the

inward man, and know all the various changes that

this is liable to from custom, from passion, and from

opinion, without a very frequent use of looking within

himself.

For our passions and inclinations are not always

upon the wing, and always moving toward their re-

spective objects, but retire now and then into the more
dark and hidden recesses of the heart, where they lie

concealed for awhile until a fresh occasion calls them
forth again

;
so *hat not every transient oblique glance

upon the mind can bring a man into a (borough know-
ledge of all its strength and weaknesses; for a man
may sometimes turn the eye of the mind inward upon
itself, as he may behold his natural face in a glass,

and go away, “and straight forget what manner of

man he was." But a man must rather sit down and
unravel every action of the past day into all its cir-

cumstances and particularities, and observe how every

little thing moved and affected him, aud what manner

of impression it made upon his heart
;

this, done with
that frequency and carefulness which tlie imortalice
of the duty doth require, would in a short time bring
him into a nearer and more intimate acquaintance
with himself.

But when men instead of this do pass away months
and yean in a perfect slumber of the mind, without
once awaking it, it is no wonder they should be so very
ignorant of themselves, and know very little more of
what passeth within them than the very beasts which
perish. But here it may not be amiss to inquire into the

reasons why most men have so little conversation with
themselves.

And, Jirtt, Because this reflection is a work and
labour of the mind, and cannot be jierformed without
some min and difficulty

; for before a man can reflect

upon himself, and look into his heart with a steady
eye, he must contract his sight, and collect all his scat-

tering and roving thoughts into some order ami com-
pass, that he may be able to take a clear and distinct

view of them ; he must retire from the world fora while,

and he unattentive to all impressions of sense; ami
how luird and painful a thing must it needs lie to a
man of passion and infirmity, amid such a crowd of
objects that arc continually striking upon the sense

aud soliciting the affections, not to he moved and in-

terrupted by one or other of them ! But,
Secondly . Another reason why we so seldom converse

with ourselves is, because the business of the world
taketh up all our time, and leaveth us uo portion of it

to spend upon this gTeat work and labour of the mind.
Thus 12 or 14 years pass away before we can well dis-

cern good from evil
;
and of the rest, so much goes

away in sleep, so much in the proper business of our
callings, that we have none to lay out ujion the more
serious and religious employments. Every man s life

is an imperfect sort of a circle, which he repeateth nml
runneth over every day

;
he hath a set of thoughts,

desires, and inclinations, which return upon him in

their proper time and order, and will very hardly be
laid aside to make room for anythiug new and uncom-
mon; so that call upon him wheu you please, to set

about the study of his own heart, and you are sure to

find him pre-engaged
;
either he lias some business to

do, or some diversion to take, some acquaintance that

he must visit, or some company that he must entertain,

or some cross accident hath put him out of humour,
and unfitted him for such a grave employment. Aud
thus it cometh to pass that a man can never find

leisure to look into himself, because he doth not set

apart some portion of the day for that very purpose,

but foolishly deferreth from one day to another, until

his glass is almost run out, and he is called upon to

give a miserable account of himself in the other world.

But,

ThtrtUy, Another reason why a man doth not more
frequently converse with himself is, because such con-
versation with hi* own heart may discover some vice or

some infirmity lurking within him, which he is very
unwilling to lielieve himself guilty of. For can there

be a more ungrateful thing to a man than to find that,

upon a nearer view, he is not that person he took him-
self to lie? that he had neither the courage, nor the
honesty, nor the piety, nor tlie humility, that he
dreamed he had? that a very little pain, for instance,

put toth him out of patience, and as little pleasure

softeneth and disarmeth him into ease and wantonness ?
that he hath been at more pains, and biUmr, and cost,

to he revenged of an enemy, than to oblige the best

friend he hath in the world? that be caunot bring him-
self to say his prayers, without a great deal of reluc-

taucy
;
and wlien he doth say them, the spirit and

fervour of devotion evaporate in a very short time, and
he can scarcely hold out a prayer of ten line*, without a
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numlier of idle and impertinent, if not vain and
wicked, thoughts coming into his head? These are

very unwelcome discoveries that a man may make of

himself ; so that it is no wonder that every one who is

already flushed with a good opinion of himself, should
rather study how to run away from it, than how to

converse with his own heart.

Hut further, if a man were both able and willing to

retire into his own heart, and to set apart some portion

of the day for that very purpose; yet he is still dis-

abled from passing a fair and impartial judgment upon
himself, by several difficulties, arising paitlyfrora pre-

judice and nrc|K)ssciuiun, partly from the lower appe-

tites and inclinations. And,
Firaty That the business of prepossession may lead

and betray a man into a false judgment of his own
heart. For we may observe, that the first opinion we
take up of anything or any person doth generally stick

close to us; the nature of the mind being such that it

cannot but desire, and consequently endeavour, to have
some certain principles to go upon, something fixed and
unmovable, whereon it may rest and support itself. And
hence it comcth to pass that some persons are with so

much difficulty brought to think well of a man they
have once entertained an ill opinion of; and, perhaps,

that too for a very absurd and unwarrantable reason.

Hut how much more difficult then must it be for a
man, who taketh up a fond opinion of his own heart

long l»efore he hath either years or sense enough to un-
derstand it. either to be persuaded out of it by himself,

whom he loveth so well, or by another, whose interest

or diversion it may be to make him ashamed of him-
self! Then,
Secondly, As to the difficulties arising from the in-

ferior apjietites and inclinations
;

let any man look into

his own heart, and observe in how different a light and
under what different complexions any two sins of equal
turpitude and malignity do appear to him, if he hath
but a strong inclination to the one and none at all to

the other. That which he hath an inclination to is

always dressed up in all the false beauty that a fond and
busy imagination can give it

;
the other appeareth

naked and deformed, and in all the true circumstances
of folly and dishonour. Thus, stealing is a vice that

few gentlemen are inclined to; and they justly think it

below the dignity of a man to stoop to so base and
low a sin ; but no principle of honour, no workings of
the mind and conscience, not the still voice of mercy,
not the dreadful call of judgment, nor any consider-
ations whatever, can put a stop to that violence and op-
pression, that pride and ambition, that revelling and
wantonness, which we every day meet with in the

world. Nay, it is easy to observe very different thoughts
in a man of the sin that he is most fond of, according to

the different ebbs and flows of his inclination to it.

For as soon as the appetite is alarmed, and seixeth upon
the heart, a little cloud gathereth about the head, and
preadeth a kind of darkness over the face of the soul,

whereby it is hindered from biking u clear and distinct

view of things ; hut no sooner is the appetite tired and
satiated, hut the same cloud passeth away like a
shadow, and a new light springing up in the mind of
a sudden, the man seeth much more, both of the fully

and of the danger of sin, than he did before.

And thus having done with the several reasons why
man. the only creature in the world that can reflect and
look into himself, is so very ignorant of what pusseth

within him, mid so much unacquainted with the

standing dispositions and complexions of his own
heart : 1 proceed now, in the

Tktrd and last place, to lay down several advan-
tages. that do most assuredly attend a due improve-

ment in the knowledge of ourselves. And,

Fitsf, One great advantage is, that it teudeth very
]

much to mortify and humble a man into a modest au l

low opinion of himself. For let a man take a nice

and curious inspection into all the several regions of the

heart, and observe everything irregular and amiss w ithin

him : for instance, how narrow and short-sighted a

thing is the understanding! upon how little reason do
we take up an opinion, and upon how much less some-
times do we lay it down Again! how weak and false

ground do we often walk upon, with the biggest confi-

dence and assurance! and now tremulous and doubt-
ful are we very often where no doubt is to be made

!

Again, bow wild and impertineut, how busy and inco-

herent a thing is the imagination, even in the best and
wisest men

;
insomuch, that every man may lie said to

be mail, but every man doth not show it. Then as to

the passions, how noisy, how turbulent, and how tu-

multuous are they! how easy they are stirred and set

a-going, how eager and hot in the pursuit, and what
strange disorder ami confusion do they throw a man
into; so that he can neither think, nor speak, nor act

os he should do, while he is under the dominion of any
one of them.

Thus, let every man look with a severe arid impar-
tial eye into all the distinct regions of the heart, and
no doubt several deformities and irregularities that he
never thought of will open and disclose themselves
Ujxm so near a view, and rather make the man ashamed
of himself than proud.

Secondly, A due improvement in the knowledge of
ourselves doth certainly secure us from the sly and in-

sinuating assaults of flattery. There is not in the
world a baser and more hateful thing than flattery : it

proceeded! from so much falseness and insincerity in
(he man that giveth it, and often discovered! so much
weakness and folly in the man diat taketh it, that it is

hard to tell which of the two is must to lie blamed.
Every man of common sense can demonstrate in specu-
lation, and may be fully convinced that all the praises

and commendations of die whole world can add no
more to the real ami intrinsic value of a man, than
they can add to bis stature. And yet for all this, men
of the best sense and piety, when they come down to
the practice, cannot forbear thinking much better of
themselves, when they have die good fortune to be
spoken well of by other persons.

But the meaning of this absurd proceeding scemeth
to he no other than this : there are few men that have
so intimate an acquaintance with their own hearts as to

know their own real worth, and how to set a just rate

upon themselves, and therefore they do not know but
that he who praises them most may be most in die right

of it. For no doubt, if a man were ignorant of the
true value of a thing he loved as well as himself, he
would measure the worth of it according to the esteem
of him who biddedi most for it, rather than of him that
biddeth less.

Therefore, the most infallible way to disentangle a

man from the snares of flattery is, to consult and study
his own heart; for whoever does that well, will hardly
be so absurd as to take another man's word before his

own sense and experience.

Thirdly ,
Another advantage from diis kind of study

is this, that it teacbeth a man how to behave himself
patiently when lie has the ill fortune to be censured
and abused by other people. For a mail who i.

thoroughly acquainted with his own heart, doth already
know more evil of himself than anybody else can tell

him
;
and when any one speaketh ill of hint, be rathei

thanketh God that he can say no worse
;

for could his

enemy but look into the dark and hidden recesses 'of

the heart, he considercth what a number of impure
l bought* he might there see brooding aud hovering
like a dark cloud upon the face of tlie soul ; that there

he might take a prospect of the fancy, and view it
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acting over tlie several scenes of pride, of ambition, of
envy, of lust, and revenge

;
that there he might tell

how often a vicious inclination hath been restrained,

for no other reason, but just to save the man's credit

or interest in the world ; and how many unbecoming
ingredients have entered into the composition of his

best actions. And now, what man in the whole world
would be able to bear so severe a test ? to have every
thought and inward motion of the heart laid open and
exposed to the views of his enemies ? Hut,

Fourthly
,
and lastly, Another advantage of this kind

is, that it maketh men less severe upon other people's

faults, and less busy and industrious in spreading them.
For a man employed at home inspecting into his own
failings, hath no leisure to fake notice of every little

spot and blemish that lieth scattered upon others; or,

if he cannot escape the sight of them, he always passes i

tire most easy and favourable construction upon them.
Thus for instance, does the ill he kuoweth of a man
proceed from an unhappy temper and constitution of
body? he then considereth with himself how hard a
thing it is, not to be borne down with the current of
the blood ami spirits; and accordingly layeth some
part of the blame upon the weakness of human nature,

for he bath felt the force and rapidity of it within his

own breast ; although perhaps, in another instance,

he rcuieml>ereth how it rageth and swelleth by oppo-
sition

;
and although it may l>e restrained or diverted

for a w hile, yet it can hardly ever he totally subdued.
Or, has the man sinned out of custom? he then

from his own experience, fraccth a habit into the very
first rise and imperfect beginnings of it; and can tell

by bow slow and insensible advances it creepeth upon
the heart ; how it worketh itself by degrees into the

very frame and texture of it, and so passeth into a
second nature ; and consequently he hath a just seuse

of the great difficulty for him to learn to do good, who
hath been long accustomed to do evil.

Or, lastly, hath a false opinion betrayed him into a
•in ? he then calleth to mind what wrong apprehen-
sions he hath made of some things himself, how many
opinions that he once made no doubt of, he hath upon
a stricter examination found to be doubtful and un-
certain

; how many more to be uureasouable and absurd.
He knoweth further, that there are a great many more
opinions that he hath never yet examined into at all,

and which, however, he still believeth, for no other

reason but because lie hath believed them so lung
already without a reason.

Thus, upon every occasion, a man intimately ac-
quainted with hirr.self consul teth his own heart, and
maketh every man’s case to lie his owu. and so puts the

most favourable interpretation upon it- Let every man
therefore look into his own heart liefore he begiuneth
to abuse tbe reputation of another; and then he will

hardly be so absurd as to throw a dart that will so

certainly rebound and wound himself. And thus,

through the whole course of his conversation, let him
keep an eye upon that one great comprehensive rule of
Christian duty, on which haugeth, not only the law
and the prophets but the very life and spirit of the

gospel too; “Whatsoever ye would that men should
do unto you, do ye even so unto them." Which rule
tliat we may all duly ohserve, by throwing aside all

scandal and detraction, all spite and rancour, all rude-
ness and contempt, all rage and violence, and whatever
tendeth to make conversation and commerce either

uneasy of troublesome, may tbe God of peace giant,

for Jesus Christ his sake, &c.

Consider what hath been said ; and tbe Lord give

you a right understanding in ull things. To whom,
with the Sou and the Holy Ghost, be all honour and
glory, now and for ever.

SERMON THE SECOND.
ON THE TRINITY.4

FIRST EPISTLE GENERAL OF JOHN, V. 7.

For there are three that bear recot'tl in heaven, the

Fathet', the Hurd, and the Holy Lihost : and these

Three are One.

Tuts day being set apart to acknowledge our belief in

the eternal Trinity, I thought it might be proper to

employ my present discourse entirely upon that subject ;

and I hope to handle it in such a manner, that the
most ignorant among you may return home better

informed of your duty in this great point, titan probably
you are at present.

It must be confessed that, by the weakness and
indiscretion of busy, or at lieat, of well-meaning |WH>ple,

as well as by the malice of those who are enemies to

all revealed religion, and are not content to ytossess

their own infidelity in silence, without communicating
it, to the disturbance of mankind; 1 say, by these
means, it must be confessed that the doctrine i>f the
Trinity hath suffered very much, and made Christianity

suffer along with it. For these two things must be
granted : first, that men of wicked lives would lie very
glad there were no truth in Christianity at all ; and,
secondly, if they can pick out any one single article in
the Christian religion, which appears not agreeable to
their own corrupted reason, or to the arguments of those
bad people who follow the trade of seducing others,

they presently conclude that the truth of the whole
gospel must sink along with that one article. Which
is just as wise as if a man should say, because he dis-

likes one ‘law of his country, he will therefore observe
no law at all

;
and yet that one law may be very

reasonable in itself, although he does not allow it,

or does not know the reason of the lawgivers.

Thus it bath happened with the great doctriue of the
Trinity; which word is indeed not in the Scripture,
but was a term of art invented in the earlier times to
express the doctrine by a single word, for the sake of
brevity and convenience. Tbe doctrine then, as
delivered in holy Scripture, though not exactly in the
same words, is very short, and amounts only to this

;

that the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost are each
of them God, and vet there is but one God. For as to
tbe word person, when we say there arc three persons

;

and as to those other explanations in the Athanasian
Creed, this day read to you, (whether compiled by
Athanasius or not,) they were taken up three hundred
years after Christ to expound this doctrine; and I will
tell you upon what occasion. About that time there

sprang up a heresy of people called Arians, from one
Arius, tbe leader of them. These denied our Saviour
to be God, although they allowed all the rest of tbe
gospel

; wherein they were more sincere than their
followers among us. Thus the Christian world wits
divided into two parts; till at length, by the teal and
courage of St. Athanasius, the Arians were condemned
in a general council, and a creed formed upon the true

Of tins discount IiOrd Orrery writes thus :
** It is indeed &

sermon, and one of the l>rst of its kiud. The mysterious parts
of our religion are apt to have dreadful effects upon weak
minds. The general comments upon the sacred writings, and
the several sermon* upon the most abstruse points of Scripture,
are too often composed in the gloomy style. Datnnauou.
eternal damnation, is placed w ith nit its hotter before our c\ ;

uud we are so terrified at the prosject, tnal fear makes ns
imagine we can comprehend mysteries, which, on this ride of
the grave, must be for ever denied to limited understand iuira.

Kwitt has taken the safest and propereri method of expounding
these artann. He advances every position that can lie establ lain «
upon so ineomprvhensii'le a subject. He sustains the belief,
avows the dot-trine, and adapts the matin of faith, u «»ll m
possible, to thr human rapacity His manner ot reasoning is

masterly, *ud hi» argt mmt* ait a* rvous."
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faith, as St. Athanasius hath settled it. This creed is

now read at certain times in onr churches, which,
although it is useful for edification to those who
understand it, yet, since it contains some nice and
philosophical points which few people can comprehend,
the bulk of mankind is obliged to believe no more
than the Scripture doctrine, as I have already delivered

it; because that creed was intended only as on answer

to the Arian% in their own way, who were very subtle

duputers.

Hut this heresy having revived in the world about a

hundred years ago, and continued ever since
;
not out

of a seal to truth, but to give a loose to wickedness by
throwing off all religion; several divines, in order to

answer the cavils of those adversaries to truth and
morality, began to find out further explanations of this

doctrine of the Trinity by rules of philosophy
;
which

have multiplied controversies to such a degree, as to

lwget scruples that have perplexed the minds of many
sober Christians, who otherwise could never have enter-

tained them.

1 must therefore be bold to affirm, that the method
taken by many of those learned men to defend the

doctrine of the Trinity hath been founded upon a mis-

take.

It must be allowed that every man is bound to

follow the rules and directions of that measure of
reason which God hath given him

;
and indeed he

cannot do otherwise, if he will be sincere, or act like a
man. For instance : if I should be commanded by
an angel from heaven to believe it is midnight at noon-
day, yet I could not believe him. So if I were
directly told in Scripture that three are one, and one is

three, I could not conceive or believe it in the natural

common sense of that expression, but must Buppose

that something dark or mystical was meant, which it

pleased God to conceal from me and from all the

world. Thus in the text, “ There are Three that bear

record, &c.” Am 1 capable of knowing and defining

what union and what distinction there may he in the

divine nature, which possibly may be hid from the

angels themselves? Again, I see it plainly declared in

Scripture, that there is hut one God
;
and yet I find our

Saviour claiming the prerogative of God in knowing
meu's thoughts, in saying, “ He and his Father are

one;*' and “ before Abraham was, I am.” I read that

the disciples worshipped him
;
that Thomas said to

him, “ My I.onl and my God ;" and St. John, chap,

i., “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God.” I Tead like-

wise, that I he Holy Ghost lestowed the power of

working miracles and the gift of tougurs, which, if

rightly considered, is as great a miracle as any,—that

a number of illiterate men should of a sudden be

qualified to speak all the languages then known in the

world—such as could be done by the inspiration of

God alone. From these several texts, it is plain that

God commands us to believe that there is a union, and
there is a distinction

;
but what that union or what

that distinction is, all mankind are equally ignorant,

and must continue so, at least till the day of judg-
ment, without some new revelation.

Hut because I cannot conceive the nature of this

union and distinction in the divine nature, am I there-

fore to reject them os absurd and impossible, os 1 would
if any one told me that tiiree men are one, and one

man is three? We are told that a man and his wife

are one flesh
;
this I can comprehend the meaning of

;

yet literally taken it is a thing impossible. But the

apostle tells us, “ We see but iu part, ami we know but

in part and yet we would comprehend all the secret

ways and workings of God.
Therefore I shall again repeat the doctrine of the

Trinity as it is positively affirmed iu Scripture: that

God is there expressed in three different names, as

Father, os Son, and as Holy Ghnet : that each of these

is God, and that there is but one God. Hut this union
and distinction are a mystery utterly unknown toman-
kind.

This is enough for any good Christian to believe on
this great article, without ever inquiring any furtlier.

And this can be contrary to no man’s reason, although
the knowledge of it is hid from him.

Hut there is another difficulty of great importance
among those who quarrel with the doctrine of the
Trinity, as well as with several other articles of

Christianity, which is, that our religion abounds in

mysteries
;
and these they are so bokl as to revile as

cant, imposture, and priestcraft. It is impossible for

us to determine for what reasons God thought fit to

communicate some things to us in part, and leave

"••me part a mystery : hut so it is in fact, and so the

holy Scriptures tell us in several places. For instance :

the resurrection and change of our bodies are called

mysteries by St. Paul ; and our Saviour's incarnation

is another : the kingdom of God is called a mystery
by our Saviour to be only known to bis disciples

;
so

is faith, and the word of God, by St. Paul. I omit
many others. So that to declare against all mysteries,

without distinction or exception, is to declare against

the whole tenour of the New Testament.

There are two conditions that may bring a mystery
under suspicion. First, when it is not taught and
commanded in holy writ; or secondly, when the mys-
tery turns to the advantage of those who preach it to

others. Now, as to the first, it can never be said that

we preach mysteries without warrant from holy Scrip-

ture, although I confess this of the Trinity may have
sometimes been explained by human invention, which
might peihups belter have l»een spared. As to the

second, it will not be possible to charge the protectant

priesthood with proposing any temporal advantage to

themselves by broaching, or multiplying, or preaching

of mysteries. Does this mystery of the Trinity, for

instance, atul the descent of the Holy Ghost, bring the

least profit or power to the preachers? No, it is as

great a mystery to themselves as it is to the meanest of

their hearers
;
and may be rather a cause of humilia-

tion, by putting their understanding in that point upon
a level with the most ignorant of their flock. It is

true, indeed, the Roman church hath very much en-

riched herself by trading iu mysteries, for which they

have not the least authority from Scripture, and which
were fitted only to advance their own temporal wealth

and grandeur; such as trau>ubstantiation, the wor-

shipping of images, indulgences for sins, purgatory,

and masses for the dead, with many more. Hut it is

the perpetual talent of those who have ill-will to our
church, or a contempt for all religion, taken up by the

wickedness of their lives, to charge us with the errors

and corruptions of pojiery, which all protestants lmve
thrown off near two hundred years : whereas those

mysteries held by us have no prospect of power, pomp,
or weullh, hut have been ever maintained by the

universal body of true believers from the days of the

apostles, and will he so to the resurrection
;

neither

will the gates of hell prevail against them.

It may be thought perhaps a strange thing that God
should require us to believe mysteries, while the reason

or manner of what wc are to believe is above our com-
prehension and wholly concealed from us: neither

doth it appear at first sight, that the believing or not

believing them doth concern either the glory of God, or

contribute to the goodness or wickedness of our lives.

But this is a great and dangerous mistake. Wc see

what a mighty weight is laid upon faith, both in the

OKI and New Testament. In the former, we read how
the faith of Abraham is praised, who could believe
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that God would raise from him a great nation, at the

very time that he was commanded to sacrifice his only

•014 and despaired of any other issue : and this was to

him a great mystery. Our Saviour is perpetually

preaching faith to his disciples, or reproaching them
with the want of it: arid St. Paul produced] numerous
examples of the wonders done by faith. And all this

is highly reasonable: for faith is an entire dependence
upon the truth, the power, the justice, and the mercy of
God

;
which dependence will certainly incline us to

oljey him in all things. So that the great excellency

of faith consists in the consequence it hath upon our
actions : as, if we depend upon the truth and wisdom
of a man, we shall certainly be more disposed to follow

his advice. Therefore let no man think that lie can
lead as good a moral life without faith as with it; for

this reason, because he who hath no faith cannot, by
the strength of his own reason or endeavours, so easily

resist temptations as the other, who depends upon God's
assistance in the overcoming of his frailties, and is sure

to lie rewarded for ever in heaven for his victory over

them. “ Faith,*’ says the apostle, “ is the evidence of
things not seen:” he means, that faith is a virtue by
which anything commanded us by God to believe

appears evident and certain to us, although we do not

see, nor can conceive it
;
because by faith we entirely

depend upon the truth ami power of God.
It is an old and true distinction, that things may be

above our reason, without being contrary to it. Of
this kind are the power, the nature, and the universal

presence of God, with innumerable other points. How
little do those who quarrel with mysteries know of the

commonest actions of nature ! The growth of an
animal, of a plant, or of the smallest seed, is a mystery
to the wisest among men. If an ignorant person were
told that a loadstone would draw iron at a distance,

he might say it was a thing contrary to his reason, and
could not believe before he saw it with his eyes.

The manner whereby the soul and body are united,

and how they are distinguished, is wholly unaccount-
able to 111. We see but one part, and yet we know we
consist of two

;
and this is a mystery we cannot com-

prehend any more than that of the Trinity.

From what hath been said, it is manifest that God
did never command us to believe, nor his ministers to

Cch, any doctrine which is contrary to the reason he
pleased to endow us with, but, for his own wise

ends, has thought fit to conceal from us the nature of
the thing he commands; thereby to try our faith and
obedience, and increase our dependence upon him.

It is highly probable that if God should please to

reveal unto us this great mystery of the Trinity, or

some other mysteries in our holy religion, we should
not lie able to understand them, unless he would, at

the same time, think fit to bestow on us some new
powers or faculties of the mind which we want at

r

iresent, and are reserved till the day of resurrection to

ife eternal. ** For now," as the apostle says, “ we see

through a glass darkly, but then face to face."

Thus, we see, the matter is brought to this issue: we
must either believe wliat God directly commands us in

holy Scripture, or we must wholly reject the Scripture,

and the Christian religion, which we pretend to profess.

Hut this, 1 profess, is too desperate a step for any of us

to make.
I have already observed, that those who preach up

the belief of the Trinity, or of any other mystery, can-
not propose any temporal advantage to themselves by so

doing. But this is not the case of those who oppose
these doctrines. Do they lead letter mor d lives than
a good Christian? are they more just in their dealings?
more chaste, or temperate, or charitable? Nothing at

all of this ; hut, on the contrary, their intent is to

overthrow all religion, that they may gratify their vices

without any reproach from the world or their own
conscience, and are zealous tc bring over as many
others as they can to their own opinions

;
because it is

some kind of imaginary comfort to have a multitude
on their side.

There is no miracle mentioned in holy writ which,
if it were strictly examined, is not as much contrary’ to
common reason, and as much a mystery os this doc-
trine of the Trinity; and therefore we may with equal
justice deny the truth of them all. For instance : it

is against the laws of nature that a human body should
be able to walk upon the water, as St. Peter is recorded
to have done

;
or that a dead carcase should be raised

ftom the grave after three days, when it began to cor-
rupt

; which those who understand anatomy will pro-
nounce to be impossible by the common rules of nature
and reason. Vet these miracles, and many others, are
positively affirmed in the gospel; and these we must
believe, or give up our holy religion to atheists and
infidels.

I shall now make a few inferences and observation*
upon what has been said.

Ftrat, It would be well if people would not lay ao
much weight on their own reason, in matters of
religion, as to think everything impossible and absurtl
which they cannot conceive. How often do we con-
tradict the right rules of reason in the whole course of
our lives! Reason itself is true and just, but the
reason of every particular man is weak and wavering,
perpetually swayed and turned by his interests, his
(Missions, and his vices. Let any man but consider
when he hath a controversy with auother, though hia
cause l»e ever so unjust, though the w hole world be
aguimt him, how blinded lie is by tlie love of himself,
to believe that right is wrong, and wrong is right, when
it makes for his own advantage. Where is then the
right use of his reason, which lie so much boasts of,

and which he would blasphemously set up to control
the commands of the Almighty 1

Secondly, When men are tempted to deny the
mysteries of religion, let them examine and seatch into
their own hearts, whether they have not some favourite
sin, which is of their jiarty in this dispute, and which
is equally contrary to other commands of God in the
gosjiel. For why do men love darkness rather than
light? The Scripture tells us, “ because their deed*
ore evil and there can be no other reason assigned
Therefore, when men are curious and inquisitive to
discover some weak sides in Christianity, Hnd inclined
to favour everything that is offered to its disadvantage,
it is plain they wish it were not true; and those wishes
can proceed from nothing but an evil conscience

;

because, if there l>c truth in our religion, their condition
must be miserable.

And therefore, thirdly
,
Men should consider that

raising difficulties concerning the mysteries ill religion

cannot make them more wise, learned, or viituou*
;

better neighbours or friends, or more serviceable to
their country

;
but, whatever they pretend, will destroy

their inward peace of mind by perpetual doubts and
fears arising in their breasts. And God forbid we
should ever see the times so bad, when dangerous
opinions in religion will be a means to get favour arid

preferment
;
although, even iti such a case, it would be

an ill traffic to gain the world and lose our own souls.

So that, upon the whole, it will be impossible to find

any real use toward a virtuous or happy life by deny-
ing the mysteries of the gospel.

Fourthly
,
Those strong unbelievers, who expect that

all mysteries should he squared and fitted to their own
reason, might have somewhat to say for themselves, *f

they could satisfy the general rcasou of mankind in
their opinions

;
but herein they are miserably defective,

absurd, and ridiculous; they strain at a gnat and
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swallow a camel ; they can believe that the world wa*
made by chance; that God doth not concern himself

with things below; will neither punish vice nor

reward virtue
;
that religion was invented by cunning

men to keep the world in awe
;

with many other

opinions, equally false and detestable, against the

common light of nature as well as reason
;
against the

universal sentiments of all civilized nations, and
offensive to the cars even of a solier heathen.

Isi lily. Since the world abounds with pestilent books

particularly written against this doctrine of the Trinity,

it is fit to infurm you, that the authors of them proceed

wholly upon a mistake : they would show how impos-

sible it is that three con be one, and one con be three
;

whereas the Scripture saith no such thing, at least in

that manner they would make it ; but only that there

is some kind of unity and distinction iu the divine

nature which mankind cannot possibly comprehend ;

thus the whole doctrine is short and plain, and in

itself incapable of any controversy : since God himself
both pronounced the fact, but wholly concealed tbe

manner. And therefore many divines, who thought fit

to answer those wicked books, have been mistaken too

by answering fools in their folly, and endeavouring to

explain a mystery which God intended to keep secret

from us. And as I would exhort all men to avoid
reading those wicked books written against this doc-
trine, as dangerous and pernicious

;
so I think they

may omit the answers, as unnecessary. This, I con-

fess, will probably affect but few or uone among the

generality of our congregations, who do not much
trouble themselves with books, at least of this kind.

However, many who do not read themselves are

seduced by others that do, and thus become unbe-
lievers upon trust and at secondhand

; and this is too

frequent a case : for which reason, I have endeavoured
to put this doctrine upon a short and sure foot, levelled

to the meanest understanding ; by which we may, us

the apostle directs, he ready always to give an answer
to every man that asketh us a reason of the hope that

is in us, with meekness and fear.

And thus I have done with my subject, which pro-

bably I should not have chosen, if I had not been
invited to it by the occasion of this season, appointed
on purpose to celebrate the mysteries of the Trinity

and the descent of the Holy Ghost, wherein we pray to

be kept stedfast in this faith
;
and what this faith is, I

have shown you in the plainest manner 1 could. For,

upon the whole, it is no more than this : God com-
mands us, by our dependence upon his truth and his

holy word, to believe a fact that we do not understand.

Anil this is no more than what wc do every day in the

works of nature, upon the credit of men of learning.

Without faith wc CAn do no works acceptable to God
;

for if they proceed from any other principle, they will

not advance our salvation
;
and this faith, as I have ex-

plained it, we may acquire without giving up our
senses, or contradicting our reason. May God of his

infinite mercy inspire us with true faith in every article

and mystery of our holy religion, so as to dispose us
to do what is pleasing in bis light

;
and this we pray

through Jesus Christ, to whom, with the Father and
the Holy Ghost, the mysterious, incomprehensible One
God, be all honour and glory now and for evermore!
Amtn.

SERMON THE THIRD
ON MUTUAL SUBJECTION.

I PETER, v. 5. Yea, alt tfyou, be nubject one to

another.

The apostle having, iu many parts of this epistle,

given directions to Christians concerning tbe duty of

• “ A clearer style, or a discourse more properly adapted to •

subjection or obedience to superiors; iu the several

instances of the subject to the prince, the child to his

parent, the servant to his master, the wife to her
husband, and the younger to the elder

;
doth here, in

the words of iny text, sum up the whole, by advancing
a {mint of doctrine, which at first may appear a little

extraordinary ;
“ Yea, all of you,” saith he, 44 be sub-

ject one to another.’* For it should seem that two
persons cannot properly tie said to lie subject to each
other, and that subjection Is only due from inferiors to

those above them
:
yet St. Paul hath several ]>assages

to the same purpose. For he exhorts the Homans, in

honour to prefer one another;'' and the Philippians,
“ that in lowliness of miud they should each esteem

other better than themselves and the Ephesians,
44 that they should submit themselves one to uuother in

the fear of the Lord." Here we fiud these two great

apostles recommending to all Christians this duty of
mutual subjection. For we may observe, by St.

Peter, that having mentioned tbe several relations

which men liear to each other, as governor and subject,

master and servant, and the rest which I have already
repeated, he makes no exception, but sums up the

whole with commanding 44 all to be subject one to

another.’’ Whence we may conclude, that this subjec-

tion, due from all men to all men, is something more
than the compliment of course, when our betters aie

pleased to tell us they are our humble servants, but
understand us to be their slaves.

I know very well th .t some of those who explain
this text apply it to humility, to the duties of charity,

to private exhortations, and to bearing with each other s

infirmities; and it is probable tbe apostle may have
had a regard to all these. But however many learned

men agree, that there is something more understood,

and so tho words in their plain natural meaning must
import; as you will oluerve yourselves, if you read

them with the beginning of the verse, which is thus

:

44 Likewise, ye younger submit yourselves unto the

elder; yea, all of you be subject one to another." So
that, upon the w hole, there must lie some kind of sub-
jection due from every man to every man, which can-
not be made void by any power, pre-eminence, or

authority whatsoever. Now what sort of subjectiou

this is, and how it ought to be {laid, shall be the sub-

ject of my present discourse.

As God hath contrived all the works of nature to lie

useful, and in some manner a support to euch other,

by which the whole frame of the world under his provi-

dence is preserved oud kept up; so among mankind
our particular stations arc appointed to each of us by
God Almighty, wherein we are obliged to act. as far as

our power reacheth, toward tbe good of the whole
community. And be who doth not perform that part

assigned him toward advancing the benefit of the

whole in proportion to his opportunities and abilities,

is not only a useless, but a very mischievous member
of the public

;
because he takes the share of the profit

and yet leaves bis share of the burden to be borne by
others, which is the true principal cause of most
miseries and misfortunes in life. For a wise man who
doesuot assist with his counsels; a great man with his

protection; a rich man with his bounty and charity;

uud a poor man with his labour
; are perfect uuisances

iu a commonwealth. Neither is any condition of life

more honourable in the sight of God than another

;

otherwise he would be a respecter of persons, which be
assures us he is not : for he hath proposed the same
salvation to all men, and hath only placed them in

different ways nr stations to work it out. Princes are

born with uo more advantages of strength or w isdom
than other men ; and, by an unhappy education, are

public audience, can scarce be framed. Every paragraph is

rinple, nervous, and Intelligible.
-'—Omry.
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usually more defective in both than thousands of their

subject*. They depend for every necessary of life Upon
the meanest of their people: besides, obedience and
subjection were never enjoiued by God to humour the
passions, lusts, and vanities of those who demand them
from us

;
but w o arc commanded to oliey our governors,

because disobedience would breed seditious in the

state. Thu* servants are directed to obey their masters,

children their parents, and wives their husltands
;
not

from auy respect of persons in God, but because other-

wise there would be nothing but confusion in private

families. This matter will be clearly explained by
considering the comparison which St. Paul makes
between the church of Christ and the body of man

:

for the same resemblance will bold, not only to

families and kingdoms, but to the whole corporation of

mankind. “ The eye," saith be, “ cannot say until the

hand, I have no need of thee; nor again the hand to

the foot, 1 have no need of thee. Nay much more,
those members of the hotly which seem to lie more
feeble ore necessary : and whether one member sutler,

all the members sutler with it; or one member Ire

honoured, all the members rejoice with it.” The case

is directly the same among mankiud. The prince

cannot say to the merchant, 1 tiave no need of thee;

nor the merchant to the labourer, I have no need of

thee. Nay much more, those members which seem to

lie more feeble are necessary
; fur the poor are gene-

rally more necessary members of the commonwealth
than the rich: which clearly shows, that God never in-

tended such possessions for the sake and service of those

to whom he lends them ; hut because he hath assigned

every man his particular station to lie useful in life,

and this for the reason given by the apostle, “ thut there

may lie no schism in the body.'*

From lienee may partly be gathered the nature of

that subjection which we all owe to one another. God
Almighty hath been pleased to put us into an imper-

fect state, where we have perpetual occasion of each
other’s assistance. There is none so low, as not to be
in a capacity of assisting the highest; uor so high,

as not to want the assistance of the lowest.

It plainly appears, from what hath been said, that

no one human creature is more worthy than another in

the sight of God, further than according to the good-

ness or holiness of their lives; and that power, wealth,

Mid the like outward advantages ore so fur from being
the marks of God’s approving or preferring those on
whom they are bestowed, that, on the contrary, he is

pleased to suffer Ihem to be almost engrossed by those

who have least title to his favour. Now, according to

this equality wherein God hath placed all mankind
with relation to himself, you will observe that, in all

the relations between man and man, there is a mutual
dependence, whereby the one cannot subsist without

the other. Thus, no man can be a prince without

•uhiects, nor a master without servants, nor a father

without children. And this both explains and con-
firms the doctrine of the text : for where there is a

mutual dependence there must lie a mutual duty, and
consequently a mutual subjection. For instance, the

subject must only obey the prince, hecause God com-
mands it, human laws require it, uud the safety of the

public makes it necessary
; for the same reasons we

must obey all that are in authority, and submit on re

selves not only to the good and gentle, but also to the

froward, whether they rule according to our liking or

no. On the other side, in those countries that pretend

to freedom, princes are subject to those laws which
their people have chosen

;
they are bound to protect

their subjects in liberty, property, aud religion, to re-

ceive tlieir petitions, and redress their grievances
; so

that the best prince is, in the opinion of wise men,
only the greatest servant of the nation; not only a

servant to the public in general, but in some sort to

every man in it. In the like maimer, a servant owes
obedience, and diligence, and faithfulness to his

muster; from whom at the same time he hath a just

demand for protection, and maintenance, and gentle

treatment. Nay, even the poor beggar hath a just de-

mand of an alms from the rich mau, who is guilty of

fraud, injustice, and oppression, if be does not afford

relief according to his abilities.

But this subjection we all owe one to another is

nowhere more necessary than iu the common conver-

sations of life; for without it there could be no society

among men. If the learned would not sometimes sub-

mit to the ignorant, the wise to the simple, the gentle

to the froward, the old to the weaknesses of the young,

there would lie nothing but everlasting variance in the

world. This our Saviour himself confirmed by his

own example
;

for he appeared in the form of a servant,

and washed his disciples feet, adding those memorable
words : “ Ye call me laird and Master, and ye say-

well
;

for so I am. If I then, your Lord and Master,

wash your feet, how much more ought ye to wash one
another’s feet 1" Under which expression of washing
the feet is iucluded all that subjection, assistance, love,

uud duty, which every good Christian ought to pay
his brother, in whatever station God hath placed him.
For the greatest prince aud the meanest slave are not,

by infinite degrees, so distant as our Saviour and
those disciples whose feet he vouchsafed to wash.

And although this doctrine of subjecting ourselves

to one another may seem to grate upon the pride and
vanity of mankind, aud may therefore be hard to be
digested by those who value themselves upon their

greatness or their wealth, yet it is really no more than
what most men practise upon other occanous. For, if

our neighbour, who is our inferior, comes to see us.

we rise to receive him, we place him above us, and
respect him, as if he were better than ourselves ; and
this is thought both decent aud necessary, and is usually
called good manners. Now, the duty required by the
ajnwtle is only that we should enlarge our minds, and
that what we thus practise in the common course of
life we should imitate iu all our actions and proceed*
iiigs whatsoever: since our Saviour tells us that every
man is our neighliour, and since we ore so ready, in

the point of civility, to yield to others in our own
houses, where only we have any title to govern.

Having thus shown you what sort of subjection it is

which all men owe one to another, and in what manner
it ought to be puitl, I shall now draw some observa-
tions from what hath liceu said.

Audjjtfrt/, A thorough practice of this duty of sub-
jecting ourselves to the wants and infirmities of each
other would utterly extinguish in us the vice of pride.

For, if God has pleased to entrust me with a talent,

not for my own sake, hut for the sendee of others, and
at the same time hath left me full of wauts aud neces-
sities which others must supply, I can then have no
cause to set any extraordinary value upon myself, or
to despise my brother, because he hath not the same
talents which were lent to me. His being may pro-
bably be as useful to the public as mine; and there-
fore, by the rules of right reason, I am in uo sort

preferable to him.

Seconttfy, It is very manifest from what has been
said that no man ought to look upon the advantages
of life, such as riches, honour, power, and the like, .<s

his property, hut merely as a trust which God hath
deposited with him to he employed for the use of his
brethren

;
and God will certainly punish the breach of

that trust, though the laws of man will not, or rather,
indeed, cannot, because the trust was conferred only
by God, who has not left it to any power on earth to
decide infallibly whether a man makes a good use of
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his talents or no, or to punish him where he fail*.

Anti therefore God seems to have more particularly

taken this matter into his own hands, and will most

certainly reward or punish us, in proportion to our

good or ill performance in it. Now, although the

advantages which one possesscdi more than another

may, in some sense, be called his property with respect

to other men, yet, with respect to God, they are, as I

said, only a trust, which will plainly appear from

hence : if a man does not use those advantages to the

good of the public, or the benefit of his neighbour, it

is certain he doth not deserve them, and, consequently,

that God never intended them for a blessing to him

;

and, on the other side, whoever does employ his talents

as he ought, will find, by his own experience, that

• hey were chiefly lent him for the service of others;

fur to the service ofothers he will certainly employ them.

Thirdly, If we could all he brought to practise this

duty of subjecting ourselves to each other, it would
very much contribute to the general happiness of man-
kind

;
fur this would mot out envy and malice from

the heart of man ;
because you cannot envy your

neighbour's strength, if he make use of it to defend

your life, or carry your burden; you cannot envy his

wisdom, if he give you good counsel; nor his riches,

if lit? supply you in your wants; nor his greatness, if

he employ it to your protection. The miseries of life

ure not properly owing to the unequal distrilrutiou of

things; but God Almighty, the great King of Heaven,

is treated like the kings of the earth, who, although
]H*rhaps intending well themselves, have often most
ahum iliable ministers and stewards; and those gene-

rally the vilest, to whom they entrust the most talents.

But here is the difference, that the princes of this world
see by other men's eyes, but God sec* all things; and,

therefore, whenever he permits his blessings to lie dealt

among those who are unw'orthy, we may certainly

conclude that he intends them only os a punishment

to an evil world, us well as to the owners. It weie

well if those would consider this whose riches serve

them only as a spur to avarice, or as an instrument to

their lusts; whose wisdom is only of this w'orld, to put

false colours upon things, to call good evil and evil

good, against the conviction of their own consciences;

and, lastly, who employ their power and favour in acts

of oppression or injustice, in misrepresenting persons

mid things, or in countenancing the wicked, to the

ruiii of the innocent.

Fourthly, The practice of this duty of being subject

to one ano’her, would make us rest contented iu the

several stations of life wherein God hath thought fit to

place us
;
because it would^ in the best nud easiest

manner, bring us back as it were to that early state

of the gospel when Christians had all things in com-
mon. For if the jHK>r found the rich disposed to sup
ply their wants; if the ignorant fouud the wise ready

to instruct and direct them
;
or if the weak might al-

ways find protection from the mighty
;
they could none

of them, with the least pretence of justice, lament their

own condition.

From all that hath been hitherto said, it appears
that greul abilities of any sort, when they are employed
us God directs, do hut make the owners of them greater

and more painful servants to their neighbour and the

f

aiblic : how ever, we are by no means to conclude from

leuce that they are not really blessings, when they ore

in the hanils of gix»d men. For, first, what can he a

greater honour than to be chosen one of the stewards

and dispensers of God's bounty to mankind? What
is there that can give a generous spirit more pleasure

and complacency of mind, than to consider that he is

an instrument of doing much good 1 tiust great huiuIkt*

owe to him. under God, their snlmistrnce, their safety,

tneir health, ami the good conduct of their lives?

VOL. it.

The wickedest man upon earth takes a pleasure in

doing good to those he loves
;
and therefore, surely, a

good Christian, who obeys our Saviour s command of

loving all men, cannot but take delight in doing good
even to his enemies. God, who gives all things to all

men, can receive nothing from any ; and those among
men who do the most good, and receive the fewest

returns, do most resemble their Creator: for which

reason St. Paul delivers it ns a saying of our Saviour,

that “ it is more blessed to give than to receive.” By
this rule, what must become of those things which the

w'orld values as the greatest blessings—riches, power,

and the like—when our Saviour plainly determines

that the best way to make them blessings is to part

with them? Therefore, although the advantage*

which one man hath over another may be called

blessings, yet they are by no means so in the sense the

world usually understands. Thus, for example, great

riches are no blessing in themselves ;
because the poor

man with the common necessaries of life enjoys more
health, and has fewer cares, without them. How, then,

do they become blessings? No otherwise than by

being employed in feeding the hungry, clothing the

naked, rewarding worthy men, and, in short, doing

acts of charity and generosity. Thus, likewise, power

is no blessing in itself, because private men bear less

envy, and trouble, and anguish without it. But

when it is employed to protect the innocent, to relieve

the oppressed, and to punish the oppressor, then it lie-

coines a great blessing.

And so, lastly, even great wisdom is, in the opinion

of Solomon, not a blessing in itself; for “ in much
w isdom is much sorrow and men of commui under-

standing, if they serve God ntid mind their callings,

make fewer mistakes in the conduct of life than those

who have lielter heads. And yet wisdom is a nighty
blessing when it is applied to good purposes, to in-

struct the ignorant, to tie a faithful counsellor cither in

public or private, to be a director to youth, and to

many other ends needless here to mention.

To conclude : God sent us into the world to obey
his cumtnamls, by doing as much good as our abilities

w ill reach, and as little evil as our many infiimities

will permit. Some he hath only trusted with one
talent, some with five, and some with ten. No man is'

without his talent; and he that is faithful or negligent

iu a little shall be rewarded or punished, as well as he
that hath been so in a great deal.

Consider what bus been said ; and the Lord give you
a right understanding iu all things. To whom, with

the Sun and the Holy Ghost, be all honour and gLry,
now and for ever.

SERMON THE FOURTH,
ON THE TESTIMONY OP CONSCIENCE.

2 CORINTHIANS i. 12.

For our rejoiciny it this, the testimony of our con-

science.

There is no word more frequently in the mouths of

men than that of conscience, and the meaning of it is,

in some measure, generally understood : however,
lieeause it is likewise a word extremely abused by
many people, who apply other meaning* to it which
God Almighty never intended, I shall explain it to

you in the clearest manner I am able. The word con-

science properly signifies that knowledge which a man
hath within himself of his own thoughts and actions

And because if a man judgeth fairly 01 his own actions

by comparing them with the law of God, his mind w ill

either approve or condemn him, according as he has
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done good or evil; therefore this knowledge, or con-

science, may properly be called both an accuser and a
judge. So that, whenever our conscience accuseth us,

we are certainly guilty; but we are not always inno-

cent when it doth not accuse us: for very often,

through the hardness of our hearts, or the fondness and
favour we bear to ourselves, or through ignorance or

neglect, we do not suffer our conscience to take any
cognisance of several sins we commit. There is an-

other office likewise belonging to conscience, which is

that of being our director and guide
;
and the wrong

use of this hath been the occasion of more evils under

the sun than almost all other causes put together.

For, as conscience is nothing else but the knowledge

we have of what we are thinking and doing, so it can

guide us no further than that knowledge rcacheth : and,

therefore, God hath placed conscience in ns to be our

director only in those actions which Scripture and
reason plainly tell us to be good or evil. But in cases

too difficult or doubtful for us to comprehend or de-

termine, there conscience is not concerned ; because it

cannot advise in what it doth not understand, nor

decide where it is itself in doubt : but, by God's great

mercy, those difficult points are never of absolute

necessity to our salvation. There is likewise another

evil, that men often say a thing is against their con-

science when really it is not. For instance : ask any

of those who differ from the worship established, why
they do not come to church? they will say they dis-

like the ceremonies, the prayers, the habits, and the

like
;
and therefore it goes against their conscience.

But they are mistaken, their teacher hath put those

words into their mouths; for a man's conscience can

go no higher than his knowledge
;
and therefore, till

he Iras thoroughly examined by Scripture, and the

practice of the ancient church, whether those points

nre blamable or no, his conscience cannot possibly

direct him to condemn them. Hence have likewise

arisen those mistakes about what is usually called

liberty of conscience; which, properly speaking, is no
more than a liberty of knowing our own thoughts,

which liberty no one can take from us. But those

words have obtained quite different meanings : liberty

of conscience is now-a-days not only understood to Ire

the liberty of believing wlmt men please, but also of

endeavouring to prnjragate that belief as much as they

can, and to overthrow the faith which the laws have
already established, and to bo rewarded by the public

for those wicked endeavours: and this is the liberty

of conscience which the fanatics are now openly, in the

face of the world, endeavouring at with their utmost

application. At the same time, it cannot but be ob-

served, that those very persons, who, under pretence of

a public spirit and tenderness toward their Christian

hrethren, are so zealous for such a lilterty of conscience

as this, are, of all others, the least tender to those who
differ from them in the smallest point relating to

government; and 1 wish I could not say that the

majesty of the living God may be offended with more
security than the memory of a dead prince. But the

wisdom of the world. At present, seems to agree with

that of the heathen emperor, who said, if the gods were
offended, it was their own concern, and they were able

to vindicate themselves.

But although conscience hath been abused to those

wicked purposes which I have already related, yet a

due regard to the directions it plainly gives us, as well

as to its accusations, reproaches, and advices, would be

of the greatest use to mankind, both for their present

welfare and future happiness.

Therefore my discourse at this time shall lie directed

to prove to you, that there is no solid, firm foundation

for viitue but on a conscience which is guided by
religion. *

In order to this, I shall first show you flic weakness
and uncertainty of two false principles, which many
people set up in the place of conscience for a guide to
their actions.

The first of these principles is, what the world
usually calls moral honesty. There are some people
who appear very indifferent as to religiou, and yet
have the repute of being just and fair in their dealings

;

and these are generally known by tlie character of good
moral men. But now, if you look into the grounds
and the motives of such a man's actions, you shall
find them to be no other Ilian his own ease and interest.

For example
:
you trust a moral man with your

money in the way of trade, you trust another with the
defence of your cause ut law, and perhaps they Ixith

deal justly with you. Why? not from any regard
they have for justice, but because their fortune depends
upon their credit, and a stain of open puhlic dis-
honesty must be to their disadvantage. But let it

consist with such a man's interest and safety to wrong
you, and then it will lie impossible you can have any
hold upon him

;
because there is nothing left to give

him a check, or put in the halance against his profit.

For if he hath nothing to govern himself by but the
opinion of the world, a* long as he can conceal his in-
justice from the world he thinks he is safe.

Besides, it is found by experience that those men
who set up for morality without regard to religion

are generally virtuous but in part: they will lie just
in their dealings between man and man

;
but if they

find themselves disposed to pride, lust, intemperance, or
avarice, they do not think their morality concerned to

check them in any of these vices; because it is the
great rule of such men that they may lawfully follow
the dictates of nature, wherever their safety, health,

and fortune are not injured. So tliat upon the whole,
there is hardly one vice, which a mere moral man
may not, upon some occasions, allow himself to prac-
tise.

The other false principle, which some men set up
in the place of conscience to be their director in life,

is what those who pretend to it call honour.

This word is often made the sanction of an oath
; it

is reckoned a great commendation to be a man of
strict honour

;
and it is commonly understood that

a man of honour can never be guilty of a base action.

This is usually the style of military men, of persons

with titles, and of others who pretend to birth and
quality. It is true indeed that in ancient times it was
universally understood that honour was the reward of
virtue; but if such honour os is now-a-days going
will not permit a man to do a base action, it must be
allowed there are few such things as base actions in

nature. No mail of honour, ns that word is usually
understood, did ever pretend that his honour obliged
him to be chaste or temperate, to pay his creditors, to

be useful to his country, to do good to mankind, to

endeavour to be wise or learned, to regard his word,
his promise, or his oath : or if he hath nnv of these

virtues, they were never learned in the catechism of
honour; which contains but two precepts, the punc-
tual payment of debts contracted at play, and the
right understanding the several degrees of an affront,

in order to revenge it hy the death of an adversary.

But suppose this principle of honour, which some
men so much boast of, did really produce more
virtues than it. ever pretended to; yet, since the very
being of that honour depended upon the breath, the

opinion, or the fancy of the people, the virtues derived
from it could he of no long or certain duration. Fur
example: suppose a man from a principle of honour
should resolve to lie just, or chaste, or temperate, and
yet the censuring world should take a humour of re-

fusing him those characters, he would then think ihe

3gIead by
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obligation at an end. Or, on the other side, if he

thought lie could gain honour hy the falsest ami vilest

action, fwhich is a cow* that very often happen*,) he

would then make no *cruple to perform it. And God
knows it would he an unhappy state to have the religion,

the lilierty, or the property of a people lodged in such

hands : which, however, hath been too often the case.

What I have said upon this principle of honour

may perhaps be thought of small concernment to most

of you wlur are my hearers : however, a caution was

not altogether unnecessary
;
since there is nothing by

which not only the vulgar, hut the honest tradesman,

has lieen so much deceived, os this infamous pretence

to honour in too many of their betters.

Having thus shown you the weakness and uncer-

tainty of those principles which some men set up in

the place of conscience to direct them in their actious

;

I shall now endeavour to prove to you that there is no
s did, firm foundation of virtue but in A conscience

directed hy the principles of religion.

There is no way of judging how far we may depend
upon the actions of men otherwise than by knowing
the motives, and grounds, and causes of them; and if

the motives of our actions be not resolved and deter-

mined into the law of God, they will be precarious

and uncertain, and liable to perpetual changes. I

will show you what 1 mean by &u example: su|ipose

a man thinks it his duty to obey his parents, because

reason tells him so, because he is obliged by gratitude,

and because the laws of his country command him
to do so; if he stops here, his parents can have no
lading security; for an occasion may happen wherein

it may he extremely his interest to be disobedient, and
where the laws uf the land can lay no hold upon him

;

therefore, before such a man can safely he trusted, he

must proceed further, ami consider that his reason

is the gift of God ; that God commanded him to l>e

obedient to the laws, and did, moreover, in a particular

manner, enjoin him to be dutiful to his parents; after

which, if he lays due weight upon those considerations,

he will probably continue in his duty to the end of his

life : because no earthly interest can ever come in com-
petition to balance the danger of offending his Creator,

or the happiness of pleasing him. And of all this his

conscience will certainly inform him, if he hath any
regard to religion.

•SccomZ/y, Fear and hope are the two greatest natu-

ral motives of all men's actions : but neither of these

passions will ever put us in the way of virtue, unless
,

they lie directed by conscience. For, although vir-

tuous men do sometimes accidentally make their wny
to preferment, yet the world is so corrupted, that no
man can reasonably hope to be rewarded iu it merely

upon account of his virtue. And consequently the

fear of punishment in this life will preserve men from
very few vices, since some of the blackest and hasest

do often prove the surest ste|is to favour : such as in-

gratitude, hypocrisy, treachery, malice, subornation,

atheism, and many more, which human laws do little

conrern themselves about. But when conscience

places before ns the hojies of everlasting happiness,

and the fears of everlasting misery, as the reward anil

pmiisliment of our good or evil actions, our reason

can Hud no way to avoid tlie force of such an argu-

ment, otherwise than by running into infidelity.

IMitli/, Conscience will direct us to love God, and
to put our whole trust and confidence in him. Our
love of God will inspire us with a detestation for sin,

as whut is of all tilings most contrary to his divine

nature: and if we have an entire confidence in him,
that will enable us to subdue and despise all the al-

lurements of the world.

It may here be objected, if conscience lie so sine a

director to us Christians in the conduct of our lives,

how comes it to pass that the ancient lu Athens, who

had no other lights liut those of nature and reason,

should so for exceed us in all manner of virtue, os

plairdy apjears by many examples they have left on

record ?

To which it may lie answered ; first, those heathens

were extremely strict and exact in the education of

their children ; whereas among us this care is so much
laid aside, that the more God has blessed any man
with estate or quality, just so much the less in propor-

tion is the care he takes in the education of his chil-

dren, mid particularly of that child which is |o in-

herit his fortune: of which the effects are visible

enough among the great ones of the world. Again,

those heathens did iu a particular manner instil the

principle into their children of loving their country;

which is so far otherwise now-a-days, that, of the several

f

iarties among us, there is none of them that seem to

lave so much as heard whether there lie such a virtue

in the world, as plainly appears by their practices

;

and especially when they arc placed in those stations

where they can only have opportunity of showing it.

Lastly, the most considerable among the heathens did

generally believe rewards and punishments iti a life

to come, which is the great principle for conscience

to work upon : whereas too many of those who would

be thought the most considerable among us do, lw»tli

by their practices and their discourses, plainly affirm

that they believe nothing at all of the matter.

Wherefore, since it hath manifestly appeared that a

religious conscience is the only true solid foundation

upon which virtue can be built, give me leave liefore

I conclude to let you see how necessary such a con-

science is to conduct us in every station and condition

of our lives.

That a religious conscience is necessary in any
station is confessed even hy those who tell us that all

religion was invented hy cunning men in order to

keep the world in awe. For if religion, by the con-

fession of its adversaries, he necessary toward the well-

governing of mankind, then every wise man in power

will be sure not only to choose out for every station

under him such persons as are most likely to l>e kept

in awe hy religion, hut likewise to carry some appear-

ance of it himself, or else he is a very weak politician.

And accordingly, ill any country where great persons

affect to l»e open despisers of religion, their counsels

will be found at lost to lie fully as destructive to the

state as to the church.

It was the advice of Jethro to his son-in-law Moses,

to “ provide able men, such as fear Got!, men of truth,

hating covetousness," and to place such over the

people
; and Moses, who was os wise a statesman at

least as any in this nge, thought fit to follow that

advice. Great abilities, without the fear of God, are

most dangerous instruments when they are .rusted

with power. The laws of man have thought lit that

those who are called to any office of trust should lie

hound hy an oath to the faithful discharge of it; hut

an oath is an appeal to God, and therefore ran have

no influence, except upon those who believe that he is,

and that he is a rewarder of those that seek him, and
a punisher of those who disoliey him : and therefore,

wc see, the laws themselves are forced to have re-

course to conscience in these cases, liecause their

jtenaltle* cannot reach the arts of running men, who
can find ways to he guilty of a thousand injustices

without being discovered, or at least without bring

punished. And the reason why we find so many
frauds, abuses, and corruptions, where any trust is

conferred, ran lie no other thun that there is to little

conscience and religion left in the world; or at least

that men, in their choice of instruments, have private

ends in view, which are very different from the sen ice
1
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of ihe public. Roubles, it is certain that men who
profess to have no religion are full as zealous to bring

over proselytes as any papist or fanatic call 1)0. And
therefore, if those who are in station high enough to

lie of influence or example to others; if those (I say)

openly profess a contempt or disbelief of religion, they

will lie sure to make all their dependents of their own
principles; and what security can the public exnect

from such persons, whenever their interests or their

lusts come into competition with their duty? It is

very possible for a man who hath the appearance of

religion, and is a great pretender to conscience, to lie

wicked and a hypocrite; but it is impossible for a
man, who openly declares against religion, to give any

reasonable security that he will not be false, and cruel

and corrupt, whenever a temptation oilers which he

values more tliAn he does the power wherewith he was
trusted. Ami if such a man doth not betray his

cause and his master, it is only liccause the temptation

was not properly offered, or the profit was too small,

or the dauger was too great. And hence it is that we
And so little truth or justice am. mg us : because there

are so very few who, either in the service of the public,

or in common dealings with each other, do ever look

further than their own advantage, and how to guard

themselves against the laws of the country ;
which a

man may do by favour, by secrecy, or by cunning,

though he breaks almost every law of God. Therefore

to conclude : It plainly appears, that unless men are

guided by the advice and judgment of conscience

founded on religion, they can give no security that

they will be either good subjects, faithful servants of

the public, or holiest in their mutual dealings; since

there is no other tie through which the pride, or lust,

or avarice, or ambition of mankind will not certainly

break one time or other.

Consider what has been said
;
and the Lord give you

a right understanding in all things. To whom, with

the Son and the Holy Ghost, be all honour and glory,

now and for ever.

SERMON THE FIFTH.
ON BROTHERLY LOVE.

IIED. xiii. 1.

Ijft brotherly love continue.

In the early times of the gospel, the Christian* were

very much distinguished from all other bodies of men
by the great and coustaut love they bore to each other

;

which, although it was done in obedience to the fre-

quent injunctions of <»ur Saviour and his apostles, yet, I

confess, there seemeth to have been likewise a natural

reason that very much promoted it. For the Christians

then were few and scattered, living under persecution by

the heathens round about them, in whose hands w.ls all

the civil and military power; and there is nothing so

apt to unite the minds ami hearts of men, or to lieget

love and tenderness, a* a general distress. The first dis-

sensions between Christians took their liegi lining from

the errors and heresies that arose among them ; many
of those heresies, sometimes extinguished and some-

times reviving, or succeeded by others, remain to this

dnv ;
and having been made instruments to the pride,

avarice, or ambition of ill-designing men, by extin-

guishing brotherly love, have been the cause of infinite

calamities, a* well a* corruptions of faith and man-

ner*. in the Christian world.

The last legacy of Christ was peace and mutual love

;

but then he foretold that he came to send a sword upon

the earth. The primitive Christians accepted the legacy,

and their successors down to the present age have been

hugely fulfilling his prophecy. Hut whatever the prac-

tice of mankind hath been or still continues, there is

no duly more iucninU'iit upon those who profess the
gospel, than that of brotherly love; which, whm*vit
could restore in any degree among men, would lie an
instrument of more good to human society than ev«r

was or will be done by all the statesmen and politi-

cians in the world.

It is upon this subject of brotherly love that I intend
to discourse at present; and the method I observe sluill

lie as follows :

—

Firgf, I will inquire into the causes of this great want
of brotherly love among us.

Secondly
, I will lay open the sad effects and conse-

quences which our animosities and mutual hatred
have produced.

Ijatt/y, I will use some motives and exhortations, that

may jiersuade you to embrace brotherly love, and
continue in it.

Fuat, I shall inquire into the causes of this great

want of brotherly love among us.

This uation of ours hath for a hundred years post

been infested by two enemies, the |>apistx and fanatics

who each in their turns tilled it with blond and
slaughter, and lor a time destroyed both the church
and government. The memory of these events hath put
all true protestants equally upon their guard against

both these adversaries, who by consequence do equally

hate us. The fanatics revile us os too nearly ap-

proaching to popery, and the {rapists condemn us, as

bordering too much on fanaticism. The papists, God
be praised, are by the wisdom of otir law* put out ot

all visible possibility of hurting us; besides, their re-

ligion is so generally abhorred that they liave no ad-
vocates or abettors among protestants to assist them.

But the fauntics are to be considered in another light

;

they have had of late years the power, the luck, or the

cunning to divide us among ourselves; they have en-

deavoured to represent all those who have lieen so bold
as to oppose their errors and designs under tlie cha-

racter of persons disaffected to the government
; and

they have so fur succeeded that, now-a-daya, if a

clergyman happens to preach with any zeal and vehe-

mence against the siu and danger of schism, there will

not want too many in his congregation, ready enough
to censure him os hot and high-flying, an inflamrr of

men's minds, an enemy to moderation, and disloyal to

his prince. This hath produced a formed and settled

division between those who profess the same doctrine

aqd discipline; while they who call themselves mo-
derate are forced to widen their bottom, by sacrificing

their principles and their brethren to the encroachments
and insolence of dissenters; who are therefore answer-
ublc as a principal cause of all that hatred and animosity
now reigning among us.

Another cause of the great wont of brotherly love is,

the weakness and folly of too many among you of the

lower sort, who are made the tools and instruments of

your betters to work their designs, wherein you have
do concern. Your numbers make you of use, and
cunning men take the advantage, by putting wonts
into your mouths which you do not understand ; then
they fix good or ill characters to those words, as it best

serves their purpose* ; and thus you are taught to love

or liate, you know not what or why
;
yon often suspect

your best friends and nearest neighbours, even vour
teacher himself, without any reason, if your leaders
once taught you to call him by a name which they
tell you signifieth some very bad thing.

A third cause of our great want of brotherly love
scrmeth to lie, that this duty is not so often insisted on
from the pulpit a* it ought to lie in such times a* these ;

on the contrary, it is to lie doubted whether doctrines

are not sometimes delivered by an uugoverued zeal, a
desire to be distinguished, or a view of interest, which
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produce quite different effect* ; when upon occasions

set apart to return thanks to God for some public

blessing, the time is employed in stirring tip one part

of the congregation against the other, by representations

of things and persona, which God m his mercy firgive

those who are guilty of.

The hist cause 1 shall mention of the want ofbrotherly

love is, that unhappy disposition towards politics among
the (lading people which hath been so industriously in-

stilled into them. In former times the middle and
lower sorts of mankind seldom gained or lost hy the

factions of the kingdom, ami therefore were little con-

cerned in them further than as matter of talk ami
amusement; blit now the meanest dealer will expect

to torn the penny hy (lie merits of his party. He ran

represent his neighbour as a man of dangerous prin-

ciples, can bring a railing accusation against him,
]ierhap$ a criminal one, and so rob him of his liveli-

hood, nml liud his own account hy that, much more
titan if he had dis{ioraged his neighbour's goods or de-

famed him as a cheat. For so it happens, that instead

of inquiring into the skill or honesty of those kind of

people, the manner is now to inquire into their patty,

and to reject or encourage them accordingly : which
proceeding hath made our people in general such able

politicians, that all the artifice, flattery, dissimulation,

diligence, and dexterity in undermining each other,

which the satirical wit of men hath charged upon
courts, together with all the rage and violence, cruelty

and injustice, which have lieeti ever imputed to public

assemblies, are with us (so polite are we grown) to be

seen among our meanest traders and artificers in the

greatest perfection. All which, as it may lie matter of
some humiliation to the wise and mighty of this world,

so the effects thereof may perhaps in time prove very

different from what 1 hope, in charity, were ever fore-

seen or intended.

1 will therefore now, ia the second place, lay open
some of the sad effects and consequences which our

animosities and mutual hatred have produced.
And the first ill consequence is, that our want of

brotherly love hath almost driven out all sense of religion

from among us, which cannot well lie otherwise : for

since our Saviour laid so much weight upoti his dis-

ciples loving one another, that he gave it among his

last instructions, and since the primitive Christians

are allowed to have chiefly propagated the faith hy their

strict observance of that instruction, it must follow

that in proportion as brotherly love declineth Christi-

anity will do so too. The little religion there is in

the world hath heen observer! to reside chiefly among
the middle and lower sorts of people, who arc neither

tempted to pride nor luxury hy great riehes, nor to

desperate courses hy extreme poverty ; anil truly 1 upon
that account have thought it a happiness that those

who are under my immediate care are generally of
that condition : but where party liath once made en-

trance, with all its consequences of liatred, envy, par-

tiality and virulence, religiun cannot long keep its

hold in any state or degree of life whatsoever. For if

the great men of the world have been censured in all

ages for mingling too little religion with their politics,

what a havoc of principles most they needs make in

unlearned and irregular heads, of which indeed the
effects are already too visible and melancholy all over
the kingdom.

Another ill consequence from our want of brotherly

love is, that it iucreoseth the insolence of the fanatics;

and this partly ariseth from a mistaken meaning of the

word moderation
;
a word which hath been much

abused and bandied about for several years |>ast.

There are too many people indifferent enough to all re-

ligion
; there are many others who dislike the clergy,

and would have them live in jioverty and dejieiuience

:
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both these sorts are much commended hy the fanatics

for moderate men, ready to put an end to our divisions
and to make a general union among protestants. Many
ignorant well-meaning people are deceived by these ap-
pearances, strengthened with great pretences to loyalty

;

ami these occasions the fanatics lay hold on to revile

the doctrine and discipline of the church, and even
insult and oppress the clergy wherever their numbers
or favourers will liear them out

; insomuch, that one
willul refractory fanatic hath been able to disturb a
whole jurisli for many yean together. Hut the most
moderate and favoured divines dare not own that the

word moderation with respect to (lie dissenters can be
at all applied to their religion, hut is purely personul

or prudential. No good man repiueth at the lilicrty of
conscience they enjoy

; ami perhaps a very moderate
divine may think tatter of their loyalty than others do,

or, to iqieak after the manner of men, may think it ne-

cessary that all protestuuts should tie united against

the common enemy, or, out of discretion or other

reasons t>est known to himself, be tender of mentioning
them at all. Hut still the errors of the dissenters are all

fixed and detei mined, ami must upon demand lie ac-

knowledged hy all the divines of our church, whether
they be called, in party phrase, high or low, moderate
or violent. And further, 1 believe it would be hard to find

many moderate divines who, if their opinion were a«ked
whether dissenters should be trusted with power,
could according to their consciences answer in the

affirmative; from whence it is plain, that all the stir

which the fanatics have made with this word mode-
ration was only meant to increase our divisions, ami
widen them so far as to make room for themselves

to get in tatweeu. And this is the only scheme they

ever had (except that of destroying root and branch)
for the uniting of protestants they so much talk of.

I shall mention hut one ill consequence more, which
attends our want of brotherly love—that it hath put an
etid to all hospitality and friendship, all good corre-

spondence und commerce heiween mankind. There are

indeed such things os leagues and confederacies among
those of the same party ; but surely God never in-

tended that men should Ik* so limited in the choice of

their friends ; however, so it is in town and country, in

every parish uml street
;
the pastor is divided from his

flock, the father from his son, ami the house often

divided against itself. Men’s very natures are soured
uml their passions inflamed, when they meet in

|
tarty

clubs, and spend their time in nothing rise hut railing

at the opposite side : thus every man alive among us
is encompassed with a million of enemies of his own
country, among which his oldest acquaintance and
friends, and kindred themselves, are often of the uuni-
tar; neither can people of different parties mix together

without constraint, suspicion, or jealousy, watching

every word they speak for fear of giving offence
;
or

else falling into rudeness ami reproaches, ami no leaving

themselves open to the malice and corruption of in-

formers, who were never more numerous or exftert in

their trade. Ami as a further addition to this evil,

those very few who, by the goodness and generosity of
their nature, do in their own hearts despise this narrow
principle of confining their friendship and esteem,

their charity and good offices, to those of their own
party, yet dare not discover their good inclinations

for fear of losing their favour and interest. And otheis

again, whom God laid formed with inild and gentle

dispositions, think it necessary to put a force upon their

own tempers, hy acting a noisy, violent, malicious
pail, an a means to be distinguished. Thus hath party

got the Iwtter of the very genius and constitution of

our people; so that whoever rends the character of (he

F.nglish in former ages will hardly talieve then
present posterity to be of the same nation or climate.
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I s.iall now, in tlic lout place, make use of some mo-
tives ami exhortations that may |»ereiiade you to em-
brace brotherly love and continue in it. I,et me apply

myself to you of the lower sort, and desire you will

consider, when any of you make use of fair and enticing

words to draw in customers, whether you do it for their

sakes or your own. And then, fur whose sakes do you

think it is that your leaders are so industrious to put

into your heads all that party rage and virulence ? Is it

not to make you the tools and instruments by which

they work out their own designs ? Has this spirit of fac-

tion been useful to any of you in your worldly concerns,
|

except to those who have traded in whispering, back-

biting, or informing, wanting skill or honesty to thrive

by fairer methods ? It is no business of yours to inquire

who is at the head of armies or of councils, unless you

aad power and skill to choose, ueither of which is ever

likely to be your case ; and therefore to (111 your heads

with fears, and haired of persons and things, of which

it is impossible you can ever make a right judgment, or

to set you at variance with your neigldKiur, because his

thoughts are not the same os yours, is not only iu a very

gross manner to cheat you of your time and quiet, but

likewise to endanger your souls.

Seco/ully, In order to restore brotherly love, let me
earnestly exhort you to stand firm in your religion ; I

mean, the true religion hitherto established among us,

without varying in the least either to popery on the one

side, or to fanaticism on the other
;
and in a particular

maruier beware of that word moderation
; and believe

it, that your neighbour is not immediately a villain, a

papist, and a traitor, because. the fanatics and their ad-

herents will not allow him to be a moderate man. Nay,

it is very probable that your teacher himself may be a

loyal, pious, and able divine, without the least, grain of

moderation, os the word is too frequently understood.

Therefore, to set you right in this matter, I will lay Ire-

fore you the character of a truly moderate man
;
and

then I will give you the description of such a one os

falsely preteadeth to that title.

A man truly moderate is steady in the doctrine and
discipline of the church, but with a due Christian cha-

rity to all who dissent from it out of a principle of

conscience; the freedom of which he thiiiketh ought

to be fully allowed, as long os it is not abused, but never

trusted with power. He is ready to defend with his

life and fortune the protestant succession, and the pro-

testant established faith, against all invaders vrliatsoevcr.

He is for giving the crown its just prerogative, and the

people their just liberties. He liateth no man for dif-

fering from bim in political opinions; nor doth he think

t a maxim infallible, that virtue should always attend

upon favour, and vice upon disgrace. These are some
few lineaments in the character of a truly moderate

man
;

let us now compare it with the description of one

who usually pa-weth under that title.

A moderate man. in the new meaning of the word,

is one to whom all religion is indifferent
;
who, although

he denominates himself of the church, regardeth it no
more than a conventicle. He perpetually raileth at the

body of the clergy, with exceptions only to a very few,

who, he hopeth, and probably upon false grounds, are

os ready to betray their rights and properties as himself.

He tliinketh the power of the people can never lie too

great, nor that of the prince too little ; and yet this

very notion he publisheth, as his best argument, to prove

bim a most loyal subject. Every opinion in govern-

ment that difl'ereth in the least from his tendeth di-

rectly to popery, slavery, and rebellion. Whoever lieth

under the frown of power can, in his judgment, neither

have common sense, common honesty, nor religion.

Lastly, his devotion consistetli iu drinking gibbets, con-

fusion, and damnation ; in profanely idolizing the

me:n«*ry of one dead prince, and ungratefully tram-

pling upon the ashes of another.
(
William and

Anne.]
By these marks you will easily distinguish a truly

moderate man from those who are commonly, but very
falsely, so called ; and while persons thus qualified are

so numerous and so noisy, so full of zeal and industry

to gain proselytes, and spread their opinions among the

people, it cannot be wondered at that there should be
so little brotherly love left among us.

Lastly, It would probably contribute to restore some
degree of brotherly love, if wc would but consider that

the matter of those disputes which inflame us to this

degree doth not, in its own nature, at all concern the

generality of mankind. Indeed, os to those who have
been great gainers or losers by the changes of the world
the cose is different : and to preach moderation to the
first, and jutience to the last, would perhaps be to little

purpose : but wliat is that to the bulk of the people,

who are not properly concerned in the quarrel, although
evil instruments have drawn them into it? for if the
reasonable men on both sides were to confer opinions,

they would find neither religion, loyalty, nor interest,

are at all affected in this dispute. Not religion, liecause

the members of the church, on both sides, profess to

agree in every article : not loyalty to our prince, which
is pretended to by one party os much as the other, and
therefore can be no subject for debate : nor interest, for

trade and industry lie open to all
;
and, wliat is further,

concerns only those who have expectations from tlie

public
; so that the body of the people, if they knew

their own good, might yet live amicably together, and
leave their betters to quarrel among themselves; who
might also proliably soon come to a better temper, if

they were less seconded and supported by the poor de-
luded multitude.

1 have now done with my text, which I confess to

liuve treated iu a manner more suited to the present
times than to the nature of the subject iu general.

That I have not been more particular in explaining the
several parts and properties of this great duty of bro-

therly love, the apostle to the Tliessalonians will plead
my excuse. “ Touching brotherly love,"saith he, “ ye
need not tliat I write unto you, for ye yourselves are
taught of God to love one another.” So tliat nothing
remains to add, but our prayers to God that be would
please to restore and continue this duty of brotherly
love or charity among us, the very bond of peace and
of all virtues.

Nor. 21), 1717.

SERMON THE SIXTH.
ON THE MARTYRDOM OF KING CHARLES I.

PREACHED AT ST. PATRICK'S, DUBLIN, ON SUNDAY,

JANUARY 30, 1725-20.

GENESIS, xlix. 5, G, 7.

Simeon and Ijtvi are brethren ; instntments of cruelty
are in their habitations.

0 my soul, come not thou into their secret • unto their
assembly

,
mine honour

,
be not thou united: for in

their anger they slew a man
,
and in their self-null

tney digged down a wall.

Cursed be their anger,for it wasfierce ; and their wrath,
for it U'as cruel. I will divide them in Jacob

,
and

scatter them in Israel.

1 know very well that the church hath lieeu often
censured for keeping holy this day of humiliation, in
memory of that excellent king and blessed martyr
Charles I., who rather chose to die on a seafluid than
betray the religion and liberties of his people, where-
with God and the laws had entrusted him. But at the
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same lime it is manifest that thaw who make such cen-

sures are either people without any religion at ull, or

who derive their principle*, and perhaps their hirth,

from the abettors ol" those who contrived the murder of

that prince, anti have not yet shown the world that their

opinions are changed. It is alleged that the observa-

tion of this day hath served to continue anti increase

the animosity and enmity among our countrymen, and
to disunite protestants; that a law was made upon the

restoration of the martyr's son for a general pardon and
oblivion, forbidding all reproaches upon that occasion

;

and since none are now alive who were actors or instru-

ments in that tragedy, it is thought hard and uncha-
ritable to keep up the memory of it for all generations.

Now l>ecuuse 1 conceive most of you to l»e ignorant

in many ((articular* concerning that horrid murder, and
the rebellion which preceded it, I will.

Fir#/, relate to you so much of the story as may lie

sufficient for your information

:

Secondly I will tell you the consequences which this

bloody deed hail u|H>u these kingdoms :

And laitty, 1 will show you to what good uses this so-

lemn day of humiliation may lie applied.

As to the first : in the reign of this prince, Charles
the martyr, the power and prerogative of the king were

much greater than they are in our times, and so had
been for at least seven hundred years before

;
and the

best princes we ever had curried their power much fur-

ther than the blessed martyr offered to do, in the most
b tamable part of his reign. Rut the lands of the crown
having Ireeu prodigally liestowed to favourites in the

preceding reigns, the succeeding kings could not sup-

port themselves without taxes raised by (Kirlionieuf,

which put them under a necessity of frequently calling

those assemblies; and the crown lands Iwing gotten

into the hands of the nobility and gentry, txwide the jmw-

scssious of which the church liad beeti robbed by king
Henry VIII., power, which always follows property,

grew to lean to the side of the people, by whom even
the just rights of the crown were often disputed.

Rut further, upon the cruel (tersccution raised against

the protestants under queen Mary, among great num-
bers who lied the kingdom to seek for shelter, several

went and resided at Genera, which is a commonwealth
governed without a king, and where the religion, con-
trived by Calvin, is without the order of bislums. When
the protestant faith was restored by queen Klizalteth.

those who fled to Geneva returned among the rest home
to Kuglund, and wore grown so fond of the government
and religion of the place they had left, that they used
ull possible endeavours to introduce both into their own
country

;
at the some lime continually preaching and

railing aguinst ceremonies and distinct habits of the

clergy, taxing whatever they disliked as a remnant of
popery

;
and continued extremely troublesome to the

church and state under that great queen, os well as

her successor king James I. These people called them-
selves puritans, as pretending to a purer faith than those

of the church established. And these were the found-
ers of our dissenters. They did not think it sufficient

to leave all the errors of popery, but threw ofl’ many
laudable and edifying institutions of the primitive
church, and at last, even the govemmeut of bishops

;

w hick, having l**en ordained by the apostles themselves,
hail continued without interruption in all Christian
churches for above 1500 years. And all this they

did, not because those things were evil, but because
they were kept by the papists. From thence they pro-

ceeded by degrees to quarrel with the kingly govern-

ment
;
lierause, as I have already said, the city of Ge-

neva, to which their fatliers had flown fur refuge, was
a commonwealth, or government of the people.

These puritans, alum! the middle of the martyr's

reign, were grown to u considerable faction in the king-
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dom, and in the lower house of parliament. They
tilled the public with the most false and bitter libels

against (lie bishop and the clergy, accusing chiefly th#

very best among them of popery
;
and at the same

time the house of commons grew so insolent and un-
easy to the king, that they refused to furnish him
with necessary supplies for the support of his family,

unless upon such conditions as he could not submit to

without forfeiting his conscience and honour, and even
his coronation oath. And in such an extremity he was
forced upon a practice, no way justifiable, of raising

money
;

for which however l>e had the opiniou of the

judges mi his side; for wicked judges there were iu

those times as well as in ours. There were likewise

many complaints, ami sometimes justly made, against

the proceedings of a certain court, culled the star-

chamber, a judicature of great antiquity
; but it had

suffered some corruptions, for which however the king
was nowise unswerable. I cannot recollect any more
subjects of compluiut with the least ground of reason ;

uor is it needful to recollect them, because this gracious
king did, upon the first application, redress all griev-

ances by an act of (turliameiit, and put it out of his

(lower to do any hardships for the future. Rut that

wicked faction in the house of commons, not content
with all those marks of his justice and condescension,

urged still for more; and joining with a factious party

from Scotland, who had the same fancies iu religion,

forced him to (mss an act fur cutting off the head of his

best and chief minister
;
and at the sam« time com-

Iwiled him, by tumults and threatening* of a (tacked

rabble |K>isoued with the same doctrines, to )ta*s

another law, by which it should not be in his power to

dissolve that (tarliainent without their own consent.—
Thus, by the greatest weakness and infatuation that

ever (lo&sessed any man's spirit, this prince did iu effect

sign his own destruction. For the bouse of commons
having the reins in their own hands, drove on furi-

ously, sent him every day some unreasonable demand

;

and when he refused to grunt it, made use of their own
power, and declared that an ordinance of both houses,

without the king's consent, should be obeyed as a law,

contrary to all reason and equity, as well os to the fun-

damental constitution of the kingdom.
About this time the rebellion in Ireland broke out,

wherein his parliament refused to assist him
;
nor would

accept his offer to come hither in person to subdue those

reliel*. These and u thousand other barbarities forced

the king to summon his loyal subjects to bis standard
in his own defence. Meanwhile the English parlia-

ment, iimtr.ul of helping the poor protestants here,

seized on the very artny that hi* majesty was sending
over for our relief, and turned them against their own
sovereign. The rebellion in England continued lor

four or five years : at last the king was forced to fly in

disguise to the Scots, who sold him to the rebels. And
these puritans had the impudent cruelty to try his sa-

cred person in a mock court of justice, and cut off his

head
;
which he might have Baved, if he would have

yielded to betray the constitution in church and state.

In this whole proceeding, Simeon and Levi were
brethren ; the wicked insinuations of those fanatical

preachers stirring up the cruelty of the soldiers, who,
by force of arms, excluded from the house every

member of parliament whom they apprehended to

bear the lcart inclination toward an agreement with

the king, suffering only those to enter who thirsted

chiefly for his blood ; and this is the very account
given hy their own writers. Whence it is clear that

this prince was in all respects a real martyr for the

true religion and the liberty of the people. That odious

parliament liad first (timed the bishops out of the house
of lords; iu a few years after they murdered their

king; thci immediately abolished the whole bouse of
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lords; mid so, at last, obtained their wishes of having
a government of the people, and a new religion, lioth

utter the manner of Geneva, without a king, a bishop,

or a nobleman
; and this they blasphemously called

‘‘the kingdom of Christ and his saints.
1'

This is enough for your information on the first

head : I shall therefore proceed to the second, wherein
I will show you the miserable consequences which that

alioiniuuble rebellion uud murder produced in these

nations.

^'irtt
, The Irish rebellion was wholly owing to that

wicked English parliament. For the leaders in the

Irish popish massacre would never have dared to stir

a finger, if they had not been encouraged by that rebel-

lious spirit in the English house of commons, which
they very well knew must disable the king from send-

ing any supplies to his protestant subjects here; and
therefore, we may truly say, that the English parlia-

ment held the king's hands, while the Irish papists

here were cutting our grandfathers' throats.

Secondly, That murderous puritan parliament, when
they had all in their own power, could not agree upon
any one method of settling a form either of religion or

civil government; but changed every day from schism
to schism, from heresy to heresy, and from one faction

to another; whence arose that wild confusion, still

continuing, in our several ways of serving God, and
those absurd notions of civil power, which have so

ofteu tom us with factions more titan any other nation
in Europe.

Thirdly , To tins rebellion and murder have been
owing the rise and progress of atheism among us. For
men, observing what numberless villanies of all kinds
were committing during twenty years, under pretence

of zeal and the reformation of God’s church, were
easily tempted to doubt that all religion was a mere
imposture ; and the same spirit of infidelity, so far

spread among us at this present, is uothing hut the

fruit of the seeds sown by those rebellious hypocritical

saints.

Fourthly
, The old virtue, and loyalty, and generous

spirt of the English nation were wholly corrupted by
the power, the doctrine, and the example of those

wicked people. Many of the ancient nobility were
killed, and their families extinct, in defence of their

prince and country, or murdered by the merciless

courts of justice. Some of the worst among them
favoured or complied with the reigning iniquities, and
not a few of the new set, created when the martyr's son

was restored, were such who bad drunk too deep of the

bad principles then prevailing.

Fifthly
,
The children of the murdered prince were

forced to fly for the safety of their lives to foreign

countries; where one of them at least, I mean king

James II., was seduced to popery
;
which ended in the

loss of his kingdoms, the misery and desolation of this

country, and a long and expensive war abroad. Our
deliverance was owing to the valour and conduct of
the late king, and therefore we ought to rememtier him
with gratitude, but not mingled with blasphemy or

idolatry. It was happy that his interests and ours

were the same : and God gave him greater success

than our sius deserved. Hut as a house thrown down
by a storm is seldom rebuilt without some change in

tlie foundation
; so it bath happened that, since the

late revolution, men have sat much looser in the true

fundamentals both of religion and government, mid
factions have been more violent, treacherous, anil mali-

cious than ever; men running naturally from one

extreme into another, and, for private ends, taking up
those very opinions professed by the leader* in that

reltellinti which carried the blessed martyr to the

scaffold.

Stith/u. Another consequence of this horrid rebel-

lion and murder was, the destroying or defacing of

such vast mi miter of God's bouses. “ In their self-

will they digged down a wall.” If a stranger should

now travel in England and observe the churches iu

his way, he could not otherwise conclude, than tlial

some vast army of Turks or heathens had been sent on
purpose to ruin and blot out all marks of Christianity

They siiared neither the statues of saints nor ancient

prelates, nor kings, nor ’benefactors
;
broke down the

tombs and monuments of men famous in their genera-

tions
;
seized the vessels of silver set apart for the holiest

use; tore down the most innocent ornaments both within
ami without ; made the houses of prayer dens of thieves,

or stables for cattle. These were the mildest effects of
puritan zeal and devotion for Christ

;
and this was what

themselves affected to call a thorough reformation. Iu
this kingdom, those ravages were not so easily seen

;

for the people here being too poor to raise such noble
temples, the mean ones we lwl were not defaced, but
totally destroyed.

Upon the whole it is certain tliat, although God
might have found out many other ways to have
punished a sinful people without jiermitting this rebel-

lion and murder, yet, as the course of the world hath

run ever since, we need seek for no other causes of all

the public evils we have hitherto suffered, or may suffer

for the future, by the misconduct of princes or wicked-
ness of the people.

I go on now, upon the third head, to show you to

what good uses this solemn day of humiliation may be
applied.

First , It may be au instruction to princes them-
selves to lie careful in the choice of those who are their

advisers in matters of law. All the judges of England,
except one or two, advised the king that he might
legally raise money upon the subjects for building of

ships, without consent of parliament, which, as it was
the greatest oversight of his reign, so it proved the prin-

cipal foundation of all his misfortuues. Princes may
likewise learn from hence, not to sacrifice a faithful

servant to the rage of a faction, nor to trust any body
of men with a greater share of power than the laws of

the land have appointed them, much less to deposit it

in their hands until they shall please to restore it.

Secondly, By bringing to mind the tragedy of this

day and the consequences that have arisen from it, we
shall be convinced how necessary it is fur those iu

power to curb in season all such unruly spirits as

desire to introduce new doctriues and discipline in the

church, or new forms of government in the state. Those
wicked puritans began in queen Elizabeth's time to

quarrel only with surplices and other habits, with the

ring in matrimony, the cross in baptism, and the like;

thence they went on to further matters of higher import-

ance; and at last they must needs have the whole
government of the church dissolved. This great work
they compassed, first by depriving the bishops of their

seats in parliament; then they abolished the whole
order ; and at last, which was their original design, they

seized on all the church-lands, and divided the spoil

among themselves
;
and like Jeroboam made jiriesU of

the very dregs of the people. This was their way of

reforming the church. As to the civil government,

you have already heard how they modelled it, upou
the murder of their king, and discarding the nobility.

Yet, clearly to show what a Babel they had built, after

twelve years’ trial, and twenty several sorts of govern-

ment, the nation, grown weary of their tyranny, was
forced to call in the son of him whom those reformet*
had sacrificed. And thus were Simeon and Levi
divided in Jacob, and scattered ill Israel.

Vurdly, Although the successors of these puritans,

I mean our present dissenters, do not think til In

observe this day of humiliation; yet it wuuld be very
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proper in them, upon some occasions, to renounce ill

a public manner those principles upon which their

predecessors acted
;
and it will be more prudent in

them to do so, because those very puritans, of whom
ours are followers, found by experience that, after they

had overturned the church and state, murdered their

king, and were projecting what they called a kingdom
of the saints, they were cheated uf the power anti pos-

sessions they only panted after, by an upstart sect of

religion that grew out of their own bowels, who sub-

jected them to one tyrant, while they were endeavouring

to set up a thousand.

Fourthly
,
Those who profess to be followers of our

church established, and yet presume in discourse to

justify or excuse that rebellion and murder of the

King, ought to consider how utterly contrary all such
Opinions are to the doctrine of Christ and his apostles,

as well as to the articles of our church, and to the

preaching and practice of its true professors for above
a hundred years. Of late times indeed, and 1 speak

it with grief of heart, we have heard even sermons of a

strange nature ;
although reason would make one think

it a very unaccountable way of procuring favour under
a monarchy, by palliating and lessening the guilt of
tnose who murdered the best of kings in cold blood,

and for a time destroyed the very monarchy itself.

Pray God we may never mure hear such doctrine from
the pulpit, nor have it scattered about in print, to

poison the people!

Fifthly, Some general knowledge of this horrid rebel-

lion and murder, with the consequences they had upon
these nations, may l>e a warning to our people not to

believe a lie, and to mistrust those deluding spirits

who. under pretence of a purer and more reformed
religion, would lead them from their duty to God and
the laws. Politicians may say what they please

;
but

it is no hard thing at all for the meanest person, who
hath common understanding, to know whether he
be well or ill governed. If he be freely allowed to

follow his trade and calling; if be be secure in his

property, and hath the benefit of the law to defend
himself against injustice and oppression

;
if his religion

be different from that of his country, and the govern-
ment think fit to tolerate it, (which he may be very
secure of let it be what it will,) he ought to he fully

satisfied, and give no offence by writing or discourse to

the worship established, as the dissenting preachers are

too apt to do. But if he hath new visions of his own,
it is his duty to he quiet, and possess them in silence,

without disturbing the community by a furious real

for making proselytes. This was the folly and madness
of thuse ancient puritan fanatics : they must needs
overturn heaven anil earth, violate all the laws of God
and man, make their country a field of blood, to pro-
pagate whatever wild or wicked opinions came into

their heads, declaring all their absurdities and blasphe-
mies to proceed from the Holy Ghost
To conclude this head. In answer to that objection

of keeping up animosity and hatred between protestants

by the olwervatiou of this day
;

if there be any sect or
sort of people among us, who profess the same principles '

in religion and government which those puritan rebels
|

put iu practice, I think it is the interest of all those
who love the church and king to keep up as strong a
party against them as possible, until they shall iu a
body renounce all those wicked opinions upon which
their predecessors acted, to the disgrace of Cliristiauity

and the perpetual infamy of the English nation.

When we accuse the papists of the horrid doctrine,

“that no faith ought to Ik* kej>t with heretics,’* they

deny it to a man; and yet we justly think it dangerous
to trust them, because we know their actions have been

sometimes suitable to that opinion. But the lullowers

of those who beheaded the martyr have not yet re-

nounced their principle* ; and till they do they may
lie justly susjiected. Neither will the liare name of

protestants set them right; for surely Christ requires

more from us than a profession of hating popery,

which a Turk or an atheist may do as well as a
protestaut.

if an enslaved people should recover their liberty

from a tyrannical power of any sort, who could blame
them for commemorating their deliverance by a day
of joy and thanksgiving ? And doth not the destruc-

tion of a church, a king, and three kingdoms, by the

artifices, hypocrisy, aud cruelty of a wicked race of
soldiers and preachers, and other sons of Belial, equally

require a solemn time of humiliation? esjiecially

since the consequences of that bloody scene still

continue, as 1 have already shown, iu tbeir effects

upon us.

Thus I have done with the three heads I proposed

to discourse on. But before 1 conclude, I must give a
caution to those who hear me, that they may not think

1 am pleading for absolute unlimited power in any
one man. It is true all power is from God ; ami as

the apostle says, “ the powers that be are ordained of
God but this is in the same sense Chat all we have is

from God, our food aud raiment, and whatever posses-

sions wc hold by lawful means. Nothing can he
meant in those, or any other words of Scripture, to

justify tyrannical power, or the savage cruelties of
those heathen emperors who lived in the time of the

apostles. And so St. Paul concludes, “ The ]>owcis

that lie are ordaiued of God for what ? why, ** for

the puuishmcut of evil doers, and the praise, the reward
of them tliat do well.” There is no more inward value
in the greatest emperor than in the meanest of his sub-
jects : his body is composed of the same substance, the

same parts, and with the same or greater infirmities;

bis education is generally worse, by flattery, and idle-

ness, and luxury, and those evil dispositions that early

power is apt to give. It is therefore against common
sense that his piivate personal interest or pleasure
should lie put in the Lilance with the safety of million*;

every one of which is his espial by nature, equal in

the sight of God, equally capable of salvation
;
and it

is for their sakes, not his own, that he is entrusted

with the government over them. He hath ns high
trust os cau safely lie reposed iu one inau

;
and if lie

discharge it as he ought, he deserves all the honour
and duty that a mortal may be allowed to receive.

His personal failings we have nothing to do witli
;
and

errors iu government are to be imputed to his ministers

in the state. To what height those errors may lie suf-

fered to proceed i* not the business of this day, or this

place, or ofmy function to determine. When oppressions

grow too great and universal to be borne, nature or

necessity may find a remedy. But if a private |tcrsuu

reasonably expects pardon upon his amendment for

all faults that are not capital, it would be a hard con-
dition indeed not to give the same allowance to a prince,

who must see with other men's eyes, and hear with
other men’s ears, which are often wilfully blind ami
deaf. Such was the condition of the martyr; and is so

iu some degree of all other (winces. Yet this wc may
justly say in defence of the common people in all

civil iied nations, tliat it must be a very bad government
indeed where the body of the subjects will not rather

choose to live in peace and obedience than take up
arms on pretence of faults in the administration, unless

where the vulgar are deluded by false preachers to grow
fond of new visions and fancies in religion ; which,

managed by dexterous men for sinister ends of malice,

envy, or ambition, have often made whole nations run
mad. This was exactly the case in the whole progress

of tliat great relielliuii, and the murder of king Charles

I. ' But the lute revolution under the (iriucc of Orango
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wot occasioned by a proceeding directly contrary, the

oppression umt injustice there beginning from tlie

throne: for that unhappy prince, king James 11., did

not otdy invade our laws and liberties, hut would
have forced a false religion upon his subjects, for which
he was deservedly rejected, since there could be no
other remedy found, or at least agreed on. But under

the blessed martyr the deluded people would have

forced many false religions, not oidy on their fellow-

subjects, but even upon their sovereign himself, aud at

the same time invaded all his undoubted rights; and,

because be would not comply, raised a horrid rebellion,

wherein, by the permission of God, they prevailed, aud
pnt their sovereign to death like a common criminal

iu the face of the world.

Therefore, those who seem to think they cannot other-

wise justify the late revolution and the change of the

succession, thou by lessening the guilt of the puritans,

do certainly put the greatest affront imaginable upon
Hie present powers, by supposing any relaliou or re-

semblance between that rein'll ion and tbc late revolu-

tion; and consequently, that the present establishment

is to lx* defended by the same arguments which those

iHiirjior* made use of, who, to obtain their tyranny,

trampled under foot, all the laws of both God and man.
One great design of our discourse was, to give you

warning against running into either extreme of two
bad opinions with relation to obedience. As kings are

culled gods u]ton earth, so some would allow them an
equal (lower with God over all laws and ordinances;

and that the liberty, and property, and life, and reli-

gion of tlie subject depended wholly upon the breath

of the prince
;
which however I hope was never meant

by those who pleaded for (tussive obedience. And
this opinion bath not been confined to that party wdiich

was lirst charged with it, but hnlh sometimes gone
over to the other, to serve many an evil turn of interest

or ambition ; who have been as ready to enlarge pre-

rogative, where they could fiud their owu account, os

highest maintainors of it.

On tlie other side, some look upon kings us answer-

able for every mistake or omission in government, and
bound to comply with the most unreasonable demands
of an unquiet factiou

;
which was tlie case of those who

persecuted the blessed martyr of this day from his

tilroue to the scaffold.

Between these two extremes it is easy, from what
hath lieen said, to choose a middle

;
to be good and

loyal subjects, yet, according to your power, faithful

assertors of your religion and liberties; to avoid all

bruachers and preachers of newfangled doctrines iu the

church
;
to be strict oliservcrs of the laws, which cannot

be justly taken from you without your own consent

:

in short, ‘‘to obey God and tlie king, and meddle not

with those who are given to change.’’

Which that you may all do, &c.

SERMON TIIE SEVENTH.
ON FALSE WITNESS.

EXODUS XX. 16.

Thou shall not hear false ic itnets against thy neighbour.

In those great changes that are made in a country by
the prevailing of one party over another, it is very

convenient that the prince and those who are in au-
thority under him should use all just and proper

methods for preventing any mischief to the public from
seditious meu. And governors do well when they en-
courage any good subject to discover (as his duty
obligeth him) whatever plots or conspiracies may he
any way dangerous to the state ; neither ate they to lie

blamed even when they receive informations from l»ad

wcu in order to liud out tl.e truth, when it concerns

the public welfare. Every one indeed is naturally
inclined to have an ill opinion of an informer, although
it is not ini|xissible but an honest man may he calhsl

bv that name ; for whoever knoweth anything, the
telling of which would prevent some great evil to

his prince, his country, or his neighbour, is hound in
conscience to reveal it. Rut the mischief is that, when
parties are violently inflamed, which seemeth unfor-
tunately to lie our case at present, there is never wanting
a set of evil instruments who, either out of mad zeal,

private haired, or filthy lucre, are always ready to offer

their services to the prevailing side, and become
accusers of their brethren without any regard to truth

hr charity. Holy David numbers this among tire chief
of his sutferings :

“ False witnesses are risen up against

me, and such ns breathe out cruelty." Ps. xxvii. 12.

Our Saviour and his aunties did likewise undergo
the same distress, as we read both iu the Gospels aud
the Acts.

Now liecausc the sin of false witnessing is so horrible

and dangerous in itself, and so odious to God and
man, and liecause the bitterness of too many among us
is risen to such a height that it is not easy to kftow
where it will stop, or how far some weak and wicked
minds nmy he carried by a mistaken teal, a malicious
temper, or hope of reward, to break this great com-
mandment delivered in the text

; therefore, in order to

prevent this evil and the consequences of it, at least

among you who are my hearers, I shall.

First
, Show you several ways by which a man may lie

called a false witness against his neighbour.

Secondly
, I shall give you some rules for your conduct

and behaviour, in order to defend yourselves against

tlie malice and cunning of false accusers.

And, lastly
,

I shall conclude with showing you very
briefly bow far it is your duty as good subjects and
good neighbours to bear faithful witness when you
are lawfully called to it by those in authority, or by
the sincere advice of your own consciences.

As to the first, there are several ways by which a man
may be justly called a false witness against his neigh-

bour.

First
,
According to the direct meaning of the word,

when a man accuseth his neighlxiur without, the least

ground of truth. So we read, “that Jezebel hired two
sous of Belial to accuse Nalioth for blaspheming God
and the king, for which, although he was entirely inno-

cent, he was stoned to death." And iu our age it is

not easy to tell how many men have lost their lives,

been ruined in their fortunes, and put to ignominious

punishment, by the downright penury of false wit-

nesses, the law itself in such cases lieing not uhle to

protect the innocent. But this is so horrible a crime
that it doth not need to lx? aggravated by words.

A second way by which a man becometh a false

witness is when he mixeth falsehood and truth together,

or conccaleth some circumstances which, if they were
told, would destroy the falsehood* he uttereth. So tke

two false witnesses who accused our Saviour before the

chief priests, by a very little perverting of his words,

would have made him guilty of a capital crime; for

so it was among the Jews to prophesy any evil against

the temple :
“ This fellow said, I am able to destroy

the temple of God, and to build it in three days ;
*

whereas tlie words, as our Saviour spoke them, were to

another end, and different ly expressed
;

for when the
Jews asked him to show them a sign, he said, “ Destroy

this temple, and in three days I will raise it up." In
such cases as these an innocent man is half con-
founded, and looketh as if he were guilty, since be
neither can deny hi* words nor perhaps readily strip

them from the malicious additions of a false witness.

Thirdly, A man is a false witness when, in accusing
his neighbour, he endeavour? to aggravate by his ge«
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hires and tone of his voice, or when he chargedi a man
with words which were only repeated or quoted from

somebody else. As if any one should tell me that he

heard auother sjieak certain dangerous and seditious

speeches, and 1 should immediately accuse him for

•peaking them himself, and so drop the only circum-

stance that made him innocent. This was the case of

St. Stephen. The false witness said, “This man
ceaseth not to apeak blasphemous words against this

holy place and the law." Whereas St. Stephen said

no such word*, but only repeated some prophecies of

Jeremiah or Malachi, which threatened Jerusalem with

destruction if it did not repent; however, by the fury

of the people, this innocent holy persou was stoned to

death for words be never spoke.

Fourthly., The blackest kind of false witnesses are

those who do the office of the devil, by tempting their

brethren in order to betray them. I cannot call to

mind any instances of this kind mentioned in holy

Scripture. But I am afraid this vile practice hath

been too much followed in the world. When a man's

temper hath beeu so soured by misfortunes and hard

usage, that perhaps he hath reason enough to com-
plain, then one of these seducers, under the pretence of

friendship, will seem to lament his case, urge the

hardships he hath suffered, and endeavour to raise his

passions, until lie bath said something that a malicious

informer can pervert or aggravate against him in a

court of justice.

Fifthly, Whoever beareth witness against his neigh-

hour out of a principle of malice and revenge from

auy old grudge or hatred to his person, such a man is

a false witness in the sight of God, although what he

says true, because the. motive or cause is evil, not to

serve his priuce or country, but to gratify his own
rcseiitments. And therefore, although a man thus

accused may l»e very justly punished by the law, yet

this doth by no means acquit the accuser, who, iiutend

of regarding the public service, intended only to glut

his private rage and spite.

Sixth ft/, 1 number among false witnesses all those

who make a trade of being informers in hope of favour

or reward, and to this end employ their time either

by listening iu public places to catch up an accidental

word, or iu corrupting men's servants to discover any
unwary expression of their master, or thrusting them-
selves into company, and then using the most iudecent

scurrilous language, fastening a thousand falsehoods

and scandals upon a whole party, on purjKne to provoke
such an answer as they may turn to an accusation.

Ami truly this uugodly race is said to be grown so

numerous that men of different parties can hardly

couverse together with any security. Even the pulpit

hath not been free from the misrepresentation of these

informers, of whom the clergy have not wanted occa-

sions to complain with holy David : “ They daily

mistake my words, all they imagine is to do me evil.

Nor is it any wonder at all that this trade of informing
should he now in a flourishing condition, since our
case is manifestly thus : We are divided iuto two
parties, with very little charity or temper toward each
other

;
the prevailing side may talk of past things as

they please with security, and generally do it in the

roost provoking words they can invent, while those

who are down are sometimes tempted to speak iu

favour of a lost cause, and therefore, without great

caution, must needs be offen caught tripping, and
thereby furnish plenty of materials for witnesses and
informers.

Lastly, Those may he well reckoned among false

witnesses against their neighbour who bring him iuto

trouble and punishment by such accusal ions as are of

no consequence at all to the public, nor can he of any
otLer use but to create vexation. Such witnesses are

those who cannot hear an idle intemperate expression
hut they must immediately run to the magistrate to

inform, or, pcrliaps wrangling in their cup* over night,

when they were not able to stieak or apprehend three
words of common sense, will pretend to remember
everything the next morning, and think themselves

very properly qualified to be accusers of their brethren
God no thanked the throne of our king is too (irmly
settled to be shaken by the folly and rashness of every
sottish companion. And I do not in the least doubt
that when those in power begiu to observe the false-

hood, the prevarication, the aggravating manner, the
treachery and seducing, the malice and revenge, the
love of lucre, and, lastly, the trifling accusations
in too many wicked fienple, they will be as ready to

discourage every sort of those whom 1 have numbered
among false witnesses, as they will be to countenance
honest men, who, out of a true zeal to their prince and
country, do in the innocence of their hearts freely

discover whatever they may apprehend to he dangerous
to either. A good Christian will think it sufficient to

reprove his brother for a rash unguarded word where
there is neither danger nor evil example to lie appre-
hended, or, if he will not amend by reproof, avoid his
conversation.

And thus much may serve to show the several ways
whereby a man may be said to he a false witness
against his neighbour. I might have added one kind
more, and it is of those who inform against their neigh •

hour out of fear of punishment to themselves; which,
although it be more excusable, and hath lew of malice
than any of the rest, car.not however lie justified. 1 go
on therefore, upon the second head, to give you some
rules for your conduct and behaviour, iu order to
defend yourselves against the malice and cunning of
false accusers.

It is readily agreed that innocence is the liest pro-
tection in the world

;
yet that it is not always sufficient

without some degree of prudence, our Saviour himself
intimateth to us, by instructing his disciples “to be wise
iis serpents, as well as innocent as doves.” Hut if

ever innocence be too weak a defence, it is chiefly so
iu jealous and suspicious times, when factions urc
arrived to a high pitch of animosity, and the miuds of
men, instead of being warmed by a true zeal for reli-

gion, are inflamed only by party fury. Neither is

virtue itself a sufficient security in such times, because
it is not allowed to he virtue otherwise than as it hath
a mixture of party.

However, although virtue and innocence are no in-

fallible defence against perjury, malice, and suborna-
tion, yet they are great supports for enabling us to bear
those evils with temper and resignation

; and it is on
unspeakable comfort to a good man, under the malig-
nity of evil mercenary tongues, that a few year* will

carry his apjieul to a higher tribunal, where false

witnesses, instead of daring to bring accusations before

an all-seeing Judge, will call for mountains to cover
them. As for earthly judges, they seldom have it iu
their power, and God knows whether they have it iu
their will, to mingle mercy with justice; they ore so
far from knowing the hearts of the accuser or the
accused that they cannot know their own

; and their
understanding is frequently biassed, although their in-

tentions be just. They are often prejudiced to causes,
parties, and persons, through the infirmity of human
nature, without being sensible themselves that they are
so; and therefore, although God may pardon their

errors here, he certainly will not ratify their sentences
hereafter.

However, since, as we hare before observed, our
Saviour prescribed! to us to be not only harmless as
doves hut wise as serpents, give me leave to prescrilie

to you some rules which the most ignorant |>crsou may
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follow for the conduct of his life with safely in perilous

times against, false accusers.

1st, 1**1 me advise you to have nothing at all to do
with that which is commonly called politics, or the

government of the wotld, in the nature of which it is

certain you are utterly ignorant; and when your
opinion is wrong, although it proceeds from ignorance,

it shall Ik; an accusation against you. Resides,

opinions in government are right or wrong, just accord-

ing to the humour and disposition of the times; and
unless you have judgment to distinguish, you may lie

punished at one time for wliat you would be rewarded

in another.
,

2ndly, Be ready at all times, in your words and
actions, to show your loyalty to tlie king that reigns

over you. This is the plain manifest duett ine of holy

Scripture: “Submit yourselves to every ordinance of

man for the Lord's sake, whether it be to the king as

supreme," &c. And another apostle telleth us, “ The
powers that be are ordained of God." Kings are the

ordinances of man by the permission of (iod, and they

are ordained of God by his instrument, man. The
Hiwers that lie, the present powers, which are ordained

>v God, aud yet in some sense are the ordinances of

man, are what you must oliey, without presuming
to examine into rights and titles; neither can it he

reasonably expected that the powers in being, or in

possession, should Buffer their title to lie publicly dis-

puted by subjects without severe punishment. And
to say the truth, there is no duty in religion more easy

to the generality of mankind tlian obedience to govern-

ment
;

1 say to the generality of mankind ; because,

while their law, and property, and religion are pre-

served, it is of no great consequence to them by whom
they are governed, and therefore they are under no
tern pt.it ion to desire a change.

•Irdly, In order to prevent any charge from the

malice of false witnesses, lie sure to avoid intem-

perance. If it lie often so hard for men to govern

their tongues when they are in their right senses, how
can they hope to do it when they are heated with

drink? In those cases most men regard not what they

my, and too many not what they swear; neither will a

man's memory, disordered with drunkenness, serve to

defend himself, or satisfy him whether he were guilty

or not.

4thly, Avoid as much os possible the conversation

of those people who are given to talk of public persons

and affairs, especially of those whose opinions in such

matters arc different from yours. I never once knew
any disputes of this kind managed with tolerable

temper; but on both sides they only agree sis much n*

possible to provoke the passions of each other; indeed,

with this disadvantage, that he who nrgneth ou the

side of power may speak securely the utmost, his

malice can invent ; while the other lieth every moment
at the mercy of an informer; and the law in these

cases will give no allowance at all for passion, inad-

vertency, or the highest provocation.

1 come now, in the last place, to Rhow you how far

it is your duty, as good subjects and good neighbours,

to bear faithful witness, when you are lawfully called

to it hy those in authority, or by the sincere advice of

your own consciences.

In what I have hitherto said, you cosily find that I

do not talk of (waring witness in geueral, which is and
may be lawful upon a thousand accounts in relation to

property and other matters, and wherein there ore'many
scandalous corruptions almost peculiar to this country

which would require to lie handled by themselves.

Rut I have routined rny discourse only to that hrnrich

of bearing false witness whereby the public is injured

in the safety or honour of the prince, or those in autho-
rity under him.

In order, therefore, to be a faithful witness, it is first

necessary that a man doth not umlcitakc it from the
le.ut prosiwct of any private advantage to himself.

The smallest mixture of that leaven will sour the

whole lump. Interest will infallibly bias his judg-
ment, although he be ever so firmly resolved to say
nothing but truth. He cannot serve God and Mam-
mon

;
but, as interest is the chief end, he will use the

most effectual means to advance it. He will aggra-
vate c ireuinstances to make his testimony valuable;
he will lie sorry if the person he ncrusetb should lie

able to clear himself
;

in short, he is labouring a point
which he thinks necessary to his own good

;
and it

would lie a disappointment to him tliat his neighbour
should prove innocent.

2ndly, Every good subject is obliged to lieor witness
against his neighbour for any action or words, the tell-

ing of which would be of disadvantage to the public,
and the concealment dangerous or of ill example.
Of this nature are all plots and conspiracies against the
jieace of a nation; all disgraceful words against a
prince, such as clearly discover a disloyal and rebel-

lious heart. Hut where our prince and country can
possibly receive no damage or disgrace; where no
scandal or ill example is given; and our neighbour,

it may be, provoked by us, hap]ieiieth privately to
drop a rash or indiscreet word, which in strictness of
law might bring him under trouble, jierha]M to his

utter undoing; there wc are obliged, we ought, to pro-
ceed no further than warning and reproof.

In describing to you the several kinds of false wit-
nesses, I have made it lea* necessary to dwell much
longer upon this head; because a faithful witness, like
everything else, is known hy, his contrary. Therefore,
it would be only a repetition of what 1 have already
said to tell you tliat the strictest truth is required in

a witness; that lie should lie wholly free from malice
against the person he accuses; tliat he should not
aggravate the smallest circumstance against the
criminal, nor conceal the smallest in his favour; and
to crown all, though I have hinted it liefore, that the

only cause or motive of his undertaking an office, so
subject to censure, and so difficult to perforin, should
be the safety and service of his prince and country.

Under these conditions and limitations, (but not
otherwise,) there is no manner of doubt hut a good
man may lawfully and justly become a witness in

liehalf of the public, and may perform that office (in
its own nature not very desirable) with honour ami
integrity. For the command in the text is positive, as
well ns negative; that is to say, as we are directed not
to liear false witness against our neighlwur, so we arc to
bear true. Next to the word of God and the advice of
teachers, every man's conscience, strictly examined,
will l»e his liest director in this weighty poiut: and to
that I shall leave him.

It might |>erhaps lie thought proper to have added
something hy way of advice to those who are unhap-
pily engaged in this abominable trade and sin of lour-
ing false witness; hut 1 am far from believing or
supposing any of that destructive tribe are now my
hearers. I look upon them as a sort of jwople that
seldom frequent these holy placet, where they can
liardly pick up any materials to serve their turn, unless
they think it worth their while to misrepresent or per-
vert the words of the preacher. And whoever is that
way disposed, I doubt, cannot l*e in a very good con-
dition to edify and reform himself hy what he hearetb.
God in his mercy preserve us from all the guilt of this
grievous sin forbidden til my text, mid fioin the snares
of those who are guilty of it!

I shall conclude with one or two precepts given hv
Moses from God to the children of Israel in Eictl.
xxiii. 1, 2.
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11 Thou (halt not raise a false nqxwt
:

put not thine

hand with the wicked to he mi unrighteous witness.

»* TUou shall not follow a multitude t« do evil

;

neither shalt thou speak in a cause to decline after

many, to wrest judgment.”

Now to God the Father, the Son, and Holy Ghost, be

praises for ever and ever. Amen.

SERMON THE EIGHTH.
ON THE POOR MAN'S CONTENTMENT.

philippians, iv. 11.

/ Auiy learned, in whattoever tint* I am, therewith to lx

content.

The holy Scripture is full of expressions to set forth the

miserable condition of mail during the whole progress

of hi* life
;
his weakness, pride, and vanity ; his unmea-

surable desires and perpetual disappointments, the pre-

valency of his passions, ami the corruptions of his rea-

son
;
his deluding hopes, and his real as well as imagi-

nary fears, his natural ami artificial wants, his cares

amt anxieties, the diseases of his body and the diseases

of his mind ;
the shortness of his life, his dread of a

future state, with his carelessness to prepare for it : and
the wise men of all ages have made the same reflections.

But all these are general calamities from which none

are excepted, and, being without remedy, it is vain to

bewail them. The great question, long debated in the

world, is, whether the rich or the poor are the least mi-
serable of the two ? It is certain that no rich man ever

desired to be poor, and that most, if not all poor men,
desire to be rich

;
whence it may be argued that, in all

appeuruuce, the advantage lieth on the side of wealth,

l>ecau*e both parties agree in preferring it before poverty.

But this reasoning will be found to In* false
;

for I

lay it down as a certain truth that God Almighty hath

placed all men upon an equal foot with respect to their

happiness in this world, and the rapacity of attaining

their salvation in the next; or at least, if there he any
difference, it is not to the advantage of the rich and the

mighty. Now, since a great part of those who usually

make up our congregations are not of considerable sta-

tion, and many among them of the lower sort, and since

the meaner people are generally and justly charged with

the sin of repining and murmuring at their own condi-

tion, to which however their hettrrsarc siifhcier • ly sub-

ject, (although, perhaps for shame, not always so loud

in their complaints,) I thought it might be useful to rea-

son upon this point in as plain a manner as I can. I

shall therefore show, first, that the poor enjoy many tem-

poral blessings which are not common to the rich and
the great ; and likewise, that the rich and the great are

subject to many temporal evils which are not cominou
to the poor.

Ilut here I would not be misunderstood
: perhaps there

is nut a word more abused than that of the poor ; or

wherein the world is more generally mistaken. Among
the number of those who beg in our streets, or arc half-

starved at home, or languish in prison for debt, there is

hardly one in a hundred who doth not owe his misfor-

tunes to his own laziness, or drunkenness, or worse vices.

To these lie owes those very diseases which often dis-

able him from getting his bread. Such wretches are

deservedly unhappy: they can only blame themselves;

and when we are commanded to have pity on the ]>oor,

these arc not understood to be of the number.
It is true indeed that sometimes honest endeavour-

tug men are reduced to extreme want, even to the tag-

ging of alms, by losses, by accidents, by diseases, and old

age, without any fault of their own : but these are very

few in comparison of the other ; nor would their support

be any sensible burden to the public, if the charity of
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well-disposed ]*ersou* were not intercepted by those com-

mon stroller*, w ho are most importunate, ami who least

deserve it. These indeed are properly mid justly calltd

flie poor, whom it should ta our study (o find out and

distinguish, by making fliem partake of our superfluity

and abundance.

Hut neither have those anything to do with my pre-

rent subject
; for by the poor I only intend the honest

industrious artificer, the meaner sort of tradesmen, and

the labouring man, who gotteth his bread by the sweat

of his brow in town or cuuntry, and who make the

bulk of mankind among us.

Firet
, 1 stall therefore show, that the poor (in the sense

I understand the word) do enjoy many temporal

blessings which are not common to the rich and

great; and likewise, that the rich and great are sub-

ject to many temporal evils which are not common
to the poor.

Secondly, From the arguments offered to prove the

foregoing head. 1 shall draw some observations that

may ta useful for your practice.

As to the first : Health, we know, is generally al-

lowed to ta the best of all earthly possessions, because

it is that without which we can have no satisfaction in

any of the rest. For riches are of no use, if sickness

tuketli from us the ability of enjoying them
;
and power

and greatness are then only a burden. Now, if we
would look for taalih, it must ta in the humble habt-

tntion of the labouring man or industrious artificer,

who earn their bread by the sweat of their brows, and
usually live to a good old age, with a great degree of

strength and vigour.

The refreshment of the body by sleep is another great

happiness of the meaner sort. Their rest is not dis-

turbed by the fear of thieves anil robbers, nor is it inter-

rupted by surfeits of intemperance. Labour and plain

food supply the want of quieting draughts, mid the

wise man telleth us, that the sleep of the lutauring man
is sweet. As to children,which are certainly accounted
of os a blessing, even to the poor, where industry is not

wanting; they are an assistance to honest parents, in-

stead of being a burden
;
they are healthy and strong,

and fit for labour; neither is the father in fear, lest his

heir should ta ruined by an unequal match, nor is he

solicitous about his rising in the world, further than to

ta able to get his bread.

The poorer sort are not the objects of general hatred

or envy; they have no twinges of ambition, nor trouble

themselves with party quarrels, or shite divisions. The
idle rabble, who follow their ambition* leaders in such

cases, do not fall withiu my description of the poorer

sort ; for it is plain I mean only the honest industrious

poor in tow'n or country, who arc safest in times of pub-
lic disturbance, in perilous reasons, ami public revolu-

tions, if they will be quiet, and do their business
;

for

artificers and husbandmen are necessary in all govern-

ments, but in such seasons the rich urc the public

mark, because they are oftentimes of no use but to be

plundered; like some sort of birds who are good for

nothing but their feathers, and so fall a prey to the

strongest side.

Let us proceed oti the other side to examine the dis-

advantages which the rich and the great lie under
with respect to the happiness of the present life.

First, then
; While Health, as we have said, is tta

general portion of the lower sort, the gout, the dropsy,

the stone, the cholic, and all other diseases, are con-

tinually haunting the palaces of the rich ami the great,

as the natural attendants upon laziness and luxury.

Neither does the rich man eat his sumptuous fare with
half the appetite and relish that even the beggars do
tta crumb* which fall from his table, but, on tta con-

trary, he is full of loathing mid disgust, or ut best of

indifference, in the midst of plenty. Thus itair in-
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temperance shortens their lives, without pleasing their

apjietites.

Business, fear, guilt, design, anguish, and vexation

are continually buzzing al>out the curtains of the rich

ami the power fill, and will hardly sutler them to close

their eyes, unless when they are dosed with the fumes
of strong liquors.

It is a great mistake to imagine that the rich want
but few things

;
their wants are more numerous, more

craving and urgent, than those of poorer men ; for

these endeavour only at the necessaries of life, which

make them happy, and they think no further
;
hut the

drsire of power and wealth is endless, and therefore im-
possible to be satisfied with any acquisitions.

If riches were so great a blessing as they are com-
monly thought, they would at least have this advantage
to give their owners cheerful liearts and countenances

;

they would often stir them up to express their thank-

fulness to God, and discover their satisfaction to the

world. But in fact, tlic contrary to all this is true.

For where arc there more cloudy brows, more melan-
choly hearts, or more ingratitude to their great bene-

factor, than among those who abound in wealth t And
indeed it is natural that it should he so, liecau.se those

men who covet things that nre hard to lie got must l>e

haul to please; and whereas a small thing tnaketh a

poor man happy, and great losses cannot befall him.

It is likewise worth considering how few among the

rich have procured their wealth by just measures. How
many owe their fortunes to the sins of their parents,

how many more to their own ! If men’s titles were to

lie tried before a true court of conscience, where false

swearing and a thousand vile artifices (that are well

known, and can hardly be avoided in human courts of

justice) would avail nothing, how many would be

ejected with infamy and disgrace! How many grow
considerable by breach of trust, by bribery and corrup-

tion ! how many have sold their religion, with the rights

and liberties of themselves and others, for power and
employments!
And it is a mistake to think tliat the most hardened

•inner, who oweth his possessions or titles to any such

wicked arts of thieving, can have true peace of mind,
under the reproaches of a guilty conscience, and amid
the cries of ruined widows and orphan*.

I know not one real advantage tliat the rich have
over the jioor except the power of doing gixnl to others;

but this is an advantage which God hath not given

wicked men the grace to make use of. The wealth

acquired by evil means was never employed to good
ends; for tliat would l>e to divide the Vingdotn of

Satan against itself. Whatever hath been gained by

fraud, avarice, oppression, and the like, must he pre-

served and increased by the same methods.

I shall add but one thing more upon this head,

which I hope will convince you that God (whose
thoughts are not as our thoughts) never intended riches

or power to be necessary for the happiness of mankind in

this life ; because it is certain that there is not one single

good quality of the mind absolutely necessary to obtain

them, where men are resolved to be rich at any rate

;

neither honour, justice, temperance, wisdom, religion,

truth, nor learning: for a slight acquaintance of the

world will inform us, that there have been many instances

of men in all ages who have arrived at great jiossessions

and great dignities by cunning, fraud, or flattery, without

any of these or any other virtues that can lie named.
Now if riches and greatness were such blessings that good
men without them could not have their share of happiness

in this life, how cometh it to pass that God should suffer

them to lie often dealt to the worst and most profligate

of mankind ; that they should lie generally procured by
the most aliotninahle means, and applied to the Li.*ol

and most wicked uses ? This ought not to l«e conceived

of a just, a merciful, a wise, and Almighty Being
We must therefore conclude that wealth and power are
in their own nature at best hut things indifferent, ami
that a good man may be equally happy without them

,

provided that he hath a sufficiency of the common
blessings of human life to answer all the reasonable am
virtuous demands of nature, which his industry will
provide, and sobriety will prevent his wanting.—Agur’s
prayer, with the reasons of his wish, ore full to this
purpose: “Give me neither poverty nor riches. Feed
me with food convenient for me; lest 1 be full and
deny thee, and say, 4 Who is the Lord T or lest I be
poor, and steal, and take the name of my God in vain.**

From whut bath been said I shall, in the second
place, offer some considerations tliat may be useful for

your practice.

And here I shall apply myself chiefly to those of the
lower sort, for whose comfort and satisfaction this dis-
course is principally intended. For having observed
the great sin of those who do not abound in wealth to

be tliat of murmuring and repining, tliat God hath
dealt his blessings unequally to the sons of men, I

thought it would lie of great use to remove out of your
minds so false and wicked ail opinion, by showing that

your condition is really liappier than must of you
imagine.

First, Therefore it hath Keen always agreed in the

world that the present happiness of mankind consisted

in the ease of our body, and the quiet of our mind

;

but, from what has been already said, it plainly ap|>eats

that neither wealth nor power do ill any sort contribute

to either of these two blessings. If, on the contrary, by
multiplying our desires they increase our discontent*

;

if they destroy our health, gall us with painful diseases,

and shorten our life; if they expose us to hatred, to

envy, to censure, to a thousand temptations, it is not
easy to see why a wise man should make them his

choice for their own sake, although it were in his power.
Would any of you who are in health and strength of

body, with moderate food and raiment earned by your
own labour, rather choose to be in the rich man’s bed
under the torture of the gout, unable to take your
natural rest or natural nourishment, with the additional
load of a guilty conscience reproaching you for injus-

tice, oppressions, covetousness, and fraud ? No ; but
you would take tin* riches and power, and leave
behind the inconveniences that attend them ; and so

would every man living. But that is more than our
share, and God never intended this world for such a
place of rest as we would make it; for the Seripture

assuretli us tliat it was only designed ns a place of
trial. Nothing is more frequent than a man to w ish

himself iu another’s condition, yet he seldom doth it

without some reserve ;
lie would not he so old, he

would not lie so sickly, he would not In* so cruel, he
would not lie so insolent, he would not be so vicious, lie

would not be so oppressive, so griping, and so on.

Whence it is plain that, in their own judgment, incti

are not so unequally dealt with as they would at lint

sight imagine ; for if I would not change my condition
with another man without any exception or reservation

at all. 1 an* in reality more happy than he.

Secondly, You of the meaner sort are subject to

fewer temptations than the rich, and therefore your
vices are more unpardonable. Labour suMuefli your
apjietites to be satisfied with .common things; the
business of your several callings fillcth tip your whole
time; so tliat idleness, which is the liane and destruc-

tion of virtue, doth not lead you into the neighbour-
hood of sin

:
your passions are cooler by not firing in-

flamed with excess, and therefore the gate anil the way
that lead to life are not so strait and so narrow to you
us to those wlm live among all ihe allurements to

wickedness. To serve Gcal with tin* best of your care
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and understanding, and to 1*» just and true in your

dealings, is the short sum of your duty, and will be

the more strictly required of you because nothing lieth

in the way to divert you from it.

Thirdly, It is plain from what I have said that you

of the lower rank have no just reason to complain of

your condition ; because, as you plainly see, it aflbrdeth

you so many advantages, and fieeth you from so many
vexations, so many distempers, both of Ixnly and mind,

which pursue and torment the rich and powerful.

Fourthly, You are to rememlier ami apply, that the

poorest person is not excused from doing good toothers,

ami even relieving the wants of his distressed neigh-

bour, according to his abilities; and if you perform

your duty in this point, you far outdo the greatest

liberalities of the rich, and will accordingly be

accepted of by God and get your reward ; for it is our

Saviour's own doctrine when the widow gave her two

mites. The rich give out of their abundance
;
that is

to say, what they give they do not feel it in their way
of living; but tjie poor man who giveth out of his

little stock, must spare it from the necessary food and

raiment of himself and his family. And therefore our

Saviour adds, “ That the widow gave more than all

who went before her, for she gave all she had, even all

her living," and so went home utterly unprovided to

supply her necessities.

Lastly, As it appearcth from what hath been said,

that you in the lower rank have in reality a greater

share of happiness, your work of salvation is easier by

your being liable to fewer temptations
;
and as your

reward in heaven is much more certain than it is to

the rich if you seriously perform your duty, for yours

is the kingdom of heaven : so your neglect of it will

he less excusable, will meet with fewer allowances

from God, and will be punished with double stripes

;

for the most unknowing among you cannot plead

ignorance of what you have been so early taught, I

hope so often instructed in, and which is so easy to be

understood, I mean the art of leading a life agreeable

to the plain and positive laws of God. Perhaps you

may think you lie under one disadvantage which tiro

great and rich have not, that idleness will certainly

reduce you to beggary
;
whereas those who abound in

wealth lie under no necessity either of labour or

temperance to keep enough to live on. But this is

indeed one part of your happiness, that the lowness of

your condition in a manner forceth you to what is

pleasing to God and necessary for your daily support.

Thus your duty and interest are always the same.

To conclude : Since our blessed Lord, instead of a

rich and honourable station in this world, was pleased

to choose his lot among men of the lower condition,

let not those on whom the bounty of Providence hath

bestowed wealth and honour* despise the men who
are placed in a humble and inferior station; but rather

with their utmost power, by their countenance, by their

protection, by just payment of their honest labour,

encourage their daily endeavours for the virtuous sup-

port of themselves and their families. On the other

haml, let the poor labour to provide things honest in

the sight of all men ; and so, with diligence in their

icvcral employments, live soberly, righteously, and
godlily in this present world, tliat they may obtain that

glorious reward promised in the gospel to the poor, I

mean the kingdom of heaven.

Now to God the Father, the Son, and Holy Ghost,

be pruises for ever and ever. Amen.
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SERMON THE NINTH.
ON THE CAUSES OP THE WKETCIIED CONDITION

OF IRELAND*
PSALM CXI.IV. 13, 14.

That there Ik no complaining m our streets. Happy is

the people that is in such a case.

It is a very melancholy reflection tliat such a country

as ours, which is capable of producing all tilings neces-

sary and most things convenient for life, sufficient for

the support of four times the number of its inhabitants

should yet lie under the heaviest load of misery and
want; our streets crowded with l>eggars, so many of

our lower sort of tradesmen, labourers, and artificers

not able to flud clothes autl food for their families.

1 think it may therefore itc of some use to lay before

you the chief causes of this wretched condition we are

in, and then it will be easier to assign what remedies

are in our power toward removing at least some jsart

of these evils.

For it is ever to lie lamented that we lie under

many disadvantages, not by our own faults, which are

peculiar to ourselves, and of which no other nation

under heaven hath any reason to complain.

I shall therefore first mention some causes of our

miseries, which I doubt are not to be remedied, until

God shall put it into the hearts of those who are the

stronger to allow us the common rights and privilege*

of brethren, fellow-subjects, and even of mankind.
The first cause of our misery is the intolerable

hardships we lie under in every branch of trade, hy
which we are become as hewers of wood and drawers

of water to our rigorous neighbours.

The second cause of our miserable state is the

foUy, the vanity, and ingratitude of those vast num-
bers who think themselves too good to live in the country

which gave them birth, and still gives them bread

;

and rather choose to pass their duys and consume
their wealth, and draw ont the very vitals of their

mother kingdom, among those who heartily despise them.

These 1 have hut lightly touched on, because I fear

they are not to be redressed
;
and besides, I am very

sensible how ready some people are to take offence at

the honest truth
;
and for that, reason I shall omit

several other grievances under which wc are long likely

to groan.

1 shall therefore go on to relate some other causes

of this nation's poverty, hy which, if they continue

much longer, it must infallibly sink to utter ruin.

The first is, that monstrous pride and vanity in both

sexes, especially the weaker sex, who in the midst of
poverty are suffered to run into all kind of expense

and extravagance in dress; and particularly priding

themselves to wear nothing but what cometh from
abroad, disdaining the growth or manufacture of their

own country, in those article* with which they can be

better server! at home at half the expense
;
and tills is

grown to such a height, that they will carry the whole
yearly rent of a good estate at once on their body.
And as there is in that sex a spirit of envy, by which
they cannot endure to see others in a better habit than
themselves, so those whose fortunes can hardly support

tneir families in the necessaries of life will needs vie

with the richest and greatest among us, to tire ruin ot

themselves and their posterity.

Neither are the men less guilty of this pernicious

folly, who, in imitation of a gnudiuess and foppery of

dress introduced of late years into our neighbouring
kingdom, (os fools are apt to imitate only the defects

of their betters,) cannot find materials in their own conn*
try worthy to adorn their bodies of clay, while tbeii

minds are naked of every valuable quality.

" Thi* is not properly « *ermon, bui apolitical diMcrtstioa.

and it is worthy of llip subject and Ihe author.
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Tims nnr tradesmen ami shopkee|»eTs who deal in

home goods are Irft in a starving condition, and only

those encouraged who min tin? kingdom by importing

among us foreign vanities.

Another cause of our low condition is our great

luxury
;
the chief support of which is die materials of

it brought to the nation in exchange for the few valu-

able things left us, whereby So many thousand families

want the very necessaries of life.

nirJltf, In most jxirta of this kingdom the natives

are from their infancy so given up to idleness and
•loth that they often choose to l**g or steal, rather than

support themselves with their own labour; they marry
without the least view or thought of being able to

make any provision for their families ; and whereas,

in all industrious nations, children ore looked on as a
help to their parents, with us, for want of being early i

trained to work, they are an intolerable burden at home,
and a grievous charge upon the public; as appeared)

from die vast numlier of ragged and nnked children in

town and country, led about by strolling women,
trained up in ignorance, nnd all manner of vice.

/>os//y, A great cause of this nation's misery is, that

Egyptian bondage of cruel, oppressing, covetous land-

lords; expecting that all who live under them should

make bricks without straw
;
who grieve and envy when

they see a tenant of their own in a whole coat, or able

to aft'ord one comfortable meal in a month; by which
the spirits of the people are tnrokeu and made tit fur

slavery : the farmers and cottagers almost through the

whole kingdom lieing, to all intents and purposes, as

real beggars as any of those to whom we give our cha-

rity in the streets. And those cruel landlord* are every

day unpeopling the kingdom, by forbidding their

miserable tenants to till the earth, against common
reason and justice, anti contrary to the practice and
prudence of all other nations; by which numlrcrless

families have been forced either to leave the kingdom,
or stroll about and increase the number of our thieves

and beggars.

Such and much worse is our condition at present,

if I had leisure or liberty to lay it before you
;
and

therefore, the next thing which might be considered is,

whether there may be any prolwible remedy found, at

least against some part of these evils, for most of them
are wholly desperate.

But this Wing too large a subject to be now handled,
and the intent of my discourse confining me to give

some directions concerning the poor of the city, I shall

keep myself within those limits. It is indeed in the

power of the lawgivers to found a school in every parish

of the kingdom for teaching the meaner and poorer

sort of children tos|>eak and to read the English tongue,

and to prov ide a reasonable maintenance for the teachers.

This would in time abolish that part of barbarity and
ignorance for which our natives arc so despised by all

foreigners
;

this would bring them to think nnd act

according to the rules of reason, by which a spirit of
industry, and thrift, and honesty would W introduced
among them. And indeed, considering how small a
tax would suffice for such a work, it is a public scandal
that such a thing should never have been endeavoured,
or perhaps so much ns thought on.

To supply the want of such a law, several pious per-
sons in many parts of this kingdom have been pre-

vailed on, hy me great endeavours and good example
set them hy tire clergy, to erect charity-schools in seve-

ral |«rishes, to which very often the richest parishioners

contribute the least. In those schools children are, or
ought to be, trained up to read and write and cast ac-
counts; and these children should, if poesihle, he of
honest parent*, gone to decay through age, sickness, or
other unavoidable calamity, by the hand of God ; not
tW brood of wicked struileis; for it is by no means

reasonable that the charily of well-inclined people

should W applied to encourage the lewduess of tliwu*

profligate, abandoned women, who crowd onr streets

with their Wrmwcd or spurious issue.

In those hospitals which have good foundations and
rents to support them, whereof, to the scandal of Chris-

tianity, there are very few in this kingdom
; 1 say, in

such hospitals, the children maintained ought to W
only of decayed citizens and freemen, and W bred up
to good trades. But in these small parish charity-

schools, which have no supixnt hut the casual good-
will of charitable people, I do altogether disapprove

the custom of putting the children apprentice except to

the very meanest trade*; otherwise the poor honest

citizen, who is just able to bring up his child, and pay a
small sum of money with him to a good master, is

wholly defeated, and the bastard issue, perhaps of some
beggar, preferred before him. And hence we come to

be so overstocked with apprentices and journeymen,
more than our discouraged country can employ ; and
I fear the greatest part of our thieves,

(
pick pockets, and

other vagabonds are of this number.
Therefore, in order to make these parish charity-

schools of great and universal use, 1 agree with the

opinion of many wise persons, that a new turn should
be giveu to this whole matter.

I think there is no complaint more just than what
we hud in almost every family, of the folly and igno-

rance, the fraud and knavery, the idleness and vicious-

ness, the wasteful squandering temper of servants, wtio
are, indeed, become one of the many public grievances
of the kingdom; whereof, 1 believe, there are few mas-
ters that now hear me who are not convinced by their

own experience. And I am very confident that more
families, of all degrees, have been ruined by the cor-

ruption of servants, than hy all other causes put to-

gether. Neither is this to be wondered at, when we
consider from what nurseries so many of them are

received into our houses. The first is the tribe of

wicked boys, wherewith most comers of this town are

pestered, who haunt public doors. These, having
been bom of beggars, and bred to pilfer as soou as

they can go or speak, as years come on, are employed
in the lowest offices to get themselves bread, are prac-
tised in all maimer of villany, and when they are
grown up, if they are not entertained in a gang of
thieves, are forced to seek for a sendee. The other
nursery is the barbarous and desert part of the country
from whence such lads come up hither to seek their

fortunes, who arc bred up from the dunghill in idle-

ness, ignorance, lying, and thieving. From these two
nurseries, I say, a great number of our servants come
to us, sufficient to corrupt all the rest. Thus the
whole race of servants in tnis kingdom liave gotten so
ill a reputation, that some persons from England,
come over hither into great stations, are said to have
absolutely refused admitting any servant bom among
us into their families. Neither can they be justly
blamed; for, although it is not impossible to find im
honest native fit for a good service, yet the inquiry is

too troublesome, and the hazard too greut, for a stranger
to attempt.

If we consider the many misfortunes that befall pii-

vate families, it will be found that servants are the
causes and instruments of them all. Are our goods
embezzled, wasted, and destroyed ? is our house burnt
to the ground ? it is hy tlie sloth, the drunkenness, or
the villany of servants. Are we robbed and murdered
in our beds? it is by confederacy with our servants.
Are we engaged in quarrels and misunderstandings
with our neighbours? these were all la-gnu and in-
flamed by the false, malicious tongues of our servants
Are the secrets of our families betrayed, and evil r»*-

pule spread of us? our servants were the authors, bo
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fi»l*t accuser* rise np against us? (an evil too frequent

in this country)- they have been tampering with our

servants. Do our children discover folly, malice,

pride, cruelty, revenge, umlutifulneas in their words

and actions? are they seduced to lewdness or scandal-

mu marriages? it is all by our aervanta. Nay, the

very mistakes, follies, blunders, and absurdities of

lliose in our service are able to ruflle and discompose

the mildest nature, and are often of such consequence

as to put whole families into confusion.

Since, therefore, not only our domestic peace and
quiet, and the welfare of our children, but even the

very safety of our lives, reputations, and fortunes, have

so great a dependence upon the choice of our servants,

I think it would well become the wisdom of the nation

to make some provision in so important an affair. Dut
in the mean time, and perhups to lietter nur|*ose. it were

to be wished that the children of both sexes, enter-

tained in the parish cliarily-achools, were bred up in

such a manner as would give
#
them a teachable dis-

position, and qualify lliemto leant whatever is required

in any sort of service. For instance, they should be

taught to read and write, to know somewhat in casting

accounts, to understand the principles of religion, to

practise cleanliness, to get a spirit of honesty, industry,

and thrift, and be severely punished for every neglect in

any of these particulars. For it is the misfortune of

mankind tliat, if they are not used to be taught in their

early childhood whereby to acquire what I call a
teachable disposition, they cannot, without great

difficulty, learn the easiest thing in the course of their

lives, but are always awkward and unhandy; their

minds, as well os bodies, for want of early practice,

growing stiff and unmanageable
;
as we observe in the

sort of gentlemen who, kept from school by the in-

dulgence of their parents but a few years, are neveT

able to recover the time they have lost, and grow up
in ignorance und all manner of vice, whereof we have
too many examples all over the nation. But to return

to what I was saying : if these charity childreu were

trained up in the manner I mentioned, and then hound
apprentices in the families of gentlemen and citizens,

(for which a late law giveth great encouragement,)

being accustomed from their first entrance to be always

learning some useful thing, they would learn in a

mouth more than another, without those advantages,

can do in a year ; and in the mean time, be very useful

in a family, as far os their age and strength would
allow. And when such children come to yeius of dis-

cretion, they will proltahly he a useful example to

their fellow-servants
;
at least they will prove a strong

check upon the rest
;

for I suppose everybody will

allow that one good, honest, diligent servant in a
house may prevent abundance of mischief in the

family.

These are the reasons for which I urge this matter so

strongly and I hope 'those who listen to me will con-

sider them.
I shall now say something alniut that great number

of poor who, under the name of common beggars,

infest our streets, and fill our ears with their continual

cries and craving importunity. This I shall venture

to call an unnecessary evil, brought upon us from the

gross neglect ami want of proper management in Uiose

wb^we duty it is to prevent it. But liefore I proceed

further, let me humbly presume to vindicate the justice

and mercy of God, and his dealings with mankind.
Upon this particular he hath not dealt so hardly with

his creatures as some would imagine, when they see

so many miserable objects ready to perish for want

;

for it would infallibly be found, upon strict inquiry,

that there is hardly one in twenty of those miserable

objects who do not owe their present poverty to their

own faults, to their present sloth and negligence, to
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their indiscreet marriage without the least prospect of

supporting a family, to their foolish exjteiisivcness, to

their drunkenness and other vices, by which they have

squandered their gettings, ami contracted diseases in

their old age. And to sjieak freely, is it any way
reasonable or just that those who have denied them-

selves many lawful satisfactions and conveniences of

life, from a principle of conscience as well as prudence,

that they might not be a burden to the public, should

be charged with supporting others, who have brought

themselves to less than a morsel of breud by their

idleness, extravagance, and vice? Vet such, and no

other, arc far the greatest number not only of those

who heg in our streets, lint even of what we call poor

decayed housekeepers, whom we axe apt to pity as real

objects of charity, and distinguish them from commou
beggars, although, in truth, they Iwth owe their un-

doing to the aume causes; only the former are too

nicely hied to endure walking half naked in the streets,

or too proud to own their wants. For the artificer or

other tradesman, who pleadeth lie is grown too old to

work or look after business, and therefore exjiecteth

assistance as a decayed housekeeper ; may we not ask

him why he did not take caie, in his youth and

strength of days, to make some provision against

old age, when he saw so many examples before him of

people undone by their idleness and vicious extrava-

gance? And to go a little higher, whetice cometh it

that so many citizens and shopkeepers, of the most

creditable trade, who once made a good figure, go to

decay by their expensive pride and vanity, affecting to

educate and dress their children above their abilities,

or the state of life they ought to expect ?

However, since the liest of us liave too many in-

firmities to answer for, we ought not to be severe upon
those of others

;
and therefore, if our brother, through

grief, or sickness, or other incapacity, is not in a con-

dition to preserve his being, we ought to supjiurt him
to the best of our power, without reflecting over

seriously on the causes that brought him to his misery.

But in order to this, and to turn our charity into its

proper channel, we ought to consider who and where
those objects are whom it is chiefly incumbent upon
us to support.

By the aucieut law of this realm, still in force, every

parish is obliged to maiutain its own poor; which,

although some may think to lie not very equal, liecause

many parishes are very rich, and have few jioor among
them, olid others the contrary ; yet I think may lie

justly defended : for as to remote country parishes, in

the desert part of the kingdom, the necessaries of life

are tliere so cheap, that the infirm poor may be pro-

vided for with little burdeu to the inhabitants. But
in what I am going to say, 1 shall confine mys If only

to this city; where we are overrun not only with our

own poor, but with a far greater number from every

part of the nation. Now I say, this evil of being en-

cumbered with so many foreign beggars, who Lave

not the least title to our charity, aud whom it is im-
possible for us to support, may lie easily remedied, if

the government of tins city, iu conjunction with the

clergy and parish officers, would think it worth their

care
; and I ain sure few things di’scrve it better. For

if every palish would take a list of those begging poor

which proiierly belong to it, and compel each of them
to wear a badge, marked and numbered, so as to lie

seen and knowu by all they meet, and confine them to

beg witliiu the limits of their own parish, severely

punishing them when they offend, und driving out all

interlopers from other parishes, we could then make
a computation of their numliers

;
and the strollers

from tire country being driven away, the remainder
would not he too miuiy fur the charity of those

who |mum by to maintain
;
neither would any beggar.

si
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Although confined to his own parish, lie hindered from
receiving the charity of the whole town : because in

this case, those well-disposed persons who walk the
streets will give their charity to such whom they
thiuk pro]>er objects, wberwer they meet them, pro-

vided they are found in their own parishes, and wear-
ing their badges of distinction. And as to those

jiarishe# which border upon the skirts and suburb* of
the town, where country strollers arc used to harbour
themselves, they must be forced to go back to their

homes, when they find nobody to relieve them, because
they want that mark which only gives them license

to l>eg. Upon this point it were to be wished that

inferior parish officers had better encouragement
given them to perform their duty in driving away all

lieggars who do not Iteloug to the pnrish, instead of
conniving at them, as it is said they do for some small

Contribution; for the whole city would save much
more hy ridding themselves of many hundred lieggars

than they would lose hy giving parish officers a reason-

able support.

It should seem a strange, unaccountable thing, that

those who have probubly been reduced to want by
riot, lewdness, and idleness, although they have as-

surance enough to beg alms publicly from all they
meet, should yet be too proud to wear the parish
badge, which would turn so much to their own advan-
tage, hy ridding them of such great numbers who
now intercept the greatest part of what belongelb to

them
; yet it is certain that there are very many who

publicly declare they will never wear those badges,
and many others who either hide or throw them away

;

hut the remedy for this is very short, easy, and just,

by trying them like vagabonds and sturdy beggars,

and forcibly driving them out of the town.
Therefore, as soon os this expedient of wearing

badges shall be put in ’practice, I do earnestly exhort
all those who hear me, never to give their alms to any
public beggar who doth not fully comply with this

order ; by which our number of poor will be so re-

duced, that it will be much easier to provide for the

rest. Our shop-doors will be no longer crowded with
so many thieves and pickpockets in lieggars' habits,

nor our streets so dangerous to those who are forced to

walk in the night
Thus I have, with great freedom, delivered my

thoughts upon this subject, which so nearly concemeth
us. It is certainly a bail scheme, to any Christian
country which Cod hath blessed with fruitfulness,

and where the ]>eople enjoy the just right* and privi-

leges of mankind, that there should lie any beggars at

all. But, alas! among us, where the whole nation

itself is almost reduced to lieggary, hy the disadvan-
tages we lie under, and the hardships we are forced to

liear
;
the laziness, ignorance, thoughtlessness, squan-

dering temper, slavish nature, and uncleanly manner
of living in the poor popish nntives, together with the

cruel oppressions of their landlords, who delight to see

their vassals in the dust ; I say that in such a nation,

how can we otherwise expect than to be overrun with
objects of misery and wont? Therefore there can lie

(hi other method to free this city from so intolerable a
grievance than by endeavouring, as far as in us lies,

that the burden may lie more equally divided, by
coiitrilmting to maintain our own poor, and forcing

the strollers and vagabonds to return to their several

homes in the country, there to smite the conscience

of those oppressors who first stripped them of all their

sulwtance.

1 might here, if the time would permit, offer many
arguments to persuade to work* of charity ; but you
hear them so often from the pulpit, that I am will-

ing to hope you may not now want them. Resides,
my present design w«s only to show where your alms

would be l>est bestowed, to the honour of G»m1, your
own euse and advantage, the service of your country,

and the larnefit of the poor. I desire you will all

weigh and consider wlmt I have spoken, and accord-
ing to your several stations and abilities endeavour to

put it in practice; and God give you good success.

To whom, with the Son and Holy Ghost, be all honour
and glory, for ever and ever. Amen.

SERMON THE TENTH.
ON SLEETING IN CHURCH.

ACTS, XX. 9.

And there sat in the window a certain young man , named
Eutychus, being fatten into a deep sleep • and white

Paul ttxis tong preaching
, he tank down with sleep,

andfell down from the thirtl toft, and teas taken up
dead.

I have chosen these words with design, if possible, to

disturb some part in this audience of half an hour's

sleep, for the convenience and exercise whereof this

place, at this season of the day, is very much celebrated.

There is, indeed, one mortal disadvantage to which
all preaching is subject

;
that those who by the wicked-

ness of their lives stand in greatest need have usually

the smallest share; for either they are absent upon the

account of idleness or spleen, or hatred to religion, or

in order to doze away the intemperance of the week :

or, if they do come, they are sure to employ their minds
rather any other way than regarding or attending to

the business of the place.

The accident winch happened to this young man in

the text, hath not been sufficient to discourage his suc-

cessors
;
hut, l>ecause the preachers now in the world,

however they may exceed St. Paul in the art of setting

men to sleep, do extremely fall short of him in the

working of miracles; therefore men are become so

cautious, os to choose more safe and convenient sta-

tions and postures for taking their repose, without
hazard of their persons

;
and upon the whole matter,

choose rather to trust tiieir destruction to a miracle,

than their safety. However, this being not the only way
by which the lukewarm Christians and sconiere of the
age discover their neglect and contempt of preaching,

I shall enter expressly into consideration of this matter,

and order my discourse in the following method :

—

First, I shall produce several instances to show the

great neglect of preaching now among us.

Secondly, I tha.ll reckou up some of the usual quarrels
men liAve against preaching.

Thirdly

,

I shall set forth the great evil of this neglect

and contempt of preaching, and discover the real

causes whence it proceedeth.

Lastly, 1 shall oiler some remedies against this great

and spreading evil.

First, I shall produce certain instances to show the
great neglect of preaching now among us.

These may be reduced under two heads. First,

men’s absence from the service of the church; and
secondly, their misbehaviour when they are here.

The first instance of mens neglect is in their fre-

quent absence from the church.

There is no excuse so trivial thut will not |iass upon
some men's consciences to excuse their attendance at

the public worship of God. Some are so unfortunate
as to he always itid ispost'd on the Lord's-day, and fhitik

nothing so unwholesome ns the air of a church. Others
have their affairs so oddly contrived, as to lie always
unluckily prevented hy business. With some it is a
great mark of wit and deep understanding to stay nt
home on Sunday** Others again discover strange fit*

of laziness, that seize them particularly on that day,
ami confine them to their beds. Others are uLkt nt
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of more contempt of religion. Ami, lastly, there are !

not a lew wlw look upou it as a tlay of rest, and there- i

fore Alim the privilege of their cattle, to keep the

Sabbath by eating, drinking, and sleeping, nfter the

toil and lal>our of the week. Now ill all litis the

worst circumstance is, that these persons are such
|

whose companies are most required, and who stand most
J

in need of a physician.

Secondly, Men's great neglect and contempt of

preaching appear by their misbehaviour when at

church.

If the audience were to be ranked under several

heads, according to their behaviour when tire word of

God is delivered, how small a number would appear

of those who receive it as they ought ! How much of

the seed then sown would be found to fall by the way-
side upon stony ground, or among thorns; and how
little good ground there would be to take it! A 1

preacher cannot look round from the pulpit without

observing that some are in a perpetual whisper, and by

their air and gesture give occasion to suspect that they

are in those very minutes defaming their neighbour.

Others have their eyes and imagination constantly en-

gaged in such a circle of objects, perhaps to gratify the

most unwarrantable desires, that they never once attend

to the business of the place
;
the sound of the preacher's

words does not so much as once interrupt them.

Some have their minds wandering among idle, worldly,

or vicious thoughts. Some lie at catch to ridicule

whatever they hear, and with much wit and humour
provide a stock of laughter by furnishing themselves

from the pulpit. But of all misbehaviour, none is

comparable to that of those who come here to sleep.

Opium is uot so stupifying to many persons as an
afternoon sermon. Perpetual custom hath so brought

it about that the words of whatever preacher become
only a sort of uniform sound at a distance, than which
nothing is more effectual to lull the s<ytse9. For that

it is the very sound of the sermon which bindeth up
their faculties is manifest from hence, because they all

awake so very regularly as soon as it ceaseth, and with
much devotion receive the blessing, dosed and besotted

with indecencies I am ashamed to repeat.

1 proceed, secondly, to reckon up some of the usual

quarrels men have against preaching, and to show the

unreasonableness of them.

Such unwarrantable demeanour as I have described

among Christians in the house of God in a solemn
assembly, while their faith and duty are explained and
delivered, have put those who are guilty upon inventing
some excuses to rxtenuate their fault : this they do by
turning the blame either upon the particular preacher,

or upon preaching in general. First, they object

against the particular preacher ; his manner, his deli-

very, his voice are disagreeable
;

his style and expres-

sion are flat and slow, sometimes improper and altsurd
;

the matter is heavy, trivial, and insipid, sometimes
despicable and perfectly ridiculous; or else, on the other
side, he runs up into unintelligible speculation, empty
notions, and abstracted flights, all clad in words above
usual understandings.

Secondly, They object against preaching in general

;

it is a perfect rood of talk, they know already w hat-

ever pan lie said, they have heard the same a hundred
times over. They quarrel that preachers do not
relieve an old beaten subject with wit and invention,
and that now the art is lost of moving men's passions,

so common among the ancient orator* of Greece and
Rome. These and the like objections are frequently

in the mouths of men who despise the foolishness of
preaching. But let us examine the reasonableness

of them.

The doctrine delivered by all preachers is the same:
** So we preach, and so ye believe:" hut the manner

of delivering is suited to the skill and abilities of

each, which differ in preachers just as in the rest of

mankind. However, in jiersonal dislikes of a parti-

cular preacher, are these men sure they are always in

the right? Do they consider how mixed a thing is

every audience whose taste and judgment differ |>crliaps

every day, not only from each other hut themselves 1

and how to calculate a discourse that shill exactly

suit them all is beyond the force and reach of human
reason, knowledge, or invention. Wit and eloquence
are shining qualities that God hath imparted in great

degrees to very few
;
nor any more to be exacted in

the generality of any rank among men than riches and
honour. But further, if preaching in general be all

old and beaten, and that they are already so well ac-

quainted with it, more sliame and guilt to them who
so little edify hy it. But these inert, whose ears are so

delicate as not to endure a plain discourse of religion,

who expect a constant supply of w it and eloquence on
a subject handled so many thousand times

;
what will

they say when we turn the objection upon themselves,

who, with all the rude and profane liberty of discourse

they take upon so many thousand subjects, are so dull

as to furnish nothing but tedious repetitions, and little,

paltry, nauseous commonplaces, so vulgar, so worn, or

so obvious, as, upon any other occasion but that of ad-

vancing vice, would I* limited oft’ the stage? Not,

lastly, are preachers justly blamed for neglecting human
oratory to move the passions, which is not the business

I

of a Christian orator, whose oflice it is only to work upon
faith and reason. All other eloquence hath been a per-

fect cheat to stir up men s passions against truth and
justice for the service of a faction; to put false colours

|

upon things, and, hy an amusemeut of agreeable words,

make the worst reason appear to be the better. This is

certainly uot to I* allowed in Christian eloquence, and
therefore St. Paul took quite the other course; he
“ came not with the excellency of words or enticing

speech of men wisdom, but in plain evidence of the

spirit and power." And perhaps it was for that reason

the young man Eutychus, used to the Grecian elo-

quence, grew tired and fell so fast asleep.

I go on, thirdly, to set forth the great evil of this

neglect and scorn of preaching, and to discover the real

causes whence it proceedeth.

1 think it is obvious that this neglect of preaching

hath very much occasioned the great decay of religion

among us. To this may lie imputed no small part of

that contempt some men bestow on the clergy
;

for

whoever talketh without beinp regarded, is sure to Ik?

despised. To this wc owe in a great measure the

spreading of atheism and infidelity among us, for reli-

gion, like all other things, is soonest put out of counte-

nance by being ridiculed. The scorn of preaching

might perhajM have been at first introduced hy men of

nice ears and refined taste; but it is now become
a spreading evil through all degrees and both sexes

;

for since sleeping, talking, and la.tghing are qualities

sufficient to furnish out a critic, the meanest and most
ignorant have set up a title, and succeeded in it as well

as their betters. Thus are the last efforts of reforming

mankind rendered wholly useless. “ How shall they

hear." saith the Apostle, “without a preacher?" But
if they have a preacher, and make it a point of wit or

breeding not to hear him, what remedy is left? To
this neglect of preaching we may also entirely impute
that grots ignorance among us in the very principles of

religion, which it is amazing to find in )iersons who
very much value their own knowledge and understand-

ing in other things
:

yet it is a visible, inexcusable
ignorance even in the meanest among m, considering

the many advantages they have of learning their duty.

And it hath been the great encouragement to all man-
ner of vice : for in vain we preach down sin to a

m %
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people u whose hearts are waxed gross, whose ears are

dull of hearing, and whose eyes are closed/' Therefore
Christ himself, in his discourses, frequently rouseth up
the attention of the multitude and ufliis disciples them-
selves with this expression, “ He that hath ears to hear,

let him hear." Rut among all neglects of preaching,

none is so fatal as that of sleeping in the house of God.
A scorner may listen to truth and reason and in time
grow serious; an unbeliever may feel the pangs of a
guilty conscience : one whose thoughts or eyes wander
among otlier objects may, by a lucky word, be called

back to attention
; but the sleeper shuts up all avenues

to his soul
; he is

4 ‘ like the deaf adder that hearkeneth
not to the voice of the cliarmer. charm he never so

wisely.” And we may preach with as good success to

the grave that is uuder his feet.

But the great evil of this neglect will further yet ap-

pear, from considering the real causes whence it pro-

ceeded!
;

whereof tlse tirst 1 take to be au evil con-

science. Many men come to church to save or gain a

reputation, or because they will not be singular, but
comply with an established custom

;
yet all die while

they are loaded with die guilt of old rooted situ. These
men can expect to hear of nothing but terrors and
threateniugs. their sins laid open in true colours, ami
eternal misery die reward of them

;
therefore no won-

der they stop their ears, and divert their thoughts, and
seek any amusement rather than stir the hell within them.

Another cause of this neglect is a heart set upon
worldly tilings. Men, whose minds are ninch enslaved

to earthly afluirs all die week, cannot disengage or

break die chain of their thoughts so suddenly as to

apply to a discourse that is wholly foreign to what they

have must at heart. Tell a usurer of charity nud
mercy, and restitution, you talk to the deaf: his heart

and soul, with all his senses, are got among his bogs,

or he is gravely asleep and dreaming of a mortgage.

Tell a man of busbies* that the cares of die woild choke
the good seed ; tliat we must uot encumber ourselves

with much serviug ; that die salvation of his soul is the

one thing necessary : you see indeed die shape of anion
before you, but bis faculties are all gone off among
clieuts and papers, thinking how to defend a bad cause

or find flaws in a good one
;
or he weareth out the time

in drowsy nods.

A third cause of the great neglect and scorn of

preaching oriseth from the practice of meu who set up
to decry and diqurage religion

;
these, being zealous to

promote infidelity and vice, learn a rote of buffoonery

that served i all occasions, and refutes the strongest

arguments for piety ami good manners. These have a

set of ridicule calculated for all sermons and all

preachers, and can t>e extremely witty as often as diey

please upon the same fund.

Let me now, in the last place, offer some remedies

against this great evil.

It will be oue remedy against the contempt of

preaching rightly to consider die end for which it was

designed. There are many who place abundance of

merit in goiug to church, although it te with no other

prospect but that of being well entertained, wherein if

diey hapjien to fail, they retuni wholly disappointed.

Hence it is become an impertinent vein among people

of all sorts to huul after what they call a good sermon,

as if it were a matter of pastime and diversion. Our
business, alas! is quite another tiling; either to learn,

or at least he reminded of our duty, to apply the

doctrines delivered, compare the rules we hear with our

lives and actions, and tind wherein we liave trans-

gressed. These are the dispositions men should bring

into the house of God, and then they will be little

concerned about the preacher's wit or eloquence, nor be

curious to inquire out bis faults and infirmities, but

couside* how to correct their own.

Another remedy agaiust the contempt of preaching
is tliat men would consider whether it l»e not reason

able to give more allowance for the different abilities

of preachers than they usually do. Refinements of

style and flights of wit, os they are not properly the

business of any preacher, so they cannot possibly I*?

the talents of all. In moat other discourses men are

satisfied with sober sense and plain reason, and. ns

understandings usually go, even that is uot over fre-

quent. Then why they should lie so over nice in

expectation of eloquence, where it is neither necessary

nor convenient, is hard to imagine.

Lastly
, The scorner* of preaching would do well to

consider that this talent of ridicule they value so much
is a perfection very easily acquired and applied to all

things whatsoever, neither is anything at ail the worse
because it is capable of being perverted to burlesque;

}>crltaps it may Ire the more jierlect upon that score,

since we know the most celebrated pieces have lieen

thus treated with greatest success. It is in any man's
power to suppose a fool's cap on tlie wisest head, and'
then laugh at his own sup()o«ition. 1 think there are

not many things cheajier than supposing anti laughing;
and if the uniting these two talents can bring a thing

into contempt, it is hard to know where it may end.

To conclude :—These considerations may perhaps

have some effect while men are awake, hut what
arguments shall we use to the slee|>er? what methods
shall we take to hold open his eyes? Will he be moved
by considerations of common civility? We know it

is reckoned a point of very bad maimers to sleep in

private company,when perhaps the tedious impertinence

of many talkers would render it at least as excusable

as the dullest sermon. Do they think it a small thing

to watch four hours at a play where nil virtue and
religion are openly reviled, ami can they not watch
oue half hour to hear them defended? Is this to deal

like a judge, ({ mean like u good judge,) to listeu ou
one side of the cause and sleep on the other t I shall

add but one word more : that this indecent sloth is

very much owing to that luxury and excess men
usually practise upou this day, by which half the

service thereof is turned to sin, men dividiug their

time between God and their bellies, when after a

gluttonous meal, their senses dozed and stupifled, they

retire to God's house to sleep out the afternoon. Surely,

brethren, these things ought not so to l»e.

“ He that hath cars to hear let him hear." And God
give us all grace to hear and receive his holy word to

the salvation of our own souls!

SERMON THE ELEVENTH.
ON THE WISDOM OF THIS WORLD.

1 cor. iii. 19.

The wisdom of this world is foolishness with God.

It is remarkable that alniut the time of our Saviour’s

coming into the world all kinds of lcuming flourished

to a very great degree, insomuch that nothing is more
frequent in the mouths of many men, even such who
pretend to read and to kuow, than an extravagant praise

and opinion of the wisdom and virtue of the Gentile

sages of those days, and likewise of those ancient phi-
loaphers who went before them, whose doctrines are

left upon record either by themselves or other writers.

As far as this may be taken for granted, it may be
said that the providence of God brought this about for

several very wise ends and purposes
;

for it is certain

that these philosophers ImmI been a long time before

searching out where to fix the true happiuess of man,
and not being able to agree upon any certainty about
it, they could not possibly but conclude, if they judged
impartially, tliat all their inquiries were in the eud but
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vain uml fruitless; the consequence of which must he

uot only an acknowledgment of the weakness of all

human wisdom, but likewise an open jiarnge hereby

made for letting in those beams of light which the

glorious sunshine of the gospel then brought into the

world, by revealing those hidden truths which they had
so long before been labouring to discover, and fixing

the general liappiness of mankind beyond all contro-

versy and dispute. And therefore the providence of

God wisely sufiered men of deep genius and learning

then to arise, who should search into the truth of the

gospel now made known, and canvass its doctrines with

all the subtilty and knowledge they were masters of,

and in the end freely acknowledge that to be the true

wisdom only “ which cometh from above.’
1

However, to make a further inquiry into the truth of
this observation, I doubt not but there is reason to

think that a great many of those encomiums given lo

ancient philosophers are taken upon trust, and by a
sort of men who arc not very likely to lie at the pains

of An inquiry that would employ so much time and
thinking. For the usual ends why men affect this kiud
of discourse appear generally to be either out of osten-

tation, that they may pass upon the world for persons

of great knowledge and oliservatiou ; or, what is worse,

there are some who highly exalt the wisdom of those

Gentile sages, thereby obliquely to glance at and tra-

duce divine revelation, and more especially that of the

gospel ; for the consequence they would have us draw
is tltis, that since those ancient philosophers rose to a
greater pitch of wisdom and virtue than was ever

known among Christians, and all this purely upon the

strength of their own reason and liberty of thinking,

therefore it must follow that either all revelation is

false, or, what is worse, that it has depraved the nature

of man, and left him worse than it found him.
But this high opinion of heathen wisdom is not very

ancient in the world, nor at all countenanced from
primitive times. Our Saviour had hut a low esteem
of it, as appears by his treatment of the Pliarisees and
Sadducees, who followed the doctrines of Plato and
Epicurus. St. Paul likewise, who was well versed in

all the Grecian literature, seems very much to despise

their philosophy, as we find in his writings, cautioning

the Colossians to “ beware lest any man spoil them
through philosophy and vain deceit." And in another
place lie advises Timothy to “ avoid profane and vain
babblings, and oppositions of science falsely so called

that is, not to introduce iuto the Christian doctrine the

jxnglings of those vain philosophers, which they would
jkiss upon the world for science. And the reasons he
gives are, first. That those who professed them did err

concerning the faith
;
secondly, because the knowledge

of them did increase ungodliness, vain babblings being
otherwise expounded vanities, or empty sounds, that

is, tedious disputes about words, which the philosophers

were always so full of, uud which were the natural
product of disputes and dissensions between several

sects.

Neither had the primitive fathers any great or good
opinion of the heathen philosophy, as it is manifest
from several passages in their writings; so that this

vein of alTecting to raise the reputation of those sages
so high is a mode and a vice but of yesterday, assumed
chiefly, as I have said, to disparage revealed know-
ledge, and the consequences of it among us.

Now, because this is a prejudice which may prevail

with some persons, so far as to lessen the influence of
the gospel ; and whereas, therefore, this is an opinion

which men of education are likely to be encountered

with, when they have produced themselves into the

world ; I shall endeavour to show that their preference
j

of heathen wisdom and virtue before that of the

Christian is every way unjust, and grounded upon I

OF THIS WORLD
ignorance or mistake; in order to which, I shall con-

aider four things :

—

First
,

1 shall produce certain points wherein the

wisdom and virtue of all uurevealed philosophy id

general fell short and was very imperfect.

Secondly, 1 shall show in several instances where
some of the most renowned philosophers have been
grossly defective in their lessons of morality.

Thirdly, I shall prove the perfection of Chrtsfian

wisdom, from the proper characters and marks of it.

lastly. I shall show that the great examples of wisdom
and virtue among the heathen wise men were pro-

duced by personal merit, and not influenced by the

doctrine of any sect, whereas in Christianity it is

quite the contrary.

First
, I shall produce certain points wherein tltt

wisdom and virtue of all unrevealed philosophy in

general fell short and was very imperfect.

My design is to persuade men tnat Christian philo-

sophy is in all things preferable to heatheu wisdom •

from which, or its professors, 1 shall however, have no
occasion to detract. They were as wise and as good
as it was possible for them to I* under such disad-

vantages, and would have probably been infinitely

more so with such aids as we enjoy ;
hut our lessons

are certainly much better, however our practices may
fall short.

The first point I shall mention is that universal de-
fect which was in all their schemes, that they could not

agTee about their chief good, or wherein to place the

liappiness of mankind; nor had any of them a tole-

rable answer upon this difficulty to satisfy a reasonable

person. For to say, as the most plausible of them did,
“ that happiness consisted in virtue,” was but vain bab-
bling and a mere sound of words, to amuse others and
themselves

;
because they were not agreed what this

virtue was, or wherein it did consist; and likewise

because several among the best of them taught quite

different things, placing happiness in health or good
fortune, in riches or iu honour, where all were agreed
that virtue was not, as I shall nave occasion to show
when 1 speak of their particular tenets.

The second great defect in the Gentile philosophy
was, that it wanted some suitable reward proportioned

to the better port of man, his mind, as an encourage-

ment for his progress in virtue. The difficulties they

met with upon the score of this default were gTeat, and
not to be accounted for: bodily goods being only suit-

able to bodily wants ore no rest at all for the miud ;

and if they were, yet are they not the proper fruits of

wisdom and virtue, being equally attainable by the

ignorant and wicked. Now human nature is so consti-

tuted that we can never pursue anything heartily, but
upon hopes of a reward. If we run a race, it is in ex-
jiectation of a prize

;
and the greater the prize the faster

we run
; for an incorruptible crown, if we understand

it, and believe it to be such, more than a corruptible

one. But some of the philosophers gave all this quite

another turn, and preteuded to refine so far as to call

virtue its own reward, and worthy to he followed only
for itself

;
whereas ifthere be anything in this more than

the sound of the words, it is at least too abstracted to

become a universal influencing principle in the world,

and therefore could not be of general use.

It was the want of assigning some happiness propor-

tioned to the soul of man, that caused many of them,
either on the one hand to Ik* sour and morose, super-

cilious and utitreatahle; or, on the other, to fall into

the vulgar pursuits of common men, to hunt after great-

ness and riches, to make their court and to serve occa-

sions, as Plato did to the younger Dionysius, and Aris-

totle to Alexander the Great. So impossible it is fur

a man, who looks no further than the present world, to

fix himself long in a contemplation where the prescut
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worlu Iiaa no part : he has no sure hold, no firm foot-
1

ing, he can never expect to remove the earth he rests

Upon, while he has no sup]K)rt beside* for his feet, but

wants, like Archimedes, some other place whereon to

stand. To talk of bearing pain and grief without any
sort of present or future Slope cannot be purely great-

ness of spirit, there must Lea mixture in it of affec*

tat ion and an allay of pride, or perhaps is wholly

counterfeit.

It is true there has been all along in the world a

notion of rewards and punishments in another lile, but

it iM-etus to have rather served as an entertainment to

wets, or as a terror of children, than a settled principle

iv which men pretended to govern any of their actions.

The last celebrated words of Socrates, a little before

his death, do not seem to reckon or build much upon
any such opinion, and C®*ar made no scruple to dis-

own it, and ridicule it in open senate.

Thirdly, The greatest and wisest of all their philo-

sophers were never able to give any satisfaction toothers

and themselves in their notions of a Deity. They were

often extremely gToss and absurd in their conceptions,

and those who made the fairest conjectures are such as

were generally allowed by the learned, to have seen the

system of Moses, if I may so call it, who was in great

reputation at that time in the heathen world, as we find

by Diodorus, Justin, Longinus, and other authors
;

for

the rest, the wisest among them laid aside all notions

after a Deity, as a disquisition vain and fruitless, which
indeed it was upon unrevealed principles

;
and those

who ventured to engage too far, fell into incoherence

and confusion.

Fourthly , Those among them who had the justest

conceptions of a Divine Power, and did also admit a

providence, liad no notion at all of entirely relying and
depending upon either ;

they trusted in themselves for

all things
; but as for a trust or dependence upon God,

they would not have understood the phrase, it made no

port of the profane style.

Therefore it was that, in all issues and events which

they could not reconcile to their own sentiments of

reason ami justice, they were quite disconcerted, they

had no retreat ; but upon every blow of adverse fortune

either affected to be indifferent, or grew sullen and
severe, or else yielded and sunk like other men.

Having now produced certain points wherein the

wisdom and virtue of all unrevealed philosophy fell

short and was very imperfect, I go on, in the second

place, to show, in several instances, where some of the

most renowned philosophers have been grossly de-

fective in their lessons of morality.

Thales, the founder of the Ionic sect, so celebrated

for morality, being nsked how a man might bear ill-

fortune with gieatest ease, answered, “ By seeing bis

enemies in a worse condition." An answer truly bar-

barous, unworthy of human nature, and which in-

cluded such consequences as must destroy all society

from the world.

Solon lamenting the death of a son, one told him,
*• You lament in vain.” Therefore," said he, “ I lament

liecanse it is in vain." This was a plain confession how
imperfect all his |>hilosophy was, and that something

was still wanting. He owned that all his wisdom and
morals were useless, and this upon one of the most fre-

quent accidents in life. How much better could he

hare learned to support himself even from David, by

his entire dependence upon God ;
ami that before our

Saviour liad advanced the notions of religiou to the

height and jerfection wherewith he hath instructed his

disciple*

!

Plato himself, with all his refinements, placed hap-
piness in wisdom, health, good fortune, honour, and
riches, and held that they who enjoyed all these were •

perfectly happy ;
which opinion was indeed unworthy •

' its owner, leaving the wise and good man wholly at tlw

mercy of uncertain chance, and to be miserable without

resource.

His scholar Aristotle fell more grossly into the same
notion, and plainly affirmed, “ That virtue witliout the
goods of fortune was not sufficient for happiness, but
that a wise man must be miserable in poverty and sick-

ness. ” Nay, Diogenes himself, from whose pride and
singularity one would have looked for other notions,
delivered it os his opinion, “ That a poor ohl man was
the most miserable thing in life."

Zeno also and his followers fell into many absurdi-
ties, among which nothing could be greater than that
of maintaining all crimes to be equal

;
w hich, instead of

making vice hateful, rendered it os a thing indifferent

ami familiar to all men.
Lastly, Epicurus liad no notion of justice, but as it

was profitable : and his placing happiness in pleasure,

with all the advantages he could expound it by, was
liable to very great exception

; for although he taught
that pleasure did consist in virtue, yet he did not any
way fix or ascertain the boundaries of virtue as he
ought to have done, by which means he misled his fol-

lowers into the greatest vices, making their names to

become odious and scandalous even in the heathen
world.

I have produced these few instances from a great

many others to show the imperfection of heathen phi-

losophy, wherein I have confined myself wholly to tneir

morality. And surely we may pronounce upon it, in

the words of St. James, that ‘’this wisdom descended
not from above, but was earthly and sensual." What
if I had produced their absurd notions about God and
the soul Y it would then have completed the character

given it by that apostle, and appeared to have been
devilish too. But it is easy to oliserve, from the nature
of these few particulars, that their defects in morals
were purely tne flagging and fainting of the mind, for

want of a support by revelation from God.
I proceed, therefore, in the third place, to show the

perfection of Christian wisdom from ahove
;
and 1 shall

endeavour to make it appear, from those proper cha-
racters ami marks of it by the apostle before mentioned,
in the third chapter, and I5lh, 16th, and 17th verses.

The words run thus:—
“ This wisdom descendeth not from ahove

;
but is

earthly, sensual, devilish.

“ For where envving and strife is, there is confusion
ami every evil work:.

But the wisdom that is from above is first pure,
then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated, full

of mercy and good fruits, without partiality, and with-
out hypocrisy.

’

“ The wisdom from ahove is, first, pure." This purity
of the mind and spirit is peculiar to the gospel Our
.Saviour says, “ Blessed are the pure in heart, for they
shall see God.” A mind free from all pollution of
lusts shall have n daily vision of God, whereof unre-
vealed religion can form no notion. This it is that
keeps us unspotted from the world

;
and hereby many

have been prevailed upon to live in the practice of all
purity, holiness, and righteousness, far beyond the ex-
amples of the most celebrated philosophers.

It is
* k peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated.’*

The Christian doctrine teacheth us all those disposi-
tions Unit make us affable and courteous, genUe and
kind, without any morose leaven of pride or vanity,
which entered into the composition of most heathen
schemes

; so we are taught to be meek and lowly.
Our Saviour's last legacy was peace

; and he com-
mands us to forgive our offending brother unto<«eventy
times seven. Christian wisdom is full of mercy and

i good works, teaching the height of all moral virtue*
of which the heathens fell infinitely short. ri.it*
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indeed (and it is worth observing) has somewhere a

dialogue, or part of one, about forgiving our enemies,

which was perhaps the highret strain ever reached hy
man without divine assistance; yet how little is that

to what our Saviour commands us !
4< To love them

that hate us
;

to bless them that curse us
;
and to do

good to them that despitefully use us.”

Christian wisdom is “ without partiality it is not

calculated for this or that nation of people, but the

whole race of mankind: not so the philosophical

schemes, which were narrow and confined, adapted to

tlieir jieculiar towns, governments, or sects
;
but, “ in

every nation, he that feareth God and worketh righte-

ousness is accepted with him.”
Lastly, It is “ without hypocrisy it appears to be

what it really is
;

it is all of a piece. By the doc-
trines of the gospel, we are so far from being allowed
to publish to the world those virtues we have not, that

we are commanded to hide even from ourselves those

we really have, and not to let our right hand know
what our left hand does ; unlike several branches of

the heathen wisdom, which pretended to teach insensi-

bility and indifference, magnanimity and contempt of

life, while, at the same time, in other parts, it belied

its own doctrines.

I come now, in the last place, to show that the great

examples of wisdom and virtue among the Grecian

sages were produced by personal merit, and not influ-

enced hy the doctrine of any particular sect; whereas,

in Christianity, it is quite the contrary.

The two virtues most celebrated by ancieut moralists

were fortitude and temperance, as relating to the go-

vernment .of man in his private cajiacity, to which their

schemes were generally addressed and confined
;
and

the two instances wherein those virtues arrived at the

greatest height were Socrates and Cato. But neither

those, nor any other virtues possessed by these two,

were at all owing to any lessons or doctrines of a sect.

For Socrates himself was of none at oil ;
and although

Cato was called a stoic, it was more from a resem-

blance of maimers in his worst qualities, than that he
avowed himself one of their disciples. The same may
Iw affirmed of many other great men of antiquity.

Whence I infer, that those who were renowned for

virtue amoug them were more obliged to the good
natural dispositions of their own minds than to the

doctrines of any sect they pretended to follow.

On the other side, as the examples of fortitude and
patience among the primitive Christians have been in-

finitely greater and more numerous, so they were alto-

gether the product of their principles and doctrine

;

and were such ax the same jiersom, without those aids,

would never have arrived to. Of this truth most of
the apostles, with many thousand martyrs, are a cloud
of witnesses beyond exception. Having therefore

spoken so largely upon the former heads, I shall dwell
no longer upon this.

And if it should here be objected. Why does not

Christianity still produce the same effects ? it is easy to

answer, first, that although the number of pretended
Christians be great, yet that of true believers, in pro-

portion to the other, was never so small
; and it is a

true lively faith alone that, hy the assistance of God's
grace, can influence our practice.

Secondly, We may answer, that Christianity itself

has very much suffered by being blended up with
Gentile philosophy. The Platonic system, first taken
into religion, was thought to have given matter for some
early heresies in the church. When disputes began to

arise, the Peripatetic forms were introduced by Scotux,

ns best fitted for controversy. And however this may
now have become necessary, it was surely the author of

a litigious vein, which lias since occasioned very per-

nicious consequences, B'opped the progress of Chris-

OF THIS WOULD.

tianity, and been a great promoter of vice; verifying

that sentence given by St. James, and mentioned be-

fore, u Where envying and strife is, there is confusion

and every evil work.” This was the fatal stop to the

Grecians, in their progress lioth of arts and arms : their

wise men were divided under several sects, and their

governments under several commonwealths, all in op-

position to each other
; which engaged them in eternal

quarrels among themselves, while they should have
been armed against the common enemy. And 1 wish

we had no other examples, from the like causes, less

foreign or ancient than that. Diogenes said Socrates

was a madman ; the disciples of Zeno and Kpicurus,

nay of Plato and Aristotle, were engaged in fierce dis-

putes about the most insignificant trifles. And if this

be the present language and practice among us Chris-

tians, iio wonder that Christianity does not still pro-

duce the same effects which it did at first, when it was
received and embraced in its utmost purity and per-

fection : for such wisdom as this cannot “ descend

from above but must be “ earthly, sensual, devilish,

full of confusion and every evil work j” whereas “ the

wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable,

gentle, and easy to be entreated, full of mercy and
good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy.*’

This is the true heavenly wisdom, which Christianity

only can boost of, and which the greatest of the lieathcn

wise men could never arrive at.

Now to God the Father, the Son, and Holy GhofL
be praises for ever and ever. Amen.

SERMON THE TWELFTH.
ON DOING GOOD;

A Sermon on the occasion of Wood's Project.*

GALATIANS, V’l. 10.

At we have therefore opportunity, let us do good unto

all men.

Nature directs every one of us, and God permits us,

to consult our own private good, before the private

good of any other person whatsoever. We are indeed
commanded to love our neighbour as ourselves, but
not os well as ourselves. The love we have for our-
selves is to be the pattern of that love we ought to have
towurd our neighbour

;
but as the copy doth not equal

the original, so my neighbour cannot think it hard if

I prefer myself, who am the original, before him, who
is only the cony. Thus, if any matter equally con-
cern the life, the reputation, the profit of my neigh-

bour and my own
;
the law of nature, which is the law

of God, obligeth me to take care of myself first,

and afterward of him. And this I need not be at

much pains in persuading you to; for the want of
self-love, with regard to things of this world, is not

among the faults of mankind. But then, on the other

side, if, by a small hurt and loss to myself, I can pro-

cure a great good to my neighbour, in that case his in-

terest is to lie preferred. For example, if I can he sure

of saving his life without great danger to my ow:; ; if

I can preserve him from being undone without ruining

myself; or recover his reputation without blasting

mine; all this I am obliged to do: and if 1 sincerely

perform it, I do then obey the command of God, in

loving my neighbour as inyself.

But, lies ides this love we owe to every man in his

particular capacity, under the title of our neighbour,

there is yet a duty of a more large extensive nature in-

cumbent on us
;
which is, our love to our neighbour

• " I never.*’ said die dean in a jocular conversation,
** preached but twice in my life, nnd they wore n<»t

bul pamphlets." Bring asked on what subject lie rrpliod*
“ They were against Wood# halfpence."—I’ilkjwoton.
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In his public cajiacity, as be is a mcrolier of that great

ooily the commonwealth, under the same government
with ourselves

;
and this is usually called love of the pub*

lie, and is a duty to which we ore more strictly obliged

than even that of loving ourselves
;
because therein

ourselves arc also contained, as well os all our neigh*

hours, iu one great body. This love of the public, or

of the commonwealth, or love of our country, was in

ancient times properly known by the name of virtue,

because it was the greatest of all virtues, and was sup-

posed to contain all virtues in it; and many great ex-

amples of this virtue are left us on record, scarcely to

l>e believed, or even conceived, in such a base, cor-

rupted, wicked age as this we live in. In those times

it was common for men to sacrifice their lives for the

good of their country, although they had neither hope
nor belief of future rewards ; whereas, in our days,

very few make the least scruple of sacrificing a whole
nation, as well as their own souls, for a little present

gain
;
which oftcu hath been known to end in their own

ruin in this world, as it certainly must in that to come.
Have we not seen men for the sake of some petty

employment give up the very natural rights aud
liberties of their country and of mankind, in the ruin

of which themselves must at last be involved ? Are
not these corruptions gotten among the meanest of otir

people, who for a piece of money will give their votes

at a venture for tne disposal of their own lives and
fortunes, without considering whether it lie to those who
are most likely to betray or defend them t But if I

were to produce only one instance out of a hundred

wherein we fuil in this duty of loving our country, it

would be an endless labour, and therefore 1 shall not

attempt it.

But here I would not be misunderstood : by the love

of our country I do not mean loyalty to our king, for

that is a duty of another nature
;
and a man may be

very loyal in the common sense of the word without

one grain of public good at his heart. Witness this

very kingdom we live in. I verily believe that since

the beginning of the world no nation upon earth ever

showed (all circumstances considered) such high

constant marks of loyalty in all their actions and
lieliaviour os we have done, and at the same time no
people ever appeared more utterly void of what is called

a public spirit. When I say the people, I mean the

bulk or mass of the people, for I have nothing to do
with those in power.

Therefore I shall think my time not ill spent if I

can persuade most or all of you who hear me to show
the love you have (br your country by endeavouring in

your several situations to do all the public good you
are able. For I am certainly persuaded that all our

misfortunes arise from no other original cause than that

general disregard among us to the public welfuie.

I therefore undertake to show you three tilings

.

First, That there are few people so weak or meau who
have it not sometimes in their power to be useful to

the public.

Secondly, That it is often in the power of the meanest
among mankind to do mischief to the public.

Aud, lastly That all wilful injuries done to the

public are very great and aggravated sins in the

sight of God.
First, There are few people so weak or mean who

have it not sometimes in their power to be useful to

the public.

Solomon tells us of a poor wise man who saved a
city ly his counsel. It hath often happened tiiat a
private soldier, by some unexpected brave attempt, hath
been instrumental in obtaining a great victory. How
many oltscure men have been authors of very useful

inventions whereof the world now reaps the benefit !

The very example of honesty and industry in a poor

%

tradesman will sometimes spread through a neighbour
hood when others see how successful he is

;
and thus

so many useful members are gained, for which the

whole body of the public is the better. Whoever is

blessed with a true public spirit, God will certainly

put it into bis way to make use of that blessing for

the ends it was given him by some means or other;
and therefore it bath been observed in most ages that

the greatest actions for the benefit of the common-
wealth have been performed by the wisdom or courage,
the contrivance or industry, of particular men and not
of numbers : and that the safety of a Kingdom hath
often been owing to those hands whence it was least

expected.

But, secondly
, It is often in the power of the meanest

among mankind to do mischief to the public; and
hence arise most of those miseries with which the states

and kingdoms of the earth are infested. How many
great princes have been murdered by the meanest
ruffians! The weakest hand can open a flood-gate to
drown a country, which a thousand of the strongest

cannot stop. Those who have thrown off all regard for
public good will often have it in their way to do public
evil, and will not fail to exercise that power whenever
they can. The greatest blow given of late to this

kingdom was by the dishonesty of a few manufacturers,
who by imposing bad ware at foreign markets, iu
almost the only traffic permitted to us, did half ruin
that trade, by which this poor unhappy kingdom now
puffers in the midst of sufferings. I speak not here of
persons in high stations, who ought to be free from all

reflection, aud are supposed always to intend the
welfare of the community

;
but we now find by ex-

perience that the meanest instrument may, by the con-
currence of accidents, have it in his power to bring a
whole kingdom to the very brink of destruction, aud is

at this present endeavouring to finish bis work
;
and

hath agents among ourselves who are contented to see

their own couutry undone, to be small sharers in that

iniquitous gain which at last must end in their own
ruin as well as ours. I confess it was chiefly the con-
sideration of that great danger we are in, which en-
gaged me to discourse to you on this subject, to exhort
you to a love of your country, and a public spirit when
all you have is at stake

;
to prefer the interest of your

prince and your fellow-subject* l>cfore that of one
destructive impostor and a few of bis adherents.

Perliaj* it may be thought by some that this way of
discoursing is not so proper from the pulpit. But
surely when an open attempt is made and far carried

ou, to make u great kingdom one large poor-house, to

deprive ns of all mrans to exercise hospitality or
charity, to turn our cities and churches into ruins, to

make the country a desert for wild beasts and robt»cr*,

to destroy all ails and sciences, all trades and manufac-
tures, and the very tillage of the ground, only to enrich

one obscure, ill-designing projector and his followers,

it is time for the pastor to cry out “ that the wrolf is

getting into his flock," to warn them to stand together,

and all to consult the common safety. And Go<l Ik?

praised for his infinite goodness in raising such a spirit

of union among us, at least in this ]>oint, in the midst
of all our former divisions; which union, if it continue,

will in all probability defeat the pernicious design of
this pestilent enemy to the nation

!

But hence it clearly follows how necessary the love?

of our country or a public spirit is iu every particular

man, since the wicked have so many opportunities of
doing public mischief. Every man is upon his guard
for bis private advantage; but where the public is con-
cerned, he is apt to lie negligent, considering himself
only os one among two or three millions, among whom
the loss is equally shared, and thus he thinks he ran he
no great sufferer. Meauwhilc the trader, the farmer.
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and the shopkeeper complain of the hirdnni and
deaduess of the time*, and wonder whence it comet

;

while it it in u gTeat measure owing to their owu folly,

for want of that love of their country, and public

spirit and firm union among themselves, which are so

necessary to he prosperity of every nation.

Another method by which the meanest wicked man
may have it in his power to injure tire public is false

accusation, whereof this kingdom hath afforded too

many examples ;
neither is it long since no man whose

opinions were thought to differ from those in fashion

could safely converse beyond his nearest friends for

fear of (wing sworn against as a traitor by those who
made a traffic of perjury and subornation ; by which
the very eace of the nation was disturbed, and men
fled from each other as they would from a lion or a

bear gut loose. And it is very remarkable that the

pernicious project now in hand to reduce us to beg

gary was forwarded by oue of these false accusers, who
had Uen convicted of endeavouring, by perjury and
subornation, to take away the lives of several innocent

prisons here among us, and indeed there could uot be

a more proper instrument for such a work.

Another method by which the meanest people may
do injury to the public is the spreading of lies and
false rumours : thus raising a distrust among the people

of a nation, causing them to mistake their true interest,

and their enemies for their friends ; and this hath been

likewise too successful a practice among us, where we
have known the whole kingdom misled by the grossest

lies, raised upon occasion to serve some particular turn

As it hath also happened in the case 1 lately men*
tinned, where oue obscure man, by representing our
wants where tliey were least, and coucealing them where
they were greatest, Imd almost succeeded in a project

of utterly ruining this whole kingdom, and may still

succeed, if God doth uot continue that public spirit

which he hath almost miraculously kindled in us upon
this occasion.

Thus we see the public is many times as it were at

the mercy of the meanest instrument, who can be

wicked enough to watch opportunities of doing it mis*

chief, upon the principles of avarice or malice, which I

am afiaid are deeply rooted in too mauy breasts, and
against which there can be no defence, but a firm

resolution in all honest men to lie closely united and
active in showing their love to their country, by pre-

ferring the public interest to their present private

advantage. If a passenger in a great storm at sea

should hide his goods that they might not be thrown
overboard to lighten tire ship, what would be the con-

sequence f The ship is cast away, and he loses his

life and goods together.

We have heard of men who, through greediness of

gain, have brought infected goods into a nation
;
which

bred a plague, whereof the owners and their families

perished first. Let those among iu consider this and
tremble, whose houses are privately stored with those

materials of beggary and desolation, lately brought over

to be scattered like a pestilence among their country-

men, which may probably first seize upon themselves
and their families, until their houses shall be made a
dunghill.

1 shall mention oue practice more, by which the

meanest instruments often succeed in doing public
mischief: and this is by deceiving us with plausible

arguments, to make us believe that the most ruinous
moject they can offer is intended for our good, as it

liappened in the case so often mentioned. For the

poor ignorant jieople, allured by the appearing conve-

nience in their small dealings, did not discover the

serpent in tire brass, but were ready, like the Israelites,
,

to offer incense to it ;
neither could the wisdom of the

nation convince them, until some of good inteutious
J

IG«

made the cheat so plain to their sight, that those who
run may read. And thus the design was to treat us,

in every ]*>iut, as the Philistines treated Samson, (I

mean when he was betrayed by Delilah,) first to

put out our eyes, and then to bind us with fetters

of brass.

I proceed to the last thing I proposed, which was to

show you that all wilful injuries done to the public
are very great and aggravating sius in the sight

of God.
Fint

,
It is apparent from Scripture, and most agree-

able to reason, that the safety and welfare of nations
are under the most peculiar care of God's providence.

Thus he promised Abraham to save Sodom, if only
ten righteous men could be found in it. Thus the

reason which God gave to Jonas for not destroying

Nineveh was, !>ecause there were six score thousand
men in that city.

All government is from God. who is the God of
order; and therefore whoever attempts to breed confusion
or disturbance among a people doth his utmost to

take the government of the wmld out of God's hands,
and put it into the bunds of the devil, who is the author
of confusion. By which it is plain that no crime,
how heinous soever, committed against particular

persons, can equal the guilt of him who does injury
to the public.

SeconcUyt All offenders against their country lie

under this grievous difficulty, that it is impossible to

obtain a pardon or make restitution. The bulk of

mankind are very quick at resenting injuries, and very
slow in forgiving them : and bow shall one man be
able to obtain the pardon of millions, or repair die

injury lie hath done to millions ? How shall those who,
by a most destructive fraud, got the whole wealth of

our neighliouring kingdom into their hands, be ever

able to make a recompense? How will the authors
and promoters of that villanous project for the miu
of tins poor country be able to account with iis for

the injuries they have already done, although they
should no further succeed ? The deplorable case of
such wretches must entirely be left to the unfathomable
mercies of God : for those who know the least its

religion are uot ignorant that, without our utmost
endeavours to make restitution to the person injured,

and to obtain his pardon, added to sincere repent-

ance, there is no hojie of salvation given in the gosjxd.

All offences against our own country have
this aggravation, that tliey are ungrateful and unna-
tural. It is to our country we owe those laws which
protect us in our lives, our liberties, our properties,

and our religion. Our country produced us into the

world, and continues to nourish us, so that it is

usually called our mother
;

and there have been
examples of great magistrates who have put their

own cnildreu to death for endeavouring to betray their

country, as if tliey trad attempted the life of their

uatural parent.

Thus I have briefly shown you how terrible a sin it

is to he an enemy to our country, in order to incite

you to the coutrary virtue, which at this juncture is so
highly necessary, when every man's endeuvour will be
of use. We have hitherto beeu just able to support
ourselves under many hardships

; but now tire axe is

laid to the root of the tree, and nothing but a firm
union among us can prevent our utter undoing. This
we are obliged to in duty to our gracious king, os well
as to our ourselves. Ia?t us therefore preserve that
public spirit, which God hath raised in us, for our own
temporal interest. For if this wicked project should
succeed, which it cannot do but by our own folly ; if

we sell ourselves for nought, the merchant, the shop-
keejwr, the artificer, must fly to the desert with their

miserable families, there to starve or live upon rapine,
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or at least exchange their country for one more hospita-

ble than that where they were horn.

Thus much 1 thought it my duty to say to you who
are under my care, to warn you against those temporal

evils which may draw the worst of spiritual evils after

them; such os heart burnings, murmuring*, discon-

tents, and all manner of wickedness which a desperate

condition of life may tempt men to.

1 am sensible that what I have now said will not go

very far, being confined to this assembly ;
but 1 hope

it may stir up other* of my brethren to exhort their

several congregations, nfter a more effectual manner,

to show their love for their country on this important

occasion. And this I am sure canuot he called med-
dling in affairs of state.

I pray God protect his most gracious majesty and

this kingdom long under his government ; and defend

us from all ruinous projectors, deceivers, suborners,

perjurers, false accusers, and oppressors ;
from the

virulence of party and faction ;
and unite us in loyaltv

to our king, love to our county, and charity to each

other.

And this wc l>eg, for Jesus Christ’s sake : to whom
be all honour, glory, power, might, majesty, and do-

minion, henceforth, ana for evermore. Amen.

THOUGHTS ON RELIGION.

1 am in all opinions to believe according to my own
impartial reason

;
which I am bound to inform and

improve, as far as my capacities and opportunities will

permit.

It may be prudent in me to act sometimes by other

men's reason
;
but I can think only by my own.

If another man's reason fully convinces me, it be-

come* my own reason.

To »ay a man is bound to believe, i* neither truth

nor sense.

You may force men by interest or punishment to

say or swear they believe and to act os if they believed

;

you can go no further.

Every man, as a member of the commonwealth,
ought to be content with the possession of bis own
opiuion in private, without perplexing his neighbour or

disturbing the public.

Violent teal for truth has a hundred to one odds,

to l>e either petulancy, ambition, or pride.

There is a degree of corruption wherein some
uatioua, as had as the world is, will proceed to au
amendment, till which time particular men should

be quiet

To remove opinions fundamental in religion is

impossible, and the attempt wicked, whether those

opinions he true or false; unless your avowed design

la* to abolish that religion altogether. So for instance,

in the famous doctine of Christ's divinity, which has

been universally received by all bodies of Christians

since the condemnation of Arianism under Constantine
and his successors ; wherefore the proceedings of the

Socinians are both vain and unwarrantable
;
because

they will be never able to advance their own opinion,

or meet any other success than breeding doubts and
disturbances in the world—Qui rationt duturbant
metuia mundi.

The want of belief is a defect that ought to be con-

cealed, when it caunot be overcome.

The Christian religion, in the most early times, was
proposed to the Jews and heathens without the article

of Christ's divinity ; which I remember Erasmus ac-

counts for, by its being too strong a meat for l tabes.

Perhaps if it were now softened by the Chinese mis-
sionaries, the couversiun of those inlidels would be less

difficult; and we find by the Alcoran it is the great

stumbling-block of the Mahometans. Out, in a

country already Christian, to bring so fundamental a
point of faith into debate cun have no consequences

that ore not pernicious to morals and public peace.

I have been often offended to find St. Paul's allego

ries, and other figures of Greciau eloquence, converted

by divines into articles of faith.

God’s mercy is over all his works; but divines ofall

sorts lessen that mercy too much.
I look upon myself, iu the capacity of a clergyman,

to be one appointed by Providence for defending a
post assigned me, and for gaining over as many enemies
as I can. Although I think my cause is just, yet one
great motive is my submittiug to the pleasure of Provi-

dence, and to the laws of my country.

I am not answerable to God for the doubts that

arise in my own breast, since they are the consequence

of that reason which he has planted in me
;

if I take

care to conceal those doubts from others, if I use my
best endeavours to subdue them, and if they have no
influence on the conduct of my life.

I believe that thousands of men would be orthodox

enough in certain points, if divines had not been too

curious, or too narrow, in reducing orthodoxy within

the compass of subtleties, niceties, and distinctions,

with little warrant from Scripture, and less from
reason or good policy.

I never saw, heard, nor read that the clergy were
beloved in any uation where Christianity was the re-

ligion of the country. Nothing can render them popu-
lar but some degree of persecution.

Those fine gentlemen, who affect the humour of

railing at the clergy, are, I think, bound in honour to

turn parsons themselves, and show us better examples.
Miserable mortals ! can we contribute to the honour

and glory of God 9 I could wish that expression were
struck out of our Prayer-books.

Liberty of conscience, properly speaking, is no more
than the liberty of possessing our own thoughts and
opinions, which every man enjoys without fear of tlie

magistrate; but how far he shall publicly act in pur-
suance of those opinions is to be regulated by the laws
of the country. Perhaps, in my own thoughts, I prefer

a well-instituted commonwealth before a monarchy
;

and I know several others of the same opinion. Now,
if ui»n this pretence I should insist upon liberty of
conscience, fonn conventicles of republicans, and
print books preferring that government and condemn-
ing what is established, the magistrate would, with
great justice, hang me and my disciples. It is the

same case in religion, although not so avowed
;
where

liberty of conscience, under the present acceptation,

equally produces revolutions, or at least convulsions

and disturbances, in a state; which politicians would
see well enough, if their eyes were not blinded by
faction, and of which these kingdoms, as well as

France, Sweden, and other countries, are flaming in-

stances. Cromwell’s notion upon that article was
natural and right, when, upon the surrender of a town
in Ireland, the popish governor insisted upon an article

for liberty of coticience. Cromwell said, “ He meddled
with no man’s concietice

;
but if by liberty ofconscience

the governor meant the liberty of the mass, he had ex-
press orders from the parliament of England against
admitting any such liberty at all.’’

It is impossible that anything so natural, so neces-

sary, and so universal os death should ever have been
designed ’oy Providence as an evil to mankind.

Although reason were intended by Providence to

govern our passions, yet it seems that in two pointa of
the greatest moment to the being and continuance of
the world, God has intended our passions to prevail
over reason. The first is, the propagation of our
species; since no wise man ever married from iLv
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dictates of reason. The other is, the love of life;

which, from the dictates of reason, every mau would
despise and wish it ati end, or that it never had a

beginning. The Scripture system of man’s creation is

what Christians are hound to believe, ami seems most
agreeable of all others to probability nnd reason.

Adam was formed from a piece of clay, and Eve from

one of his ribs. The text mentioueth nothing of his

Maker's intending him for, except to rule over the

beasts of the tield and birds of the air. As to Eve, it

doth not appear that her husband was her monarch

;

only she was to he his help-mate, and placed in some
degree of subjection. However, before bis fall, the

beasts were his most obedient subjects, whom he
governed by absolute power. After bis eating the for-

bidden fruit, the course of nature was changed
;
the

animals began to reject his government
;
some were

able to escape by flight, and others were too fierce to

be attacked. The Scripture mentioueth no jkorticular

acts of royalty in Adam over his posterity who were
contemporary with him, or of any mouarch until after

the flood; whereof the first was Nimrod, the mighty
hunter, who, as Milton expresscth it, made men, and
not beasts, his prey

;
for men were easier caught by

promises, and subdued by the folly or treachery of
their own species; whereas the brutes prevailed only
by their courage or strength, which, among them, ore

peculiar to certain kindf. Lions, bears, elephants,

and some other animals, fcre strong or valiant; and
their species never degenerates in their native soil,

except they happen to be enslaved or destroyed by
human fraud; but men degenerate every day, merely
by the folly, the perverseness, the avarice, the tyranny,

the pride, the treachery, or inhumanity of their own

TRACTS, RELIGIOUS AND MISCELLANEOUS.

AN ARGUMENT
TO PROVK THAT THE ABOLISHING OP

CHRISTIANITY IN ENGLAND
MAY, AS THINGS NOW STAND, BE ATTENDED WITH SOME

INCONVENIENCES, AND PERHAPS NOT PRODUCE THOSE
MANY GOOD EFFECTS PROPOSED THEREBY.*

I am very sensible what a weakness and presumption
it is to reason against the general humour and dispo-

sition of the world. 1 remember it was, with great

justice, and due regard to the freedom both of the pub-
lic and the press, forbidden, upon several penalties, to

write, or discourse, or lay wager* against the Union,
even before it was confirmed by parliament

;
because

that was looked upon as a design to oppose the current

of the people, which, beside the folly of it, is a mani-
fest breach of the fundamental law, that makes this

majority of opinion the voice of God. In like man-
ner, and for the very same reasons, it may perhaps be
neither safe nor prudent to argue against the abolishing
of Christianity, at a juncture when all parties appear
so unanimously determined upon the point, as we can-
not but allow from their actions, their discourses, and
their writings. However, I know not how, whether
from the affectation of singularity, or the perverseness
of human nature, but so it unhappily falls out, that I

cannot be entirely of this opinion. Nay, though I

were sure au order were issued for my immediate pro-
secution by the attorney-general, I should still confess
that, in the present posture of our affairs at home or
abroad, I do not yet see the absolute necessity of ex-
tirpating the Christian religion from among us.

This perhaps may appear too great a paradox even
for our wise and paradoxical age to endure; therefore
1 shall handle it with all tenderness, and with the ut-
most deference to that great and profound majority
which is of another sentiment.

And vet the curious may please to observe how
much the genius of a nation is liuble to alter in half
au age • I have heard it affirmed for certain, by tome
very old people, that- the contrary opinion was, even
in their memories, as much iu vogue ns the other is

now
;
and that a project for the abolishing of Chris-

tianity would then have upjieared as singular, and
been thought os absurd, as it would be, at this time,

to write or discourse in its defence.

Therefore I freely own that all apjiearances ore

• Tin* is a very happy ami judicious idea —Johnson.

against me. The system of the gospel, after the fate

of other systems, is generally antiquated and exploded:
and the mass or body of the common people, among
whom it seems to have had its latest credit, are now
grown as much ashamed of it as their betters

;
opinions

like fashions always descending from those of quality

to the middle sort, and thence to the vulgar, where at

length they are dropped and vanish.

But here I would not be mistaken, and must there-

fore be so bold as to borrow a distinction from the

writers on the other side, when they make a difference

between nominal and real Trinitarians. I hope no
reader imagines me so weak to stand up in the defence
of real Christianity, such as used in primitive times,

(if we may believe the authors of those ages,) to have
an influence upon men's belief and actious : to offer

at the restoring of that would indeed be a wild pro-

ject; it would be to dig up foundations; to destroy

at one blow all the wit and half the learning of the

kingdom
;

to break the entire frame and constitution

of things; to min trade, extinguish arts and sciences,

with the professors of them
;

in short, to turn our

courts, exchanges, nnd shops into deserts
;
and would

be full os absurd as the proposal of Horace, where he
advises the Romans all iu a body to leave their city,

and seek a new seat in some remote part of the world,

by way of cure for the corruption of their manners.

'Hierefore I think this caution was in itself altogether

unnecessary, (which I have inserted only to prevent

all possibility of cavilling,) since every candid reader

will easily understand my discourse to be intended

only in defence of nominal Christianity
;

the other

having been for some time wholly laid aside by general

consent as utterly inconsistent with our present schemes

of wealth and power.

But why we should therefore cast off the name and
title of Christians, although the general opinion and
resolution be so violent for it I confess I cannot (with
submission) apprehend, nor is the consequence neces-

sary. However, since the undertakers propose such
wonderful advantages to the nation by this project
and advance many plausible objections against the

system of Christianity, I shall briefly consider the

strength of both, fairly allow tliem their greatest weight,

and offer such unswera as I think most reasonable.

After which I will beg leave to show what incon-
veniences may possibly happen by such an innovation,

iu the present posture of our affairs.

First, one great advantage proposed by the abolishing
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«f Christianity is, that it would rery much en-

large and establish liberty of conscience, that great

bulwark of our nation, and of the Protestant religion;

which is still too much limited by priestcraft, notwith-

standing all tlie good intentions of the legislature, as

we have lately found by a severe instance. For it is

confidently reported that two young gentlemen of real

hopes, bright wit, and profound judgment, who, upon
a thorough examination of causes and effects, and by
the mere force of natural abilities, without the least

tincture of learning, having made a discovery that

there was no God. and generously communicating
their thoughts for the good of the public, were some
time ago, by an unparallelled severity, aud upon I know
not what obsolete law, broke for blasphemy. And as

it has been wisely observed, if persecution once begins,

no man alive knows how far it may reach or where it

will end.

In answer to all which, with deference to wiser

judgments, 1 think this rather shows the necessity of

a nominal religion among us. Great wits love to be

free with the highest objects; and if they cannot be
allowed a God to revile or renounce, they will speak

evil of dignities, abuse the government, and reflect

upon the ministry
; which I am sure few will deny to

l»c of much more pernicious consequence, according

to the saying of Tiberius, deontm offentn dnt cur<r.

As to the {^articular fact related, I think it is not fair

to argue from one instance, perhaps another cannot lie

produced : yet (to the comfort or all those who muy
i* apprehensive of persecution) blasphemy, we know,
is freely spoken a million of times in every coffee-

house and tavern, or wherever else good company
meet. It must lie allowed indeed that, to break un

English free-born officer only for blasphemy was, to

s|>eak the gentlest of such an action, a very high strain

of absolute power. Little can be said in excuse for

the general
:

perhaps lie was afraid it might give

offence to the allies, among whom, for aught we know,
it may be the custom of the country to believe a God.
Hut if he argued, ns some have doue, upon a mistaken
nriuciple, that an officer who is guilty of shaking
blasphemy may some time or other proceed so far as

to raise a mutiny, the consequence is hy no means to

be admitted ; for surely the commander of an English

army is likely to be but ill obeyed whose soldiers fear

and reverence him as little as they do a Deity.

It is further objected against the gospel system, that

it obliges men to the belief of things too difficult for

freethinkers, and such who have shaken ofl’ the pre-

judices that usually cling to a confined education.

To which I answer, that men dmuld be cuutious

how they raise objections which reflect upon the wis-

dom of the uation. Is not everylxnly freely allowed

to believe whatever he pleases, and to publish his

belief to the world whenever he thinks fit, especially

if it serves to strengthen the party which is in the right ?

Would any indifferent foreigner, who should read

the trumpet y lately written by Asgil, Tindal, Toland,
Coward, and forty more, imagine the gospel to be our
rule of faith, and confirmed hy parliaments ? Docs
any man either trelieve, or say he lielieves, or desire to
hare it thought that he says he believes, one syllable of

the matter ? And is any man worse received upon
that score, or does be flud his want of nominal faith a
disadvantage to him in the pursuit of any civil or

military employment? What if there be an old dor-

mant statute or two against him, are they not nuw
obsolete to a degree, tliat Epsom and Dudley them-
selves, if they were now alive, would find it impossible
to put them in execution?

It is likewise urged that there are, hy computation,
in this kingdom, above ten thousand parsons, whose
revenues, added to those of my lords the bishops,

would suffice to maintaiu at least two hundred young
gentlemen of wit arid pleasure, and freethinking,

enemies to priestcraft, narrow principles, pedantry, and
prejudices, who might lie an ornament to the court
and town : and then again, so great a number of able
[bodied] divines might be a recruit to our fleet and
armies. This indeed appears to lie a consideration of

some weight
; but then, on the other side, several

things deserve to he considered likewise: as first,

whether it may not be thought necessary that in cer-

tain tracts of country, like what we call parishes,

there shall be one man at least of abilities to read and
write. Then it seems a wrong computation, that the

revenues of the church throughout this island would
be large enough to maiutain two hundred young gen-
tlemen, or even half that number, after the present

refined way of living; that is, to allow each of them
such a rent as, itt the modern form of speech, would
make them easy. Out still there is in this project a

greater mischief behind; and we ought to beware of

the woman's folly, who killed the hen that every
morning laid her a golden egg. For, pray what would
become of the race of men in the next age, if we had
nothing to trust to beside the scrofulous, consumptive

productions furnished hy our men of wit and pleasure,

when, having squandered away their vigour, health,

and estates, they are forced, by some disagreeable

marriage, to piece up their broken fortunes, and entail

rottenness and politeness on tbeir posterity ? Now,
here are ten thousand persons reduced, by the wise
regulations of Henry VIII., to the necessity of a low
diet and moderate exercise, who are the only great

restorers of our breed, without which the nation would
in an age or two become one great hospital.

Another advantage proposed by the abolishing of

Christianity is the clear gain of one day in seven,

which is now entirely lost, and consequently the king-
dom one-seventh less considerable in trade, business,

and pleasure; besides the loss to the public of so

many stately structures, now in the hands of the clergy,

which might be converted into play-houses, market-
houses, exchanges, common dormitories, and other

public edifices.

1 hope 1 shall be forgiven a hard word, if I call this

a pei feet cavil. I readily own there has been an old

custom, time out of mind, for people to assemble in

the churches every Sunday, and that shops are still

frequently shut, in order, as it is conceived, to preserve

the memory of that ancient practice; but bow this

can prove a hiuderance to business or pleasure is hard
to imagine. What if the men of pleasure are forced,

one day in the week, to game at home instead of tbe
chocolate-houses? are not the taverns and coflee-hoi iaes

open? can there be a more convenient season for

taking a dose of physic? are fewer claps got upon
Sundays than other days ? is not that the chief uuy
for traders to sum up the accounts of tbe week, and
for lawyers to prepare their briefs ? But I would fain
know how it can lie pretended that the churches axe
misapplied ? where are more appointments and ren-

dezvouses of gallantry ? where mure care to appear in
the foremost box, with greater advantage of dress ?

where more meetings for business? where more liar-

gains driven of all sorts? and where so many con-
veniences or encitements to sleep ?

There is one advantage greater than any of the fore-

going proposed by tbe abolishing of Christianity
; that

it will utterly extinguish parties among us, by re-

moving those factious distinctions of high and low
church, of Whigand Tory, Presbyterian and Church of
England, which are now so many grievous clogs upon
public proceedings, and are apt to dispose men to prefer
the gratifying of themselves, or depressing of their ad-
versaries, before the most important interests ofthe **;«!&,
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I confew, if it were certain that to great an advan-

tage would redouud to the nation by this expedient, I

would submit and be silent ; but will any man say

that, if the words whoring , drinking
,

cheating, lying,

stealing were, by act of parliament, ejected out of the

English tongue and dictionaries, we should all awake

next morning chaste and temjierate, honest and just,

ami lovers uf truth I Is this a fair consequence? Or,

if the physicians would forbid us to pronounce the

words pox, gout, rheumatism, and stone
,
would that

expedient serve, like so many talismans, to destroy the

diseases themselves? Are party and faction rooted

in men's hearts no deeper than phrases liotTowed from

religion, or founded upon no firmer principles? and is

our language so poor that we cannot tiud other terms

to express them ? Are envy, pride
,
avarice, and ambition

such ill nomcnclators, that they cauuot furnish appel-

lations for their owners? Will not heydukes, and mama-
hikes, mandarins, and patthaws, or any other words

formed at pleasure, serve to distinguish those who
ore in the ministry, from others, who would lie in

it if they could? What, for instance, is easier than

to vary the form of speech, and instead of the word
church make it a questiou in politics whether the

muniment be in danger? Because religion was nearest

at hand to furnish a few convenient phrases, is our

invention so barren, we can find no other? Suppose,

for argument sake, that the Tories favoured Margarita,

the Whigs Mrs. Twfls, and the trimmers Valentiui

;

would not .Margaritians
,

Toftians, and k’alentinians

be very tolerable marks of distinction? The Pmsini
and /Vhi/i, two most virulent factions iu I tidy,

began (if I remember right) by a distinction of colours

iu rihhuus; and we might contend with as good

a grace about the dignity of the blue and the green,

which would serve as properly to divide the court,

the parliament, uud the kingdom between them as

any terms of art whatsoever borrowed from religion.

And therefore 1 think there is little force iu this ob-

jection against Christianity, or prospect of so great an
advantage, as is proposed in the aliolishiug of it.

It is again objected, as a very absurd, ridiculous cus-

tom, that a set of men should be suffered, much leas

employed and hired, to bawl one day in seven against

the lawfulness of those methods most in use. toward the

pursuit of greatness, riches, and pleasure, which ore the

constant practice of all men alive on the other six. But
this objection is, I think, a little unworthy of so refined

An age as ours. Let us argue this matter calmly : I

appeal to the breast of any polite freethinker, whether,

in the pursuit of gratifying a predominant passion, he
has not always felt a wonderful incitement, by reflect-

ing it was a thing forbidden
; and therefore we see, in

order to cultivate this taste, the wisdom of tl>e nation

has taken special cure that the ladies should he furnished

with prohibited silks, and the men with prooibited

wine. And indeed it were to he wished that some
other prohibitions were jiromotetl. in order to improve
the pleasures of the town ; which for want of such cx-

1

>edients begin already, as I am told, to flag and grow
anguid, giving way daily to cruel inroads from the

•pleen.

It is likewise proposed as a great advantage to the
public, that if we once discard thesystemof the gospel,

all religion will of course he banished for ever
;
and

consequently along with it those grievous prejudices

of education, which under the names of virtue
,

coo-

science, honour, justice, and the like, are so apt to dis-

turb the peace of human minds, and the notions whereof

are so hard to be eradicated, by right reason or free-

thinking, sometimes during the whole course of our

lives.

Here first I observe, bow difficult it is to get rid of a
phrase which the world is once grow n fund of, though

the occasion that first produced it be entirely taken

away. For several years past, if a man had but an ill-

favoured nose, the deep-thinkers of the age would some
way or other contrive to impute the cause to the pre-

judice of his education. From this fountain were said

to be derived all our foolish notions of justice, piety,

love of our country ; all our opinions of God or a fu-

ture state, heaven, hell, and the like
;
and there might

formerly perhaps have been some pretence for this

charge. But so effectual care has been taken to re-

move those prejudices by an entire change in the me-

thods of education, that (with honour 1 mention it to

our polite innovators) the young gentlemen who are

now on the scene seem to have not the least tincture

of those infusions, or string of those weeds : and by
consequence, the reason for altolUhiug nominal Chris-

tianity u pou that pretext is wholly ceased.

For the rest, it may perhaps admit a controversy

whether the banishing oi all notions of religion what-

soever would he convenient for the vulgar. Not that

1 am in the least of opinion with those who hold reli-

gion to have been the invention of politicians to keej

the lower part of the world in awe, by the fear of invi-

sible powers; unless mankind were then very different

to what it is now : for 1 look upon the mass or body
of our people here iu England to lie as freethinker^

that is to say, as stanch unbelievers, os any of the

highest rank. But 1 conceive some scattered notions

ubout a superior power to be of singular use for the

common people, as furnishing excellent materials to

keep children quiet when they grow jieevish, and pro-

viding topics of amusement in a tedious winter-night.

Lastly, it is proposed as a singular advantage, that

the abolishing of Christianity will very much contri-

bute to the uniting of Protestants, by enlarging the

terms of communion, so as to take in all sorts or dis-

senters, who are now shut out of the pale uj*>n ac-

count of a few ceremonies, which all sides confess to be
things indifferent

;
that this alone will effectually an-

swer the great ends of a scheme for comprehension, by
o|x*nirig a large noble gate, at which all bodies may
enter; whereas the chaffering with dissenters, and
dodging about this or the other ceremouy, is but like

opening a few wickets, and leaving them at jar, by
which no more than one can get in at a time, and that

not without stooping, uud sideling, and squeezing his

body.

To all this I answer, that there is one darling incli-

nation of mankind which usually affects to be a re-

tainer to religiou, though she he neither its parent, its

godmother, or its friend; I mean the spirit of opposi-

tion, that lived long before Christianity, and can easily

subsist without it. Let ns, for distance, examine
wherein the opposition of sectaries among us consists;

we shall find Christianity to have no shaie in it at all.

Does the gospel anywhere prescribe a starched, squeezed

countenance, a stiff formal gait, a singularity of

mauners and habit, or any affected modes of speech,

different from the reasonable ]>art of mankind? Yet, if

Christianity did not lend its name to stand in the gap,

and to employ or divert these humours, they must of

necessity be spent in contraventions to the laws of the

land, and disturbance of the public peace. There is a
portion of enthusiasm assigned to every nation, which,

if it has not proper objects to work on. will burst out

and set all in a flame. If the quiet of a state can lie

bought by only flinging men a lew ceremonies to de-

vour, it is a purchase no wise man would refuse. Let

the mastiffs amuse themselves about a sheep's skin

stuffed with liny, provided it will keep them from
worrying the flock. The institution of convents abroud
seems iu one point a strain of great wisdom; there

being few irregularities in human passions that may
not have recourse to vent themselves in some of (hove
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order*, which are to many retreats for the sjtec illative,

(he melancholy, (lie proud, the silent, the politic, and
the morose, to spend themselves, and evaporate the

noxious particles
;

for each of whom we in this island

are forced to provide a several sect of religion, to keep

them quiet ; and whenever Christianity shall be abo-

lished, the legislature must Hud tome other expedient

to employ and entertain them. For what imports it

how large a gate you open, if there will be always left

a number, who place a pride and a merit in refusing

to enter ?

Having thus considered the most important objec-

tions against Christianity, and the chief advantages

proposed by the abolishing thereof, I shall now, with

equal deference and submission to wiser judgments, a*

before, proceed to mention a few inconveniences that

may happen, if the gospel should be repealed, which
lierhaps the projectors may not have sufficiently consi-

dered.

And first, I am very sensible how much the gentle-

men of wit and pleasure are apt to murmur, and be

choked at the sight of so many daggleil-tail parsons,

who hap|>ej] to full in their way and offend their eyes ;

but, at the same time, these wise reformers do not con-
sider what an advantage and felicity it is for great

wits to he always provided with objects of scorn and
contempt, in order to exercise and improve their ta-

lents, and divert their spleen from fulling on each other

or on themselves; cspecially when all this may be done
without the least imaginable danger to their persons.

And to urge another argument of a parallel nature

:

if Christianity were once abolished, how could the free-

thinkers, the strong reosoners, and the men of pro-

found learning, be able to find another subject, so

calculated in all points, whereon to display their abi-

lities f what wonderful productions of wit should we
lie deprived of from those whose genius, by continual

practice, has been wholly turned upon raillery and
invectives against religion, and would therefore never

be able to shine or distinguish themselves upon any
other subject f we are daily complaining of toe great

decline of wit among us, and would we take away the

greatest, perhaps the only, topic we have left? Who
would ever have suspected Asgil for a wit, or Toland
for a philosopher, if the inexhaustible stock of Christi-

anity had not been at hand to provide them with
material*? what other subject, through all art or na-

ture, could have poduced Tindal for a profound

author, or furnished him with readers? it is the wise

choice of the subject that alone adonis and distin-

guishes the writer. For bad a hundred such pens os

these been employed on the side of religion, they would
have immediately sunk into silence and oblivion.

Nor do I think it wholly groundless, or my fears

altogether imaginary, that the abolishing Christianity

may iierhajis bring the church into danger, or at least

i

iut the senate to the trouble of another tecuriug vote.

desire 1 may not be mistaken
;

1 am far from pre-

suming to affirm or think that the church is in danger
at present, or as things now stand

;
but we know not

how soon it may be so, when the Christian religion is

repealed. As plausible as this project seems, there

may he a dangerous design lurking under it. Nothing
can l« more notorious than that the atheisls, deists,

•ocinians, anti* trinitarian*, and other sulslivisions of

freethinker*, are persons of little real for the present

ecclesiastical establishment
;
their declared opinion is

for repealing the sacramental test
;
they are very in-

ditlerent with regard to ceremonies, nor do they hold

thejut tlivinwm ofepiscopacy
;
therefore this may be in-

tended as one politic step toward altering the constitu-

tion of the church established, and setting up presbytery

in the sleail, which I leave to be further considered by
those at the helm.

In the last place, 1 think nothing can be more plaia

than that, by this expedient, we shall run into tire evil

we chiefly pretend to avoid, and that the abolishment

of the Christian religion will be the readiest course we
can take to introduce popery. And 1 am the more
iucliued to this opinion, because we know it has been
the constant practice of the jesuits to send over emis-

saries with instructions to personate themselves mem-
bers of the several prevailing sects among us. So it is

recorded that they have at sundry times appeared in

the disguise of presbyterians, anabaptists, independ-
ents, and quakers, according as any of these were most
in credit; so, since the fashion 1ms been token up of

exploding religion, the popish missionaries have nut

been wanting to mix with the freethinkers
; among

whom Toland, the great oracle of the antichrist iana, is

an Irish priest, the son of an Irish priest, and the most
learned and ingenious author of a book called “ The
Rights of the Christian Church/' was in a proper

juncture reconciled to the Romish faith, whose true

•on, os appears by a hundred {^usages in his treatise,

he still continues. Perhaps I could add some others

to the number, but the fact is beyond dispute, and the

reasoning they proceed by is right
;

for, supposing
Christianity to lie extinguished, the people will never lie

at ease till they Hud out some other method of wor-

ship; which will as infallibly produce superstition, as

•uperstitiou will end in popery.

And therefore if, notwithstanding all I have said, it

still be thought necessary to have a bill brought in

for repealing Christianity, I would humbly offer an
amendment, that instead of the word Christianity, may
he put religion in general, which, I conceive, will much
better answer all the good ends proposed by the pro-

jectors of it. For, as long as we leave in being a God
and his providence, with all the necessary consequences

which curious and inquisitive men will be apt to draw
from such premises, we do not strike at the root of the

evil, though we should ever so effectually annihilate

the preterit scheme of the gospel : for of what use is

freedom of thought, if it will not produce freedom of

action ? which is the sole end, how remote soever it*

appearance, of all objections against Christianity
; an<*

therefore the freethinkers consider it as a sort of edifice,

wherein all the parts have such a mutual dependence
on each other, that if you happen to pull out one single

nail, the whole fabric must fall to the ground. This
was happily expressed by him, who had heard of a
text brought for proof of the Trinity, which in au
ancient manuscript was differently read; he thereupon

immediately took the hint, and by a sudden deduction

of a long torUtt most logically concluded ;
“ Why, if

it be as you say, I may safely whore and drink ou, and
defy the parson." From which, and many the like

instances easy to be produced, 1 think nothing can be

more manifest than that the quarrel is not against any
particular points of hard digestion in the Christian

system, but against religion in geucial ; which, by
laying restraints on human nature, is supposed the

great enemy to the freedom of thought and action.

Upon the whole, if it shall still In* thought for the

benefit of church and state that Christianity lie abo-
lished, 1 conceive, however, it may lie more convenient

to defer the execution to a time of peace, and not

venture, in this conjuncture, to disoblige our allies,

who, os it falls out, are all Christians, mid many of

them, by the prejudices of their education, so bigoted

as to place a sort of pride in the ap|K'llatiun. If upon
being rejected by them, we are to trust to an alliance

with the Turk, we shall find ourselves much deceived :

for, ns he is too remote, ami generally engaged in war
with the Persian emperor, so his people would be more
scandalised at our infidelity than our Christian neigh-
bours. For tlie Turks are not only strict observers el
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religion* worship, but, what is wor*e, believe a God;
which is more than is required of us. even while wc
preserve the name of Christians.

To conclude : whatever some may think of the great

advantages to trade by this favourite scheme, 1 do very

much apprehend that, in six months time after the act

is passed for the extirpation of the gosjwl, the Bank
and Kust-India stock may fall at least one percent.

And since that is fifty times more than ever the wisdom
of our age thought fit to venture for the preservation

of Christianity, there is no reason we should be at so

great a lots, merely for the sake of destroying it.

A PROJECT
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF RELIGION,

AND TUB
REFORMATION OF MANNERS.

BY A PERSON OF QUALITY'.
WRITTEN IN THE TSAR 1709.

O siqtils volet itnpias

Canlcs, el raliiem toiler* civicam :

Si qtuetft pater url>ium
SitlMcribi •Utuu, imlomitam sodest

Refaroare licentUm.®
llou. Lib. lit. Od. St.

SfKM.it ipok<* of tlii* treaties in the fifth numtier of the Tatter.

“The title was so nnooroinoo.aod promised so pculiarn way
of thinking, that every man here has read it. unit as many mn
have don** so have approved it. It is written with the spirit

of one who lias *-en die world enough to undervalue it with
good- breeding. The author must certainly Wtinmtiof wisdom
M Well as piety, and have spent much time in the exercise of
both. The real causes of the decay of the interest of religion

are set forth in a clear and lively manner, without unseason-
able passions ; and the whole air of the book, as to the lan-

guage, the sentiment*, amt the reasonings, shows it was written
by one whose virtue sits easy about him, and to whom vice is

thoroughly contemptible- It was said >*v one iu coni|>any,
alludiug to tlrat knowledge of the world this author seems to

have. ‘Tire m m writes much like a gentleman, and goes to

heaven with a very good mien.’”

TO THE COUNTESS OF BERKELEY.*

Madam,—My intention of prefixing your ladyship's

name is not, after the common form, to desire your
protection of the following papers, which I take to be
a very unreasonable request

;
since, by being inscribed

to your ladyship, though without your knowledge, and
from a concealed hand, you cannut recommend them
without some suspicion of partiality. My real design
:s, I confess, the very same 1 have often detested in
most dedications

;
that of publishing your praises to

the world ; not upon the subject of your noble birth,

for I know others os noble; or of the greatness of your
fortune, for I know others far greater; or of that beau-
tiful race (the images of their parents) which call you
mother

;
for even this may perhaps have been equalled

in some other age or country. Iiesidf3, none of these
advantages do derive any accomplishments to the
owners, but serve at best only to adorn what they
really posses*. What I intend is, your piety, truth,

good sense, and good nature, affability, and charity
;

wherein I wish your ladyship bad many equals, or any
superiors; and I wish 1 could say I knew them too,

for then your ladyship might have hud a chance to
escape this address. In the mean time, I think it highly
necessary, for the interest of virtue and religion, that
the whole kingdom should he informed in some parts

* Oh ! th.it some patriot wisr .nut gno<l.
Would stop thU impious thirst ol blood.

And joy on ttitun to behold
Hi* name, the father of tlie state, enroll'd.

Francis.
* Elisabeth, daughter of Baptist Noel, vtsrount Catnpdcu,

and sister to Kdwnrd c.nl of Gainsborough. To the kimlueot
of this lsd> it is not unlikeU that Sw if) ww* indebted for his
benoficea -Johnson.

of your character : for instance, that the easiest and
rolitest conversation, joined with the tmest piety, may
>e observed in your ladyship, in as great perfection os

they were ever seen apart in auy other persons. Thai
by your prudence and management under several dis-

advantages, you have preserved the lustre of tluit most
noble family into which you are grafted, and which
the unmeasurable profusion of ancestors, for many
generations, had too much eclipsed. Then, how happily

ou perform every office of life to which Providence
as called you : iu the education of those two incom-

parable daughters, whose conduct is so universally

admired
;
in every duty of a prudent, complying,

affectionate wife
;

in that care which descends to the

meanest of your domestics
;
and bully, in that endless

houuty to the poor, and discretion where to distribute

it. 1 insist on my opinion, tliul it is of importance for

the public to know this and a great deal more of your
ladyship

;
yet whoever goes about to inform them shall,

instead of finding credit, perliaps be censured for a
flatterer. To avoid so usual a reproach, I declare tiiis

to he no dedication, hut merely an introduction to a
proposal for the advancement of religion and morals,

by tracing, however imperfectly, some few lineaments

iu the character of a lady, who has spent all her lift- iu

the practice and promotion of both.

a rnoJEtrr, Ac.

A mono all the schemes offered to the public in this

projecting age, I have observed with some displeasure

that there have never been any for the improvement of

religion and morals
;
which, beside the piety of the de-

sign from the consequence of such a reformation iu a

future life, would he the best natural means for ad-
vancing the public felicity of the state as well as the

present happiness of every individual. For, as much as

faith and morality are declined among us, I am alto-

gether confident they might in a short time, and with
no very great trouble, he raised to as high a perfection

as numbers are capable of receiving. Indeed, the

method is so easy and obvious and some present oppor-
tunities so good, that in order to have this project

reduced to practice, there seems to want nothing more
than to put those in mind who, by their honour, duty,
aud interest, are chiefly concerned.

But because it is idle to propose remedies before wc
are assured of the disease, or to he in fear till we are

convinced of the danger, 1 shall first show iu general

that the nation is extremely corrupted iu religion and
morals

;
and then I will offer a snort scheme for the

reformation of both.

As to the liist, I know it is reckoned hut a form of
speech, when divines complain of the wickedness of the

age : however, I believe, upon a fair comparison with
other times and countries, it would be found an un-
doubted truth.

For, first to deliver nothing but plain matter of fact

without exaggeration or satire, I suppose it will be
granted that hardly one in a hundred among our people
of quality or gentry appears to act by any principle of
religion

;
that great numbers of them do entirely dis-

card it, and are ready to own their disbelief of all

revelation iu ordinary discourse. Nor is the case much
better among the vulgar, especially in great towns,
where the profaueness aud ignorance of handicraftsmen,

small trailers, servants, and the like are to a degree
very hard to be imagined greater. Then it is observed
abroad, that no race of mortals have so little sense of
religion as the English soldiers

; to confirm which, 1

have been often told by great officers of tlie army that,

in the whole compass of their acquaintance, they could
not recollect three of their profession who seemed to

regard or believe one syllable of the gospel : and the

same at least may l»e affirmed of the fleet. The conso-
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quences of all which upon theactions ofmen arc equally

manifest. They never go aUmt os in fortner times to

hide or palliate their vices, hut expose them freely to

view like any other common occurrences of life, with-

out the least reproach from the world or themselves.

For instance, any man will tell you he intends to lie

drunk this evening, or was so last night, with as little

ceremony or scruple as he would tell you the time of

the day. He will let you know lie is going to a wench,

or that he has got the venereal disease, with as much
indiffereucy as he would a piece of public news. He
will swear, curse, or blaspheme without the least passion

or provocation. And though all regard for reputation

is not quite laid aside in the other sex, it is however at

so low un ebb, that very few among them seem to thiuk

virtue and conduct of absolute necessity for preserving

it. If this be not so, how comes it to pass that women
of tainted reputations Gud the same countenance and

reception in all public places with those of the nicest

virtue, who pay and receive visits from them without

any manner of scruple ? which proceeding, as it is not

very old among us, so I take it to lie of most perni-

cious consequence : it looks like a sort of compounding
betweeu virtue and vice, os if a woman were allowed to

lie vicious, provided she be not a profligate
;
as if there

were a certain point where gallantry ends and infamy
begins ; or that a hundred criminal amours were not as

]urdonable as 1mlf a score.

Resides those corruptions already mentioned, it

would be endless to enumerate such as arise from

the excess of play or gaming : the cheats, the quarrels,

the oaths, and blasphemies among the men; among the

women the neglect of household affairs, the unlimited

freedoms, the indecent passion, and, lastly, the known
iidet to all lewdness, when, after an ill run, the person

must answer the defects of the purse
;
the rule on such

occasions holding true in play as it does in law, quod
non habtt in rrumena hint in carport.

But all these arc trifles in comparison, if we step into

other scenes and consider the fraud and cozenage of

tradiug men and shopkeepers; that insatiable gulf of

injustice and oppression the law ; the open traffic for

all civil and military employments (I wish it rested

there) without the least regard to merit or qualifica-

tions; the corrupt management of men iu office; the

many detestable abuses in choosing those who repre-

sent the people ; with the management of interest and
factions among the representatives : to which 1 must be

Iwld to add, the ignorance of some of the lower clergy,

the mean servile temper of others
;
the pert, pragmatical

demeanour of several young stagers in divinity upon
their first producing themselves into the world; with

many other circumstances needless, or rather invidious

to mention
;

which falling in with the corruptions

already related have, however unjustly, almost rendered

the whole order contemptible.

This is a short view of the general depravities among
u% without entering into particulars, which would be
an endless laliour. Now, as universal and deep-rooted

as these appear to be, I am utterly deceived if an effec-

tual remedy might not be applied to most of them :

neither am I at present upon a wild speculative

project, hut such a one as may be easily put iu

execution.

For while the prerogative of giving all employments
continues iu the crown, either immediately or by subor-
dination, it is iu the power of the prince to muke piety

and virtue become the fashion of the age. if at the same
time he would make them necessary qualifications for

favour and preferment.

It is clear from present experience, that the bare ex-
ample of the best prince will not have any mighty
influence where the age is very corrupt. For when was
ll*ere ever a better prince on the throne that) the present

queen ? I do not talk of her talent for government, her

love of die people, or any other qualities dial are purely

regal
; hut her piety, cliarity, temperance, conjugal

love, and whatever other virtues do beet adorn a private

life; wherein, without question or flattery, she has no
superior: yet neither will it be satire or peevish invec-

tive to affirm, that infidelity and vice are not much
diminished since her coming to the crown, nor will in

all probability, till more effectual remedies l>e provided.

Thus human nature seems to lie under the disad-

vantage that the example alone of a vicious prince will

in time corrupt an age ; but the example of a good one
will not be sufficient to reform it without further endea

Tours. Princes must therefore supply this defect by a

vigorous exercise of that authority which tlie law bos

left them, by making it every mans interest ami
honour to cultivate religion and virtue

;
by rendering

vice a disgrace and the certain ruin to preferment 01

pretensions : all which they should first attempt in their

own courts and families. For instance, might not the

queen's domestics of the middle and lower sort be

obliged, upon penalty of suspension or loss of their em-
ployments, to a constant weekly attendance at least on
the service of the church

; to a decent behaviour in it

;

to receive the sacrament four limes in the year
;

to

avoid swearing and irreligious profane discourse*

;

and to the appearance, at least, of temperance and
chastity? Might not the care of all this be committed
to the strict ins]>ection of proper officers? Might not

those of higher rank and nearer access to her majesty's

person receive her own commands to the same purpose,

and he countenanced or disfavoured according as they

obey? Might not the queen lay her injunctions on the

bishops and other great men of undoubted piety to

make diligent inquiry and give her notice if any
persou about her should happen to l>e of libertine prin-

ciples or morals ? Might not all those who cuter uptu
any office in her majesty's family be obliged to take

an oath parallel with that against simony, which is

administered to the clergy? Jt is xs.it to he doubted,

but that if these or the like proceedings were duly
observed, morality and religion would soon become
fashionable court virtues, and be taken up os the only

methods to get or keep employments there; which
alone would have mighty influence upon niauy of the

nobility aud principal gentry.

But if the like methods were pursued as far as pos-

sible with regard to those who are in the gTeat employ-
ments of state, it is liard to conceive how general a

reformation they might iu time produce among us.

For if piety and virtue were once reckoned qualifica-

tions necessary to preferment, every man thus endowed,
when put into great stations, would readily imitate the

queen s example in the distribution of all office* in

his disposal, especially if any apparent transgression,

through favour or partiality, would be imputed to him
for a misdemeanour, by which he must certainly for-

feit his favour and station ;
and there being such great

numbers in employment, scattered through every town
aud county in this kingdom, if all these were exem-
plary in the conduct of their lives, tilings would soon
take a new face, and religion receive a mighty encou-
ragement

;
nor would the public weal be less advanced,

since, of nine offices iu ten that arc ill executed, the

defect is not iu capacity or understanding, but in com-
mon honesty. I know no employment for which piety

disqualifies any man; and if it did, 1 doubt the objec-

tion would not be very seasonably offered at present *.

because it is perhaps too just a reflection, that in the
disp>)sal of places, the question whether a persou be til

for what he is recommended to is generally the Iu»«

that is thought on or regarded.

I have often imagined that something parallel to the

office of censors anciently iu Rome would be of mighty

jigitizi
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use among us, and could I* easily limited from run*

iiing into any exorbitances. The Homans understood

liberty at least .is well as we, were as jealous of it, and

upon every occasion us bold assertor*. Vet 1 do not

remember to have read any great complaint of the

abuses in that office among them, but many admirable

effects of it are led upon record. There are several

pernicious vices, fiequent and notorious among us, that

escape or elude the punishment of any law we have yet

invented, or have had tu> law at all against them

;

such as atheism, drunkenness, fraud, avarice, ami
several others, which by this institution, wisely regu-

lated, might be much reformed. Suppose, for instance,

that itinerary commissioners were appointed to inspect

everywhere throughout the kingdom into the conduct
at least of men in office, with respect to their morals

and religion as well as their abilities; to receive the

complaints and informations that should be offered

against them, and make their report here upon oath to

the court or the ministry, who should reward or punish

accordingly. I avoid entering iuto the particulars of

this or any other scheme, which, coming from a private

hand, might be liable tn many defects, but would soon

be digested by the wisdom of the nation; and surely

6000/. A-yeur would not lie ill laid out among as many
commissioners duly qualified, who, in three divisions,

should be personally obliged to take tbeir yearly circuits

for that purpose.

But this is beside my present design, which was only

to show what degree of reformation is iti the power of

the queen without the interposition of the legislature,

and which her majesty is, without question, obliged in

conscience to endeavour by her authority as much as

she does by her practice.

It will be easily granted, that the example of this

gTeat town lias a mighty influence over the whole
kingdom ; and it is as muuifest, that the town is equally

influenced by the court, and the ministry, and those

who, by their employments or their hojies, depend upon
them. Now, if under so excellent a process us the

present queen, we would suppose a family strictly regu-
lated, as I have above proposed, a ministry where every

•ingle person was of distinguished piety ;
if we should

suppose all great offices of state and law tilled affer the

came manner, and with such as were equally diligent

in choosing persons, who, in their several subordinations,

would be obliged tofollow theexamplesoftheirsuperiors,
under the penalty of loss of fuvour and place, will not
everybody grant that the empire of vice and irreligiun

would lie soon destroyed iu this great metropolis, and
receive a ter ible blow through the whole island, which
has s i great an intercourse with it, and so much affects

to follow its fashions ?

Fur if religion were once understood to be the neces-

sary step to favour and preferment, can it be imagined
that any man would openly offend against it who had
the least regard for nis reputation or his fortune?
There is no quality so contrary to any nature which
men cannot affect and put on upon occasion in order

to serve sn interest or gratify a prevailing passion. The
proudest man will personate humility, the morosest

learn to flatter, the lasiest will be sedulous and active,

where he is in pursuit of what he has much at heart

:

how rcaily, therefore, would most men be to step into

the paths of virtue and piety if they infallibly led to

favour and fortune

!

If swearing and profaneness, scandalous and avowed
lewdness, excessive gaming and intcrufierance were a
little discountenanced in the army, I cannot readily

see what ill consequences could Ire apprehended. If

gentlemen of that profession were at least obliged to

some external decorum in their conduct, nr even if a
profligate lile and character were not a means of ad-
vancement, and the appearance of piety a must infal-

VOL ||

lible hindrance, it is impossible the corruptions there

should be so universal and exorbitant. 1 have lieen

assured by several great officers, that no troops abroad

are so ill disciplined as the English, which cannot

well lie otherwise w hile the common soldiers have per-

1

Mutually before their eyes the vicious example of their

eaders; and it is hardly possible for those to commit
any crime whereof these are not iutitiitely more guilty,

and writ less temptation.

It is commonly charged upon the gentlemen of the

army, that the beastly vice of drinking to excess has

been lately, from their example, restored among us,

which for some years before was almost dropped in

England. But, whoever the introducers were, they

have succeeded to a miracle; many of the young nobi-

lity and gentry ore already become great proficients,

and are under no manner of concern to uide their

talent, but ore got beyond all sense of shame, or fear of

reproach.

This might soon be remedied if the queen would
think tit to declare, that no young person of quality

whatsoever who was notoriously addicted to that or

any other vice should be capable of her favour, or

even admitted iuto her presence, with positive com-
mand to her ministers, and others in great office, to

treat them in the same manner; after which all ram
who had any regard for their reputation, or any pro-

spect of preferment, would avoid their coinmeice.

This would quickly make that vice so scandalous, that

those who could not subdue would at least endeavour

to disguise it.

By the like methods a stop might be put to that

ruinous practice of deep gaming; and the reason why
it prevails so much is, because a treatment directly

opposite in every point is made use of to promote it

;

by which means the laws enacted against this abuse are

wholly eluded.

It cannot be denied that the want of strict discipline

in the universities has been of pernicious consequence

to the youth of this nation, who are there almost left

entirely to their own management, especially those

among them of lietter quality and fortune; who, be-

cause they are not under a necessity of making learn-

ing their maintenance, are easily allowed to pass their

time, and take their degrees with little or no improve-

ment
;
than which there cannot well be a greater absur-

dity : for if no advancement of knowledge can be

hail from those places, the time there spent is at best

utterly lost, because every ornamental jwirt of educa-

tion is better taught elsewhere : and as for keeping

youths out of harm's way, I doubt, where so many of

them are got together, at full liberty of doing what

they please, it will not answer the end. But whatever

abuses, corruptions, or deviations from statutes have

crept into the universities through neglect or length of

time, they might in a gTeat degree be reformed, by
strict injunctions from court (upon each particular) to

the visitors and heads of houses; beside the peculiar

authority the queen may have iu several colleges,

whereof her predecessors were the founders. And
among other regulations, it would be very convenient

to prevent the excess of drinking; with that scurvy
custom among the lads, and parent of the former vice,

the taking of tobacco where it is not absolutely neces-

sary in point of health.

From the universities the young nobility, and others

of great fortunes, are sent fur early up to town, for fear

of contracting any airs of pedantry by a college educa-

tion. Many of the younger geiftry retire to the inns

of court, where they are wholly leff to their own discre-

tion. And the consequence of this rem issues* in edit-

tion appears, by ohserving that nine in ten of

who rise in the church, or the court, the law, or the

army, art younger brothers, or new men, whose u&r

N
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ru\r fortunes luwe forced them upon industry and
application.

As for the inns of court, unless we suppose them to

l»e much degenerated, they must needs be the worst

instituted seminaries in any Christian country ;
but

whether they may be corrected without interposition

of the legislature I have not skill enough to determine.

However, it is certain that all wise nations have agreed
in the necessity of a strict education, which consisted,

among other things, in the observance of m >ral duties,

especially justice, temperance, and chastity, as well as

the knowledge of arts, and bodily exercises; but all

these among us are laughed out of doors.

Without the least intention to offend the clergy, I

cannot but thiuk that, through a mistaken notion and
practice, they prevent themselves fVom doing much
service, which otherwise might lie in their power, to

religion and virtue: I mean* by affecting so much to

c inverse with each other, and caring so little to mingle
with the laity. They have their particular clubs, and
particular coffee-houses, where they generally appear
in clusters : a single divine dares hardly show his per-

son among numbers of fine gentlemen
;
or if he happen*

to fall into such company, he is silent and suspicions,

in continual apprehension that some pert man of plea-

sure should break an unmannerly jest and render him
ridiculous. Now I take this behaviour of the clergy to

be just as reasonable as if the physicians should agree

to spend their time in visiting one another, or their

several apothecaries, and leave their patients to shift for

themselves. In my bumble opinion, the clergy’s busi-

ness lies entirely among the laity
;
neither is there,

perhajw, a more effectual way to forward the salvation

of men’s souls, than for spiritual persons to make them-
selves as agreeable as they can in the conversations of

the world, for which a learned education gives them
great advantage, if they would please to improve and

apply it. It so happens that the men of pleasure, w ho
never go to church, nor use themselves to read books
of devotion, form their ideas of the clergy from a few
poor strollers they often observe in the streets, or sneak-

ing out of some person of quality's house, where they

are hired hy the lady at ten shilling* a -mouth : while

those of better figure and parts do seldom appear to

correct these notions. Ana let some reasoners think

what they please, it is certain that men must be brought
to esteem Atul love the clergy before they can be per-

suaded to be in love with religion. No man values

the best medicine if administered by a physician whose
person he hates or despises. If the clergy were as for-

ward to appear in all companies as other gentlemen,

and would u little study the arts of conversation to

make themselves agreeable, they might be welcome at

every party where there was the least regard for polite-

ness or good sense ; and consequently prevent a thousand
vicious or profane discourses, as well as actions;

neither would men of understanding complain that a
clergyman was a constraint upon the conqiany, because

they could not speak blasphemy or obscene jests before

him. While the people are so jealous of the clergy's

ambition, os to abhor all thoughts of the return of

ecclesiastical discipline among them, I do not see any
other method left for men of that function to take, in

order to reform the world, than by using all honest

arts to make themselves acceptable to the laity. This,

no doubt, is part of that wisunm of the serpent, which
the author of Christianity directs, and is the very

method used by St. Paul, who became all things to

all men—to the Jews a Jew, and a Greek to the (»' reeks.

How to remedy these inconveniences may be a
mutter ofsome difficulty, aince the clergy seem to be of

an opinion that this humour of sequestering themselves
is a part of their duty ; nay, as 1 remember they liave

been told so hy some of their bishops in their pastoral

letters, particularly by one [Di. Burnet] among them
of great merit and distinction, who yet in his own
practice lias all his lifetime taken a course directly
contrary. But 1 am deceived if an awkward shame and
fear of ill usage from the laity have not a greater share

in this mistaken conduct than their own inclinations :

however, if the outward profession of religion and
virtue were once in practice and countenance ut court
as well as among all men in office, or who have any
hopes or dependence for preferment, a good treatment
of the clergy would l»e the necessary consequence of
such a reformation; and they would soon be wise
enough to see their own duty and interest in qualify-
ing themselves for lay conversation when once they
were out of fear of Iteing choked by ribaldry or pro-
fiinctiess.

There is one further circumstance upon this occa-
sion which 1 know not whether it will l>e very ortho-
dox to mention : the clergy are the only set of men
among us who constantly wear a distinct habit from
others; the consequence of which (not in reason but in

fact) is this, that as long as any scandalous jiersiins

appear in that dress, it will continue in some degn*e a
general mark of contempt. Whoever happens to see
a scoundrel in a gown reeling home at midnight (a
sight ne thcr frequent nor miraculous) is apt to enter-
tain an ill idea of the whole order, and at the same
time to be extremely comforted in his own vices.

Some remedy might be put to this, if those straggling
gentlemen who come up to town to seek their fortunes
were fairly dismissed to the West Indies, where there is

work enough, and where some lietter provision should be
made for them than I doubt there is at present. Or
what if no person were allowed to wear the habit who
had not some preferment in the church, or at least some
temporal fortune sufficient to keep him out of contempt I
though in my opinion it were infinitely better if all the
clergy (except the bishops) were permitted to ap’iear

like other men of the gTaver sort, unless at those
seasons when they are doing the business of their

function.

There is one abuse in this town which wonderfully
contributes to the promotion of vice; that such men
are often put into the commission of the peace, whose
interest it is that virtue should lie utterly banished from
among us; who maintain or at least enrich themselves
by encouraging the grossest immoralities

;
to whom all

the hawds of the ward pay contribution for shelter and
protection from the laws. Thus these worthy magis-
trates, instead of lessening enormities, are the occasion
of just twice as much debauchery at there would be
without them. For those infamous women are forced

upon doubling their work and industry to answer
double charges of paying the justice and suppirting
themselves

;
like thieves who escape the gallows ami

are let out to steal in order to discharge the gaoler's

fees.

It is not to he questioned but the queen and ministry

might easily redress this abominable grievance hy
enlarging the number of justices of the peace ; hy en-

deavouring to choose men of virtuous principles
; by

admitting none who have not considerable fortunes

;

perhaps by receiving into the number some of the nvwrt

eminent clergy : than by forcing all of them, upon
severe penalties, to act when there is occasion, and not
{icrmittiug any who are offered to refuse the coinmis-

s :on ; but in these two last casts, which are very mate-
rial. I doubt there will be need of the legislature.

The reformation of the stage is entirely in the jiower

of the queen
;
and in the consequences it has upon the

minds of the younger people, does very well desrve the

strictest care. Besides the indecent and profane pos-

tages; beside* the jierpehuil turning into ridicule the

vwy function of the priesthood wuh other irregularities,
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in most modem comedies, which have been often ob-

jected to thorn
;

it is worth observing tl»e distributive

justice of the authors, which is constantly applied to

the punishmerit of virtue and the reward of vice; di-

rectly opposite to the rules of their best critics, as well

as to the practice of dramatic poets, in all other ages

and countries. For example, a country squire, w ho is

represented with no other vice but that of bang a clown

and having the provincial accent upon his tongue,

which is neither a fault nor in his power to remedy,

must be condemned to marry a cast wench or a cracked

chambermaid. On the other side, a rakehell of the

town, whose character is set off with no other accom-

plishment but excessive prodigality, profoucross, in-

temperance, and lust, is rewarded with a lady of great

fortune to repair his own, which his vices had almost

ruined. And as iu a tragedy the hero is represented to

have obtained many victories in order to raise bis cha-

racter in the minds of the spectators; so the hero of

a comedy is represented to have been victorious in all

his intrigues fur the same reason. 1 do not remeriilier

that our English poets ever suffered a criminal amour
to succeed upon the stage till the reign of king

Charles II. Ever since that time the alderman is

made a cuckold, the deluded virgin is debauched, and

adultery and fornication are supposed to be committed

behind the scenes as part of the action. These and

many more corruptions of die theatre, peculiar to our

age and nation, need continue no longer than while the

court is content to connive at or neglect them. Surely

a pension would not lie ill employed on some men of

wit, learning, and virtue, who might have power to

strike out every offensive or unbecoming passage from

plays already written, as well as those that may be

offered to tlie stage for tlie future. By which, and

other wise regulations, the theatre might become a very

innocent and useful diversion, instead of 1icing a

scandal and reproach to our religion and country.

The proposals I have hitherto made fur the advance-

ment of religion and morality are such as come within

reach of the administration; such as a pious active

prince, with a steady resolution, might soon bring to

effect. Neither am I aware of any objections to be

raised against what I have advanced
;
unless it should

be thought that making religion a necessary step to in-

terest and favour might increase hypocrisy among us

;

and I readily believe it would. But if one in twenty

should be brought over to true piety by this or the

like methods, and the other nineteen be only hypocrites,

the advantage would still be great Besides, hy-

pocrisy is much more eligible than open infidelity and

vice; it wears the livery of religion; it acknowledge*

her, authority and is cautious of giving scandal. Nay,

a long continued disguise is too great a constraint upon

human nature, especially an English disposition:

men would leave off their vices out of mere weariness

rather than undergo the toil and hazard, and perhaps

the expense, of practising them perpetually in private.

And I believe it is often w ith religion as it is with

love; which by much dissembling, at last grows real.

All other projects to this great end have proved

hitherto ineffectual. Laws against immorality have

not been executed, and proclamations occasionally

issued out to enforce them are wholly unregarded, os

things of form. Religious societies, though begun

with excellent intention, ami by persons of true piety,

are said, I know not whether truly or not, to have

dwindled into factious clubs, and grown a trade to

enrich little knavish informer* of the meanest rank,

such as common constables, and broken shopkeepers.

And that some effectual attempt should be made
toward such a reformation, is perhaps more necessary

rhan people commonly apprehend ; because the ruin of

a *tate is generally preceded by a universal degeneracy

ANCEMKNT OF RELIGION.

of manners and contempt of religion
;
which is entirely

our case at present.

DiU tc minorem, quod geris. imperils Hub.

Neither is this a matter to lie deferred till a more
convenient time of peace and leisure

;
because a reform-

ation in men's faith and morals is the best natural,

as well as religious, means to bring the war to a good

conclusion. For, if men in trust performed their duty

for conscience sake, affairs would not sutler through

fraud, falsehood, and neglect, as they now perpetually

do. And if they lielieved a God, and his providence,

and acted accordingly, they might reasonably hope for

his divine assistance in so just a cause as ours.

Nor could the majesty of the English crown appear,

upon any occasion, in a greater lustre, either to foreigners

or subjects, titan by an administration which, produc-

ing such great effects, would discover so much power.

Ami power being the natural appetite of princes, a

limited monarch cannot so well gratify it in anything,

as a strict execution of the laws.

Besides, all parties would be obliged to close with so

good a work as this, for their awn reputation: neither

is any expedient more likely to unite them. For the

most violent party men J have ever observed are such

as, in the conduct of their lives, have discovered least

sense of religion or morality; and when all such are

laid aside, at least those among them as shall lie found

incorrigible, it will be a matter perhaps of no great

difficulty to reconcile the rest

The many corruptions at present in every branch of

business are almost inconceivable. I have heard it

computed by skilful persons, that of 6,000,000/. raised

every year for the service of the public, oue-third, at

least, is sunk and intercepted through the several

classes and subordinations of artful men in office,

before the remainder is applied to the proper uses.

This is an accidental ill effect of our freedom. And
while such men arc in trust, who have no check from

within, nor any views hut toward their interest, there is

no otheT fence agaimt them, but the certainty of being

hanged upon the first discovery, by the arbitrary will

of an unlimited monarch, or his vizier. Among us,

the only danger to be apprehended is tlie loss of an

employment ;
and that danger is to be eluded a

thousand ways. Besides, when fraud is great, it

furnishes weapons to defend itself: and at worst, if

the crimes he so flagrant, that a man is laid aside out

of perfect shame (which rarely happens), he retire*

loaded with the spoils of tlie nation
;

ti fruitur Hits

traits. 1 could uame a commission, where several

persons, out of a salary of 500/., without other

visible revenues, have always lived at the rate of

2000/., and laid out 40,000/. or 50,000/. upon

purchases of lands or annuities. A hundred oilier

instances of the same kind might easily be pro-

duced. What remedy, therefore, can be found against

such grievances, in a constitution like ours, but to

bring religion into countenance, and encourage those

who, from the hope of future reward, and dread of

future punishment, will be moved to act with justice

and integrity?

This is not to be accomplished any other way than

by introducing religion as much os possible to be the

turn and fashion of the age, which only lies in tlie

power of the administration ;
the prince with utmost

strictness regulating the court, the ministry, and other

persons in great employment : and these, by their ex-

ample and authority, reforming all who have depend-

ence on them.

It is certain that a reformation, successfully earned

on in this great town, would in time spread itself over

the whole kingdom; since most of the considerabl*

• '* Tlat you the power Divine obey.

Boundless oq earth extend your sway."—

F

bakcis.

k 2
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youth pass here that season of their lives wherein the

strongest impressions are made, in order to improve
their education or advance their fortunes, and those

among them who return into their several counties are
sure to be followed and imitated as the greatest patterns

of wit and good breeding.

And if things were once in this train, that is, if vir-

tue and religion were established as the necessary titles

to reputation and preferment ; and if vice and infidelity

were not only laden witii infamy, but made the infal-

lible ruin of all men's pretensions, our duty, by In-

coming our interest, would take root in our natures, and
mix with the very geuiu9 ofour people, so that it would
not be easy for the example of one wicked prince to

bring us bock to our former corruptions.

I have conflned myself (as it is before observed) to

those methods for the advancement of piety which are

iu the power of a prince, limited like ours, by a strict

execution of the laws already in force. And this is

enough for a project that comes without any name or

recommendation, 1 doubt a great deal more than will

suddenly be reduced into practice. Though if any
disposition should appear toward so good a work, it is !

certain that the assistance of the legislative power would
be necessary to make it more complete. I will instance

only a few particulars :

—

In order to reform the vices of this town, which, as we
have said, hasYi mighty an influence on the whole
kingdom, it would be very instrumental to have a law
made that all taverns and alehouses should be obliged

to dismiss their company by twelve at night, and shut
up their doors ; and tint no woman should be suffered

to enter any tavern or alehouse upon any pretence

whatsoever. It is easy to conceive what a number of
ill consequences such a law would prevent; the mis-

chiefs of quarrels, and lewduess, and thefts, and mid-
j

night brawls, the diseases of intemperance and venery,

and a thousand other evils needless to mention. Nor
would it be amiss if the masters of those public houses
were obliged, upon the severest penalties, to give only

,

a proportioned quantity of driulc to every company

;

and when he found his guests disordered with excess,

to refuse them any more.

I believe there is hardly a nation in Christendom
where all kind of fraud is practised in so unmeasurable
a degree as with us. The lawyer, the tradesman, the

mechanic, have found so many arts to deceive in their

several callings, that they far outgrow the common
prudence of mankind, which is in no sort able to fence

against them. Neither could the legislature in any-

thing more consult the public good, than by providing

some effectual remedy against this evil, which, iu

several cases, deserves greater punishment than many
crimes that are capital among us. The vintner who,

'

by mixing poison with his wines, destroys more lives

than any one disease in the bill of mortality
;

the

lawyer, who persuades you to a purchase which he
kuows is mortgaged for more than the worth, to the

ruin of you and your family ; the goldsmith or

scrivener, who takes all your fortune to dispose of,

when he has beforehand resolved to break the follow-

ing day, do surely deserve the gallows much better

than the wretch who is carried thither for stealing a
horse.

It cannot easily be answered to God or man why a
law is not made for limiting the press; at least so far

is to prevent the publishing of such pernicious books
as, nndei pretence of freetbinking, cn«leavour to over-

throw those tenets in religion which have been held

inviolable, almost in all ages, by every sect that pre-

tend to be Christian; and cannot, therefore, with any
rolour of reason, l»e called points in controversy, or

natters of speculation, as some would pretend. The
iurtritM of the TrhiHv, the diviuifry of Christ, the

immortality of the soul, and even the truth of all

revelation, are daily exploded and denied in books

openly punted
;
though it is to be sup|ioscd neither

party will avow sucii principles, or own the supporting

of them to Ire any way necessary to their service.

It would be endless to set down every corruption or

defect which require* a remedy from the legislative

power. Senates are likely to have little regard for any
proposals that come from without doors; though,

under a due sense of my own inabilities, I am fully

convinced that the unbiassed thoughts of an honest and
wise man, employed on the good of his country, may
be better digester! than the results of a multitude, where
faction and interest too often prevail ; as a single guide
may direct the way better than five hundred, who have
contrary views, or look asquint, or shut their eyes.

1 shall therefore mention but one more particular,

which 1 think the parliament ought to take under con-

sideration
;
whether it be not a shame to our country,

and a scandal to Cluistianity, that in many towns,

where there is a prodigious increase in the number of
anuses and inhabitants, so little care should be taken

for the building of churches, that live parts iu six of

the people are absolutely hindered from bearing divine

servicer particularly here in London,* where a single

minister, with one or two sorry curates, has the care

sometimes of above twenty thuu&md souls iucumbeut
on him

;
a neglect of religion so ignominious, in my

opinion, that it can hardly be equalled in any civilised

age or country.

Rut, to leave these airy imaginations of introducing

new laws for the amendment of mankind, wliat 1 prin-

cipally insist on is, a due execution of the old, which

lies wholly in the crown, and in the authority thence

derived : I return, therefore, to my former assertion,

that if stations of power, trust, profit, and honour, weie

constantly made the rewards of virtue and piety, such
I au administration must needs have a mighty influence

|

on the faith and morals of the whole kingdom : ami
men of grent abilities would then endeavour to excel

in the duties of a religious life, in order to qualify

themselves for public service. I may possibly l»c

wrong in some of the means I prescribe towards this

end ; but that is no material objection against the

design itself. Let those who are at the helm contrive

it better, which, perhaps, they may easily do. Every-

body wdl agree tliat the disease is manifest, as well as

dangerous ; that some remedy is necessary, and that

none yet applied has been effectual ; which is a suffi-

cient excuse for any man who wishes well to his

country to offer his thoughts, when he can have no
other end in view but the public good. The present

queen is a princess of as many and great virtues as

ever filled a throne : how would it brighten her

character to the present and after ages, if she would

exert her utmost authority to instil some share of those

virtues into her people, which they are too degenerate

to learn only from her example ! and. be it spoke witk

all the veneration possible for so excellent a sovereign,

her best endeavours in this weighty affair are a most

important port of her duty, as well as of her interest

and her honour.

Rut it must be confessed that, as things are now,

every man thinks he has laid in a sufficient stock of

merit, and may pretend to any employment, provided

he hAS been loud and frequent in declaring himself

hearty for the government. It is true, he is a man of

pleasure, nnd a freethinker
;

that is, in other words, he

is profligate in his morals, and a despiser of religion

;

but in point of party, he is one to be confided in; he

is an assertur of liberty and property
;
he rattles it out

against popery and arbitrary power, and priestcraft and

• TW flnt hint fur f-fooirlnf » bind for tiuiidiug t by a*W
|
eburrt.o* iu Loud m.
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high church. It is enough : lie is a person full)

qualified for any employment, in the court or the navy,

the law or the revenue
;
where he will he sure to leave

no arts untried, of bribery, fraud, injustice, oppression,

that he can practise with any hope of impunity. No
wonder such men are true to a government where

liberty runs high, where property, however attained, is

so well secured, and where the administration is at

least so gentle : it is impossible they could choose any

Other constitution without changing to their Ion.

Fidelity to a present establishment is indeed the prin-

cipal means to defend it from a foreign enemy, but

without other qualifications, will not prevent corrup-

tions from within; and states are more often ruined by

these than the other.

To couclude : whether the proposals I have offered

toward a reformation be such as are must prudent and
convenient may probably be a question, but it is none

at all whether some reformation be absolutely neces-

sary; because the nature of things is such that if

abuses be not remedied they will certainly increase,

nor ever stop till they end in the subversion of a

commonwealth. As there must always of necessity

be some corruptions, so, in a well-instituted state the

executive power will be always contending Against

them by reducing things (as Muchiavel s| leaks) to

their first principles, never letting abuses grow in-

veterate or multiply so far* that it will be hard to find

remedies, and perha]>s impossible to npply them.

As he that would keep his house in repair must at-

tend every little breach or flaw, and supply it imme-
diately, else time alone will bring all to ruin,—how
much more the common accidents of storms and
rain f He must live in perpetual danger of his house

falling about his ears, and will find it cheaper to

throw it quite down and build it again from the

ground, perhaps upon a new foundation, or at least in

a uew form, which may neither be so safe nor so con-

venient as the old.

REMARKS UPON A BOOK
ENTITLED

** THE RIGHTS OP THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.” See..

Written i* the year 1708
,
but left unfinished.*

Before 1 enter upon a particular examination of this

treatise it will be convenient to do two things :—
Firtt

, To give some account of the author, together

with the motives that might probably engage him in

such a work
; and,

SecomiUf, To discover the nature and tendency in

general of the work itself.

The first of these, although it has been objected

against, seems highly reasonable, especially in books
that instil pernicious principles. For, although a book
is not intrinsically much better or worse according to

the stature or complexion of the author, yet when it

happens to make a noise, we are apt and curious, as in

• To understand the merit* of this rontrnreriy it is neroftcary
to premise that Dr- Matthew Titidal. born atiout 1637, became
a commoner of Lincoln College. Oxford, in 1632. and was
finally elected fallow of All Soul's in 1676 In the reign of
James II. he d»clarLil himself a Homan Catholic, but after-

«ards renounced tliat religion He di linguUhed himself by
two works: first. ** The Kighto of the Christian Church
Asserted," in 1706. This book made some noise, and met with
many answers: among others it exercised the pen of Dr Swill
In thews judicious remarks. Dr. Tindal published a” Defence’’
in the y>-ar 1 io», which, with Die book itself, the house of
commons ordered lo be burnt by the haDgmon. March tith.
1710. The other work was •* Christianity a« Old ss the Crea
th»n.*‘ published in 1730. He left a second volume of that
work in miDuscrirt, the publication of which was prevented by
bishop (iinson He was indisputably a roan of great reasoning
powers and \ery sufficient learning ; andChiiktianA might have
wished, whh reason, that he had employed his talents to a
bwtu-r purpose

other noise*, to look about from whence it oomes. But,

however, there is something more in the matter.

If a theological subject be well handled by a lay-

man, it is better received than if ; t came from a divine,

and that for reasons obvious enough, which, although

of little weight in themselves, will ever have a great

deal with mankind.
But when books are written with ill intentions, to

advance dangerous opinions or destroy foundations, it

may 1m* then of real use to know from what quartet

they come, and go a good way toward their coufuta-

tion. For instance, if any man should write a book

against the lawfulness of punishing felony with death,

and upon inquiry the author should be found in New-
gate under condemnation for robbing a nuose, Vis

arguments would, not very unjustly, lose much of

their force from the circumstances he lay under; so,

when Milton writ his book of divorces, it was presently

rejected as an occasional treatise, because everylmdy

knew he had a shrew for his wife. Neither can there

be any reason imagined why he might not, after he

was blind, hare writ another upon the danger and in-

convenience of eyes. But it is a piece of logic which

will hardly pass on the world, that because one man
lias a sore nose therefore all the town should put

plasters upon theirs. So, if this treatise about the

rights of the church should prove to be the work of a

man steady in his principles, of cx-i^t morals, and
mfound learning, a true lover of his country, and a

ater of Christianity—as what he really believes to be

a cheat upon mankind, whom lie would undeceive

purely fur their good— it might be apt to check un-

wary men, even of good dispositions toward religion.

But if it be found the production of a man soured

with age and misfortunes, together with the conscious-

ness of past miscarriages; of one wbo, in hopes of

preferment, was reconciled to the popish religion
;
of

one wholly prostitute in life and principles, and only

an enemy to religion because it condemns them : iu

this case—and this last 1 find is the universal opinion

—he is likely to have few proselytes beside those who,

from a sense of their vicious lives, require to lie per-

petually supplied hv such amusements as this, which

serve to flatter their wishes and debase their under-

standings.

I know there are some who would fain have it that

this discourse was written by a club of freethinkers,

among whom the supposed author only came iu for a

share: but sure we cannot judge so meanly of any
party without affronting the dignity of mankind. If

this be so, and if here he the product of all their

quotas and contributions, we must needs allow that

frccthinkiug is a most confined and limited talent.

It is true, indeed, the whole discourse seems to lie a
motley, inconsistent composition, made up of various

shreds of equal fin ness, although of different colours.

It is a bundle of incoherent maxims and assertions

that frequently destroy one another: but still there is

the same flatness of thought and style, the tame weak
advances toward wit and raillery, the nine petulancy

and pertness of spirit, the same train of sujieiiicial

reading, the same thread hare quotation, the same
affectation of forming general rules upon false and
scanty premises; and, lastly, the same vapid venom
sprinkled over the whole, which, like the dying im-
potent bite of a trodden beiiutnlied snake, may l>e

nauseous and offensive, hut cannot be very dangerous.

And, indeed, 1 am so far from thinking this libel to

be born of several fathers, that it has been the wonder
of several other*, as well as myself, how it was possible

for any man who appears to have goue the common
circle of academical education

;
who has taken so

universal a liberty, and has so entirely laid aside all

regaids, not only of Christianity but common truth and
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justice ; one who is dead to all sense of shame, and
seems to he past the getting or losing of a reputation,

should, with so many advantages, and upon so un-
limited a subject, come out with so poor, so jejune a
production. Should we pity or be amazed at so per-

verse a talent, which, instead of qualifying an author

to give a new taro to old matter*, disposes him quite

contrary to talk in an old beaten trivial manner upon
topics wholly new

;
to make so many sallies into

pedantry without a call upon a subject the most alien,

and in the very moments he is declaiming against it,

and in an age, too. where it is so violently exploded,

esjiecially among those readers he propose* to enter-

tain 1

1 know it will lie said, that this is only to talk in the

common style of an answerer, but 1 have not so little

policy. If there were any hope of reputation or merit

from such victory, I should lie apt, like others, to cry

up the courage and conduct of an enemy. Whereas
to detect the weakness, the malice, the sophistry, the

falsehood, the ignorance of such a writer, requires little

more than to rauk his perfections in such an order, and
place them in such a light, that the commonest reader

may form a judgment of them.

It may still be a wonder how so heavy a hook,

written upon a subject in appearunre so little instruc-

tive or diverting, should survive to three editions, and
consequently find a better reception than is usual with
such bulky, spiritless volumes; and this in an age
that pretends so soon to lie nauseated with what is

tedious and dull. To which I can only return, that

as burning a book by the common hangman is a

known expedient to make if sell, so to write a Iwok
that deserves such treatment is another ; and a third,

perhaps as effectual as either, is to ply an insipid,

worthless tract with grave and learned answers, as

Dr. Hickes, Dr. Potter, and Mr. Wotfon have done.
Such performances, however commendable, have
glanced a reputation upon the piece, which owes its

life to the strength of those hand* and weapons that

were raised to destroy it; like Dinging a mountain
upon a worm, which, instead of being bruised by the

advantage of its littleness, lodges under it unhurt.
But neither is this all. For the subject, as un-

promising as it seems at first view, is no less than that

of Lucretius, to free men’s tniuds from the bondage of
religion

; and this not by little bints and by piece-

meal, after the manner of those little atheistical tracts

that steal into the world, but in a thorough wholesale
manner, by making religion, church, Christianity, with

all their concomitants, a jierfect contrivance of the

civil |>ower. It is an imputation often charged on
this sort of men. that, by tlieir invectives against re-

ligion, they can possibly fmifMise no other end than

that of fortifying themselves and others against the

reproaches of a vicious life, it being necessary for men
of libertine practices to embrace libertine principles,

or else they cannot act iu consistence with any reason,

or preserve any jieace of mind. Whether such authors
have this design, (whereof I think tliey have never
gone almut to acquit themselves,) thus much is cer-

tain, that no other use is made of such writings

;

neither did 1 ever hear this author's book justified by
any person, either Whig or Tory, except such who are

of that profligate character. Ami I lielieve whoever
examines it will be of the same opinion

;
although,

indeed, such wretches are so numerous, that it seems
rather surprising why tlie book has had no more
editions than why it should have so many.

Having thus endeavoured to satisfy the curious with
some account of this author's character, let us examine
what might probably lie the motives to engage him in

such a work. I shall say nothing of the principal, which
> a sum of money ; because that ia nut a mark to dis-

tinguish him from any other trader with the press. I

will sav nothing of revenge and malice, from resent-

ment of the indignities aud contempt he has undergone
for his crime of apostacy. To this passion he lias thought
fit to sacrifice order, propriety, discretion, and common
•ease, as may lie seen in every page of his book ; but I

am deceived, if there were not a third motive as power-
ful as the other two; aud that is, vanity. Altout the
latter end of king James’s reign he had almost finished

a learned discourse in defence of the church of Rome,
and to justify his conversion

;
all which, upon the re-

volution, was quite out of seuson. Having thus prosti-

tuted his reputation, ami at once ruined his hopes, he
had no recourse left but to show his spite against reli-

gion iu general, the false pretensions to which hail

proved so destructive to his credit and fortune : and at
the same time, loath to employ the speculations of so

many years to no purpose, by an easy turn, the same
arguments he had made use of to advance |io|)ery were
fuU as properly levtdled by him against Christianity
itself; like the image, which, while it was new and
h.noisome, was worshipped for a saint, aud when it

came to lie old and broken was still good enough to

make a tolerable devil. And therefore every reader
will observe, that the arguments for popery are much
the strongest of any in his ImhA, as J shall further re-

mark when I find them in my way.
Then* is one circumstance iu his title-page, which I

take to lie not amiss, where he calls his book ** Part
the First.” This is a project to fright away answerers,

and make the poor advocates for religion believe he
still keeps further vengeance in petto. It must lie al-

lowed, he has not wholly lost time while he was of the

Romish communion. This very trick he leariied fnnu
his old father the pone, whose custom it is to lift

up Ins hand, and threaten to fulminate when he
never meant to shoot his bolts

;
liecause the princes of

Christendom had learned the secret to avoid or de-

spise them. I)r. Hickes knew this very well, and
therefore, in his answer to this “ Book of Rights,”

where a second part is threatened, like a rash person

he desperately cries, “ Let it come." But I, who have
too much phlegm to provoke angry wits of his stand-

ard, must tell the author that the doctor plays the

wag. as if he were sure it were all grimace. For my
part, I declare, if he writes a second part, I will uot
write aunt hei-ansiver , or if I do, it shall be published
lx*fore the other part comes out.

There may have been another motive, although it

be hardly credible, both for publishing this work aud
threatening a second part : it is soon conceived how
far the sense of a mini s vanity will transport him.
This'nian must have somewhere beard that dangerous
enemies have been often bribed to sfieuce with money
or preferment

; and therefore, to show how formidable

he is, he has published his first essay, and in hopes of

hire to be quiet, has frighted us with his design of

another. What must the clergy do in these unhappy
circumstances 1 If they should bestow this man
bread enough to stop his mouth, it will but opeu those

of a hundred more, who are every whit as well quali-

fied to rail as he. And truly, when 1 compare the

former enemies to Christianity, such as Socinus, Hobbes,

and Spinosa, with such of their successors, as Tolaud,

Asgil, Coward, Gildon, this author of the Rights, and
some othera, the church appears to me like the sick old

lion in the fable, who, after having his person outraged

by tl»e bull, the elephant, the horse, and the bear,

took nothing so much to heart as to find himself at

last insulted by the spurn of an ass.

1 will now add a few words, to give the reader some
geueral notion of the uature aud tendency of the

work itself.

1 think I may assert, without the least partiality
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that il it a treatise wholly devoid of wit or learning,

under the most violent and weak endeavours and pre-

fences to both : that it is replenished throughout with

bold, rude, improbable falsehoods, and gross misinter-

pretations; and supported by tlie most impudent so-

phistry, and false logic, I have anywhere observed.

To this lie has added a piltry, traditional cant of
priestrid and priestcraft, without reason or pretext as

he applies it. And when lie rails at those doctrines in

jMipery, (which no Protestant was ever supposed to

believe,) he leads the reader, however, by the hand, to

make applications against the English clergy
; and

then he never fails to triumph, as if he had made a
very shrewd atid notable stroke. And because the

court and kingdom seemed disposed to moderation
with regard to dissenters, more perhaps titan is agree-

able to the hot unreasonable temper of some mistaken

men among us
; therefore, under the shelter of that

popular opinion, he ridicules all that is sound in re-

ligion, even Christianity itself, under the names of
Jacobite, Tackers, High Church, ami other terms of

factious jargon. All which, if it were to lie first rased

from his book, (as just so much of nothing to the pur-

pose,) how little would remaiu to give the trouble of

an answer! To which let me add, that the spirit or

genius, which animates the whole, is plainly perceived

to be nothing else but the abortive malice of an old

neglected man who has long lain under the extremes

of obloquy, poverty, and contempt, that have soured

his temper and made him fearless. Hut where is the

merit of being bold to a man that is Mean of im-
punity to his person, and is past apprehension of any-
thing else! He that lias neither reputation nor bread

has very little else to lose, and has therefore as little

to fear. And as it is usually said, “ Whoever values

not his own life, is master of another man's," so there

is something like it in reputation : he that is wholly
lost to all regards of truth or modesty, may scatter so

much calumny and scandal that some part may ]«r-

haps be taken up before it fall to the gruuud
;
because

the ill talent of the world is such that those who will

lie at pains enough to inform themselves in a ma-
licious story will take none at all to be undeceived,

nay, will be apt, with some reluctance, to admit a

favourable truth.

To expostulate, therefore, with this author for doing
mischief to religion, is to strew his bed with roses : he
will reply in triumph, that this was his design

;
and 1

am loath to mortify him, by asserting he has dune
none at all. For I never yet saw so poor an atheistical

•cribble which would not serve as a twig for sinking
libertines to catch at. It must lie allowed iu their

behalf, that the faith of Christians is not as a grain of

mustard-seed in comparison of theirs, which can re-

move such mouutaius of absurdities, and submit with

so entire a resignation to such apostles. If these men
had any share of tliat reason they pretend to, they

would retire into Christianity, merely to give it ease.

And, therefore, men can never be confirmed in such
doctrines until they are confirmed in their vices

;

which last, as we have already observed, is the prin-

cipal design of this and all other writers against re-

vealed religion.

1 am now opening the book which I propose to

examine
;
an employment, as it is entirely new to me,

so it is that to which of all others I have naturally the

greatest antipathy. And indeed, who can dwell upon
a tedious piece of insinid thinking and false reasoning,

so hvig as I am likely to do, without sharing the in-

fection ?

Hut, before I plunge into the depths of the tiook

Itself, I must be forced to wade through the shallows

of a long preface.

This preface, large as we see it, is onlv made up of

such supernumary arguments against an inde|>endeiit

power in the church, as he coc/d not, without nauseous
repetition, scatter into the body of his book : and it is

detached, like a forlorn hope, to blunt the enemy's
sword that intends to attack him. Now 1 think il

will be easy to prove, that the opinion of imptrium in

im/ttrio, iu the sense lie charges it upon the clergy of

England, is what no one divine of any reputation, and
very few at all, did ever maintain; ami that their

universal sentiment in this matter is such us few
Protestants did ever dispute. Hut if the author of the
“ Regale,” or two or three or more obscure writers, have
carried any points further than Scripture and reason
will allow, (which is more than 1 know or shall trouble
myself to inquire,) the clergy of England is no more
answerable for those than the laity is for all the folly

and im|>ertiiience of this treatise. And, therefore,

that people may not be amused, or think this man is

somewhat, that he has advanced.or defended any oj>-

pressed truth, or overthrown any growing dangerous
errors, 1 will set in os clear a light as I can what
I conceive to lie held by the established clergy aud all

reasonable Protestants in this matter.

Everybody knows and allows, that in all govern-
ment there is un absolute, unlimited, legislative

power
;
which is originally in the body of the people,

although, by custom, conquest, usurpation, or other

accidents, sometimes fallen into the hands of one or a
few. This in England is placed in the three estates,

(otherwise called the two houses of parliament.) in

conjunction with the king. And whatever they
please to enact, or to repeal in the settled forms,
whether it be ecclesiastical or civil, immediately be-

comes law or nullity. Their decrees may be against

equity, truth, reason, and religion, but they are not
against law : because law is the will of the supreme
legislature, and that is themselves. And there is no
manner of doubt but the same authority whenever it

pleases, may abolish Christianity, and set up the Jew-
ish, Mahometan, or heathen religion. Iu short, they
may do anything within the compass of human
power. And, therefore, who will dispute tliat the
same law which deprived the church not ouly of
lauds, raisapidied to superstitious uses, but even the

tithes and glebes, (the ancient ami necessary support
of parish priests.) may take away all the rest whenever
the lawgivers please, and make the priesthood as pri-

mitive os this writer or others of his stamp can desire.

Hut as the supreme power can certainly do ten
thousand tilings more than it ought, so there are several

things which some people may think it can do, although
it really caunot. For it unfortunately happens, that
edicts which cannot lie executed will not niter tb«
nature of things. So, if a king and parliament should
please to enact that a woman who has been a month
married is virvo intarta, would that actually restore

her to her primitive state t If the supreme power
should resolve a corporal of dragoons to be a doctor of
divinity, law, or physic, few, I believe, would trust

their souls, fortunes, or bodies to bis direction; be-
cause that power is neither fit to judge or teach those
qualifications which are absolutely necessary to the
several professions. Put the case, that walking on the
slack-rope were the only talent required by an act of
parliament for making a man a bishop; no doubt,
when a man had done his feat of activity in form, he
might sit in the house of lords, put on his roiies and
his rochet, go down to his palace, receive and spend
his rents

;
but it requires very little Christianity to

believe this tumbler to lie one whit more a bishop than
he was before, tweause the law of God lias otherwise
decreed ; which law, although a nation may refuse to

receive it, cannot alter in its own nature.

And here lies the mistake of th.:s superficial man.
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who is not able to distinguish Wtween wliat the civil

power can hinder and what it can do. “ If the par-

liament can annul ecclesiastical laws, they must be
able to make them, since tio greater power is required

tor one than the other.” (See preface, p. 8.) This
conw'queiic* he repeats above twenty times, and always
in the wrong. He atfects to form a few words into

the shape and size of a maxim, then tries it hy his

ear, and according as he likes the sound or cadence,

pronounces it true. Cannot 1 stand over a man with

a great pole, and hinder him from making a watch,

although I am not able to make one myself? if

I have strength enough to knock a man on the head,

does it follow I can raise him to life again? The
parliament may condeinu all the Creek and Roman
authors

j
can it therefore create new ones iri their

*ead ? They may make laws, indeed, and call them
canon and ecclesiastical laws, and oblige all men to

observe them under pain of high treason. And so

m ly I, who love as well as any man to have in my
own family the power in the last resort, take a turnip,

tie a string to it, and call it a watch, and turn away
all my servants if they refuse to call it so too.

For my own port, I must confess that this opinion

of the independent power of the church, or imptrtum
in imperio, wherewith this writer raiseth such a dust,

is what I never imagined to be of any consequence,

never once heard disputed amongst divines, nor re-

meinlter to have read, otherwise than as a scheme in

one or two authors of middle rank, but with very little

weight laid ou it. And I dare believe there is hardly

one diviue in ten that ever once thought of this matter.

Vet to see a large swelling volume written only to en-

counter this doctrine, what could one think less than
that tlie whole body of the clergy were perjietually

tiring tiie press and the pulpit with nothing else?

1 reinemljer some years ago a virtuoso writ a small

tract about worms, proved them to be in more places

than was generally observed, and made some dis-

coveries by glasses. This having met with some recep-

tion, presently the poor man's head was full of nothing

but worms; all we eat and drink, all the whole con-

sisfeuce of human bodies, and those of every other ani-

mal, the very air we breathed, in short, all nature

throughout, was nothing hut worms; and by that

system, he solved all difficulties, and from thence all

causes in philosophy. Thus it has fared with our
author, and liis independent jiower. The attack against

occasional conformity, and the scarcity of coflee, the

invasion of Scotland, the loss of kerseys and narrow

cloths, the death of king William, the author's turning

papist for preferment, the loss of the battle of Al-

manza, witli ten thousand other misfortunes, are all

owing to this imptritrm in imptrio.

It will be therefore necessary to set this matter its a

clear light, by inquiring whether the clergy have any
power independent of the civil, aud of wliat nature

it is.

Whenever the Christian religion was embraced by
the civil |>ower in any nation, there is no doubt but

the magistrates and senates were fully instructed in the

rudiments of it. Besides, the Christians were so nu-
merous. and their worship so oj*eu before the conver-

sion of (irinces, that their discipline, os well as doctrine,

could not be a secret : they saw plainly a subordination

ofecclesiastics, bishops, priests, and deacons : that these

hail certain powers and employments different f om the

laity : that the bishops were consecrated, and set apart

for that office, by those of their own order : that the

presbyters and deacons were differently set apart,

always hy the bishops: that none but the ecclesiastics

presumed to uray or preach in places set apart fur God's
worship, or to administer the Lord's supper: that ail

Questions, re.ating either to discipline or doctrine, were

determined in ecclesiastical conventions. These, and
the like doctrine* aud practices, being most of them
directly proved, and the rest by very fair consequent*
deduced from the words of our Saviour and his apos-

tles were certainly received as a divine law. hy every
prim* or state which admitted the Christian religion:

and musequently, what they could not justly alter

afterward, any more than the common laws of nature.

Aud therefore, although the supreme power can hinder

the clergy or church from making any new canons, or
executing the old

;
from consecrating bishops, or refuse

those that they do consecrate
; or, in short, from per-

forming any ecclesiastical office, as they may from
eating, drinking, and sleeping; yet they cannot them-
selves perform those offices, which are assigned to the
clergy hy our Saviour and his npostles; or, if they do,
it is not according to the divine institution, and conse-
quently, null and void. Our Saviour tells us, “ His
kingdom is not of this world ;” and therefore, to be
sure, the world is not of his kingdom; nor can ever
please him by interfering in the administration of it,

since he has ap|K>inted ministers of his own, aud has
empowered and instructed them for that purpose : so
that I believe the clergy who, os he says, are good at
distinguishing, would think it reasonably to distinguish

between their power and the liberty of exercising this

power. The former they claim immediately from
Christ, and the lat'er, from the permission, connivance,
or authority of the civil government

; with which the
clergy's power, according to the solution 1 have giveu,
cannot possibly interfere.

But this wiiter, setting up to form a system upon
stale, scanty topics, ami a narrow circle of thought,
f dls into a thousand absurdities. And fora further

help, he h<t« a talent of rattling out phrases, which
seem to have sense, hut have none at all

;
the usual

fate of those who are ignorant of the force and compass
of words, without which it is impossible for a man to

write either pertinently, or intelligibly, upon the most
obvious subjects.

So, in the beginning of bis preface, page 4, he says,
“ The ( hurch of England, Wing established by acts of
parliament, is a perfect creature of the civil power; I

mean the polity and discipline of it, and it is that which
makes all the contention ; for as to the doctrines ex-
pressed in the articles, 1 do not lind high church to be
in any manner of {rain

;
but they who lay claim to

most orthodoxy can distinguish themselves out of
them.'* It is observable iu this author, that his style

is naturally harsh and ungrateful to the ear, and his

expressions mean and trivial
;
but whenever he goes

about to polish a period, you may be certain of some
gross defect in propriety or meaning: so, the lines just

quoted seem to run easily over the tongue, and upon
examination they are perfect nonsense and blunder :

to speak in his own borrowed phrase, what is contained

iu the idea of established? Surely, not existence.

|)i>es establishment give being to a thing? He might
have said the same thing of Christianity iu general, or

the existence of God, since both are confirmed by acts

of parliament. But the best is behind : for in the next
line, having named the church half a dozen times lie-

fore. he now says, he means only the polity and disci-

pline of it; os if, having spoken in praise of the art of
physic, a man should explain himself, tlwtt he meant
only the institution of a college of physicians into a
president and fellows. And it will appear that this

author, however versed in the practice, has grossly

transgressed the rules of nonsense, (whose property it

is neither to affirm nor deny,) since every visible asser-

tion gathered from those few lines is alisolutely false ;

for where was the necessity of excepting the doctrines
expressed in the article*, since these are equally creaturee

of the civil {lower, having been established by acts of
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parliament as well as the others? But the church of

England is no creature of the civil power, either as

lo its polity or doctrines. The fundamentals of both

were deduced from Christ and his apostles, and the in-

structions of the purest ami earliest ages
; and were re-

ceived as such by those princes or states who embraced

Christianity, whatever prudential additions have been

made to the former by human laws, which alone can

be justly altered or annulled by them.

What 1 have already said would, 1 think, be a suffi-

cient answer to his whole preface, arid indeed to the

greatest part of hit book, which is wholly turned upon

battering down a sort of independent power in the

clergy, which few or none of them ever claimed or de-

fender!. But there being certain peculiarities in this

preface that very much set off the wit, the learning, the

raillery, reasoning, and sincerity of the author, 1 shall

take notice of some of them as I pass.

But here, I hope, it will not be ex [reefed, that I

should bestow remarks upon every passage in this book

that is liable to exception for ignorance, falsehood,

dultiess, or malice. Where he is so insipid that

nothing can be struck out for the reader's entertain-

ment, I shall observe Horace's rule
: ^

Qua desperes tractate nilescere po«e. relinqoaa.*

Upon which Account I shall say nothing of that great

instance of his candour ami judgment in relation to

Dr. Stilliugfleet, who (happening to lie under his dis-

leasure upon the fetal test of tmpertum in imperio) is

igh church and jacobite. took the oaths of allegiance

to save him from the gallows, and subscribed the

articles only to keep his preferment : whereas the

character of that prelate is universally known to have

been directly the reverse of what this writer gives him.

But before he can attempt to ruin this damnable
opinion of two independent powers, he tells us, page 6,

“ It will be necessary to show what ia contained in the

idea of government.” Now, it is to be understood that

this refined way of speaking was introduced by Mr.
Locke; after whom the nuthor limps as fast ns he is

able. All the former philosopher* in the worhl, from

the age of Socrates to ours, would have ignorantly put

the question. Quid eat imperium f But now, it seems,

we must vary our phrase : and since our modem im-

provement of human understanding, instead of desiring

a philosopher to describe or define a mouse-trap, or fell

me what it is, I must gravely ask, what is contained

in the idea of a mouse-trap? But then, to observe how
deeply this new way of puttiug questions to a man's

•elf makes him enter into the nature of things : his

present business is to show us what is contained in the

idea of government. The company knows nothing of

tire matter, and would gladly be instructed ; which he

does in the following words, p. 6.

—

“ It would be in vain for one intelligent being to pre-

tend to set rules to the actions of another, if he had it

not in his power to reward the compliance with, or

ptjnish the deviations from, his rules, by some good or

evil, which is not the natural consequence of those

actions
;
since the forbidding men to do or forbear an

action, on the account of that convenience or inconve-

nience which attends it, whether be who forbids it will

or no, can be no more than advice."

I shall uot often draw such long quotations as this,

which 1 could not forbear to offer as a specimen of the

propriety and perspicuity of this author s style. And
indeed, what a light breaks out upon us all as soon as

we have read these words ! how thoroughly are we in-

structed in the whole nature of government! what
mighty truth* are here discovered, ami how clearly con-

veyed to our understanding! and, therefore, let us melt

AftAil he knows each circumstance to leave

Which will not grace and ornament receive .*’

Faakcm.

this refined jargon into the old style, for the improve-

ment of such who are not enough conversant iu the

uew.
if the author were one who used to talk like one of

us, he would have sjioken iu this manner :
‘* 1 think it

necessary to give a full and perfect definition of go-

vernment, such as will show the nature und all the pro-

perties of it; und my definition is thus: One man wil.

never cure another of stealing horses, merely by minding
him of the pains he has taken, the cold he has got,

and the shoe-leather he has lost, iu stealing that horse
;

nay, to warn him that the horse may kick or fling him,
or cost him more than he is worth iu hay and oats, ran

be no more than advice. For the gallows is not the

natural effect of robbing on the highway, os heat is of

fire
;
and, therefore, if you will govern a man, you

must find out some other way of punishmeut than what
he will inflict upon himself."

Or, if this will not do, let us try it iu another case,

(which I instanced before,) and in his own terms. Sup-
pose he had thought it necessary (and 1 think it was as

much so as the other) to show us what is contained iu

the idea of a mouse-trap, he must have proceeded in

these terms :
“ It would be iu vain fur an intelligent

being to set rules for hindering a mouse from eating his

cheese, uuless he can iuflief upon that mouse some
punishmeut, which is not the natural coiiscauence of

eating her cheese. For to tell her it may lie heavy on

her stomach, that she will grow too big to get back into

her hole and the like, can lie iio more than advice;

therefore, we must Hud out some other way of punishing

her, which lias more inconveniences than she will ever

suffer by the mere eating of cheese." After this, who
is so slow of understanding as not to have in his mind
a full and complete idea of a mouse-trap? Well.

—

The freethinkers may talk what they please of pe-

dantry, and cant, and jargon of schoolmen, und insig-

nificant terms in the w ritings of the clergy, if ever the

most perplexed ami [terplrxiug follower of Aristotle,

from Scotus to Suarez, could be a match for this

author.

But the strength of his arguments is equal to the

clearness of his definitions. For having most igno-

rantly divided government into thiee parts, wliereof the

first contains the other two, he attempts to prove that

the clergy possess uone of these by a divine right. And
he argues thus, p. vii. “As to a legislative power, if

that belong* to the clergy hy divine right, it must I*

when they are assembled in convocation ; but the 2o’h

Henry VIII., c. 10, is a bar to any such divine right,

because that act m..kcs it no less than a pnemunire
for them so much as to meet without the king s writ,

&c.” So that the force of his argument lies here
;

if

the clergy had a divine right, it is taken away hy the

25th of Henry VI 11. And as ridiculous as this argu-

ment is, the pteface and book are founded upon it.

Another aigimuiit against the legislative power iu

the clergy of Kngland ia, p. viii., that Tacitus tells us
that, in great affairs, theGermaiw consulted the whole

body of the people : “ De minoribus rebus priuci)>es

consultant, de majnritmx otiines : ita lumen, ut ea quo-

quo, quorum penes plebetn arbitrium est, apud princi-

pes [terlractentur."—Tacitus de Mori bus et I'opults

Germanise. Upon which Tindal observes thus: “ I)e

majorihus omnes," was a fundamental amnug our an-

cestors long before they arrived in Great Britain, and
mutters of religion were ever reckoned among their

mnjora. (See Pref. p. viii: and ix.) Now it is
j
lain

that our ancestors, the Saxons, came from Germany ;

it is likewise plain, that religion was always reckoned

by the heathens among their majora
;
and it is plain

the whole body of the people could not be the clergy,

and therefore the clergy of Kngland have no legislative

power.

V Google
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Tkinlfy
, p. ix. They have no legislative power, lie-

cause Mr. Washington, in his 44 Observations on the

Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction of the Kings of England,
shows, from undeniable authorities, that in the time of

William the Conqueror, and several of his successors,

there were no laws enacted concerning religion, but by
the great council of the kingdom." I hope, likewise,

Mr. Washington observes, that this great council of the

kingdom, as appears by undeniable authorities, was
sometimes entirely composed of bishops and clergy,

and called the parliament, and often consulted upon
affairs of state, as well as church, as it is agreed by
twenty writers of those ages

;
and if Mr. Washington

says otherwise, he is an uuihor just fit to be quoted by
Iicaox.

Fourthly,— But it is endless to pursue this matter

any further ; in that it is plain, the clergy have no di-

vine right to make laws; because Henry VIII., Ed-
ward VI., and queen Elizabeth, with their parliaments,

w ill not allow it them. Now, without examining what
divine right the clergy have, or how far it extends

;
is

it any sort of proof that 1 have no right, because a
stronger power will not let me exercise it ? or, does all

that this author says through his preface, or book it-

self, offer any other sort of argumeut but this, or what
he deduces the same way ?

But his arguments and definitions are yet more sup-

portable than the grossuess of the historical remarks,

which ore scattered so plentifully in his book, that it

would be tedious to enumerate, or to show the fraud

and ignorance of them. I beg the reader s leave to take

notice of one here just in my way ; and the rather, lie-

cause I design for the future to let hundreds of them
pass without further notice. 44 When," says he, p. x.
44 hy the abolishing of the pojie’s power, things weie
brought buck to their ancient channel, the jurliament's

right in making ecclesiastical laws revived of course."

What can ]>ossihly he meant hy this 44 ancient chan-
nel ?" Why, the channel that things ran in befure the

pope had any powrr in England : that is to say, before

Austin the monk converted England
;

before which
time, ix seems, the pari lament had a right to make
ecclesiastical laws. And what parliament could this

be? Why the lords spiritual and temporal, and the

commons, met at Westminster.

I cannot here forliear reproving the folly and |ie-

dautry ofsome lawyers, whose opinions this poor creature

blindly follows, and renders yet more alisurd by his

comments. The knowledge of otir constitution can lie

only attained hy consulting the earliest English his-

tories, of which those gentlemen seem utterly ignorant,

further than a quotation or index. They would fain

derive our government, as now constituted, from anti-

quity : and because they have seen Tacitus quoted for

his majoribus nmues ; and have read of the Goths' mi-
li’.iry institution in their progress and conquests, they

presently dream of a parliament. Had their reading

reached so fur. they might have deduced it much more
fairly from Aristotle Anil Polybius ; who both distinctly

name the composition of rex, srniores, et pnpulns
;
and

the latter, os 1 rememlier particularly, with the highest

approbation. The princes in the Saxon Heptarchy
did indeed call their nobles sometimes together upon
weighty n flairs, as most other princes of the world have
done in all ages. But they made war and peace, and
raised money, hy their own authority ; they gave or

mended laws hy their charters, and they raised armies
by tneir tenures. Besides, some of those kingdoms fell

in by conquests befure England was reduced under
one head, and therefore could pretend no rights but by
the concessions of die conqueror.

Enrtlier, which is more material, upon the admission
of Christianity, great quantities of land w ere acquirer!

hy the clergy, so that the great council of the natiou

was often entirely of enurenmen, and ever a consider-

able port. But our present constitution is an artificial

tiling, not fairly to be traced, in my opinion, beyond
Henry I. Since which time it has in every age ad-

mitted several alterations ; and differs now as much,
even from what it was then, as almost any two species

of government described hy Aristotle. And it would
be much more reasonable to affirm, that the govern-

ment of Rome continued the same under Justinian as

it was in the time of Scipio, because tbe senate and
consuls still remained, although tbe power of both had
been, for several hundred years, transferred to the em-
perors.

REMARKS ON THE PREFACE.

Page iv. ; v. “ Iv men of opposite sentiments can
subscribe the same articles, they are as much at liberty

as if there were none.
1
* May not a man subscribe the

whole articles, because he differs from another in the

explication of one? how many oaths are prescrilied

that men may differ in the explication of some part of
them? Instance, &c.

Page vi.
44 Idea of government." A canting pe-

dantic way, learned from Locke ; and how prettily he
shows it. Instance

—

Page vii.
44 25 Hen. VIII. cap. 19. is a bar to any

such div ioe right [of legislative p iwer in the clergy.]'*

Absurd to argue against the clergy's divine right, be-

cause of the statute of Henry VI 11. How does that

destroy divine right ? The sottish way of arguing
;
from

what the parliament can do ; from their power, &c.
Page viii.

44 If the parliament did not think they

had a plenitude of power in this matter, they would not

have damned all the canons of 1610." What does he
mean ? A grave divine could not answer all his play-

house and Alsatia cant, Ac. He has read Hudibns,
and many plays.

Ibid. 44 If the parliament can annul ecclesiastical

laws, they roust he able to make them." Distinguish

and show the silliness, &c.

Ibid. All that be says against the discipline, he
might say the same against the doctrine, nay, against

tbe lielief of a God, viz., that the legislature might
forbid it. The church forms and contrives canons

; and
the civil power, w hich is compulsive, confirms them.

Page ix. 44 There were no laws enacted but by the

great council of tbe kingdom." And thut was very

often, chiefly only bishops.

Ibid. “ Laws settled by parliament to punish the

clergy.** What laws were those?

Page x. “ The people are bound to no laws but of
their own choosing.'* It is fraudulent; for they may
consent to what others choose, and so people often do.

Page xiv. paragraph 6. 44 The clergy are not sup-
posed to have any divine legislature, because that must
lie superior to all worldly power

;
and then the clergy

might as well forbid the parliament to meet but when
and where they please, Ac." No such cuiiseuuence at

all. They have a power exclusive from all others.

Ordained to act as clergy, hut not govern in civil

afluirs; nor act without leave of the civil power.

Page xxv. 44 The parliament suspected the love of

jHiw-er natural to churchmen.*' Truly, so is the love of

pudding, and most other things desirable in this life

;

and in that they are like the laity, as in all other

things that are not good. And therefore they are held

not in esteem for what they are like in, but for tbeir

virtues. Tbe true way to abuse them with effect, is to

tell us some faults of theirs, that other men have not, or

not so much of as they, &c. Might not any man
qieak full as bad of senates, diets, and parliaments, os

be can do aliout councils
;
and as bad of princes as he

does of bisbops ?

Page xxxi. 44 They might as well have made cards*
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nal' Campfjri ami de Chinucliii hinnops of Salisbury
ami W orcester as have enacted that their several sees

and bishoprics were utterly void.” No. The legisla-

ture might determine who should not lie a bishop there,

but not make a bishop.

Page xxxi. ** Were not a greater mmd>er deprived by
parliament upon the Restoration f Does he mean pres-

byters? What signifies that?

Ibid. “ Have they not trusted this power with our
princes f’ Why. ay. But that argues not right, but
power. Have they not cut off a king's head, Ac. ?

The church must do the best they can, if not wliat they
would.

Page xxxvi. u If tithes and first-fruits are paid to

spiritual persons as such, the king or queen is the most
spiritual person,” Ac. As if the first-fruits, Ac., were
jxiid to the king, as tithes to a spiritual iwrson.

Page xliii. “ King Charles II. thought fit that the

bishops in Scotland should hold their bishoprics during
will and pleasure: I do not find that high church
complained of this as an encroachment, '' Ac. No

;

but as a pernicious counsel of lord Loch.
Page xliv. “ The common law judges have a power

to determine whether a man has a legal right to the

sacrament." They pretend it, hut what we complain
of as a most abominable hardship, Ac.
Page xlv. “ Giving men thus blindly to the devil,

is an extraordinary piece of complaisance to a lay

chancellor.” He is something in the right; and there-

fore it is a pity there are any
;
and I hope the church

will provide against it. But if the sentence be just, it

is not the person, but the contempt. And if the author
attacks a man on the highway, and takes but twopence,
be shall be sent to the gallows, more terrible to him
than the devil, for his contempt of the law, Ac. There-
fore he need not compluin of being sent to bell.

Page lxiv. Mr. Lesley may carry things too far, os
it is u&tural

;
because the other extreme is so gTeat.

But wliat he says of the king's losses, since the church
lands were given away, is too great a truth, Ac.
Page Ixxvi. “ To which I have nothing to plead,

except llw zeal I have for the Church of England,"
Yon will see, some pages further, wliat be means by the

church
; but it is not fair not to begin with telling us

what is contained in the idea of a church, &c.
Page Ixxxiii. “ They will not be angry with me for

thinking better of the church tlian they do,” Ac. No,
hut they will differ from yon ; because the worse the

queen is pleased you think her better. I believe the

church will not concern themselves much about your
opinion of them, Ac.
Page Ixxxiv. “ But the popish, eastern, presbyte-

rian, and jacobite clergy, Ac. This is like a general
pardon, with such exceptions as make it useless, if we
compute it, Ac.

Page Ixxxvii. “ Misapplying of the word church,
Ac.” This is cavilling. No doubt his project is for

exempting the people
; but that is not wliat in common

speech we usually mean by the church. Besides, who
does not know that distinction ?

Ibid. “ Constantly apply the same ideas to them."
Hits is, in old English, meaning the same thing.

Page Ixxxix. “ Demonstrates 1 could have no de-
signs but the promoting of truth,” Ac. Yes, several

designs, as money, spleen, utheism, Ac. What ? will

any man think truth was his design, And not money
and malice? Does he expect the house will go into a
committee for a bill to bring things to his sciteme, to

confound everything, Ac. ?

Some deny Tindal to he the author, and produce
stories of his dulneu and stupidity. But what is there

in all this book that the dullest man in England might
wot write, if he were angry and bold enough, and had
no regard to truth ?

REMARKS ON Tilt ROOK. Ac

Page 4. “ WiUETHB* Lewis XIV. has such a power
over Philip V.?” He speaks here of the unlimited, un-
cjutrollable authority of fathers. A very foolish ques
tion ! and his discourse hitherto, of government, weak
and trivial, and liable to objections.

Ibid. w W horn he is to consider not os his own, but
t»* Almighty* workmanship.” A very likely con-
sideration for the ideas of the state of nature. A very
wrung deduction of paternal government ; but that is

nothing to the dispute, Ac.
Page 12. “ And as such might justly be punished

by every one in the state of nature.” False; he does
not seem to understand the state of uature, although he
has borrowed it from Hobbes, Ac.
Page 14. “ Merely speculative points, and other

inditfereut tilings,' Ac. And why are sjicculative
opinions so insignificant ? do not men proceed in their
practice according to their speculations? so. if the au-
thor were a chancellor, and one of his speculations were,
that the |Kx>rer the clergy the lietter, would not that
be of gieat use if a cause came Itefure him of tithes or
church lauds?

Ibid. u W hich can ouly lie known by examining
whether men had any power in the state of uature over
their own or others' actions in these matters.” No,
that is a wrong method, unless where religion has not
been revealed

;
in natural religion, Ac.

Ibid. ** Nothing at first sight can be more obvious
than tliat, in all religious matters, noue could make
over the right of judging for himself, since that would
cause his religion to lie absolutely at the disposal of
another." At his rate of arguing (I think 1 do not
misrepresent him, and I believe he will not deny the
consequence; a man may profess Heathenism, Maho-
mefistu, Ac., gain as many proselytes as he can; and
they may Lave their assemblies, and the magistrate
ought to protect them, provided they do not disturb the
state : and they may enjoy all secular preferments, be
lords rli incellors, judges, Ac. But there are some
opinions in several religious, which, although they do
not directly make men rebel, yet lead to it. Nay, we
might have temples f.»r idols, Ac. A thousand such
alwuidities follow from liis general notions, and in-

digested scheme*. And w e see in the Old Testament,
that kings were reckoned good or ill, as they suffered

or hindered image-worship and idolatry, Ac., which
was limiting conscience.

Page 15. •* Men may form what rlulw, companies,
or meetings they think fit, Ac., which the magistrate,

as long as the public sustains no damage, can nut
hinder,” Ac. This is false

;
although .he public sus-

tain no damage, they will forbid clubs where they

tbiuk Hanger may hap]>en.

Page 16. “The magistrate is as much obliged to

protect them iu the way they choose of worshipping
him, as iu any other iuditl'eieiit matter.”— Page 17.
“ The magistrate ought to treat all his subjects alike,

how much soever they differ from him or one another
in these matters." This shows that, although they be
Turks, Jews, or Heathens, it is so. But we are sure

Christianity is the ouly true religion, Ac. ; and there-

fore it shoidd lie the magistrate's chief care to pro-

pagate it; and thut God should lie worshipped in that

form, tliat those who are the teachers think most
proper, Ac.

Page 18. “So that persecution is the most compre-
hensive of all crimes, Ac." But he has not told u« w hat

is included in the idea of persecution. State it right.

Ibid. '* But here it may lie demanded, if a man s

conscience make him do such acts, Ac.” This does not

answer the above objection : for if the public l»e not

distmlied with atheistical principles preached, our im

ed by ?Ie
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moralities, all is well. So tlmt *1111 men may be Jew*,

Turks, Ac.

Page 22. “ The same reason which obliges them to

make statutes of mortmain, and oilier laws, against the

people's giving estates to the clergy, will equally hold

for thrir taking them away when given.*’ A great se-

curity for property! Will this hold to any other society

in the state, as merchants, Ac., or only to ecclesiastics?

A petty project : forming general schemes requires a

deeper head than this man's.

Ibid. “ But the good of the society being the only

reason of the magistrate's having any power over men’s

properties, I cannot see why he should deprive his sub-

jects of any part tiiereof. for the maintenance of such

opinions as have no tendency that way,” Ac. Here is

a paragraph (vide also infra) which has a great deal in

it. The meaning is, that no man ought to pay tithes

who does not believe what the minister preaches. But

how caine they by this projierty? When they pur-

chased the land, they paid only for so much
;
and the

tithes were exempted. It is aii older title than any man s

estate is ; and if it were taken away to-morrow, it could

not, without a new law, belung to the owners of the

other nine parts, any more than impropriations do.

Ibid 44 For tlie maintenance of such opinions, as no-

wise contribute to the public good.” By such opinions

u-* the puplic receive no advantage by he must mean
Christianity.

Page 2d. 44 Who by reason of such articles are di-

vided into different sects." A pretty cause of sects! Ac.

Page 21. “ So the same reason, as often as it oc-

curs. will oblige him to leave that church.” This is

an excuse for his turning papist.

Ibid. “ Unless you suppose churches like traps, easy

to admit one; but when once he is iu, there he tmw*

always stick, either fur the pleasure or profit of the

trap-setters.” Remark his wit.

Page 29. “Nothing can he morealaurd than main-
taining there must lie two independent powers in the

same society, Ac.” This is abominably absurd : show it.

Page .23. “ The whole hierarchy as built on it, must
necessarily fall to the ground, and great will be the fall

of this spiritual Babylon.” I will do him justice, and
take notice when he his witty, &c.

Page 36. “ Foi if there may lie two such [indepen-

dent powers] in every society on earth, why may tnere

not be more than one in heaven ?” A delicate con-

sequence.

Page 37. 44 Without having the less, he could not

have the greater, in which thut is contained.” Sophis-

tical : instance wherein.

Page 42. “Some since, subtler than the Jews, have
managed commutations more to their own advalitage

by enriching themselves, and beggaring, if fame lie not

a liar, many an honest dissenter.” It is fair to produce

witnesses, is she a liar or not ? The report is almost

impossible. Commutations were contrived for roguish

registers and proctors, und lay chancellors, but not for

the clergy.

Page 43. “ Kings and people, who (as the Indians

do the devil) adored the pope out of fear.” I am in

doubt whether I shall allow that fufr wit or not, &c.

Tjouk you, in these cases, preface it thus: If one may
use an old saying.

Page 44. “One reason why the clergy make what
they call schism to he so heinous a sin.” There it is

now
;
because he has changed churches, he ridicules

seiusm ; as Milton wrote for divorces, because he had
an ill wife. For ten pages on, we must give the true

answer, that makes ull these arguments of no use.

Page 60. “ It possibly will be said, I have all this

while being doing these gentlemen a great deal of
wrong.” To do him justice, he seta forth ihe objections

of bis adversaries with great strength, and touch

to their advantage. No doubt, those are the rery ob-
jections we would offer.

Page 68. “ Their executioner.** He is fond of this

word in many places, yet there is uothiug in it further

than it is the name for the hangman, Ac.
Page 69. “ Since they exclude both from having

anything in the ordering of church matters." Another
part of bis scheme

; for, by this the people ought to

execute ecclesiastical offices without distinction, for

he brings the other opinion as an absurd one.

Page 72. “They claim a judicial power, and, bjr

virtue of it, the government of the church, and thereby
(pardon the expression) become traitors both to God
and man.” Who does he desire to (i«rdon him? or is

this meant of the Knglish clergy ? mi it seems. Docs
he desire them to pardon him? they do it as Christians.

Does he desire the government to do it? but then how
can they make examples ? He says, the clergy do so,

Ac.
; so he means all.

Page 74. “I would gladly know what they mean by
giving the Holy Ghost” Explain what is really meant
by giving the Holy Ghost, like a king empowering an
ambassador.

Page 76. 41 The Popish clergy make very bold with
the three persons of the Trinity." Why then, don't
mix them ; but we see whom this glances on most.
As to the Cumjk d elire, and Ao/o epitcopari, not so
absurd

; and if omitted, why changed?
Page 78. “ But not to digress "—Pray does he call

scurrility upon the clergy a digression? The apology
needless, Ac.

Ibid. “A clergyman, it is said, is God’s atnha-
sador.” But you kuow an aiuljassador may have a
secretary, Ac.

Ibid. 44 Call their pulpit-speeches the word of God.**
That is a mistake.

Page 79. “Such persons to represent him.” Are
not they that own his power fitter to represent him
than others? Would the author he a fitter |iers)n ?

Ibid. “Puffed up with intolerable pride and inso-

lence.” Not at all
;

for where is the pride to be
employed by a prince, whom so few own, and whose
being is disputed by such as this author?

Ibid. “Perhaps from a poor servitor. Ac., to be a
prime minister iu God's kingdom.” That is right.

God takes notice of the ditrercnce Itetween poor
servitors, Ac. Extremely foolish : show it The argu-
ment lies strougly against the apostles, poor fishermen

;

and St. Paul a tent- maker. So gross and idle

!

Page 80. “ The formality of laying liand over head
on a man.” A pun

;
but an old one. I remetnlier

when Swan made that pun first, he was severely

checked for it

Ibid. 44 What more is required to give one a right,**

Ac. Here show what power is in the church, and
what in the state, to make priests.

Page 85, 44 To briug men into, and not turn them
out of, the ordinary way of salvation.” Yes

;
hut us

one rotten sheep does mischief—and do you think it

reasonable tliat such a one as this author should con-
verse with Christians, and weak ones?

Ibid. See his fine account of spiritual punishment.
Page 87. 44 The clergy affirm, that if they had not

the power to exclude men from the church, its unity
could not be preserved.” So to exjtel an ill member
from a college, would lie the way to divide the college

;

us ill All-Souls', Ac. Apply it to him.
Page 88. 44

1 cannot see but. it is contrary to the
Miles of charity to exclude men from the church," Ac.
All this turns upon the falsest reasoning in the world.

So, if a man be imprisoned for stealing a horse, he is

hindered from other dqties : and you might aigiie,

that a man who does ill, ought to l»e more diligent is

minding other duties, and nut to lie delmurcd from them
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It it for contumacy ami rebellion agaiii't that power in

(he church which the law lias confirmed. So a man is

outlawed for a trifle, upon contumacy.
Page 92. ‘‘Obliging all hy penal laws to receive the

sacrament.*’ This is lulse.

Page 93. “The want of which means can only

harden a man in his impenitence.” It is for his being

hardened that he is excluded. Suppose a soil robs his

father on the highway, and his father will no* see him
till he restores the money, and owns his find It is

nard to deny him paying his duty iu other things. Ac.

How absurd this

!

Page 95. “ And (hit only they had a right to give

it.” Another part of his scheme, that the people have

a right to give the sacrament. See more of it, pp. 135
and 137.

Page 96. “ Made familiar to such practices by the

heathen priests.” Well; and this shows the necessity

of it for peace sake. A silly objection of this and other

euemies to religion, to think to disgrace it by applying
heathenism, which only concerns the political part,

wherein they were as wise as others, and might give

rules. Instance, in some, &c.
Page 98. “ How differently from this do the great

pretenders to primitive practice act,” Ac. This is a
remarkable passage. Does be condemn or allow this

mysterious way 1 It seems the first; and therefore

these words are a little tunied, but infallibly stood in

the first draught as a great argument for popery.

Page 100. “ They dress them up in a sanbetiito.”

So, now we are to answer for the inquisition. One
thing is, that he makes the fathers guilty of asserting

most of the corruptions about the power of priests.

Page 101. “Some priests assume to themselves an
aibitrary power of excludiug men from the Lords
supper.” His scheme

;
that anybody may administer

the sacraments, women, or children, Ac.
Page 108. “ One no more than another can be

reckoned a priest.’’ See his scheme. Here he dis-

graces what the law enacts, about the manner of con-

secrating, Ac.

Page 118. “ Churches serve to worse purposes than
bear-gardens.” This from Hudibras.

Page 119. “ In the time of that wise heathen Am-
mianus Marcel 1 inus ’’ Here he runs down all Chris-

tianity in general.

Page 120. “ I shall, in the following part of my
discourse, show that this doctrine is so far from serv-

ing the ends of religion, that, 1. It prevents the spread-

ing of the gosiiel, Ac.” This independent power in

the church is like the worms
;
being the cause of all

diseases.

124. “ How easily could the Roman emperors
have destroyed the church V' Just as if he had said,

how easily could Herod kill Christ while a child, Ac.

Page 125. “ The people were set against hi.-hop*

by reason of tbeir tyranuy.” Wrong; for the bishops

were no tyrant* : their power was swallowed up by the

popes, and the people desired they should have more.

It was the regulars that tyrannized and formed priest*

craft. He is ignorant.

Page 139. “ He is not bound by the laws of Christ

to leave his friends in order to lie baptized,” Ac. This
directly against the gospel.—One would think him an
emissary, by his preaching schism.

Page 142. “ Then will the communion of saints he

practicable, to which the principles of all parties, the

occasional conformists only excepted, stand in direct

opposition,” Ac. So that all are wrung but they.

The Scripture is fully against schism. Tindal pro-

motes it. and places in it all the present and future

happiness of man.
Page 144. All he has hitherto said on this ma***r,

with a very little turn, were arguments for popery ;

for it is certain that religion had share in very few
wars for many hundred years before the Reformation,
because they were all of a mind. It is the ambition
of relwls, preaching upon the discontents of sectaries,

that they are not supreme, which has caused wars for

religion. He is mistaken altogether. His little narrow
understanding and want of learning.

Page 145. “ Though some say the highfliers' lives

might serve for a very good rule, if men would act
quite contrary to them.” Is he one of those some 1

Beside the new turn of wit, Ac., all the clergy in

Rtigland come under his uotion of highfliers, as he
states it.

Page 147. “ None of them (churchmen) could he
brought to acknowledge it Lawful, upon any account
whatever, to exclude the duke of York.” This ac-
count false iti fact.

Ibid. “ And the b.nly politic, whether ecclesiastical

or civil, must be dealt with after the same manner as
the body natural.” What, because it is called a body,
and is a simile, must it bold in all circumstances ?

Page 148. “ We find all wise legislators have had
regard to the tempers, inclinations, and prejudices,” Ac.
This paragraph false.—It was directly contrary in
several, as Lycurgus, Ac.

Page 152. “ All the skill of the prelatists is not able
to discover the least distinction betweeu bishop and
presbyter," Yet, (»od knows, this hath been done
many a time.

Page 158. “ The Epistle to the Philippians is di-
• reeled to the bishops and deacons; I mean in due
order after the people, viz., to the saints, with their

bishojis and deacons.” I hope he would argue from
another place that the people precede the king because
of these words—“ Ye shall be destroyed, both you and
your king.”

Page 161. “ The pope, and other great church
dons.” I suppose be means hisluqn; but I wish lie

would explain himself, and uut In* so very witty in the

midst of an argument
; it is like two mediums, not

fair in disputing.

Page 167. “ Clemens Romanui blames the people,

not for assuming a power, but for making a wrong use
of it,” Ac. His great error all along is, that be dues
not distinguish between a power and a liberty of ex -

ercising that power, Ac. I would appeal to any man
w-hether the clergy have not too little power, since a
book like his, that unsettles foundations and would
destroy all, goes unpunished, Ac.

Page 171. “By this or some such method, the

bishops obtained their power over their fellow-presby-

ters, and both over the jieople. The whole teuour of

the gospel directly contrary to it.” Then it is not
an allowable means : this carries it so far as to spoil

his own system
;

it is a sin to have bishops os wc have
them.

Page 172. “ The preservation of peace and unity,

and not any divine right, was the reason of establishing

a superiority of one of the presbyters over the rest

;

otherwise there would, a* they say, have l»een as many
schismatic* a* presbyters. No great compliment to

the clergy of those days.” Why so ? It is the natural
effect of a worse independency, w hich he keeps such a
clatter about, an independency of churches cm eacn
other, which must naturally create schism.

Page 183. “ How could the Christians have as-

serted the disinterestedness of those who first preached
the gospel, particularly tbeir having a right to the

tenth part f Yes, that would have passed easy enough i

for they could not imagine teachers could live on air,

and their heathen priests were much more unreasonable
Page 184. “ Men s suffering for such opinion* is not

sufficient to support the weight of them. ’ This is a

glance against Christianity. State the case of convert-
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ing infidel* ; the converter* are supposed few
;
the bulk

of the priest* must be of the converted country. It is

their own people therefore they maintain. What pro-

ject or end can a few converters propose f they can
leave no power to their families, &c. State this, I say,

at length, and give it a true turn. Princes give cor-

porations power to purchase lauds.

Page lo7. 44 That it became an easy prey to the

barbarous nations.'’ Ignorance in Tiudal. The em-
pire long declined before Christianity was introduced.

This a wrong cause, if ever there was one.

Page 190. *• It is the clergy's interest to have re-

ligion corrupted.” Quite the contrary
;

prove it.

How is it the interest of the English clergy to corrupt

religion ? The more justice and piety the people have,

the better it is for them
;

for that would prevent the

penury of farmers, and the oppression of exacting,

covetous landlords, &c. That which has corrupted

religion is the liberty unlimited of professing all

opinions. Do not lawyers render law intricate by
their speculations, &c. And physicians, &c.

Page 2t)9. “ The spirit and temper of the clergy,

^

&c. What does this man think the clergy are made
off Answer generally to what he says against coun-
cils in the ten pages before. Suppose I should bring

quotations in their praise.

Page 211. “ As the clergy, though few in comparison
of the laity, were the inventors of corruptions." His

scheme is, that the fewer and poorer the clergy the

letter, and the contrary among the laity. A noble
principle; and delicate consequences from it.

Page 207. “ Men are not always condemned for the

take of opinions, but opinions sometimes for the sake

of men.” And so he hopes that, if his opinions are

condemned, people will think it is a spite against him,
as having been always scandalous.

Page 210. 44 The meanest layman as good a judge
as the greatest |>riest, for the meanest man is as much
interested in the truth of religion as the greatest priest."

As if one should say the meunest sick man ha* as much
interest in health os a physician, therefore is as good a
judge of physic as a physician, &c.

Ibid. 44 Had synods been compost d of laymen, none
of those corruptions which tend to advance the interest

of the clergy," ficc. True. But the part the laity had
in reforming was little more than plundering. He
should understand that the nature ofthings is this, that

the clergy are made of men, and without some en-

couragement they will not have the best but the worst.

Page 215. *4 They who gave estates to, rather than
they who took them from, the clergy, were guilty of
sacrilege." Then the people are the church, and the

clergy not; another part of his scheme.
Page 219. 44 The clergy, as they subsisted by the

alms of the people," &c. This he would have still.

Show the folly of it. Not possible to show any civil-

ized nation ever did it. Who would he clergymen
then f The absurdity appears by putting the case that

none were to be statesmen, lawyers, or physicians, but
who were to subsist by alms.

Page 222. 44 These subtle clergymen work their

designs who lately cut out such a tacking job for

them." Ac. He is mistaken—everybody was for the

bill almost, though not for the tack. The bishop of
Sarum was for it, as appears by his speech against it.

But it seeins the tacking is owing to metaphysical
sjieculations. I wonder whether is most perplexed,
this author in his style or the writings of our divines.

In the judgment of all people our divines have carried

practical preaching and writing to the greatest per-

fection it ever arrived to; which shows that we
may affirm in general our clergy is excellent, although
this or that man be faulty. As if an army be con-
stantly victorious, regular, &c., we may say it is

an excellent, victorious army : but Timlal, to dis.

)>u/age it, would say such a serjeant ran away
;
such

an ensign hid himself in a ditch; nay, one colonel

turned his back, therefore it is a corrupt, cowardly
army, &c.

Page 224. 44 They were as apprehensive of the works
of Aristotle as some men arc of the works of a late

f

thilosopher, which they are afraid will let too much
ight iuto the world." Yet just such another; only a
commentator on Aristotle. People are likely to im-
prove their understanding much with Locke

; it is not

his “Human Understanding," but other works, that

people dislike, although in that there are some danger-
ous tenets, os that of no innate ideas.

Page 226. 44 Could they, like the popish priests, add
to this a restraint on the press, their business would be
done." So it ought : for example, to hinder his book,
because it is written to justify the vices and infidelity

of the age. There can he no other design in it. For
is this a way or manner to do good? railing does but
provoke. The opinion of the whole parliament is, the

clergy are too poor.

Ibid. 44 When some nations could be no longer kept
from prying iuto learning, this miserable gibberish of
the schools was contrived.” We have exploded school-

men as much as he, and in some people's opinion too

much, since the liberty of embracing any opinion is

allowed; they following Aristotle, who is doubtless the
greatest master of arguing in the world : but it has
(teen a fashion of late years to explode Aristotle; and
therefore this man has fallen iuto it like others, for that

reason, without understanding him. Aristotle's poetry,

rhetoric, and politics are admirable; and therefore it

is likely, so are his logics.

Page 230. 44 In these freer countries, as the clergy

have less power, so religion is better understood, and
more useful and excellent discourses are made on tliat

subject," &c. Not generally. Holland not very
famous

;
Spain has been, and France is. But it re-

quires more knowledge thau his to form general rules,

which people strain, when iguoraut, to false deductions

to make them out.

Page 232. Chap. VII. That this hypothesis of an
independent power in any set of clergymen makes all

reformation unlawful, except where those who have
this |x>wer do consent. The title of this chapter a truism.

Page 234. “If God has not placed mankind, in

respect to civil matters, under an absolute power, hut

has permitted them iu every society to act as they

judge best for their own safety/’ &c. Bad parallels;

bad politics
;
want of due distinction between teaching

and government. The people may know' when they

are governed well, but not lie wiser than their in-

structors. Show the difference.

Ibid. ** If God has allowed the civil society tliese

privileges, can we suppose he has less kindness for his

church?" &c. Here they are distinguished then; here

it makes for him. It is a sort of turn of expression

which is scarce with him, and he coutradicts himself

to follow it.

Page 235. “Tins cursed hypothesis had perhaps

never l>een thought on with relation to civils, had not

the clergy (who have an inexhaustible magazine of

oppressive doctrines) contrived tirst in ecclesiastical*/’

&c. The seventh paragraph furious and false. Were
there no tyrants before the clergy, &c. ?

Page 236. “Therefore, in order to serve them,

though I expect little thanks,” &c. And why so?

Will they not, os yon say, follow their interest ? I

thought you said so. He has three or four sprightly

toms of this kind, that look as if be thought he had
done wonders and had put all the clergy in a ferment

;

whereas, I do assure nim there art* but two things

wonderful in his book : first, how any man in a
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Christian ro mtry could have toe boldness and wicked-
ness to write it; and how any government would
neglect punishing the author of it, if not as an enemy
of religion, yet as a profligate trumpeter of seditiou.

These are hard words, got by reading his book.

Page 236. “ The light of nature, os well as the gospel,

obliges people to judge of themselves," Ac. 44 to avoid

false prophets, seducers," Ac. The legislature can

turn out a priest, and appoint another ready made,
hut not make one; as you discharge a physician and
may take a farrier

; but he is no physician unless

made as be ought to lie.

Ibid. 44 Since no more power is required for the one

than the other.*’ This is, I dislike my physician and

can turn him off", therefore I can make any man a

physician, Ac. Cujua eat deatrucre
, Ac. Jest on it

:

therefore, because he lays schemes for destroying the

church, we must employ him to raise it again. See
what danger lies in applying maxims at random. So
because it is the soldier* business to knock men on the

head, it is theirs likewise to raise them to life, Ac
Page 237. “ It can belong only to the people to

appoint their own ecclesiastical officers." This word
44 people” is so delicious in him that I cannot tell what
is included in the idea of the “people." Docs he

mean the rahhle or the legislature, Ac. 7 In this sense

it may he true that the legislature gives leave to the

bishops to appoint, and they appoint themselves
;

I

mean, the executive power appoints, Ac. He shows

his ignorance in government. As to high church, he

carries it a prodigious way, nnd includes in the idea

of it more tlian others will allow.

Page 239. 44 Though it be customary to admit none
to the ministry who are not approved by the bishops

or priests." Ac. One of his principle* to expose.

Ibid. 44 If every one has not an inherent right to

choose bis own guide, then a man must he either of the

religion of his guide, or," Ac. That would make
delicate work in a nation : what would become of all

our churches Y They must dwindle into conventicles.

Show what would be the consequence of this scheme
in several points. This great reformer, if his projects

were reduced to practice, how many thousand sects,

and consequently tumults, Ac. Men must be governed

in speculations, at least not suffered to rent them,

because opinions tend to actions, which are most
governed by opinions, Ac. If those who write for the

church writ no better, they would succeed but scurvily.

But to see whether he lie a good writer, let us see when
Ire has published his second part.

p**« 253. “ An excellent author in his preface to

the account of Denmark." This man judge* and
writes much of a level. Molraworth’i preface full of

stale profligate topics. That author wrote his book in

spite to a nation, as this does to religion, and both

perhaps on poor personal piques.*

Ibid. 44 By which means, and not by any difference

in speculative matters, they are more rich and popu-

lous.” As if ever anybody thought that a difference

in speculative opinions made men richer or poorer

;

for example, Ac.

Page 258. “ Play the devil for God's sake." If this

is meant for wit, I would be glad to observe it ;
but in

such cases I first look whether there l«e common sense. Ac.

Page 261. “Christendom has been the scene of

perpetual wars, massacres,' Ac. He does not consider

that most religious wars have been caused by schisms,

when the dissenting parties were ready to join with any
ambitious discontented man. The national religion

always desires peace, even in her notions, for its

interests.

Page 270. “ Some have taken the liherty to compare
a high-church priest in politics, to a monkey in a glass-

shop, where, as he can do no good, so he never fails of
• 1-onl MolenrorthN arena nt of Denmark
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doing mischief enough.” That isnis modesty, it is his

own simile, and it rather fits a man that docs so ami
so, meaning himself. Besides, the comj»orison is

foolish : so it is with men as with stags.

Page 276. “Their interest obliges them directly to
promote tyranny.” The matter is, tliat Christianity
is the fault which spoils the priests, for they were like

other men before they were priests. Among toe
Romans, priests did not do so ; for they had the greatest

power during the republic. I wonder he did not prove
they spoiled Nero.

Page 277. “ No princes have been more insupport-

able, and done greater violence to the commonwealth,
than those the clergy have honoured for saints and
martyrs." For example in our country, the princes

most celebrated by our clergy are, Ac. Ac. Ac. And
the quarrels since the Conquest were nothing at all of
the clergy, but purely of families, Ac., wherein the

clergy only joined like other men.
Page 279. “ After the reformation, I desire to know

whether the conduct of the clergy was anywise altered
for the better," Ac. Monstrous misrepresentation ?

Does this man s spirit of declaiming let him forget all

truth of fact, as here, Ac. f Show it. Or does he flatter

himself a time will come in future ages that men will

believe it on his word f In short, between declaiming,
between misrepresenting, and falseness, nnd charging
popish tilings, and independency, huddled together,

his whole book is employed.
Set forth at large the necessity of union in religion,

and the disadvantage of the contrary, and answer the

contrary in Hollnnd. where they have no religion, and
are the worst constituted government in the world to

lost. It is ignorance of causes and appearances which
makes shallow people judge so much to their advan-
tage. They are governed by the administration and
almost legislature of Holland, through advantage of

property, nor are they fit to he set in balance with a
noble kingdom. Ac., like a man that gets a hundred
pounds a- year by hard labour, nnd one that has it in laud.

Page 280. “ It may he worth inquiring whether the

difference between the several sects in England," Ac.
A noble notion started, that union in the church must
enslave the kingdom : reflect on it. This man has

somewhere heard that it is a point of wit to advance
paradoxes, and the bolder the better. But the wit lies

in maintaining them, which he neglects, and forms
imaginary conclusions from them as if they were true

and uncontested.

He adds, 44 Tliat in the best constituted church the
greatest good which can be expected of the ecclesiastics

is from their divisions." This is a maxim deduced
from u gradation of false suppositious. If a man
should turn the tables, and argue that a) I the debauchery,
atheism, licentiousness. Ac., of the times, were owing
to the poverty of the clergy, Ac., what would he say Y
There have been more wars of religion since the ruin of

the clergy than before in Kugland. All the civil wars
before were from other causes.

Page 283. “ Prayers are made in the loyal univer-
sity of Oxford to continue the throne free from the

contagion of schism. See Mather's sermon on the 29th
of May, 1705." Tims he ridicules the university,

while he is eating their bread.* The whole university

comes with the most loyal addresses, yet that goes for

nothing. If one indiscreet man drops an indiscreet

word, all must answer for it.

Page 286. “ By allowing all who hold no opinions
prejudicial to the state, and contribute equally wifh

their fellow-subjects to its support, equal privileges in

it.” But who denies that of the dissenters Y The
Calvinist scheme one would not think proper foi

monarchy. Therefore they fall in with the Scotch.
Geneva, and Holland: ami when they had strength

* Tlnrial Wlo» of ^11 Souls* College
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her*, they pulled down the monarchy. But I will tell

an opinion they hold prejudicial to the state in his

opinion
;
and that is, that they are against toleration,

of which if I do not show him ten times more instances

from their greatest writers than he can do of {Missive

obedience among the clergy, I have done.
“ Does not justice demand that they who alike con-

tribute to the burden should alike receive the advan-

tage ?" Here is another of his maxims closely put

without considering what exceptions may tie made.
The papists have contributed doubly (being so taxed),

therefore, by this rule, they ought to have double
advantage. Protection in property, leave to trade and
purchase, Ac., are enough for a government to give.

Employments in a state are a reward for those who
entirely agtoe with it, Ac. For example, a man who
upon all occasions declared his opinion of a common-
wealth to be preferable to a monarchy would not he a
fit man to nave employments

;
let him enjoy his

opinion, but not be in a capacity of reducing it to

practice, Ac.

Page 287. “ There can be no alteration in the esta-

blished mode of church discipline, which is not made
in a legal way." Oh! but tnere are several methods
to compass this legal way, by cunning, faction, indus-

try. The common people he knows may lie wrought
upm by priests ;

these may influence the faction, and
so compass a very pernicious law, and in a legal way
ruin the state; as king Charles I. began to be ruined

in a legal way by passing bills, &c.
Page 288. “ As everything is persecution which

puts a man in n worse condition than his neighbours."

it is hard to think sometimes whether this man is hired

to write for or against dissenters ami the sects. This
,

is their opinion, although they will not own it so

roundly. Let this lie brought to practice : make a

quaker lord-chancellor who thinks paying tithes un-

lawful
;

and bring other instances to show that

several employments affect the church.

Ibid, “Great advantages which Loth church and
state have got by the kindness already shown to dis-

senters.” Let them then be thankful for that. We
humour children fur their good sometimes, but too

much may hurt. Observe that this 64th paragraph

just contradicts the former. For, if we have advan-
tage by kindness shown dissenters, then there is no
necessity of banishment or death.

Page 290. “ Christ never designed the holy sacra-

ment should lie prostituted to serve a party. And that

people should be hrilied by a place to receive un-
worthily." Why, the business is, to be sure, that those

who are employed ore of the national church
; and the

way to know it is by receiving the sacrament, which
all men ought to do in their own church, and if not,

are hardly lit for an office; and if they have those

moral qualifications he mentions joined to religion, no
fear of receiving unworthily. And for this there might
l»e a remedy : to take an oath that they are of the same
principles, See., fur that is the end of receiving; ami
that it might be no bribe, the bill against occasional

conformity would prevent entirely.

Ibid. “ Preferring men not for their capacity, but
their real to the church." The misfortune is, that if

we prefer dissenters to gTeat posts they will have an in-

clination to make themselves the national church, and
so there will be perpetual struggling; which cose may
be dangerous to the state. For men are naturally wish-

ing to get over others to their own opinion : witness

this writer, who has published as singular and absurd

notions as possible, yet has a mighty xenl to briug us

over to them, See.

Page 292. Here are two pages of scurrilous faction,

with a deal of reflections on great persons. Under tlie

notion of high-churchmen he runs down all uniformity
and church government. Here is the whole lower

house of convocation, which represents the body of the
clergy, and both universities, treated with rudeness

by an obscure, corrupt member, while he is eating their

bread.

Page 294. “The reason why the middle sort of
people retain so much of their ancient virtue, Ac., is

iiecause no such pernicious notions are the ingredient*

of their education; which it is a sign are infinitely

absurd when so many of the gentry and nobility can,
not withstanding their prepossession, get clear of them.**

Now the very same argument lies against religion,

morality, honour, and honesty; which are, it seems,
hut prejudices of education, ami too many get clear of
them. The middle sort of people have other things to

|

mind than the factions of the age. He always assigns

many causes, nud sometimes with reason, since he makes
imaginary effects. He quarrels at power being lodged
in the clergy : when there is no reasonable Protestant,

clergy or laity, who will not readily own the incon-

veniences by too great power and wealth in any one body
of men, ecclesiastics or seculars: but on that account
to weed up the wheat with the tares ; to banish all

religion because it is capable of being corrupted
;

to

give unbounded licence to all sects, See .—And if

heresies had not been used with some violence in the

primitive age, we should have had, instead of true

religion, the most corrupt one in the world.

Page 316. “The Dutch, and the rest of our Pres-
byterian allies, Ac." The Dutch will hardly thank
him fur this appellation. The French Huguenots and
Geneva Protestants themselves, and others, bare
lamented the want of episcopacy and approved ours, Ac.
In this and the next paragraph the author introduces
the arguments he formerly used when lie turned Papist
in King James's time : and, loath to lose them, he gives

them a new turn ; and they are the strongest in his

book, at least have most artifice.

Page 333. “ ’Tis plain all the power the bishops

have is derived from the people,” Ac. In general the
distinction lies here. The permissive power of exercis-

ing Jurisdiction lies in the people, or legislature, or
administrator of a kingdom ; out not of making hrm a
bishop : as a physician that commences abroad may be
suffered to practise in London, or lie hindered

; but
they have not the power of creating him a doctor, which
L peculiar to a university. This is some allusion ; but
the tiling is plain, as it seems to me, and wants no sub-
terfuge, Ac.

Page 338. “ A journeyman bishop to ordain for

him." Does any man think that writing at this rate

does the author's cause any service? is it his wit or his

spleen that lie cannot govern '/

Page 364. “ C hi auy have a right to an office with-

out having a right to do those things in which the office

consists!" 1 answer, the ordination is valid. But a
man may prudentially forbid to do some things: as a
clergyman may marry without licence or banns; the

marriage is good, yet he is punishable for it.

Page 369. “ A choice made by persons wco have
no right to choose is an error of the first concoction. *’

That battered simile again ! this is hard. I wish phy-
sicians had kept that a secret, it lies so ready for him
to he witty with.

Page 370. “If prescription can make mere nullities

to become good and valid, the laity may be capable
of all manner of ecclesiastical power,” Ac. There is a
difference

; for here the same way is kept, although
there might be breaches ; but it is quite otherwise if

you alter the whole method from what it was at first.

We see bishops: there always were bishops: it is the

old way still. So a family is still held the same,
although we are not sure of the purity of every one of
the race.

Page 3*50. “ft is said that every nation is not a
complete body politic within itself as to ecclesiasticaL.
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But the whole church, sajr they, compile* fuclt a body,

and Christ is tl>e head of it. But Christ's headship

makes Christians no more one body politic with respect

to ecclesiosticAls than to civil*." Here we must show

the reason and necessity of the church being a corpo-

ration all over the world : to avoid heresies, and pre-

serve fundamentals, and hinder the corrupting of Scrip-

ture, See. But there are no such necessities in govern-

ment to be the same everywhere, &c. It is something

like the colleges in a university
;
they are all independ-

ent, yet joined are one body. So a general council con-

•isteth of many persons independent of one another, &c.

However, there is such a thing as jut gentium, &c.

And he that is doctor of physic or law is so in any

university of Europe, like the Ret/tublica Ijteraria .

Nor to me does there seem anything contradicting or

improper in this notion of the Catholic church ; and for

wAiit of such a communion religion is so much cor-

rupted, and would be more if there were not more

communion in tins than in civils. It is of no import

to mankind how nations are governed ; but the pre-

serving the purity of religion is best held up by en-

deavouring to make it one body over tlie world.

Something like as there is in trade. So to be able to

communicate with all Christians we come among is at

least to be wished and aimed at as much as we can.

Page 384. “ In a word, if the bishops are not su-

preme,’* &c. Here he reassumes his argument* for

popery, that there cannot be a body politic of the

church through the whole world without a visible head

to have recourse to. Th< se were formerly writ to ad-

vance popery, and now to put an absurdity upon the

hypothesis of a Cutholic church. As they say in

Ireland, in king James s time they built mass-houses

which we make very good bams of.

Page 388. «« Bishops are under a premunire obliged

to confirm and consecrate the person named in the

conge ifelire." This perhaps is complained of. He is

Kitted to do it. We allow the legislature may
it if they please ; as they may turn out Christianity

if they think fit.

Page 389. “ It is the magistrate who empowers them

to do more for other bishops than they can for them-

selves, since they cannot appoint their own successors."

Yes they could if the magistrate would let them. Here

is an endless splutter and a parcel of perplexed distinc-

tions upon no occasion. All that the clergy pretend

to is a right of qualifying men for the ministry, some-

thing like what a university doth with degrees. This

power they claim from God, and that the civil power

lannot do it as pleasing to God without them
;
but

they may choose whether they will suffer it or not. A
religion cannot be crammed down a nation's throat

against their will
j
but when they receive a religion, it

is supposed they receive it as their converters give it

;

and ujn»n that foot they cauuot justly mingle their own
methods that contradict that religion, &c.

Page 390. “ With us the bishops act only minis-

terially and by virtue of the regal commission, by

which the prince firmly enjoins and commands them

to proceed in choosing, confirming, and consecrating,

& c. Suppose we held it unlawful to do so : how can

we heln it ? But does that make it rightful if it be

not so ? Suppose the author lived in a heathen country,

where a law would be made to call Christianity idola-

trous; would that be a topic for him to prove it so

by, Ac? And why do the clergy incur a premunire?

to frighten them ! Because tlie law understandeth

that if they refuse the chosen cannot be a bishop.

But, if the clergy hiul an order to do it otherwise

than they have prescribed, they ought and would incur

a hundred rather.

Page 402. “ I believe the Catholic church," &c.

Here he ridicules the Apostles’ Creed. Another jiort

vor.. II.

of his scheme. By what he says in these pages it is

certain his design is either to run down Christianity or

set up popery
;
the latter it is more charitable to think,

and from his past life, highly probable.

Page 403. “ That which gave the papists so great

advantage was, clergymen's talking so very inconsistent

with themselves," Sec. State the difference here Ite-

tween our separation from Rome and the dissenters

from us, and show the falseness of what be says. I

wish he would tell us what he leaves for a clergyman
to do, if he may not instruct tbe people in religion,

and if they should not receive his instructions.

Page 411. “ The restraint of the press a badge of

popery." Why is that a bodge of popery f why not

restrain the press to those who would confound religion

as in civil matters? But this toucheth himself. He
would starve perhaps, See. Let him get some honester

livelihood theu. It is plain all his arguments against

constraint, Ac., favour the papists as much as dissent-

ers
;

fur both have opinions tnat may affect the peace

of the state.

Page 413. “ Since this discourse," &c. And must
we have another volume on this one subject of inde-

pendency ? or is it to fright us ? I am not of Dr. Hickes's

mind, (Juil viettne. 1 pity the readers and the clergy

that must answer it, tie it ever so insipid. Reflect

on this sarcastic conclusion, Sec.

MR. COLLINS'S DISCOURSE OF
FKEETHINKING;

PUT INTO PLAIN ENGLISH. BY WAY OP ABSTRACT.
FOR THE USE OP THE POOR.

BY A KHIEND OP TIIB AUTHOR.

“ I enme home at seven, and began a little whim which just

came into ray head and will mak>- a. threepenny pamphlet. It

•hall lie finished in a week; nnd if it succeed* you shall know
what it is; otherwise not."—Journal tn Stella. Jan. IS, 171V-I3.

'• I wus to day with my |>f>nter, to irive him a little pamphlet

I have written ; but not politick.*. It will be out by Monday.'*
— Ibid. Jan. SI.

** I hear there is now in the press. * An Ahstract of Mr Col-

Una’t Discourse on Frecthinking * Whether it be written by ;m
enemy or a friend, my author does not aiy ; but in either case,

if the writer strips that adventurous piece of its disguise, and
leave* it naked and exposed in full light, he will amply deserve

a perusal, and cannot fail of being usetul or ettUTlainiag."—
Examiner, Jan *3.
“ My little pitmphht bout; it is nut politicks."

—

Journal

to Siell i, Jan M.
** This discourse b a striking specimen of tlie dean’* well-

kuown talent for irony ; which, as he somewhere says,

" He was bora to introduce.

To fashion brought, and taught it* use."

•• it mn*t be owned, however, tli.it thin specie* of rhetorical

figure b too refined, at least iu the present instance, to lie

adapted to the apprehension and discernment of ibe poor, fur

whom It b prufuitrdiy intended ; but perhaps that profession

was ironical too.

Arthur Collins, esq., puMUh'd in 1713 his memorable ** Dis-

course of Freethinkins, occa* oued by the rise and growth of a

sod called Freethinkers." Thb made a great noise; and wns
attacked among other* by Mr. Hoadly, and by Dr. Bentley

under the name of EhileU-ul/terut J.iptientii; and was at the

same time exposed by the admirable irony of Dr. Swift.—Whilst

all parties exerted their seal against it in England, the author

went abroad ;
and was treated with great civility by all sorts of

people, priest*. Jesuits, Calvinists. Arrainians, Ac. He went
boro Holl.md to Flanders, with a design of visiting Fram-e and

Italy ; but was recalled by tbe sudden death of a near relation.

In 1715. he published ** A philosophical Enquiry concerning

Human Liberty;" and retired that yenr into K.sex, for which

county he was chosen treasurer in 1718. un oflioe in which hb
strict integrity gained him much reputation. In 17*4, he pule-

liahed ** A Dbeuurseof HieGroundsand Keasonsof theCfcristinu

Faith," which produced a number of answer*; a* did his

•• Scheme or Literal Prophecy." which appeared in 17*7. A fur

having been some vein in a declining *taie of health, and
severely afHirted w ith the stone, he died Dee 1.3. 17?V

Mr. UoJUns cal'.ed hb discourse " A letter to * * •. riq " N.
o
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INTRODUCTION.
Our party having failed by all their political argu-

ment* to re-establish their power, the wise louder* liave

determined that the hist and principal remedy should

lie made use of for opening the eyes of this blinded

nation
; and tliat a short but perfect system of their

diviuity should be published, to which we are all of us

ready to subscribe, and which welaydowu os a model,

bearing a close analogy to our schemes in religion.

Crafty, designing men, that they might keep the world

in awe, have, in their several forms of government,

placed a Supreme Power on earth to keep human kind

in fair of being hanged, and a Supreme Power iu hea-

ven fur fear of being damned. In order to cure men s

apprehensions of the former, several of our learned

members have written many profound treatises on an-

archy
;
but a brief complete body of atheology seemed

yet wanting till this irrefragable discourse appeared.

However, it so happens that our ablest brethren, in

their eluborate disquisitions upon this subject, have

written with so much caution that ignorant unbelievers

have editied very little by them. 1 grant tliat those

during spirits who first adventured to write against

the direct rules of the gospel, the current of antiquity,

the religion of the magistrate, and the laws of the land,

had some measures to keep; and particularly where
they railed at religion, were in the right to use little

artful disguises, by which a jury could only find them
guilty of abusing heathenism or popery. But the

mystery is now revealed, that there is no such thing as

mystery or revelation
;
and though our friends are out

of place and power, yet wc may have to much confi-

dence in the present ministry to be secure that those

who fuller so many free speeches against their sove-

reign and themselves to pass unpunished will never

resent our expressing the freest thoughts against their

religion
;
but think with Tiberius, that, if there be a

God, he is able enough to revenge any injuries doue to

himself, without expecting the civil power to interpose.

By these reflections I was brought to think that the

most ingenious author of the Discourse upon Freethink-

ing, in a letter to Somebody, esq., although he has

used less reserve than any of his predecessors, might

yet liave been more free and open. I considered tliat

several well-willci* to infidelity might be discouraged

by a show of logic and a multiplicity of quotations

scattered through his hook, which to understandings of

that size might carry an appearance of something like

book-learning, and consequently fright them from read-

ing for their improvement. I could see no reason why
these great discoveries should be hid from our youth

of quality who frequent White’s and Tom's; why they

should not be adapted to the capacities of the Kitcat

and Hanover clubs, who might then be able to read

lectures on them to their several toasts: and it will be

allowed on all hands that nothing can sooner help to

restore our abdicated cause than a firm universal belief

of the principles laid down hy this sublime author: for

I am sensible that nothing would more contribute to

“ the continuance of the war " and the restoration of the

late ministry than to have tlic doctrines delivered in

this treatise well iufused into the |>eople. 1 liave there-

fore compiled them into the following abstract, wherein

I have adhered to the very words of our author,

only adding some few explanations of my own where

toe terms haupeu to be too learned, and consequently a

little beyond the comprehension of those for whom the

work was principally intended—I mean the nobility

and geutry of our party : after which I hope it will I*

impossible for the malice of a Jacobite, high-flying,

priest-ridden faction to misrepresent us. The few ad-

ditions I have made are for no other use than to help

the transition, which could not otherwise be ke*?t iu an

abstract : but I liave not presumed to advance anything
of my own

; which, besides, would lie needless to an
author who has so fully handled and demonstrated
every particular. I shall only add that, though this

writer, when he speaks of priests, desires chiefly to be un-
derstood to mean die English clergy, yet he includes
all priests whatsoever, except the ancient and modern
heathens, the Turks, Quakers, and Sociuians.

THE LETTER.
Sir, I send you this apology for freethinking without
the least hoiws of doing good, but purely to comply
with your request; for those truths which nobody can
deny will do no good to those who deny them. The
clergy who are so impudent to teach the people the

doctrines of faith, are all either cunning Knaves or

mad fools ; for uone but artificial, designing men, and
crack-brained enthusiasts, presume to be guides to others

in matters of speculation, which all die doctrines of
Christianity are; aud whoever has a mind to learn

the Christian religion naturally, chooses such knaves
aud fools to teach them. Now the Bible, which
contains the precepts of the priests' religiou, is die

most difficult book in the world to be understood : it

requires a thorough knowledge in natural, civil, eccle-

siastical history, law, husbandry, sailing, physic, phar-
macy, mathematics, metaphysics, ethics, and every-

thing else that can be named : and everybody who
believes it ought to understand it, and must do so by
force of bis own freethink iitg without any guide or

instructor.

How can a man think at all if he does not think

freely 9 A man who does not eat and drink freely, does

not eat and drink at all. Why may not 1 be denied
the liberty of freeseeing as well as freethinking 9 Yet
nobody pretends that the first is unlawful, fur a cat

may look on a king; though you be near-sighted, or

have weak or sore eyes, or are blind, you may lie a
freeseer

;
you ought to see for yourself, aud not trust

to a guide to choose the colour of your stockiugs or

save you from falling into a ditch.

In like manner, there ought to be no restraint at all

on thinking freely upon any proposition, however im-
pious or absurd. There is not the least hurt in the

wickedest thoughts, provided th«r he free; nor in tell-

iug those thoughts to everybody, and endeavouring to

convince the world of them
;

for all this is included
iu the doctrine of freethinking, as I shall plainly show
you in what follows ; and therefore you ore all along
to understand the word freethinking in this sense.

If you are apt to be afraid of the devil, think freely

of him and you destroy him and his kingdom. Kre-
thinking has done him more mischief than all the

clergy in the world ever could do : they lielieve in the

devil, they have an interest in him, and therefore are

the great supports of his kingdom. The devil was in

the states-general before they began to be freethinkers

;

for England and Holland were formerly the Christian

territories of the devil. I told you how he left Hol-

land ; and freethinking and the Revolution banished

him from England
;

I defy all the clergy to show me
when they ever had such success against him. M y
meaning is, that to thiuk freely of the devil is to think

there is no devil at all ; and he tliat thinks so, the devil

is in him if he be afraid of the devil.

But within these two or three years tlte devil has

come into England again ; and Dr. Sacheverell has

givcu him commission to appear in the shajie of a cat,

and carry old women about upon broomsticks : and
the devil has now so many “ministers ordained to his

service,” that they have rendered freethinking odious,

and nothing hut the second coming of Christ can re-

store it.
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T)w» prints tell me I am to believe the Bible; but
freethinking tells me otherwise in many ]»articulars.

The Bible says the Jews were a nation favoured by
God

;
but I, who am a freethinker, say that rannot be,

because the Jews lived in a corner of the earth, and
freethinking makes it clear that those who live in

comers cannot be favourites of God. The New Testa-

ment all along asserts the truth of Christianity, but

freethinking denies it; because Christianity was com-
municated but to a few, and whatever is communicated
but t*j a few cannot be true

;
for that is like whisper-

ing, and the proverb says 44 that there is no whispering

without lying.”

Here is a society in London for propagating free-

thinking throughout the world, encouraged and sup-

liorted by the queen and many others. You say, per-

haps, it is for propagating the gospel. Do you think

the missionaries we send will tell the heathens that they

must not think freely ? No, surely ; why then, it is

manifest those missionaries must be freethinkers and
make the heathens so too. But why should not the

king of Siam, whose religiou is heathenism and idolatry,

send over a parcel of his priests to convert us to his

church, os well as we semi missionaries there? Both

projects are exactly of a piece and equally reasonable
;

and if those heathen priests were here, it would be our
duty to hearken to them, and think freely whether they

may not be in the right rather than we. I heartily

wisn u detachment of such divines as Dr. Atterbury,
Dr. Smallridge, Dr. Swift, Dr. Sacheverell, and some
others, were sent every year to the farthest part of the

heathen world, and that we had a cargo of tneir priests

in return who would spread freethinking among us.

Then the war would go on, the late ministry be re-

stored, and faction cease
;
which our priests inflame by

luir&nguing upon texts, and falsely call that 44 preach-

ing the gospel.”

I have another project in my head, which ought to

he put in execution in order to muke us freethinkers.

It is a great hardship and injustice that our priests

must not be disturbed while they arc prating in their

pulpit For example : why should not William Penn
the Quaker, or any Anabaptist, Papist, Mugglefonidn,
Jew, or sweet-singer, have liberty to come into St. Paul's

church in the midst of divine service, and endeavour
to convert first the aldermen, then the preacher and
singing-men? or pray, why might not poor Mr.
Whiston, who denies the divinity of Christ, be al-

lowed to come into the lower house of convocation

and convert the clergy? But, alas! we are overrun

with such false notions, that if Penn or Whiston
should do their duty, they would be reckoned fanatics

and disturbers of the holy synod
;
although they have

as good a title to it as St. Paul had to go into the

synagogues of the Jews
;
and their authority is full as

divine as his.

Christ himself commands us to be freethinkers
;

for

he bids us search the Scriptures and take heed what
and whom we hear : by which he plainly warns us

not to believe our bishops and clergy ; for Jesus Christ,

when he considered that all the Jewish and heathen

priests, whose religion lie came to abolish, were his

enemies, rightly concluded that those appointed by
him to preach his own gospel would probably he so

too
;
and could not be secure that any set of priests of

the faith he delivered would ever be otherwise : there-

fore it is fully demonstrated that the clergy of the

church of England are mortal enemies to Christ, and
ought not to lie believed.

But without the privilege of freethinking, how is it

possible to know which is the right Scripture? Here
are perhaps twenty sorts of scriptures in the several

parts of tlie world, and every set of priests contends
that their scripture is the true ouc. The Indian bra- •

mins have a book of scripture called the Shuster
; the

Persees their Zundivastaw
;
the bonzes in China have

theirs, written by the disciples of Fohe, whom they

call 44 God and Saviour of the world, who was Imrn to

each the way of salvation, and to give satisfaction for

all men's sins which, you tee, is directly the same
with what our priests pretend of Christ. And must we
not think freely to find out which ore iu the ri^ht,

whether the bishops or the bonzes? But the talupotns,

or heathen clergy of Siam, approach yet nearer to the

system of our priests
;
they have a book of scripture

written by Sommonocodara, who, the Siamese say,

was “ bom of a virgin,” and was 44 the God expected

by the universe;” just as our priests tell us that Jesus

Christ was born of the Virgin Mary, and was the

Messiah so long expected. The Turkish priests, or

dervises, have their scripture which they call the Al-

coran. The Jews have the Old Testament for their

scripture, and the Christians have both the Old and
the New. Now, among all these scriptures there can-

not above one be right; and how is it possible to

know which is that without reading them all, and then

thinking freely, every one of us fur ourselves, without
following the advice or instruction of any guide, before

we veuture to choose? The parliament ought to be at

the charge of finding a sufficient number of these

scriptures for every one of her majesty's subjects; for

there are twenty to one against us that we may he in

the wrong : but a great deal of freethinking will at

last set us ull right, and every one will adhere to the

scripture he likes best; by which means, religion,

peace, and wealth will be for ever secured iu her

majesty's realms.

And it is the more necessary that the good people of

England should have liberty to choose some other

scripture, because all Christian priests differ so much
nbout the copies of theirs, and about the various read-

ings of the several manuscripts, which quite destroys

the authority of the Bible : for what authority can a
book pretend to where there are various readings?

And for this reason it is manifest that no man can
know the opinions of Aristotle or Plato, or believe the

facts related by Thucydides or Livy, or be pleased

with the poetry of Homer and Virgil, all which hooks

are utterly useless upon account of their various read-

ings. Some books of Scripture are said to be lost, and
this utterly destroys the credit of those that are left :

some we reject which the Africans and Coptics re-

ceive
;
and why may we not think freely and reject

the rest ? Some think the Scriptures wholly inspired,

some partly, and some not at all. Now this is just the

very case with the bramins, jiersees, bonzes, talapoins,

dervises, rabbis, and all other priests, who build their

religion upon books, as our priests do upon their

Bibles. They all coually differ about the copies,

various readings, and inspirations, of their several

scriptures
;
and God knows which are in the right

:

freethinking alone can determine it.

It would he endless to show in bow many particulars

the priests of the heathen ami Christian churches differ

about the meaning even of those Scriptures which they

universally receive as sacred. But to avoid prolixity

I shall confine myself to the different opinions among
the priests of the church of England

;
and here only

give you a specimen, because even these are too many
to be enumerated.

I have found out a bishop (though indeed his opi-

nions are condemned by all his brethren) who allows

the scriptures to be so difficult, that God has left them
rather as a trial of our industry than a repository of

our faith and furniture of creeds and articles of belief;

with several other admirable schemes of freethinking,

which you may consult at your leisure.

The doctrine of the Trinity is the most fundamental
o 2
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point of the whole Christian religion. Nothing is

more easy to a freethinker : yet what different notions

uf it do the English priests pretend to deduce from
Scripture, explaining it by “specific unities, eternal

inodes of subsistence," and the like unintelligible

jargon! Nay, it is a question whether this doctriue

W fundamental or not; for though Dr. South and
bishop Bull affirm it, yet bishop Taylor and Dr.
Wallis deny it. And that excellent freethiuking pre-

late bishop Taylor observes that Athanasius's example
was followed with too much greediness; by which
means it has hapjiened that the greater number of our
priests are in that sentiment, and think it necessary to

believe the Trinity and incarnatiou of Christ.

Our priests likewise dispute several circumstances

about the resurrection of the dead, the nature of our

bodies after the resurrection, and in what manner they

shall fie united to our souls. They also attack one
another “ very weakly, with great vigour," al»out pre-

destination. And it is certainly true (for bishop

Taylor and Mr. Whiston the socinian say so) that all

churches in prosperity alter their doctrines every age,

and ore neither satisfied with themselves nor their own
confessions; neither does any clergyman of sense be-

lieve the thirty-nine articles.

Our priests differ about the eternity of hell torments.

The famous Dr. Henry More, and the most pious and
rational of all priests, Dr. Tillotson (both freethinkers),

believe them to l»e not eternal. They differ about
keeping the sabbath, the divine right of episcopacy,

and the doctrine of original sin ; which is the founda-
tion of the whole Christian religion

;
for, if men are

not liable to be damned fur Adam's sin, the Christian

religion is an imposture: yet this is now disputed
among them

;
so is lay baptism ; so was formerly the

lawfulness of usury; but now the priests are commou
stock-jobbers, attorneys, and scriveners. In short, there

is no end of disputing among priests : and therefore 1

conclude tliat there ought to be no such thing in the

world as priests, teachers, or guides, for instructing

ignorant people in religion, but that every man ought
to think freely for himself.

I will tell yon my meaning in all this. The priests

dispute every point in the Christian religion as well as

almost every text in the Bible
;
and the force of my

argument lies here, that, whatever point is disputed by
one or two divines, however condemned by the church,
not only that particular point, but the whole article to

which it relates, may lawfully be received or rejected

by any freethinker. For instance, suppose More and
Tillotson deny the eternity of bell torments, a free-

thinker may deny all future punishments whatsoever.

The priests dispute about explaining the Trinity
;

therefore a freethinker may reject one or two, or the

whole three persons : at least he may reject Christi-

anity. because the Trinity is the most fundamental
doctrine of that religion. So 1 affirm original sin, and
that men are now liable to be damned for Adam’s sin,

to be the foundation of the whole Christian religion
;

hut this point was formerly, and is now, disputed;

therefore a freethinker may deny the whole. And I

cannot help giving you one further direction, how I

insinuate all along that the wisest freethiuking priests,

whom you may distinguish by the epithets I bestow

on them, were those who differed most from the gene-

rality of their brethren.

But, besides, the conduct of our priests in many
other points makes freethinking unavoidable

;
for some

of them own that the doctrines of the church ore con-

tradictory to one auotber, as well as to reason
; which

1 thus prove : Dr. Sacheverell says, in his speech at

his trial, “ That by abandoning passive obedience we
must render ourselves the most inconsistent church in

the world ergo
}
there must have been a gnat many

inconsistencies and contradictory doctrines in the church
before. Dr. South descrilxs the Incarnation of Christ
as an astonishing mystery, impossible to be conceived
by man's reason

;
ergo

,
it is contradictory to itself and

to reason, and ought to be exploded by all freethinkers.

Another instance of the priests' conduct which mul-
tiplies freethinkers is their acknowledgment of abuses,

defects, and false doctriues in the church; particularly

that of eating black-pudding, which is so plainly
forbid in the Old and New Testament, that I wonder
those who jiretend to believe a syllable in either will

presume to taste it. Why should I mention the want
of discipline and of a sideboard at the altar, with
complaints of other great abuses and defects made by
some of the priests, which no man can think on without
freethiuking, and consequently rejecting Christianity ?

When I see an honest freethinking bishop endeavour
to destroy the power and privileges of the church, and
Dr. Atterbury angry with him for it, and calling it
*4 dirty work," what can I conclude, by virtue of being
a freethinker, hut that Christianity is all a cheat f

Mr. W’histu.i has published several tracts wherein
he absolutely denies the divinity of Christ. A bishop
tells him, “ Sir, in any matter where you have the

church's judgment against you, you should be care-

ful not to break the peace of die church by writing

against it, though you are sure you are hi the right."

Now my opinion is directly coutrary
;

and I affirm

that, if ten thousand freethinkers thought differently

from the received doctrine and from each other, they
would be all in duty bound to publish their thoughts,

provided they were all sure of being in the right,

though it broke the peace of the church and state ten

thousand times.

And here I must fake leave to tell you, although
you cannot but have perceived it from what I have
already said, and shall be still more amply convinced
by what is to follow, that freethinking signifies nothing
without freespeaking and freewriting. It is the indis-

pensable duty of a freethinker to endeavour forcing all

the world to think as he does, and by that means make
them freethinkers too. You are also to understand

that 1 allow no man to be a freethinker any further

than as he differs from the received doctrines of religion.

Where a man falls in, though by perfect chance, with

what is generally believed, he is in that point a con-

fined and limited thinker; and you shall see by nnd
by that I celebrate those for the noblest freethinkers in

every age who differed from the religion of their coun-
tries in the most fundamental points, and especially in

those which bear any analogy to the chief fundamen-
tals of religion among us.

Another trick of the priests is, to charge all men
with atheism who have more wit than themselves;

which, therefore, I expect will be my case for writing

this discourse. This is what makes them so implacable

against Mr. Gildon, Dr. Tindal, Mr. Toland, ant*

myself
;
and when they call us wits atheists, it provokes

us to be freethinkers.

Again : the priests cannot agree when their Scripture

was written. They differ about the number of canoniv

cal books, and the various readings. Now, those few

among us who understand Latin are careful to tell

this to our disciples, who presently fall a-freethinking,

that the Bible is a book not to be depended upon in

anything at all.

There is another thing that mightily spreads free-

thinking, which I believe you would hardly guess.

The priests have got a way of late of writing books

Xinst freethinking ; I mean treatises in dialogue,

re they introduce atheists, deists, sceptics, and So-

cinians, offering tbeir several argument*. Now thes«

freethinkers are too hard for the }«ricsts themselves in

their own hooks. And how can it be otherwise? For,
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if Ihe arguments usually offered by atheists are fairly

represented in these books, they must needs convert

everybody that reads them
;
because atheists, deists,

sceptics, and Socinians, have certainly better arguments

to maintain their opinions than any the priests can

produce to maintain the contrary.

Mr. Creech, a priest, translated Lucretius into

English, which is a complete system of atheism; and

several young students, who were afterwards priests,

wrote verses in praise of this translation. The argu-

ments against Providence in that book are so strong

that they have added mightily to the number of free-

thinkers.

Why should I mention the pious cheats of the

priests, who in the New Testament translate the word
eecleMia

,
sometimes the church , and sometimes the con-

gregation ; and epitcopue sometimes a bithop, and some-
times an overaecr t A priest, translating a book, left

out a whole passage that reflected on the king, by
which he was an enemy to political freethinkiug, a

most considerable branch of our system. Another

priest, translating a book of travels, left out a lying

miracle, out of mere malice, to conceal an argumeut
for freethinking. In short, these frauds are very com-
mon in all books which ore published by priests. But,

however, I love to excuse them whenever I can : and
as to this accusation, they may plead the authority

of the ancient fathers of the church for forgery, cor-

ruption, and mangling authors, with more reason than

for any of their articles of faith. St. Jerom, St.

Hilary, Eusebius Vercelleusis, Victorious, and several

others, were all guilty of arrant forgery and corruption :

for when they translated the works of several free-

thinkers, whom they called heretics, they omitted all

their heresies or freethi likings, and had the impudence
to own it to the world.

From these many notorious instances of the priests'

conduct, I conclude they are not to be relied on in any
one thing relating to religion, but that every man must
think freely for himself.

But to this it may be objected that the bulk of man-
kind U as well qualified for flying os thinking; and if

every man thought it his duty to think freely, and
trouble his neighbour with his thoughts (which is an
essential part of freethinking), it would make wild
work in the world. I answer

;
whoever cannot think

freely may let it alone if he pleases by virtue of his

right to think freely
;
that is to say, if such a man

freely thinks that he cannot think freely, of which
everv man is a sufficient judge, why theu he need not

think freely unless he thinks fit.

Besides, if the bulk of mankind cannot think fVeely

in mailers of speculation, as the being of a God, the

immortality of toe soul, &c., why then freethinking is

indeed no duty : but then the priests must allow that

men are not concerned to believe wliether there is a
God or not. But still those who are disposed to think

freely may think freely if they please.

It is again objected that freethinking will produce
endless divisions in opinion, and by consequence dis-

order society. To which 1 answer,

—

When every single man comes to have a different

opinion every day from the whole world and from
himself, by virtue of freethinking, and thinks it his

doty to convert every man to his own freethinking, as

all we freethinkers do, bow can that possibly create so

great a diversity of opinions as to have a set of priests

agree among themselves to teach the same opinions in

their several parishes to all who will come to hear
tliem 1 Besides, if all people were of the same opinion,

the remedy would be worse than the disease; I will

tell you the reason some othfT time.

Besides, difference in opinion, especially in malter*

of great moment, breeds no confusion at «J1. Witness

Papist and Protestant, Roundhead and Cavalier, and
Whig and Tory now among us. I olmerve, the

Turkish empire is more at peace within itself Ilian

Christian princes are with one nnother. Those noble
Turkish virtues of charity and toleration are what con-
tribute chiefly to the flourishing state of tluit happy
monarchy. There Christians and Jews are tolerated,

and live at ease, if they can hold their tongues and
think freely, provided they never set foot within the

mosques nor write against Mahomet. A few plunder-

ings now and then by the janissaries are all they have

to fear.

It is objected that by freetliinking men will think

themselves into atheism ; and indeed I have allowed
all along that atheistical books convert men to free-

thinking. But suppose that to he true, I can bring you
two divines who affirm superstition and enthusiasm to

lie worse than atheism, and more mischievous to society :

and in short, it is necessary that the bulk of the people
should be atheists or superstitious.

It is objected that priests ought to be relied on by
the people as lawyers and physicians, because it is

their faculty. I answer, it is true, a man who is no
lawyer is not suffered to plead for himself. But every

man may lie his own quack if he pleases, and he only

ventures his life ; but in the other case, the priest tells

him he must be damned : therefore do not trust the

priest, but think freely for yourself
;
and if you happen

to think there is no hell, there certainly is none, and
consequently you cannot be damned. I answer fur-

ther, that wherever there is no lawyer, physician, or

priest, that country is paradise. Besides, all priests

(except the orthodox, and those are not ours, nor any
that 1 know) are hired by the public to lead men into

mischief : but lawyers and physician* are not
;
you

hire them yourself.

It is objected (by priests, no doubt, but I have forgot

their names) that false s|x*culations are necessary to l*e

imposed upon men in order to assist the magistrate in

keeping the peace
;
and that men ought therefore to be

deceived, like children, for their own good. I answer,

that zeal for imposing speculations, whether true or

false (under which name of speculations I include all

opinions of religion, as the belief of a God, providence,

immortality of the soul, future rewards and punish-

ments, &c.), has done more hurt than it is possible for

religion to do good. It puts ns to the charge of main-
taining ten thousand priests in England, which is a
burden upon society never felt on any other occasion

x

and a greater evil to the public than if these eccle-

siastics were only employed in the most innocent offices

of life, which I take to be eating and drinking. Now,
if you offer to impose anything on mankind beside

what relates to moral duties, as to pay your debts, not

pick pockets, nor commit murder, and the like; that

is to say, if, beside this, you oblige (hem to believe in

God and Jesus Christ, what you add to their faith will

take just so much off from their morality. By this

argument it is manifest that a perfect moral man must
be a perfect atheist; every inch of religion he gets

loses him on inch of morality
; for there is a certain

quantum belongs to every man, of which there is

nothing to spare. This is clear from the common
practice of all our ]iriests : they never once preach to

you to love your neighbour, to be just in your deal-
ings, or to be sober and temperate. The streets of
Loudon are full of common whores, publicly tolerated

in their wickedness; yet the priests make no com-
plaints against this enormity either from the pulpit or
the press : I con affirm that neither you nor I, sir, have
ever heard one sermon against whoring since we were
boys. No, the priests allow all these vices, anil love

iis the better for them, provided we will promise not

"to harangue upon a text," nor to sprinkle a little
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water in a child's face, which they call baptizing, and
would engross it all to themselves.

Besides, the priests engage all the rogues, villains,

and fools in their party, in order to make it as large as

they can ; by this means they seduced Constantine the

Great over to their religion, who was the first Christian

emperor, and so honible a villain that the heathen
priests told him they could not expiate his crimes in

their church
;
so be was at a loss to know what to do, till

snKgyptian bishop assured him that there was no villony

so great hut was to he expiated by the sacraments of the
Christian religion

;
upon which heliecame a Christian,

and to him that religion owes its first settlement.

It is objected that freethinkers themselves are the

most infamous, wicked, and senseless of all mankind.
1 answer, first, we say the same of priests and other

believers. But the truth is, men of ull sects are equally
good and bad; for no religion whatsoever contributes

in the least to mend men’s lives.

I answer, secondly, that freethinkers use theii un-
derstanding

;
but those who have religion do not

:

therefore the first have more understanding than the

others; witness Toland, Titidal, Gildon, Clendou,
Coward, and myself. For, use legs, and have legs.

I answer, thirdly, that freethinkers are the most
virtuous persons in the world

; for all freethinkers

must certainly differ from the priests, and from nine

hundred ninety-nine of a thousand of those among
whom they live; and are therefore virtuous of course

because everybody hates them.
I answer, fourthly, that the most virtuous people in

all ages have been freethinkers
;
of which 1 shall pro-

duce several instances.

Socrates was a freethinker
;

for he disbelieved the

gods of his country and the common creeds about them,
and declared his dislike when he heard men attribute
“ repentance, anger, and other passions to the gods, and
talk of wars and battles in heaven, and of the gods
getting women with child," and such like fabulous and
blasphemous stories. I pick out these particulars, be-

cause they are the very same with wliat the priests

nave in their Bibles, where repentance and anger are

attributed to God ;
where it is said, there was “ war in

heaven;" and that u the Virgin Mary was with child

by the Holy Ghost," whom the priests call God ; all

fabulous and blasphemous stories. Now, I affirm

Socrates to have been a true Christian. You will ask,

perliaps, how that can be, since he lived three or four

hundred years before Christ? I answer, with Justin

Martyr, that Christ is nothing else but reason
;
and I

hope you do not think Socrates lived before reason.

Now, this true Christian Socrates never made notions,

speculations, or mysteries any part of his religion ; but

demonstrated all men to be fools who troubled them-

selves with inquiries into heavenly thing*. Lastly, it

is plain that Socrates was a freethinker, because he was

calumniated for an atheist, as freethinkers generally

are, only because he was on enemy to all speculations

nnd inquiries into heavenly things. For I argue thus,

that if I never trouble myself to think whether there

be a God or not, and forbid others to do it, I am a

freethinker, but not an atheist.

Plato was a freethinker; and his notions are so like

some in the gospel, that a heathen charged Christ with

borrowing his doctrine from Plato. But Origen defends

Christ very well against this charge by saying he did

not understand Greek, and therefore could not borrow

his doctrines from Plato. However, their two religions

agreed so well that it was common for Christians to

turn Platouists, and Platonists Christians. When the

Christians found out this, one of their zealous prints

(worse than any atheist) forged several things ua ler

Pluto's name, but conformable to Christianity, iy

which the heathens were fraudulently converted

Epicurus was the greatest of all freethinkers, and
consequently the most virtuous man in the world.
His opinions in religion were the most complete system
of atheism that ever appeared. Christians ought to

have the greatest veneration for him because he taught
a higher point of virtue than Christ

; I mean the virtue

of friendship, which, in the sense we usually under-
stand it, is not so much os named in the New Testa-
ment.

Plutarch was a freethinker, notwithstanding his being
a priest; but indeed he was a heathen priest. His
freethinkiug appears by showing the inuoceuce of
atheism (which at worst is only false reasoning) and the
mischiefs of superstition

; and he explains wliat su-
perstition is by calling it a conceit of immortal ills

after death, the opinion of hell torments, dreadful
aspects, doleful groans, and the like. He is likewise

very satirical upon the public forms of devotion in his

own country, a qualification absolutely necessary to a
freethinker

;
yet those forms which he ridicules are the

very same that now pass for true worship in almost all

countries. I am sure some of them do so in ours

;

such as abject looks, distortions, wry faces, beggarly
tones, humiliation, and contrition.

Varro, the most learned among the Romans, was a
freethinker; for he said the heathen divinity contained
many fables below the dignity of immortal beings;

such, for instance, as Gods begotten and proceeding
from other Gods. These two words I desire you will

particularly remark, because they are the very terms
made us of by our priests in their doctrine of the

Trinity. He says likewise that there are many tiling*

false in religion, and so say all freethinkers; but then
he adds, “ which the vulgar ought not to know, but it

is expedient they should believe." In this last he in-

deed discovers the whole secret of a statesman and
politician, by denying the vulgar the privilege of free-

thinking; and here I differ from him. However, it is

manifest from hence that the Trinity was an invention
of statesmen and politicians.

The grave and wise Cato, the censor, will for ever
live in that noble freethinkiug saying—“ I wonder,"
said be, “ how one of our priests can forbear laughing
when he sees another!" For contempt of priests is

another grand characteristic of a freethinker. This
shows that Cato understood the whole mystery of the
Roman “religion as by law established." 1 beg you,
sir, not to overlook these last words, “ religion as by
law established." I translate httruspex into the ge-
neral word priest. Thus I apply the sentence to the
priests in England

; and when Dr. Smallridge sees

Dr. Atterbury, I wonder how either of them can for-

bear laughing at the cheat they put upon the ]m>ple
by making them believe their “religion as by law
established."

Cicero, that consummate philosopher and noble
patriot, though he was a priest, and consequently more
likely to be a knave, gave the greatest proofs of his free-

thiukiug. First, he professed the sceptic philosophy,

which doubts of everything : then he wrote two trea-

tises
;

in the first be shows the weakness of the stoics*

arguments for the being of the gods
; in the latter, lie

lias destroyed the whole revealed religion of the Greeks
and Romans; for why should not theirs lie a revealed
religion os well as that of Christ? Cicero likewise tells

us, as his own opinion, that they who study philosophy
do not believe there are any gods : he denies the im-
mortality of the soul, and says there can be nothing
after death.

And because the priests have the impudence to quote
Cicero in their pulpits and pamphlets against freethiuk-

ing, I am resolved to disarm them of his authority.
You must know his philosophical works are generally
in dialogues, where people are brought in disputing
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against one another. Now tlie priests, when they see

an argument to prove a god, offered perhaps by a stoic,

are such knaves or blockheuds to quote it as if it were

Cicero's own
;

whereas Cicero was so noble a free-

thinker that he believed nothing at all of the matter,

nor ever shows the least inclination to favour super-

stition, or the belief of God and the immortality of

the soul, unless what he throws out sometimes to save

himself from danger, in his speeches to the Roman
mob, whose religion was however much more iunocent

and less alisurd than that of Popery at least : and 1

could say more—bat you understand me.
Seneca was a great freethinker, and had a noble no-

tion of the worship of the go<U, for which our priests

would call any man an atheist : he laughs at morning
devotions, or worshipping upon Sabbnth-days

; he
says, Ciod has no need of ministers and servants, be-

cause lie himself sen es mankind. This religious man,
like his religious brethren the stoics, denies the im-

mortality of the soitl
;
and says all that is feigned to

l>e so terrible in hell is but a fable : death pits on end
to all our misery, Ac. Yet the piests were anciently

so fond of Seneca, that they forget! a correspondence

of letters between him and St. Paul.

Solomon himself, whose writings are called “ the

word of God,” was such a freethinker, that if he were

now alive, nothing hut his building of churches could

have kept our priests from calling him an atheist. He
uffirms the eternity of the world almost in the same
manner with Manilius, the heathen philosophical poet,

which opinion entirely overthrows the history of the

creation by Moses and all the New Testament : be

denies the immortality of the soul, assures us “ that

men die like beasts,” and “ that both go to one place.”

The prophets of the Old Testament were generally

freethinkers. You must understand that their way of

leartiiug to prophesy was by music and drinking. These

I

irophets wrote against the established religion of the

ews, (which those people looked upon as the institu-

tion of God himself,) as if they believed it was all a

cheat : that is to say, with as great liberty against the

priests and prophets of Israel, as Dr. Timlal did lately

against the priests and prophets of our Israel, who has

clearly shown them and their religion to he cheats.

To wove this, you may read several passages in Isaiah,

Ezekiel, Amos, Jeremiah, Ac., wherein you will find

such instances of freethinking, that if any Englishman
had talked so in our days, their opinious would have

been registered in Dr. Sacbeverell s trial, and in the

representation of the lower house of convocation, and
produced as so many pruofs of the profaneness, blas-

phemy, and atheism of the nation
;
there beiug nothing

more profane, blasphemous, or atheistical in those

representations than what these prophets have spoken,

whose writings are yet culled by our priests “ the word
of God.** Aud therefore these prophets are os much
atheists os myself, or as any of my freetliiuking brethren

whom I lately named to you.

Josephus was a great freethinker. I wish he had
chosen a better subject to write on than those ignorant,

barbarous, ridiculous scoundrels, the Jews, whom God
(if we may believe the priests) thought fit to choose

for his own people. I will give you some instances of
his freethinking. He says Cain travelled through

several countries aud kept company with rakes and
profligate fellows

;
he corrupted the simplicities of

former times, Ac., which plainly supposes men before

Adam, and consequently that the priests' history of the

creation by Moses is an imposture. He says the Is-

raelites’ [tossing through the Red Sea was no more
than Alexander s passing at the Pamphilian sea : that

as for the appearance of God at Mount Sinai, the

reader may believe it as he pleases, that Moses jier-

suaded the Jews he had God for his guide, just as the

Greeks pretended they had their laws from \)ki11o.

These ore noble strains of freetliinking, which the priests

know not how to solve but by thinking as freely
; for one

of them says that Josephus wrote this to make his

work acceptable to the heathens by striking out every
thing that was incredible.

Origeu, who was the first Christian that had any
learning, has left a noble testimony of his freethinking

;

for a general council has determined him to he damned,
which plainly shows he was a freethinker and was
no saint; for people were only sainted because of their

want of learning and excess of zeal
;
so that all the

fathers who are called saints by the priests were worse
than atheists.

Minutius Felix seems to he a true modem latitudi-

nariun freethinking Christian; for lie is against altars,

churches, public preaching, and public assemblies

;

and likewise against priests; for he says there were
several great flourishing empires before there were any
orders of priests in the world.

Syuesius, who had too much learning and too little

zeal for a saint, was for some time a great freethinker

;

he could not believe the resurrection till he was made
a bishop, and then pretended to be convinced by a
lying miracle.

To come to our own country : my lord Bacon was
a great freethinker, when he tells us u that whatever

lias the least relation to religion is particularly liable

to suspicion f by which he seems to suspect all the

facts whereon most of the superstitions (that is to say,

what the priests call the religions) of the world ore

grounded. He also prefers atheism before supeistition.

Mr. Hobbes was a person of great learning, virtue,

and freethinking, except in his high-church politics.

But archbishop Tiilotson is the person whom nil

English freethinkers own as their head
;
ami his virtue

is indisputable for this manifest reason, that l)r.

Hickes, a priest, calls him an atheist ; says he caused

several to turn atheists, and to ridicule the priesthood

and religion. These must be allowed to lie noble

effects of freethinking. This great prelate assures us

that all the duties of the Christian religion witli respect

to God are uo other but what natural light prompts

men to, except the two sacraments, and praying to God
in the name and mediation of Christ. As a priest and

prelute, he was obliged to say something of Christi-

anity; but pray observe, sir, how he brings himself off".

He justly affirms that even these things are of less

moment than natural duties; and, because tnolheis

nursing their children is a natural duty, it is of more
moment than the two sacraments, or tlian praying to

God in the name and by the mediation of Christ.

This freethinking archbishop could not allow a miracle

sufficient to give credit to a prophet who taught any-

thing contrary, to our natural notions; by which it is

plaiu he rejected at once nil the mysteries of Christianity.

I could name oiie-and-twenty more great meti, who
were all freethinkers, hut that I fear to be tedious

;
for

it is certain that all men of sense dqiart from the opi-

nions commonly received, and are consequently more
or less men of sense according as they depart more or

less from the opinions commonly received
;
neither can

you name an enemy to freetliiuking, however he lie

dignified or distinguished, whether archbishop, bishop,

priest, or deacon, who has not been either “ a crack-

brained enthusiast, a diabolical villain, or a most pro-

found ignorant brute.”

Thus, sir, I have endeavoured to execute your com-
mands, and you may print this letter if you please

;

but I would have you conceal my name. For my
opinion of virtue is, that we ought not to venture doing

ourselves harm by eudeavouring to do good.

1 am yours, Ac.
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CONCLUSION.
I iia vk here given flic public a brief but faithful ab-
stract «*f this mint excellent essay ; wherein I have all

along religiously adhered to our author's notions, and
generally to his words, without any other addition than
that of explaining a few necessary consequences for the

sake of ignorant readers; for to those who have the

least degree of learning 1 own they will be wholly use-

less. I hope I have not in any single instance misre-

t

tresented the thoughts of this admirable writer. If I

lave Impelled to mistake through inadvertency, I

entreat he will condescend to inform me and point out

the place; upon which I will immediately beg pardon
both of him and the world. The design of his piece

is to recommend freethiuking
; and otic chief motive

is the example of many excellent men who were of

that sect. He produces, as the principal points of their

freethiuking, that they denied the being of a God,
the torments of hell, the immortality of the soul, the

Trinity, incarnation, the history of the creation by
Moses, with many other such “ fabulous and blasphe-

mous stories," as he judiciously calls them ; and lie

asserts that whoever denies the most of these is the

completest freethinker, and consequently the wisest and
most virtuous man.
The author, sensible of the prejudices of the age,

does not directly affirm himself an atheist
; he goes no

further than to pronounce that atheism is the most per-

fect degree of freethiuking, and leaves the reader to

form the conclusion. However, he seems to allow that

a man may be a tolerable freethinker, though he does

belter* a God, provided he utterly rejects “ provi-

dence, revelation, the Old and New Testament, future

rewards aud punishments, the immortality of the soul,**

and other the like impossible absurdities. Which
mark of superabundant caution, sacrificing truth to the

superstition of priests, may perhaps be forgiven, but
ought not to be imitated by any who would arrive

(even in this author's judgment) at the true perfection

if freethiuking.

SOME THOUGHTS ON FREE-
THINKING,

WHITTEN IN ENGLAND, BUT LEFT UNFINISHED.

Discoursing one day with a prelate of the kingdom of
Ireland, who is a person of excellent wit and learning,

he offered a notion applicable to the subject we were
then upon, which I took to be altogether new and
right. He said that the difference betwixt a madman
and one in his wits in what related to speech, con-
sisted in this; that the former spoke out whatever
came into his mind, and just iu the confused manner
as his imagination presented the ideas : the latter only
expressed such thoughts as his judgment directed him
to choose, leaving the rest to die away in his memory

;

aud that if the wisest man would at any time utter his

thoughts iu the crude indigested manner as they come
into his head, he would be looked upon as raving mad.
Aud. indeed when we consider our thoughts, as they

are the seeds of words and actions, we cannot hut agree
that they ought to be kept under the strictest regula-

tion
;
and that iu the great multiplicity of ideas which

one's mind is apt to form, there is nothing more difficult

than to select those which are most proper for the con-

duct of life. So that 1 cannot imagine what is meant
by the mighty real iu wine people for asserting the

freedom of thinking; because if such thinkers Keep

their thoughts within their own breasts, they can be of

no consequence further than to themselves. If they

pob'ish them to the world, they ought to be answerable
for the effects their thoughts produce upon others.

There arc thousands iu this kingdom who iu their

i thoughts prefer a republic or absolute power of a prince

oefurt; a limited monarchy; yet if any of these should
puhlisn their opinions, and go about by writing or

discourse to persuade t!>e people to innovations iu

government, they would he liable to ihe severest pu-

nishments the law can inflict
;
and therefore they are

usually so wise as to keep their sentiments to them-
selves. But with resjwct to religion, the matter is quite

otherwise
;
and the public, at least here in England,

seems to be of opinion with Ttberiu

$

that Dcorum in-

jurur diit curtt. They leave it to God Almighty to

vindicate the injuries done to himself, who is no doubt
sufficiently able, by perpetual miracles, to revenge tbe

affronts of impious men. And it should seem that is

what princes expect from him, though I cannot readily

conceive the grounds they go upon
;

nor why, since

they are God s vicegerents, they do not think them-
selves at least equally obliged to preserve their master's

honour as their own
;
since this is what they expect

from those they depute, and since they never fail to

represent the disobedience of their subjects as offences

against God. Jt is tme, the visible reason of this

neglect is obvious enough : the consequences of athe-

istical opinions published to the world are not so im-
mediate, or so sensible as doctrines of rebellion aud
sedition spread in a proper season. However, I cannot
but think the same consequences are us natural and
probable from the former, though more remote: and
whether these have not been iu view among our great

planters of infidelity in Euglaud, 1 shall hereafter

examine.

A LETTER
TO A YOUNG CLERGYMAN,

LATELY ENTERED INTO HOLY ORDERS.

SlR Dublin, Jan 9 , 1719-20.

Ai though it was against my knowledge or advice that

you entered into holy orders, under the present d is; itno-

tions of mankind toward the church, yet since it is uow
supposed too late to recede (at least according to tbe

general practice and opitiiou), I cannot forbear offering

my thoughts to you upon this new condition of life

you are engaged in.

I could heartily wish that the circumstances of
your fortune had enabled you to have continued some
years longer in the university, at least till you were
ten years, standing

;
to have laid in a competent stock

of human learning, and some knowledge in divinity,

before you attempted to appear in the world ; for 1 can-
not hut lament the common course which at least

nine in ten of those who enter into the ministry are

obliged to run. Wheu they have taken a degree, and
are consequently grown a burden to their friends, who
now think themselves fully discharged, they get into

orders os soon as they can, (upon which I shall make
no remarks,) first solicit a readership, and if they be very

fortunate, arrive in time to a curacy here iu town, or

else are sent to he assistants iu the country, where they
probably continue several years, (many of them their

whole lives,) with 30/. or 40/. a-yearfur their support

;

till some bishop, who happens to be not overstocked

with relations, or attached to favourites, or is content
to supply his diocese without colonics from England,
bestows upon them some inconsiderable benefice, when
it is odds they are already encumbered with a nu-
merous family. I should be glad to know, what in-

tervals of life such persons can possibly set apart for the
improvement of their minds

;
or which way they

could be furnished with books, tbe library they brought
with them from their college Iteing usually not the
m-Nit numerous, or judiciously chosen. If such gentle-

men arrive to be great scholars, it must, 1 think, ba
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either by means supernatural, or by a method al-

together out of any road yet known to the learned. Rut
1 conceive the fart directly otherwise, and that many
of them lose the greatest jjart of the smull pittance they
receive at the university.

I take it for granted that you intend to pursue the
lieaten tract, and arc already desirous to he seen in a
pulpit: only I hope you will think it proper to pass
your quarantine among some of the desolate churches
live miles round this town, where you may at least

learn to read and to speak before you venture to ex-
|H»e your parts in a city congregation : not that these
are better judges, but because, if a man must needs
expose his folly, it is more safe and discreet to do so
before few witnesses, an I in a scattered neighbourhood.
And you will do well if you can prevail upon some
intimate and judicious friend to be your constant
hearer, and allow him with the utmost freedom to give
you notice of whatever lie shall find amiss, either in
your voice or gesture

; for want of which early warn-
ing, many clergymen continue defective, and some-
times ridiculous, to the end of their lives. Neither is

it rare to observe among excellent and learned divines,
a certain ungracious manner, or an unhappy tone of
voice, which they never have been ahle to shake off.

I should likewise have been glad, if you had applied
yourself a little more to the study of the Englisn lan-
guage than I fear you have done

; the neglect whereof
is one of the most general defects among the scholars
of this kingdom, who seem not to have the least con-
ception of a style, hut run on in a flat kind of
phraseology, often mingled with barbarous terms and
expressions, peculiar to the nation

;
neither do I per-

ceive that any person either finds or acknowledges his

wants upon this head, or in the least desires to have
them supplied. Proper words in proper places make
the true definition of a style. But this would require
too ample a disquisition to lie now dwelt on : however,
I shall venture to name one or two faults, which are
easy to be remedied with a very small portion of
abilities.

The first is the frequent use of obscure terms, which
by the women are called hard words, and. by the
better sort of vulgar, fine language; than which I do
not know a more universal, inexcusable, and unneces-
sary mistake, among the clergy of all distinctions, but
especially the younger practitioners. 1 have been
curious enough to take a list of several hundred words
in a sermon of a new beginner, which not one of his

hearers among a hundred could possibly understand
;

neither can I easily call to mind any clergyman of
my own acquaintance who is wholly exempt from this
error, although many of them agree with me in the

|

dislike of the thing. But I am apt to put myself in

the place of the vulgar, and think many words diffi-

cult or obscure, which the preacher will not allow to

be so because those words are obvious to scholars. I

believe the method olwerved by the famous lord
Falkland,* in some of his writings, would not be an
ill one for young divines : 1 was assured by on old

j

person of quality, who knew him well, that when he
doubted whether a word was perfectly intelligible or
not, he used to consult one of his lady's chamliermaids
(not the waiting-woman, because it was possible she
might be conversant in romances), and by her judg-
ment was guided whether to receive or reject it. And

|

’f that great person thought such a caution necessary
»m ‘realises offered to the learned world, it will be sure

at least as proper in sermons, where the meanest hearer
i« supposed to lie concerned, and where very often a
laily s chambermaid may be ullowcd to equal half the

* I.’iciu* Cary, vuconnt Falkland, who fell in tlie great civil

war, now hotter known l>y the cluuvlcr drawn by lord Cla-
te'tiuo. ilian 1») his own compoaitions.

congregation, both as to quality and understanding.

But I know not how it comes to puss, that professors

in most arts ami sciences are generally the wont
qualified to explaiu their meanings to those who are

not of their tribe : a common farmer shall make you
understand in three words that his foot is out of joint,

or his collar-bone broken ; wherein a surgeon, after a
hundred terms of art, if you are not a scholar, shall

leave you to seek. It is frequently the same case in

law, physic, and even many of the meaner arts.

And upon this account it is, that among hard words

I number likewise those which are peculiar to divinity,

as it is a science, liecause I have observed several

clergymen, otherwise little fond of obscure terms, yet

in their sermons very liberal of those which they find

in ecclesiastical writers, as if it were our duty to under-

stand them—which I am sure it is not. And I defy

the greatest divine to produce any law, either of God
or man, which obliges me to comprehend the meaning
of omniscience, omnipresence

,
ubiquity, attribute, beatific

vision, with a thousand others so frequent iu pulpits,

any more than that of eccentric, idiosyncracy, entity,

and the like. 1 believe I may venture to insist further,

that many terms used iu holy writ, particularly by
St. Paul, might with more discretion be changed into

plainer speech except when they are introduced as

part of a quotation.

1 am the more earnest in this matter, because it is

a general complaint, and the justest in the world. For
a divine has nothing to say to the wisest congregation

of any parish in this kingdom, which he may not ex-

press in a manner to lie understood by the meanest
among them. And this assertion must lie true, or

else God requires from us more than we are able to

perform. However, not to contend whether a logician

might possibly put a case that would serve for an
exception, I will appeal to any man of letters, whether
at least nineteen in twenty of those {icrplexing words
might not be changed into easy ones, such as naturally

first occur to ordinary men, and probably did so at

first to those very gentlemen, who are so fond of the

former.

We ore often reproved by divines, from the pulpits,

on account of our ignorance in things sacred, and
perhaps with justice enough

;
however, it is uot very

reasonable for them to expect that common men
should understand expressions which are never made
use of in common life. No gentleman thinks it safe

or prudent to send a servant with a message, without

repeating it more than once, and endeavouring to put

it into terms brought down to the capacity of the

bearer
;

yet, after all this care, it is frec^ueut for servants

to mistake, and sometimes occasion misunderstandings

among friends. Although the common domestics in

some gentlemen’s families have more opportunities of

improving their minds than the ordinary sort of

tradesmen.

It is usual for clergymen, who are taxed with this

learned defect, to quote Dr. Tillotson, and other

famous divines, in their defence, without considering

the difference lietween elaborate discourses upon im-
portant occasions, delivered to princes or parliaments,

written with a view of being made public, and a plain

sermon intended for the middle or lower sixe of people

Neither do they seem to remember the many altera-

tions, additions, and expunging*, made by great authors

in those treatises, which they pre]iare for the public.

Besides, that excellent prelate above mentioned was
known to preach after a much more popular manner
in the city congregations

; and if in those parts

of his works he be anywhere too obscure for the under-

standings of many, who may he supposed to have
been his hearers, it ought to be numbered among his

omissions.

V Google
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The fear of being thought pedants, lias been of per-

nicious consequence to young divines. This lias

wholly taken many of them off from their severer

studies in the university
;
which they have exchanged

for plays, poems, and pamphlets, in order to qualify

them for tea-tables and coffee-houses. This they

usually call “ polite conversation, knowing the world,

and reading men instead of books." These accom-
plishments, when applied to the pulpit, appear by a
quaint, terse, florid style, rounded into period* and
cadences commonly without either propriety or mean-
ing. 1 have listened with my utmost attention for half

an hour to an orator of this species, without being

able to understand, much less to carry away, one
•ingle sentence out of a whole sermon. Others, to show
that their studies have not been confined to scieuces

or ancient authors, will talk in die style of a gaming
ordinary, and White Friars,* when I suppose the

hearers can he little edified by the terms of *• filming,

thujflmg, biting, bamboozling," and the like, if they

have not lieen sometimes conversant among pickpockets

and sharpers. And truly, as they say a man is known
by bis company, so it should seem that a man’s com-
pany may be known by his manner of expressing him-
self, either in public assemblies or private conversation.

It would be endless to run over die several defects

of style among us : I shall therefore say nodiing of die

mean and paltry, (which are usually attended by the

fustian,) much less of the slovenly or indecent. Two
things I will just warn you against : the first is. the

frequency of fiat unnecessary epithets
;
and the otlier

is, the folly of using old direadbore phrases, which will

often make you go out of your way to find and apply
them, are nauseous to rational hearers, and will seldom
express your meaning, as well as your own natural

words.

Although, as I have already observed, our English

tongue is too little cultivated in this kingdom, yet the

faults are nine in ten owing to affectation, and not to

the want of understanding. When a man's thoughts

are clear, the properest words will generally offer them-
selves first, and his own judgment will direct him in

what order to place them, so as they may be best

understood. W here men err against this method, it is

usually on purpose, and to show their knowledge of the

world. In short, that simplicity, without which no
human performance can arrive to any great perfection,

is nowhere more eminently useful thau in this.

I have been considering that part of oratory which
relates to the moving of the passions

;
this I observe is

in esteem and practice among some church divines as

well as among all the preachers and hearers of the

fanatic or enthusiastic strain. 1 will here deliver to

you (perhaps with more freedom than prudence) my
opinion ujwn the point :

—

The two great orators of Greece and Rome, Demos-
thenes and Cicero, though each of them a leader (or, as

the Greeks called it, a demagogue) in a popular state,

yet seem to differ in their practice upon this branch of

laeir art : the former, who liad to deal with a people of

much more politeness, learning, and wit, laid the

greatest weight of his oratory upon the strength of his

arguments, offered to their understanding and reason :

whereas Tully considered the dispositions of a sincere,

more ignorant, and less mercurial nation, by dwelling

almost entirely on the pathetic port.

But the principal tiling to be remembered is, that

the constant design of both these orators, in all their

speeches, was, to drive some one particular point
;

either

the condemnation or acquittal of an accused person, a
persuasive to war, the enforcing of a law, and the like

:

which was determined upon the spot, according as the

* A pIw ot asylum for debtors, ftvquented by aliarpers and
dehaaewws.

orators on either side prevailed. And here it was oltcu

found of alwolute necessity to inflame or cool tl»e

passions of the audience
;
especially at Rome, where

Tully 8]>oke, and with whose writings young diviues (I

mean those among them who read old authors) are

more conversant tlian with those of Demosthenes, who
by many degrees excelled the other, at least os an
orator. But I do not see how this talent of moving the

passions can be of any great use toward directing

Cbristiau men in the conduct of their lives ; at least,

in these northern climates, where I am confident the

strongest eloquence of that kind will leave few impres-
sions upon any of our spirits deep enough to last till

the next morning, or rather, to the next meal.

But what has chiefly put me out of conceit with this

moving manner of preaching, is the frequent disap-

pointment it meets with. I know a gentleman who
made it a rule in reading, to skip over all sentences
where he spied a note of admiration at the end. I

believe those preachers who al>ound in epiphonrmnt, if

they look about them, would find one part of their con-
gregation out of countenance, and the other asleep

;

except perhaps an old female beggar or two in the

aisles, who (if they be sincere) may prol>ahly groan at

the sound.

Nor is it a wonder that this expedient should so

often miscarry, which requires so much art and genius

to arrive at any perfection in it; os every man will

find, much sooner than learn, by consulting Cicero
himself

I therefore entreat you to make use of this faculty

(if you ever be so unfortunate as to think you have
it) as seldom and with os much caution as you can,

else I may probably liave occasion to say of you, as a
great person said of another upon this very subject : a
lady asked him, coming out of church, whether it were
not a very moviug discourse? “ Yes," says he, 44

1 was
extremely sorry, for the man is my friend.*'

If in company you offer something for a jest, and
no!>ody seconds you in your own laughter, or seems to

relish what you said, you may coudemn their taste, if

you please, and appeal to better judgments
;

but, in the

mean time, it must be agreed, you make a very indif-

ferent figure, and it is at least equally ridiculous to lie

disappointed in endeavouring to make other folks

grieve, ns to make them laugh.

A plain convincing reason may possibly operate

upon the mind, both of a learned and ignorant hearer,

as long as they live, and will edify a thousand times
more than the art of wettiug the handkerchiefs of a
whole congregation, if you were sure to attain it.

If your arguments be strong, in God s name offer

them in as moving a manner as the nature of the

subject will properly admit, wherein reason and good
advice will be your safest guides; but beware of letting

the ]»athetic part swallow up the rational : for I suppose
philosophers have long agreed, that passion should
never prevail over reason.

As I take it, the two principal branches of preaching

are, first, to tell the people what is their duty, and then

to convince them that it is so. The topics for both
these, we know, are brought from Scripture and reason.

Ujwn the former, I wish it were often practised to

instruct the hearers in the limits, extent, and compass
of every duty, which requires a good deal of skill and
judgment; the other branch is, 1 think, not so difficult.

But what I would offer upon both is this, that it seems
to be in the power of a reasonable clergyman, if be will
be at the pains, to make the most ignorant man com-
prehend what is his duty, and to convince him by
arguments drawn to the level of his understanding, that

he ought to jierform it.

But I must rememlw that my design in this pa|>rr

was not so much to iu&lruct you iu your busiuca,
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either a« a clergyman or a preacher, as to warn you
against some mistake*, which arc obvious to the

generality of mankind a* well as to me : and we, who
are hearers, may be allowed to have some opportunities

in the quality of being standers by. Only, perhaps, I

may now again trangTess, by desiring you to express

the heads of your divisions in as few and clear words as

you possibly can; otherwise I, and many thousand

others, will never be able to retain them, and con-

sequently to carry away a syllable of the sermon.

I shall now mention a particular wherein your whole
body will be certainly against me, and the laity, almost

to a man, on my side. However it came about, I

cannot get over the prejudice of taking some little

offence at the clergy, for perpetually rending their

sermons; perhaps my frequent hearing of foreigners,

who never made use of notes, may have added to my
disgust And I cannot but think, that whatever is read

differs as much from what is repeated without hook, as

a copy doe* from an original. At the same time I am
highly sensible what an extreme difficulty it would tie

upon you to alter this method; and that in such a

case your sermons would be much less valuable thau

they are, for want of time to improve and correct them.

I would therefore gladly come to a compromise with

you in this matter. I knew a clergyman of some dis-

tinction, who appeared to deliver his sermon without

looking into his notes, which when I complimented
him upon, he assured me he could not repeat six lines;

hut his method was to write the whole sermou in a
Luge plain hand, with all the forms of margin,

paragraph, marked page, and the like
;
then on Sunday

morning he took care to run it over five or six times,

which he could do in an hour; aud when he delivered

it, by pretending to turn his face from one side to the

other, be would (in his own expression) pick up the

line*, and cheat his people, by making them believe be

had it all by heart. He further added, that whenever

he happened by neglect to omit any of these circum-

stances, the vogue of the parish was, “ Our doctor gave

us hut an indifferent sermon to-ilay.” Now, among
us, many clergyman act so directly contrary to this

method, that from a habit of saving time and paper,

which they acquired at the university, they write in so

diminutive a manner, with such frequent blots and
interlineations, tliat they are hardly able to go on with-

out perpetual hesitations, or extemporary expletives

:

and I desire to know what can be more inexcusable

than to see a divine and a scholar at a loss in reading
his own compositions, which it is supposed he lias

been preparing with much pains and thought for the

instruction of bis people f The want of a little more
care in tikis article is the cause of much ungraceful

behaviour. You will observe some clergymen with

their heads held down from the beginning to the end,

within an inch of the cushion, to read what is hardly

legible
; which, besides the untoward manner, hinders

them from making the best advantage of their voice:

others again have a trick of popping up and down every

moment from their paper to tire audience, like an idle

schoolboy on a repetition day.

Let me entreut you, therefore, to add one half-crown

a year to the article of paper; to transcribe your ser-

mons in as large and plain^a manner as you cau
;
aud

either make no interlineations, or chauge the whole
leaf

;
for we, your hearers, would rather you should he

less correct than perpetually stammering, which l take

to he one of the worst solecisms in rhetoric. And,
lastly, read your sermon once or twice a-day, for a few

days before you preach it : to which you will probably

answeT some years hence, “ that it was hut just finished

when the lust bell rang to church and 1 shall readily

tielieve, hut not excuse you.

I cannot forbear warning you, in the most earnest

manner, against endeavouring at wit in your sermons,
because, by the strictest computation, it is very near a
million to one that you have none : and because too

many of your calling have consequently made them-
selves everlastingly ridiculous by attempting it I re-

member several young men in this town, who could
never leave the pulpit under half a dozen conceits ; and
this faculty adhered to those gentlemeu a longer or

shorter time, exactly in proportion to their several de-
grees of dulness : accordingly, 1 am told that some of
them retain it to this day. I heartily wish the brood
were at an end.

Before you enter into the common insufferable cant
of taking all occasions to disparage the heathen philo-

sophers, I hope you will differ from some of your bre-

thren, by first inquiring what those philosophers can
say for themselves. The system of morality to be ga-
thered out of the writing* or saying* of those ancient
sage* falls undoubtedly very short of that delivered in

the gospel, and wants, besides, the divine sanction
which our Saviour gave his. Whatever is further re-

lated by the evangelists contains chiefly matters of
fact, and consequently of fuitli

; such os the birth of
Christ, his being the Messiah, his miracles, his death,

resurrection, and ascension : none of which can pro-
perly come under the appellation of human wisdom,
being intended only to make us wise unto salvation.

And therefore in this point nothing can be justly laid to

the charge of the philosophers, further thau that they were
ignorant of certain facts that happened long after their

death. Out 1 am deceived if a better comment could
be anywhere collected upou the moral part of the

gospel than from the writing* of those excellent men ;

even that divine precept of loving our enemies is at
large insisted on by Plato, who puts it, as I remember,
into the mouth of Socrates. And os to the reproach of
heathenism, 1 doubt they had less of it tbau the cor-

rupted Jews, in whose time they lived. For it is a
gross piece of ignorance amoug us to conceive that, in

those polite and learned ages, even persons of any
tolerable education, much less the wisest philosophers,

did acknowledge or worship any more tnau one al-

mighty power, under several denominations, to whom
they allowed all those attributes we ascribe to the

Divinity
;

and. os I take it, human comprehension
reaches no further

;
neither did our Saviour think it

necessary to explain to us thfkature of God, because,
as I suppose, it would be impossible, without bestow-

ing on us other faculties than we poeaest at present.

Rut the true misery of the heathen world appears to be,

wbat 1 before mentioned, the want of a divine sanction,

without which the dictates of the philosophers failed in the

P
oint of authority : and consequently the bulk of mau-
ind lay indeed under a great load of ignorance, even in

the article of morality ;
hut die philosophers themselves,

did not. Take the matter in Uiis light, it will afford

field enough for a divine to enlarge on, hy showing
the advantages which the Christian world lias over the

heathen, and the absolute necessity of divine revela-

tion to make the knowledge of the true God, and the

practice of virtue more universal in the world.

I am not ignorant how much 1 differ in this opinion
from some ancient fathers in the church, who, arguing
against the heathens, made it a principal topic to decry

their philosophy as much as they could : which, I

hope, is not altogether our present case. Resides, it is

to be considered that those fathers lived in the decliue

of literature; and in my judgment (who should be
uuwilliug to give the least offence) appear to l>e ratin'*

most excellent holy persons thau of transceudeut ge-

nius and learning. Their genuine writings (for many
of them have extremely suffered hy spurious editions)

are of admirable use for confirming the truth of an-
cicnt doctrines aud liscipline, hy showing the state
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ami practice of the primitive cnurch. But among
such of them as have fallen in my way, 1 do not re-

memlier any whose manner of arguing or exhorting I

could heartily recommend to the imitation of a young
divine, when he ii to speak from the pulnit. Perhaps

I judge too hastily, there being several of them in

whose writings I have made very little progress, and in

others none at all. For I perused only such as were

recommended to me, at a time when 1 had more lei-

sure and a better disposition to read than have since

fallen to my share.

To return, then, to the heathen philosophers : I hope

you will not only give them quarter, but make their

works a considerable part of your study. To these 1

will venture to add the principal orators and his-

torians, and perhaps a few of the poets
;
by the reading of

which, you will soon discover your mind and thoughts

to be enlarged, your imagination extended and refined,

your judgment directed, your admiration lessened,

and your fortitude increased
;

all which advantages

must needs be of excellent use to a divine, whose duty

it is to preach and practise the contempt of human
things.

I would say something concerning quotations, where-

in I think you cannot be too sparing, except from Scrip-

ture, and the primitive writers of the church. As to

the former, wheu you offer a text as a proof of an il-

lustration, we your hearers expect to be fairly used,

and sometimes think we have reason to complain, es-

pecially of you younger divines
;
which makes us fear

that some of you conceive you have no more to do than

to turn over a concordance, and there, having found the

principal word, introduce as much of the verse as will

serve your turn, though in reality it makes nothing for

you. 1 do not altogether disapprove the manner of

interweaving texts of Scripture through the style of

your sermons, wherein, however, 1 have sometimes

otiserved great instances of indiscretion and impro-

priety, against which 1 therefore venture to give you a

caution.

Aa to quotations from ancient fathers, I think they

are beat brought in to confirm some opinion contro-

verted by those who differ from us : in other cases we
give you full power to adopt the sentence for your own,

rather than tell us, “ as St. Austin excellently ob-

serves.'* But to meution modem writers by name, or

use the phrase of “ a %e excellent prelate of our

church,” and the like, is altogether intolerable, and,

very rational hearer

is your “ heathen

and “ Roman his-

-egatious, who will

rather believe you on your own word than on that of

Plato or Homer.
1 have lived to see Greek and Latin almost entirely

driven out of the pulpit, for which 1 am heartily glad.

The frequent use of the latter was certainly a remnant
of popery, which never admitted Scripture in the vul-

gar language; and I wonder that practice was never

accordingly objected to us by the funatics.

The mention of quotations puts me in mind of com-
mon place hooks, which have t>een long in use by in-

dustrious young divines, and, 1 hear, do still continue

so : I know they are very beneficial to lawyers and
physicians, liecause they are collections of facts or

cases, whereupon a great jiart of their several faculties

depend : of these I have seen several, but never yet any
written by a clergyman; only from what I am in-

formed, they generally are extracts of theological and
moral sentences, drawu from ecclesiastical and other

authors, reduced tinder proper bends, usually liegun,

and perhaps finished, while the collectors were young
in the church, as being intended for materials, or nur-

series to stock future seitnon*. You will obseive the

for what reason I know not, makes €

ashamed. Of no better a stamp
philosopher,” and 11 famous poet,

*

torian,” at least in common cong

wise editors of ancient authors, when they meet a sen-

tence worthy of being distinguished, take special cure
to liave the first word printed in capital letteis, that
you may not overlook it: such, for example, as the

inconstancy of fortune, the goodness of peace, the ex-
cellency of wisdom, the certainty of death : that pros-
perity makes men insolent, and adversity humble

;

and the like eternal truths, which every ploughman
knows well enough, though he never heard of Aristotle

or Plato. If theological commonplace books be no
better filled, I think they had better be laid aside;
and 1 could wish tliat men of tolerable intellectuals

would rather trust their own natural reason, improved
by a general conversation with books, to enlarge on a
point which they are supposed already to understand.
If a rational man reads an excellent author with just

application, he shall find himself extremely improved,
and, perhaps, insensibly led to imitate that author’s

perfections, although in a little time he should not re-

member one word in the book, nor even the subject it

handled : for books give the same turn to our thoughts
and way of reasoning that good and ill company do to

our behaviour and conversation
;
without either loading

our memories, or making us eveti sensible of the

change. And particularly I have ohserved in preach-

ing, tliat tio men succeed Iwtter than those who trust

entirely to the stock or fund of their own reason, ad-
vanced indeed, but not overlaid, by commerce with

books. Whoever only reads in order to transcribe w ise

and shining remarks, without entering into the genius

and spirit of the author, as it is probable he will make
no very judicious extract, so lie will be apt to trust

to that collection in all his compositions, and be
misled out of the regular way of thinking, in order to

introduce those materials which he has been at the

pains to gather: and the product of all this will be
found a manifest incoherent piece of patchwork.

Some gentlemen, abounding in tbeir university eru-

dition, are apt to fill their sermons with philosophical

terms anil notions of the metaphysical or abstracted

kind
;
which generally have one odvnntage, to be

equally understood hy the wise, the vtdgar, and the

preacher himself. 1 have been better entertained, and
more iuformed, by a few pages in the 14 Pilgrim's Pro-
gress,” than by a long discourse upon the will and the

intellect, and simple or complex ideas. Others again
are fond of dilating on matter and motion, talk of the

fortuitous concourse of atoms, of theories, and pheno-
mena, directly against the advice of St. Paul, who yet

appears to have been conversant enough in those kinds

of studies.

I do not find tliat you are anywhere directed in the

canons or articles, to attempt explaining the mysteries

of the Christian religion. And indeed, since Providence
intended there should be mysteries, I do not see how
it can be agreeable to piety, orthodoxy, or good sense

to go about such a work. For to me there seems to l>e

a manifest dilemma in the case; if you explain them,

they are mysteries no longer; if you fail, you huve

laboured to no purpose. What I should think most
reasonable and safe for you to do upon this occasion, is,

upon solemn days, to deliver the doctrine as the church

holds it, and confirm it by Scripture. For my jiart,

having considered the matter impartially, I can see no
great reason, which those gentlemen you call the free-

thinkers cum have, for their clamour against religious

mysteries, since it is plain they were not invented by
the clergy, to whom they bring no profit, nor acquire

any honour. For every clergyman is ready, either to

tell us the utmost he knows, or to confess that he doe*

|

not understand them : neither is it strange tliat thete

should he mysteries in divinity, as wc*ll as in the com-
monest operations of nature.

And here 1 am at a loss wlial to say ujkui the fie-
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qnent custom of preaching against atheism, deism,

freetliiiikiiig, and the like, as young divines are parti-

cularly fond of doing, especially when they exercise

their talent in churches frequented by persons of

quality; which, as it is but an ill compliment to the

audience, so I am under some doubt whether it answers

the end : because persons under those imputations are

generally no great frequenters of churches, and so the

congregation is but little edified for the sake of three or

four fools, who are past grace : neither do I think it

any part of prudence to perplex the minds of well-dis-

posed people with doubts, which probably would never

have otherwise come into their heads. But 1 um of

opinion, and dare he positive in it, that not one in a

hundred of those who pretend to be freethinkers are

really so in their hearts. For there is one observation,

which I never knew to fail, and I desire you will

examine it in the course of your life, that no gentleman
of a liberal education, and regular in his morals, did

ever profess himself a freethinker : where then are these

k ind of people to be found ? among the worst |>art of

the soldiery, made up of pages, younger brothers of
obscure families, and others of desperate fortunes ; or

else among idle town fops, aud now and then a drunken
’•quire of the country. Therefore nothing can be

plainer than that ignorance and vice are two iugredieuts

absolutely necessary in the composition of those you
generally call freethinkers, who, in propriety of speech,

are no thinkers at all. And since I am in the way of

it, pray consider one thing further : as young as you
are, you cannot but have already observed what a
violent run there is among too many weak people

against university education : be firmly assured that

the whole cry is made up by those who were either never

sent to college, or, through their irregularities and stu-

pidity, never made tire least improvement while they

were there. I have above forty of the latter sort now
in my eye ; several of them in this town, whose learn-

ing, manners, temperance, probity, good-nature, and
politics are all of a piece

;
others of them in the country,

oppressing their tenants, tyrannizing over the neighbour-

hood, cheating the vicar, talking uonsense, and getting

drunk at the sessions. It is from such seminaries as

these that the world is provided with the several tribes

and denominations of freethinkers
;
who, in my judg-

ment, are not to be reformed by arguments offered to

prove the truth of the Christian religion, because rea-

soning will never make a man correct an ill opinion,

which by reasoning he never acquired : for in the course

of things men always grow vicious before they become
unbelievers : but if you would once convince the town
or country profligate by topics drawn from the view of

their own quiet, reputation, health, and advantage, their

infidelity would soon drop ofif : this, I confess, is no
easy task, because it is almost, in a literal sense, to fight

with beasts. Now to make it clear that we are to look

for no other original of this infidelity, whereof divines
;

so much complain, it is allowed on all hands that the

people of England are more corrupt in their morals
than any other nation at this day under the sun : and
this corruption is manifestly owing to other causes,

both numerous and obvious, much more than to the

publication of irreligious books, which indeed are but
the consequence of the former. For all the writers I

against Christianity since the Revolution, have been of i

the lowest rank among men in regard to literature, wit,

and good sense, and upon that account wholly unqua-
lified to propagate heresies unless among a people already
abandoned.

In an age, where everything disliked by those who
think with the majority is called disaffection, it may
fferhaps lie ill interpreted, when I venture to tell you,
that this universal depravation of manners is owing to

the perpetual bandying of factions among us for thirty

years past, when, without weighing the motives of jus-

tice, law, conscience, or honour, every man adjusts hif

principles to those of the party he has chosen, and
among whom ho may best find his own account

;
but

by reason of our frequent vicissitudes, men who were
impatient of being out of play have been forced to re-

cant, or at least to reconcile their former tenets with
every new system of administration. Add to this, that

the old fundamental custom of annual parliaments

being wholly laid aside, and elections growing charge-
able, since gentlemen found that their country seats

brought them in less than a seat in the house, the

voters, that is to say, the bulk of the common people,

have been universally seduced into bribery, perjury,

drunkenness, malice, and slander.

Not to be further tedious, or rather invidious, these

are a few, among other causes, which have contributed
to the ruin of our morals, and consequently to the con-
tempt of religion : for, imagine to yourself, if you
please, a landed youth, whom his mother would never
suffer to look into a book for fear of spoiling his eyes,

got into parliament, and observing all enemies to the

clergy heard with the utmost applause, what notions he
must imbibe, how readily he will join in theory, what
an esteem he will conceive of himself, and what a con-
tempt he must entertain, not only for his vicar at home,
but for the whole order.

I therefore again conclude, that the trade of infidelity

has been taken up only for an expedient to keep in

countenance that universal corruption of morals wliich

many other causes first contributed to introduce and to

cultivate. And thus Mr. Hobbes's saying upon reason

may be much more properly applied to religion—that

if religion will be against a man, a man will In* against

religion. Though after all I have heard a profligate

offer much stronger arguments against paying his

debts than ever he was known to do against Christianity
;

indeed, the reason was, because in that juncture he
happened to be closer pressed by the bailifT than the

parson.

Ignorance may perhaps be the mother of supersti-

tion, but experience has not proved it to he so of devo-
tion

; for Christianity always made the most easy and
quickest progress in civilized countries. I mention
this, because it is affirmed that the clergy ore in most
credit where ignorance prevails, (and surely this king-

dom would be called the paradise of clergymen if that

opinion were true,) for which they instance England in

the times of popery. But whoever knows anything of
three or four centuries before the Reformation, will find

the little learning then stirring was more equally
divided between the English clergy aud laity than it

is at present. There were several famous lawyers in

that period, whose writings are still in the highest

repute, and some historians and poets, who were not of
the church. Whereas, now-a-days, our education is so
corrupted, that you will hardly find a young person of
quality with the least tincture of knowledge, at the

same time that many of the clergy were never more
learned, or so scurvily treated. Here, among us at

least, a man of letters out of the three professions is

almost a prodigy. And those few who have preserved

any rudiments of learning are (except perhaps one or two
smatterers) the clergy's friends to a man

;
and I dare

appeal to any clergyman in this kingdom, whether the

greatest dunce in the parish be not always the most
proud, wicked, fraudulent, and intractable of his flock.

1 think the clergy have almost given over perplexing

themselves and their hearers with abstruse points of
predestination, election, and the like; at least it is

time they should
;
and therefore I shall nut trouble you

further upon this head.

I have now said all I could think convenient with
relation to your conduct in th« pulpit

:
your behaviour
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in the world is another scene, upon which I shall

readily offer you my thoughts if you appear to desire

them from me hy your approbation of wliat 1 have

here written
;

if not, 1 have already troubled you too

much.— I am, sir, your affectionate friend and servant.

AN ESSAY ON THE FATES OF
CLERGYMEN.

There is no talent so useful toward rising in the world,

or which puts men more out of the reach of fortune,

than that quality generally possessed by the dullest

sort of men, and in common speech called discretion
;

a species of lower prudence, by the assistance of which

people of the meanest intellectuals, without any other

qualification, passthrough the world in great tranquillity

and with universal good treatment, neither giving nor

taking offence. Courts are seldom unprovided of per-

sons under this character, on whom, if they happen to

be of great quality, most employments, even the greatest,

naturally fall when competitors will not agree; and in

such promotions nobody rejoices or grieves. The
truth of this I could prove by several instances within

my own memory ; for 1 say nothing of present times.

And, indeed, as regularity and forms are of great

use in carrying on the business of the world, so it is

very convenient that persons endued with this kind of

discretion should have that share which is proper to

their talents in the conduct of affairs, but by no means
meddle in matters which require genius, learning,

strong comprehension, quickness of conception, magna-
nimity, generosity, sagacity, or any other superior gift

of human miuds. Because this sort of discretion is

usually attended with a strung desire of money, and few

scruples about the way of obtaining it; with servile

flattery and submission
;
with a want of all public

spirit or principle; with a perpetual wrong judgment,

when the owners come into power and high place, how
to dispose of favour and preferment

;
having no mea-

sure for merit and virtue in others but those very steps

by which themselves ascended ; nor the least intention

of doing good or hurt to the public further than either

one or t'other is likely to be subservient to their own
security or interest. Thus, being void of all friendship

and enmity, they never complain or find fault with the

times, and indeed never have reason to do so.

Men of eminent parts and abilities, os well as vir-

tues, do sometimes rise iu the court, sometimes in the

law, and sometimes even in the church. Such were

the lord Bacon, the eArl of Strafford, archbishop Laud,

in the reign of king Charles I., and others in our own
times, whom I shall not name ; but these, and many
more, under different princes and in different kingdoms,

were disgraced or tarnished, or suffered death, merely

iu envy to their virtues and superior genius, which em-
boldened them in great exigencies and distresses of

state (wanting a reasonable infusion of this aldermanly
discretion) to attempt the service of their priuce and
country out of the common forms.

This evil fortune, which generally attends extra-

ordinary men in the management of great affairs, has

been imputed to divers causes that need not be here set

down, when so obvious a one occure, if what a certain

writer observes be true, that when a great genius appears

in the world, the dunce* are all iu confederacy against

hiir And if this be his fate when he employs his

talents wholly in his closet, without interfering with any
man's ambition or avarice, what must he expect when
lie ventures out to seek for preferment in a court but

universal opposition when he is mounting the Udder,
and every hand ready to turn him off when he is at the

top? and iu this point fortune generally acts directly

contrary to nature; for in nature we find that (todies

full of life and spirits mount easily and are hard to

fall, whereas heavy bodies are hard to rise, ami come
down with greater velocity in proportion to their

weight ;
but we find fortune every day acting just the

reverse of this.

This talent of discretion, as I have described it in its

several adjuncts and circumstances, is nowhere so ser-

viceable as to the clergy, to whose jweferment nothiug

is so fatal as the character of wit, politeness in reading

or manners, or that kind of behaviour which we con-

tract by having too much conversation with persons of

high station and eminency ;
these Qualifications being

reckoned, by the vulgar of all ranks, to be marks of

levity, which is the last crime the world will pardon

in a clergyman
;

to this 1 may add a free manner of

speaking in mixed company, and too frequent an appear-

ance in places of much resort, which are equally noxious

to spiritual promotion.

I have known, indeed, a few exceptions to some parts

of these observations. 1 Irnve seen some of the dullest

men alive aiming at wit, and others, with as little pre-

tensions, affecting politeness in manners and discourse;

but never being able to persuade the world of their

guilt, they grew into considerable stations, upon the

firm assurance which all people had of their discretion,

because they were of a sire too low to deceive the world

to their own disadvantage. But this, I confess, is a
trial too dangerous often to engage in.

There is a known story of a clergyman, who was re-

commended for a preferment by some great men at

court, to an archbishop (Tenison.] His grace said,

“ he had heard that the clergyman used to play at whist

and swobhers; that as to playing now and then a sober

game at whist for pastime, it might be pardoned, but

lie could not digest those wicked swobber*;
n and it was

with some pains that my lord Somers could undeceive

him. I ask, by what talents we may suppose that great

prelate ascended so high, or what sort of qualifications

he would expect in those whom he took into his pa-

tronage, or would probably recommend to court for

the government of distant churches ?

Two clergymen, in my memory, stood candidates

for a small fVce-school in Yorkshire, where a gentleman

of quality and interest in the county, who happened to

have a better understanding than his neighbours, pro-

cured the place for him who was the better scholar

and more gentlemanly person of the two, very much to

the regret of all the parish : the other being disap-

pointed, came up to London, where he became the

greatest pattern of this lower discretion tliat I have
known, and possessed it with as heavy intellectuals

,

which, together with the coldness of hit temper and
gravity of his deportment, carried him safe through

many difficulties, and he lived and died in a great

station; while his competitor is too obscure for fame
to tell us wliat became of him.

This species of discretion, which I so much celebrate

and do most heartily recommend, has one advantage

not yet mentioned : it will carry a man safe through all

the malice and variety of parties so far, that, whatever

faction happens to be uppermost, his claim is usually

allowed for a share of what is going. And the thing

seems to tie highly reasonable; for in all great changes

the prevailing side is usually so tempestuous that it

wants tJit ballast of those whom the world calls mode-
rate men, and I call men of discretion

; whom people

in power may, with little ceremony, load as heavy as

they please, drive them through the hardest and deepest

roads without danger of foundering or breaking their

backs, and will be sure to find them neither resty nor

vicious.

1 will here give the reader a short history of two
clergymen in England, the diameters of each, anil
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the progress of their fortune* in the world ; by which
the force of worldly discretion, and the had conse-

quence* from the want of that virtue, will strongly

appear :

—

Corusodes, an Oxford student and a farmer's son,

was never ahseut from prayers or lecture, nor once out

of bis college after Tom had tolled. He speut every

day ten hours in his closet, in reading his courses,

doling, clipping papers, or darning his stockings
;
which

last he performed to admiration. He could be soberly

drunk at the expense of others, with college ale, ami at

those seasons was always most devout. He wore the

same gown five years without draggling or tearing. He
never once looked iuto a play hook or a poem. He
read Virgil and Ramus in the same cadence, but
with a very different taste. He never understood a
jest, or had the least conception of wit.

For one saying he stands in renown to this day.
Being with some other students over a not of ale, one
of the company said so many pleasant tilings, tiiat the

rest were much diverted, only Corusodes was silent

and unmoved. When they parted, he called this merry
companion aside, and said, “Sir, 1 perceive by your
often speaking, and our friends laughing, that you
spoke many jests; and you could not hut observe

my silence; but, sir, this is my humour: I never

make a jest myself, nor ever laugh at another

man's.*
1

Corusodes, thus endowed, got into holy orders;

having by the most extreme parsimony, saved 34/.

out of a very beggarly fellowship, he went up to Lon-
don, where his sister was waiting-woman to a lady, and
so good a solicitor that by her means he was admitted
to read prayers in the family twice a-day, at 10s. a-

mouth. fie had now acquired a low, obsequious,

awkward how, and a talent of gross flattery both in

and out of season
;
he would shake the butler by the

nand ; he taught the page his catechism, and was
sometimes admitted to dine at the steward's table.

In short, he got the good word of the whole family, and
was recommended by my lady for chaplain to some
other noble houses, by which his revenue (besides vales)

amounted to about 30/. a-year
;
his sister procured him

a scarf from my lord, who had a small design of gal-

lantry upon her; and by his lordship's solicitation he

got a lectureship in town of 60/. a-ycar; where he

preached constantly in person, in a grave manner, with

an audible voice, a style ecclesiastic, and the matter

(such as it was) was suited to the intellectuals of his

hearers. Some time after, a country living fell in my
lord's disposal ; and his lordship, who had now some
encouragement given him of success in his amour,
bestowed the living on Corusodes, who still kept his

lectureship and residence in town ;
where he was a

constant attendant at all meetings relating to chanty,
without ever contributing further than his frequent pious

exhortations. If any woman of better fashion in the

parish happened to be absent from church, they

were sure of a visit from him in a «lay or two, to chide

and to dine with them.
He had a select number of poor constantly attending

at the street-door of his lodging, for whom he was a
common solicitor to his former patroness, dropping in

his own half-crown among the collections, and taking it

out when he disposed of the money. At a person of

quality's house, he would nevei sit down till he was
thrice hid. and then upon the comer of the most distant

chair. His whole demeanour was formal and starch,

which adhered so close, that he could never shake it

off iu his highest promotion.

His lord was now in high employment at court, and
attended by him with the most abject assiduity

;
and

his sister being gone off with child to a private lodging,

siy lord continued his graces to Corusodes, got him to

he a chaplain in ordinary, and in due time n parish in

town, and a dignity in the church.

He paid his curates punctually, at the lowest salary,

and partly out of the communion money
; hut gave

them good advice in abundance. He married a citi-

zen's widow, who taught him to put out small sums at

ten per cent., and brought him acquainted with johliers

in Change-alley. By her dexterity he sold the clerk-

ship of his pariah when it became vacant.

He kept a miserable house, but the blame was laid

wholly upon madam ; for the good doctor was al-

ways at his books, or visiting the sick, or doing other

offices of charity and piety in his parish.

He treated all his inferiors of the clergy with a most
sanctified pride; was rigorously and universally censo-

rious upon all his brethren of the gown, on their first

appearance in the world, or while they continued
meanly preferred ; but gave large allowance to the

laity of high rank or great riches, using neither eyes

nor ears fur their faults: he was never sensible of the

least corruption in courts, parliaments, or ministries,

hut made the must favourable constructions of all

public proceedings
;
and power in whatever hands or

whatever party, was always secure of his most chari-

table opinion. He had many wholesome maxims really

to excuse all miscarriages of state
;
men are but men,

erunt vitia donee homines ; and quod supra nos
,

nil ad
nos ; with several others of equal weight.

It would lengthen my paper beyond measure to trace

out the whole system of nis conduct
;
his dreadful ap-

prehensions of popery ; his great moderation towards

dissenters of all denominations, with hearty wishes that,

by yielding somewhat on both sides, there might he a

general union among Protestants
;
his short, inoffensive

sermons iu his turns at court, and the matter exactly

suited to the present juncture of prevailing opinions;

the arts he used to obtain a mitre, by writing against

Episcopacy ; and the proofs he gave of his loyalty, by
palliating or defending the murder of a martyred
prince.

Endued with all these accomplishments, we leave

him in the full career of success, mounting fust toward
the top of the ladder ecclesiastical, which he has n fair

probability to reach
; without the merit of one single

virtue, moderately stocked with the least valuable parts

of erudition, utterly devoid of all taste, judgment or

genius; and, in his grandeur, naturally choosing to

haul up others after him whose accomplishments most
resembled his own, except his lielovcd sons, nephew*,
or other kindred, be in competition

; or, lastly, except

hi* inclinations he diverted hy those who have power
to mortify or further advance him.

Eugenio set out from the same university and about

the same time with Corusodes; he had the reputation

of an arch lad at school, and was unfortunately pos-

sessed with a talent for poetry ; on which account he

received many chiding letters from his father and grave

advice from his tutor. He did not neglect his college

learning, hut his chief study was the authors of anti-

quity, with a perfect knowledge in the Greek and
Roman tongues. He could never procure himself to

be chosen fellow
;

for it was objected against him that

he had written verses, and particularly some wherein

he glanced at a certain reverend doctor famous for dul-

ness ;
that he hail been seen bowing to ladies as he met

them in the street
; and it was proved that once he had

been found dancing in a private family with half a
dozen of both sexes.

He was the younger son to a gentleman of good
birth but small estate

;
and his father dying, he was

driven to London to seek his fortune
;

he got into

orders, and became reader in a parish church at 20/.

a-year; was carried by an Oxford friend to Will’s
coffee-house, frequented iu those days by met. of wit.
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where in some time he had the bad luck to be dis-

tinguished. His scanty salary compelled him to run

deep in debt for a new gown and cassock, and now and
then forced him to write some paper of wit or humour,
or preach a sermon for l Os. to supply his necessities.

He was a thousand times recommended by his poetical

friends to great persons as a young man of excellent

parts who deserved encouragement, and received a

thousand promises
;
but bis modesty, and a generous

spirit, which disdained the slavery of continual appli-

cation and attendance, always disappointed him,
making room for vigilant dunces, who were sure to be

never out of sight.

He had an excellent faculty in preaching, if he
were not sometimes a little too refined, ami apt to

trus*. too much to his own way of thinking and reason -

ing.

When, upon the vacancy of a preferment, he was
hardly drawn to attend upon some promising lord, he
received tl*e usual answer, “ That he came too late,

for it had been given to another the very day before.”

And he had only this comfort left, that everyhotly said,

“ It was a thousand pities something could not be done
for poor Mr. Eugenio.*'

The remainder of his story will be despatched in a
few words : wearied with weak hopes amt weaker pur-

suits, he accepted a curacy in Derbyshire of 30/.

a-year, and when he was 45. had the great felicity to

he preferred by a friend of his father's to a vicarage

worth annually 60/., in the most desert parts of Lin-
colnshire

;
where, his spirit quite sunk with those re-

flections that solitude and disappointments bring, he
married a farmer's widow, and is still alive, utterly

undistinguished and forgotten
; only some of the

neighbours have accidentally lieard that he had been

a notable man in his youth.

CONCERNING THAT

UNIVERSAL HATRED
WHICH PREVAILS

AGAINST THE CLERGY.

May 24. 173«.

I hwe been long considering and conjecturing what
could be the causes of that great disgust of late against

the clergy of both kingdoms, beyond what was ever

known till that monster and tyrant Henry VIII., who
took away from them, against law, reason, and justice,

at least two-thirds of their legal possessions; and whoso
successors (except cjueen Mary) went on with their

rapine till the accession of king James I. That detest-

able tyrant Henry VIII., although he abolished the

E
npe't power in England as universal bishop, yet what
e did in that article, however just it were in itself,

was the mere effect of his irregular appetite, to divorce

himself from a wife he was weary of, for a younger
and more beautiful woman whom he afterwards

lieheaded. Rut, at the same time, he was an entire

defender of all the popish doctrines, even those which
were the most ahsurd. And while he put the people

to death for denying him to he head of the church, he
burned every offender against the doctrines of the

Roman faith ; and cut off the head of sir Thomas More,
a person of the greatest virtue this kingdom ever

produced, for not directly owning him to he head of

the church. Among all the princes who ever reigned

in the world, there was never so infernal a beast as

Henry VIII., in every vice of the most odious kind,

without any one appearance of virtue : but cruelty,

lust, rapine, and atheism, were his peculiar talents.

He rejected the power of the pope for no other reason
than to give his full swing to commit sacrilege, in

which no tyrant since Christianity became national

did ever equal him by many degrees. Tin* abbeys,

endowed with lands by the mistaken notion of well-

disposed men, were indeed too numerous and hurtful

to the kingdom
;
and therefore the legislature might,

after the Reformation, have justly applied them to some
pious or public uses.

In a very few centuries after Christianity liecame

national in most parts ot Europe, although the church

of Rome had already introduced many corruptions in

religion; yet the piety of early Christians, as well as

the new converts, was so great, and particularly princes,

as well as noblemen and other wealthy persons, that

they built many religious houses for those who were

inclined to live in a recluse nr solitary manner, endow-
ing those monasteries with laud. It is true we read

of monks some ages before, who dwelt in caves and
cells in desert places. But when public edifices were

erected and endowed, they began gradually to degene-

rate into idleness, ignorance, avarice, ambition, and
luxury, after the usual fate of all human institutions.

The popes, who hud already aggrandized themselves,

laid hold of the opportunity to subject all religious

houses, with their priors and abbots, to their peculiar

authority
;
whereby those religious orders became of

an iuteiest directly different from the rest of maukiud,
and wholly at the pope's devotion. 1 need say no more
ou this article, so generally known and so frequently

treated, or of the frequent endeavours of some other

princes, as well as our own, to check the growth, and

wealth, and power, of the regulars.

In later times this mistaken piety of erecting and
endowing abbeys began to decrease. And therefore,

when some new-invented sects of monks and friars

began to start up, not being able to procure grants of

land, they got leave from the pope to appropriate the

tithes and glebes of certain parishes, as contiguous or

near as they could find, obliging themselves to send

out some of their body to take care of the people's

souls ; and if some of those parishes were at too great

a distance from the abbey, the monks appointed to

attend them were paid for the cute either a small

•tipeud of a determined sum, or sometimes a third

part, or what are now called the vicarial tithes.

As to the church- lands, it hath been the opinion of

many writers that in England they amounted to a

third part of the whole kingdom. And therefore, if

that wicked prince above mentioned, when he had cast

off the pope's power, had introduced some reformation

in religion, he could not have been blamed for taking

away the abbey-lands by authority of parliament.

But, when he continued the most cruel persecution of

all those who differed in the least article of the popish

religion, which was then the national and established

faith, his seizing on those lands, and applying them to

profane uses, was absolute sacrilege hi the strongest

sense of the word
;
having been bequeathed by princes

and pious men to sacred uses.

In the reign of this prince the church and court of

Rome had arrived to such a height of corruption in

doctrine and discipline as gave great offence to many
wise, learned, and pious men, through most jiarts of

Europe ; and several countries agreed to make some
reformation in religion. But although a proper and
just reformation were allowed to he necessary, even to

preserve Christianity itself, yet the passions and vices

of men had mingled themselves so far as to pervert and
confound all the good endeavours of those who in-

tended well : and thus the reformation, in every coun-

try where it was attempted, was carried on in the n.ost

impious and scandalous manner that can possibly lie

conceived. To which unhappy proceedings we owe all

the just reproaches that Roman Catholics have cast

upon us ever since. For when the northern kingdoms
and states grew weary of the pope's tyranny, and when
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their preacher*, beginning with the scandalous abuse*

of’ indulgence*, and proceeding further to examine
several points of faith, had credit enough with their

princes, who were ill some fear lest such a change

.night affect the peace of their countries, because their

bishops had great influence on the people by their wealth

and power; these politic teachers had u ready answer

to this purpose: “Sir, your majesty need not l>e in

any pain or apprehension : take away the lands, mid

sink the authority of the bishop : bestow those land*

on your courtiers, on your nobles, and on your great

officers in your army ; and then you will be secure of

the people. ’ This advice was exactly followed. And
in the Protestant monarchies abroad little more than

the shallow of Episcopacy is left
;
but in the republics

it is wholly extinct.

Jn England, the reformation was brought in after a

somewhat different manner, but upou the same prin-

ciple of robbing the church. However, Henry \ III.,

with great dexterity, discovered an invention to gratify

his ins.iti.ible thirst for blood on both religions. * * * *

THE SENTIMENTS
or a

CHURCH-OF-ENGLAND MAN
With respect to Religion and Government.

WHITTS* IN THE VP.AR 1 70S.

Du. Swirr wrote this treatise in the quality of u moderator be-

tween the two |uirti<-s that then divided the nation, because ho
could not posdbly think so well or ill of either party as they

would endeavour to persuade the world of each other ai.d of
them-ielirs For instance, he did *' n it charge it upon the

bodv of the Whig* or the Tories that their several principle*

led them to introduce presb)t»,ryand the religion of the church
of Rome, or a commouwealth and nrbitrary power.” A* for

himself, he siys. ” I believe I am no bigot iu religion; and
I am sure I am unu- in government. 1 corner e iu full free

dum with nuiQv considerable men of troth parties; and if not

iu equal imraler it i» purely uccideutal and personal, a- hap-

pening to be near the court, and to have made ar iuaiounce
there more under one miuistrx than another.’ —This appear*

to be an apology for the Tories, and a jiutiArnt on ot them
against the mi representations of the Whigs, who were then in

the ministry. *nd used every ,u tithe to perpetuate their power.

Mr. Harley, afterward* lord Oxford, Iuul. by the influence of

the duke of Marlborough and lord-treasurer Godoiphin, been
lately removed from his post of principal secretary of state;

and Mr St. John, afterwards lord Holing broke, resigned his

place or secretary at-war, and sir Simou Ilarcourt that of at-

torney-general.’*

SECTION THE FIRST.
Whoever ha* examined the conduct and proceedings

of both parties fur some years post, whether in or out of

power, cannot well conceive it possible to go far toward

the extremes of either without offering some violence

to his integrity or understand ing. A wise and a good

man may indeed be sometime* induced to comply with

a number whose opinion he generally approve*, though

it be perhaps against his own. Rut this liberty should

be made use of upon very few occasions, and those of

mall importance, and then only with a view of bring-

ing over his own side another time to something of

greater and more public moment. But to sacrifice the

iunoccucy of a friend, the good of our country, or our

own conscience, to the humour, or passion, or interest

of a party, plainly show* that either our heads or our

hearts are nut as they should be
:

yet this very prac-

tice is the fundamental law of each fiction among us,

as may be obvious to any who will impartially and
without engagement be- at the pains to exumine their

actions, which, howev'w, is not so easy a task : for it

seems a principle iu human nature to incline one way
more than another, even in matters where we are

wholly unconcerned. And it is a common obsetva-

* This tr.ict i« wriUea with great coolness, moderation, nase,

anA perspicuity.—

J

ohnson.
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tiou that in reading a history of fact* <!• in* a dm.,sand

years ago, or standing by at play among those who aie

jicrfect strangers to us, we are apt to find our hopes

and wishes engaged ou a sudden in favour o( one side

more than another. No wonder then that we are all

so ready to interest ourselves in the course of public

affairs, where the must inconsiderable have some real

share* and, by the wonderful importance which every

man is of to himself, a very great imaginary one.

And, indeed, when the two parties that divide the

whole commonwealth come once to a rupture, without

any hopes left of forming a third with belter principles

to balance the others, it seems every man * duly to

choose one of the two sides, though he cannot entirely

approve of either; and all pretences to neutrality me
justly exploded by both, being too stale and obvious,

only intending the safety and ease of a lew indi-

viduals, while the public ia embroiled. Tins was tbe

opinion ami practice of tbe latter Cato, whom I esteem

to have been the wisest and best of all the Homan*.

Rut before things' proceed to open violence, tbe truest

service a private man may hope to do iiis country is,

by unbiassing his mind as much as possible, and then

endeavouring to moderate between the rival powers

;

which must needs lie owned a fair proceeding with the

world, because it is, of all others, the least consistent

with the common design of making a fortune by the

merit* of mi opinion.

1 have gone as far os 1 am able in qualifying myself

to be such a moderator : I believe 1 am no bigot in

religion, ami 1 am sure 1 am none in government.

I converse in full freedom with many considerable

men of both parties; and if not in equal number it is

purely accidental and personal, as napjiening to be

near tbe court, and to have made acquaintance there,

more under one ministry than another. Then, 1 am
not uniler the necessity of declaring myself by the

prospect of an employment. And, lastly, if all this

lie not sufficient, 1 industriously conceal my name,

which wholly exempt* me from any hope* and fears

iu delivering my opinion.

Iu consequence ot this free use of my reason, 1 can

not possibly think so well or so ill of either (tarty as

they would endeavout to persuade the world of each

other and of themselves. For instance ; 1 do not charge

it upon tiie body of the Whigs or the Tories that their

several principles lead (hem to introduce Presbytery

and the religion of the church of Rome, or a common-
wealth and arbitrary power. For why should any
party lie accused of a principle which they solemnly

disown and protest against? Rut to this they have a

mutual atwwer ready : they both assure us tluit their

adversaries are not to be believed ;
that they disown

their principles out of fear, which are manifest enough

when we examine their practices. To prove this, they

will produce instances, ou one side, either of avowed
presbyteriaiis, or jiersous of libertine and atheistical

tenets ; and on the other, of professed papists, or such

a* are openly in the interest of the abdicated family.

Now it i* very natural for all subordinate sects and
denomination* iu a state to side with some general

party, and to choose that which they find to agree with

themselves in some general principle. Thus, at the re-

storation, the Presbyterians, Anabaptists, Independents,

and other sects, did all, with very good reason, unite

and solder up their several schemes to join agaiust the

church ; who, without regard to their distinctions,

treated them ull a* equal adversaries. Thus, our

present dissenters do very naturally close in with the

Whigs, who piofeas moderation, declare they al>hor all

thoughts of persecution, and tnink it hard that those

who differ only in a few ceremi hies and speculations

should lie uemeu rue privilege and profit of serving

their country iu the highest employments of state.

?
le
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Thus, flip at hoist A, liliertincs, despisert of religion and
revelation in general, that if to say, all those who
usually pass under the name of freethinkers, do pro-

perly join with the same body-: because they likewise

preach up moderation, and are not so overnice to dis-

tinguish between an unlimited liberty of conscience

and an unlimited freedom of opinion. Then, on the

other side, the professed firmness of the Tories for

episcopacy, as an apostolical institution ; their aversion

to those sects who lie under the reproach of having
once destroyed their constitution, and who, they

imagine, by too indiscreet a zeal for reformation, have
defaced the primitive model of the church ; next, their

veneration for monarchical government in the common
course of succession, and their hatred to republican

schemes : these, 1 say, are principles which not only
the nonjuring zealots profess, but even jtapists them-

selves fall readily in with. And every extreme here

mentioned flings u general scandal upon the whole
body it pretends to adhere to.

Hut surely no man whatsoever ought, in justice or

good manners, to be charged with principles he actually

disowns, unless his practices do openly, and without

the least room for doubt, contradict his profession

;

not upon small surmises, or because he has the misfor-

tune to have ill men sometimes agree with him in a few

general sentiments. However, though the extremes of
Whig and Tory seem, with little justice, to have drawn
religion into tlieir controversies, wherein they have
small concern, yet they both have borrowed one lead-

ing principle from the abuse of it : which is, to have
built their several systems of political faith, not upon
inquiries after truth, but upon opposition to each

other, upon injurious appellations, charging their ad-

versaiies with horrid opinions, and then reproaching

them for the want of charity; et neuter/also.

In order to remove these prejudices, 1 have thought

nothing could lie more effectual than to describe the

sentiments of a church-of-England man with resjiect

to religion and government. This I shall endeavour
to do in such a manner as may not he liable to the

least objection from either party, and which 1 am con-

fident would be assented to by great numbers iu both,

if they were not misled to those mutual misrepresenta-

tions by such motives as they would be ashamed
to own.

1 shall begin with religion.

And here, though it makes an odd sound, yet it is

necessary to say that whoever professes himself a
mem tier of the church of England ought to believe a
God and his providence, together with revealed re-

ligion and the divinity of Christ. For beside those

many thousands who (to speak in the phrase of di-

vines) do practically deny all this by the immorality

of their lives, there is no small number who, in their

conversation and writings, directly or by consequence,
j

endeavour to overthrow it
;
yet all these place them-

selves in the list of the national church, though at the

same time (a* it is highly reasonable) they are great

ticklers for lilrerty of conscience.

To enter upon particulars: a church-of-England

man has a true veneration fur the scheme established

among us of ecclesiastic government ; and though he

will not determine whether episcopacy be of divine

right, he is sure it is most agreeable to primitive in-

stitution, Attest of all others for preserving order and
purity, and, under its present regulations, best c-ilcu-

lafed for our civil state : he should therefore thin* the

abolishment of that order among us would prove a

mighty scandal and corruption to our faith, and inani-
\

festly dangerous to our monarchy ; nay, he would de- I

fend it by arms against all the powers on earth, except

our own legislature; in which case he would submit,

m to a general calamity, a dearth, or a pestilence. '

An to rites and ceremonies and forms of prayer
lie allows there might lx? some useful alterations, and
moie which, in the prospect of uniting Christians, might
be very supportable, as things declared in their own
nature indifferent

;
to which he therefore would readily

comply, if the clergy, or (though this be not so f*ir a
method) if the legi»lature should direct : yet, at the
same time, he cannot altogether blame the former fi*f

their unwillingness to consent to any alteration ; which
besides tlie trouble, and perlia]* disgrace, would cer-

tainly never produce the good effects intended by it.

The only condition that could make it prudent and
just for the clergy to comply iu altering the ceremonial,
or any otiier indifferent ]airt, would be a Ann resolution

iu the legislature to interpose, by some strict uud effec-

tual laws, to prevent the rising and spreading of new
sects, how plausible soever, for the future; else there
must never be an end : uud it would be to act like a
man who should pull down and cliange the ornaments
of his house, in compliance to every one who was dis-

posed to find fault as he passed by; which, besides the
perpetual trouble and exjieuse-, would very much da-
mage, and peihaps in time destroy, the building.
Sects in a state seem only tolerated with any reason
U'cause they are ulready sptead

; and because it would
not be Agreeable with so mild a government, or so
pure a religion as ours, to use violent methods against
great numbers of mistaken people, while they do not
manifestly eudangei the constitution of either. Hut
the greatest advocates for general liberty of conscience
will allow- that they ought to be checked in their lie-

ginning*, if they will allow them to be an evil at all

;

or, which is the same tiling, if they will only grant it

were better for the peace of the state (hat there should

be none. Hut while the clergy consider the natural

temper of mankiud in general, or of our ow n country
in particular, whut assurances can they have that any
compliances they shall make will remove the evil of
dissension, while the liberty still continues of professing

whatever new opinion we please ? Or how can it be

imagined, that the body of dissenting teachers, who
must be all undone by such a revolution, will not cast

about for some new objections to withhold their flocks,

And draw in fresh proselytes, by some further innova-
tions or refinements?

Upon these reasons he is for tolerating such different

forms iu religious worship as are already admitted,
hut by no means for leaving it iu the power of those

who are tolerated to advance their own models upon
the ruin of what is already established

;
which it is

natural fur all sects to desiie, and which they cannot
be justified by any consistent principles if they do not

endeavour; and yet, which they cannot succeed in

without the utmost danger to the public peace.

To prevent those inconveniences, he thinks it highly
just that all rewards of trust, profit, or dignity, which
the state leaves in the disposal of the administration,

;

should be given only to those whose principles direct

them to preserve the constitution in all its parts. In

the late affair of occasional conformity, the general

argument of those who w ere against it was, not to deny
it an evil in itself, hut that the remedy proposed was
violent, uutirmdy, and iinpro|>er', which is the bishop

of .Salisbury’s opinion in the speech lie made and pub-
lished against the bill : hut however just their fears or

complaint* might have been upon that score, he thinks

it a little too gross and precipitate to employ their

writers already iu arguments for repealing the sacra-

mental test, upon no wiser maxim than that no man
should on the accouut of conscience be deprived the

liberty of serving his country ; a topic which may t»e

equally applied to admit Papists, Atheists, Mahomet-
ans, Heathens, and Jews. If the church wants members
of its own to employ in the service of the public, or be so
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unnappily contrived as to exclude from its commu-
nions such persons who are likeliest to have great abi-
lities, it is time it should be altered, and reduced into

•otne more peifect, or at least more popular form : but
in the mean while, it is not altogether improbable, that
when those who dislike the constitution are so very
zealous in their offers for the service of their country,
they are not wholly unmindful of their party or of
themselves.

The Dutch, whose practice is so often quoted to

prove and celebrate the great advantages of a general
liberty of conscience, have yet a national religion pro-
fessed by all who bear office among them : hut why
should they be a precedent for us cither in religion or
government? our country differs from theirs, as well
in situation, soil, and productions of nature, as in the
genius and complexion of inhabitants. They are a
commonwealth founded on a sudden, by a desperate
attempt in a desperate condition, not formed or digested
into a regular system by mature thought and reason,

but huddled up under the pressure of sudden exi-
gencies; calculated fur no long duration, and hitherto

subsisting by accident, in the midst of contending
powers, who cannot yet agree about sharing it among
them. These difficulties do indeed preserve them from
any great corruptions, which their crazy constitution

would extremely subject them to in a long peace.
That confluence of people, in a persecuting age, to a i

place of refuge nearest at hand, put them upon the ne-

cessity of trade, to which they wisely gave all ease and
encouragement: and if we could think fit to imitate
them in this last particular, there would need no more
to invite foreigners among u* ; who seem to think no fur-

ther than how to secure their property and conscience,

without projecting any share in that government which
gives them protection, or calling it persecution if it be
denied them. But, I speak it for the honour of our
administration, although our sects are not so numerous
as those in Holland, which I presume is not our fault,

and I hope is not our misfortune, we much excel them,
and all Christendom besides, in our indulgence to

tender consciences. One single compliance with the

national form of receiving the sacrament is all we re-

quire to qualify any sectary among us for the greatest

employments in the state, after which be is at liberty

to rejoin his own assemblies for the rest of his life.

Besides, I will suppose any of the numerous sects in

Holland to have so far prevailed as to have raised a
civil war, destroyed their government and religion, and
put their administrators to death

;
after which, I will

suppose the people to have recovered all again, and to

have settled on their old foundation. Then 1 would
put a query whether that sect which was the unhappy
instrument of all this confusion could reasonably ex-
pect to be entrusted for the future with the greatest

employments, or indeed to be hardly tolerated among
them T

To go on with the sentiments of a church -of- England
man : he does not see how that mighty passion for the
church, which some men pretend can well consist with
those indignities, and that contempt they bestow on
the persons of the clergy. It is a strange mark whereby
to distinguish high-church-men, that they are such who
imagine the clergy can never he too low. He thinks
the maxim these gentlemen are so fond of, that they
axe for an humble clergy, is a very good one : and so

is he, and for an humble laity too, since humility is a
virtue that perhaps equally befits and adonis every
station of life.

But then, if the scribblers on the other side freely

speak the sentiments of their party, a divine of the

church of England cannot look for much better quarter
thence. You shall observe nothing more frequent in

tKeir weekly papers than a way of affecting to con-

found the terms of clergy and high church, of apply-
ing both indifferently, and then loading the latter with
all the calumny they can invent They will tell you
they honour a clergyman; but talk at the same tinio

as if there were not three in the kingdom who could
fall in with their definition. After the like maimer
they insult the universities, as poisoned fountains and
corrupters of youth.

Now it seems clear to me that the Whigs might
easily have procured and maintained a majority among
the clergy, and perhaps in the universities, if they had
not too much encouraged or connived at this intem-
perance of speech and virulence of pen in the worst

and most prostitute of their party
;
among whom there

has been for some years past such a perj>etual clamour
against the umhition, the implacable temper, and the

covetousness of the priesthood
;
such a cant of high

church, and persecution, and being priestridden
; so

many reproaches about narrow principles or terms of
communion ; then such scandalous reflections on the

universities for infecting the youth of the nation with

arbitrary and Jacobite principles, that it was natural

for those who had the care of religion and education to

apprehend some general design of altering the con-

stitution of both. And all this was the more extra-

ordinary because it could not easily he forgot tliat

whatever opposition was made to the usurpations of

king James proceeded altogether from the church of

England, and chiefly from the clergy and one of the

universities. For, if it were of any use to recall mutters

of fact, what is more notorious than that prince's ap-

plying himself first to the church of England 1 and
upon their refusal to fall iu with his measures, making
the like advances to the dissenters of all kinds, who
readily and almost universally complied with him,
affecting, in their numerous addresses and pamphlets,

the style of our brethren the Roman Catholics; whose
interests they put on the same foot with their own

;
and

some of Cromwell’s officers took posts in the army
raised against the Prince of Orange. These proceed-

ings of theirs they can only extenuate by urging the

provocations they had met from the church iu king

Charles b reign ; which, though perhaps excusable upon

the score of human infirmity, are not by any means a
plea of merit equal to the constancy and sufferings of

the bishops and clergy, or of the head and fellows of

Magdalen College, that furnished the prince of Orange s

declaration with such powerful arguments to justify

and promote the revolution.

Therefore a elmreh-of-England man abhors the

humour of the age iu delighting to fling scandals upon

the clergy iu general ; which, liesides the disgrace to

the Reformation and to religion itsel f, cast an ignominy

upon the kingdom that it does not deserve. We have

no better materials to compound the priesthood of than

the mass of mankind which, corrupted as it is, those

who receive orders must have some vices to leave behind

them when they enter into the church
;
and if a few

do still adhere it is no wonder, but rather a great one

that tliey are no worse. Therefore he cannot think

ambition or love of power more justly laid to their

charge than to other men s
;
because that would be to

make religion itself, or at least the best constitution of

church government, answerable fur the errors and de-

pravity of human nature.

Within these last two hundred years all sorts of

temporal power have been wrested from the clergy and
much of tneir ecclesiastic, the reason or justice of which
proceeding I shall not examine; but that the remedies

were a little too violent, with respect to their possessions,

the legislature has lately confessed by the remission of
their first fruits. Neither do the common libellers deny
this, who in their invectives only tax the church with
an insatiable desire of power and wealth (equally
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common to all India of men as well as individuals),

lint thank God that the laws have deprived them of

hath. However, it is worth observing the justice of

parties ; the sects among us are apt to complain, and

think it hard usage to he reproached now idler fitly

years for overturning the slate, fur the murder of a king,

and the indignity of a usurpation; yet these very men
and their partis ms are continually reproaching the

clergy, and laying to their charge, the pride, the avarice,

the luxury, the ignorance ami superstition of popish I

times for a thousand years pad.

He thinks it a scandal to g vernment that such an

unlimited litaoty should Ik* allowed of publishing hooks

against those doctrines in religion wherein all Chris-

tians have agreed; much more to connive at such tracts

as reject all revelation, a 1 d by their consequences often

deny the very taing of a God. Surely it is not a suffi-

cient atonement for the writers that they profess much
loyalty to the preeent govemni lit, and sprinkle up and

down some arguments in favour of the dissenters; that

they dispute as strenuously as they can for li tarty of

conscience, and inveigh largely against all ecclesiastics

under the name of high church ; and, in short, under

the shelter of some popular princ’ples in politics and

religion, undeimiuc the foundations of all piety and

virtue.

As he does not reckon every schism of that damuahle

nature which some would represent, so he is very far

from closing with the new opinion of those who would
make it no crime at all

;
and argue at a wild rate that

God Almighty is delighted with the variety of faith

and worship, as he is with tlu* varieties of nature. To
such ataurditie* are men carried by the affectation of

freethinkiug and removing the prejudices of education ;

under which head they have for some time begun to

list morality and religion. It is certain that, bef.ire

the retalliou in 1*112. though the uiimlicr of puritans

(as they were then called) was as great as it is with us,

and though they aflVo'ed to follow pastor* of that de-

li imiuation, yet those pastors had episcopil ordinatiuu,

possessed jirefermeiits in the church, and were some-

times promoted to h».di:>pricx themselves. But a breach

in the general form of worship was in those days

reckoned so dangerous and sinful in itself, and so

offensive to Roman catholics at home and abroad, that

it was too uupjpular to ta attempted ; neither, I be-

lieve, was the expedient then found out of maintaining

separate pasters out of private purse*.

When a schism is once spread in a nation, there

grow’* at length a dispute which are the schismatics.

Without entering on the argument* used by U>th sides

among us to fix the guilt on each other, it is certain

that, in the sense of the law, the schism lies on that side

which opjiovs itself to the religion of the state. I leave

it among the divines to dilate upon the danger of schism

a* a spiritual evil ; but I would consider it only as a

temporal one. And 1 think it clear that any great se-

paration from the established worship, though to a new

one that is more pure and perfect, may ta an occasion

of endangering the public peace: hecauic it will com-

pose a body always in reserve, prepared to follow any

discontented heads, upon the plausible pretext of ad-

vancing true religion, and opposing error, superstition,

or idolatry. For this reason Plato lavs it down as a

maxim, that men ought to worship the gods according

o the laws of the country; and he introduces Socrates,

in his Iasi discourse, utterly disowning the crime laid

to his charge, of teaching new divinities or methods of

Worship. Thus the poor Huguenots of France were cn |

gaged in a civil war by the specious pretences of some

who, under the guise of religion, sacrificed so many
thousand lives to iheir own ambition and revenge. Thus

was the whole body of puritans in England drawn to

he instrument* or abettors of all manner of vilUny, by

the arti fires of a few men, whose designs from the first

were level led to destroy the constitution both of religion

and government. And thus, even in Holland itself,

where it is pretended that the variety of sects live so

amicably together and in such perfect obedience to the

magistrate, it is notorious how u turbulent party, join-

ing with the Armiiiians, did, in the memory of our

fathers, attempt to destroy the liberty of that republic.

.So that, upon the whole, where sects arc tolerated iu a

I state, it is lit they should enjoy u full litarty of con-

science, ami every other privilege of freeborn subject* to

which no power is annexed. And to preserve their

obedience upon all emergencies, a government cannot

give them too much ease nor trust them with too little

power.

The clergy are usually charged with a persecuting

spirit, which they are said to discover by an implacable

hatred to all dissenters : and this upjrears to ta more
unreasonable, because they sutler less m their interests

by a toleration than any of the conforming laity : for

while the church remains in its present form, no dis-

senter can possibly have any share iu its dignities, re-

venues, or po.ter; whereas, by once receiving the

sacrament, lie is rendered capable of the highest em-
ployments iu the state. And it is very possible that a
narrow education, together with a mixture of human
infirmity, may help to beget among some of the clergy

iu possession, such an aversion and contempt for all

innovators as physicians are apt to have for empirics, or

lawyers for pettifoggers, or merchants for pedlers; but

since the number of sectaries does not concern the clergy,

either in point of interest or conscience, (it being an
evil not iu their power to remedy,) it is more fair and
reasonable to suppose their dislike pnceed* from the

dangers they apprehend to the peace of the common-
wealth, in the ruin whereof they must expect to be the

first and greatest sufferer*.

To conclude this section, it must he observed that

there is a very good word which has of late sufi'cud

much by both parties,— 1 mean modcintion
; which

the one side very justly disowns, and the other as un-

justly pretends to. Beside what pisses every day iu

conversation, any man who reads the papers published

by Mr. tasley, and others of his stamp, must needs

conclude that, if this author could make the nation see

his adversaries under the colours lie |iaiuts them mi, ue
have nothing else to do hut rise as one man and destroy

such wretches from the face of the earth. Oil the other

side, how shall we excuse the advocates fur modera-

tion 1 among whom I could ap{jeal to a hundred papers

of universal approbation by the cause they were writ

fir, which lay such principles to the whole body of the

Tories as, if they were true and believed, our next busi-

ness should iu prudence be to erect gibtats in every

parish and hang them out of the way. But 1 suppose

it is presumed the common people understand raillery,

or at least rhetoric, and will not take hyperboles iu too

literal a sense
;

which, however, in some junctures,

might prove a desperate experiment. And this is

moderation in the modem sense of the word, to which,

speaking impartially, the bigots of both parties are

equally entitled.

SECTION THE SECOND.
! Th- Sentiments of a (Imrrh of- England Man with respect u>

Government

I
We look upon it as a very just reproach, though we
cannot agree where to fix it, that there should be so

much violence and hatred iu religious matters among

men who agree in all fundamentals, and only differ in

some ceremonies, or, at most, mere speculative po nt.s.

Vet, is not this fieqncntly the caw* between confer ling

V Google
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parties in a state? For instance : do not the generality

of Whigs and Tories among us profess to agree in tire

same fundamentals, their loyalty to the queen, their

abjuration of the pretender, the settlement of the crown
in the protestaut line, and a revolution principle? their

affection to the church established, with toleration of

dissenters? nay, sometimes they go further, and pass

over into each other's principles ; the Whigs become
great assertors of the prerogative, and the Tories of the

people's liberty ; these, crying down almost the whole
set of bishops, and those defending them

;
so that the

differences, fairly stated, would be much ofa sort with

those in religion among us, and amount to little more
than who should take place, or go in and out first, or

kiss the queen's hand; and what arc these but u few

court ceremonies? or who should la* in the ministry
;

and what is that to the body of the nation hut a mere
speculative point? yet I think it must be allowed that

no religious sects ever carried their mutual aversions

to greater heights than our state parties have done ; who,
the more to inflame their passions, have mixed religious

and civil animosities together; borrowing one of their

appellations from the church, with the addition of high

and low, how little soever their disputes relate to the

term as it is generally understood.

I now proceed to deliver the sentiments of a church-
of- England man with respect to government.

He does not think the church of England so nar-

rowly calculated that it cannot fall in with any regular

species of government, nor does he think any one re-

gular species of government more acceptable to God
than another. The three generally received in the

schools have all of them their several perfections, and
are subject to their several depravations. However, few

states are ruined by any defect in their institution, but

generally by the corruption of manners; against which
the best institution is no lunger a security

; and without

which a very ill one may subsist and flourish; whereof

there are two pregnant instances now in Europe. The
first is, the aristocracy of Venice, which, founded upon
the wisest maxims and digested by a great length of

time, has in our age admitted so many abuses through

the degeneracy of the nobles, that the period of its

duration seems to approach. The other is, the united
republics of the states-geucral, where a vein of temper-

ance, industry, parsimony, and a public spirit, running
through the whole body of the people, has preserved

an infant commonwealth, of an untimely birth and
sickly constitution, for above a hundred years, through

so many dangers and di faculties os a much more
healthy one could never have struggled against without

those advantages.

Where security of person and property are preserved

by laws which none hut the whole can repeal, there the

great ends of government are provided for, whether the

administration he in the hands of one or of many.
Where any one person or body of men, who do not

represent the whole, seise into their bands the power in

the hist resort, there is properly no longer a govern-

ment, hut what Aristotle and his followers call the

abuse anil coiruption of one. This distinction excludes

arbitrary power, in whatever numbers; which notwith-

standing all that Hobbes, Fihner, and others, have said

tc its advantage, 1 look upon as a greater evil than

anarchy itself, as much as a savage is in a happier state

of life than a slave at the oar.

It is reckoned ill maimers, as will as unreasonable,

f<»r men to quarrel upon difference in opinion; because

that is usually supposed to Ik* a thing which no man
can help in himself : but this I do not conceive to lie a

universal infallible maxim, except in those cases where

the question 19 pretty equally disputed among the

learned and the wise: where it is otherwise, a man of

tolerable reason, some experience, and willing to lie in-

structed, may apprehend he is got into a wrung opinion,

though the whole course of his mind and inclination

would persuade him to believe it true
; he may be con-

vinced that he is in an emir, though he dues not we
where it lies, by the bad effects of it iu the common
conduct of his life, ami by observing those persons fur

whose wisdom and goodness he has the greatest defer-

ence to be of a contrary sentiment. According to

Hobbes'* comparison of reasoning with casting uj

accounts, whoever finds a mistake in the sum total

must allow himself out, though, after rcjieated trials, he

may not see in which article he has misreckoned. I

will instance in one opinion, which 1 look upon every

man obliged in conscience to quit or in prudence to

conceal
;

I mean that, whoever argue 1 in defence of

absolute power in a single person, though he 1 ffer.t the

old plausible plea that it is his opinion, which he can-

not help unless he lie convinced, ought in all free

states to be treated as the common enemy of mankind.
Vet this is laid as a heavy charge upon the clergy of

the two reigns before the revolution, who, under the

terms of passive obedience and nonresistance, are said

to have preached up the unlimited power of the piiuee,

because they found it a doctrine that pleased the court

and made way for their preferment. And I believe

there may be truth enough in this accusation to con-

vince us that human frailty will too often interpose

itself among persons of the holiest function. However,
it may lie offered in excuse for the clergy, that in the

best societies there are some ill members which a cor-

rupted court and ministry will industriously find out

and introduce. Resides, it is manifest that the greater

number of those who held and preached this doctrine

were misguided by equivocal terms, and by perfect

ignorance in the principles of government, w hich they

had not made any port of their study. The quest inn

originally put, and, as 1 remember to have heard it

disputed in public schools, was this, Whether, under

any pretence whatsoever, it may lie law ful to resist I lie

supreme magistrate? which was held iu the negative
;

and this is ceitaiuly the right opinion. Hut many of

the clergy, and other learned men, deceived by dubious

expression, mistook the object to which passive obedi-

ence was due. Iiy the supreme magistrate, is propci !y
understood the legislative power, which in all govern-

ments must la* absolute and unlimited. But the

word magistrate seeming to denote a single person

and to express the. executive power, it came to pa\
that the oliedieuce due to the legislature was, for want
of knowing or considering this easy distinction, mis-

applied to the administration. Neither is it any
wonder that the clergy or other well-meaning peoj le

should fall into this error, which deceived HoLtics him-
self so far us to be the foundation of all the political

mistakes in his I took s; where lie perpetually confounds

the executive with the legislative power, though all

well-instituted states have ever placed them iu different

hands, as may lie obvious to those who know any-

thing of Athens, Spaita, Thebes, and other republics

of Greece, as well as the greater ones of Carthage

and Rome.
Besides, it i* to be considered that when these doctrii os

bcg.ui to be pleached among us, the kingdom had not

quite worn out the memory of that horrid rebellion

under the consequences of which it had groaned almost

twenty years. And a weak ptincc, in conjunction

with a succession of most prostitute ministeis, began

again to dispose the people to new attempts, which it

was, no doubt, the clergy's duty to endeavour to pre-

vent
;
though some of them, far want of knowledge in

temporal affairs, and others perhaps from u worse prin-

ciple, proceeded upon a topic that, strictly followed,

would enslave all mankind.
Among other theological arguments made use ei in
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those times in praise of monarchy and justification of

absolute obedience to a prince, there seemed to be one

of a singular nature : it was urged that Heaven was

governed by a monarch who had none to control bis

power, but was absolutely obeyed : then it followed,

that earthly governments were the more perfect, the

nearer they imitated the government in Heaven. All

which I look upon as the strongest argument against

despotic power that ever was offered ; since no reason

can possibly be assigned, why it is best for the world

that. God Almighty has such a power which does not

directly prove that no mortal man should ever have

the like.

Rut, though a church-of-England man thinks every

species of government equally lawful, he does not think

them equally exjieilient, or for every country indif-

ferently. There may be something in the climate

naturally disposing men toward one sort of obedience;

as is manifest all over Asia, where we never read of

any commonwealth, except some mtiuII ones on the

western coasts, established by the Greeks. There may
be a great deal in the situation of a country and in the

present genius of the people. It has been observed that

the temperate climates usually run into moderate
governments, and the extremes into despotic power. It

is a remark of Hobbes, that the youth of England are

corrupted in their principles of government by reading

the authors of Greece and Rome, who writ under com-
monwealths. Hut it might have been more fairly

olfered for the honour of liberty, that, while the rest of

the known world was overrun with the arbitrary govern-

ment of single prsons, arts and sciences took their

rise and flourished only in those few small territories

where the people were free. And though learning may
continue after liberty if lost, as it did in Rome for a
while upou the foundations laid under the common-
wealth and the pirticular patronage of some emperors,

yet it hardly ever began under a tyranny in any
ration

;
because slavery is of all things the greatest

clog and olwtacle to speculation. And, indeed, arbi-

trary power is hut the first natural step from anarchy
or the savage life ; the adjusting of power and freedom
being an effect and consequence of maturer thinking:

and this is nowhere so duly reguluted as in a limited

monarchy ; because I believe it may pass for a maxim
iu state, that the administration cannot be placed in

too few hands, nor the legislature in too many. Now,
in this material point, the constitution of the English

government far exceeds all others at this time on the

earth
;

to which the present establishment of the church
does so happily agree, that I think whoever is an
enemy to either, must of necessity be so to both.

He thinks, as our monarchy is constituted, an
hereditary right is much to be preferred before election.

Because the government here, 'specially by some late

amendments, is so regularly disposed in all its parts,

that it almost executes itself. And therefore, upon the

death of a prince among us, the administration goes on
without any rub or interruption. For the same reasons,

we have less to upprehend from the weakness or fury

of our mouarchs, who have such wise councils to guide
the first and laws to restrain the other. And therefore

this hereditary right should be kept so sacred as never

lo break the succession, unless where the preserving of

it may endanger the constitution ; which is not from
any intrinsic merit, or unalienable right, iu a particu-

lar family, but to avoid the consequences that usually

attend the ambition of competitors, to which elective

kingdoms ore ex posed
;
and which is the only obstacle

to hinder them from arriving at the greatest perfection

that government can possibly reach. Hence appears the

absurdity of that distinction between a king d
e facto

and one de jure, with respect to us. For every limited

monarch is a king dejwe, because he governs by Else

consent of the whole, which is authority sufficient to

abolish all precedent right. If a king come in by con-

quest. he is no longer a limited monarch ; if he afterward

consent to limitations, he becomes immediately king
dejure for the same reason.

The great advocates for succession, who affirm it ought
not to be violated upon any regard or consideration

whatsoever, do insist much upon one argument, that

seems to carry little weight. They would have it that

a crown is a prince's birthright, and ought at least to be
as well secured to him and his posterity os the inherit-

ance of any private man ;
in short, that he lias the same

title to his kingdom which every individual has to his

property : now the consequence of this doctrine must he,

that, as a man may find several ways to waste, mis-
spend, or abuse his |jatrimony, without being answerable

to the laws; so a king may in like manner do what he
will with his own

;
that is, he may squander and mis-

apply his revenues, and even alienate the crown, with-

out being called to an account by his subjects. They
allow such a prince to be guilty, indeed, of much fully

and wickedness, but for these he is answerable to God,
as every private man must be, that is guilty of misma-
nagement in his own concerns. Now, the fully of this

reasoning will best appear by applying it iu a [mrullel

case. Should any man argue that a physician is sup-

posed to understand his own art best
;

that the law pro-

tects and encourages his profession ; and therefore,

although he should manifestly prescribe poisou to all

his patients, whereuf they should immediately die, he
cannot be justly punished, but is umweruhle only to

God : or should the same be offered in behalf of a
divine, who would preach against religion and moral
duties

; in either of these two cases, everybody wt/tild

find out the sophistry, and presently answer that,

although common men are not exactly skilled in the

composition or application of medicines, or in prescri-

bing the limits of duty, yet the difference between

poisons and remedies is easily known by tbeir effects
;

and common reason soon distinguishes between virtue

and vice : and it must be necessary to forbid both these

the further practice of their professions, because their

crimes are not purely personal to the physician or the

divine, but destructive to the public. All which is

infinitely stronger in respect to a prince, in whose good
or ill conduct the happiness or misery of a whole nation

is included *. whereas it is of small consequence to the

public, further than example, how any private person

manages his property.

Hut granting that the right of a lineal successor to

a crown were upon the same foot with the properly of
a subject, still it may at auy time he transferred by
the legislative power, as other properties frequently are.

The supreme power in a state can do no wrong, because
whatever that does is the action of all : and when the

lawyers apply this maxim to the king, they must un-
derstand it only in that sense os he is administrator of
the supreme power; otherwise it is not universally

true, but may be controlled in several instances easy

to produce.

And these are the topics we must proceed upon to

justify our exclusion of the young pretender in France ;

that of his suspected birth being merely popular, and
therefore not made use of, os 1 remember, since the re-

volution, in any speech, vote, or proclamation, where
there was an occasion to mention him.

As to the abdication of king James, which the ad-

vocates on that side look upon to have been forcible

and unjust, and consequently void iu itself, I think a
man may observe every article of the English church
without l>eing in much pain about it. It is nut un-
likely that all doors were laid open for his departure,

and perliaps not without the privity of the prince of
Orange, us reasonably concluding that the kingdom
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might be better settled in his absence; but to affirm lie

liad any cause to Apprehend the same i rent met it with
his father is an improbable scandal flung upon the

nation by a few bigoted French scribblers, or the in-

vidious assertion of a ruined party at home in the

bitterness of their souls; not one material circumstance
agreeing with those in 1648; and the greatest part of
the nation having preserved the utmost horror for that

ignominious murder : but whether his removal were
caused by his own fears or other men’s artifices, it is

manifest to me that, supposing the throne to lie vacant,

which was the foot the nation went upon, the body of

the people were thereupon left at lilierty to choose what
forms of government they pleased, hy themselves or

their representatives.

The only difficulty of any weight against the pro-

ceedings at the revolution is an obvious objection to

which the writers upon that subject have not yet given

a direct or sufficient answer, as if they were in pain at

some consequences which they apprehend those of the

contrary opinion might draw from it. I will repeat

this objection as it was offered me some time ago, with

all its advantages, by a very pious, learned, and worthy
gentleman of the nonjuring party.

The force of his argument turned upon this
;
that

the laws made by the supreme power cannot otherwise

than hy the supreme power be annulled : that this

consisting in England of a king, lords, and commons,
whereof each have a negative voice, no two of them
can rejwul or enact a law without consent of the third;

much less may any one of them be entirely excluded
from its part of the legislature hy a vote of the other

two. That all these maxims were openly violated at

the revolution
; where an assembly of the nobles and

jieople, not summoned by the king's writ (which was
an essential part of the constitution), and consequently
no lawful meeting, did, merely upon their own autho-

rity, declare the king to have abdicated, the throne va-

cant, and gave the crown by a vote to a nephew, when
there were three children to inherit ; though by the

fundamental laws of the realm the next heir is inline-

d lately to succeed. Neither does it appear how a

prince's abdication can make any other sort of vacancy
in the throne than would be caused by his death;

since lie cannot abdicate for bis children (who claim
tlieir right of succession by act of parliament) other-

wise than by his own consent in form to a bill from
the two houses.

And this is the difficulty that seems chiefly to stick

with the most reasonable of thus* who, from a mere
scruple of conscience, refuse to join with us upon the

revolution principle; but for the rest, are I believe as

far from loving arbitrary government os any others

can be who are born under a free constitution and
arc allowed to have the least share of common good
sense.

In this objection there are two questions included :

first, Whether, upon the foot of our constitution, os it

stood in the reign of the late king James, a king of
Euglaud may lie deposed ? The second is, Whether
the people of England, convened by their owu authority

after the king had withdrawn himself in the manner
he did, Had power to alter the succession 1

As for the first, it is a point 1 shall not presume to

determine; and shall therefore ouly say, that to any
man who hold* the negative I would demand the

liberty of putting the case as strongly os 1 please. I

will suppose a prince limited by laws like ours, yet

running into a thousand caprices of cruelty, like Nero

or Caligula; I will suppose him to murder his mother

and bis wife
;

to commit incest, to ravish matrons, to

blow up the senate, and hum his metropolis; openly

to renounce God and Christ, and worship the devil:

these and the like exorbiUuices are in the power of a

aid

single person to commit, without (he advice of a minis-

try or assistance of an army. And if such a king 09

I have described cannot lie deposed but by his own
consent in parliament, I do not well see how how he

can be resisted, or what can be meant by a limited

monarchy
;
or what signifies the people's consent in

making and repealing laws, if the person who admi-
nisters has no tie but conscience, and is answerable to

none but God. 1 desire no stronger proof that au
opinion must lie false than to find very great absurdities

annexed to it, and there cannot be greater than ill the

present case; for it is not a bare speculation that kings

may run into such enormities as are above mentioned :

the practice may be proved by examples, not only
drawn from the first Cssars or later emperors, but many
modern princes of Europe; such os Peter the Cruel,

Philip II. of Spain, John Hasilovitz of Muscovy, and
in our own nation, king John, Richard 111., and
Henry A’ II I. Hut there cannot be equal absurdities

supposed in maintaining the contrary opinion
; because

it is certain that princes have it in their power to keep
a majority on their side, by any tolerable ail ministra-

tion, till provoked by continual oppressions
; no man

indeed con then answer where the madness of the

people will stop.

As to die second part of the objection, Whether the

people of England, convened by their own authority

upon king James's precipitate departure, had power to

alter the succession r

lu answer to this, 1 think it is manifest, from the prac-

tice of the wisest nations, and who seem to have had
the truest notions of freedom, that, when a prince was
laid aside for mal-administration, the nobles and people,

if they thought it necessary fur the public weal, did

resume the administration of the supreme power (the

power itself having been always iu them), and did nut

ouly alter the succession, but often the very form of

government too, because they believed there was no
natural right ill one man to govern another, hut that ull

was by institution, force, or consent. Thus the cities

of Greece, when they drove out their tyrannical kings,

cither chose others from a new family or abolished the

kingly government und became free states. Thus the

Humans, upon the expulsion of Tarquin, found it

inconvenient for them to be subject any longer to

the pride, the lust, the cruelty, and arbitrary will of

single persons, and therefore, by general consent, en-

tirely altered the whole frame of their government.

Nor do 1 find the proceedings of either, in this point,

to have been condemned by any historian of the suc-

ceeding ages.

But a gTeat deal has been alrready slid by other

writers upon this invidious and beaten subject; there-

fore I shall let it fall, though the point is commonly
mistaken, especially by the lawyers, who, of all others

seem least to understand the nature of government in

general
;
like under- workmen, who are expert enough

ut making a single wheel in a clock, hut are utterly ig-

norant how to adjust the several ports or regulate the

movements.
To return, therefore, from this digression : It is a

church-of-Knglaud man's opinion that the freedom of

a nation consists iu an absolute unlimited legislative

power, whereiu the whole body of the people are fairly

represented, and in an executive duly limited
;
because

ou this side likewise there may lie dangerous degrees

and a very ill extreme. For, when two parties iu a state

are pretty equal in power, pretensions, merit and virtue

(for these two last are, with relation to parties and a

court, quite different tilings), it has been the opinion

of die best writers upon government that a prince ought

not in any sort to be under die guidance or influence

of either
;
because lie declines hy this menus from his

office of presiding over the whole, to be the head of a
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party ; which, Inside* the indignity, renders him an-
swerable for ail public mismanagements, and the con-
sequences of them ; and in whatever state this happens,

there must either be a weakness in the prince or minis-

try ; or else the former is too much restrained by the

nobles or those who represent the people.

To conclude : a church-of-England man may, with
prudence and a good conscience, approve the professed

principles of one party more than the other, according
as he thinks they l>est promote the good of church and
state; but he will never be swayed by passion or in-

terest to advance an opiuiou merely because it is that

of the party he most approves; which one single prin-

ciple he look* upon os the root of all our civil animosi-

ties. To enter into a party, as into an order of friars,

with so resigned an obedience to superiors, is very un-
suitable both with the civil and religious lilwTties we
so zealously assert. Thus the understandings of a

whole senate are often enslaved by three or four leaders

on each side, who, instead of iutendiug the public weal,

have their hearts wholly set upon ways and means how
to get or to keep employments. But to speak more at

large, how has this spirit of faction mingled itself with

the mass of the people, changed their nature and man-
ners, and the very genius of the nation? broke all the

laws of charity, ueighl>ourhood. alliance, and hospi-

tality ? destroyed all ties of friendship, and divided

families against themselves? and no wonder it should

be so, when, in order to find out the diameter of a per-

son. instead of inquiring whether he he a man of virtue,

honour, piety, wit, good sense, or learning, the modem
question is otdy, whether he lie a Whig or a Tory : under
which terms all good and ill qualities are included.

Now, Irecanse it is a point of difficulty to choose an
exact middle between two ill extremes, it may lie worth

inquiring in the present case which of these a wise and
good man would nitlier seem to avoid ; taking therefore

their own good and ill characters, with due abatements

and allowances for partiality and passion, I should
think that, in order to preserve the constitution entire

in church and state, whoever lias a true value for both

would lie sure to avoid the extremes of Whig for the

sake of the former, and the extremes of Tory on accouut

of the latter.

I have now said all that I could think convenient

upon so nice a subject, and find I have the ambition

common with other teasoners, to wish at least that l>oth

]
Mrties may think me iu the right ; which would he of

sonic use to those who have any virtue left, but are

blindly drawn into the extravagancies of either, upon
false representations, to serve the ambition or malice of

designing men, without any prospect of their own.
But if that is not to be hoped for, my next wish should

be, that both ,might think me in the wrong; which 1

would understand as an ample justification of myself,

and a sure ground to believe that I have proceeded at

least with imjiartiality, and |*>ihap4 with truth.

SOME ARGUMENTS
AGAINST ENLARGING THE POWER OF

BISHOPS IN LETTING LEASES.

Mihi cmlll#, niuj'ir hivnilitas venit "iticuiquc watrum iu
iifclrni tvmis >» jure a lcgitiu*. quant *b its n quilms ilia ip«
bona r<-li<4* sunt.—C’ler im pro A. focna.

October St, 1T*3.

In handling this subject I shall proceed wholly upon
the supposition that those of our party who profess

themselves memljcrs of the church established, and
under the apostolical government of bishop*, do desire

the continuance and transmission of it to posterity, at

least iu as good a condition as it is at present
; because

as this discourse is not calculated for dissenters of any
kind, so neither will it suit the talk or sentiments of

those persons who, with the denomination of church-

men, nre oppressors of the inferior clergy, and peipe-

tually quarrelling Ht the great incomes of the bishops;

which is a traditional rant delivered down from forme*

times, and continued with great reason, although it lie

near 200 years since almost three parts in four of the

church revenues have been taken from the clergy, be-

side the spoils that have been gradually made ever

since of glebes and other land, by the confusion of

times, the fiAud of encroaching ueighlKnirs, or the

power of oppressors too great to be encountered.

About the time of the Reformation many popish

hisho|xs of this kingdom, knowing they must have been
soon ejected if they would not change their religion,

made long leases and fee-forms of gieat part of their

lands, reserving very inconsiderable rents, sometimes
only a chiefry, by a power they assumed directly con-
trary to many ancient cations, yet consistent enough
with the common law. This trade held ou for luuuy
years after the bishops became Protestants; and some
of their names arc still rrmemliered with infamy, on
accouut of enriching their families by such sacrilegious

alienations, lly these means episcopal revenues were
so low reduced that three or four sees were often united
to make a tolerable competency. For some remedy to

this evil, king James 1., by a bounty that iiecatno n
good Christian prince, bestowed several forfeited lands
on the northern bishoprics : hut in all other pails of the

kingdom the church continued still iu the same distress

and poverty
;
some of the sees hardly possessing enough

to maintain a country vicar. About the middle of
king Charles I.’s reign the legislature here thought fit

to put a stop at least to any further alienations
;
and so

a law was enacted prohibiting all bishop* and other

ecclesiastical corporations from setting their lands for

above the term of twenty-one years
;
the rent reserved

to he one-half of the real value of such lands at the

time they were set, without which condition the lease

to be void.

Soon after the restoration of king Charles II. the

parliament, taking into consideration the miserulde
estate of the church, certain lands, by way of augment-
ation, were granted to eight bishops in the act of settle-

ment, and confirmed in the act of explanation
; of

which bounty, os 1 remember, three sees were in a great

measure defeated
;
hut by what accidents it is uot here

of any importance to relate.

This at present is the condition of the church in Ire-

land with regard to episcopal revenues
; which I have

thus briefly (and ]>rrham imperfectly) deduced for some
information to those whose thoughts do not lead them
to such considerations.

By virtue of the statute already mentioned, under
king Charles I., limiting ecclesiastical bodies to the

term of twenty-one years under the reserved rent of half

real value, the biaho|M have had some share in the

gradual rise of lauds, without which they could not

have been supported with any common decency that

might become their station. It is above eighty years

since the passing of that act : the see of Meath, one of

the l»est in the kingdom, was then worth about 400/.

]>er annum
;
the poorer ones in the same proportion. If

this were their present condition, I cannot conceive how
they would have been able to pay for their latent* or

buy their robes ; hut this will certainly lie the condi-

tion of their successors, if such a bill should pass as they

say is now intended, which I will suppose; and of

w hich 1 lielieve many persons w ho may give a vote for

it are not aware.
However, this is the act which is now attempted to

l>e repealed, or at Iea*t eluded : some are for giving
bishops leave to let fee-farms, others would allow them
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to let leases for lives
;
and the most moderate would

repeal tliat clause by which the bishops are bound to

let their lands at half value.

The seasons for the rise of value iu lands are of two
kinds. Of the first kind are long peace and settlement

after the devastations of war
;

plantations, improve*
met its of bad soil, recovery of bogs and marshes,

advancement of trade and manufactures, increase of in*

habitants, encouragement of agriculture, and the like.

But there is another reason for the rise of laud, more
gradual, constant, and certain

;
which will have its

effects iu countries that are very far from flourishing in

any of the advantages I have just mentioned : 1 mean
the perpetual decrease in the value of gold and silver.

1 shall discourse upon these two different kinds with a
view toward the bill now attempted.

As to the first : I cannot see how this kingdom is at

any height of improvement, while four parts iu five of

the plantations for thirty years past have been real dis-

improvements
;

nine in ten of the quick-set hedges

being ruined for want of care or skill. And as to forest

trees, they being often taken out of woo<U and planted

in single rows on the tops of ditches, it is impossible

they should grow to he of use, beauty, or shelter.

Neither can it be said that the soil of Ireland is improved

to its full height while so much lies all winter under
water, and the hogs made almost desperate by the ill

cuttiug of the turf. There has indeed been some little

improvement in the manufactures of linen and woollen,

although very short of perfection; but our trade was
never iu so low a condition : and as to agriculture, of

which all wise nations have been so tender, the deso-

lation made in the country by engrossing graziers, and
the great yearly importation of corn from England,
are liuneiitable instances under what discouragement

it lies.

But notwithstanding all these mortifications, I sup-

{

hum; there is no well-wisher to his country without a
ittle hope that iu time the kingdom may be on a lietter

foot iu some of the articles above mentioned. But it

would tie bard if ecclesiastical bodies should be the

only perrons excluded from any share iu public advan-
tages, which yet can never happen without a greater

share of profit to their tenants : if God sends min equally

upon the just and the unjust, why should those who
wait at liis altars, and ore instructors of the jieonle, be

cut otT from partaking in the general benefits of law or

of nature ?

But as this way of reasoning may seem to bear a
more favourable eye to the clergy than perhaps will

suit with the present disposition or fashion of the age,

I shall therefore dwell more largely upon the second

reason for the rise of land, which is the perpetual de-

crease of the value of gold and silver.

This may lie observed from the course of the Roman
history above 2000 years before those inexhaustible

silver mines of Potosi were known. The value of an
obolus, and of every other coin, between the time of

Romulus and that of Augustus, gradually sunk above
five parts iu six, as appears by several passages out of

the best authors. And yet the prodigious wealth of

that state did not arise from the increase of bullion in

the world by the discovery of new mines, but from a
much more accidental cause, which was the spreading

of their conquest, and thereby importing into Rome
and Italy the riches of the east and west.

When the seat of empire was removed to Constan-

tinople, the tide of money flowed that way without

ever returning, and was scattered in Asia. But when
that mighty empire was overthrown by the northern

people, such a stop was put to all trade amt commerce
that vast sums of money were buried to escape the

plundering of the conquerors, and what remained was
carried off by those ravage™.

It were no difficult matter to compute the value of
money in England during the Saxon reigns; but the
monkish and other writers since the Conquest have pat
the matter iu a clearer light by the several accounts
they have given us of the value of com and cattle iu

years of dearth and plenty. Every one knows that
king John s whole portion before he came to the crown
was but 5000/., without a foot of land.

I have likewise seen the steward's account of an
ancient noble family in England, written in Latin be-
tween 300 and 400 years ago, with the several prices of
wine and victuals, to confirm my observations.

1 have been at the trouble of computing (as others

have done) the different values of money for almut
400 years past. Henry duke of Lancaster, who lived
about that period, founded an hospital at Leicester for

a certain number of old men, charging his lands with
a groat a-week to each for their maintenance, which is

to this day duly paid them. Iu those time* a |>enny
was equal to ten ]k»iicc halfpenny and somewhat more
than half a farthing iu ours

;
which makes aItout e’ght-

niiiths difference.

This is plain also from the old custom upon many
estates iu England to let for leases of lives ( renewable
at pleasure), where the reserved rent is usually About
12<i. in 1/., which then was near the half real value:
and although the fines be not fixed, yet the landlord
gets altogether not above 3s. in 1/., of the worth
of his land : and the tenants are so wedded to this

custom, that if the owner suiter three lives to expire,

none of them will take a lease on other conditions; or,

if he brings in a foreigner who will agree to pay u
reasonable rent, the other tenants, by all manner of

injuries, will make that foreigner so uneasy that he
must lie forced to quit the farm

;
as the late earl of

Bath felt by the experience uf above 10,000/. loss.

The gradual decrease for about two hundred years

after was not considerable, and therefore I do not rely

on the account given by some historian*, that Harry
VII. left behind him 1,800,000/.; for although the

West Indies were discovered before bis death, and
although he hod the best talents and instruments for

exacting money ever possessed by any prince since the

time of Ye*|>asiafi, (whom he resembled hi many
particulars.) yet I conceive that in his days the whole
coin of England could hardly amount to such a sum.
For, in the reign of Philip and Mary, Sir Thomas
Cokuyne, of Derbyshire, the bent housekeeper of his

quality in the comity, allowed Ins lady 50/. a- year for

maintaining the family, 1/. a-yeur wages to each

servant, and 21. to the steward ; as I was told by a
person of quality who had seen the original account of

his economy. Now this sum of 50/., added to the advan-

tages of a large domain, might be equal to about 500/.

a-year at present, or somewhat more than four-fifths.

The great plenty of silver in England began in

Queen Elizabeth’s reign, when Drake and others took

vast quantities of coin and bullion from the Spaniards,

either upon their own American coasts or iu their

return to Spain. However, so much has !<eeu im-
ported annually from that time to this, that the value

of money in England and most parts of Europe is

sunk above one ualf within the space of a hundred
years, notwithstanding the great export of silver for

about eighty years past to the East Indies, from whence
it never returns. But gold, not being liable to tlie

same accident, and by new discoveries growing every

day more plentiful, seemt in danger of becoming a drug.

This has lieen the progress of the value of money in

former ages, and must of necessity continue so for

the future, without some new invasion of Goths and
Vandals, to destroy law, property, and religion, alter hie

very face of nature, and turn the world upside down.
1 must repeat that what 1 am to say upon the
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subject is intended only for the conviction of those

among our own party who are true lovers of the church,

and would he glad it should continue in a tolerable

degree of prosperity to the end of the world.

The church is supposed to last for ever, both in its

discipline and doctrine; which is a privilege common
to every petty corporation, who must likewise observe

the laws of their foundation. If a gentleman's estate,

which now yields him 1000/. a year, had lwe«i set for

ever at the highest value, even in the flourishing days of

king Charles 11., would it now amount to above 400/.

or 500/. at mostf What if this had happened two or

three hundred years ago ; would the reserved rent at

this day be any more than a small cliiefry ? Suppose
the revenues of a bishop to have been under the same
circumstances

;
could he now be able to perform works

of hospitality ami charity? Thus, if the revenues of a

bishop be limited to 1000/. a-year, bow will his

successor be in a condition to support his station with

decency, wheu the same denomination of motiey shall

not answer a half, a quarter, or an eighth part of the

sum? which must unavoidably be the consequence of

any bill to elude the limiting act whereby the church
was preserved from utter ruin.

Tlie same reason bolds good in all corporations what-

soever, who cannot follow a more pernicious practice

than that of granting perpetuities, for which many of

them smart to this day ; although the leaders among
them are often so stupid as not to perceive it, or some-

times so knavish as to Hud tbeir private accouut in

cheat itig the community.
Several colleges in Oxford were aware of this grow-

ing evil about a hundred years ago; and instead of

limiting their rents to a certain sum of money, pre-

vailed with their tenants to pay the price of so many
liarrels of com, to lie valued as the market went at two

seasons (sis 1 reroeinlter) in tire year. For a barrel of

coni is of a real intrinsic value, which gold and silver

are not : and by this iuventiou these colleges have pre-

served a tolerable subsistence for their fellows and
students t« this day.

The present bishops will, indeed, be no sufferers by
such a bill

;
because, tbeir ages considered, they cannot

expect to see any great decrease in the value of money

;

or at worst they can make it up iu the Hues, which will

proltably ire greater titan usual upon the change of

leases into fee-farms or lives, or without the ]xmer of

obliging their tenants to a real half value. And, us I

cannot well blame them for taking such advantages,

(considering the nature of human kind,) when the

question is only whether the money shall be put into

their own or another man's pocket, so they will never

be excusable liefore God or man if they do not to their

death oppose, declare and protest against, any such

bill as must in its consequences complete the ruin of

the church and of their own order in this kingdom.

If the fortune of a private person be diminished by
the weakness or inadvertency of his ancestors in letting

leases for ever at low rents, the world lies opcu to his

industry for purchasing more : hut the church in barred

by a dead hand
; or, if it were otherwise, yet the

custom of making bequests to it has Iwen out of

practice for almost two hundred years, and a great deal

directly contrary has Iwen its fortune.

I have been assured by a person of some consequence,

to whom 1 am likewise obliged for the account of some
other facts already related, that the late bishop of

Salisbury [Or. Burnet] (the greatest Whig of that

bench in his days) confessed to him that the liberty

which bishop* iu England have of letting leases for

lives would in his opinion lie one day the ruin of

episcopacy there; mid thought the church in this king-

dom happy by the limitation act.

Aud have we not already luuud the effect of this

different proceeding iti both kingdoms? have not two
English prelates quitted their jwerage and seats in

parliament, in a nation of freedom, for the mike of a

more ample revenue even in this uuhapny kingdom,
rather than lie uuder the moitiiicufion of living below
their dignity at home? for which, however, they cannot

he justly censured. 1 know, indeed, some persons who
offer as an argument for re|>ealiiig the limiting hill,

that it may in future ages prevent the practice of pro-

viding this kingdom with bishops from England, when
the only temptaliou will be removed. And they allege

that, a* things have gone for some years past, gentle-

men will grow discouraged from sending their sons to

the university, and from suffering them to enter into

holy orders, when they are likely to languish uuder a

curacy or small vicarage to the end of their lives : but
this is all a vain imagination; for the decrease in the

value of money will equally affect both kingdoms;
and, besides, when bishoprics here grow too small to

invite over me* of credit and consequence, they will

be left more fully to the disposal of a chief governor,

w ho can never fail of some worthless illiterate ctiaplain,

fond of a title and precedence. Thus will that whole

bench, in an age or two, lie composed of meuu, igno-

rant, fawning gownmen, humble suppliants and de-

pendents upon the court for a morsel of bread, and
reaily to serve every turn that shall lie demanded from

them, in hopes of getting some eommendam tacked to

their sees ; which must then be the trade, as it is now'

too much in England, to the great discouragement of

the inferior clergy. Neither is that practice without

example among us.

It is now about eighty-five years since the passing of

that limiting act, and there is but one instance in the

memory of man of a bishop’s lease broken u|«on the

plea of not being statutable; which, in everybody's

opiuion, could have been lost by no other jietson than

he who was then tenant, aud happened to be very

ungracious in his county. In the present bishop of

Meath's rase thut plea did not avail, nlthough the lease

were notoriously unstatutable; the rent reserved being,

a* I have been told, not a seventh part of the real

value
;
yet the jury, upon their oaths, very gravely

found it to be according to the statule; and one of

them was heard to say that he would eat his shoes

before he would give a verdict for the bishop. A very

few more have made the same attempt with os little

success. Every bishop and other ecclesiastical body
reckon 40/. in a 100/. to he a reasonable half value;

or if it lie only a third part, it seldom or never breeds

any difference between landlord or tenant. But when
the rent is from five to nine or ten pa its less than the

worth, the bishop, if he consults the good of his see,

w ill he apt to ex|»ostulate ; and the tenant, if he lie an
honest man, will have some regard to the reasonable-

ness and justice of the demand, so as to yield to a

moderate advancement, rather than engage iu a suit

where law and equity are directly against him. My
these menus the bishops have liecn so true to their

trust* as to procure some small share in the advance-

ment of rents; although it lie uotoiious that they do
not receive the third penny (fines included) of the real

value of their lands throughout the kingdom.

1 was never able to imagine what inconvenience

could accrue to the public by 1000/. or 2000/. a-year

being iu the hands of a Protestant bishop, any more
than of a lay person. The former, generally speaking,

I lives os piously and hospitably us the other; pays his

debts a* honestly, and spends as much of his revenue

among his tenants; besides, if they lie hi* immediate
tenants, you may distinguish them at first sight by their

habits and horses ; or, if you go to their houses, by
their comfortable way of living. But the misfortune is,

that such immediate tenants, generally sjwaking, have
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others under them, and so a third and fourth in subordi-

nation, till it comes to the welder (as they call him),
who sits at a ruck-rent, and lives as miserably as an
Irish farmer upon a new lease from a lay landlord.

But, suppose a bishop happens to be avaricious (as

being composed of the same stuff with other men), the

consequence to the public is no worse than if he were
a squire

; for he leaves his fortune to his son or uear

relation, who, if he be rich enough, will never think of
entering into the church.

And as there can be no disadvantage to the public
in a Protestant country that a man should hold lands

os a bishop any more than if he were a temporal
person, so it is of great advantage to the community
where a bishdp lives as he ought to do. He is bound
in conscience to reside in his diocese, and by a solemn
rum ise to keep hospitality; his estate is spent in the

ingdom, not remitted to England; he keeps the

clergy to their duty, and is an example of virtue both

to them ami the people. Suppose him an ill man ;

yet his very character will withhold him from any
great or open exorbitances. But in fact it must lie

allowed that some bishops of this kingdom, within
twenty years past, have done very signal and lasting

acts of public charity
;
great instances whereof are the

late [Dr. Marsh] and present [Dr. Lindsay] primate,
and the lord archbishop of Dublin [Dr. King] that

now is, who has left memorials of his bounty in many
parts of his province. I might add the bishop of
Raphoe [Dr. Forster], and several others: not for-

getting trie late dean of Down, Dr. Pratt, who be-
stowed 1000/. upon the university

;
which foundation,

(that I may observe by the way,) if the bill proposed
should pass, would be in the same circumstances with
the bishops, nor ever able again to advance the stipends

of the fellows and students, as lately they found it

necessary to do; the determinate sum appointed by
the statutes for commons being not half sufficient, by
the fall of money, to afford uecessary sustenance. But
the passing of such a bill must put an end to all

ecclesiastical beneficence for the time to come ; and
whether this will be supplied by those who are to reap
the b^jiefit better than it has been done by grandees of
impropriate tithes, who received them upon the old
church conditions of keeping hospitality, it will be
easy to conjecture.

To allege that passing such a bill would be a good
encouragement to improve bishops' lands is a great

error. Is it not the general method of landlords to

wait the expiration of a lease, and then cant their lands
to the highest bidder ? and what should hinder the
same course to lie taken in church leases, when the

limitation is removed of paying half the real value to

the bishop? In riding through the country, how few
improvements do we sec upon the estates of laymen,
further than about their own domains? To say the

truth, it is a great misfortune, as well to the public as

to the bishops themselves, that their lands are generally

let to lords and great squires, who, in reason, were never
designed to lie tenants, and therefore may naturally
murmur at the payment of rent as a subserviency
they were not bom to. If the tenants to the church
were honest farmers, they would pay their fines and
rent* with cheerfulness, improve their lauds, and thank
God they were to give but a moderate half value for

what they held. 1 have heard a man of 1000/. a-year
talk with great contempt of bishops* leases, as being on
a worse foot than the rest of his estate ; and he had
certainly reason : my answer was, that such leases were
origiually intended only for the lienefit of industrious

lmshondmen, who would think it a great blessing to he
provided for, instead of having their farms screwed up
to the lieight, not eating one comfortable meal in a
year, nor able to find shoes for their children.

I know not any advantage that can accrue ’oy such
a bill, except the preventing of perjury in jurymen and
false dealings in tenants; which is a remedy like that

of giving my money to a highwayman before he
attempts to take it by force; and so I shall be sure to

prevent the sin of robbery.

1 had wrote thus far, and thought to have made an
end, when a bookseller sent me a small pamphlet
entitled “The Case of the Laity, with some Queries
full of the strongest malice against the clergy that I

have anywhere met with since the reign of Toland,
and others of that tribe. These kinds of advocates do
infinite mischief to our good cause, by giving grounds
to the unjust reproaches of Tories and Jacobites, who
charge us with being enemies to tlie church. If I

bear a hearty unfeigned loyalty to bis majesty king
George, and the house of Hanover, not shaken in the
least by the hardships we lie under, which never can
be imputable to so gracious a prince

; if I sincerely

abjure the pretender, and all popish successors
; if I

bear a due veneration to the glorious memory of the

late king William, who preserved these kingdoms from

C
apery ami slavery with the expense of his blood and
azard of his life

;
and, lastly, if I am for a proper

indulgence to all dissenters, I think nothing more can
be reasonably demanded of ine as a Whig, and that

my political catechism is full and complete. But
whoever, under the shelter of that jiarty denomination,
and of many great professions of loyalty, would destroy

or undermine, or injure the church established, I utterly

disown him, and think he ought to choose another
name of distinction for himself and his adherents. I

came into the cause upon other principles, which, by
the grace of God, I mean to preserve as long as 1 lire.

Shall we justify the accusations of our adversaries?

Hoc 11hocus ve/it. The Tories and Jacobites will behold
us with a malicious pleasure, determined upon the

ruin of our friends. For is not the present set of bishops

almost entirely of that number, as well as a great ma-
jority of the principal clergy? And a short time will

reduce the whole by vacancies upon death.

An impartial reader, if lie pleases to examine what
I have already said, will easily answer the bold queries

in the pamphlet I mentioned : he will be convinced
that the reason still strongly exists for which that

limiting law was enacted. A reasonable man will

wonder where can be the insufferable grievances that an
ecclesiastical landlord should expect a moderate or a
third part value in rent for his lands, when his title is

at least as ancient aud as legal as that of a layman, who
is yet but seldom guilty of giving such beiieHciul bar-

gains. Has the nation beeu thrown into confusion, and
have many poor families been ruined by rack-rents

paid for the lands of the church ? does the nation cry

out to have a law that must in time send their bishops

a-begging? but, God be thanked, the clamour of ene-

mies to the church is not yet the cry, and I hope will

never prove the voice, of the uation. The clergy, I

conceive, will hardly allow ttiat the people maintain

them, any more than in the sense that all landlords

whatsoever ore maintained by the people. Such
assertions as these, aud the insinuations they carry

along with them, proceed from principles which can-

not lie avowed by those who are for preserving the

happy constitution in church and stale. Whoever
were the proposers of such queries, it might have pro-

voked a bold writer to retaliate, ]>erhaps with more
justice than prudence, by showing at whose door the

grievance lies, and that the bishojM at least are riot to

answer fur the poverty of tenants.

To gratify this great reformer, who enlarges the

episcopal rent-roll almost one-half, let me suujKuie that

all the church -lands in the kingdom were thrown up
to the laity

;
would the tenants iu such a case sit
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easier in their rents than they do now '? or would the

money be equally spent in the kingdom ? N»; the

farmer would be screwed up to the utmost penny by

the igcnti ami stewards of absentees, and the revenues

employed in making a figure at London ; to which

city u full third part of the whole income of Ireland is

amt u illy returned, to answer that single article of

maintenance for Irish landlords.

Another of his quarrels is against pluralities and

non-residence. As to the former, it is a word of ill

name, but not well understood. The clergy having

been stripped of the greatest part of their revenues, the

glelies being generally lost, the tithes in the hamls of

laymen, the churches demolished, and the country

dep ipulated, in order to preserve a face of Christianity,

it was necessary to unite small vicarages sufficient to

make a tolerable maintenance for a minister. The
profit of ten or a dozen of these unions seldom amounts

to ab »ve 80/. or 100/. a-yeir. If there lie a very

few dignitaries whose preferments are perhaps more
liable to this accusation, it is to be supposed they

may be favourites of the time, or persons of sujierior

merit, for whom there has ever been some indulgence

in all governments.

As to non-residence, I believe tlisre is no Christian

country upon earth where the clergy have less to answer

for upon that article. . I am conlident there are not

ten clergymen in the kingdom who, properly speaking,

can be termed non-residents; for surely we are not to

reckon in that number those who for want of glelies

are forced to retire to the nearest neighbouring village

for a cabin to put their heuls in : the leading man of

the parish, when he makes the greatest cl imour,

being least disposed to accommodate the minister with

an acre of ground. And, indeed, considering the

difficulties the clergy lie under upon this head, it has

lieen frequent matter of wonder to me how they are

able to perform that, part of their duty so well as

they do.

There is a noble author, [lord Moleswortb,] who
has lately addressed to the house of comm ms an excel

lent discourse for the encouragement of agriculture

;

full of most useful hints, which I h »pe that honourable

assembly will consider as they deserve. I am no

stranger to bis lordship; and excepting in what relates

to the church, there are few pers ms with whose opinions

I am better pleased to agree : and am therefore grieved

when 1 tin 1 him charging the inconveniences in the

payment of tithes upon the clergy and their proctors,

llis lordship is above considering a very known and

vulgar truth, that the meanest farmer has all manner
of advantages against the most powerful clergyman, by

whom it is impissible he can be wronged, although

the minister wen? ever so ill disposed ;
the whole system

of teasing, perplexing, and defrauding the proct ir or

bis master, being as well known to every ploughman
as the reaping or sowing of his corn, and much more
artfully practised. Besides the leading man in the

parish must have his tithes at his own rate, which is

hardly ever above one quarter of the value. And I

hive heard it computed by m my skilful observers,

whose interest was not concerned, that the clergy did

not receive, throughout the kingdom, one-lialf of what

the law* have m ule their due.

As t.» his lordship's discontent against the bishops*

Court, I shall not interpose further than in venturing

my private opinion that the clergy would lie very glad

to recover their just dues by a more short, decisive,

and compulsive method, than such u cramped, limited

jurisdiction will allow.

His lordship is not the only person disposed to give

the clergy the honour of being the stile cncouragers of

all new improvements. If hops, hemp, flax, and
twenty things more, are to he planted, the clergy alone

must reward the indtistri <us farmer by abatement of

the tithe. What if the owner of nine parts in ten

would please to abite proport ionably in his rent for

every acre thus improved / Would not a man jus*

dropped from the clouds, upon a full hearing, judge
the demand to be at leant as reasonable ?

I believe no man will dispute his lordship's title to

his estate; nor will I thejut thrinum of tithes, which
lie mentions with some emotion. I suppose the affirm-

ative would lie of little advantage to the clergy, for

the same reisou that a maxim in law has more weight

in the world than on article of faith. And yet 1 think

there may be such a thing as sacrilege ; l»ecau*e it is

frequently mentioned by (ireek and Roman authors,

as well as describ'd in Holy Writ. This I am sure

of, that his lordship would at any time excuse a par-

liament for not concerning itself in his properties with-

out his own consent
The observations I have made upon his lordship's

discourse have not, I confess, been altogether proper

to my subject ; however, since he has been pleased

thereinto oiler some proposals to the bouse of com-
mit)* with relation to the clergy, I hope he will excuse

me for differing from him
;
which proceeds from his

own principle, the desire of defending lilieity and pro-

perty, that lie has so strenuously and constantly main-
tained.

But the other writer openly decl ires for a law
empowering the bishop) to set fee-farms

;
and says,

“ Whoever intimates that they will deny their consent

to such a reasonable law, which the whole nation cries

for, are enemies to them and the church.” Whether
this be his real opinion, or only a strain of mirth ami
irony, the matter is not much. However, my senti-

ment* are si directly contrary to his, that 1 think who-
ever impartially reads and considers what I have
written upon this argument has either no regard for

the church established under the hierarchy of bisho|ie,

or will never coiiseut to any law that shall repeal or

elude the limiting clause relating to the real half

value contained in the act of parliament dertmo Gtrofi

for the preservation of the inheritance, rights, and
profits of lands belonging to the church and |g>r«Mis

ecclesiastical
; which was grounded upon reasons that

do still and must for ever sutuist.

TO HIS GRACE

WILLIAM LORI) ARCHBISHOP OF
DUBLIN, See.

TIIK IIUMULE R KI’RESKN TATION OK TIIE CLKRUY OK
TUB CITV OK DUBLIN.

January, 1724.

Mr Loud.—

Y

our grace having been pleased to com*
municate to us a certain brief by letters -patent fur

the relief of one Charles McCarthy, whose house in

College-green, Dublin, was burnt by an accidental

(ire; and having desired us to consider of the said

brief, and give our opinions thereof to your grace :

We, the clergy of the city of Dublin, in compliance

with your grace's desire, and with great acknow-

ledgments for your paternal tenderness toward us,

having maturely considered tlie said brief by letfers-

luatent. compared the several puts of it with what is

enjoined us by the Rubric, (which is confirmed by act

of parliament,) and consulted persons skilled in the

laws of the church ;
do, in the names of ourselves and

of the rest of our brethren, the clergy of tin* diocese of

Dublin, most humbly represent to your grace :

Fint, That bv this brief your grace is required and

commanded to recount) lid and command all the par-

sons, vicar*, Ac., to advance so great an act of charity.

We shall not presume to determine how far your

grace may be commanded by the sai 1 brief, but we
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humbly conceive that the clergy of your dioccw coil

not, by any law now ill Ircing, Ik* commanded by your
grace to advance the said uct of charity any otherwise

than by reading the said brief in our several churches,

as p.escril*ed by the Rubric.

Seot.nii/y, Whereas it is said in the said brief, ‘* That
tire parsons, vicars, Ac., upon the Hrst Lord's-day or

opportunity after the receipt of the copy of the said

brief, shall deliberately and affectionately publish and
declare the tenour thereof to bis majesty's subjects, and
earnestly persuade, exhort, and stir them up to con-

tribute freely and cheerfully toward the relief of the

said sufferer

We do not comprehend what is meant by the word
opportunity. We never do preach upon any day
except the Lord s-day, or some solemn days legally

appointed
;

neither is it possible for the strongest

Constitution among us to obey this command, (which
includes no less than a whole sermon,) upon any other

opportunity than when our people are met together in

the church
;
and to perform this work in every house

whore the parishes are very populous, consisting some-

times here in town of nine hundred or one thousand

houses, would take up the space of a year, although
we should preach in two families every day; and
almost as much time in the country, where the parishes

are of large extent, the roads had, and the j>eople Um>

poor to receive us ami give charity at once.

But, if it be meant that these exhortations are com-
manded to 1h» made in the church upon the Lord's-

day, we are humbly of opinion that it is left to the

discretion of the clergy to choose what subjects they

think most projier to preach on, ami at what time*
;

and if they preach either false doctrines or seditious

principles, they are liable to he punished.

it may possibly happen that the sufferer recom-

mended may be a person not deserving the favour

intended by the brief; in which case, no minister who
knows the sufferer to be an undeserving |>mon, can
with a safe conscience deliberately and after t innately

publish the brlrf, much less earnestly persuade, exhort,

aimI stir up the people to contribute freely and cheer-

fully toward the relief of such a sufferer.®

Thirdly, Whereas, in the said brief, the ministers

and curates are required, “ on the week-days next

after the Lord s-day when the brief was read, to go
from house to house, with their churchwardens, to ask

and receive from all persons the said charity.** We
cannot but observe here that the said ministers are

directly made collectors of the said charity, in con-

junction with the churchwardens, which, however, we
presume was not intended, as being against all law
and precedent

; and therefore we apprehend there may
lie some inconsistency, which leaves us at a loss how
to proceed : for in the next paragraph the ministers

ami curates are only required, where they conveniently
can, to accompany the churchwardens, or procure some
other of the chief inhabitants to do the same. And in

a following paragraph the whole work seems left

entirely to the churchwardeus. who are required to use

their utmost diligence to gather and collect the said

charity, and to pay the same, in ten days after, to the

parson, vicar, &c.

In answer to this, we do represent to your grace
our humble opinion, that neither we nor our church-
wardens can be legally commanded or required to

go from house to house to receive the saiil charity ;

because your grace has informed us in your order, at

your visitation, a.d. 1712, “That neither we nor our
churchwardens are bound to make any collections for

the poor suve in the church which also appears

* This M'Carthy's house was burnt in the mo th of August,
. and the universal opinion or mankind win, that M’Cartliy

himself’ w as the person who set lire to tl*e house.

plainly by the Rubric, that appoints both time and
place, as yotir grace has observed in your said order.

We do likewise assure vour grace that it is not in

our power to procure some of the chief iuhah tanfs of

our parishes to accompany the churchwardeus from
house to house in these collections; and we have
reason to believe that such a pn.p,,*al made to our
chief inhabitants (jurticularly in tins city, where our
chief inhabitants are often peers of the laud) would be
received in a manner very little to our own satisfac-

tion or to the advantage of the said collections.

Fourthly
, The brief does will, require, and com-

mand the bishops, and all other dignitaries of the

church, “That they make their contributions dis-

tinctly, to be returned in the several provinces to the

several archbishops of the same.”

Upon which we take leave to observe that the terms

of expression here are of the strongest kind, and in a

p lint that may subject the said dignitaries (for we
shall say n.thing of the bishops) to great incon-

veniences.

The said dignitaries are here willed, required, and
commanded to make their contributions distinctly :

by which it should seem that they are absolutely com-
manded to make contributions, (for the word distinctly

is but a circumstance,) and may be understood not

very agreeable to a voluntary, cheerful contribution.

And therefore, if any bishop or dignitary should refuse

to make his contribution, (perhaps for very good rea-

sons.) he may lie thought to incur the crime of dis-

obedience to his majesty, which all good subjects

abhor when such a command is according to law.

Most dignities of this kingdom consist only of

parochial tithes, and the dignitaries are ministers of
parishes. A doubt may therefore arise whether the
•aid dignitaries are w illed. required, and comm inded to

make their contributions in both capacities, distinctly

as dignitaries, and jointly as parsons or vicars.

Many dignities in this kingdom are the poorest kind
of benefices; and it should seem hard to put poor
dignitaries under the necessity either of making greater

contributions than they can afford, or of exposing them-
selves to the censure of wanting charity by making
their contributions public.

Our Saviour commands us, in works of charity, to

“ let not our left hand know what our right hand
doth;” which cannot well consist with our being
willed, required, and commanded, by any earthly

jwwer, where no law is prescribed, to publish our
charity to the world if we have a mind to conceal it.

Fifthly, Whereas it is said in the said brief, “That
the parson, vicar, &c., of every parish shall, in six

days after the receipt of the said charity, return it to

his respective chancellor, &c.” This may lie a great

grievance, hazard, and exfieuse to the said parson, in

remote and desolate parts of the country
;
where often

an honest messenger (if such a one can lie got) must
be hired to travel forty or fifty miles going and coming

;

which will probably coat more than the value of the

contribution be carries with him. And this charge,

if brief* should happen to be frequent, would be
enough to undo many a poor clergyman in the king-
dom.

Sixthly
,
We observe in the said brief that the pro-

vost and fellows of the university, judges, officers of
tire court, and professors of laws, common and civil,

arc neither w illed, required, nor commanded to make
their contributions, but that so good a work is only
recommended to them. Whereas we conceive that all

his majesty’s subjects are equally obliged, with or
without his majesty's commands, to promote works of

charity according to their power; and that the clergy,

iu their ecclesiastical capacity, are only liable to such

j

commands as the Rubric, or any other law. sbxU
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enjoin, Wing bom to the same privileges of freedom

with the rest of his majesty* subjects.

We cannot but observe to your grace that in the

English act of the fourth year of queen Anne, for the

better collecting charity-money on hriefs by letters*

latent, &c.. the ministers ore obliged only to read the

iriefs in their churches, without any particular exhorta-

tions
;
neither are they commanded to go from liouse

to house with the churchwardens, nor to send the

money collected to their respective chancellors, hut to

pay it to the undertaker or agent of the sufferer. So
that we humbly hope the clergy of this kingdom sliall

not, without any law in being, be put to greater hard-

ships in this case than their brethren in England, where

the legislature, intending to prevent the abuses in

collecting charity-money on briefs, did not think tit

to put the clergy under any of those difficulties we
now complain of in the present brief by letters-patent

for the relief of Charles McCarthy aforesaid.

The collections upon the Lord's day are the princi-

pal support of our own numerous poor in our several

parishes; and therefore every single brief, with the be-

nefit of a full collection over the whole kingdom, must
deprive several thousands of poor of their weekly main-

tenance, for the sake only of one person, who often be-

comes a sufferer by hi* own folly or negligence, and is

sure to overvalue his losses double or treble
;
eo inat

if this precedent lie followed, as it certainly will if the

present brief should succeed, we may probably have a
new biief every week; and thus, for the advantage of

fifty-two persons, whereof not one in ten is deserving,

and for the interest of a dozen dexterous clerks and se-

cretaries, die whole poor in the kingdom will be likely

to starve.

We are credibly informed that neither the officers of

the lord primate in preparing the report of his graces

opinion, nor those of the great seal in passing the patent

for briefs, will remit any of their fees, both which
do amount to a considerable sum : and thus the good

intentions of well-disposed people ore, in u great mea-
sure, disappointed, a large part of their charity being

anticijNited and alienated by fees and gratuities.

Lastly, We cannot but represent to your grace our

great concern ami grief to see the pains and labour of

our churchwardeus so much increased by the injunc-

tions and commands put upon them in this brief, to the

great disadvantage of the clergy and the people, as well

as to their own trouble, damage, and loss of time
;

to

which great additions have been already made by laws

appointing them to collect the taxes for the watch and
the poorhousc, which they bear with great unwilling-

ness
;
and if they shall find themselves further laden

with such hriefs os this of M‘Cartliy, it will prove so

great a discouragement that we shall never be able to

provide honest and sufficient persons for that weighty

office of churchwarden, so Decenary to the laity as well

as the clergy in all things that relate to the order and
regulation of |>arishes.

Upon all these considerations, we humbly hope that

your grace, of whose fatherly care, vigilance, and ten-

derness we have had so many and great instances, will

represent the case to his most excellent majesty, or the

chief governor iu this kingdom, in such a manner tliat

we may lie neither under the necessity of declining his

majesty's commands in his letters-pateut, or of taking

new and grievous burdens upon ourselves and our

churchwardens, to which neither the Rubric nor any
other law in force obliges us to submit.

ON THE BILL
FOR THE CLERGY RESIDING ON THEIR

LIVINGS.

Those geutlemen who have lieen promoted to bishop-
rics in this kingdom for several years past ore of two
sorts : lirst, certain private clergymen irom England,
who, by the force of friends, industry, solicitation, or
other means and merits to me unknown, have lieen

raised to that character by the mrro motu of the crown.
Of the other sort are some clergymen horn iu this

kingdom, who have most distinguished themselves by
their warmth against popery, their great indulgence to

dissenters and all true loyal Protestants
;
by their zeal

for the house of Hanover, abhorrence of the pretender,
and an implicit readiness to fall into any measures that
will make the government easy to those who represent
his majesty's person.

Some of the funner kind are such as nre said to have
enjoyed tolerable preferments in England

;
and it is

therefore much to their commendation tliat they have
condescended to leave their native country, anil come
over hither to be bishops, merely to promote Christianity

among us ; and therefore, in my opinion, both their

lordships and the many defenders they bring over may
justly claim the merit of missionaries sent to convert a
nation from heresy and heathenism.

Before I proceed further it may be proper to relate

some particulars wherein the circumstances of the Eng-
lish clergy differ from those of Ireland.

The districts of parishes throughout England conti-

nue much the same as they were before the Reformation
;

and most of the churches are of the gothic architecture,

built some hundred years ago ; but the tithes of great

numbers of churches having lieen applied by the ]inpc't

pretended authority to several abbeys, and even before

the Reformation bestowed by tliat sacrilegious tyrant

Henry YIII. on his ravenous fuvourites, the mainte-
nance of an incumlient in most parts of the kingdom
is contemptibly small : and yet a vicar there of 40/.

a-year can live with more comfort than one of three

times the nominal value with us. For his 40/. are

duly ]uid him, because there is not one farmer in a
hundred who is not worth tive times the rent he pays
to his landlord, and fifty times the sum demanded for

the tithes; which, hy the small compass of his parish,

he can easily collect or compound for
;
and if his l«e-

haviour and understanding tie supportable, he will pro*

liably receive presents, now ami then, from his parish-

ioners, and perhaps from the squire; who, although he

may sometimes be apt to treat his |>ar*>n a little super-

ciliously, will proliably lie softened by a little humble
demeatiour. The vicar is likewise generally sure to

find ujKin his admittance to his living a convenient
house and liara in repair, with a garden, and a field or

two to graze a few cows, and one horse for himself and
his wife. He has proliably a market very near him,
perha|M iu his own village. No entertainment is ex-

pected by his visitor beyond a pot of ale and a piece of

cheese. He has every Sunday the comfort of a full

congregation of plain, cleanly people of both sexes,

well to pass, and who sneak his own language. The
scene about him is fully cultivated (1 mean for the

general) and well inliabited. He dreads no*thieve* for

anything but hi* apples, for the trade of universal seal-

ing is not so epidemic there as with us. His wife is

little better than Goody, iu her birth, education, or

dress; and as to himself, we must let bis parentage

alone. If he be the son of a farmer it is very sufficient,

and his sister may very decently be chamliermaid to

the squire's wife. He goes about on working days in

[
a grazier's coat, and will not scruple to assist his work-
men :n harvest time. He is usually wary and thrifty.
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and often more aide to provide for a numerous family i

than some of ours can do with a rectory called 500/.

a -year. His daughters shall go to service, or be sent

apprentice to the sempstress of the next town; and his

sons are put to honest trades. This is the usual course

of an English country vicar, from 2U/. to fiO/. a-year.

As to the clergy of our own kingdom, their livings

are generally larger. Not orig'nally, or by the bounty
of princes, parliaments, or charitable endowments, for

the same degradations (and as to glebes, a much greater)

have been made here, but, by the destruction and
desolation in the long wars between the invaders and
the natives; during which time a great ]>art of the
bishops' lauds and ulmost all the glebes were lost in the
confusion. The first invaders had almost the whole
kingdom divided among them. New invaders suc-
ceeded, and drove out their predecessors as native Irish.

These were expelled by others who came after, and upon
the same pretensions. Thus it went on for several

hundred years, and in some degree even to our own
memories. And thus it will probably goon, although
not in a martial way, to the end of the world. For
not only the purchasers of debentures forfeited in 10 1

1

were all of English birth, but those after ihe Restora-
tion, and many who came hither even since the Revo-
lution, are looked upon as perfect Irish; directly con*

trary to the practice of all wise nations, and particu-

larly of the Greeks and Romans, in establishing their

colonies, by which name Ireland is very absurdly called.

Under these distractions the conquerors always
seized what lauds they could with little ceremony,
whether they belonged to the church or not : thus the

glebes were almost universally exposed to the first

seirers. and could never be recovered, although the
grants, with the puiticular denominations, ore manifest
and still in beiug. The whole lauds of the see of
Waterford were wholly taken by one family; the like

is reported of other bishoprics.

King James I., who deserves more of the church of
Ireland than all other princes put together, having the

forfeitures of vast tracts of laud in the northern parts, (I

think commonly called the escheated counties,) having
granted some hundred thousand acres of these lands

to cetfain Scotch and English favourites, was prevailed

on by some great prelates to grant to some sees in the

north, and to many parishes there, certain parcels of
laud for the augmentation of poor bishoprics, did like-

wise endow many parishes with gleties for the incum-
bents, whereof a good number escaped the depredations

of 1041 and 1688. These lands, when they were granted
by king James, consisted mostly of woody ground,
wherewith those parts of this island were then overrun.

This is w'ell known, universally allowed, and by some
in part remembered

;
the rest being, in some places, not

stubbed out to this day. Atid the value of the lands

was consequently very inconsiderable till Scotch colo-

nies came over in swarms upon grent encouragemeut to

make them habitable, at least for such a race of strong-

bodied people, who came hither from their own bleak

barren highlands, as it were into a paradise
; who soon

were able to get straw for their bedding, insleud of a

bundle of heath spread an the ground and sprinkled

with water. Here by degrees they acquired some de-

gree of politeness and civility from suen neighbouring

Irish as were still left after Tyrone'slast rebellion, and arc

since grown almost entire possessors of the north. Thus,
at length, the woods being rooted up, the land was
brought in and tilled, and the glebes, which could not
before yield two-pence an acre, are equal to the best,

sometimes affording the minister a good demesne, and
some land to let.

These wars and desolations in their natural conse-

quences were likewise the cause of another effect, I

mean that of uniting several parishes under one incum-

bent. For, as the lands were of little value by the want
of inhabitants to cultivate them, and many of the

churches levelled to the ground, particularly by the

fanatic zeal of those rebellious saints who murdered
their king, destroyed the church, und overthrew mo-
narchy

;
(for all which there is a humiliation-day ap-

pointed by law, and soon approaching;! so, in order to

give a tolerable maintenance to a minister, and the

country being too poor, as well os devotion too low, to

think of building new churches, it was found necewary
to rejiair some one church which had least suffered, and
join sometimes three or more, enough for a bare support

to some clergyman who knew no; where to provide

himself better. This was a case of absolute necessity,

to prevent heathenism, as well as popery, from over-

running the nation. The consequence of these unions
was very different indifferent parts; for, iu the north,

by the Scotch settlement, their numbers daily increas-

ing by new additions from their own country, and their

rolific quality peculiar to northern people
;
and, lastly,

y their universally feeding upon oats, (which gruiu,

under its several preparations and denominations, is the

only natural luxury of that hardy people,) the value of

tithes increased so prodigiously, that atthisday, 1 con-

fess, several united parishes ought to be divided, taking

in so great a compass that it is almost impossible for

the people to travel timely to their own parish church,

or their little churches to coutain half their number,
though the revenue would be sufficient to maiutain two,

or perha)»g three, worthy clergymen with decency;
provided the times mend, or tliat they were honestly

dealt with, which I confess is seldom the cose. 1 shall

name only one, and it is the deanery of Derry
;
the re-

venue whereof, if the dean could get his dues, exceed-

ing that of some bishoprics, both by the compass and
fertility of the soil, the number us well as industry ol

the inhabitants, the ctmveniency of exporting their corn
to Dublin and foreign parts; and, lastly, by the acci-

dental discovery of marl in many places of the several

parishes. Vet all this revenue is wholly founded upon
corn, for I am told there is hardly an acre of glebe for

the dean to plant and build ou.

I am therefore of opinion tliat a real uudefalcatcd

revenue of 6004 a-year is a sufficient income for a
country dean in this kingdom

; and since the tents

consist wholly of tithes, two parishes, to the amount of

that value, should 1* united, and the dean reside as

minister iu that of Down, and the remaining |iori*l>es

be divided among worthy clergymen to alnnit 300/.

a-year to each. The deanery of Derry, which is a
large city, might he left worth 800/. a-year, and Raphoc
according as it shall he thought proper. These three

are the only opulent deaneries in the whole kingdom,
and, as I am informed, consist all of tithes, which was
an unhappy expedient in the church, occasioned by the

sacrilegious robberies during the several times of con-

fusion and war ;
insomuch that at this day there is

hardly any remainder left of dean and chapter lands

in Ireland, that delicious morsel swallowed so greedily

iu England under the fanatic usurpations.

As to the present scheme of a hill for obliging the

clergy to residence, now or lately iu the privy council,

I know no more of the particulars than what has been

told me by several clergymen of distinction, who say

that a petition in the name of them all has been pre-

sented to the lord-lieutenant and council, tliat they

might lie heard by their council against the hill, and
tliat the petitiuu was rejected, with some reasons why
it was rejected; for the bisho|M arc supposed to know
best what is proper for the clergy. It seems the bill

consists of two parts: first, a {lower in the bishops,

with consent of the archbishop and the patron, to take

off from any parish whatever it is worth alnive 300/.

a-year
;
and this to be done without the incumbent's
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consent, which before was necessary in all divisions.

The other part of the bill obliges all clergymen, from
40/. a year and upwards, to reside and build a house

in his parish. But those of 40/. are remitted till they

sliail receive 100/. out of the revenue of first-fruits

granted by her late majesty.

CONSIDERATIONS
UPON

TWO BILLS,
SENT DOWN PROM T11K RIGHT HONOURABLE Til* HOUSE
OK LORDS TO THE HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OK
COMMONS IN IRELAND RELATING TO THE CI.BRGT.

Dublin. Feb. 21, 1731-2.

I HAVE often, for above a month past, desired some few

clergymen who are pleased to visit me, that they would
procure an extract of two BILLS brought into the council

by some of the hiahop*, and both of them since passed

in the house of lords : but 1 could never obtain what 1

desired, whether by the forgetfulness or negligence of

those whom I employed, or the difficulty of the thing

itself. Therefore, if 1 should hapjien to mistake in any
fact of consequence, I desire my remarks upon it may
pass for nothing

;
for my information is no lietter than

what I received in words from several divines, who
seemed to agree with each other. 1 have uot the honour
to be acquainted with any one single prelate of the

kingdom, and am a stranger to their characters, further

than as common fame reports them, which is not to be

depended on
;
therefore 1 cannot be supposed to act

upon a principle of resentment. I esteem their func-

tions (if I may be allowed to say so without offence
/
as

truly apostolical, and absolutely necessary to the per-

fection of a Christian church.

Tliere nre no qualities more incident to the frailty

and corruptions of human kind than on indifference or

insensibility for other men's sufferings, and a sudden
forgetfulness of their own former humble state when
they rise in the world. These two dispositions have
not, I think, anywhere so strongly exerted themselves
as in the order of bishops with regard to the inferior

clergy ; for which I can find no reasons but such as na-

turally should seem to operate u quite contrary way.
The maintenance of the clergy throughout the kingdom
is precarious and uncertain, collected from a most mi-
serable race of beggarly farmers; at whose mercy every

minister lies to lie defrauded. His office, as rector or

vicar, if it be duly executed, is very laltoriuus. As soon
as he is promoted to a bishopric the scene is entirely

und happily changed ; his revenues are large and as

surely paid as those of the king; his whole business is

once a-yeor to receive the attendance, the submission,

ami the proxy-money of all his clergy, in whatever part

of the diocese he sliail please to think most convenient

for himself. Neither is his personal presence necessary,

for the business may lie done by a vicar-general. The
fatigue of ordination is just wliat the bishops please to

make it ; and as matters have been for some time, and
may probably remain, the fewer ordinations the l>ettcr.

The rest of their visible office consists in the honour of
Attending parliaments and councils, and liestowing pre-

ferments in their own gifts
;
in which lust employment,

und in their spiritual and temporal courts, the labour

falls to their vicirs-general, secretaries, proctors, ap-

paritors, seneschals, and the like. Now, 1 say, in so

quick a change, whereby their brethren in a few days

are become their subjects, it would lie reasonable at

least to hope that the labour, confinement, and subjec-

tion, from which they have so lately escaped, like a

bird out of the snare of the fowler, might a little in-

cline them to remember the condition of those who
were but last week their equals, probably their compa-
nions or their friends, and possibly as reasonable ex-

pectant*. There is a known story of colonel Tidcomh,
who, while he continued a subaltern officer, was every

day complaining against the pride, oppression, and hard
treatment of colonels toward their officers

;
yet, in a

very minute after he had received his commission fora
regiment, walking with a friend on the Mall, he con-
fessed that the spirit of colonelship was coming fast

upon him ; which spirit is said to have daily increased

to the hour of his death.

It is true, the clergy of this kingdom, who are pro-

moted to bishoprics, have always some great advan-
tages

;
either that of rich deaneries, opulent and mul-

tiplied rectories and dignities, strong alliances by biith

or marriage, fortified by a suj>erlative degree of zeal

and loyalty : but, however, they weie all at first no
more than young beginners; and before their great

promotion were known bv their plain ChiUtiutt names
among their old companions, the middling rate of

clergymen
; lior could therefore l»e strangers to their

condition, or with any good grace forget it so soon, as

it has too often hapjiened.

I confess 1 do not remember to have observed any
body of men acting with so little conceit as our clergy
have done in a point where their opinions ap|>cared to

be unanimous: a point wherein their whole temporal
support was concerned, as well ns their power of serv-

ing God and his church, in their spiritual functions.

This has been imputed to their fear of disobliging, or

hopes of further favours upon compliance; because it

was observed that some who appeared at first with the

greatest zeal thought fit suddenly to ulisent themselves
from the usual meetings

;
yet we know what exjiert soli-

citors the Quakers, the Dissenters, and even the Papists,

have sometimes found, to drive a jioiut of advantage
or pi event an impending evil.

1 have not seen any extract from the two bills intro-

duced by the bishops iu the privy council
; where the

clergy, upon some failure in favour, or through the

timorousuess of many among their brethren, were re-

fused to Ire heard by the couucil. It seems these bills

weic both returned, agreed to by the king and council

in England; and the house of lords has, with great

expedition, passed them both; and it is said they are

immediately to he sent down to the commons for their

consent.

The particulars, as they h ive been imperfectly re-

potted to me, are as follow :

—

By one of the bills the bishops have power to oblige

the country clergy to build a mansion-house upon
whatever part of their glebes their lordships shall com-
mand; and if the living be above 50/. a-year, the mi-
nister is hound to build, after three years, a house that

shall cost one year and a half s reut of his income.
For instance, if a clergyman with u wife and seven

children gets a living of 55/. per annum, lie must, after

three years, build a house that shall cost 77/. 10s. and
must support his family, during the time the bishop

sliail appoint for the building of it, w itb the remainder.

But if the living lie under 50/. a-vear, the minister

shall lie allowed 1004 out of the first-fruit*.

But there is said to be one circumstance a little ex-

traordinary; that if there be a single spot in the glebe

more barren, more marshy, more exposed to the winds,

more distant from the church, or skeleton of a church,

or from any conveuiency of building, the rector or

vicar may Ik* obliged, by the caprice or pique of the

bishop, to build, under |iain of sequestration, an office

which ever falls into the most knavish hands.) upou
whatever point Ins lordship shall command ; although

the farmers have not paid one quarter of his due.

1 believe, under the present distresses of the kingdom,
(which inevitably without a miracle must increase for

ever,) there are not ten country clergymen in Inland
reputed to possess a palish of 1004 per annum, who
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for some years past have actually received 60/., and that

with the utmost difficulty and vexation. I am there-

fore at a loss what kind of valuators the bishops will

make use of ; and whether the starving vicar shall be

forced to build his house with the money he never re-

ceived.

The other bill, which passed in two days after the

funner, is said to concent the division of parishes into

as many parcels as the bishop shall think fit, only leav-

ing 300/. a-year to the mother church
;
which 300/., by

another act passed some years ago, they cau divide like-

wise, and crumble as low as their will and pleasure will

dispose them. So that, instead of six bundled clergy-

men, which, I think, is the usual computation, we may
have, in a small compass of years, almost us many thou-

sands to live with decency and comfort, provide for

their children, be charitable to the poor, and maintain

hospitality.

But it is very reasonable to hope, and heartily to be

wished by all those who have the least regard to our

holy religion, as hitherto established, or to a learned,

pious, diligent, couversable clergyman, or even to com-
mon humanity, that the honourable house of commons
will, in their great wisdom, justice, and tenderness to

innocent men. consider these bills iu another light. It

is said they well know this kingdom not to be so over-

stocked with neighbouring gentry ;
but a discreet learned

clergyman, with a competency fit for one of his educa-

tion, may be an entertaining, a useful, and sometimes

a necessary companion. That, although such a clergy-

man may not be able constantly to find beef and wine
for his own family, yet he may be allowed sometimes

to afford both to a neighbour without distressing him-
self

; and the rather, because be may expect at least as

good a return. It will probably be considered that in

many desolate parts there may not be always a suffi-

cient number of persons considerable enough to be

trusted with commissions of the peace, which several

of the clergy now supply, much better than a little,

hedge, contemptible, illiterate vicar front 20/. to 50/.

a-year, the son of a weaver, pedler, tailor, or miller,

can be presumed to do.

The landlords and farmers, by this scheme, can find

no profit ; but will certainly be losers. For instance,

if the large northern livings be split into a dozen

parishes or more, it will be very necessary for the little

threadbare gownman, with his wife, his proctor, and
every child who can crawl, to watch the fields at harvest-

time, for fear of losing a single sheaf, which he could
not atford under peril of a day's starving; for, ac-

cording to the Scotch proverb, a hungry louse bites

sore. This would of necessity breed an infinite number
of wrangles and litigious suits in the spiritual courts;

and put the wretched pastor at perpetual variance with

his whole parish. But as they have hitherto stood, a
clergyman established in a competent living is not

under the necessity of being so sharp, vigilant, and
exacting. On the contrary, it is well known and
allowed that the clergy round the kingdom think them-
selves well treated if they lose only one single third

of their legal demands.
The honourable house may perhaps be inclined to

conceive that my lords the bishops enjoy as ample a
power, both spiritual and temporal, as will fully suffice

to answer every branch of their office
;

that they want
no laws to regulate the conduct of those clergymen over

whom they preside ; that if non-residence be a grievance,

it is the nitron's fault, who makes not a better choice,

or caused the plurality. That if the genetal impartial

character of persons chosen into the church had been
more regarded, and the motive of party, alliance,

kindred, flatterers, ill judgment, or personal favour
regarded less, there would be fewer complaints of
non-residence, want of care, hlamable behaviour, or

vot- ii.

any other part of misconduct
;
not to mention igno-

rance und stupidity.

I could name certain gentlemen of the gown, whose
awkward, spruce, prim, sneering, and smirking counte-
nances. the very tone of their voices, and an ungainly
strut iu their walk, without one single talent for any
one office, having contrived to get good preferment by
the mere force of flattery and cringing : for which two
virtues (the only two virtues they pretend to) they

were, however, utterly unqualified ; and whom, if I

were in ]«wer, although they were my nephews or had
married my nieces, 1 could never, in point of good
conscience or honour, have recommended to a curacy
in Counaught.
The honourable house of commons may likewise per-

haps consider that the gentry of this kingdom difler

from all others upon earth, being less capable of em-
ployments in their own country than any others who
come from abroad

;
and that most of them have little

expectation of providing for their younger children

otherwise than by tbe church, in which there might
be some hopes of getting a tolerable maintenance. For,

after the patrons should have settled their sons, their

nephews, their nieces, their dependents, and their fol-

lowers invited over from the other side, there would
still remain an overplus of smaller church preferments,

to be given to such clergy of the nation who shall have
their quantum of whatever merit may be then in

fashion. But by these bills they will be all as absolutely
excluded as if they had passed under the denomination
of Tories, unless they can be contented at the utmost
with 50/. a-year ; which, by the difficulties of collecting
tithes in Ireland and the daily increasing miseries of
the people, will hardly rise to half that sum.

It is observed that the divines sent over hither to

govern this church have not seemed to consider the dif-

ference between both kingdoms with respect to the in-

ferior clergy. As to themselves, indeed, they find a
large revenue in lands, let at one ouarter value, which
consequently must be paid while mere is a penny left

among us; and the public distress so little affects their

interests, that their fines are now higher than ever : they

content themselves to suppose that wliatever a parish

is said to be worth comes all into the parson's pocket.

The poverty of gTeat numbers among the clergy of
England has been the continual complaint of all men
who wish well to the church, and many schemes have
been thought of to redress it; yet an English vicar of
-10/. a-year lives much more comfortably than one of

double the value in Ireland. His farmers, generally

speaking, are able and willing to pay him his full dues

:

he has a decent church of ancient standing, filled every

Lord's-day with a large congregation of plain peop'e,

well clad, and behaving themselves os if tliey believed

in God and Christ. He has a house and barn in re-

pair, a field or two to graze his cows, with a garden and
orchard. No guest expects more from him than a pot

of ale
;
he lives like an honest, plain farmer, as his

wife is dressed but little better than Goody. He is

sometimes graciously invited by the squire, where he

sits at a humble distance : if he gets the love of his

people, they often make him little useful presents
;
he

is happy by being bom to no higher expectation ; for

he is usually the son of some ordinary tradesman or

middling farmer. His learning is much of a site with

his birth and education ;
no more of either than what

a poor hungry servitor can be expected to bring with

him from his college. It would be tedious to show the

reverse of all this in our distant poorer pan-hes through

most jtarts of Ireland, wherein every reader may make
the comparison.

Lastly, the honourable bouse of common* may con-

sider whether the scheme of multiplying beggarly cler-

gymen through the whole kingdom, who must all have

U
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votes for choosing parliament-men, (provided they can very being of the clergy in the points of lil>erty and
prove their freeholds to be worth 10*. per annum, v/tra property, as well as in their abilities to jierfurm their

rrpruat,) may not, by their numbers, have great in- duty, this whole reverend body, who are the established

flnence upon elections, being entirely under the instructors of the nation in Christianity and moral
dependence of their bishops. For, by a moderate virtues, and are the only persons concerned, should be

computation, after all the divisions and subdivisions the sole persons not consulted. Let any scholar show
of parishes that my lords the bishops have power to the like precedent in Christendom for twelve hundred
make by their new laws, there will, as soon as the pre- years past. An act of ]*ar1iametit for settling or selling

sent set of clergy goes off, be raised an army of ec- an estate in a private family is never passed until all

clesiastical militants, able enough for any kiud of parlies give consent. Rut in the present case the

service except that of the altar. whole body of the clergy is, as themselves apprehend,

I am indeed in some concern about a fund for determined to utter ruin, without once expecting or

building a thousand or turn churches, wherein these asking their opinion; and this by a scheme contrived

probationers may read their wall lectures; and begin only by one part of the convocation, while the other

to doubt they must be contented w ith hams, which part, which has been chosen in the usual forms, wants
bams will be one great advancing step toward an ac- only the regal permission to assemble and consult

rommodation with our true Protestant brethren the about the affairs of the church, as their predecessors

dissenters. have always done in funner ages
;
where it is presumed

The scheme of encouraging clergymen to build the lower house has a power of proposing canons, and
houses, by dividing a living of 500/. a-year into ten a negative voice, as well os the upper. And God
parts, is a contrivance the meaning whereof has got on forbid (say these objectors) that there should be a
the wrong side of my comprehension ;

unless it may be real separate interest between the bishops and clergy,

argued that bishops build no houses because (hey are any more than there is between a man and his wife, a
so rich, and therefore the inferior clergy will certainly king and his people, or Christ and his church,

build if you reduce them to beggary. Hut I knew a It spems there is a provision in the bill that no
very rich man of quality in England who could never parish shall be cut into scraps without the consent of

be persuaded to keep a servant out of livery, because several persons, who can be no sufferers in the matter;

such sonants would be expensive, and apt in time to but 1 cannot find that the clergy lay much weight on
look like gentlemen; whereas the others were ready to this caution

;
because they argue that the very persons

submit to the lowest offices, and at a cheaper penny- from whom these bills took their rise will have the

worth might increase his retinue. greatest share in the decision.

1 hear it is the opinion of many wise men that be- I do not by any means conceive the crying sin of the

fore these bills pass both houses they should lie sent clergy in this kingdom to be that of non-residence. 1

hack to England with the following clauses inserted : am sure it is many degrees less so here than in England,
First, that whereas there may he about a dozen double unless the possession of pluralities may pass under that

bishoprics in Ireland, those bishoprics should be split, name
;
and if this be a fault, it is well known to whom

and given to different persons ; and those of a single it must be imputed : I believe upon a fair inquiry

denomination be also divided into two, three, or four (and I hear an iuquiry is to be made) they will ap-

parts, as occasion shall require
;
otherwise there may pear to be most pardonably few

;
especially considering

l*e a question started whether twenty-two prelates can how many (larishes have not an inch of glebe, and
effectually extend their paternal care and unlimited how difficult it is upon any reasonable terms to find a
power for the protection luid correction of so great a place of habitation. And therefore God knows whether

number of spiritual subjects. Rut this proposal will my lords the bishops will be soon able to convince the

meet with such furious objections that I dial 1 not in- clergy, or those who have any regard for that venerable

sist upon it; for I well remember to have read what a body, that the chief motive in their lordships' minds
terrible fright the frogs were in upon a report that the by procuring these hills was to prevent the sin of non-

sun was going to marry. residence; while the universal opinion of almost every

Another clause should lie, that none of these twenty, clergyman in the kingdom, without distinction of

thirty, forty, or (iffy pounders may be suffered to marry, party, taking in even those who are not likely to be
under the penalty of immediate deprivation, their sufferers, stands directly against them,

marriages declared null, and their children bastards; If some livings in the north may be justly thought

for some desponding people take the kingdom to be in too large a compass of laud, which makes it incon-

no condition of encouraging so numerous a breed of veniont for the remotest inhabitants to attend the service

beggars.
>

of the church, which in some instances may be true,

A third clause will be necessary, that these humble no reasonable clergyman would oppose a proper re-

gentry should lie absolutely disqualified from giving medy by particular acts of parliament,

votes in elections for parliament-men. Thus, for instance, the deanery of Down, a country

Others add a fourth ; which is, a clause of indul- deanery I think without a cathedral, depending wholly

gence, that these reduced divines may be permitted to upon a union of parishes joined together in a time when
follow any lawful ways of living, which will not call the land lay waste and thinly inhabited, since those

them too often or too far from their spiritual offices
;

circumstance* are so prodigiously changed for the

for, unless I misapprehend, they are supposed to have better, may properly be lessened, leaving a decent corn-

episcopal ordination. For example; they may be tappers peteucy to the dean, and placing rectories in the re-

of linen, bailiffs of the manor; they may let blood or maining churches, which are now served only by

apply plasters for three miles round
;
they may get a stipendiary curates.

dispensation to hold the clerkship and sextomhip of The case may he prohably the same in other parts

:

their own parish in commemlum. Their wives and and such a proceeding, discreetly managed, would Ire

(laughters may make shirts for the neighbourhood ; or, truly for the good of the church.

if a Wrack be near, for the soldiers: in linen coun- For it is to be observed that the drat* and chapter

tries they may card and spin, and keep a few looms in lands, which in England were all seized under the

the house ; tlicy may let lodgings, and sell a pot of ale fanatic usurpation, are things unknown in Jieland,

without doors, but not at home, unless to sober company having been long ravished from the church by a stic-

and at regular hours. It is by some thought a little cession of confusions, and tithes applied in their stead

bud tiiat in an affair of the last couscqucnce to the to support that ecclesiastical dignity.
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The late archbishop of Dublin [Dr. Wm. King]
had a very different way of encouraging the clergy of

his diocese to residence : when a lease had run out

seven years or more, he stipulated with the tenant to

resign up twenty or thirty acres to the minister of the

parish where it lay convenient, without lessening his

former rent, and with no great abatement of the line

;

and this he did in the parts near Dublin, where land

is at the highest rates, leaving a small chiefry for the

minister to pay, hardly a sixth part of the value. I

doubt not that almost every bishop in the kingdom
may do the same generous act, with less damage to

their sees than his late grace of Dublin, much of

whose lands were out in fee-farms, or leases for lives ;

and I am sorry that the good example of such a prelate

has not been followed.

But a great majority of the clergy’s friends cannot
hitherto reconcile themselves to this project, which
they call a levelling principle, that must inevitably

root out the seeds of all honest emulation, the legal

parent of the greatest virtue and most generous actions

among men ; but which, in the general opinion (for I

do not pretend to offer my own), will never more
have room to exert itself in the breast of any clergy-

man whom this kingdom shall produce.
But whether the cmtsequences of these bills may, by

the virtues and frailties of future bishops sent over

hither to nde the church, terminate in good or evil, I

•hall not presume to determine, siuce God can work the

former out of the latter. However, one thing I can
venture to assert, that from the earliest ages of Christi-

anity to the minute I am now writing, there never was
a precedent of such a proceeding

;
much less was it to

be feared, hoped, or apprehended, from such bands in

any Christian country
;
and so it may pass for more

titan a pbtenix, because it has risen without any assist-

ance from the ashes of its sire.

The appearance of so many dissenters at the hearing
of this cause, is what, I am told, has not been charged
to the account of their prudence or moderation

;
because

that action bis been censured as a mark of triumph
and insult before the victory is complete : since neither
of these bills has yet passed the house of commons, and
some are pleased to think it not impossible that they
may be rejected. Neither do 1 hear that there is an
enacting clause in either of the hills to apply any part
of the divided or subdivided tithes toward increasing
the stipends of the sectaries. So that these gentlemen
seem to be gratified like him who, after having been
kicked down stairs, took comfort when he saw his
friend kicked down after him.

I have heard many more objections against several
particulars of both these bills

; but they are of a high
nature, and carry such dreadful innuendoes, that I dare
*>ot mention them

;
resolving to give no offence, because

I well know how obnoxious I have long been (although
I conceive without any fault of my own) to the seal
and principles of those who place all difference in
opinion concerning public matters to the score of dis-
affection

; whereof 1 am at least as innocent as the
loudest of ray detractors.

SOME REASONS
against the bill for settling the tithe of

HEMP, FLAX. Sic., UV A MODUS •

Thr clergy did little expect to have any cause of com-
plaint against the present house of commons, who in

A hill was
|
rt***M>U*d in tho Irish houw* of commons for en-

the gnwth of ttax, by which it %»«* provided that the
t*lU* upon that production should be commuted for a certain
•’•j'Gi.or eo:ti]HMi‘ion in money. B'it the opposition to the bill

(princimlly caused by tliu pnmpiih t) proved so effectual that
» "m drnp;*rt.

the last session were pleased to throw out a hills sent

them from the lords, which that reverend body appre-
hended would be very injurious to them if it jui&sed

into a law
;

anti who, in die present session, defeated
the arts atul endeavours of schismatics to repeal the

sacramental test.

For although it has been allowed on all h&ruls, that

the former of those bills might, by its necessary con-
sequences, be very displeasing to the lay gentlemen of
the ^kingdom, for many reasons purely secular,

and that this last attempt for repealing the test did
much more affect at present the temporal interest than
the spi ritual

;
yet die whole body of the lower clergy

have, upon both these occasions, expressed equal
gratitude to that honourable bouse for dieir justice

and steadiness, as if tbc clergy aloue were to receive

the benefit.

It must needs be therefore a great addition to the

clergy's grief, that such an assembly as the present

house of commons should now, with an expedition
more than usual, agree to a bill for encouraging the

linen manufacture, with a clause whereby the church
is to lose two parts in three of the legal tithe in flat

and hemp.
Some reasons why the clergy think such a law will

be a great hardship upon diem are, I conceive, those
that follow. I shall venture to enumerate them, with
all deference due to that honourable assembly :

—

First, the clergy suppose that they have not, by any
fault or demerit, incurred the displeasure of the nation's

representatives
;
neither can the declared loyalty of the

present set, from the highest prelate to the lowest
vicar, be in the least disputed; because there are
hardly ten clergymen through the whole kingdom, for

more than nineteen years past, who have not been
either preferred entirely upou account of their declared
affection to the Hanover line, or higher promoted as the
due reward of the same merit.

There is not a landlord in the whole kingdom, re-

siding some part of the year at his country-seat, who
is not in his own conscience fully convinced that the
tithes of his minister have gradually sunk for some
years past oue-third, or at least one-fourth of their

former value, exclusive of all non -solvencies.

The payment of tithes in this kingdom is subject to
so many frauds, brangles, and other difficulties, not
only from Papists and Dissenters, but even from those
who profess themselves Protestants, tliat, by the expense,
the trouble, and vexation of collecting and bargaining
for them, they are of all other rents the most precarious,
uncertain, and ill paid.

The landlords in most parishes expect, as a compli-
ment, that they shall pay little more than half the

value of the tithes for the lands they hold in their own
hands; which often consist of large domains

; and it is

the minister’s interest to make them easy upon that

article, when be considers what influence those gentle-

men have upon their tenants.

The clergy cannot but think it extremely severe,

that in a bill for encouraging the linen manufacture,
they alone must be the sufferers, who can least afford
it If, as I am told, there be a tax of 30004 a-ycar
paid by the public for a further encouragement to the
said manufacture, are not the clergy equal sharers in
the charge with the rest of their fellow-suhjects 1 What
satisfactory reason can lie therefore given why they
alone should bear the whole additional weight, unless
it will be alleged tliat their property is not upon an
equal foot with the properties of other men ? They
acquire their own small pittance by at least as honest
means as their neighbours, the landlords, possess their
estates; and have been always supposed, except in
rebellious or fanatical times, to have us good a title

« For ihc bishops to dlrld« livings,

*4 2
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for no families now in being can show a more ancient.

Indeed. if if l»e true that some person' (I hope tlsey

were not many) weie seen to laugh when the right* of

the clergy weie mentioned; in this case an opinion

may p.»ssihly he soon advanced that they have no
right* at all. Ami this is likely enough to gain ground

in proportion as the contempt of all religion shall

incieaac, which is already in a very forward way.

It is said there will he also added to this hill a

clause for diminishing the tithe of hops, in order to

cultivate that useful plant among us; and here like-

wise the load is to lie entirely on the shoulder* of tire

clergy, while the landlords reap all the benefit. It

will not be easy to foresee whore such proceedings are

likely to stop; or whether by the same authority, in

civil times, a parliament may not as justly challenge

the same power in reducing all things titheahle not

Inflow the tent!, part uf the product fwhich is, and
ever will he, the clergy's equitable right), hut from a

fenth part to a sixtieth or eightieth, and fiotn thence to

nothing.

1 have heard it granted by skilful persons, that the

practice of taxing the clergy by pail iament, without

their own consent, is a new thing, not much above the

date of seventy years; befoie which period, in times of

peace, they always taxed themselves. But things are

extiemely altered at present : it is not now sufiicient

to tax them in common with their fellow-subjects,

without imposing an additional tax upon them, from

which, or fri.m anything equivalent, all their fellow

-

subjects are exempt ; arid this in a country professing

Christianity.

The greatest part of the clergy throughout this king-

dom have been stripped of their glebes by the confusion

of times, by violence, fraud, oppression, ami other

unlawful means; all which glebes are now in the

hands of the laity. So that they now are generally

forced to lie at the mercy of landlords, fur a small

piece of ground irt their parishes, at a most exorbitant

rent, and uauullv for a snort term of years, whereon to

build a house and enable them In reside. Vet, in spite

of these disadvantages. I am a witness that they are

generally more constant residents than their brethren

lti England ; where the meatiest vicar has a convenient

dwelling, with n barn, a garden, and a field or two for

Iris cattle; liesides the certainty of his little income
fr. m honest farmer*, able and willing, not only to pay
him his dues, but likewise to make him presents,

according to their ability, for his better support. In

ml! which circumstances the clergy of Ireland meet
with a treatment directly contrary.

It i* hoped the honourable house will consider that

it is impossible for the most ill-minded, avaricious, or

cunning clergyman, to do the least injustice to the

meanest cottager in his parish, in any bargain for

tithes, or other ecclesiastical dues. He can at the

utmost only demand to have his tithes fairly laid out

;

and does not once in an bundled times obtain his

demand. But every tenant from the poorest cottager

to the most substantial faimer. can, and generally does

impose up. in the minister, by ftaud. by theft, by lies,

by peijuiies. hy insolence, and sometimes by force;

notwithstanding the utmost vigilance and skill of him-
self and his proctor; insomuch, that it is allowed that

the clergy in general receive little more than rue-half

of their legal dues
;
not including the charges they are

at in collecting or bargaining for them.

The laud-rents of Ireland are computed to almut

2.000.000/., whereof one-tenth amounts to 200.000/.

The benrficed clergymen, excluding those of this city,

are not reckoned to be above 300; by which computa-
tion they should each of them possess 200/. a-year, if

those tithes were equally divided, although in well*

cultivated com countries it ought to be more
;
whereas

they hardly receive one-half ef that sum, with great

defalcation*, anti in very bad payments. There are,

indeed, a few glclies in tlie north pretty considerable

;

but if these, and all the rest, were in like manner
equally divided, they would not add 5/. a-year to every

clergyman. Therefore, whether the condition of the

clergy in general among us he jusllv liable to envy,

nr aide to bear a heavy burden, which neither the

nobility, nor gentry, nor tradesmen, nor farmers, will

touch w ith one uf their fingers; this, I say, is submitted

to the honourable house.

One teirible circumstance in this hill is that of

turning the tithe of flux and hemp into what the law-

yers call a motlut, or a certain sum in lieu of u tenth

part of the product. And by this practice of claiming

a mixius in many parishes hy ancient custom, the

clergy in both kingdoms have been almost incredible

sufferer*. Thus, in the preseut cose, the tithe of a

tolerable acre of flax, which hy a medium is worth

12s., is by the present bill reduced to Is. Neither is

this the worst pait in a modut

;

every determinate sum
must in process of time sink from a-fuurth to a four-

and twentieth part, or a great deal lower, by that neces-

sary fall attending the value of money
;
which is now

at least nine- tenth* lower all over Europe titan it was

100 years ago. by a gradual decline; and even a-tbird

part ut least, within our own memories, in purchasing

almost everything required for the necessities or con-

veoieucies of life; as any gentleman can attest who
has kept house for twenty years past. And this will

equally affect poor countries as well ns rich. For,

although 1 look upon it as an impossibility that this

kingdom should ever thrive under its present dis-

advantages, which, without a miracle, must still in-

crease, yet when the whole cash of the nation shall

sink to 30,000/., we must, in ull our traffic abroad,

either of import or export, go hy the general rate at

which money is valued in those commies that enjoy

the common privileges of human kind. , For this

reason no corporation (if the clergy may presume to

call themselves one) should by any means grant away
their properties in perpetuity, upon any consideration

whatsoever, which is a rock that many corporations

have split upon, to their great impoverishment, and
sometimes to their utter undoing; because they are

supposed to subsist for ever, and because no determi-

nation of money is of any certain perpetual intrinsic

value. This is known enough in England, where

estates let for ever, some hundred years ago, by several

ancient noble families, do not at this present pay their

posterity a twentieth j>art of what they are now worth

at an easy rate.

A tax affecting one part of a nation which already

beais its full share in all parliamentary impositions,

cannot possibly lie just, except it be inflicted as a

punishment upon that body of men which is taxed for

some great demerit or danger to the public appre-

hended from those upon whom it is laid; thus the

Papists ami Nonjurors have l»eeti doubly taxed for re-

fusing to give pro|»er securities to the government, which

cannot l>e objected against the clergy. And therefore,

if this bill should pass, 1 think it ought to l-e with a

preface, showing wlierein they have oflended, and for

what disaffection or other crime they are punished.

If an additional excise upon ale. or a duty upon flesh

and bread, were to he enacted, neither the victualler,

butcher, nor baker would bear any more of the charge

than for what themselves consumed, hut it would be

an equal general tax through the whole kingdom:

w hereas, hy this hill, the clergy alone are avowedly

condemned to be deprived of their ancient, inherent,

undisputed rights, in order to encourage a manufacture,

by which all the rest of the kingdom are supposed to

be gaiueis.
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Thi» bill is directly against Magna Charta ; where-

of the first clause is, fur confirming the inviolable

rights of holy church; as well as contrary to the oath

taken iiy all our kings at their coronation, where they

• wear t • defend and protect the church iu all its rights.

A tax laiJ upon employments is a very different

thing. The possessors of civil and military employ-
ments are uo corporation

;
neither are they any port of

our constitution
;

their salaries, pay, and perquisites

are all changeable at the pleasure of the prince

who bestows them, although the army be paid from
funds raised and appropriated by the legislature. But
the clergy, as they have little reason to expect, so they

desire no more then their ancient legal dues, (only in-

deed with the removal of many giievous impediments
in the collection of them,) which it is to lie feared they

must wait for uutil more favourable times. It is well

known that they have already, of their own accord,

shown great indulgence to their people upon this very

article of flax, seldom taking above a-fourth part of

their tithe for small parcels, and oftentimes nothing at

all from new beginners, waiting with patience until

the farmers were able, and until greater quantities of

land were employed in that part of husbandry ; never
suspecting that their good intentions should be per-

verted iu so singular a maimer, to their detriment, by
that very assembly which, during the time that con-

vocations (which are an original port of our constitu-

tion ever since Christianity became notional among us)

are thought fit to be suspended, God knows for what
reason or from what provocations : I say, from tliat

very assembly who, during the intervals of convoca-
tions, should rather be supposed to be guardians of the

rights and properties of the clergy, than to make the

least attempt upon either.

I have uot heard upon inquiry, that any of those

gentlemen, who among us without doors arc called the

court party, discover the least zeal iu this affair. If

they had thoughts to interpose, it might be conceived

they would show their displeasure against this hill,

which must very much lessen the value of the king's

patronage upon promotion to vacant sees, in the dis-

posal of deaneries, and other considerable preferments

in the church which are iu the donation of the crown,
whereby the viceroys will have fewer good preferments

to liestow on their dependents, os well as upon the kin-

dred of members, who may have a sufficient stock of

that sort of merit, whatever it may be, which may in

future times most prevail.

The dissent cm, by not succeeding in their endeavours
to procure a repeal of the test, have last nothing, but
continue in full enjoyment of their toleration, while
the clergy, without giving the least offence, are by this

hill deprived of a considerable hrain’h of their ancient
legal rights, whereby the schismatical party will have
the pleasure of gratifying their revenge—hoc Grati

vo/uere.

The farmer will find no relief by this modut, because
when his present lease shall expire his landlord will

infallibly raise the rent in an equal proportion, upon
every part of laud where flax is sown, and have so

tnu' h a better security for paymeut at the expense of
the clergy.

If we judge by things past, it little avails that this

hill is to be limited to a certain time of ten, twenty, or

thirty years. For uo landlord will ever consent that a
law shall expire by which he finds himself a gainer;

and of this there are many examples, as well iu Eng-
land os in this Kingdom.
The great eud of this bill is, by proper encourage-

ment, to extend the linen manufacture into those

counties where it has hitherto been little cultivated:

but this eucouragement of lessening the tithe of flax

and hemp is one of such a L ind as, it is to be feared,

will have a directly contrary effect. Because, if I am
rightly informed, no set of men has, for their number
and fortunes, been more iudustiious and successful

than the clergy, in introducing >h it manufacture into

places which were unacquainted with it
;
by persuading

their people to sow flax and henqi, by procuring seed

for them, and by having them instructed in the ma-
nagement thereof; and this they did, not wirhout tea-

snuable hopes of increasing the value of their parishes

after some time, as well as of promoting the beuefit of

the public. But if this motlu* should take place, the

clergy will be so far from gaining, that they will become
losers by their extraordinary care, by having tlieir best

arable lands turned to flax and hemp which are

reckoned great imjxiverishers of land : they cannot
therefore lie blamed if they should show as much zeal

to prevent its being introduced or improved in their

parishes as they hitherto have shown in the introducing

and improving of it. This, I ain told, some of them
have already declared

;
at least so far as to resolve not

to give themselves any more trouble than other men
about promoting a manufacture, by tl»e success of which
they only, of all men. are to be sufferers. Perhaps
the giving even a further encouragement than the law
does, as it now stands, to a set of men, who might on
many accounts be so useful to this purpose, would lie

no bad method of having tlie great end of the bill

more effectually answered
;
but this is what they are

far from desiring: all they petition for is no more than

to continue on the same footing with the rest of their

fellow -subjects.

If this modut of paying by fhe acre be to pass into

a law, it were to he wished that the same law would
not only appoint one or more sworn surveyors in each
parish to measure the lands on which flax and hemp
are sown, but also settle the price of surveying and de-

termine whether the incumbent or farmer is to pay for

each annual survey. Without something of this kind
there must constantly be disputes between them, ami
fhe neighbouring just ices of peace must he teased as

often os those disputes happen.

1 had written thus far, when a paper was sent to me
with several reasons against the bill, some whereof,

although they have been already touched, are put in a
better light, and the rest did not occur to me. I shall

deliver them in the author's own words:

—

I. That tithes are the patrimony of the church
;
and,

if not of divine original, yet at least of great antiquity.

II. That all purchases and least's of titheahle lands,

for many centuries j«ast, have been made and taken,

subject to the demand of tithes, and those lauds sold

ami taken just so much the cheaper on that account.

III. That if any lands are exempted from tithes, or

the legal demands of such tithes lessened by act of par-

liament, »6 much vnlue is takeu from the proprietor of

the tithes, and vested in the proprietor of the lands, or

his head tenants.

IV. That no innocent unoffending person can be so

deprived of his property, without the greatest violation

of common justice.

V. That to do this upon a prospect of encouraging
the linen, or any other manufacture, is acting upon a
very mistaken and unjust supposition, inasmuch as the
price of the lands so occupied will be no way lessened

to the former by such a law.

VI. That the clergy are content cheerfully to War
(as they now do) any burden in common with their

fellow -subjects, either for the support of hi* majesty's

government, or the encouragement of the trade of the
nation; but think it very mini that they should b«

singled out to pay heavier taxes than others, at a time
when, by the decrease of the value of their parishes,

they ure less able to bear them.
VII. That the legislature ha* heretofore distio-
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guished tlie clergy by exemption*, and not by addi-

tional loads; and the present clergy of the kingdom
hope they have not deserved worse of the legislature

than their predeceasors.

VIII. That by the original constitution of these

kingdoms the clergy had the sole right of taxing them-

selves, and were in possession of that right as low as

the Restoration
;
and if that right be now devolved upon

the commons by the cession of the clergy, the com-
mons can be considered, in this case, in uo other light

than as the guardians of the clergy.

IX. That besides those tithes always in the posses-

sion of the clergy, there are some portions of tithes

lately come into their possession by purchase
;

that if

this clause should take place, they would not be al-

lowed the benetit of these purchases, upon an equal

footing of advantage with the rest of their fellow-

subjects. And that some tithes, in the hands of im-
propriators, are under settlements and mortgages.

X. That the gentlemen of this house should consider

that loading the clergy is loading their own younger
brothers and children

;
with this additional grievance,

that it is taking from the younger and poorer, to give

to the elder and richer ; and,

Lastly, That if it were at any time just and proper

to do this, it would, however, be too severe to do it

now, when all the tithes of the kingdom are known,
for some years past, to have sunk at>ove one -tlmd part

iu their value.

Any income in the hands of the clergy is at least a*

useful to the public as the same income iu the hands
of the laity.

It were more reasonable to grant the clergy in three

parts of the nation an additional support than to di-

minish their present subsistence.

Great employments are and will be in the hands of

Englishmen ; nothing left fur the younger tot>s of Irish-

men, but vicarages, tide-waiters' places, &c. ;
therefore

no reason to make them worse.

The tmxlus upon the flax in England affects only

lands reclaimed since the year 1690, and is at the rate

of 5s. the English acre, which is eqiv&lent to 8s. 8</.

Irish, and that to he paid before the farmer removes it

from the field. Flax is a manufacture of little cotise-

queuce in Englawl, hut is the staple in Ireland
;
and

if it increases (as it probably will) must, in many
places, jostle out corn, because it is more gainful.

The clergy of the established church have no in-

terest, like those of the church of Rome, distinct from
the true interest of their country ; and therefore ought
to suffer under no distinct impositions or taxes of any
kind.

The bill for settling the modus of flax in England
was brought in the first year of the reign of king George
I.. when the clergy lay very unjustly under the impu-
tation of some disaffection

;
and to encourage the

bringing iu of some fens in Lincolnshire, which were

not to be continued under flax
;
but it left all lands,

where flax had been sown before that time, under the

same condition of tithing in which tney were before

the passing of that bill
;
whereas this hill takes away

what the clergy are actually possessed of.

Tliat the woollen manufacture is the staple of Eng-
land, as the linen is that of Ireland : yet no attempt

was ever made in England to reduce the tithe of wool,

for the encouragement ofthat manufacture. This manu-
facture has already been remarkably favoured by the

clergy, who have hitherto been generally content with
less than half, some with 6<f. a garden, and some have
taken nothing.

Employments, they say, have been taxed, the reasons

for which taxatiou will not hold with regard to pro-

C , at least till employments liecome inheritances,

commons always have had so tender a regard to

property, that they never would suffer any law to pass

whereby any particular persons might be aggrieved,

without their own consent.

N. R. Some alteration* have been made in tne bill

about the modus, since the above paper was written

;

but they are of little moment.

A LETTER
PROM A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS IN

IRELAND TO A MEMBER OP THE HOUSE OP
COMMONS IN ENGLAND, CONCERNING

THE SACRAMENTAL TEST.

Ia the •* Miscellanies.'* published by Morphew, in 1711. tlie

following aslxertisemeot, evidently dictated by Dr. Swift, is

prefixed ;
—

‘ The following letter is supposed, by >me judicious prisons,
to be of the * une author, and if their conjectures be right, it

w ill bo of no disadvantage to him t«» have it revived, con-
siderin',' the time w hen it was wilt, the persons then st the
helm, and the dcsnttiK in agitation, against which thi* paper so
boldly opj wired. I ha\e been assured that the suspicion
which the supposed author lay under for writim thi* letter
absolutely ruined him with the late ministry. I have taken
leave to ora.l about a page, which was purely personal, and
of no use to the subject.

*

The pamphl t material! v contributed to the loss of the hill for
repeal < >1 the Test Act, during the earl of Pembroke's vice-

royalty.

SlR, Dublin, December 4, 170®.

1 received your letter, wherein you tell me of

the strange representations made of us on your side of
the water. The instance you are pleased to mention is

that of the Presbyterian missionary, who, according to

your phrnse, has been lately persecuted at Drogheda
for his religion; hut it is easy to observe how mighty
industrious some people have been, for three or four

years past, to hand about stories of the hardships, the

merits, the number, and the power of the Presbyterian*

in Ireland : to raise formidable ideas of the dangers of
Popery there, and to transmit all for England, improved
by great additions, and with special care to have them
inserted with comments, in those infamous weekly
pajiers that infest your coffee-houses. So when the clause

enacting a Sacramental Test was put in execution, it

was given out in England, that half thejustices of peace

through this kingdom had laid down their commis-
sions ; whereas, upon examination, the whole number
was found to amount ouly to a dozen or thirteen, and
those generally of the lowest rate in fortune and un-
derstanding, and some of them superannuated. So
when the earl of Pembroke was in Ireland, and the

parliament sitting, a formal story was very gravely

carried to his excellency by some zealous members, of a

priest newly arrived from abroad to the north-west parts

of Ireland, who had publicly preached to his people,

to fall a murdering the Protestants ; which, though in-

vented to serve an end they were then upon, and are

still driving at, was presently handed over, and printed

with shrewd remarks by your worthy scribblers.

In like manner the account of tliat person, who was
lately expelled our university for reflecting on the

memory of king William : what a dust it raised, and
how foully it was related, is fresh enough in memory
Neither would people be convinced, till the university

was at the pains of publishing a Latin paper to justify

themselves. And to mention no more, this story of

the persecution at Drogheda, how it has been spread

and aggravated, what consequences have been drawn
from it, and what reproaches fixed ou those who have
least deserved them, we are already informed. Now,
if tlie end of all this proceeding were a secret and
mystery, 1 should not pretend to give it an interpreta-

a The provost and frllows of Trinity College expelled
Edward Forbe* for the cause mentioned.
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Hon
; but sufficient cure has been taken to explaiu it,

first by addresses artificially (if not illegally) procured

to show the miserable state of the dissenters in Ireland,

by reason of the Sacramental Test, and to desire the

queen's intercession that it might be repealed. Then,
it is manifest that our Speaker,* when lie was last year

in England, solicited in person several members of both

houses to have it repealed by an act there ;
though it

be a matter purely national, that cannot possibly inter-

fere with the trade and interest of England ;
and

though he himself appeared formerly the most zealous

of all men, against the injustice of bmdiug a uation by
laws to which they do uotcouseub And, lastly, those

weekly libellers, whenever they get a tale by the end
relating to Ireland, without once troubling their

thoughts about the truth, always eud it with an appli-

cation against the Sacramental Test, and the absolute

necessity there is of repealing it iu both kingdoms. I

know it may be reckoned a weakness to say anything

of such trifles as are below a serious man’s notice; much
less would I disparage the understanding of any party,

to think they would choose the vilest and most igno-

rant among mankind to employ them for the asset tors

of a cause. I shall only say, that the scandalous

liberty those wretches take would hardly be allowed,

if it were not mingled with opinions that some men
would he glad to advance. Resides, how insipid

soever those papers are, they seern to be levelled to the

understaudingi of a great number
;
they are grown a

necessary part in coflee-house furniture, and some time

or other may happen to be read by customers of all

ranks, for curiosity and amusement, because they lie

always in the way. One of these authors (the fellow

that was pillored, I have forgot his name) [Daniel
Defoe] is indeed so grave, senten' ions, dogmatical a
rogue, that there is no enduring him

;
the Oliservator

[Mr. John Tutcbin] is much the brisker of the two,

and 1 think further goue of late iu lies and impudence,
than his Presbyterian brother. The reason why 1

mention him is, to have an occasion of letting you
know, that you have not dealt so gallantly with us as

we did with you in a parallel case. Last year a paper

was brought here from England, called “ A Dialogue
between the archbishop of Canterbury and Mr. Hig-
gins," which we ordered to be burnt by the common
hangman, as it well deserved, though we have no more
to do with his grace of Canterbury [Dr. Thomas
Teuisou] than you have with the archbishop of Dublin
[Dr. Willium King]

;
nor can you love and reverence

your prelate more than we do ours, whom you tamely
sufler to lie abused openly, and by name, by tliat

paltry rascal of an Observator; arid lately uj»on an
afl'uir wherein he had no concern, 1 mean the business

of the missionary of Drogheda, wherein our excellent

primate was engaged, and did nothing but according
to law and discretion. But because the lord archbishop

of Dubliu lias been upon several occasions of late years

misrepresented in England, 1 would willingly set you
right iu his character. 1* For his great sufferings and
eminent services he was, by the late king, promoted to

the see of Derry. About the same time he wrote a
liouk to justify the Revolution, wherein was an account
of king James's proceedings in Ireland; and the late

archbishop Tillotson recommended it to the king, os

the most serviceable treatise that could have been pub-
lished at such a juncture.0 And as his grace set out
upon those principles, he has proceeded so ever since,

as a loyal subject to the queen, entirely for the suc-
4 Alhu Broderick, esq., formerly solicitor-general of

Ireland.

*Tlii* character ofarchbuhop King Is retained in the" Miscel-
lany" of 1727, edited by Pope. but erased in the Dublin edition.

e Dr. King was twice imprisoned in thecastle of Dublin alter

the lauding of king James in Irelaud, In 1699, and narrowly
escaped assassination.
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cession iu the l*rotc*tant line, and for ever excluding
the pretender

; and though a firm friend to ihe church,
et with indulgence toward dissenters, as ap]iears from
is conduct at Derry, where he was settled for many

years among the most virulent of the sect
;
yet. upon his

removal to Dubliu, they parted from him with tears in

their eyes, and universal acknowledgments of his

wisdom and goodness. For the rest it must be owned,
he does not busy himself by entering deeply into any
party, but rather spends his time in acts of hospitality

and churity, in building of churclnw, retiring his
palace, in introducing and jweferring the worthiest
person* be can find, without other regards: in short,

in the practice of all virtues that can become a public
or private life. This and more, if possible, is due to

so excellent a person, who may be justly reckoned
among the greatest and most learned prelates of this
age, however his character may lie defiled by such
mean and dirty hands as those of the Observator, or
such as employ him.

1 now come to answer the other part of your letter,

and shall give you my opinion freely about repealing
the Sacramental Test; only, whereas you desire my
thoughts as a friend, and not as I am a member of
porliameut, I must assure you they are exactly the
same in both ca]>acities.

I must begiu by telling yon we are generally sur-
prised at your wonderful kindness to us on this occa-
sion, it being so very industrious to teach us to see our
interest in a point where we are so unable to see it our-
selves. This has given us some suspicion

;
and though

iu my own particular I am hugely bent to believe that
whenever you concern yourselves in our affairs it is

certainly for our good, yet 1 have the misfortune to

be something singular in this belief; and therefore I

never attempt to justify it, but content myself to pos-
sess my own opiuion in private, for fear of encounter-
ing men of more wit or words than I have to spare.
We at this distance, who see nothing of the spring

of actions, are forced, by mere conjecture, to assign two
re.isons for your desiring us to repeal the Sacramental
Teat. One is, liecause you are said to in agine it will

•*» *I«T toward the like good work in England
;
the

other more immediate, that it will open a way for re-
warding several persons who have well deserved upon
a Kre

?
lt occasion, but who are now unqualified through

that impediment.
I do not frequently quote poets, especially Eng-

lish
; but I remember there is in some of Mr. Cowley 's

love verses a strain that 1 thought extraordinary at
fifteen, ami have often since imagined it to be spoken
by Ireland :

—

'* Forbid it. heaven, my life should be
Weigh’d wlih her least c^>nvt'tlirncy.

,,

It» short, whatever advantage you projiose to your-
selves by repealing the Sacramental Test, speak it out
plainly

; it is the best urgument you can me, for we
value your interest much more than our own; if your
little finger lie sore, and you think a poultice made of
our vitals will give it any ease, speak the word and it

shall be done : the interest of our whole kingdom is at
any time ready to strike to that of your poorest fishing
towns; it is hard you will not accept our services,
unless we believe at the same time that vou are only
consulting our profit and giving us marks' of your love.
If there be a fire at some distance, and I immediately
blow up my house before there be occasion, because
you are a man of quality and apprpbcnd some danger
to a comer of your stable, yet why should you require
me to attend next morning at your levee with my
humble thanks for the favour you have done met

If we might be allowed to judge for ourselves, *«
had abundance of benefit by the Sacramental Test, and
foresee a number of mischiefs would be the consequence
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of repealing it
;
and we conceive the objection* made

against it by the dissenters are of no maimer of force.

They tell us of their merits in the late war in Ireland,

and how cheerfully they engaged for the safety of the

nation ; that if they liad thought they had been fight-

ing only other people s quarrels, perhaps it might have

cooled their seal, and that for the future they shall sit

down Quietly and let ns do our work ourselves; nay,

that it is necessary they should do so, since they cannot

take up arms under the penalty of high treason.

Now supposing them to have done their duty, as I

believe they did, (and not to trouble them about the fly

outlie wheel,) I thought liberty, property, and religion

had been the three subjects of the quarrel
; and have

not all those been amply secured to them 1 had they

n »t at that time a mental reservation for power and
employments t and must these two articles be added
henceforward in our national quarrels? It is grown a

mighty conceit among some men to melt down the

phrase of a church established by law into that of the

religion of the magistrate
;
of which appellation it is

easier to find the reason than the sense : if by the ma-
gistrate they mean the prince, the expression includes

a falsehood
;

for when king James was prince, the esta-

blished church was the same as it Is now. if by the

same word they mean the legislature, we desire no
more. Be that as it will, we of this kingdom believe

the church of Ireland to be the national church, nud
the only one established by law, and are willing by the

same law to give a toleration to Dissenters
; but if

once we repeal our Sacramental Test and grant a

toleration, or suspend the execution of the penal laws,

1 do not sec how we can be said to have any established

church remaining
;
or rather, why there will not he as

many established churches as there are sects of dis-

senters. No, say they, yours will still be the national

church, because your bishops and clergv are maintained

by the jiublic; hut that I suppose will be of no long

duration, and it would be very unjust it should, be-

cause, to speak in Tindal's phrase, it is not reasonable

that revenues sb'Hild be annexed to one opinion more
than another when all ars equally lawful ; and it is the

same author's maxim, that no freeborn subject ought

to pay for maintaining speculations he does not believe.

But why should any man, upon account of opinions he

cannot help, be deprived of the opportunity of serving

his queen and country 1 Tbeir real is commemlable,

and when employments go a-begging for want of hands,

they shall be sure to have the refusal, only upon con-

dition they will not pretend to them upon maxims
which equally include atheists, Turks, Jews, infidels,

and heretics; or, which is still more dangerous, even

Papists themselves : the former you allow, the other

you deny
;
because these last own a foreign power, and

therefore must be shut out. But there is no great

weight in this; for their religion can suit with free

states, w.ith limited or absolute monarchies, as well os

a better
;
and the pope s power in France is but a

shadow
;
so that, upon this foot, there need be no great

danger to the constitution by admitting Papists to em-
ployments. I will help you to enough of them who
shall be ready to allow the pope as little power here as

you please : and the bare opinion of his being vicar of

Christ is but a sfieculative point, for which no man it

seems ought to be deprived of the capacity of serving

his country.

But, if you please, I will tell you the great objection

we have against repealing this same Sacramental Test.

It is that we are verily persuaded the consequence will

he an entire alteration of religion among us in no great

rjmposs of years. And pray observe how we reason

here in Ireland upon this matter.

We ohaerve the Scots, in our northern purls, to he

a heave, industrious people, extremely devoted to *h*tr

religion, and full of an undisturbed affection toward
each other. Numbers of that noble nation, invited by
the fertilities of the soil, axe glad to exchange tbeir

barren hills of Loquabur, by a voyage of llnee hours,

for our fruitful vale* of I)owu and Antrim, so pro-

ductive of that grain which, at little trouble and less

expense, finds diet and lodging for themselves and their

cattle. These people, by their extreme pirsimouy,
wonderful dexterity in dealing, and firm adherence to

one another, soon grow into wealth from the smallest

beginnings, never are rooted out where they once fix,

and increase daily by new supples : besides, when they

are the superior number iu any tract of ground, they
are not over patient of mixture ; but such, whom they

cannot assimilate, soon find it their interest to remove.
I have done all in my power on some laud of my own
to preserve two or three English fellows in their neigh-

bourhood, but found it impossible, though one of them
thought he had sufficiently made his court by turning
Presbyterian. Add to all this, that they bring along
with them from Scotland a most formidable notion

of our church, which they look upon at least three de-

grees worse than Popery
;
and it is natural it should be

so, since they come over full fraught with that spirit

which taught them to abolish Episcopacy at home.
Then we proceed further, and observe that the gen-

tlemen of employments here make a very considerable

number in the house of commons, and have no other

merit but that of doing their duty iu their several sta-

tions; therefore when the Test is repealed, it will be
highly reasonable they should give place to those who
have much greater services to plead. The commissions
of the revenue are soon disposed of, and the collectors

and other officers throughout this kingdom are gene-
rally appointed by the commissioners, which gives

them a mighty influence in every county. As much
may be said of the great offices in the law

;
and when

this door is open to let dissenters into the commissions
of the peace, to make them high-»heriffs, mayors of
corporations, and officers of the army and militia, 1 do
not see how it can be otherwise, considering their in-

dustry and our supineness, but that they may, iu a very

few years, grow to a majority in the house of commous,
and consequently make themselves the uation&l re-

ligion, and have a fair pretence to demand the reveuues
of the church for their teachers. I know it will be

objected, that if all this should happen as I describe,

yet the Presbyterian religion could never be made the

national by act of parliament, because our bishops are

•o great a number in the house of lords, and without a
majority there the church could not be abolished. But
I have two very good expedients for that, which 1 shall

leave you to guess, and I dare swear our speaker here

has often thought on, especially having endeavoured at

one of them so lately. To convince you that this de-

sign is not so foreign from some people's thoughts, I

must let you know that an honest bellwether of our

house* (you have him now in England
; I wish you

could keep him there) had the impudence some years

ago, in parliament time, to shake my lord bishop of

Kilaloo* by his lawn sleeve, and tell him, in a threaten-

ing manner, “ that he hoped to live to see the day when
there should not be one of his order in the kingdom.*’

These last lines perhaps you think a digression
; there-

fore to return : 1 have told you the consequences we
fully reckon upon from repealing the Sacramental Test,

which, although the greatest number of such as are for

doing it are actually iu no manner of paiu about it,

and many of them care not 3d. whether there be any
church or not, yet, because they pretend to argue from

conscience, os well as policy and interest, 1 thought it

proper to undentaud and answer them accordingly.

Ruppmed to be Mr. Broderick.
* Pr. Lindsay, afterwards lord -primate.
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Now, sir, in answer to your question, whether, if any
altemp should be made here fur repealing the Sacra-

mental Test, it would be likely to succeed ? the number
of professed dissenters in this parliament was, as I re-

member, something under a dozen, and I cannot coll

to mind above 30 others who were expected to fall its

with them. This is certain, that the Presbyterian

pirty, having with great industry mustered up their

forces, did endeavour one day, upon occasion of a

hint in my lord Pembroke's sjteech, to introduce a

debate about repealing the Test clause, when there

unbared at least four to oue odds against them
; and

the ablest of those, who were reckoned the most

stanch and thorough -paced Whigs u]ion all other

occasions, fell off with an abhorrence at the first men*
tion of this

f must desire you to take notice, that the terms of

Whig and Tory do not properly express the different

interests in our parliament. I remember, when I was
last in England, 1 told the kiug, “ that the highest

Tories we had with us would make tolerable Whigs
there. ’ This was certainly right, and still in the

general continues so, unless you have since admitted

new characteristics which did nut come within our

definition. Whoever bears a true veneration for the

glorious memory of king William, as our great de-

liverer from Popery and slavery
;
whoever is firmly

loyal to our present queen, with an utter abhorrence

and detestation of the pretender ; whoever approves the

succession to the crowu in the house of Hanover, and
is for preserving the doctrine and discipluie of the

church of England, with an indulgence for scrupulous

consciences; such a man we think acts upon right

principles, and may tie justly allowed a Whig : and 1

believe there are not six members in our house of com-
mons who may not fairly come under this description.

8 i that the parties among us are made up, on one side,

of moderate Whigs, and, on the other, of Presbyterians

and their abettors
; by which last 1 mean such who can

equally go to a church or conventicle, or such who are

indifferent to all religion in general; or, lastly, such
who affect to bear a personal rancour toward the clergy

:

these last are a set of men not of our own growth,

their principles at least have been imported of late

years; yet this whole party put together will scarce, 1

am confident, amount to above 30 men in parliament,

which can hardly be worked up into a majority of 300.

As to the house of lords, the difficulty there is con-

ceived at least as great as in ours. So many of our
temporal peers live in England, that the bishop# are

generally pretty near a par of the house, and we reckon

they will be all to a man against repealing the Test

;

and yet their lordships are generally thought as good
Whigs upou our priuciples as any in the kiugdom.
There are indeed a few lay lords who appear to have
no great devotion for Episcopacy

;
and perhaps one or

two more, with whom certain powerful motives might
be used, for removing any difficulty whatsoever

;
but

these are, in no sort, a number to carry any point

against the conjunction of the rest, and the whole bench
of bishops.

Besides, the whole body of our clergy is utterly

against repealing the Test, though they are entirely de-

voted to her majesty, and hardly l in 100 who are not

v»ry good Whigs, in our acceptation of the word. And
I must let you know that we of Irelaud are not yet

come up to other folk's refinements, for we generally

love and esteem our clergy, and think they deserve it;

nay, we are apt to lay some weight upon their opinion,

and would not willingly disoblige them, at least unless

it were upon some greater poiut of interest than this.

And their judgment in the present affair is the m<>re

to be regarded, because they are the last persons who
will be affected by it : this makes us thirix them im-

partial, and that their concern is only for religion and
the interest of the kiugdom. Because the act which
rejieaU the Test will only qualify a layman for an em-
ployment, but not a Presbyterian or An ilmpfist preacher

for a church-living. Now 1 must take leave to iuform

you, that several members of our house, and myself

among the rest, knowing some time ago what was upon
the anvil, went to all the clergy we knew of auy dis-

tinction, and desired their judgment in the 'matter;

wherein we found a most wonderful agreement, there

being hut one divine that we could hear of in the whole
kingdom who appeared ofa contrary sentiment : wherein
lie afWward stood alone in the convocation, very little

to his credit, though, as be hoped, very much to his

interest.

I will now consider a little the arguments offered to

show the advantages, or rather the necessity, of repeal-

ing the Test in Ireland. We are told, the popish in-

terest is here so formidable, that all hands should be
joined to keep it under : that the only names of dis-

tinct i in among us ought to be those of Protestant

and Papist; and that this expedient is the only means
to unite all Protestants upon one common bottom.
All which is nothiiig but misrepresentation and mis-
take.

If we were under any real fear of the Papists in this

Kingdom, it would be hard to think us so stupid as

not to lie equally apprehensive with others, since we are

likely to tie the greatest and more immediate sutTciers;

but, on the contrary, we look upou them to l>e alto-

gether as inconsiderable as the women and children.

Their lands are almost entirely taken from them, and
they are rendered incapable of purchasing any more,
and fur the little that remains, provision is made by the

late act against Popery, that it will daily crumble
away : to prevent which, some of tire most considerable

among them are already turned Protestants, and so, in

all probability, will many more. Then the Popish

r
iests are all registered, and without permission (which
hope will not be granted) they can have no successors;

so that the Protestant clergy will find it perhaps no
difficult matter to bring great numbers over to the

church
;
and in the mean time the common people,

without leaders, without discipline or natural courage,

being little belter than hewers of wood and drawers of
water, are out of all capacity of doing any mischief, if

they were ever so well inclined. Neither are they at

all likely to join, in any considerable numbers, with

an invader, having found so ill success when they were
much more numerous and powerful

;
when they had a

prince of their owu religion to head them, had been
trained for some years under a Popish deputy, and re-

ceived such mighty aids from the French kiug.

As to tliat argument used for repealing the Test, that

it will unite all Protestants against the common enemy,
I wonder by what figure those gentlemen speak who
are pleased to advance it . suppose, in order to increase

the friendship between you and me, a law should pass,

that 1 must have half your estate; do you think that

would much advance the union between us? or suppose
1 share my fortune equally between my own children

and a stranger, whom 1 take into my protection, will

that he a method to unite them? It is au odd way of

uuitiug parties, to deprive a majority of part of their

ancieut right, by conferring it on a faction, who had
never any right at all, and therefore cannot be said to

sutler any loss c*r injury if it be refused them. Neither

is it very clear how far some jieople may stretch the

term of common enemy. How many are there of those

tliat call themselves Protestants who look upon our
worship to be idolatrous, as well as that of the Papists,

and, with great charity, pit Prelacy and Popery to-

gether, as terms convertible?

And therefore there is one small doubt 1 would be
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willingly satisfied in, before I agree to the repealing of

the Teat
; that is, whether these same Protestants, when

they have by their dexterity made themselves the

national religion, and disposed the church revenues
among their ]Mutoro or themselves, will be so kind to

allow us dissenters, 1 do not say a share in employments,
but a bare toleration by law? The reason of my doubt
is, because 1 have been so very idle as to read above
fifty pamphlets, written by as many Presbyterian

divines, loudly disclaiming this idol toleration : some
of them calling it (I know not how properly") a rag of
Popery, and all agreeing it was to establish iniquity

by law. Now 1 would be glad to know when and
where their successors have renounced this doctrine,

and before what witnesses. Because, methinks, 1 should
be loath to see my poor titular bishop in parlibui, seized

on by mistake in the dark for a jesuit; or be forced

myself to keep my chaplain disguised like my butler,

and steal to prayers in a back room, as my grandfather

used in those times, when the church of England was
malignant.

But this is ripping up old quarrels long forgot

;

Popery is now the common enemy, against which we
must all uuite. I have been tired in history with the

perpetual folly of those states who call in foreigners to

assist them against a common enemy
;
but the mischief

was, these allies would never lie brought to allow that

the common enemy was quite subdued. And they had
reason

; for it proved at last, that one part of the com-
mon enemy was those who called them in, and so the

allies became at length the masters.

It is agreed among naturalists, that a lion is a larger,

a stronger, and more dangerous enemy than a cat
;
yet

if a man were to have his choice, either a lion at his

foot, bound fast with three or four chains, his teeth

drawn out, and his claws pared to the quick, or an
angry cat in full liberty at his throat, he would take

no long time to determine.

I have been sometimes admiring the wonderful sig-

ni Heaney of that word persecution, and what various

interpretations it has acquired even within my memory.
When I was a boy I often heard the Presbyterians

complain that they were not permitted to serve God in

their own way : they said they did not repine at our
employments, but thought that all men who live peace-

ably ought to have liberty of conscience, and leave to

assemble. That impediment being removed at the

Revolution, they soon learned to swallow the Sacra-

mental Test, and began to take very large steps, wherein

all who offered to oppose them were culled men of a
persecuting spirit. During the time the bill against

occasional conformity was on foot, persecution was
every day rung in our ears, and now at last the Sacra-

mental Test itself has the same name. Where then is

this matter likely to end, when the obtaining of one
request is only used as a step to demand another ? a
lover is ever complaining of cruelty while anything is

denied him
;
when the lady ceases to be cruel, she is

from the next moment at his mercy : so |>erseciition, it

seems, is everything that will not leave it in men's

power to persecute others.

There is one argument offered against a Sacramental
Test by a sort of men who are content to lie styled of
the church of England, who perhaps attend its service

in the morning, and go with their wives to a conven-
ticle in the afternoon, confessing they hear very good
doctrine in Ijoth. These men are much offended, that

84i holy an institution, as that of the Lord's Supper,
should be made subservient to such mercenary purposes

us the getting of an employment. Now it seems the
law, concluding all men to be members of that church
when they receive the sacrament; and supposing all

men to live like Christians (especially those who are

to have employments), did imagine they received the

sacrament iu course about four times a-year; and
therefore only desired it might appear by certificate to
the public, that such, who took an office, were members
of the church established, by doing their ordinary duty.
However, lest we should offend them, we have often
desired they would deal candidly with us ; for, if tins

matter stuck only there, we would propose it in parlia-

ment, that every man who takes an employment should,
instead of receiving the sacrament, be obliged to swear
that he is a memlier of the church of Ireland by law
established, with Episcopacy, and so forth

; and as they
do now in Scotland, to be true to the kirk. But when
we drive them thus far, they always retire to the main
body of the argument, urge the hardship that men
should be deprived the liberty of serving their queen
and country on account of their conscience

; and, iu
short, have recourse to the common style of their half
brethren. Now, whether this lie a sincere way of
arguing, I will appeal to any other judgment but
theirs.

There is another topic of clamour somewhat parallel

to the foregoing : it seems by the Test clause, the mili-
tary officers are obliged to receive the sacrament, as well
as the civil. And it is a matter of some patience to hear
the dissenters declaiming upon this occasion : they cry
they are disarmed, they ore used like Papists : when an
enemy apjtears at home, or from abroad, they must sit

still, and see their throats cut, or be hanged for high
treason if they offer to defend themselves. Miserable
condition! woful dilemma! it is happy for us all that

the pretender was not apprized of this passive Presby-
terian principle, else he would have infallibly landed in

our northern parts, and found them all sat down iu their

formalities, as the Gauls did the Roman senators, ready
to die with honour iu their callings. tSometimes, to

appease their indignation, we venture to give them
hopes, that, in such a case, the government will perhaps
connive, and hardly be so severe to hang them for de-
fending it, against the letter of the law : to which they

readily answer, that they will not lie at our mercy, but
let us fight our battles ourselves. Sometimes we offer

to get an act, by which upon all Popish insurrections
at home, or Popish invasion from abroad, the govern-
ment shall be empowered to grant commissions to all

Protestants whatsoever, without that persecuting cir-

cumstance of obliging them to say their prayers when
they receive the sacrament : but they abhor all thoughts
of occasional commissions; they will not do our
drudgery, and we reap the benefit : it is not worth
their while to fight pro arit et font; and they had
rather lose their estates, liberties, religion, and lives,

than the pleasure of governing.

But to bring this discourse toward a conclusion : if

the dissenters will be satisfied with such a toleration by
law as has been granted them in England, I believe

the majority of both houses will fall readily in with it

;

further, it will be hard to persuade this house of com
mons, and perhaps much harder the next. For, to say

the truth, we make a mighty difference here between

suffering thistles to grow among us. ami wearing them
for posies. We are fully convinced in our consciences,

that we shall always tolerate them ; but not quite so

fully that they will always tolerate us, when it comes
to their tum

;
and we are the majority, and we are in

[XHiscssion.

He who argues in defence of a law in force, not an-

tiquated or oloolcte, hut lately enacted, is certainly on
(he safer side, and may be allowed to point out the dan-

gers he conceives to foresee in the abrogation of it.

For, if the consequences of repealing this clause

should at some time or other enable the Presbyterians

to work themselves up into the national church

;

instead of uniting Protestants, it would sow eternal

divisions among them. First, their own sects, which
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now lie dormant, would be soon at cuffs again with

each other, about, power and preferment ; and the dis-

senting episcopals, perhaps discontented to such a

degree as, upon some fair unhappy occasion, would be

able to shake the firmest loyalty, which none can deny
theirs to be.

Neither is it very difficult to conjecture, from some
late proceedings, at what a rate this faction is likely to

drive, wherever it gets the whip and the seat. They

have already set up courts of spiritual judicature in

open contempt of the laws : they send missionaries

everywhere, without being invited, in order to convert

the Church-of-England folks to Christianity. They
are as vigilant as 1 know who, to attend persons on

their death-beds, and for purposes much alike. Aud
what practices such principles as these (with many
other that might he invidious to mention) may spawn
when they are laid out to the sun, you may determine

at leisure.

Lat//y, Whether we are so entirely sure of their

loyalty upon the present foot of government, as you

may imagine their detractors make a question, which
however does, 1 think, by no means affect the body of

dissenters ; hut the instance produced is, of some
among their leadiug teachers in the north, who, having

refused the abjuration oath, yet continue their preach-

ing, aud have abundance of followers. The particulars

are out of my head
;
hut the fact is notorious enough,

and I believe has been published : 1 think it a pity it

has not been remedied.

Thus, I have fairly given you, sir, my own opinion,

as well as that of a great majority in both houses here,

relating to this weighty affair; upon which I am con-

fident you may securely reckon. 1 will leave you to

make what use of it you please. I am, with great re-

spect, sir, yours, &c.

A NARRATIVE
OP THE SEVERAL ATTEMPTS WHICH THE DIS-

SENTERS OP IRELAND HAVE MADE. POR A
REPEAL OF THE SACRAMENTAL TEST.

HUMBLY INSCRIBED TO THE CONFORMING NOBILITY
AND GENTRY OP IRELAND, 1731.*

W iien the oath of supremacy was repealed, which had
been the church’s great security since the 2nd of
<^ucen Elisabeth, against both Papists and Presbyte-
rians who equally refused it, it let in such a current of
dissenters into some of our corporations, as bore down
all before them.

Although the Sacramental Test had been for a con-
siderable time in force in England, yet that law did
not reach Ireland, where the church was more oppressed
by dissenters, and where her must sanguine friends were
glad to compound, to preserve what legal security she
had left, rather than attempt any new, or even to recover
what she had lost

;
aud in truth they had no reason to

expect it, at a time when the dissenters had the interest I

to have a motion made and debated in parliament, that
there might be a temporary repeal of all the penal laws
against them

; and when they were so flushed with the
conquest they had made in some corporations, as to

reject all overtures of a toleration
;
and to that eud had

employed Mr. Boyse to write against it with the utmost
contempt, calling it “ a stone instead of bread, a ser-

pent instead of a fish.”

When the church was iu this situation, the clause of
the Sacramental Test was happily sent over from Eng-
land, tacked to the Popery bill ; which alarmed the
whole body of the dissenters to that degree, that their

* This little tract w** originally printed at Dnblin io a pe-
rnalical paper called *’ The Correspondent }" and wan annexed
U« second edition of the •* Presbyterians' Plea of Merit.'*

managers began to ply with the greatest artifice and
industry to prevent its passing into a law. But (to the
honour of that parliament he it spoken) the whole body
of both lords and commons (some few excepted) passed

the clause with great readiness, and defeuded it after-

ward with as great resolution.

The immediate consequence of this law was the
recovery of several corporations from the dissenters, and
the preservation of others, to which that enterprising

people had made very hold and quick approaches.
It was hoped that this signal defeat would have

discouraged the dissenters from any further attempts
against the law which had so unanimously passed both
houses; but the contrary soon appeared; for, upon
meeting of the jiarliameut held by the earl of Pem-
broke,* they quickly reassumed their wonted courage
and confidence, and made no doubt hut they should
either procure an absolute repeal thereof, or get it so far

relaxed as that they might be admitted to offices of
military trust; to this they apprehended themselves en-
couraged by a paragraph iu his excellency's speech to

both houses, (which they applied to themselves,) which
was, “ that the queen would be glad of any expedient
for strengthening the interest of her Protestant subjects

of Ireland.’'

The advocates for the dissenters immediately took
hold of this handle; and, iu order to prepare the way
for this expedient, insisting boldly upou their merit and
loyalty, charged the church with persecution, aud ex-
tolled their signal behaviour in the late Revolution to

that degree, as if by their singular prowess they had
saved the nation.

But all this was only to prepare the way for the grand
engine, which was forming to beat down this law ; and
that was their expedient addresses.

The first of this kind was from a provincial synod
of the northern dissenters, beginning with high enco-
miums upon themselves, and as high demands from the

public, “ for their untainted loyalty iu all turns of
government, which,” they said, “ was the natural con-
sequence of their known principles;” expressions,

which, liad they been applied to them by their adver-
saries, must have been understood os spoken ironically,

and, indeed, to have been the greatest sarcasm imagi-
nable upon them (especially when we consider the

insolent treatment given to her late majesty in the very
same address) : for immediately after they pass this

compliment upon themselves, they tell her majesty,

they deeply regret the Sacramental Test; and frankly

declare tiiat neither the gentlemen nor people of their

persuasion could (they must mean would) serve her,

whutever exigencies might arise, unless that law was
repealed.

The managers for the kirk, following this precedent,

endeavoured to obtain addresses to the same purpose

from the corporations; and though they proved unsuc-

cessful in most, they procured them from our most
considerable conforming corporations

;
and that too

at a critical juncture, when numbers of Scotch Pres-

byterians, who hail deserved well in the affair of the

Union, and could not lie rewarded in England, (where
the Test Act was in force,) stood ready to overrun our

r
referments as soon as the test should he repealed in

reland.

But, after all, when it came to a decisive trial in the

house of commons, the dissenters were defeated.

When the managers found the house of commons
could not he brought into that scheme of an expedient,

to be offered by them, their refinement upon tins was,

to move for an address, “ That the house would accept

of an expedient from her majesty; but this also was

rejected : for, by this project, the managers would
have led the queen into this dilemma, either to dis-

* Ilia vice royally cuiunu’Ocvd April 7, 1707.
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oblige the whole body of the dissenters, by refusing

to name the expedient, or else to give up the conform-
ists to the insult' uiul encroachments of the dissenters,

by the ri|>oal of that law which was declared by the

house of lords to be the great security of the established

church, and of the English interest in Ireland.

The next attempt they made against the Test was
during the government of lord Wharton.* The dis-

senters seemed more resolute now than ever to have
the Test repealed, especially when his excellency had
declared from the throne, “ that they were neither to be

persecuted nor molested.” For they, who had ull along

called the Test Act a persecution, might reasonably

conclude that grievance would be removed, when they

were told by the chief governor, that “ they were not
even to be molested." But, to their great confusion,

they were soon undeceived, when they found, upon
trial, that the house of commons would not bear the

least motion toward it.

Their movements to repeal the Test being stopped

this way, the managers were obliged to take several

other ways to come at it : and at the time that some
pretended to soothe, otliers seemed to threaten even the

legislature.

There happened about that time, when the project of

the expedient was on foot, an excellent occasion to ex-

press their resentments against this law, and that was,

when great uumliera of them refused the oath of alle-

giance, and to oppose the pretender, insisting upon a

rejieal of the Test Act as the condition of their arming
in defence of their queen and country. The govern-

ment was not reduced to such straits, as to submit to

that condition : and the Test stood firm, in spite of both

the dissenters and the pretender, until the latter was
driven from our coasts

;
and then one would have

thought the hopes of the former would have vanished

with him.
But it |jroved qu»te contrary

;
for those sons of the

earth, rebounding with fresh vigour from their falls, re-

covered new strength and spirit from every defeat
;
and

the next attempt was bidder (considering the circum-
stance they were in) than any they had made before.

The case was this: the house of lords of Ireland

had accused them to the queen of several illegal prac-

tices, which highly concerned the safety of our consti-

tution both in church and state; the particulars of
which cliK/e were summed up in a representation from
the lords to this effect :

—

“ That they (the dissenters) had opposed and {>««*-

cuted the conformists in those parts where their {tower

prevailed, had invaded their congregation. pnqiugafed
their schism in places where it had not the least footing

formerly
; that they were protected from a legal pro-

secution by a noli praaeqtn in the case of Drogheda
;

that they refused to take conforming apprentices, and
confined trade among themselves, exclusive of the coin
fonnists ; that, in their illegal assemblies, they had
prosecuted and censured their people fur being married
according to law; that they nave thrown public and
scandalous reflections upon the Episcopal order, and
upon our laws, particularly the Sacramental Test, and
had misapplied the royal bounty of 1200/. per annum
in propagating their schism, and undermining the

church
;
and had exercised an illegal jurisdiction in

their presbyteries and synods,” Ac.

To this represeiitatii.n of the lords, the dissenters re-

monstrate in an address to the queen, or rather an ap-
peal to their own people

; iti which, although it is evi-

dent they were conscious of those crimes whereof they
stood accused, as ap]*arsby the evasions they make to

this high cliurge
;

yet, even under these circumstances,

(such was their modesty,) they pirsaed fur a repeal of

• AppoiotM lord lieutenant November f», 170#.

the Test Act, by the modest appellation of a grievance,

and odious mark of infamy. Ac.
One {articular in another address I c.mnot omit.

The house of lords, in their representation, had ac-

cused one dissenting teacher in particular (well known
to Mr. Boyne); the charge was in these wolds: *' Nor
has the legislature itself escaped the censure of a bold
author of theirs, who has published in print that the

Sacramental Test is ouly an engine to advance a state

faction, and to debase religion, to serve base and un-
worthy purposes.’*

To this Mr. Boyse answers, in an address to the

queen, in the year 1712, subsnihed only by himself

and five more dissenting teachers, in the following

muuner :

—

** As to this part of their lordships* complaint, we
beg leave to lay before your majesty the words of that

author, w hich are these : Nor can we altogether excuse
those who turn the holy Eucharist into an engine to

advance a state faction, and endeavour to confine the

communion table of our Lord, by their arbitrary en-
closures, to a party : religion is thereby deliased, to

serve mean and unworthy purposes. We humbly con-
ceive that the author, in that passage, makes uo men-
tion of the legislature at all, &e.

;
and we cannot omit,

on this occasion, to regret it, as the great unhappiness
of a kingdom, that dissenters should now be disabled

from concurring in the defence of it, in any future

exigency and danger, and should have the same in-

famy put upon them with the Irish Papists. We
therefore humble hope that your majesty shall consi-

der how little real grouuJs there are for those com-
plaints made by their lordships.”

What a mixture of impudence and prevarication is

this! That one dissenting teacher, accused to his

prince of having censured the legislature, should pre-

sume, backed only by five more of the same quality
anti profession, to transcribe the guilty paragraph, and
(to secure his meaning from all possibility of being
mistaken) annex another to it; wherein they rail at

that very law for which he in so audacious a maimer
censured the queen and parliament, and at the same
time should exjiect to be acquitted by her majesty, be-

cause he had not mentioned the word legislature. It is

true, the word legislature is not expressed in that pa-
ragraph

;
but let Mr. Doyse say what other power but

the legislature could in this sense, ** turn the holy
Eucharist into an engine to advance a state faction, or

confine offices of trust, or the communion table of our
Ia>rd, by their arbitrary enclosures, to a party." It is

plain he can from his principles intend no others hut
the legislators or the Sacramental Test ; though, at the
same time, I freely own tliat this is a vile description of
them

;
for neither have they by this law made the Sa-

cramental Test an engine to advance, hut raiher to de-

press, a state faction; nor have they made any arbi

trary enclosures of the communion table of the laird,

since as many as please may receive the sacrament
with us in our churches; and those who will nut may
freely, &s before, receive it in their separate congrega-
tions : nor, in the last place, is religion hereby deliased

to serve mean and unworthy purjioses; nor is it any
more than nil lawgivers do, by enjoiiiing an oath ut

allegiance, and making that a religious test; for an
oath is an act of religious worship, as well as the Eu-
charist.

Upon the whole, is not this an instance of prodigious
boldness in Jo. Buyse, backed with only five dissenting

teachers, thus to recriminate upon the liish houve ol

lords, (as they were pleused to call hem in the title of

their printed address,) anil almost to insist with her
majesty upon the reiieal of the law, which site had
stam|>cd with her royal authority hut a few years IwfoieY

The next attempt of the dmseuters against this law
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va» made during the government of the duke of
Shrewsbury, by the whole compacted body of their

teachers at id elders, with a formidable engine, called a
representation of grievance*; in which, after they had
reviled the Test Act with the same odious appellations,

and insisted upon the same insolent arguments for the

repeal thereof, which they hud formerly urged to the

queen, they expressed themselves to his grace in these

words : “ YVe beg leave to say, that those persons must
be inexcusable, and chargeable with all the bad ennse-

q
unices that may follow, who, in such a kingdom as

this, and at such a time as this, disable, disgrace, and
divide Protestants

;
a thing that ought not to be done

at any time, or in any place, much loss then its this," Ac.
Is it possible to conceive anything more provoking

than this humble supplication of these reinoustrators f

Does not this sound like a demand of the repeal of the

Test at the peril of those who dare refuse it? Is it

not an application with a hat in one hand, and a sword
in the other, and that too in the style of a king of
Ulster to a king of Connaught—“ Repeal the Test, or if

you don’t ”

—

Rut to proceed in this narrative : notwithstanding <

the defeat of the dissenters in England, in their late

attrmpt against the Test, their brethren in Ireland are
si far from being discouraged, that they seetn now to

conceive greater hopes of having it repealed here thau
ever. I u order to prepare necessaries, and furnish topic*

for this attempt, there was a paper printed upon the

opening of last session, and now republished, entitled,
“ The Nature and Consequences of the Sacramental
Test considered, with reasons humbly offered for the

repeal thereof.”

It is not my intention to follow this author through
all the mazes and windings of his reasoning upon this

subject, which, in truth, seem such incoherent shreds,

that it is impossible to tie them together; and there-

fore what 1 propose is to atiswci such objection* to the

Test, as are advanced either by this author or any other,

which have any ap;>earance of reason or plausibility.

I know it is not prudent to despise an adversary,

nor fair to prepossess readers, before 1 show this bold
and insolent wiiter in his proper figure and dress

; and
therefore, however I may take him to be a feeble advo-
cate fur lire repeal of the Test in point of reasoning,

yet 1 freely allow him to be a most resolute champion
in point of courage, who has, with such intrepidity,

attacked not only the Hist enactors of this law, but all

such who shall continue it, by giving their negatives to

the repeal.

Page 19, he says, “the truth is the imposition of the

Test, anil continuing it in such a state of the kingdom,
appears (at tint sight) so great an absurdity in politics

as can never lie accounted for.”

Who are these alisurd politicians? are they not the

majurity of both houses of parliament?
Rut to strengthen his reflections, page 26, he gives

the whole legislature to understand, “ that continuing
the Test dues not become the wisdom and justice of the

legislature, under the pretence of its lieiug for the

advantage of the state, when it is really prejudicial to

it:'* and further tells us, “it infringes oti the indispu-

table right of the dissenters.”

Page 57, he says, “ The gentlemen of the house of

commuus, who framed the bill to prevent the further

growth of Popery, instead of approving the Test clause

which was insetted, publicly declared their dislike to

it, and tli*-ir resolution to take the first opportunity of
re;iealiug it, though at that time they unwillingly

passed it, rather then lose a bill they were so fond

of. Tlii* resolution has not heen as yet fulfilled, for

what reasons our worthy patriots themselves know
best.”

1 should be glad this author would inform us who

and how many of those members joined in this resolu-

tion to repeal the Test; or where that resolution is

to be found, which he mentions twice ill that same
paragraph

;
surely not in the books of the house of

commons 1

If not. suppose some few gentlemen of the house of

commons (and to be sure very few they were) who
publicly declared their dislike to it, or entered into

any resolution
;

this, 1 think, he should have explained
and not insinuated so gross a reflection on a majority
of the house ofcommons, who first passed this law, and
liave ever since opposed all attempts to repeal it

; these

are the gentlemen whom, in sarcasm and irony, he is

pleased to call the worthy, that is, the unworthy
patriots themselves.

Rut to mention no more, he concludes his notable

piece with these remaikahle words, page 62 63 :

—

“Thus it appears with regard to the Protestant suc-
cession, which has now happily taken place, how
reasonable it is to repeal the Sacramental Test

;
and

that granting that favour to the Dissenters (which by

j

the by cannot be granted but by parliament] can be
disagreeable to none who have a just sense of the many
blessings we enjoy by the Protestant succession ill his

majesty s royal family.”

1 conceive it will be readily allowed, that in all

applications from any body of meti, or particular sub-
jects to the legislature, the highest encomiums are to !«
looked upon us purely complimental ; but that the

least insinuation of disrespect ought to lie considered

in the strictest sense the expressions can bear. Now,
if we apply this observation to what this Isold adven-
turer has said with respect to the legislators of the

Sacrameofal Test, does he not directly and plainly

charge them with injustice, imprudence, gross absur-

dity, and Jacobitism ? Let the most prejudiced reader

that is not predetermined against conviction, say,

whether this libeller of the parliament has not drawn
up a high charge against the makers and coutinuers of
this law.

Notwithstanding my resentment, which to be sure

he does not value, I would lie sotry he should bring

upon himself the resentment of those he has been so

free with. Is not this author justly to be reputed a
defamer till he produces instances wherein the con-
forming nobility and gentry of Ireland have shown
their disaffection to the succession of the illustrious

house of Hanover ?

Did they ever refuse the oath of abjuration, or

support any coufi rmiug nonjuring teachers in their

congregations? Did ever any conforming gentlemen
or common people refuse to be arrayed when the

militia was raised upon the invasion of the pretender?

Did any of them ever show the least reluctance, or

make any exception against their officers, whether
they were dissenters or churchmen ?

It may t>esaid that, from these insinuations. I would
have it understood that the dissenters encouraged some
of their teachers who refused the oath of abjuration;

and that, even in the article of danger, when the

pretender made an attempt in Scotland, our not thcru

Presbyterians showed great reluctance in taking arms
upon the array of the militia.

I freely own it is my intention, and I must affirm

both facts to be tTue
;
however they have the assurance

to deny it.

What can be more notorious than the protection,

countenance, and support which was continued to

Kiddall, M‘Bride, hiu! M'Crackan, who absolutely

refused the oath of abjuration, and yet were continued
to teach in their congregations after they returned from
Scotland, when a prosecution was directed, and a
council in criminal causes was sent down to the county
of Antrim to praaecutc them? With respect to
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the parliament
;
Did ever any house of commons show

greater alacrity in raising money, and equipping ships

in defence of the king than the last house did upon
the exacted invasion of the pretender ? And did ever

any parliament give money with greater unanimity

for the support of the crown than the present has done,

whatever the wants of their private families might l>e?

And must a very great majority of those persons be

branded with the infamous aspersion of disaffection to

the illustrious house of Hanover, should they refuse to

give their voice* fur the repeal of the Test?

I am fully persuaded that this author ntid his fellow-

labourers do not believe one word of this heavy charge

;

but their present circumstances are such that they must
run all hazards.

A great number of the noncomforming gentlemen

daily leave them. Many met), whose fathers were
elders, or rigid nonconformists, are now constant com-
municants and justices of peace in their several coun-
ties

; insomuch that it is highly probable, should the

Test continue twenty years longer, that there would
not be a gentleman left to solicit a repeal.

I shall hereafter take occasion to show how inconsi-

derable they are, for their numbers and fortunes, who
can be served or obliged by this repeal, which number
is daily lessening. The dissenting teachers are suffi-

ciently aware, that the general conformity of the gen-

tlemen will he followed by the conformity of numbers
of the |ieople

;
and should it not be so, that they will

be but poorly supported by them ; that by the con-

tinuance of the Test their craft will he in danger to be

set at nought, and in all probability will end in a
general conformity of the Presbyterians to the esta-

blished church. So that theybave the strongest reasons

in the world to press for a repeal of the Test
;
but those

reasons must have equal force for the continuance of

it, with all that wish the peace of the church and state

ami would not have us torn in pieces with endless and
causeless divisions.

There is one short passage more I had like to have

omitted, which our author leaves as a sting in the tail

of his libel
;
his words are these, p. 59.—“The truth

is. no one party of a religious denomination, in Britain

or Ireland, were so united os they, (the dissenters,)

indeed no one hut they, in an inviolable attachment

to the Protestant succession.” To detect the folly of

this assertion, 1 subjoin the following letter from a

person of known integrity, and as inviolably attached to

the Protestant succession as any dissenter in the king-

dom, I mean Mr. Warreng, of Warrengstown, then a

member of parliament, and commissioner of array in

the county of Down upon the expected invasion of the

pretender. This letter was writ in a short time after

the array of the militia; for the truth of which I refer

to Mr. Warreng himself :

—

“ Sir, that I may fulfil your desire, by giving you
|

an account how the dissenters in my neighbourhood
lichaved themselves when we were threatened with an

invasion of the pretender, lie pleased to know that upon
an alarm given of his being landed near Derry, none

were more zealous in setting watch and keeping guard

than they, to prevent such disorders as might happen

at that time by ill-designing persons passing through

and disturbing the peace of the country.
“ But when the government thought fit to have the

kingdom arrayed, and sent commissioners into these

wts, some time after, it appeared that the disseulers

nid by that time been otherwise instructed
;

for several

who were so forward before, behaved themselves after in

a very different manner, some refusing, and others with

reluctancy appearing upon the array, to be enlisted

and serve in the militia.
“ This behaviour surprised me so much, that I took

Occasion to discourse several of them, over whom I

thought I had as much influence as any other person,

and sound them upon the common argument of having
their hands tied by a late act of parliament, &c.
Whereupon I took some pains to show the act to them,
and whereiu they were mistaken. 1 further pressed

their concurrence with us in procuring the common
peace and security of our country; and though they
seemed convinced by what I said, yet I was given to

understand their behaviour was according to tl>«

sentiments of some persons whom they thought them-
selves obliged to observe, or to be directed by,” &c.

THE PRESBYTERIANS’ PLEA OF
MERIT,

IN ORDER TO TAKE OFF THE TEST, IMPARTIALLY EX-
AMINED. 1731.

W

e

have been told, in the common newspapers, tliat

all attempts are to be made this session by the Presby-
terian* and their abettors for taking off tire Test; as a
kind of preparatory step to make it go down smoother

in England. For if once their light would so shine,

the Papists, delighted with the blaze, would all come
in and dance about it. This 1 take to be a prudent
method : like that of a discreet physician, w ho first

gives a new medicine to a dog before he prescribes it

to a human creature.

The Presbyterians have, ever since the Revolution,

directed their learned casuists to employ their pens on
this subject, by showing their merits and pretensions

upon which they claim this justice, os founded upon
the services they did toward the restoration of king
Charles II., and at the Revolution under the prince of
Orange. Which pleas I take to be the most singular

in their kind that ever were offered in the face of the

sun, against the most glaring lights of truth, and
against a continuation of public facts known to all

Europe for twenty years together. I shall, therefore,

impartially examine the merits and conduct of the

Presbyterians upon those lwo great events; and the

pretensions to favour which they challenge upon them.
Soon after the reformation in the church in Eng-

land, under Edward VI., upon queen Mary's succeed-
ing to the crown, (who restored Popery,) many Pro-
testants fled out of England to escape the persecution

raised against the church, as her brother Lid left it

established. Some of these exiles went to Geneva;
which city had received the doctrine of Calvin,
and rejected the government of bishops, with many
other refinements. These English exiles readily em-
braced the Geneva system ; and having added further

improvements of their own, upon queen Mary’s death

returned to England, where they preached up their

own opinions, inveighing bitterly against episcopacy,

and all rite* and ceremonies, however innocent and
ancient in the church ;

building upon this foundation,

to run as far as possible from Popery, even in the most
minute and indifferent circumstances. This faction,

under the name of Puritan, became very turbulent

during the whole reign of queen Elizabeth, and were
always discouraged by tliat wise queen, as well as by
her two successors. However, their numbers, os well

as their insolence and perverseness, so far increased

that, soon after the death of kiug James I., many in-

stances of their petulancy and scurrility are to be seen

in their pamphlets, written for some years after, (which
was a trade they began in the days of queen Eliza-

beth,) particularly with great rancour against the

bishops, the habits, and the ceremonies : such were
those scurrilous libels under the title of Martin Mar-

|
irelate, and several others. And although the earl of

Clarendon tells us, until the year 1640 (as I remem-
her) the kingdom was in a state of perfect peace nut
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happiness, without the least amwarance of thought or

design toward making any alterations in religion or

government, yet 1 have found, by often rummaging
for old books in Little Britain and Duck Lane, a great

number of pamphlets, printed from the year 1030 to

1640, full of as bold and impious railing expressions

against the lawful power of the crown awl the order of
Inshons, as ever were uttered during the Reltellion, or

the whole subsequent tyranny of that fanatic anarchy.

However, I find it manifest that puritanism did not

erect itself into a new separate species of religion, till

some time after the rebellion began
;

for, in the latter

times of king James L, and the former part of his son,

there were several Puritan bishops and many Puritan
private clergymen

;
while people went, as their incli-

nations led them, to hear preachers of each party in the

parish churches; for the Puritan clergy bad received

episcopal orders as well as the rest. But soon after the

rebellion broke out, theterm Puritan gradually dropped,

and that of Presbyterian succeeded; which sect was,

in two or three years, established in all its forms by
what they called an oidinance of the lords and com-
mons, without consulting the king, who was then at

war against his rebels. And from this period the

church continued under persecution, until monarchy
was restored in the year 1660.

In a year or two after we began to hear of a new
party risen, and growing in the parliament as well as

the army, under the name of Independent : it spread

indeed somewhat more iu the latter, but not equal with
the Presbyterians either in weight or number, until the

very time the king was murdered.
When the king, who was then a prisoner in the Isle

of W ight, had made his last concessions for a peace to

the commissioners of the parliament who attended him
there, upon their return to London, they reported his

majesty's answer to the house; whereupon a number
of moderate members who, as Ludlow says, had se-

cured their own terms with that prince, managed with

so much art as to obtain a majority, in a thin house,

for passing a vote that the king's concessions were a

ground fur future settlement. But the great officers of

the army, joining with the discontented members, came
to a resolution of excluding all those who hod con-

sented to that vote, which they executed in a military

way. I reton told Fairfax the general, a rigid Presby-

terian, of this resolution; who thereupon issued his

orders for drawing out the army the next morning, and
placing guards in Westminster-hall, the court of re-

quests, and the lobby
;
who, in obedience to the gene-

ral, in conjunction with those members who opposed

the vote, would let no memher enter the house except

those of tneir own party. Upon which, the question

for bringing the king to justice was immediately put,

and carried without opposition that 1 can find. Then
an order was made for his trial

; the time and place

appointed ; the judges named, of whom Fairfax him-
self was one : although, by the advice or threats of his

wife, he declined sitting among them. However, by
fresh orders under his own hand, which I have seen in

print, he appointed guards to attend the judges at the

trial, and to keep the city in quiet ; as he did likewise

to prevent any opposition from the people upon the day
of execution.

From what I have already adduced, it appears mani-
fest that the differences between those two sects, Pres-

byterian and Independent, did not then amount to

half so much as what there is between a Whig and
Tory at present among us. The design of utterly ex-
tirpating monarchy ami episcopacy was equally the

same in both; evidently the consequence of the very

same principles upon which the Presbyterians alone
Itcgau, continued, and would have ended in the same
ereuts, if toward the conclusion they hud not been

oearded by that new party with whom they could not
agree about dividing the spoil. However, they held a
good share of civil and military employments during
the whole time of the usurpation

;
and their names,

actions, and preferments are frequent ill the accounts
of those times. For I make no doubt that all the pru-
dent Presbyterians complied in proper seasons, falling

in with the stream, and thereby got that share in em-
ployments which many of them held to the Restora-
tion

; and perhaps too many of them after. In the
same manner we find our wisest Tories in both king-
doms upon the change of hands and measures at the
ucen's death, have endeavoured for several years, by
ue compliances, to recover the time they bad lost by

a temporary obstinacy
;
wherein they have well suc-

ceeded, according to their degrees of merit ; of whose
names I could here make honourable mention, if 1 did
not fear it might offend their modesty. As to what is

alleged, that some of the Presbyterians declared openly
against the king's murder, I allow it to be true. But
from what motives! No other can possibly be assigned
than perfect spite, rage, and envy, to find themselves
wormed out or all power by a new infant spawn of In-

dependents, sprung from their own bowels. It is true
the differences in religious tenets between them are
very few and trifling

; the chief quarrel, as far as I

remember, relating to congregational and notional
assemblies. But whatever interest or power thinks fit

to interfere, it little imports what principles the oppo-
site parties think fit to charge upon each other

; for we
see at this day that the Tories are more hated by the
whole set of zealous Whigs than the very Papists them-
selves

;
and in effect as much unqualified for the

smallest office : although both these parties assert them-
selves to be of the same religion in all its branches of
doctrine and discipline

;
and profess the same loyalty

to the same Protestant king and his heirs.

If the reader would know what became of this Inde-
pendent party, upon whom all the mischief is charged
by their Presbyterian brethren, he may please to oliserve

that, during the whole usurpation, they contended by
degrees with their parent sect, and as I have already
said, shared in employments, and gradually, after the
Restoration, mingled with the mass of Presbyterians,
lying ever since undistinguished in the herd of dis-

senters.

Tlie Presbyterian merit is of as little weight, when
they allege themselves instrumental toward the king's
restoration. The kingdom grew tired with those ridi-

culous models of government : first, by a house of
lords and commons without a king ; then without
bishops; afterward by a rump* and lords temporal;
then by a rump alone

;
next by a single person for life,

in conjunction with acouucil
; by agitators; by major-

generals; by a new kind of representatives from the
three kingdoms; by the keepers of the liberties of Eng-
land; with other schemes that have slipped out of my
memory. Cromwell was dead; his son Richard, a
weak, ignorant wretch, who gave up his monarchy
much in the same manner with the two usurping kings
of Brentford [in the Rehearsal

J ; the jieopte harassed
with taxes and other oppressions. The king's party,
then called the Cavaliers, began to recover their
spirits. The few nobility scattered through the king-
dom, who lived in a roost retired manner, observing
the confusion of things, could no longer endure to be
ridden by bakers, cobblers, brewers, and the like, at
the head of armies, and plundering everywhere like
French dragoons. The rump assembly grew despicable
to those who hail raised them

;
the city of London,

exhausted by almost twenty years contributing to their

own ruin, declared against them. The rump, after

• This name wss Kiven to that part of the house of rmnnwrt*
width remained after the modrnto men had l**en expelled.
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many deaths and resurrections, wo* in the most con-

temptuous manner kicked out, and burned in effigy :

the excluded members were let in; a free parliament

called, in as legal a manner os the times would allow ;

and the king restored.

The second claim of Presbyterian merit is founded
upon their services against the dangerous designs of

king James II., while that prince was using all his

endeavours to introduce Popery, which he openly pro-

fessed upon his coming to the crown : to this they add
their eminent services at the Revolution under the

prince of Orange.
Now the quantum of Presbyterian merit during the

four years’ reign of that weak, bigoted, and ill-advised

prince, as well as at the time of the Revolution, will

easily be computed by a recourse to a great number of
histories, pamphlet*, and public papers printed in those

times, and some afterward
; beside the vertial testi-

monies of many persons yet alive, who are old enough
to have known and observed the dissenters' conduct iit

that critical period.

It is agreed that upon king Charles II.'s death, soon

after his successor had publicly owned himself a Roman
Catholic, he began with his first caresses to the church
party

;
from whom, having received very cold discou-

raging answers, he applied to the Presbyterian leaders

and teachers
; being advised by his priests and Popish

courtiers, that the safest method toward introducing his

own religion would be. by taking oil' the Sacramental

Test, and giving a full liberty of conscience to all

religions, I suppose, that professed Christianity. It

seems that the Wesbyterians, iu the latter years of

king Charles II., upon account of certain plots, (al-

lowed by bishop Burnet to be genuine,) bad been for

a short time forbidden to hold their conventicles:

whereupon these charitable Christians, out of perfect

resentment against the church, received tlse gracious

offers of king James, with the strongest professions of

loyalty and highest acknowledgments for his favour. 1

have seen several of their addresses, full of thanks and
praises, with bitter insinuations of what they had suf-

fered
;
putting themselves and the Papists upon the

same foot, as fell* w-sufferers for conscience ; and with

the style of our brethren the Roman Catholics. About
this time began the project of closeting, which has

since been practised many times with more art and
success, where the principal gentlemen of the kingdom
were privately catechised by his majesty, to know
whether, if a new parliament were called, they would
agree to pass an act for repealing the Sacramental Test,

and establishing a general liberty of conscience. But
he received so little encouragement that, despairing of

success, he had recourse to his dispensing power, which
the judges had determined to lie part of his prerogative.

By colour of this determination, he preferred several

Presbyterians and many Papists to civil and military

employments. While the king was thus busied, it is

well known that Monsieur Fugel, the Dutch envoy in

Loudon, delivered the opinion of the priuce and prin-

cess of Orange concerning the repeal of the Test ;

whereof tlse king had sent an account to their high-

nesses, to know how far they approved of it. The sub-

stance of their answer, as reported by Fagel, was this

—

u That their highnesses thought very well of a lilieity

of conscience; hut by no means of giving employments
to any other |*rsons than those who were of the

national church." This opinion was confirmed by

several reasons : 1 cannot tie more particular, not hav-

ing the ]iauer by me, although it has been printed in

many accounts of those times. And thus much every

moderate churchman would perhaps submit to : but to

trust any part of tbe civil power iu the hands of those

whose interest, inclination, conscience, and former

practices have been wholly turned to introduce a dif-

ferent system of religion and government, hAs very few

examples in any C'hristiau state ; nor any at all in

Holland, the great patroness of universal toleration.

Upon the first intelligence king James received of an
intended invusion by the prince of Orange, among
great numbers of Papists, to iucrease his troops, he gave

commissions to several Presbyterians; s me of whom
had been officers under the tump ; and particularly he

placed one Richards, a noted I*resbyterian, at the head

of a regiment, who bad been governor of Wexford in

Cromwell’s time, and is often mentioned by Ludlow in

his Memoirs. This regiment was raised in England
against the priuce of Orange: the colonel made his son

a captain, whom I knew, and who was as zealous a
Presbyterian as bis father. However, at the time of the

prince’s landing, the father, easily foreseeing how things

would go, went over, like many others, to the prince,

who continued him in his regiment; but coming over

a year or two after, to assist in raising the siege of

Detry, he behaved himself so like either a coward or a
traitor, that his regiment was taken from him.

I will now cousider the conduct of the church party,

during the whole reign of that unfortunate king. They
were so unanimous against promising to pass an act for

repealing the Test, and establishing a general liberty o

! conscience, that the king durst not trust a parliament;

but, encouraged by the professions of loyalty given him
by his Presbyterian friends, went on with his dispens-

ing power.

The church clergy, at that time, are allowed to have
written the beat collection of tracts against Popery
that ever appeared in England

;
which aie to this day

in the highest esteem. But, upou the strictest inquiry,

I could never hear of above one or two papers published
by the Presbyterians at that time upon the same
subject. Seven great prelates (he of Canterbury among
the rest) were sent to tbe Tower for presenting a peti-

tion, wherein they desired to be excused in not obeying
an illegal command from the king. The bishop of

London, Dr. Compton, was summoned to answ er before

the commissioners for ecclesiastical affairs for not sus-

pending I)r. Sharp (afterward archbishop of York) by
the king's command. If the Presbyterians expressed

tbe same zeal upon any occasion, the instances of it are

not, as 1 can find, left upon record, or transmitted hy
tradition. The proceedings against Magdalen College
in Oxford, Air refusing to comply with the king’s man-
date Air admitting a professed Papist upon their foun-

dation, are a standing proof of the courage and firm-

ness in religion shown by that learned society to the

ruin of their fortunes. The Presbyterians know very

well that 1 could produce many more instances of the

same kind. But these are enough in so short a paper

as I intend at present.

It is indeed very true, that after king William was
settled ou the English throne, the Presbyterians began

to appear, and offer their credentials, and demand fa-

vour : and the new king, having been originally bred a
Calvinist, was desirous enough to make them easy (it

that would do it) by a legal toleration
;
although iu his

heart he nerer bore much affection to that sect
; nor

designed to favour them further than as it stood with
the present scheme of politics, as I have long since been
asstm d by the greatest men of Whig principles at that

time in England.
It is likewise true, nor will it be denied, that when

the king was possessed of the English crown, and the

remainder of the quarrel was left to lie decided in this

kingdom ; the Presbyterians wisely chose to join with

the Protestant army, rather than with that of kiug

James their old friend, whose affairs were then in a
manner desperate. They were wise enough to know,
that this kingdom, divided against itself, could never

prevail against the united power of England. They
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fought pro aria tt foci* ; for their estates and religion
;

which latter will never suffer so much by the church of

England as by that of Rome, where they are counted

heretics as well os we ; and consequently they have

no other game to play. Rut what merit they can build

upon having joined with a Protestant army, under a

king they acknowledged, to defend their own liberties

and properties against a popish enemy, under an abdi-

cated king, is, I confess, to me absolutely inconceiv-

able; and I believe will equally be so for ever to any

reasonable man.
When these sectaries were several years ago making

the same attempt for abolislung the Test, many ground-

less reports were industriously and seasonably spread,

of an invasion threatened by the pretender on the north

of Ireland. At which time, the Presbyterians, in their

pamphlets, argued in a menacing manner, that if the

pretender should invade those parts of the kingdom,
where the numbers and estates of dissenters chiefly lay,

they would sit still and let us flght our owu battles,

since they were to reap no advantage, whichever side

should be victors. If this were the course they in-

tended to take in such a case, I desire to know how
they could contrive safely to stand neuters, otherwise

than by a compact with the pretender and his army,
to support their neutrality, and protect them against

the forces of the crown t This is a necessary suppo-
sition

; because they must otherwise have inevitably

been a prey to both. However, by this frank declara-

tion, they sufficiently showed their good will, and con-

firmed the common charge laid at their door, that a

Scottish or northern Presbyterian hates our episcopal

established church more than popery itself. And the

reason for this hatred is natural enough
;

because it is

the church alone that stands in the way between them
and power, which popery does not.

Upon this occasion I am in some doubt whether the

political spreaders of those chimerical invasions made
a judicious choice in fixing the northern parts of Ire-

land for that romantic enterprise. Nor can I well un-
derstand the wisdom of the Presbyterians, in counte-
nancing and confirming those reports; because it seems
to cast a most infamous reflection upon the loyalty and
religious principles of their whole body ; for, if there
bad been any truth in the matter, the consequence must
have been allowed, that the pretender counted upon
more assistance from his father s friends the Presbyte-
rians, by choosing to land in those very parts where
their number, wealth, and power most prevailed, rather
Rian among those of his own religion. And therefore,

m charity to this sect, I rather iucline to believe that
those reports of an invasion were formed and spread by
the race of small politicians, in order to do a sea-

sonable job.

As to popery in general, which for a thousand years
pa*t has been introducing and .multiplying corruptions
both in doctrine and discipline, I look upon it to be the
m°ft absurd system of Christianity professed by any
nation. Rut I cannot apprehend this kingdom to be in

much danger from it. The estates of Papists are very

f*w, crumbling into small parcels, and daily diminish-
,n?; their common people are sunk in poverty, igno-
rance, and cowardice, and of as little consequence as

Women and children. Their nobility and gentry are at
least one-half ruined, banished, or converted : they all

•ouudly feel the smart of what they suffered in the last

Irish war; some of them are already retired into
foreign countries ; others, as I am told, intend to follow
them

; and the rest, I believe, to a man, who still

any lands, are absolutely determined never to

them again for the sake of establishing their

•uperstition. If it had been thought tit, as some
®b^rve

t to abate of the law's rigour against popery in
this kingdom, I am confident it was done for very wise

vou p

reasons, considering the situation of affairs abroad at

different times, and the interest of the Protestant reli-

gion in general. And os I do not find the least fault

in this proceeding, so I do not conceive why a suns,
discarded party, who neither expect nor desire auything
more than a quiet life, should, under the names of
highflyers, Jacobites, and many other vile appellations,

be charged so often in print and at common tables

with endeavouring to introduce popery and the pre-

tender; while the Papists abhor them above all other

men, on account of severities against their priests in her

late majesty’s reign, wheu the now disbauded repudiate

party was in power. This 1 was convinced of some
yean ago by a long journey into the southern ]wirts

;

where 1 had the curiosity to send for many priests of
the parishes 1 passed through, and to my great satis-

faction found them everywhere abounding in profes-

sions of loyalty to the late king George
;

for which they
gave me the reasons above mentioned

;
at the same time

complaining bitterly of the hardships they suffered

under the queen's last ministry.

I return from this digrasion to the modest demands
of the Presbyterians for a repeal of the .Sacramental

Test, as a reward for their merits at the Restoration and
the Revolution; which merits I have fairly represented,

as well as my memory would allow me. If I have com-
mitted any mistakes, they must be of little moment.
The facts and principal circumstances are what I have
obtained and digested from reading the histories of
those times written by each party

;
and many thousands

have done the same as well as I, who I am sure have
in their mituls drawn the same conclusions.

This is the faction, and these the men, who are now
resuming their applications, and giving in their bills of
merit to both kingdoms, upon two points, which of all

others they have the least pretension* to offer. I have
collected the facts, with all possible impartiality, from
the current histories of those times ; aud have shown,
although very briefly, the gradual proceedings of those

sectaries, under the denomination of Puritans, Presby-
terians, ami Independents, for about the space of a
hundred and eighty years, from the beginning of queen
Elizabeth to this present time. Rut, notwithstanding

all that can be said, these very schismatics (for such
they are in temporals as well as spirituals) are now
again expecting, soliciting, and demanding, (not with-

out insinuating threats, according to their custom,)
that the parliament should fix them upon an eoual foot

with the church established. I would fain know to

what branch of the legislature they can have the fore-

head to apply. Not to my lords the bishops, who must
have often read how the predecessors of this very fac-

tion, acting upon the same principles, drove the whole

bench out of the house, who were then, and hitherto

continue, one of the three estates; not to the temporn!

peers, the second of the three estates, who must have
heard, that, immediately after those rebellious faimtics

had murdered their king, they voted a house of lords

to be useless and dangerous, and would let them sit no
longer otherwise than wheu elected os commoner*

;

not to the house of commons, who must have heard

that, in those fanatic times, the Presbyterian and Inde-

pendent commanders in the army by military power
expelled all the moderate men out of the house, and
left a Rump to govern the nation; lastly, not to die

crown, which those very saints, destined to rule the

earth, trampled under their feet, and then iu cold blood

murdered the blessed wearer.

But the session now approaching, and a clan of dis-

senting teachers being come up to town from their

northern head-quarters, accompanied by many of their

elders and agents, and sujiported by a general contri-

bution to solicit their establishment, with a capacity

of holding all military as well as civil employments* 1

a
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think it high time that this pajier thuuhl see tl»c light
However, 1 cannot conclude without freely confessing,

tli at if the Presbyterians should obtain their ends, 1

could not be sorry to find them mistaken in the point

which they have most at heart by tlie repeal of the

Test, I mean the benefit of employments. For after all,

what assurance can a Scottish northern dissenter bora
on Irish ground have, that he shall he treated with us

much favour as a true Scot horn beyond the Tweed ?

I am ready enough to believe that all I have said

will avail but little. I have the common excuse of
other men, when I think myself bound by all religious

and civil ties to discharge my conscience, and to warn
my countrymen upon this important occasion. It is

true the advocates for this scheme promisea new world
after this blessed work shall he completed ; that all ani-

mosity and faction must immediately drop; that the

only distinction in this kingdom will then be of Papist

and Protestant : for, os to Whig and Tory, high church
and low church, Jacobite and Hanoverian, court ami
country party, English and Irish interest, dissenters

and conformists, new light and old light, Anabaptist

and Independent, Quaker and Muggletouian, they will

all meet and jumble together into a perfect harmony,
at the sessions and assizes, on the bench and in the re-

venues; and, upon the whole, in all civil and military

trusts, not excepting the great councils of the nation.

For it is wisely argued thus : that a kingdom being no
more than a larger knot of friends met together, it is

against the rules of good manners to shut any person

out of the company, except the Papists, who profeas

themselves of another club.

I am at a loss to know what arts the Presbyterian

sect intends to use, in convincing the world of their

loyalty to kingly government, which, (long before the

prevalence, or even the birth, of their independent ri-

vals,) as soon as the king's forces were overcome, de-

clared their principles to be against monarchy, as well
as episcopacy and the house of lords, even until the

king was restored : at which event, although they were
forced to submit to the present power, yet I have not
heard that they ever, to this day, renounce any one
principle by which their predecessors then acted

;
yet

this they Itave been challenged to do, or at least to show
that others have done it for them, by a certain doctor,

who, as I am told, has much employed his pen in the

like disputes. I own they will be ready enough to in-

sinuate themselves into any government ; but if they

mean to be honest and upright, they will and must en-

deavour, by all means which they shall thiuk lawful

to introduce and establish their own scheme of religion,

as nearest approaching to the word of God, by casting

out all superstitious ceremonies, ecclesiastical titles,

habits, distinctions, and superiorities, as rags of popery,

iu order to a thorough reformation
;
and as in charity

bound to promote the salvation of their couutrymen,
wishing, with St. Paul, that the whole kingdom were
as they are. But what assurance will they please to

give that, when their sect shall become the national es-

tablished worship, they will treat us dissenters as we
have treated them ? Was this their course of proceed-

ing during the dominion of the saints? Were not all

the remainders of tlie episcopel church iu those days, es-

pecially the clergy, under a persecution for above a
dozen years equal to that of the primitive Cliristians

under heathen emperors? That this proceeding was
suitable to their principles is known enough ; for many
of their preachers then writ books against allowing any
liberty of conscience in a religion different from their

own
;
producing many arguments to prove that opinion,

and among the rest one frequently insisted on, that

allowing such a liberty would he to establish iniquity

by a law. Many of these writings are yet to be seen,

and I hear have been quoted by the doctor above
mentioned.

As to their great objection of prostituting that holy

institution, the blessed Sacrament, by way of a test lie-

fore admittance into any employment; I ask, whethei
they would not be coiitcut to receive it after their own
manner for the office of a judge, for that of a commis-
sioner in the revenue, for a regiment of horse, or to l«

a lord justice ? 1 believe they would scruple it, as little

as a long gTace before and after dinner, which they can

say without bending a knee
;

fur, as 1 have beeu told,

their manner of taking bread and wine in their con-

venticles is performed with little more solemnity tlun

at their common meals. And, therefore, since they look

upon our practice iu receiving the elements to be

idolatrous, they neither can nor ought in conscience

to allow us that liberty, otherwise than by connivance

and a hare toleration, like what is permitted to the

Papists. But, lest we should offend them, I am ready

to change this test for another
;
although I am afraid

tlmt sanctified reason is by no means the point where
the difficulty piuclies, and is only offered by pretended

churchmen; as if they could be content with our be-

lieving that the impiety and profanation of making the

Sacrament a test where the only objection. I therefore

propose tliat, before the present law be repealed, another

may be euacted : that no man shall receive any em-
ployment before he swears himself to be a true mem-
ber of tlie church of Ireland in doctrine and discipline,

&c., and tliat he will never frequent or communicate
with any other form of worship. It shall likewise he

further enacted that, whoever offends, Ac., shall be

fined 500/., imprisoned for a year and a day, and ren-

dered iucapable of all public trust for ever. Other-

wise I do insist that those pious, indulgent, external

professors of our national religion shall either give up
that fallacious, hypocritical reason for taking off the

Test, or freely confess that they desire to have a gate

wide opeu for every sect, without any test at all,

except that of swearing loyalty to the king
;
which,

however, considering their principles with regard to

monarchy yet unrenounced, might, if they would please

to look deep enough into their own hearts, prove a more
bitter test than any other that the law has yet invented.

For, from the first time that these sectaries appeared

in tlie world, it has been always found, by their whole
rocecdings, that they professed an utter hatred to

ingly government. I can recollect at present three

civil establishments where Calvinists, and some other

reformers who rejected episcopacy, ] tosses* the supreme
power

;
and these are all republics : I mean Holland,

Geneva, and the reformed Swiss cantons. I do not

say this in diminution or disgrace to commonwealths,
wherein I confess I have much altered many opinions

under which I was educated, having been led by some
observation, long experience, and a thorough detesta-

tion for the corruptions of mankind : insomuch that I

am now justly liable to the censure of Hobbes, who
complains that the youth of Eugland imbibe ill opinions

from reading the histories of ancient Greece and Rome,
those renowned scenes of liberty and every virtue.

But as to monarchs, who must be supposed well to

study and understand their own interest, they will liest

consider whether those people who, in all their actions,

preachings, and writings, have ojienly declared them-*

selves against regal power, are to be safely placed in an
equal degree of favour and trust with those who have
been always found tlie truest and only friends to the

English establishment. From which consideration I

could have added one more article to my new test if

I had thought it worth my time.

I have been assured, by some persons who were pre-
'

sent, that several of these dissenting teachers, upon
their first arrival hither to solicit the repeal of the Test,

were pleased to express their gratitude by publicly

drinking tlie healths of certain eminent patrons, whom
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they pretend to have found among us. If this l»etrue,

and tnat the Test must be delivered up hy the very

•nperiors appointed to defend it, the affair is already, in

effect, at an end. What secret reasons those patrons

may have given for such a return of brotherly love 1

shall not inquire; “ For, O my soul, come not thou

into their secret; unto their assembly, mine honour, be

not thou united
;

for in their anger they slew a man,
and in their self-will they digged down a wall. Cursed

be their anger, for it was fierce, and their wrath, for it

was cruel. I will divide them in Jacob, and scatter

them in Israel.”

THE ADVANTAGES
PROPOSED BY REPEALING THE SACRA-

MENTAL TEST,
IMPARTIALLY CONSIDERED. 1732.

Whoever write* impartially upon this subject must
do it not only as a mere secular man, but as one who
t* altogether indifferent to any particular system of

Christianity. And I think, in whatever country that

religion predominates, there is one certain form of wor-
ship and ceremony which is looked upon as the esta-

blished, and, consequently, only the priests of that

particular form are maintained at the public charge;

and all civil employments bestowed among those who
comply (at least outwardly) with the same establish-

ment.

This method is strictly observed, even by our neigh-

bours the Dutch, who are confessed to allow the fullest

liberty of conscience of any Christian state, and yet

are never known to admit any persons into civil offices,

who do not conform to the legal worship. As to their

military men, they are indeed not so scrupulous;

being, by the nature of tbeir government, under a
necessity of hiring foreign troops of whatever religious

denomination, upon every great emergency, and main-
taining no small number in time of peace.

This caution, therefore, of making one established

faith seems to be universal, and founded upon the

strongest reasons
;
the mistaken or affected real of ob-

stinacy and enthusiasm having produced such a nnm-
ber of horrible destructive events throughout all Chris-

tendom. For, whoever begins to think the national

worship it wrong in any important article of practice

or belief, will, if he be serious, naturally have a real to

make as many proselytes as he can : and a nation may
possibly have a hundred different sects with their lead-

ers, every one of which has an equal right to plead,

that they must “ obey God rather than man ;" must
u cry aloud and spare not;” must “lift up their voice
like a trumpet.”

This was the very case of England during the fana-

tic times. And against all this there seems to he no
defence, bat that of supporting one established form of
doctrine and discipline, leaving the rest to a bare

liberty of conscience, hut without any maintenance or

encouragement from the public.

Wherever this national religion grows so corrupt, or
is thought to do so by a very great majority of landed
people joined to the governing party, whether prince or
senate, or both, it ought to be changed, provided the

*ork may lie done without blood or confusion. Yet,

whenever such a change shall be made, some other

•^tablishments must succeed, although for the worse

;

allowing all deviations, that would break the union, to

be only tolerated. In this sense, those who affirm that

fTery law, which is contrary to the law of God, is void
in itself, seem to be mistaken

;
for many laws in popish

kingdoms and states, many more among the Turks,
and perhaps not a few in other countries, are directly

against the divine laws; and yet, God knrws, are veiy
fur from being void in the executive part.

Thus, for instance, if the three estates of parliament
in England (whereof the lords spiritual, who represent
the church, are one) should agree and obtain the royal
assent to abolish episcopacy, together with the liturgy,

and the whole frame of the English church, as burdeu
some, dangerous, ami contrary to Holy Scripture

; and
that Presbytery, A nu baptism, Quakerism, Independ-
ency, M uggleton iai iism

, BrownUm, Familism, or any
other subdivided sect among us, should be established
in its place, without question, all peaceable subjects
ought passively to submit, and the predominant sect
must become the religion established

;
the public main-

taining no other teachers, nor admitting any persons of
a different religious profession into civil offices, at least
if their intention be to preserve the nation in peace.

Supnosing then that the present system of religion
were abolished; and Presbytery, which I find stands
the fairest, with its synodsand clams, and all its forms
and ceremonies, essential or circumstantial, were erected
into the national worship; their teachers, and no
others, could have any legal claim to be supported at
the public charge, whether by stipends or tithes

;
and

only the rest of the some faith to be capable of civil
employments.

If there be any true reasoning in wliat I have laid
down, it should seem tlwtt the project now in agitation
for repealing the Test Act, and yet leaving the name of
an establishment to the present national church, is

altogether inconsistent, and may admit of consequences
which those who are the most indifferent to any reli-

ligion at all are possibly not aware of.

I presume whenever the Test shall be repealed, which
obliges all men who enter into office under the crown
to receive the sacrament according to the rites of the
church of Ireland, the way to employments will imme-
diately be left open to all dissenters (except Papists)
whose consciences can suffer them to take the common
oatlis in such cases prescribed

;
after which they are

qualified to fill any lay station in this kingdom, from
that of chief governor to an exciseman.

Thus, of the three judges on each bench, the first

may be a Presbyterian, the second a Free-will Baptist,

and the third a Churchman ; the lord chancellor may
be an Independent ; the revenues may be managed hy
seven commissioners of as many different sects ; and
the like of all other employments

;
not to mention the

strong probability that the lawfulness of taking oaths
may be revealed to the Quakers, who then will stand
upon as good a foot for preferment as any other loyal
subjects. It is obvious to imagine that, under such a
motley administration of affairs, what a clashing there
will be of interest and inclinations

; what pullings and
haulings backward and forward ; what a zeal and bias

in each religionist to advance bis own tribe and
depress the others. For I suppose nothing will be
readier granted than that, how indifferent soever most
men are in faith and morals, yet, whether out of
artifice, natural complexion, or love ef contradiction
none are more obstinate in maintaining their own
opinions and worrying ail who differ from them than
those who publicly show the least sense either of reli-

gion or common honesty.

As to tlie latter, bishop Burnet tells tie that the
Presbyterians, in the fanatic times, professed them-
selves to be above morality

; which, as we find in some
of their writings, was numbered among the beggarly
elements : and accordingly at this day no scruples of
conscience with regard to conformity are, in any trade
or calling, inconsistent with the greatest fraud, op-
pressions, perjury, or any other vice.

This brings to my memory a passage in Montaigne,
of a common prostitute, who, in the storming of a

a 2
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town, when a soldier came up to her chamber and
offered violence to her chastity, rather chose to venture

her neck by leaping out of the window than suffer a
rape

;
yet still continued her trade of lewduess while

she had any customers left.

I confess tlmt, in my private judgment, an unlimited
permission of all sects whatsoever (except Papists) to

enjoy employments would be less pernicious to the

public than a fair struggle between two contenders;

because, in the former case, such a jumble of princi-

ples might possibly have the effect of contrary poisons

iniugled together, which a strong constitution might
perhaps be able for some time to survive.

But, however, I shall take the other and more pro-

bable supposition, that tins battle for employments is

to be fought only between the Presbyterians and those

of the church yet established. 1 shall not enter into the

merits of either side by examining which of the two is

the better spiritual economy, or which is most suited

to onr civil constitution : but the question turns upou
this point , when the Presbyterians shall have got their

share of employments, (which must be one full half,

or else they cannot look upou themselves as fairly dealt

with,) I ask whether they ought not, by their own
principles and by the strictest rides of conscience, to

use the utmost of their skill, power, and influence, in

order to reduce the whole kingdom to an uuiformity in

religion, both as to doctrine and discipline, most agree-

able to the word of God. Wherein if they can succeed
without blood, (as under the present disposition of
things it is very possible they may,) it is to be hoped
they will at last be satisfied ; only 1 would warn them
of a few difficulties. The first is, of compromising
among themselves that important controversy about
the old light and the new, which otherwise may, after

this establishment, split them as wide as Papist and Pro-
testant, Whig and Tory, or churchman and dissenter

;

and consequently the work will be to begin again
;

for in religious quarrels, it is of little moment how few
or small the difference* are, especially when the dis-

pute is only about power. Thus the sealous Presby-

terians of the north are more alienated from the esta-

blished clergy than from the Romish priests; taxing

the former with idolatrous worship as disguised Papists,

ceremony-monger*, and may other terms of art
;
and

this for a very powerful reason
;
because the clergy stand

in their way, which the popish priests do not. Thus,
I am assured that the quarrel between old and new
light men is managed with more rage and rancour

than any other dispute of the highest importance
;
and

this, because it serves to lessen or increase their several

congregations, from whom they receive their contri-

butions.

Another difficulty which may embarrass the Pres-

byterians after tbeir establishment will be, how to ad-
just their claim of the kirk's independency on the civil

power, with the constitution of this monarchy ? a point

so delicate that it has often filled the heads of great

natriots with dangerous notions of the church-clergy

without the least ground of suspicion.

As to the Presbyterians allowing liberty of con-
science to those episcopal principles when tbeir own

,

kirk shall be predominant, the writers are so uni-

versally agreed in the negative, as well as their prac-

tice during Oliver's reign, that I believe no reasonable

churchman (who must then be dissenter) will expect it.

I shall here take uotice, that in the division of em-
ployments among the Presbyterians, after this ap-

proaching repeal of the Test Act, supposing them in

proper time to have an equal share, the odds will be
three or four to oue on their side in any further scheme

may have toward making their religion national.

For I reckon all those gentlemen sent over from Eng-
land white er religion tney profess, or have been edu-

cated in, to be of that jxarty
;
since it is no mark ti

prudjsjee for any persons to oppose the current of a

nation where they are in some sort only sojourners;

unless they have it in direction.

If there be any maxim in politics not to lie con-

trolled, it must lie the following ; that those whose

private interest is united with the interest of their coun-

try, supposing them to lie of equal understanding

with the rest of tbeir i»eighltourt, will heartily wish

that the nation should thrive. Out of these are indu-

bitably excepted all persona wbo are sent from another

kingdom to be employed in places of profit or power

;

because they cannot possibly bear any affection to the

place where they sojourn, even for life, their sole

business being to advance themselves by following the

advice of their principals. I except likewise those

persons who are taken into office, although natives of

the land ; because they are greater gainers, while they

keep tbeir offices, than they could possibly be by

mending the miserable condition of their country.

I except, thirdly, all hopers, who, by balancing ac-

counts with themselves, turn the scale ou the same
side; because the strong expectation of a good certain

salary will outweigh the loss by bad rents, received

out of the lands in moneyless times.

Ifmy lords the bishops, who I hear are now employed
in a scheme for regulating the conduct and mainte-

nance of the inferior clergy, shall, in their wisdom, and
piety, and love of the church, consent to this repeal of

the Test, I have not the least doubt that the whole re-

verend body will cheerfully submit to their spiritual

fathers, of whose paternal tenderness for their welfare

they have found so many amazing instances.

I am not, therefore, under the least concern about
the clergy ou this account. They will (for some time)

be no great sufferers by this repeal
;
because I cannot

recollect among all our sects any one that gives lati-

tude enough to take the oaths required at an insti-

tution to a cnurch-living : and until that bar shall be
removed, the present episcopal clergy are safe for two
years. Although it may be thought somewhat un-
equal that, In the northern parts, where there may be
three dissenters to one churchman, the whole revenue
shall be engrossed by him, who has so small a part of
the cure.

It is true, indeed, that this disadvantage, which the
dissenters at present lie under, of a disability to receive

church preferments, will be easily remedied by the

repeal of the Test. For the dissenting teachers are

under no incapacity of accepting civil and military

employments
;
wherein they agree perfectly with the

popish clergy, among whom gTeat cardinals and pre-

lates have been commanders of armies, chief ministers,

knights of many orders, ambassadors, secretaries of
state, and in most high offices under the crown

;

although they assert the indelible character, which no
secretaries among us did ever assume. But that many,
both Presbyterians and Independents, commanders as

well as private soldiers, were professed teacliers in the

time of their dominion, is allowed by all. Cromwell
himself was a preacher

;
and has left us one of his

sermons in print, exactly in the same style and manner
with those of our modem Presbyterian teachers ;

so was colonel Howard, sir George Downing, and
several others, whose names are on record. I can
therefore see no reason why a painful Presbyterian

teacher, as soon as the Test shall be repealed, may not

lie privileged to hold, along with the spiritual office

and stipend, a commission in the army or the civil list

in commtwUim : for as I take it, tlie church of England
is the only body of Christians which in effect dis-

qualifies those who are employed to preach its doc-
trine from sharing in tire civil power further than as

senators
;

yet this was a privilege begun in times ot
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popery, many hundred years before the Reformation,
and woven with the very institution of our limited

monarchy.
There is indeed another method whereby the sti.

)«uds of dissenting teacliers may lie raised and the

farmer much relieved
;

if it should be thought proper

to reward a people so deserving and so loyal by their

principles. Every bishop, upon the vacancy of a
church-living, can sequester the profits for the use of

the next incumbent. Upon a lapsi of half a year the

donation falls to the archbishop, and after a full year

to the crown during pleasure
;

therefore it would be
no hardship for any clergyman alive, if (in those parts

of Ireland where the number of sectaries much exceeds
tliat of the conformists) the profits, when sequestered,

might be applied to the support of the dissenting

teacher, who has so many souls to take care of
;
where-

by the poor tenants would be much relieved in those

hard times, and in a better condition to pay their rents.

Rut there is anot tier difficulty iu this matter, against

which a remedy does not so readily occur. For sup-

I losing the Test Act repealed, and the dissenters, in

consequence, fully qualified for all secular employ-
ments, the question may still be put, whether those of
Ireland will be often the persons on whom they shall

lie bestowed
; because it is imagined there may be an-

other seminary [Scotland] in view, more numerous
and more needy, as well as more meriting, anil more
easily contented with such low offices ; which some
nearer neighbours hardly »hink it worth stirring from
their chimney sides to obtain. And I am told, it is the

common practice of those who ore skilled in the manage-
ment of bees, that when they see a foreign swarm at some
distance approaching with an intention to plunder their

hives, these artists have a trick to divert them into

some neighbouring apiary, there to make what havoc
they please. This 1 should not have hinted, if I had not
known it already to have gotten ground in many sus-

pecting beads
;

for it is the peculiar talent of this na-

tion to see dangers afar off ; to all which I can only
say, tliat our native Presbyterians must, by pains and
iudustry, raise such a fund of merit as will answer to

a birth six degrees more to the north. If they cannot
arrive at this jierfection, as several of the established

church have compassed by iudefaligable pains, 1 do
not well see how their afTairs will much mend by re-

pealing the Test : for to he qualified by law to accept
an employment, and yet to be disqualified in fact,

as it will much increase the mortification, so it will

withdraw the pity of many among their well-wishers,

and utterly deprive them of that merit they have so

long made, of being a loyal, true, Protestant people,

persecuted only for religion.

If this happen to be their case, they must wait ma-
turity of time, until they can, by prudent gentle steps,

make their faith become the religion established iu tta

nation
; after which. I do not in the least doubt that

they will take most effectual methods to secure their

power against those who must then lie dissenters iu

their turn : whereof, if we may form a future opinion
from present times, and the dispositions of dissenters,

who love to make a thorough reformation, the number
and qualities will be very inconsiderable.

Tlius I have with the utmost sincerity, after long
thinking, given my judgment upon thisarduous uffair

;

but with the utmost deference and submission to pub-
lic wisdom and |iower.

QUERIES RELATING TO THE
SACRAMENTAL TEST, 1732.

Whktheb hatred and violence between parties in a
state be not more iufiamed by different views of
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interest than by the greater or less** differences

between them, either in religion or government f

Whether it be any part of the question at this time,

which of the two religions is worse, popery or fanati-

cism; or not rather which of the two (having both the

same good-will) is iu the hopefulest condition to ruin

the church?
Whether the sectaries, whenever they come to pre-

vail, will not ruin the church as infallibly and effectu-

ally os the Papists ?

Whether the prevailing sectaries could allow liberty

of conscience to dissenters, without belying all their

former practice, and almost all their former writings?

Whether many hundred thousand Scotch Presbyte-

rians are not fully as virulent against the episcopal

church as they are against the Papists
;
or os they

would have us thiuk the Papists are against tliera ?

Whether the Dutch, who are most distinguished for

allowing liberty of conscience, do ever admit any
{arsons, who profess a different scheme of worship from
their own, into civil employments, although they may
be forced by the nature of their government to receive

mercenary troops of all religions?

Whether the dissenters ever pretended, until of late

years, to desire more than a hare toleration ?

Whether, if it be true, what a sorry jiamphleteer

asserts, who lately writ for repealing the Test, that the
dissenters in this kingdom are equally numerous with
the churchmen, it would not be a necessary point of

prudence by all proper and lawful means, to prevent

their further increase ?

The great argument given, by those whom they call

low-churchmen, to justify the large tolerations allowed
to dissenters, has been, tliat by such indulgences the

rancour of those sectaries would gradually wear off,

many of tliem would come over to us, and their

parties in a little time crumble to nothing.

Query, Whether, if what the above pamphleteer
asserts, that the sectaries are equal iu number with
conformists, be true, it does not clearly follow that

those repeated tolerations have operated directly con-
trary to what those low-church politicians pretended
to foresee and expect ?

Whether any clergyman, however dignified or dis-

tinguished, if he think his own profession most agree-

able to Holy Scripture and the primitive church, can
really wish in his heart, that all sectaries should lie

upon an equal foot with the churchmen, in the point

of civil power and employments?
Whether episcopacy, which is held by the church

to be a divine and apostolical institution, be not a fun-

damental point uf religion, particularly iu that essential

one of conferring holy orders ?

Whether, by necessary consequences, the several ex-
|>edifiifs among the sectaries to constitute their teachers

are not absolutely null and void ?

W heftier the sectaries will #»rer agree to accept ordi-

nation only from bishops ?

Whether the bishops and clergy will be content to

give up episcopacy, as a point indifferent, without
which the church can well subsist ?

Whether tliat great tenderness toward sectaries,

which now so much prevails, be chiefly owing to the

fears of popery, or to that spirit of atheism, deism,
scepticism, and universal immorality, which all good
men so much lament ?

Granting {jopery to have many more errors in reli-

gion than any one branch of the sectaries, let us
examine the actions of both, as they have each affected

the peace of these kingdoms, with allowance for the

short time which the sectaries had to act in, who are in

a manner but of yesterday. The Papists in the time
of king James II. used all endeavours to establish their

sujreratition wherein they failed by the united powet
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uf English Church Protestants, with the prince of

Orange's assistance. But it cannot be asserted that

these bigoted Papists had the least design to oppose or

murder their king, much less to abolish kingly govern-

ment; nor was it their interest or inclination to attempt
either.

On the other side, the puritans, who had almost

from the beginning of queen Elizabeth's reign been a
perpetual thorn in the church’s side, joining with

the Scotch enthusiasts in the time of king Charles I.,

were the principal cause of the Irish rebellion and
masacre, by distressing that prince, and making it im-
possible for him to send over timely succours. And
alter that prince bad satistled his parliament in every

single point to be complained of, the same sectaries,

by poisouing the minds and affections of the people,

with the most false and wicked representations of their

king, were able, in the compass of a few years, to em-
broil the three nations in a bloody rebellion, at the

expense of many thousand lives; to turn the kingly

power into anarchy ; to murder their prince in the face

of the world ; and (in their own style) to destroy the

church, root and branch.

The account therefore stands thus :—The Papists

aimed at one pernicious act, which was to destroy tlie

Protestant religion ; wherein, by God’s mercy and tlie

assistance of our glorious king William, they absolutely

failed. The sectaries attempted the three most infernal

actions that could possibly enter into the hearts of men
forsaken by God ; which were, tlie murder of a most
pious king, the destruction of the monarchy, and the

extirpation of the church ; and succeeded in them all.

Upon which I put the following queries: Whether
any of thuse sectaries have ever yet, in a solemn public

mauner, renounced any one of those principles upon
which their predecessors then acted?

Whether, considering the cruel persecutions of the

episcopal church during the course of that horrid re*
|

bell ion, and the consequences of it until the happy
Restoration, it is not mauifest, that the persecuting

spirit lies so equally divided between the Papists and
tlie sectaries, that a feather would turn the balance on
either side.

And therefore, lastly. Whether any person of com-
mon understanding, who professes himself a member
of the church established, although perhaps with little

inward regard to any religion, (which is too often the

case,) if he loves the peace and welfare of his country,

can, after cool thinking, rejoice to see a power placed

again in the hands of so restless, so ambitious, and so

merciless a faction, to act over all the same parts a

second time?
Whether the candour of that expression, so frequent

of late in sermons and pamphlets, of the strength and
number of the Papists in Ireland, can be justified? for

as to their number, however great, it is always magni-
fied in proportion to the zeal or politics of the speaker

or writer; but it is a gross imposition upon common
reason to terrify us with their strength. For popery,

under the circumstauces it lies in this kingdom,
although it be offensive and inconvenient enough from
the consequences it has to increase the rapine, sloth, and
ignorance, as well as poverty of tlie natives, is not pro-

|#»rly dangerous in that sense, as some would have us

take it
;
because it is uuiveraoily hated by every party

of a different religious profession. It is the contempt
of the wise; the best topic for clamours of designing

men, but the real terror only of fools. The lauded
popish iuterest in England far exceeds that among us,

even in proportion to the wealth ami extent of each
kingdom. The little that remains here is daily

dropping into Protestant hands, by purchase or descent

;

and that affected complaint of counterfeit converts, will

fall with the cause of it in half a generation, unless it

I lie raised or kept alive as a continual fund of merit
and eloquence. The Papists are wholly disarmed
they have neither courage, leaders, money, nor inclina-

tions to rebel : they want every advantage which they
fonncrly possessed to follow their trade; and wherein,

even with those advantages, they always miscarried :

they .appear very eusy and satisfied under that conniv-
ance, which they enjoyed during the whole last reigu

;

nor even scrupled to reproach another party, under
which they pretend to have suffered so much severity.

Upon these considerations, I must confess to have
suspended much of my pity toward the gTeat dreaders
of popery, many of whom appear to be bale, strong,

active young men, who, os 1 am told, eat, drink, and
sleep heartily ; and are very cheerful (as they have ex-
ceeding good reason) upon all other subjects. However,
I cannot too much commend the generous concern which
our neighbours, and others who come from the same
neighbourhood, are so kind to express for us upon this

account, although the former be farther removed from
the danger of popery by twenty leagues of salt water

;

but this I fear, is a digression.

When an artificial report was raised here many years

ago, of an intended invasion by the pretender, (which
blew over after it had done its office,) the dissenters

argued in their talk and in their pamphlets after this

manner, applying themselves to those uf the church :

—

“ Gentlemen, if the pretender had landed, as the law

now stands, we durst not assist you
;
and therefore,

unless you take oft’ the Test, whenever you shall happen
to be invaded in earnest, if we are desired to take up
arms in your defence, our answer shall lie, Pray, gentle-

men, fight your own battles, we will lie by quietly
;

conquer your enemies by yourselves, if you can
;
we

will not do your drudgery.” This way of reasoning I

have heard from several of their chiefs and abettors, in

a hundred conversations
;
and have read it in twenty

pamphlets : and 1 am confident it will be offered

again, if tbe project should fail to take off the

Test.

Upon which piece of oratory aud reasoning 1 form
tbe following query : Whether in case of an iuvasiou

from the pretender, (which is not quite so probable as

from the grand signior,) the dissenters can, with pru-

dence and safety, offer the same plea, except they shall

have made a previous stipulation with the invaders?

And whether tbe full freedom of their religion and
trade, their lives, properties, wives and children, are

not, and have not always beeu reckoned, sufficient

motives for repelling invasion, especially in our sec-

taries, who call themselves the truest Protestants, by
virtue of their pretended or real fierceness against

pojiery ?

Whether omitting or neglecting to celebrate tlie day
of the martyrdom of the blessed king Charles I., en-

joined by act of parliament, can be justly reckoned a

particular and distinguishing mark of good affection

to tlie present government ?

W hether, in those churches where the said day is

observed, it will fully answer the intent of the said

act, if the preacher shall commend, excuse, palliate,

or extenuate the murder of tiiat royal martyr, and

place the guilt of that horrid rebellion, with all its

consequences, the following usurpations, the entire

destruction of the church, the cruel and continual

persecutions of those who could be discovered to profess

its doctrines with the ensuing Babel of fanaticism, to

the account of that blessed king; who, by granting the

Petition of Right, and passing every bill that could t»e

asked for the security of toe subject, bad, by the

confession of those wicked men before the war Itegan,

left them nothing more to demand ?

Whether such a preacher as 1 have named, (whereof

there have been more than or-*, not many years past.
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even in the presence of viceroys,) who takes that course

as a means for promotion, may not be thought to step

a little out of the common road, in a monarchy where?

the descendants of that most blessed martyr have

reigned to this day f

I ground the reason of making these queries on the

title of the act
;

to which I refer the reader.

SOME FEW THOUGHTS
CONCERNING THE REPEAL OF THE TEST.

Those of either side who have written upon this sub-

ject of the Test, in making or answering objections,

seem to fail, by not pressing sufficiently the chief

|M>iut u|N)it which the controversy turns. The argu-

ments used by those who write for the church are

very good in their kind
;

but will have little force

under the present corruptions of mankind, la-cause

the authors treat this subject tanquam in republic!

Platon is, et non in fiece Round i.

It must be confessed that, considering how few em-
ployments of any consequence fall to the share of

those Kuglish who are bom in this kingdom, and those

few very dearly purchased at the expense of conscience,

liberty, and all regard for the public good, they are

not worth contending for; and if nothing but profit

were in the case, it would hardly cost me one sigh,

when I should see those few scraps thrown among every

sjiecies of fanatics, to scuffle for among themselves.

Anti this will infallibly he the case after repealing

the Test. For every subdivision of sect will, with

equal justice, pretend to have a share; and, as it is

usual with sharers, will never think they have enough

while any pretender is left unprovided. 1 shall uot

except the Quakers
;
because, when the passage is once

let open for sects to partake in public emoluments, it

is very probable the lawfulness of taking oaths, and
wearing carnal weapons,* may be revealed to the

brotherhood ; which thought, 1 confess, was first put

into my head by one of the shrewdest Quakers in this

kingdom.b

OBSERVATIONS
ON HEYLIN’8 HISTORY OF THE PRESBYTERIANS.

WRITTEN BY THE DEAN IN THE BEGINNING
OP THE BOOK.

Tuts book, by some errors and neglects in the style,

sci-ms uot to have received the autbor's last correction.

It is written with some vehemence, very pardonable

in one who had been an observer and a sufferer, in

England, under that diabolical fanatic sect, which
then destroyed church and state. But by comparing,

in my memory, what I have read in other histories, be
neither aggravates nor falsifies any facts. His [mr-

tiality appears chiefly in setting the actions of Calvinists

in the strongest light, without equally dwelling on
those of the other side; which, however, to say the

truth, was not his proper business. And yet he might
have spent some more words on the inhuman massacre

of Paris, and other parts of France, which no provo-

cation (and yet the king had the greatest possible)

* The Quakers were more Ukely to admit this relaxation of
their tenet*.

b The Quaker hinted at by Dr. Swift wu Mr. George Rooke,
u linendraj-ej. In a letter to Mr. Pope, Aug. SO, 17H. I)r.

Swift says. " t here is a young ingenious Quaker in thi* town
wlw) writes verges to his mistress, not very correct, but iu a

strain purely wliat n poetiml Quaker should do, commending
her look and habit, ike. It gave me a him, that a net of Quakci
pastorals might succeed, if our ftiend Gav would fancy it.

This hint was acted upon bv Gay, who wrote flie "Espousal,
a softer Eclogue. I«tween two of the people culled Quakers,

"

in which their peculiarity is well dr Lme.it d.

could excuse, or much extenuate. The author, ac-

cording to the current opiniou of the age he lived iu,

had too high notions of regal power
;
led by the com-

mon mistake of the term supreme magistrate, and not

rightly distinguishing between the legislature and the

administration ; into which mistake the clergy fell or

continued, in the reign of Charles II., as I have showu

and explained in a treatise, Ac.
March ». 17X7 JONATHAN SWIFT.

REASONS
HUMBLY OFFERED TO THE PARLIAMENT OF IRELAND

FOR REPEALING THE SACRAMENTAL TEST
IN FAVOUR OF THE CATHOLICS,

OTHERWISE CALLED ROMAN CATHOLICS, AND, 1)T THEIR
ILL-WILL ERA, PAPISTS. DRAWN PARTLY FROM ARGU-

MENTS AS TIIEV ARK CATHOLICS, AND PARTLY FROM

ARGUMENTS COMMON TO THEM WITH THEIR BRETHREN
THE DISSENTERS. 1733.

It is well known that the first conquerors of this king-

dom were English Catholics, subjects to English Ca-
tholic kings, from whom, by their valour and success,

they obtained large portions of land, given them as a

reward for their many victories over the Irish
; to which

merit our brethren the dissenters, of any denomination
whatsoever, have not the least pretension.

It is confessed that the posterity of those first vic-

torious Catholics were often forced to rise in their own
defence against new colonies from England, who
treated them like mere native Irish, with innumerable

oppressions, depriving them of tbeir lands, and ilriving

them by force of arms into the most desolate parts of

the kingdom
; till, in the next generation, the children

of these tyrants were used in the same manner by new
English adventurers ; which practice continued for

many centuries. But it is agreed on all hands that no

insurrections were ever made, except after great oppres-

sions by fresh invaders : whereas all the rebellions of

Puritans, Presbyterians, Independents, and otlier sec-

taries, constantly began before any provocations were

given, except that they were not suffered to change the

government in church and state, and seize both into

their own hands; which, however, at last they did,

with the murder of tbeir king, and of many thousands

of h js best subjects.

The Catholics were always defenders of monarchy, as

constituted in these kingdoms; whereas our brethren,

the dissenters, were always republicans, both in prin-

ciple and practice.

It is well known that all the Catholics of these king-

doms, both priests and laity, are true Whigs, iu the

best and most proper sense of the word : bearing os

well in their hearts as in their outward profession an

entire royalty to the royal house of Hanover, in the

person and posterity of George II., against the Pre-

tender and all his adherents; to which they think

themselves bound in gratitude, as well as conscience,

by the leuity wherewith they have been treated since

the death of queen Anne, so different from wbat they

suffered in the four last years of that princess, during

the administration of that wicked minister the earl of

Oxford.

The Catholics of this kingdom humbly hope that

they have at least as fair a title as any of their brother

dissenters to the appellation of Protestants. They
have always protested against the selling, dethroning,

or murdering their kings; against the usurpations and
avarice of the court of Rome

;
against Deism, Atheism,

Socinianisui,Quakerism, Muggletonianism, Fanaticism,

Brownism, as well as against all Jews, Turks, Infidels,

and heretics. Whereas the title of Protestants, as-

sumed by the whole herd of dissenters (except our
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elves') depends entirely upon their protesting against
archbishops, bishops, deans, and chapters, with their

revenues, and tin* whole hierarchy
;
which arc the very

exjwcssions used in the solemn league and covenant*
where the word popery is only mentioned ad invidiam ;

because the Catholics agree with the episcopal church
in those fundamentals.

Although the Catholics cannot deny that in the great
rebellion against king Charles I. more soldiers of their

religion were in the parliament army than in his ma-
jesty's troops

;
and that many jesuits and friars went

about in the disguise of Presbyterian and Independent
ministers to preach up rebellion, as the best historians

of those times inform us; yet the bulk of Catholics in

both kingdoms preserved their loyalty entire.

The Catholics have some reason to think it a little

hard when their enemies will not please to distinguish

In-tween the rebellious riot committed by that brutal

ruffian sir Phelim O'Neal, with his tumultuous crew
of rabble, and the forces raised afterward by the

Catholic lords and gentlemen of the English pale, in

defence of the king, after the English rebellion began.
It is well known that his majesty's affairs were in great

distraction some time before, by an invasion of the

covenanting Scottish kirk rebels, and by the twae terms
the king was forced to accept, that they might be kept
in quiet, at a juncture when he was every hour threat-

ened at home by that fanatic party, which soon after

set all in a flame. And if the Catholic army in Ireland

fought for their king against the forces sent over by
the parliament, then in actual rebellion against him,
what person of loyal principles can be so partial as to

deny that they did their duty by joining with the

marquis of Ormond and other commanders, who bore

tlseir commissions from the king f For which great

numbers of them lost their lives and forfeited their

estates
;
a great part of the latter being now jwssessed

by many descendants, from those very men who had
drawn their swords in the service of that rebellious

porl iament which cut off his head and destroyed mo-
narchy. And what is more amazing, although the

same persons, when the Irish were entirely subdued,
continued in power under the Rump, were chief con-

fidants and faithful subjects to Cromwell, yet, being
wise enough to foresee a restoration, tl»ey seized the

forts and castles here out of the hands of their brethren

in rebellion for the service of the king
;
just saving

the tide, and putting in a stock of merit sufficient not

only to preserve the land which the Catholics lost by
their loyalty, but likewise to preserve their civil and
military employments, or be higher advanced.

Those insurrections wherewith the Catholics are

charged, from the beginning of the seventeenth century

to the great English rebellion, were occasioned by

many oppressions they lay under. They had no in-

tention to introduce a new religion, hut to enjoy the

liberty of preserving the old; the very same which

their ancestors professed from the time that Christianity

was first introduced into this island, which was by

Catholics; but whether mingled with corruptions, as

some pretend, does not belong to the question. They had
no design to change the government ;

they never attempted

to fight against, to imprison, to betray, to sell, to bring

to a trial, or to murder their king. The schismatics

acted by a spirit directly contrary ; they united in a

solemn league and covenant to alter the whole system

of spiritual government, established in all Christian

nations, and of apostolic institution ; concluding the

tragedy with the murder of the king in cold blood,

* A solemn lesgn* sod covenant entered into between the

Scoteh and Radish In the lroeiliou acniu-t kiox Charles I .

1643 : ofwhch it wns a principal object, "lo endeavour the

extirpation of prelacy, that is, church *o\ eminent b» arch-

bishops. bishops, deans archdeacons, a id all other episcopal

olficer* dependlax on that hierarchy.*’

and upon mature deliberation; at the same time
cliangiug the monarchy into a commonwealth.
The Catholics of Ireland, in the Great Retwllion, lost

their estates for fighting in defence of their king. The
schismatics, who cut off the father’s head, forced the

on to fly for his life, and overturned the whole ancient

frame of government, religious and civil; obtained
grants of those very estates which the Catholics lost in

defence of the ancient constitution, many of which
estates are at this day possessed by the posterity of
those schismatics : and thus they gained by their re-

bellion what the Catholics lost by their loyalty.

We allow the Catholics to be brethren of the dis-

senters
;
some people indeed (which we cannot allow^

would have them to be our children, because we both
dissent from the church established, and both agree in

abolishing this persecuting Sacramental Test : by which
negative discouragement, we are both rendered inca-

pable of civil and military employments. However,
we cannot but wonder at the bold familiarity of these

schismatics, in calling the members of the national

church their brethren arid fellow Protestants. It is true

that all these sects (except the Catholics) are brethren

to each other in faction, ignorance, iniquity, perverse-

ness, pride, and (if we except the Quakers) in rebellion.

But how the churchmen can be styled tlieir fellow Pro-
testants we cannot comprehend

;
because, when the

whole Babel of sectaries joined against the church, the

king, and the nobility, for twenty years, in a match at

football, where the proverb expressly tells us that all are

fellows; while the three kingdoms were tossed to and
fro, the churches, and cities, and royal palaces, shat-

tered to nieces by their balls, their buffets, and tlieir

kicks ; the victors would allow no more fellows at foot-

ball
;
but murdered, sequestered, plundered, deprived,

banished to the plantations, or enslaved all their op-

posers, who had lost the game.
It is said the world is governed by opinion

;
ami

politicians assure us that all power is founded (here-

upon. Wherefore, as all human creatures are fond to

distraction of their own opinions, and so much the

more as those opinions are absurd, ridiculous, or uf

little moment, it must follow, that they are equally

fond of power. But no opinions are maintained wiib

so much obstinacy as those in religion, e*]>ecia11y by

such xealots, who never bore the least regard to religion,

conscience, honour, justice, truth, mercy, or common
morality, further than in outward appearance, under
the mask of hypocrisy,' to promote their di&liolical

designs. And therefore bishop Burnet, one of tlieir

oracles, tells us honestly, that the saints of those fanatic

times pronounced themselves above morality, which
they reckoned among beggarly elements; but the mean-
ing of these two last words, thus applied, we confess to

be above our understanding.

Among those kingdoms and states which first em-
braced the reformation, England appears to have

received it in the most regular way : where it was in-

troduced in a peaceable manner, by the supreme power

of a king [Henry VIII.] and the three estates in par-

liament ; to which, as the highest legislative authority,

all subjects are bound passively to submit. Neither

was there much blood shed on so great a change of

religion. But a considerable number of lords, and
other persons of quality, through the kingdom, still

continued in their old faith, and were, notwithstanding

their difl'erence in religion, employed in offices civil ns

well as military, more or less, in every reign, until the

Test Act in the time of king Charles II. However,

from the time of the Reformation, the number of

Catholics gradually and considerably lessened. So
that in the reign of king Charles I., England became in

a great degree a Protestant kingdom, without taking

the sectaries into the number; the legality whereof,
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•itli respect to human law*, the Catholic* never dis-

puted
;
but the Puritans, am) other schismatics, without

the l«*aat pretence to any such authority, by an open
rebellion, destroyed that legal Reformation, as we ob-
served Iwfore, murdered their king, and changed the

monarchy into a republic. It is therefore not to be

wondered at if the Catholics, in such a Babel of

religions, chose to adhere to their own faith left them
by their ancestors, rather than seek for a better among
a rabble of hypocritical, rebellious, deluding knaves, or

deluded enthusiasts.

We reprat once more, that if a national religion

be changed by the supreme legislative power, we can-

not dispute the human legality of such a change. But
we humbly conceive, that if any considerable party of

men, which differs from an establishment eitlicr old

or new, can deserve liberty of conscience, it ought to

consist of those who, for want of conviction, or of

right understanding the merits of each cause, conceive

themselves bound hi conscience to adhere to the reli-

gion of their ancestors
;
because they are, of all others,

least likely to be authors of innovations, either in

church or state.

On the other side
; if the reformation of religion be

founded upon rebellion against the king, without whose
consent, by the nature of our constitution, no law can
}>ass

;
if this reformation be introduced by only one of

the three estates, I mean the commons, and not by one
half even of those commons, and this by the assistance

of a rebellious army
;
again, if this reformation were

carried on by the exclusion of nobles both lay and
spiritual, (who constitute the other port of the three

estates), by the murder of their king, and by abolishing

the whole system of government, the Catholic* cannot
see why the successors of those schismatics, who are

universally accused by all parties, except themselves

and a few infamous abettors, for still retaining the

same principles in religion and government under
which their predecessors acted, should pretend to a
better share or civil or military trust, profit, and power
than the Catholics

;
who, during all that period of

twenty years, were continually persecuted with the

utmost severity, merely on account of their loyalty and
constant adherence to kingly power
We now come to those arguments for repealing the

Sacramental Test which equally affect the Catholics

and their brethren the dissenters.

First, we agree with our fellow dissenters, that

persecution merely for conscience’ sake is against the

genius of the gospel. And so likewise is any law for

depriving men of their natural and civil rights, which
they claim as men. We are also ready enough to allow,

that the smallest negative discouragements for unifor-

mity's sake, are so many persecutions ; because it cannot

be denied, that the scratch of a pin is in some degree

a real wound, as much as a stab through the heart.

In like manner, an incapacity by law for any man to

be made a judge, a colonel, or justice of the peace,

merely on a point of conscience, is a negative discou-

ragement, and consequently a real persecution : for in

this case, the author of the pamphlet quoted in the

margin* puts a very pertinent and powerful question :

“If God be the sole lord of the conscience, why should

the rights of conscience be subject to human jurisdic-

tion ?” Now to apply this to the Catholics; the belief

of transubstantiatirm is a matter purely of religion and
conscience, which does not affect the political interest

of society as such
;

therefore, why should the rights of

conscience, whereof God is the sole lord, be subject to

human jurisdiction? And why should God be de-

prived of this right over a Catholic's conscience any

more than over that of any other dissenter?

And whereas another author among our brethren the

• " Rea vus fur the regaling of the Sacramental Test." J

dissenters has very justly complain* d, that by this per-

secuting Test Act great numliers of true Protestant*

have been forced to leave the kingdom, and fly to the

plantations, rattier than stay here, branded with an
incapacity for civil and military employments

; we do
affirm, that the Catholic* can bring many more ill-

stances of the same kind
;
some thousands of their reli-

gion have been forced by the Sacramental Test to
retire into other countries rather than live here under
the incapacity of wearing swords, sitting in Parliament,
and getting that share of power and profit which
belongs to them as fellow Christians, whereof they are
deprived merely upon account of conscience, which
would not allow them to take the sacrament after the

manner prescribed in the liturgy. Hence it clearly
follows, in the words of the same author, “ That if we
Catholics are incapable of employment, we are pu-
nished for our dissent, that is, for our conscience, which
wholly turns upon political considerations.”

The Catholics are willing to acknowledge the king'e
supremacy, whenever their brethren the dissentersshall

please to show them an example.
Further, the Catholics, whenever their religion shall

come to be the national established faith, are willing to
undergo the same test offered by the author already
quoted. His words are these :

“ To end this debate,

by putting it upon a foot which I hope will a|rpear to

every impartial person a fair and equitable one, we
Catholics propose, with submission to trie proper judges,
that eflfcclual security lie taken against persecution,

by obliging all who are admitted into places of power
and trust, whatever their religious profession be, in the

most solemn maimer to disclaim persecuting principles.”

It is hoped the public will take notice of these words,
“ Whatever their religious profession be which plainly
include the Catholics; and for which we return thanks
to our dissenting brethren.

And whereas it u objected by those of the esta-

blished church, that if the schismatics and fanatics were
once put into a capacity of possessing civil and military
employments, they would never be at ease till they had
raised their own way of worship into the national reli-

gion through all his majesty's dominions, equal with
the true orthodox Scottish kirk ; w hich, when they had
once brought to pass, they would no more allow liberty

of conscience to episcopal dissenters, than they did in

the time of the great English rebellion, and in the suc-
ceeding fanatic anarchy, till the kitig was restore*!.

There is another very learned srhismaiical pamphleteer,*
who in answer to a malignant libel called 44 The
Presbyterian Plea of Merit,” &c., clearly wipes off this

aspersion, by assuring all episcopal Protestants of the

present church, upon his own word, and to his know-
ledge, that our brethren the dissenters will never offer

at such on at tern
|

t. In like manner, the Catholics, when
legally required, will openly declare, upon their words
and honours, that as soon as their negative discourage-

ments and their persecution shall be removed, by re-

pealing the Sacramental Test, they will leave it entirely

to the merit of the cause, whether the kingdom shall

think fit to make their faith the established religion or
not.

And again, whereas our Presbyterian brethren, in

many of their pamphlets, take much offence that (he

great rebellion in England, the murder of the king,

with the entire change of religion and government, are

perpetually objected against them, both in and out of
season, by oar common enemy, the present conformists

;

we do declare, in the defence of our said brethren, that

the reproach aforesaid is an old, woraout, threadbare

cant, which they always disdained to answer : and I

very well remember, that having once told a certain

conformist how much I wondered to hear him and hi*
•» ViiMU-aiion of the Protestant Pimvuten.''
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tribe dwelling perpetually on so beaten a subject, he was
pleased to divert the discourse with a foolish story,

which 1 cannot forbear telling to his disgrace. He said,

there was a clergyman in Yorkshire, who, for fifteen

years together, preached every Sunday against drunk-

enness : whereat the |>arishioners being much offended,

complained to the archbishop
;
who, having tent for

the clergyman, and severely reprimanded him, the mi-
nister had no better an answer than by confessing the

fact; adding, that all the parish were drunkards; that

he desired to reclaim them from one vice before be

would begin upon another
;
and since they still con-

tinued to be as great drunkards as before, he resolved to

go on, except his grace would please to forbid him.
We are very sensible how heavy an accusation lies

upon the Catholics of Ireland ; that some years before

king Charles II. was restored, when theirs and the

king’s forces were entirely reduced, and the kingdom
declared by the Rump to be settled

;
after all his ma-

jesty’s generals were forced to fly to France, or other

countries, the heads of the said Catholics, who remained

here in an enslaved condition, joined to send an invita-

tion to the duke of Lorrain
;
engaging, upon his an-

pearing liere with his forces, to deliver up the whole
island to his power, and declare him their sovereign

;

which, after the Restoration, was proved against tliem by

dean Boyle, since primate, who produced the very

original instrument at the board. The Catholics freely

acknowledge the fact to be true
;
and at the same time

appeal to all the world, whether a wiser, a better, a

more honourable, or a more justifiable project could
have been thought of. They were then reduced to

slavery and beggary by the English rebels, many thou-

sands of them murdered, the rest deprived of their

estates, and driven to live on a small pittance in the

wilds of Connaught; at a time when either the Rump
or Cromwell absolutely governed the three kingdoms.
And the question will turn upon this, whether the Ca-
tholics, deprived of all their possessions, governed with

a rod of iron, and in utter despair of ever seeing the

monarchy restored, for the preservation of which they

liad suffered so much, were to be blamed for calling in

a foreign prince of their own religion, who had a con-

siderable army to support them, rather than submit to

so infamous a usurper as Cromwell, or such a bloody

and ignominious conventicle as the Rump. And I have
often heard not only our friends the dissenters, but

even our common enemies the conformists, who are

conversant in the history of those times, freely confess

that, considering the miserable situation tke Irish were

then in, they could not have thought of a braver or

more virtuous attempt
;
by which they might have been

instruments of restoring the lawful monarch, nt least to

the recovery of England and Scotland, from those be-

trayers, and sellers, and murderers of bis royal father.

To conclude : whereas the last quoted author com-
plains very heavily and frequently of a brand that lies

upon them
;

it is a great mistake : for the first original

brand has been long taken off; only we confess the

scar will probably remain, and be visible for ever to

those who know the principles by which they acted,

mid until those principles shall lie openly renounced :

else it must continue to all generations, like the mark
set u]>on Cain, which some authors say descended to all

his posterity
;

or like the Roman nose and Austrian

lip, or like the long bag of flesh hanging down from the

gills of the people in Piedmont. But as for any brands

fixed on schismatics for several years jwst, they have
been all made with cold iron; like thieves who, by the
benefit of the clergy, are condemned to be only burned

in the hand
;
but escaped tlie pain and the mark by

being in fee with the jailor. \V hich advantage the schis-

matical teachers will never want, who, as we are as-

sured, and of which there is a very fresh instance, have

the souls and bodies and purses of tlie people a hun-

dred times more at their mercy than the Catholic priests

could ever pretend to.

Therefore upon tlie whole, the Catnolics do humbly
petition (without the leust insinuation of threatening)

that, upon this favourable juncture, tiieir incapacity for

civil and military employments may be wholly taken

off, for the very same reaaous (besides others more co-

gcut) that are now offered by their brethren the dis-

senters.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, shall ever

pray, &c.*
Dublin, November, 1733.

PREDICTIONS FOR THE YEAR 1708.

WHEREIN THE MONTH, AND THE DAY OP THE MONTH,
ARE RET DOWN, THE PERSONS NAMED, AND THE
GREAT ACTIONS AND EVENTS OP NEXT YEAR PARTICU-

LARLY RELATED, AS THEY WILL COME TO PASS.

WRITTEN TO PREVENT THE PEOPLE OP ENGI.AND
FROM DEING FURTHER IMPOSED ON BY THE VULGAR

ALMANACK-MAKERS.
BY ISAAC BICKERSTAFF. ESQ.

Swrrr, when he hsd written these humorous predictions, be'ng
at a lum what name to prefix to them, olwtrcd a sign over
a blacksmith’s house, and the name of ltickersialT written
under it Ii struck his fancy, and he chose to call himself
Isaac HickerstalT. This amusing tract was seriously burnt by
the inquisition in Portugal, as the author was assured by sir

Paul Methuen, then ambassador at that court.

I have considered the gross abuse of astrology in this

kingdom, and upon debating the matter with myself,

I could not possibly lay the fault upon the art, bat

upon those gross impostors who set up to be tlie artists.

1 Know several learned men have contended tliat the

whole is a cheat
;
that it is absurd and ridiculous to

imagine the stars can have any influence at all upou
human actions, thoughts, or inclinations ; and whoever
has not bent bis studies that way may lie excused fur

thinking so, when he sees in how wretched a manner
that noble art is treated by a few mean, illiterate

traders between us and the stars; who import a yearly

stock of nonsense, lies, folly, and impertineuce, which
they offer to the world as genuine from the planets,

though they descend from no greater a height than their

own brains.

1 intend, in a short time, to publirii a large and
rational defence of this art, and therefore shall say no
more in its justification at present, thau that it has
been in all ages defeuded by many learned men, and
among the rest by Socrates himself ; whom I look upon
as undoubtedly the wisest of uninspired mortals : to

which if we add, that those who have condemned this

art, though otherwise learned, have been such os either

did not apply their studies tills way, or at least did not

succeed in tbeir applications, their testimony will not

be of much weight to its disadvantage, since they are

liable to the common objection, of condemning what
they did not understand.

Nor am 1 at all offended, or do I think it on injury

to the art, when 1 see the common dealers in it, the

students in astrology, the philomaths, and the rest of

that tribe, treated by wise men with the utmost scorn

and contempt ; but I rather wonder, when I observe

gentlemen in the country, rich enough to serve the

nation in parliament, poring in Partridge's Almanack
to find out the events of the year, at home and abroad

;

not daring to jiroiiose a hunting march till Gadbury*
or he have fixed the weather.

I will allow either of the two I have mentioned, or

« In this contro'*i>y the author wan victorious.
h John Gadhnrv, Inert a tailor at Oxford, Ion" published an

almanack which vied iu reputation with that of Partridge.
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»ny other of tlie fraternity, to be not only astrologers and I will be content toat Partridge, and tlie rest of
but conjurers too, if I do not produce a hundred his clan, may hoot me for a client and im|M>*tor if I

instances, in all their almanacks, to convince any fail in any single particular of moment. J believe
reasonable man that they do not so much as under- any man who read* this paper will look upon me to
stand common grammar and syntax

;
tliat they are not be at least a person of as much honesty and under-

able to spell any word out of the usual road, nor. even standing as a common maker of ulmanacks. I do not
iu their prefaces, to write commou sense, or iutclligible lurk in the dark

;
1 am not wholly unknown in the

English. Then, for their observations and predictions, world
;

I have set my name at length to be a mark of

they are such as will equally suit any age or country infamy to mankind if they shall find I deceive
in the world, “ This mouth a certain gTeat person will them.
be threatened with death or sickness." This the news- In one thing I must desire to be forgiven, that I talk

papers will tell them
; for there we find at the end of more sparingly of borne affairs; as it would be irapru-

the year, that no mouth passes without tlie death of deuce to discover secrets of state, so it might be
some person of note

;
and it would he hard if it should dangerous to my person; but in smaller matters, and

be otherwise, when there are at least two thousand such as are not of public consequence, I shall be very
persons of note in this kingdom, many of them old, free t and the truth of my conjectures will as much
and tlie almanack-maker has the liberty of choosing appear from these as the other. As for tlie most signal

tlie sickliest season of the year, where he may fix his
|

events abroad iu Frauce, Flanders, Italy, and Spain, 1

prediction. Again, “This month an eminent clergy-
J

shall make no scruple to predict them in plain terms:
man will be preferred ;’ of which there may be many some of them are of importance, and 1 hope I shall

hundreds, half of them with one foot iu the grave, seldom mistake the day they will happen; therefore I

Then, “Such a planet in such a house shows great think good to inform the reader, that I shall all along
machinations, plots, and conspiracies that may iu time make use ot the old style observed in England, which I

be brought to light:" after which, if we hear of any desire be will compare with that of tlie newspapers, at
discovery, the astrologer gets the honour; if not, his the time they relate the actions I mention,
prdictions still staud good. And at last, “ God pre- I must add oue word more; I know it has been the
serve king William from all his open and secret opinion of several learned persons, who think well
enemies. Amen.” When, if the king should happen to enough of the true art of astrology, that the stars do
have died, the astrologer plainly foretold it; otherwise only incline, and not force, the actions or wills of men,
it passes but for the pious ejaculation of a loyal and therefore, however I may proceed by right rules,

subject: though it uuluckily happened in some of their yet 1 cannot in prudeuce so confidently assure die

almanacks that poor king William was prayed for events will follow exactly as I predict them,
many months after he was dead, because it fell out, I hope I have maturely considered this objection,

that be died about the beginning of the year.
j

which in some cases is of no little weight. For
To mention no more of their impertinent predictions,

|

example; a man may, hy the influence of an over-
what have we to do with their advertisements about

[

ruling planet, be disposed or inclined to lust, rage, or

“ pills and drinks for the venereal disease t

"

or their avarice, and yet by die force of reason overcome that

mutual quarrels iu verse and prose of Whig and Tory, evil influence ; and this was the case of Socrates
;
but

wherewith the stars have little to do. the great events of the world usually depending ujxin

Having long observed and lamented these, and a numbers of men, it cannot be expected they should all

hundred other abuses of this art too tedious to repeat, unite to cross their inclinations, for pursuing a general
i resolved to proceed in a new way, which 1 doubt not design, wherein they unanimously agree. Resides,

will be to the general satisfaction of the kingdom : 1 the influence of the stars reaches to many actions and
can this year produce but a specimen of what I design events which are not any way ill the power of reason

;

fur the future
;
having employed most part of my time as sickness, death, and what we commonly call acci-

in adjusting and correcting the calculations I made for dents, with many more needless to repeat,

some year* past, because I would offer nothing to the Rut now it is time to proceed to my predictions,

world of which I am not as fully satisfied us that I which I have begun to calculate from the time that the

am now alive. For these two last years I have not sun enters into Aries. And this I take to be properly
failed in above one or two particulars, and those of no the beginning of the natural year. I pursue them to

very great moment. 1 exactly foretold the miscarriage the time that he enters Libra, or somewhat more, which
at Toulon,® with all its particulars ; and the loss of is the busy period of the year. The remainder 1 have
admiral Shovel, b though 1 was mistaken as to the day, not yet adjusted, upon accouut of several impediments
placing that article about thirty-six hours sooner than needless here to mention : besides, 1 must reraiud tlie

it happened; but upon reviewing my schemes, I reader again, that this is hut a specimen of what I

quickly found the cause of that error. 1 likewise
1

design iu succeeding years to treat more at large, if I

foretold the battle of Almanza [April 25, 1707] to the may have liberty and encouragement,
very day and hour, with the loss on both sines, and My first prediction is but a trifle, yet I will mention
tlie consequences thereof. All which I showed to some it, to show how ignorant those sottish pretenders to

friends many months before they happened ; that is, I astrology are in their own concerns : it relates to
gave them papers sealed up, to open at such a time. Partridge the almanack-maker. I have consulted the
after which they were at liberty to read them

;
and star of his nativity by my own rules, and find he will

there they found my predictions true in every article,
j

infallibly die upon the 29th of March next, about eleven
except one or two very minute. at night, of a raging fever: therefore I advise him to
As for tlie few following predictions I now offer the

world, I forebore to publish them till I had perused
the several almanacks for the year we are now entered
upon. I found them all in the usual strain, and 1 l>cg

the reader will compare their manner with mine: and
here I make hold to tell the world that! lay the whole
credit of my art upon the truth of these predictions

;

An attennit was made to besiege Toulon in 1“07, but it

mfaonrriMl
b Sir Oouiksly Shovel's fleet was wrecked Oct. Si, 1707.

consider of it, and settle his oflairs in time.

The month of April will be observable for the death
of many great persons. On the 4th will die the
cardinal de Noailles, archbishop of Paris; on the 1 1th,

the young prince of Asturias, son to the duke of
Anjou ; on the 14tlj, a great peer of this realm will die

at his country-house; on tlie 19th, an old layman of

great fame for learning
;
and on the 23rd, an emiuent

goldsmith in Lombard Street. I could mention others,

both ut home and abroad, if I did not consider such

jle
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event* of very little u»e or instruction to the reader, or

to the world.

Ai to public affair* : on the 7th of lhi* month there

will be an insurrection in Dauphinl, occasioned by the

oppression* of the people, which will not be quieted in

some months.

On the 15th will be a violent storm on the south-east

coast of France, which will destroy many of their ships,

and some in the very harbour.

The 19th will be famous for the revolt of a whole
province or kingdom, excepting one city, by which the

affairs of a certain prince in the alliance will take a
better face.

May, against common conjectures, will be no very

busy mouth in Europe, but very signal for the death of

the Dauphin, which will happen on the 7th, after a

short fit of sickness, and grievous torments with the

strangury. He die* less lamented by the court than

the kingdom.
Ou the 9th, a mareschol of France will break his leg

by a fall from his horse. I have not been able to dis-

cover whether he will then die or not.

Ou the 11th will begin a most important siege, which
the eyes of all Europe will be upon : I cannot be more
particular; for, in relating affairs that so nearly concern

the confederates, and consequently this kingdom, I am
forced to confine myself, for several reasons very obvious

to tl»e reader.

On the 15th, news will arrive of a very surprising

event, than which, nothing can be more unexpected.

On the 19th, three noble ladies of this kingdom will,

against all expectation, prove with child, to the great

joy of their husbands.
On the 23rd, a famous buffoon of the playhouse will

die a ridiculous death, suitable to his vocation.

June. This month will be distinguished at home by
the utter dispersing of those ridiculous deluded enthu-

siasts commonly called the prophets;4* occasioned

chiefly by seeing the time come when many of their

prophecies should be fulfilled, and then finding them-
selves deceived by coutrary events. It is indeed to be

admired, how any deceiver can be so weak to foretell

things near at hand, when a very few months must, of

necessity, discover the imposture to all the world ; in

this point less prudent than common almanack -makers,
who are so wise to wander in generals, and talk

dubiously, and leave to the reader the business of inter-

preting.

Ou the 1st of this mouth a French general will be

killed by a random shot of a cannon-ball.

On the 6th, a fire will break out in the suburbs of
Paris, which will destroy above a thousand houses

;

and seems to be the foreboding of what will happen, to

the surprise of all Europe, about the end of the follow-

ing month.
On the ltfth, a great battle will be fought, which

will begin at four of the clock in the afternoon, and
last till nine at night, with great obstinacy, but no very

decisive event. 1 shall not name the place, for the

reasons aforesaid
; but the commanders on each left

wing will be killed. 1 see bonfires and hear the noise

of guns for a victory.

On the 1 4th there will be a false report of the French
king’s death.

On the 20th, cardinal Portocarero will die of a
dysentery, with great suspicion of poison; but the report

of his iutentioo to revolt to king Charles will prove
false.

July. The 6th of this month a certain general will,

hy a glorious action, recover the reputation he lost by
former misfortunes.

• Th.- Proti-stants in Dauphine. ralM Ouimui. heinj driven
rnvt by penwentton, Wcam* of rour-e mlhaftiatU, ami mingled
miracle* au<l rrophn ie» with their religious fervour.

On the 12th, a great commander will die a prisoner

in the hands of hi* enemies.

On the 14th, a shameful discovery will be made of a

French jesuit giving poison to a great foreign general

;

and when he is put to the torture, he will make wonder-

ful discoveries.

In short, this will prove a month ofgreat action, if I

might have liberty to relate the particulars.

At home, the death of an old famous senator will

happen on the 15th, at his country-house, worn out with

age and diseases.

But that which will make this month memorable to

all posterity, is the death of the French king, Louis

XIV., after a week's sickness, at Marli, which
will happen on the 29th, about six o’clock in the even-

.

ing. It seems to be an effect of the gout iu the stomach,

followed by a flux. And, iu three days after. Monsieur
Chamillard will follow his master, dying suddenly of
an apoplexy.

Iu this month likewise an ambassador will die in

London
; but I cannot assign die day.

August. The affairs of France will seem to suffer

no change for a while under the duke of Burgundy’s
administration; but the genius that animated the

whole machine being gone, will be the cause of
mighty turns and revolutions iu the following year.

The new king makes yet little change either iu the

army or tire ministry
;
but the libels against his grand-

father, that fly about his very court, give him uneasi-

ness.

I see an express in mighty haste, with joy and
wonder in his looks, arriving by break of day on the

26th of this month, having travelled in three days a
prodigious journey by land and sea. In the evening
I hear bells and guns, and see the blazing ofa thousand
bonfires.

A young admiral of noble birth doe* likewise this

month gain immortal honour by a great achievement.

The affairs of Poland are this mouth entirely settled

;

Augustus resigns his pretensions, which he had again
taken up for some time; Stanislaus is peaceably pos-

sessed of the throne ; and the king of Sweden declares

for the emperor.

1 cannot omit one particular accident here at

home
;

that near the end of this month much mis-
chief will be done at Bartholomew Fair, bjr the fall of
a booth.

September. This month logins with a very sur-

prising fit of frosty weather, which will last near twelve
days.

The pope having long languished last mouth, the

swellings in his legs breuking, and the flesh mortifying,

will die on the 1 1th instant : and in three weeks’ time,

after a mighty contest, be succeeded by a cardinal of
the imperial faction, but a native of Tuscany, who is

now about sixty-one years old.

The French army now acts wholly on the defensive,

strongly fortified in their trenches : and the young
French king sends overtures for a treaty of peace hy
the duke of Mantua, which, because it is a matter of
state that concerns us here at home, 1 shall speak no
further of.

I shall add hut. one prediction more, and that in

mystical terms, which shall be included in a verse out

of Virgil

—

Alter crit jam Tetbys, et alters, qa» vehat, Argo,
Delectoa hcrosa.

Upon the 25th day of this month, the fulfilling of
this prediction will be manifest to everybody

This is the farthest I have proceeded in my calcula-

tions for the present year. 1 do not pretend that these

are all the great events which will happen iu this

period, but that those I have set down will infallibly

come to pass. It will pet haps still be objected, why I
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Hate not spoke more particularly of affair* at home,
it of the success of our armies abroad, which I might,

and could very largely have done
;
but those in power

*ave wisely discouraged men from meddling in pub-
lic concents, and I was resolved by no means to give

the least often ce. This I will venture to say, that it

will be a glorious campaign for the allies, wherein

the English forces, both by sea and land, will- have
their full share of honour : that her majesty queen
Anne will continue in health and prosperity : and
that no ill accident will arrive to any in the chief

ministry.

As to the particular events 1 have mentioned, the

reader may judge, by the fulfilling of them, whether

X am on the level with common astrologers; who, with
an old paltry cant, and a few pot-hooks for planets to

amuse trie vulgar, have, ill my opinion, too long liecn

suffered to abuse the world : but an honest physician

ought not to he despised because there are such things

as mountebanks. 1 hope I have some share of reputa-

tion, which 1 would not willingly forfeit for a frolic or

humour : and 1 believe no gentleman who reads this

paper will look upon it to he of the some cast or mould
with the common scribbles thnt are every day hawked
about. My fortune bas placed me above the little regard

of writing for a few pence, which I neither value nor
want : therefore let not wise men too hastily condemn
this essay, intended for a good design, to cultivate and
improve an ancient art, long in disgrace by having
fallen into mean unskilful hands. A little time will

determine whether 1 hare deceived others or myself

:

and I think it no very unreasonable request, that men
would pleaAe to suspend their judgments till then. 1

was once of the opinion with those who despise all pre-

dictions from the stars, till, in the year 1686, a man of

quality showed me, written in his album, that the most
learned astronomer, captain Halley, assured him he
would never believe anything of the stars’ influence, if

there were not a great revolution in England in the

year 1688. Since that time I began to have other

thoughts, and after eighteen years* diligent study and
application, I think 1 have no reason to repent of my
pains. 1 shall detain the reader no longer than to let

him know, that the account I design to give of next
year's events, shall take in the principal affairs that

happen in Kurojie
;
and if I be denied the liberty of

offering it to my own country, 1 shall appeal to the
learned world, by publishing it in Latin, and giving
order to have it printed in Holland.

AN ANSWER TO BICKERSTAFF.
SOME REFLECTIONS ITON MR. BICKBRSTAFp's PREDIC-

TIONS FOR THE YEAR MDCCVIII.

BY A PERSON OF QUALITY.

1 have not observed, for some years post, any insig-

nificant paper to have made more noiae, or be more
greedily bought, than that of these predictions. They
are the wonder of the common people, an amusement
for the better sort, and a jest only to the wise

;
yet

among these last, I have heard some very much in

doubt whether the author meant to deceive others or
is decri/ed himself. Whoever he was, he seems to

have with great art adjusted his paper both to please

the rabble and to eutertain persons of condition. The
writer is, without question, a gentleman of wit and
learning, although the piece seems hastily writteu in a
sudden frolic, with the scornful thought of the pleasure
he will have in putting this great town into a wonder-
ment about nothing : nor do I doubt but he and his

friends in Hie secret laugh often and plentifully in a
comer, to reflect how many hundred thousand fools

they have already made. And he has them fast for

some time : for so they are likely to continue until his

prophecies begin to fail in the events. Nay, it is a
great question whether the miscarriage of the two or

three first will so entirely undeceive people as to hin-

der them from expecting the accomplishment of the

rest. 1 doubt not but some thousands of these papers
are carefully preserved by as many persons, to confront

with the events, and try whether the astrologer exactly

keeps the day and hour. And these I take to lie Mr.
Biclcerstaffs choicest cullies, for whose sake chiefly he
writ his Amusement. Meanwhile he has seven weeks
good, during which time the world is to be kept in

suspense : for it is so long before the almanack-maker
is to die, which is the first prediction

; and, if that

fellow happens to be a splenetic visionary fop, or has
any faith in his own art, the prophecy may punctually
come to pass hr very natural means. As a gentleman
of my acquaintance, who was ill used by a mercer in

town, wrote him a -letter in an unknown hand, to give

him notice that care had been taken to convey a slow
poison into his drink, which would infallibly kill him
in a month ; after which, the man began in earnest to

languish and decay, by the mere strength of imagina-
tion, and would certainly have died, if care had not
been taken to undeceive him, before the jest went too

far. The like effect upon Partridge would wonder-
fully rise Mr. Bickerstaffs reputation for a fortnight

longer, until we could hear from France whether the

cardinal de Noaillea were dead or alive upon the 4th

of April, which is the second of his predictioia,

For a piece so carelessly written, the oluervations

upon astrology are reasonable and pertinent, the re-

marks just
;
and as the paper is partly designed, in my

opinion, for a satire upon the credulity of the vulgar,

and that idle itch of peeping into futurities
;
so it is

no more than what we all of us deserve. And, since

we must be teased with perpetual hawkers of strange

and wonderful things, 1 am glad to see a man of sense

find leisure and humour to take up the trade, for his

own and our diversion. To speak in the town phrase,

it is a bite
;
he lias fully had his jest, and may lie satis-

fied.

I very much approve the serious air lie gives him-
self in his introduction and conclusion, which has gone
far to give some people, of no mean rank, an opiuion
that the author believes himself. He tells us, “ He
places the whole credit of his art on the truth of these

predictions, and will be content to be hooted by
Partridge and the rest for a cheat, if he fails in any
one particular," with severul other strains of the same
kina, wherein I perfectly believe him

;
and that he is

very indifferent whether Isaac Bickerstaff be a murk of

infamy or not. But it seems, although he has joined

an odd surname to no very common Christian one, that

in this large town there is a man found to own both
the names, although, 1 believe, not the paper.

1 believe it is no small mortification to this gentle-

man astrologer, as well as his bookseller, to find tlirir

piece, which tliey sent out in a tolerable print and
paper, immediately seized on by three or four inter-

loping printers of Grub-street, the title stuffed with an
abstract of the whole matter, together with the

standard epithets of Grange and wonderful
, the price

brought down a full half, which was but a penny in

its prime, and bawled about by hawkers of the inferior

class, with the concluding cadence of “ A halfpenny a
piece!" But ticctcidil Phaeton; and, to comfort him
a little, this production of mine will have the same
fate; to-morrow will my ears be grated by the little

boys and wenches ill straw hats; and I must a hundred
times undergo the mortification to have my own work
offered me to sale at an under value. Then, which is

a great deal worse, my acquaintance in the coffeehouse

will ask me whether 1 have seeu the “ Answer to
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’Squire Bickerstaff* Predictions," oml whether I knew
the puppy that writ it ; and how to keep a man's coun-

tenance in such a juncture is no easy point of conduct.

When, in this case, you see a man shy either in praising

or condemning, ready to turn off the discourse to an-

other subject, standing as little in the light as he can to

hide his blushing, pretending to sneeze, or tuke snuff, or

go off os if suddeu business called him
;
then ply him

close, ohserve his look narrowly, see whether his speech

be constrained or affected, then charge him suddenly,

or whisper aud smile, and you will soon discover

whether he be guilty. Although this seem not the

purpose I am discoursing on, yet I think it to be so

;

for I ani much deceived if I do not know the true

author of “ Bickerstaff's Predictions,” and did not meet
with him some days ago in a coffeehouse at Covent
Garden.

As to the matter of the predictions themselves, I shall

not enter upon the examination of them
;
but think it

very incumbent upon the learned Mr. Partridge to take

them into his consideration, and lay as many errors in

astrology as possible to Mr. Bickerstaff’s account. He
may justly, I think, challenge the 'squire to publish the

calculation he has made of Partridge’s nativity, by the

credit of which he so determinately pronounces the

time and the manner of his death
;
and Mr. Bickerafaff

can do no less, in honour, than give Mr. Partridge the

same advantage of calculating his, by sending him an

account of the time and place of his birth, with other

particulars necessary for such a work. By which, no
doubt, the learned world will be engaged in the dis-

pute, and take part on each side according as they are

inclined.

I should likewise advise Mr. Partridge to inquire,

why Mr. Bickerstaff does not so much as offer at one

prediction to be ful filled until two months after the

time of publishing his paper. This looks a little sus-

picious, as if he were desirous to keep the world in play

as long os he decently could
;
else it were hard lie could

not afford us one prediction between this and the 29th

of March
;
which is not so fair dealings as we have even

from Mr. Partridge and his brethren, who give us their

predictions (such as they are iudeed) for every month
in the year.

There is one passage in Mr. Bickerstaff’s paper that

seems to be as high a strain of assurance as 1 have

anywhere met with : it is that prediction for the

month of June which relates to the French prophets

here in town ;
where he tells us, “ They will utterly

disperse, by seeing the time come, wherein their pro-

phecies should be fulfilled, and then finding them-

selves deceived by contrary events." Upon which he

adds, with great reason, “ his wonder how any de-

ceiver can be so weak to foretell tilings near at hand,

when a very few months must discover the imposture

to all the world.” This is spoken with a great deal

of affected unconceniedness, as if he would have us

think himself to be not under the least apprehension,

that the same in two months will be his own case.

With respect to the gentleman, 1 do not remember to

have heard of so refined and pleasant a piece of im-

pudence; which I hope the author will not resent os

nil uncivil word, hecause I am sure 1 enter into his

taste, and take it as he meant it. However, he

half deserves a reprimand for writing with so much
scorn and contempt for the understandings of the ma-
jority.

For the month of July, he tells us “ of a general who,

by a glorious action, will recover the reputation he lost

by former misfortunes." This is commonly understood

to be lord Galway; who, if he be already dead, as

nrnif newspapers have it, Mr. Bickerstaff has made a

trip. But this 1 do not much insist on
;

for it is hard

if another general cannot be found under the sam..' ci.*

cumstances to whom this prediction may be as well
applied.

The French king's death is very punctually related ;

but it was unfortunate to make him die at Marli,
where he never goes at that season of tike year, as I

observed myself during three years 1 passed in that
kingdom : and discoursing some months ago with
Monsieur Ta] lard about the French court, I find that

king never goes to Marli for any time, but about the
season of hunting there, which is not till August. So
that there was an unlucky slip of Mr. Bickerstaff for

want of foreign education.

He concludes with resuming his promise of publish-
ing entire predictions for next year; of which the other
astrologers need not be in very much pain. I suppose
we shall have them much about the same time with
“ The General History of Ears.” I believe we have
done with him for ever in this kind

;
and though I am

no astrologer, may venture to prophecy that Isaac
Bickerstaff, estp, is now dead, and died just at the
timehis “ Predictions " were ready for the press : that be
dropped out of the clouds about nine days ago, and, in
about four hours after, mounted up thither again like
a vapour; and will, one day or other, perhaps, descend
a second time when be has some new, agreeable, or
amusing whimsy to jmss upon the town

;
wherein it is

very probable he will succettl as often as he is disposed
to try the experiment ; that is, as long as he can preserve

a thorough contempt for lus own time ana other

people's understandings, and is resolved not to laugh
cheaper than at the expense of a million of people.

THE ACCOMPLISHMENT
OP THE FIRST OP

MR. BICKERSTAFF’S PREDICTIONS,
DEINO

AN ACCOUNT OP TIIE DEATH OF MR. PARTRIDGE.
THE ALMANACK MAKER. UPON THE 2*th INSTANT,

IN A LETTER TO A PERSON OF HONOUR.
WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1708.

Mr Lord, in obedience to your Lordship's commands,
as well as to satisfy my own curiosity, I have some
days past inquired constantly after Partridge the alma-
nack-maker, of whom it was foretold in “ Mr. Bicker-

staffs Predictions," published about a mouth ago, that

he should die the 29th instant, about eleven at night,

of a raging fever. I had some sort of knowledge of

him when I was employed in the revenue, because he

used every year to present me with his almanack, as he

did other gentlemen, upon the score of some little gpra-

tuity we gave him. I saw him accidentally once or

twice about ten days before he died, and observed he

began very much to droop and languish, though I hear

his friends did not seem to apprehend him in any

danger. About two or three days ago he grew ill, was
confined first to his chamber, and iti a few hours after

to his bed, where Dr. Case* and Mrs. Kirlcus were

sent for to visit and to prescribe to him. Upon this

intelligence 1 sent thrice every day one servant or other

to inquire after his health
;
and yesterday, about four

in the afternoon, word was brought me, “ that he was
past hopes upou which I prevailed with myself to

go and see him, partly out of commiseration, and, I

confess, partly out of curiosity. He knew me very

well, seemed surprised at my condescension, and made
me compliments upon it, as well as he could in the

condition he was. The people about him said, u he

had been for some time delirious ;" but when I saw

him he had his understanding as well as ever I knew,

* John Caw was ninny y>-»r* n note! practitioner in jiliyds

and astrology. lie wo* looked upon M the miccewor or Lilly

and of Saflotd-
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ami *jK»ke strong and hearty, without any seeming un-

e.isineM or constraint. Alter I had told him “ how
sorry I was to see him in those melancholy circum-

stances,*’ and said some other civilities suitable It the

occasion, 1 desired him “ to tell me freely and in-

genuously whether the predictions Mr. BickerstafThud

published relating to his death had not too much
affected and worked on his imagination.” He con-

fessed, “ he had often had it in his head, but never

with much apprehension till about a fortnight before

;

•iuce which tune it had the perpetual possession of hit

mind and thoughts, and he diu verily believe was the

true natural cause of his present distemper : for,” said

he, “ I am thoroughly persuaded, and 1 think 1 have

very good reasons, that Mr. Bickerstaff spoke altogether

by guess, and knew no more what will happen this

year than I did myself.”

1 told him “ his discourse surprised me
;
and I would

be glad he were in a state of health to be able to tell

me what reason he had to lie convinced of Mr. Bickef-

stafTs ignorance.” He replied, “ I am a poor ignorant

fellow, bred to a mean trade, yet 1 have sense enough

to know that all pretences of foretelling by astrology

are deceits, for this manifest reason; because the wise

and the learned, who can only judge whether there be

any truth in this science, do all unanimously agTee to

laugh at and despise it ; and none but the poor igno-

rant vulgar give it any credit, and that only upon the

word of such silly wretches as I and my fellows who
can hardly write or read.” I then asked him, “ why
he had not calculated his own nativity, to see whether

it agreed with BickerstafTs prediction 1?” At which he

•hook his head, and said, “ Oh ! sir, this is no time for

jesting, hut for repenting those fooleries, as I do now
from the very bottom of my heart.”

—

M By what 1 can

gather from you,” said I,
M the observations and pre-

dictions you printed with your almanacks were mere

impositions on the people.” He replied, “ If it were

otherwise, I should have the less to answer for. We
have a common form for all those things : as to fore-

telling the weather, we never meddle with that, but leave

it to the printer, who takes it out of any old almanack

as he thinks Ht; the rest was my own invention, to

make my almanack sell, having a wife to maiutain

and no other way to get my bread; for mending old

shoes is a poor livelihood ;
and,’ added he, sighing, “ I

wish I may not have done more mischief by my physic

than my astrology ; though I had some good receipts

from my grandmother, and my own compositions were

such as 1 thought could at least do no hurt.”

I had some other discourse with him, which I now

cannot call to mind
;
and I fear have already tired

your lordship. I shall only add one circumstance,

that on his death-bed he declared himself a noncon-

formist, and had a fanatic preacher to be his spiritual

guide. After half an hour's conversation I took my
leave, being almost stifled with the closeness of the

room. I imagined he could not hold out long, aud

tWefore withdrew to a little coffeehouse liard by,

leaving a servant at the house with orders to come im-

mediately and tell ine, os near os he could, the minute

when Partridge should expire, which was not above

two hours after; when, looking upon my watch, I

found it to be about five minutes after seven
;
by

which it is clear that Mr. Bickerstaff was mistaken

almost four hours in his calculation. In the other cir-

cumstances he was exact enough. But whether he has

been the cause of this poor man's death, as well as the

predictor, may be very reasonably disputed. However,

it must be confessed the matter is odd enough, whether

we should endeavour to accouut foe it by chance or

the effect of imagination : fur my own part, though I

believe no man has less faith in these matters, yet I

filial 1 wait with some impatience, and not without some

2&j

expectation, the fulfilling of Mr. Bickerstaff* second

prediction, that the cardinal de Nuailles is to die upon
the 4th of April ; and if tliat should lie verified as

exactly os this of poor Partridge, I must own 1 should

he wholly surprised and at a loss, and should infallibly

exjiect the accomplishment of all the rest

’SQUIRE BICKERSTAFF DETECTED;
OK, THE

ASTROLOGICAL IMPOSTOR CONVICTED.
BY JOHN PARTRIDGE,

STUDENT IN PHYSIC AND ASTHOLOGT-

It is hard, my dear countrymen of these united na-

tions, it is very hard that a Briton boro, a Protestant

astrologer, a tnan of revolution principles, an oxsertot

of the liberty and property of tne people, should cry

out in vain for justice against a Frenchman, a papist,

and an illiterate pretender to science, that woulu blast

my reputation, most inhumanly bury me alive, and
defraud my native country of those services which, in

my double capacity, I daily offer the public.

What great provocations I have received let the im-
partial reader judge, and how unwillingly, even in my
own defence, 1 now enter the lists against falsehood,

ignorance, and envy
;
but I am exasperated, at length,

to drag out this Cacus from the den of obscurity where
he lurks, detect him by the light of those stars he has

so impudently traduced, and show there is not a
monster in the skies so pernicious and malevolent to

mankind as an ignorant pretender to physic and astro-

logy. I shall not directly fall on the many gross

errors, nor expose the notorious absurdities of this pros-

titute libeller, till I have let the learned world fairly

into the controversy depending, and then leave the un-

prejudiced to judge of the merits and justice of my
cause.

It was toward the conclusion of the year 1707, when
an impudent pamphlet crept into the world, entitled,
** Predictions, Ac., by Isaac Bickerstaff, Esq.” Among
the many arrogant assertions laid down by that lying

spirit of divination, he was pleased to pitch on the car-

dinal de Noaillc* and myself, among many other emi-
nent and illustrious persons, that were to die within

the compass of the ensuing year; and peremptorily

fixes the month, day, and hour, of our deaths: this, I

think, is sporting with great men, and public spirits, to

the scandal of religion, and reproach of power; and if

sovereign princes and astrologers must make diversion

for the vulgar—why then farewell, say I, to all govern-

ments, ecclesiastical and civil. But, I thank my
better stars, I am alive to confront this false and auda-
cious predictor, and to make him rue the hour he ever

affronted a man of science and resentment. The car-

dinal may take what measures he pleases with him
;
as

his excellency is a foreigner, and a Papist, he has no
reason to rely oil me for hisjustification

; I shall only

assure the world he is alive: but as he was bred to

letters and is master of a pen, let him use it in his own
defence. In the mean time I shall present the public

with a faithful narrative of the ungenerous treatment

and hard usage I have received from the virulent

papers and malicious practices of this pretended

astrologer.

A TRUE AND IMPARTIAL ACCOUNT OK THK PRO-
CEEDINGS OF ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, ESQ.,

AGAINST ME.

The 28th of March, anno Dam. 1708, being the

night this sham prophet had so impudently fixed for

my hut, which made little impression on myself; hut

I cannot answer for my whole family; for mv wifev
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with concern more lhan usual, jirevailcd on me to take

somewhat to sweat for a cold ; and between the hours

of eight and nine, to go to bed : the m&id, as she was
wanning my bed, with a curiosity natural to young
wenches, runs to the window, and asks of one passing

the street, who the bell tolled fori Dr. Partridge,

•ays he, the famous almanack-maker, who died sud-

denly this evening : the poor girl, provoked, told him
he lied like a rascal

; the oilier very sedately replied,

the sexton had so informed him, and if false, he was to

blame for imposing upon a stranger. She asked a

second, and a third, as they passed, and every one was
in the same tone. Now, I do not say these are accom-

S
lices to a certain astrological 'squire, and that one

lickerstaff might lie sauntering thereabout, because

I will assert nothing here but what 1 dare attest for

plain matter of fact. My wife at this fell into a
violent disorder, and 1 must own I was a little discom-

posed at the oddness of the accident In the mean time

one knocks at my door
;
Betty runs down, and opening,

finds a sober, grave person, who modestly inquires if

this was Dr. Partridge's? She, taking him for some
cautious city patient, that caine at that time for pri-

vacy, shows him into the dining-room. As soon as I

could compose myself, I went to him, and was sur-

prised to tiud my gentleman mounted on a table with

a two-foot rule in his hand, measuring my walls, and
taking the dimensions of the room. Pray, sir, says I,

not to interrupt you, have you any business with me?
—Only, sir, replies he, order the girl to bring me a

better light, for this is but a very dim one.—Sir, says

I, my name is Partridge.—Oh ! the doctor’s brother,

belike, cries he; the staircase, I believe, and these two
apartments hung in close mourning, will be sufficient,

and only a strip of bays rouud the other rooms. The
doctor must needs die rich, he had great dealings in

his way for many yean
;

if he had no family coat, you
had as good use the escutcheons of the company, they

are as showish, and will look as magnificent as if he

was descended from the blood royal.—With that I as-

sumed a greater air of authority, and demanded who
employed him, or how he came there?—Why, I was
seut, sir, by the company of undertakers, says be, and
they were employed by the honest gentleman who is

executor to the good doctor departed
;
and our rascally

porter, I believe, is fallen fast asleep with the black

cloth and sconces, or he had been here, and we might
have been tacking up by this time.—-Sir, says I, pray

be advised by a frietHi, and make the best of your speed

out of my doors, for I hear my wife's voice, (which by
the by is pretty distinguishable.) and in that corner of

the room stands a good cudgel, which somebody has

felt before now
;
ifthat light in her bands, and she know

the business you come about, without consulting the

stars, I can assure you it will be employed very much
to the detriment of your person.—Sir, cries he, bowing
with great civility, 1 perceive extreme grief for the loss

of the doctor disorders you a little at present, but

early in the morning I will wait on you with all the

necessary materials.—Now, I mention no Bickerstaff

;

nor do 1 say that a certain star-gazing ‘squire has been

playing my executor before his time; but I leave the

world to judge, and he that puts things and things

fairly together, will not be much wide of the mark.
Well, once more I got my doors closed, and pre-

pared for bed, in hopes of a little repose after so many
ruffling adventures

;
just as I was putting out my light

in order to do it, another bounces os hard as he can

knock
;

I open the window, and ask who is there, and
what he wants ? I am Ned the sexton, replies he, and
come to know whether the doctor left any orders for a

funeral sermon, and where he is to be laid, and whether

his grave is to be plain or bricked ?—Why, sirrah, says

I, you know me well enough; you know I am not

J

dead, and how dare you affront me after this manner?
—Alack-a-day, sir, replies the fellow, why it is in

print, and the whole town knows you ore dead : why
there is Mr. White the joiner is hut fitting screws to

your coffiu, he will lie here with it in an instant
; he

was afraid you would have wanted it before this time.

Sirrah, sirrah, says I, you shall know to-morrow, to your
cost, that I am alive, and alive like to be!—Why, it is

strange, sir, says he, you should make such a secret of

your death to us that are your neighbours ; it looks as

if you had a design to defraud the church of its dues
;

and, let me tell you, for one that has lived so long by
the heavens, that is unhandsomely done.—Hiat, hist,

says another rogue that stood by him ;
away, doctor,

into your flannel gear os fust as you can, for here is a
whole

j
nick of dismals coming to you with their black

equipage, and how indecent will it look for you to

stand frightening folks at your window when you
should have been in your coffin these three hours?—In
short, what with undertakers, embalmers, joiners, sex-
tons, and your damned elegy liawkcrs upon a late prac-

titioner in physic and astrology, I got not one wink of
sleep that night, nor scarce a moment’s rest ever since.

Now, I doubt not but this villanous 'squire has the
impudence to assert that these are entirely strangers to

him
; he, good man, knows nothing of the matter, ami

honest Isaac Bickerstaff, 1 warrant you, is more a man
of honour than to be an accomplice with a* pack of
rascals that walk the streets on nights, and disturb
good people in their beds

;
but he is out if he thiuks

the whole world is blind ;
for there is one John Par-

tridge can smell a knave as far as Grub-street, al-

though he lies in the most exalted garret, and writes

himself ‘squire :—but I will keep my temper, and pro-

ceed in the narration.

I could not stir out of doors for the space of three

months after this, hut presently one comes up to me in
the street, Mr. Partridge, that coffin you was last buried

in I have not yet been paid for : Doctor, cries another
dog, how do you think people can live by making of
graves for nothing? uext time you die, you may even
toll out the bell yourself for Ned. A third rogue ti|*a

me by the elbow, and wonders how I have the con-
science to sneak abroad without payiug my funeral

expenses.— Lord, says one, I durst have swore that was
honest Dr. Partridge, my old friend ; but, poor man,
he is gone.— I beg your pardon, says another, you look

so like my old acquaintance, that I used to consult on
some private occasions: but, alack, he is gone the way
of all flesh.—Look, look, look, cries a third, after a
competent space of staring at me, would not one think
our neighbour the almanack -maker was crept out of
his grave to take the other peep at the stars in this

world, and show how much he is improved in fortune-

telling by having taken a journey to the other?

Nay, the very reader of our parish, a good, sober, dis-

creet person, has sent two or three times for me to come
and be buried decently, or send him sufficient reasons

to the contrary ; or, if I have been interred in any other

parish, to produce my certificate, as the act* requires.

My poor wife is run almost distracted with being called

widow Partridge, when she knows it is false
; and once

a term she is cited iuto the court to take out letters of
administration. But die greatest grievance is, a paltry

quack, that takes up my calling just under my nose,

and in his printed directions, with N.B.—says, he lives

in the house of the late ingenious Mr. John Partridge,

an eminent practitioner in leather, physic, and astrology.

But to show how far the wicked spirit of envy, ma-
lice, and resentment can hurry some men, my nameless

The statute of SO Car- II. for burying in woollen, requires
tluit oath shall be made of the compliant-.- with this net. and a

certificate thereof lodged with the minister of the i-amli within
eight day s after interment
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old persecutor had provided me a monument at the

stone-cutters, arid would have erected it in the parish

church
; and thi* piece of notorious and expensive vil-

lany had actually succeeded if I had not used my
utmost interest with the vestry, where it was carried at

las* but by two voices, that 1 am alive. That stratagem

fail ng, out come* a long salde elegy, bedecked with

hour-glasses, mattocks, skulls, spades, and skeletons,

with an epitaph as confidently written to abuse me and

my fTofeasioti as if I had been under ground these

twenty years.

And after such barbarous treatment as this, can the

world blame me, when I ask, what is become of the

freedom of an Englishman! and where is the liberty

and property that my old glorious friend came over to

assert ? we have drove popery out of the nation, and
sent slavery to foreign climes. The arts only remain
in bondage, when a man of science and character shall

be openly insulted, in the midst of the many useful

service# he is dnily paying the public. Was it ever

heard, even in Turkey or Algiers, that a state astro-

loger was bantered out of his life by an ignorant im-
postor, or bawled out of the world liy a pack of

villannus deep-mouthed hawkers? though 1 print

almanacks, ana publish advertisements; though 1 pro-

duce certificates under the minister's and church-

wardens' hands that I am alive, and attest the same on
oath at Quarter-sessions, out comes a full and true rela-

tion of the death and interment of John Partridge;

truth is bore down, attestations neglected, the testimony

of sober persons despised, and a man is looked upon by
bis neigh l»ours as if he had been seven years dead,
and is buried alive in the midst of his friends and
acquaintance.

Now, can any man of common sense think it con-
sistent with the honour of my profession, and net much
beneath the dignity of a philosopher, to stand bawling
liefore his own door—Alive! alive! ho! the famous
Dr. Partridge! no counterfeit, but all alive! as if 1

hail the twelve celestial monsters of the rodiac to show
within, or was forced for a livelihood to turn retailer

to May and Bartholomew fairs! Therefore, if her

majesty would but graciously be pleased to think a
hardship of this nature worthy her royal consideration,

and the next parliament, in their great wisdom, cast

but an eye toward the deplorable case of their old phi-

lomath, that annually bestows his good wishes on them,
1 am sure there is one Isaac Bickerstafi', esq. would
soon be trussed up for his bloody prediction*, and put-
ting good subjects in terror of their lives : and that

henceforward to murder a man hy way of prophecy,
and bury him in a printed letter, either to a lord or

commoner, shall as legally entitle him to the present

possession of Tyburn as if lie robbed on the highway
or cut your throat in bed.

1 shall demonstrate to the judicious that France and
Rome are at the bottom of this horrid conspiracy
against me; and that culprit aforesaid is a popish
emissary, has paid his visits to St. (iermaiu’s, and is

>'ow in the measures of Louis XIV. That, in attempt-
ing my reputation, there is a general massacre of learn-
nig designed ii. these realms: and through my sides

'here is a wound given to all the Protestant almanack-
makers in the utiivcise. Vivat Regina.

A VINDICATION
OF ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, Esq.

AGAINST WHAT IS OBJECTED TO HIM BT MR. PARTRIDGE,
IN JUS ALMANACK FOR THE YEAR

1709.

BY THE SAID ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, F.«i

Mr. Partridge has lieen lately pleased to treat me
after a very rough manner, in that which is called his

V"t. u.

almanack for the present year: such usage is very in-

decent from one gentleman to another, and does not at

all contribute to the discovery of truth, which ought to

lie the great end in all disputes of the learned. To call

a mun a fool and villain, an impudent fellow, only

for differing from him in a point merely speculative, is,

in my humble opinion, a very improper style for a

person of his education. I appeal to the learned world,

whether, iu my last year’s predictions, 1 gave him the

least provocation for such unworthy treatment. Philo-

sophers have differed ill all ages
;
but the discreetest

among them have always diflered as became philoso-

phers. .Scurrility and passion, iu a controversy among
scholars, is just so much of nothing to the purpose, and
at best a tacit confession of a weak cause : my concern

is not so much for my own reputation as that of the re«

public of letters, which Mr. Partridge ha* endeavoured

to wound through my sides. If men of public spirit

must be superciliously treated for their ingenious at-

tempts, how will true useful knowledge be ever ad-

vanced! I wish Mr. Partridge knew the thoughts

which foreign universities have conceived of his unge-

nerous proceeding* with me
;
but I am too tender of his

reputation to publish them to the world. That spirit of

envy and pride, which blasts so many rising geuiuscs iu

our nation, is yet unknown among professors abroad

;

the necessity of justifying myself will excuse my vauity,

when I tell the reader that I have near a hundred hono-

rary letters from several parts of Europe (some as far

as Muscovy) in praise of my performance; besides

several others, which, as 1 have been credibly informed,

were opened in the post office, and never sent me. It is

true, the inquisition in Portugal was pleased to bum
ray predictions, [this is fact,] and condemn the author

and the readers of them ;
but I hope at the same time

it will be considered, in how deplorable a state learning

lies at preseu t in that kingdom ; and, with the pro-

foundcst veneration for crowned heads, I will presume
to add, that it a little concerned his majesty of Portu-

gal to iuterpose his authority in behalf of a scholar and
a gentleman, the subject of a nation with which he is

now in so strict an alliance. Rut the other kingdoms
and states ofEurope have treated me with more candour
and generosity. If I had leave to print the Latin letter*

transmitted to me from foreign parts, they would till a
volume, and be a full defence against all that Mr.
Partridge or his accomplices of the Portugal inquisi-

tion will l*e ever able to object, who, by the way, are

the only enemies my predictions have ever met with at

home or abroad. But i hope 1 know l letter what is due
to the honour of a learned correspondence in so tender

a point. Yet some of those illustrious persons will jier-

haps excuse me for transcribing a passage or two in

my vindication.* The most learned Monsieur Leib-

nitz thus addresses to me his third letter :—“ llluatna-

atmo Bn kfrstnfl'm aafroiogut inatauratori,” &C. Mon-
sieur Le Clerc, quoting my predictions in a treatise he
published last year, is pleased to say, “ Jta nuperrimt

Bicheratnffiua
,
magnum illud Anglia; aiilua." Another

great professor, writing of me, has these words : “ Bicker-

alnffius,
nobilia Angina

,
nalroloyorum hujuace atrculifacile

pnneepa." Signior Magliabccchi, the great duke's
famous library-keeper, spends almost his whole letter in

compliments and praises. It is true, the renowned pro
fessor of astronomy ut Utrecht seems to differ from me
in one article ; but it is after the modest manner that
liecotne* a philosopher; as, “ pace tanti van dixerim
and, page 55, he seems to lay the error upon the printer

(a* indeed it ought), and says, ** vtlforaun error typo-
graph* cum ahoquin Bickerttajfiua vir doctiaaimua," &c.

Jf Mr. Partridge had followed these examples in the
controversy between us, he might have spared me the

» The quotations here inserted sre in ftniialion of Dr. Itcntl.-;

iu some part of the famous coiitnncny tictwcen him nud Mr.
Hoyle.

*

iy Google
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trouble of justifying myself in so public n manner. I

believe no man is readier to own his errors than I, or

more thankful to those who will please to inform him
of them. But, it seems, this gentleman, instead of en-

couraging the progress of his own art, is pleased to

look upon all attempts of that kind as an iurasion of

his province. He has t>een indeed so wise as to make
no objection against the truth of my predictions, except

in one single point relating to himself : and to demon-
strate how much men are blinded by their own par-

tiality, 1 do solemnly assure the reader, that he is the

only person from whom I ever heard that objection

offered, which consideration aloue, I think, will take

otT all its weight.

With my utmost endeavours 1 have not been able

to trace above two objections ever made agaiust the

truth of my last year's prophecies: the first was, of a
Frenchman, who was pleased to publish to the world
“ that the cardinal de Noailles was still alive, not-

withstanding the pretemled prophecy of Monsieur
Biquerstaffe but how far a Frenchman, a Papist,

and an enemy, is to be believed in his own cause,

against an English Protestant, who is true to the

government, 1 shall leave to the candid and impartial

reader.

The other objection is the unhappy occasion of this

discourse, and relates to an article in my predictions,

which foretold the death of Mr. Partridge to happen on

March 20, 1708. This he is pleased to contradict ab-

solutely in the almanack he has published for the present

year, and in that ungcntlemanly manner (pardon the

expression) as I have above related. In that work he
very roundly asserts, that he “ is not only now alive,

but was likewise alive upon that very 29th of March,
when 1 had foretold he should die." This is the sub-

ject of the present controversy between us; which I de-

sign to handle with all brevity, perspicuity, and calm-
ness. In this dispute I am sensible the eyes, not only

of Kngland, but of all Europe, will lie upon us; and
the learned in every country will, 1 doubt not, take

part on that side where they find most appearance of

reason and truth.

Without entering into criticisms of chronology about
the hour of his death, I shall only prove that Mr. Par-

tridge is not alive. Aud my first argument is this

:

about a thousand gentlemen having bought his alma-
nacks for this year, merely to find what he said against

me, at every line they read they would lift up their

eyes and cry out, betwixt rage and laughter, “they
were sure no man alive ever writ such damned stuff os

this.” Neither did I ever hear that opinion disputed

;

so that Mr. Partridge lies under a dilemma, either of

disowning his almanack, or allowing himself to he no

man alive. Secondly, death is defined by all philoso-

phers a separation of the soul and body. Now it is

certain that the poor woman, who has best reason

to know, has gone about for some time to every alley

in the neighbourhood, and sworn to the gossips that

her husband had neither life nor soul in him. There-

fore, if an uninformed carcase walks still about, and
is pleased to call itself Partridge, Mr. Bickcrstaff

does not think himself anyway answerable for that.

Neither had the said carcase any right to bent the

p«xir boy, who happened to pass by it in the street,

crying, “ A full and true account of Dr. Partridge's

death !
’ &c

Thirdly, Mr. Partridge pretends to tell fortunes and
recover stolen goods, which all the parish says he

must do by conversing with the devil and other evil

spirits, and no wise man wiU ever allow he could

converse personally with either till after lie was dead.

Fourthly, I will plainly prove him to be dead, out

of his own almanack for this year, aud from the very

passage which lie produces to make us think him olive.

ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, RSQ.

He there says, “ he is not only now alive, but was aUo
alive upon that very 20th of March which 1 foretold

he should die on by this he declares his opiuion that

a man may be alive now who was not alive a twelve-

month ago. And, indeed, there lies the sophistry of

his argument. He dares not as*ert he was alive ever

since Ilia* 20th of March, but that he (<
is now alive,

and was no on that day:" I grant ihe latter; for he did

not die till night, as appears by the printed account of

his death, in a letter to a lord
;
and whether he tie since

revived I leave the world to judge. This indeed is

perfect cavilling, and 1 am ashamed to dwell any
longer upon it.

Fifthly, I will appeal to Mr. Partridge himself

wj ether it Ire probable I could have been so indiscreet

tc begin my predictions with the only falsehood that

ever wus pretended to be in them ; and this in an
affair at home, where I had so many opportunities to

be exact; and must have given such advantages against

me to a person of Mr. Partridge s wit and learning, who,
if he could possibly have raised one single objection

more agaiust the truth of my prophecies, would hardly
have spared me.
Ami here I must take occasion to reprove the aliove-

mentioiied writer of the relation of Mr. Partridge's

death, in h letter to a lord, who was pleased to tax me
with a mistake of four whole hours in my calculation

of that event. I must confess, this censute, pronounced
with an air of certainty, in a matter that so nearly

concerned me, and by a grave, judicious author, moved
me not a little. But though I was at that time out of

town, yet several of my friends, whose curiosity had
led them to be exactly informed, (for as to my own
part, having no doubt at all in the matter. I never once
thought of it.) assured me 1 computed to something
under half an hour, which (I speak my private opinion)

is an error of no very great magnitude that men should
raise a clamour about it. J shall only say, it would
not lie amiss if that author would heucefurth be mu»c
tender of other men's reputation as well as bis own.
It is well there were no more mistakes of that kind ; if

there had, 1 presume he would have told me of them
with as little ceremony.

There is one objection against Mr. Partridge’s death
which 1 have sometimes met with, though indeed very

slightly offered, that he still continues to write alma
narks. But this is no more than what is common to

all of that profession. Gadbury, Poor Robin, Dove,
Wing, and several others do yearly publish their a)

manacks, though several of them have been dead since

before the Revolution. Now, the natural reason of

this I take to be, that, whereas it is the privilege of
authors to live after their death, almanack -makers are

aloue excluded
;
because their dissertations, treatiug

only upon the minutes as they pass, become useless as

those go off. In consideration of which, Time, whose

registers they are, gives them a lease in reversion, to

continue their winks after death.

I should not have given the public or myself the

trouble of this vindication if my name had not been

made use of by several persons to whom I never lent

it
;
one of which, a few days ago, was pleased to father

on me a new set of predictions. But I think these are

things too serious to be trifled with. It grieved me to

the heart, when 1 saw my labours, which had cost me
so much thought and watching, bawled about by the

common hawkers of Grub-street, which 1 only intended

for the weighty consideration of the gTavest persons. This

prejudiced the world so much at first, that several of

my friends had the assurance to ask me wlietlitr I

were in jest? to which I only answered coldly, “that

the event would show.” But it is the talent of our age

and nation to turn things of the greatest importance

iuto ridicule. When the end of tlie year had veiifinl
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all my predictions, out comet Mr. Partridge * almanack,
deputing the jwint of hit death ;

to that I ain em-
ployed, like the general who wan forced to kill hi*

enemies twice over whom a necromancer had' raised

to life. If Mr. Partridge hare practised the same ex-

periment upon himself, and he again alive, long may
he continue to; that doe* not the least contradict my
veracity; hut I think I have clearly proved, by in

vincible demonstration, that he died, at farthest, with-

in half an hour of the time I foretold, and not four

hours sootier, as the above-mentioned author, in his

letter to a lord, has maliciously suggested, with a de-

sign to blast my credit, by chargiug me with so gross

a mistake.

A FAMOUS PREDICTION.
OF MERLIN, THE BRITISH WIZARD.

WHITTEN ABOVE A THOUSAND YEARS AGO, AND RE-

LATING TO THE YEAR 1709, WITH EXPLANATORY
NOTES, BY T. N. PHILOMATH.

Last year was published a paper of Predictions, pre-

tended to he written by one Isaac BickerstatT, esq., but
the true design of it was to ridicule the art of astrulogy,

anil ex (lose its professors as ignorant or impostors.

Against this imputation Dr. Partridge has learnedly

vindicated himself in his almanack for that yeax.

For a further vindication of this famous art, I have

thought lit to present the world with the following pro-

phecy. The original is said to be of the famous Merlin,

who lived about a thousand years ago; und the fol-

lowing translation is two hundred years old, for it

seems to lie written near the end of Henry VIl's. reign.

I found it in an old edition of Merlin's prophecies, im-

printed at London by Johan Haukyns, in the year 1330,

page 39. I set it down word for word in the old or-

thography, and shall take leave to subjoin a few ex-

planatory notes:

—

-ffbn anil Cm atrtli/B to nine,

<0f .jFr.itmtt l)er SHat tfjio \i tf)

t

&i>gnt,
Camps ftibtrt ttopS p«!ro$m,

IQalht sans! lotlpng Jljors ne ?l)o$tn.

Cfjm compti) loorlijr, frf) unbcrStiiitlr,

JFrom Cotont of §toflc to fattpn lontit,

2ln ljtrbtt CI)pftau, lHot ti)t ittonti

Co .iTraunct, that tbtr i)t bias born.

Cfjtti Shall tl)t .-fTpSht bttocplr his Sosse

;

Jior Sfjall grin limps matu up tljrttoaSc.

S?ongt ipmntlc Sijall again miStarrpr

:

9nb flortuapS $3rj>D again SfjaU marrp.

9nb from tlje Crtt hiljcrt JJloSSumS fttlt,

Sipr dTrutt Sfjall romi, anU all is Uitlr,

iUaumS Shall Haurut fconbr in JJonSt,

3nT) it Shall br mtrrpt in bib tnglonbr,

Ct)m olb inglonbr dlj.iU l> r no more,

anb no man shall br Sorir tfjtulort.

©ernon Shall babt thru fctbrS agapnr,
Cill ftapsburgt mahpth thtm but ttoapnt

EXPLANATORY NOTES.

£rbf1t anil JTflt, &c. This line describes the year

when these events shall happen. Seven and ten make
seventeen, which I explain seventeen hundred, and this

number Added to tiL r, makes the year we are now in

;

for it must 1* understood of the natural year, which
begins the first of January.

Campfl titbfre ttops. Ac. The Rii’er Tliatnes fro-

zeu twice in one year, to as men to walk on it, is a very

signal accident, which perhaps hath not fallen out foi

several hundred years before, and is the reason why
some astrologers have thought that this prophecy could

never he fulfilled, because they imagii.nl such a thing

would never happen in our climate.

.jFrom ColDtir Of £t0flr, Ac. This i« a plain de-

signation of the duke of Marl!wrongh ; one Kind of

stuff used to fatten aud is called niaile, and everybody

knows that borough is a name for a town ;
and this way

of expression is after the usual dark manner of old

astrological predictions.

Cbm fttall tile Jf t?ftf)f, &c. By the fish is under-

stood the Dauphin of France, as their kings’ eldest

•mis are called
;

it is here said he shall lament the Ion

of the duke of Burgundy, called the Bosae, which is an
old English word fur hump-shoulder, or crook-back, as

that duice is known to be; and the prophecy seems to

mean that he should be overcome or slain. By the green

berry*, in the next line, is meant the young duke of

Berry, the Dauphin's third son, who shall not have va-

lour or fortune enough to supply the loss of his eldest

brother.

gongr ^ptnitrlr, &c. By Symnele, is meant the

pretended prince of Wales, who, if he offers to attempt

anything against England, shall miscarry, as he did

before. Lambert Symnele is the name of a young
man, noted in our histories for personating the son (as

I remember) of Edward IV.

£lntt Nortoags Iprpb. &c. I cannot guess who is

meant by Norway’s pride [queen Anne] ;
jierhaps the

reader may, as well as the sense of the two following

lines.

tiraums shall. Ac. Reaums, or, as the word is

now, realms, is the old name for kingdoms : and this is

a very plain prediction of our happy uniou, with the

felicities that shall attend it. It is added that Old
England shall be no more, and yet no man shall be

sorry for it. And indeed, properly ^waking, England
is now no more, for the whole island is one kingdom,
under the name of Britain.

(Errpon shall, &c. This prediction, though some-
what obscure, is wonderfully adapt. Geiyon is said to

have been a king of Spain, whom Hercules slew. It was
a fiction of the j»oets, that he had three heads, which
the author says he shall have again : that is, Sjwiu shall

have three kings, which is now wonderfully verified;

for, beside the king of Poitugul, which propeily is part

of Spain, there are now two rivals for Spain, Churlre
and Philip ; hut Charles being descended from the

count of Hapsburg, founder of the Austrian family,

shall soon make those heads hut two, by overturning

Philip, and driving him out of Spain.

Some of these predictions are already fulfilled, and it

is highly probable the rest may he in due time
;
aud I

think 1 have not forced the words, by my explication,

into any other sense than what they will naturally

bear. If this be granted, I am sure it must be also al-

lowed, that the author (whoever he were) was a (terson

of extraordinary sagacity
;
and that astrology, brought

to such perfection ns this, is by no means an art to be
despised, whatever Mr. Dickerstaff, or other merry gen-

tlemen, are pleased to thiuk. As to the tradition ol

these line* having been writ in the original by Merlin,

I confess I lay not much weight upon it ; bul it is

enough to justify their authority, that the book whence
I have transcribed them, was printed 170 years ago,

as appears by the title- page. For the satisfaction of

any gentleman, who may be either doubtful of the

truth, or curious to he informed, I shall give order to

have the very book sent to the printer of this pa|icr,

with directions to let anybody see it that pleases, In*

cause I believe it is pretiy scarce.

s 2
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THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1709.

*' I' happened wry luckily," observer Strait, “ thni a little

hefon- I hod resolved upon this design, • gentleman had
written * Predictions "* and two or three other pieces in my
name, which render d it famous through all part' of Europe,
and. by an illimitable spirit and humour, rawed it to as high
a pitch of reputation ns it could possibly arrive aL
"By thi* good fortune the name of Isaac Bickerstaff gained an

audieuee of all who had any taste of wit ; and llie addition
of the ordinary occurrences of common journals ni news
brought in a multitude of otlier reader*. I could uot, I

confess, long keep up the opinion of the town, that these
lucubrations were written by the same hand with the first

works which were published under my name ; but liefore 1

lost the participation of that author’s fame, I had alreadv
found the advantage of his authority, to which I owe the
sadden acceptance which my labours met with iu the world

*'

"TO ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, Esq.a

“ Sir, June 18. 17C«.

“ I know not whether you ought to pity or laugh at

me
;
for I am fallen desperately in love with a professed

Pl.ttonne, the most unaccountable creature of her sex.

To hear her talk seraphics, and run over Norris,* and
More,® and Milton,•* and the whole set of intellectual

triflers, torments me heartily
;

for, to a lover who
understands metaphors, all this pretty prattle of ideas

gives very fine views of pleasure, which only the dear
declaimcr prevents, by understanding them literally :

w hy should she wish to be a cherubim, when it is flesh

and blood that makes her adorable? If I speak to her,

that is a high breach of the idea of intuition. If I

ofTer at her hand or lip, she shrinks from the touch like

a sensitive plant, and would contract herself into mere
spirit. She calls her chariot, vehicle ; her furbelowed
scarf, pinions

; her blue mauteau and ]>etticaat is her
azure dress; and her footman goes by the name of
Oberon. It is my misfortune to be six feet aud a half

high, two full spans between the shoulders, thirteen

incites diameter in the calves; and. before I was iu

love. I had a noble stomach, and usually went to bed
sober with two bottles. I am not quite six-and-tweuty,
aud my nose is marked truly aquiline. For these

reasons, I am in a very particular manner her aversion.

What shall I do? Impudence itself cannot reclaim
l»er . If I write miserably, she reckons me among the

children of perdition, and discards me her region: if I

assume the gross and substantial, she plays the real

ghost with me, and vanishes in a moment. 1 had hopes
in the hypocrisy of her sex ;

but perseverance makes it

iu bad as fixed aversion. I desire your opinion,

whether 1 may not lawfully play the inquisition upon
her, niaketise of a little force, and put her to the rack

and the torture, only to convince her she has really

fine limbs, without spoiling or distorting them. I

expect your directions, before 1 proceed to dwindle
and fall away with despair

;
which at present I do not

think advisable, because, if she should recant, she may
then liate me, perhaps, in the other extreme, for my
tenuity. I am (with impatience) your most humble
servant, “ Charles Sturdy.

"

• ThU paper i« written in ridicule of some affected ladies,

who pretended to eml*rac.- the doctrine* of Platonic love.
b John Norris, author of " The Theory mud Regulation of

Love.”
r Dr ITenry More, an eminent divine and Platonic phi

o*opher.
J Milton. the fellow -collegian of Dr H. More, makes up the

trio of Intellectual triflers here meat I.total

My patient has pat his case with very much warmth,
and represented it in so lively a manner that I see both

his torment and tormentor with great perspicuity.

This order of Platonic ladies are to be dealt with in a
manner peculiar from all the rest of the sex. Flattery

is the general way, aud the way in this case
;
but it is

not to be done grossly. Every man that has wit, and
humour, and raillery, can make a good flatterer for

women in general
; but a Platonne is not to be touched

with panegyric : she will tell you, it is a sensuality in

the soul to be delighted that way. You are not
therefore to commend, but silently consent to all she
does and says. You are to consider, iu her the scorn

of you is not humour, but opinion.

There were, some years since, a set of these ladies

who were of quality, and gave out that virginity was
to be their state of life during this mortal condition,

and therefore resolved to join their fortunes and erect

a nunnery. The place of residence was pitched upon;
aud a pretty situation, full of natural falls and risings

of waters, with shady coverts and flowery arbours, was
approved by seven of the founders. There were as

many of our sex who took the liberty to visit their

mansions of intended severity ; among others, a famous
rake* of that time, who had the grave way to an ex-

cellence. He came in first
;
but, upon seeing a servant

coming towards him, with a design to tell him this

was no place for him or his companions, up goes my
grave impudence to the maid

;
“ Young woman," said

he, “ if any of the ladies are in the way on this side of

the house, pray carry us on the other side towards the

gardens ; we are, you must know, gentlemen that are

travelling England
;

after which we shall go into

foreign parts, where some of us have already been.'

Here he bows in the most humble manner, and kissed

the girl, who knew not how to behave to such a sort t»f

carriage. He goes on : “ Now you must know we
have nu ambition to have it to say, that we have a
Protestant nunnery in England : but, pray, Mrs.
Hetty —“ Sir” site replied, “ my name is Susan,

at your aervice.”— “ Then 1 heartily beg your
pardon-—.”— “No offence in the least," said she,

“ for I have a cousin-german whose name is Betty."

—

“ Indeed," said lie, “
1 protest to you that was more

than I knew ; I spoke at random : nut since it happens
that I was near in the right, give me leave to {tresent

this gentleman to the favour of a civil salute. His
friend Advances, and so on, until they had all saluted

her. By (his means the poor girl was in the middle

of the crowd of these fellows, at a loos what to do,

without courage to pass through them; and the Pla-

tonics, at several peepholes, j»ale, trembling, and fret-

ting. Rake perceived they were observed, and there-

fore took care to keep Sukey in chat with questions

concerning their way of life; when appeared at lust

Madonella,* a lady who had writ a fine book concern-

ing the recluse life, and was the projectrix of the

foundation. She apjtroaches into the hall : and Rake,

knowing the dignity of his own mien and aspect, goes

* Supposed at the time to have been Mr. Repingtou, a man
of fashion in Warwickshire.

* The person here represented was Mrs. Mary Ariel], a lady

of superior understanding, of considerable learning,.and sin-

gular piety. Site was the daughter of a merchant in Newcastle-
upon-tyue, w here »he was born about 16(8, and lived about
twenty years. The remainder of her inoffensive, Irreproach-

able, and exemplary life she sptvil al London and Chelsea,

where she die ! iu 1*31.
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deputy from liis company. She begin*, “Sir, I am
obliged to follow the servant, who was *ent out to know
what affair could make stranger* pres* upon a solitude

which we, who are to inhabit thi* place, have devoted
to heaven and our own thoughts IP—“ Madam,*' replies

Hake, with an air of great distance mixed with a
certain indifference, by which he could dissemble dis-

simulation, “ your great intention has made more noise

in the world than you design it should
; and we

travellers, who have seen many foreign institutions of
this kind have a curiosity to see, in its first rudiments,
the seat of primitive piety

; for such it must be called

by future ages, to the eternal honour of the founders :

I have read Madonella’s excellent and seraphic dis-

course on this subject." The lady immediately
answered, “ If what 1 have said could have contributed

to raise any thoughts in you that may make for the

advancement of intellectual and divine conversation, I

should think myself extremely happy." He imme-
diately fell hack with the profoundest veneration; then
advancing, “ Are you then that admued lady? If I

may approach lip which have uttered thing* so

sacred— * He salutes her. His friends followed his

example. The devoted within stood in amazement
j

where this would end, to see Madonella receive their

address and tbeir company. But Rake goes on.

—

u We would not transgress rules; but if we may take
the liberty to see the place you have thought fit to choose
for ever, we would go into such parts of the gardens as
is consistent with the severities you have imposed on
yourselves.”

To be short, Madonella permitted Rake to lead her
into the assembly of nuns, followed by his friends,

and each took his fair- one by the hand, after due ex-
planation, to walk round the gardens. The conversa-
tion turned upon the lilies, the flowers, the arbours, and
the growing vegetables

; and Rake had the solemn im-
pudence. when the whole company stood round him, to

say, that “ he sincerely wished men might rise out of
the earth like plants

;
and that our minds wot not of

necessity to lie sullied with carnivorous appetites for

the generation, os well as support of our species."
This was spoken with so easy and fixed an assurance,
that Madonella answered, “Sir, under the notion of a
pious thought, you deceive yourself in wishing an in-

stitution foreign to that of Providence. These desires
were implanted in us for reverend purposes, iu preserv-
ing the race ofmen, and giving opportunities for muking
our chastity more heroic." The conference was con-
tinued in this celestial strain, and carried on so well
by the managers on both sides, that it created a second
and a third interview; and, without entering iuto
further particulars, there was hardly one of them but
was a mother or father that day twelvemonth.*
Any unnatural part is long taking up, and as long

laying aside; therefore Mr. Sturdy may assure him-
self Platonica will fly for ever from a forwartl beha-
viour

;
hut if he approaches her according to this

model, she will fall in with the necessities of mortal
life, and condescend to look with pity upon an unhappy
man, imprisoned in so much body, and urged by such
violent desires.

No. 35.

THURSDAT, JUNE 30, 1709.
•• TO ISAAC BICKF.RSTAFF, Esq.”

“S | R,-—-N°t long since you were pleased to give ns a
chimerical account of the famous family of the Staff*,
from whence I suppose you would insinuate, that it is

the most ancient and numerous house in all Europe.

.
* This Is mere Action, and unp-irdonablr, as it seemi to

imply an oblique censure on Mrs. Astell, of a nature totalis
rt piquant to her eminently virtuous and respectable character.'

201

But I positively deny that it is either, and wonder
much at your audacious proceedings in this manner,
since it is well kuown that our most illustrious, most
renowned, and most celebrated Roman family of //,
has enjoyed the precedency to all others from the reign

of good old Saturn. I could say much to the defa-
mation and disgrace of your family

;
ns that your rela-

tions Distaff and Broomataff were both inconsiderable,

mean persons, one spinning, the other sweeping the
streets, for their daily bread. But I forbear to vent my
spleen on objects so much beneath my indignation. 1

shall only give the world a catalogue of my ancestors,

and leave them to determine which hath hitherto had,
and which for the future ought to have, the preference.

“ First then comes the must famous and popular
lady Meretnx

,
jiarent of the fertile family of Bella -

trir, Lotrix
,
Netrir, Sutrir, Obstetnx, Famulatrix

,

Coctrix
,

Ornatrix
,
Sarcinatrix

,
Fextrix

, Balnea/rix
,

Portatrix, Sa/ta/rix
,
Divinatrix

,
Conjectrir

,
Comtrur

,

Debt/rix, Creditrix. Dona/rix, Ambulatrix
,
Mercatrix,

Adsectrix, Atsec/a/rix, Palpalrix, Pntcepirix, Pistrix.

I am yours, Eli*. Potatrix."

No. 59

.

THURSDAY, AUQUST 25, 1709.

Will's Coffee-house, August 24.
The author of the ensuing letter, by his name aud the
quotations he makes from the ancients, seems a sort of
spy from the old world, whom wc moderns ought to be
careful of offending

; therefore I must be free, and own
it a fair hit where he takes me, rather than disoblige
him.

M
Sir, having a peculiar humour of desiring to be

somewhat the better or wiser for what I read, I am
always uneasy when, in any profound writer, for I read
no others, I hapi>en to meet with what I cannot under-
stand. When tliis fulls out, it is a great grievance to
me that I am not able to consult the author himself
about his meaning, for commentators are a sect that
baa little share in my esteem : your elaborate writings
have, among many others, this advantage, that their
author is still alive, aud ready, os his extensive charity
makes us expect, to explain whatever may be found in

them too sublime for vulgar understandings. Tliis, sir,

makes me presume to ask yon, how the Hampstead
hero’s character could he perfectly new when the last

letters came away aud yet sir John Suckling so well
acquainted with it sixty years ago? I hope, sir, you
will not take this amiss: I can assure you, I have a
profound respect for you, which makes me write this,

with the same disposition with which Longinus bids us
read Homer and Plato. When in reading, says he, any
of those celebrated authors, we meet with a jiassage to

which we cannot well reconcile our reasons, we ought
firmly to believe, that were those great wits present to
answer for themselves, we should to our wonder be con-
vinced that we only are guilty of the mistakes we be-
fore attributed to them. If you think fit to remove the
scruple that now torments me, it will lie on encourage-
ment to me to settle a frequent correspondence with
you; several things falling in my way which would
not perhaps he altogether foreign to your purpose, and
whereon your thoughts would be very acceptable to
your most humble servant, Ohadiah Greenhat.’’

I own this is clean, and Mr. Greenhat has convinced
me that I have writ nonsense, yet am I not at all
offended at him.

Scimus, et hanc vrakm petimusqar ds*n usque vidsiim »

Ho*. Art Poet. ver. 11.

This is the frue art of raillery, when a man turns
another into ridicule, and shows at the same time he is

» “ I own th’ indulgence Such I gite and take."
Fmancis.
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in good numour, ami not urged on by malice against

the person he rallies. Obadiah Greenhat has hit this

very well : for to make an apology to Isaac Bickerstaff,

an unknown student and horary historian, as well as

astrologer, and with a grave face to say, he speaks of

him by the same rules with which he would treat

Homer or Plato, is to place him in company where he

cannot expect to make a ligure ; and makes him flatter

himself that it is only being named with them tliat

retnlns him most ridiculous.

I have not known, and I am now past my grand

climacteric, being sixty-four years of age, according to

my way of life; or rather, if you will allow punning

in an old gentleman, according to my way of putiimt

;

I say, as old as I am, I have not been acquainted with

many of the Greenhats. There is indeed one Zedckiah

Greenhat, who is lucky also in this way. He has a

very agreeable manner ; for when he has a mind
thoroughly to correct a man, he never takes from him
anything, but he allows him something for it ; or else

he blames him for tilings wherein he is not defective,

os well as for matters wherein he is. This makes a
weak man believe he is in jest in the whole. The other

day he told Beau Brim, who is thought impotent, that

his mistress had declared she would not have him,

because be was a sloven, and had committed a rape.

The l>eau bit at the banter, and said very gravely, “ he

thought to lie clean was os much os was necessary ; and
tfiat as to the rape, he wondered by what witchcraft

that should come to her ears ; but it had indeed cost

him 100/. to hush the affair.”

The Greenhats are a family with small voices and
short arms, therefore they have power with none but

their friends : they never call after those who run away
from them, or pretend to take hold of you if you resist.

But it has been remarkable, that all who have shunned
their company or not listened to them have fallen into

the hands of such as have knocked out their brains or

broken their bones. I have looked over our pedigree

upon the receipt of this epistle, and find the Greenhats

are akin to the Staffs. They descend from Maudlin,

the left-handed wife of Nehemiah Bickerstaff, in the

reign of Harry II. And it is remarkable that they

arc all left-handed, and have always been very expert

at. single rapier. A man must be much used to their

play to know how to defend himself, for their posture

is so different from that of the right-handed, that you
run upon their swords if you push forward

;
and they

are in with you if you offer to fall back without keep-

ing your guard.

No. 6.1.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 10, 1709.

*•TO ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, Ewj

•• Sin,—It must be allowed that Esquire Bickerstafl' is of

all others the most ingenuous. There are few, very few,

that will own themselves in a mistake, though nil the

world see them to be in downright nonsense. You will

lie pleased, sir, to pardon this expression, for the same

rea^Mi for which you once desired us to excuse you

when you seemed anything dull. Most writers, like the

generality of Paul Lorraine’s* saints, seem to place a

peculiar vanity in dying hard. But you, sir, to show

a good example to your brethren, have not only con-

fessed, but of your own accord mended the indictment.

Nay, you have lieen so good-natured as to discover

beauties in it, which, I will assure you, he that drew it

never dreamed of. And to make your civility the

more accomplished, you have honoured him with the

title of your kinsman, which, though derived by the

left hand, he is n»t a little proud of. My brother, for

Pant I. irrain*\ the ordinary of Ne*cg*t«.

ucn Obodiah is, being at present very busy aoout
nothing, has ordered me to return you his sincere

thanks for all these favours
;
and as a small token of

his gratitude, to communicate to you the following
piece of intelligence, which, he thinks, belongs more
properly to you than to any others of our modem his-

torians.

AladoneUa , who, os it was thought, had long since
taken her flight towards the ethereal mansions, still

walks, it seems, in the regions of mortality
;
where she

has found, by deep reflections on the revolution men-
tioned in yours of June the 23rd, that where early in-

structions have beeu wanting to imprint true ideas of
thiugs on the tender souls of those of her sex, they are
never after able to arrive at such a pitch of perfection
as to be above the law's of matter and motion ; law $
which are considerably enforced by the principles

usually imbibed in nurseries and boarding-schools.

To remedy this evil, she has laid the scheme of a col-
lege for young damsels : where (instead of scissanv,

needles, and samplers) pens, compasses, quadrants,
books, manuscripts, Greek, Latin, and Hebrew are to

take up their whole time. Ouly on holidays the stu-

dents will, for moderate exercise, be allowed to divert

themselves with the use of some of the lightest and
most voluble weapons; and proper care will be taken
to give them at least a super6c ial tincture of the ancient
and modem Amazonian tactics. Of these military }>er-

formances the direction is undertaken by Epicene,

a

the writer of Memoirs from the Mediterranean,” w ho,

by the help of some artiticiul poisons conveyed by
smells, has within these few weeks brought many per-

sons of both sexes to an untimely fate
;
and, w hat is

more surprising, has, contrary to her profession, with
the same odours, revived others who had long since

been drowned in the whirlpools of Lethe. Another of
the professors is said to be a certain lady, who is now
publishing two of the choicest Saxon novels.b which are

said to have been in as great repute with the ladies of
queen Emma's court as the “ Memoirs from the New
Atulantis’ are with those of ours. 1 shall make it tny

busiucss to inquire iuto the progress of this learned in-

stitution, and give you the first notice of their ‘ Philo-
sophical Transactions, and Searches after Nature.'

Yours, &c. Tobiaii Grebnuat.”

No. 66.

SATURDAY, SEIT. 10, 1709.

Will s Coffeehouse, Sept. V.

Thk subject of the discourse this evening wus eloquence
and graceful action. Lysaudcr, who is something par-

ticular in his way of thinkiug and speaking, told us, *‘a
man could not lie eloqueut without action ; for the de-
portment of the Ixwly, the turn of the eye, and an apt

sound to every word that is uttered, must all conspire to

make an accomplished speaker. Action in one that

s|«aks in public is tin* same thing as a good mien in

ordinary life. Thus, as a certain insensibility in the

countenance recommends a sentence of humour and jest,

so it must be a very lively consciousness that gives grace

to great sentiments. The jest is to be a thing unex-
pected; therefore your undesigning manner isalwauty
in expressions of mirth

;
but when you are to talk cm a

set subject, the more you are moved yourself, the more
you will move others.

“There is,” said lie, “a remarkable example of that

kind. Aischiues, a famous orator of antiquity, had
pleaded at Athens in a great cause against Demosthenes;

• Mrs. Manley MllmroMlie" Memoirs of the New Atal&ntU.*'
*> Mrs Elizabeth EUtoli, dU inguuhcd for her learning. n;e>

elsllv in Ihe Anglo-Saxon language and antiquit e*. Sec up
account ol her in " Ballard s Memolrsof I* ainrd i-vdics.'' and
in the " Anecdotes of Mrs R*»j«r M
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but having lost it, retired to Rhodes. Eloquence was

then the quality most admired among men, aud the

magistrates of Inal place, having heard he bad a copy of

the speech of Demosthenes, desired him to repeat both

their pleadings. After his own he recited also the ora-

tion of his antagonist. The people expressed their ad-

miration of both, but more of that of Demosthenes. ‘ If

you are,* said he, * thus touched witli hearing only what

that great orator said, how would you have been af-

fected had you seen him speak ? for he who hear* De-

mosthenes only, loses much the better part of the

oration.’ Certain it is that they who speak gracefully

are very lamely represented in having their speeches

read or repeated by unskilful people ; for there is some-

thing native to each man, so inherent to his thoughts

and sentiments, which it is hardly p.>ssible for another

to give a true idea of. You may observe in common
talk, when a sentence of any man's is repeated, an ac-

quaintance of his shall immediately observe, ‘ That is

so like him, methinks I see how he looked when he

said it.’

44 But of all the people on the earth, there are none

who puzzle me so much os the clergy of Great Britain,

who are, I believe, the most learned body of men now
in the world : and yet this art of speaking, with the

•per ornaments of voice and gesture, is wholly neg-

ted among them
;
and I will engage, were a deaf

man to behold the greater part of them preach, he would

rather think they were reading the contents only of some

discourse they intended to make, than actually in the

body of an oration, even when they were upon matters

of such a nature as one would believe it were impos-

sible to think of without emotiun.
“ I own there are exceptions to this general observation,

and that the dean we heard the other day together is

an orator.* He has so much regard to his congregation,

that be commits to his memory what he is to say to

them
;
and has so soft and graceful a behaviour, that it

must attract your attention. His person, it is to be con-

fessed, is no small recommendation ; but he is to be

highly commended for not losing that advantage; and

adding to the propriety of speech, which might pass the

criticism of Ixinginus, an action which would have been

approved by Demosthenes. Helix* a peculiar force in

his way, and has charmed many of his audience, who
could not be intelligent hearers of his discourse were

there not explanation as well as grace in his action.

This art of his is useful with the most exact and honest

skill : he never attempts your passions until he has

convinced your reason. All the objections which he

can form are laid open and dispersed before he uses

the least vehemence in his sermon ; but when he thinks

lie has your head, he very soon wins your heart ; ami

never pretends to show the beauty of holiness until

he has convinced you of the truth of it.

“ Would every one of our clergymen be thus careful

to recommend truth and virtue in their proper figures,

and show so much concern for them as to give them

all the additional force they were able, it is not possible

that nonsense should have so many hearers as you find

it has in dissenting congregations, for no reason in the

world hut because it is spoken extempore; for ordi-

nary minds are wholly governed by their eyes and ears;

and there is no way to come at their hearts but by
jiower over their imaginations.

44 There is my friend and merry companion Daniel ;*»

he knows a great deal better tlian he speaks, and can

form a proper discourse as well as any orthodox neigh-

bour. But he knows very well thut to bawl out, * My
• Steele wy»*h it thi* ami ibV character of the denn was drawn

for Dr. Atternury. and mentions it as an nryumeat of his im-

partiality in hi* Preface to the Taller. Vol. iv.

* The orlrbntrd Panid Burgess, wlmw meeting-house near

Taocnlu's Inn was «leitioyed by the hi0-h-church mob upon oc-

eaainn of Sadu-rerell'a tiial.

beloved !' and the words ‘ grace! regeneration ! sancti-

fication ! a new light ! the day ! the day ! ay, my Lc-

loved, the day ! or rather the night ! the night i * coming
!'

and 4 judgment will come when we least think of it
!’

aud so forth. He knows, to be vehement is the only

way to come at his audience. Dauitl, when hct>ees my
friend Greenhat come in, can give a good hint, and cry
out, ‘This is ouly for the saints! the regenerated!’

By this force of action, though mixed with all the in-

coherence aud ribaldry imaginable, Daniel can laugh
at his diocesan, and grow fut hy voluntary sulMcriptiou,

while the parson of the parish goes to law for half Ins

dues. Daniel will tell you, it is not the shepherd,

but the sheep with the bell, which the flock follows.
“ Another thing, very wonderful this learned body

should omit, is learning to read
;
which is a most ne-

cessary part of eloquence iu one who is to serve at the

altar; for there is no man hut must be sensible that

the lazy tone and inarticulate sound of our common
readers depreciates the most proper form of words that

were ever extant in any nation or language, to speak
their own wants, or his power from whom we ask relief.

“ There cannot be a greater instance of the power of
action than in little pamou Dapper,* who is the common
relief to all the lazy pulpits In town. This smart youth
has a very good memory, a quick eye, and a clean hand-
kerchief. Thus equipped, he opens his text, shuts his

book fairly, shows he has no notes in his Bible, opens
both palms, and shows all is fair there too. Thus, with
a decisive air, my young man goes on without hesita-

tion ; aud though from the beginning to t]ie end of his

pretty discourse, be has not used one proper gesture,

yet, at the conclusion, the churchwarden pull* his gloves
from off his hands; 4 Pray, who is this extraordinary
young tnnnf* Tims the force of action is such, that it

is more prevalent, even when improper, than all the
reason and argument in the world without it.” This
gentleman concluded his discourse hy saying, “ I do
not doubt but if our preachers would leani to speak,
and our readers to read, within six montlis' time we
should uot have a dissenter within a mile of a church
in Great Britain.”.

No. 67.

TUESDAY SKIT. 13, 1709.

From my own Apartments, Sept. 12.

My province is much larger than at first sight men
would imagine, and I shall lose no part of my juris-

diction, which extends not only to futurity, hut also is

retrospect to things past
;
and the behaviour of persons,

who have long ago acted their parts, is ns much liable

to my examination as that of my own contemporaries.

Iu order to put the whole race of mankind in their

proper distinctions, according to the opinion their coha-

bitants conceived of them. 1 have, witli very much care

and depth of meditation, thought fit to erect & chain tier

of Fame; and established certain rules which are to

be observed in admitting members into this illustrious

society.

In this chamber of Fame there are to be three tables,

but of different lengths; the first is to contain exactly

twelve persons ; the second, twenty ;
and the third, a

hundred. This is reckoned to he the full number of

those who have any competent share of fame. At the

first of these tables are to be placed, in their order, the

twelve most famous persons in the world
;
not with

regard to the things they are famous for, hut accord-

ing to the degree of their fame, whether in valour, witj

or learning. Thus, if a scholar he more famous tlian

a soldier, lie is to sit above him. Neither must any

preference be given to virtue, if the person be no!

equally famous.
When the first table is tilled, the next iu renown

* Sappoiad to be Dr. Joseph Trapp.
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must be seated at the second, and soon in like manner
to the number of twenty

; as also in tbe same order at

the third, which is to hold a hundred. At these tables

no regard is to be had to seniority
;

for if Julius

Cjbs.it shall be judged more famous than Romulus and
Scipio, he must have the precedence. No person who
has not beeu dead a hundred years must lie offered to

a place at any of these tables
;
and because this is alto-

gether a lay society, and that sacred persons move upon
greater motives than that of fame, no persons celebrated

in holy writ, or any ecclesiastical man whatsoever, are

to be introduced here.

At the lower end of the room is to be a side-table

for persons of great fame, but dubious existence; such
as Hercules, Theseus, jEneos, Achilles, Hector, aud
others. Rut because it is apprehended that there may
be great contention about precedence, the proposer
humbly desires the opinion of the learned toward
his assistance in placing every person according to his

rank, that none may have just occasion of offence.

The merits of the cause shall be judged by plurality

of voices.

For the more impartial execution of this important
affair, it is desired that no man will offer his favourite

hero, scholar, or poet; and that the learned will lie

pleased to send to Mr. Rickerstaff, at Mr. Morphew's,

near Stationers’ Hall, their several lists for the first

table only, and in the order they would have them
placed; after which, the proposer will compare the

several lists, and make another for the public, wherein
every name shall lie ranked according to the voices It

has had. Under this chamber is to be a dark vault,

for the same number of persons of evil fame.

It is humbly submitted *.«j consideration, whether
the project would not be better if the persons of true

fame meet in a middle room, those of dubious exist-

ence in an upper room, and those of evil fame in a

lower dark room.
It is to be noted, that no h ;

storians are to be admitted
at any of these tables; because they are appointed to

conduct the several persons to their seats, and are to be
made use of as ushers to the assemblies.

1 call upon the learned world to send me their as-

sistance toward this design, it being a matter of too

great moment for any one person to determine. But I

do assure them their lists shall be examined with
great fidelity, and those that are exposed to the public
made with .:ll the caution imaginable.

No. 68.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 15, 1700.

The progress of our endeavours will, of necessity, be
very much interrupted, except the learned world will

please to send their lists to the Chamber of Fame with
all expedition. There is nothing can so much con-
tribute to create a noble emulation in our youth as

the honourable mention of such whose actions have
outlived the injuries of time, and recommended them-
selves so far to the wotM that it is become learning to

know the least circumstance of their affairs. It is a
great incentive to see that some men have raised them-
selves so highly above their fellow-creatures that the

live* of ordinary men are spent in inquiries after the
particular actions of the most illustrious. True it is,

that without this impulse to fame and reputation, our
industry would stagnate, and that lively desire of
pleasing each other die away. This opinion was so

established in the heathen world, that their sense of
living appeared insipid, except their being was en-

livened with a consciousness that they were esteemed hy
the rest of the world.

Upon examining the proportion of men's fame for

my table of twelve, 1 thought it no ill way (since I
|

had laid it down for a rule, that they were to be ranked

simply as they mete famous, without regard to their

virtue) to ask my sister Jenny 's aduce; and particu-

larly mentioned to her the name of Aristotle. She im-
mediately told me he was a very great scholar, and that

she had read him At the boardiug-school. She cer-

tainly means a trifle, sold by the hawkers, called

“Aristotle’s Problems." Hut this raised a great scruple

in me, whether a fame increased by imposition of

others is to be added to his account, or that these ex-

crescences, which grow out of his real reputation, and
give encouragement to others to pass things under tbe

covert of his name, should lie considered in giving him
his seat in the chamber? This punctilio is referred to

the learned. In the mean t ;me, so ill cultured are man-
kind, that I believe I have names already sent me suf-

ficient to fill up my lists for the dark room, and eveiy

one is apt enough to send in their accounts of ill de-

servers. This malevolence does not proceed from a
real dislike of virtue, but a diabolical prejudice against

it, which makes men willing to destroy what they care

not to imitate. Thus you see the greatest characters

among your acquaintance, and those you live with, are

traduced hy all below them in virtue, who never men-
tion them but with an exception. However, I believe, I

shall not give the world much trouble about filling my
tables for those of evil fame; for 1 have some thoughts

of clapping up the sharpers there os fast as I can lay

hold of them.

At present I am employed in looking over the several

notices which I have received of their manner of

dexterity, and the way at dice of making all rugg, as

the cant is. The whole art of securing a die has

lately been sent me, by a person who was of the frater-

nity, but is disabled by the loss of a Huger; by which
means he cannot practise that trick as he used to do.

But I am very much at a loss how to call some of tbe

fair sex, who are accomplices with the knights of

industry
; for my metaphorical dogs are easily enough

understood
;
but the feminine gender of dogs bus so

harsh a sound, that we know not how to name it. But
I am credibly informed, that there are female dogs as

voracious os the males, and make advances to young
fellows, without any other design but coming to a
familiarity with their purses. 1 have also long lists of

persons of condition, who are certainly of the same
regimen with these banditti, and instrumental to tlieir

cheats upon undisceming men oftheir own rank. These
adil their good reputation to carry on the impostures

of others, whose very names would else be defence

enough against falling into their hands. But, for the

honour of our nation, these shall be unmentioned
;
pro-

vided we hear no more ofsuch practices, and that they

shall not from henceforward suffer the society of such
as they know to be the common enemies of order, dis-

cipline, and virtue. If it appear that they go on in

encouraging them, they must lie proceeded against

according to the severest rules of history, where all is

to be laid before the world witli impartiality, and
without respect to persons,

* So let the stricken deer go w ep ’

No. 70.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 20, 1700.

“ TO ISAAC BICKEKSTAFF, E**.

“ Sir,— I read with great pleasure, in the Tatler of
Saturday last, the conversation upon eloquence; permit
me to hint to you one thing the great Roman orator

observes upon this subject : Caput emm arbitrabatur

oratoris, (be quotes M cued ernus, an Athenian,) ut tpm*
apud quo* ayeret tab

s
quaUm ipse optaret cideretur ,

td fieri vita dignitate. (Tull, de Oratore.) It is the

|

first rule in orat >ry, that a man must appear such as
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tie would persuade other* to be; and that can be ac-

complished only by the force of his life. 1 believe it

might be of great service to let our public orator* know
that an unnatural gravity, or an unbecoming levity

in their behaviour out of the pulpit will take very

much from the force of their eloquence in it. Excuse

another scran of Latin; it is from one of the fathers;

I think it will appear a just observation to all, and it

may have authority with some
:
Qui autern docent tan -

turn
,
nec faciunt, ipai preferptit tun lUtrahunt pornlun ;

quia enim obtemperet, cum ipat prtrcejdorea docrant non

ohtemperare f Those who teach, but do not act agree-

ably to the instructions they give to others, take away
all weight from their doctrine; for who will obey the

precepts they inculcate, if they themselves teach us by

their practice to disobey them?
44

1 am, sir, your most humble servant,

Jonathan Hosehat.
“ P 8.—You were complaining in that naper that

the clergy of Great Britain had not yet learned to

streak : a very peat defect indeed : and therefore 1

snail think myself a well-desenrer of the church, in re-

commending all the dumb clergy to the famous speak-

ing doctor at Kensington. Tbi* ingenious gentleman,

out of compassion to those of a trad utterance, has

placed his whole study in the uew- modelling the organs

of voice
;
which art he has so far advanced as to be

able even to make a good orator of a pair of bellow^

He lately exhibited a i|>ecimen of his skill in this way,

of which I was informed by the worthy gentlemen then

present, who were at once delighted and amazed to

hear an instrument of so simple an organization use

an exact articulation of words, a just cadency in its

sentences, and a wonderful pathos in its pronunciation

:

not that he designs to expatiate in this practice ; because

he cannot, as lie says, apprehend wuat use it may be

of to mankind, whose benefit he aims at in a more par-

ticular manner : and for the same reason, he will never

more instruct the feathered kind, the parrot having been

bis last scholar in that wuy. He has a wonderful

faculty in making and mending echoes; and this he

will perform at any time for the use of the solitary

in the country ;
being a man born for universal good,

and for that reason recommended to your patronage by,

“ Sir, yours," &c.

No. 71.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 22, 1709.

“Esquire Bickerstapf,—Finding your advice and

censure to have a good effect, 1 desire your admonition

to our vicar and schoolmaster, who, in his preaching to

his auditors, stretches his jaws so wide, that, instead of

instructing youth, it rather frightens them : likewise in

reading prayers, he has such a careless loll, that

pie are justly offended at his irreverent posture;

ides the extraordinary charge they are put to in

sending their children to dance, to bring them off of

those ill gestures. Another evil faculty he has, in

making the bowling-green his daily residence, instead

of his church, where his curate reads prayer* every day.

If the weather is fair, his time is spent in visiting ;
if

cold or wet, in bed, or at least at home, though within

a hundred yards of the church. These, out of many
such irregular pr*»c^.ces, I write for his reclamation

:

but two or three thing* more before I conclude; to

wit, that generally when his curate preaches in the

afternoon, he sleep sotting in the desk on a hassock.

With all this, he is so extremely proud, that he will go

but ouce to the sick, except they return his visit."

No 74.

THURSDAY, SEPT. 29, 1709.

Grecian Coffeehouse. Sept 20.

This evening I thought fit to notify to the literati of

265

this house, and by that means to all the world, that on
Saturday, the 15th of October next ensuing, 1 design

to fix my first table of fame ; and desire that such os

are acquainted with the characters of the twelve most
famous men that have ever appeared in the world,

would send in their lists, or name any one man for

that table, assigning also his place at it before that

time, upon pin of having such his man of fame post-

poned, or placed too high, for ever. 1 shall not, upon
any application whatever, alter the place which upon
that day I shall give to any of these worthies. But
whereas there are many who take upon them to admire
this hero, or that author, upon second hand, I expect

each subscriber should underwrite his reason for the

place he allots his candidate.

The thing is of the last consequence
;

fur we are

about settling the greatest pint that ever has been

debated iu any age
;
and I shall take precautions

accordingly. I>et every man who votes consider that

lie is now going to give away that for which the

soldier gave up his rest, his pleasure, and his life; the

scholar resigned his whole series of thought, his mid-
night repse, and his morning slumbers. In a word,

he is, as I may say, to lie judge of that after-life

which noble spirits prefer to their very real beings. 1

hope I shall be forgiven, therefore, if I make some
objections against tbeir jury, os they shall occur to me.
The whole of the uumber by whom they are to be
tried are to be scholars. 1 am persuaded, also, that

Aristotle will be put up by all of that class of men.
However, in behalf of others, such as wear the livery of

Aristotle, the two famous universities are called upn
on this occasion : but I except the men of Queen's,

Exeter, and Jesus Colleges, in Oxford, who are not to

l*e electors,* because he shall not be crowned from an
implicit faith in his writings, but receive his honour
from such judges os shall allow him to be censured.

Upn this election, as I was just now going to say, 1

hanish all who think and spak after others, to concern
themselves in it. For which reason, all illiterate

distant admirers are forhiddeu to corrupt the voices hy
sending, according to the uew mode, any poor student*

coals and candles b for their votes in behalf of such

worthies as they pretend to esteem. All news-writers

are also excluded, because they consider fume ns it is

a repmt which gives foundation to the filling up their

rhapsodies, and not as it is the emanation or conse-

quence of good and evil actions. These are excepted

against os justly as butchers iu case of life and death :

their familiarity with the greatest name* takes off the

delicacy of their regard, as dealing in blood makes the

lanii less tender of spilling it.

No. 81.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1709.

Iflc manu# ob patriam pugnando minora pass!,——

—

Quiqae pii vales, et Fhoebo digna loculi,

Inventas ant i;ui vitam oxenlucre per artes,

Quique sui memores alto* fecere merendo.
Vuu*. JEa. vi. 680.

Here patriots live, who, for their country's good,
In fighting fields were prodigal of blood;—
Here poet*, worthy their inspiring god.

And of unblemished life make their abode.

And searching wit*. of more mechanic part*,

Who graced their age wiih new Invented art* :

Those who to worth tlie*r bounty old extend ;

And those who knew that bounty to commend —Dm dim.

From my own Apartments, Oct. 14.

There are two kinds of immortality ;
that which the

Soul* really enjoys after this life, and that imaginary

• The member* of these three colleges were obliged, hy theii

statutes, to keep to Aristotle for their texts.

b Thi* mode of bribery had been practised, in the election o*

sir B Green, as alderman of the ward of Queenlutbe.
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existence, uy which men live in their fame ami reputa-

tion. The best ami greatest actions have proceeded

from the prospect of the one or the other of these ; but

my design is to treat only of those who have chiefly

proposed to themselves the latter, as the principal

reward of their labours. It was for this reason that I

excluded from my tables of fume, all the great founders

and votaries of religiou ; and it is for this reason, also,

that 1 am more than ordinarily anxious to do justice to

the persons of whom 1 am now going to speak ;
for,

since fume was the only end of all their enterprises

and studies, a man canm>t lie too scrupulous in allotting

them their due proportion of it. It was this con-

sideration which made me call the whole body of the

learned to my assistance
; to many of whom 1 must

own my obligations for the catalogues of illustrious

persons, which they have sent me in upon this occasion.

1 yesterday employed the whole afternoon in comparing
them with each other; which made so strong an
impression upon my imagination, that they broke my
sleep for the first part of the following night, and at

length threw me into a very agreeable vision, which I

shall beg leave to describe in all its particulars :

—

I dreamed that I was conveyed into a wide and
boundless plain, that was covered with prodigious

multitudes of people, which no man could number.
In the midst of it there stood a mountain with its head
above the clouds. The sides were extremely steep, and
of such a particular structure that no creature which
was not made in a human figure could possibly

ascend it. On a sudden, there was heard from the top

of it a sound like that of a trumpet
;
hut so exceedingly

sweet and harmonious, that it filled the hearts of those

who heard it with raptures, and gave such high and
delightful sensations, as seemed to animate and raise

human nature above itself. This made me very much
amazed to find so very few in that innumerable multi-

tude w ho had ears fine enough to hear or relish this

music with pleasure; but my wonder abated, when,
upon looking round me. I saw most of them attentive

to three sirens, clothed like goddesses, and distinguished

by the names of Sloth, Ignorance, and Pleasure. They
were seated on three rocks, amid a beautiful variety

of groves, meadows, and rivulets that lay ou the

Uirdent of the mountain. While the base and grovel-

ling multitude of diflerent nations, ranks, and ages,

were listening to these delusive deities, those of a more
erect aspect, and exalted spirit, separated themselves

from the rest, and marched in great bodies toward
the mountain, from wheuce the? heard the sound,

which still grew sweeter, the more they listened to it.

On a sudden methought this select hand sprang

forward, with a resolution to climb the ascent, amt
follow the call of that heavenly music. Every one
took something with him, that he thought might be of

assistance to him in his march. Several had their

swords drawn, some carried rolls of paper in their

hands, some had cumlosses, others quadrants, others

telescopes, and others pencils
;
some had laurels on

their heads, and others buskins on their legs: in short,

there was scarce uny instrument of a mechanic art or

literal science which was not made use of on this

occasion. My good demon, who stood at my right

hand during the course of this whole vision, olwerving

in me a burning derire to join that glorious company,
told nie. “ He highly approved that generous ardour
with which I seemed transported

;
hut, at the same

time, advised me to cover m> face with a mask all the

while I was to labour on the ascent." 1 took his

counsel, without inquiring iuto his reasons. The
whole body now broke into diflerent parties, and began
to climb the precipice by ten thousand different paths.

Several got into little alleys, which did not reach far

up the hill before they ended and led no farther
;
and

I observed that most of the artisans, which considerably

diminished our number, fell iuto these paths.

We left another considerable body of adventurers
behind us, who thought they had discovered by-ways up
the hill, which proved so very intricate and perplexed,
that, after having advanced in them a little, they we«e
quite lost among the several turns and windings

;
and

|

though they were as active as any in their motions, they
I made but little progress in the ascent. These, as my
guide informed me, were “ men of subtle tera|>ers, amt
puzzled politics, who would supply the place of real

wisdom with cunning and artifice." Among those who
were far advanced in their way, there were some that,

by one false step, fell backwurd, and lost more ground
in a moment thun they had gained for many hours, or
could be ever able to recover. We were now advanced
very high, and observed that all the different paths
which ran about the sides of the mountain began to

meet in two great roads; which insensibly gathered the

whole multitude of travellers into two great bodies. At
a little distance from the entrance of each road, there

stood a hideous phantom, that opposed our farther pas-

sage. One of these apparitions had his right hand filled

with darts, which he brandished in the face of all who
came up that way : crowds ran bnck at the appearance
of it, and cried out Death ! The sjiectre that guarded
the other road was Envy : she was not armed with
weapons of destruction, like the former; but by dread-
ful hissings, noises of reproach, and a horrid distracted

laughter, she appeared more frightful than Death itself;

insomuch, that abundance of our company were dis-

couraged from passing any farther, and some appeared
ashamed of having come so far. As for myself, I

must confess my heart shruuk within me at the sight of
these ghastly appearances : but on a sudden, the voice

of the trumjiet came more full upon us, so that we felt

a new resolution reviving in ui; and in pnqmrtion as

this resolution grew, the terrors before us seemed to

vanish. Most of the company, who had swords in their

hands, marched on with great spirit, and an air of de-
fiance, up the road that was commanded by Death

;

while others, who had thought and contemplation in

their looks, went forward, in a more composed manner,
up the road possessed by Envy. The way above the-e

apparitions grew smooth and uniform, and was so de-
lightful, that the travellers went ou with pleasure, and
in a little time arrived at the top of the mountain.
They here Isrgan to breathe a delicious kind of ether,

and saw all the field* about them covered with a kind
of purjile light, that made them reflect with satisfaction

on their past toils; uud diffused a secret joy through
the whole assembly, which showed itself in every look

and feature. In the midst of these happy fields there

stood a palace of a very glorious structure : it had four

great folding doors, that faced the four several quarters

of the world. On the top of it was enthroned the god-
dess of the mountain, who smiled upon her votaries, and
sounded the silver trumpet which nad called them up,

and cheered them in their passage to her palace. They
had now formed themselves into several divisions; a
band of historians takiug their stations at each door,

according to the persnus whom they were to introduce.

Ou a sudden the trumpet, which had hitherto sounded
only a march, or poiut of war, now swelled all it* notes

into triumph and exultation : the whole fabric shook,

and the doors flew open. The first that stepped forward

was a beautiful and blooming hero, and, as I heard by
the murmurs round me, Alexander the Great. He was
conducted by a crowd of historians. The )>crsou who
immediately walked before him wo* remarkable for au
embroidered garment, who, not being well acquainted
with the place, was conducting him to au apartment ap-
pointed for the reception of fabulous heroes. The name
of this false guide was Quintus (Jurtius. Rut Arrian
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Mid Plutarch, who knew better tiie avenue* of thi* pa-

lace. conducted him into the great hall, and placed him
at the upper end of the tint table. My good demon,
that 1 might nee the whole ceremony, conveyed me to a

comer of this room, where I might perceive all that

passed, without Wing seen myself Tlie next who en-

tered was a charming virgin, leading in a venerable old

man that was blind. Under her left arm she bore a

harp, and on her head a garland. Alexander, who was
very well acquainted with Homer, stood up at his en-

trance, and placed him on his right hand. The virgin,

who it seems was one of the nine sisters tliat attended on

the goddess of Fame, smiled with au ineffable grace at

their meeting, and retired.

Julius Cawar was now coming forward
; and though

most of the historians offered their service to introduce

him, he left them at the door, and would have no con-

ductor but himself.

The next who advanced was a man of a homely but

cheerful aspect, and attended by persons of greater figure

than any that appeared on this occasion. Plato was on
his right hand, and Xenophon on his left. He bowed
to Homer, and sat down by him. It was expected that

Plato would himself have taken a place next to his

master Socrates ; but on a sudden tiiere was heard a

great clamour of disputants at the door, who appeared

with Aristotle at the head of them. That philosopher,

with some rudeness, but great strength of reason, con-

vinced the whole table that a title to the fifth place

was his due, and took it accordingly.

He had scarce sat down, when the same beautiful

virgin that had introduced Homer brought in another,

who hung back at the entrance, and would have excused

himself, had not his modesty been overcome by the in-

vitation of all who sat at the table. His guide and
behaviour made me easily conclude it was Virgil.

Cicero next appeared, and took his place. He had
inquired at the door for one Lucceius to introduce him

;

but not finding him there, he contented himself with

the attendance of many other writers, who all, except

Sallust, appeared highly pleased with the office.

We waited some time in expectation of the next

worthy, who caine in with a great retinue of historians,

whose names 1 could not learn, most of them bciug

natives of Carthage. The person thus conducted, who
was Hannibal, seemed much disturbed, and could not

forbear complaining to the board of the affronts he had
met with among the Roman historians, “ who at-

tempted,
M
says he, “ to carry me into the subterraneous

ajMirtment
;
and perhaps would have done it, had it

not been for the impartiality of this gentleman,*' point-

ing to Polybius, “ who was the only person, except my
«w» countrymen, that was williug to conduct me
hither.”

The Cartliaginiau took his seat, and Pompey entered

with great dignity in his own person, and preceded by
several historians. Lucan the poet was at the head of

them, who, observing Homer and Virgil at the table,

was going to fit down himself, had not the latter whis-

lered him, that whatever pretence he might otherwise

ave had, he forfeited his claim to it, by coming in os

one of the historians. Lucan was so exasperated with

the repulse, that he muttered something to himself
; and

was heard to say, that since he could not have a seat

among them himself, he would bring in one who alone

had more merit than their whole assembly
; upon which

ho went to the door, and brought in Cato of Utica. That
great man approached the company with such an air

that showed he contemned the honour which he laid a
claim to. Observing the seat opposite to C&sar was
vacant, he took possession of it, and spoke two or three

smart sentences upon the nature of precedency, which,

according to him, “ consisted not in place, but in intrin-

sic merit;” to which he added, “that the most virtuous

man, wherever he was seated, was always at the upper

end of the table.” Socrates, who had a gTeat spirit of

raillery with his wisdom, could not forbear smiling at a

virtue which took so little pains to make itself agreeable.

Cicero took the occasion to make a long discourse iu

praise of Cate, which he uttered with much vehemence.
Caesar answered him with a great deal of seeming
temper; but, as I stood at a great distance from them,
1 was not able to hear one word of wliat they said. Rut
1 could not forbear taking notice, that in all the dis-

course which passed at the table, a word or nod from
Homer decided the controversy.

After a short pause Augustus appeared, looking round
him, with a serene and affable countenance, upon all the

writers of his age, who strove among themselves which
of them should show him the greatest marks of gratitude

and respect. Virgil rose from the table to meet hint;

and though be was an acceptable guest to all, he ap~

peared more such to the learned than the military wor-
thies. The next man astonished the whole table with

his appearance: he was slow, solemn, and silent iu his

behaviour, and wore a raiment curiously wrought with

hieroglyphics. A* he came into the middle of the room,
he threw up the skirts of it, and discovered a golden
thigh. Socrates, at the sight of it, declared “ against

keeping company with any who were not made of flesh

and blood and therefore desired Diogenes the Laer-
tiau “ to lead him to the apartment allotted for fubn
lous heroes and worthies of dubious existence.” At
his going out, he told them. “ that they did not know
whom they dismissed : that he was now Pythagoras,

the first of philosophers, and that formerly he had been

a very brave man at the siege of Troy.” “ Tliat may
be very true,” said Socrates; “ but you forget that you
have likewise been a very gTeat harlot in your time.”

This exclusion made way for Archimedes, who came
forward with a scheme of mathematical figures in his

hand
;
among which I observed a cone and a cylinder.

Seeing this table full, I desired my guide, for variety,

to lead me to the fabulous apartment, the roof of which
was painted with gorgons, chimeras, and centaurs, w ith

many other emblematical figures, which I wanted both

time and skill to unriddle. Tlte first fable was almost

full : at the upper end sat Hercules, leaning an arm
upon his club; on his right hand were Achilles and
Ulysses, and between them .'Eneas; on his left were
Hector, Theseus, and Jason : the lower end had
Orpheus, .Esop, Phaiuris, and Musams. The ushers

seemed at a loss for a twelfth man, when, me’hought,
to my great joy and surprise, I heard some at the lower
end of the table mention Isaac Bickerstaff; but those

of the upper end received it with disdain
; and said,

“ If they must have a British worthy, they would have
Robin Hood.”
While 1 was transported with the honour tliat was

done me, aud burning with envy against my compe-
titor, 1 was awakened by the noise of the cannon which
were then fired for the taking of Moos. 1 should have
been very much troubled at beiug thrown out of so
pleasing a vision on any other occasion

; but thought
it an agreeable change, to have my thoughts diverted
from the greatest among the dead and fabulous heroes,

to the must famous among the real and the living.

No. 230.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 28, 1710.

From my own Apartments, September

The following letter has laid before me many great

and manifest evi^i in the world of letters, which 1 had
overlooked

; but it opens to me a very busy scene, and
it will require no small care and application to amend
error* which axe become so universal. The affectation
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of politeness is exposed in this epistle with a great deil

of wit and discernment
; so that whatever discourses I

may fall into hereafter, upon the subject the writer

treats of, I shall at present lay the matter before the

world without the least alteration from the words of

my correspondent.*

"TO ISAAC BICKERSTAFF. Esq.

"Sir, There are some abuses among us of great

consequence, the reformation of which is properly your
province

;
although as far ns I have been conversant in

your papers, you have not yet considered them. These
are the deplorable ignorance that for some years hath

reigned among our English writers, the great depravity

of our taste, and the continual corruption of our style.

I say nothing here of those who handle particular

sciences, divinity, law, physic, and the like; I mean
the trailers in history, and politics, and the belles letires,

together with those by whom books are not translated,

but fas the common expressions are) done out of

French, Latin, or other languages, and made English.

I cannot but observe to you, that, until of late years,

a Grub-street book was always bound in sheepskin,

with suitable print and paper, the price never above a

shilling, and taken off wholly by common tradesmen

or country pedlers
;
but now they appear in all sites

and shapes, and in all places : they are lianded about

from lapfulls in every coffeehouse to persons of quality
;

are shown in Wcstminster-hall and the Court of

Requests
;
you may see them gilt, and iu royal paper,

of five or six hundred pages, and rated accordingly. I

would engage to furnish you with a catalogue of Eng-
lish books, published within the compass of seven years

post, which at the first hand would cost you 100/.,

wherein you shall nut be able to find ten lines together

of common grammar, or common sense.

“ These two evils, ignorance and want of taste, have
produced a third, I mean the continual corruption of

our English tongue, which, without some timely remedy,
will suffer more by the false refinements of twenty years

post, than it has been improved in the foregoing hundred.

And this is what I design chiefly to enlarge upon,

leaving the former evils to your animadversion.

But, instead of giving you a list of the late refine-

ments crept into our language, I here send you a copy

of a letter I received some time ago from a most ac-

complislietl person in this way of writing, upon
which I shall make some remarks. It is in these

terms :

—

“ ‘ Sir. I COu'dn't gel the things yon sentfor all about

town.—/ tho’t to ha’ come down myself, and then I’d ha’

bro’t um ;
but ha'nt don’t, and 1 believe I can't do't,

that's pozz.—Tom [Mr. Thomas Harley] begins to

g’imself airs, because he’s going with the pleuipos.

—

' TVs said the French king will bamboozl us ageu. which

causes many speculations. The Jacks, and others of
that kidney, are very uppish and alert upon’t, as you

may tee by their phizz's.—Will Hazard has got the hipps,

having lost to the tune of 5004, tho' he tuiderstands play

very well
,
nobody better. He has promis’t me upon rep

to leave offplay ; but you know '
tit a weakness lies too

apt to give into, tho’ he has as much wit at any man,

nobody more : he has lain incog ever since .— The mobb s

very quiet with us now.—I believe you tho t / banter'd

you in my List like a country put.—I shan t leave town

this month, & c.’

“ This letter is, in every point, an admirable pattern

of the present polite way of writing; nor is it of less

authority for being an epistle; you may gather every

flower of it, with a thousand more of equal sweetness,

from the books, pamphlets, and single papers, offered us

every day in the coffeehouses. And these are tire

• "1 hnW sent * long letter to BickerslafT. Iel the liishop

ofClobber smoke it if he can.”

—

Journal to SfsMo.Sepft 23, 1710.

beauties introduced to supply the want of wit, sense,

humour, aud learning, which formerly were looked

upon as qualifications for a writer. If a man of w it,

who died forty years ago, were to rise from the grave

on purpose, how would he be able to read this letter?

and, after he had gone through that difficulty, how
would he be able to understand it? The first thing that

strikes your eye, is the breaks at the end of almost

every sentence; of which I know not the use, only that

it is a refinement, and very frequently practised. Then
you will observe the abbreviations and elisions, by
which consonants of most obdurate sounds are joined

together, without one softening vowel to intervene
; and

all this only to make one syllable of two, directly con-

trary to the example of the Greeks and Romans, alto-

gether of the Gothic strain, and of a natural tendency

towards relapsing into barbarity, which delights in

monosyllables, aud uniting of mute consonants, as it is

observable in all the northern languages. And this is

still more visible in the next refinement, which con-

sists in pronouncing the first syllable in a word that

has many, and dismissing the rest
;

such as phizz,

hipps, mobb, pozz, rep, and many more; when we are

already overloaded with monosyllables, which are the

disgrace of our language. Thus wc cram one syllable

and cut off the rest, os the owl fattened her mice after

she had bit off their legs, to prevent them from running

away
;
and if curs be the same reason for maimiug

words, it will certainly answer the end
;

for I am sure

no other nation will desire to borrow them. Some
words are hitherto but fairly split, and therefore only

in their way to perfection, as incog and plenipo
; but

in a short time, it is to be hoped, they will lie further

docked to inc and plen. Tins reflection has made me
of late years very impatient for a peace, which I

believe would save tbe lives of many brave words as

well as men. The war has introduced abundance of

polysyllables, which will never be able to live many
more campaigns. Speculations, operations

,
prelimi-

naries, ambassadors
,
palisadoet

,
communications, circum-

vaUn lions, battalions, as numerous as they are, if

they attack us too frequently in our coffeehouses, we

shall certainly put them to flight, and cut off the

rear.

" The third refinement observable in the letter I send

you, consists in the choice of certain words invented

by some pretty fellows, such as banter, bamboozle,

country put
,
and kidney, as it is there applied ;

some of

which are now struggling for the vogue, and others are

in possession of it. I have done my utmost for some

years past to stop the progress of mobb and banter
,
hut

have neen plainly borne down by numbers, and

betrayed by those who promised to assist me.
“ In the last place you are to take notice of certain

choice phrases scattered through the letter; some of them

tolerable enough, till they were worn to rags by servile

imitators. You might easily find them, although they

were not in a different print, and therefore 1 need not

disturb them.
“ These are the false refinements in our style, which

you ought to correct : first, by arguments and fair

means; but if those fail, I think your are to make use

of your authority as censor, and, by an annual index

erpurgntorius, expunge all words and phrases that are

offensive to good sense, and condemn those barbarous

mutilations of vowels and syllables. In this last

point the usual pretence is, that they spell as they speak .

a noble standard fur language! to depend upon the

caprice of every coxcomb, who. because wonls aie the

clothing of our thoughts, cuts them out, and shapes

them as he pleases, and changes them oftener than his

dress. I believe all reasonable people would be con-

tent that such refiners were more sparing of their words

I and liberal in their syllables. On this head 1 should
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be glad you would bestow some advice upon several

young readers in our churches, who, coining up from
the university full fraught with admiration of our town
politeness, will needs correct the style of our prayer-
books. In reading the absolution, they are very care-
ful to say “ Pardons and absolves,

"

and in the prayer
for the royal family it must he endue tan

,
enrich'urn,

prosper um, and bring'um ; then, in their sermons, they
use all the modem terms of art, sham

,
banter

,
moM,

bubble, bully, cutting
, shuffling, and palming , all which,

ami many more of the like stamp, as 1 have heard
them often in the pulpit from some young sophistere,

so I have read them in some of those sermons that have
made a great noise of late. The design, it seems, is to
avoid the dreadful imputation of pedantry

;
to show us

that they know the town, understand men and manners
and have not been poring upon old unfashionable
books iu the university.
“ I should be glad to see you the instrument of in-

troducing into our style that simplicity which is the
best and truest ornament of most things in human life,

which the politer ages always aimed at in their build-
ing and dress,

(
simplex munditiis,) as well as their pro

ductions of wit. It is manifest that all new affected

modes of speech, whether borrowed from the court, the
town, or the theatre, are the first perishing jjarts in any
language ; and, as I could prove by many hundred
instances, have been so in ours. The writings of
Hooker, who was a country clergyman, and of Parsons
the jesuit, both in the reign of queen Elizabeth, are in

a style that, with very few allowances, would not offend
any present reader; much more clear and intelligible

thaif those of sir Henry Wotton, sir Robert Naunton,
Osborn, Daniel the historian, and several others who
writ later

;
hut being men of the court, and affecting the

phrases then in fashion, they are often either not to be
understood, or appear perfectly ridiculous.
“ What remedies are to l>e applied to these evils I

nave not room to consider, having, I fear, already taken
up most of your paper : besides, I think it is our office

only to represent abuses, and yours to redress them.
“ I am, with great respect, sir, yours, &c.”

No. 25$.

SATURDAY, DEC. 2, 1710.

_ . .
Nov. 22 . 1710.

Rni,—pining yesterday with Mr. South-Bntish and
Mr. If illmm A orth-Briton, two geutlemen who, before
you ordered it otherwise, were known by the names of
Mr. English and Mr. William Scott

:

among other
things, the maid of the house, who in her time I be-
lieve may have been a North British warming-pan,
brought us up a dish of North-British collope. We
liked our entertainment very well

;
only we observed

the table-cloth, being not so fine as we could have
wished, was North-British cloth. But the worst of it

was, we were disturbed all dinuer-time by the noise of
the children, who were playing in the paved court at
North-British hoppers; so wc paid our North- Briton
sooner than we designed, and took coach to North-Bri-
tam yard, about which place most of us live. We had
indeed gone a-foot; only we were under some appre-
hensions lest a North-British mist should wet a South-
Bntish man to the skin.—We think this matter pro-
perly expressed according to the accuracy of the new
style, settled by you in one of your late paper*. You
will please to give your opinion upon it to,

Sir, your most humble servants,

J. S., M.P., N.R.

26*

No. U
Quis ergo sum saltern, si turn sum Sosla ? Te intenogo.

Plact. AaravTuus.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 13, 1710-11.

It is impossible perhaps for the best and wisest among
us to keep so constant a guard upon our temper but

j

that we may at one time or other lie open to the strokes

of fortune, and such incidents as we cannot foresee.

|

With sentiments of this kind 1 came home to my lodg-

ings lost night, much fatigued with a long and sudden
journey from the country, and full of the ungrateful

occasion of it. It was natural for me to have imme-
diate recourse to my pen and ink

;
hut before I would

offer to make use of them, 1 resolved deliberately

to tell over a hundred, and when 1 came to the end of

that sum, I found it more advisable to defer drawing
up my intended remonstrance till 1 had slept soundly
on my resentments. Without any other preface than

this, I shall give the world a fair account of the treat-

ment I have lately met with, and leave them to judge
whether the uneasiness 1 have suffered he inconsistent

with the character I have generally pretended to.

About three weeks since I received an invitation from
a kinsman in Staffordshire to spend my Christmas i i

those parts. Upon faking leave of Mr. Morphew, 1

put as many prqiera into his hands as would serve till

my return, and charged him at parting to be very punc-
tual with the town. In what manner he and Mr.
Lillie have been tampered with since I cannot say

;
they

have given me my revenge, if 1 desired any, by allow-

ing their names to an idle paper, that in all human
probability cannot live a fortnight to an end.

Myself and the family I was with were in the mid-<t

of gaiety and a plentiful entertainment when I received

a letter from my sister Jenny, who, after mentioning
some little affairs I had intrusted to her, goes on thus :—•“ The enclosed, I believe, will give you some sur-

rise, as it has already astonished everybody here : who
Ir. Steele is that subscribes it I do not know, any

more than I can comprehend what could induce him to

it. Morphew and Lillie, 1 am told, ore both in the

secret. 1 shall not presume to instruct you, hut hope
you will use some means to disappoint the ill nature

of those who are taking pains to deprive the world of

one of its most reasonable entertainments. I atn, &c.”
1 am to thank my sister for her compliment ;

but he
that as it will, 1 shall not easily he discouraged from
my former undertaking. In pursuance of it, I was
obliged upon this notice to take places in the coach for

myself and my maid with the utmost expedition, lest

I should in a short time he rallied out of my existence,

as some [leople will needs faucy Mr. Partridge has
been, and the real Isaac Bickerstaff have passed for a
creature of Mr. Steele's imagination. Tnis illusion

might have hoped for some tolerable success if 1 had
not more than once produced my person in a crowded
theatre

; and such a person as Mr. Steele, if I am not

misinformed iu the gentlcmau, would hardly think it

an advantage to own, though I should throw him in all

the little honour I have gained by my Lucubrations.
I may be allowed, perhaps, to understand pleasantly

as well as other men, and can (in the usual phrase)
take a jest without being angry

;
but I appeal to the

world whether the gentleman has not carried it too far,

and whether he ought not to make a public recant-

ation, if the credulity of some unthinking people slum Id

force me to insist upon it. The following letter is just

conre to hand, and 1 think it not improper to lie iusciied

iu this paper :

—

Tills and the four following Tallers lire not in the To.wm«*»
published by sir RVrhunl Sieeli*, but are taken from the one j>ui>
lUhed l*v Mr ItarrUou.
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•‘TO ISAAC B1CK.ERSTAFF, Esq.

u Sir, I am extremely glad to hear you are rorae to

town; for in your absence we were all mightily sur-

rised with an unaccountable paper, signed Richard

teele, who is esteemed by those that know him to be

a man of wit and honour
;
and therefore we took it

either to be a counterfeit, or perfect Chiistmas frolic of

that ingenious gentleman. Rut then your pupeT ceasing

immediately after, we were at a loss what to think : if

you were w* ary of the work you had so long carried on,

and had given this Mr. Steele orders to signify so to the

public, he should have said it in plain terms; but as

mat paper is worded, one would be apt to judge tliat

he had a mind to persuade the town that there was

some analogy between Isaac Biekcrstaff and him. Pos-

sibly there maybe a secret in this which 1 cannot enter

into; hut 1 Halter myself that you never had any

thoughts of giving over your labours for the benefit of

mankind, when you cannot but know how many sub-

{

'ects are yet unexhausted, and how many others, as

>eing less obvious, are wholly untouched. 1 dare

promise, not only for myself, hut many other abler

friends, that we shall still continue to furnish you with

hints on all proper occasions, which is all your genius

requires. 1 think, by the way, you cannot in honour

have any more to do with Morphew and Lillie, who
have gone beyond the ordinary pitch of assurance, and

transgressed the very letter of tne proverb, by endea-

ing to cheat you of your Christian and surname too.

Wishing you, sir, long to live for our instruction and
diversion, and to the defeating of all impostors, I

remain, your most obedient humble servant, and affec-

tionate kinsman, Humphry Waustapf.”*

No. 2.

Alios viri reverenHa. vuliusque art conUncnrtum populnm mire
formulas : alios rtiam, quibus ipse inter**** non potuit. vis

schtienrti Umcn, fee-, magui uomiuU auturita* pervierre —
Tull. Epi*t.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 16
,
1710- 11 .

I remember Menage tells a story of Monsieur Racan,

who had appointed a day and hour to meet a certain

lady of great wit whom he had never seen, in order to

make an acquaintance between them. “ Two of Ra-

cau's friends, who bad heard of the appointment, re-

solved to play him a trick. The first went to the lady

two hours before the time, said his name was Racan,

and talked with her an hour ; they were both mightily

pleased, began a great friendship, and parted with much
satisfaction. A few minutes after comes the second,

and sends up the same name ; the lady wonders at the

meaning, and tells him Mr. Racan had just left her.

The gentleman says it was some rascally impostor, and

that he had been frequently used in that manner. The
lady is convinced, and they laugh at the oddness of

the adventure. She now calls to mind several passages

which confirm her that the former was a cheat. He
appoints a second meeting, and takes his leave. He
was no sooner gone hut tlie true Racan comes to the

door, and desires, under that name, to see tire lady.

She was out of all patience, sends for him up, rates him
for an impostor, and, after a thousand injuries, flings a

slipjier at his head. It was impossible to pacify or dis-

abuse her
;
he was forced to retire

;
and it was uot

without some time, and the intervention of friends, that

they could come to on 6clairci«ement.*‘ This, as I

take it, is exactly the cuse with Mr. Steele, the pre-

* "To-day little* Harnwn'* ur*T»t!**r ram-' nut; there l* not

much in it, but I hope lie will mend. Yon must understand that

upon Steele's Iratiux «*|T, there were l«o or three scrub Taller*

e»nu- out. and one til them holds on still, and to d iy UadM-r-
u.ied against Harrison's, and »o there must lie rtiKputca which
are genuine, like the straps for tueors.” - Jmernat to Strtia, Jan.

13. mo il

tended Tatler from Morphew and myself, only Cl

presume) the world will lie sooner undeceived than the

lady in Menage. The very day my last paper came
out, my printer brought me another of the same date,

called the Tatler, by Isaac Bickerstaff, esq., and which
was still more pleasant, with an advertisement at the

end calling me the Female Tati er : it. is not enough
to rob me of my name, hut now they must impose a
sex on me, when my years have long since determined
me to be of none at all. There is only one thing want-
ing in the operation, that they would renew my age,

and then I will heartily forgive them all the rest. In

the mean time, whatever uueasiness I have suffered from
the little malice of these men, and my retirement in

the country, the pleasures I have received from the same
occasion will fairly balance the account. On the one
hand I have been highly delighted to see my name and
character assumed by the scribblers of the age, in order

to recommend themselves to it; and on the other, to

observe the good taste of the town in distinguishing

and exploding them through every disguise, and sacri

ficing their trifles to the supposed manes of Isaac Bic-

kerstaff, esq. But the greatest merit of my journey

into Staffordshire is, that it has opened to me a new
fund of unimproved follies and errors that have hitherto

lain out ofmy view, and by their situation escaped my
censure: for as I have lived generally in town, the

images I had of the country were such only as my
senses received very early, and my memory has since

preserved with all the advantages they first appeared iti.

Hence it was that I thought our parish church the

noblest structure in England, and the esquire's place

house, as we called it, a most magnificent palace. I

had the same opinion of the alms-house in the church-
yard, and of a bridge over the brook that parts our

parish from the next. It was the common vogue of

our school, that the master was the best scholar in

Europe, and the usher the second. Not happening to

correct these notions by comparing them with what 1

saw when I came into the world, upon returning back,

I began to resume my former imaginations, and ex-

pected all things should appear in the tame view ns I

left them when I was a boy; but, to my utter dis-

appointment, I found them wonderfully shrunk, and
lessened almost out ofmy knowledge. I looked with con-

tempt on tire tribes painted on the church walls, which
I once so much admired, and on the carved chimney-
piece in the esquire's hall. I found mv old master to

be a poor ignorant pedant
;
and, in short, the whole

scene to be extremely changed for the worse. This I

could not help mentioning, because though it be of no
consequence in itself, yet it is certain that most pre-

judices are contracted and retained by this narrow way
of thinking, which, in matters of the greatest moment,
are hardly shook off; and which we only think true,

because we were made to believe so before we were

capable to distinguish between truth and falsehood.

But there was one prepossession, which 1 confess to

hove parted with, much to my regret : ! mean the

opinion of that native honesty and simplicity of man-
ners which I had always imagined to be inherent in

country people. I soon observer! it was with them and
ns, as they say of animals; that every species at land

has one to resemble it at sea; for it was easy to dis-

cover the seeds and principles of every vice and folly

that one meets with in the more known world, though

shooting up in different forms. 1 took a fancy, out of

the several inhabitants round, to furnish the camp, the

liar, and the Exchange, and some certain chocolate am!
coffeehouses, with exact parallels to what, in many
instances, they already prwiuce. There was a drunken
quarrelsome smith, whom I have a hundred times

fancied at the head of a troop of drag«K>ns. A weaver,

within two doors of my kinsman, was perpetually
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setting neighbours together by the ear*. I lamented to

*ee bow hi* talent* were misplace*!, and imagines! wliat

a figure he might make in Westm inster-hal1 . (Good-

man Crop, of Compton farm, want* nothing but a

plum and a gold chain to qualify him for the govern-

ment of the city. My kinsman * stable-boy wai a
gibing companion, that would always have his jest.

He would often put cow-itch in the maid's bed, null

stools from under folks, and lay a coal upon their

shoe* when they were asleep. He was at last turned

off for some uotable piece of roguery
;
ami, when 1

came away, was loitering among the alehouses. Bless

me, thought I, what a prodigious wit would this have
been with us ! 1 could have matched all the sliarpers

between St. James sand Covent Gardeu with a notable

fellow in the same neighbourhood (since hanged for

picking pocket* at fairs), could he have had the ad
vantages of their education. So nearly are the corrup-

tions of the country allied to those of the town, with

no further difference than what is made by another

turn of thought and method of living!

No. 5.

——Lacerstqne. Irahiique
Mollc pecu*. Vi so.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 27, 1710-11.

Amonq other services 1 have met with from some
critics, the cruelest for an old man is, that they will

not let me be at quiet in my bed, but pursue me to my
very dreams. 1 must not dream but when they please,

nor upon long-continued subjects, however visionary
in their own natures, because there is a manifest moral
^uite through them, which to produce as a dream is

improbable and unnatural. Tlie pain I might have
had from this objection is prevented by considering
they have missed another, against which 1 should have
been at a loss to defend myself. They might have
asked me whether the dreams I publish can properly
lie called lucubrations, which is the name I have given
to all my papers, whether in volumes or half sheets

:

*o manifest a contradiction in terminis, that 1 wonder
no sophister ever thought of it. But the other is a
cavil. I remember, when I was a hoy at school, I

have often dreamed out the whole passages of a day ;

that I rode a journey, baited, supped, went to bed, and
rose next morning : and I have Known young ladies

who could dream a whole texture of adventures in one
night large enough to make a novel. In youth the

imagiti ition is strung, not mixed with cares, nor tinged
With those passions that most disturb and confound it;

such as avarice, ambition, and many others. Now,
old meu arc said to grow children again, so, in

this artiale of dreaming, I am returned to my child-
hood. My imagination is at full ease, without care,

avarice, or ambition, to clog it; by which, among
many others, I have this advantage, of doubling
the small remainder of my time, and living four-ami-
twenty hours in the day. However, the dream I am
now going to relate is as wild as can well he imagined,
Olid adapted to please these reliners upon sleep, with-
out any moral that 1 can discover :

—

“ it happened that my maid left on the table in my
bedchamber one of her story hooks (as she calls them),
which 1 took up, and found full of strange imperti-

nence, fitted to her taste and condition
;
of poor ser-

vants who came to lie ladies, and serving men, of low
degree, who married king's daughters. Among other

things, I met this sage observation, ‘ That a liou would
never hurt a true virgin.’ With this medley of non-
•ense in my fancy I went to bed, and dreamed that

* friend waked me in the morning, and proposed, for

I

iastime, to spend a few hour* in seeing the parish

ions, which he had not done since he came to town

;

and because they showed but once a-week, he would
not miss the opportunity. I said I would humour
him : although to speak the truth, I was not fond of

those cruel spectacle* ;
and, if it were not so ancient a

custom, founded (os I had heard) upon the wisest

maxims, I should he apt to censure the iuhuraanity of

those who introduced it."

All this will be a riddle to tne waking reader, until

I discover the scene my imagination hail formed upon
this maxim, “ That a lion would never hurt a true

virgin.*’ “ I dreamed, that by a law of immemorial
time, a he lion was kept iu every parish at the com-
mon charge, and in a place provided, adjoining to the

churchyard
;
that before any one of the fair sex whs

married, if she affirmed herself to be a virgin, she must
on her wedding-day, and in her wedding-clothes, per-

form the ceremouy of going alone into the den, and stay

an hour with the lion, let loose, and kept lusting four-

and-twenty hours on purpose. At a proper height above
the deu were convenient galleries for the relations anil

friends of the young couple, and o|>en to all spectators.

No maiden wo* forced to offer herself to the lion
;
but,

if she refused, it was a disgrace to marry her, and every

one might have liberty of calling her a whore. And
methought it was as usual a diversion to see the parish

lions as with us to go to a play or an opera. And it

was reckoned convenient to be near the church, either

for marrying the virgin, if she escaped the trial, or for

burying her hones, wheu the lion had devoured the

rest, as he constantly did."

To go on therefore with the dream: “We called

first (as I remember) to see St. Dunstan's lion : but

we were told they did not show to-day. From thence
we w ent to that of Covent Garden, which, to my great

surprise, we fouml as lean as a skeleton, when 1 ex-

pected quite the contrary; but the keeper said it was
no wonder at all, because the poor beast had not got

an ounce of woman's flesh since he came into the

parisln This amazed me more than the other, and I

was forming to myself a mighty veneration for the

ladies in that quarter of the town, when the keeper
went on, and said he wondered that the parish would
be at the charge of maintaining a lion for nothing.

Friend (said J), do you call it nothing to justify the

virtue of so many ludies; or has your lion lost his

distinguishing faculty f Can there he anything more
for the honour of your parish, than that all the ladies

married in your church were pure virgins?—That is

true (said he), and the doctor knows it to his sorrow
;

for there has not been a couple married in our church
since his worship came among us. The virgins here-

abouts are too wise to venture the claws of the lion;

and, because nobody will marry them, have all entered

into a vow of virginity; so that in probation we have
much the largest nunnery iu the whole town. This

manner of ladies entering into a vow of virginity,

because they were not virgins, I easily conceived
;
ami

my dream told me, that the whole kingdom was full

of nunneries, plentifully stocked from the same reason.
“ We went to see another lion, where we found much

company met in the gallery. The keeper told us we
should see sport enough, as he called it

;
and in a little

time we saw a young beautiful lady put into the deu,

who walked up toward the lion with all imaginable
security in her countenance, and looked smiling upon
her lover and friends iu the gallery ; which 1 thought
nothing extraordinary, because it was never known
that any lion had been mistaken. But, however, we
were all disappointed, for the lion lifted up his right

paw, w hich was the fatal sign, and advancing forward,

seized her by the arm, and begau to tear it. The poor
lady gave a terrible shriek, and cried out, 4 The lion is

just, I am no virgin ! Oh ! Sappho ! Sappho I
* She

could say no more, for the liou gave her the coup tU
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j/mcr by a squeexe in the throat, and she expired at hit

feet. The keeper dragged away hei body, to feed the

animal after the company should be gone : for the

paridi lion never used to eat in public. After a little

pause, another lady came on toward the lion in the

same manner as the former. We observed the beast

smell her with diligence. He scratched both her hands

with lifting them to his nose, and laying one of his

claws on her bosom drew blood
;
however, he let her

go. and at the same time turned from her with a sort

of contempt, at which site was not a little mortified,

and retired with some confusion to her friends in the

gallery. Methought the whole company immediately

understood the meaning of this ; that tire easiness of

the lady liad suffered her to admit certain imprudent

and dangerous familiarities, bordering too much upon
what is criminal ; neither was it sure whether the lover

then present had not some sharers with him in those

freedoms, of w hich a lady can never be too sparing.
u This happened to be an extraordinary day ; for a

third lady came into the den laughing loud, playing

with her fan, tossing her head, and smiling round on
the young fellows in the gallery. However, the lion

leaped on her with great fury, and we gave her for

gone; but on a sudden he let go his hold, and turned

from her as if he was nauseated
;
then gave her a lash

with his tail ; after which she returned to the gallery ;

not the least out of countenance : and this, it seems,

was the usual treatment of coquettes.

“ I thought we had seen enough
;
but my friend

would needs have us go and visit one or two lions in

tl*e city. We called at two or three dens where they

happened not to show
;
but we generally found half a

score young girls, between eight and eleven years old,

playing with each lion, sitting on his hack, and nutting

their hands into his mouth
;
some of them would now

and then get a scratch, but we always discovered, upon
examining, that they had been hoidenitig with the

young apprentices. One of them was calling to u

pretty girl, about twelve years old, who stood by us

in the gallery, to come down to the lion, and, upon

her refusal, said, ‘Ah! miss Betty, we could never get

you to come near the lion since you played at hoop

and hide with my brother in the garret.’

“ We followed a couple, with the wedding-folks,

going to the church of St. Mary-Axe. The lady,

though well stricken in years, extremely crooked and
deformed, was dressed out beyond the gaiety of fifteen;

having jumbled together, os 1 imagined, all the tawdiy

remains of aunts, godmothers, and grandmothers, for

some generations past. One of the neighbours whis-

pered me, that she was an old maid, and had the clear-

est reputation of any in the parish. There is nothing

strange in that, thought I ;
hut was much surpi ised

when I observed afterward, that she went toward the

lion with distrust and concern. The beast was lying

down ; but, upon sight of her, snuffed up his nose two
or three times, and then, giviug the sign of death, pro-

ceeded instantly to execution. In the midst of her

agonies, she was heard to name the words Italy and ar-

tifices with the utmost horror, and several repeated

execrations, and at last concluded, * Fool that i was.

to put so much confidence in the toughness of my skin !’

“ The keeper immediately set all in order again for

another customer, which happened to be a famous
prude, whom her parents, after long threatening* and
much persuasion, had, with the extremes! difficulty,

prevailed on to accept a young handsome goldsmith,

who might have pretended to five times her fortune.

The fathers and mothers in the neighbourhood used to

quote her for an example to their daughters; her elbows
were riveted to her sides, and her whole person so

ordered, as to inform everybody that she was afraid

they »houh! touch lier. She only dreaded to approach
j

the lion, because it was a he one, and abhorred to think

a male animal should presume to breathe on her. The
sight of a man ut twenty yards* distance made her draw
l«ck her head. She always sat upon the further corner

of the chair, although there were six chairs between her
and her lover, and with the door wide open, and her

little sister in the room. She was never saluted but
at the tip of the ear; and her father had much ado to

make her dine without heT gloves, w hen there was a
man at table. Slie entered the den with some tear,

which we took to proceed from the height of her
modesty, offended at the sight of so many men in the

gallery. The lion, beholding her at a distance, im-
mediately gave the deadly sign, at which the poor
creature (methinks I see her still!) miscarried in a
fright before us all. The lion seemed to he as much
surprised as we, and gave her time to make her confes-

sion; ‘ That she was five months gone by the foreman
of her father's shop; and that this was her third big

belly:' and when her friends asked, why she would
venture the trial 1 she said, her nurse told her, that a
lion w'ould never hurt a woman with child.” Upon
this I immediately awaked, and could not help wish-

ing that the deputy censors of my late institution

were endued with the same instinct os these parish

lions.

No. 20.

Inactions diitirbse fl.ieliter art**

Emollit mores. Ovid.

TUESDAY, MARCH 6
,
1710-11.

From my own Apartment in Channel-row, March 5.

Those inferior duties of life, which the French call

let petitet morales, or the smaller morals, are, with us,

distinguished by the name of good manners, or breed-

ing. This I look upon, in the general notion of it,

to lie a sort of artificial good sense, adapted to the

meanest cajiacities, and introduced to make mankind
easy in their commerce with each other. Low and
little understandings, without some rules of this kind,

would he perjetually wandering into a thousand inde-

cencies and u regularities in behaviour; and in their

orti inary conversation, fall into the same boisterous

familiarities that one observes among them when a
debauch lias quite taken away the use of their reason.

In other instances it is odd to consider, that, for want
of common discretion, the very end of good breeding is

wholly perverted : and civility, intended to make us

easy, is employed in laying chains and fetters upon us,

in debarring us of our wishes, and in crossing our most
reasonable desires and inclinations. This abuse reigns

chiefly in the country, as 1 found, to my vexation, when
I was last there, in a visit 1 made to a neighbour about
two miles from my cousin. As soon as 1 entered the

parlour, they put me into the great chair tliat stood

close by a huge fire, and kept me there by force, until

I was almost stifled. Then a U'y came iua great huuy
to pull off my boots, which 1 in vain op|to8cd, urging

that 1 must return soon after dinner. In the mean time,

the good lady whispered her eldest daughter, and
slipped a key into her hand; the girl returned in-

stantly with a U*er glass half full of aqua mirabi/is and
syrup of gillyflowers. I took as much as 1 had a mind
for, hut madam avowed that I should drink it off; for

she was sure it would do me good after coming out of

the cold uir
;
and I was forced to olwy, which abso-

lutely took away my stomach. When dinner cams
in, ! had a mind to sit at a distance from the fire

;
hut

they told me it was ns much as my life was worth, and

set me with my back against it. Although my appetite

was quite gone, 1 was resolved to force down as much
a« I could, anil desired the leg of a pullet. “ Indeed

Mr. Bickrrstnff (says the lady), you must eat a wing
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to oblige mp; ’ and no put a couple upon my plate. I

was persecuted at this rate during the whole meal
;
as

often as I called for small-l>eer, the master tipjied the

wink, and the servant brought me a brimmer of Octo-

ber. Some time after dinner, I ordered my cousin’s

man, who came with me, to get ready the horses; but

it was resolved 1 should not stir that night; and when
I seemed pretty much lient ujkju going, they ordered

the stable door to be locked, and the children hid my
cloak and boots. The next question was. What would
I have forsupjicr? I said, I never eat anything at

night : but was at last, in my own defence, obliged to

name the first thing that came into my head. After

three hours spent chiefly in apologies for my entertain-

ment, insinuating to me, “ That this was the worst time

of the year for provisions
;
that they were at a great

distance from any market
; that they were afraid I

should be starved
;
and that they knew they kept me

t » my loss the lady weut, and left me to her hus-

band
; for they took special care I should never be

alone. As soon as her back was turned, the little misses

ran backward and forward every moment, and con-
stantly as they came in, or went out, made a curtsey

directly at me, which, in good manners, 1 was forced

to return with a bow, and u Your bumble servant,

pretty miss.*' Exactly at eight the mother came up,

and discovered, by the redness of her face, that supper
was not far off. It was twice as large as the dinner,

and my |)ersecution doubled in proportion. 1 desired,

at my usual hour, to go to my repo**, and was con-

ducted to my chamber by the gentleman, his lady,

and the whole train of children. They importuned
me to driuk something before 1 went to bed ; and,
upon my refusing, left at last a bottle of stingo, as they

called it, for fear I should wake, and be thirsty in the

uight. 1 was forced in the morning to rise and dress

myself in the dark, because they would not suffeT my
kinsman's servant to disturb me at the hour I desired

to be called. I was now resolved to break through all

measures to get away
;
and, after sitting down to a

monstrous breakfast of cold beef, mutton, neat’s tongues,

venison-pasty, and stale beer, took leave of the family.

Rut the gentleman would needs see me part of the way,
and carry me a short cut through his own ground,
which he told me would save half a mile’s riding. This
lad piece of civility had like to have cost me dear,

being once or twice in danger of my neck, by leaping
oyer bis ditches, and at last forced to alight in the
dirt, when my horse, having slipped his bridle, rail

away, and took us up more than au hour to recover
him again.

It is evident that none of the absurdities I met with
in this visit proceeded from an ill iutention, but from
a wrong judgment of complaisance, and a misapplica-
tion in the rules of it. I cannot so easily excuse the

more refined critics upon behaviour, who, having pro-
fessed no other study, are yet infinitely defective in the
most material parts of it. Ned Fashion lias been bred
all bis life about court, and understands to a tittle all

the punctilios of a drawing-room. Ha visits most of
die fine women near St. James's, and, upon every oc-
casion, says the civilest and softest things to them of
any breathing. To M. Le Sack* he owes an easy
slide in his bow, ami a graceful manner of coming inti)

a room : but, in some other cases, he is very far from
being a well-bred person. He laughs at men of far

superior understanding to his own, for not being as

well dressed as himself ; despises all his acquaintance
who ore not of quality, and in public {daces has, on
that account, often avoided taking notice of some among
the best speakers of the house of commons. He rails

strenuously at both universities before the members of
either; and is never beard to swear an oath, and break

* A famous dnneing master.

in upon religion and morality, except in the company
of divines. On the other hand, a man of tight sense

lias all the essentials of good breeding, although he may
be wanting in the forms of it. Horatio has spent moil
of his time at Oxford : he has a great deal of learning,

an agreeable wit, and as much modesty as may serve

to adorn, without concealing, bis other good qualities.

In tliat retired way of living, he seems to have formed
a notion of human nature, as he lias found it described

in the writings of the greatest men, not as he is likely

to meet with it iu the coromou course of life. Hence
it is that he gives no offence, but converses with great

deference, candour, and humanity. His bow, I must
confess, is somewhat awkward

;
but then be has an ex-

tensive, universal, and unaffected knowledge, which
may, perhaps, a little excuse him. He would make
no extraordinary figure at a hall

;
but I can assure the

ladies, in his behalf, and for their own consolation,

that he lias writ better verses on the sex than any man
now living, and is preparing such a poem for the press

as will transmit their praises and his own to many
generations.

0 LyckU. viri pervenimui, advena nostri
(Quod nuDqaam veriti sumua) ut poaaenor aet-lli

Diccrrt, IIa?c met *uut, veteres migrate colon!.—Viao.

No. 24.*

THURSDAY, MARCH 15, 1710-11.

Prom my own Apartment in Channel-row, March 14.

The dignity and distinction of men of wit is seldom
enough considered, either by themselves or others;

their own liehaviour, and the usage they meet with
being generally very much of a piece. 1 have at this

time in my hands an alphabetical list of the beaux
eiprits about this town, four or five of whom have
made the proper use of their geuius, by gaining the

esteem of the best and greatest men, and by turning
it to their own advautuge in some establishment of
their fortunes, however unequal to their merit; others,

satisfying themselves with the honour of having access

to great tables, and of being subject to the call of every
man of quality, who, upon occasion, wants one to say
witty things for the diversion of the company. This
treatment never moves my indignation so much as
when it is practised by a person who, though he owes
his own rise purely to the reputation of his parts, yet
appears to lx* as much ashamed of it as a rich city

knight to be denominated from the trade he was first

apprenticed to; and affects the air of a man bom to

his titles, and consequently above the character of a
wit or a scholar. If those who possess great endow-
ments of the mind would set a just value upon them-
selves, they would think no man’s acquaintance what-
soever a condescension, nor nccept it from the greatest

upon unworthy or ignominious tenns. I know a
certain lord that has often invited a set of people, and
proposed for their diversion a buffoon player, and an
eminent poet, to be of the party

;
and which was yet

worse, thought them both sufficiently recompensed by
the dinner and the honour of his company. This
kiud of insolence is risen to such a height, that I myself
was the other day sent to by a man with a title, whom
I had never seen, desiring the favour that I should
dine with him, and half a dozen of his select friends.

I found afterward, the footman had told my maid
below stairs, that my lord, having a mind to be merry,
had resolved, right or wrong, to send for honest Isaac.

I was sufficiently provoked with the message
;
however

I gave the fellow no other answer tlian that “ I be-
lieved lie had mistaken the person : for I did not

* " Little Harrison mm* to me. and begird me to dirtate a

papn to him, which I was forced in charity to do Journal
to Stella, March 14. 1710 11.

Voi.. (1
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remember that hi* lord had ever been introduced to

me.” 1 have reason to apprehend that this ahuae tiai

been owing rather to a meanness of spirit in men of

parts than to the natural pride or ignorance of their

patrons. Young students, coming up to town from
the places of their education, are dazzled with the

grandeur they everywhere meet; and, making too

nmch haste to distinguish their parts, instead of wait-

ing to l>e desired and caressed, are ready to pay their

court at any rate to a great man. whose name they

have seen in a public paper, or the frontispiece of

a dedication. It has not always been thus ;
wit in

jM.lite ages has ever begot either esteem or fear: the

hopes of being celebrated, or the dread of being stig-

matized, procured a universal respect and awe for the

persons of such as were allowed to have the power
of distributing fame or infamy where they pleased.

Aretine had all the princes of Europe his tributaries :•

and when any of them had committed a folly that

laid tliera open to his censure, they were forced by
some present extraordinary to compound for his silence

;

of which there is a famous instance on record. When
Charles Yr

. had miscarried in his African expedition,

which was looked upon as the weakest undertaking
of that great emperor, he sent Aretine a gold chain,

who made some difficulty of accepting it, saying,

“It was too small a present, in all reason, for so great

a folly.” For my own part, in this point 1 differ from
him ; and never could be prevailed upon, by any
valuable consideration, to conceal a fault or a folly,

since I tirr. took the censorship upon me.

No. 28>
Moiic remit animw : wmpenpi*. prior* rrlieta
Srdo, limit domihu* viriint habiUutqac reevptw.
Ipte ego (nam mem ini 1 Trojan i tempore belli
1‘antkoidM Kuphortui* enun ——Ovid. Met.

SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 1710-11.

Frvim my own Apartment. March tS.
Mr other correspondents will excuse me if 1 give the
precedency to a lady, w hose letter, among many more,
is just come to hand.

“ D*4« Isaac,— I bum with Impatience to know what and who
you are. Tlie curiosity of my whole sex is fallen upon me and
has kept tne waking these three night*. I have dreamed often
of you within this fortnight, and every time von appeared in a
different form. A* you ralje my repose, tell roe in which of
them 1 am to be Sylvia, your admirer.”

It is natural for a man who receives a favour of this
kind from au unknown fair, to frame immediately some
idea of Iter person, which being suited to the opinion
we have of our own merit, is commonly as beautiful
and perfect as the most lavish imagination can furnish
out. Strongly possessed with these notions, 1 have
read over Sylvia’s billet; and notwithstanding the
reserve 1 have had upon this matter, am resolved to go
a much greater length than I yet ever did, in making
myself kuown to the world, and in particular to my
charming correspondent In order to it I must pre-
mise, that the person produced as mine in the play-
nouse last wilder did in nowise appertain to me. It
was such a one, however, os agreed well with the im-
pression my w ritings had made, and served the purpose
I intended it fi.r; which was to continue the awe and
reverence due to the character I was vesled with, and
at the same time to let my enemies see how nmch I

was the delight and favourite of this town. This in-
o.icent imposture, which I have all along taken care
to carry on, as it then was of some use, has since beeu

• Thste it a letter of Ills extint, iu which h*‘ makm hi* bout
t*»*i lie h.id laid the Soph! of Penua muter coutntwtiim.
' This paner would wm to be the production of Harrison.

• lb emu* hinu from Swift. There is no doubt that he also
tu'uidied hiute for man) others, both to Steele and ilftttlaou.

of regular service to me, and, by being mentioned in

one of my jwpert, effectually recovered my egoity out
of the hands of some gentlemen who endeavoured to

wrest it from me. This is saying, in short, what 1 am
not : what J am, and have beeu for many years, is

next to be explained. Here it will not be improper to

remind Sylvia, that there was formerly such a philo-

sopher as Pythagoras, who, among other doctrines,

taught the transmigration of souls
; which if she siu-

cerely believes, she will not be much startled at the

following relation.

1 will not trouble her nor my other readers with
the particulars of all the lives I have successively

passed through since my first entrance into mortal
being, which is now many centuries ago. It is enough
that I have in every one of them opposed myself with
the utmost resolution to the follies and vices of the
sereral ages 1 have lieen acquainted with

;
that I liave

often rallied the world into good manners, and kept
the greatest princes in awe of my satire. There is one
circumstance which I shall not omit, though it may
seem to reflect on my character

;
I mean that infinite

love of change which ha* ever appeared in the disposal

ofmy existence. Since the days of the Emperor Trajan,
I have not been confined to the same person for twenty
years together; but have passed from one abode to

another much quicker than the Pythagorean system
generally allows. By this means I have seldom had
a body to myself, but have lodged up and down
wherever I found a genius suitable to my own. In
this manner I continued some time with the top wit
of France; at another with that of Italy, who had a
statue erected to his memory in Rome. Toward I be
end of the seventeenth century I set out for England

;

but the gentleman I came over in dying as soon as lie

got on shore, I was obliged to look out again for a
new habitation. It was not long before I met with
one to my mind; for, having mixed myself invisibly

with the literati of this kingdom, I found it was
unanimously agreed among them, That nobody was
endued with greater talents than Hiereus [Swift], or
consequently would be better pleased with my com-
pany. J slipped down his throat one night as he was
fast asleep; and the next morning, as soon as he
awaked, he fell to writing a treatise that was received
with great applause, though he had the modesty uot to
set his name to that nor to any other of our productions.
Some time after, he published a paper of predictions,
which were translated into several languages, and
alarmed some of the greatest princes iu Europe. 1 o
these he prefixed the name of Isaac liickerataff, esq.,
which I have been extremely fond of ever since, and
have taken care that most of the writings I have been
concerned in should be distinguished by it ; though
I must observe, that there have been many counterfeits
imposed upon the public by this means. This extra-
ordinary man being called out of the kingdom by
affairs of his own, I resolved, however, to contiuue
somewhat longer in a country where my works had
beeu so well received, and accordingly bestowed
myself with Hilariu, [Mr Steele.] His uatural wit,
bis lively turn of humour, and great

]
tenet rat ion into

humau nature, easily determined me to this choice,
the effects of which were soon after produced in this
im|jer, called the Tatler. I know not how it happened,
but in less than two years' time Hiiario grew weary
of my company, and gave me warning to be gone.
In the height of my resentment, I cast my eyes
on a young fellow, [Mr. Harrison,] of no extra-
ordinary qualifications, whom for that very reason I

had the more pride iu taking under my direction, and
enabling him by some means or other to carry on the
work I was before engaged in. Lest be should grow
too vain upon (his encouragement, 1 to this day keep
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him under due mortification. I seldom reside with

him when any of his friends are at leisure to receive

me, by whose hands, however, he is duly supplied.

As I have passed through many scenes of life, and a

long series of years, I choose to be considered in the

character of an old fellow, and take care that those

under my influence should speak consonantly to it

This account I presume, will give no small consola-

tion to Sylvia, who may rest assured that Isaac

fiickerstaff is to be seen in more forms than she dreamt
of; out of which variety she may choose what is most

agreeable to her fancy. On Tuesdays, he is some-

times a black, proper young gentleman, with a mole
on his left cheek, [Swift]. On Thursdays, a decent

well-looking man, of a middle stature, long flaxen

hair, and a florid complexion, [Mr. Henley], On
Saturdays, he is somewhat of the shortest, and may be

known from others of that size by talking in a low

voice, and passing through the street without much
precipitation, [Harrison].

THE SPECTATOR,
No. 50.

FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 1711.

Nunqnam allud nnliirx, uliud sapient'* dixit.

Jcv. Sal. Rftv. 8*1.

Good sense aud nature always speak the same.

When the fuur Indian kings were in this country
about a twelvemonth ago, I often mixed with the

rabble, and followed them a whole day together, being

wonderfully struck with the sight of everything that is

new or uncommon. I have, since their departure,

employed a friend to make many inquiries of their

landlord the upholsterer, relating to their manners and
conversation, as also concerning the remarks which
they made in this country; for, next to forming a

right notion of such strangers, 1 should be desirous of

learning whnt ideas they have conceived of us.

The upholsterer, finding my friend very inquisitive

about these his lodgers, brought him some time since

a little bundle of papers, which he assured him were

written by king Sa Ga Yean Qua Rash Tow, and, as

he supposes, left behind him by some mistake. These
papers are now translated, and contain abundance of

very odd observations, which I find this little fraternity

of kings made during their stay in the isle of Great
Britaiu. I shall present my reader with a short speci-

men of them in this paper, and may perhaps commu-
nicate more to him hereafter. In the article of London
are the following words, which, without doubt, are

meant of the church of St. Paul :

—

On the most rising part of the town there stands a
huge house, big enough to contain the whole nation of
which I am king. ()ur good brother E Tow O Koarn,
king of the Rivers, is of opinion it was made by the

hands of that great God to whom it is consecrated.

The kings of Granajah and of the Six Nations believe

that it was created with the earth, and produced on
die same day with the sun and moon. But for my
own port, by the best information that I could get of
this matter, 1 am apt to think that this prodigious pile

was fashioned into the shape it now hears by several

tools and instruments, of which they have a wonderful
variety in this country. It was probably at first a
huge misshapen rock that grew upon the top of the

hill, which the natives of the country (after having
cut it into a kind of regular figure), bored and hollowed
with incredible paint and industry, till they had wrought
it into all those beautiful vaults and caverns into which
it is divided at this day. As soon as this rock was
thus curiously scooped to their liking, a prodigious

number of hands must have been employed in chipping
the outside of it. which is now as smooth as the surface
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of a pebble
;
and is in severul places hewn out into

pillars, that stand like the trunks of so many trees

bound about the top with garlands of leaves. It is

probable that when this great work was begun, which
must have been many hundred yeare ago, there was
some religion among this people; for they give it the

name of a temple, and have a tradition that it was
designed for men to pay their devotion in. And
indeed there are several reasons which make us think
that the natives of this country had formerly among
them some sort of worship

;
for they set apart every

seventh day as sacred
;
but, upon my going into one

of these holy houses on that day, I could not observe

any circumstances of devotion in their behaviou*.

There was indeed a man in black, who was mounted
above the rest, and seemed to utter something with a
great deal of vehemence

; but as for those underneath
him, instead of paying their worship to the deity of the

place, they were most of them bowing and curtseying

to one another, and a considerable number of them
fast asleep.

“The queen of the country appointed two men to

attend us, that had enough of our language to make
themselves understood in some few particulars. But
we soon perceived these two were great enemies to one
another, and did not always agree in the same story.

We could make shift to gather out of one of them,
that this island was very much infested with a
monstrous kind of animals, in the shape of men, called

Wbigs; aud he often told us that he hoped we should
meet with none of them in our way, for that, if we
did, they would be apt to knock us down for being kings.

“ Our other interpreter used to talk very much of a
kind of animal called a Tory, that was as great a

monster as the Whig, and would treat us ill for being

foreigners. These two creatures, it seems, are bom
with a secret antipathy to one another, and engage
when they meet as naturally as the elephant and the

rhinoceros. But as we saw none of either of these species,

we are apt to think that our guides deceived us with
misrepresentations and fictions, and amused us with

an account of such monsters as are not really in their

country. These particulars we made a shift to pick
out from the discourse of our interpreters; which we
put together as well as we could, being able to uuder-
staud but here and there a word of what they said, and
afterwards making up the meaning of it among our-

selves. The men of the country are very cunning and
ingenious in handicraft works, but withal so very idle,

that we often saw young lusty raw-boned fellows

carried up and down the streets in little covered rooms
by a couple of porters, who are hired for that service.

Their drea is likewise very harbarous; for they almost

strangle themselves about the neck, and bind their

bodies with many ligatures, that we are apt to think

are the occasion of several distempers among them,

which our country is entirely free from. Instead of

those beautiful feathers with which we adorn our heads,

they often buy up a monstrous bush of hair, which
covers their heads, and falls down in a large fleece

below the middle of their hacks
; with which they

walk up and down the streets, and are as proud of it

as if it was of their own growth.
“ We were invited to one of their public diversions,

where we hoped. to have seen the jfreat men of their

country running down a stag, or pitching a bar, that

we might have discovered who were the persons of the

greatest abilities among them ; but, instead of that,

they conveyed us into a huge room lighted up with

abundance of caudles, where this lazy people sat si ill

above three liours, to see several teats Of ingenuity per-

formed by others, who it seems were paid for it.

“ As for the women of the country, not being ahla

to talk with them, we could only make our remoiks

t 2
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u|K>n them ftt a distance. They let the hair of their

heads grow to a great length : but as the men make a
great show with heads of hair that are none of tbeir

own, the women, who they say have very tine heads of

hair, tie it up in a knot and cover it from being seen.

The women look like angels; and would be more beau-
tiful than the sun were it not for little black spots that

are apt to break out in their faces, and sometimes rise

in very odd figures. 1 have observed that those little

blemishes wear off very soon
;
but when they disappear

in one part of the face they are very apt to break out
in another, insomuch that 1 have seen a spot upon the

forehead iu the afternoon, which was upon the chin in

the morning.**

The author then proceeds to show the absurdity of

breeches and petticoats; with mauy other curious

observations, which 1 shall reserve for another occa-

sion. 1 cannot however conclude this paper without

taking notice that, amidst these wild remarks, there

now and then ap]iears something very reasonable. 1

cannot likewise forbear observing, that wc are all

guilty, in some measure, of the same narrow way of
thiuking which we meet with in this abstract of the

Indian journal, when we fancy the customs, dresses,

and manners of other countries are ridiculous and
extravagant, if they do not resemble those of our own.

In the Spectator, No. 575, August 2, 1714, the

following article was proposed by Dr. Swift :

—

“The following question is started by one of the

schoolmen : Supposing the body of the earth were a

great lsa.ll or mass of the finest sand, and tliat a single

grain or particle of this sand should be annihilated

every thousand years. Supposing then that you luul

it in your choice to l«e happy all the while this pro-

digious mars of sand was consuming by this slow

method, until there was not a grain of it left, on con-

dition you were to be miserable for ever after
; or

supposing that you might be happy for ever after, on
condition you would l»e miserable until the whole mass

of sand were thus annihilated at the rate of one sand

iu a thousand years ;
which of these two cases would

you make your choice?"

THE GUARDIAN,
No. 96.

AN ESSAY ON NATIONAL REWARDS;
BEINO A PROPOSAL FOR BESTOWING THEM ON A PLAN

MORE DURABLE AND RESPECTABLE.

Cuncti adaint. taeritvque expectent prrmia palm® —Vino.

There is no maxim in politics more indisputable than

that a nation should have many honours to reserve for

those who do national services. This raises emulation,

cherishes public merit, and inspires every one with an
ambitiou which promotes the good of his country. The
•ess expensive these honours are to the public, the more
still do they turn to its advantage.

The Homans abounded with tliese little honorary

rewards, that, without conferring wealth and riches,

gave ouly place and distinction to the person who re-

ceived them. An oaken garland, to l>e worn on festivals

and public ceremonies, was the glorious recompense
of one who bad covered a citizen in battle. A soldier

would not only veuture bis life for a mural crown, but

think the most hazardous enterprise sufficiently repaid

by so noble a donation.

But among all honorary rewards which are neither

dangerous nor detrimental to the donor, I remember
none so remarkable as the titles which are bestowed by
the emperor of China. “ These are never given to any
subject," says Monsieur Le Comte, “ till the subject is

dead. If he has pleased his emperor to the last, he is

called iu all public memorials by the title which the

emperor confers on him after his death, and his children

Like their ranks accordingly." This keeps the ambitious
subject iu a perpetual dependence, making him always
vigilant and active, and m everything conformable to

the will of his sovereign.

There are no honorary rewards among us which are

more esteemed by the )>erson* who receive them, and
are cheajier to the prince, than the giving of medals.
Hut there is something in the modem manner of cele-

brating a great action in medals, which makes such a
reward much leas valuable thau it was among the

Romans. There is generally hut one coin stamped
upon the occasion, which is made a present to the

person who is celebrated on it. By this means the

whole fame is in bis own custody. The applause that

is bestowed upon him is too much limited and confined.

He is in possession of an honourwhich the world perhaps
knows uotliiug of. He may be a great inau in nil own
family

; his wife and children may see the monument
of au exploit which the public in a little time is a
stranger to. The Homans took a quite different method
in this particular. Their medals were their current

money. When an action deserved to l»c recorded ou
a coin, it was stamped perhaps upon 100.000 pieces of

money, like our shillings or halfpence, which were
issued out of the mint, and became current. This
method published every noble action to advantage,
and in a short space of time spread through the whole
Konjan empire. The Homans were so careful to pre-

serve the memory of gTeat events upon their coins,

that when any particular piece of money grew very

scarce, it was often re-coined by a succeeding emperor
many years after the death of tlie emperor to whose
honour it was first struck.

A friend of mine drew up a project of this kind
during the late ministry, which would then have been
put in execution, had it not been too busy a time lor

thoughts of that nature. As this project has been very
much talked of by the gentleman above mentioned L»

men of the greatest genius as well as quality, 1 am
informed there is now a design on foot for executing
the proposal which was then made, and that we shall

have several farthings and halfpence charged on the
reverse with many of the glorious particulars of her
majesty's reign. This is one of those arts of peace
which may very well deserve to be cultivated, and which
may be of great use to posterity.

As I have in my possession the copy of the paper
above mentioned which was delivered to the late

lord treasurer [carl of Godolphin], 1 shall here give
the public a sight of it; for I do not question but that
the curious part of my readers will be very well
pleased to see so much matter, and so many useful
hints upuu this subject, laid together iu so clear and
concise a manner :

—

“The English have not been so careful ns other
polite nations to preserve the memory of their great
actions an<J events on medals. Their subjects are few,
their mottoes and devices mean, and the coins them-
selves uot numerous enough to spread among tiie

people, or descend to posterity.

“ The French have outdone us in these particulars,

and, by the establishment of a society for the inven-
tion of proper inscriptions and designs, have the whole
history of their present king in a regular series of
medals.
“ They have failed, as well as the English, in coin-

ing to small a number of each kind, and those of such
costly metals, that each species may be lost in a few
ages, and is at present nowhere to be met with but in

the cabinets of fne curious.
M The ancient Romans took the only effectual method

to disperse and preserve their medals, by making them
their current money.
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" Kverthing glorious or useful, as well in peace as

war, gave occasion to a different coin. Not only an
expedition, victory, or triumph, but the exercise of a

solemn devotion, die remission of a duty or tax, a near

temple, sea port, or highway, were transmitted to pos-

terity after this manner.
“ The greatest variety of devices are on their copper

money, which hare most of the designs that ore to be

met with on the gold and silver, and several peculiar to

that metal only. By this means they were dispersed

into the remotest corners of the empire, came into the

possession of the poor as well as the rich, and were in

no danger of perishing in the hands of those that might
have melted down coins of a more valuable metal.

** Add to all this, that the designs were invented by
men of genius, and executed by a decree of the senate.

“ It is therefore proposed :

—

“ 1. That the English farthiugs and halfpence be
recoined upon the union of the two nations.

“ 2. That they bear devices and inscriptions allud-

ing to all the most remarkable parts of her majesty's

reign.
“ 3. That there he a society established for the find-

ing out of proper subjects, inscriptions, and devices.
“ That no subject, inscription, or device, be stamped

without the approbation of this society ; nor, if it he

thought proper, without the authority of the privy-

council.
“ By this means medals, that arc at present only a

dead treasure, or mere curiosities, will be of use in

the ordiuary commerce of life, and at the same time
perpetuate the glories of her majesty's reign, reward the

labours of her greatest subjects, keep alive in the

people a gratitude for public services, and excite the

emulation of posterity. To these generous purposes
nothing can so much contribute as medals of this Kind,

which are of undoubted authority, of necessary use

and observation, not perishable by time, nor confined

to any certain place; properties not to he found in

books, statue*, pictures, buildings, or any other monu-
ments of illustrious actions.”

v THE INTELLIGENCER,
No. 1.

This periodical paper was pnhlishod at Dnhllo. hy Sheridan,
willi the a-ci.t.mce of his illustrious friend, and
was extended to twenty numbers.

It may be said, without offence toother cities of much
greutrr consequence to the world, that our town of
Dublin does not want its due proportion of folly and
vice, both native and imported

; ami as to those im-
ported, we have the advantage to receive them last, and
consequently, after our happy manner, to improve and
refine upon them.

But because there are many effects of folly and vice
among us, whereofsome are general, others confined to
smaller numbers, and others again perhaps to a few
individuals, there is a society lately established, who,
at great expense, have erected an office of intelligence’
from which they are to receive weekly information of
all important events and singularities which this
famous metropolis can furnish. Strict injunctions are
given to have the truest information, in order to which
certain qualified persons are employed to attend upon
duty in their several ]H»ts; some at the playhouse,
others in churches ; some at halls, assemblies, coffee-
houses, and meetings for quadrille

; some at the several
courts of justice, both spiritual and temporal

; some at
the College, some upon my lord mayor and aldermenm their public affairs; lastly, some to converse with
favourite chambermaids, and to frequent those alehouses
and brandyshops where the footmen of great families

meet in a morning; only the barraocs and parliament-
house are excepted

;
because we have yet found no

enfana perdu

a

bold enough to venture their persons at

either. Out of these and some other storehouses, we
hope to gather materials euough to iuform, or divert,

or correct, or vex the town.
But as facts, passages, and adventures of all kinds

are likely to have the greatest share in our |>aper,

whereof we cannot always answer for the truth ; due
care shall be taken to have them applied to feigned
mimes, whereby all just offence will be removed ; for

if none he guilty, none will have cause to blush or he
angry

;
if otherwise, then the guilty person is safe for

the future upon his present amendment, and safe for

the nreseut from all but his owu conscience.

There is another resolution taken among us, which I

fear will give a greater and more general discontent,

and is of so singular a nature that I have hardly con-
fidence enough to mention it, although it be absolutely
necessary by way of apology fur so bold and unpopular
an attempt. But so it is, that we have taken a deaiv*-

rate counsel, to produce into the world every distin-

guished action either of justice, prudence, generosity,
charity, friendship, or public spirit, which comes well
attested to us. And although we shall neither here be
so dariug as to assign names, yet we shall hardly for-

bear to give some hints thiU perhaps, to the great dis-

pleasure of such deserving persons, may endanger a
discovery. For we think that even virtue itself shouli
submit to such a mortification, as by its visibility ana
example will render it more useful to the world.
But, however, the readers of these papers need not be
in pain of being overcharged with so dull and ungrate-
ful a subject. And yet who knows but such an occa-
sion may be offered to us once in a year or two, after

we have settled a correspondence round the kingdom.
But, after all our boost of materials sent us by our

several emissaries, we may probably soon fall short, if

the town will not he pleased to lend us further assistance

toward entertaining itself. The world best knows its

own faults and virtues, and whatever is sent shall be
faithfully returned back, only a little embellished
according to the custom of authors. We do therefore

demand and expect continual advertisements in great
numbers to he sent to the priuter of this paper, who has
employed a judicious secretary to collect such as may
be most useful for the public.

And although we do not intend to expose our owu
persons by mentioning names, yet we are so far from
requiring the same caution in our correspondents, that,

on the contrary, we expressly charge and command
them, in all the facts they send us, to set down the
names, titles, and places of abode, at length

;
together

with a very particular description of the persons, dresses,

dispositions, of the several lords, ladies, 'squires, madams,
lawyers, gamesters, toupees, sot*, wits, rakes, and in-

formers, whom they shall have occasion to mention

;

otherwise it will not be possible for us to adjust our
style to the different qualities and capacities of the
|>ersoiis concerned, and treat them with the respect or
familiarity that may be due to their statious and
characters, which we are determined to observe with
the utmost strictness, that iioue may hare cause to
complain.

No. 3

—7— Ipse per names
Ibit pent-mu*. rt turbum reUdet iu nnara.

The players having now almost done with the comedy
called the Beggars Opera for the season; it may be no
unpleasant speculation, to reflect a little uion this dra-
matic piece, so singular iu the subject and manner, to
much an original, and which lias frequently given f«
very agreeable an entertainment.
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Although an evil taste be very apt to prevail, both
here and in London

;
yet there is a point which, who-

ever can rightly touch, will never fail of pleasing a very
great majority; so great that the disliken out of dul*

ness or affectation will be silent, and forced to fall in

with the herd : the point 1 mean is, what we call

humour
;
which in its perfection, is allowed to be much

preferable to wit, if it be not rather the most useful

and agreeable species of it.

I agree with sir William Temple, that the word is

peculiar to our English tongue
;
but 1 differ from him

in the opinion, that the thing itself is peculiar to the

English nation, because the contrary may be found in

many Spanish, Italian, and French productions; and
particularly, whoever has a taste for true humour, will

nud a hundred instances of it in those volumes printed

in France under the name of Le Theatre Italien ; to

say nothing of Rabelais, Cervantes, and many others.

Now I take the comedy, or farce, (or whatever name
the critics will allow it,) called the Beggars’ Opera, to

excel in this article of humour; and upon that merit

to have met with such prodigious succeM, both here

and in England.

As to poetry, eloquence, and music, which are said to

have most power over the minds of men
; it is certain

that very few have a taste or judgment of the excel-

lences of the two former
;
and if a man succeed in either,

it is upon the authority of those few judges, that lend

their taste to the bulk of readers, who have none of

their own. 1 am told there are as few good judges in

music
;
and that among those who crowd the operas,

nine in ten got hither merely out of curiosity, fashion,

or affectation.

But a taste for humour is in some manner fixed to

the very nature of man, anti generally obvious to the

vulgar
;
except upon subjects too refined and superior

to their understanding.

And, as this taste of humour is purely natural, so is

humour itself
;
neither is it a talent confined to men of

wit or learning
;
for we observe it sometimes among

common servants, and the meanest of the people, while

the very owners are often ignorant ofthe gift they possess.

1 know very well, that this happy talent is contempt-

ibly treated by critics, under the name of low humour,
or low comedy ; but I know likewise that the Spaniards

and Italians, who are allowed to have the most wit of

any nations in Europe, do most excel in it, and do most
esteem it.

By what disposition of the mind, what influence of

the stars, or what situation of the climate, this endow-
ment is bestowed upon mankind, may be a question fit

for philosophers to discuss. It is certainly the best in-

gredient toward that kind of satire which is most useful,

and gives the least offence; which, instead of lashing,

laughs men out of their follies and vices; and is the

character that gives Horace the preference to Juvenal.

And, although some things are too serious, solemn, or

sacred, to be turned into ridicule, yet the abuses of

them are certainly not; since it is allowed that cor-

ruptions in religion, politics, and law, may be proper

topics for this kind of sat ire.

There are two ends that men propose in writing sa-

tire; one of them less noble than the other, as regard-

ing nothing further than the private satisfaction and

pleasure of the writer; but without any view toward

personal malice : the other is a public spirit, prompting

men of genius and virtue to mend the world as for as

tliey are able. And as both these ends are innocent, so

the Utter is highly commendable. With regard to the

former, I demand, whether I have not as good a title to

laugh as men have to be ridiculous ;
and to expose vice,

as another has to be vicious. If I ridicule the follies and
corruptions of a court, a ministry, or a senate, are they

uot amply paid bv pensions, titles, and power, while I

expect and desire no other reward than that of langfa-

ing with a few friends in a corner f yet, if those who
take offence think me iu the wrong, 1 am ready to

change the scene with them whenever they please.

But, if my design be to make mankind better, then

I think it is my duty ; at least I am sure it is the in-

terest v>f those very courts and ministers, whose follies

or vices 1 ridicule, to reward me for my good intention

;

for if it be reckoned a high point of wisdom to get the

laughers on our side, it is much more easy, as well as

wise, to get those on our side who can make millions

laugh when tliey please.

My reason for mentioning courts and ministers,

(whom 1 never thiuk on but with the most profound

veneration,) is, because an opinion obtains, that in the

Beggars' Ojwra there appears to be some reflection

upon courtiers and statesmen, whereof I am by no
means a judge.*

It is true, indeed, that Mr. Gay, the author of this

piece, has been somewhat singular in the course of his

fortunes; for it has happened, that after fourteen years

attending the court, with a large stock of real merit, a
modest and agreeable conversation, a hundred promises,

and five hundred friends, he has failed of preferment

;

and upon a very weighty reason. He lay under the

suspicion of having written a libel, or lampoon, against

a great minister [sir Robert Walpole] . It is true that

great minister was demonstratively convinced, and

publicly owned his conviction, that Mr. Gay was not

the author; but having loin under the suspicion, it

seemed very just that he should suffer the puuishmeut

;

because in this most reformed age, the virtues of a

prime-minister are no more to be suspected than tlie

chastity of Csesar's wife.

It must be allowed, that the Beggnrs’ Opera is not

the first of Mr. Gay s works, wherein he has been faulty

with regard to courtiers and statesmen. For, to omit
his other pieces, even in his fables, published within two
years past, and dedicated to the duke of Cumberland,
for which he was promised a reward, he has been

thought somewhat too bold upou the courtiers. And
although it he highly probable he meant only the

courtiers of former times, yet he acted unwarily, by
not considering that the malignity of some people

might misinterpret what he said to the disadvantage

of present persons and affairs.

But 1 have now done with Mr. Gay as a politician :

and shall consider him henceforward only as author of

the Beggars’ Opera, wherein he has, by a turn ofhumour
entirely new, placed vices of all kinds in the strongest

and most odious light; and thereby done eminent

service both to religion and morality. This appears

from the unparalleled success be has met with. All
ranks, parties, and denominations of men, either

crowding to see his opera, or reading it with delight

in their closets; even ministers of state, whom be is

thought to have most offended, (next to those whom
the actors represent,) appearing frequently at the theatre,

from a consciousness of their own innocence, and to

convince the world how unjust a parallel, malice, envy,

and disaffection to the government have made.

I am assured that several worthy clergymen in this

city went privately to see the Beggars' Opera repre-

sented : and that the fleering coxcombs in the pit

amused themselves with making discoveries, and spread-

ing the names of those gentlemen round the audience.

I shall not pretend to vindicate a clergyman who
would appear openly in his habit at the theatre, with

such a vicious crew as might probably stand round him,
at such comedies and profane tragedies as are often re-

presented. Besides, 1 know very well that persons of

• It is well known that the scene between Pearl iurn »wi
Lockit written inriuicuk of certain disputes among !>•« mi-
nisters of the day.
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their function are bound to avoid the appearance of

•vil, or of giving; cause of offence. Rut when the lords

chancellors, who are keepers of the king's conscience;

when the judges of the land, whose title is reverend

;

when ladies, who are bound by the rules of their sex to

the strictest decency, appear iu the theatre without cen-

sure ; I cannot understand why a young clergyman,
who comes concealed, out of curiosity to see an innocent

and moral play, should be so highly condemned ; nor

do I much approve the rigour of a great prelate, who
•aid, 4 ‘ he hoped none of his clergy were there.” 1 am
glad to hear there are no weightier objections against

that reverend body, planted in this city, and 1 wish

there never may. But I should be very sorry that any
of them should be so weak, as to imitate a court chap-

lain* in England, who preached against the Beggars'

Opera, which will probably do more good than a
thousand sermons of so stupid, so injudicious, and so

prostitute a divine.

In this happy performance of Mr. Gay's, all the

characters are just, and none of them carried beyond
nature, or hurdly beyond practice. It discovers the

whole system of that commonwealth, or that tmpertum
in imptrio of iniquity established among us, by which
neither our lives uor our properties ore secure, either in

the highways, or in public assemblies, or even in our
own houses. It shows the miserable lives, and the

constant fate, of those abandoned wretches : for how
little they sell their lives aud souls; betrayed by their

whores, their comrades, aud the receivers and pur-
chasers of those thefts and robberies. This comedy
contains likewise a satire, which, without inquiring
whether it affects the present age, may possibly be
useful in times to come

; 1 mean, where the author
takes the occasion of comparing the common robbers

of the public, aud their several stratagems of betraying,

undermining, and hanging each other, to the several

arts of the politicians in times of corruption.

This comedy likewise exposes, with great justice, that

unnatural taste for Italian music among us, which is

wholly unsuitable to our northern climate, and the ge-

nius of the people, whereby wc are overrun with Italian

effeminacy, nnd Italian nonsense. An old geutleman
said to me, that many years ago, when the practice of
au unnatural vice grew frequent iu London, and many
were prosecuted for it, he was sure it would be the
forerunner of Italian operas and siugers

;
and then we

should want nothing but stabhiug, or poisoning, to
make us perfect Italians.

Upon the whole, 1 deliver my judgment, that uothing
but servile attachment to a party, affectation of singu-
larity, lamentable d ul ness, mistaken real, or studied hy-
pocrisy, can have the least reasonable objection against
this excellent moral performance of the celebrated Mr.
Gay.

No. XIX.

[
vas uon VoLis vellerm fortis. ores.^

Not for yourselves, ye sheep, your fleeSoTgrow.

Having, on the 12th of October last, received a letter signed
Andrew Dealer anti I’air.ck Prnnyless, I believe the follow-
ing Paper, just come to my hands, will be a sufficient auswer
to it.

Couuty of Down. D*w. 9. 17**.
Sib— I am a country gentleman,aud a member of parlia-
ment, with an estate of about 1400/. a-year

;
which, as

a northern landlord, I receive from above two hundred
tenants : and my lands having been let near twenty
years ago, the rents, until very lately, were esteemed to

be not above half value
;

yet, by the intolerable scar-
city of silver, I lie under the greatest difficulties in re-

ceiving them, as well as paying my labourers, or buying
anything necessary for my family, from tradesmen who

• Dt. Thomas Herring, afterwards primate, then preacher at
Lincoln's lao.

are not able to be long out of their money. But the suf-

ferings of me, and those of ray rank, are trifles in com-
parison of wliat the meaner sort undergo ;

such as the

buyers and sellers at fairs and markets
;
the shopkeepers

in every town, and farmers in general
;
all those wlio

travel with fish, poultry, pedlery-ware, and other conve-

niences to sell : but more especially handicraftsmen,

who work for us bv the day
;
and common labourers,

whom I have already mentioned. Both these kinds of

people I am forced to employ, until their wages amount
to a double pistole, or a moidore, (for we hardly have

any gold of lower value left us,) to divide it among
themselves as they can : aud this is generally done at

an alehouse, or brandy shop; where, besides the cost

of getting druuk, (which is usually the case,) they must
pay tenpence, or a shilling, for clianging their piece

into silver, to some huckstering fellow, who follows

that trade. But, what is infinitely worse, those puur

men, for want of due payment, are forced to take up
their oatmeal, and other necessaries of life, at almost

double value ; and consequently are not able to dis-

charge half their score, especially under the scarceness

of corn for two years past, and the melancholy disap-

pointment of the present crop.

The causes of this, and a thousand other evils, are

clear and manifest to you and all thinking men, al-

though hidden from the vulgar : these indeed complain
of hard times, the dearth of coni, the waut of money,
the tiadness of seasons

;
that their goods tiear no price,

and the poor cannot find work ; but their weak reason-

ings never carry them to the hatred and contempt borne

us by oux neighbours aud brethren, without the least

grounds of provocation
;
who rejoice at our sufferings,

although sometimes to their own disadvantage. They
consider not the dead weight upon every beneficial

branch of our trade ; that half our revenues are annu-
ally sent to England

;
with many other grievances

peculiar to this unhappy kingdom, which keeps us ftoin

enjoying the common benefits of mankiud; as you and
some other lovers of their country have so often ob-
served, with such good inclinations, and so little effect

It is true indeeil, that under our circumstances in ge-
neral, this complaint fur the waut of silver may appear

as ridiculous, as for a man to be impatient about a cut

finger, when he is struck with the plague : and yet a
poor fellow going to the gallows, may be allowed to feel

the smart of wasps while he is upon Tyburn road. This
misfortune is so urging and vexatious in every kind of

small traffic, and so hourly pressing upon all persons in

the country whatsoever, that a hundred inconveniences,

of perhaps greater moment in themselves, have beeu
tamely submitted to, with far less disquietude and
murmur. And the case seems yet the harder, if it be
true, what many skilful men assert, that nothing is

mure easy thau a remedy
;
and, that the want of silver,

in proportion to the little gold remaining among us, is

altogether as unnecessary, os it is inconvenient A

S
ersou of distinction assured me very lately, that in

iscoursing with the lord-lieutenant [Lord Caiteretl

before his last return to England, his excellency said,
11 He had pressed the matter often, in proper time and
place, and to proper persons

;
and could not see any

difficulty of the least momeut, that could prevent us
from being made easy upon this article/’

Whoever carries to England twenty-seven English
shillings, and brings back one moidore of full weight, is

a gainer of ninepence Irish : in a guinea, the advantage
is threepence

; and twopence in a pistole. The bankers
who are generally masters of all our gold and silver, with
this advantage, have sent over as much of the latter

as came into their hands. The value of one thousand
tnoidores in silver would thus amount in clear profit to

37/. 10s. The shopkeepers, and other traders who go
to London to buy goods, followed the same practice

; l»y
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which we have been diiven to this insupportable dis-

tress.

To a common thinker, it would seem, that nothing

would be more easy than for the government to redress

this evil at any time they shall please. When the

value of guineas was lowered in England from 21s.

and 6d. to only 21s., the consequences to this kingdom
were obvit us, and manifest to u* all : and a §ol>er man
may he allowed at least to wonder, although he dare not

complain, why a new regulation of coin among us was
not then made

;
much more, why it has never been since.

It would surely require no very profound skill in

algebra to reduce the difference of ninfcpence in 30s.

or threepence in a guinea, to less than a farthing; and
so small a fraction could be no temptation either to

bonkers, to hazard their silver at sea, or tradesmen to

load themselves with it in their journeys to England. In

my humble opinion, it would be no unseasonable conde-

scension, if the government would graciously please to

signify to the poor loyal Protestant subjects of Ireland,

either that this miserable want of silver is not possibly

to be remedied in any degree by the nicest skill in arith-

metic : or else that it does not stand with the good plea-

sure of England to suffer any silver at all among us. lu
the former case, it would be madness to expect impos-

sibilities; and, in the other, we must submit : for lives

and fortunes are ulways at the mercy of the con-
queror.

The question has been often put in printed papers, by
tl»e drapier and others, or perhaps by the same writer

under different styles, why this kingdom should not
be permitted to have a mint of its own, for the coinage
of gold, silver, and copper; which is a power exercised

by many bisbojM, and every petty prince, in Germany?
,

But this question has never been answered; nor the

least application, that I have heard of, made to the crown
from hence for the grant of a public mint ; although it

stands upon record, that several cities and corporations

here, had the liberty of coining silver : I can see no
reasons, why we alone, of all nations, are thus re-

strained, but such as I dare not meution
;
only thus far

I may venture, that Ireland is the first imperial

kingdom since Nimrod, vblch ever wanted power to

coin their own money.
I know very well, that in England it is lawful for

any subject to petition either the prince or the parlia-

ment, provided it be done in a dutiful and regular

manner : but what is lawful for a subject of Ireland, I

profess I cannot determine : nor will undertake that the

printer shall not be prosecuted in a court of justice for

publishing my wishes, that a poor shopkeeper might be
able to change a guinea or a moidorc when a customer
comes for a crown's worth of goods. I have known less

crimes punished with the utmost severity, under the

title of disaffection. And I cannot but approve the

wisdom of the ancients, who, after Astrea had fled from
the earth, at least took care to provide three upright

judges for hell. Men’s ears among us are indeed grown
so nice, that whoever happens to think out of fashion,

in what relates to the welfare of this kingdom, dare not

so much as complain of the toothach, lest our weak
und busy dabblers in politics should be ready to swear
against him for disaffection.

There was a method practised by sir Ambrose
Crawley, the great dealer in iron works, which I wonder
the gentlemen of oar country, under this great exigence,

have not thought fit to imitate. In the several towns
aud villages where he dealt, and many miles round, he
gave notes instead of money, (from twopence to twenty
shillings,)which passed current in all shops aud markets,

as well as in houses where meat or drinlt was sold. I

see no reason, why the like practice may not be intro-

duced among us with some degree of success : or, at

least, may nut serve as a poor expedieut in this our

blessed age of paper; which, as it discharges all onr

greatest payments, may be equally useful in thesmallti,

and may just keep us alive, until an English act of

Parliament shall forbid it.

1 have been told, that among some of our poorest

American colonies upon the continent, the jieople en-

joy the liberty of cutting the little money among them
into halves and quarters, for the conveniences of small

traffic. How happy should we be in comparison of

our present condition, if the like privilege were granted

to us of employing the sheers for want of a mint,

upon our foreign gold, by clipping it into half-crowns,

and shillings, and even lower denominations; for beg-

gars must be content to live upon scraps; and it

would be our felicity, that these scraps could never

be exported to other countries while anything bettei

was left.

If neither of these projects will avail, I see nothing
left us but to truck and barter our goods, like the wild

Indians, with each other, or with our too powerful

neighbours; only with this disadvantage on our side,

that the Indians enjoy the product of their own laud;
whereas the better naif of ours is sent away, without so

much as a recompense in bugles or glass in return.

It must needs he a very comfortable circumstance

in the present juncture, that some thousand families

are gone, are going, or preparing to go from hence, and
settle themselves in America: the poorer sort for want
of work

; the farmers, whose beneficial bargains are

now become a rack-rent too hard to lie borne, and those

who have any ready money, or can purchase any ly

the sale of their goods or lease*, because they find their

fortunes hourly decaying, that their goods will hear no
price, and tliat few or none have any money to buy
the very necessaries of life, are hastening to follow

their deported neighbours. It is true, corn among us

carries a very high price ;
but it is for the same reason

tlmt rats and cats, and dead horses, have been often

bought for gold in a town besieged.

There is a prison of quality in my neighbourhood,

who, twenty years ago, when he was just come to age,

being unexperienced, aud of a generous temper, let his

lauds, even as times went then, at a low rate to able

tenants
;
and, consequently, by the rise of lunds since

flint time, looked upon his estate to be set at half-

value : but numbers of these tenants, or their descen-

dants, are now offering to sell their leases hy auction

even those which were for lives, some of them renew-
able for ever, and some fee-farms, which the landlord

himself has bought in at half the price they would
have yielded seven years ago. And some leases let at

the same time for lives, have been given up to him
without any consideration at all.

This is the most favourable face of all things at pre-

sent among us; I say among us of the north, who were
esteemed the only thriving people of the kingdom And
how far, and bow soon, this misery and desolation may
spread, it is easy to foresee.

The vast sums of money daily carried off by our
numerous adventurers to America, have deprived us
of our gold in these jiarts, almost as much as of our
silver. Ami the good wives who come to our houses
offer us their piece* of linen, upon which their whole
dependence lies, for so little profit, that it can neither

half pay their rents, nor half support their families.

It is remarkable, that this enthusiasm spread among
our northern ]>cople, of sialtering themselves in the

continent of America, has no other foundation than
their present insupportable condition at home. I have
made all possible inquiries to learn what encourage-

ment our people have met with, by any intelligence

from those plantations, sufficient to make them under-
take so tedious and hazardous a voyage in all seasons

of the year, and so ill accommodated in their ships

ed by Google
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that many of them Ixave died miserably i» their pas-

sive, but could never get ono satisfactory answer.

Somelrody, they knew not who, had written letters to

his friend or cousin from thence inviting him by all

means to come over
;
that it was a fine fruitful country,

and to be held for ever at a penny an acre. But the

truth of the fact is this: the English established in

those colonies are in great want of men to inhabit that

tract of ground which lies between them and the wild

Indians, who are not reduced under their dominion.

We read of some barbarous people, whom the Romans
placed in their army for no other service than to blunt

their enemies’ swords, and afterward to fill up trenches

with their dead bodies. And thus our people who
transport themselves, are settled into thirse interjacent

tracts, os a screen against the insults of the savages;

and many have as much land as they can clear from

the woods, at a very reasonable rate, if they can afford

to pay about a hundred years’ purchase by their labour.

Now, beside the fox's reason,* which inclines all those

who have already ventured thither to represent every-

thing in a false light, as well for justifying their own
conduct as for getting companions in their misery, the

governing people in those plantations have also wisely

provided that no letters shall be suffered to ]>ass from

thence hither, without being first viewed by the coun-

cil ;
by which our people here are wholly deceived in

the opinions ihey have of the happy condition of their

friends gone before them. This was accidentally dis-

covered some months ago by an honest man, who
having transported himself and family thither, and

finding all things directly contrary to his hope, hail

the luck to convey a private note by a faithful naud to
j

his relation here, entreating him not to think of such
;

a voyage, and to discourage all his frieuds from at-
,

tempting it. Yet this although it Ik* a truth well

known, uas produced very little effect : which is no

manner of wonder
;

for os it is natural to a man in a

fever to turn often, although without any hope of ease;

or when he is pursued, to leap down a precipice, to

avoid an enemy just at his back ;
so men in the ex-

tremist degree of misery and want will naturally fly

to the first appearauce of relief, let it be ever so vain or

visionary.

You may observe that I have very superficially

touched the subject I began with, and with the utmost

caution ; for 1 know how criminal the least complaint

has been thought, however seasonable or just or honestly

intended, which has forced me to offer up my daily

prayers, that it may never, at least in my time, l>e in-

terpreted by inueudoes as a false, scandalous, seditious,

and disaffected action, for a man to roar under an acute

fit of the gout; which, beside the loss and the danger,

would be very inconvenient to one of my age, so se-

verely afflicted with that distemper.

I wish you good success, but 1 can promise you

little, in an ungrateful office you have token up with-

out the least view either to reputation or profit. Per-

haps your comfort is, that none nut villains and betrayers

of their country can be your enemies. Upon which

I have little to say, leaving not the honour to be ac-

quainted with many of that sort; mid therefore, as you

may easily believe, am compelled to lead u very re-

tired life.

J am, Sir, your most obedient humble servant,

A. North.

n Who. having lost hh toll, would have persuaded the rest

to cut off theirs.

DEDICATION*
TO THE TWO FIRST VOLUMES OF SIR WILLIAM

TEMPLE’S LETTERS.

Put dialled in 1700 . soon after Sir William’s decease.

To his most sacred majesty, William III., king of

England, Scotland, France, and Ireland, &c. These

letters of sir William Temple having been left to my
care, they are most humbly presented to your majesty, by

Your majesty’s most dutiful and obedient subject,

Jonathan Swift.

PREFACE TO SIR WILLIAM TEMPLES
WORKS.

Thr collection of the following letters is owing to the

diligence of Mr. Thomas Downton, who was one of the

secretaries during the whole time wherein they bear

date ; and it has succeeded very fortunately for the

public, that there is contained in them an account of

all the chief transactions and negotiations which passed

in Christendom during the seven years whereiu they

are dated ;
as the war from Holland which began in

1665; the treaty between his majesty and the bishop

of Munster, with the issue of it; the French invasion

of Flanders in the year 1667; the peace concluded

between Spain and Portugal by the king's mediation ;

the treaty at Breda; the triple alliance; the peace at

Aix-la-Chnpelle, in the first part ;
and in the second

part the negotiations in Holland in consequence of

those alliances, with the steps and degrees by which

they came to decay ; the journey and death ofmadam ;

the seizure of Lorrnin and his excellency’s recalling
;

with the first unkindness between England and Hol-

land, upon the yacht's transporting his lady and

family ; and the beginning of the second Dutch war

in 1672. With these arc intermixed several letters,

familiar and pleasant.

I found the book among sir William Temple's

papers, with manv others, wherewith 1 had the oppor-

tunity of being long conversant, having passed several

years in his family.

1 pretend no other part than the care that Mr.

Dowutons book should he correctly transcribed, And

the letters placed in (lie order they were writ. I have

also made some literal amendments, especially in the

Latin, French, and Spanish ;
these I took care should

be translated and printed in another column, for the

use of such readers ns may be unacquainted with the

originals. Whatever fault there may be in the trans-

lation, 1 doubt I must answer for the greater part, and

must leave the rest to those friends who were pleased to

assist me. I speak only of the French anti tarin ; for

the few Spanish translations 1 believe need no apology.

It is generally Relieved that this author has advanced

our English tongue to os great a perfection os it can

well bear
;
nnd yet how great a master be wits of it, as

I think, never appeared so much as it will in the

following letters, wherein the style appears so very

different, according to the difference of the persons to

whom they were addressed
;
either men of business or

idle, of pleasure or serious, of great or of less parts or

abilities, in their several stations ; so that one may dis-

cover the characters of most of those persons he writes

to, from the style of his letters.

At the end of each volume, is added a collection,

copied by the same hand, of several letters to this

Ambassador, from the chief persons employed, either at

home or abroad, in these transactions, and during six

years' course of his ncgociations
;
among whicn aie

• " Neither this dedication . nor tenderness for tl.c roan whom
owe he had loaded with confidence nnd fondness, revived in kiog

William the remembrance of his prombe. Swift awhile at*

tended the court, hut soon found his solicitations hopeless.”

—

loams.
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many from the pensionary John de Witt, and a]l the

writing* of thi* kind tliat I know of, which remain of

that minister, so renowned in hit time.

It has been justly complained of a* a defect among
us, that the English tongue has produced no letters of

any value; to supply which it has been the vein of late

years, to translate several out of other languages, though

I think with little success
;
yet among many advan-

tages, which might recommend this sort of writing, it

is certain that nothing is so capable of giving a true

account of stories, as letters are
;
which describe actions

while they are hreatbiug, whereas all other relations are

of actions past and dead
; so os it has been observed,

tliat the epistles of Cicero to Atticus give a better

account of those times, tlian u to be found in any
other writer.

In the following letters the reader will everywhere

discover the force and spirit of this author ; but that

which will most value them to the public, both at home
and abroad, is, first, that the matters contained in them

were the ground and foundation, whereon all the wars

and invasions, as well as all the negotiations and
treaties of peace in Christendom, have since been raised.

And next, that they are written by a person who had so

great a share in all those transactions and negotiations.

By residing in hi* family 1 know the author has bad
frequent instance* from several great persons, both at

home and abroad, to publish some memoir* of those

alTairs and transactions, which are the subject of five

following pa|ters
;
and particularly of the treaties of

the triple alliance, and those of Aix-la-Cbapelle
;
but

his usual answer was, that whatever memoirs he had

written of those time* and negotiations were burnt

;

however, that perhaps after his death some paper*

might come out, wherein there would be some account

of them. By which, as be often told me, he meant
these letters.

I liad begun to fit them for the press during the

author's life, but never could prevail for leave to

publish them; though he was pleased to be at the

pains of reviewing, and to give me his directions for

digesting them in order. It has since pleased God to

take this great and good person to himself; and be

having done me the honour to leave and recommend
to me the care of his writings, I thought 1 could not at

present do a greater service to my country, or to the

author's memory, than by making these pajiers public.

By way of introduction, I need only take notice, that

after the peace of the Pyrenees, and his majesty's

happy restoration in 1600, there was a general peace in

Christendom, (except only the remainder of a war be-

tween Spain and Portugal,) until the year 1665
;
when

that between England and Holland began, which pro-

duced a treaty between his majesty and the bishop of

Munster. And this commence* the following letters.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD PART OF SIR
WILLIAM TEMPLES MISCELLANEA, 1701.

The two following essays, “ Of Popular Discontents,"

and “ Of Health and Long Life," were written many
years before the author's death. They were revised

and corrected by himself ; and were designed to have
l>een part of a third miscellanea, to which some others

were to have been added, if tlie latter port of his life

bad been attended with any sufficient degree of health.

For the third paper, relating to the controversy about
M Ancient and Modern Learning,’’ 1 cannot well in-

form the reader upon what occasion it was writ, having

been at that time in another kingdom
; but it appear*

never to have been finished by the author.

The two next pa|«rs contain the heads of two essays

intended to liave been written upon the “ Different

Conditions of Life and Fortune,” and upon u Con
venation.” I have directed they should Iw printed

among the rest, because I believe there are few who
will not be content to see even the first draught of any-
thing from the author's hand.
At the end I have added a few translations ftonr

Virgil, Horace, and Tibullus, or rather imitations, done
by the author above thirty years ago ; whereof the fint

was printed among other eclogues of Virgil, in the year

1679, but without any mention of the author. They
were indeed not intended to have been made public,

till I was informed of several copies that were got
abroad, and those very imperfect and corrupt. There-
fore the reader find* them here, only to prevent him
from findiug them in other places very faulty, and
perhaps accompanied with many spurious additions.

Jonathan Swift.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD VOLUME OF SIR
WILLIAM TEMPLES LETTERS, 1703.

The following papers are the last of this, or indeed of
any kind, about which the author ever gave me his

particular commands. They were corrected by himself,

and fairly transcribed in his lifetime. I have in all

things followed his directions as strictly as I could

;

but accidents unforeseen having since intervened, I have
thought convenient to lessen the bulk of this volume.
To which end, 1 have omitted several letter* addressed

to persons with whom this author corresponded without
any particular confidence, further than upon account of
their post* : because great numbers of such letters, pro-

cured out of the office, or by other means, (how justifi-

able I shall not examine,) have been already printed

:

but, running wholly upon long dry subjects of cuisine**,

have met no other reception than merely what the

reputation of the author would give them. If I could
have foreseen an end of this trade, 1 should, upon some
considerations, have longer forborne sending these into

the world. But I daily hear, that new discoveries of

original letters are hasting to the press : to stop the

current of which, I am forced to an earlier publication

tlian I designed. And therefore I take this occasion

to inform the reader, that these letters, ending with the

author’s revocation from his employments abroad,

(which in less than two year* was followed by his

retirement from all public business,) are the last be
ever intended for the press

;
having been selected by

himself from great numbers yet lying among his papers.

If I could have been prevailed with by the rhetoric

of booksellers, or any other little regards, I might
easily, instead of retrenching, have made very consider-

able additions : and by tliat means have perhaps taken

the surest course to prevent the interloping of others.

But, if the press must needs be loaded, I would rather

it should not be by my means. And therefore I may
hope to be allowed one word in the style of a publisher,

(an office liable to much censure without the least

pretension* to merit or to praise,) that if I have not been

much deceived in other* and myself, the reader will

hardly find one letter in this collection unworthy of the

author, or which does not contain something either of

entertainment or of use.

PREFACK TO THE THIRD PART OF SIR
WILLIAM TEMPLES MEMOIRS;*

FROM THE PEACE CONCLUDED 1679 TO THE TIME OF

THE AUTHOR’S RETIREMENT PROM IT1HL1C BUSINESS
[nmrr rubushed nr 1709 .)

Et Ule qniilem pleuns aonis obi it, pknus honor i bus, lilts

etiam quo* recosavit.—

P

li*. Epist. ii. 1.

It was perfectly in compliance to some persons for

• It appears that though sir William Temple hail left UO
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whose opinion I hare great deference, that I so long

withheld the publication of the following paper*. They
seemed to think that the freedom of some passages in

these memoirs might give offence to several who were

still alive
;
and whose part in those affairs which are

here related, could not oe transmitted to posterity with

any advantage to their reputation. But whether this

objection be in itself of much weight, may iwrhaps be

disputed; at least it should have little with me, who
am under no restraint in that particular

;
since I am not

of an age to remember those transactions, nor had any
acquaintance with those persons whose counsels or pro-

ceedings are condemned, and who are all of them now
dead.

But, as this author is very free in exposing the weak-
ness and corruptions of ill ministers, so he is as ready

to commend the abilities and virtue of others, as may
be observed from several passages of these memoirs;
particularly of the late earl of Sunderland, with whom
the author continued in the most Ultimate friendship to

his death ; and who was father of that most learned

and excellent lord, now secretary of state: as likewise,

of the present earl of Rochester; and the earl of

Godolphin, now lord treasurer, represented by this

impartial author as a person at tliat time deservedly

entrusted with so great a part in the prime ministry

;

an office he now executes again with such universal

apphuwe, so much to the queeu's honour and his own,

and to the advantage of his country, as well as of the

whole confederacy.

There are two objections I have sometimes heard to

have been offered against those memoir* that were

printed in the author's lifetime, and which these now
published may perhaps be equally liable to. First, as

to the matter
;
that the author speaks too much of

himself : next, as to the style
;
that he affects the use of

French words, as well as some turns of expression

peculiar to that language.

I believe, those who make the former criticism do

not well consider the nature of memoirs : it is to the

French (if I mistake not) we chiefly owe that manner
of writing; and sir William Temple is not only the

first, but I think the only Englishman (at least of anv

consequence), who ever attempted it. The best French

memoirs are writ by such persons as were the principal

actor* in tho*e transaction* they pretend to relate,

whether of war* or negotiation*. Thoee of sir William
Temple are of the same nature

;
and therefore, in my

judgment, the publisher* (who sent them into the

world without the author's privity) gave them a wrong
title when he called them “ Memoirs of what passed in

Christendom," &c., whereas it should rather have been
“ Memoirs of the Treaty at Nimeguen," which was
plainly the sense of the author, who in the epistle tells

his son, that “ in compliance with his desire, he will

leave him some memoirs of what passed in his public

employments abroad;" and in the book itself, when he

deduces an account of the state of war in Christendom,

he says, it is only to prepare the reader for a relation

of that famous treaty
;
where he and sir Lionel Jenkins

were the only mediators that continued any considerable

time
;
and as the author was first in commission, so in

point of abilities or credit, either abroad or at home,
there was no sort of comparison between the two per-

sons. Those memoirs, therefore, are properly a relation

of a general treaty of peace, wherein the author had
the principal as well as the most honourable part in

quality of mediator
;
so that the frequent mention of

special commands with Swift respecting ihc third part of his

memoirs, he nevertheless intended them for publication. (*wing

to some political allusions, sir William's friends wished to

suppress them, and Swift, by their publication, incurred their

extreme displeasure, in particular of sir William's sister, lady

Clifford-

They were Unit published in 1689, by K. Chiswell.

himself seems not only excusable but necessary. The
same may be offered in defence of the following papers

;

because, during the greatest pArt of the period they
treat of, the author was in chief confidence with the

king his master. To which may be added, that, in

the few preliminary line* at the head of the first page,

the author professes be writ those papers ** for the satis-

faction of his friends hereafter, upon the grounds of his

retirement, and his resolution never to meddle again
with public affairs." As to the objection against the

style of the former Memoirs, that it abounds in French
words and turns of expression ; it is to be considered

that at the treaty of Nimeguen, all business, either by
writing or discourse, passed in the French tongue ; and
the author having lived so many years abroad, iu that

and foreign embassies, where all business, os well as

conversation, ran in that language, it was hardly pos-

sible for him to write upon public affairs without some
tincture of it in his style though in his other writings

there be little or nothing of it to be observed
;
and as

he lias often assured me, it was a thing he never
affected

;
so, upon the objections made to his funner

Memoirs, lie blotted out some French words in these,

and placed English in their stead, though perhaps not

an significant.

There is one thing proper to inform the reader, why
these Memoirs are called the Third Part, there having
never been published but one part before, where, in the

beginning, the author mentions a former part, and ill

the conclusion promises a third. The subject of the

first part was chiefly the triple alliance, during the ne-

gotiation of which my lord Arlington was secretary of

state and chief minister. Sir William Temple often

assured me he had burnt those Memoirs; and for that

reason was content his letters during his embassies at

the Hague and Aix la-Chapelle, should be printed after

his death, in some manner to supply that loss.

What it was that moved sir William Temple to

bum those first Memoir*, may perhaps be conjectured

from some passages in the second part, formerly

printed. In one place, the author has these words

:

“My lord Arlington, who made so great a figure in

the former part of these Memoirs, was now grown out

of all credit," See. In other parts he tells us, ** That
lord was of the ministry which broke the triple league

;

advised the Dutch war and French alliance
;
and, in

short, was the bottom of all those ruinous measures

which the court of England wo* then taking so that,

as 1 have been told from a good band, and as it seems

very probable, he could not think that lord a person

fit to be celebrated for his part in forwarding that

famous league while be was secretary of state, who liad

made such counterpaces to destroy it. At the end 1

have subjoined an Appendix, containing, besides one

or two other particulars, a Speech of sir William Tem-
ple's m the house of commons; and an Answer of the

King’s to an Address of that House, relating to the Bill

of Exclusion
;
both which are mentioned in these Me-

moirs.

1 have only farther to inform the reader, that, although

these papers were corrected by the author, yet he had
once intended to insert some additions in several places,

as appeared by certain hint* cur memorandums in the

margin
;
but whether they were omitted out of forget-

fulness, neglect, or want of health, I cannot determine
;

one passage relating to sir William Jones he was pleased

to tell roe, and 1 have added it in the Appendix.* The
rest I know nothing of ;

but the thread of the story is

entire without them.

• Sir William Jones was reputed one ot the best speakers in

the hou»«, and was very seal ns in his endeavour* for pro-

motion the bill of exclusion (in 1679.)



aW A MEDITATION UPON A BROOMSTICK.

A MEDITATION UPON A BROOM-
STICK.

ACCORDING TO TUB STYLE AND MANNER OF THE HO-

KOI RABLE ROBERT BOYLES MEDITATIONS.

*• Itr the yearly visits which Swift made to Ixmdoa. during
his ‘lay thrnt he passed much of his time at Lord Berkeley's,

officiating its chaplain to the family, a ml attending her ladyship

in Iver private devotions; after which the doctor, by her desire,

used to read to her some moral or religious discourse. The
(.‘••unless h.ul at this time taken a great liking to Mr- Beyle's
Med tat ions, and was determined to go through them in that

manuer; hut as Swift had by no ramus the same relish for that

kiud of writing which her ladyship had. he soon grew weary of
the task ; and a whim coming into his head, resolved to get rid

of it in a way which might occasion some sport in the family ;

for which they had as high a relish as himself. The next time
he was employed iu reading one of these Meditations, he took
nn opportunity of conveying away the hook, and dexterously

inserted a leal, on which he hail written his own Meditation ou
a Broomstick; after which he took cure to have the book re-

stored to its proper place, and in Ids uext attendance on my
lady, when he was it sired to proceed to the next Meditation,

Swill opened upon the place where 'he leaf had been inserted,

and with great composure read the title, * A Meditation on a
Broomstick.' Lad) Berkeley, a little surprised at the oddity

of the title, stopped him. repeating the words, ‘ A Meditation
oti a Broomstick ! What a strange subject 1 But there is no
knowing what useful lessons o* instruction this wonderful man
may draw from things apparently the most trivial. Pray let us
hear what he says upon U.’ Swift then, with an indexible

gravity of countenance, proceeded to read the Me>.ita'ion. in the
same solemn to:»e which he had used in delivering the former
Lady Berkeley, not at all suspecting n trick, in the fulness of

her propoasr-sion . was every now and then, during thr reading

of it, expressing her admiration of this cxtianrdinary man. who
cnnld draw such tine muni reflections from so onutempl'ble a

subject: with which, though Swift must have been iuwardly
not a little tickled, yet be preserved a most perfect composure
of features, so that she had not the least room to suspect any
deceit. Soon after, some company comiug in. Swift pretended
business, and withdrew, foreseeing what was to follow. Lady
Berkeley, full ol th subject, soon entered upon the praises of
those beaveuty Meditations of Mr. Boyle. ‘ Hut,’ said she,

the doctor has been just reading one to me, which luis surprised

me mom than all the rest.’ Oue of the comiumv asked which
of the Meditations she meant ? She answ ered directly, in the
simplicity of her heart, ' 1 mean, tint excelleut Meditation upon
the Broomstick.' The company looked at each oilier witli some
surprise, and could scarce refrain from laughing But they all

agreed that they hud never heard of such a Meditation before.
' Upon my word,' said my lady, * there it is, look into that

book, and convince yourselves.' One of them opened the book,
and found it there indeed, but in Swift's liandw tiling; upon
which a general burst of laughter etutied; and my ludy, when
the first surprise was over, enjoyed the joke as much as any of
them; saying, ' What a vile trick has that rogue played met
But it is hi* wav, he never baulks his humour in anything.'
The affair ended in a great deal of harm i*»s mirth, and Swift,

you may be sure, was not asked to proceed any further into the

Meditations."

This aingle stick, which you now behold injuriously

lying iu that neglected comer, I once knew in a
flourishing state in a forest ; it was full of nap, full of
leaves, and full of boughs : but now, in vaiu does (be

busy art of man pretend to vie with nature, by tying

that w i titered bundle of twigs to its sapless trunk : it is

now, at best, but the reverse of what it was, a tree

turned upside down, the branches ou the earth, and
the root iu the air ; it is now handled by every dirty

wench, condemned to do her drudgery, and, by a ca-

pricious kind of fate, destined to make other things

clean, and be nasty itself : at length, wont to tlie stumjis

in the service of the maitls, it is either thrown out of

doors, or cotidemued to the last use, of kindling a lire.

When 1 beheld this I sighed, and said withiu myself,

£ureip m«in in a IBroomfilirk! Nature sent hitn into

the world strong and lusty, in a thriving condition,

wearing his own hair on his head, the proper branches

of this reasoning vegetable, until the axe of intempe-

rance has lopped ofl* his gTeen boughs, and left him
a \t i titered trunk : be then flies to art, and puts on a
tieriwig, valuing himself upon an unnatural bundle of
uairs (all eovered with powder), that never grew ou his

head
; but now, should this our broomstick |»refetid to

enter the scene, proud of those birchen spoils it never
bore, and all covered with dust, though the sweepings
of the Kneit lady's chant her, we should be ant to ridi-

cule and despise its vanity. Partial judges that we are

of our own excellences and other men's defaults

!

But a broomstick, perhaps, you will say, is an em-
blem of a tree standing on its bead

; and pray what is

man, but a topsyturvy creature, his animal faculties

nerpetually mounted on his rational, his bead where his

heels should be, grovelling on the earth ! and yet, with
all his faults, he sets up to be a universal reformer and
corrector of abuses, a remover of grievances, rakes into
every slut's comer of nature, bringing hidden corrup-
tion to tlie light, and raises a mighty dust where there

was none before ;
sharing deeply all the while in the

very same pollutions he pretends to sweep away ; his

last days are spent iu slavery to women, and generally

the least deserving; till, worn out to the stum]w, like

his brother besom, lie is either kicked out of doors, or

made use of to kindle flames for others to warm them-
selves by.

A TRITICAL ESSAY
UPON THE FACULTIES OF THE MIND.

TO .

Sir,—

B

eing so great a lover of antiquities, it was reason-

able to suppose, you would be very much obliged
with anything that was new. I have been of late

oHended with many writers of essays and moral dis-

courses, for running into stale topics and threadbare

quotations, and not handling their subject fully and
closely

;
all which errors I have carefully avoided iu

the following essay, which I have proposed as a pattern

for young writers to imitate. The thoughts and ol nerv-

ations being entirely new, the quotations untouched by
others, the subject of mighty importance, and treated

with much order and perspicuity, it lias cist me a
great deal of time; and I desire you will accept and
consider it as the utmost eflfort of my getrut.

A TRITICAL ESSAY, lx.

Philosophers say, that man is a microcosm, or little

world, resembling iu miniature every part of the great;

and, ill my opinion, the body natural may be compared
to the body politic

;
and if this be so, how can the Epi-

curean's opinion be true, that the universe was formed

by a fortuitous concourse t if atoms : which I will no
more believe, than that the accidental jumbling of the

letters of the alphabet, could fall by chance into a most

ingenious and learned treatise of philosophy. Ruutn
teimitia amici f This false opinion must needs create

many more : it is like an error in the first concoction,

which cannot be corrected in the second
;
the founda-

tion is weak, and whatever superstructure you raise

upon it, must, of necessity, fall to the ground. Thus
men are led from one error to another, until, withlzion,

they embrace a cloud instead of Juno ; or, like the dog
in the fable, lose tlie substance in gaping at the shallow.

For such opinions cauuot cohere; but, like tlie iron and
clay in the toes of Nebuchadnezzar's image, must
separate and break in pieces. 1 have read in a certain

author, that Alexander wept because be bad no mote
worlds to conquer : which lie needed uot have done, if

the fortuitous concourse of atoms could create one

:

but this is an opinion fitter for that maiiy-headtd

beast, the vulgar, to entertain than for so wise a man
as Epicurus ; the comipt part of his sect only borrowed

bis name, as the monkey did the cat's claw to draw the

chestnut out of the fire.

However, the first step to the cure is to know the

disease; and though truth may be difficult to find,
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because, as tlic philosopher olsrrvrs, she lives in the

bottom of a w el), yet we need not, like blind men,
grope in opeu daylight. 1 hope I may be allowed,

among so many far more learned men, to after my mite,

since a sfander-by may sometimes, perhaps, see more
of the game than he that plays it. Hut 1 do not think

a philosopher obliged toaccouut for every phenomenon
in nature, or drown himself with Aristotle, for not

being able to solve the ebbing and flowing of the tide

in that fatal sentence be passed upon himself, Quia U
non capio, (u copies me. Wherein he was at ouce the

judge and the criminal, the accuser and executioner.

•Socrates, on the other hand, who said he knew nothing,

was pnmounoAl by the oracle to be the wisest man iu

die world.

Hut to return from this digression: I think it as

clear an any demonstration of F.uclid, that nature does

nothing in vaiu ; if we were able to dive into her

secret recesses, we should And that die smallest blade

of grass, or most contemptible weed, has its particular

use : hut she is chiefly admirable in her minutest com-
positions; the least and most contemptible insect most
discovers the art of nature, if I may so call it, though
nature, which delights iu variety, will always triumph
over art : and as the poet observes,

Naluram expeilos furra licet, usque recurret.

But the various opinions of philosophers have scat-

tered through the world as many plagues of the mind
as Pandora's box did those of the body

; only with

this di (Terence, that they have not left hope at the

bottom. And if truth be not fled with Astrea. she

is certainly as hidden as the source of Nile, and can
l*» found only in Utopia. Not that 1 would reflect on
those wise sages, which would Ire a sort of ingratitude;

and he that calls a mun ungrateful, sums up all the

evil diat a man can be guilty of,

lugrabim si dlxcris. omnia diets.

Out, what I blame the philosophers for (tliough

some may think it a paradox) is chiefly their pride;

nothing less than an ipse dixit, and you must pin your

faith on their sleeve. And though Diogenes lived in

a tub, there might be for aught 1 know as much pride

under his rags as iu the Hue-spun garments of the

divine Plato. It is reported of this Diogenes, that

when Alexander came to see him, aud promised to

give him whatever he would ask, the cynic only
answered, “ Take not from rne what thou canst not

give me, but stand from between me and the light;"

which was almost as extravagant as the philosopher

that flung his mouey into tlie sea, with this remarkable
saying

How dilTerent was this man from the usurer, who,
being told his son would spend all he hod got, replied,

“ He cannot take more pleasure in speudiug than 1

did in getting it" These men could we the faults of
each other, hut not their own; those they flung into

the bag behind ; non rulemut id mnntn-xr quod in tnyo
eat. I may |terhaps be censured for my free opinions

by those carping Momuses whom authors worship, as

the Indians do the devil, for fear. They will endeavour

to give my reputation as many wounds os the man in

the almanack; but I value it not; and perhaps, like

flies, they may buzz so often about the candle, till they

hum their wings. They must pardon me if 1 venture

to give them this advice, not to rail at wliat they

cannot understand
; it does hut discover that sclf-

turmeutiug passion of envy, thau which the greatest

tyrant never invented a more cruel torment

:

Invidii Skull non inrencre Tyraani
Tormentum msjus.—

I must beso bold to tell mjr critics and witlings, that

they can no more judge of this than a man that is born

blind can have any true idea of colours. 1 have always

observed that your empty vessels sound loudest : 1

value their lashes as little as the sea did those of Xerxes,
when he whipped it. The utmost favour a man can
expect from them is, tliat which Polyphemus promised
Ulysses, that he would devour him the last : they think

to subdue a writer, os Cesar did his enemy, with a

ytui, vidi
,

t jci. I confess I value die opinion of the

judicious few, a Hymer, a Dennis, or a \V k
; but

for the rest, to give uiy judgment at orire, I think the

long dispute among the philosophers altciit a vacuum
may be determined iu the affirmative, that it is to be

found in a critic's head. They are at best but the

drones of the learned world, who devour tire honey
and will not work themselves: aud a writer need no
more regard them thau the moon does the harking of a

little senseless cur. For, in spite of their terrible roar-

ing, you may, with half an eye, discover the ass under
the lion’s skiu.

But to return to our discourse: Demosthenes being
asked what was the first part of an orator, replied

action : what was the second, action : what was the

third, action : aud so on, ad infimttrm. This may be
true in oratory; but contemplation in other things

exceeds action. And, therefore, a wise man is never
less alone than when he is alone : Aunquant minus
solus, auam cum solus.

And Archimedes, the famous mathematician, was
so intent upon his problems that he never minded the
soldiers who came to kill him. Therefore, not to de-

tract from the just praise which belongs to orators,

they ought to consider that nature, which gave us two
eyes to see and two ears to hear, has given us but one
tongue to speak

;
wherein, however, some do so

abound, that the virtuosi who have been so long
in search for the perpetual motion, may infallibly find

it there.

Some men admire republics, because orators flourish

there most, and are the greatest enemies of tyranny

;

but my opinion is, that one tyrant is better than a
hundred. Resides, these orators inflame the jieople,

whose anger is really bul a short fit of madness.

Irs furor brevis e*t.

After which, laws are like cobweb*, which may
catch small flies, but let wasps and hornets break
through. But in oratory the greatest art is to hide ait.

Artis eat celare artem.

But this must be the work of time, we must lay
hold on all opportunities, and let slip no occasion;
else we shall be forced to weave Penelope's web, un-
ravel in the night what we spun in the day. And
therefore I have observed, that Time is painted with a
lock before, and bald behind, signifying thereby,

tliat we must take time (as we say) by the forelock,

for when it is once post, there is no recalling it.

The mind of man is at first (if you will pardou the

expression) like a tabula ram, or like wax, which,
while it is soft, is capable of any impression, till time
has hardened it. And at length Death, that grim
tyrant, stops us in the midst of our caieer. The
greatest conquerors have at lost been conquered by
death, which sjiares none, from the sceptre to the spade :

Mors omnibua communis.

All rivers go to the sea, but none return from it

Xerxes wept when lie beheld his army, to consider that

in less than a hundred years they would be all dead.
Anacreon was choked with a grape-stone

;
and violent

joy kills as well as violeut grief. There is nothing in

this world constant, but inconstancy
;
yet Plato thought,

that if Virtue would appear to too world in her own
native diess, all men would he enamoured with her.

But now, since interest governs the world, and mer
neglect tlie golden mean, Jupiter himself, if he came
to the earth, would be despised, unless it were, os he
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did to Duiac, in a golden shower : for men now-a-day*

worship the rising sun, and not the setting

:

Donee eris felix multoa nnmembis smlcos.

Thus have I, in obedience to your commands, ven-

tured to expose myself to censure in this critical age.

Whether I nave done right to my subject must be left

to the judgment of my learned reader : however, I can-

not but hope that my attempting of it may he encou-

ragement for some able pen to perform it with more

success.

A PROPOSAL
FOR CORRECTING, IMPROVING. AND ASCERTAIN-
ING THE ENGLISH TONGUE. IN A LETTER TO THE
MOST HONOURABLE ROBERT EARL OP OXFORD
AND MORTIMER. LORD HIGH TREASURER OF

GREAT BRITAIN.

FIRST PRINTED IN MAY, 1712.

*' I have been six hours to-day morning writing nineteen pages

of a lft ter to lord-treasurer, about forming a society, or

academy, to correct and Ax the Engliah language. It will not

be above five or six more. I will send it him to-morrow ;

and will print it, if he desires me."

—

Journal to Stella, Feb.

tl. mm.
" I finished the rest of my letter to lord treasurer to-day and

sent it to him.”

—

Ibid. Feb. 22.

" Lord-treasurer has lent the long letter I writ him to Prior;

and I can t get Prior to return h. I want to hare it printed ;

and to make up this academy for the improvement of our
language.”

—

Ibia. March 11.

“ My letter to the lord treasurer about the English tongue is

now printing; and 1 sulTcr my name to be put at the end of
it, which I never did beiore in my life.’'

—

Ibid. May 10,

ms.
** Hare you seen my letter to the lord-treasurer ? There are

two answers come out to it already, though it is no politics,

but a harmless proposal about the improvement of tne Eng-
lish tongue. I believe, if I writ an essay upon a straw some
fool would answer it Ibid. May 31.

** Yon never told me how my letter to lord -treasurer passes In

Ireland."

—

Ibid. July 1.
” Wluit care I, whether my letter to lord treasurer be com-

mended there or not ? Why does not somebody among you
answer it. as three or four have done here?"—Ibid. July IT.

Loodon. Feb. 28, 1711 12.

Mr Lofcn.—Wliat I had the honour of mentioning to

your lordship some time ago in conversation, was not

a new thought, just then started by accident or occasion,

but the result of long reflection
;
and I have been con-

firmed in my sentiments, by the opinion of some very

judicious persons with whom I consulted. They ail

agreed, that nothing would lie of greater use towards

the improvement of knowledge and politeness than

some effectual method for correcting, enlarging, and
ascertaining our language

;
and they think it a work

very possible to be comjiossed under the protection of

a prince, the countenance and encouragement of a

ministry, and the care of proper persons chosen for

such an undertaken. 1* I was glad to find your lord-

ship's answer in so different a style from what has been

commonly made use of on the like occasions for some
years past. That all such thoughts must be deferred to

a time of peace : a topic which some have carried so

far, that they would not have us by any means think

of preserving our civil or religious constitution, because

we are engaged in a war abroad. It will be among
the distinguishing marks of your ministry, my lord,

that you have a genius above all such regards, and that

no reasonable proposal for the honour, the advantage,

or the ornament of your country, however foreign to

your more immediate office, was ever neglected by

you. I confess the merit of this candour and conde-

•* Dt. Swift proposed a plan of this nature (the forming a
society to tlx a stanaard to tne English language) to his friend,

u be’ thought him, the lord-trvssurer Oxford, but without
wareea.' Ca a sta a r i i. D.

scensiou is very much lessened, because tout lordship

hardly leaves us room to ofTer our good wishes ; removing
all our difficulties, and supplying our wants faster than
the m»*t visionary protector can adjust his schemes.
And, therefore, my lord, the design of this paj>er is not

•o much to offer you ways and means, as to complain
of a grievance, the redressing of which is to be your
own work, as much ns that of pitying the nation's debts,

or opening a trade into the South-sea
;
and though not

of such immediate benefit as either of these, or any
other of your glorious actions, yet perhaps, in future

ages, not less to your honour.

My lord, 1 do here, iti the name of all the learned

and polite persons of the nation, coftiplaiu to your
lordship, as first minister, that our language is ex-

tremely imperfect
;
that its daily improvements are by

no means in proportion to its daily corruptions
;
that

the pretenders to polish and refine it have chiefly

multiplied abuses and absurdities
;
and that in many

instances it offends against every part of grammar.
But lest your lordship should think my censure too

severe, I shall take leave to be more particular.

1 believe your lordship will agree with me in the

reason, why our language is less refined than those of

Italy, Spain, or France. 'Tis plain that the Latin

tongue, in its purity, was never iu this island, towards

the conquest of which few or no attempts were made
till the time of Claudius

;
neither was that language

ever so vulgar in Britain as it is known to hare been

in Gaul and Spain. Further, we find that the Roman
legions here were at length all recalled to help their

country against the Goths, and other barbarous in-

vaders. Meantime the Britons, left to shift for them-
selves, and daily harassed by cruel inroads from the

Piets, were forced to call in the Saxons for their de-

fence; who, consequently, reduced the greatest part of

the island to their own power, drove the Britons into

the most remote and mountainous parts, and the rest of

the country, in customs, religion, and language,

became wholly Saxon. This I take to be the reason

why there are more Latin words* remaining in the

British tongue, than in the old Saxon, which, excepting

some few variations in the orthography, is the same in

most original words with our present English, as well

as with German and other Northern dialects.

Edward the Confessor having lived long in France,

appears to be the first who introduced any mixture of

the French tongue with the Saxon ;
the court affecting

what the prince was fond of, and others taking it up
for a fashion, as it is now with u>. Willium the Con-
queror proceeded much further ;

bringing over with him
vast numbers of that nation, scattering them in every

monastery, giving them great quantities of land, di-

recting all pleadings to be in that language, and en-

deavouring to make it universal in the kingdom. This

at least is the opiuion generally received ;
but your

lordsbip lias fully convinced roe, that the French

tongue made yet a greater progress here under Ham’ II.,

who had large territories on that continent both from

his father and his wife, made frequent journeys and ex-

peditions thither, and was always attended with a num-
ber of his countrymen, retainers at his court. For some
centuries after there was a constant intercourse between

France and England, by the dominions we possessed

there, and the conquests we made ; so that our language,

between two and three hundred years ago, seems to

have had a greater mixture with French than nt

present, many words having been afterward rejected,

and some since the time of Spenser, although we have

still retained not a few, which have been long anti-

• " A» for our EnglitA tongue ; the great alterations it has
undergone In the two last centuries are principally owing io

that vast stork of IAtin words which we have tiauspiaoted into

our own foil.' —Baicixar.
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quoted in France. I could produce several instance*

of both kinds, if it were of any use or entertainment.

To examine into the several circumstance* by which

the language of a country may be altered would force

ine to enter into a wide field. I shall only observe,

that the IAtin, the French, and tl»e English, seem to

have undergone the same fortune. The first, from the

days of Romulus to those of Julius Csesar, suffered

perpetual changes
;
and by what we meet in those

authors who occasionally speak on that subject, as well

as from certaiu fragments of old laws, it is mauifest

that the Latin 300 years before Tully, was as unin-

telligible in his time os the English and French of the

same period are now ; and these two have changed os

much siuce William the Conqueror (which is but

little less than 700 years) as the Litin appears to have

done in the like term. Whether our language or the

French will decline os fast os the Roman did, is a

question that would perhaps admit more debate than

it is worth. There were many reasons for the cor-

ruptions of the last
;
as, the change of their government

to a tyranny, which ruined the study of eloquence,

there being no farther use or encouragement for popular
orators

; their giving not only the freedom of the city,

but capacity for employments, to several towns in Gaul,
8;«in, and Getnany, and other distant parts, as far as

Asia; which brought a great number of foreign pre-

tenders into Rome ;
the slavish disposition of the senate

and people, by which the wit and eloquence of the age
were wholly turned into panegyric, the most barren

of all subjects
;
the great corruption of manners, and

introduction of foreign luxury, with foreign terms to

express it, with several others that might be assigned
;

not to mention those invasions from the Goths and
Vandals, wliich are too obvious to insist on.

The Roman language arrived at great perfection

before it began to decay, and the French for these last

filly years, has been polishing as much as it will bear,

and appears to be declining by the natural inconsistency

of that people, and the affectation of some late authors

to introduce and multiply cant words, which is the most
ruinous corruption in any language. La Bruyere, a

late celebrated writer among them, makes use of many
new terms, which are not to be found in any of the

common dictionaries before his time. But the English

tongue is not arrived to such a degree of perfection as

to make us apprehend any thoughts of its decay
; and

if it were once refined to a certain standard, perhaps
there might be ways found out to fix it for ever, or at

least till we are invaded and made a conquest by
some other state

;
ami even then our best writings might

probably be preserved with care, and grow into esteem,

and the authors have a chance for immortality.

But without such great revolutions as these (to which
we are, I think, less subject than kingdoms upon the

continent) I see no absolute necessity why any language
should be perpetually changing

; for we find many ex-

amples to the contrary. From Homer to Plutarch are

above a thousand years; so long at least the purity

of the Greek tougue may be allowed to last, and we
know not how for before. The Grecians spread their

colonies round all the coast of Asia Minor, even to the

northern porta lying towards the Euxine, in every island

of tue Aegean sea, and several others in the Mediterra-
nean

;
where the language was preserved entire for many

ages, after they themselves became colonies to Rome,
and till they were overrun by the barbarous nations

upon the fall of that empire. The Chinese have books

iu their language above two thousand years old, neither

have the frequent conquests of the Tartars been able to

alter it. The German, Spanish, and Italian have
admitted few or no changes for some ages {Mist. The
other language* of Europe 1 know nothing of; neither

i* there anv occasion to consider them.

Having taken this compass, I return to those con

siderations upon our own language, which I would
humbly offer your lordship. The period wherein the

English tongue received most improvement I take to

commence with the beginning of queen Elizabeth's

reign, and to conclude with the great rebellion in

forty-two. It is true, there was a very ill taste both of

style and wit, which prevailed under king James I.

;

but that seems to have been corrected in the first years

of his successor, who, among many other qualifications

of an excellent prince, was a great patron of learning.

From the civil war to this present time, I am apt to

doubt whether the corruptions in our language have not
at least equalled the refinements of it

;
and these cor-

ruptions very few of the best authors in our age have
wholly escaped. During the usurpation, such on infu-

sion of enthusiastic jargon prevailed in every writing
as was not shaken off in many years after. To this

succeeded that licentiousness which entered with the

Restoration, and from infecting our religion and morals,
fell to corrupt our language ; which last was not likely
to be much improved by those, who at that time made
up the court of king Charles II.

;
either such who had

followed him in his banisnment, or who had been alto-

gether conversant in the dialect of those fanatic time*;
or young men, who had lieen educated in the same
country : so that the court, which used to be the

standard of propriety and correctness of speech, was
then, and, I think, has ever since continued, the worst
school in England for that accomplishment

;
and so

will remain till better care be taken in the education
of our young nobility, that they may set out into the
world with some foundation of literature, in order to
qualify them for patterns of politeness. The consequence
of this defect upon our language may appear from the

plays and other compositions written for entertainment
within fifty years itast

;
filled with a succession of

affected phrases, and new conceited words, either bor-

rowed from the current style of the court, or from those

who, under the character of men of wit and pleasure,

pretended to give the law. Many of these refinements
have already been long antiquated, and are now hardly
intelligible; which is no wonder, when they were the

product only of ignorance and caprice.

I have never known this great town without one or

more dunces of figure, who bad credit enough to give

rise to some new word, and propagate it in most conversa-
tions, though it had neither humour nor siguificaxiey.

If it struck the present taste, it was soon transferred

into the plays and current scribbles of the week, and
became an odditiun to our language

;
while the men of

wit aud learning, instead of early obviating such cor-

ruptions, were too often seduced to imitate aud comply
with them.

There is another set of men who have contributed

very much to the spoiling of the English tougue
;

I

mean the poets from the time of the Restoration. These
gentlemen, although they could not be iusensible how
much our language was already overstocked with mono-
syllables, yet, to save time and pains, introduced that

barbarous custom of abbreviating words to fit them to

the measure of their verses
;
and this they have fre-

quently done so very injudiciously, as to form such harsh
uuharmonioua sounds that none but a northern ear

could endure. They have joined the most obdurate con-
sonants with one intervening vowel, only to shorteu a
syllable; and their taste in time became so depraved,
tfiat wliat was at first a poetical liceuse, not to be jus-

tified, they made tlieir choice, alleging that the words
pronounced at length sounded faint and languid. This
was a pretence to take up the same custom in prose ; so

that mo*t of the books we see now-a-days are full of

those mangling* and abbreviation*. Instances of this

abuse ore innumerable : what does your loruship think
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of the words drudg'd, disturb'd, rebuk'd, fledg’d, and a
thousand others everywhere to be met with in prnsc as

well as verse? where, by leaving out a vowel to save a

syllable, we form so jarring a sound, and so difficult to

utter, that I have o£eu wondered how it could ever

obtain.

Another cause (and perhaps borrowed from the former)

which his contributed not a little to the maiming
of our language, is a foolish opinion, advanced of late

yours, that we ought to spell exactly as we speak
;

which, lieside the obvious inconvenience of utterly

destroying our etymology, would be a thing we should
never see an end of. Not only the several towns and
counties of England have a different way of pro-

nouncing, but even here in London they clip their words
after one manner about the court, another in the city,

and a third in the suburbs ; and, in a few years, it is

probable, will all differ from themselves, as fancy or

fashion shall direct; all which, reduced to writing,

would entirely confound orthography. Yet many people
arc so fond of this conceit that it is sometimes a difficult

matter to read modern hooks and pamphlets; where
the words are so curtailed, aud varied from their ori-

ginal S|ie11itig, that whoever has been used to plain

English will hardly know them by sight.

Several young men at the universities, terribly pos-

sessed with the fear of pedantry, run into a worse
extreme, and think all politeness to consist in reading

the daily trash sent down to them from hence
;
this they

call knowing the world, and reading men and manners.
Thus furnished, they come up to town, reckon all their

errors for accomplishments, borrow the newest set of

phrases; and if they take a pen into their hands, all the

odd words they have picked up in a coffeehouse, or a

gaming ordinary, are produced as flowers of style
; aud

the orthography refined to the utmost. To this we owe
those monstrous productions which, under the name of
Trips, Spies, Amusements, and other conceited appel-

lations, have overrun us for some years past. To this

we owe that strange race of wits, who tell us, they write i

to the humour of the age. And I wish I could say, these

quaint fopfieries were wholly absent from graver subjects.

In short, I would undertake to show your lordship

several pieces, where the lieatities of this kind are so

predominant that, with all your skill in languages,

you could never be able to read or understand them.
But I am very much mistaken if many of these false

refinement* among us do not Arise from a principle

which would quite destroy their credit, if it were well

understood aud considered. For I am afraid, my lord,

that with all the real good qualities of our country, we
are naturally not very polite. This perpetual disposi-

tion to shorten our words by retrenching the vowels, is

nothing else hut a tendency to lapse into the barbarity

of those northern nations from whom we are descended,

aud whose languages labour all under the same defect.

For it is worthy our observation, that the Spaniards,

the French, and the Italians, although derived from the

same northern ancestors with ourselves, are with the

utmost difficulty taught to pronounce our words, which
the Swedes and Danes, as well as the Germans and the

Dutch, attain to with ease, because our syllables resem-

ble theirs in the roughness and frequency of consonants.

Now, os we struggle with an ill climate to improve the

nobler kinds of fruits, are at the expense of walls to re-

ceive and reverlierate the faint rays of the sun, and fence

against the northern blast, we sometime*, by the help

ofa good soil, equal the production of warmer countries,

who have no need to be at so much cost and care. It is

the same tiling with respect to the udder arts among
us; and the same defect of beat which gives a fierceness

to our natures may contribute to that roughness of our

language, which hears some analog)' to the harsh truit

of colder countries. For I do not reckon that we want

a genius more than the rest of our neighbours : but you.
lordship will he of my opinion, that we ought to strug-

gle with these natural disadvantages as much as we can,
ami be careful whom we employ whenever we design to

correct them, which is a work that has hitherto been
assumed by the least qualified hands. So that if the
choice had been left to roe, I would rather have trusted

the refinement of our language, as far as it relates to
sound, to the judgment of the women, than of illiterate

court tops, half-witted poets, and university boys. For
it is plain that women, in their manner of corrupting
words, do naturally discard the consonants as we do the
vowels. What 1 ain going to tell your lordship appears
very trifling : that more than once, where some of both
sexes were in company, I have jiersuadod two or three
of each to take a pen, and write down a numtier of
letters joined together, just as it came into their heads;
and upon reading this gibberish, we have found that
which the men had wrote, by the frequent encountering
of rough consonants, to sound like High Dutch; and
the other, by the women, like Italian, abounding in
vowels and liquids. Now, though I would by no means
give ladies the trouble of advising us in the reformation
of our language, yet I cannot help thinking that, since
they have been left out of all meetings, except parties

at play, or where worse designs are carried on, our con-
versation has very much degenerated.

In order to reform our language, I conceive, my lord,

that a free judicious choice should be made of such
persons as are generally allowed to be best qualified for

such a work, without any regard to quality, party, or
profession. These, to a certain numtier at least, should
assemble at some appointed time and place, and fix on
rules by which they design to proceed. What methods
they will take is not for me to prescrilie. Your lord-

ship, and other persons in great employments, might
please to be of the number ; and I am afraid such a
society would want your instruction and example, as

much as your protection ; for I have, not without a
little envy, observed of late the style of some great

ministers very much to exceed that of any other pro-

ductions.

The persons who are to undertake this work will hare
the example of the French before them, to imitate where
these have proceeded right, and to avoid their mistakes.

Beside the grammar port, wherein we are allowed to be
very defective, they will observe many gross improprie-
ties, which, however authorized by practice, and giown
familiar, ought to be discarded. They will find many
words that deserve to he utterly thrown out of our lan-

guage, many more to be corrected, and perhaps not a
few long since antiquated, which ought to be restored

ou account of their energy aud sound.

But what 1 have most at heart is, that some method
should lie thought ou for ascertaining and fixing our lan-

guage for ever, after such alterations are made in it as

si mil be thought requisite. For 1 am of opinion, it is

better a language should not lie wholly perfect, than tiiat

it should tie perpetually changing ; and we must give

over at one time, or at length infallibly change for tlie

worse; as the Romans did, when they began to quit
their simplicity of style for affected refinements, such
as we meet in Tacitus and other authors; which ended
by degrees iu many barbarities, even before the Gotlis

hud invaded Italy.

The fame of our writers is usually confined to these

two islands, and it is hard it should lie limited in time,

as much os place, by the perpetual variations of ou.

speech. It is your lordship s observation, that if it were
not for the Bible and Common Prayer Book in the

vulgar tongue, we should hardly he able to understand

anything that was writteu amoug us a hundred year*

ago; which is certainly true: for those books being

perpetually read in churches, have proved a kind of
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standard for language, especially to the common people.

Ami 1 doubt whether the alterations since introduced

have added much to the lieauty or strength of the

English tongue, though they have taken olf a great deal

from that simplicity which is one of the greatest per*

fections in any language. You, my lord, who are so

conversant in the sacred writings, and so great a judge

of them in their originals, will agree, that 110 translation

our couutry ever yet produced, has come up to that of

the Old and New Testament : and by the many beau*

tiful passages which I have often had the honour to hear

your lordship cite from thence, I am persuaded that

the translators of the HiLie were masters of an English

style much fitter for that work than any we see in our

present writings
;
which I take to be owing to the sim-

plicity that runs through the whole. Then, as to the

greatest part of our liturgy, compiled long before the

translation of the Dible now in use, and little altered

since, there seem to lie in it as gre.it strains of true

sublime eloquence as are anywhere to be found in our

language
;
which every man of good taste will observe

in the communion service, that of burial, and other parts.

But when I say that I would have our language
after it is duly correct, always to last, I do not mean
that it should never be enlarged. Provided that no
word, which a society shall give a sanction to, be after-

ward antiquated and exploded, they may have liberty

to receive whatever new ones they shall find occasion

for; because then the old books will yet be always
valuable according to their intrinsic worth, and not

thrown aside on accouut of unintelligible words and
phrases, which ap|iear harsh and uncouth, only because

they are out of fashion. Had the Roman tongue con-

tinued vulgar iu that city till this time, it would have
been absolutely necessary, from the mighty changes
that have been made in law and religion, from the

many terms of art required in trade and in war, from the

new inventions that have happened in the world, from
the vast spreading of navigation and commerce, with

many other obvious circumstances, to have made great

additions to that language
;

yet the ancients would
still have been read and understood with pleasure and
ease. The Greek tongue received many enlargements

between the time of Homer and that of Plutarch, yet

the former author was probably ms well understood in

Trajan's time as the latter. What Horace says of words
going off and perishing like leaves, and new ones
coining iu their place, is a misfortune he laments,
rather than a tiling he approves

; but I cannot see why
this should lie absolutely necessary, or if it were, what
would have become of his monumenfum <rrt ptrtnniua !

WYiting by memory only, as I do at present, I would
gladly keep within my depth

;
and therefore shall not

enter into further particulars. Neither do I pretend
m-irethanto show the usefulness of this design, and to i

make some general observations, leaving the rest to that

society which I hope will owe its institution and pa-

tronage to your lordship. Besides, I would willingly
,

avoid repetition, having, about a year ago, communi-
!

cated to the public much of what I had to offer upon
this subject, by the hands of an ingenious gentleman,
who, for a long time did thrice a-week divert or

instruct the kingdom by his papers, and is supposed
to pursue the same design at present, under the title of
Spectator. This author, who has tried the force and
compass of our language with so much success, agrees

entirely with me in most of my sentiments relating to

it ; so do the greatest part of the men of wit and learn-

ing whom I have hau the happiness to converse with
;

and therefore I imagine that such a society would be

pretty unanimous iu the main points.

Your lordship must allow that such a work as this

brought to perfection would very much contribute to

the glory of her majesty's reign ; which ought to lie

VOL. it.

t recorded in words more durable than btass, and such

as our posterity may read a thousand years hence,

with pleasure as well as admiration. I always dis-

approved that false compliment to princes, that the most

lasting monument they can have is the hearts of tlieir

subjects. It is indeed tlieir greatest present felicity to

reign iu tlieir subjects'hearts; but these are too perishable

to preserve tlieir memories, which can only be done by
the pens of able and faithful historians. And I take it

to be your lord.hip's duty, as piime minister, to give

order for inspecting our language, aud rendering it fit

to record the history of so great and good a princess.

Besides, my lord, as disinterested as you appear to the

world, I am convinced that no man is more in (ho

r
iwer of a prevailing favourite passion than yourself

;

mean that desire of true and lasting honour which

you have borne along with you through every stage of

your life. To this you have often sacrificed your
interest, your ease, and your health ;

for preserving

and increasing this, you have exposed your person to

secret treachery and open violence. There is not,

perhaps, an example in history of any minister, who,
in so short a time, has performed so many great tilings,

and overcome so many difficulties. Now, though I

am fully convinced that you fear God, honour your
queen, and love your country as much as any of your
fellow-subjects, yet I must believe that the desire of

fame has beeu no inconsiderable motive to quicken you
in the pursuit of those actions which will best deserve

it But, at the same time, I must be so plain as to

tell your lordship, that if you will not take some care

to settle our language, and put it into a state of con-

tinuance, 1 cannot promise that your memory shall be

preserved above a hundred years, further thau by im-
perfect tradition.

As barbarous and ignorant as we were in former

centuries, there was more effectual care taken by our
ancestors to preserve the memory of times and persons,

than we find in this age of learning aud politeness, as

we are pleased to call it. The rude Latin of the monks
is still very intelligible; whereas, had their records

been delivered down only in the vulgar tongue, so

barren and so barbarous, so subject to continual suc-

ceeding changes, they could not now be understood,

unless by antiquaries who make it their study to ex-
pound them. And we must at this day have been
content with such poor alwtracts of our English story,

as laborious men of low genius would think fit to give

us ; ond even these, in the next age, would be like-

wise swallowed up in succeeding collections. If things

go ou at this rate, all 1 can promise your lordship is,

that, about two hundred years hence, some painful

compiler, who will be at the trouble of studying old
language, may inform the world, ihat iu the reign of
queen Anne, Robert, earl of Oxford, a very wise and
excellent man, was made high treasurer, and saved

his country, which iu those days was almost ruined by
a foreign war, and a domestic faction. Thus much he
may be able to pick out, and willing to transfer into

his new history
;
but the rest of your cliaractcr, wiiich

I, or any other writer, may now value ourselves by
drawing, and the particular account of the great drugs
done under your ministry, for which you are already

so celebrated in most parts of Europe, will probably be

droplied, on account of the autiquate style and man-
ner they are delivered in.

How then shall any man, who has a genius for

history equal to the best of the ancients, he able to un-
dertake such a work with spirit and cheerfulness, when
he considers that he will he read with pleasure but a
very few years, aud, iu an age or two, shall hardly b«
understood without an interpreter? This is like em-
ploying an excellent statuary to work upon mouldering

stone. Those who apply their studies to preserve
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memory of other* will always have some concern for

their own; and 1 believe it is for this reason that so

fe-v writers among us, of any distinction, have turned

their thoughts to such a discouraging employment

;

for the best English historian must lie under this mor-
tification, that when his style grows antiquated, he

will be only considered as a tedious relater of facts,

and pcrha{>s consulted in his turn, among other neglected

authors, to furnish materials for some future collector.

I doubt your lordship is but ill entertained with a

few scattered thoughts upon a subject tliat deserves to

l.«e treated with ability and care. However, I must. I»eg

leave to add a few words more, perhaps not altogether

foreign to the same matter. I know not whether that

which 1 am going to say may pass for caution, advice,

or reproach, any of which will be justly thought very

improper from one in my station to one in yours.

However, I must venture to affirm, that if genius and
learning be not encouraged under your lordship's ad-

ministration, you are the- most inexcusable person

olive. All your other virtues, my lord, will be defec-

tive without this; your affability, candour, and good-

nature; tliat perpetual agreeableness of conversation,

so disengaged in the midst of such a weight of business

and opposition ; even your justice, prudence and mag-
nanimity, will shine less bright without it. Your
lordship is universally allowed to possess a very large

portion in most parts of literature
;
and to this you owe

the cultivating of those many virtues which otherwise

would have been less adorned, or in lower perfect ion.

Neither can you acquit yourself of these obligations

without letting the arts, in their turn, share your in-

fluence and protection : besides, who knows but some
tme genius may hapjien to arise under your ministry,

txortua ut trikertua aol. Every age might perhaps pro-

duce one or two of these to adorn it, if they were not

sunk under the censure and obloquy of plodding,

servile, imitating pedants. I do not mean, l>y a true

genius, any bold writer who breaks through the rules

of decency to distinguish himself by the singularity of

his opinions; but one who, upon a deserving subject,

is able to open new scenes, and discover a vein of true

and noble thinking, which never entered into any ima-
gination before ;

every stroke of whose pen is worth all

the paper blotted by hundreds of others in the compass
of their lives. I know, my lord, your friendj will

c ffer, in your defence, that in your private capacity

you never refused your purse and credit to the service

and support of learned or ingenious men
;
and that,

ever since you have been in public employment, you
have constantly bestowed your favours to the most de-

serving persons. But I desire your lordship not to be

deceived
; we never will admit of these excuses, nor

will allow your private liberality, as great as it is, to

atone for vour excessive public thrift. But here again

I atn afraid most good subjects will interpose in your
defence, by alleging the desperate condition you found
the nation in, and the necessity there was for so able

and faithful a steward tn retrieve if, if possible, by the

utmost frugality. We grant all this, my lord
;

hut
then it ought likewise to he considered, that you have
already saved several millions to the public, and that

what we ask is too inconsiderable to break into any
rules of the strictest good Imsltandry. The French
king bestows about half a dozen pensions to learned

men in several parts of Europe, and perhaps a dozen

in his own kingdom ; which in the whole do prohubly

not amount to half the income of many a private com-
moner in England, yet have more contributed to the

glory of that prince than any million he has otherwise

employed. For learning, like all true merit, is easily

satisfied
;
while the false anil counterfeit is perpetually

craving, and never thinks it has enough. Tnc smallest

favour giveu by a great prince, as a mark of esteem to

reward the endowments of the mind, never fails to be
returned with praise and gratitude, and loudly cele-
brated to the world. 1 have known, some years ago,
several pensions given to particular persons, (how
deservedly I shall not inquire,) any one of which, if

divided into several jiarcels, and distributed by the

crown to those who might, upon occasion, distinguish
themselves by some extraordinary production of wit
or learning, would be amply sufficient to answer the
end. Or, if any such persons were above money, (as
every great genius certainly is, with very moderate con-
veniences of life,) a medal or some mark of distinction

would do full as well.

But 1 forget my province, and find myself turning

f

rrojector before 1 ain aware
; although it l>e one of the

ast characters under which I should desire to appear
before your lordship, especially when 1 have the ambi-
tion of aspiring to tliat of being, with the greatest

respect and truth, my lord, your lordship's most
obttlieut, most obliged, and most bumble-servant,

Jonathan Swift.

AN ESSAY ON MODERN
EDUCATION.

Fnow frequently reflecting upon the course and method
ofeducating youth in thisund a neighbouring kingdom,
with tbe general success and consequence thereof, I am
come to this determination^—that education is always
tire worse, in proportion to the wealth and grandeur of
the parents

;
nor do I doubt in the least, that if the

whole world were now under the dominion of one mo-
narch, (provided I might be allowed to choose where
he should fix the seat of his empire,) the only sou and
heir of that monarch would be the worst educated
mortal that ever was horn since the creation

; and 1

doubt the same proportion will hold through all de-

grees and titles, from an emperor downward to the

common gentry.

1 do not say tliat this has been always the case ; for,

in better times, it was directly otherwise, and a scholar
may till half his Greek and Roman shelves with authors
of the noblest birth, as well os highest virtue : nor do 1

tax all nations at present with this defect, for I know
there ore some to be excepted, and particularly Scotland,
under all tbe disadvantages of its climate and soil, if

that happiness be not rather owing even to those very
disadvantages. What is then to be done, if this reflec-

tion must fix on two countries, which will be most
ready to take offence, and which, of all others, it will

be least prudent or safe to offend ?

But there is one circumstance yet more dangvrons
and lamentable: for if, according to the poatulntum

already laid down, the higher quality any youth is of
he is iu greater likelihood to be worse educated, it

behoves me to dread and keep far from the verge of
tcnmLilttm magnntmn.

Retracting therefore that hazardous poalulatt/m
, I

shall venture no further at present than to say, that

perhaps some additional CAre iu educating the sous of
nobility and principal gentry might not be ill em-
ployed. If this be not delivered with softness enough,
I must for the future be silent.

Iu the mean time, let me ask only two questions,

which relate to England. I ask, first, bow it comes
about that, for above sixty years past, the chief conduct
of affairs has been generally placed in the bauds of new
men, with very few exceptions? The noblest.blood of

England having been shed in the grand rebellion,

many great families became extinct, or were supported

only by minors. When the king was restored, very

few of those lords remained who began, or at least had
improved, their education under the reigns of king
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James or king Cliarlcs I., of which lords the two princi-

pal were the marquis of Ormond mid the earl of

Southampton. The minors had, during the rebellion

and usurpation, either received too much tincture of

bad principles from those fanatic times, or, coming to

age at the Restoration, fell into the vice9 of that dis-

solute reign.

I date from this era the corrupt method of education

among us, and, in consequence thereof, the necessity

the crown lay under of introducing new men into the

chief conduct of public affairs, or to the office of wbat

we now call prime-ministers; men of art, knowledge,

application and insinuation, merely for want of a

supply among the nobility. They were generally

(though not always) of good birth
;
sometimes younger

brothers, at other times such, who, although inheriting

good estates, yet happened to be well educated, and

provided with learning. Such, under that king, were

Hyde, Bridgeman, Clifford, Osborn, Godolphin, Ashley

Cooper: few or none under the short reign of king

James II. : under king William, Somers, Montague,

Churchill, Vernon, Boyle, and many others : under the

queen, Harley, St. John, Harcourt, Trevor : who, indeed,

were persons of the best private families, but unadorned

with titles. So in the following reign, Mr. Robert

Walpole was for many years prime-minister, in which

post he still happily continues: his brother Horace is

ambassador extraordinary to France. Mr. Addisou

and Mr. Craggs, without the least alliance to support

them, liave been secretaries of state.

If tlie facts have been thus for above sixty years past,

(whereof I could, with a little further recollection, pro-

duce many more instances,) I would ask again, how it

lias happened, that in a nation plentifully abounding

with nobility, so great share in the most competent

parts of public management has lieen for so long a

period chiefly intrusted to commoners; unless some

omissious or defects of the highest im]iort may be

charged upon those to whom the care of educating our

noble youth had been committed ? For, if there be

any difference between humau creatures in the point of

natural parts, as we usually call them, it should seem

that the advantage lies on the side of children bom
from noble and wealthy parents; the same traditional

loth and luxury which render their body weak and

effeminate, jx-rliaps relitiing and giving a freer motion

to the spirits beyond what can be expected from the

gross, robust issue of meaner mortals. Add to this the

peculiar advantages which all young nohlemeu possess

by the privileges of their birth. Such as a free access to

courts, and a universal deference paid to their persons.

But, as my lord Baron charges it for a fault on

princes, that they are impatient to compos* cuds with-

out giving themselves tne trouble of consulting or

executing the means, so, perhaps, it may be the dis-

position of young nobles, either from the indulgence of

parents, tutors, and governors, or their own inactivity,

that they expect the accomplishments of a good educa-

tion without the least excuse of time or study to

acquire them.
What I said last I am ready to retract, for the case

is infinitely worse; and the very maxims set up to

direct modem education are enough to destroy all the

seeds of knowledge, honour, wisdom, and virtue among
ns. The current opinion prevails, that the study of

Greek and Latin is loss of time; that public schools,

by mingling the sons of noblemen with those of the

vulgar, engage the former in had company ;
that

whipping breaks the spirits of lads well born ;
that

universities make young men pedants ;
that to dunce,

fence, speak French, and know how to l>ehave yourself

among great persons of both sexes, comprehends the

whole duty of a gentleman.

I cannot but think this wise system of education has

lieen much cultivated among us by those worthies of

the army who, during the last war, returned from
Flanders nt the close of each camjuiign, became the

dictators of behaviour, dress, and politeness, to all those

youngsters who frequent chocolate-coffee-gatning-

houM*s, drawing-rooms, operas, levees, and assemblies :

where a colonel, by liis pay, perquisites, and plunder,

was qualified to outshine many peers of the realm

;

and by the influence of an exotic habit and demeanour,
added to other foreign accomplishments, gave the law
to the whole town, and was copied as the standard

pattern of whatever was retined in dress, equipage, con-
versation, or diversions.

I remember, in those times, an admired original of

that vocation sitting in a coffeehouse near two gentle-

men, whereof one was of the clergy, who were engaged
in some discourse that savoured of learning. This
officer thought tit to interpose, and professing to deliver

the sentiments of his fraternity, as well as his own, (and
probably he did so of too many among them,) turned

to the clergyman, and spoke in the following manner :

“ I)—n me, doctor, say what you will, the army is the

only school for gentlemen. Do you think my lord

Marlborough beat the French with Greek and Latin?
D—n me, a scholar when he comes into good company,
what is he but an aas ? D—n me, I would be glad by
G—d to see any of your scholars with his nouns and
his verbs, and his philosophy, and trigonometry, what
a figure he would make at a siege, or blockade, or

rencountering D—n me," &c.» After which he

proceeded with a volley of military terms, less signifi-

cant, sounding worse, and harder to be understood thou

any that were ever coined hy the commentators upon
Aristotle. I would not here be thought to charge the

soldiery with ignorauce and contempt of learning

without allowing exceptions, of which I nave known
many ; but, however, the worst example, especially iu

a great majority, will certainly prevail.

I have heard that the late earl of Oxford, in the

time of his ministry, never passed hy White s chocolate-

house (the common rendezvous of infamous shatters

and noble cullies) without bestowing a curse upon tliaJi

famous academy as the hone of half the English

nobility. I have likewise been told another passage

concerning that great minister, which, because it gives

a humourous idea of one principal ingredieut in modem
education, take as follows:— Le Sack, the famous
French dancing master, in great admiration, asked a
friend whether it were true that Mr. Harley was made
an earl and lord treasurer? and finding it confirmed

said, “ Well
;

1 wonder what the devil the queen could
see in him

;
for I attended him two years, and he was

the greatest dunce that ever I taught.’ b

Another binderance to good education, and I think

the greatest of any, is that pernicious custom in rich

ami noble families of entertaining French tutors in

their houses. These wretched pedagogues are enjoined

by the father to take sjiecial care that the boy shall be

perfect in his French ; by the mother, tliat master must
not walk till he is hot, nor be suffered to play with
other boys, nor be wet in his feet, nor daub his clothes,

and to see the dancing master attcirds constantly, and
does his duty ; she further insists, that he be not kept
too long poring on his book, because he is subject to

sore eyes, and of a weakly constitution.

By these methods the young gentleman is, in every
article, os fully accomplished at eight years old .is at

eight and twenty, age adding only to the growth of his

person and his vice
;
so that if you should look at him

iu his boyhood through tlie magnifying end of a per-

* Swift has verbified part of this pa«Mj;c in liis poem on
Hamilton's Rswo.

b The story of Le Sack many of the dun's friends have hmr<l
him toll, as hu had it from the earl himself.

u 2
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spective, and in his manhood through the other, it

would be impossible to spy any difference
;

the same
airs, the same strut, the same cock of his hat, and
posture of his sword, (as far as the change of fashions

will allow,) the same understanding, the same compass
of knowledge, with the very same absurdity, impudence,
and impertinence of tongue.

He is taught from the nursery that he must inherit a
great estate, and has no need to mind his book, which
is a lesson he never forgets to the end of his life. His

chief solace is to steal down and play at spanfarthing

with the page or young blackamoor, or little favourite

foot boy. one of which is his principal confident and
bosom friend.

There is one young lord* in this town, who, by an

unexampled piece of good fortune, was miraculously

snatched out of the gulph of ignorance, confined to a

public school for a due term of years, well whipped
when he deserved it, clad no better than his comrades,

and always their playfellow on the same foot; had no
recedence in the school, but what was given him by
is merit, and lost it whenever he was negligent. It is

well known how many mutinies were bred at this

unprecedented treatment, wliat complaints among his

relations, and other great ones of both sexes ; that his

stockings with silver clocks were ravished from him

;

that he wore his own hair
;
that his dress was undis-

tinguished
;
that he was not fit to appear at a ball or

assembly, nor suffered to go to eitlier : and it was with
the utmost difficulty he became qualified for his

present removal, where he may prol>ably be further

persecuted, and possibly with success, if the firmness of

a very worthy governor and his own good disjKMitions

will not preserve him. 1 confess I cannot but wish he
may go ou in the way he began ; because I have a

curiosity to know by so singular an experiment,

whether truth, honour, justice, temperance, courage,

and good sense, acquired by a school and college

education, may not produce a very tolerable lad,

although he should happen to fail in one or two of

those accomplishments which iti the general vogue are

hold so important to the finishing of a gentleman.

It is true, I have known an academical education to

have been exploded in public assemblies ; and have
heard more tnan one or two persons of high rank
declare, they could leant nothing more at Oxford and
Cambridge than to drink ale and smoke tobacco

;

wherein I firmly believed them, and could have added
some hundred examples from my own observation in

one of those universities , but they all were of young
heirs sent thither only for form

;
either from schools

where they were not suffered by their careful parents to

stay above three months in the year; or from under
the management of French family tutors, who yet often

attended them to their college, to prevent all possibility

of their improvement
;
but 1 never yet knew any one

persou of quality, who followed his studies at the

university and carried away his just proportion of

learning, that was not ready upon all occasions to cele-

brate and defend that course of education, and to prove

a patron of learned men.
There is oue circumstance in a learned education

which ought to have much weight, even with those

who have no learning at all. The books read at school

and college are full of incitements to virtue, and dis-

couragements from vice, drawn from the wisest reasons,

the strongest motives, and the mo9t influencing

examples. Thus young minds are filled early with an
inclination to good, and an abhorrence of evil, both

which increase in them, according to the advances they

make in literature; and although they may lie, and
too often arc, drawn by the temptations of youth, and
the opportunities of a large fortune, into Some irregu-

• Lord Mnnntcudicl. hred at Dr. Sheridan's school.

larities, when they come forward into the great world,

yet it is ever with reluctance and compunction of

mind, because their bias to virtue still continues.

They may stray sometimes, out of infirmity or com-
pliance; but they will soon return to the right road,

and keep it always in view. I speak only of those

excesses which are too much the attendants of youth
and warmer blood; for as to the points of honour,
truth, justice, and other noble gifts of the mind,
wherein the temperature of the body has no concern,

they ore seldom or ever known to be wild.

I have engaged myself very unwarily in too copious

a subject for so short a paper. The present scope 1

would aim at is, to prove that some proportion of
human knowledge appears requisite to those who by
their birth or fortune are called to the making of laws,

and, in a subordinate way, to the execution of them ;

and that such knowledge is not to be obtained, without

a miracle, under the frequent, corrupt, and sottish

methods of educating those who are born to wealth or

titles. For I would have it remembered that I do by
no means confine these remarks to young persons of

noble birth ; the same errors running through all

families where there is wealth enough to afford tliat

their sons (at least the eldest) may i)e good for nothing.

Why should my sun lie a scholar when it is not in-

tended that he should live by his learning? By this

rule, if what is commonly said be true, that “ money
answers all things,” why should my son be honest,

temperate, just, or charitable, since he has no inten-

tion to depend upon auy of these qualities for a main-
tenance t

When all is done, perhaps, upon the whole, the

matter is not so bad as I would make it; and God,
who works good out of evil, acting only by the ordinary

course and rule of nature, permits tbis continual circu-

lation of human things, for his own unsearchable ends.

The father grows rich by avarice, injustice, oppression

;

he is a tyrant in the neigliltourhood over slaves and
beggars, whom he calls his tenants. Why should he

desire to have qualities infused into his son which
himself never possessed, or knew, or found the want
of, in the acquisition of his wealth ? The *jn, bred in

sloth and idleness, becomes a spendthrift, a cully, a
profligate, and goes out of the world a beggar, as bis

father came in : thus the former is puuished for his

own sins, os well as for those of the latter. The dung-
hill, having raised a huge mushroom of short dura-
tion, is now spread to enrich other men's lands. It is

indeed of worse consequence where noble families are

pine to decay ; because their titles and privileges out-

live their estates : and politicians tell us, that nothing

is more dangerous to the public than a numerous
nobility without merit or fortune. But even here God
has likewise prescribed some remedy in the order of

nature; so many great families coming to an end by
the sloth, luxury, and abandoned lusts, which ener-

vated their breed through every succession, producing
gradually a more effeminate race wholly unfit for pro-

pagation.

HINTS TOWARD AN ESSAY ON
CONVERSATION.

I have observed few obvious subjects to have been so

seldom, or at least so slightly, handled as this ;
and

indeed I know few so difficult to be treated as it

ought, nor yet upon which there seems so much to be
said.

Most things pursued bv men for the happiness of

public or private life, our wit or folly have so refiued,

tliat they seldom subsist but in idea
; a true friend, a

good marriage, a perfect form of government, with mm?
other*, require so many ingredients, so guod iu their
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several kinds, and so much niceties* in mixing them,

that for some thousands of years men have despaired

of reducing their schemes to perfection : hut in con-

versation it is, or might be, otherwise ; for here we are

only to avoid a multitude of errors, which, although a

matter of some difficulty, may l>e in every man's power,

for want of which it remaius as mere an idea as the

other. Therefore it seems to me,* that the truest way
to understand conversation, is to know the faults and
errors to which it is subject, and from thence every

man to form maxims to himself whereby it may be

regulated, because it requires few talents to which

most men arc not born, or at least may not acquire,

without any great genius or study. For nature has

left every mau a capacity of being agreeable, though

not of shining in company
;
and there are a hundred

men sufficiently qualified for both, who, by a very few

fuults that they might correct in half on hour, ore not

so much as tolerable.

I was prompted to write my thoughts upon this sub-

ject by mere indignation, to reflect that so useful and
innocent a pleasure, so fitted for every period and con-

dition of life, and so much in all men's power, should

be so much neglected and abused.

And in this discourse it will lie necessary to note

those errors that are obvious, as well as others which are

•eldomer observed, since there are few so obvious, or

acknowledged, into which most men, some time or

other, are not apt to run.

For instance : nothing is more generally exploded

than the folly of talking too much; yet 1 rarely re-

member to have seen five jieople together, where some
one among them has not been predominant in that

kind, to the great constraint ntul disgust of all the rest.

Rut among such as deal in multitudes of words, none

are comparable to the sober deliberate talker, who
proceeds with much thought and caution, makes his

t

jreface, branches out into several digressions, finds a

lint that puts him in mind of unotber story, which he

jiromises to tell yon when this is done
;
comes hack

regularly to his subject, cannot readily call to mind
some person's name, holding his bead, complains of his

memory ; the whole company all this while in sus-

pense; at length says, it is no matter, and so goes on.

And, to crown the business, it perhaps proves at last a
story the company has heard fitly times before; or, at

best, some insipid adventure of the relater.

Another general fault in conversation is that of those

who affect to talk of themselves: some, without any
ceremony, will run over the history of their lives; will

relate the annals of their diseases, with the several

symptoms and circumstances of them ;
will enumerate

the hardships and injustice they have suffered in court,

in ]iarliament, in love, or in law. Others are more
dexterous, and with great art will lie on the watch to

hook in their own praise: they will call a witness to

remember they always foretold what would happen in

such a case, but none would believe them ; they ad-

vised such a man from the lieginnirig, and told him
the consequences, just os they hapjiened

;
hut he would

have his own way. Others make a vanity of telling

their faults ; they arc the strangest men in the world
;

they cannot dissemble ; they own it is a folly; they

have lost abundance of advantages by it
;
but if you

would give them the world, they cannot help it; there

is something in tin ir nature that abhors insincerity and

constraint ;
with many other insufferable topics of the

same altitude.

Of such mighty importance every man is to himself,

and ready to think lie is so to others ; without once

making t.iis cosy and obvious reflection, that his affairs

can have no more weight with other men, than theirs

have with him ;
and how little tluit is he is sensible

enough.

\Vhc:c a company has met, I often have observed
two persons discover, by some accident, that they were
bred together at the same school or university

;
after

which the rest are condemned to silence, and to listen

while these two are refreshing each other's memory,
with the arch tricks and passages of themselves and
their comrades.

I know a great officer of the army who will sit fur

some time with a supercilious and impatient silence,

full of anger and contempt for those who ore ‘alkiug;
at length, of a sudden, demanding audience, decide

' the matter in a short dogmatical way
; then withdraw

within himself again, and vouchsafe to talk no more,
until his spirits circulate again to the same point.

There are some faults in conversation wliich none
are so subject to as the men of wit, nor ever so much
as when they are with each other. If they have opened
their mouths without endeavouring to say a witty
thing, they think it is so many words lost : it is u
torment to the hearers, as much as to themselves, to see
them upon the rack fur invention, and in perpetual

constraint, with so little success. They must do some-
thing extraordinary in order to acquit themselves, and
answer their character, else the standers-by may lie

disappointed, and lie apt to think them only like the
rest of mortals. 1 have known two men of wit indus-
triously brought together in order to entertain the com-
pany, where they have made a very ridiculous figure,

and provided all the mirth at their own expense.
1 know a man of wit who is never easy but where

he can be allowed to dictate and preside : he neither

expects to be informed or entertained, but to display
his own talents. His business is to be good company,
and not good conversation

;
and therefore he chooses to

frequent those who are content to listen, and profess

themselves his admirers. And indeed the worst con-
versation I ever remember to have heard in my life

was that at Will’s coffeehouse, where the wits (as they,
were called) used formerly to assemble; that is to say,

five or six men who ltad writ plays, or at least pro-
logues, or had share in a misc ellany, came thither, and
entertained one another with their trifling composures,
in so important an air as if they had lieeu the noblest

efforts of human nature, or that the fate of kingdoms
depended on them ; and they were usually attended
with an humble audience of young students from the
inns of court, or the universities; who, at due distance,

listened to these oracles, and returned home with great
contempt for their law and philosophy, their heads
filled with trash, under the name of politeness, criticism,

and belles lettres.

By these means the poets, for many years past, were
all overrun with pedantry. For, as I take it, the word
is not properly used

;
because pedantry is the too

frequent or unseasonable obtruding our own knowledge
in common discourse, and placing too great a value
upon it; by which definition, men of the court, or the
army, may be as guilty of pedantry as a philosopher or

a divine; and it is the same vice in women, when they
are over copious upon the subject of their jjetticoats, or
their fatis, or their china. For which reason, although
it be a piece of prudence, os well as good maimers, to

put men upon talking on suhjects they are best versed
in, yet that is a liberty a wise man could hardly take

;

because, beside the imputation of pedantry, it is what
he would never improve by.

The great town is usually provided with some player,

mimic, or buffoon, who has a general reception at the
good tables; familiar and domestic with persons of the
first quality, and usually seut for at every meeting to
dirert the company

;
against which I have no objec

tion. You go there as to a farce or a puppetshow
; your

business is only to laugh in seuson, cither out of incli-

nation or civility, while this merry companion is acting
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his part. It is a business he has undertaken, anil we
are to suppose he is paid for his day's work. 1 only
quarrel, when, in select and private meetings, where
men of wit and learning are invited topossati evening,

this jester should be admitted to run over his circle of
tricks, and make the whole company unfit for any other

conversation, lieside the indignity of confouuding men's
talents at so shameful a rate.

Raillery is the finest part of conversation ; but, as it

is our usual custom to counterfeit and adulterate what-

ever is too dear for us, so we have done with this, and
turned it all into what is generally called repartee, or

being smart
;
just as when an expensive fashion comes

up, those who are not able to reach it, content them-

selves with some paltry imitation. It now passes for

raillery to ran a man down in discourse, to put him
out of countenance, and make him ridiculous

; some-
times to expose the defects of his person or understand-

ing; on all which occasions, he is obliged not to he

angry, to avoid the imputation of not being able to

take a jest. It is admirable to observe one who is

dexterous at this art, singling out a weak adversary,

getting the laugh oti his side, and then carrying all

before him. The French, from whence we borrow the

word, have a quite different idea of the thing, and so

had we in tlie politer age of our fathers. Raillery

was to say something that at first appeared a rrprooch

or reflection, but, by some turn of wit, unexpected and
surprising, ended always in a compliment, and to the

advantage of the person it was addressed to. And
surely one of the best rules iu conversation is, never to

say a thing which any of the company can reasonably
wish we had rather left unsaid : nor can there anything
lie well more contrary to the ends for which people

meet together, than to part unsatisfied with each other

or themselves.

There are two faults in conversation, which appear
very different, yet arise from the same root, and are

equally blumeable; 1 mean an impatience to interrupt

others; and the uneasiness of being interrupted our-

selves. The two chief ends of conversation are to en-

tertain and improve those we are among, or to receive

those benefits ourselves; which whoever will consider,

cannot easily run into either of these two errors: be-

cause, when any man speaks in company, it is to be

supposed he does it for his hearers' sake, aud not his

own
;
so that common discretion will teach ua not to

force their attention, if they are uot willing to lend it;

nor, on the other side, to interrupt him who is in pos-

session, because that is in the grossest manner to give

the preference to our own good sense.

There are some people whose good manners will not

suffer them to interrupt you, but, wbat is almost as

bad, will discover abundance of impatience, and lie

upon the watch until you have done, because they have
started something iu their own thoughts, which they

long to be delivered of. Meantime, they are so far

from regarding wbat passes, that their imaginations are

wholly turned upon what they have iu reserve, for fear

it should slip out of their memory
; and thus they con-

fine their invention, which might otherwise range over

a hundred things full as good, and that might be much
more naturally introduced.

There is a sort of rude familiarity, which some people,

by practising among their intimates, have introduced

into their general conversation, aud would have it pass

fur innocent freedom or humour
;
which is a dangerous

experiment in our northern climate, where all the little

decorum and politeness we have are purely forced by
art, and are so ready to lapse into barbarity. This,

among the Homans, was the raillery of slave*, of which
we have many instances iu Plautus. It seems to have
been introduced among us by Cromwell, who, by pre-

ferring the tcutn of the people, made it a court enter-

tainment, of which 1 have heard many particulars
; and

considering all things were turned upside down, it was
reasonable and judicious : although it was a piece of

{Nilicy found out to ridicule a point of honour iu the

other extreme, when the smallest word mispluced among
gentlemen ended in a duel.

There are some men excellent at telling a story, and
provided with a plentiful stock of them, which they

can draw out upou occasion in all companies; and,
considering how low conversation runs now among us,

it is not altogether a contemptible talent; however, it is

subject to two unavoidable defects, frequent repetition,

aud being soon exhausted
;
so that, whoever values this

gift in himself, lias need of a good memory, and ought
frequently to shift his company, that he may not dis-

cover tlie weakness of his fund
;

for those who are thus

endued have seldom any other revenue, but live upou
the main stock.

Great speakers in public are seldom agreeable in

private conversation, whether their faculty be natural,

or acquired by practice, and often venturing. Natural

elocution, although it may seem a paradox, usually

springs from a barrenness of invention, and of words
;

by which men who have only one stock of notions upou
every subject, and one set of phrases to express theniiu,

they swim upon the superficies, and offer themselves ou
every occasion

;
therefore men of much learning, and

who know the compass of a language, are generally

the worst talkers ou a sudden, until much practice has

inured and emboldened them
;
because they are con-

founded with plenty of matter, variety of notions aud
of words, which they cannot readily choose, but are

perplexed and entangled by too great a choice ; which
is no disadvantage in private conversation

;
where, on

the other side, the talent of haranguing is, of all others,

most unsuppurtable.

Nothing has spoiled men more for conversation than

the character of being wits; to support which they

never fail of encouraging a number of followers and
admirers, who list themselves in their service, wherein

they find their accounts on both sides by pleasing their

mutual vanity. This lias given the former such on air

of superiority, and made the latter so pragmatical, that

neither of them are well to lie endured. 1 say nothing

here of the itch of dispute and contradiction, telling of

lies, or of those who are troubled with the disease

called the wandering of the thoughts, so that they are

never present in mind at what passes in discourse ; for

whoever labours uuder any of these possessions, is as

unfit for conversation as a madman in Redlom.
I think I have gone over most of the errors in con-

versation that have fallen under my notice or memory,
except some that ore merely personal, and others too

gross to need exploding
;
such us lewd or profane talk

;

but 1 pretend only to treat the errors of conversation iu

general, and uot the several subjects of discourse, which

would be infinite. Thus we see how human nature is

most debased, by tlie abuse of that faculty which is

held tlie great distinction between men and brutes: and

how little advantage we make of that, which might be

the greatest, the most lasting, and the most innocent,

as well as useful pleasure of life : in default of which

we are forced to take up with those poor amusements of

dress and visiting, or tlie more pernicious ones of play,

drink, and vicious amours; whereby the nobility and

gentry of both sexes arc eutiiely corrupted, both in body

and mind, and have lost all notions of love, honour,

friendship, generosity : which, under the name of foj>

peries, have been for some time laughed out of doors.

This degeneracy of conversation, with the jiemicious

consequences thereof upon our humours and dis]iosi-

tiuns, has been owing, among other causes, to the cus-

tom arisen, for some time past, of excluding women
from any share iu our socict}, further than iu parties at
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play, or dancing, or in tl»e pursuit of on amour. I

fc/ke the highest period of politeness in England (and

it is of the same date in France) to have been the peace-

able part of king Charles I.'s reign
,
and from what

we read of those times, as well as from the accounts I

have formerly met with from some who lived in that

court, the methods then used for raising and cultivating

conversation were altogether different from ours : several

ladies, whom we find celebrated by the poets of tliut

age, had assemblies at their houses, where jiersona of

the best understanding, and of both sexes, met to pass

the evenings in discoursing upon whatever agreeable

subjects were occasionally started ; and although we

are apt to ridicule the sublime Platonic notions they

had, or personated, in love and friendship, I conceive

their refinements were grounded upon reason, and that

a little grain of the romance is no ill ingredient to pre-

serve and exalt the dignity of human nature, without

which it is apt to degenerate into everything that is

sordid, vicious, and low. If there were no other use

in the conversation of ladies, it is sufficient that it would

lay a restrain upon those odious topics of immodesty

and indecencies, into which the rudeness of our northern

genius is so apt to fall. And, therefore, it is ohserv-

uble in those sprightly gentlemen aliout the towu, who
are so very dexterous at entertaining a vizard mask in

the park or the playhouse, that in the company of

ladies of virtue and honour, they are silent and dis-

concerted, and out of their element.

There are some people who think they sufficiently

acquit themselves, and entertain their company, with

relating facts of no consequence, nor at all out of the

road of such common incidents as happen every day
;

and this 1 have ohserved more frequently among the

Scots than any other nation, who are very careful not

to omit the minutest circumstances of time or place;

which kind of discourse, if it were not a little relieved

by the uncouth terms and phrases, as well as accent

and gesture peculiar to tliat country, would be hardly

tolerable. It is not a fault in company to talk much
;

but to continue it long is certainly one; for, if the

majority of those who ore got together be naturally

silent or cautious, the conversation will flag, unless it

be often renewed by one amoug them, who can start

new subjects, provided he does not dwell upon them,
that leave room for answers and replies.

A LETTER
OF ADVICE TO A YOUNG POET.

TOGETHER WITH A PROPOSAL FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF POETRY IN IRELAND.

Sic honor nt nomen iliviuis vatibus stque
Carmluibus veoit.

IIo*. de Art. Poet. 400.

Dccemlier I. 1”*0.

Sir,—As I have always professed a friendship for you,
and have therefore been more inquisitive iuto your
conduct and studies thau is usually agreeable to young
men, so I must own I am not a little pleased to find,

by your last account, that you have entirely bent your
thought* to English poetry with design to make it

your profession and business. Two reasons incline me
to eucourage you in this study; one the narrowness of
your present circumstances

;
the other, the great use

of poetry to mankind and society, and in every em-
ployment of life. Upon these views I cannot but
commend your wise resolution to withdraw so early
from other unprofitable and severe studies, and betake
yourself to that which, if you have good luck, will
advance your fortune and make you an ornament to
your friends and your country. It may he your justi-
fication, and farther encouragement, to consider, that
history, ancient or modern, cannot furnish you an iu-

2U0

stance of one person, emiueut in any station, who tvas

not in some measure versed in poetry, or at least a

well-wisher to the professors of it; neither would 1

despair to prove, if legally called thereto, that it is im-

possible to lie a good soldier, divine, or lawyer, or even

so much as an emiueut bellman or lialludsiuger, with-

out some taste of poetry, and a competent skill in

versification
;
but I say the less of this, because the re-

nowned sir P. Sidney has exhausted the subject before

me iu bis Defence of Poesie, on which 1 shall make
no other remark hut this, that he argues there as if he
really believed himself.

For my own part, having never made one verse since

I was at school, where 1 su tiered too much for uiy

blunders in poetry to have any love to it ever since, 1

am not able, from any experience of my owu, to give

you those instructions you desire; ueither will 1 de-

clare (for I love to conceal my passions} how much 1

lament my neglect of poetry in those periods of my life

which were protest for improvements ill that orna-

mental part of learning; besides, my age and infirmi-

ties might well excuse me to you, as being unqualified

to be your writing-master, with sjiectacles on and a

shaking liand. However that I may not be altogether

wanting to you in an affair of so much importance to

your credit and happiness, 1 shall here give you some
scattered thoughts upon the subject, such as I have
gathered by reading and ol*ervation.

There is a certain little instrument, the first of those

iu use with scholars, and the meanest, considering the

materials of it, whether it be a joiut of wheaten straw

(the old Arcadian pipe) or just three inches of slender

'

wire, or a stripped feather, or a corking-pin. Further-

more, this same diminutive tool, for the posture of it,

usually reclines its head on the thumb uf the right

hand, sustains the foremost finger upon its breast, and
is itself supported by the second. This is commonly
known by the name of a fescue

;
I shall here, there-

fore, condescend to be this little elementary guide, and
point out some particulars, which may be of use to you
iu your hornbook of poetry.

In the first place, 1 am uot yet convinced that it is

at all necessary for a modem poet to believe iu God, or

have any serious sense of religion
; and in this article

you must give me leave to suspect your capacity
;

be-

cause religion being wbat your mother taught you, you
will hardly find it possible, at least uot easy, all at once
to get over those early prejudices, so far us to tliiuk it

better to l>e a great wit than a good Christian, though

|

herein the general practice is against you; so that if.

upou inquiry, you find iu yourself any such softnesses,

owing to the nature of your education, my advice is,

that you forthwith lay down your jjcii, as having no
further business with it in the way of poetry

; unless

you will be content to pass for an insipid, or will sub-

mit to be hooted at by your fraternity, or can disguise

your religion, as well-tired men do their learning, in

complaisance to company.
For poetry, as it has been managed for some years

jast by such as make a business of it, (and of such
only I speak here, for I do not call him a poet that

writes for his diversion, any more than that gentleman
a fiddler who amuses himself with a violin,) f say, our
poetry of late lias been altogether disengaged from the
narrow notions of virtue and piety, because it has been
found by experience of our professors, that the smallest
quantity of religion, like a single drop of malt liquor iu

claret, will muddy aud discompose the brightest poeti-

cal genius.

Religion supposes heaven and hell, the word of God,
and sacraments, and tweuty other circumstances,
which, taken seriously, are a wonderful check to wit
and humour, and such as a true poet cannot pussil.ly

l
give in to, vith a saving to his poetical licence; l-ul
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yet it is necessary for him that others should believe

those things seriously that his wit may be exercised on
their wisdom for so doing; for though a wit need not

have religion, religion is necessary to a wit, os an
instrument is to the hand that plays upon it ; and for

this the moderns plead the example of their great idyl

Lucretius, who had not been by half so eminent a poet

(os he truly was) but that he stood tiptoe on religion,

Relit] to peJtbut tuhjecla, and, by that rising ground,

had the advantage of all the poets of his own or fol-

lowing times, who were not mounted ou the same
pedestal.

Besides, it is further to be oliserved, that Petroniiu,

another of their favourites, speaking of the qualifica-

tions of a good poet, insists chiefly on the hber spintia

;

by which 1 have been ignorant enough heretofore to

suppose he meant a good invention, or great compass
of thought or a sprightly imagination : but I have

learned a better construction, from the opinion and
practice of the moderns; and, taking it literally for a

free spirit, i. e. a spirit, or mind, free or disengaged

from all prejudices concerning God, religion, and
another world, it is to me a plain account why our
present set of poets are, and hold themselves obliged

to be, freethinkers.

But, although I cannot recommend religion upon tire

practice of some of our most eminent English poets,

yet I can justly advise you, from their example, to be

conversant in the Scriptures, and, if possible, to make
yourself entirely master of them

; in which, however,

1 intend nothing less than imposing upon you a task of

piety. Far he it from me to desire you to believe

them, or lay any great stress upon their authority; in

tliat you may do as you think fit ; but to read them
as a piece of necessary furniture for a wit and a poet;

which is a very different view from that of a Christian.

For 1 have made it my observation, that the greatest

wits have been the best textuaries : our modem poets

are all, to a man, almost as well read in the Scriptures

assume of our divines, and often abound more with

-.be phrase. They have read them historically, criti-

cally, musically, comically, ]*oetically, and every

other way except religiously, and have found their ac-

count in doing so. For the Scriptures are undoubtedly

a fund of wit, and a subject for wit. You may, ac-

cording to the modem practice, be witty upon them,

or out of them ;
and, to speak the truth, but for U>em,

1 know not what our playwrights would do for images,

allusions, similitudes, examples, or even language it-

self. Shut up the sacred books, and I would Im» bouud
our wit would run down like an alarum, or fall as the

stocks did, and ruin half the poets, in these kingdoms.

And if that were the case, how would most of tliat

tribe, (all, I think, but the immortal Addison, who
made a better use of his Bible, and a few more,)

who dealt so freely in that fund, rejoice tliat they

had drawn out in time, and left the present generation

of |»ets to lie the bubbles

!

But here I must enter one caution, and desire you
to take notice, that in this advice of reading the

Scriptures, I had not the least thought concerning your

qualification that way for poetical orders; which I

mention, because 1 find a notion of tliat kind ad-

vanced by one of our English poets; and is, I suppose,

maintained by the test. He says to Spenser, in a pre-

teuded vision,

" With harms wid on. ordain me fit

For the groat cure sod ministry of wit."

Which }Kissage is, in my opinion, a notable allusion to

tli* Scriptures; and, making but reasonable allowances

for the small circumstance of profaneness, bordering

close upon blasphemy, is inimitably tine; beside some
useful discoveries made in it, &s, that there are bishops in

poetry, that these bishops must ordain yuung poets, and

with laying on hands
;
and tliat poetry is a cure of

souls; and, consequently sjieaking, those who have
such cures ought tube poets, and too often are so: and
indeed, as of old, poets and priests were one and the
same function, the alliance of those ministerial offices

is to this day hunpily maintained in the same per*
sons; and this I take to lie the only justifiable reason
for tliat appellation which they so much affect, I mean
the modest title of divine poets. However, having
never been present at the ceremony of ordaining to the
priesthood of poetry, I own 1 have no notion of the
thing, and shall my the less of it here.

The Scriptures then being generally both the foun-
tain and subject of modem wit, I could do no le-tsthau

give them the preference in your reading. After a
thorough acquaintance with them, 1 would advise you
to turn your thoughts to human literature, which yet
1 say mure in compliance with vulgar opinions than
according to my own sentiments.

For, indeed, nothing has surprised me more than
to see the prejudices of mankind os to this matter of

human learning, who have generally thought it neces-

sary to be a good scholar, in order to be a good poet

;

than which nothing is falser in fact, or more contrary

to practice and experience. Neither will I dispute

the matter if auy man will undertake to show me one
professed poet now in being who is anything of what
may he justly called a scholar

; or is the worse jmet

for that, but periiaps the better, for being so little

encumbered with the pedantry of learning : it is true

the contrary was the opinion of our forefathers, which
we of this age have devotion enough to receive from
them on iheir own terms, and uuexamined, hut not

sense enough to perceive it was a gross mistake in

them. So Horace has told us

:

fiertbeudi rede mj err e*t el principiuro et tons.

Item tibi Socratica potcrunt usleuaere chute.

But to see the different casts of mens heads, some,
not inferior to that poet in understanding, (if you will

take their own word for it,) do see no consequence in

this rule, and are not ashamed to declare themselves

of a contrary opinion. Do not many men write well

in common account, who have nothing of that prin-

ciple f Many are too wise to lie poets, and others too

much poets to be wise. Must a man. forsooth, lie no
less than a philosopher to lie a poet, when it is plain

that some of the greatest idiots of the age are our
prettiest performers Chat way f And for this I apjieul

to the judgment and observation of mankind. Sir

P. Sidney's notable remark upon this nation may not
be improjier to mentiou here. He save, “ In our
neighbour country, Ireland, where true learning goes

very bare, yet are their poets held in devout reverence

which shows, tliat learning is no way necessary either

to the making of a poet, or judging of him. And
further, to see the fate of things, notwitlistanding our
learning here is as bare as ever, yet are our poets not

held, os formerly, in devout reverence; but are, per-

haps, the most contemptible race of mortals now in

this kingdom, which is no less to le wondered at than
lamented.

Some of the old philosophers were poets, as, accoid-

ing to the forementioned author, Socrates and Plato

were: which, however, is what 1 did not know before
;

but that docs not say that all poets are, or that any
need be, philosophers, otherwise than as those are so

called who are a little out at the elbows. In which
sense the great Shakespeare might have been a philo-

sopher
;
hut was no scholar yet was an excellent jioet.

Neither do I think a late most judicious critic so much
mistaken, as others do, in advancing this opinion, that

“ Shakespeare had been a worse poet, had he been a
better scholar and sir W. Davcnant is another in-

stance in the same kind. Nor must it le forgotUu
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that Plato was an avowed enemy to poets
;
which is,

|>erliajrt, tlie reason why poet* •have been always at

enmity with hi* profession
;

and have rejected all

learning and philosophy, for the sake of that one philo-

sopher. Aa I take the matter, neither philosophy, nor
]

any part of learning i* more necessary to poetry

(which, if you will believe the same author, is “the

sum of all learning ’’) than to know the theory of light

and the several proportions and diversifications of it in

particular colours is to a good painter.

Whereas, therefore, a certain author, called Petro-

nius Arbiter, going upon the same mistake, has con-

fidently declared, that one ingredient of a good poet is

“ mens mgenh literaruin fiumine inundata /
*

I do on

the contrary declare, that this his assertion (to speak

of it in the softest terms) is no better than an invidious

and untiandsome reflection on all the gentlemen

poets of these times : for, with his good leave, much
less than a flood or inundation will serve the turn

;

and, to my certain knowledge, some of our greatest

wits in your poetical way have not as much real

learning as would cover a sixpence in the botton\of a

jasiu ; nor do 1 think the worse of them
;

for, to

«]>eak my private opinion, 1 am for every man's work-

ing upon his own materials, and producing only what

tie can find within himrelf, which is commonly a

better stock than the owner knows it to be. 1 think

flowers of wit ought to spring, as those in a garden do,

from their own root and stem, without foreign assist-

ance. I would have a man's wit rather like a foun-

tain, that feeds itself invisibly, than a river that is

supplied hy several streams from abroad.

Or if it be necessary, as the case is with some

barren wits, to take iu the thoughts of others in order

to draw forth their own, as dry pumps will not play

till water is thrown into them *, in that necessity, I

would recommend some of the approved standard

authors of antiquity for your perusal, as a poet and a

wit, liecause, maggots being what you look for, as

monkeys do for vermin in their keepers* heads, you

will find they abound in good old authors, as in rich

old cheese, not iu the new ;
and for that reason you

must have the classics, esjiecially the most worm-
eaten of them, often in your hands.

Ilut with this caution, that you are not to use those

ancients, as unlucky lads do their old fathers, and
make uo conscience of picking their pockets and pil-

laging them. Your business is not to steal from them,

but to improve upon them, and make their senti-

ments your own
;
which is an effect of gTeul judg-

ment; oud, though difficult, yet very possible, without

the scurvy imputation of filching
;

for 1 humbly
conceive, though 1 light my candle at my neighbour's

fire, that does not alter the property, or make the

wick, the wax, or the flame, or the whole caudle less

my own.

Possibly you may think it a very severe task, to

arrive at a competent knowledge of so many of the

ancients as excel in their way
;
and it would indeed be

really so, but for the short and easy method lately found

out, of abstracts, abridgments, summaries, &c., which are

admirable expedients for being very learned with little

or no reading ; and have the same use with burning-
glasses, to collect the diffused rays of wit and learning

in authors, and make them point with warmth and
quickness upon the reader's imagination. And to this

is nearly related that other modem device of consulting

indexes, which is to read books Hebraically, and begin

where others usually end. And this is a compendious
way of coming to an acquaintance with authors ; for

authors are to be used like lobsters, you must look

for the best meat in the tails, and lay the bodies back
again in the dish. Your cininingest thieves (and what
else are readers, who only read to borrow, i.e. to steal,)

use to cut off the portmanteau from behind, without

staying to dive into the pockets of the owner. Lastly,

you are taught thus much in the very elements of

philosophy ;
for one of the finest rule* iu logic is,

Finis est primus in intentions.

The learned world is therefore most highly indebted

to a late painful and judicious editor of the classics,

who has laboured in that new way with exceeding

felicity. Every author, by bis management, sweats

under himself, being overloaded with his own index,

and carries, like a north-country pedlar, all his sub-

stance and furniture upon his hack, mid with as great

variety of trifles. To him let all young students

make their compliments for so much time and pains

saved in the pursuit of useful knowledge
;

for whoever

shortens a road, is a benefactor to the public, and to

every particular person who has occasion to travel

that way.
But to proceed, I have lamented nothing more in

my time than the disuse of some ingenious little plays

in fashion with young folks when 1 was a boy, and
to which the great facility of that age, above ours, in

composing, was certainly owing: and if anything has

brought a damp upon the versificatiou of these times,

we have no further than this to go for the cause of it.

Now, could these sports be happily revived, 1 am of

opinion your wisest course would he to apply your
thoughts to them, and never fail to make a party when
you can, in those profitable diversions. For example,

crambo is of extraordinary use to good rhyming, and
rhyming is what I have ever accounted the very

essential of a good poet; and iu th.it notion 1 am not

singular
;

for the aforesaid sir P. Sidney has declared
“ That the chief life of modem versifying consists in

the like sounding of words, which we call rhyme;’*

which is an authority, either without exception, or

above any reply. 'Wherefore, you are ever to fry a

good poem as you would sound a pipkin
;
and if it

rings well upon the knuckle, be sure there is no flaw

in it. Verse without rhyme, is a body without a soul,

(for the “ chief life cousistcth iu the rhyme,”) or a hell

without a clapper; which, in strictness, is no bell, as

being neither of use nor delight. And the same ever

honoured knight, with so musical on ear, had that

veneralion fur the tunablciiess and chiming of verse,

that he speaks of a poet as one that has “ the reverend

title of a rhymer.” Our celebrated Milton has dune
these nations great prejudice in this particular, having

spoiled as many reverend rhymers, by his example, as

he has made real poets.

For which reason I am overjoyed to hear that a
very ingenious youth of this town is now upon the

useful design (for which he is never enough to tie

commended,) of bestowing rhyme U]iou Miltons
“ Paradise Lost," which will make the poem, in that

only defective, more heroic and sonorous than it

hitherto has been. 1 wish the gentleman success in

the performance
;

and, a* it is a work iu which a
young man could not l»e more happily employed, or

appear in with greater advantage to his character,

so I am concerned that it did not fall out to be your
province.

With much the same view, I would recommend to

you the witty play of pictures and mottoes, which
will furnish your imagination with great store of

images and suitable devices. We of these kingdoms
have found our account in this diversion, as little as

we consider or acknowledge it; for to this we owe our

eminent felicity in posies of rings, mottoes of suuff-

boxes, the humours of sign-posts, with tneir elegant

inscriptions, &c.
;

in which Kind of productions not

any nation in the world, no not the Dutch themselves,

will presume to rival us.

For much the some reason it may l»e proper for you
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to hare some insight into the play called, “ What is it

like?" an of great use in common practice to quicken
slow capacities, and improve the quickest; but the

chief end of it is to supply the fancy with varieties of

•imilies for all subjects. It will teach you to bring

things to a likeness, which have not the least imaginable
conformity in nature, which is properly creatiuu, and
the very business of a poet, as his name implies

;
and

let me tell you, a good p<*et can no more be without a
stock of similies by him than a shoemaker without his

lasts. He should tiave them sized, and ranged, and
hung up in order in his shop, ready for all customers,

and shajied to the feet of oil sorts of verse
; and here i

could more fully (and 1 long to do it) insist upou the

wonderful harmony and resemblance between a poet

and a shoemaker in many circumstances common to

both; such as the binding of their temples, the stuff

they work upon, and the paring-knife they use, &c.,

but that I would nut digress, nor seem to trifle in so

serious a matter.

Now, 1 say, if you apply yourself to these diminutive
fqmrts (not to meution others of equal ingenuity, such
us draw gloves, cross purposes, questions and commands,
and the rest), it is not to lie conceived what benefit (of

nature) you will find by them, and how they will open
the body of your invention. To these devote your
spare hours, or ratlier sjiure all your hours to them, And
tiien you will act us becomes a wise man, and make
even diversions an improvement

;
like the inimitable

management of the t>ee, which does the whole business

of life at once, and at the same time both feeds, and
works, and diverts itself.

Your own prudence will, I doubt not, direct you to

tuke a place every evening among the ingenious, in the

corner of a certain coffeehouse in this town, where you
will receive a turn equally right os to wit, religion, and
{Militics; as likewise to he as frequent at the playhouse
a* you can afford without selling your hooks. For, in

onr chaste theatre, even Cato himself might sit to the

falling of the curtain : besides, you will meet sometimes
with tolerable conversation among the players: they are

such a kind of men as may pass, upon the same sort of
caftacities, for wits off the stage, as they do for fine

gentlemen ujmiii it. Besides that, I have known u factor

deal in as good ware, and sell as cheap, as the merchant
himself tliat employs him.

Add to this the expediency of furnishing out your
shelves with a choice collection of modem miscellanies,

in the gayest edition; and of reading all sorts of plays,

especially the new, and above all, those of our own
grow th, printed by subscription

; in which article of

Irish manufacture, I readily agree to the late proposal,

and am altogether for “ rejecting and renouncing every-

thing that comes from England." To what purpose

should we go thither for coals or poetry, when we have

a vein within ourselves equally good and more con-
venient ? lastly,

A commonplace book is what a provident poet can-

not subsist without, for this proverbial reason, that

“great wits have short memories;" and whereas, on
the other hand, poets, being liars by profession, ought
to have good memories ; to reconcile these, a hook of

this sort is in llie nature of a supplemental memory, or

a record of what occurs remarkable in every day's

reading or conversation. There you enter not only

your own original thoughts (which, u hundred to one,

are few and insignificant), hut such of other men’s as

you think fit to make your own, by entering them
there. For, take this for a rule, when an author is in

your books, you have the same demand upon him for

his wit as a merchant has for your money when you
are in his.

By these few and easy prescriptions (with the help

of a good genius), it is possible you may in a short

time, arrive at the accomplishments of a poet, and
shine in that character. As for your manner of com-
{losing, and choice of subjects, 1 cannot take upon me
to be your director; but 1 will venture to give you
some abort bints, which you may enlarge upon at your
leisure, tat me entreat you, then, by no means to lay

aside that notiou peculiar to our modem refiners in

poetry, which is, that a poet must never write or dis-

course as the ordinary part of mankind do, hut in

number and verse, as an oracle
;
which I meution the

rather, because, upon this principle, 1 have known
heroes brought into the pulpit, and a whole sermon
coinjHifcd and delivered in blank verst*, to the vast

credit of the preacher, no less than tta real entertain-

ment and great edification of the audience; the secret

of which 1 take to be this : when the matter of such
discourses is hut mere clay, or, as we usually call it,

sad stuff, the preacher, who can afford no better, wisely

moulds, and {Milishes, and dries, and washes this piece

of earthenware, and then bakes it with poetic fire;

after which it will ring like any pancrock, and is a
good dish to set before common guests, as every con-
gregation is that comes so often for entertainment to one
place.

There was a good old custom in use, which our

ancestors had, of invoking the muses at the entrance of
their poems; I suppose, by way of craving a blessing :

this the graceless modems have in a great measure laid

aside, but are not to be followed in that jioetical im-
piety

;
for, although to nice ears such invocations may

sound harsh and disagreeable (os tuning instruments is

before a concert), they are equally necessary. Again,
you must not fail to dress your muse in a forehead

cloth of Greek or Latin ; 1 mean, you are always to

make use of a quaint motto to all your compositions

;

for, beside tliat this artifice besjieaks the reader’s opinion

of the writer’s learning, it is otherwise useful and com-
mendable. A bright {lassage in the front of a poem is

u good mark, like a star in a horse's face
;
ami the

piece will certainly go off the better for it. The os

magna lonalurvm, which, if 1 remrmtar right, Horace
makes one qualification of a good poet, may teach you
not to gag your muse, or stint yourself in words and
epithets which cost you nothing, contrary to the prac-

tice of some few out-of-the-way writers, who use a
natural and concise expression, and affect a style like

unto a Shrewsbury cuke, short and sweet upon the

palate; they will not afford you a word more than is

necessary to make them intelligible, which is as poor
and niggardly as it would l>e to set down no mure
meat than your company will lie sure to eat up.
Words are but lackeys to sense, and will dance atten-

dance without wages or compulsion; Verba non invita

tetjventur.

Furthermore, when you set about composing, it may
be necessary for your ease, and better distillation of

wit, to put on your worst clothes, and the worse the

tatter; for an author, like a limbeck, will yield the

tatter for having a rag ntatit him : besides that, 1 have
observed a gardener cut the outward rind of a tree

(whieh is the surtout of it) to make it bear well;

and this is a natural account of the usual jjoveity of

poets, and is an argument why wits, of all men living,

ought to be ill clad. 1 have always a sacred vene-

ration for any one I observe to he a little out of repair

in his person, as supping him either a poet or a
philosopher

;
because the richest minerals are ever

found under the most ragged and withered suiface of

the earth.

As for your choice of subjects, I have only to give

you this caution : that as a handsome way of praising

is certainly the most difficult point in writing or sjieak-

ing, I would by no means advise any young man to

make his first essay in punegyrio beside the dunger of
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ft: for a particular encomium is ever attended with

more ill-will than any general invective, for which 1

need give no reasons; wherefore iny counsel is, that

you use the point of your pea, not the feather : let your
first attempt be a evup d'eclat in the way of a libel,

lampoon, or satire. Knock down half a n.ore reputa-

tions, and you will infallibly raise your own
;
and so

it be with wit, no matter with how little justice
;

for

fiction is your trade.

Every great genius seems to ride upon mankind, like

Pyrrhus on his elephant
;
and the way to have the

absolute ascendant of your resty nag, and to keep your
seat is, at your first mounting, to afford him the whip
and spurs plentifully

;
after which, you may travel the

rest of the day with great alacrity. Once kick the

world, and the world and you will live together at a
reasonable good understanding. You cannot but know
that those of your profession have been called gentu

irritabite vaturn ; and you will find it necessary to

qualify yourself for that waspish society, by exerting

your talent of satire upon the first occasion, and to

almudon good nature only to prove yourself a true

poet, which you will allow to lie a valuable consider-

ation : in a word, a young robber is usually entered by
a murder

; a young hound is blooded when he comes
first into the field

; a young bully begins with killing

his man ; and a young poet must show his wit, as the

other his courage, by cutting, and slashing, and laying
about him, and bangiug mankind.

Lastly, It will lie your wisdom to look out betimes

for a good service for your muse, according to her skill

and qualifications, whether in the nature ofa dairymaid,
a cook, or charwoman : I mean, to hire out your pen
to a party, which will afford you both pay and protec-

tion
;
and when you have to do with die press (as you

will long to be there), take care to bespeak an impor-

tunate friend, to extort your productions with an
agreeable violence

;
and which, according to the cue

between you, you must surrender diyito male perli-

naci

:

there is a decency in this; for it no more be-

comes an author, in modesty, to have a hand in pub-
lishing his own works than a woman in labour to lay

herself.

I would be very loath to give the least umbrage or

offence by what 1 have here said, as I may do, if I

should be thought to insinuate that these circumstances
|

of good writing luive been unknown to, or not observed i

by, the poets of this kingdom : I will do my country-

men the justice to say, they have written by the fore-

going rules with great exactness, and so far as hardly

to come behind those of their profession in England,

in perfection of low writing. The sublime, indeed, is

not so common with us
;
but ample amends is made

for that want, in great abundance of the admirable and
amazing, which appears in all our compositions. Our i

very good friend (the knight aforesaid), speaking of the

force of poetry, mentions “rhyming to death, which '

(add* he) is said to be done in Ireland;’' and, truly,

to our honour be it spoken, that power, in a great mea-
sure, continues with us to this day.

I would now offer some poor thoughts of mine for

the encouragement of poetry in this kingdom, if 1

could hope they would be agreeable. I have had
many an aching heart for the ill plight of that noble

i

profession here; and it has been iny late and early
j

study how to bring it into better circumstances. And,
surely, considering what monstrous wits, ip the poetic

way, do almost daily start up and surprise us in this

town
;
what prodigious geniuses we nave here (of which

I could give instances without number), and withal of

what great benefit it may lie to our trade to encourage

that science here, for it is plain our linen manufacture
is advanced by the great waste of paper made by our

present set of poet* ; not to mention other ncc'vary

uses of the same to shopkeepers, especially grocers,

apothecaries, and pastrycooks, and 1 might add, but
for our writers, the nation would in a little time be
utterly destitute of bum-fodder, and must of necessity

import the same from Euglund and Holland, where
they have it in great abundance, by the indefat igalile

labour of their own wits ; I say, these things considered,

I am humbly of opinion it would be worth the care

of our governors to cherish gentlemen of the quill, and
give them all proper encouragements here. And, since

I am upon the subject, I shall speak my mind very
freely, and if 1 add saucily, it is no more than my
birthright os a Ilriton.

Seriously, then, I have many years lamented the

want of a Grub-street in this our large and polite city,

unless the whole may be called oue. And this I have
accounted an unpardonable defect in our constitution,

ever since I had any opinions I could call my own.
Every one knows Grub-street is a market for small
ware in wit. and as necessary, considering the usuul
purgings of the human brain, as the nose is upon a
man's face : and for the same reason, we have here a
court, a college, a playhouse, and beautiful ladies,

and fine gentlemen, aud good claret, aud abundance
of pens, ink, and paper, clear of taxes, and every other

circumstance to provoke wit; and yet those whose
province it is have not thought fit to appoint a place

for evacuations of it, which is a very liard case, as may
be judged by comparisons.

And truly this defect has been attended with un-
speakable inconveniences ; for, not to mention the pre-

judice done to the commonwealth of letters, I am of

opinion wc suffer in our health by it: I believe our
corrupted air and frequent thick fogs are in a great

measure owing to the common exposal of our wit
; and

that, with good management, our poetical vapours
might be carried off in a common drain, and fall into

one quarter of the town without infecting the whole, as

the case is at present, to the great offence of our nobility

and gentry, and others of nice noses. When writers of
all sizes, like freemen of the city, are at liberty to throw
out their filth and cxcremeutitious productions in every

street as they please, what can the consequence l>e, but

that the town must lie poisoned, and become such an-

other jakes, as, by report of great travellers, Edinburgh
is at night

; a thing well to be considered in these pes-

tilential times.

I am not of the society for reformation of manners,
but, without that pragmatical title, 1 should be glad to

see some amendment in the matter before us; where-

fore, I humbly bespeak the favour of the lord mayor,
the court of aldermen, and common council, together

with the whole circle of arts iu this town, and do re-

commend this affair to their most political considera-

tion; and I persuade myself they will not be wanting
in their best endeavours, when they can serve two such

good ends at once, as both to keep the town sweet and
encourage poetry in it. Neither do I make any exceji-

tions as to satirical poets aud lampoon writers iu con-

sideration of their office
;

for though, indeed, their

business is to rake into kennels, and gather up the filth

of streets and families (in which respect they may Ik*,

for aught I kuow, os necessary to the town os scavengers

or chimney-sweeps), yet 1 have observed, they too have

themselves, at the same time, very foul clothes, and,

like dirty persons, leave more filth and nastiness than

they sweep away.
In a word, what I would be at (for I love to lie plain

in matters of importance to my country) is, that some
private street, or blind alley, of this town, may lie fitted

up, at the charge of the public, as an ajiartTnoiit for u»e

muses, (like those at Home and Amsterdam, fur tntLr

female relations,) aud lie wholly consigned to the uses uf
our wits, furnished completely with all appurtenance*,
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such as authors, supervisors, presses, printers, hawkers,

shops, and warehouses, abundance of garrets, and every

other implement and circumstance of wit
;
the benefit of

which would obviously be this, via., that we should then

have a safe repository for our best productions, which at

present are handed about in single sheets or mauuscripts,

and may be altogether lost, (which were a pity,) or, at

the best, are subject, in that loose dress, like handsome
women, to great abuse.

Another point that lias cost me some melancholy

reflections, is the present state of the playhouse
;
the

encouragement of which has an immediate influence

upon the poetry of the kingdom
;
as a good market

improves the tillage of the neighbouring country, and
enriches the ploughman

;
neither do we of this town

seem enough to know or consider the vast, benefit of a

playhouse to our city and nation : that single house is

the fountain of all our love, wit, dress, and gallantry.

It is the school of wisdom
;
for there we learn to know

what's what
;
which, however, I cannot say is always in

that place sound knowledge. There our young folks

drop their childish mistakes, and come first to perceive

their mothers’ cheat of the parsley-bed ; there, too, they

get rid of natural prejudices, especially those of reli-

gion And modesty, which are great restraints to a free

people. The same is a remedy for the spleen, and
blushing, and several distempers occasioned by the stag-

nation of the blood. It is likewise a school of common
swearing ; my young master, who at first hut minced
an oath, is taught there to mouth it gracefully, and to

swear, as he reads French, ore rotundo. Profaneness

was before to him in the nature of his best suit, or holi-

din clothes; but upon frequenting the playhouse,

swearing, cursing, and lying, become like his every-

day coat, waistcoat, and breeches. Now, I say, common
swearing, a produce of this country as plentiful as our

com, thus cultivated by the playhouse, might, with

management, lie of wonderful advantage to the nation,

as a projector of the swearer's bank has proved at large.

Lastly, the stage, in great measure, supports the pulpit

;

for I know not what our divines could have to say

there against the corruptions of the age, but for the play-

house, which is the seminary of them. From which it

is plain the public is a gainer by the playhouse, and
consequently ought to countenance it; and, were I

worthy to put in my word, or prescribe to my betters,

I could say in what manner.

I have heard that a certain gentleman has great design

to serve the public, iu the way of their diversion, with

due encouragement; that is, if he can obtain some
coiicordatum-money, or yearly salary, and handsome
contribution

;
and well he deserves the favours of the

nation : for to do him justice, lie has au uncommon skill

ill pastimes, having altogether applied his studies that

way, and travelled full many a league, by sea and land,

for this his profound knowledge. With that view alone

he has visited all the courts and cities iu Europe, and
has been at more pains than I shall 8]>eak of, to take

an exact ilraught of the playhouse at the Hague, as a

model for a new one here. But what can a private man
do hy himself in so puhlic au undertaking? It is not

to lie doubted but, by his care and industry, vast im-

provements may be made, not only in our playhouse,

(which is his immediate province,) but in our gaming
ordinar ies, groom -porters, lotteries, bowling-greens,

liinepiu-alleys, Irear-gardens, cockpits, prizes, puppets,

and rareeshows, and whatever else concerns the elegant

divertiseroents of this town. He is truly au original

genius; and I felicitate this our capital city on his re-

sidence here, where I wish him long to live and flourish,

for the good of the commonwealth.
Once more : if any further application shall lie made

ou the other side, to obtain a charter for a bank here, I

piesume to make a request, that poetry may be n sharer

in that privilege, being a fund as real, and to the full as

well grounded, as our slocks ;
but I fear our neighbours,

who envy our wit as much as they do our wealth or

trade, will give no encouragement to either. I Itelieve,

also, it might be proper to erect a corporation of poets

in this city. I have been idle enougn in my time to

make a computation of wits here, and do find we have
three hundred performing poets, and upward, in and
about this town, reckoning six score to the hundred,
and allowing for demies, like pint bottles; including

also the several denominations of imitators, translators,

and familiar letter-writers, &c. One of these last has

lately entertained the town with an original piece, and
such a one as, I dare say, the late British Spectator, iu

his decline, would have called, “ an excellent spe-

cimen of the true sublime ;" or “ a noble poem or
“ a fine copy of verses on a subject perfectly new," the

author himself
;
and had given it a place among his

latest lucubrations.

But, os 1 was saying, so many poets, I am confident,

ore sufficient to furnish out a corporation, in point of

numtier. Then, for the several degree* of subordinate

members requisite to such a body, there can he no want

;

for, although we have not one masterly poet, yet we
abound with wardens and beadles; having a multitude

of poetasters, poet i toes, parcel-poets, poet-ajies, and
nhilo-poets, and many of inferior attainments in wit,

but strong inclinations to it, which are, by odds, more
than all the rest. Nor shall 1 ever be at ease till this

project of mine (for which 1 am heartily thankful to

myself) shall lie reduced to practice. I long to see the

day when our poets will he a regular and distinct body,

and wait upon the lord mayor cm puhlic days, like

other good citizens, in gowns turned up with green,

instead of laurel; and when I myself, who make the

pro|Kisu1, shall he free of their company.
To conclude : what if our government had a poet-

laurcat here, as in England? what if our university had
a professor of poetry here, as in England? what if our

lord mayor had a city bard here, as in England ? and,

to refine upon England, what if every corporation,

parish, and word in this town, had a poet in fee, as

they have not in England ? Lastly, what if every one,

so qualified, were obliged to add one more than usual

to the number of his domestics, and, beside a fool and
a chaplain, (which are often united in one person,)

would retain a poet in bis family ? for, perhaps, a rhymer
is as necessary among servants of a house, as a dobbin
with his bells at the head of a team. But these thing*

I leave to the wisdom of my superiors.

While I have been directing your pen, I should not

forget to govern my own, which ha* already exceeded
the bounds of a letter : 1 must therefore take my leave

abruptly, and desire you, without further ceremony, to

believe that 1 am, Sir, your most humble servant,

Jonathan Swift.

A LETTER
TO A VERY YOUNG LADY ON HER

MARRIAGE.
" This letter ought to be renil by all new-married women and
will be read with pleasure and ad'snt.gi* by the must disliu

guisbed and accomplish'd Indies”—

O

khert. Mrs. l*h

kiugtonsavs thsl this letter was wntteu on lady Betty Moot*'
marriage * iih Mr. George Hochfort. Mr. Faulkner, the tu> if

sound authority, suppoaes it addressed u> Mrs. John llochiutd.

daughter of Dr .Staunton.

Madam,—

T

he hurry and impertinence of receiving

and paying visits on account of your marriage being

now over, you are beginning to enter into a course of

life, where you will want much advice to divert you

from falling into many errors, fopperies, and follies, to

which your sex is subject 1 have always home an
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entire friendship to your father and mother
;
and the

person they have chosen for your htisband has been, for

some years past, my particular favourite. I have long

wished you might come together, because I hoped tliat,

from the goodness of your disposition, and by following

the counsel of wise friends, you might in time make
yourself worthy of him. Your parents were so far in

the right tliat they did not produce you much info the

world, whereby you avoided many wrong steps which

others have taken, and have fewer ill impressions to be

removed ;
but they failed, as it is generally the case,

in too much neglecting to cultivate your mind

;

without which it is impossible to acquire or preserve

the friendship and esteem of a wise man, who soon

grows weary of acting the lover, and treating his wife

like a mistress, but wants a reasonable companion, and
a true friend through every stage of his life. It must
be therefore your business to qualify yourself for those

offices; wherein I will not fail to be your director, as

long as I shall think you deserve it, by letting you
know how you are to act, and what you ought to avoid.

And beware of despising or neglecting my instruc-

tions, whereon will depend not only your making a

good figure in the world, but your own real happiness,

as well as that of the person who ought to be the dearest

to you.

I must therefore desire you, in the first place, to be

very slow in changing the modest behaviour of a virgin

:

it is usual in young wives, before they have been many
weeks married, to assume a bold forward look and
manner of talking, as if they intended to signify in all

companies that they were no longer girls, and conse-

quently that their whole demeanour, before they got a

husband, was all but a countenance and constraint

upon their nature : whereas, I suppose, if the votes of

wise men were gathered, a very great majority would
be in favour of those ladies who, after they were entered

into that state, rather chose to double their portion of

modesty and reservedness.

I must likewise warn you strictly against the least

degree of fondness to your husband before any witness

whatsoever, even before your nearest relations, or the

very maids of your chamber. This proceeding is so

exceeding odious and disgustful to all who have either

good breeding or good sense, that they assign two very

unamiable reasons for it; the one is gross hypocrisy,

and the other has too bad a name to mention. If there

is any difference to be made, your husband is the lowest

person in company either at home or abroad, and every

gentleman present has a better claim to all marks of
civility and distinction from you. Conceal your esteem

and love in your own breast, and reserve your kind looks

and language for private hours, which ore so many in

the four and twenty, that they will afford time to em-
ploy a passion as exalted as any that was ever described

in a French romance.

Upon this head I should likewise advise you to differ

in practice from those ladies who affect abundance of

uneasiness while their husbands are abroad; start with

every knock at the door, and ring the bell incessantly

for the servants to let in their master; will uoteat a bit

at dinner or supper if the husband happens to stay out

;

and receive him at his return with such a medley of

chiding and kindness, and catechizing him where he

has been, that a shrew from Bilingsgate would be a
more easy and eligible companion.
Of the same leaven are those wives who, when their

husltauds are gone a journey, must have a letter every

post, upon pain of fits and hysterics : and a day must
be fixed for their return home, without the least al-

lowance for business or sickness, or accidents, or

weather; upon which I can only say, that in my ob-

aervati.m, those ladies, who are apt to make the greatest

clutter on such occasions, would liberally have paid a
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messenger for bringing them news, that their husbands
hail broken their necks on the road.

You will perhaps be offended, when I advise you to
abate a little of that violent passion for fine clothes so

predominant in your sex. It is a little hard tliat ours,

for whose sake you wear them, are not admitted to l«
of your council. I may venture to assure you, that we
will make an abatement at any time of four pounds a
yard in a brocade, if the ladies will but allow a suitable

addition of care in the cleanliness and sweetness of
their persons. For the satirical part of mankind will

needs believe, tliat it is not impossible to be very fine

and very filthy
;
and that the capacities of a lady are

sometimes apt to fall short, in cultivating cleanliness

and finery together. I shull only add, upon so tender
a subject, what a pleasant gentleman said concerning a
silly woman of quality; that nothing could make her

supportable but cutting off her head
;

for his ears

were offended by lier tongue, and his nose by her hair

and teeth.

I am wholly at a loss how to advise you in the
choice of company, which, however, is a point of as

great importance as any in your life. If your general

acquaintance be among the ladies, who are your equals
or superiors, provided they have nothing of what is

commonly called an ill reputation, you think you are
safe; and this, in the style of the world, will pass for

good company. Whereas, I am afraid it will be hard
for you to pick out one female acquaintance in this

town from whom you will not be in manifest danger
of contracting some foppery, affectation, vanity, folly,

or vice. Your only safe way of conversing with them
is, by a firm resolution to proceed in your practice aud
behaviour directly contrary to whatever they shall say
or do, and this I take to be a good general rule, with
very few exceptions. For instance, in the doctrines

they usually deliver
#
to young married women for

managing their husbands, their several accounts of their

own conduct in that particular, to recommend it to

your imitation, the reflections they make upon others

of their sex for acting differently, their directions how
to come off with victory upon any dispute or quarrel

you may have with your husband, the arts by which
you may discover and practise upon his weak side

;

when to work by flattery and insinuation, when to melt

him with tears, and when to engage him with a high
hand : in these and a thousand other cases it will be
prudent to retain as many of their lectures in your
memory as you can, and then determine to act in full

opposition to them all.

I hope your husband will interpose his authority fo

limit you in the trade of visitiug : half a dozen fools

are, in all conscience, as many as you should require
;

and it will be sufficient for you to see them twice

a-year, for I think the fashion does not exact that

visits should be paid to friends.

I advise that your company at home should consist

of men rather than women. To say the truth, I never yet

knew a tolerable woman to be fond of her own sex. I

confess, when both are mixed and well chosen, and put

their best qualities forward, there may l»e an inter-

course of civility and good will, which, with the ad-

dition of some degree of sense, can make conversation

or any amusement agreeable. But a knot of ladies,

got together by themselves, is a very school of imperti-

nence and detraction, and it is well if those be the worst.

Let your men acquaintance be of your husband's

choice, anti not recommended to you by any she com-
panions, because they will certainly fix a coxcomb
upon you, and it will cost you some time and pains

before you con arrive at the Knowledge of distinguishing

such a one from a man of sense.

Never take a favourite waiting-maid into your

cabinet council, to entertain you with histories of
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those ladies whom she has formerly served, of

their diversions and their dresses, to insinuate how
great a fortune you brought, and how little you are

allowed to squander, to appeal to her from your
husband, and to be determined by her judgment, iiecause

you are sure it will be always for you, to receive and
discard servants by her approbation or dislike

;
to en-

gage you by her insinuations in misunderstandings
with your best friends; to represent all things in false

colours, and to be the common emissary of scandal.

But the grand affair of your life will be to gain and
reserve the friendship and esteem of your husband,
on ore married to a man of good education and

learning, of ait excellent understanding and an exact
taste. It is true, and it is happy for you, that these

qualities in him are adorned with great modesty, a
most amiable sweetness of temper, and an unusual dis-

position to sobriety and virtue; hut neither good
nature nor virtue will suffer him to esteem you against

his judgment
;
and although he is not capable of using

you ill, yet you will in time grow a thing indifferent,

and perhaps contemptible, unless you can supply the

loss of youth and beauty with more durable qualities.

You have but a very few years to be young and tiand-

sotne in the eyes of the world, and as few mouths to lie

so in the eyes of a husband who is not a fool
;

for I

hope you do not still dream of charms and raptures,

which marriage ever did, and ever will, put a sudden
end to. Besides, yours was a match of prudence and
common good liking, without any mixture of that

ridiculous passion which has no being but in play-
books and romances.

You must therefore use all endeavours to attain to

some degree of those accomplishments which your
hushand most values in other people, and fur which he
is most valued himself. You must improve your mind
by closely pursuing such a meth*>d of study a* I shall

direct or approve of. You must get a collection of
history and travels, which I will recommend to you,
and s))cnd some hours every day in reading them, and
making extracts from them if your memory he weak.
You must invite persons of knowledge and under-
standing to an acquaintance with you, by whose con-
versation you may learn to correct your taste and
judgment

; and when you can bring yourself to com-
prehend and relish the good sense of others, you will

arrive in time to think rightly yourself, and to become
a reasonable and agreeable companion. This must
produce in your huslund a true rational love and
esteem for you, which old age will not diminish. He
will have a regard for your judgment and opiuion in

matters of the greatest weight
;
you will be able to en-

tertain each other without a third person to relieve you
by finding discourse. The endowments of your mind
will even make your person more agreeable to him

;

and when you are alone, your time will not lie heavy
upon your hands for want of some trifliug amusement.
As little respect as 1 have for the generality of your

•ex, it has sometimes moved me with pity to see the

lady of the house forced to withdraw immediately after

dinner, and this in families where there is not muen
drinking; as if it were an established maxim, that

women are incapable of all conversation. In a room
where both sexes meet, if the men are discoursing upon
any general subject, the ladies never think .it tlieir

business to partake in what passes, but in a separate

club entertain each other with the price and choice of
lace and silk, and what dresses they liked or disap-

proved at the church or the playhouse. And when you
ore among yourselves, how naturally after the first

compliments do you apply your hands to each other's

laupets, and ruffles, and mantuas ; as if the whole
ousiness of your lives and the public concern of the

world depended upon the cut or colour of your dress.

As divines say, that some people take more pains to lie

damned than it would cost them hi be saved
; so your

sex employ more thought, memory, and application U
be fools tii.m would serve to make them wise and
useful. When 1 reflect on this I cannot conceive you
to lie human creatures, but a certain sort of species

hardly a degree above a monkey ; who has more di-

verting tricks than any of you, is an animal less mis-
chievous anti expensive, might in time be a tolerable

critic in velvet and brocade, and for aught 1 know,
would equally become them.

1 would have you look upon finery as a necessary
folly, which all great ladies did whom I have ever

known; I do not desire you to tie out of the fashion,

hut to be the last and least in it. I expect that your
dress shall be one degree lower than your fortune can
afford; and in your own heart I would wish you to he
an utter contemner of all distinctions wh ch a finer

petticoat can give you
;
because it will neither make

you richer, handsomer, younger, better natured, more
virtuous or wise than if it hung upon a ]>eg.

If you are in company with men of learning, though
they hapjien to discourse of arts and sciences out of your
compass, yet you will gather more advantage by
listening to them than from all the nonsense and frip-

pery of your own sex
;
but if they lie men of breeding

as well us learning, they will seldom engage in any con-

versation where you ought not to be a nearer, and in

i time have your part. If they talk of the manuers and
customs of the several kingdoms of Europe, of travels

into remoter nations, of the state of your own country,

or of the great men and actious of Greece and Rome;
if they give their judgmeut upon English and French
writers either in verse or prose, or of the nature and
limits of virtue and vice; it is a shame for on English

lady not to relish such discourses, not to improve by
them, and endeavour by reading and information to

have her share in those entertainments, rather than
turn aside, as it is the usual custom, and consult with

the woman who sits next her about a new cargo of fans.

It is a little hard that not oue gentleman's daughter

in a thousand should be brought to read or understand

her own natural tongue, or to be judge of the easiest

books that are written in it
;
as any one may find

who can have the patience to hear them, when they

are disposed to mangle a play or novel, where the

least word out of the common road is sure to discon-

cert them
;
and it is no wonder, when they are not so

much os taught to spell in their childhood, nor can
ever attuiu to it in their whole lives. I advise you
therefore to read aloud, more or less, every day to your
husltand, if he will permit you, or to any other friend

(but not a female one) who is able to set you right

;

and as for spelling, you may compass it in time by
making collections from the books you read.

I know very well that those who are commonly
called learned women have lost all manner of credit

by their impertinent talkativeness and conceit of them-

selves; but there is an easy remedy for this, if you
once consider, that after all the pains you may be at

you never can arrive in point of learning to the per-

fection of a schoolboy. The reading I would advise

you to is only for improvement of your own good
sense, which will never fail of being mended by dis-

cretion. It is a wrong method and ill choice of books
that makes those learned ladies just so much the worse

for what they have read, and therefore it shall be my
care to direct you lietter, a task for which I take myself
to be not ill-qualified, because 1 have spent more time
and have had more opportunities than many others to

observe and discover from what source the various

follies of women are derived.

Pray, observe how insignificant things are the com-
mon race of ladies when they have passed their youth
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and beauty, how contemptible they appear to the men.
ami yet more contemptible to the younger part of their

own sex, and hare no relief, hut in passing their after-

noons in visits, where they are never acceptable, and
their evenings at cards among each other, while the

former part of the day is spent in spleen and envy, or

in vain endeavours to repair by art and dress the ruins

of time. Whereas I have known ladies at sixty, to

whom all the polite part of the court and town paid

their addresses, without any further view than that of

enjoying the pleasure of their conversation.

1 am ignorant of any one quality that is amiable in

a man which is not equally so in a woman : 1 do not

except even modesty ami gentleness of nature. Nor

do 1 know one vice or folly which is not equally de-

testable in both. There is indeed one infirmity which
is generally Allowed you, 1 mean that of cowardice

;

yet there should seem to be something very capricious,

that when women profess their admiration for a colonel

or a captain, on account of his valour, they should

fancy it a very graceful and becoming quality in them-

selves, to be afraid of their own shadows ; to scream in

a barge when the weather is calmest, or in a couch at

a ring : to run from a cow at a hundred yards distance,

to fall into fits at the sight of a spider, an earwig,

or a frog. At least, if cowardice be a sign of cruelty,

(as it is generally granted,) I can hardly think it an

accomplishment so desirable as to be thought worth

improving by affectation.

And as the same virtues equally become both sexes,

so there is no quality whereby womeu endeavour to

distinguish themselves from men for which they are

not just so much the worst, except that only of rc-

servedness ; which, however, as you generally manage
it, is nothing else but affectation or hypocrisy. For, as

you cannot too much discountenance those of our sex

who presume to take unl>ecomiiig liberties before you
;

so you ought to l>e wholly unconstrained in the com-
pany of deserving men, when you have had sufficient

experience of their discretion.

There is never wanting in this town a tribe of bold,

swaggering, rattling ladies, whose talents pass among
coxcombs for wit aud humour; their excellency lies

in rude, shocking expressions, and what they call run-

ning a man down. If a gentleman in their company
happens to have any blemish in his birth or person, if

any misfortune has befallen his family or himself for

which he is ashamed, they will be sure to give him
broad hints of it without any provocation. I would

,

recommend yon to the acquaintance ofa common pros-

titute rather than to that of such termagants as these.

I have often thought that no mau is obliged to sup-

pose such creatures to be women, but to treat them like

insolent rascals disguised iu female habits, who ought
to be stripped and kicked down stairs.

I will oild one thing, although it t* a little out of

place, which is to desire that you will leant to value

and esteem your husband for those good qualities i

which he really |H»sesaes, and not to fancy others in

him which he certainly has not. For, although this
]

latter is general Iy understood to lie a mark of love,

yet it is indeed nothing but affectation or ill judgment.
It is true, lie wants so very few accomplishment*, that

yon are iu no great danger of erring on this side ;
but

my caution U occasioned by a lady of your acquaint-
j

ance, married to a very valuable person, whom yet she
j

is so unfortunate as to In* always commending for those

perfections to which he can least pretend.

I can give you no advice upon the article of ex-
'

pense
;
only I think you ought to be well informed

how much your husband's revenue amounts to, and
be so good a computer as to keep within it iu that

port of the management which falls to your share

;

and not to put yourself in the number of those politic

ladies, who think they gain a great point when they
have teased their husbands to buy them a new equi-
page, a laced bead, or a fine petticoat, without once
considering what long score remained unpaid to the

butcher.

I desire you will keep this letter in your cabinet,
and often examine impartially your whole conduct by
it : and so God bless you, and make you a fair ex-
ample to your sex, and a perpetual comfort to your
husband and your parent.*

I am, with great truth and affection, Madam, your
most faithful friend and humble servant.

RESOLUTIONS WHEN I COME
TO BE OLD.

WRITTEN IN 1090.

I v compliance with tho dean's own request, and agreeably to
one of these resolutions, I>r- Sheridan faithfully admnubhed
Swift of his parsimonious disposition ns Id* faculties began to
fail. •• Doctor," answered Swift, with an expressive look,
*' do yon rrmember the bishop of Grenada in Gil Mas ?**

Their oordiality ceased from that moment.

Not to marry a young woman.
Not to keep young company, unless they desire it.

Not to be peevish, or morose, or suspicious.

Not to scorn preseut ways, or wits, or fashions, or

men, or war, &c.

Not to be fond of children.

Not to tell the same story over and over to the same
people.

Not to be covetous.

Not to neglect decency or cleanliness, for fear of fall-

ing into nastiness.

Not to be over severe with young people, but give

allowances for their youthful follies and weaknesses.

Not to be influenced by, or give ear to, knavish tat-

tling servants, or others.

Not to be too free of advice, or trouble any but those

who desire it

To desire some good friend to inform me which of

these resolutions I break or neglect, and wherein, and
reform accordingly.

Not to talk much, nor of myself.

Not to lxiast of my former beauty, or strengh, or

favour with ladies, &c.

Not to hearken to flatteries, nor conceive I can be
lieloved by a young woman

;
et eot qui fuernLtatem cap~

tant, oUu»« ac vitare.

Not to lie positive or opinionative.

Not to set for observing all these rules, for fear I

should observe none.

THOUGHTS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS,
MORAL AND DIVERTING.*

OCTOBER 1706.

We hare just enough religion to make us hate, but not

enough to make us love, one another.

Reflect on things past, as wars, negotiations, factions,

&c. we enter so little into those interests that we won-

der how men could possibly Im* so busy and concerned

for things so transitory
;
look on the present times, we

find the same humour, yet wonder not at all.

A wise man endeavours, by considering all circnra-

" The reader of this letter may be allowed to doubt whether

Swift's opinion of female excellence ought implicitly to bo ad-

mitted; for if hi* general thoughts on women were such as ha

exhibit*, a very little sense in a lady would enrapture, and a

very little virtue would astonish him Stella's supremacy,

therefore, was perhaps only local. She was great because her

usiciuiri were little."

b Mr. Pope and dean Swift, bring in the country, nrreed to

write down such involuntary thoughts as occurred to them dur-

ing their walks ; and these are such as belong to the ileau.
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tenoo to make conjecture*, ami form conclusion*

;

but the smallest accident intervening, (and in the course

of affairs it ia impossible to foresee all,) does often pro-

duce such turns and changes, that at lost he is just a*

much in doubt of events as the most ignorant and un-

experienced person.

XjPositiveness is a good quality for preachers and ora-

tors, because he that would obtrude his thoughts and
reasons upon a multitude, will convince others the

more as he appears convinced himself.

How is it possible to ex;>ect that mankind will take

advice, when they will not so much as take warning

?

r* I forget whether advice l»e among the lost things,

which Ariosto says may be found in the moon
;
that

and time ought to have been there.

No preacher is listened to but Time, which gives us

the same train and turn of thought that elder people

have in vain tried to put into our head* before.

When we desire or solicit anything, our minds run I

wholly on the good side or circumstances of it ; when
!

it is obtained, our minds run wholly on the bad ones. I

In a glasshouse, the workmen often fling in a small

quantity of fresh coals, which seems to disturb the fire,

but very much enlivens it This seems to allude to a

gentle stirring of the passions, that the mind may not

languish.

Religion seems to have grown an infant with age,

and requires miracles to nurse it, as it had in its in-

fancy.

All fits of pleasure are balanced by an equal degree

of pain or languor; it is like spending this year part of

the next year’s revenue

g£The latter part of a wise man’s life is taken up in

curing the follies, prejudices, and false opinions be had
contracted in the funner.

/• Would a writer know how to behave himself with

relation to posterity, let him consider in old books what
he finds that he is glad to know, and what omissions

he most laments.

Whatever the poets pretend, it is plain they give im-
mortality to none but themselves : it is Homer and
Virgil we reverence ami admire, not Achilles or Avne.is.

With historians it is quite the contrary
;
our thoughts

arc taken up with the actions, persons and events we
read, and we little reganl the authors.

•x When a true genius appears in the world, you may
know him by this sign, that the dunces ore all in con-

federacy against him.

Men who possess all the advantages of life are iu a

state where there are many accidents to disorder and
discompose, but few to please them.

It is uuwise to punish cowards with ignominy; for

if they had regarded that, they would not have been
cowards: death is their proper punishment, because
they fear it most.

The greatest inventions were produced in the times

of ignorance ; as the use of the compass, gunpowder,
and printing

;
and by the dullest nation, os the Ger-

mans.

Ore argument to prove that the common relations of

ghosts and spectres are generally false, may be drawn
from the opinion held, that spirits are never seen by
more than one person at a time

;
that is to say, it

seldom happens to above one person in a company
to be possessed with any high degree of spleen or

melancholy.

I am apt to think that, in the day of judgment, there

will he small allowance given to the wise for their want
of morals, aiul to the ignorant for their want of faith,

because both are without excuse. This renders the ad-

vantages equal of ignorance and knowledge But some
vcruples in the wise, and some vices in the ignorant,

will jierhans be forgiven upon the strength of tempta-
tion to each.

The value of sev eral circuinstance* in story lessen*

very much by distance of time, though some minute
circumstances are very valuable

;
and it requires great

judgment iu a writer to distinguish.

It is grown a word of course for writers to say, This
critical age, us divines say. This sinful age.

It is pleasant to observe how free the present age is in

laying taxes on the next : future ages shall talk of this;

this shall Ik» famous to all posterity : whereas their time
and thoughts will be taken up about present things, us

ours are now.
The chameleon, who is said to feed upon nothing but

air, has of all animals the nimblest tongue.

When a man is made a spiritual peer, he luees his

surname
;
when a temporal, Lis Christian name.

It is in disputes, as in armies; where the weaker side

sets up false lights, and makes a great noise, to make
the rneiny believe them more numerous and strong than
they really are.

Some men, under the notion of weeding out preju-

dices, eradicate virtue, honesty, and religion.

In all well-instituted commonwealths, care has been
taken to limit men's |Mjssessimi*

;
which is done for

many reasons, and, among the rest, for one which, jiot-

hajM, is not often considered, that when bounds are set

to men’s desires, after they have acquired as much as

the laws will permit them, their private interest is at

an end, and they have nothing to do but to take care

of the public.

There are but three ways for a man to revenge him-
self of the censure of the world ; to despise it, to return

the like, or to endeavour to live so as to avoid it: the

first of these is usually pretended, the last is almost im-
possible, the universal practice is for the second.

Herodotus tells us, that in cold countries l<eastsvery

seldom have horns, but in hot they have very large

ones. This might bear a pleasant application.

I never beard a finer piece of satire against lawyers,

than that of astrologers, when they pretend, by rules

of art, to tell when a suit will end, and whether to

the advantage of the plaintiff or defendant; thus

making the matter depend entirely upon the influence

of the stare, without the least regard to the merits of

the cause.

The expression in Apocrypha about Tobit and his

dog following him, I have often heard ridiculed

;

yet Homer has the same words of Telemachus more
than once; and Virgil says something like it of

Evander. Ami I take the t^olc of Tobit to be partly

poetical.

1 have known some men possessed of good qualities

which were very serviceable to others, but useless to

themselves; like a sun-dial on the front of a house, to

inform the neighbours and passengers, but not the

owner within.

If a man would register all his opinions upon love,

politics, religion, learning, &c. beginning from bis

youth, and so go ou to old age, what a bundle of

inconsistencies and contradictions would ap|>ear al

last!

What they do in heaven we are ignorant of; what
they do not we are told expressly, that they neither

marry, nor are given in marriage.

When a man observes the choice of ladies nowa-
days in the dispensing of* their favours, can he forbear

]
laying some veneration to the memory of those mares

I

mentioned by Xenophon, who, while their manes were

on, that is. while they were in their beauty, would
never admit the embraces of an ass.

It is a miserable thing to live in suspense ; it is the

life of a spider.

Vive tjuidem. pendc tamm, improba, dixit.

Ovid. Metxm.

The stoical scheme of supplying our wants by

Google
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lopping oil* our desiies, is like cutting oft* our feet,

when we want shoes.

Physicians ought not to give their judgment of reli-

gion, for the same reason that butchers are not admitted
to be jurors upon life and death.

The reason why so few marriages are happy, is be-

cause young ladies spend their time in malting nets,

not in making cages.

If a man will observe as he walks the streets, I be-

lieve he will find the merriest countenances in mourn-
ing coaches.

Nothing more unqualifies a man to act with pru-

dence than a misfortune that is attended with shame
and guilt.

The power of fortune is confessed only by the miser-

able; for the happy impute all their success to

prudence and merit.

-v Ambition often puts men upon doing the meanest
offices : so climbing is performed in the same posture

with creeping.

* 111 company is like a dog, who dirts those most
whom he loves best.
x Censure is the tax a man pays to the public for being

eminent.

Although men ore accused for not knowing their

own weakness, yet, perhaps, as few know their own
strength. It is in men as in soils, where sometimes
there is a vein of gold, which the owner knows not of.

Satire is reckoned the easiest of all wit; but I take

it to be otherwise in very bad times : for it is as hard
to satirize well a man of distinguished vices, as to

praise well a man of distinguished virtues. It is easy

enough to do either to people of moderate characters.

Invention is the talent of youth, and judgment of
age : so that our judgment grows harder to please when
we have fewer things to offer it; this goes through die

whole commerce of life. When we are old, our friends

find it difficult to please us, and are less concerned
whether we be pleased or not.

No wise man ever wished to be younger.

An idle reason lessens the weight of the good ones

you gave before.

The motives of the best actions will not bear too

strict an inquiry. It is allowed, that the cause of most
actions, good or bad, may be resolved into the love of
ourselves; but the self-love of some men inclines them
to please others; and the self-love of others is wholly
employed in pleasing themselves. This makes the

great distinction hetween virtue and vice. Religion is

the best motive of all actions, yet religion is allowed
to be the highest instance of self-love.

When the world has once begun to use us ill, it

afterwards continues the same treatment with less

scruple or ceremony as men do to a whore.
Old men view best at a distance, with the eyes of

their understanding, os well as with those of nature.

Some people take more care to hide their wisdom
than their folly

Arbitrary power is the natural object of temptation
to a prince, os wine or women to a young fellow, or a
bribe to a judge, or avarice to old age, or vanity to a
woman.

Anthony Henley's farmer dying of an asthma, said,
“ Well, if I can get this bread) once out, 111 take care

it shall never get in again."

The humour of exploding many things under the

name of trifles, fopperies, and only imaginary goods, is

a very false proof either of wisdom or magnanimity, ami
a great check to virtuous actions. For instance, with

regard to fame: there is in most people a reluctance

ami unwillingness to be forgotten. Wc observe, even
among the vulgar, how fond they are to have an in-

scription over their grave. It requires but little philo-

sophy to discover and observe that there is no intrinsic

TfOL. II.

Value in all this; however, if it lie founded in our
nature, as an incitement to virtue, it ought not to be

ridiculed.

Complaint is the largest tribute heaven receives,

and the sincerest part of our devotion.

The common Uueucy of speech in many men, and
most women, is owing to a scarcity of matter, and a
scarcity of words

;
for whoever is a master of language,

and has a mind full of ideas, will be apt, in speaking,

to hesitate upon die choice of both ;
whereas common

speakers have only one set of ideas and one set of
words to clothe them in

;
and these are always ready

at the mouth : so people come faster out of a church
when it is almost empty, than when a crowd is at die

door.

Few are qualified to shine in compauy
;
but it is in

most men's power to be agreeable. The reason, there-

fore, why conversation runs so low at present, is not the

defect of understanding, but pride, vanity, ill-nature,

affectation, singularity, posidvenets, or some other vice,

the effect of a wrong education.

To be vain is rather a mark of humility than pride.

Vain men delight in telling what honours have been

done them, what gTeat company they have kept, and
the like, by which they plainly confess that these

honours were more than their due, and such as their

friends would not believe, if they had not been told
;

whereas a man truly proud, diinks die greatest honours
below his merit, and consequendy scorns to boast. I

therefore deliver it as a maxim, that whoever desires

the character of a proud man, ought to conceal his

vanity.

laiw, in a free country, is, or ought to be, the deter-

mination of the majority of those who have property in

land.

One argument us^l to the disadvantage of Pro-
vi deuce, I take to be a very strong one in its defence.

It is objected, diat storms and tempests, unfruitful

seasons, serpents, spiders, flies, and other noxious or

troublesome animals, with many otber instances of die

same kind, discover an imperfection in nature, because
human life would be much easier without them : hut die

design of Providence may clearly be perceived in this

proceeding. The motions of the sun and moon, in

short, the whole system of the universe, as far as

philosophers have been able to discover and observe,

are in the utmost degree of regularity and perfection

;

but wherever God has left to man the power of inter-

posing a remedy by thought or labour, there be has
placed things in a state of imjierfection, on purpose to

stir up human industry, without which life would
stagnate, or indeed rather could not subsist at ail

:

Curit acuuntur mortaUa corda.

Praise is die daughter of present power.

How inconsistent is man with himself!

I have known several persons of great fame for

wisdom in public affairs and councils governed by
foolish servants

:

I have known great ministers, distinguished for wit

and learning, who preferred none but dunces

:

I have known men of great valour cowards to Hieir

wives

:

I have known men of the greatest cunning per-

jtctuully cheated

:

I knew three gTeat ministers, who could exactly

compute and settle the accompts of a kingdom, but
were wholly ignorant of their own economy.
The preaching of divines helps to preserve well-

inclined men in the course of virtue, but seldom or

never reclaims the vicious.

Princes usually make wiser choices dian the servants

whom they trust for the disposal of places : I have
known a prince more than once choose an able

minister
;
but I never oliserved that minister to use hi*

x
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credit in the disposal of an employment to a person

whom he thought the fittest for it. Oneof the greatest

in this age [Harley] owned, and excused the matter,

from the violence of parties and the unreasonableness

of friend*. .

.Small causes are sufficient to make a man uneasy,

when great ones are not in the way : for waut of a

block he will stumble at a straw.

Dignity, high station, or great riche*, are in some

sort necessary to old men, in order to keep the younger

at a distance, who are otherwise too apt to insult them

upon the score of their age.

Every man desires to lire long *, but no man would

'*
live of flattery, in mat men, proceed, from the

mean o,miion they have of themselves; in women,

from the contrary.
. , ,

If Gaiks auil law. continue to increase as they liave

done for fifty year. |>Mt, I am in concern for future

agra, how any man will be learned, or any man a

U
hYng. are commonly raid to hare long hand.; I

wi.li they had a» long eats. ... ,

Prince, in their infancy, childhood, and youth are

raid to discover prodigious parts and wit, to speak

thing, that surprise and astonish : strange so many

hopeful prince., and .0 many shameful kings! If

they hapjien to die young, they would have been

prodigies ,.f wisdom and virtue: if they live, they are

often prodigies indeed, but of another sort.

Politic, a. the word is commonly understood, are

nothing hut corruptions, and consequently of no use to

a good king, or a good ministry : for which reason all

courts are so full of politics.
. . ,

Silenus, the foster-father of Puccinis, is always cair.cd

bv an ass, and has horns on his head. The moral is,

that drunkards arc led by fouls, and have a great

chance to lie cuckolds.

Venn., a beautiful, good-natured lady, was the

goddess of love ;
Juno, a terrible shrew, the goddess of

marriage : and they were always mortal enemies.

Those who are against religion, must needs be fools

;

and therefore we read that of all animals, God refused

the first-bom of an a**.

A very little wit is valued m a woman, as we ore

pleased with a few word, spoken plain by a parrot.

A nice man is a man of nasty ideas.

Apollo was held the god of physic, and sender of

dise.ises. Both were originally the same trade, and

still continue. . f _ ..

Old men and comets have been reverenced for the

same reason ;
their long beards, and pretences to forctel

"Tperson was asked at court, “ what he thought

of an ainlxwsador, and his tram, who were all em-

broider. and lace, full of bows, cringe, and ges-

tures?'' Herald, “ it was Solomon s importation, gold

M
There is a storv in rausanias of a plot fur betraying

a city discovered by the braying of anasaithe cack-

ling of geese saved tbc Capitol; and Ctdalmcs con-

spiracy was discovered by a whore. These are the

only three animals, as far as I remember, famous ill

history as evidences and informers.

Must sorts of diversion in men, children, and other

animals, are in imitation of lighting.

Augustus, meeting an ass with a lucky name, fore-

told himself good fortune. 1 meet many awes, but

none of them have lucky names.

If a man makes me keep my distance, the comfort

is he keeps his at the same time.

Who cun deny that all men are v^ent lover, of

truth when we see them so positive m their •rmra.

which they will maintain out of their real to truth,

although they contradict themselves e\ery day of theii

lives ?

That was excellently observed, say I, when I read a

passage in an author, where his opinion agrees with

mine. When we differ, there 1 pronounce him to be

mistaken.

Very few men, properly speaking, live at present,

but are providing to live another time.

As universal a practice os lying and as easy a

one as it seems. 1 do not remember to have heard three

good lies in all my conversation, even from those who

were most celebrated in that faculty.

Laws penned with the utmost care and exactness

and in the vulgar language, are often perverted to

wrong meanings; then why should we wonder that the

Bible is so?
. 4 . • A„ ,

A man seeing a wasp creeping into a vial mien

with honey that was hung on a fruit-tree, said thus

;

“ Why, thou sottish animal, art thou mad to go into

the vial, where you see many hundred of your kind

dying before you ?"—“ The reproach is just," answered

the wasp, “ but not from you men. who are so far from

taking example by other people s follies that you will

not take warning by your own. If after falling several

time* into this vial, and escaping by chance, I should

fall in again, 1 should then but resemble you."

An old miser kept a tame jackdaw, tliat used to

steal pieces of money and hide them iu a hole; which

the cat observing, asked. “ Why lie would hoard up

those round shining things that he could make no

u<e of?" “Why," said the jackdaw, “my master has

a whole chest full, and makes no more use of them

than I,’* .

Men are contented to he laughed at for their wit,

but not for their folly.

(< If the men of wit and genius would resolve never to

complain in their works of critics and detractors, the

next age would not know that they ever had any.

After all the maxims and systems of trade and com-

merce, a stander-hy would think, the affair* of the

world were most ridiculously contrived.

There are few countries which, if well cultivated,

would not support double the numlier of their inhabit-

ants, and yet fewer where one-third part of the people

are not extremely stinted even in the necessaries of life.

I send out twenty barrels of corn, which would main-

tain a family in bread for a year, and 1 bring back in

return a vessel of wine, which half a doxeu good

fellows would drink in less than a month, at the

expense of their health and reasou.

A motto for the jesuits :

—

regie in terris noitei non plena labor* ?

A man would have hut Tew spectators if he offered

to show for threet<ence how he could thrust a red hot

iron into a barrel of gunpowder, and it should not take

'

"query, Whether churches are not dormitories or the

living as well as of the dead?

V Hurry Killegrcw raid to lord W barton, \ on would

not swmr at that rate if you thought you were doing

God honour.”
. ... , . ,

A copy of verse, kept in the cabinet, and only shown

to a few friends, is like a virgin much sought uficr

and admired ;
hut when printed and published, is tike

a common wliorc, whom anybody may purchase for

half-a crown. .......
Louis XIV. of France spent his life in turning a

good name into a great. ,

-. Since the onion of divinity and humanity is

great article of our religion, it is odd to see ram

e

clergymen, iu their writings ofdivinity, wholly deioi 1

of humanity. , . n ...
The Epicureans began to spread at Rome m the m-
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pire of Augustus, m the Sociniana, and even the Epi-

cureans too, «Itil in England toward the end of king

Charles Il.'s reign; which i« reckoned, though very

absurdly, our Augustan age. They both seem to l>e

corrupt ions occasioned by luxury aud peace, and by
politeness beginning to decline.

pC Sometimes I read a book with pleasure, aud detest

the author.

At a liookseller's shop some time ago, I saw a book

with this title: “ Poems by the Author of the Choice. 1 '

Not enduring to read a dozen lines, I asked the com-

C
iy with me, whether they had ever seeu the book, or

ird of the poem whence the author denominated
uitnself

; they were all as ignorant as I. But I find it

cummuu with these small dealers in wit aud learning,

to give themselves a title from their first adventure, as

Don Quixote usually did from bis last. This arises

from that great importance which every inau supposes

himself to !>e of.

One Dennis, commonly called “the critic," who had
writ a threepenny pamphlet against the power of France,

being in the country, and hearing of a French priva-

teer hovering about the coast, although he were twenty

miles from llic sea, fled to town, and told his friends,

“they need not wonder at his haste; for the king of

France, having got intelligence where lie was, l»ad sent

a privateer on purpose to catch him."
Dr. Gee, prebendary of Westminster, who had writ

a small paper against popery, being obliged to travel

for his health, affected to disguise his person and change
his name, as he passed through Portugal, Spain, and
Italy; telling all the English he met, “that he was
afraid of being murdered, or put into the Inquisition."

He was acting the same farce at Paris, till Mr. Prior

(who was then secretary to the embassy) quite discon-

certed the doctor by maliciously discovering the secret

;

and offering to engage, body for body, that not a crea-

ture would hurt him, or hod ever heard of him or his

pamphlet.

A chambermaid to a lady ofmy acquaintance, thirty

miles from London, had the very same turn of thought

;

when talking with one of her fellow-servants, she said,

“ I hear it is all over Loudon already that I am going

to leave my lady and so had a footman, who, being

newly married, desired his comrade to tell him freely

what the town said of it.

vWhen somebody was telling a certain great minister

that people were discontented, “ Pho," said he, “ half a
dozen fools arc prating in a coffeehouse, aud presently

think their own noise about their ears is made by the

world."

)k The death of a private man is generally of so little

importance to the world, that it cannot be a tiling of

great importance in itself, aud yet I do not observe,

from the practice of mankind, that either philosophy

or nature have sufficiently armed us against the fears

which attend it. Neither do I lind anything able to

reconcile us to it, hut extreme pain, shame, or despair;

for poverty, imprisonment, ill fortune, grief, sickness,

and old age, do generally fail.

Whence comes the custom of bidding a woman look

upon her apron-strings to find an excuse i Was it not

from the apron of fig-leaves worn hy Eve, when she

covered herself and was the first of lier sex who made
a had excuse for eating the forbidden fruit ?

*t I never wonder to see men wicked, but I often won-
der to see them not ashamed.

Do not we sec how easily we pardon our own actions

and passions, and the v«*r) infirmities of our bodies :

why should it be wonderful to lind us pardon our own
dull less i

There is no vice or folly that requires so much nicety

and skill to manage as vanity; nor any which, by ill

management, makes so contempt i Me a figure.

Observation is an old man's memory.
Eloquence, smooth and cutting, is like a razot

whetted with oil.

^'Imaginary evils soon become real ones by indulging
our reflections on them ;

as he who in a melancholy
fancy sees something like a face ou the wall or the

wainscot, can, hy two or three touches with a lead-
pencil, make it look visible, and agreeing with what
he fancied.

>-Men of great parts are often unfortunate in the ma-
nagement of public business, because they ore apt to

go out of the common road hy the quickness of their

imagination. This I once said to iny Ion l Boliugbroke,
and desired he would observe, that the clerks in his

office used a sort of ivory knife with a blunt edge to

divide a sheet of piper, which never failed to cut it

even, only requiring a steady hand : whereas if they
should make use of a sharp penknife, the sharpness

would make it go often out oi the crease and disfigure

the | taper.

“ He who does uot provide for his own house," St.

Paul says, “ is worse than an infidel.
1 ' And I think,

he who provides oiily for his own house, is just equal
with an infidel.

Jealousy, like fire, may shrivel up horns, hut it

makes them stink.

A footman's hat should fly off to everybody : and
therefore Mercury, who was Jupiter's footman, had wings
fastened to his cap.

When a man pretends love, but courls fur money, he
is like a juggler, who conjures away your shilling, and
conveys something very indecent under the hat.

AAll panegyrics are miugled with an infusion of

poppy.

1 have known men happy enough at ridicule, who
upon grave subjects were perfectly stupid

;
of which

Dr. Kchurd of Camliridge, who writ “ The Contempf
of the Clergy " was a great instance.

C* One top of Parnassus was sacred to Bacchus, the
other to Apollo.

-. Matrimony has many children
;

Repentance, Dis-

cord, Poverty, Jealousy, Sickness, Spleen, Loathing, &c-
Vision is the art of seeing things invisible.

* The two maxims of any great man at court are,

always to keep his countenance, and never to keep his

word.
A I asked a poor man how he did ? He said he was
like awashball, always in decay.

Hippocrates, Anh. 32. sect. 6., observes, that stutter-

ing people are always subject to a looseuess. I wish
physicians had power to remove the profusion of words
in many people to the inferior ports.

< A man dreamed he was a cuckold
; a friend told

him it was a had sign, ) teruusc when a dream is true,

Virgil says it passes thrmf^h the horned gate.

Love is a flame, aud therefore we say beauty is at-

tractive; because physicians observe that fire is a great

drawer.
1 Civ is, the most honouahle name among the Romans

;

a citizen a word of contempt among us.

.
A lady who had gallantries and several children,

told her husband he was like the austere man, who
reaped where he did not sow.

A,. We read that an ass's head was sold for eighty pieces

of silver ; they have lately been sold ten thousand times
dearer, and yet they were never more plentiful.

/ I must complain the cards are ill shuffled till I

have a good hand.
When I mn reading a book, whether wise or silly, it

seems to rne to Ik: alive and talking to me.
Whoever live at a different end of the town from me,

I look upon as persons out of flu* world, and only my-
self and the scene about me to be in it.

When 1 was young, 1 thought all the world, as well

x 2
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a* myself, was wholly taken up in discoursing upon
the la>t new play.

My lord Cromarty, after fourscore, went to hiscotiti-

try house in Scotland, with a resolution to stay six

years there and live thriftily, tn order to save up money,
that lie might spend in London.

It is said of the horses in the vision, that “ their

power was in their mouths ami in their tails." What
is said of horses in the vision, in reality may he said

of women.
Elephants are always drawn smaller than life, but a

flea always larger.

When old folks tell us of many passages in their

youth between them and their company, we are apt to

think how much happier those times were than the

present.

Why does the elder sister dmet barefoot, when the

younger is married before her? Is it not that she may
appear shorter and consequently lie thought younger

than the bride ?

No man will take counsel, but every man will take

' pioney: therefore money is lietter than counsel.

I never yet knew a wag (as the term is,) who was

not a dunce.

A person reading to me a dull poem of his own
making, I prevailed on him to scratch out six lines to-

gether ; in turning over tlie leaf, the ink being wet, it

marked as many lines on the other side ;
whereof the

poet complaining, I hid him be easy, i( fur it would be

better if those were out too.”

At Wiudsor I was observing to my lord Boling*

broke, u that the tower where the maiils of honour

lodged (who at that time were very handsome) was

much frequented with crows.’" My lord said, “ it was
(because they smelled carrion."

A TREATISE ON GOOD MANNERS
AND GOOD BREEDING.*

Good manners is the art of making those people easy

with whom we converse.

Wh >ever makes the fewest persons uneasy is the best

bred in the company.
As the best law is founded upon reason, so arc the

best manners. And os some lawyers have introduced

unreasonable things into common law, so likewise many
teachers have introduced absurd things into common
good manners.

One principal point of this art Is, to suit our beha-

viour to the three several degrees of men
;
our superiors,

our equals, and those below us.

For iustance, to press either of the two former to cat

or drink is a breach of maimers ;
but a tradesman or a

farmer must be thus treated, or else it will be difficult

to persuade them that they are welcome.

Pride, ill-nature, and want of sense, are the three

great sources of ill-manners : without some one of these

defects, no man will behave himself ill for want of

experience, or of what, in the language of fools, is called

knowing the world.

I defy any one to assign an incident wherr’.n reason

will not direct us what to say or do iu company, if we
are not misled by pride or ill nature.

Therefore I insist that good sense is the principal

foundation of good manners; but because the former is

a gift which very few among mankind are possessed of,

therefore all the civilized nations of the world have

agreed upon fixing some rules upon common behaviour

hest suited to their general customs or fancies, as a

kind of artificial good sense, to supply the defects of

reason. Without which the gentlemanly part of dunces

• *' The result nrmuch food sense, some good nature, nod a

Ultle selfdeuial far the sake of others, ami " ith a view to ob-

tain the same iodaiccuei* from llHMn.’’—1/UD

would be perpetually at cuds, os they seldom fail when
they happen to be drunk, or engaged in squabbles about
women or play. And, God he thanked, there hardly
happens a duel in a year, which may not be im putt'd to

one of these three motives. Upon which acccount, I

should be exceedingly sorry to find the legislature

make any new laws against the practice of duelling;

because the methods are easy und many for a wise
man to avoid a quarrel with honour, or engage in il

witn innocence. And I can discover no political evil

in suffering bullies, sharpers, and rakes, to rid the

world of each other by a method of their own, where
the law has not been able to find an expedient.

As the common forms of good maimers were intended

for regulating the conduct of those who have weak un-
derstandings; so they have been corrupted by the

persons for whose use they were contrived. For these

people have fallen into a needless and endless way of
multiplying ceremonies, which have been extremely
troublesome to those who practise them, and insup-

portable to everybody else: insomurh that wise men
are often more uneasy at the over-civility of these

refiners than they could possibly be iu the conversation

of peasants or mechanics.

The impertiuenciesof this ceremonial behaviour are

nowhere better seen than at those tables where the ladies

preside, who value themselves upon account of their

good breeding; where a man must reckon upon paning
an hour without doing any one thing he lias a mind to;

unless he will be so hardy as to break through all the

settled decorum of the family. She determines what
he loves best, and how much he shall eat

;
and if the

master of the house happens to be of the same disposi-

tion he proceeds in the same tyiannical manner to

prescribe in the drinking part : at the same time you
are under the necessity of answering a thousand apo-

logies for your entertainment. And although a good
deal of this humour is pretty well worn off among
many people of the best fashion, yet too much of it

still remains, especially in the country
;

where an

honest gentleman assured me, that haviug been kept

four days against his will at a friend's house, with sill

the circumstances of hiding his boots, locking up the

stable, and other contrivances of the like nature, he

could not remember, from the moment he came into

the house to the momeut he left it, any one thing

wherein his inclination was not directly contradicted
;

as if the whole family had entered iuto a combination

to torment him.
But, beside all this, it would be endless to recount

the many foolish and ridiculous accidents I have ob-

served among these unfortunate proselytes to ceremony.

I have seen a duchess fairly knocked down, by the pre-

cipitancy of an officious coxcomb running to save her

the trouble of opening a door. 1 remember, upon a

birth-day at court, a great lady was rendered utterly

disconsolate by a dish of sauce let fall by a page di-

rectly upon her head-dress and brocade, while she gave

a sudden turn to her elbow upon some point of cere-

mony with the person who sat next to her. Monsieur
Buys, the Dutch envoy, whose politics and manueis
were much of a size, brought a son with him, about

thirteen years old, to a great table at court. The boy
and his father, whatever they put ou their plates, they

first offerer! round in order, to every person in company ;

so that we could not get a minute's quiet during the

whole dinner. At last their two plates happened to

encounter, and with so much violence, that, being

china, they hroke in twenty pieces, and stained half the

company with wet sweet -meals and cream.

There is a pedantry iu manners, as in all arts and
sciences; and sometimes in trades. Pedantry is pro-

perly the over-rating of any kind of knowledge we
pretend to. And if that kind of knowledge be a trifle
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in itself, lh*> |x*d;uitry is the greater. For which reason

I look upon fiddlers, dancing- masters, heralds, masters

of ihe ceremony, &c. to he greater } slants than Lipsius,

or the elder Seal iger. With this kind of nodants, the

court, while I knew it, was always plentifully stocked

;

I mean from the gentleman usher (at least) inclusive,

downward to the gentleman porter : who are. generally

sjieakiug, the most insignificant race of neople that this

island can afford, and with the smallest tincture of

good manners *, which is the only trade they profess.

For, being wholly illiterate, and conversing chiefly

with each other, they reduce the whole system of breed-

ing within the forms and circles of their several offices:

and, as they are below the notice of ministers, they

live and die in court under all revolutions, with great

ohsequioust less to those who are ill any degree of credit

or favour, ami with rudeness and insolence to every-

ftody else. Whence I have long concluded, that good

maimers are not a plant of the court growth: for if

they were, those neople, who have understandings di-

rectly of a level for such acquirements, who have

served such long apprenticeship to nothing else, would
certainly have picked them up. For, as to the great

officers, who attend the prince's person or councils, or

preside in his family
,
they arc a transient body, w ho have

no better a title to good manners than their neighbours,

nor will probably have recourse to gentlemen ushers

for instruction. So that I know little to lie learned at

court upon this head, except in the material circum-

stance of dress; wherein the authority of the maids of

honour must indeed be allowed to be almost equal to

that of a favourite actress.

I remember a passage my lord Bolinghroke told me ;

that going to receive prince Eugene of Savoy at his

landing, in order to conduct him immediately to the

queen, the prince said he was much concerned that he

could not see her majesty that night
;

for Monsieur
Hoffman (who was then by) had ussured his highness

that he could not be admitted into lier presence with a
tied-up periwig; that his equipage was not arrived;

and that be had endeavoured in vain to borrow a long

one among all his valets and pages. My lord fumed
the matter into a jest, and brought the prince to her

majesty
; for which he was highly censured by the

whole tri be of gentlemen ushers; among whom Mon-
sieur Hoffman, an old dull resident of the emperor's, had
picked up this material point of ceremony ; and which
1 believe was the best lesson he had learned in five-

aud-twenty years’ residence.

I make a difference between good manner* and good
breeding

;
although, in order to vary my expression, I

am sometimes forced to confound them. By the first,

1 only understand the art of remembering aud applying

certain settled forms of general behaviour. But good
breeding is of a much larger extent

; for, beside an un-

common degree of literature sufficient to qualify ft gen-

tleman for reading a play or a political pamphlet, it

takes in a great compass of knowledge
;
no less than

that of dancing, fighting, gaming, making the circle of

Italy, riding tlie great horse, and speaking French
; not

to mention some other secondary or subaltern accom-
plishments, which arc more easily acquired. So that

the difference between good breeding and good manners
lies in this, that the former cannot be uttaiiied to liy

the best understandings without study and labour;

whereas a tolerable degree of reason will instruct us in

every part of good mani>ers, without other assistance.

I can think of nothing more useful upon this subject

than to point out some particulars, wherein the very es-

sentials of good manners are concerned, the neglect or

perverting of which does very much disturb the good
commerce of the world, by introducing a traffic of

mutual uneasiness in most companies.

Fust, A necessary part of good inaune;s is a punctual

;ioa

observance of time at onr own dwellings, or those of

utheis, or at third places; whether matter of

civility, business, or diversion; which rule, though it

be a plain dictate of common reason, yet the greatest

minister 1 ever knew was the greatest trespasser against

it; by which all his business doubled upon him, and

placed him in a continual arrear. Upon w hich I often

used to rally him, as deficient iu [Hunt of good man-
ners. I have known more than one ambassador and
secretary of state, with a very moderate portion of

intellectuals, execute their offices with good success

and applause, by Ihe mere force of exactness and re-

gularity. If you duly observe time for the service of

anotlier, it doubles the obligation ; if upon your own
account, it would be manifest folly, a* well as ingrati-

tude, to neglect it ;
if both are concerned, to make your

equal or inferior attend on you to his ow n disadvantage

is pride and injustice.

Ignorance of forms cannot properly lie styled ill

manners, because foims ure subject to frequent changes;

aud consequently, being not fuimded upon reason, are

beneath a wise man's regard. Besides, they vary in

every country
;
aud after a short period of time, veiy

frequently in the same; so that a man who Iravels

must needs be at first a stranger to them in every court

through which he passes; aud, perhaj**, at his return,

as much a stranger in his own; and after all, they are

easier to be remembered or forgotten than faces or

names.
Indeed, among the many impertineucies that super-

ficial young men bring with them from abroad, this

bigotry of forms is one of the principal, and more pre-

dominant than the rest; who look upon them nut only

as if they were matters capable of admitting of choice,

but even as points of importance; and arc therefoie

zealous on all occasions to introduce and propagate

the new forms and fashions they have brought back

with them
;
so that, usually speaking, the worst bred

person in company is a young traveller just returned

from abroad.

HINTS ON GOOD MANNERS.

Goon manners is the art of making every reasonable

person iu the company easy, and to be easy ourselves.

What passes for good manners in Ihe world gene-

rally prouuces quite contrary effects.

Many persons of both sexes, whom I have known, aud
who {uuued for well-bred in their own and the world's

opinion, are the must troublesome iu company toothers

and themselves.

Nothing is so great an instance of ill manners as flat-

tery. If you Batter all the corajiauy, you please uoue :

if you flatter only one or two, you affront the rest.

Flattery is the worst and falsest way of showing our
esteem.

Where the company meets, I am confident the few
reasonable persons are every minute tempted to curse
the man or woman among them who endeavours to be
most distinguished for their good maiimrs.
A man of sense would rather fast till uight than

dine at some tables, where the lady of the house is pos-

sessed with good manners; uneasiness, pressing to eat,

tearing with civility
;

less practised in England than

here.

Courts are the worst of all schools to teach good
manners.

A courtly bow, or gait, or dress, are no part of good
manners ; ami therefore every man of good understand-
ing is capable of being well-bred upon any occasion.

To speak iu such a manner as may possibly offend any
reasonable person in company, is the highest instance

of ill maimers. Good manners chiefly consist iu action,
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not in words. Modesty and humility the chief ingre-

dients.

I have known the court of England under four reigns,

the two last hut for a short time; and whatever good
manner? or politeness 1 nl»erved in any of them, was
not of the court growth, hut imported

;
for a courtier

by trade, as gentlemen ushers, hod-chamberwomen,
maids of honour, * * *

OF GOOD MANNEUS AS TO CONVERSATION.

Men of wit: and good understanding, as well as

breeding, are sometimes deceived, and give offence by
couceiving a better opinion of those with whom they

converse than they ought to do. Thus I have often

known the most innocent raillery, and even of that kind
which was meant fur praise, to be mistaken for abuse
and reflection.

Of gibing, and how gibers ought to suffer.

Of arguers, perpetual contradictors, long talkers,those

who are ataent in company, interrupters, not listeners,

loud laughers.

Of those men and women whose face is ever in a
smile, talk ever with a smile, condole with a smile, &c.

Argument, as usually managed, is the worst sort of

conversation
;
as it is generally in books the worst sort

of reading.

Good conversation is not to be expected in much
company, because few listen, and there is continual

interruption. But good or ill manners are discovered,

let the company be ever so large.

Perpetual aiming at wit, a very bad part of conver-

sation. It is done to support a character; it generally

fails : it is a sort of insult on the company, and a con-

straint upon the speaker.

For a man to talk in his own trade, or business, or

faculty, is a great breach of good manners. Divines,

physicians, lawyer-

*, soldiers, particularly poets, are fre-

quently guilty of this weakness. A poet conceives that

the whole kingdom * * * * *

OF MEAN AND GREAT FIGURES
MADE BY SEVERAL PERSONS.

OP THOSE WHO HAVE MADB GREAT FIGURES IN SOME
PARTICULAR ACTION OR CIRCUMSTANCES OF THEIR
LIVES.

Alexander the Great, after his victory, (at the Straits

at Mount Taurus,) when he entered the tent, where the

queen and the princesses of Persia fell at his feet.

Socrates, the whole last day of his life, and particu-

larly from the time he took the poison until the moment
he expired.

Cicero, when he was recalled from his banishment,

the people, through every place he passed, meeting him
w ith shouts of joy and congratulation, and nil Rome
coming out to receive him.

Regulus, when ho went out of Rome attended by his

friends tQ.the pates, and returned to Carthage according

to his word of honour, although he knew he must he

put to a cruel death for advising the Romans to pursue

their war witli that commonwealth.
Scipio the elder, when he dismissed a lieautiful cap-

tive lady presented to him after a great victory, turning

his head aside to preserve his own virtue.

The same Scipio, when he and Hannibal met before

the liattle, if the fact he true.

Cincinnati!*, when the messengers sent by the senate

to make him dictator, found him at the plough.

Epaminonda*, when the Persian ambassador came to

his house, and found him in the midst of poverty.

The earl of Strafford, the <Liy that he made his own
defence at his trial.

King Charles the Maityr, during hi* whole trial, and

at his death.

The Block Prince, when he wailed at supper on the

king of France, whom he had conquered and taken pri-

soner the same day.

Virgil, when, at Rome, the whole audience rose up.
out of veneration, a* lie entered the theatre.

Mahomet the Great, when he cut utV his beloved

mistress's head, on a stage erected fur that pur(x>se, to

convince his soldiers, who taxed him for prefer! ing his

love to his glory.

Cromwell, when he quelled a mutiny in Hyde Park.
Harry the Great of France, when he entered Paris,

and sat at cards the same night with some great ladies,

who were his moital enemies.

Rohert Harley, earl of Oxford, at his ti ml.

Cato of Utica, when he provided for the safety of his

friends, and had determined to die.

Sir Thomas More, during his imprisonment, and at

his execution.

Marius, when the soldier sent to kill him in the

dungeon was struck with so much awe and veneration

that his sword fell from his hand.
Douglas, when the ship he commanded was on fire,

and he lay down to die in it, because it should not be
said that one of his family ever quitted their post.

OF THOSE WHO HAVE MADE A MEAN * uTTEMPTIBI.E
FIGURE IN SOME ACTION OR CIRCUMSTANCE OF TllKlU

LIVES.

Anthony, at Actiurn, when he fled after Cleopatra.

Pompcy, when he was killed on the sea-shore, in
Egypt.

Nero aud Vitellius, when they were put to death.

Lejmlus, when he was compelled to lay down his share

of the triumvirate.

Cromwell, the day he refused the kingship out of fear.

Perseus, king of Macedon, when he was led in

triumph.

Ricbard II., of England, after he was deposed.

The late king of Poland, when the king of Sweden
forced him to give up his kingdom ; and when he took

it again, upon the king of Sweden's defeat by the Mus-
covites.

King James II., of England, when the prince of
Orange sent to him at midnight to leave London.
King William HI., of England, when he sent to beg

the house of commons to coutiuue his Dutch guards,

and was refused.

The late queen Anne of England, when she scut

Whitworth to Muscovy on an embassy of humiliation,

for an insult committed here on that prince's am-
bassador.

The lord chancellor Bacon, when he was convicted

of bribery.

The late duke of Marlborough, when he was forced,

after his own disgrace, to carry his duchess's gold key
to the queen.

The old earl of Pembroke, when a Scotch lord gave

him a lash with a whip at Newmarket, in presence of

all the nobility, and he bore it with patience.

King Charles II., of England, when he entered into

the second Dutch war
;
and in many other actions

during his whole reign.

Philip II., of Spain, after the defeat of the Armada.
The emperor Charles V., when he resigned his crown,

and nobody would lielieve his reasons.

King Charles I., of England, when, in gallantry to

his queen, he thought to surprise her with a present of

a diamond buckle, which lie pushed down her breast,

and tore ber flesh with the tongue; upon which she

drew it out, aud flung it on tlic ground.

Fairfax, the parliament general, at the time of king

Charles's trial.

Julius Cirnar, when Anthony offered to pul a diadem

on his head, and the people shouted for joy to see him

xJ by Google
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decline it; which lie never offered to do, until he saw
their dislike in their countenances.

Coriolanus, when he withdrew his army from Home
at the entreaty of his mother.

Hannilial, at Antiochus a court.

Beau Fielding, at fifty years old, when, iu a quarrel

upon the stage, he was run into his breast, which he

opened and showed to the ladies, that he might move
their love and pity

;
but they all fell a-laughing.

The count de Bussy Rabat in, when he was recalled

to court after twenty years' banishment into the coun-

try, and afl'ccted to make the same figure he did in his

youth.

The earl of Sunderland, when he turned Papist, iu

the time of king James 11., and underwent all the forms

of a heretic converted.

Pope Clement VI L, when he was taken prisoner at

Rome, by the emperor Charles V.'s forces.

Queeu Mary of Scotland, when she su tiered Bothwell

to ravish her, and pleaded that as an excuse for mar-
rying him.

King John of England, when he gave up his kingdom
to the pope, to be belli as a fief to tlie see of Rome.

PUBLIC ABSURDITIES IN ENGLAND.

It is a common topic of satire, which you wiU hear not

only from the mouths of ministers of state, hut of every

w hi tlh r in office, that half a dozen obscure fellows, over

a bottle of wine or a dish of coffee, shall presume to

censure the actions of parliaments and councils, to form

schemes of government, and new-model the common-
wealth

;
and this is usually ridiculed as a pragmatical

disposition to politics, in the very nature and genius of

the people. It may possibly be true : and yet 1 am
grossly deceived if any sober man, of very moderate
talents, when he reflects upon the many ridiculous

hurtful maxims, customs, and general rules of life

which prevuil iu this kingdom, would not with great

reason l>e tempted, according to the present turn of his

humour, either to laugh, lament, or be angry
;

or, if

he were saiiguiue enough, perltaps to dream of a remedy.

It is the mistake of wise and good men, that they

expect more reason and virtue from human nature

tlian, taking it iu the hulk, it is iu any sort capable of.

Whoever has been preseut at councils or assemblies of

any sort, if he be a man of common prudence, cannot

but have observed such results and opinions to have
frequently jMissed a majority, as he would be ashamed
to advance in private conversation. 1 say nothing of

cruelty, oppression, injustice, and the like, because

these are fairly to be accounted for in all assemblies, as

best gratifying the passions and interest of leaders;

which is a point of such high consideration, that all

others must give place to it. But 1 would be under-

stood here to speak only of opinions ridiculous, foolish,

and absurd ;
with conclusions and actions suitable to

them, at the same time when the most reasonable pro-

positions ore often unanimously rejected. And as all

assemblies of men arc liable to this accusation, so

likewise there ore natural absurdities from which the

wisest states are uot exempt; which proceed less from

the nature of their climate than that of their govern-

ment
; the Guuls, the Britons, the Spaniards, and

Italians, having retained very little of the characters

given them in ancient history.

By these and the like reflections, I have been often

led to consider some public nlisurdities iu our own
country, most of which are, in my opinion, directly

against the rules of right reason, and are attended with

gieat inconveniences to the slate. I shall mention such
of them as come iuto memory, without observing any

method
;
and I shall give my reason why I take them

to he absurd in their nature, and pernicious in their

consequence.

It is absurd that any person, who professes a different

form of worship from tliat which is national, should he

trusted with a vote for electing members into the house

of cominous ;
liecause every man is full of zeal for his

own religion, although he regards not morality
;
and,

therefore, will endeavour to his utmost to bring in a

representative of his own principles, which, if they lie

popular, may endanger the religion established; and
which, as it lias formerly happened, may alter the

whole frame of government.

A standing army in England, whether in time of

peace or war, is a direct absurdity : for it is no part of

our business to tie a warlike nation otherwise than by
our fleets. In foreign wars we have no concern further

than iu conjunction with allies, whom we may either

assist by sea, or by foreign troo{tf paid with our money :

but mercenary troops in England can be of no use,

except to awe senates, and thereby promote arbitrary

power, in a monarchy or oligarchy.

That the election of senators should be of any charge

to the candidates is an absurdity; but that it should

be so to a ministry, is a manifest acknowledgment of

the worst designs. If a ministry intended the service

of their prince and country, or well understood wherein

their own security best consisted, (as it is impossible

that a parliament freely elected, according to the ori-

ginal institution, can do any hurt to a tolerable prim e

or tolerable ministry,) they would use the strongest

methods to leave the people to their own free choice

;

the members would then consist of persons who had the

liest estates in the neighbourhood or country, or, at

least, never of strangers. And surely this is at least full

os requisite a circumstance to a legislator as to a jury-

man, who ought to be, if possible, ex vicinio ; since

such persons must be supposed the best judges of the

wants and desires of their several boroughs and counties.

To choose a representative for Berwick, whose estate is

at Land's End, would have been thought in former

times a very great solecism. How much more as it is at

present, where so many persons are returned for l»o-

roughs who do not possess a foot of land in the

kingdom-

f

By the old constitution, whoever possessed a freehold

in land, by which he was a gainer of forty shillings

a-year, had the privilege to vote, for a knight of the

•hire. The good effects of this law ore wholly eluded,

partly by the course of time, and partly by corruption.

Forty shillings iu those ages were equal to twenty

pounds in ours
;
and, therefore, it was then a want ot

sagacity to fix that privilege to a determinate ium_
rather than to a certain quantity of land, arable or pas-

ture, able to produce a certain quantity of coru and hay.

And, therefore, it is highly absurd, and against the in-

tent of die law, that this defect is not regulated.

But the matter is stiU worse
;
for any gentleman

can, upo;i occasion, make as many freeholder as bis

estate of settlement will allow, hy making leases for

life of laud at a rack-rent of forty shillings; where a
tenant, who is not worth one farthing a-ycar when his

rent is paid, shall be held a legal voter for a person to

represent his county. Neither do I enter into half the

frauds that are practised upon this occasion.

It is likewise absurd, tliat boroughs decayed are no*

alwolutely extinguished, because die returned members
do iu reality represent nobody at all ; and tliat severa.

large towus are not represented, though full of indus-

trious townsmen, who must advance die trade of the

kingdom.
The claim of senators, to have themselves and ser-

vants exempted from lawsuits and hi rests is manifestly

absurd. The pioceedings at law are already so scandu-
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Join a grievance, upon account of the delay*, that they

little need any addition. Whoever is either not able,

or uot willing, to pay his just debt*, or to keep other

men out of their lands, would evade the decision of the

law, is surely but ill qua! i tied to be a legislator. A
criminal with a* good reason might sit on the bench,

with a power of condemning men to be hanged for their

honesty. By the annual sitting of parliament*, and
the days of privilege preceding and subsequent, a

senator is one lialf of the year beyond the reach of

common justice.

That the sacred person of a senator’s footman shall

be free from arrest, although he undoes the poor ale-

wife by running on score, is a circumstance of equal

wisdom and justice, to avoid the great evil of his

master's lady wanting her complement of liveries behind

the coach.

OF THE EDUCATION OF LADIES.

There is a subject of controversy which I have fre-

quently met with, in mixed and select companies of

both sexes, and sometimes only of men :
—“ Whether it

be prudent to choose a wife who lias good natwral sense,

some taste of wit and humour, sufficiently versed in

her own natural language, able to read and relish his-

tory, books of travels, moral or entertaining discourses,

and be a tolerable judge of the beauties in poetry T y

This question is generally determined in the negative

hy the womeu themselves, but almost universally by

rne men.
We must observe, that in this debate, those whom

we call men and women of fashion are only to be un-
derstood, not merchants, tradesmen, or others of such
occupations who are not supposed to have shared in a

liberal education. 1 except, likewise, all ministers of

state during their power, lawyers and physicians in great

practice, persons in such employments as take up die

greater part of the day, and perhaps some other condi-

tions of life which I cannot call to mind. Neither must
I forget to except all gentlemen of the army, from the

general to the ensign ; because those qualifications

abovementioned in a wife, are wholly out of Uieir ele-

ment and comprehension
;
together with all mathema-

ticians, and gentlemen lovers of music, metaphysicians,

virtuosi, and great talkers, who have all amusements
enough of their own. All these put together will

amount to a great number of adversaries, whom I shall

have no occasion to encounter, liecause I am already of

their sentiments. Those persons whom I mean to in-

clude, are die bulk of lords, knights, and squires,

throughout England, whether they reside between the

town and country, or generally in either. I do also

include those of the clergy, who have tolerably good
preferments in London or any other parts of the kingdom.
The most material arguments that I have met with,

on the negative side of this great question, are what I

shall now impartially report in os strong a light as I

think they can bear.

It is argued, “ That the great end of marriage is

propagation : that, consequently, die principal business

of a wife is to breed children, and to take care of them
in their infancy : that the wife is to look to her family,

watch over the servants, see diat they do their work

:

Uiat she be absent from her house ns little as possible :

that she is answerable for everything amiss in her fa-

mily : that she is to obey all the lawful commands of

her husband, and visit or be visited by no persons whom
he disapproves : dial her whole business, if well per-

formed, will take up most hours of the day : tnat the

greater she is, anil the more servant* she keeps, her in-

spection must increase accordingly ; for as a family

represcuts a kingdom, so the wife, who is her husband s

first minister, must, under nim, direct all the office!* of
slate, even to the lowest; and report deir behaviour to

her husband, as the first minister tines to his prince :

that such a station requires much time, and thought,
and order; and if well executed, leaves hut litlle time
for visits or diversions : that a humour of reading
books, except those of devotion or housewifery, is apt
to turn a woman's brain : diat plays, romances, novels,
and love- poems, are only proper to instruct them how to

carry on an intrigue: that all affectation of knowledge,
beyond what is merely domestic, render* them vain,

conceited, and pretending : that the natural levity of
woman wants ballast

;
and when she once begins to think

she knows more than others of her sex, she will begin
to despise her husband, and grow fond of every coxcomb
who pretends to any knowledge in hooks: that sire

will learn scholastic words
; make herself ridiculous hy

pronouncing them wrong, and applying them absurdly
in all companies : diat, in the mean time, her house-
hold affairs, and the care of her children, will he wholly
laid aside ; her toilet will lie crowded with all the un-
der wits, where the conrersatioti will pass in criticising

on die last play or poem that comes out, aird she will

be careful to remember all the remarks diat were made,
in order to retail them in the next visit, especially in

company who know nothing of the matter : that site

will have all the impertinence of a pedant without the

knowledge ; and for every new acquirement, will be-

come so much the worse/’

To say the truth, that shameful and almost universal

neglect of good education among our nobility, gentry,

and indeed among all others who ure horn to good
estates, will make this essay of little use to the present

age
; for, considering the modern way of training up

both sexes in ignorance, idleness, and vice, it is of

little consequence how they are coupled together.

And therefore my speculations on this subject can be
only of use to a small number

;
for, in the present

situation of the world, none but wise and good men
can fail of missing their match, whenever they are

disposed to marry
;

and consequently there is no
reason for complaint on either side. The forms by
which a husband and wife are to live, with regard to

each other and to the world, ore sufficiently known
ami fixed, in direct contradiction to every precept

of morality, religion, or civil institution; it would he

therefore an idle attempt to aim at breaking so firm an
establishment.

But os it sometimes happens that an elder brother

dies late enough to leave the younger at the, university

after he has made some progress in learning ; if we sup-

pose him to have a tolerable genius, and a desire to im-
prove it, he may consequently leant to value and esteem
wisdom and knowledge wherever he finds them, even
after his father's death, when his title and estate come
into his own possession. Of this kind, I reckon, by a
favourable computation there may possibly be found,

by a strict search among the nobility and gentry

throughout England, about five hundred. Among
those of all other callings or trades who are able to

maintain a son at the university, about treble that

number. The sons of clergymen bred to learning

with any success, must, by reason of their parents'

poverty, be very inconsiderable, many of them being

only admitted servitors in colleges, and consequently

proving good for nothing: I shall therefore count them
to he not atiove fourscore. But, to avoid fractions, I shall

suppose there may possibly be a round number of two

thousand male human creatures in England, including

Wales, who have a tolerable share of reading and
good sense. I include in this list all persons of

superior abilities, or great genius, or true judgment and
taste, nr of profound literature, who, I am confident,

we may reckon to be at least five-ai d-twenty.
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1 am very glad to have (hi* opportunity of doing an

honour to my country, by a computation which 1 am
afraid foreigners may conceive to be partial

;
when,

out of only fifteen thousand families ut lords and
estated gentlemen, which may probably be their num-
ber, I suppose one in thirty to be tolerably educated,

with a sufficient share of good sense. Perhaps the

censure may he just. And therefore, upon cooler

thoughts, to avoid all cavils, I shall reduce them to

one thousand, which at least will be a number suffi-

cient to fill both houses of parliament.

The daughters of great and rich families, computed
after the same manner, will hardly amount to alxive

half the number of the male; because the care of their

education is either entirely left to their motliers, or

they are sent to boarding-schools, or put into the hands

of English or French governesses, and generally the

worst that can be gotten for money. So that after the

reduction 1 was compelled to, from two thousand to

one, half the number of well-educated nobility and
gentry must either continue in a single life, or he

forced to couple themselves with women for whom
they can possibly have no esteem

; 1 mean fools,

]mules, coquettes, gamesters, saunterers, endless talkers

of nonsense, splenetic idlers, intriguers, given to scan-

dal and censure, *•***#
CHARACTER OF ARISTOTLE.

Akistotle, the disciple of Plato, and tutor to Alex-

under the Great. His followers were called peripatetics,

from a Greek word which signifies to walk, because

he taught his disciples walking. We have not all his

works, and some of those which are imputed to him
are supposed not genuine. He writ upon logic, or the

art of reasoning
;
upon moral and natural philosophy;

ii pt»n oratory, poetry, &c., and seems to be a person of

live most comprehensive genius that ever lived.

CHARACTER OF HERODOTUS.

Tiik underwritten is copied from Dr. Swift's band-

writing, in an edition of Herodotus, by Paul Stepliens,

the gift of the earl of Clanricard to the library of

Winchester College:

—

Judicium de Herod oto post lotigum tempus relecto.

“ Ctesias tnemlaciasimus Herodotum mendaciorum
arguit, exccptis paucissimis, (ut mea fert sententia,)

oinuitnodo excusundum. Ca-tcrum, divcrticulis abun-

dant hie pater historicorum tilum nurratiunisad tanlium

ahrumpit : unde oritur (ut par est) legentibus confusio,

ct exiude oblivio. Quin et forsan ipsa? narrationes

circumslantiis nitnium pro re scatent. Quod ad
cadera, hunc scriptorem inter apprimtl latidandos

censeo, neque Grocis neque Harhans plus tpquo faven-

tem aut iniquum : in oratiouibus fere brevem, sim-

plicem, nec nimis frcnueiitem. Neque absuut dog-
mata e quibus eruditus lector prudentiam tam moralein

quaui civilem haurire poterit. u J. Swift.’**
*• Julii 6, 1720."

CHARACTER OF PRIMATE MARSHA
Marsh tms tbe reputation of most profound and uni-

versal learning
;

this is the general opinion, neither

can it be easily disproved. An old rusty iron chest

• " I ilo hereby certify, that the nhmr in the hand writing of
the |*u* l>r. Jonathan Swift. D S P D., from whom I h»Y« had
mauv letters and printed several pieces from his original MS8.

*• Dublin, August 2 1, 1762. Gkorok Fadcknkk.
k Dr. Marsh, bishop of Ferns, Dublin and Armagh. He

was- promoted to the last see in 17ns, and died in 1713. J|<.

founded n public library in Dublin, and distinguished liitnsclf

by other acts cl inuuiliceorc

|
in a banker's shop, strongly locked, and wonderfully
heavy, is full of gold

;
this is the general opinion,

neither can it lie disproved, provided the key lie

lost, and what is in it be wedged so close that it will

not by any motion discover the metal by the chinking.

Doing good is his pleasure : and as no man consults

another iu his pleasures, neither does he in this
;
by

his awkwardness and unadvisedness disappointing his

uwn good designs. His high station Inis placed him
iu the way of great employments, which, without in

the least polishing his uative rusticity, hare given him
a tincture of pride and ambition. But these vices

would have ]*assed concealed under bis natural

simplicity if he had not endeavoured to hide them
by art. His disposition to study is the very same with

that of a usurer to board up money, or of a vicious

young fellow to a wench
;
nothing but avarice and

evil concupiscence, to which his constitution has

fortunately given a more innocent turn. He is sordid

and suspicious in his domestics, without love or

hatred
;
which is but reasonable, since he has neither

friend nor enemy
j

without joy or grief
; in short,

without all passions but fear, to which of all others he
lias least temptation having nothing to get or to lose

;

no posterity, relation, or friend, to be solicitous about

:

and placed by his station above the reach of fortune

or envy. He has found out tbe secret of preferring

men without deserving their thanks; and wh**re he
dispenses his favours to persons of merit, they are

less obliged to him than to fortune. He is the first

of human race that, with great advantages of learning,

piety, and station, ever escaped being a great man.
That which relishes best with him, is mixed liquor

and mixed company ; and he is seldom unprovided
with very bad of both. He is so wise as to value his

own health more than other men’s noses, so that the

most honourable place at bis table is much the worst,

especially in summer. It lias been affirmed, that

originally he was not altogether devoid of wit, till it

was extruded from his head to make room for other

men’s thoughts. He will admit a governor, provided
it be one who is very officious and diligent, outwardly
pious, and one that knows how to manage and make
the most of his fear. No man will be either glad or
sorry at his death, except his succenor.

CHARACTER OF Mrs. HOWARD.
WRITTEN IN THE VEAR 1727.

I shall say nothing of her wit or* beauty, which are

allowed by all persons who can judge of either, when
they hear or see her. Resiles, beauty being transient,

amt a trifle, cannot justly make port of a character.

And I leave others to celebrate Iter wit, because it will

lie of no use in that part of her character which 1

intend to draw. Neither shall I relate any port of her

history
; further than that she went, in the prime of her

youth, to the court of Hanover with her husband, and
became of tbe bedchamber to the present princess of
Wales, living in expectation of the queen's [Aimc’sJ
death : upon which event she came over with ner mis-

tress, and has ever since continued in her service

;

where, from the attendance daily paid her hy the

ministers, and all expectants, she is reckoned much
tbe greatest favourite of the court at Leicester House;
a situation which she has long affected to desire that

it might not be believed.

There is no politician who more carefully watches
the motions and dispositions of things and persons at

St. James's, nor can form his language with a more
imperceptible dexterity to the present posture of a
court, or more early foresee what style may lie proper

upon any approaching juncture of affairs; whereof shs
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can gather early intelligence without asking it, and

often when even those I’rmn whom she lias it are not

sensible that they ore giving it to her, but equally with

others admire her sagacity. Sir Robert YV alpole and

she both think they understand each other, and are

both equally mistaken.

With persons where she is to manage, she is very

dexterous in that point of skill which the French call

tater U part ; with others, she is a very great vindica-

tor of all present proceedings, but in such a manner

os if she were under no concern further than her own
conviction, and wondering how anybody can think

otherwise. And the danger is, that Bhe may come in

time to believe herself; which, under a change of

princes, and a great addition of credit, might have bad

consequences. She is a most unconscionable dealer

;

for, in return of a few good words, which she gives to

her lords and gentlemen daily waiters before their

faces, she gets ten thousand from them behind her back,

which are of real service to her character. The credit

he has is managed with the utmost thrift : and when-

ever she employs it, which is very rarely, it is only

upon such occasions where she is sure to get much
more than she spends. For instance, she would readily

press sir Robert \\
f
alpole to do some favour for colonel

Churchill, or Doddington
;
the prince, for a mark of

grace to Mr. Shutz
;
and the princess, to be kind to

Mrs. Clayton. She sometimes falls into the general

mistake of all courtiers, which is that of not suiting

her talents to the abilities of others, but thinking those

she deals with to have less art than they really possess,

so that she may possibly be deceived when she thinks

be deceives.

In all offices of life, except those of a courtier, she

acts with justice, generosity, and truth. She is ready

to do good as a private person, and I would almost

think in charity that she will not do harm as a courtier,

unless to please those in chief power.

In religion she is at least a lutitudinarian, being

not an enemy to books written by the free-thinkers

;

and herein she is the more blamcable, because she has

too much morality to stand in need of them, requiring

only a due degree of faith for putting her in the road

to salvation. I speak this of her as a private lady,

not as a court favourite; for, in the latter capacity,

she can show neither faith nor works.

If she had never seen a court, it is not impossible

that she might have been a friend.

She abounds in good words, and expressions of good

wishes, and will concert a hundred schemes for the

sendee of those whom she would be thought to favour

;

schemes that sometimes arise from thorn, and some-

times from herself
;
although, at the same time, she

very well knows them to lie without the least proba-

bility of succeeding. But, to do her justice, she never

feeds or deceives any person with promises, where she

does not at the same tune intend a degree of sincerity.

She is, upon the whole, an excellent companion for

men of the best accomplishments, who have nothing to

desire or expect.*

What part she mav act hereafter in a larger sphere,

as lady of the bedchamber to a great queen, (upon

supposing the death of his present majesty [George I.]

and of the earl of Suffolk, to whose title her husband

succeeds,) and in high esteem with a king, neither she

nor I can furetel. My own opinion is natural and

• ** I wish I could tell you any agreeable news of what your

heart is concerned in; but 1 liavc a sort of quarrel wilh Mrs.

Itowaid, for not losiug herwlf *o well as she doe* her friends,

for thov she makes hapjiy, but not herself. There is a sort of

sadnrsa aliout her. which grieves me. ami which I have learned

by experience will inernw upon an indolent (I will not say an
airectrd) resignation to it. It will dose in men. and much more
In women, who have a natural softness which sink* tlum cv«u
when IV.IMU doe* not."— l*ors, IjttUrt to a

obvious; that her talents as a courtier will spread*

enlarge, and multiply to such u degree, that her private

virtues, for want of room and time to operate^ will I*

laid up clean (like clothes in a chest), to be used and
put on, whenever satiety, or some reverse of fortune,

or increase of ill health (to which last she is subject)

shall dispose her to retire. In the meantime, it will be

her wisdom to take care that they may uot be tarnished

or moth-eaten, for want of airing and turning at least

once a-year.

ON THE DEATH OF

MRS. JOHNSON, [Stella.]

This day, being Sunday, January 28, 1727-8, about
eight o'clock at night, a servant brought me a note,

with an account of the death of the truest, most vir-

tuous, and valuable friend that I, or }ierha|)s any
other person, was ever blessed with. She expired

about six iu the evening of this day
;
and as soon as 1

am left alone, which is about eleveu at night, 1 rest ive,

for my own satisfaction, to say something of her life

and character.

She was bom at Richmond, in Surrey, on the 13th

day of March, in the year 1681. Her father was a
younger brother of a good family in Nottinghamshire,

her mother of a lower degree; and indeed she had
little to boost of her birth. I knew her from six years

old, and had some share in her education, by directing

wlmt hooks she should read, and perpetually instruct-

ing her in the principles of honour and virtue; from
which she never swerved iu any one action or moment
of her life. She was sickly from her childhood until

about the age of fifteen
;
hut then grew into perfect

health, aud was looked upon as one of the most beau-

tiful, graceful, aud agreeable young women in Loudon,

only a little too fat. Her hair was blacker than a
raven, and every feature of her face in perfection. She
lived generally in the country, with a family where
she contracted an intimate friendship with another

lady of more advanced years. 1 was then, to my mor-
tification, settled in Ireland

;
and about a year after,

going to visit my friends in England, I found she was
a little uneasy upon the death of a person on whom
she had some dependence. Her fortune, at that time,

was in all not above 1500/., the interest of which was
hut a scanty maintenance in so dear a country for one

of her spirit. Under this consideration, and indeed

very much for my own satisfaction, who had few

friends or acquaintance in Ireland, 1 prevailed with

her and her dear friend and conqiauiou, the other lady,

to draw wlmt money they had into Ireland, a great

part of their fortune being in annuities upon funds.

Money was then ten per certi. in Ireland, besides the

advantage of returning it, and all necessaries of life at

half the jrrice. They complied with my advice, and soon

after came over; hut I, happening to continue some
time longer in England, they were much discouraged

to live in Dublin, where they were wholly strangers.

She was at that time about nineteen years old, and her

person was soon distinguished. Rut the adventure

looked so like a frolic, the censure held for some time,

ns if there were a secret history in such a removal

;

which, however, soon blew ofl‘ by her excellent con-

duct. She came over with her friend in the year 1700;

and they both lived together until this day, wIkmi

death removed her from us. For some years past, she

had been visited with continual ill health : and several

times, within these last two years, lier life was despaired

of. But, for this twelvemonth past, she never had a

days health; and, properly speaking, she has lain

dying six mouths, hut kept alive, almost against uu-
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hire, by the generous 1 1mines* of two physicians, and
the care of her friends. Thus far I writ the same uight

between eleven and twelve.

Never was any of her sex bom with better gifts of

the mind, or who more improved them by reading and
conversation. Vet her memory was not of the best,

and was impaired in the latter years of her life. Dut
I cannot call to iniud that 1 ever once heard her make
a wrong judgment of persona* books, or affairs. Her
advice wav always the best, and with the greatest

freedom, mixed with the greatest decency. She had a
gracefulness, somewhat more than human, in every

motion, word, and action. Never was so happy a con-

junction of civility, freedom, easiuess, and sincerity.

There seemed to be a combination among all that

knew her, to treat her with a dignity much beyond her

rank
;
yet people of all sorts were never more easy I

than in her company. Mr. Addison, when he was in
|

Ireland, being introduced to her, immediately found

her out; and, if he had not soon after left the king-

dom, assured me he would have used all endea-

vours to cultivate her friendship. A rude or conceited

coxcomb passed his time very ill, upon the least breach

of respect
;

fur, in such a case, she had no mercy, but

was sure to expose him to the contempt of the standers-

by, yet in such a manner as he was ashamed to com-
plain, and durst not resent. All of us who had the

happiness of her friendship agreed unanimously, that,

in uii afternoon or evening's conversation, she never

failed, before we partetl, of delivering the best thing

that was said in the company. Some of us have written

down several of her sayiugs, or what the French call

bont mots, wherein she excelled beyond belief. She
never mistook the understanding of others ; nor ever

said a severe word, but where a much severer was
deserved.

Her servants loved, and almost adored her at the

same time. She would, upon occasions, treat them
witli freedom

;
yet her demeanour was so awful, that

they durst nut fail iu the least point of respect. She
chid them seldom, but it was with severity, which had
an effect upon them fur a long time after.

January 20. My head aches, and 1 can write no
more.

January 30. Tuesday,
This is the uight of the funeral, which my sickness

will not sutler me to attend. It is now uine at night

;

and I am removed into another apartment, that I may
not see the light iu the church, which is just over

against the window of my bed-chamber.
With all the softness of temper that became a lady,

she had the personal courage of a hero. She and her

friend having removed their lodgings to a new house,

which stood solitary, a parcel of rogues, anned, at-

tempted the house, where there was only one boy. She
was then about four-aml-twenty

;
and having been

wanted to apprehend some such attempt, she learned

the management of a pistol
;
mid the other women and

servants being half dead with fear, she stole softly

to her dining-room window, put on a black hood to

prevent being seen, primed the pistol fresh, gently

lifted up the sash, and taking her aim with the utmost
presence of mind, discharged die pistol, loaden with

bullets, into the body of one villain, who stood the

fairest mark. The fellow, mortally wounded, was
carried off by the rest, and died the next morning;
but his companions could not be found. The duke of

Ormond had often drunk her health to mo upon that

account, und had always a high esteem for her. She was,

indeed, under some apprehensions of going in a boat,

after some danger she had narrowly escaped by water,

but sbewas reasoned thoroughly out of it. She was never

known to cry out, or discover any fear, in a coach or

on horsebat k
;

or any uneasiness by those sudden
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accidents with which most of her sex, either by weak-
ness or affectation, appear so much disordered.

She never liad the least absence of mind in conver-

sation, or given to interruption, or appeared eager to

put in her word, by waiting impatiently until another

had done. She spike in a most agreeable voice, iu the

plainest words, never hesitating, except out of modesty

before new faces, where she was somewhat reserved

;

nor, among her nearest friends, ever spoke much at a
time. She was hut little versed iu the common topics

of female chat: scandal, censure, and detraction

never came out of her mouth
;

yet, among a few

friends, in private conversation, she made little cere-

mony in discovering her contempt of a coxcomb, and
describing all his follies to the life

;
but the follies uf

her owu sex she was rather iuclined to extenuate or to

P'ty-
.

When she was ouce convinced, by open facts, of

any breach of truth or honour in a jierson of high

station, especially in the church, she could not conceal

Iter indignation, nor hear them named without showing
her displeasure iu her countenance

;
particularly one

or two of the latter sort, whom she had known and es-

teemed, but detested above all mankind, when it was
manifest that they had sacrificed those two precious

virtues to their ambition, and would much sooner

have forgiven them the common immoralities of the

laity.

Her frequeut fits of sickness, in most parts of her

life, had prevented her from making that progress in

reading which she would otherwise have done. She
was well versed in the Greek and Roman story, and
was not unskilled in that of France and England.
She spoke French perfectly, but forgot much of it by
neglect and sickness. She had read carefully all the

best books of travels, which serve to open and enlarge

the mind. She understood the Platonic and Epicurean
philosophy, and judged very well of the defects of the

latter. She made very judicious abstracts of the best

books she had read. She understood the nature of

government, and could point out all the errors of

Hobbes, both in that aud religion. She bod a good
insight into physic, and knew somewhat of anatomy

;

in both which she was instructed in her younger days
by an eminent physician, who had her long tinder his

care, and bore the highest esteem for her person aud
understanding. She had a true taste of wit and good
sense, both in poetry and prose, and was a perfect

good critic of style; neither was it easy to find a more
proper or impartial judge, whose advice an author

might better rely on. if he intended to send a thing

into the world, provided it was on a subject that came
within the compass of her knowledge. V'et, perluijis,

she was sometimes too severe, which is n safe and ]>or-

donahle error. She preserved her wit, judgment, aud
vivacity to the last, but often used to complaiu of her

memory.
Her fortune, with some accession, could not, as I

nave heard say, amount to much more tlian 2000/.,

whereof a great part fell with her life, having been
placed upon annuities in England, and one in Ireland.

Jn a person so extraordinary, perhaps it may be
pardonable to mention some particulars, although of

little moment, further than to set forth her character.

Some presents of gold pieces being often made to her

while she was a gial, by her mother and other friends,

on promise to keep them, she grew into such a spirit of

thrift that, in about three years, they amounted to

above 200/. She used to show them with boasting

;

but her mother, apprehending she would lie cheated of

them, prevailed, in some months, and with great im-
portunities, to have them put out to iuterest; when the

girl, losing the pleasure of seeing and counting Iter

gold, which she never failed of doing many times in a
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Cay, ami despairing of limping up such anolher trea-

sure, her humour took quite the contrary turn; she

grew careless and squandering of every new acquisi-

tion, and so continued till about two-and-twenty
;
when,

by advice of some friends, and the fright of paying
large bills of tradesmen who enticed her into their debt,

she began to reflect upon her own folly, and was never

at rest until she had discharged all her shop-bills, and
refunded herself a considerable sum she had run out.

After which, by the addition of a few years, and a

superior understanding, she became, and continued all

her life, a most prudent economist; yet still with a

stronger bent to the liberal side, wherein she gratified

herself by avoiding all expense in clothes (which she

ever despised) beyond what was merely decent. And,
although her frequent returns of sickucss were very

chargeable, except fees to physicians, of which she met
with several so generous, that she could force nothing

on them (and indeed she must otherwise have been

undone,) yet she never was without a considerable sum
of ready money. Insomuch, that upon her death,

when her nearest friends thought her very bare, her

executors found in her strong box about 1504 in gold.

She lamented (he narrowness of her fortune in nothing

so much as that it did not enable her to entertain her

friends so often and in so hospitable a manner os she

desired. Yet they were always welcome; and while

she was in health to direct, were treated with neatness

and elegance, so that the revenues of her and her com-
panion passed for much more considerable than they

really were. They lived always in lodgings
;

their

domestics consisted of two maids and one man. Site

kept an accouut of all the family expenses, from her

arrival in Ireland to some months before her death
;

and she would often repine, when looking back upon
the annals of her household bills, that everything

necessary for life was double the price, while interest

of money was sunk almost to one half; so that the

addition made to her fortune was indeed grown abso-

lutely uecessary.

( 1 since writ as I found time.")

Out her charity to the poor was a duty not to be

diminished, and therefore became a tax upon those

tradesmen who furnish the fopperies of other ladies.

She bought clothes as seldom as possible, and those as

plain and cheap as consisted with the situation site

was in
;
and wore no lace for mauy years. Either

her judgment or fortune was extraordinary in the

choice of those on whom she bestowed her charity, for

it wait further in doing good thau double the sum
from any other liand. And I have heard her say,

“she always met with gratitude from the poor;”

which must be owing to her skill in distinguishing

proper objects, as well as her gTacious manner in re-

lieving them.
But she had another quality that much delighted

her, although it might be thought a kind of check
upon her bounty

;
however, it was a pleasure she could

uot resist : I mean that of making agreeable presents

;

wherein I never knew her equal, although it be an
affair of as delicate a nature as most in the course of

life. She used to define a present, “ That it was a gift

to a friend of something he wanted, or was fond of, and
which could not be easily gotten for mouey." I am
confident, during my acquaintance with her, she has,

in these and some other kinds of liberality, disposed of

to the value of several hundred jiounds. As to presents

made to herself, she received them with great unwilling-

ness, but especially from those to whom she had ever

given any
;
being, on all occasions, the most disin-

terested mortal 1 ever knew or heard of.

From her own disposition, at least as much as from
the frequent want of health, she seldom made any
visits; but her own lodgings, from before twenty years

old, were frequented by many persons of the graver
sort, who all respected her highly, upon her good sense,

good manners, and conversation. Among these weie
the late jirimate Lindsay, bishop Lloyd, bishop Ashe,
bishop Brown, bishop Sterne, bishop Pulley u, with
some others of later date

;
and indeed the greatest

number of her acquaintance was among the clergy.

Honour, truth, liberality, good nature, and modesty,
were the virtues she chiefly possessed, and most valued
in her acquaintance : and where she found them, would
be ready to allow for some defects; nor valued them
less although they did not shine in learning or in w it

;

but would never give the least allowance for any
failures in the former, even to those who made the great-

est figure in either of the two latter. She had no use

of any person's liberality, yet her detestation of covetous

people made her uneasy if such a one was in her com-
pany ; upon which occasion she would say many things
very entertaining and humorous.
She never interrupted any person who spoke ; she

laughed at no mistakes they made, but helped them
out with modesty

;
and if a good thing were spoken,

but neglected, she would not let it fall, hut set it in the
best light to those who were present. She listened to

all that was said, and had never the least distraction

or absence of thought.

It was not safe, nor prudent, in her presence, to

offend in the least word against modesty
;

for she then
gave full employment to her wit, her contempt, and
resentment, under which even stupidity and brutality

were forced to sink into confusion ; and the guilty per-

son, by her future avoiding him like a bear oi a satyr,

was never in a way to transgress a second time.

It happened, one single coxcomb, of the pert kind,

was in her company, among several other ladies
;
and

in his flippant way, began to deliver some double
meanings

;
the rest flapped their fans, and used the

other common expedients practised in such cases, of
appearing not to mind or comprehend what was said.

Her behaviour was very different, and perhaps may lie

censured. She said thus to the man ;
“ Sir, all these

ladies and 1 understand your meaning very well,

having, in spite of our care, too often met with those of

your sex who wanted manners and good sense. But,
believe me, neither virtuous nor even vicious women
love such kind of conversation. However. I will leave

you, and report your behaviour; and whatever visit I

make, I shall first inquire at the door whether you are

iu the house, that I may be sure to avoid you.” 1

know not whether a majority of ladies would approve
of such a proceeding

; hut 1 believe the practice of it

would soon put an end to that corrupt conversation,

the worst effect of dulucss, ignorance, impudence, and
vulgarity ; and the highest affront to the modesty and
understanding of the female sex.

By returning very few visits, she had not much
company of her own sex, except those whom she most
loved for their easiness, or esteemed for their good
sense : and those, not insisting on ceremony, came
often to her. But she rather chose men for her com-
panions. the usual topics of ladies' discourse being such
as she had little knowledge of, and less relish. Yet no
man was upon the rack to entertain her, for she easily

descended to anything that was innocent and diverting.

News, politics, censure, family management, or town-
talk, she always diverted to something else; hut these

indeed seldom happened, for she chose her company
better : and therefore many, who mistook her and
themselves, having solicited her acquaintance, and
finding themselves disappointed, after a few visits

dropped off; and she was never known to inquire into

the reason, nor ask w hat was become of them.
She was never positive in arguing ; and she usually

treated those who were so in a manner which well
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rnougli gratified that nnaappy disposition
;
yet in such

a sort as made it very contemptible, ami at the tame
time did tome hurt to the owner*. Whether this

preceded from her easiness in general, or from her

indifference to |»crsons, or from her despair of mending
them, or from the same practice which she much liked

in Mr. Addison, I cannot determine; but when she

saw any ot the company very warm in a wrong opinion,

she was more inclined to confirm them in it than oppose

them. The excuse she commonly gave, when her friend*

asked the reason, was, “That it prevented noise, and
saved time.” Yet I have known her very angry with

some, whom she much esteemed, fur sometimes falling

into that infirmity.

She loved Ireland much tatter than the generality

cf those who owe both their hirtli and riches to it; and
having brought over all the fortune she had in money,
left the reversion of the best part of it, 1000/., to Dr.
Stephen* Hospital. She detested the tyranny and
injustice of England in their treatment of this king-

dom. She had indeed reason to love a country where
she had the esteem aud friendship of all who knew
her, and the universal good report of all who ever

heard of her, without one exception, if 1 am told the

truth by those who keep general conversation. Which
character is the more extraordinary in falling to a per-

son of so much knowledge, wit, and vivacity, qualities

that are used to create envy, and consequently censure;

and must be rather imputed to her great modesty, gen-

tle behaviour, and inoffensiveness, tliau to her superior

virtues.

Although her knowledge, from liooks and company,
was much more extensive than usually falls to the

share of her sex, yet she was so far from making a
parade of it, that her female visitants, on their first

acquaintance, who expected to discover it by what
they call hard words and deep discourse, would be

sometimes disappointed, and say, “ They found she

was like other women.** But wise men, through all

her modesty, whatever they discoursed on, could easily

observe that she understood them very well, by the

judgment shown in her observations, as well as in her

questions.

BONS MOTS DE STELLA.

A lady of my intimate acquaintance, both ui Eng-
land and Ireland, in which last kingdom she lived

from the 18th year of her age, twenty-six years, had
the most and finest accomplishments of any person 1

ever knew of either sex. It was observed by all her
acquaintance, that she never failed in company to say

the best thing that was said, whoever was oy, yet her
companions were usually p'rsons of the lies* under-

standing iu the kingdom. Some of us, who were tar

nearest friends, lamented that we never wrote down her

remarks, and what the French call bons mots. I will

recollect as many as I can remember.
We were diverting ourselves at a play called “ What

is it like?” One person is to think, and the rest,

without knowing the thing, to say what it is like. The
thing thought on was the spleen

; she had said it was
like an oyster, and gave her reason immediately, because

it is removed by taking steel inwardly.
Dr. Sheridan, who squandered more than he could

afford, took out his purse as he sat by the fire, and
found it was very hot; she said the reason was, that

his money burned iu his pocket.

Sbe called to her servants to know what ill smell

was in the kitchen
;
they answered, they were making

matches : Well, said she, I liave heard matches were

mode iu heaveu, but by the brimstone one would think

the* were mode in hell

After she had l>een eating some sweet thing, a little

of it happened to stick on her lips: a gentlemou told

her of it, and offered to lick it off : she said, Nu, sir, 1

thank you, I- have a tongue of my own.
Iu the late king's time, a gentleman asked Jervas,

the painter, where he lived in Loudon ? He answered

next door to the kiug, for his house was near St.

James's. The other wondering how that could be

;

site said, you mistake Mr. Jervas, for he only meaus
next door to the sign of a kiug.

A gentleman who had beeu very silly aud pert in

her company, at last began to grieve at remembering

the loss of a child lately dead. A bishop sitting by
comforted him ; that he should be easy because the

child was gone to heaven. No, my lord, said she, that

is it which most grieves him, because he is sure never to

see his child there.

Having seen some letters writ by a king in a very

large band, and some persons wondering at them, she

said it confirmed the old saying, That kings had long
hands.

Dr. Sheridan, famous for punning, intending to sell a

bargain, said, he had made a very good pun. Somebody
asked, what it was? He answered, My a— . The other

taking offence, she insisted the doctor was in the right,

for everybody knew that puuning was his blind side.

When she was extremely ill, her physician said.

Madam, you are near the bottom of tue bill, but we
will endeavour to get you up again. She answered,

Doctor, I fear I shall be out of breath before I get

up to the top.

A dull parson talking of a very smart thing, said to

another parson as he came out of the pulpit, he was
hammering a long time, but could not remember the

jest; she lieing impatient said, I remember it very

well, for I was there, and the words were these
; Sir,

you have been blundering at a story this half hour,

and can neither make head nor tail of it.

A very dirty clergyman of her acquaintance, who
affected smartness and repartees, was asked by some of
the company how his nails came to be so dirty : he
was at a loss, but she solved the difficulty, by saying.

The Doctor's nails gTew dirty by scratching himself.

A quaker apothecary sent her a vial corked? it hail

a broad brim, and a label of paper about its neck.

“What is that?” said she}' “my apothecary's son?”
The ridiculous resemblance, and the suddenness of the

question, set us all a-laughing.

THREE PRAYERS
USED BY THE DEAN FOR MRS. JOHNSON.

IN HER LAST SICKNESS, 1727.

I.

Almighty and most gracious Lord God, extend, we
beseech thee, thy pity and compassion toward this thy
languishing servant

;
teach her to place her hope and

confidence entirely in thee
:
give her a true sense of

the emptiness and vanity of all earthly things : make
her truly sensible of all the infirmities of her life past

;

and grant to her such a true sincere repentance os is

not to be repented of. Preserve her, O Lord, in a
sound mind and understanding, during this thy visita-

tion; keep her from both the sad extremes of pre-

sumption and despair. If thou shalt please to restore

her to her former health, give her grace to be ever

mindful of that mercy, and to keep those good resolu-

tions she now makes in her sickness; so that no length
of time nor prosperity may entice her to forget them.
Let no thought of her misfortunes distract her mind,
aud prevent the means toward her recovery, or disturb

her iu her preparations for a better life. We beseech

thee also, O Lord, of thy infinite goodness, to remember

Google
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the good nction* of this thy servant; that the naked
she bath clothed, the hungry »1 k? hath fed, the sick and
the fatherless whom she hath relieved may lx? reckoned,

according to thy gracious promise, as if they had been
done unto thee.—Hearken, O Lord, to the prayers
offered up by the friends of this thy servant in her
behalf, and e*|>ecially those now made by us unto thee.

Give thy blessing to those endeavours used for her

recovery
; but tike from her all violent desire eitheT of

life or death, further than with resignation to thy holy
will. And now, O Lord, we implore thy gracious

favour toward us here met together. Grant that the

sense of this thy servant's weakness may add strength

to our faith, tliat we, considering the infirmities of our
nature and the uncertainty of life, may, by this ex-
ample, be drawn to rej>entance, before it shall please

thee to visit us in the like manner. Accept these

prayers, we l>eseech thee, for the sake of thy dear son
Jesus Christ, our Lord ; who, with Thee and the Holy
GhrKt, liveth and reigneth, ever one God world without
end. Amen.

II.

Most merciful Father, accept our humblest prayers
in behalf of this thy languishing servant ; forgive the
sins, the frailties, and infirmities of her life past.

Accept the good deeds she hath done in such a manner,
that at whatever time thou shalt please to call her, she
may he received into everlasting habitations. Give
her grace to continue sincerely thankful to thee for

the many favours thoti hast Irestowed upon her, the
ability and inclination and practice to do good, and
those virtues, which have procured the esteem and love
of her friends, and a most unspotted name in the

world. O God, thou dispensest thy blessings und thy
punishments as it becometh infinite justice and mercy

;

and since it was thy pleasure to afflict her with a long,
constant, weakly state of health, make her truly sensible

that it was for very wise ends, and was largely made
up to her in other blessings more valuable1 and less

common. Continue to her, O Lord, that firmness and
constancy of mind wherewith thou hast most graciously
endowed her, together with that contempt of worldly
things and vanities that she hath shown in the whole
conduct of her life. O all-powerful Being, the least

motion of whose will can create or destroy a world

;

pity us, the mournful frieruls of thy distressed servant,
who sink under the weight of her present condition,
and the fear of losing the most valuable of our friends :

restore her to us, O Lord, if it be thy gracious will, or
inspire us with constancy and resignation to support
ourselves under so heavy an affliction. Restore her, O
Lord, for the sake of those poor, wdio by losing her will
l*e desolate : and those sick, who will not only want
her bounty, but her care and tending; else, in thy
mercy, raise up some other in her place, with equal
disposition and better abilities. Lessen, O Lord, we
beseech thee, her bodily pains, or give her a double
strength of mind to support them. And if thou wilt
soon take her to thyself, turn our thoughts rather upon
that felicity, which we hope she shall enjoy than upon
that unspeakable loss we shall endure. Let her memory
be ever dear unto us, and the example of her many
virtues, as fir as human infirmity will admit, our con-
stant imitation. Accept, O Lord, these prayers, poured
from the very bottom of our hearts, in thy mercy,
and for the merits of our blessed Saviour. Amen.

III.

O mf.uciful Father, who never afflictest thy children,
hut for their own good, and with justice, over which
thy mercy always prevaileth, cither to turn them to
repentance, or to punish them iu the present life, hi

MRS JOHNSON.

order to reward them in a l>etter; take pits, we Ix-seoch

thee, upon this thy poor afflicted servant, languishing
so long and so grievously under the weight of thy hand.
Give her strength, O Lord, to support her weakness

;

and patience to endure her pains, without repining at
thy correction. Forgive every rash and inconsiderate

expression which her anguish may at any time force

from her tongue, while her heart continued) in an entire

submission to thy will. Suppress iu her, O Lord, all

eager desires of life, und lessen her fears of death, by
inspiring into her an humble, yet assured hope of thy
mercy. Give her a sincere repentance for all her trans-

gressions ami omissions, and a firm resolution to joss
the remainder of her life in endeavouring to her utmost
to observe all thy precepts. We beseech thee likewise
to compose her thoughts, and preserve to her the use of
her memory and reason during the course of her sick-
ness. Give her a true conception of the vanity, folly,

and insignificancy of all human things
; and strengthen

her so as to beget in her a sincere love of thee in the
midst of her sufferings. Accept and impute all her
good deeds, and forgive her all those offences against
thee which she hath sincerely repented of, or through
the failure of memory hath forgot. And now, O Lord,
we turn unto thee, in behalf of ourselves, and the rest

of our sorrowful friends. Let not our grief afflict her
mind, and thereby have an ill effect on her present
distem per. Forgive the sorrow and weakness of those
among us, who sink under the grief and terror of losing
so dear and useful a friend. Accept and pardon our
most earnest payers and wishes for her longer con-
tinuance in this evil world, to do what thou art pleased
to call thy service, and is only her hounden duty ; that
she may lx* still a comfort to us, and to all others who
will want the benefit of conversation, her advice, her
good offices, or her charity. And since thou hast pro-
mised, that weher two or three are gathered together its

thy name, thou wilt lie in the midst of them, to grant
their requests

; O gracious Lord, grant to us who ore
here met in thy name, that those requests, which iu tire

utmost sincerity and earnestness of our hearts we have
now made in behalf of this thy distressed servant, and
of ourselves, may be effectually answered through the
merits of Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.

CHARACTER OF DR. SHERIDAN.
WRITTEN IN* THE YEAR 1738.

Doctor Thomas Sheridan died at Rathfamlmm, the
10th of October, 1738, at three of the clock in the
afternoon : his diseases were a dropsy and asthma.
He was doubtless the best instructor of youth in these
kingdoms, or, perhaps, in Eurojx*; and as great n
master of the Greek and Roman languages. He hail
a very fruitful invention, and a talent fir poetry. His
English verses were full of wit and humour, but
neither his prose nor verse sufficiently correct: how-
ever, he would readily submit to any friend who had
a true taste in prose or verse. He has left behind him
a very great collection, in several volumes, of stories,
humorous, witty, wise, or some way useful, gathered
from a vast number of Greek, Roman, Italian, Spanish,
French, and English writers. I Ixdieve 1 may have
seen about thirty, large enough to make as manv
moderate books iu octavo. Rut. among these extracts,
there were many not worth regard

;
for five nr six, at

leiwt, were of little use or entertainment. He was (as
it is frequently the rase in men of wit and leamiugji
what the French call a dupty and in a very high de-
gree. The greatest dunce ofa tradesman could inquire
upon him. for he was altop'ther ignorant in worldly
management. His chief shining quality was that of a
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•choohnaster : here he shone in his proper element.

He hail so much skill and practice in the physiognomy

of boys, that he rarely mistook at the first view. His

scholars loved and feared him. He often rather chose

to shame the stupid, hut punish the idle, and expose

them to all the lads, which was more severe than lash-

ing. Anions the gentlemen in this kingdom who have

any share of education, the scholars of Dr. Sheridan

infinitely excel, in number and knowledge, all their

brethren sent from other schools.

To look on the doctor in some other lights, he was

in many things very indiscreet, to say no worse. He

acted like too many clergymen, who are in haste to

got married when very young; and from hence pro-

ceeded all the miseries of his life. The portion he

got proved to he just the reverse of 500/., for he was

poorer hy a thousand : so many incumbrances of a

mother-in-law, and poor relations, whom he was forced

to support for many years. Instead of breeding up his

daughters to housewifery and plain clothes, he got

them, at a great expense, to be clad like ladies who had

plentiful fortunes; made them only learn to sing and

dance, to draw and design, to give them rich silks and

other fopperies
;
and his two eldest were married,, with-

out his consent, to young lads who had nothing to

settle on them. However, he had one son, whom the

doctor sent to Westminster school, although lie could

ill afford it. The boy was there immediately taken

notice of, upon examination : although a mere stranger,

he was, hy pure merit, elected a king's scholar. It is

true, their maintenance falls something short : the doc-

tor was then so poor, that he could uot add fourteen

pmuds to enable the boy to finish the year; which if

lie had done, he would have been removed to a higher

claw, and, in another year, would have been tprl off

(that is the phrase) to a fellowship in Oxford or Cam-
bridge: but the doctor was forced to. recall him to

Dublin, and had friends in our university to send him

there, where he has been chosen of the foundation ;
and

I think has gotten an exhibition, and designs to stand

for a fellowship.*

The doctor uad a good church living, in the south

parts of Ireland, given him by lord Carteret
;
who,

being very learned himself, encourages it in others.

A friend of the doctor's prevailed on his excellency to

grant it. The living was well worth 150/. per annum.

He changed it very soon for that of Dunboyn ;
which,

by the knavery of the farmers, and power of the gen-

tlemen, fell so very low that he could never get 80/.

He then changed that living for the frec-school of

Cavan, where he might have lived well in so cheap a

country on 80/. salary per annum, besides his scho-

lars
;
but the air, he said, was too moist and unwhole-

some, anil he could not bear the company of some

persons in that neighbourhood. Upon this he sold the

school for about 400/., spent the money, grew into dis-

ease, and died.

It would be very honourable, as well as just, in

those many persons of quality and fortune who had

the advantage of being educated under Dr. Sheridan,

if they would please to erect some decent monument
over hip hotly, in the church where it is deposited.

THE HISTORY OK THE SECOND
SOLOMON. [Dr. Sheridan.] 17*29.

Alter the affectionate manner In which the dean had treated

the memory of Dr. Sheridau in the preceding character, there

can be no need of any apology for the jeu d'< *pnt here pre-

serv'd. It was originally published in 1?75, by dean Swift.

He became acquainted with a person distinguished for

poetical and other writings, and in an eminent station,

* Thouiaa Sheridan, an actor of celebrity, who also distln-

wlio treated him with great kindness on all occasions,

ami he became familiar in this person's bouse. [Dean
Swift.] In three months' time, Solomon, without the

least provocation, writ a long poem, describing that

person s muse to be dead, and making a funeral solem-

nity with asses, owls, &c., and gave the copy among
all bis acquaintance.

Solomon became acquainted with a most deserving

lady, an intimate friend of the above person [Stella],

who entertained him also as she would a brother; and,

upon giving him a little good advice in the most decent

manner, with relation to his wife, he told her, 4< She
was like other women, as bad as she was; and that they
were all alike."

Solomon has no ill design upon any person lint him-
self, and he is the greatest deceiver of himself on all

occasions.

His thoughts are sudden, and the most unreasonable
always comes uppermost; and he constantly resolves

and acts upon his first thoughts, and then asks advice,
but never once before.

The person above mentioned, whom he lampooned
in three montlis after their acquaintance, procured him
a good preferment from the lord-lieutenant [lord

Carteret] : upon going down to take possession, Solo-
mon preached, at Cork, a sermon on king George’s
birth-day, on this text, u Sufficient to the day is the
evil thereof." Solomon having been famous for a high
Tory, and suspected as a Jacobite, it was a most dif-

ficult thing to get anything for him : hut thAt person,

being an old friend of lord Carteret, prevailed against
all Solomon's enemies, and got him made likewise one
of his excellency's chaplains. But, upon this sermon,
he was struck out of the list, and forbid the castle,

until that same person brought him again to the lieu-

tenant, and made them friends.

A fancy sprung in Solomon’s head, that a house near
Dublin would he commodious for him and his hoarders
to lodge in on Saturdays and Sundays

; immediately,
without consulting with any creature, he takes a lease

of a rotten house at Rathfamham, the worst air in Ire-

land, for nine hundred and ninety-nine years, at twelve
pounds a-year; the land, which was only a strip of
ground, noticing worth twenty shillings a-year. When
the same person whom he lampooned heard the tWng,
he begged Solomon to get a clause to surrender, and at

last prevailed to have it done after twenty-one years

;

because it was a madness to pay eleven pounds a-year,

for a thousand years, for a house that could not last

twenty. But Solomon made an agreement with his

landlady, that lie should he at liberty to surrender his

lease in seven years
;
and if ho did not do it at that

time, should he obliged to keep it for nine hundred
and ninety-nine years. In the mean time, hr expends
about one hundred pounds on the house and garden-
wall; and in less than three years, contracts such a
hatred to the house, that he lets it run to ruin: so

that, when the seven years were expired, he must
either take it for the remainder of the nine hundred
and ninety-nine years, or he sued for waste, and lose

all the money he laid out : and now he pays twelve
pounds a-year for a place he never sees.

Solomon has an estate of about 35/. per annum, in

the county of Cavan ; upon which, instead of ever re-

ceiving one penny rent, he hath expended above thirty

pounds pei annum in buildings and plantations, which
.ire all gone to ruin,

Solomon is under-tenant to a bishop's lease ; he is

hound by articles to his lordship to renew and pay a

fine whenever the bishop renews with his landlord, and
to raise his rent os the landlord shall raise it to the

guisli-*d himself by Lecture* on Elocution, and an excellent

life of Swift Ife was the father of the cclobnlel uutl highly-

gift*it Richard Itrinslry Sheridan.
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bishop. Set ?n years expire : Solomon's landlord de-

mands a Hue, which he readily pays; then asks for a

le;ise : the landlord says, “ He may have it at any time.”

He never gets it. Another seven years elapse : Solo-

mon's landlord demands another fine, and an additional

rent : Solomon pays both, asks to have his lease re-

newed : the steward answers, “ He will speak to his

master.” Seventeen years have elapsed
;
the landlord

•ends Solomon word, “ That his lease is forfeited, be-

cause he hath not renewed and paid his tines accord-

ing to articles;” and now they are at law upon this

admirable case.

It is Solomon's great happiness that, when he acts

in the common concerns of life against common sense

and reason, he values himself th reupon, as if it were

the mark of great genius, above little regards or arts,

and that his thoughts are too exalted to descetid into

the knowledge of vulgar management ; and you cannot

make him a greater compliment than by telling in-

stances to the company, before his face, how careless

he was in any affair that related to his interest and

fortune.

He is extremely proud and captious, apt to resent

as an affront and indignity what was never intended

for either.

He is allured as easily by every new acquaintance,

especially among women, as a child is by a new play-

thing; and is led at will by them to suspect and
quarrel with his best friends, of whom he hath lost the

greatest part, for want of that indulgence which they

ought to allow for his failings.

He is a generous, honest, good-natured man; but his

perpetual want of judgment and discretion makes him
act as if he were neither generous, honest, nor good-

natured.

The person above-mentioned, whom he lampooned,

and to whom he owes preferment, being in the country

and out of order, Solomon hud appointed to come for

him with a chaise, and bring him to town. Solomon
sent him word that he was to set out on Monday, and
did accordingly, hut to another part of the kingdom,

thirty miles wide of the place appointed, in compliment
to a lady who was going that way ;

there stayed with

her and her family a month; then scut the chaise, in

the midst of winter, to bring the said person where
Solomon would meet him, declaring he could not

venture himself for fear of the frost : and upon the

said |iersou‘s refusing to go in the chaise alone, or to

trust to Solomon's appointment, and being in ill health,

Solomon fell into a formal quarrel with that person,

and foully misrepresented the whole affair, to justify

himself.

Solomon hail published a humorous ballad, called
“ Ballyspellin,” whither he had gone to drink the waters,

with a new favourite lady. The Itallad was in the

manner of Mr. Gay's on Molly Mogg, pretending to

contain all the rhymes of Ballyspellin. His friend, the

>erson so often mentioned, being at a gentleman's

louse in the neighbourhood, and merry over Solomon's

ballad, they agreed to make another, in dispraise of

Ballys)iellin Wells, which Solomon hail celebrated,

ami with all new rhymes not made use of in Solomon's.

The thing was done, and all in a mere jest and iuno-

ceut merriment. Yet Solomon was prevailed upon by
the lady he went with, to resent this as an affront on
her and himself ; which he did accordingly, against

all the rules of reason, taste, good-nature, judgment,

gratitude, or common manners.

He will invite six or more people of condition to

dine with him on a certain day, some of them living

five or six miles from town. On the day appointed,

tie will be ahsent. and know nothing of the mutter, and
they all go hark disappointed : when he is told of this,

he is pleased because it shows him to lie a genius ami
a man of learning.

Having lain many years under the obloquy of a high

Tory and Jacobite, upon the present queen s birth-day

he writ u song, to tie performed before the government

and those who attended them, in praise of the queen

and king, on the commou topics of her beauty, wit,

family, love of Engloml, and all other virtues, wherein

the king and the royal childreu were sharers. It was

very hard to avoid the common topics. A young col-

legian who had done the same job the year before, got

some reputation on account of his wit. Solomon would

needs vie with him, by which he lost all the esteem of

his old friends the Tories, and got not the least interest

with the Whigs; for they are now too strong to want

advocates of that kind ; and therefore one of the lords

justices, reading the verses in some company, said,

“ Ah, doctor ! this shall not do.” His name was at

length in the title-jiage ;
and he did this without the

knowledge or advice of one living soul, as he himself

confesseth.

His full conviction of having acted wrong in an hun-

dred instances, leaves him as positive in the next in-

stance, as if he had never been mistaken in liislife ; and
if you go to him the next day, and find him convinced

in the last, lie hath another instance ready, wherein lie

is as positive as he w'as the day before.

A SERIOUS AND USEFUL SCHEME
TO MAKE AN

HOSPITAL FOR INCURABLES ;

OP CNIVP.BSAL BENEFIT TO ALL HIS MAJESTY *9 SUBJECT*.

Humbly tn the right honourable hitil • • •, the

riglit honourable sir • • •, and to the right honourable • • *.

Fcecuofta culpa* serul*>—

H

ob.

Tiieke is not anything which contributes more to f lie

reputation of particular persons, or to the honour of a
nation in general, than erecting and endowing projier

edifices for the reception of those who labour under

different kinds of distress. The diseased and unfor-

tunate are thereby delivered from the misery ofwAtiting

assistance, and others are delivered from the misery of

beholding them.

It is certain that the genius of the people of England
is strongly turned to public charities, and to so noble

a degree, that almost in every part of this great and
opulent city, and also in many of the adjacent villages,

we meet with a great variety of hospitals, supported

by the geuerous contributions of private families, as

well as by the liberality of the public. Some for sea-

men worn out in the services of their country, ami
others for infirm disabled soldiers

;
some for the main-

tenance of tradesmen decayed, and others for their

widows and orphans; some for the service of those who
linger under tedious distempers, and others for such os

are deprived of tlieir reason.

But I find, apoll nice inspection, that there is one

kind of charity almost totally disregarded, which,

nevertheless, appears to me of so excellent a nature,

as to be at present more wanted and lietter calculated

for tlie ease, quietness, aud felicity of this whole king-

dom than any other can possibly he : 1 mean an
hospital for incurables.

I must indeed confess, that an endowment of this

nature would prove a very large and perpetual expense.

However, I liave not the least diffidence that I shall

be able effectually to convince the world that my
present scheme for such an hospital is very practicable,

and must lie very desirable by every one who hath

the iuterest of his country, or his fellow- creatures, really

at heart.

It is observable, that although die bodies of human
creatures lie affected widi an infinite variety of disorders,

which elude the power of medicine, aud are often found
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to >• incurable, yet their mind* arc also overrun witn

an equal variety, which no skill, no {tower, no medicine,

can alter or amend. And I think that, out of regard

to the public peace and emolument, as well as the

repose of many pious and valuable families, this latter

species of incurables ought principally to engage our

attention and beneficence.

1 believe an hospital for such incurables will be

universally allowed necessary, if we only consider

what numbers of absolute incurables every profession,

rank, and degree, would perpetually produce, which at

present are only national grievances, and of which we
can have no other effectual method to purge the kiugdom.

For instance, let any man seriously consider what
numbers there ore of incurable fools, incurable knaves,

incurable scolds, incurable scribblers, (besides myself,)

incurable coxcombs, incurable iufidels, incurable liars,

incurable whores, iu all places of public resort ;—not

to mention the incurably vain, incurably envious, incu-

rably proud, incurably affected, incurably imperti-

nent, and 10,000 other incurables which 1 must of

necessity pass over in silence, lest I should swell this

essay into a volume. And, without doubt, every un-
prejudiced person will agree that, out of mere Christian

charity, the public ought to be eased as much as pos-

sible of this troublesome and intolerable variety of
incurables.

And, first. Under the denomination of incurable

fools, we may reasonably expect that such an hospital

would be furnished with considerable numbers of the

growth of our own universities, who at present appear

in various professions in the world, under the venerable

titles of physicians, barristers, and ecclesiastics.

And as those ancient seminaries have been for some
years past accounted little better than nurseries of such
sort of incurables, it should seem highly commendable
to make some kind of provision for them, because it

is more than proliable that, if they are to be supported

by their own particular merit in their several callings,

they must necessarily acquire but a very indifferent

maintenance.

I would not willingly be here suspected to cast re-

flections on any order of men, as if I thought that small

gains from the profession of any art or science, were
always an undoubted sign of an equally small degree

of understanding
;

for I profess myself to be some-
what inclined to a very opposite opinion, having fre-

quently observed that, at die bar, the pulse, and the

pulpit, those who have the least learning or sense to

plead meet generally with the largest shore of promo-
tions and profit : of which many instances might be

produced
;

but the public seems to want no conviction

in this particular. *

Under the same denominations we may further ex-
pect a large and ridiculous quantity of old rich widows,
whose eager and impatient appetites inflame them with

extravagant passions for fellows of a very different age
and complexion from themselves, who purchase con-

tempt and aversion with good jointures, and being

loaded with years, infirmities, and probably ill-humour,

are forced to bribe into their embrace* such whose
fortunes and characters are equally desperate.

Besides, our collection of incurable fools would re-

ceive an incredible addition from every one of the fol-

lowing articles :

—

From young extravagant heirs, who are just of a
competent age to become the bubbles of jockeys, sports-

men, gamesters, bullies, sharpers, courtezans, and such
sort of honourable pickpocket*.

From misers, who half starve themselves to feed the

prodigality of their heirs, and who proclaim to the

world how unworthy they are of possessing estates

by the wretched and ridiculous methods they take to

enjoy them.
VOL. it.

From contentious people of all conditions, who are

content to waste the greatest part of their own fortunes

at law, to be the instruments of impoverishing others.

From those who have any confidence in profession of

friendship, before trial, orany dependence on the fidelity

of a mistress.

From youug illiterate squires, who travel abroad to

import lewdoess, conceit, arrogance, vanity, and fop-

pery, of which commodities there seem* to be so great

an abundance at home.
From young clergymen who contrive, by matrimony,

to acquire a family before they have obtaiued the

necessary means to maintain one.

From those who have considerable estates in different

kingdoms, and yet are so incurably stupid as to spend
their whole incomes in this.

These and several other articles which might lie

mentioned, would afford us a perpetual opportunity of

easing the public, by having an hospital for the accom-
modation of such incurables; who at present, either

by the over-fondness of near relations, or the indolence

of the magistrates, are permitted to walk abroad, and
appear in the most crowded places of this city, as if

they were indeed reasonable creature*.

I had almost forgot to hint, that, under this article,

there is a modest probability that many of the clergy

would lie found properly qualified for admittance into

file hospital, who might serve in the capacity of chap-
lains, and save the unnecessary expense of salaries.

To these fools, in order succeed such as may justly

be included under the extensive denomination of in-

curable knaves
;
of which our several inns of court

would constantly afford us abundant supplies.

I think, indeed, that, of this species of incurables,

there ought to be a certain limited number unnuully
admitted, which number, neither any regard to the

quiet or benefit of the nation, nor any other charitable

or public-spirited reason, should tempt us to exceed
;

because, if all were to be admitted on such a founda-
tion, who might he reputed iu incurable of this dis-

temper; and if it were possible for the public to find

any place large enough for their reception, I have not

the least doubt that all our inns, whicn are at this day
so crowded, would in a short time be emptied of their

inhabitants, and the law, that beneficial craft, want
hands to conduct it.

I tremble to think what herds of attorneys, solicitors,

pettifoggers, scriveners, usurers, hackney-clerks, pick-

pockets, pawnbrokers, jailors, and justices of the pace
would hourly be driven to such an hospital

;
and what

disturbance it might also create in several noble And
wealthy families.

What unexpected distress might it prove to several

men of fortune and quality to be suddenly deprived

of their rich stewards, in whom they had for many
years reposed the utmost confidence, and to find them
irrecoverably lodged among such a collection of incur-
ables!

How many orphans might then expect to see their

guardians hurried away to the hospital
; and how many

greedy executors find reason to lament the want of

opportunity to pillage!

Would not Exchange Alley have cause to mourn
for the loss of its stock-jobbers and brokers; and the

Charitable Corporation for the confinement of many
of its directors

?

Might not Westminster-hall, as well as all the

gaming-houses in this great city, he entirely unpeopled ;

and the professor* of art in each of those assemblies

become useless iu their vocations, by being deprived of
all future opportunity to be dishonest!

In short, it might put the whole kingdom into

confusion and disorder
;
and we should find that the

entire revenues of this natiou would be scarce able to
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support no great a number of Incurable*, in this way,

as would apj»ear qualified for admission into our hos-

pital.

For if we only consider how this kingdom swarms

with quadrille-tables, and gaming-houses, both public

and private, and also how each of those houses, as

well as Westminster-hall aforesaid, swanns with

knaves who are anxious to win, or fools who have

anything to lose, we may lie soon convinced how
necessary it will be to limit the number of incurables,

comprehended under these titles, lest the foundation

should prove insufficient to maintain any others besides

them.

However, if by this scheme of mine the nation can

lie eased of 20,000 or 30,000 such incurables, I think it

ought to l>e esteemed somewhat beneficial, and worthy

of the attention of the public.

The next sort for whom I would gladly provide, and

who for several generations have proved insupportable

plagues and grievances to the good people of England,

are those who may properly be admitted under the

character of incurable scolds.

I own this to be a temper of so desperate a nature

that few females can be found willing to own themselves

anyway addicted to it; and yet it is thought that there

is scarce a single parson, ’prentice, alderman, squire,

or husband, who would not solemnly avouch the very

reverse.

I could wish, indeed, that the word scold might be

changed for some more gentle term, of equal significa-

tion ; because I am convinced that the very name is as

offensive to female ears as the effects of that incurable

distemper are to the ears of the men ; which, to be sure,

is inexpressible.

And that it hath been always customary to honour

the very same kind of actions with different appella-

tions, only to avoid giving offence, is evident to com-

mon observation.

For instance : How many lawyers, attorneys, solici-

tors, under-sheriffs, intriguing chambermaids, and

counter-officers, are continually guilty of extortion,

bribery, oppression, and many other profitable knaveries,

to drain the purses of those with whom they are anyway
concerned ! And yet all these different expedients to

raise a fortune pass generally under the milder names
of fees, perquisites, vales, preseuts, gratuities, and such

like
;
although, in strictness of speech, they should be

called robbery, and consequently lie rewarded with a

gibbet.

Nay, how many honourable gentlemen might be

enumerated who keep open shop to make a tTade of

iniquity
;
who teach the law to wink whenever power

or profit appears in her way : and contrive to grow

rich by the vice, the contention, or the follies of man-
kind

;
and who, nevertheless, instead of being branded

with the harsh-sounding names of knaves, pilferers, or

public oppressors, (as they justly merit,) are only dis-

tinguished by the title ofjustices of the peace
;
in which

single term, all those several appellations are generally
,

thought to be implied.

Hut to proceed. When first I determined to pre-

pare this sclietne for the use and inspection of the

public, I intended to examine one whole ward in this

city, that my computatior of the number of incurable

scolds might be more perfect and exact. But I found

it impossible to fiuisn my progress through more than

one street.

I made my first application to a wealthy citizen in

Comhill, common councilman for his ward, to whom
1 hinted, that if he knew e’er an incurable scold in the

neighbourhood, I had some hope to provide for her in

such a manner as to hinder ner from being further

troublesome. He referred me with great delight to

his next-door friend ;
yet whispered me, tlrat, with

much greater ease and pleasure, he could furnish m#
out of his own family

,
and begged the prefer-

ence.

His next-door friend owned readily that his wife's

qualifications were not misrepresented, and that he
would cheerfully contribute to promote so useful a
scheme; but positively asserted, that it would be of
small service to rid the neighbourhood of one woman,
while such multitudes would remain all equally insup-
portable.

By which circumstance I conjectured that the quan-
tity of these incurables in London, Westminster, and
Southwark, would be very considerable, and that a
generous contribution might reasonably be expected for

such an hospital as I am recommending.
Besides, the number of these female incurables would

probably he very much increased by additional quanti-
ties of old maids, who, being wearied with concealing
their ill-humour for one -halfof their lives, are impatient
to give it full vent in the other. For old maids, like old
thin-bodied wines, instead of growing more agreeable
by years, are observed, for the most part, to liecome
intolerably sliarp, sour, and useless.

Under this denomination also we may expect to be
furnished with as large a collection of old bachelors,

especially those who have estates, and but a moderate
degree of understanding. For an old wealthy bachelor,

being perpetually surrounded with a set of flatterers,

cousins, poor dependents, and would-be heirs, who, for

their own views, submit to his perverseness and caprice,

becomes insensibly iufected with this scolding malady,
which generally proves incurable, and renders him dis-

agreeable to his friends, and a fit subject for ridicule to

his enemies.

As to the incurable scribblers, (of which society I

have the honour to be a member,) they probably are

innumerable
;
and, of consequence, it will lie alisolutely

impossible to provide for one-tmth jiart of their frater-

nity. However, as this set of incurables are generally
more plagued with poverty than any other, it will be a
double charity to admit them on the foundation; a
charity to the world, to whom they are a common pest

and nuisance; and a charity to themselves, to relieve

them from want, contempt, kicking, and several other
accidents of that nature, to which they are continually

liable.

Grub-street itself would then have reason to rejoice

to see so many of its half-starved manufacturers amply
provided for, and the whole tribe of meagre incurables
would probably shout for joy at being delivered from
the tyranny and garrets of printeri, publishers, and
booksellers.

What a mixed multitude of ballad-writers, ode-
makers, translators, farce-compounders, opera-mongers,
biographers, pamphleteers, and journalists would appear
crowding to the hospital

; not unlike the brutes resorting

to the ark before the deluge.' And what an universal

satisfaction would such a sight afford to all, except
pastrycooks, grocers, chandlers, and tobacco retailers,

to whom alone the writings of those incurables were
anyway profitable!

1 bavc often been amazed to observe what a variety

of incurable coxcomhg are to be met with between St.

James's and Limehouse, at every hour of the day ; as
numerous as Welsh parsons, and equally contemptible.
How they swarm in all coffeehouses, theatres, public
walks, and private assemblies

;
how they are incessantly

employed ui cultivating intrigues, and every kind of
irrational pleasure; how industrious they seein to mimic
the apjiearauce of monkeys, as monkeys are emulous to

imitate the gestures of men : and from such observa-
tions I concluded, that to confine the greatest part of
those incurables, who are so many living burlesques of
human nature, would be of eminent service to this

ogle3d by
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nation ; and I am persuaded tliat I am far from being

singular in that opinion.

As for the incurable infidels and liars, I shall range

them under the same article, and would willingly ap-

point them the same apartment in the hospital ; because

there is a much nearer resemblance hetween them than

is generally imagined.

Have they not an equal delight in imposing falsities

on the public, and seem they not equally desirous to be

thought of more sagacity and importance than others?

Do they not both report what both know to be false;

and both confidently assert what they are conscious is

most liable to contradiction?

The parallel might easily be carried on much further,

if the intended shortness of this essay would admit it.

However, I cannot forbear taking notice, with what
immense quantities of Incurable liars his majesty's

kingdoms are overrun; what offence and prejudice they

are to the public
;
wliat inconceivable injury to private

persona
;
and what a necessity there is for an hospital,

to relieve the nation from the curse of so many incur-

ables.

This distemper appears almost in as many different

shapes os there are persons afflicted with it; and, in

every individual, is always beyond the power of medi-
cine.

Some lie for their interest, such as fishmongers,

flatterers, pimps, lawyers, fortune-hunters, and fortune-

tellers; and others lio for their entertainment, as maids,

wires, widows, and all other tea-table attendants.

Some lie out of vanity, as poets, painters, players,

fops, military officers, and all those who frequent the

levees of the great ; and others lie out of ill-nature, as

old maids, ftc.

Some lie out of custom, as lovers, coxcombs, foot-

men, sailors, mechanics, merchants, and chamber-
maids

;
and others lie out of complaisance or necessity,

as courtiers, chaplains, &c. In short, it were endless

to enumerate them all, but this sketch may be suf-

ficient to give us some small imperfect idea of their

numbers.
As to the remaining incurables, we may reasonably

conclude that they hear at least an equal propor-

tion to those already mentioned ; but with regard to

the incurable whores in this kingdom, I must parti-

cularly observe, that such of them as are public, and
make it their profession, have proper hospitals for their

reception already, if we could find magistrates without
passions or officers without an incurable itch to a
bribe. And such of them os are private, and make
it their amusement, I should be unwilling to disturb,

for two reasons :

—

First, because it might probably afflict many noble,

wealthy, contented, and unsuspecting husbands, by
convincing them of their own dishonour, and the un-
pardonable disloyalty of their wives : and, secondly,

because it will be for ever impossible to coufine a
woman from being guilty of any kind of misconduct
when once she is firmly resolve*! to attempt it.

From all which observations, every reasonable man
must infallibly be convinced, that an hospital for the

support of these different kinds of incurables would be
extremely beneficial to these kingdoms. 1 think, there-

fore, that nothing further is wanting, but to demonstrate
to the public that such a scheme is very practicable,

both by having an undoubted method to raise an annual
income, at least sufficient to make the experiment,
(which is the way of founding all hospitals,) and by
having also a strong probability, that such on hospital

would be supported by perpetual benefactions; which,

in very few years, might enable us to increase the

nnmher of incurables to nine-tenths more than we
can reasonably venture on at first.

A Computation of the Daily ami Annual Expense* of

an Hospital
,
to be erectedfor Incurables.

Per day.

Incurable fools are almost infinite; how-
ever, at first, I would have only twenty thou-

sand admitted; and, allowing to each person

but one shilling per day for maintenance, which
is as low as possible, the daily expense for this

article will be ..... £1000
Incurable knaves are, if possible, more nume-

rous, including foreigners, especially Irishmen.

Vet I would limit the number of these to about
thirty thousand ; which would amount to . 1500

Incurable scolds would Ire plentifully supplied

from almost every family in the kingdom. And
indeed, to make this hospital of any real benefit,

we cannot admit fewer, even at first, than thirty

thousand, including the ladies of Uilingsgate

and Leadeuhall market, which is • . • 1500
The incurable scribblers arc undoubtedly a

very considerable society, and of that denomi-
nation I would admit at least forty thousand

;

because it is to be supposed tli.it such incur-

ables will lie found in greatest distress for a
daily maintenance. And if we had not great

encouragement to hope that many of that class

would properly be admitted among the in-

curable fools, I should strenuously intercede to

have ten or twenty thousand more added. Rut
their allowed number will amount to • • 200

Incurable coxcombs arc very numerous; and,

considering what numbers arc annually im-
}>orted from France and Italy, we cannot admit
fewer than ten thousand, which will be . 500

Incurable infidels (as they affect to be called)

should be received into the hospital to the num-
ber of ten thousand. However, if it should acci-

dentally hapjien to grow iuto a fashion to lie

believers, it is probable that the great part of

them would, in a very short time, be dismissed

from the hospital, as perfectly cured. Their ex-

pense would be . . • • • 500
Incurable liars are infinite in all parts of the

kingdom
;
and, making allowance for citizens*

wives, mercers, ’prentices, news-writers, old
maids, and flatterers, wc cannot possibly allow
a smaller number than thirty thousand, which
will amount to . . . 1500
The incurable envious ore in vast quantities

throughout this whole nation. Nor can it rea-

sonably he expected that their numbers should
lessen, while fame and honours are heaped upon
some particular persons, as the public reward
of their superior accomplishments, while others,

who arc equally excellent in their own opi-

nions, are constrained to live unnoticed and
contemned. And, as it would be impossible to

provide for all those who are possessed with this

distemper, I should consent to admit ouly
twenty thousand at first, by way of experiment,
amounting to ..... . 1000
Of the incurable vain, affected, and imper-

tinent, I should at least admit ten thousand

;

which number I am confident will appear very

inconsiderable, if we include all degrees of fe-

males, from the duchess to the chambermaid

;

all poets, who have had a little success, espe-

cially in the dramatic way, and all players,

who have met with a small degree of approba-
tion. Amounting only to . . . . 500

By which plain computation it is evident that two
hundred thousand persons will be daily provider! for,

and the allowance for maintaining this collection of in-

curables mav be seen in the following account

v 2
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For the Incurable

Fool*, being . • .

Knave*
Scolds

Scribblers ...
Coxcomb* . , .

Infidels. . . . ,

Liars

Per dijr.

20,000 at one shilling each £1.000
30,000
30.000

40.000

10.000

10,000

30,000

1,500

1,500

2,000

500
500

1,500

For the Incurably

Envious .... 20.000
Vain 10,000

Total maintained, 200,000

1,000
500

Total expense, £10,000

From whence it appears, that the daily
expense will amount to such a sum as, in

365 days, comes to £3,650,000

And I am fully satisfied that a sum much greater
than this may easily be raised, with all possible satis-

faction to the subject, and without interfering in the
least with the revenues of the crown.

In the first place, a large proportion of this sum might
be raised by the voluntary contribution of the inhabi-
tants.

The computed number of people in Great Britain
is very little less than eight millions, of which, upon
a most moderate computation, we may account one-
half to be incurables. And a* all those different in-

curables, whether acting in the capacity of friends,

acquaintances, wives, husbands, daughters, counsellors,
parents, old maids, or old bachelors, are inconceivable
plagues to all those with whom they happen to be con-
cerned

;
and, as there is no hope of being eased of such

plagues, except by such an hospital, which by degrees
might be enlarged to contain them all, I think it cannot
lie doubted, that at least three millions and a half of

ale, out of the remaining proportion, would be found
able and desirous to contribute so small a sum as

20s. per annum for the quiet of the kingdom, the peace
of private families, and the credit of the nation m ge-
neral. And this contribution! would amount to very
near our requisite sum. 4

Nor can this by any means be esteemed a wild con-
jecture; for where is there a man of common sense,

honesty, or good-nature, who would not gladly propose

even a much greater sum to be freed from a scold, a
knave, a fool, a liar, a coxcomb conceitedly repeating
the compositions of others, or a vain impertinent poet
repeating his own ?

In the next place, it may justly be supposed, that

many young noblemen, knights, squires, and extrava-
gant heirs, with very large estates, would be confined
in our hospital. And I would propose, that the annual
income of every particular incurable’s estate should be
appropriated to the use of the house. But, besides
these, there will undoubtedly be many old misers,

aldermen, justices, directors of companies, templars,
and merchants of all kinds whose personal fortunes are

immense, and who should proportionably pay to the

hospital.

Yet, lest by being here misunderstood I should
seem to propose an unjust or oppressive scheme, I shall

further explain my design:

—

Suppose, for instance, a young nobleman possessed of

10,000/. or 20,000/. per annum should accidentally
lie confined there os an incurable, I would have only
such a proportion of hit estate applied to the support of
the hospital as he himself would speud if he were at

liberty. And, after his death, tbe profits of the estate

should regularly devolve to the next lawful heir,

whetlier male or female.

And my reason for this proposal is, beca jse consider*

able estates, which probably would be squandered
away among hounds, horses, whores, sharpers, surgeons,

tailors, pimps, masquerades, or architects, if left to the

management of such iucurables, would, by this means,

become of some real use, both to the public and them-
selves. And perhaps this may be tbe only method
which can lie found to make such young spendthrifts

of any real benefit to their country.

And although the estates of deceased incurables

might be permitted to descend to the next heirs, the

hospital would probably sustaiu no great disadvantage

;

because it is very likely tliat most of these heirs would
also gradually be admitted under some denomination
or other, and consequently their estates would again

devolve to the use of the hospital.

As to the wealthy misers, &c., I would ha?e their

private fortune* nicely examined and calculated; be-

cause if they were old bachelors, (as it would frequently

happen,) their whole fortunes should be appropriated

to the endowment : but, if married, I would leave two-

thirds of their fortunes for the support of their families

;

which families would cheerfully cousetit to give away
the remaining third, if not more, to be freed from such
peevish and disagreeable governors.

Sii that, deducting from the 200,000 iucurables the

40,000 scribblers, who to be sure would be found ia

very had circumstances, I believe, among the remain-
ing 160,000 fools, knaves, and coxcombs, so many
would be found of large estates and easy fortunes, as

would at least produce 200,000/. per annum.
As a further addition to our endowment, I would

have a tax upon all inscriptions and tombstones, monu-
ments and obelisks, erected to the honour of the dead;
or on porticoes and trophies to the honour of the living;

because these will naturally and properly come under
tbe article of lies, pride, vanity, Ac.

And if all inscriptions throughout this kingdom were
impartially examined, in order to tax those which
should appear demonstrably false or flattering, I am
convinced that not one-fifth part of the number would
after such a scrutiny escape exempted.
Many an ambitious turbulent spirit would then be

found belied with the opposite title of lover of hi*

country ; and many a Middlesex justice, as improperly
described, sleeping in hope of salvation.

Many an usurer discredited by the appellations of
honest and frugal

;
and many a lawyer, with tl»e

character of conscientious and equitable.

Many a British statesman and general decaying
with more honour than they lived, and their dusts

distinguished with a belter reputation than wheu they
were animated.

Many dull parsons, improperly styled eloquent,

and as many stupid physicians, improperly styled

learned.

Yet, notwithstanding the extensiveness of a tax
upon such mouumental impositions, I will count only
upon 20,000. at 5/. per annum each, which will

amount to 100.000/. annually.

To tl>eae annuities 1 would also request the par-

liament of this nation to allow the benefit of two
lotteries yearly, by which the hospital would gain
200,000/. clear. Nor can such a request seem any
way extraordinary, since it would lie appropriated to

the benefit of fools and knaves, which is the sole cause

of granting one for this present year.

In the last place, 1 would add the estate of Richard
Norton, esq.

;
and to do his memory all possible

honour, I would have his statue erected in the very
first apartment of the hospital, or in any other which
might seem more apt And ou his monument I would
permit a long inscription, composed by his dearest

friends, which should remain tax-free for ever.
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From these several articles therefore, would annually

Arise the following sums :

—

M. Th. II.

P. Add.
From the voluntary contribution • £3,500,000
From the estates of the incurables • 200,000

By the tax upon tombstones, monuments,
&c. (that of Richard Norton, esq.,

always excepted) . • • • 100,000

By two annual lotteries • . • 200,000
By the estate of Richard Norton, esq. . 60,000

Total . • £4,600,000

And the necessary sum for the hospital

being £3,650,000
There will remain annually over and above 356,000

Which sum of 356,000/. should be applied towards

erecting the building, and answer accidental expenses,

in such a manner as should seem most proper to pro-

mote tire design of the hospital. But the whole

management of it should lie left to the skill and dis-

cretion of those who are to be constituted governors.

It may indeed prove a work of some small difficulty

to fix upon a commodious place, large enough for a

building of this nature. I should have thoughts of

attempting to enclose all Yorkshire, if I were not

ap|>rehensive that it would be crowded with so many
incurable knaves of its own growth, that there would
not be the least room left for the reception of any
others; by which accident our whole project might be

retarded for some time.

Thus have I set this matter in the plainest light I

could, that every one may judge of the necessity, use-

fulness, and practicablencss of this scheme: and I shall

only add a few scattered hints, which, to me, seem not

altogether unprofitable.

I think the prime-minister for the time being ought

largely to contribute to such a foundation ; Itecause

his high station and merits must of necessity infect a

great number with envy, hatred, lying, and such sort

of distempers
;

and, of consequence, furnish the

hospital annually with many incurables.

I would desire that the governors appointed to direct

this hospital should have (if such a thing were possible)

some appearance ofreligion and belief in God ;
because

those who are to be admitted us incurable infidels,

atheists, deists, and freethinkers, most of which tribe

are only so out of pride, conceit, and affectation, might
perhaps grow gradually into believers, if they perceived

it to he the custom of the place where they lived.

Although it l>e not customary for the natives of

Ireland to meet with any manner of promotion in this

kingdom, I would in this respect have that national

prejudice entirely laid aside, and request that, for the

reputation of both kingdoms, a large apartment in the

hospital may be fitted up for Irishmen particularly,

who, either by knavery, lewdness, or fortune-hunting,

should appear qualified for admittance; because tbeir

numbers would certainly be very considerable.

1 would further request that a father, who seems

delighted at seeing his son metamorphosed into a fop,

or a coxcomb, because he hath travelled from London
to Paris, may be sent along with the young gentleman

to the hospital, as an old fool, absolutely incurable.

If a |K>et hath luckily produced anything, especially

in the dramatic way, which is tolerably well received

by the public, he should be sent immediately to tl»e

hospital; because incurable vanity is always the con-

sequence of a little success. And, if his compositions

be ill received, let him be admitted as a scribbler.

And I hone, in regard to the great pains I have

taken about this scheme, that I shall be admitted upon
the foundation as one of the scribbling iucurablcs.

But, as an additional favour, 1 entreat that I may not

lie placed in an apartment with a poet who hath

employed his geuius for the stage
;
because he will kill

me with repeating his own compositions: and I need
not acquaint the world, that it is extremely painful to

bear any nonsense—except our own.
My private reason for soliciting so early to be

admitted is, because it is observed that schemers and
projectors are generally reduced to beggary ; but, by
my being provided for in the hospital, either as an
incurable fool or a scribbler, that discouraging obser-

vation will fur once be publicly disproved, and my
brethren in tliat way will be secure of a public reward
for their labours.

It gives me, I own, a great degree of happiness, to

reflect, that although in this short treatise the clia-

racters of many thousaryjs are contained, among the

vast variety of incurables, yet not any one person is

likely to be offended
;
because it is natural to apply

ridiculous characters to all the world except ourselves.

And I dare be bold to say, that the most incurable

fool, knave, scold, coxcomb, scribbler, or liar in this

whole nation, will sooner enumerate the circle of their

acquaintance as addicted to those distempers than
once imagiue themselves any way qualified for such an
hospital.

I hope indeed that our wise legislature will take this

project into their serious consideration, and promote an
euuowment which will be of such eminent service to

multitudes of his majesty's unprofitable subjects, and
may iu time be of use to themselves and (heir posterity.

Prom my Garret in Moorflelds, Aug. 80, 1731.

A COMPLETE COLLECTION

OF GENTEEL AND INGENIOUS
CONVERSATION,

ACCORDING TO THE MOST POLITE MODE AND METHOD,
NOW USED AT COURT, AND IN THE BEST COMPANIES

OK ENGLAND.

IN THREE DIALOGUES.

Bv SIMON WAG6TAFF, Esq.

Thi- treatise appears to have b»vn written with the aame
view as the " Tritical E*say on the Faculties of the Mind." but
upon a more general plan : the ridicule which ia there confined

to literary composition is here extended to conversation : but
its object ia die aame in tmth ; the repetition of quaint phrases

picked up by rote either from the living or the dead, und ap-

plied upon every occasion to conceal ignorance or stupidity, or

to prevent the labour of thought. to produce native j-entiment,

ana combine such words aa will precisely express it.

There ia an nir of merriment in some of the piecea which
Swift wrote afteT hia intimacy with Dr. Sheridan not to be found
in any other of Iris writings; such iu pirtknilar are several of
hia poems, hia " Directions to Servants," hia " Polite Conversa-

tion," and many of the whimsical things which he wrote in

conjunction with Sheridan.

i retired hither," the dean aaya, in one of hU letters. *• for

the public good, having two great works in hand ; one to reduce

the whole politeness, wit, humour, and style of England into a
short system for the use of nil persons of quality, and particu-

larly the maids o I honour, &c.’

INTRODUCTION.

Aa my life ha* been chiefly »pent iu consulting the

honour and welfare of my country foT more than forty

years past, not without answerable success, if the world

and my friend* have not flattered me, so there is uo

point wherein I have so much laboured as that of

improving and polishing all parts of conversation

between persons of quality, whether they meet by
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accident or invitation, at meal*, tea, or visits, mornings,

noon, or evening*.

I have passed perhaps more time than any other man
of my age and country in visits and assemblies, where

the polite persons of both sexes distinguish themselves

;

and could not without much grief observe how fre-

quently both gentlemen and ladies are at a loss for

questions, answers, replies, and rejoinders. However,

my concern was much abated when I found that these

defects were not occasioned hy any want of materials,

hut because those materials were not in every hand :

for instance, one lady can give an answer better than

ask a question ; one gentleman is happy at a reply

;

another excels in a rejoinder: one can revive a
languishing conversation hy a sudden surprising

sentence
;
another is more dexterous in seconding

;
a

third can HU up the gap with htughing, or commend-
ing what lias been said : thus fresh hints may be

started, and the ball of the discourse kept up.

But, alas ! this is too seldom the case, even in the

most select companies. How often do we see at court,

at public visiting days, at great men's levees, and other

places of general meeting, that the conversation falls

and drops to nothing, like a fire without supply of fuel

!

This is what we all ought to lament
;
and against this

dangerous evil I take upon me to affirm, that I have in

the following papers provided an infallible remedy:

—

It was in the year 1695, and the sixth of his late

majesty king YVilliam III., of ever-glorious and
immortal memory, who rescued three kingdoms from

|K»pery and slavery, when, being about the age of six-

and-thirty, my judgment mature, of good reputation in

the world, and well acquainted with the (test families

in Town, I determined to spend five mornings, to dine

four times, pass three afternoons, and six evenings

every week in the houses of the most polite families, of

which I would confine myself to fifty
; only changing

as the masters or ladies died, or left the town, or grew

out of vogue, or sunk in their fortune*, or (which to me
was of the highest moment} l>ecatne disaffected to the

government; which practice I have followed ever since

to this very day ;
except when I happened to be sick,

or in the spleen upon cloudy weather
;
and except when

I entertained four of each sex at my own lodgings

once in a month, by way of retaliation.

I always kept a large table book in my pocket
;
and

as s ion os 1 left the company I immediately entered

the choicest expressions that {Kissed during the visit

:

which, returning home, I transcribed in a fair hand,

but somewhat enlarged ; and had made the greatest

part of my collection in twelve years, but not digested

into any method, for this I found was a work of infinite

labour, and what required the nicest judgment, and

consequently could not be brought to any degree of

perfection in less than sixteen years more.

Herein I resolved to exceed the advice of Horace, a

Roman poet, which I hare read in Mr. Creech's

admirable translation, that an author should keep his

works nine years in his closet hefore he ventured to

publish them : and, finding that I still received some
additional flowers of wit and language, although in a

very small number, I determined to defer the pub-

lication, to pursue my design, and exhaust ( if possible)

the whole subject, that I might present a complete

system to the world : for I am convinced, by long

ex{>erience, that the critics will be ns severe as their

old envy against me can make them : I foresee they

will object, that I have inserted many answers and
replies, which are neither witty, humorous, polite, nor

authentic
;
and have omitted others that would have

lieeu highly useful, as well as entertaining. But let

them come to particulars, and I will boldly engage to

ronfute their malice.

For these last six or seven years I have not been

able to add ahove nine valuable sentences to enrich my
collection : from whence I conclude that wliat remains
will amount only to a trifle. However, if, after the

publication of this work, any lady or gentleman, when
they have read it, shall find the least thing of import-
ance omitted, I desire they will please to supply my
defects by communicating to me their discoveries

;
and

their letters may lie directed to Simon Wagstaff, esq.,

at his lodgings next, door to the Gloucester -head in St.

James's Street, paying the postage. In return of which
favour, I shall make honourable mention of their

names in a short preface to the second edition.

In tiie mean time, 1 cannot but with some pride and
much pleasure congratulate with my dear country,

which has outdone all the nations of Europe, in advanc-
ing the whole art of conversation to the greatest height

it is capable of reaching; and, therefore, being entirely

convinced that the collection I now offer to the public
is full and complete, I may at the same time boldly

affirm, that the whole genius, humour, politeness, and
eloquence of England are summed up in it ; nor is the

treasure small, wherein are to be found at least a
thousand shining questions, answers, repartees, replies,

and rejoinders, fitted to adorn every kind of discourse

that an assembly of English ladies and geutlemen, met
together for their mutual entertainment, can possibly

want : especially when the several flowers shall be set

off and improved by the speakers, with every circum-
stance of preface and circumlocution, in proper terms;

and attended with praise, laughter, or admiration.

There is a natural involuntary distortion of the

muscles, which is the anatomical cause of laughter:

but tliere is another cause of laughter, which decency
requires, and is the undoubted mark of a good taste,

as well as of a polite obliging behaviour; neither is

this to be acquired without much observation, long
practice, and sound judgment; I did therefore once
intend, for the ease of the learner, to set down, in all

parts of the follow ing dialogues, certain marks, asterisks,

or nota bena (in English, mark- wells) after must
questions, and every reply or answer

;
directing exactly

the moment when one, two, or all the company are to

laugh : but, having duly considered that this expedient
would too much enlarge the hulk of the volume, aud
consequently the price; and likewise that something
ought to be left for ingenious readers to find out, I

have determined to leave that whole affair, although
of great importance, to their own discretion.

The reader must learn by all means to distinguish

between proverbs and those polite speeches which
beautify conversation; for, as to the former, I utterly

reject them out of all ingenious discourse. I acknow-
ledge, indeed, that there may possibly be found in this

treatise a few sayings, among so great a number of
smart turns of wit and humour as I have produced,

which have a proverbial air
;
however, 1 hope it will

be considered that even these were not originally

proverbs, but the genuine production* of superior wits,

to embellish and support conversation; whence, with
great impropriety as well as plagiarism, (if you will

forgive a hard word,) they have most injuriously been
transferred into proverbial maxims; and therefore, in

justice, ought to he resumed out of vulgar hands, to

adorn the drawing-rooms of princes both male and
female, the levees of great ministers, as well as the

toilet and tea-table of the ladies.

I can faithfully assure the reader that tliere is not

one single witty phrase in this whole collection which
has not received tue stamp and approbation of at least

one hundred years, and how much longer it is hard to

determine; he may therefore be secure to find them all

genuine, sterling, and authentic.

But, before this elaborate treatise can become of

ttnivec«i] use and ornament to my native countiy, two
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.point*, that will require much time ami much appli-

cation, are absolutely necessary.

For, first, whatever person would aspire to be com-
pletely witty, smart, humorous, ami polite, must, by
Lard labour, be able to retain in his memory every

single sentence contained in this work, so os never to lie

once at a loss in applyiug the right answers, questions,

repartees, and the like immediately, and without study

or hesitation.

And, secondly, after a lady or gentleman has so well

overcome this difficulty as never to be at a loss upon
.any emergency, the true management of every feature,

and almost of every limb, is equally necessary
;
without

which au infinite uumber of absurdities will inevitably

ensue. For instance, there is hardly a polite sentence

in the following dialogues which does not absolutely

require some peculiar graceful motion in the eyes, or

nose, or mouth, or forehead, or chin, or suitable toss of

the head, with certain offices assigned to each hand;
and in ladies, the whole exercise of the fan, fitted to

the energy of every word they deliver; by no means
omitting the various turns and cadence of the voice,

the twistiugs, and movements, and different postures of

the body, the several kinds anil gradations of laughter,

which the ladies must daily practise by the looking-

glass, and consult upon them with their waiting-maids.

My readers will soon observe what a great compass
of real and useful knowledge this science includes;

whereiu, although nature, assisted by genius, may lie

very instrumental, yet a strong memory and constant

application, together with example and precept, will be

highly necessary. For these reasons I have often

wished that certain male and female instructors, per-

fectly versed in this science, would set up schools for

the instruction of youug ladies and gentlemen therein.

I remember, aliout thirty years ago, there was a

Bohemiau woman, of that species commonly known
by the name of gypsies, who came over hither from
France, and generally attended Isaac the dancing-

master, when he was teaching his art to misses of

quality; and while the young ladies were thus em-
ployed, the Bohemian, standing at some distance, but

full in their sight, acted before them all proper airs, and
lieavings of the head, and motion of the hand, and
twistings of the body; whereof you may still observe

the good effects in several of our elder ladies.

After the same manner, it were much to be desired

tlmt some expert gentlewomen gone to decay would set

up public schools, wherein young girls of quality or

great fortunes might first be taught to repeat this

following system of conversation, which I have been at

so much pains to compile ; and then to adapt every

feature of their countenances, every turn of their

hands, every screwing of their bodies, every exercise of

their fans, to the humour of the sentences they hear or

deliver in conversation. But, above all, to instruct

them in every species and degree of laughing in the

|roper seasons, at their own wit or that of the company.
And if the sons of the nohility and gentry, instead of

being sent to common schools, or put into the hands of
tutors at home, to learn nothing but words, were con-

signed to able instructors in the same art, 1 cannot find

what use there could lie of books, except in the hands
of those who are to make learning their trade, which is

Vlow the dignity of persons born to titles or estates.

It would lie another infinite advantage, that, by
cultivating this science, we should wholly avoid the

vexations nnd impertinence of pedants, who affect to

talk in a language not to be understood
;
and whenever

a polite person offers accidentally to use any of their

jargon terms, have the presumption to laugh at us f r

pronouncing those words iu a genteeler maimer.
Whereas I do here affirm that, whenever any fine

gentleman or lady condescends to let a hard word pass

out of their mouths, every syllable is smoothed and
polished iu the passage

;
and it is a true murk of

politeness, both in writing and reading, to vary the

orthography as well as the sound ; because we are

infinitely better judges of what will please a dis-

tinguishing ear, than those who call themselves scho-

lars can possibly be; who, consequently, ought to

correct their books and manner of pronouncing, by the
authority of our example, from whose lips they proceed

with infinitely more beauty and significancy.

But, in the mean time, until so great, so useful, and
so necessary a design can lie put in execution, (which,
considering the good disposition of our country at

present, I shill not despair of living to see.) let me
recommend the following treatise to be carried about
as a pocket companion by all gentlemen and ladies,

when they are going to visit, or dine, or drink tea
;
or

where they happen to pass the evening without cards,

as I have sometimes known it to lie the case upon dis-

appointments or accidents unforeseen
;
desiring they

would read their several parts in their chairs or

coaches, to prepare themselves for every kind of con-
versation that can possibly liapjien.

Although I have, iu justice to my country, allowed
the genius of our people to excel that of any other

nation upon earth, and have confirmed this truth by an
argument not to lie controlled, I mean, by producing
so great a number of witty sentences in the ensuing
dialogues, all of undoubted Authority, as well as

of our own production, yet I must confess at the same
time that we are wholly indebted for them to our
ancestors

;
for, as long as my memory reaches, I do

nut recollect one new phrase of imjKirtance to have
been added

;
which defect in us modems I take to have

been occasioned by the introduction of cant words
in the reign of king Charles II. And those have
so often varied, that hardly one of them, of above a
year's standing, is now intelligible; nor anywhere to be
found, excepting a small iiutiiUt strewed here and
there in the comedies, and other fantastic writings of

that age.

The honourable colonel James Graham, my old
friend and companion, did likewise, toward the end of
the same reign, invent a set of words and phrases,

which continued almost to the time of his death. But,
as these terms of art were adapted only to courts and
ixditicians, and extended little further than among
his particular acquaintance, (of whom I had the

honour to be one,) they ate now almost forgotten.

Nor did the late d. of R - - - and e. of E suc-

ceed much lietter, although they proceeded no further

than single words ;
whereof, except bite, bamboozle,

and one or two more, tbe whole vocabulary is anti-

quated.

The same fate has already attcuded those other town
wits, who furnish us with a great variety of new terms,

which are annually changed, and those of the late

season sunk in oblivion. Of these I was once favoured
with a complete list by the right honourable the lord

and lady H
,
with which I made a considerable

figure one summer in the country
; but reluming up

to Town in winter, and venturing (o produce them
again, I was partly hooted, ami partly not understood.

Tbe only invention of late years, which has any way
contributed towards politeucss iu discourse, is that of
abbreviating or reducing words of many syllables into

one, by lopping off the rest. This refinement having
begun about the time of the Revolution, I had some
shore in the honour of promoting it

;
and I observe, to

my great satisfaction, that it makes daily advance-
ments, and I ho]ie in time will raise our language to

the utmost perfection; although I must confess, to

avoid obscurity, I have been very sparing of this orna-

ment in the following dialogues.
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But as for phrases invented to cultivate conversa-

tion, I defy all the club* or coffeehouses in this town

to invent a new one equal in wit, humour, smartness,

or politeness to the very worst of my set, which clearly

shows, either that we are much degenerated or that

the whole stock of materials has been already em-
ployed. I would willingly hope, as I do confidently

believe, the latter
;

liecause, having myself for several

mouths racked my invention to enrich this treasure fif

possible) with some additions of my own, (which,

however, should have been printed in a different cha-

racter, that I might not be charged with imposing upon
the public,) and having shown them to some judicious

friends, they dealt very sincerely with me, all unani-

mously agreeing that mine were infinitely below the

true old helps to discourse drawn up in my present

collection, and confirmed their opinion with reasons,

by which I was perfectly convinced, as well as ashamed
of my great presumption.

But I lately met a much stronger argument to

confirm me in the same sentiments; for, as the great

bishop Burnet of Salisbury informs us, in the preface

to his admirable “ History of his Own Times/' that he

intended to employ himself in polishing it every day of

his life, (and indeed in its kind it is almost equally

polished with this work of mine,) so it has been mv
constant business, for some years past, to examine, with
the utmost strictness, whether I could possibly find the

smallest lapse in style or propriety through my whole
collection, that, in emulation with the bishop, I might
send it abroad as the most finished piece of the age.

It happened one day, as I was dining in good com-
pany of both sexes, and watching, according to my
custom, for new materials wherewith to fill my pocket-

book, I succeeded well euough till after dinner, when
the ladies retired to their tea, and left us over a bottle

of wine. But I found we were not able to furnish any
more materials that were worth the pains of tran-

scribing : for the discourse of the company was all de-

generated into smart sayings of their own invention, and
not of the true old standard

;
so that, in absolute des-

pair, I withdrew, and went to attend thfe ladies at their

lea
; whence I did then conclude, and still continue to i

believe, either that wine dose not inspire politeness, or

that our sex is not able to support it without the com-
pany of women, who never fail to lead us into the

right way, and there to keep us.

It much increases the value of these apophthegms,

that unto them we owe the continuance of our lan-

guage for at least a hundred years
;

neither is this to

lie wondered at, liecause indeed, beside the smartness

of the wit, and fineness of the raillery, such is the pro-

priety and energy of expression in them all, that they

never can lie changed, but to disadvantage, except in

the circumstance of using abbreviations; which, How-

ever, I do not despair in due time to see introduced,

having already met them at some of the choice compa-
nies in Town.

Although this work be calculated for all persons of

quality and fortune of both sexes, yet the reader may
perceive, that my particular view was to the officers of

he army, the gentlemen of the inns of court, and of

both the universities ; to all courtiers, male and female,

but principally to die maids of honour
;

of whom 1

have lieeii personally acquainted with two-and-twenty

sets, all excelling in this noble endowment, till, for

some years past, 1 know not how, they came to dege-

nerate into sell hig of bargains and free-thinking; not

that I am against either of these entertainments, at

proper seasons, in compliance with company who may
want a taste for more exalted discourse, whose memo-
ries may lie short, who are too young to be perfect in

their lessons, m (although it lie hard to conceive) who
have uo inclination to read and learn ray instructions.

And, besides, there is a strong temptation for court
ladies to fall into the two amusements above mentioned,
that they may avoid the censure of affecting singularity
against the general current and fashion of all about
them : but, however, no man will pretend to affirm
that either bargains or blasphemy, which are the prin-
cipal ornaments of free-thinking, are so good a fund of
polite discourse as what is to be met with in my col-

lection. For, as to bargains, few of them seem to be
excellent in their kind, and have not much variety,

liecause they all terminate in one single point
;
ami to

multiply them would require more invention than
people have to spare. And os to blasphemy or free-

thinking, I have known some scrupulous persons of
both sexes, who, by prejudiced education, are afraid
of sprites. I must, however, except the maids of
Iamour, who have been fully convinced by a famous
court chaplain that there is no such place as hell.

I cannot, indeed, controvert the lawfulness of free-

thinking, liecause it has been universally allowed that

thought is free. But, however, although it may
afford a large field of matter, yet in my poor opinion,

it seems to contaiu very little of wit or humour, because
it has not been ancient enough among us to furnish

established authentic expres-ions : 1 mean such as must
receive a sanction from the polite world before their

authority can be allowed ; neither was the art of blas-

phemy or free-thinking inveuted by the court, or by
persons of great quality, who, properly speaking,

were patrons rather than inventors of it; but first

brought in by the fanatic faction toward the end of
their power, and after the Restoration carried to White-
hall by the converted Rumpert, with very good reason,

because they kuew that king Charles II., from a wrong
education, occasioned by the troubles of his father, liad

time enough to observe, that fanatic enthusiasm directly

led to atheism, which agreed with the dissolute incli-

nations of his youth; and perhaps these principles wore
further cultivated in him ny the French Huguenots,
who have been often charged with spreading them
among us

; however, I cannot see where the necessity lies

of introducing new and foreign topics for conversation,

while wc have so plentiful a stock of our own growth.
I have likewise, for some reasons of equal weight,

been very sparing in double entendrt* ; because they

often put ladies upon affected constraints, and affected

ignorance. In short they break, or very much entangle,

the thread of discourse ; neither am I master of any
rules to settle the disconcerted countenances of the

females in such a juncture
; I can therefore only allow

innuendoes of this kind to lie delivered in whispers,

and only to young ladies under twenty, who being in

honour obliged to blush, it may produce a new subject

for discourse.

Perhaps the critics may accuse me of a defect in

my following system of polite conversation; that

there is one great ornament of discourse, whereof I

have not produced a single example ; which indeed I

purposely omitted, for some reasons that I shall

immediately offer; and, if those reasons will not satisfy

the male part of my gentle readers, the defect may lie

applied in some manner by an appendix to the secoud

edition; which appendix shall be priuted by itself,

and sold for sixpence, stitched, and with a marble

cover, that my readers may have no occasion to com-
plain of being defrauded.

The defect 1 mean is, my not having inserted into

the body of my book all the oaths now most in fashion

for embellishing discourse, especially since it could

give no offence to the clergy, who are seldom oi never

admitted to these polite assemblies. And it must he

allowed, that oaths well chosen are not only very

useful expletives to matter, but great ornameuts of

style.
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What I shall here offer in my own defence upon this

important article, will, I hope, be some extenuation of

my fault.

First, I reasoned with myself, that a iust collection

of oaths, repeated as often as the fashion requires,

must have enlarged this volume at least to double the

bulk, whereby it would not only double the .charge,

but likewise make the volume less commodious for

pocket carriage.

Secondly, I have been assured by some judicious

friends, that themselves liave kuown certain ladies to

take offence (whether seriously or not) at too great a

profusion of cursing and swearing, even when that

kind of ornament was not improperly introduced,

which, I confess, did startle me not a little, having

never observed the like in the compass of my own
several acquaintance, at least for twenty years past.

However, I was forced to submit to wiser Judgments

than my own.
Thirdly, as this most useful treatise is calculated

for all future time*, I considered, in this maturity of

my age, how great a variety of oat 1is I have heard

since I began to study the world, and to know men
and manners. And here I found it to lie true, what

I have read in an ancient poet

:

For, now-a<Uiy», men change their oaths

As often as they change their clothes.

In short, oatlis are the children of fashion ;
they are in

some sense almost annuals, like what I observed before

of cant words ; and I myself can remember about forty

different sets. The old stock oaths, I am confident,

do not amount to above forty-five, or fifty at most

;

but the way of mingling and compounding them is

almost as various as that of the alphabet.

Sir John Pehrot, was the first man of quality

whom I find upon the record to have sworn by Gods
wounds. He lived in the reign of queen Elisabeth,

and was supposed to lie a natural son of Henry VIII.

who might also probably have been his instructor.

This oath indeed still continues, and is a stock oath to this

day ; so do several others that have kept their uatural

simplicity
;
but infinitely the greater number has been

•o frequently changed and dislocated, that if the in-

ventors were now alive, they could hardly understand

them.
Upon these considerations, 1 began to apprehend

hat if I should insert all the oaths that are now cur-

rent, my book would be out of vogue with the first

change of fashion, and grow as useless as an old dic-

tionary; whereas the case is quite otherwise with my
collection of polite discourse

;
which, as I liefore

observed, lias descended by tradition for at least a

hundred years, without any change in the phraseology.

I therefore determined with myself to leave out the

whole system of swearing, because both the male and
female oatlis are all perfectly well known and distin-

guished
;
new ones ore easily learned, and with a

moderate share of discretion, may be properly applied

on every fit occasion. However, I must here, upon this

article of swearing, most earnestly recommend to my
male readers that they would please a little to study

variety. For it is the opinion of our most refined

swearers, that the time oath or curse cannot, consist-

ently with true politeness, be repeated above nine times

in the same company, by the same persou, and at one

sitting.

I am far from desiring or expecting that all the

polite and ingenious speeches contained iu this work
should, in the general conversation between ladies and
gentlemen, come in so quick and so close as I have here

delivered them. By no means : on the contrary, they

ought to be husbanded better, and spread much thinner.

Nor do I make the least question hut that, by a dis-

creet and thrifty management, they may serve for the

entertainment of a whole year to any persou who does

not make too long, or too frequent visits in the same
family. The flowers of wit, fancy, wisdom, humour,
and politeness, scattered in this volume, amount to otie

thousand severity and four. Allowing then to every

gentleman and lady thirty visiting families, (not in-

sistiug upon fractions,) there will want but a little of a

hundred polite questions, answers, replies, rejoinders,

repartees and remarks, to be daily delivered fresh in

every company for twelve solar months; and even this

is a higher pitch of delicacy than the world insists on,

or has reason to expect But I am altogether for

exalting this science to its utmost perfection.

It may be objected that the publication of my book

may, in a long course of time, prostitute this noble art

to mean and vulgar people
;
but I answer, that it is

not so easy an acquirement as a few ignorant pretenders

may imagine. A footman may swear, but lie cannot

swear like a lord. He can swear as often, but can be

•wear with equal delicacy, propriety, and judgment f

No, certainly, unless he be a lad of superior parts, of

good memory, a diligent observer, one who has a skilful

ear, some knowledge in music, and an exact taste,

which hardly fall to the share ofone in a thousand among
that fraternity, in as high favour as they now stand with

their ladies. Neither has one footman in six so fine a

genius as to relish and apply those exalted sentences

comprised in this volume which I offer to tlie world.

It is true, I cannot see that the same ill consequence*

would follow from the waiting-womau, who, if she had
been bred to read romances, may have some small sub-

altern or second-hand politeness ; and if she constantly

attends the tea, and be a good listener, may, in some
years, make a tolerable figure, which will serve, per-

haps, to draw in the young chaplain or the old steward.

But, alas! after all, how can she acquire those hundred
graces, and motions, and airs, the whole military ma-
nagement of the fan, the contortions of every muscular

motion in the face, the risings and fallings, the quick-
ness and slowness of the voice, with the several turns

and cadences; the proper juncture of smiling and
frowning, how often anu how loud to laugh, when to

gibe and when to flout, with all the other branches of

doctrine and discipline above recited f

I am, therefore, not under the least apprehension

that this art will ever be in danger of falling into

common hands, which requires so much time, study,

practice, and genius before it arrives at perfection
;
and,

therefore, I must repeat rny proposal for erecting pub-
lic schools, provided with the best and ablest masters

and mistresses, at the charge of the nation.

1 have drawn this work into the form of a dialogue,

after the pattern of other famous writers in history, law,

politics, and most other arts ami sciences
; and I hope

it will have the same success : for who can contest it

to be of greater consequence to the happiness of these

kingdoms than all human knowledge put together f

Dialogue is held the best method of inculcating any
port of knowledge; and I am confident that public

schools will soon be founded for teaching wit and polite-

ness, after my scheme, to young people of quality and
fortune. I have determined next session to deliver a
petition to the bouse of lords, for an act of parliament

to establish my book as the standard grammar in all the

principal cities of the kingdom, where this art is to be
taught by able masters, who are to be approved and
recommended by me; which is no more than Lilly

obtained only for teaching words in a language wholly
useless. Neither shall I be so far wanting to myself as

not to desire a patent, granted, of course, to all useful

projectors ; I mean, that I may have the sole profit of

giving a license to every school to read my grammar
for fourteen years.

The reader cannot but observe wha* pains I bavt
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own at in polishing the style of my book to the greatest

exactness
; nor have I been less diligent in refining the

orthography, by spelling the words in the eery same
manner as they are pronounced by the chief patterns of

politeness at court, at levees, at assembl ies, at playhouses,

at the prime visiting places, by young templars, and by
gentlemen-commoners of both universities, who have
lived at least a twelvemonth in Town, and kept the best

company. Of these spelling* the public will meet with

many examples in the following book. For instance,

can't
,
han t, shan't

,
dufnt, cou'd'nt, wou'dn't , isn't, rn t,

with many more ; (resides several words which scholars

pretend are derived from Creek and Latin,but now pared

into a polite sound by ladies, officers of the army, cour-

tiers and templars, such as jommetry for geometry
,

oardi for verdict
,
lard lor lord, learnett for learning

;

together with some abbreviations exquisitely refined
; as

pozz for positive ; mob for mobile ; phizz for /ihysiog-

nomy ; rep for rtfmintion ; plenipo for pleni/iotentiary ;

incog for incognito ; hypps, or hippo, for hypochon-

driacs ; bam for bamboozle

;

and bamboozle for God
knows what ; whereby much time is saved, and the high

road to conversation cut short by many a mile.

I have, as it will l>e apparent, laboured very much,
and, I hope, with felicity enough, to make every cha-

racter in the dialogue agreeable with itself to a degree,

that whenever any judicious person shall read my book
aloud, for the entertainment and instruction of a select

company, he need not so much as name the particular

speakers, because all the persons, throughout the seve-

ral subjects of conversation, strictly observe a different

manner peculiar to their characters, which are of differ-

ent kinds; but this I leave entirely to the prudent and
impartial reader’s discernment.

Perhaps the very manner of introducing the several

points of wit and humour may not he less entertaining

and instructing than the matter itself. In the latter I

can pretend to little merit; because it entirely depends
upon memory, and the happiness of having kept polite

company
;
but the art of contriving that those speeches

should be introduced naturally, as the most proper
sentiments to lie delivered upon so great a variety of
subjects, I take to be a talent somewhat uncommon,
and a labour that few people could hope to succeed in,

unless they had a genius particularly turned that way,
added to a sincere, disinterested love of the public.

Although every curious question, smart answer, and
witty reply be little known to many people, yet there

is not one single sentence in the whole collection, for

which 1 cannot bring most authentic vouchers, whenever
I shall be called : and even for some expressions,

which, to a few nice ears, may, perhaps, appear some-
what gross, I can produce the stamp of authority from
courts, chocolate-houses, theatres, assemblies, drawing-
rooms, levees, card -meetings, balls, and masquerades,

from persons of both sexes, and of the highest titles

next to royal. However, to say the truth, I have been

very sparing in my quotations of such sentiments as

seem to be over free; because, when I began my col-

lection, such kind of converse was almost in its infancy,

till it was taken into the protection of my honoured
patronesses at court, by whose countenance and sanc-

tion it has become a choice flower in the nosegay of

wit and politeness.

Some will perliaps object, that, when I bring my com-
pany to dinner, I mention too great a variety of dishes,

not always consistent with the art of cookery, or proper

for the season of the year
;
and part of the first course

mingled with the second ; besides a failure in polite-

ness. hy introducing a black pudding to a lord's table,

and at a great entertainment ;
hut, if I had omitted

the black pudding, I desire to know what would have
become of that exquisite reason given hy Miss Notable
f«r not eating it? the world, perhaps might have lost it

for ever, and I should have been justly answerable for

having left it out of my collection. 1 therefore cannot
but hope, that such hypercritical readers will please to

cousider, my business was to make so full and complete
a body of refined sayings as compact as I could, only
takiug care to produce them in the most natural and
probable manuer, in order to allure my readers into the

very sulwtance and marrow of this most admirable and
necessary art.

1 am heartily sorry, and was much disappointed to

fiud, that so universal and polite an entertainment as

cards, lias hitherto contributed very little to the en-

largement of my work. I have sat hy many hundred
times with the utmost vigilance, and my table-book
ready, without being able, in eight hours, to gather
matter for one single phrase in my book. But this, I

think, may be easily accounted for, by the turbulence
and justling of passions, upon the various and surpris-

ing turns, incidents, revolutions, and events of good and
evil fortune, that arrive in the course of a lung evening

at play; the mind being wholly taken up, and the

consequences of non-attention so fatal.

Play is supported upon the two great pillars of
deliberation and action. The terms of art are few,

prescribed by law and custom; no time allowed for di-

gressions or trials of wit. Quadrille, in particular, bears

some resemblance to a state of nature, which, we are

told, is a state of war, wherein every woman is against

every woman ; the unions short, inconstant, arid soon
broke ; the league made this minute without knowing
the ally, and dissolved in the next. Thus, at the game
of quadrille, female braius are always employed in

stratagem, or their hands in action. Neither can I find

that our art has gaiued much by the happy revival of

masquerading among us
;

the whole dialogue in those

meetings being summed up in one (sprightly, I confess,

but) single question, and as sprightly an answer. “ Do
you know mef “ Yes, I do." And, “ Do you know
me?" u Yes I do.” For this reason I did not think

it proper to give my readers the trouble of introducing
a masquerade, merely for the sake of a single question,

and a single answer ; especially when, to perform this

in a proper manner, I must have brought in a hundred
persons together of both sexes, dressed in fantastic

habits for one minute, and dismiss them the next.

Neither is it reasonable to couceive that our science

can lie much improved hy masquerades, where the wit

of both sexes is altogether taken up in contriving sin-

gular and humorous disguises; and their thoughts

entirely employed in bringing intrigues and assigna-

tions of gallantry to a happy conclusion.

The judicious reader will readily discover that 1

make Miss Notable my heroine, and Mr. Thomas Ne-
verout my hero. I have laboured both their characters

with my utmost ability. It is into their mouths that I

have jmt the liveliest questions, answers, repartees, and
rejoinders, because my design was, to propose them hoth

as patterns, for all young bachelors and single ladies

to copy after. By which 1 hope very soon to see

polite conversation flourish between both sexes, in a
more consummate degree of perfection than these king-

doms have yet ever known.
I have drawn some lines of sir John Linger's cha-

racter, the Derbyshire knight, on purpose to place it in

counterview or contrast with that of the other company,
wherein I can assnre the reader, that I intended not the

least reflection upon Derbyshire, the place of my na-

tivity. But my intention was only to show the mis-

fortune of those persons who have the disadvantage to

be bred out of the circle of politeness, whereof I take

the present limits to extend no further than London
and ten miles round ; although others are pleased to

confine it within the bills of mortality. If you com-
pare the discourses of my gentlemen and ladies, with
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those of sir John, you will hardly conceive him to

have been bred in the same climate, or under the

same laws, language, religion, or government ; and,

accordingly, I have introduced him speaking in his

own nide dialect, for no other reason than to teach my
scholars how to avoid it.

The curious reader will observe, that when con-

versation appears in danger to flag, which in some
places 1 have artfully contrived, I took care to invent

some sudden question, or turn of wit, to revive it
;
such

as these that follow : “What! I think here's a silent

meeting ! Come, madam, a penny for your thought f
with several others of the like sort. I nave rejected all

provincial or country turns of wit and fancy, because
I am acquainted with very few : but indeed chiefly,

because I found them so much inferior to those at court,

especially among the gentlemen-ushers, the ladies of the

bedchamber, and the maids of honour; I must also

add the hither end of our noble metropolis.

When this happy art of polite conversing shall be
thoroughly improved, good company will be no longer

pestered with dull, dry. tedious story-tellers, no brang-

ling digputers : for a right scholar of either sex in our
science, will perpetually interrupt them with some
sudden surprising piece of wit, that shall engage all

the company in a loud laugh
;
and if, after a jiause,

the grave companion resumes his thread in the follow

ing manner: “ Well, but to go on with my story,” new
interruptions come from the left and the right, till he
is forced to give over.

I have likewise made some few essays toward the

selling of bargains, as well for instructing those who
delight in that accomplishment as in compliance
with my female friends at court. However, I have
transgressed a little in this point, hy doing it in a
manner somewhat more reserved than is now prac-

tised at St. James’s. At the same time, I can hardly
allow this accomplishment to pass properly for a branch
of that perfect polite conversation which makes the

constituent subject of my treatise; and for this I have
already given my reasons. I hare likewise, for further

caution, left a blank it: the critical point of each
bargain, which the sagacious reader may fill up iu

his own mind.
As to myself, I am proud to own that, except some

smattering iu the French, I am what the pedants and
scholars call a man wholly illiterate, that is to say, un-
learned. Rut as to my own language, I shall not

readily yield to many persons. I have read most of

the plays and all the miscellany poems that have
been published for twenty years past. I have read
Mr. Thomas Brown's works entire, and bad the honour
to be his intimate friend, who was universally al-

lowed to be the greatest genius of his age.

Upon what foot I stand with the present chief reign-

ing wits, their verses recommendatory, which they have
commanded me to prefix before my book, will be more
than a thousand witnesses. I am. and have been, like-

wise particularly acquainted with Mr. Charles Gildon,

Mr. Ward, Mr. Dennis, that admirable critic und poet,

and several others. Each of these eminent persons

(I mean those who are still alive) have done me the

honour to read this production five times over, with

the strictest eye of friendly severity, and proposed some,

although very few amendments, which 1 gratefully ac-

cepted, and do here publicly return ray acknowledg-
ment for so singular a favour.

And I cannot conceal, without iugratitude, the gTeat

assistance I have received from those two illustrious

writers, Mr. Ozell and Captain Stevens. These, and
some others of distinguished eminence, in whose com-
pany I have passed so many agreeable hours, as they

have been the great refiners of our language, so it has

been my chief ambition to imitate them. Let the

Popes, the Gays, the Arbuthnot*, the Youngs, and the

rest of that snarling brood, burst with envy at the

praises we receive from the court and kingdom.
But to return from this digression.

The reader will find that the following collection of

polite expressions will easily incorporate with all sub-

jects of genteel and fashionable life. Those which are

proper for morning tea will be equally useful at the

same entertainment in the afternoon, even iu the same
company, only by shifting the several questions, answers,

and replies, into different hands; and such as arc

adapted to meals will indifferently serve fur dinners ot

suppers, only distinguishing between day-light and
candle-light. By this method no diligent person of a
tolerable memory can ever be at a low.

It has been my constant opinion, that every man
who is intrusted by nature with any useful talent of the

mind, is bound by all the ties of honour and that jus-

tice which we all owe our country, to propose to him-
self some otic illustrious action to be performed iu his

life for tlie public emolument: and I freely confess

that so grand, so important an enterprise, as 1 have un-
dertaken and executed to the best of my power, well

deserved a much abler hand, as well as a liberal en-

couragement from the crown. However, I am bound
so far to acquit myself, as to declare, that 1 have often

and most earnestly entreated several of my above-named
friends, universally allowed to be of the first rank in

wit and politeness, that they would undertake a work
so honourable to themselves, and so beneficial to the

kingdom ; but so great was their modesty, that they all

thought fit to excuse themselves, and impose the task

on me
;

yet in so obliging a manner, and attended with

such compliments on my poor qualifications, that I

dare not repeat. And at last their entreaties, or rather

their commands, added to that inviolable love I bear

to the land of my nativity, prevailed upon me to engage
in so bold an attempt.

I may venture to affirm, without the least violation

of modesty, that there is no man now alive who has, by
many degrees, so just pretensions as myself to the

highest encouragement from the crown, the parliament,

and the ministry, toward bringing this work to due
perfection. I have been assured, that several great

heroes of antiquity were worshipped as gods, upon the

merit of having civilized a fierce and barbarous people.

It is manifest I could have no other iutentions ; and I

dare appeal to my very enemies, if such u treatise as

mine had been published some years ago, and with as

much success as I am confident this will meet, I mean,
hy turning the thoughts of the whole nobility and
gentry to the study aud practice of polite conversation,

whether such mean stupid writers as the Craftsmen,

aud his abettors, could have been able to corrupt the

principles of so many hundred thousand suhjeots, as,

to the shame and grief of every Whiggish, loyal, and
true Protestant heart, it is too manifest they have done.

For I desire the honest judicious reader to make one
remark, that, after having exhausted the whole i/i tickly

pay-day (if I may so call it) of politeness and refine*

inriif, and faithfully digested it into the following dia-

logues, there cannot be found one expression relating to

politics; that the ministry is never mentioned, nor the

word king, above twice or thrice, and then only to the

honour of his majesty
;
so very cautious were our

wiser ancestors in forming rules for conversation, as

never to give offence to crowned heads nor interfere with

party-disputes in the stale. And, indeed, although
there seems to l»e a close resemblance between tbe two
words politeness and politics, yet no ideas are more
inconsistent in their natures. However, to avoid all

» This word is spelt t»y Latinists E\nycUyntdia t but Ui«

JudMous author wisely prefers the polite reading liefore the

pedantic.
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appearance of disaffection, I have taken care to enforce

loyalty by an invincible argument, drawn from the

very fountain of this noble science, in the following

short terms, that ought to be writ in gold,—“ Must is

for the king which uncontrollable maxim I took

particular care of introducing in the first page of my
book, thereby to instil early the best Protestant loyal

notions into the minds of my readers. Neither is it

merely my own private optniou, that politeness is the

firmest foundation upon which loyalty can be sup-
ported

;
for thus happily sings the divine Mr. Tib-

balds, or Theohalds, in one of his birth-day poems :

I am no acholiard, hat I am polite

;

Therefore bo sure I am no Jacobite.

Hear, likewise, to the same purpose, that great master

of the whole poetic choir, our most illustrious laureat,

Mr. Colley Cibber

:

Who in his talk can't speak a polite thing
Will ttevrr loyal be to George our king.

I could produce many more shining {wissages out of
our principal poets of both sexes to confirm this mo-
mentous truth : whence I think it may be fairly con-

cluded, that whoever can most contribute towards

propagating the science contained in the following

sheets through the kingdoms of Great Britain and Ire-

land, may justly demand all the favour that the wisest

court and most judicious senate are able to confer on
the most deserving subject I leave the application to

iny readers.

This is the work which I have been so hardy as to

attempt, and without the least mercenary view. Nei-

ther do I doubt of succeeding to ray full wish, except

among the Tories and their abettois, who, being all

Jacobites, and consequently Papists in their hearts,

from a want of true taste, or hy strong affectation,

may perhaps resolve not to read my hook, choosing

rather to deny themselves the pleasure and honour
of shining in polite company, among the principal

geniuses of both sexes throughout the kingdom than

adorn their minds with this uohle art
;
and probably

apprehending, (as I confess nothing is more likely to

tuippen,) that a true spirit of loyalty to the Protestant

succession should steal in along with it.

If my favourable and gentle readers could possibly

co’KXMve the perpetual watchings, the numberless
toils, the frequent risings in the night, to set down
sevenil ingenious sentences that I suddenly or acci-

dentally recollected, and which, without my utmost

vigilance, had been irrecoverably lost for ever
;

if they

would consider with what incredible diligence I daily

and nightly attended at those houses where persons of

both sexes, and of the most distinguished merit, used

to meet and display their talents; with what attention

1 listened to all their discourses, the better to retain

them in my memory, and then, at proper seasons, with-

drew, unobserved, to enter them in my table-book,

while the company little suspected what a noble work
I had then in embryo : I say, if all these were known
to the world, I think it would be no great presumption

in me to expect, at a proper juncture, the public

thanks of both bouses of parliament for the service

and honour I have done to the whole nation by my
ingle pen.

Although I have never been once charged with the

least tincture of vanity, the reader will, I hope, give

me leave to put an easy question : What is become of

all the king of Sweden's victories? where are the fruits

of them at this day ? or of what benefit will they lie to

posterity ? Were not many of his greatest actions

owing, at least in part, to fortune? were not all of

them owing to the valour of his troops, as much as to

his own conduct? Could he have conquered the

Polish king, or the czar of Muscovy, with his single

win? Far be it from me to envy or lessen the fame

he has acquired ; but, at the some time, I will venture

to »y, without breach of modesty, that I, who have

alone, with this right hand, subdued barbarism, rude-

ness, and rusticity, who have established and fixed for

ever the whole system of all true politeness and
refinement in conversation, should think myself most
inhumanly treated by my countrymen, and would
accordingly resent it as the highest indignity, to be
put on a level, in point of fame, in after ages, with

Charles XII. late king of Sweden.

And yet so incurable is the love of detraction, jjer-

hans beyond what the charitable reader will easily

believe, that I have been assured, by more than one
credible person, how some of my enemies have
industriously whispered about, that one Isaac Newton,
an instrument-maker, formerly living near Leicester-

fields, and afterwards a workman in the mint at the

Tower, might possibly pretend to vie with me for fame
in future times. The man, it seems, was knighted for

making sun-dials better than others of his trade, and
was thought to be a coujurer, because he knew how to

draw lines and circles upou a slate, which nobody
could understand. But adieu to all noble attempts

for endless renown, if the ghost ofan obscure mechanic
shall be raised up to enter into competition with me,
only for his skill in making pot-books and hangers with

a pencil, which many thousand accomplished gentle-

men and ladies can perform as well with pen and ink

upon a piece of paper, and iu a manner as little intelli-

gible as those of sir Isaac.

My ino«t ingenious friend already mentioned, Mr.
Colley Cibber, who does so much honour to the laurel

crown he deservedly wears, (as he has often doue to

many imperial diadems placed on his head,) was
pleased to tell me, that, if my treatise was shaped into

a comedy, the representation, performed to advantage

on our theatre, might very much contribute to the

spreadiug of polite conversation among all persons of

distinction through the whole kingdom.
I own the thought was ingenious, and my friend's

intention good : hut 1 cannot agree to his proposal ;

for Mr. Cibber himself allowed that the subjects

handled in my work being so mimerous and extensive,

it would be absolutely impossible for one, two, or even
six comedies, to contain them : whence it will follow,

that many admirable and essential rules for polite con-
versation must be omitted.

And here let me do justice to my friend Mr. Tib-
balds, who plainly confessed before Mr. Cibber himself,

tliat such a project, as it would be a great diminution
to my honour, so it would intolerably mangle my
scheme, and thereby destroy the princi|ial end at

which I aimed, to form a complete body or system of
this most useful science iu all its parts : and therefore

Mr. Tihhalds, whose judgment was never disputed,

chose rather to fall in with my proposal, mentioned
before, of erecting public schools and seminaries all

over the kingdom, to instruct the young people of both

sexes in this art, according to my rules, and in the

method that I have laid down.
I shall conclude this long, but necessary introduc-

tion, with a request, or, iudeed, rather a just and
reasonable demand, from all lords, ladies and gentle-

men, that while they arc entertaining aud improving
each other with those polite questions, answers, repar-

tees, replies, and rejoinders, which I have, with infinite

lahour and close application, during the space of
thirty-six years, beeu collecting for their service and
improvement, they shall, as an instance of gratitude,

on every proper occasion, quote my name after this or

the like manner: “ Madam, as our Master WagstafT
says."—“ My lord, as our friend WagstafT has it” I

do likewise expect tliat all mv pupils shall drink my
health every day at dinner auu supper during my life,
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and that they, or their posterity, shall continue the

•aine ceremony to my not inglorious memory, after my
decease, for ever.

POLITE CONVERSATION, &c.

The Men. The Ladies.

Lord Sparkish. Lady Smart.

Lord Smart. Miss Notable.

Sir John Linoer. Lady Answerall.

Mr. Neverout.
Colonel Atwit.

ARGUMENT.
Lord SpsrkUlt and Colonel Alwit meet in the morning npon

the Mall : Mr. Newout joins them : they all go to breakfast

at lady Smart's. Their conversation oeer their tea : after which

they part; but my lord and the two gentlemen are invited to

dinner 43ir Johu Linger Invited likewise, and comes a little

too late. The whole conversation at dinner : after which, the

ladles retire to their tea. The conversation of the ladies with-

out the men, who are supposed to stay and drink a bottle, but,

in some time, go to the ladies, and drink tea with them- The
conversation there. After which, a party at quadrille until

three in the morning ; but no conversation set down. They all

take leave and go home.

st. James’s park.

Lord Sparkish meeting Col. Atwit.

Cot. W ell met, my lord.

Spark. Thank ye, colonel. A parson would have

mid. I hope we shall meet in heaven. When did you

see Tom Neverout 1

Cot. He’s just coming toward us. Talk of the

devil

—

Neverout comet up.

Col. How do you do, Tom?
Never. Never the better for you.

Cot. I hope you are never the worse: but pray

where’s your manners ? Don t you see my lord

Sparkish?

Never. My lord, I beg your lordship’s pardon.

Spark. Tom, how is it that you can't see the wood

for trees? What wind blew you hither?

Never. Why, my lord, it is an ill wind blows no-

body good
;

for it gives me the honour of seeing your

lordship.

Cot. Tom, you must go with us to lady Smart's to

breakfast.

Never . Must! why, colonel, must’s for the king.

[Co/, offering, in jest, to draw hit sword.

Col. Have you spoke with all your friends?

Never. Colonel, as you are stout be merciful.

Spark. Come, agree, agree
;
the law's costly.

[Co/, taking hit handfrom hit hilt.

Col. Well, Tom, you are never the worse man to be

afraid of me. Come along.

Never. What ! do you think I was bom in a wood,

to be afraid of an owl ! I’ll wait on you. I hope Mi«
Notable will be there

;
’egad, she’s very handsome, and

has wit at will.

Cot. Why, every one as they like, as the good woman
•aid when she kiss'd her cow.

Lord Smart’s House : they knock at the door; the

Porter comet out.

Spark. Prny are you the porter?

Porter. Yes, for want of a better.

Spark. Is your lady at home?
Porter. She was at home just now, but she’s not gone

out yet.

Never. I warrant this rogue's tongue is well hung.

Lady Smart’s Ante-chamber.

Lady Smart and Lady Answebau. at the Tea-table.

Lady S. My lord, your lordship* most humble

servant.

Spark. Madam, you spoke too late; I was your

ladyship's before.

Lady S. Oh l colonel, arc you here?

Col. As sure as you’re there, madam.
Lady S. O, Mr. Neverout! What, such a man

alive!

Never. Ay, madam, alive, and alive like to be, at

your ladyship’s service.

Lady S. Well, 111 get a knife, and nick it down,

that Mr. Neverout came to our house. And pray, what

news, Mr. Neverout?
Never. Why, madam, queen Elizabeth’s dead.

Lady S. Well, Mr. Neverout, 1 see you are no

changeling.

Miss Notable comet in.

Never. Miss, vour slave : I hope your early rising

will do you no harm. 1 find you are but just come
out of the cloth market.

Mist. I always rise at eleven, whether it be day or

not.

Col. Miss, I hope you are up for all day.

Mitt. Yes, If 1 don’t get a fall before night.

Col. M iss, I heard you were out of order
;
pray how

are you now ?

Mitt. Pretty well, colonel, I thank you.

Col. Pretty and well, miss! that’s two very good

things.

Mitt. I mean I am better than I was.

Never. Why then ’tie well you were sick.

Mitt. What! Mr. Neverout, you take me up before

I’m down.
I^ady S. Come, let us leave off children’s play, and

go to push-pin.

Mitt.
[
To lady S.] Pray, madam, give me some

more sugar to my tew.

Col. O ! miss, you must needs be very good humour’d,

you love sweet things so well.

Never. Stir it up with the spoon, miss; for the

deeper the sweeter.

Lady S. I assure you, miss, the colonel has made
you a great compliment.

Mitt. I am sorry for it; for I have beard say, com-
plimenting is lying.

Lady S. [To Sparkish .] My lord, methinks the sight

of you is good for sore eyes; if we had known of your

coming, wc should have strewn rushes for you : How
has your lordship done this long time?

Col. Faith, madam, he’s better in health than in

good conditions.

Spark. Well, I see there’s no worse friend than one

brings from home with one
;
and I am not the first

man has carried a rod to whip himself.

Never. Here's poor miss has not a word to throw at a

dog. Come, a penny for your thought.

Mitt. It is not worth a farthing; for I was thiuking

of you.
Colonel rising up.

Lady S. Colonel, where are you going so soon ? I

hope you did not come to fetch fire.

Col. Madam, I must needs go home for half au

hour.

Miss. Why, colonel, they say the devil's at home.

Lady A. Well, but sit while you stay, ’tis as cheap

sitting as standing.

Col. No, madam, while I’m standing, I’m going.

Mitt. Nay, let him go ; I promise him we w on’t tear

his clothes to hold him.

Lady S. I suppose, colonel, we keep you from better

company, I mean only os to myself.

Col. Madam, lam all obedience. [Colonel tits down.

Lady S. Lord, miss, how can you drink your tea so

hot? sure your mouth’s pav’d. How do vou like this

tea, colonel ?
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Col. Well enough, madam; but methiuks it i* a

little more-ish.

Lady S. O ! colonel, I understand you.—Betty,

bring the cannister. I have but very little of this

tea left ; but 1 don't love to make two wants of one

;

want when I have it, ami want when I have it not.

He, he, he, he !
[Laugh*.

Lady A. [To the man/.] Why, sure, Betty, you are

bewitched
; the cream is burnt too.

Betty. Why, madam, the bishop has set his foot

in it.

Lady S. Go, run, girl, and warm some fresh cream.

Betty. Indeed, madam, there's none left ; for the cat

has eaten it all.

Lady S. I doubt it was a cat with two legs.

Miu. Colonel, don’t you love bread and butter with

your tea ?

Col. Yes, in a morning, mis
;
for they say, butter is

gold in a morning, silver at noon, but it is lead at

night.

Never. Miss, the weather is so hot that my butter

melts on my bread.

Lady A. Why, butter, I've heard ’em say, is mad
twice a-year.

Spark. [To the maid.] Mrs. Betty, how does your
body |>oliticf

Col. Fie, my lord, you’ll make Mrs. Betty blush.

Lady S. Blush ! ay, blush like a blue dog.

Never. Pray, Mrs. Betty, are you not Tom Johnson’s

daughter ?

Betty. So my mother tells me, sir.

Spark. But, Mrs. Betty, I hear you ore in love.

Betty. My lord, I thank God I hate nobody • I am
in charity with all the world.

Lady S. Why, wench, I think thy tongue runs upon
wheels this morning. How came you by that scratch

upon your nose ? Have you been fighting with the

cats?

CoL
[
To Miu.] Miss, when will you be married ?

Miu. One of these odd-come-shortly’s, colonel.

Never. Yes
;
they say the match is half made ; the

spark is willing but miss is not.

Miu. I suppose the gentleman has got his own con-

sent for it.

Lady A. Pray my lord, did you walk through the

Park in the rain f

Spark. Yes, madam, we were neither sugar nor salt

;

we were not afraid the rain would melt us. He, he,

he! [Laugh*.

Col. It rained, and the sun shone at the same time.

Never. Why, then the devil was beating his wife

behind the door with a shoulder of mutton. [Ismghg.

Cot. A blind man would be glad to see that.

Ijady S. Mr. Nevcrout, methiuks you stand in your

own light.

Never. Ah ! madam, I have done so all my life.

Spark. I’m sure he sits in mine. Pr’ythee, Tom, sit

a little further; I believe your father was no glazier.

Lady S. Miss, dear girl, fill me out a dish of tea,

for I’m very lazy.

Missfill* a duh of tea, eweeten* it, and then taste* it.

Lady S. What, miss, will you be my taster?

Mi**. No, madam ; but they say 'tis an ill cook that

can’t lick her own fingers.

Never. Pray, miss, dll me another.

Miu. Will you have it now, or stay till you get it?

Lady A. But, colonel, they say you went to court
,

last night very drunk
; nay, I'm told for certain, you

had been among the Philistines : no wonder the cat

wink’d, when both her eyes were out
CU. Indeed, madam, that's a lie.

Lady A. 'Tis better 1 should lie than you should
i

lose your good manners: besides, I don’t lie; I sit.

Never. O ! faith, colonel, you must own you had a
drop in your eye

;
when I left you, you were half seas

over.

Sfiark. Well, I fear lady Answered! can’t lire long,

she has so much wit.

Never. No; she can’t live, that's certain; but she

may linger thirty or forty years.

Miu. Live long ! ay, longer (ban a cut or a dog, or a
better thing.

Ljady A. O ! miss, you must give your vanli too!

SfHtrk. Miss, sball 1 fill you another dish of tea?
Mtu. Indeed, my lord, I have drank enough.
Spark. Come, it will do you more good than a

mouth's fasting
;

here, take it.

Miu. No, 1 thank yonr lordship; enough's as good
as a feast.

Spark. Well
;
but if you always say no, youll never

be married.

Lady A. Do, my lord, give her a dish
;

for they say
maids will say no, and take it.

Spark. Well ; and 1 dare say miss is a maid, in

thought, word and deed.

Never. I would not take my oath of that.

Miu. Pray, sir, speak for yourself.

ljady S. Fie, miss
;
they say maids should be seen

and not heard.

Lady A. Good miss, stir the fire, that the teakettle

may boil.—You have done it very well : now it bums
purely. Well, miss, you’ll have a cheerful husband.
Miu. Indeed, your ladyship could have stirred it

much lietter.

Lady A. I know that very well, hussy
; but 1 won’t

keep a dog and bark myself.

Never. What! you arc stuck [sicA], miss.

Mis*. Not at all
;
for her ladyship meant you.

Never. O ! faith, miss, you are in Lob’s pound
;
get

out as you can.

Mit*. I won’t quarrel with my bread and butter for

all that
;

I know when 1 m well.

Lady A. Well ; but, miss

—

Never. Ah ! dear madam, let the matter fall
;
take

pity on poor miss; don’t throw water on a drowned
rat.

Miu. Indeed, Mr. Neverout, you should be cut for

the simples this morning ;
say a word more and you

had as good eat your nails.

Spark. Pray, miss, will you be so good as to favour
us with a song ?

Miu. Indeed, my lord, I can’t
;

for I have a great

cold.

Col. O ! miss, they say all good singers have colds.

Spark. Pray, madam, does not miss sing very well ?

I^tdy A. She sings, as one may say, my lord.

Miu. I hear Mr. Neverout has a very good voice.

Col. Yes, Tom sings well, but his luck's nought.

Never. Faith, colonel, you hit yourself a devilish

box on the ear.

Col. Miss, will you take a pinch of snuff?

Miu. No, colonel, you must know that I never take

snuff but when I ain angry.

Lady A. Yes, yes, she can take snuff, but she • as

never a box to put it in.

Miu. Pray, colonel, let me see that box.

Col. Madam, there’s never a C upon it.

Miu. Mnybe there is, colonel.

Cot. Ay, but May bees don’t fly now, miss.

Never. Colonel, why so hard upon poor miss? Don’t

set your wit against a child. Miss, give me a blow,

and I'll beat him.
Miu. So she prayed me to tell you.

Spark. Pray, my lady Smart, what kin are you to

lord Pozz ?

Lady S. Why, his grandmother and mine had four

elbows.
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Jjculy A. Well, methmka here's a silent meeting.

Come, miss, hold up your head, girl
;

there’s money
hid for you. [Min starts.

Miss. Lord, madam, you frighten me out of my
seven senses

!

Spark. Well, I must be going.

Ixuly A. I have seen hastier people than you stay all

uight.

Col.
[
To Indy Smnrt.^ Tom Neverout and I arc to

leap to-morrow for a guinea.

Miss. I believe colonel, Mr. Neverout can leap at a

crust letter than you.

Never. Miss, your tongue runs before jour wit:

nothing can tame you but a husltaud.

Miss. Peace* 1 think I hear the church clock.

Never. Why, you know, as the fool thinks

—

Lady S. Mr. Neverout, your handkerchiefs fallen.

Miss. Let him set his foot on it, that it mayn't fly in

his face.

Never. Well, miss

—

Miss. Ay, ay ; many a one says well that thinks ill.

Never. Well, miss. I’ll think on this.

Miss. That’s rhyme, if you take it in time
Never. What! I see you are a poet.

Muu. Yes, if I had but (lie wit to show it.

Never. Miss, will you be so kind as to fill me a dish

of teat

Miss. Pray let your betters be served before you

;

I'm just going to fill one for myself ; and, you know,

the parson always christens his own child first.

Never. But I saw you fill one just now for the

colonel : well, I find kissing goes by favour.

Miss. But pray, Mr. Neverout, what lady was that

you were talking with in the side-box last Tuesday?
Never. Miss, can you keep a secret ?

Miss. Yes, I can.

Never. Well, miss, and so can I.

Col. Odd-so ! I have cut my thumb with this cursed

knife

!

Lady A. Ay ; that was your mother's fault, liecause

she only warned you not to cut your fingers.

Lady S. No, no
;

tis only fools cut their fingers, but

wise folks cut their thumbs.
Miss. J*in sorry for it, but I can't cry.

CoL Don’t you think miss is grown!
Lady A. Ay, ill weeds grow apace.

A puff of smoke comes down the chimney.

Lady A. Lord, madam, does your ladyship’s chimney
smoke t

Col. No, madam
;
but they say smoke always pursues

the fair, and your ladyship sat nearest.

Lady S. Madam, do you love bobea tea?

Isidy A. Why, madam, 1 must confess I do love it,

but it does not love me.

Miss. [7b lady Smart.] Indeed, madam, yourlady-

shin is very spariug of your tea
;

I protest, the last I

took was no more than water bewitch’d.

Col. Pray, miss, if I may be so bold, what lover gave

you that fine etui?

Miss. Don't you know ?—then keep counsel.

Jjady A. I'll tell you, colonel, who gave it her: it

was the best lover she will ever have while she lives

—

her own dear papa.

Never. M (‘thinks, miss, I don’t much like the colour

of that riblxm.

Miss. Why, then, Mr. Neverout, do you see, if you
don't much like it, you may look off it.

Spark. I don't doubt, madam, but your ladyship

has heard that sir John Brisk has got an employment
at court.

Lady S. Yet, yes ;
and I warrant he thinks himself

tio small fool now.
Never. Yes, madam ; I have heard some people take

him for a wise man.

Lady S. Ay, ay; some arc wise, and some are

otherwise.

Isidy A. Do you kuow him, Mr. Neverout ?

Never. Know him! ay, as well as the beggar knows
bis dish.

Col. Well, I can only say that be lias better luck

than honester folks. But, pray, how came he to get

this employment ?

Spark. Why, by chance, as the man killed the devil.

Never. Why, miss, you are in a brown study : what's

the matter? Methinks you look like Mumchance, that

was hanged for saying nothing.

Min. I’d have you to know, I scorn your words.

Never. Well, but scornful dogs will eat dirty pud-
dings.

Miss. Well, my comfort is, your tongue is no slander.

What
!
you would not have one be always on the high

grin

!

Never. Cry mapsticks, madam
;
no offence, 1 hope.

Lady Smart breaks a teacup.

Jsidy A. Lord, madam, how came you to break your

cup?
Lady S. I can't help it, if I would cry my eyes out.

Min. Why, sell it, madam, and buy a new one with

some of the money.
Col. Tis a folly to cry for spilt milk.

JLady S. Why, if things did not break, or wear out,

how would tradesman live ?

Miss. Well, I am very sick, if anybody cared for it.

Never. Come, then, miss, e’en make a die of it, and
then we shall have a burying of our own.

Miss. The devil take you, Neverout ! besides all small

curses.

Lady A. Marry, come up! What, plain Neverout!

methinks you might have un M under your girdle, miss.

Jjady S. Well, well, nought's never in danger. I

warrant miss will spit in her hand, and bold fast.

—

Colonel, do you like this biscuit?

Col. I’m like all fools ; I love everything that's good.

Jsuly S. Well, and isn't it pure good?
Col. Tis better than a worse.

Footman brings the Colonel a letter.

Jjady A. I suppose, colonel, that's a billet-doux from

your mistress.

Col. 'Egad, I don’t know whetice it comes ;
but

whoe'er writ it, writes a hand like a foot.

Miss. Well, you may make a secret of it, but we can

spell, and put together.

Never. Mis*, what spells b double uzxard?

Miss. Buzzard in your teeth, Mr. Neverout.
.

Jsidy S. Now you are up, Mr. Neverout, will you

do me the favour to do me the kindness to take off the

teakettle.

Spark. I wonder what makes these bells ring.

Lady A. Why, my lord, I suppose, because they pull

the ropes. [Here all laugh.

Neverout plays with a teacup.

Min. Now, a child would have cried half an hour

before it would liave found out such a pretty plaything.

Jjady S. Well said, miss! I vow, Mr. Neverout, the

girl is too hard for you.

Never. Ay ;
miss will say anything but her prayers,

and those she whistles.

Miss. Pray, colonel, make me a present of that

pretty penknife.

Spark. Ay, miss, catch him at that, ana hang him.

Col. Not for the world, dear miss; it will cut love.

Spark. Colonel, you shall be married first; I was
going to say that.

Leuly S. Well, but, for all that, I can tell who is a

great admirer of miss. Pray, miss, how do you like

Mr. Spruce? I swear I have often seen him cast a
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sheep's eye out of a calf« head at you : deny it if you
can.

Miu. O, madam, all the world knows that Mr.
Spruce is a general lover.

Col. Come, miss, ’tis too true to make a jest on.

[Miu blushes.

Lady A. Well, however, blushing is gome sign of
grace.

Never. Miss says nothing ; but I warrant she pays it

off with thinking.

Miu. Well, ladies and gentlemen, you are pleased
to divert yourselves

; but, as I hope to be saved, there's

nothing in it.

Lady S. Touch a gall'd horse, and he'll wince. Love
will creep where it dare not go. I'd hold a hundred
pound, Mr. Neverout was tire inventor of that story

;

and, colonel, I doubt you had a finger iu the pie.

Ijady A. But, colouel, you forgot to salute miss when
you came in; she said you had not been here a long
time.

Miu. Fie, madam !—I vow, colonel, I said no such
thing.— I wonder at your ladyship!

Col. Miss, I beg your pardon

—

Goes to tainte her ; the struggles a little.

Mitt. Well, I'd rather give a knave a kiss for once
than be troubled with him

;
but, upon my word, you

are more bold than welcome.
Lady S. Fie, fie, miss J for shame of the world, and

speech of good people.

NbvkuouT to Miss, «rho it cooking her tea and bread
and butter.

Never. Come, come, miss, make much of nought;
good folks are scarce.

Miu. What! and you must come in with your two
eggs a-penny, and three of them rutteu.

Col. [To Sparkith.] But, my lord, I forgot to ask

you how you like my new clothes!

Spark. Why, very well, colonel
;
only, to deal plainly

with you, mcthinks the worst piece is in the middle.
[ Here a loud laugh, often repeated.

Col. My lord, you are too severe ou your friends.

Miu. Mr. Neverout, I'm hot, are you a sot!

Never. Miss, I'm cold, are you a scold ? Take you
tliat.

Lady S. I confess that was home. I find, Mr.
Neverout, you won't give your head for the washing, as

they say.

Miu. O ! he*s a sore man where the skin's off. I see

Mr. Neverout has a mind to sharpen the edge of his wit

on the whetstone of my ignorance,

Spark. Faith, Tom, you are struck ! I never heard a

better thing.

Never. Pray, miss, give me leave to scratch you for

that fine speech.

Miu. Pox on your picture ! it cost me a groat the

drawing.

Never. [To huly S.] ’Sbuds, madam, I have burnt

my hatid with your plaguy teakettle.

Lady S. Why, then, Mr. Neverout, you must say,

God save the king.

Never. Did you ever see the like !

Miu. Never, but once at a wedding.

Col. Pray, miss, how old are you T

Miu. Why, I am as old as my tongue, and a little

older than my teeth.

Spark. [To lady Pray, madam, is Miss Buxom
married f 1 hear ’tis all over the town.

Ijady A. My lord, she's either married or worse.

Col. If she ben't married, at least she's lustily pro-

mised. But is it certain that sir John Blunderbuss is

dead at last

!

Spark. Yes, or else he's sadly wronged, for they have

buried him.

Miu. Why, if he be dead, he'll eat no more bread.

Col. But, is be really dead !

Lady A. Yes, colonel, as sure os you're alive.

Col. They say he was on hottest man.
LailyA. Yes, with good looking too.

Mitt feelt a pimple on herface.

Miu. Lord ! I think my goodness is coming out
Madam, will your ladyship please* to lend me a patch !

Never. Miss, if you are a maid, put your hand upon
your spot.

Miu. There—
[Covering herface with both her hands.

Laity S. Well, thou art a mad girl.

[Gives her a tap.

Miu. Lord, madam, is that a blow to give a child !

Lady Smart letsfall her handkerchief
\
and the Colonel

stoopsfor it.

Lady S. Colonel, you shall have a better office.

Col. O, madam, I can t have a better than to serve

your ladyship. Madam, has your ladyship read the

new play, written by a lord! It is called *• Love in a
Hollow Tree.”

Lady S. No, colonel.

Col. Why, then your ladyship has one pleasure to

come.

Miss tight.

Never. Pray, miss, why do you sigh !

Miu. To moke a fool ask, and you are the first

Never. Why, miss, I find there is nothing but n bit

and a blow with you.
Lady A. Why, you must know, miss is in love.

Miu. I wish my head may never ache till that day.
Spark. Come, miss, never sigh, but send for him.

Lady Smaht and Lady Answf.raix speaking together.

If he be hanged he'll come hopping; and if he he

drown'd he'll come droppiug.

Miss. Well, I swear you will make one die with

laughing.

Miss playt with a teacup , and Neverout plays with

another.

Never. Well, I sec one fool makes many.
Miu. And you ore the greatest fool of any.

Never. Pray, miss, will you be so kind to tie th'«

string for me, with your fair hands! it will go all in

your day's work.

Miu. Marry, come up, indeed ! tie it yourself, you
have as many hands as I

;
your man's man will have a

fine office truly : come, pray stand out of my spitting-

place.

Never. Well, but miss, don't lie angry.

Miu. No ; I was never angry in my life but once,

and then nobody cared for it; so I resolved never to be

angry again.

Never. Well
;
but if you’ll tie it, you shall never

know what 111 do for you.

Mies. So I suppose, truly.

Never. Well; but 1 11 make you a fine present one
of these days.

Miu. Ay ;
when the devil’s blind, and bis eyes are

not sore yet.

Never. No, miss, I'll send it you to-morrow.

Miu. Well, well
;
to-morrow’s a new day

; but, I

suppose, you mean to-morrow come never.

Never. O ! 'tis the prettiest tiling : I assure you there

came but two of them over in three ships.

Miss. Would I could see it, quoth bliud Hugh. Rut

why did you not bring me a present of snuff this

morning !

Never. Because, miss, you never asked me : and ’tis

an ill dog that's not worth whistling for.

Spark.
[
7b lady A.] Pray, madam, how came your
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ladyship, last Thursday, to go to that odious puppet*
show y

CoL Why, to be sure, her ladyship went to see and
to he seen.

Lady A. You nave made a fine speech, colonel
:
pray,

what will you take for your mouth- piece?
Spark. Take that, colonel : but, pray, madam, was

my lady SnutT there? They say shes extremely hand-
some.

Lady S. They must not see with my eyes that

think so.

Abner. She may pass muster well enough.
Lady A. Pray, how old do you take her to be f

Col. Why, about five or six-ond-twenty.
Mitt. I swear she’s no chicken; she's on the wrong

side of thirty, if she l*» a day.
Lady A. Depend upon it, she’ll never see fivc-and-

thirty, and a bit to sjuue.

Cot. Why, they say she’s one of the chief toasts iu
town.

I*ady S. Ay, when all the rest are out of it.

Miss. Well
; I wou'du't be as sick as she's proud fin-

al 1 the world.

Lady A. She looks as if butter wou’dn’t melt in her
mouth

;
but, I warrant, cheese won't choke her.

Never. 1 hear my lord What-d’ye-call-him is court-
ing her.

Lady A. What lord d'ye mean, Tom ?

Mitt. Why, iny lord, 1 suppose Mr. Neverout means
the lord of the Lord knows what.

Cot. They say she dances very tine.

Lady A. Site did
;
but I doubt her dancing days are

over.

Col. I can’t pardon her for her rudeness to me.
Lady S. Well; but you must forget and forgive.

Footman comet in.

Lidy S. Did you call Betty?
Footman. She s coming, madam.
Lady S. Comiug! ay, so is Cluistmas.

Bktty comet in.

Lady S. Come, get ready my things. Where lias

the wench been these three hours?

Betty. Madam, 1 can't go faster than my legs will

curry me.
Lady S. Ay. thou hast a head, and so has a pin.

But, my lord, all the town has it that Miss Cajier is

to be married to sir Peter Gibe&ll
; one thing is cer-

tain, that she has promised to have him.

Spark. Why, madam, you know promises are either

broken or kept.

Lady A. I beg your pardon, my lord
;

promises and
pie-crust are made to lie broken.

Lady S. Nay, 1 had it from my lady Carrylie’s

own mouth. I tell you my tale and my tale's author

;

if it be a lie, you had it as cheap as 1.

Ixidy A. She and I had some words last Sunday
at church

;
hut I think I gave her her own.

Lady S. Her tongue runs like the clap|>er of a mill

;

she talks enough for herself and all the company.
Never. And yet she simpers like a firmity kettle.

Misa looking in a glatt

Mist. Lord, how my head is dress'd to-day

!

Cot. O, madam ! a good face needs no band.

Mitt. No ; and n bad one deserves none.

Cot. Pray, Miss, where is your old acquaintance,

Mrs. Wayward?
Mist. Why, where should slie be? yoii must needs

Know, she's in her skin.

Col. I ran answer that; what if you were, as for out

•s she's in ?
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Mitt . Well, I promised to go this evening to Hyde
Park on the water

;
but I protest I'm half afraid.

Never. Never fear, miss; you have the old proverb
on your side, Naught's ne'er in danger.

Col. Why, miss, let Tom Neverout wait on you, and
then, I warrant, you'll tie as safe as n thief in a mill,
for you know, he that's bom to be bang’d will never
be drown'd.

Never. Thank you, colonel, for your good word
;
but

faith, if ever 1 hang, it shall lie about a fair lady's neck.
Lady S. Who’s there? Bid the children be quiet,

and not laugh so loud.

Lady A. O ! madam, let'm laugh, they'll ne'er

laugh younger.

Never. Miss, I'll tell you a secret, if you’ll promise
never to tell it agaiu.

Mias. No, to be sure; I'll tell it to nobody but
friends and strangers.

Never. Why then, there's some dirt in my teacup.

Mist. Come, come, the more there’s in’t, the more
there's on't.

iAidy A. Poh! you must eat a peck of dirt before

you die.

Col. Ay, ay ; it goes all one way.
Never. Pray, miss, what's a clock ?

Mitt. Why, you must know, ’tis a thing like a bell,

ami you a fool that can't tell.

Never. [7o lady A.] Pray, madam, do you tell me
;

for I have let my watch run down.
Lady A. Why, 'tis half an hour past hanging time.

Col. Well; 1m like the butcher that was looking
for his knife and had it in his mouth : I have been
searching my pockets fur my snull-box, and, egad,

here it is in my hand.
Miss. If it had beeu a bear, it would have bit you,

colonel : well, 1 wish 1 had such a suull'-Utx.

Sever. You'll be long enough before you wish your
skin full of eyelet holes.

Cot. Wish in one hand

—

Mitt. Out upou you; Lord, what can the man
mcun ?

Spark. This tea is very hot.

Lady A. Why, it caiue from a hot place, my lord.

Colonel spillt hit tea.

Ixoly S. That's as well done as if I bad done it

myself.

Col, Madam, I find you live hy ill neighlMHin, when
yon are forced to praise yourself.

Jjtdy S. So they pray’d me to tell you.

Never. Well, I won't drink a drop more; if 1 do
’twill go dowu like chopt hay.

Mitt. Pray, don’t say no, till you are asked.

Never. Well, what you please, and the rest agaiu.

Miss, stooping for a pin.

Mitt. I have heard ’em say, that a pin a day is a
groat a-year. Well, as I hope to he married, forgive

me for swearing, I vow ’tis a needle.

Col. O! the wonderful works of nature, that n
black hen should lay a white egg!

Never. What! you have found a mare's nest, and
laugh at the eggs ?

Miss. Pray keep your breath to cool your porridge.

Never. Miss, there was a very pleasaut accident last

night at St. James's Park.

Miss. [7o lady S.] What was it your ladyship was

going to say just now ?

Never. Well, miss; tell a mare a tnl«*

—

Jhst. 1 find you love to hear yourself talk.

Never. Why, if you won’t hear my tale, kiss niy, &c.

Miss. Out upon you, for a filthy creature!

Never. What, miss! must 1 tell you a story and

find you ears ?
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Spark. [7V» lady S.J Pray, madam, don’t you
think Mrs. Sjiewlall very genteel f

Lady S. Why, my lord, 1 think she was cut out

for a gentlewoman, but she was spoil’d in the making:
•he wears her clothe* as if they were thrown on her

with a pitchfork
;

and, for the fashion, 1 believe they

were made in the reign of queen Res*.

Never. Well, that s neither here nor there ; for, you
know, the more careless the more modish.

Cot. Well, I'd hold a wager there will be a match
between bar and Dick Dolt: and I believe I can see

as far into a millstone as another man.
Miu. Colonel, I must lteg your pardon a thousand

times : but they say, an old ape has an old eye.

Never. Miss, what do you mean? you’ll spoil the

colonel's marriage if you call him old.

Col. Nut so old, nor yet so cold—You know the rest,

miss.

Miu. Manners is a fine thing, truly.

Col. Faith, miss, depend upon’t. I'll give you as

good as you bring : what ! if you give a jest you
must take a jest.

Lady S. Well, Mr. Neverout, you’ll ne’er have done
till you break that knife, and then the man won't take

it again.

Miu. Why, madam, fools will be meddling; I wish
he may cut his fingers. I hope you can see your own
blood without fainting.

Never. Why, miss, you shine this morning like a
all—n 1mm door

:
you’ll never hold out at this

rate
; pray save a little wit for to-morrow.

A/im. Well, you have said your say
;

if people will

he rude, I have done
;
my comfort is, ’twill be all one

a thousand years hence.

Never. Miss, you hare shot your bolt: I find you
must have the last word—Well, I’ll go to the ojiera

to-night.—No, I can’t, neither, for I have some business

—and yet 1 think I must, for 1 promised to squire the

couutess to her box.

Miu. The countess of Puddledock, I suppose.

Never. Peace or war, miss ?

Lady S. Well, Mr. Neverout, you’ll never be mad,
you are of so many mind*.

At M tss rtset. the chdirfall* behind her.

Miu. Well ; I shan't be lady mayoress this year.

Never. No, miss, ti* worse than that
;
you won’t be

married this year.

Miu. Lord
!
you make me laugh, though I an’t

well.

NeveROUT, at Miss is standing, pulls her suddenly on

lus lap.

Never. Now, colonel, come sit down on my lap;

more sacks upon the mill.

Miu. Let me go; ar n’t you sorry for my h< aviness?

Never. No, miss; you are very light; but I don’t

say you are a light hussy. Pray take up the chair

for your pains.

Miu. 'Tis but one body's labour, you may do it

yourself ; I wish you would be quiet, you have more
tricks than a dancing bear.

Neverout rises to take up the chair
,
and Miss sits in

his.

Nerer. You wou’dn’t be so soon in my grave,

madam.
Miu. Lord ! I have tom my petticoat with your

odious romping; my rents are coming in; I’m afraid

shall fall into the ragman s hands.

Neier. 1*11 mend it, miss.

Miu. You mend it! go, teach your granruim to

suck eggs.

Never. Why, miss, you are so mws, I could find in
my heart to hate jron.

Miss. With all my heart; there will be no love

lost between us.

Never. But pray, my lady Smart, does not miss 1. n»k

as if she could cat me without salt ?

Miu. I’ll make you one day sup sorrow for this.

Never. Well, follow your own way, you'll live the

longer.

Mist. See, madam, how well I have mended it.

Lady S. 'Tis indifferent, as Doll danced.
Never. 'Twill last as mauy nights os days.

Miu. Well, 1 knew it should uever have your good
word.

Lady S. My lord, my ludy Antwerall and I was
walking in the park last night till near eleven; 'twos

a very tine night.

Never. Egad, so was I ; and I’ll tell you a comical
accident

;
egad. I lost my understanding.

Miu. I'm glad you had any to luee.

Lady S. Well, but what do you mean?
Never. Egad, I kick'd my foot against a stone, and

tore off the heel of my shoe, and was forced to limp
to a cobbler in the Pall-mall to have it put on. He, he,

he, he! [AU laugh.

Col. O! ‘twas a delicate night to run away with
auother man s wife.

Nevkuout sneezes.

Miss. God bless you ! if you han't taken snufi*.

Never. Why, what if I have, miss?
Miss. Why, then, the deuce take you !

Never. Miss, I want that diamond ring of yours.

Miss. Why then, want’s like to be your master.

Neverout looking at the ring.

Never. Ay, marry, this is not only, hut also
;
where

did you get it?

Miu. Why, where 'twas to be had ; where the devil

got the friar.

Never. Well
; if I had such a fine diamond ring. I

wou’dn't stay a uav in England : hut you know, far-

fetched and dear bought is fit for ladies. I warrant,

this cost your father 2^/.

Colonel stretching himself.

Ijsdy S. Why, colonel, you break the king's laws
;

you stretch witliout a halter.

Lady A. Colonel, some ladies of your acquaintance
have promised to breakfast with you, and I am to wait

on them ; what will you give U6?
Col. Whv, faith, madam, bachelor's fare : bread and

cheese and kisses.

Lady A. Poh ! what have you bachelors to do with
your money, but to treat the ladies? you have nothing

to keep but your own four quarters.

Lady S. My lord, has captain Brag the honour to

be related to your lordship ?

Spark. Very nearly, madam
;

he's my cousin-ger-

man, quite removed.
Lady A. Pray, is he not rich ?

Spark. Ay. a rich rogue, two shirts and a rag.

CoL Well, however, they say he has a great estate,

but only the right owner keep him out of it.

Istdy S. What religion is fie of ?

Spark. Why, he is an Anythingarian.

Isidy A. I believe he has his religion to choose, mv
lord.

Neverout scratches his head.

Miu. Fie, Mr. Neverout, arVt you ashamed! I

beg pardon for the expression, but I'm afraid your

bosom friends are become your buckbiters.

Never. Well, miss, 1 saw a (lea once in your pinner,

and a louse it a man’s companion, but a flea is a dog's

companion : however, I wish you would scratch my
neck with your pretty white hand.
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-Vim. Adtl who would be fool, then? I wou'dn't
touch a man s flesh for the universe. You have the
wrong sow by the ear, I assure you

;
that's meat for

your master.

Never. Miss Notable, all quarrels laid aside, pray
step hither for a moment.

Miss. 1 11 wash my hands, and wait on you, sir ; but
pray come hither, and try to open this lock.

Never. We ll try wliut we can do.

Mims. We !—what, have you pigs io your belly f
Never. Miss, I assure you 1 am very handy at all

things.

Miss. Marry, hang them that can't give themselves
a good word : I believe you moy have an even hand
to throw a louse iu the fire.

CW. Well, I must be plain ; here's a very bad smell.
Miss. Perhaps, colonel, the fox is the finder.

Never. No, colonel
; ’tis only your teeth against

rain : but

Miss. Colonel, I find you would make a very bad
poor man's sow.

Colonel coughing.
Col. I have got a sad cold.
Ln>ly A. Ay

;
'tis well if one can get anything these

hard times.

Miss. [To Col.] Choke, chicken, there’s more a-
h&tcbing.

Lady S. Pray, colonel, how did you get that cold ?

Spark. Why. madam, 1 suppose the colonel got it

by lying n-hed barefoot.

Lady A. Why then, colonel, you must take it for
better for worse, as a man takes his wife.

Cot. Well, ladies, 1 apprehend you without a cou-
stahle.

Miss. Mr. Neverout! Mr. Neverout! come hither
this moment.

Lady S.
[
Imitating her.] Mr. Neverout ! Mr. Never-

out ! 1 wish he were tied to your girdle.

Never. What's the matter? whose mare's dead now ?

Miss . Take your labour for your pains
;
you may

go luick again, like a fool, as you came.

_
Neter. Well, miss, if you deceive me a second time,

Tis my fault.

Lady S. Colonel, metbinks your coat is too short
Col. It will be long enough before I get another,

madam.
Miss. Come, come

; the coat's a good coat, and
come of good friends.

Never. Ladies, you are mistaken in the stuff: ’tis

half silk.

Col. Tom Neverout, you are a fool, and that’s your
fault

A great noise below.

Lady S. Hey, what a clattering is here ! one would
think bell was broke loose.

Miss. Indeed, madam, I must take ray leave, for I

a'n’t well.

Ijady S. What! you are sick of the mulligrubs
with eating chopped hay t

Miss. No, indeed, madam
;
I'm sick and hungry,

more need of a cook than a doctor.
Lady A. Poor miss! she's sick as a cushion; she

wants nothing but stuffing.

Cot. If you arc sick, you shall have a caudle of
calfs eggs.

Never. I can’t find my gloves.
Miss. I saw the dog running away with some dirty

thing a while ago.

Cot Miss, you have got my handkerchief; pray,
.et me have it.

Lady S. No
;
keep it, miss : for they say possession

is eleven points of the law.
Miss. Madam, l:e shall never hare it again ; ’fit in

huckster's hands.

Lady A. What ! I see ‘tis raining again.

Spark. Why, then, madam, we must do as they do
in Spain.

Miss. Pray, my lord, how is that?
Spark. Why, madam, we must let it rain.

Mias whispers lady SMART.

Never. There's no whispering, but there’s lying.

Miss. Lord * Mr. Neverout, you are as pert as a
pearmonger this morning.

Never. Indeed, miss, you are very handsome.
Miss. Poll ! 1 know that already ; tell me news.

Somebody knocks at the door.

Footman comes in.

Footman. [To Col.] An please your honour, there’s

a man below wants to speak to you.
Col. Ladies, your pardon for a minute. [Coes out.

Laily S. Miss, I sent yesterday to know how you
did, but you were gone abroad early.

Miss. Why, indeed, madam. I was hunch'd up in a
hackney-coach with three country acquaintance, who
called upon me to take the air as far as Highgate.
Lady S. And had you a pleasant airing?
Miss. No, madam; it rained all the time; I was

jolted to death
;

and the road was so bad that I

scream'd every moment, and called to the coachman,
Pray, friend, don't spill us.

Never. So, miss, you were afraid that pride would
have a fall.

Miss. Mr. Neverout, when I want a fool, I'll send
for you.

Spark. Miss, didn't your left ear bum last night?
Miss. Pray why, my lord?
Spark. Because I was then in some company where

you were extolled to the skies, 1 assure you.
Miss. My lord, that was more their goodness than

my desert.

Spark. They said that you were a complete beauty.
Miss. My lord, I am as God made me.
Jjady S. The girl's well enough, if she had but

another nose.

Miss. O! madam, I know I shall always have
your good word

;
you lov#to help a lame dog over the

stile.

One knocks.

Lady S. Who's there ? you're on the wrong side of
the door; come in, if you be fat.

CoLONEL comes in again.

Spark. Why, colonel, you are a man of great busi-
ness.

Col. Ay, ay, my lord, I'm like my lord mayor's
fool, full of business and nothing to do.

Ixidy S. My lord, don’t you think the colonel's
mightily full’n away of late?

Spark. Ay, fail'd from a horseload to a cartload.
Col. Why, my lord, egad I am like a rabbit, fat

and lean in four-and-twenty hours.

Lady S. I assure you, the colonel walks as straight
as a pin.

Miss. Yes

;

he’s a handsome-bodied man in the
face.

Liner. A handsome foot and leg; god-a-mercy shoe
and stocking!

Col. What! three upon one ! that's foul play: this
would make a parson swear.

Never. Why, miss, what’s the matter? you look as
if you bad neither won nor lost.

Cot. Why, you must know, miss lives upon love.
Miss. Yea, upon love and lumps of the cupboard.
t^dy A. Ay

; they say love and pease-porridge are
two dangerous things

; one breaks the heart
;
and the

other the belly.

x 2
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Mitt
[
Imitating fatly Ansuet all s tone.] Very

pretty ! one break* the heart, ami the other the belly.

Ijiuly A. Have a care
;

they say, mocking is

catching.

Miu. I never heard that.

Sever. Why, then, mis*, you have a wrinkle

more than ever you had l>efore.

Mist. Well
;
live and learn.

Sever. Ay ; ami be bang'd and furget all.

Miss. Well, Mr. Never.mt, take it us you please;

but, I swear, you are a saucy Jack, to use such expres-

sions.

Sever. Why, then, miss, if you go to that, I must
tell you there’s ne’er a Jack hut there’s a Gill.

Miss. O! Mr. Nevmmt, everybody knows that you
are the pink of courtesy.

Sever. And, miss, all the world allows that you are

the flower of civility.

Lady S. Miss, I hear there was a great deal of

company where you visited last night
:
pray, who were

they f

Miss. Why, there was old lady Forward, miss To-
and-again. sir John Ogle, my lady Clapper, and 1,

quoth the dog.

Col. Wn* your visit long, miss?
Miss. Why, truly, they went all to the opera; and

so poor pilgarlic came home abate.

Sever. Alackaday, poor miss! methinks it grieves

me to pity you.

Miss. What! you think you said a fine thing now
;

well, if I had a dog with no more wit, I would hang him.
Spark. Miss, if it is manners, may I ask which is

oldest, you or holy Scuttle ?

Miss. Why, my lord, when 1 die for age, she may
quake for fear.

Ixuly S. She’s a very great gadder abroad.

Isidy A. Ixrni ! she made me follow her last week
through all the shops like a Tantiuy pig.

Ijidy S. I remember, you told me you had been

with her from Dan to Heershehu.

Colon at. spits.

Col. Lord ! I shall die
;

I cannot spit from me.
Miss. O! Mr. Neverout, thy little countess has just

litter’d; speak me fair, and I’ll set you down for a .

pwppy* .... . . ,
Sever. Why, miss, if I speak you fair, perhaps 1

mayn’t tell truth.

Spark. Ay, but, Tom, smoke that, she calls you
puppy by craft.

Sever. Well, miss, you ride the fore-horse to-day.

Miss. Ay, many a one says well, that thinks ill.

Sever. Fie, miss; you said that once before; and,

you know, too much of one thing is good for nothing.

Miss. Why, sure we can’t say a good thing too often.

Spark. Well, so much for that, and butter for fish
;

let us call another cause. Pray, madam, does your
ladyship know Mrs. Nice?

Lady S. Perfectly well, my lord; she’s nice by
name and nice by nature.

Spark. Is it possible she could take that taiohy,

Tom Blunder, for love?

Miss. She bad good skill in burse-flesh that could
choose a goose to ride on.

Jsuly A. Why, my lord, 'twas her fate
;
they say,

marriage and hanging go by destiny.

Col. 1 believe she 11 ne’er lie burnt for a witch.

Spark. They say, marriages are m ade in heaven
;

but I doubt, when she was married, she had no friend

there.

Sever. Well, she’s got out of God’s blessing into

the warm sun.

Col. The fellow’s well enough, if he had any guts in
his hrairis.

ljtdtj S. They say, thereby hangs a ta?e.

Spark. Why, he is a mere hobbledehoy, neitl er »

man nor a boy.

Miss. Well, if I were to choose a husband, I would
never be married to a little man.

Sexer. Pray, why so, miss? for they say, of all evils

wo ought to choose the least.

Miss. Because folks would say, wlieu they saw us

together, There goes the woman and her husluuul.

Col. [7o lady Swor/.] Will your ladyship be oil

the Mall to-morrow night ?

Lady S. No, that won’t lie proper
;
you know to-

morrow’s Sunday.
Spark. What then, madam ! they say, the better

day the better deed.

Ijady A. Pray, Mr. Neverout, how do you like lady

Fruiz?
Sever. Pox on her ! She is as old as Poles (Si

.

Paul s Church).

Miss. So will you be, if you bcu’t hanged when
you’re young.

Sever. Come, miss. let us be friends: will you goto
the Park this evening?

Miss. With all my heart, and a piece of my liver;

but not with you.
Lady S. I’ll tell you one tiling, and that’s not two;

I am afraid 1 shall get a fit of the heatbich to-day.

Col. O! madam, don’t be afraid! it comes with a
fright.

Miss. [7o lady Ansuerall.] Madam, one of your
ladyship's lappets is longer than t’other.

Ijady A. Well, no matter; they dial ride on a
trotting horse, will ne'er perceive it.

Sever. Indeed, miss, your lappets bang worse.

Miss. Well, 1 love a liar in my heuit, and you fit

me to a hair.

Miss rises up

Sever. Deuce take you, mia«
;
you trod on my

foot : 1 hope you don’t intend to come to my bed-side.

Miss. In troth, you are afraid of your friends, and
none of them near you.

Spark. Well said, girl! (Girina her a chitri.]

Take that : they say a chuck under die chin is worth

two kisses.

Luly A. But, Mr. Neverout. I wonder why such a

handsome, straight young gentleman as you don't get

some rich widow.
Spark. Straight! ay, straight os my leg, uml that’s

crooked at knee.

Sever. Faith, madam, if ii rained such widows,

none of them would fall upon me. F.gad. I was tain,

under a three-penny planet, never to lie worth a groat.

Lady A. No, Mr. Neverout; 1 believe you were
tairn with a caul on your head, you are such a

favourite among the ladies : but what diink you of

widow Prim ? she’s immensely rich.

Sever. Hang her ! they say her fatlier was a Inker.

Lady S. Ay; but it is not, What is she? but,

What has she? now-a-day*.

Col. Tom, faith, put on a bold face for once, and have

at the widow. I’ll speak a good word for you to her.

Lady A. Ay ; I warrant you'll speak one word for

him and two for yourself.

Miss. Well, 1 had that at my tongue’s end.

Isidy A. Why, miss, they say good wits jump.
Sever. Faith, madam, 1 had rather marry a woman

I loved in her smock than widow Priin if she had her

weight in gold.

Ijady S. Come, come, Mr. Neverout, marriage is

honourable, but housekeeping is a shrew .

Lady A. Consider, Mr. Neverout, four bare legs in

a bed : and you are a younger brother.

Col. Well, madam, the younger brother is lb#
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better gentleman : however, Tom, 1 would advise you
to look before you leap.

Spark. The colonel says true
;

besides, you can't

expect to wive and thrive iti the same year.

Mu*. [ShuxlUrmg.] Lord! there's somebody walk*
ing over my grave.

Col. Pray, lady Auswerall, where was you last Wed-
nesday, when I did myself the honour to wait on you?
1 think your ladyship is one of the tribe of Gad.

Lady A. Why, colonel, I was at church.
Col. Nay, then, I will be haug'd, and my horse too.

Never. 1 Itelicve her ladyship was at a church with a
chimney in it.

Mi**. Lord, my petticoat! iiow it hangs by jom-
metry ]

Never. Perhaps the fault may lie in your shape.

Mi**. [ Looking gravely.] Come, Mr. Neverout,

there’s no jest like the true jest
;
but I suppose you

think ray back is broad enough to bear everything.

Never. Madam, I humbly beg your pardon.

Min. Well, sir, your pardon’s granted.

Never. Well, all things have an end, and a pudding
ha* two, up-up-on me-my my word. [Stutter*.

Mi**. What ! Mr. Neverout, can t you apeak with-

out a spoon

?

Spark. [ To Luly 5mar/.] Has your ladyship seen

the duchess since your falling out?
Isidy S. Never, my lord, hut once at a visit, and

she looked at me as the devil looked over Lincoln.

Never. Pray, miss, take a pinch of my muff.
Mi**. What! you break my head, and give me a

plaster; well, with all my heart; once and not use it.

Never. Well, miss, if you wanted me and your
victuals, you’d want your two best friends.

Col. f 7o Neverout.] Tom, miss and you must kiss

and be mends.

Neveiout salutes Miss.

Mitt. Anything for a quiet life : my nose itch’d,

and I knew 1 should drink wine, or kiss a fool.

Cot. Well, Torn, if that ben’t fair, hang fair.

Never. 1 never said a rude thing to a lady in my
life.

Mi**. Here's a pin for that lie; I’m sure liars had
need of good memories. Pray, colonel, was not he
very uncivil to me but just now ?

Laxly A. Mr. Neverout, if mis* will be angTy for

nothing, take my counsel, and bid her turn the buckle
of her girdle behind her.

Never. Come, lady Answerall, I know better things;
miss and 1 ore good friends; don't put tricks upon
travellers.

Col. Tom, not a word of the pudding, I beg you.
tsuly S. \h, colonel

!
you'll never be good, nor

then neither.

Spark. Which of the goods d’ye mean? guod for

something, or good for nothing?

Mm. I have a blister on my tongue, yet I don't

remember I told a lie.

Issdy A. I thought yon did just now.
Spark. Pray, madam, what did thought do?
Lady S. Well, for my life, I cannot conceive what

your lordship means.
Spark. Indeed, madam, I meant no harm.
Laxly S. No, to be sure, my lord

!
you are as iuno-

cent a* a devil of two years old.

Never. Madam, they say ill-doers are ill-dcemere;

but I don't apply it to your ladyship.

M iss, mending a hole in her Lice.

Mi**. Well, you see I’m mending; I hope I shall

he good in time. Look, lady Answerall, is it not well

mended ?

Lady A. Ay, this is something like h tans?.
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Never. Faith, miss, you have mended os a tinker

mends a kettle
;
stop one hole and make two.

Lady S. Pray, colonel, are you uot very much
turn'd ?

Col. Yes, madam
;
but a cup of Christinas ale w 11

soon wash it off.

Spark. Lady Smart, does not your ladyship think

Mr*. Fade is greatly altered since her marriage l

Ijaxly A. Why, my lord, she was handsome in her

lime
;
but she cannot eat her cake and have her cake

;

I hear she’s grown a mere otomy.
Lady S. Poor creature ! the black ox Ita* set his

foot upon her already.

Mis*. Ay ;
she has quite lost the blue on the plum.

/sidy S. And yet, they say, her husband is very
fond of her still.

l-ady A. O, madam, if she would eat gold he
would give it her.

Net'er. [7b lady Smart.] Madam, have you heard
that lady Queasy was lately at the playhouse incog. ?

Lady S. What! lady Queasy of all womeu in the

world J do you say it upon rep. 1

Never. Pox, I saw her with my own eyes; she sat

among the mob in the gallery
j

her own ugly phiz:

and she saw me look at her.
v

Col. Her ladyship was plaguily hamb’d
; I warrant

it put her into the hips.

Never. I smoked her huge nose, and egad, she put

me in mind of the woodcock, that strives to hide hi

i

long bill, and then thiuks nobody sees him.
Col. Tom, I advise you hold your tongue

;
for

you'll never »ay so good a thing again.

Lady S. Miss, what are you looking for?

Mi**. O, madam, 1 iiave lost the finest needle

—

lsidy A. Why, seek till you find it, aud then you
won’t lose your labour.

Never, The loop of my hat is broke, how shall I

mend it? [Hefastens it with a pin.] Well, hang him,

|

say I, that has no shift.

Miss. Ay, and hang him that lias one too many.
Never. O, miss, I have heard a sad story of you.
Mi**. I defy you, Mr. Neverout; nobody can say

black's my eye.

Never. I believe you wish they could.

Mis*. Well, but who was your author? Come, tell

truth and shame the devil.

Never. Come then, miss; guess who it was that

told me? come, put on your considering cap.

Mi**. Well, who was it ?

Never. Why, one that lives within a mile of an oak.

Miss. Well, go hang yourself in your owu garters,

for I'm sure the gallows groans fur you.

Never. Pretty miss! I was hut iniest.

Mix*. Well, hut don’t let that stick in your gizzard.

Cot. My lord, doe* your lordship know Mrs. Talkall ?

Spark. Only by sight ;
hut 1 hear she has a great

deal of wit ; and, egad, as the saying is, mettle to the

back.

Lady S. So I bear.

Col. Why, Dick Lubber said to her t'other day,

Madam, you can't cry bo to a goose
:

yes, hut I can,

said she: and, « -gad, cry’d Ik* full in bis face. We
Ml thought we should break our hearts with laughing.

Spark. That was cutting with a vengeance : and,
prithee, how did the fool look ?

CoL Look ! egad, he look’d for all the world like

an owl in an ivy-hush.

A Chihi come* in screaming.

Mis*. Well, if that child was mine, I’d whip it

till the blood came; peace, you little vixen! if I were

near you I would not be far from you.

l/uly S. Ay, ay! Iiacltelor*' wives and maids' chib
1 drew are finely tutor’d.
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Lady A. Come to me, matter, and I'll give you a

sugarplum. Why, miss, you forget that ever you

was a child yourself. [NAe gives the child a lump of

sugar.'] I have heard 'em say, boys will long.

Col. My lord, I suppose you know that Mr. Buziard

has married again.

Lady S. This is his fourth wife; then he has been

shod round.

Col. Why, you must know she had a month's mind
to Dick Frontless, and thought to run away with him

;

but her parents forced her to take the old fellow- for a

good settlement.

Spark. So the man got his mare again.

Lady S. I’m told he said a very good thing to Dick ;

said lie, You think us old fellows are fools; but we
old fellows know young fellows are fools.

Col. I know nothing of that
;
but I know he’s devil-

ish old, and she’s very young.

Lady A. Why, they call that a match of the world's

making.
Miss. What if he had been young and she old ?

Never. Why, miss, tliat would have been a match

of the devil's making ; but when both are young, that's

a match of God's making.

Miss, searching her pockrt for a thimble, brings out a
nutmeg.

Never. O, miss, have a care; for if you carry a

nutmeg in your pocket, you 11 certainly be married to

an old man.
Mitt. Well, if I ever be married, it shall lie to an

old man : they always muke the best husbands
;
and

it is better to be an old man’s darling than a young

man's w&rling.

Never. Faith, miss, if you speak os you tnink, I’ll

give you my mother for a maid.

Lady Smaut rtngs the bell

Footman comes in.

Ijady S. Harkee, you fellow ; run to my lady

Match, and desiie she will remember to be here at six

to play at quadrille : d'ye hear, if you full by the

way, don’t stay to get up agum.
Foot. Madam, 1 don’t know the house.

Lady S. That's not for want of ignorance
;

follow

your nose
;
go, inquire among the servants.

Footman goes out
,
and leaves the door open.

Lady S. Here, come back, you fellow
;
why did

you leave the door open? Remember, that u good
servant must always come when he's called, do what
he's hid, and shut the door after him.

The Footman goes out again, andfalls down stairs.

Lady A. Neck or nothing
;
come down, or 1 11 fetch

you down : well hut 1 hope the poor fellow has not

saved the hangman a labour.

Never. Pray, madam, smoke miss yonder, biting

her lips, and playing with her fan.

Miss. Who's that takes my name in vain 1

She runs up to them, andfalls down.

Lady S. What more falling! do you intend the

frolic should go rouud?
Lady A. Why, miss, I wish you may not have

broke her ladyship's floor.

Never. Miss, come to me, and I'll take you up.

Spark. Well, hut, without a jest, 1 hope, miss, you
are not hurt.

Col. Nay, she must be hurt for certain
;

for you
see her bead is all of a lump.

Miss. Well, remember this, colonel, when I have
money, and you have none.

Lady S. But, colonel, when do you design to get a
house, and a wife, and a fire to put her inf

Miss. Lord ! who would be married to a soldier, and

carry his knapsack ?

Never. O, madam : Mars and Venus, you know.

Col. Egad, madam, I'd marry to-morrow, if I

thought I could hurv my wife just when the honey-

moon is over : but, they say, a woman lias as many
lives as a cat.

Lady A. I find the colonel thinks a dead wife under

the table is the best goods in a man's bouse.

Lady S. O but, colonel, if you had a good wife,

it would break your heart to part with her.

Col. Yes, madam
;

for they say, he that has lost his

wife and six}wuce, bus l«*st a tester.

Lady S. But, colonel, they say, that every married

man should believe there's but one good wife in the

world, and that's his own.

Col. For all that, I doubt, a good wife must he be-

spoke
;

for there’s none ready made.
Miss. I suppose the gentleman's a woman-hater;

but, sir, I think you ought to remember that you had

a mother : and pray, if it had not been for a woman
where would you liave been, colonel ?

Col. Nay, miss, you cried whore first, when you
talked of the knapsack.

Lady A. But 1 hope you won’t blame the whole sex

because some are bad.

Never. Aud they say he that hates woman, sucked

a sow.

Col. O madam
;

there's no general rule without an

exception.

Lady S. Then why don't you marry and settle t

Col. Egad, madam, there's nothing will settle me
but a bullet.

S/Htrk. Well, colonel, there’s one comfort, that you
need not fear a cannon-bullet.

Col. Why so, my lord?

Spark. Because they say. he was curbed in his

mother's belly that was killed by a cannon-bullet.

Miss. I sunpoee the colonel was crossed in his first

love, which makes him so severe on ail the sex.

Lady A. Yes; and 111 hold a hundred to one that

the colonel has been over head and ears in love with

some lady tliat has made his heart ache.

Col. O, madam, we soldiers are admirers of all the

fair sex.

Miss. I wish I could see the colonel in lore till he

was ready to die.

Laily S. Ay, but, 1 doubt few people die for love in

these days.

Never. Well, I confess, I differ from the colonel ; for

I hope to have a rich aud a handsome wife yet before

I die.

Col. Ay, Tom
;

live, horse, and thou shalt have

grass.

Miss. Well, colonel ;
but whatever you say ogaiust

women, they are better creatures than men : for men
were made of clay, but woman was made of man.

Col. Miss, you may say what you please; but

faith you'll never lead apes in hell.

Never. No, no
;

1 11 be sworn miss has not an inch

of nun's flesh about her.

Miss. 1 uuderstumble you, gentlemen.

Never. Madam, your humblecumdumble.
Spark. Pray, miss, when did you see your old

acquaintance, Mrs. Cloudy ? you and she are two,

1 hear.

Miss. See her ! many, I don't care whether I ever

see her again ! God bless my eyesight

!

Lady A. Lord! why she aud you were as great as

two inkle-weavers. I’ve seen her bug you as the

devil bugged the witch.

Miss. That's true; but I’m told for certain she's

no better than she should be.

Lady S. Well, God mend ns all; but you must
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allow the world is very censorious
;

I never heard that

the was a naughty pack.

Col.
[
To A'everout.] Come, sir Thomas, when the

king pleases, when do you intend to march ?

Spark. Have patience. Tom, is your friend Ned
Rattle married ?

Never. Yes, faith, my lord; he has tied a knot with
his tongue that he can never untie with his teeth.

Laily S. Ah ! marry iu haste, and repent at leisure.

Lady A. Has he got a good fortune with his lady i

for they say something has some savour, but nothing
lias no flavour.

Never. Faith, madam, all he gets by her he may put
into his eye and see never the worse.

Mi**. Then, I believe he heartily wishes her in Abra-
ham's bosom.

Col. Pray, my lord, how does Charles Limber and
his fine wife agree ?

Spark. Why, they say he's the greatest cuckold in

own.
Never. O but, my lord, you should always except

my lord mayor.
Mi**. Mr. Neverout

!

Never. Hay, madam, did you call me?
Mia*. Hay ! why, hay is for horses.

Never. Why miss, then you may kiss—

•

Col. Pray, my lord, what's o'clock by your oracle ?

Spark. Faith, 1 can't tell
; 1 think my watch runs

upon wheels.

Never. Miss, pray be so kind to call a servant to

bring me a glass of small beer : I know you are at

home here.

Mi**. Every fool can do as they're bid : make a
page of your own age, and do it yourself.

Never. Choose, proud fool
; 1 did but ask you.

Mrss putt her hand upon her knee.

Never. What, miss, are you thinking of your sweet-
heart? is your garter slipping down?

Mi**. Pray, Mr. Neverout, keep your breath to cool

your porridge
;
you measure my corn by your bushel.

Never. Indeed, miss, you lie

—

Mi**. Did you ever hear anything so rude ?

Never. I mean, you lie—under a mistake.
Mi**. If a thousand lies could choke you, you would

have been choked many a day ago.

Miss ttrive* to tna/ch Mr. Neverout'* tnujf-box.

Never. Madam, you missed that, as you missed your
mother's blessing.

She trie* again
,
and mute*.

Never. Snan short makes you look so lean, miss.
Mi**. Pohf you are so robustious, you had like to

put out my eye
;

I assure you, if you blind me, you
must lead me.

Lady S. Dear miss, be quiet; and bring me a pin-
cushion out of that closet.

Mrss open* the elute I door and tqualls.

Lady S. Lord bless the girl 1 what's the matter uow ?

Mi**. I vow, madam, 1 saw something in black
;

I

thought it was a spirit.

Co/. Why, miss, did you ever see a spirit?

Mu*. No, sir; 1 thank God I never saw anything
Worse than myself.

A ever. Well, I did a very foolish thing yesterday,
and was a great puppy for my pains.

Mia*. Very likely
; for they say, many a true word's

spoken in jest.

Footman return*.

Lady S. Well, did you deliver your message 1 you
are tit to be sent for sorrow, you stay so long by the
way.

Foot. Madam, my lady was not at home, so I did
not leave the message.

Lady S. This it is to send a fool ofan errand.

Spark. [ Looking at hi

*

tca/cA.] 'Til past twelve
o'clock.

Lady S. Well, what is that among all us?
Spark. Madam, I must take my leave: come, gen-

tlemen, are you for a march ?

Lady S. Well, but your lordship and the colonel

will dine with us to-day ; and, Mr. Neverout, I hope
we shall have your good company

;
there will be no

soid else, beside my own lord and these ladies
; for

everybody knows 1 hate a crowd
; I would rather

want victuals than elbow-room; we dine punctually
at three.

.S'park. Madam, we'll lie sure to attend your lady-
ship.

Col. Madam, my stomach serves me instead of a
clock.

Another Footman come* back.

Latly S. Oh !
you are the t'other fellow I sent; well,

have you been with my lady Club? you are good to
send of a dead man's erraud.

Foot. Madam, my lady Club begs your ladyship s

pardon : but she is engaged to-night.

Mi**. Well, Mr. Neverout, here's the back of my
hand to you.

Never. Miss, I find you will have the last word.
Ladies, I am more yours than my own.

DIALOGUE II.

Lord Smart and the former company at three o'clock

coming to dine. After talutation*.

Smart. I'm sorry I was not at home this morning
when you all did us the honour to call here; but I

went to the levee to-day.

Spark. Oh! my lord; I am sure the loss was ours.
Lady S. Gentlemen and ladies, you are come to a

sad dirty house
; I am sorry for it, but we have had

our hands in mortar.

Spark. Oh! madam
; your ladyship is pleased to say

so
;
but I never saw anything so clean and so fine

;
1

profess it is a perfect paradise.

Lady S. My lord, your lordship is always very
obliging.

Spark. Pray, madam, whose picture is that?
Lady S. Why, my lord, it was drawn for me.
Spark. I'll swear the painter did not flatter your

ladyship.

Col. My lord, the day is finely cleared up.
Smart. Ay, colonel; 'tis a pity that fair weather

should ever do any harm. [To Neverout.] Why, Tom,
you are high in the mode.

Never. Mr lord, it is better to be out of the world
than out of the fashion.

Smart. Rut, Tom, I hear you and miss are always
quarrelling: I fear it is your fault; for 1 can assure
yon she is very good-humoured.

Never. Ay, my lord
;
so is the devil when he's

pleased.

Smart. Miss, what do you think of my friend Toni ?

Mitt. My lord, I think lie's not the wisest man in the
world

;
and truly be*s sometimes very rude.

Spark. That may be true
;
but yet, he that hangs

Tom for a fool may find a knave in the halter.
Mias. Well, however, I wish be were hanged, if it

were only to try.

Never. Well, miss, if I must lie hanged, I won't
go far to choose my gallows

;
it shall be about your

fair neck.

M*t*. I'll see your nose cheese first and the dogs
eating it; but, ray lord, Mr. Neverout s wit begins
to run low; foe, I vow, lie said this before; pray,
colonel, give him a pinch, and I'll do as much for you.
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Spark. My lady Smart, your ladyship has a very

fine scarf.

Latly S. Yes. my lord
; it will make a flaming figure

in a country church.

Footman comes in.

Foot. Madam, dinner's upon the table.

CoL Faith, 1 am glad of it; my belly oegan to cry

cupboard.

Never. I wish 1 may never hear worse news.

Min. What! Mr. Neverout, you are in great haste;

1 believe your belly thinks your throat is cut.

Never. No, faith, miss; three meals a-day, and a

good supper at night, will serve my turn.

Mm. To say the truth, I’m hungry.
Never, And I’m angry

;
so let us both go fight.

They go in to dinner
,
and, after the usual compliments

,

take their seats.

Iyidy S. Ladies and gentlemen, will you eat any
oysters before dinner?

Col. With all my heart. [Takes an oyster.] He was
a bold man that first ate an oyster.

Lady S. They say oysters are a cruel meat, because
we eat them alive : then they are an uncharitable

meat, for we leave nothing to the poor; and they ore

an ungodly meat, because we never say grace.

Never. Faith, that’s as well said as if I had said it

myself.

Lady S. Well, we are well set if we be but as well

served : come, colonel, handle your arms
;
shall I help

you to some beef?

Col. If your ladyship please; and pray, don’t cut

like a mother-in-law, but send me a large slice ; for I

love to lay a good foundation. I vow, ’tisa noble sir-'

loin.

Never. Ay ; here’s cut and come again.

Mm. Rut pray, why is it called a sirloin ?

Smart. W’hy you must know, that our king James I.,

who loved good eating, being invited to dinner by one

of his nobles, and seeing a large loin of beef at his table,

he drew out his sword, ami in a frolic knighted it. Few
people know the secret of this.

S/Mtrk. Beef is man’s meat, my lord.

Smart. But, my lord, I say beef is the king of meat.

Min. Pray wliat hare I done, that I must not have

a plate ?

Lady S. [To lady A.] What will your ladyship

please to eat ?

Isidy A. Pray, madam, help yourself.

Col. They say, eating and scratching wants but a be-

ginning: if you'll give me leave, I’ll help myself to a

slice of this shoulder of veal.

Lady S. Colonel, you can’t do a kinder thing
;
well,

you arc all heartily welcome, as I may say.

CoL They say there are thirty and two good bits in

a shoulder of veal.

Ijtdy S. Ay, colonel, thirty bad bits and two good
ones

;
you nee I understand you

;
but I hope you hare

got one of the two good ones.

Never. Colonel, I'll be of your mess.

Col. Then pray, Tom, carve for yourself ; they say,

two hands in a dish, and one in a purse: Hah! said I

well, Tom ?

A«trr. Colonel, you spoke like an oracle.

Mi*t. [7o lady A.] Madam, will your ladyship

help me to some fish ?

Smart. [7b Neverout.] Tom, they say fish should
swim thrice.

Never. How is that, my lord ?

Smart. Why, Tom, first it should swim in the sea.

(do you mind me?) then it should swim in butter;

and at last, sirrah, it should swim in good claret. I

think 1 have made it out.

Foot. [7o lord Smart.] My lord, sir John Linger
is coming up.

Smart. God so! I invited him to dine with me to-

day, and forgot it : well, desire him to walk in.

Sib John Linoeb comes tn.

Sir J. What! you are at it! why then I'll be gone.
Lady S. Sir John, I beg you will sit dowu; come,

the more die merrier.

Sir J. Ay
;
but the fewer the better cheer.

Lady S. Well, I am the worst inthe world at making
apologies; it was my lord's foult : I doubt you must
kiss the hare's foot.

Sir J. 1 see you are fast by the teeth.

Cot. Faith, sir John, we are killing that that would
kill us.

Spark. You see, sir John, we are upon a business of
life and death; come, will you do as we do? you are
come in pudding-time.

Sir J. Ay ; this would be doing if I were dead.
What

!
you keep court hours, I see : I’ll be going, and

get a hit of meat at my inn.

Lady S. Why. we won’t eat you, sir John.
Sir J. It is my own fault

;
hut I was kept by a fellow,

who bought some Derbyshire oxen of me.
Never. Yon see, sir Johu, we stayed for you as one

horse doe* for anothi

Lady S. My lord, will you help sir John to some
beef! Lady Answernll, pray eat, you see your din-
ner; I am sure, if we bad known we sh
good company, we should have been better provided;
but you must take the will for the deed. 1 ui afraid
y^u are invited to your loss.

Col. And pray, sir John, how do you like the towu?
you have been absent a long time.

Sir J. Why, 1 find little Loudon stands just where
it did when I left it last.

Never. What do you think of Hanover-square ? Why,
sir John, London is gone out of town since you saw it.

tjidy S. Sir John, I can only say, you are heart-

ily welcome; and I wish I had something better for

you.

CW. Here’s no salt; cuckolds will run away with
the meat.

Smart. Pray edge a little, to make more room for

sir John : sir John, fall to: you know half an hour is

soon lost at dinner.

Sir/. I protest, I can’t eat a bit, for I took share
of a lieefsteak and two mugs of ale with my chapman,
besides a tankard of March beer, as soon as 1 got out
ofmy bed.

l*ady A. No*, fresh and fasting, I hope?
Sir J. Yes, faith, madam ; I always wash my

kettle liefore I put the meat in it.

Lady S. Poll ! sir John, you have seen nine house*

since you ate last : come, you have kept a comer in

your stomach for a piece of venison pasty.

Sir J. Well, I’ll try what I can do when it

come* up.

J^ady A. Come, sir John, you may go further and
fare worse.

Miss. [7b AVrerotr/.l Pray, Mr. Neverout, will you
please to send me a piece of tongue ?

AVtvr. By no means, madam : one tongue is enough
for a woman.

Cot. Miss, here’s a tongue that never told a lie.

Min. That was, because it could not speak. Why,
colonel, I never told a lie in my life.

Never. I apjwal to nil the company, whether that be
not the greatest lie that ever was told ?

CoL
I
To Neverout.] Prithee, Tom. send me the two

legs, and rump, anil liver of that pigeon; for, you
must know, I love what nobody else loves.

Never. But what if any of the ladies should long?
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Well, here take it, ami the cl 1 do you good

with it.

fjadg A. Well ;
this eating and drinking take* away

a body's stomach.

AW. I am sure I have lost mine.

Mitt. What ! the bottom of it, I suppose ?

Never. No, really, miss; I have quite lost it.

Mitt. I should be very sorry a poor body had found

it.

Lady S. But, sir John, we hear yon are married

since we saw you last: what! you hive stolen a wed-

ding, it seems ? ...
Sir J. Well; one can't do a foolish thing once in

one's life, but one must hear of it a hundred times.

Col. And, pray, sir John, how does your lady un-

known?
Sir J. My wife’s well, colonel, and at your ser-

vice in a civil way. Ha, ha! [He /aught.

Mitt. Pray, sir John, is your lady tall or short?

Sir J. Why, miss, I thank God, she is a little evil.

Spark. Come, give me a glass of claret

Footman flit him a lumper.

Spark. Why do you fill so much?
Never. My lord, he fills as he love* you.

Lady S. Miss, shall I aendyou some cucumber?

Mitt. Madam, I dare not touch it : for they say

cucumbers are cold in the third degree.

Lady S. Mr. Neverout, do you love pudding?

Never. Madam, I am like all fools, I love every-

thing that is good ;
but die proof of the pudding is in

j

the eating.

Col. Sir John. I hear you are a great walker when

you are at home.
Sir J. No, faith, colonel ;

I always love to walk

with ahorse in my hand : but I ltave had devilish bad

luck in horse-flesh of late.

Smart. Why, then, sir John, you must kiss a

parson’s wife.

Lady S. They say, sir John, that your lady has a

gTeat deal of wit.

Sir J. Madam, she can make a pudding, and has

just wit enough to know her husband's breeche* from

another man s.

Smart. My lord Sparkish, I have some excellent

cider ; will you please to taste it ?

Spark. My lord, 1 should like it well enough, if it

were not treacherous.

Smart. Pray, my lord, how is it treacherous?

Spark. Because it smile* in my face, and cuts my
throat.

[
Here a loud laugh.

Mitt. Odd so! madam ;
your knives are very sharp,

for I hare cut rny finger.

Lady S. I am sorry for it: pray which finger?

(God bless the mark !)

Mitt. Why, this finger: no, ’tis this: I vow I can’t

find which it is.

Never. Ay
;
the fox had a wound, and he could not

tell where, &c. Bring some water to throw in her face.

Mitt. Pray, Mr. Neverout, did you ever draw a

sword in anger? I warrant you would faint at the

sight of your own blood.

Laily S. Mr. Neverout, shall I send you some veal ?

Never. No, madatn, 1 don't love it.

Mitt. Then pray for them tliat do. I dwire your

ladyship will send me a bit.

Smart. Tom, my service to you.

Never. My lord, this moment I did myself the ho-

nour to drink to your lordship.

Smart. Why, then, that’* Hertfordshire kindness.

Never. Faith, my lord, I pledged myself; for I

drank twice together without thinking.

Spark. Why, then, colonel, my humble service to

you

Never• Pray, my lord, don’t make a bridge of my
nose.

Spark. Well, a glass of this wine is as comfortable as

matrimony to an old woman.
Col. Sir John, 1 design, one of these days, to come

and beat up your quarters in Derbyshire.

Sir J. Faith, colonel, come, and welcome : and

stay away, and heartily welcome : but you were born

within the sound of Bow bell, and don't care to stir so

far from London.

Mitt. Pray, colonel, send me some fritter*.

CoLONBL taket them out with hit hand.

Col. Here, miss
;
they *ay fingers were made before

forks, and hands before knives.

Lady S. Methinks this pudding is too much boil’d.

Lady A. O ! madam, they say a pudding is poison

when it is too much boil'd.

Never. Miss, shall I help you to a pigeon? here's a

pigeon so finely roasted, it cries, Come eat me.

Mitt. No, sir
;
I thank you.

Never. Why, then you may choose.

Mitt. I have chosen already.

Never. Well, you may be worse offer'd before you

are twice married.

The Colonel jillt a large plate of toup.

Smart. Why, colonel, you don't mean to eat all

that soup?
Col. O! my lord, this is my sick dish; when I'm

well I’ll have a bigger.

Mitt.
[
To Col.

J
Sup, Simon

;
very good broth

Never. This seems to he a good pullet.

Mitt. I warrant, Mr. Neverout knows what's good

for himself.

Spark. Tom, I shan't take your word for it
;
help

me to a wing.

Neverout triet to cut off a wing.

Never. Egad, I can't hit the joint.

Spark. Why then, think of a cuckold.

Never. O! now I have nick'd it.

[
Give! it to Id. Sparkith.

Spark. Why, a man may eat this, though his wife

lay a-dying.

Col. Pray, friend, give me a glass of small beer, if it

be good.

Smart. Why, colonel, they say, there is no such

thing as good small beer, good hrown bread, or a good

old woman.
Isndg S. [7o lady A.] Madam, 1 beg your lady-

ship's pardon
;

I did not see you when I was cutting

that bit.

Lady A. O ! madam ;
after you is good manners.

Ijady S. Lord ! here’s a hair in the sauce

!

Spark. Then, madam, set the bounds after it.

Never. Pray, colonel, help me, however, to some of

that same sauce.

Col. Come, I think you are more sauce than pig.

Smart. Sir John, cheer up: my service to you:
well, what do you think of the world to come?

Sir J. Truly, my lord, I think of it as little as I

can.

Lady S.
[
Putting a tkewer on a plate.1 Here fake

this skewer, and carry it down to the cook, to drew it

fur her own dinner.

Never. I beg your ladyship’s pardon
;
but this small

beer is deagl.

Lady S. Why, then, let it lie buried.

Col. This is admirable black-pudding : miss, shall I

carve you some? I can just carve pudding and that s

all ; 1 am the worst carver in the world ;
I should

never make a good chaplain.

Mitt. No, thank ye, colonel : for they say those that

eat black-pudding will dream of the devil.
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Smart. O, here comes the venison pastry : here,

take the soup away. [He cute it up, and tastes the

mwkm.] Sbuds ! this venison is musty.

Neverout eat* a piece, and it bums his mouth.

Smart. What's the matter, Tom ? you have tears in

your eyes, I think : what dost cry for, man ?

Never. My lord, I was just thinking of my poor

grandmother ! she died just this very day seven years.

M iss takes a bit and burns her mouth.

Never. And pray, miss, why do you cry, too ?

Mis*. Because you were not hang'd the day your

grandmother died.

Smart. I'd have given 40/., miss, to have said that.

CoL Egad, I think the more I eat die hungrier I am. I

Spark. Why, colonel, they say, one shoulder of

mutton drives down another.

Never. Egad, if I were to fast for my life, I would

take a good breakfast in the morning, a good diuuer at

noon, and a good supper at night.

Spark. My lord, this venison is plaguily pepper d
;

your cook has a heavy hand
Smart. My lord, I hope you are pepper proof

;
come,

here's a health to the founders.

Lady S. Ay ;
and to the confounders, too.

Smart. Lady Answerall, does your ladyship love

venison ?

Ixuly A. No, my lord, I can’t endure it in my sight

:

therefore please to send me a good piece of meat and

crust.

Spark.
[
Drinks to Neverout .] Come, Tom ; not

always to my friends, but once to you.

Never.
[
Drinks to lady Smart. I Come, madam ;

here's a health to our friends, and nang the rest of our

kin.

Lady S.
[
To lady A.] Madam, will your ladyship

have any of this hare ?

Lady A. No, madam, they say tis melancholy
meat.

Lady S. Then, madam, shall I send you the brains?

I beg your ladyship's pardon
;
for they say, *tis not

good manners to oiler brains.

Lady A. No, madam
;
for perhaps it will make me

harebraiu'd.

Never. Miss, I must tell you one thing.

Alts*.
[
With a glass inker hand.] Hold your tongue,

Mr. Neverout ;
don't speak in my tip.

Col. Well, he was an iugenious man that first found

out eating and driuking.

Spark. Of all vittles drink digests the quickest

:

give me a glass of wine.

Never. My lord, your wine is too strong.

Smart. Ay, Tom, as much as you're too good.

Mi**. This almond- pudding was pure good; but it

is grown quite cold.

Never. So much tire better, miss, cold pudding will

settle your love.

Miss. Pray, Mr. Neverout, arc you going to take a

voyage ?

Never. Why do you ask, miss?
Miss. Because you have laid in so much beef.

Sir J. You two have eat up the whole pudding
between you.

Miss. Sir John, here's a little bit left; will you
please to have it ?

Sir J. No, thankee
; I don't love to make a fool of

my mouth. +
Col.

[
Calling to the butler.] John, is your small beer

good ?

Butler. And please your honour, my lord and lady

like it ; I think it is good.

Col. Why, then, John, dy’e see, if you are sure your
small beer is good, d'ye mark ? then, give me a glass

of wine.
[
All laugh.

COLONEL tasting the wine.

Smart. Sir John, how does your neighbour Gatherall

of the Peak ? 1 hear he has lately made a purchase.

Sir J. O! Dick Gatherall knows how to butter bis

bread as well as any man in Derbyshire.

Smart. Why he used to go very flue when he was
here in town.

Sir J. Ay
; and it became him, as a saddle becomes

a sow.

Col. I know his lady, and I think she is a very good
woman.

Sir J. Faith, she has more goodness in her little

finger than he has in his whole body.
Smart. Well, colonel, how do you like that wine ?

Col. This wine should be eaten, it is too good to be

drunk.
Smart. I'm very glad you like it

;
and pray don't

spare it.

Col. No, my lord; I'll never starve in a cook’s shop.

Smart. And pray, sir John, what do you say to my
wine ?

Sir J. I'll take another glass first : second thoughts

are best.

Spark. Pray, lady Smart, you sit near that ham ;

will you please to send me a bit?

Lady S. With all my heart. [She tends him a piece.]

Pray, my lord, how do you like it ?

Spark. I think it is a limb of Lot's wife. [He eat* it

with mustard.] Egad, my lord, your mustard is very

uncivil.

Lady S. Why uncivil, my lord ?

Spark. Because it takes me by the nose, egad.

Lady S. Mr. Neverout, I find you are a very good
carver.

Col. O, madam, that is no wonder
; for you must

know, Tom Neverout carves o’ Sundays.

Neverout overturns the saltcellar.

Lady S. Mr. Neverout, you have overturned the salt,

and that's a sign of anger: I'm afraid miss and you
will fall out.

Lady A. No, no
;
throw a little of it iuto the fire,

and all will be well.

Never. O, madam, the falling out of lovers, you
know.
Miss. Lovers ! very fine ! fall out with him ! I

wonder when we were in.

Sir J. For my part, I believe the young gentlewoman
is his sweetheart, there is so much fooling and fiddliug

betwixt them : I'm sure, they say in our country, that

sbiddle-come-sh
—

's the beginning of love.

Mi*s. I own I love Mr. Neverout as the devil loves

holy water : 1 love him like pie, I'd rather the devil

had him tliau I.

Never. Miss, 111 tell you one thing.

Miss. Come, here's t"ye, to stop your mouth.

Never. I'd rather you would stop it with a kiss.

Mis*. A kiss I marry come up, my dirty cousin
;
are

you no sicker ? Lord] I wonder what fool it was that

first invented kissing

!

Never. Well, I'm very dry.

Mis*. Then your'e the better to bum and the worse

to fry.

Lady A. God bless you, colonel, you have a good
stroke with you.

Col. O, madam, formerly I could eat all, but now I

leave nothing
;

I eat but one meal a-day.

Mi**. What! 1 suppose, colonel, that is from

morning till night?

Never. Faith, miss; and well was his wont.

Smart. Pray, lady Answerall, taste this bit of ve-

nison.

Lady A. I hope your lordship will set me a good

example
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Smart. Here's a glass of cider fill'd : miss, you must
di ink it.

Mitt. Indeed, my lord, I can't.

Never. Come, miss
;

better belly burst than good
liquor be lost.

Mitt. Pish ! well, in life there was never anything
so teasing

; 1 had rather shed it in my shoes : 1 wish
it were in your guts for my share.

Smart. Mr. Neverout, you han't tasted my cider

yet.

Never. No, my lord
; I have been just eating soup

;

and they say, if one drinks with one’s porridge, one
w ill cough in one's grave.

Smart. Come, take miss's glass, she wish'd it was in

your guts; let her have her wish for once : ladies can't

abide to have their inclinations cross'd.

Lady S.
[
To sir /.] I think, sir John, you have not

tasted tlie venison yet.

Sir J. 1 seldom eat it, madam
;
however, please to

send me a little of the crust.

Spark. Why, sir John, you had as good eat the

devil as the broth he is boil'd in.

Col. Well, this eating and drinking takes away a
body s stomach, as lady Answerall says.

Never. 1 have dined as well os my lord mayor.
Mut. I thought I could have euteu this wing of a

chicken
; but my eye's bigger than my belly.

Smart. Indeed, lady Answerall, you have eateu
nothing.

Lady A. Pray, my lord, see all the hones on my
plate: they say a carpenter's known by bis chips.

Never. Miss, will you reach me that glass of jelly f

Mitt. [Girut^ it to Aim.] You see, 'tis but ask and
have.

Never. Miss, I would have a bigger glass.

Mitt. What! you don't know your own mind;
you are neither well, full nor fasting

; 1 think that is

enough.
Never. Ay, one of the enoughs; I am sure it is

little enough.
Mitt. Yes

;
but you know, sweet things are bad for

the teeth.

Never. [To lady A.] Madam, 1 don’t like that part

of the veal you sent me.
Lady A. Well, Mr. Neverout, I find you are a true

Englishman
; you never know when you are well.

Col. Well, I have made my whole dinner of beef.

Lady A. Why, colonel, a bellyful's a bellyful, if it

be but of wheat-straw.

Col. Well, after all, kitchen physic is the best

physic.

Lady S. And the best doctors in the world are doc-
tor Diet, Doctor Quiet, and Doctor Merrvman.

Spark. What do you think of a little house well
fill’d t

Sir J. And a little land well till’d ?

Col. Ay
;
ami a little wife well will’d

f

Never. My lady Smart, pray help me to some of
the breast of that goose.

Smart. Tom, I have heard that goose upon goose is

false heraldry.

Mite. What! will you never have done stuffing?

Smart. This goose is quite raw: well, God sends
meat, but the devil sends cooks.

Never. Miss, can you tell which is the gander, the

white goose or the grey goose ?

Mitt. They say, a fool will ask more questions than
the wisest body can answer.

Col. Indeed, miss, Tom Neverout has posed you.
Mitt. Why, colonel, every dog has his day ; but I

believe I shall never see a goose again without thinking

of Mr. Neverout.

Smart. Well said, miss
;
faith, girl, thou hast brought

thyself off cleverly. Tom, what say you to that!

Col. Faith, Tom is noupluss'd; he looks plaguily

down in the mouth.
Mttt. Why, my lord, you see he is the provokingest

creature in life ; I believe there is not such another in

the varsal world.
Latly A. O, misa, the world's a wide place.

Never. Well, miss. 1 11 give you leave to call me any-
thing, if you dun t call me spade.

Smart. Well, but after all, Tom, can you tell me
what's Latin for a goose?

Never. O, my lord, I know that : why, brandy is

Latin for a goose, and tare is Latin for a caudle.

Mut. Is that manners, to show your learning before

ladies ? Melhiuks you are grown very brisk of a sudden

;

I think the man s glad lie's alive.

Sir J. The devil take your wit, if this be wit; for it

spoils company : pray, Mr. Butler, bring me a dram
after my goose

;
'tis very good for the whulcsomes.

Smart. Come, bring me tbe loaf
; I sometimes love

to cut my own bread.

Mite. 1 suppose, my lord, you lay longest a-bed to-

day ?

Smart. Miss, if I had said so, I should have told a
fib

;
I warrant you lay a-bed till the cows came home :

but, miss, shall 1 cut you a little crust, now my hand
is in ?

Mitt. If you please, my lord, a bit of undcrcrust.

Never.
[
H hitpenny JJiss.] I find you love to lie

under.

Mitt. [Aloud, pushing him from her.) What does the

man mean ! Sir, I don't understand you at all.

Never. Come, all quarrels laid aside : here, miss, may
you live a thousand years. [He drinkt to her.

Mist. Pray, sir, don't stint me.
Smart. Sir Johu, will you taste my October ? I think

it is very good
;
but 1 believe not equal to yours in

Derbyshire.

Sir J. My lord, I beg your pardon
;
but they say, the

devil made askers.

Smart. [To the butler.) Here, bring up the great
tankard, full of October, for sir John.

Col.
[
Drinking to Miss.) Miss, your health

;
may

you live all the days of your life.

I*dy A. Well, miss, you’ll certainly lie toon mar-
ried

; here* two bachelors drinking to you at once.
Lady S. Indeed, miss, I believe you were wrapt in

your mother's smock, you are so well beloved.

Mitt. Where's my knife? sure 1 ha'n't eaten it : O,
here it is.

Sir J. No, miss ; but your maideuhead hangs in your
light.

Mist. Pray, sir John, is that a Derbyshire compli-
ment? Here, Mr. Neverout, will you take this piece of
rabbit that you bid me carve for you ?

Never. I don't know.
Mut. Why, take it, or let it alone.

Never. I will.

Mitt. What will you?
Never. Why, I'll take it, or let it alone.

Miss. Well, you are a provoking creature.

Sir J
[
Talking with a glass of wine in hit hand.) I

remember a farmer in our country

—

Smart.
[
Interrupting Auw.] Pray, sir John, did you

ever hear of parson Palmer ?

Sir J. No, my lord; what of him?
Smart. Why, he used to preach over his liquor.

Sir J. I .beg your lordship's pardou
;

here's vour
lordship's health

; I'd drink it up, if it were a mile to

the bottom.

Lady S. Mr. Neverout, have you been at the new
play ?

Never. Yes, madam. I went the first night.

Lady S. Well, and how did it take?

Never. Why, madam, the poet is damn'd.
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Sir J. God forgive you ! that a very uncharitable .

you ought not to judge ao rashly of any Christian.

Nevtr.
[
Hhispere lady Ssisr/.] ^ *i* ever such a

dunce ! How well he knows the town ! See how he

stares like a stuck pig ! Well, hut, sir John, are you ac-

quainted with any one of our fine ladies yet?

Sir J. No; damn your fire-ships, 1 have a wife of

my own.
Lady S. Pray, my lady Answerall, how do you like

these preserved oranges ?

Lady A. Indeed, madam, the only fault I find is, that

tliey are too good.

Lady S. O, madam, I have heard 'em say, that too

good is stark naught.

Miss drinking pari of a ghte of wine.

AVw. Pray, let me drink your snuff.

Mint. No, indeed, you shan’t drink after me ; for

you’ll know my thoughts.

Never. I know them already; you are thinking of a

good husband. Besides, 1 can tell your meaning by

your mumping.
I^ady S. Pray, my lord, did not you order the butler

to bring up a tankard of our October to sir John? I

believe they stay to brew it.

The butler bringt up the tankard to SIR John

Sir J. Won’t your ladyship please to drink first ?

luady S. No, sir John
;

’tis in a very good hand
;

I'll

pledge you.

Cot. [7b Id. Sma/7.] My lord, 1 love October as well

as sir John ; and 1 hope you won’t make fish of one

and flesh of another.

Smart. Colonel, you're heartily welcome. Come,

sir John, take it by word of mouth, and then give it to

the colonel.

Sir John drinks.

Smart. Well, sir John, how do you like it?

Sir J. Not as well as my own in Derbyshire
;

'tis

plaguy small.

Lady S. I never taste malt liquor
;
hut they say it

is well hopp'd.

Sir J. Hopp'd ; why, if it had hopp'd a little further,

it would have hopp’d into the river. O, my lord, my
ale is meat, drink, and cloth; it will make a cat speak

and a wise man dumb.
bidy S. I was told ours was very strong.

Sir J. Ay, madam, strong of the water
;

I (relieve

the brewer forgot the malt, or the river was too near

him. Faith, it is mere whip-helly-vcngeance ;
he that

drinks most has the worst share.

Col. I believe, sir John, ale is as plenty as water at

yo tr house.

SirJ. Why, faith, at Christmas, we have many
comers and goers; and they must not be sent away
without a cup of Christmas ale, for fear tliey should

p s behind the door.

fjtidij S. I hear sir John has the nicest garden in

England ;
they say, ’tis kept so clean, that you can t

find a place where to spit.

Sir J. O, madam ;
you oil* pleased to say so.

Lady S. But, sir John, your ale is terrible strong

and beady in Derbyshire, and will soon make one

drunk and sick ;
what do you then?

StrJ. Why, indeed, it is apt to fox one; but our way

is, to take a hair of the same dog next morning. I

take a new-laid egg for breakfast ; and faith one should !

drink as much after an egg us after an ox.

Smart. Tom Neverout, will you taste a glass of
j

October ?

Never. No, faith, my lord ;
I like your wine, and

wr.u't put a churl upon a gentleman
;
your honour’s

cium is good muugh for me.

Ijady S. What ! is th!s pigeon lelt for manners ?

Colonel, shall 1 send you the legs and rump ?

Col. Madam, 1 could not eat a bit more if the house

was full.

Smart. [Carving a partridge.] Well, one may ride

to Rumfova upon this knife, it is so blunt.

Lady A. My lord, 1 beg your pardou
;
but they say

an ill wot k man never had good tools.

Smart. Will your lordship have a wing of it?

SfMirk. No, my lord
; 1 love the wing of an ox a

great deal better.

Smart. I’m always cold after eating.

Col. My lord, they say, that's a sign of long life.

Smart. Ay
;

I believe I shall live till mv friends are

weary of me.
Col. Pray, does any laxly here hate cheese? I would

be glad of a bit.

Smart. An odd kind of fellow dined with me t'other

day ; and when the cheese came upon the table, he
pretended to faint ; so somebody said, Pray take away
the cheese : No, said I

;
pray lake away tire fool : said

I well ?

Here a loud and large laugh.

Col. Faith, my lord, you served the coxcomb right

enough
;
and therefore I wish we had a bit of your

lordship's Oxfordshire cheese

Smart. Come, hang saving; bring us up a half-

p’orth of cheese.

iMdy A. They sav, cheese digests everything but
itself.

Afootman bringt a great whole cheese.

Spark. Ay
;

this would look handsome if anybody
should come in.

Sir J. Well : I’m weily brosten, as tliey say in

Lancashire.

Lady S. O ! sir John
;

I would I bad something to

brost you withal.

Smart. Come, they say, *tis merry in the hall when
beards wag all.

Ijady S. Miss, shall I help you to some cheese, or

will you carve for yourself?

Never* I'll hold fifty pounds, miss won’t cut the

cheese.

Min. Pray, why so, Mr. Neverout ?

Never. O, there is a reason, and you know it well
enough.

Miu. I can't for my life understand what the gen-
tleman means.

Smart. Pray, Tom, change the discourse: in troth

you arc too bad.

Cot. [Hhitpert AVnrrNtf.] Smoke miss; faith, you
have made her fret like gum taffeta.

Lady S. Well, but, miss, (hold your tongue, Mr.
Neverout,) shall I cut you a piece of cheese?

Aliss. No, really, madam
;

1 have Uiued this half

hour.

Lady S. What! quick at meat, quick at work,lney

say.

Sin John node.

Smart. What! are you sleepy, sir John? do you
sleep after dinner ?

Sir J. Yes, faith ; I sometimes take a trap after my
pipe

;
for when the belly is full, the Iroties would lieattest.

Ijady S. Come, colonel: help yourself, and your
friends will love you the better. [To lady A.] Madam,
your ladyship eats nothing.

Lady A. Lord, madam. I have fed liken farmer: 1

shall grow as fat a porpoise
;

I swear, my jaws are

weary of chewing.
Col. I have a mind to eat a piece of that sturgeon,

but fear it will make me «ick.

Never. A rare soldier indeed; let it alone, and I

warrant it won't hurt you.
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Col. Well, it would vex a dog to see a pudding
creep.

.Sir John rises.

Smart. Sir John, what are you doing?
Sir J. Swolks, I mutt lie going, by'r lady

; I have
earnest business

;
1 must do as the beggars do, go away

when I have got enough.
Smart. Well, but stay till this bottle's out

; you
know, the man was hang d that left his liquor behind
him : and besides, a cup in the pate is a mile in the

gate ; and a spur in the nead is worth two in the heel.

Sir J. Come then ; one brimmer to all your healths.

[
The footman gives him a glass halffull. |

Pray, friend,

what was the rest of this glass made for V an inch at

the top, fr>end. is worth two at the bottom. [He gelt a
brimmer and drinks it ofT.} Well, there’s no deceit in a

brimmer, and there's no false Latin in this; your wine
is excellent good, so I thank you for the next, for I am
sure of this : madam, has your ladyship any commands
iu Derbyshire? 1 must go fifteen miles to-night.

Ixuhj S. None, sir John, but to take care of

yourself; and my most humble service to your lady
unknown.

Sir J. Well, madam I can but love and thank you.
Lady S. I ere, bring water to wash

;
though really,

you have all eaten so little, that you have not need
to wash your mouths.

Smart. Rut, prithee, sir John, stay a while longer.

Sir J. No, my lord ; 1 am to smoke a pipe with a
friend before I leave the towu.

Col. Why, sir John, had not you better set out to-

morrow ?

Sir J. Colonel, you forget to-morrow is Sunday.
Cot. Now I always love to begin a journey on Sun-

days, because I shall have the prayers of the church to

preserve all that travel by land or by wafer.
Sir J. 'Well, colonel, thou art a inad fellow to make

a priest of.

Never, Fie, sir John! do you take toliacco? How
can you make a chimney of your mouth?

Sir J.
[
To JS'cierxmt

.]
What

!
you don't smoke, I

warrant you, hut you smock. (Indies, 1 Leg your
fiordon.) Colonel, do you never smoke?

Col. No, sir John ;
but I take a pirn* sometimes.

Sir J. 1‘faitli, one of your finical London blades

dined with me last year in Derbyshire : so, after din-

ner, I took a pipe : so my gentleman turned away his

head: so, said I, What, sir, do you never smoke? so

he answered, as you do, colonel, No, but I sometime*
take a pipe : so lie took a pipe in his hand, and Hdtlled

with it till he broke it : so, said 1, Pray, sir, can you
make a pipe? so he said, No : so, said I, Why then,

sir, if you can't make a pipe you should not break a
pipe : so we all laughed.

Smart. Well
; but, sir John, they say, that the cor-

ruption of pipes is the generation of stopfjers.

Sir J. Colonel, I hear you go sometimes to Derby-
shire; I wish you would come and foul a plate with

me.

Col. I hope you will give me a soldier's bottle.

Sir J. Come and try. Mr. Neveruut, you are a
Town wit: can you tell me what kind of herb is to-

bacco?
Never. Why. an Indian herb, sir John.
Sir J. No

;
’tis a pot herb

;
and so here's t'ye in a

pot of my lord's October.

Lady S. 1 bear, sir John, since you are married, you
have foreswore the town.

Sir J. No, madam; 1 never foreswore anything but
the building of churches.

Lady S. Well ; but. sir John, when may we hope
to see yon again in London?

Sir J. Why, madam, not till the ducks have eat up
*hc dirt, as the children say.

J4*

Never. Come, sir John : I foresee it will rain

terribly.

Smart. Come, sir John, do nothing rashly
;

let us

drink first.

Spark. 1 know sir John will go, though he was sure

it would rain cats and dogs : but pray stay, sir John ;

you'll be time enough to go to bed by cumllelight.

Smart. Why, sir John, if you must needs go, while

you stay, make use of your time ; here’s my service to

you, a health to our friends in Derbyshire : come, sit

down
;

let us put off the evil hour as long as we can.

Sir J. Faith, 1 could not drink a drop more if the

house was full.

Col. Why, sir John, you used to love a glass of

good wiue in former times.

Sir J. Why, so 1 do still, colonel ; but a man may
love his house very well, without riding on the ridge

;

beside*, I must be with my wife on Tuesday, or there

will be the devil and all to jury.

Col. Well, if you go to-day, I wish you may lie

wet to the skin.

Sir J. Ay
;
but they say the prayers of the wicked

won't prevail.

Sir John lakes hu leave and goes away.

Smart. Well, miss, how do you like sir John ?

Miss. Why, 1 think he's a little upon the silly, or

so : 1 believe he has not all the wit iu the world : but

1 don't pretend to be a judge.

Never. Faith, I believe he was bred at Hog's Norton,
where the pigs play upon the organs.

Spark. Why, Tom, I thought you and he were hand
and glove.

Never. Faith, he shall have a clean threshold for

me; I never darkened his door in my life, neither in

town nor country
;
but he's a queer old duke, by my

conscience; and yet, after all, 1 take him to be more
knave than fool.

Lady S. Well, come; a mans n man, if he has but
a nose on his face.

Col. I was once with him and some other company
over a bottle, and, egad, lie fell asleep, and snored so

hard that we thought he was driviug his hogs to

market.

Never. Why, wlmt 1 you can have no more of a cat

than her skin
;
you can't make a silk purse out of a

sow's ear.

Spark. Well, since lie's gone, the devil go with him
and sixpence; and there's money and company too.

Never. Faith, he's a country put. Pray, miss, let

me ask you a question.

Miss. Well ; but don't ask questions with a dirty

face : I warrant, what you have to say will keep cold.

Col. Come, my lord, against you arc disused

:

here's to all that love and honour you.

Spark. Ay, that was always Dick Nimble's health.

I’m sure you know he's dead.
Col. Dead! well, my lord, you love to lie a mes-

senger of ill news: I’m heartily sorry
; but, my lord,

we must all die.

Never. 1 knew him very well : but, pray, how came
he to die ?

Miss. There's a question 1 you talk like a poticary :

why, liecause he could live no longer.

Never. Well
;

rest his soul : we must live by the
living, and not by the dead.

Spark. You know his house was burnt down to the

ground ?

Col. Yes; it was in the News. Why, fire and water
are good servants, but they are very bad masters.

Smart. Here, take away, and set down a bottle of

Burgundy. Ladies, you 11 stay and drink a glass of

wine before you go to your tea.

j4U taken aw-oy, and the wtneset down,
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Mut gives Neverout a mart pinch.

Aever . Lord, mi«, what d’ye mean ? d’ye think I

hare no feeling ?

Mitt. I m forced to pinch, for the times are hard.
Never.

[
Giving Mitt a pinchA Take that, miss;

what's sauce for a goose, is sauce for a gander.
Mitt. [Scmmiwy.] Well, Mr. Neverout, that shall

neither go to heaven nor hell with you.
Never. [ Takes Mitt by the hand.] Come, miss, let

us lay all quarrels aside, and be friends.

Mitt. Don’t be so tearing
;
you plague a body so

!

can’t you keep your filthy hands to yourself?
Never. Pray, miss, where did you get tliat picktooth-

case ?

Mitt. I came honestly by it
Never. I'm sure it was mine, for I lost just such a

one
; nay, I don't tell you a lie.

Mitt. No; if you lie, it is much.
Never. Well; I'm sure ’tis mine.
Mitt. What! you think everything is yours, but a

little the king has.

Never. Colonel, you have seoo my fine picktooth-
case; don’t you think this is the very same?

Col. Indeed, miss, it is very like it.

Mitt. Ay
;
what he says, you’ll swear.

Never. Well ; but I’ll prove it to be mine.
Mist. Ay ; do, if you can.

Never. Why, what’s yours is mine, and what’s mine
is my own.

Mitt Well, ruq on till you’re weary ;
nobody

holds you.

Neverout gapes.

Col. What ! Mr. Neverout, do you gape for prefer-

ment?
Never. Faith, I may gape long enough, before it

falls into my mouth.
Lady S. Mr. Neverout, my lord and I intend to

beat up your quarters one of these days : I hear you
live high.

Never. Yes, faith, madam
; I live high and lodge

in a garret

Col. But, miss, I forgot to tell you, that Mr. Never-
out got the devilishest fall in the park to-day.

Mitt. I hope he did not hurt the ground : but how
was it, Mr. Neverout? 1 wish I had been there to

laugh.

Never. Why, madam, it was a place where a cuck-
old had been buried, and one of his horns sticking out,

1 happened to stumble against it; that was all.

Lady S. Ladies, let us leave the gentlemen to them-
selves; 1 think it is time to goto our tea.

Lady A. and Mitt. My lords sad gentlemen, your
most humble servant.

Smart. Well, ladies, well wait on you an hour
hence.

The Gentlemen alone.

Smart. Come, John, bring us a fresh bottle.

Col. Ay, my lord
;
and pray let him carry off the

dead men, as we say in the army.
[Meaning the empty hotllet.

Spark. Mr. Neverout, pray, is not tliat bottle full?
Never. Yes, my lord, full of emptiness.
Smart. And, d’ye hear, John, bring clean glasses.

Col. I’ll keep mine; for I think wine is the best

liquor to wash glasses in.

DIALOGUE III.

The Ladies at their tea.

Ijxdy S. Well, ladies; now let us have a cup of
discourse to ourselves.

Lady A. What do you think of your friend sii

Joan Spendall ?

Lady S. Why, madam, ’tis happy for him that his
father was born before him.

Mitt. They say he makes a very ill husband to my
lady.

Lady A. But he must be allowed to be the fondest
father in the world.
Lady S. Ay, madam, that’s true

; for they say, the
devil is kind to his own.

Mitt. I am told my lady manages him to admira-
tion.

Lady S. That I believe; for she's as cunning os a
dead pig, but not half so honest.

Lady A. They say she’s quite a stranger to all his
gallantries.

Lady S. Not at all
;
but, you know, there’s none so

blind as they that won’t see.

Mitt. O, madam, I am told she watches him as a
cat would watch a mouse.
Lady A. Well, if she ben’t foully belied, she pays

him in his own coin.

Lady S. Madam, I fancy I know your thoughts,
as well as if I were within you.

Lady A. Madam, I was t'other day in company with
Mrs. Clatter; I find she gives herself aira of being
acquainted with your ladyship.

Mitt. O the hideous creature! did you observe her
nails ? they were long enough to scratch her grannum
out of her grave.

Isidy S. Well, she and Tom Gosling were hanging
compliments backward and forward : it looked like two
asses scrubbing one another.

Mitt. Ay, claw me, and I’ll claw you : but, pray,
madam, who were the company ?

Jjady S. Why there was all the world and his wife

;

there was Mrs. Clatter, lady Singular, the conritess of
Talkham, (I should have named her first,) Tom Gos-
ling, and some others, whom I have forgot.

Jjady A. I think the countess is very sickly.
Lady S. Y es, madam

;
she 11 never scratch a gray

head, 1 promise her.

Mitt. And pray, what was your conversation ?
Lady S. Why Mrs. Clatter had all the talk to her-

self, and was perpetually complaining of her misfor-
tunes.

Lady A. She brought her husliand 10,000/. : she
has a town-house and country-house : would the
woman have her a— hung with points?

Lady S. She would fain be at the top of the house
before the stairs are built.

Mitt. Well, comparisons are odious: but she's as
like her husband as if she were spit out of his mouth

;
as like as one egg is to another

:
pray, how was she

dressed ?

Lady S. Why, she wras as fine as fi’pence; buf.
truly, I thought there was more cost than worship.

Ijady A. I don’t know her husband
: pray what it

he?
Lady S. Wh he*s a counsellor of the law

;
you

must know he came to us as drunk as David’s sow.
Mitt. What kind of creature is he ?

Lady 5. You must know, the man and his wife are
coupled like rabbits, a fat and a lean

; he's as fat as a
corpus, and slie’s one of Pharaoh's lean Line : the
lad iet and Tom Gosling were proposing a party at
quadrille, but he refused to make one : Damn your
cards, said he, they aie the devil s books.

Lady A. A dull unmannerly brute ! well, God send
him more wit. and me more money.
Miu. Lord ! madam, 1 would not keep such com-

pany for the world.
l^ady S. O, miss, ’tis nothing when you are used to

it : besides, you know for wont of company, welcome
trumpery.

Mitt. Did your ladythip play?
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Lady S. Yes, ami won; to I came off with fiddler's

fare, meat, drink, and money.
Ijady A. Ay

;
what says Pluck ?

Mist. Well, my elbow itches ; I shall change bed-

fellows.

Lady S. And my right hand itches; I shall receive

money.
Lady A. And my right eyes itches; I shall cry.

Lady S. Miss, I hear your friend Mrs. Giddy has

discarded Dick Shuttle: pray, has she gut another

lover ?

Mitt. I hear of none.

Ijady S. Why, the fellow's rich, and I think she

was a fool to throw out her dirty water before she got

clean.

Lady A. Miss, that's a handsome gown of yours,

and finely made ; very genteel.

Mitt. I am glad your ladyship likes it.

Lady A. Your lover will be in raptures; it becomes
you admirably.

Mitt. Ay ; I assure you I won’t take it a# I have

done; if this won’t fetch him, the devil fetch him,

say I.

Lady S. \to lady A.~] Pray, madam, when did you
see sir Peter Muckworm?

Ijady A. Not this fortnight; I hear he*s laid up
with the gout.

Lady S. What does he do for it?

Isidy A. I hear he's weary of doctoring it, and now
makes use of nothing but patience and flannel.

Mitt. Pray, how docs he and my lady agree?

Lady A. You know he loves her as the devil loves

holy water.

Mitt. They say she plays deep with sliarpers, that

cheat her of her money.
Lady A. Upon my word they must rise early that

would cheat her of her money ; sharp's the word with

her ; diamonds cut diamonds.
Mitt. Well, but I was assured from a good hand,

that she lost at one sitting to the tune of a hundred
guineas; make money of that!

Lady S. Well, but do you hear that Mrs. Plump is

brought to bed at last ?

Mitt. And pray what has God sent her ?

Isidy S. Why, guess if you can.

Mist. A boy, I suppose.

Isidy S. No, you are out; guess again.

Mitt . A girl, then.

Lady S. You have hit it
; I believe you are a witch.

Mitt. O, madam, the geutlemen say, all fine ladies

are witches
;
but I pretend to no such thing.

Ijady A. Well, she had good luck to draw Tom
Plump into wedlock ; she ris with her a— upwards.

Mitt. Fie, madam
;
what do you mean ?

Lady S. O, miss, ’tie nothing what we say among
ourselves.

Mitt. Ay, madam ; but they say hedges have eyes,

and walls have ears.

Lady A. Well, miss, I can’t help it; you know, I’m

old Telltruth
; I love to call a spade a spade.

Lady S. [Mittaken the teatongs for the spoon,
j

What! I think toy wits are a wool-gathering to-day.

Mist. Why, madam, there was but a right and a
wrong.
Lady S. Miss, I hear that you and lady Coupler

are as great as cnp and can.

Lady A. Ay, miss, as great as the devil and the earl

sf Kent.*

Lady S. Nay, I am told you meet together with as

much love as there is between the old cow and the

haystack.

* An olJ F.n*li*h saying that obtained from the reign of
Edward ihe ConfeMor, ao way complimentary u> Goodwin,
earl of K ent.

Mist. I own I love her very well ; but there’s differ-

ence between staring and stark mad.
Lady S. They say she begins to grow fat.

Mitt. Fat ! ay, fat as a hen in the forehead.

Lady S. Indeed, lady Answerall, (pray forgive

me.) I think your ladyship looks thinner than when I

saw you last.

Mitt. Indeed, madam, I think not; but your lady-
ship is one of Job's comforters.

Ijady A. Well, no matter how I look ; I am bought
and sold : but really, miss, you are so very obliging, that

I wish I were a handsome young lord for your saJte.

Mitt. O, madam, your love's a million.

Isidy S. [7o lady A.] Madam, will your ladyship
let me wait on you to the play to-morrow ?

Lady A. Madam, it becomes me to wait on your
ladyship.

Mitt. Wliat, theu, I’m turned out for a wrangler ?

The Gentlemen come m to the Ladiet to drink tea.

Mtu. Mr. Neverout, we wanted you sadly; you are

always out of the way when you should be bang'd.
Never. You wanted me

!
pray, miss, how do you look

when you lie?

Mitt. Better than you when you cry. Manners,
indeed ! I find you mend like sour ale in summer.

Never. I beg your pardon, miss ; I only meant,
when you lie alone.

Mitt. That's well turn’d
;
one turn more would have

turn'd you down stAirs.

Never. Come, miss, be kind for once, and order me
a dish of coffee.

Mitt. Pray, go yourself ; let us wear out the oldest

;

besides I can't go, for 1 have a bone in my leg.

Col. They say, a woman need but look on her apron-
string to find an excuse.

Never. Why, miss, you are grown so peevish, a dog
would not live with you.

Mitt. Mr. Neverout, I beg your diversion : no
offence, I hope ; but truly in a little time you intend to

make the colonel as bad as yourself
;
and that's as bad

as con be.

Never. My lord, don't you think miss improves

wonderfully of late ? Why, miss, if I spoil the colonel,

I hope you will use him as you do me
;
for you know,

love me, love my dog.

Col. How's that, Tom? Say that again: why, if I

am a dog, sliake hands, brother.

Hen a great
,
loud, long laugh.

Smart. But pray, gentlemen, why always so severe

upon poor miss? On my conscience, colonel and Tom
Neverout, one of you two axe both knaves.

Col. My lady Answerall, I intend to do myself the

honour of diniug with your ladyship to-morrow.
Lady A. Ay, colonel, do if you can.

Mitt. I*m sure you'll be glad to be welcome.
Col. Miss, I thank you; and, to reward you, I'll

come and drink tea with you in the morning.
Mitt. Colonel, there's two words to that bargain.

Col. [To lady Sm«r/.] Your ladyship has a very fine

watch ; well may you wear it.

Lsuly S. It is nmw* of mine, colonel.

Col. Pray, whose is it then ?

Isidy S. Why, *tis my lord's; for they say a married
woman has nothing of her own hut her wedding-ring

and her hair-lace : but if women had been the law-

makers, it would have been better.

Col. This watch seems to be quite new.
Lady S. No, sir, it has been twenty years in my

lord s family
;
butQuare put a new case and dial-plate

to it.

Never. Why, that's for all the world like the man,
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who »wore he kept the same knife forty years, only he

sometimes changed the haft, and sometimes the blade.

Smurt. Well, Tom, to give the devil his due, thou

art a right woman's man.
Col. Odd so 1 I have broke the hinge of my snuff-

box ; I'm undone, besides the loss.

Mitt. Alack-a-day, colonel ! I vow I had rather have
found 40#.

Never. Why, colonel, all that I can say to comfort

you is, that you must mend it with a new one.

Miss taught.

Col. What, miss! you can't laugh, but you must
show your teeth.

Mitt, i m sure you show your teeth when you can't

bite : well, thus it must lie, if we sell ale.

Never. Miss, you smell very sweet ; 1 hope you don't

carry perfumes?
Jf:tt. Perfumes! No, sir; I'd have you to know, it

is nothing but the grain of my skim
Col. Tom, you have a good nose to make a poor man's

sow.

Spark. So, ladies and gentlemen, methinks you are

very witty upon one another : come, box it about
;
'twill

come to my father at last.

Col. Why, my lord, you see miss has no mercy
;

I

wish she were married ; but 1 doubt the gray more
would prove the better horse.

Mitt. Well, God forgive you for that wish.

Spark. Never fear him, miss.

Mitt. What, my lord, do you think I was bom in a
wood, to be afraid of an owl T

Smart. What have you to say to that, colonel f

Never. O, my lord, my friend the colonel scorns to

set his wit against a child.

Mitt. Scornful dogs will eat dirty puddings.
Col. Well, miss, they say a woman’s tongue is the

lost thing about her that dies; therefore, let's kiss and
be friends.

Miu. Hands off! that’s meat for your master.

Spark. Faith, colonel, you are for ale and cakes : but i

after all, miss, you are too severe
;
you would not

meddle with your match.
Mae. All they can say goes in at one ear and out at

t'other for me, I can assure you : only I wish they would
be quiet, and let me drink my tea.

Never. What! 1 warrant you think all is lost that

goes lieside your own mouth.
Mitt. Pray, Mr. Neverout, hold your tongue for

once, if it be possible : one would think you were a
woman in man's clothes, by your prating.

Never. No, miss
;

it is not handsome to see one hold
one's tongue ; besides, I should slobber my fingers.

Col. Miss, did you never hear that three women and
a goose are enough to make a market ?

Mist. I'm sure, if Mr. Neverout or you were among
them, it would make a fair.

Footman comet in.

I-nilg S. Here, bike away the tea-table, and bring up
candles.

Lady A. O, madam, no candles yet, 1 beseech you

;

don’t let us burn day-light.

Never. I dare swear, miss, for her part, will never
bum day-light, if she can help it.

Mat. Lord! Mr. Neverout, one cannot hear one's

own ears for you.

Lady S. Indeed, madam, it is blindman's holiday;
we shall soon he all of a colour.

Never. Why, then, miss, we may kiss where we like

best.

Mitt. Fogh! these men talk of uothing but kissing.

[Sfce spits.

Never. What, miss, does if make yourmoutn wafer?

/sidy S. It is as good to be in the dark as with »ul

light; therefore pray bring in candles: they say women
and linen show best by candlelight: come, gentlemen,

ate you for a party at quadrille?

Col. I ll make one with you three ladies.

l^ady A. I'll sit down, aud be a slander by.

Lady S. [7o lady A,] Madam, does your ladyship

never play i

Col. Yes
;

I suppose her ladyship plays sometime*
for an egg at Easter.

Never. Ay; and a kiss at Christmas.

Ludy A. Come, Mr. Neverout, hold your tongue,

und mind your knitting.

Never. With all iny heart; kiss my wife, and wel-

come.

The Coi.onei., Mr. Neverout, Lady Smart, and
Miss go to quadrille, and tit there till three in the

morning.

They ritefrom cardt.

Lady S. Well, miss, you11 have a sad husband, you
have such good luck at cards.

Never. Indeed, miss, you dealt me sad cards; if you
deal so ill by your friends, what will you do with your
enemies ?

Lady A. I'm sure 'tis time for honest folks to be

a-bed.

Mat. Indeed my eyes draw straws.

She't almost asleep.

Never. Why, miss, if you lull asleep, somebody may
get a pair of gloves.

Col. I am going to the land of Nod.
Never. Faith, I'm for Bedfordshire.

Lady S. I'm sure 1 shall sleep without rocking.

Never. Miss, I hope you'll dream of your sweetheart.

Mtu. O, no doubt of it. I believe 1 shan’t be able

to sleep for dreaming of him.

Col. [7o Mat.] Madam, shall I have the honour to

escort you?
Mitt. No, colouel, I thank you ; my mamma has

sent her chair and footmen. Well, my lady Sinai
t.

I'll give you revenge whenever you please.

Footman comet in.

Footman. Madam, the chairs are waiting.

They all take their chan* and go off.

DIRECTIONS TO SERVANTS.

"This tract, which immediately followed Swift’s Will, is im-
perfect end untinished. A preface and dedication were to iune
l>ecii added. It was not published till after the dean’s death ;

but the MS was handed about, aud mueh upplamb-d iu his

lifetime. The tract is written in so facetious a kind of low-

humour that it must please man* readers; nor is tt without
some degree of merit, by pointing out. with an amariug exact-

ness. (and what, iu a less trivial case, must have be»*u called

judgment.) tire faults, blunder*, tricks, lies, nod various

knaver e» of domestic servants. How much time must have
been employed in putting together such a work ! What an
iatensenesa of thought must have been bestowed upon the
lowest and most slavidi scenes of life 1 It is one of those com-
positions that thr utmost strength of wit cau scarce sustain
from sinking. A man of Swift’s exalted genius ought con-
stantly to have soared into higher regions. He ought to ha'

»

looked upou persons of interior at ilities as children, ubmi
nature had appointed him to instruct, cuconrage, and improve.
Superior talents seem to have been intended bv Providence as

public benefits and the person who possesses such blessing*

is certainly answeralile to heaven for those endowments which
Iu; enjoys above the rest of mankind. 1-ct him jest with
dignity, and let him be ironical upon useful subjerts: leaving

poor slaves to heat their porridge, or drink their small beer, in

such vessels as they shall find proper. The dean, it seems, Knl
not this way of thiukiug; and having long Imlulapd hi*

passions. at Inst, i<rlia)«, mistook them lor his duty.”-—Lour*

Oauruv’s Remark' on the Life and IVritinyi of Swift And
Faulkner, the Irish editor, gives the following account of “Tin
D'rections to Sen aut*.”—” The following treatise was beg in
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tome year* ago by the author, «)io lud not Iriiuro to finish anil
|

|mt it into pntjt'r order, bring engaged in many other work* of i

gr*«'er iwe to his country, a* may be seen by nvwt of hU I

writing* But m the author'* dcfLu tru to expose the rtUsnSr* I

anil frauiU of nentuits to their master* an*l mistresses, we ahull

make no apology for it* tniblicatiou ; but giro it our reader* in

the same manner ms wo find it in the original, which may bo

r«*en in the printer's custody. The few tautologies that occur in

the character* left unfinished will make the reader look npon
the whole a* a rough draught, with several outliue* only

drawn. However, that there may appear no daubing or patch-

work by other hand*. it U thought most advisable to give it in

the author’* ovrn word* It is imagined tluit he intended to

make a large volume of this work ; hut, as time and health

would not permit him, the reader may diaw, fntn what I* here

exhibited, mean* to detect the many vices and faults to which
people in that kind of low life are subject. If gentlemen
would seriously consider this work, which I* written for their

instruction, (although ironically,) it would make them uetter

economists, and preserve their estates and families from ruin.

It rosy la* seen by some scattered paper* (wherein were given

hints for a dedication and preface, ami a list of all degree* of
servant#) that the author intended to ltave gone through

all their character*. This i* all that need be said as^ to this

treatise, which cau only be looked upon a* a fragment.”

RULES THAT CONCERN ALL SERVANTS IN

GENERAL.

When your master or lady calls a servant by name,
if that servant be not in the way, none of you Are to

answer, for then there will be no end of your drudgery :

•tid masters themselves allow, that if a servant comes
when lie is called, it is sufficient.

When you have done a fault, be always pert and
insolent, and behave yourself as if you were tlie injured

person ; this will immediately put your master or lady

off* their mettle.

If you see your master wronged by any of your
fellow-servants, be sure to conceal it, for fear of being

called a tell-tale : however, there is one exception in 1

cjwe of a favourite servant, who is justly hated by the

whole family
;
who therefore are bound, in prudence,

to lay all the faults they can upon the favourite.

The cook, the butler, the groom, the market-man,

and every other servant who is concerned in the

expenses of the family, should act as if his master s

whole estate ought to be applied to that servant's

particular business. For instauce, if the cook com-
putes his master's estate to !>e 1000/. a-year, he reason-

ably concludes that 1000/. a-year will afford meat
enough, and therefore he need not be sparing

;
the

butler makes the same judgment
; so may the groom

and the coachman
;
and thus every branch of exjieuse

will be filled to your master's honour.

When you are chid before company, (which, with
submission to your masters and ladies is an un-

mannerly practice,) it often hapj>ens that some stranger

will have the good nature to drop a word in your
excuse

;
in such a case you will have a good title to

justify yourself, and may rightly conclude, that when-
ever he chides you afterward, on other occasions, he

may be in the wrong; in which opinion you will be

the better confirmed, by stating the case to your fellow-

servants in your own way, who will certainly decide

in your favour : therefore, as I have said before, when-
ever you arc chidden, complain as if you were injured.

It often bappeus, that servants sent on messages are

apt to stay out somewhat longer than the message
requires

;
perhaps two, four, six, or eight lumrs, or

some such trifle; for the temptation tube sure was
gteat, and flesh and blood canuot always resist.

When you return, the master storms, the lady scolds;

stripping, cudgelling, and turning ofif is the word.
Rut here you ought he provided with a set of excuses,

enough to serve on all occasions : for instance, your
uncle came fourscore miles to town this morning on
purpose to see you, and goes back by break of day to-

morrow : a brothci -servant, that borrowed money of
vox. II.
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you when he was out of place, was running away to

Ireland
:
you were taking leave of an old fellow-

servant, who was shipping for Rarliadoes
:
your father

sent a cow to you to sell, and you could not get a
chapman till uiue at night

:
you were taking leave of a

dear cousin who is to be hanged next Saturday : you
wrenched your foot against a stone, and were forced !)

stay three hours in a shop before you could stir a step:

some nastiness was thrown on you out of a garret-

window, and you were ashamed to come home before

you were cleaned, and the smell went off’: you were
pressed for the sea-service, and carried before a justice

of peace, who kept you three hours before he examined
you, and you got off with touch ado : a bailiff, hy
mistake, seized you for a debtor, and kept you the

whole evening iu a spuugiug-house
:
you were told

your rooster had gone to a tavern, and came to some
mischance, and your grief was so great, that you in-

quired for his honour in a hundred taverns between

Pall-Mall and Temple-bar.

Take all tradesmen's parts against your master, and
when you are sent to buy anything, never offer to

cheapen it, but generously pay the full demand. This
is highly to your master's honour, and may lie some
shillings in your pocket

;
and you are to consider if

your master has paid too much, he can better afford

the loss than a poor tradesman.

Never submit to stir a finger in any business, but
that for which you are particularly hired. For ex-

ample, if the groom be drunk or absent, and the butler

be ordered to shut the stable door, the answer is ready,

—An please your honour I don't understand horses:

if a corner of the hanging want* a single nail to fasten

it, ami the footman be directed to tack it up, he may
say he does not understand that sort of work, but bis

honour may send for the upholsterer.

Masters and ladies are usually quarrelling with Hie

servants for not shutting the doors after them : bnt

neither masters nor ladies consider that those doors

must be open before they can be shut, and that the

labour is double to open and shut the doors
;

therefore

the best, and shortest, and easiest way is to Ho neither.

Rut if you are so often teazed to shut the door, that you
cannot easily forget it, then give the door such a clap

os you go out, as will shake the whole room, and make
everything rattle in it, to put your master and lady in

mind that you observe their directions.

If you find yourself to grow into favour with your

master or lady, take some opportunity in a very mild

way to give them warning
;
and when they ask the

reason, and seem loth to part with you, answer, that

you would rather live with them than auyliody elsq

but a poor servant is not to be blamed if he strives to

better himself; that service is no inheritance j that

your work is great, and your wages very small. Upon
which, if your master lias any generosity, he will add
5s. or 10«. a-quartcr rather than let you go: but if

you are baulked, and have no mind to go oil’, get some
!
fellow-servant to tell your master that he has prevailed

upon you to slay.

Whatever good hits yon can pilfer in the day. save

them to junket with your fellow-servants at night; and
take in the butler, provided he will give you drink.

Write your own name and your sweetheart's, with

the smoke of a caudle, on the roof of the kitchen or

the servants’ hall, to show your learning.

If you are a young, sightly fellow, whenever you
whisper your mistress at the table, run your iiom* full

iu her cheek ;
or if your breath In* good, breathe full

in her face
;

this I have known to have had very good
consequences iu some families.

Never come till you have been called three or four

times; for none lmt dogs will come at the first vvlmtle
;

and when the master calls " Who’s there?'’ no servant

2 a
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is hound to come ; for Who** there i* nobody’s
name.
When you have broken all your earthen drinking-

vessels below stairs, (which is usually done in a week,)

the copper pot will do as well
; it can boil milk, beat

porridge, hold small beer, or, in case of necessity, serve

for a Jordan ;
therefore apply it indifferently to all these

uses; but never wash or scour it, for fear of taking off

the tin.

Although you are allowed knives for the servants’

hall at meals, yet you ought to spare them, and make
use of your master's.

T<et it I* a constant rule, that no chair, stool, or

table, in the servants’ hall or the kitchen, shall have

above three legs, which has hern the ancient and
constant practice in all the families I ever knew, and it

is said to he founded upon two reasons
;

first, to show
that servants are ever in a tottering condition

;
secondly,

it was thought a point of humility, that the servants’

chairs and tables should have at least one leg fewer

than those of their masters. I grant there has been an

exception to this rule with regard to the cook, who,

hy old custom, was allowed an easy chair to sleep in

after dinner; and yet I have seldom seen them with

above three legs. Now this epidemical lameness of

servants* chairs is, hy philosophers, imputed to two

causes, which are observed to make the greatest revo-

lutions in states and empires ; I mean love and war.

A stool, a chair, or a table is the first weapon taken up
in a general romping or skirmish

;
and after n peace, the

chairs, if they be not very strong, are apt to suffer in

ihe conduct of an amour, the cook being usually fat

and heavy, and the butler a little in drink.

I could never endure to sec maid-servants so un-
genteel as to walk the streets with their petticoats pinned

up : it is a foolish excuse to allege their petticoats will

he dirty, when they hare so easy a remedy as to walk
three or four times down a clean pair of stairs after they

come home.
When you stem to tattle with some crony servant in

the same street, leave your own street-door open, that

you may get in without knocking when you come
back

;
otherwise your mistress may know you arc gone

out, and you must be chidden.

I do most earnestly exhort yon all to unanimity and
concord : but mistake me not—you may quarrel with

each other os much as you please, only always bear in

mind that you have a common enemy, which is your
master and lady, and you have a common cause to de-

fend. Believe an old practitioner; whoever, out of

malice to a fellow-servant, carries a tale to his master,

shall be ruined by a general confederacy against him.
The general place of rendezvous for all the servants,

lioth in winter end summer, is the kitchen; there the

grand affairs of the family ought to be consulted, whe-

ther they concern the stable, the dairy, the pantry,

the laundry, the cellar, the nursery, the dining-room,

or my lady’s chamber : there, as in your own proper

element, you can laugh, and squall, and romp, in lull

security.

When any servant come* home drunk, and cannot

appear, you must all join in telling your master that

he is gone to bed very sick ; upon which your lady will

be so very good-natured as to order some comfortable

thing for the poor man or maid.

When your master and lady go abroad together, to

dinner, or on a visit for the evening, you need leave

only one servant in the hou»e, unless you have a black-

guard boy to answer at the door, and attend the

children, if there be any. W’ho is to stay at home is

to he determined by short and long cuts, and the

stayer at home may l>e comforted hy a visit from a !

sweetheart, without danger of being caught together.

These opportunities must never 1m? missed, because

|

they come hnt sometimes ; and all is safe enough while
|

there is a servant in the house.

When vour master or lady comes home, and wants a
servant who happens to be abroad, your answer must
he, that he had but just that minute stept out, being
sent for by a cousin who was dying.

If your master calls you by name, and you happen
to answer at the fourth call, you need not hurry your-
self; and if you be chidden for staying, you may law-
fully say, you came no sooner, because you did not
know what you were called for.

When you are chidden for a fault, as you go out of
the room, and down stairs, mutter loud enough to he
plainly heard

;
this will make him believe you aie

innocent.

W hoever comes to visit your master or lady when
they are abroad, never burden your memory with tlie

person's name, for indeed you have too many other
things to remember. Besides it is a porter’s business,
and your master s fault he (low nut keep one ; and who
can remember names? and you will certainly mistake
them, and you can neither write nor read.

If it he possible, never tell a lie to your master or
lady, unless you have some hope* that they cannot find
it out in less than half an hour. When a servant is

turned off, all his faults must he told, although most
of them were never known hy his master or lady

; and
all mischiefs done by others charged to him. And
when they ask any of you why you never acquainted
them before? the answer is, “Sir, or madam, really I

was afraid it would make you angry
;

and besides,
perhaps you might think it was malice in me.”
Where there are little masters and misses in a house,
they are usually great impediments to the diversions of
the servants; the only remedy is to bribe them with
goody goodies, that they may not tell tales to papa and
mamma.

I advise you of the servants, whose master lives in

the country, and who expect vails, always to stand
rank and file when a stranger is taking his leave; so
that he must of necessity pass between you

; and he
must have more confidence, or less money than usual,
if any of you let him escape ; and according as he
behaves himself, remember to treat him the next time
he comes.

If you arc sent with ready money to buy anytiling

at a shop, and happen at that time lobe out of pocket,
sink the money and take up the goods on your master's
account. This is for the honour of your master and
yourself; for he becomes a man of credit at your re-

commendation.
When your lady sends for you up to her chamber,

to give you any orders, lie sure to stand at the door,

and keen it open, fiddling with the lock all the while
she is talking to you, and keep the button in your hand,
for fear you should forget to shut the door after you.

If your master or lady happen once in their lives to

accuse you wrongfully, you are a liappy servant
; for

you have nothing more to do, than for every fault you
commit while you are in their service, to put them in

mind of that false accusation, and protest yourself
equally innocent in the present case.

When you have a mind to leave your master, and
are too bashful to break the matter, for fear of offend-

ing him, the best way is to grow rude and saucy of a
sudden, and beyond your usual behaviour, till he finds

it necessary to turn you off
;
and when you are gone,

to revenge yourself, give him and his lady such a cha-
racter to all your brother servants who are out of place,
that none will venture to offer their service.

Some nice ladies who are afraid of catching cold,

having observed that the maids and fellows lielow

stairs often forget to shut the door after them, as they
come in or go out into the back yards, have contrived
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that a pulley ami a rope with a large piece of lead at

the etui, should Ik> so fixed, as to make the door shut

of itself, and require a strong hand to open it; which
is an immense toil to servants whose business may
force them to go in and out fifty times in a morning:
hut ingenuity can do much, for prudent servants have

found out an effectual remedy against this insupjiort-

able grievance, by tying up the pulley in such a man-
ner that the weight of the lead shall have no effect;

however, os to my own part, I would rather choose to

keep the door always open, by laying a heavy stone at

the bottom of it.

The servants' candlesticks ore generally broken, for

nothing can last for ever. But you may find out many
expedients; you may conveniently stick your candle

in a bottle, or with a lump of butter against the wain-
scot, in a powder-horn, or iii an old shoe or in a cleft

stick, or in the barrel of a pistol, or upon its own grease

on a table, in a cofTeecup, or a drinking-glass, a horn-

can, a teapot, a twisted napkin, a mustard pot, au ink-

horn, a marrowbone, a piece of dough, or you may cut

a hole in the loaf, and stick it there.

When you invite the neighbouring servants to junket
with you at home in an evening, teach them a peculiar

way of tapping or scraping at the kitchen-window,
which you may hear, hut not your master or lady

;

whom you must take care not to disturb or frighten at

such unseasonable hours.

Lay all faults upon a lap-dog, or favourite cat, a
monkey, a parrot, a child

;
or on the servant who was

List turned off : by this rule you will excuse yourself,

do no hurt to anybody else, and save your master or

lady from the trouble and vexation of chiding.

When you want proper instruments for any work
you are about, use all expedients you can invent rather

than leave your work undone. For instance, if the

poker be out of the way, or broken, stir the fire with

the tongs ; if the tongs be not at hand, use the muzzle
of the bellows, the wrong end of the fire-shovel, the

handle of the fire-brush, the end of a mop, or your
masters cane. If you want paper to singe a fowl, tear

the first book you see about the house. Wipe your
shoes, for want of a clout, with the bottom of a curtain,

or a damask napkin. Strip your livery lace for garters.

If the butler wants a jordan, be may use the great

silver cup.

There sue several ways of putting out candles, and
you ought to be instructed iti them all

:
you may run

the candle end against the wainscot, which puts the

snulT out immediately
;
you may lay it on the ground,

and tread the snulT out with your foot
;
you may hold

it upside down, until it is choked with its own grease,

or cram it into the socket of the candlestick
;
you

may whirl it round in your hand till it goes out;

when you go to bed, after you have made water, you
may dip the candle end into the chamber-pot; you

j

may spit on your finger and thumb, and pinch the

snuff till it goes out. The cook may run the caudle's

nose into the meal tub, or the groom into a vessel of I

oafs, or a lock of bal^, or a heap of litter
;
the house-

maid may put out her caudle by running it against

the looking-glass, which nothing cleans ho well as

candle- stiii ff; but the quickest and best of all methods
is to blow it out with your breath, which leaves the
candle clear, and readier to be lighted.

There is nothing so pernicious in a family as a tell-

tale, against whom it must be the principal business of
you all to unite; whatever office he serves in, take all

opportunities to spoil the business he is about, and to

crus* ‘him in everything. For instance, if the butler

be a tell-tale, break his glasses whenever he leaves

the pantry door open
;
or lock the cat or the mastiff in

it, who will do as well; mislay a fork or a spoon so

as he may never Hud it. If it be the cook, whenever

SM

I she turns her hack, throw a lump of soot, or a handful

of suit in the pot, or smoking cals into the dripping*

pan, or daub the mast meat with the back of the chim-
ney, or hide the key of the jack. If a footman l»e

suspected, let the cook daub the back of his new livery
;

or when he is going up with a dish of soup, let her

follow him softly with a ladleful, and dribble it all

the way up stairs to the dining-room, and then let the

housemaid make such a noise that her lady may hear
it The waitingmaid is very likely to be guilty of this

fault, in hopes to ingratiate herself: in this case the

laundress must be sure to tear her smocks in the wash-
ing, and yet wash them but half; and when she cora-

lains, tell all the house that she sweats so much, and
er flesh is so nasty, that she fouls a smock moro in

one hour, than the kitchemnaid does in a week.

CHAPTER I.

Direction$ to the Butler.

In my directions to servants, I find from my long

observation, that you butlers are the principal persons

concerned.

Your business being of the greatest variety, and re-

quiring the greatest exactness, I shall, as well as I

can recollect, run through the several branches of your
office, and order my instructions accordingly.

In waiting at the sideboard, take all possible care to

save your own trouble, and your master's drinking-

glasses; therefore, first, since those who dine at the

same table are supposed to be friends, let them all

drink out of the same glass without washing, which
will save you much pains, os well as the hazard of

breaking them. Give no person any liquor until he
lias called for it thrice at least; by which means,

some out of modesty, and others out of forgetfulness,

will call the seldomer, and thus your master's liquor

be saved.

Jf any one desires a glass of bottled ale, first shake
the bottle, to see if anything be in it ; then taste it, to

see what liquor it is, that you may not be mistaken

;

and lastly, wipe the mouth of the bottle with the palm
of your hand to show your cleanliness.

Be more careful to have die cork iu the belly of the

bottle than in the mouth ; and if the cork lie musty,

or white friars in your liquor, your master will save the

more.

If a humble companion, a chaplain, a tutor, or a
dependent cousin, happen to be at table, whom you

j

find to be little regarded by tl»e master and the company,
(which nobody is readier to discover and observe than we
servants,) it must be the business of you and the foot-

man to follow the example of your betters, by treating

him many degrees worse than any of the rest
;
and you

cannot please your master better, or at least your lady.

If any one calls for small beer toward the end of

dinner, do not give yourself die pains of going down
to the cellar, but gather die droppings and leavings out
of die several cups and glasses, and salvers, into one

;

but turn your hack to the comjiaiiy, for fear of being
observed. On the contrary, w hen any one calls for ale

toward die end of dinner, till the largest tankard cup
topful, by which you will have the greatest part left to

oblige your fellow-servants, without the sin of stealiug

from your master.

There is likewise a perquisite full as honest, by
which you have a chance of getting every day die best

part of a bottle of wine fur yourself; for you are to

suppose that gentlefolks will not care for the remainder

of a bottle
;

therefore always set a fresh one before

them after dinner, although there Las not been above
a glass drunk out of the other.

Take special care that your bottles lie not musty be-

fore you fill them
;

in order to which, blow strongly

2 a 2
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hitu the mouth of every bottle, and then if you smell
nothing but your own breath, immediately fill it.

If you are sent down in haste to draw any drink, and
find it will not run, do not' be at the trouble of njjcn-

ing a vent, but blow strongly into the faucet, and you
will find it immediately pour into your mouth : or

take out the vent, hut do not stay to put it in again, for

fear your master should want you.
If you are curious to taste some of your master's

ehoice bottles, empty as many of them just below the

neck as will make the quantity you want ; but then

take care to fill them up again with clean water, that

you may not lessen your master's liquor.

There is an excellent invention found out of late

years in the management of ale and small beer at the

sideboard : for instance, a gentleman calls for a glass

of ale and drinks hut half; atK>ther calls for small

beer; you immediately turn out the remainder of the
J

ale into the tankard, and fill the glass with small beer
; i

and so backward and forward as long as dinner lasts,

by which you answer three ends; first, you save your-
self the trouble of washing, and consequently the I

danger of breaking your glasses; secondly, you are sure I

not to be mistaken in giving gentlemen the liquor they

call for ; and lastly, by this method, you are certain

that nothing is lost.

Ilecause butlers are apt to forget to bring up their ale

and beer time enough, lie sure you remember to have
up yours two hours before dinner ; and place them in

five sunny part of the room, to let people see that you
have not been negligent.

Some butlers have a wav of decanting (as they call

it) bottled ale, by which they lose a good part of the

bottom; let your method be to turn the bottle directly

upside down, which will make the liquor appear doa-
ble the quantity ; by this means, you will be sure not to

lose one drop, and the froth will conceal the muddiness.

Clean your plate, wipe your knives, and rub the

dirty tables with the napkins and table-cloths used
that day ; for it is but one washing, and besides, it will

save you wearing out the coarse rubbers ; and in reward
of such good husbandry, my judgment is, that you
may lawfully make use of the finest damask napkius
for night-caps for yourself.

When you clean your plate, leave the whiting plainly

to be seen in all the chiuxs, for fear your lady should
not believe you had cleaned it.

There is nothing wherein the skill of a butler more
appears than in the management of candlt*, whereof,

although some part may fall to the share of the other

servants, yet your being the principal person concerned,

I shall direct my instructions upon this Article to you
only, leaving to your fellow-servant* to apply them upon
occasion.

First, to avoid burning daylight, and to save your
master's candles, never bring them up till half an hour
after it he dark, although they are called for ever so often.

Let your sockets he full of grease to the brim, with
the old snuff at the top, and then stick on your fresh

candles. It is true, this may endanger their falling,

but the candles will appear so much the longer and
handsomer before company. At other times, for

variety, put your candles loose in the sockets, to show
they are clean to the bottom.
When your candle is too big for the socket, melt it

to the right size in the fire
;
and to hide the smoke,

wrap it in paper half way up.
You cannot but observe, of late years, the great

extravagance among the gentry upon the article of
candles, which a good butler ought by all means to dis-

courage, both to save his own pains and his master's
money

; this may l>e contrived several ways, especially
when you are ordered to put candles into the sconces.

Sconces are great wasters of candles ; and you, who

|

are always to consider the advantage of your master
should do your utmost to discomagc them: therefore

your business must lie to press tlie candle with both
your hands into the socket, so as to make it lean, in

such a manner, that the grease may drop all upon the
floor, if some lady's head-dress, or gentleman's periwig,

be not ready to intercept it
:
you may likewise stick

the candle so loose, that it will fa 1 upon the glass of
the sconce, and break it into shatters

;
this will save

your master many a fair penny in the year, both iu

candles and to the glass-man, and yourself much la-

bour
;

for the sconces sjxiiled cannot be used.
Never let the candles bum too low, but give them

as a lawful perquisite, to your friend the cook, to increase

her kitchen stuff; or, if this be not allowed in your
house, give tbem in charity to the poor neighbours,
who often run on your errands.

When you cut bread for a toast, do not stand

idly watching it, hut lay it on the coals, and mind your
other business : then come back, and if you find it

toasted quite through, scrape off the burnt side, and
serve it up.

When you dres9 up your sideboard, set the be*t

glasses as near the edge of the table as you can ; by
which means they will cast a double lustre, and make
a much finer figure

;
and the consequence can tie at

most but the breaking half a dozen, which is a trills

in your master's pocket.

Wash tbe glasses with your own water, to save your
master's salt.

When any salt is spilt on the table, do not let it be
lost, but when dinner is done, fold up the table-cloth

with the salt iu it. then shake the Kill out into the salt-

cellar to serve next day ; but the shortest and surest

way is, when you remove the cloth, to wrap the knives,

forks, spoons, salt-cellars, broken bread, and scrap* of
meat altogether in tbe table-cloth

;
by which you will

be sure to lose nothing, unless you. think it better to

shake them out of tbe window among the beggars, that

they may with more convenience eat the scraps.

Leave the dregs of wine, ale, and other liquors, in

the bottles : to rinse them is but loss of time, since all

will be done at once in a general washing
;
and you

I
will have a better excuse for breaking them.

If your master has many musty, or very foul and
crusted bottles, I advise you, iu point of conscience, that

those may be the first you truck at the next alehouse

for ale or brandy.

When a message is sent to your master, be kind to

your brother-servant who brings it; give bim the best

liquor in your keeping, for your master's honour; and
at the first opportunity, he will do the same to you.

After supper, if it be dark, carry your plate and
china together in the same basket to save candle-light, il

for you know your pantry well enough to put them up
in the dark.

When company is expected at dinner, or in the

evenings, be sure to be abroad, that nothing may be
got which is under your key

;
by which your master

will save his liquor, and not weur out his plate.

I come now to a most important part of your economy,

the bottling of a hogshead of wine, wherein I recotn-

[

mend three virtues, cleanliness, frugality, and brotherly

I

love. Let your corks be of the longest kind you can
I

get; which will save some wine in the neck of every

bottle : as to your bottles, choose the smallest you can ,

find, which will increase the number of dozens, and

please your master; for a bottle of wine is always a

Ixittle of wine, whether it hold more or less; and if

your master has his proper number of dozens, he can-

not complain.
Every bottle must be first rinsed with wine, for

ft*ar of any moisture left in ihe washing : some, out of

of a mistaken thrift, will rinse a dozen bottles nidi

kjOC
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the same wine; but I would advise you, for more
caution, to change the wine ut every second bottle

;
a

gill may be enough. Have buttles ready by to save

it; and it will be a good perquisite, either to sell or

drink with the cook.

Never draw your hogshead too low ; nor tilt it, for

fear of disturbing your liquor. When it begins to

run alow, and before the wine grows cloudy, shake the

hogshead, and carry a glass of it to your master; who
will praise you for your discretion, and give you all

the rest as a perquisite to your place
:
you may tilt

the hogshead the next day, and in a fortnight get a

dozen or two of good clear wine to dispose of as you
please.

In bottling wine, till your mouth full of corks,

together w ith a large plug of tobacco, which will give

to the wine the true taste of the weed, so delightful

to all good judges in drinking.

When you are ordered to decant a suspicious bottle,

if a pint be out, give your band a dexterous shake,

and snow it in a gla.*e, that it lwgius to he muddy.
When a hogshead of wine or any other liquor is to

be bottled off, wash your bottles immediately before

you begin ; but be sure not to drain them, by which

good management your master will save some gallons

in every hogshead of wine.

This is the time that, in honour to your master, you
ought to show your kindness to your fellow-servants,

anil especially to the cook
;

for what signify a few

flagons out of a whole hogshead 1 Hut make them be

drunk in your presence, for fear they should be given

to other folks, and so your master be wronged : but
advise them, if they get drunk, to go to lied and leave

word they are sick
;
which last caution I would have

all the servants observe, both male and female.

If your master finds the hogshead to fall short of

his expectation, what is plainer than that the vessel

leaked ;
that the wine-coojier had not filled it in

proper time; that a merchant cheated him with a
hogshead below the common measure 7

When you are to get water on for tea after dinner,

(which in many families is port of your office,) to

save firing, and to make more haste, pour it into the

teakettle from the pot where cabbage or fish have

been boiling, which will make it much wholesomer,

by curing the acid and corroding quality of tlie tea.

He saving of your candles, and let those in the

sconces of the hall, the stairs, and in tlie lantern, burn
down into tbe sockets, until they go out of themselves;

for which your master and lady will commend your
thri Aitieas, as soon as they shall smell the snuff.

If a gentleman leaves a snuff-box or pick-tooth-casc

on the table after dinner, and goes away, look upon
it as part of your vails, for so it is allowed hy all

servants, and you do no wrong to your master or

lady.

If you serve a country squire, when gentlemen and
ladies Rome to dine at your house, never fail to make
their servants drunk, and especially the coachman, for

the houour of your master : to which, in all your
actions, you must have a special regard, at being the

best judge
;

for the houour of every family is deposited

in the hands of the cook, the butler, and the groom,
as 1 shall hereafter demonstrate.

Snuff tlie candles at supper as they stand on the

table, which is much the securest way
;
because, if the

burning snuff Itappeus to get out of the snuffers, you
have a chance that it may fall into a dish of soup,

sark-poaset, rice-milk, or the like, where it will be

immediately extinguished with very little stink.

When you have snuffed the candle, always leave

the snuffers open, for the snuff will of itself burn away
to ashes, and cannot fall out and dirty the table when
you snuff the candles again.

That the salt may lie smooth in the salt-cellar, press

it dowu with your moist palm.
Wheu a gentleman is going away after dining with

your master, be sure to stand full in view, and follow

him to the door, and, as you have opportunity, look

full in his face, perhaps it may bring you a shilling;

but if the gentleman has lain there a night, get the

cook, the house-maid, the stahle-nian, the scullion

and gardener, to accompany you, and to stand in his

way to the hall iu a line on each side of him : if the

gentleman performs handsomely, it will do him honour

and cost your master nothing.

You need not wipe your knife to cut bread for the

table, because iu cutting a slice or two it will wipe
itself.

Put your finger into every bottle to feel whether it

be full, which is tbe surest way, for feeling has no

fellow.

When you go down to the cellar to draw ale or

small beer, take care to observe directly the following

method : hold the vessel between the finger and thumb
of your right hand, with the palm upwards; then hold

the candle between your fingers, but a little leaning

toward the mouth of tbe vessel ; then take out the

spigot with your left band, and clap the point of it in

your mouth, and keep your left hand to watch acci-

dents; when the vessel is full, withdraw the spigot

from your mouth, well wetted with spittle, which,

being of a slimy consistence, will make it stick faster

in the faucet : if any tallow drops into the vessel, you
may easily (if you think of it) remove it with u spoon.

Always lock up a cat iu the closet where you keep

your china plates, for fear the mice may steal in and
break them.

A good butler always breaks off the point of his

bottle-screw iu two days, by trying which is hardest,

tbe point of the screw, or the neck of the bottle : in

this case to supply the want of a screw, after the stump
has torn the cork in pieces, make use of a silver fork,

and when the scraps of the cork are almost drawn out,

flirt the mouth of the buttle into the cistern three or

four times, until you quite clear it.

If a gentleman dines often with your master, and
gives you nothing wheu he goes away, you may use
several methods to show him some marks of your dis-

densure, and quicken his memory : if he calls for

>read or drink, you may pretend not to hear, or send

it to another who called after him ; if he asks for wine,

let him stay awhile, and then send him small beer;

give him always foul glasses
;
send him a spoon when

he wants a knife ;
wink at the footman to leave him

without a plate : by these and the like expedients, you
may probably be a better man by balf-a-crown

before he leaves the house, provided you watch an
opportunity of standing by when be is going.

If your lady loves play, your fortune is fixed for

ever; moderate gaming will lie a perquisite of ten

shillings a-week
;
and iu such a family 1 would rather

choose to be butler than chaplain, or even rather than
be steward ; it is all ready niouey, and got without
labour, unless your lady happens to be one of those

who either obliges you to find wax candles, or forces

you to divide it with some favourite servants; but, at

worst, the old cards are your own
;
and if the game-

sters play deep or grow peevish, they will change tlie

cards so often, that the old ones will be a considerable

advantage by selling them to coffee-houses, or families

who love play, but cannot afford better than cards at

second-hand ; when you attend at the service, be sure

to leave new packs within the reach of the gamesters

;

which those who have ill-luck will readily take to

change their fortune; and now and then an old pack
mingled with the rest will easily pass. Be sure to be
very officious on play nights, and ready with yosr
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candles fo light out your company, ami liave salvors

of wiue at hatul to give them when they call; but

manage so with the cook that there be no supper,

because it will lie so much saved in your master's

family ; and because a supper will considerably lessen

your gains.

Next to cards there is nothing so profitable to you
as bottles

;
in which perquisite you have no competitors

except the footmen, who are apt to steal and vend
them for pots of beer; but you are bound to prevent

any such abuses in your muster's family : the footmen
are not to answer for what are broken at a general

bottling; and those may be as many as your discretion

will make them.

The profit of glasses is so very inconsiderable that

it is hardly worth mentioning
;

it cimsists only in a
small present made by the glass- man, and about four

shillings in the pound added to the prices, for your
trouble and skill in choosing them, if your master

has a large stock of glasses, and you or vour fellow-

servants hapjicn to break any of them without your
master's knowledge, keep it a secret till there are not

enough left to serve the table, then tell your master

that the glasses arc gone
;

this will lie but oue vexation

to him, which is much better than fretting once or

twice a-week
;
and it is the office of a good servant to

discompose his master and his lady as seldom as he

cau
;
and here the cat and dog will be of great use to

take the blame from you. Note, that liotlles missing

are supposed to lie half stolen by stragglers and other

servants; and the other bulf bioken by accident and
a general washing.

Whet the backs of your knives until they are as

sharp os the edge; which will liave this advantage,

that when gentlemen find them blunt on one side they

may try the other ; and to show you s]>are no pains in

sharpening the knives, whet them so long, till you
wear out a good part of the iron, and even the Uittom
of the silver handle. This does credit to your master,

for it shows good house-keeping, and the goldsmith
'

may one day make you a present.

Vour lady, when she finds the small beer or ale dead,

will blame yuu for not remembering to put the peg into

the vent-hole. This is a great mistake, nothing being

plainer than that the |ieg keeps the air in the vessel,

which spoils the drink, and therefore ought to be let

out
;
but if site insists upon it, to prevent the trouble

of nulling out tlie vent, and putting it in a dozen times !

a-day, which is not to lie Ixiriie by a good servant, leave :

the spigot half out at night, and you will find, with only i

the loss of two or three quarts of liquor, the vessel will

run freely.

When you prepare your candles, wrap them up in a

f

iiece of brown paper, and so stick them into the socket : I

et the paper come half way up the caudle, which looks :

handsome if anybody should come in.

Do all iu the dark to save your master's candles.

CHAPTER II.

Directions to the Cook.

Although I am not ignorant that it has been a long
time since the custom began among the people of
quality to keep men cooks, and generally of the French
nation, yet liecause my treatise is chiefly calculated
for the general run of knights, squires, and gentlemen, !

both in town and country, I shall therefore apply to
j

you, Mrs. Cook, os a woman : however, a great part of
‘

what I intend may sen e for either sex ; and your part

naturally follows the former, because tlie butler and
you are joined in interest; your vails are generally

equal, ami paid when others are disappointed
; you can

junket together at nights upon your own prog, when the
rest of tiie house are a-bed; and have it in your piwer

to make every fellow-servant your friend
;
you can give

a good bit or a good sup to the little masters and misses,

and gain their affections : a quarrel between you is very
dangerous to you lioth, anti will probably end in one of
you being turned off; iu which fatal case, perhaps it

will nut be so easy in some time to cotton with another.

And now, Mrs. Cook, I proceed to give you my instruc-

tions; which I desire you will get some fellow-servant

,
in the family to read to you constantly oue night in

J

every week when you ore going to bed, whether you
serve in town or country; for my lessons shall be fitted

for both.

Jf your lady forgets at supper that there is any cold
meat in the house, do not you tie so officious as to put
her iu mind

; it is plain she did not want it; and if she
recollects it the next day, say she gave you no orders,

and it is s]>eut
;

therefore, fur fear of telling a lie, dis-

jiose of it with the butler, or any other crouy, before

you go to bed.

Never send up a leg of a fowl at supper while then
I is a cut or a dog in the house that can lie accused for

running away with it: but if there happen to lie

neither, you must lay it upon tlie rats, or a strange
greylmuud.

It is ill housewifery to foul your kitchen rublicrs

with wiping the bottoms of the dishes you send up,
since tlie table-cloth will do as well, and is changed
every meal.

Never clean your spits after they have been used

;

for the grease left upon them by meat is the best thing
to preserve them from rust; and when you make use
of them again, tlie same grease will keep the inside of
tlie meat moist.

If you live in a rich family, roasting and boiling ore

below the dignity of your office, and which it becomes
you to lie ignorant of; therefore leave that work wholly
to the kitchen-wench, for fear of disgracing the family
you live in.

If you are employed in marketing, buy your meat as

cheap os you can ;
but when you bring in your accounts,

lie tender of your master's honour, and set down the

highest rate
;
which, besides, is but justice

;
for nobody

can aflbnl to sell at the same rate that he buys, and I

am confident that you may charge safely
;
swear that

you gave no more than what the butcher and poulterer

asked. If your lady orders you to set up a niece of
meat for sup|>er. you are not to understand that you
must set it up all, therefore you may give half to your-
self and the butler.

Good cooks cannot abide whut they justly call

fiddling work, where abundance of time is spent, and
little done: such, for instance, is the dressing small
birds, requiring a world of cookery and clutter, and a
second or third spit, which, by the way, is absolutely

needless; for it will be a very ridiculous thing, indeed,

if a spit, which is strong enough to turn a sirloin of

beef, should not be able to turn a lark
;
however, if

your lady be nice, and is afraid that a large spit will

tear them, place them handsomely in the dripping-pan,

where the fat of roasted mutton or beef falling on the

birds will serve to baste them, and so save both time
and butter : for what cook of any spirit would lose her
time in picking larks, wheatears, and other small birds!
Therefore, if you cannot get the maids or the young
misses to assist you, e'en make short work, and either

singe or flay them
;
there is no great loss in the skins,

and the flesh is just the same.

Jf you ore employed in marketing, do not accept a
treat of a beef-steak and a pot of ale from the butcher,

which 1 think in conscience is no better than wronging
your master; but do you alwuysfake that perquisite in

money, if you ilo not go in trust
; or in poundage, when

yon jmiv the hills.

The kitchen bellows being usually out of order with



•tii ring the fire with the muzzle, to save the tongs ami
]>oker,borrow the bellowsout of your lady's bed-chamber,

which, being least used, are commonly the beat in the

house : and if you liappeu to damage or grease them,

you have a chance to have them left entirely for your
own use.

Let a blackguard boy 1« always about the house to

send on your errands, and go to market for you on
rainy days, which will save your clothes, and make
you ap)iear more creditable to your mistress.

If your mistress allows you the kitchen-stuff, in re-

turn of her generosity take core to boil and roast your
meat sufficiently. If she keeps it for her own profit, do
her justice; and rather than let a good fire be wanting,

enliven it now and then with the dripping and the

butter tliat hap|>ens to turn to oil.

Send up your meat well stuck with skewers, to

make it look round and plump; and an iron skewer

rightly employed now and then will make it look

handsomer.
When you roast a long joint of meat, be careful

only about the middle, aud leave the two extreme ports

raw, which will serve another time, and will also save

tiring.

When you scour your plates and dishes, bend the

brim inward, so as to make them hold the more.
Always keep a large fire in the kitchen when there

is a small dinner, or the family dine* abroad, that the

neighbours, seeing the smoke, may commend your
master's housekeeping : but when much company is

invited, then be as sjuring as possible of your coals,

oecause a great deal of the meat being half raw will lie

saved, and serve next day.
Boil your meat constantly in pump water, l>ecause

you must sometimes want river or pipe water
;
and

tlieu your mistress, observing your meat of a different

colour, will elude you when you are not in fault.

When you have plenty of fowl in the larder, leave

the door open, in pity to the poor cat, if she be a good
mouser

If yon find it necessary to go to market in a wet day,
take out your mistress's riding-hood aud cloak, to save

your clothes.

Get three or four charwomen to attend you con-
stantly in the kitchen, whom you pay at small charges,

only with the broken meat, a few coals, and all the

cinders.

To keep troublesome servants out of the kitchen,
always leave the winder sticking on the jack, to fall on
their heads.

If a lump of soot fulls into the soup, and you cannot
conveniently get it out, stir it well, and it will give the

soup a high French taste.

If you melt your butter to oil, be under no con-

cern, but send it up, for oil is a genfeeler sauce than

butter.

Scrape the bottoms of your pots and kettles with a
silver spoon, for fear of giving them a taste of copper.

When you send up butter for sauce, be so thrifty os

to let it be half water
;
which is also much whole-

«omer.

If your butter, when it is melted, tastes of brass, it

is your master's fault, who will not allow you a silver

sauce|Kui : besides, the less of it will go further, and
new tinning is very chargeable

; if you have a silver

saucepan, and the butter smells of smoke, lay the fault

upon the coals.

Never make use of a spoon in anything that you cat)

do with youi bauds, for fear of wearing out your master's

plate.

When you find that you cannot get dinner ready at

the time appointed, put the clock back, and then it may
be rearly to a minute.

Let a red-hot coal now and then fall into the dripping-

pan, that the smoke of the dripping tuay ascend, and
give the roast meat a high taste.

You are to look upon the kitchen as your dressing-

room
;
but you are not to wash your hands till you

have gone to the necessary-house, and spitted your
meat, trussed your fowl, picked vour sallad,not indeed

till after you have sent up your second course
; for your

hands will be ten times fouler with the many thiugs

you are forced to handle
;
but when your work is over,

one washing will serve for all.

There is hut one part of your dressing that I would
admit while the victuals are Imiliug, roosting, or stew-

ing; 1 mean the combing your bead, which loses uo
time, because you can stand over your cookery, and
watch it with one hand, while you ore using your comb
with the other.

If any of the combings happen to lie sent up with

the victuals, you may safely lay the fault upon any of

the footmen that has vexed you ;
as those gentlemen

are sometimes apt to be malicious, ifyou refuse them a

sop in the pail, or a slice from the spit, much more when
you discharge a ladleful of hot porridge on their legs,

or send them up to their masters with a dish-clout pinned

at their tails.

In roasting and boiling, order the kitchen-maid to

bring none but large coals, and save the small ones for

the tires above stairs; the first are properest for dressing

meat, and when they are out, if you happen to miscarry

in any dish, you inay fairly lay the fault upon want
of coals; besides, the cinder-pickers will be sure to

speak ill of your master's housekeeping, where they do
not find plenty of large cinders mixed with fresh large

coals; thus you may dress your meat with credit, do
an act of charity, raise the honour of your master, and
sometimes get share of a pot of ale for your bounty to

the cinder-woman.
As soon as you have sent up the second course, you

have nothing to do (in a great family) until supper;
therefore scour your hands and face, put on your hood
and scarf, and take your pleasure among your cronies

till nine or ten at night.—But dine first.

Let there be always a strict friendship between you
and tbe butler, for it is both your interests to be united ;

the butler often wants a comfortable tit-bit, and you
much oftener a cool cup of good liquor. However, be
cautious of him, for he is sometimes an inconstant lover,

because he has great advantage to allure the maids w ith

a glass of sack, or white wine and sugar.

When you roast a breast of veal, remember your
sweetheart the butler loves a sweet-bread; therefore set

it aside till evening
;
you can say, the cat or the dog

has run away with it, or you found it tainted, or fly-

blown
;
and besides, it look* as well at the tabic without

it as with it.

W'heu you muke the company wait long for dinner,

and the meat be overdone, which is generally the case,

you may lawfully lay the fault upon your lady, who
hurried you so to send up dinner, that you was forced

to scud it up too much boiled and roasted.

If your dinner miscarries in almost every dish, how
could you help it ? You were teazed by the footmeu
coming into the kitchen ; and, to prove it true, take

occasion to be angry, and throw a ladleful of broth on
one or two of their liveries ; besides, Friday and Child-
ermas-dny are two cross days in the week, and it is

impossible to have good luck on either of them
; there-

fore on those two days you have a lawful excuse.

W hen you are in baste to take down your dishes, tip

them in such a manner that a dozen will full together

upon the dresser, just ready for your hand.
To save time and trouble, cut your apples aud onions

with the same knife
;
and well-bred gentry love tbe taste

of an onion in everything they eat.

Lump three or four pounds of butter together with
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yiHir hand, then dash it against the wall just over the

dresser, so as to have it ready to pull by pieces as you
have occasion for it.

If you have a silver saucepan for the kitchen use,

let me advise you to batter it all, and keep it always
black ; this will lie for your master's honour, for it

shows there lias been constant good housekeeping
;
and

make room fur the saucepan by wriggling it on the

coals, &c.
In the same manner, if you are allowed a large silver

spoon for the kitchen, let half the bowl of it lie worn
out with continual scraping and stirring, and often say

merrily, This s|M>on owes my master no service.

When you send up a mess of broth, water-gruel, or

the like, to your master in a morning, do not forget

with your thumb and lingers to put salt on the side of

the plate; for if you make use of a spoon or the end
of a knife, there may be danger that the salt would fall,

and tliat would be a sign of ill luck
;
only remember

to lick your thumb and fingers clean before you offer

to touch the salt.

CHAPTER III.

Directiuaa to the Footman.

Your employment living of u mixed nature, extends

to a great variety of business, and you stand in a fair

way of being the favourite of your master or mistress,

or of the young masters and misses
:
you are the fine

gentleman of the family, with whom all tlie maids are

in love. You are sometimes a pattern of dress to your
master, and sometimes he is so to you. You wait at

table in all companies, and consequently have the oppor-

tunity to see and know the world, and to understand

men and manners. I confess your vails are but few,

unless you are seut with a present, or attend the tea in

the country
;
but you are called Mr. in the neighbour-

hood, and sometimes pick up a fortune
;
perhaps your

master's daughter; aud I have known many of your
tribe to have good commands in the army. In Town
you have a seat reserved for you in the playhouse,

where you have an opportunity of becoming wits and
critic : you have no professed enemy except the rabble,

and my lady's waiting-woman, who are sometimes apt

to call you skip-kennel. 1 have a true veneration for

your office, because I had once the honour to be one of

your order, which I foolishly left by demeaning myself

with accepting an employment in the custom-house.

Rut that you, my brethren, may come to liettcr fortunes,

I shall here deliver ray instructions, which have been

the fruits of much thought and observation, as well as

of seven years' experience.

In order to learn the secrets of other families, tell

them those of your master's; thus you will grow a fa-

vourite both at home and abroad, and be regarded as a

jvrson of importance.

Never be seen in the streets with a bosket or bundle
in your hands, and carry nothing hut what you can hide

in your pocket, otherwise you will disgrace your

calling; to prevent which, always retain a blackguard
bov to carry your load

;
and if you want farthings,

pay him with a good slice of bread, or scrap of meat.

Let a shoe-boy clean your own shoes first, for fear of

fouling the chamber, then let him clean your master's

;

keep him on purpose for that use, and to run of errands,

and pay him with scraps. When you are scut on an
errand, be sure to edge in some business of your own,

either to see your sweetheart, or drink a pot of ale with

tome brother-servants, which is so much time clear

gained.

There is a great controversy al>out the most conve-

nient and genteel way of holding your plate at meals

;

some stick it Iwtween the frame ami the hack of the

chair, which is an excellent expedient, where the make

of the chair will allow it ; others, for fear the |ilaf#

should fall, grasp it so firmly that their thumb readies

to the middle of the hollow
;
which, however, if vour

thumb be dry, is no secure method
;
and therefore, in

that case, I advise you wetting the twill of it with your
tongue : as to that absurd practice of letting the back of

the plate lie leaning on the hollow of your hand, which
some ladies recommend, it is universally exploded,
being liable to so many accidents. Others again are so

relined tliat they hold their plate directly under the

left arm-pit, which is the best situation for keeping it

warm
;
but this may be dangerous in the article of

taking away a dish, wliere your plate may happen to

fall upon some of the company s heads. I confess

myself to have objected against all these way*, which
I have frequently tried

;
and therefore, I recommend a

fourth, which is to stick your plate up to the rim in-

clusive, in the left side, between your waistcoat and
your shirt : this will keep it at least as warm as under
your arm-pit or ockster, as the Scots call it; this will

hide it so as strangers may take you for a better

servant, too good to hold a plate; this will secure it

from falling, and thus disposed, it lies ready for you
to whip out in a moment, ready warmed, to any guest

within your reach who may want it. And lastly, there

is another convenience in this method, that if at any
time during your waiting you find yourself going to

cough or sneeze, you can immediately snatch out the

plate, and bold the hollow part close to your nose or

mouth, and thus prevent spirting any moisture from
either, upon the dishes or the ladies' dress; you see

gentlemen aud ladies observe a like practice on such on
occasion, with a hat or handkerchief; yet a plate isles*

fouled, and sooner cleaned, than either of these
;

for,

when your cough or sneeze is over, it is but returning

your plate to the same position, and your shirt shall

clean it in the passage.

Take off the largest dishes, and set them on with one

hand, to show the ladies your vigour and strength of

back
;
but always do it between two ladies, that if the

dish happens to slip, the soup or sauce may fall on their

clothes, and not daub the floor ;
by this practice, two of

our brethren, my worthy friends, got considerable

fortunes.

Leam all the new-foshion words, And oaths, and
songs, and scram of plays, that your memory can hold.

Thus you will become the delight of nine ladies iu ten,

and the envy of ninety-nine bcauxs iu a hundred.
Take care that, at certain periods, during dinner

especially, when persons of quality ore there, you and
your brethren be all out of the room together ; by which
you will give yourself some ease from the fatigue of

waiting, and at the same time leave the company to

converse more freely, without being constrained by your
presence.

When you are sent on a message, deliver it in your

own worel^ although it lie to a duke or a duchess, and
not in the words of your master or lady

;
for how can

they understand what belongs to a message as well os

you, who have been bred to the employment t But
never deliver the answer till it is called for, and then

adorn it in your owu style.

When dinner is done, carry down a great heap of

plates to the kitchen, and when you come to tl»e head
of the stairs, trundle them all hefurc you : there is not

a more agreeable sight or sound, es^iecially if they lie

silver, besides the trouble they save you, and there they

will lie ready near the kitchen door for the scullion to

wash them.
If you are bringing up a joint of meat in a dish, and

it falls out of your hand Indore you get into the diuiug-

room, with the meat on the ground, and the since

spilled, take up the meat gently, wipe it with the flap

of your coat, theu put it again into the dish, and serve
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it up; and when your lady misses the sauce, tell her it
,

is to be sent up in a plate by itself.

When you carry up a dish of meat, dip your finders

in the sauce, or lick it with your tongue, to try whether

it be good and tit for your master's table.

You are the last judge of what acquaintance vour

lady ought to have, and therefore if she sends you oil

a message of compliment or business to a family you

do not like, deliver the answer in such a manner as

may breed a quarrel between them not to he reconciled
;

or if a footman comes from the same family on the like

errand, turn tire answer she orders you to deliver, iii

such a manner, as tire other family may take it for an

affront.

When you are in lodgings, and no shoe-boy to Ire

got, clean your master's shoes with the bottom of the

curtains, a clean napkin, or your landlady's apron.

Ever wear your hat in the house, but when your

master calls
;
and as soon os you come into his presence,

pull it off to show your manners.

Never clean your shoes on the scraper, but in the

entry, or at the foot of the stairs, by which you will

have the credit of being at home almost a minute

sooner, and the scraper will last longer.

Never ask leave to go abroad, for then it will he

always known that you are absent, and you will lie

thought on idle, rambling fellow ;
whereas if you go

out and nobody observes you, you have a chance of

coming home without being missed
;
and you need not

tell’ your fellow-sen'ants where you are gone, for they

will be sure to say you were in the house hut two
minutes ago, which is the duty of all servants.

Snuff the candles with your fingers, and throw the

snuff on the floor, and then tread it out, to prevent

stinking: this method will very much save the snuffers

from wearing out. You ought also to snuff them close

to the tallow, which will make them run, and so increase

the perquisite of the cook’s kitchen-stuff
;

for she is the

person you ought in prudence to be well with.

While grace is saying after meat, do you and your

brethren take the chairs from liehind the company, so

that when they go to sit again, they may fall backward,

which will make them all merry ;
but be you so discreet

ns to bold your laughter till you get to the kitchen,

and then divert your fellow -servants.

Wf

hen you know your master is most busy in com-
pany, come in and pretend to settle about the room, and
if he chides, say, you thought he rung the bell. This
will divert him from plodding on business too much,
or spending himself in talk, or racking his thoughts, all

which are hurtful to his constitution.

If you are ordered to break the claw of a crab or a
lobster, clap it between the sides of the dining-room

door between the hinges: thus you can do it gradually,
j

without nmshiug the meat, which is often the fate of

the street-door key, or the iwstle.

W’hen you take a foul plate from any of the guests,

nnd observe the foul knife and fork lying on the plate,
j

show your dexterity
;
tike up the plate, and throw off I

the knife and fork on the table, without shaking off the

hones or broken meat that are left
;
then the guest, who

has more time than you, will wipe the fork and knife

already used.

When you carry a glass of liquor to any person who
has called fur it, do not hob him on the shoulder, or cry,

j

sir, or inadiun, here’s the glass
;
that would he uuinon-

nerly, as if you had a mind to force it down one’s '

throat, but stand at the person’s left shoulder, and wait
j

bis time ; and if he strikes it down with his elbow by
forgetfulness, that was his fault, and not yours.

When your mistress sends you for a hackney-coach I

in a wet day, come back in the coach, to save your
j

clothes and the trouble of walking : it is lietter the
,

bottom of her petticoats should be daggled with your I

dirty shoes, than your livery be spoiled, and yourself

get a cold.

There is no indignity so great to one of your station,

as that of lighting your master in the streets with a
lantern; and therefore it is very honest policy to try

all arts how to evade it; besides, it shows your master
to be either poor or covetous, which are the two worst

qualities you can meet with in any service. W'heti I was
under these circumstances, I made use of several wise
expedients, which I here recommend to you : sometimes
J took a candle so long, that it reached to the very top

of the lantern, and burned it
;
but my master, after a

good beating, ordered me to paste it over with paper.

I then used a middling candle, but stuck it so loose in

the socket, that it leaned toward one side, and burned a
whole quarter of the horn. Then I used a bit of candle
of half an inch, which sunk in the socket, a> d melted
the solder, and forced my master to walk half the way
in the dark. Then he made me stick two inches of
candle in the place where the socket was, after which
1 pretended to stumble, put out the candle, and
broke all the tin port to pieces : at last, he was forced

o make use of a lantern-boy, out of perfect good
husbandry.

It is much to be lamented that the gentlemen of our
employment hare but two hands to carry plates, dishes,

bottles, and the like, out of the room at meals; and
the misfortune is still the greater, because one of those

hands is required to open the door, while you are en-
cumbered with your load; therefore I advise, that the

door may be always left a-jar, so as to open it with
your foot, and then you may carry out plates and dishes

from your belly up to your chin, besides a good quan-
tity of things under your arms, which will save you
many aweary step; but take care that none of the

burden falls till you are out of tbe room, and, if pos-
sible, out of hearing.

If you are sent to the post-office with a letter in a
cold rainy night, step to the ale-house and take a pot,

until it is supposed you have done your errand
;
but

take the next fair opportunity to put the letter in care-

fully, as becomes an honest servant.

If you are ordered to make coffee for the ladies after

dinner, and the pot happens to boil over while you are

running up for a spoon to stir it, or thinking of some-
thing else, or struggling with the chamber-maid fora
kiss, wipe the sides of the pot clean with a dish-clout,

carry up vour coffee boldly, and when your lady finds

it too weak, and examines you whether it has not run
over, deny the fact absolutely

;
swear you put in more

coffee than ordinary, that you never stirred an inch

from it, that you strove to make it better than usual,

because your mistress had ladles with her, that the ser-

vants in the kitchen will justify what you say
;
upon

this, you will find that the other ladies will pronounce
your coffee to be very good, and your mistress will

confess that her mouth is out of taste, and she will for

the future suspect herself, and he more cautious in

finding fault. This I would have you do from a prin-

ciple of conscience, for coffee is very unwholesome, and,

out of affection to your lady, you ought to give it her

as weak as possible; and upon this argument, when
you have a mind to treat any of the maids with a dish

of fresh coffee, you may and ought to subtract a part

of the powder, on account of your lady's health, and
getting her maid’s good will.

If your master sends you with a small, trifling present

to one of his friends, he as careful of it as you would
l* of n diamond-ring ;

therefore, if the present he only
half-a-dozen pippins, send up the servant who received

the message, to say that you were ordered to deliver

them with your own hands. This will show your ex-

actness and care to prevent accidents or mistakes ; and
the gentleman or lady cannot do less than give you a
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shilling : so when your master receives the like prevent,

teach the messenger who brings it to do the same, and
give your master hints that may stir up his generosity

;

tor brother' servants should assist one another, since it

is all fur their master's honour, which is the chief point

to lie consulted by every good servant, and of which he
is the best judge.

Wbeu you step but a few doors off to tattle with a
wench, or take a running pot of ale, or to see a brother

footman going to be hanged, leave the street door open,

that you may not be forced to knock, and your master

discover you ore gone out; for a quarter of an hour's

time can do his service no injury.

When you take away the remaining pieces of bread
after dinner, put them on foul plates, and press them
down with other plates over them, so as nobody can
touch them

; and so they will be a good perquisite to

the blackguard boy in ordinary.

When you are forced to clean your master's shoes

with your own hand, use the edge of the sharpest case-

knife, and dry them with the toes an inch from the tire,

because wet shoes are dangerous, and besides by these

arts you will get them the soouer for yourself.

In some families the master often sends to the tavern

for a bottle of wine, and you are the messenger : I ad-
vise you therefore tc take the smallest bottle you can
find ; but, however, make the drawer give you a full

quart, then you will get a good sup for yourself, and
your bottle will be filled. As for a cork to stop it, you
need be at no trouble, for the thumb will do os well, or

a bit of dirty chewed ]iapcr.

In all disputes with chairmen and coachmen, for de-

manding too much, when your master sends you down
to chaffer with them, hike pity of the poor fellows, and
tell your master that they will not take a farthing less

:

it is more for your interest to get share of a pot of ale,

tlum to save a shilling for your master, to whom it is

a trifle.

When you attend your lady in a dark night, if she

uses her coach, do not walk by the coach-side, so as to

tire and dirt yourself, but get up into your proper place

ttehind it, and so hold the flambeau sloping forward

over the conch roof
;
and when it wants snuffing, dash

it against the comers.

When you leave your lady at church on Sundays,
you have two hours safe to spend with your companions
at the ale-boose, or over a beef-steak and a pot of beer

j

at home with the cook and the maids; and, indeed,
|

poor servants have so few opportunities to be happy
that they ought not to lose any.

Never wear socks when you wait at meals, on ac-

count of your own health, as well ns of them who sit

at table ;
because os most ladies like tbe smell of

young men's toes, so it is a sovereign remedy against

vapours.

Chooee a service, if you can, where your livery co-

lours are least tawdry and distinguishing
;
green and

>ellow immediately betray your office, and so do all

kinds of lace, except silver, which will hardly fall to

your share, unless with a duke, or some prodigal just

come to his estate. The colours you ought to wish
for are blue, or filemot turned up with red; which,
with a liorrowcd sword, a borrowed air, your master's

linen, and a natural and improved confidence, will

give you what title you please, where you are not

known.
Wlum you carry dishes ox other things out of the

room at meals, till both your hands as full as possible;

for although you may sometimes spill, ami sometimes
let fall, yet you will find at the year's end you have
made great despatch and saved abundance of time.

If jour master or mistress happen to walk the streets,

keep on one side and as much on the level with them
as you can, which people observing, will cither think

t you do not belong to them, or that you arc one of their

companions; but if either of them happen rutuiu back
and s]>eak to you, so that you arc under the necessity to

take off your hat, use but your thumb and one finger,
- and scratch your head with the rest.

I

In winter time light the dining-room fire but two mi*
nutes before dinner is served up. that your master may
see how saving you are of his coals.

When you are ordered to stir up the fire, clean away

J

the ashes from betwixt the bars with the fire-brush.

When you are ordered to call a coach, although it be
midnight, go no further than the door, for fear of being

' out of the way when you are wanted
;
and there stand

bawling, Coach, coach, for ludf an hour.

Although you geutlemeu in livery have the misfor-
tune to be treated scurvily by all mankind, yet you
make a shift to keep up your spirits, and sometimes
arrive at considerable fortunes. I was an intimate

friend to one of our brethren who was footman to a
court lady

;
she hail an honourable employment, was

sister to an earl, and the widow of a man of quality.

She observed something so polite in my friend, the

gracefulness with which he tripped before her chair,

and put his hair under his hat, that she mude him
many advances; and one day taking the air in her

coach, with Tom behind it, the coachman mistook
the way, and stopped at a privileged chapel, where the

couple were married, and Tom came home in the

chariot hy his lady's side : but lie unfortunately

taught her to drink brandy, of which she died, after

having pawned all her plate to purchase it, and Tom
is now a journeyman maltster.

Roucher, the famous gamester, was another of our

fraternity : and when he was worth 50,000/. he dunned
the duke of Buckingham for an arrear of wages in

his service : and I could instance many more, par-

ticularly another, whose son had one of the chief em-
ployments at court : and it is sufficient to give you
the following advice, which is, to lie pert and saucy
to all mankind, especially to the chaplain, the wait-

ing-woman, and the better sort of servants in a person

of quality's family ; and value not now and then a
kicking, or a caning, for your insolence will at lost

tuni to good account ; and from wearing a livery, you
may probably soon carry a pair of colours.

When you wait behind a chair at meals, keep con-

stantly wriggling the back of the chair that the person

behind whom you stand may know you arc ready to

attend him.
When you carry a parcel of china plates, if they

chance to fall, as it is a frequent misfortune, your ex-

cuse must be, that a dog ran across you ill the hall

;

that the chamber-maid accidentally pushed the door

against you
;

that a mop stood across the entry, and
tripped you up; that your sleeve stuck against the

key, or button of the lock.

W’hen your master and lady are talking together

in their bed-chamber, and you have some suspirion

tliat you or your fellow-servants arc concerned in

what they say, listen at the door, for the public good

of all the servants, and join all to take proper mea-
sures for preventing any innovations tliat may hurt

tbe community.
Be not proud in prosperity : you have heard that

fortune turns on a wheel ; if you have a good place,

you are at the top of the wheel. Remember how
often you have been stripped, and kicked out of doors,

your wages all taken up before-hand, and spent in

translated red-heelod shoes, second-hand toupees, and
repaired luceil niflles, beside a swinging debt to the

j

ale-wife and the brandy-shop. The neighbouring tapster,

I who before would beckon you over to a savoury bit

of ox-check in the morning, give it you gratis, and

i

only score you up for the liquor, immediately after
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you were pocked off in disgrace, curried a petition to

your master, to be paid out of your wages, whereof not a
farthing was due, and then pursued you with bailiffs

into every blind cellar. Rememl*er how soon you
grew shabby, thread Ixare, and out at heels; was forced

to borrow an old livery coot, to make your appear-

ance while you were looking for a place : and sneak

to every house where you had an old acquaintance,

to steal you a scrap to keep life and soul together;

and, upon the whole, were in the lowest station of

human life, which, as the old ballad says, is that of a
skip-kennel turned out of place; I say, remember all

this now in your flourishing condition. Pay your con*
tributions duly to your late brothers the cadets, who
are left to the wide world ; take one of them as your
dependent, to send on your lady's messages, when you
have a mind to go to the ale-house; slip him out pri-

vately, now and then, a slice of bread, and bit of cold

meat
;
your master can afford it

;
and if he be not yet

put upon establishment for a lodging, let him lie in

the stable or the coach-house, or under the bock -stairs,

and recommend him to all the gentlemen who frequent

your house as an excellent servant.

To grow old iu the office of a footman is the highest

of all indignities; therefore, when you find years

coming on, without hopes of a place at court, a com*
mat id iu the army, a succession to the stewardship, an
employment in the revenue, (which two last you can-

not obtain without muling and writing,) or ruuning
away with your master's niece or daughter, I directly

advise you to go upon the road, which is the only post

of honour left you
;
there you will meet many of your

old comrades, and live a short life and a merry one,

and make a figure at your exit, wherein I will give
you some instructions. '

The last advice I give you relates to your behaviour

when you are going to be hanged ; which, either for

robbing your master, for house-breaking, or going upon
the highway, or, in a drunken quarrel, by killing the

first man you meet, may very probably be your lot,

and is owing to oue of these three qualities ; cither a
love of j^ood fellowship, a generosity of mind, or too

much vivacity of spirits. Your good behaviour on
this article will concern your whole community.
Deny the fact with all solemnity of imprecations; a

hundred of your brethren, if they can be admitted,

will attend about the bar, and be ready, upon demand,
to give you a character before the court. Let nothing
prevail on you to confess, but the promise of a pardon
for discovering your comrades: but 1 suppose all this

to be in vain ; for if you escape now, your fate will be

the same auotiier day. Get a speech to be written by
the best author of Newgate; some of your kind
wenches will provide you with a Holland shirt and
white cap, crowned with a crimson or black ribbou :

take leave cheerfully of all your friends in Newgate;
mount the cart with courage; fall on your knees;

lift up your eyes ; hold a book iu your hands, although
you cannot read a word

;
deny the fact at the gallows;

kiss and forgive the hangman, and so farewell
:
you

shall be buried in pomp, at the charge of the fraternity
;

the surgeon shall not touch a limb of you ; and your
fame shall continue until a successor of equal renown
succeeds iu your place.

CHAPTER IV.

Directions to the Coachman.

You are strictly bound to nothing but to step into the
box, and carry your master or lady.

Let your horses tie so well trained that when you
attend your lady at a visit, they will wuit until you slip

into a neighbouring ale-house to take a pot with a friend.

When you are in no humour to drive, tell your
master that the horses have got a cold, that they want

shoeing, that rain does them hurt, ar.d rougneu* their

coat, and rots the harness. This may likewise be

applied to the groom.

if your master dines with a country friend, drink ns

much as you can get
;
because it is allowed that a

good coachman never drives so well as when he is

drunk ; and then show your skill by driving to an
inch by a precipice, and say you never drhe so well

as when drunk.

If yoti find any gentleman fond of one of your horses,

and williug to give you a consideration beside the price,

persuade your master to sell him, because he is so

vicious that you cannot undertake to drive him, aud is

foundered into the bargain.

Get a blackguard boy to watch your coach at the

church-door on Sundays, that you and your brother*

coachraeu may be merry together at the ale-house,

while your master and lady are at church.

Take core that your wheels be good, and get a new
set bought as often as you can, whether you are allowed
the old as your perquisite or not : in one case it will

turn to your honest profit, and iu the other it will he
a just punishment on your master's covetousness

;
and

probably the coach-maker will consider you too.

CHAPTER V.

Directions to the Groom.

You are the servant upon whom the care of your
master's honour in all journeys entirely depends; your
breast is the sole repository of it. If he travels the

country, and lodges at inns, every dram of brandy,
every pot of ale extraordinary that you drink raises

his character; and therefore his reputation ought to be
dear to you

;
and 1 hope you will not stint yourself iu

either. The smith, the saddler's journeyman, the cook
at the inn, the ostler, and the boot-catcher, ought all,

by your means, to partake of your master s generosity :

thus his fame will reach from one couuty to another

;

and what is a gallon of ale, or a pint of brandy in his

worship's pocket? And although he should be in the

number of those who value their credit less than their

purse, yet your care of the former ought to be so much
the greater. His horse wanted two removes

;
your

horse wanted nails; his allowance of oats and beans
was greater than the journey required ; a third may be

retrenched, and turned into ale or brandy; aud thus

his honour may be preserved by your discretion, and
less expense to him

; or, he travels with no other

servant, the matter is easily made up iu the bill,

between you and the tapster.

Therefore, as soon as you alight at the inn, deliver

your horses to the stable-boy, aud let him gallop them
to the next pond : then call for a pot of ale, for it is

very fit that a Christian should drink before a Itcost.

Leave your master to the care of the servants in the

inn, and your horses to those in the stable : thus both
he and they are left in the properest hands; but you
arc to provide for yourself; therefore get your supper,

driuk freely, ami go to bed without troubling your
master, who is in better hands than yours. The ostler

is ail honest fellow, and loves horses in his heart, and
would not wrong the dumb creatures for the world.
Ik tender of your master, and order the servants not to

wake him too early. Get your breakfast before he is

up, that he may not wait for you
;
make (lie ostler tell

him the roads are very good, ami the miles short
;
hut

advise him to stay a little longer, till the weather clears

up, for he is afraid there will be rain, uml he will tie

time enough after dinner.

Let your master mount before you, out of good
manners. As he is leaving the inn, drop a good woid
in favour of the ostler, what care he took of the cattle;

and add that you never saw civiller servants, la t

your master ride on licfore, and do you stay until yum
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landlord ho* given you a drain ; then gallop after him
through the town or village with full speed, for fear he

should wont you, and to show your horsemanship.

If you are a piece of a farrier, as every good groom
ought to lie, get sack, brandy, or strong beer, to rub

your horses' heels every night, and be not sparing, for

(if any be spent) what is left, you know how to dispose

of it.

Consider your master's health, and rather than let

him take long journeys, say the cattle are weak, and
fallen in their flesh with hard riding; tell him of a
very good inn five miles nearer than he intended to go

;

or leave one of his horse's fore -shoes loose in the morn-
ing ; or coutrive that the saddle may pinch the beast

in his withers ; or keep him without com all night and
morning, so tliat he may tire on the rood ; or wedge a

thin plate of iron between the hoof and the shoe, to

make him halt ; and all this in perfect tenderness to

your master.

When you are going to be hired, and the gentleman

asks you. Whether you are apt to be drunk ? own
freely that you love a cup of good ale; but that it is

your way, drunk or sober, never to neglect your horses.

When your master has a mind to ride out for the

air, or for pleasure, if any private business of your own
makes it inconvenient for you to attend him, give him
to understand that the horses want bleeding or purging

;

that his own pad has got a surfeit
;
or that the saddle

wants stuffing, and his bridle is gone to be mended
;

this you may houestly do, because it will be no injury

to the horses or your master, and at the same time

shows the great care you have of the poor dumb
creatures.

If there be a particular inn in the town whither

you are goiug, and where you are well acquainted with

the ostler or tapster, and the people of the house, find

fault with the other inns, and recommeud your master

thither; it may probably be a pot and a dram or two

more in your way, and to your master's honour.

If your master sends you to buy hay, deal with those

who will be the most liberal to you
;

for service being

no inheritance, you ought not to let slip any lawful

and customary perquisite. If your master buys it

himself, he wrongs you; and, to teach him his duty,

he sure to find fault with the hay as long as it lasts
;

and, if the horses thrive with it, the fault is yours.

Hay and oats, in the management of a skilful groom,

will make excellent ale, as well as brandy
;
hut this 1

only hint.

When your master dines or lies at a gentleman’s

house in the country, although there l>e no groom, or

lie he gone abroad, or that tlie horses have been quite

neglected, he sure to employ some of the servants to

hold the horse when your master mounts. This I would
have you do when your master only alights to cal) in

for a few minutes : for brother-servants must always

befriend one another, and that also concerns your

master's houour
;
became he cannot do less than give

a piece of money to him who holds his horse.

In long journeys, ask your master leave to give ale

to the horses
;
carry two quartsful to the stable, pour

half a pint into a bowl, and if they will not drink it,

you and the ostler must do the best you can
;

jierhaps

they may he in a better humour at the next inn; for

I would have you never fail to make the experiment.

When you go to air your bones in the pork, or the

fields, give them to a horse-boy, or one of the black-

guards, who, being lighter than you, may he trusted to

run races with less damage to the horses, ami teach

them to leap over hedges and ditches, while you are

drinking a friendly {Kit with your brother grooms
; but

sometimes you and they may run races yourselves, for

the honour of your horses, And of your masters.

Never stint your hones at home in hay and oats, hut

fill the rack to the tup, aud tlie manger to the brim, for

you would take it ill to lie stinted yourself; although

perhaps they may not have tlie stomach to eat, con-

sider they have no tougues to ask. If the hay he

thrown down, there is no loss, for it will make litter,

aud save straw.

When your master is leaving a gentleman's house in

the country, where he has lain a night, then consider

his honour; let him know how many servants there

are of both sexes, who expect vails; and give them
their cue to attend in two lines, as he leaves the house;

hut desire him not to trust tlie money with the butler,

for fear he should cheat the rest ; this will force your
master to be mure generous

;
and then you may take

occasion to tell your master, tliat squire such a one,

whom you lived with last, always gave so much a-piece

to the common servants, and so much to the house-

keeper, aud the rest, naming at least double to what he

intended to give
;
but be sure to tell the servants what

a good office you did them
;

this w ill gain you love,

and your master honour.

You may venture to lie drunk much oftener than the

coachman, whatever he pretends to allege in his own
behalf, because you hazard nobody's neck but your
own; for the horse will probably take so much care of

himself, as to come off with only a strain ora shoulder-

slip.

When you carry your master's ridiug-coat in a jour-

ney, wrap your own in it, and buckle th*m up close

with a strap, but turn your master's inside out, to pre-

serve the outside from wet and dirt : thus, when it

begins to rain, your master's coat will be first ready to

be given him
;
and if it get more hurt than yours, he

can afford it better, for your livery must always serve

its year's apprenticeship.

When you come*to your inn with the horses wet and
dirty after hard riding, and are very hot, make the

ostler immediately plunge them into water up to their

bellies, and allow them to drink as much as they

please
;
but be sure to gallop them full speed a mile at

least, to dry their skins, and warm the water in their

bellies. Tlie ostler understands his business ; leave all

to his discretion, while you get a pot of ale and sonic

brandy at the kitchen fire, to comfort your heart.

If your horse drop a fore-shoe, he so careful as to

alight and take it up
;
then ride with all the speed you

can, with tlie shoe in your hand, (tliat every traveller

may observe your care,) to the next smith on the road,

moke him put it on immediately, that your master

may not wait for you, and tliat the poor horse may be

os short a time os possible without a shoe.

When your master lies at a gentleman’s house, if

you find the hay and oats are good, complain aloud of

their badness ; this will get yon the name of a diligent

servant; and he sure to cram the horses with as much
oats as they can eat, while you are there, and you may
give them so much the less for some days at the inns,

and turn the oats into ale. When you have the gen-

tleman’s house, tell your master wliat a covetous hunks
that gentleman was ;

that you got nothing but butter-

milk or water to drink ;
this will make your matter,

out of pity, allow you a pot of ale the more at tlie next

inn
;
hut if you hap|ieu to get drunk in a gentleman's

house, your master cannot lie angry, because it cost

him nothing
;
aud so you ought to tell him as well as

you cau in your present condition, and let him know
it is both for his aud the gentleman s honour to make a

friend’s servant welcome.

A master ought always to love his groom, to put him
in a handsome livery, and to allow him a silvcr-laced

hat. When you arc in this equipage, all tlie honouisbe
receives on the road arc owing to you alone: that he is

not turned out of the way by every carrier, is caused

by the civility he receives at second-hand from the

respect paid to your livery.

You may now and then lend your master's jvid to
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t brother-servant, or your favourite maul, for a short

jaunt, or hire him for a day, because the horse is

spoiled for want of exercise; and if your master hap-

pens to want his horse, or has a mind to see the stable,

curse that rogue the helper, who has gone out with

the key.

When you want to spend an hour or two with your

companions at the ale-house, and that you stand in

need of a reasonable excuse for your stay, go out of

the stable door, or the back way, with an old bridle,

girth, or stirrup-leather in your pocket
;
and on your

return, come home by the street door, with the same

bridle, girth, or stirrup leather dangling in your hand,

as if you came from the saddler's, where you were

getting the same mended : if you were not missed, all

is well; but if you are met by your master, you will

have the reputation of a careful servant. This I have

known practised with good success.

CHAPTER VI.

Dtieetl<m» to the House Steward and land Steward

Lord Peterborough's steward that pulled down his

house, sold the materials, and cliarged my lord with

repairs. Take money for forbearance from tenants.

Renew leases, and get by them, and sell woods. Lend

my lord his own money. Gil Bias said much of this,

to whom I refer.

CHAPTER VII.

Directions to the Porter.

Ip your master be a minuter of state, let him be at

home to none but his pimp, or chief flatterer, or one of

his pensionary writers, or his hirc<V*py and informer, or

his printer in ordinary, or his city solicitor, or a land-

jobber, or bis inventor of new funds, or a stock-jobber.

CHAPTER VIII.

Directions to the ChaiuWrraaul.

Tub nature of your employment differs according to

the quality, the pride, or the wealth of the lady you

serve
;
and this treatise is to be applied to all sorts of

families
;
so that I find myself under great difficulty

to adjust the best business for which you are hired. In

a family where there is a tolerable estate, you differ

from the housemaid, and in that view I give my direc-

tions. Your particular province is your lady's cham-
ber, where you make the bed, and put things in order;

and if you live iu the country, you take care of rooms

where ladies lie who come into the house, which brings

iu all the vails that fall to your share. Your usual

lover, as I take it, is the coachman
;
but, if you are

under twenty, and tolerably handsome, perhaps a foot-

man may cast his eyes on you.

(Jet your favorite footman to help you in making
your lady's bed

;
and if you serve a young couple, the

footman and you, as you are turning up the l«d-

clothes, will make the prettiest observations in the

world
;
which, whispered about, will be very entertain-

ing to the whole ramily, and get among the ueigh-

bourhood.
Do not carry down the necessary-vessels for the

fellows to tee, but empty them out of the window, for

your lady’s credit It is highly improper for men-

servants to know that fine ladies have occasion for such

utensils ; and do uot scour the chamber-pot, because

the smell is wholesome.

If you happen to break any china with the top of

the whisk, on the mantle-tree or the cabinet, gather up

the fragments, put them together as well os you can,

and place them behind the rest, so that when your lady

comes to discover them) you may safely say they were

broke long ago, before you came to the service. This

will save your lady many an hour’s vexation.

It sometimes happens that a looking-glass is broken

by the same means: while yon are looking another

way as von sweep the cliamber, the long end of tile

brush strikes against the glass, and breaks it to shivers.

Tl: is is the extreirest of all misfortunes, and all

remedy desperate in appearance, because it is impos-

sible to be concealed. Such a fatal accident mice hap-

pened in a great family where 1 had the honour to lie a

footman ;
and I will relate the particulars, to show the

ingenuity of the poor chamber-maid on so sudden and

dreadful an emergency, which perhajis may help to

sharpen your inventiou, if your eril star should ever

give you the like occasion. The poor girl had broken

a large japan glass, of great value, with a stroke of her

brush : s' e had not considered long, when, by a pro-

digious presence of mind, she locked the door, stole into

the yard, hrought a stone of three pounds weight into

the chamber, laid it on the hearth, just under tile look-

ing-glass, then broke a pone in the sash window that

looked into the same yard, so shut the door, and went

about her other affairs. Two hours after, the lady goes

into the chamber, sees the glass broken, the stone lying

under, and a whole pane in the window destroyed

;

from all which circumstances she concluded just ns

the maid could have wished, that some idle straggler

in the neighbourhood, or perhaps one of the out-

servants, had, through malice, accident, or carelessness,

flung ill the stone, and done the mischief. Thus far

all things went well, and the girl concluded herself

out of danger ;
but it was her ill fortune. Hint a few

hours after in came the parson of the parish, and the

lady naturally told him the accident, which you may

believe had much discomposed her
;
but the minister,

who happened to understand mathematics, after exa-

mining the situation of the yard, the window, and the

chimney, soon convinced the lady that the stone could

never reach the looking-glass without taking three

turns in its flight from the hand that threw it
j
and die

maid, being proved to have swept the room the tame

morning, was strictly examined, but constantly denied

tliat she was guilty, upon her salvation, offering to

take her oath upon the Bible, before his reverence,

that she was as innocent as the child unborn
;
yet the

Cr wench was turned off, which I take to have lieeti

il treatment, considering her ingenuity; however,

this may be a direction to you in the like case, to con-

trive a story that will better hang together. For instance,

yon might say, that while you were at work with a

mop or brush! a flash of lightning came suddenly in

at the window, which almost blinded you ; that you

immediately heard the ringing of broken glass on the

hearth ;
that as soon as you recovered your eyes, you

saw the looking-glass all broken to nieces : or you may
allege, that, otserving the glass a little covered with

dust, and going very gently to wipe if, you suppose the

moisture of the air had dissolved the glue or cement,

which made it fell to the ground : or, as soon as the

mischief is done, you may cut the cords that fastened

the glass to the wainscot, and so let it fall flat on the

ground ;
mn out in a fright, tell your lady, curse the

upholsterer, and declare how narrowly you escaped

that it did not fall upon your head. 1 offer tlwse ex-

pedients from a desire I have to defend the innocent

:

for innocent you certainly must hi', if you did not

break the glass on purpose, which I would by no

means excuse, except upon great provocations.

Oil the tongs, poker, and ftre-shovcl, up to the top,

not only to keep them from rusting, hut likewise to

prevent meddling people from wasting your master •

coals with stirring the fire.

When you are in haste, sweep the dust into a

comer of the room, but leave your brush upon it, that

it may not be seen, for that would disgrace yon.
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Never wash your hands, or pit on a clean apron, there is no oilier method to relieve yourselves but hy a

till yon have made your lady's bed, for fear of rump-
,

false key, which is a point lioth difficult and dangerous

ling your apron, or fouling your hands again.
j

to compass
;
but, as to the circumstance of honesty in

When you bar the window-shuts of your lady's procuring one, 1 am under no doubt, when your mis-

l>ed-chamber at nights, leave open the sashes, to let in

the fresh air, and sweeten the room against morning.

In the time when you leave the windows opeu for

nir, leave books, or something else, on the window -

seat, that they may get air too.

When you sweep your lady's room, never stay to

pick up foul smocks, handkerchiefs, pinners, pin-

cushions, teas|K)ons, ribbons, slippers, or whatever

lies in your way ; hut sweep all into a comer, and then

yon may take them up in a lump, and save time.

Making beds in hot weather is a very laborious

work, and you will be apt to sweat; therefore, when
you find the drops running down from your forehead,

wipe them off with a comer of the sheet, that they may
not he seen on the bed.

When your lady sends you to wash a china cup, and
it happen to fall, bring it up, and swear you did but

just touch it with your hanu, when it broke into three

halves; and here 1 must inform you, as well as your
fellow-servants, that you ought never to be without an
excuse; it does no harm to your master, and it lessens

your fuult
;
as in this instance, I do not commend you

for breaking the cup; but it is certain you did not

break it on purpose
;
and the thing is possible, that it

might break in your hand.

You are sometimes desirous to see a funeral, a quar-

rel, a man going to be hanged, a wedding, a bawd
carted, or the like. As they pass by in the street, you
lift up the sash suddenly, there, by misfortune, it

sticks; this was no fault of yours
;
young women ore

curious hy nature
;
you have no remedy but to cut

the cord, and lay the fault upon the carpenter, unless

nobody saw you, and then you are as innocent as any
servant in the house.

Wear your lady’s smock when she has thrown it

off
; it will do you credit, save your own linen, and

lie not a pin the worse.

When you put a clean pillow-case on your lady's

pillow, be sure to fasten it well with corking-pins, that

it may not fall off in the night.

When you spread bread and butter for tea, be sure

that all the holes in the loaf l>e left full of butter, to

keep the bread moist against dinner
;
and let the mark

of your thumb be seen only upon one end of every

slice, to show your cleanliness.

When you are ordered to open or lock any door,

trunk, or cabinet, and miss the proper key, or cannot

distinguish it in the bunch, try the first key that you

can thrust in, and turn it with all your strength till

you open the lock, or break the key, for your lady will

reckon you a fool to come back and do nothiug.

CHAPTER IX.

Directions to the Waiting-maid.

Two accidents have happened to lessen the comforts

and profits of your employment ;
first, that execrable

custom got among ladies of trucking their old clothes

for china, or turning them to cover easy cliairs, or

making them into patch-work for screens, stools,

cushions, and the like. The second is the invention of
small chests and trunks with lock and key, wherein
they keep the tea and sugar, without which it is im-
possible for a waiting-maid to live; for, by this means,
you ore forced to buy lirowu sugar, and pour water

upon the leaves, when they have lost all their spirit

and taste. I cannot contrive any perfect remedy against

either of these two evils. As to the former, 1 think

there should l*e a general confederacy of all the servants

in every family, for the public good, to drive those

china hucksters from the doots
;
ami os to the latter,

.
tress gives you so just a provocation, hy refusing you

! an ancient and legal perquisite. The mistress of the

tea-shop may now and then give you half an ouuce;
but that will be only a drop in the bucket : therefore I

fear you must he forced, like the rest of your sisters, to

run in trust, and pay for it out of your wages, as faros

|

they will go, which you can easily make up other

ways, if your lady be handsome, or her daughters have
good fortunes.

if you are in a gTeat family, and my lady's woman,
I

my lord may probably like you, although you are not

half so handsome as his owu lady. In this case, take
core to get as much out of him as you can; and - ever
allow him the smallest liberty, not the squeezing of
your hand, unless he puts a guinea into it; so, by
degrees, make him pay accordingly for every new
attempt, doubling upon him in proportion to the con-
cessions you allow, and always struggling, and threat-

ening to cry out, or tell your lady, although you re-

ceive his money : five guineas for liandling your breast

is a cheap pennyworth, although you seem to resist

with all your might
;
but never allow him the lost

favour under 100 guineas, or a settlement of 20/.

a-year for life.

In such a family, if you are handsome, you will

have the choice of three lovers, the chaplain, the stew-

ard, and my lord's gentleman. I would first advise

you to choose the steward
;
but if you happen to l»e

young with child hy my lord, you must take up with
the chaplain. I like my loid's gentleman the least of
the three : for he is usually vain and saucy from the

time he throws off hil livery
; and if he misses a pair

of colours, or a tide-waiter's place, he has no remedy
but the highway.

I must caution you particularly against my lord's

eldest son. If you are dexterous enough, it is odds
that you may draw him to marry you, and make you
a lady

;
if he be a common rake, (and he must be one

or t’other,) avoid him like Satan
; for he stands Less in

awe of a mother than my lord does of a wife; and
after ten thousand promises, you will get nothing from
him but a big belly or a clap, and probably both to-

getlier.

When your lady is ill, and, after a very bad night,
is getting a little nap in the morning, if a footman
comes with a message to inuuire how the does, do not
let the compliment be lost, but shake her gently until

she wakes
; then deliver the message, receive her an-

swer, and leave her to sleep.

If you are so happy as to wait on a young lady with
a great fortune, you must he an ill-manager if you
cannot get 500/. or 600/. for disposing of her. Put
her often in mind that she is rich enough to make any
man liappy

;
that there is uo real happiness but in

love
;

that she has liberty to choose wherever she

pleases, and not by the directions of parents, who
never give allowances for on innocent passion ; that

there are a world of handsome, fine, sweet young gen-
tlemen in Town, who would be glad to die at her feet;

that the conversation of two lovers is a heaven upon
earth; that love, like death, equals all conditions;

that if she should cast her eyes upon a young fellow

below her in birth and estate, his marrying her would
moke him a gentleman

;
that you saw yesterday on the

Mall the prettiest ensign, and that if you had 40,000/.,

it should be at his service. Take care that everybody
should know what lady you live with; how great a
favourite you are

;
and that she always takes your

advice. Go often to St. James's Park
;
the fine fellow*

will soon discover you, and contrive to slip a lein-v

into your sleeve or your bosom : pull it out in a fury,
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anil throw it on the ground, unless you find at least

two guineas along with it ; but in that case seem not

to fiud it. and to think he was only playing the wag

with you. When you come home, drop the letter

carelessly in your lady's chamber; she finds it, is

angry
;

protest you know nothing of it, only you re-

member that a gentleman in the Park struggled to

kiss you, and yon believe it was he that put the letter

into your sleeve or petticoat ;
and, indeed, he was as

f

iretty a man as ever you saw : that she may bum the

etter if she pleases. If your lady be wise, she will

burn some other paper before you, and read the letter

when you are gone down. You must follow this prac-

tice as often ns you safely can ; but let him who pays

you best with every letter be the handsomest man. If

a footman presumes to bring a letter to the house to be

delivered to you for your lady, although it come from

your best customer, throw it at bis bead, call him im-

pudent rogue and villain, and shut the door in his

face ; run up to your lady, and, as a proof of your

fidelity, tell ner what you have done.

I could enlarge very much upon this subject, but I

trust to your own discretion.

If you serve a lady who is a little disposed to gal-

lantries, you will find it a point of great prudence how
to manage. Three things are necessary : First, how to

please your lady ;
secondly, how to prevent suspicion

in the husband, or among the family
;
and lastly, but

principally, bow to make it most for your own ad-

vantage. To give you full directions in this important

affair would require a large volume. All assignations

at home are dangerous, both to your lady and your-

self
;
and therefore contrive, as much as possible, to

have them in a third place; especially if your lady, as

it is a hundred odds, entertains more lovers tlum one,

each of whom is often more jealous than a thousand

hushands; and very unlucky rencontres may often

happen under the best management. I need not warn

you to employ your good offices chiefly in favour of

those whom you find most liberal
:
yet, if your lady

should happen to cast an eye upon a handsome foot-

man, you should be generous enough to bear with her

humour, which is no singularity, but a very natural

appetite : it is still the safest of all home intrigues, and
was formerly the least suspected, until of late years it

has grown more common. The great danger is, lest

this kind of gentry, dealing too often in hnd ware, may
happen not to he sound ;

and then your lady and you
are in a very bad way, although not altogether des-

perate.

But, to say the truth, I confess it is a great presump-

tion in me to offer you any instructions in the conduct

of your lady's amours, wherein your whole sisterhood

is already so expert and deeply learned
;
although it

be much more difficult to compass than that assistance

which my brother- footmen give their masters on the

like occasion ; and therefore I leave this affair to be

treated by some abler pen.

When you lock up a silk marttua, or laced bead, in

a trunk or chest, leave a piece out, that when you opeu

the trunk again, you may know where to find it.

CHAPTER X.

Directions to the Housemaid.

Ip your master and lady go into the country for a week
or more, never wash the l>ed-chamber or dining-room

until just the hour before you expect them to return ;

thus the rooms will be perfectly clean to receive them,

and you will not l* at the trouble to wash them so soon

again.

I am very much offended with those ladies who are

so proud and lazy that they will not heat the pains of

stepping into the garden to pluck a rose, but keep an

odious implement, sometimes in the l>cd-cliaml»er itself,

or at least in a dark closet adjoining, which they make
use of to ease their worst necessities; and you are the

usual carriers away of the pan, which makes not only
the chamber, but even their clothes, offensive to all

who come near. Now, to cure them of this odious

practice, let me advise you, on whom the office lies to

convey away this utensil, that you will do it openly
down the great stairs, and in the presence of the foot-

man; and if anybody knocks, to open the street-door

while you have the vessel filled in your hands; this,

if anything can, will make your lady take the pains

of evacuating her person in the pro[>er place, rather

than expose her filthiness to all the men-servants in the

house.

Leave a pail of dirty water, with a mop in it, a coal-

box, a bottle, a broom, a chamber-pot, and such other

unsightly things, either in a blind eutry, or upon the
darkest part of the back-stairs, that they may not be
seen; and if people break their shins by trampling on
them, it is their own fault.

Never empty the chamber-pots until they are quite

full
;

if that happens in the night, empty them into the

street
;

if in the morning, into the gnrden
;
for it would

l>e an endless work to go a down time* from garret and
upper rooms down to the backside

;
but never wash

them in any other liquor except their own : what cleanly

girl would be dabbling in other folk's urine? and,

besides, the smell of stole, as I observed before, is ad-

mirable against the vapours, which, a hundred to one,

may he your lady's case.

Brush down the cobwebs with a broom that is wet
and dirty, which will make them stick the faster to it,

and bring them down more effectually.

When you rid up the parlour hearth in a morning,

throw the last night s ashes into a sieve; and what falls

through, as you carry it down, will serve instead of sand
for the rooms and the stairs.

When you have scoured the brasses and irons in the

parlour chimney, lay the foul wet clout upon the next
chair, that your lady may see you have not neglected
your work : observe the same rule when you clean the
brass locks, only with this addition, to leave thcmarK* of

your fingers on the doors, to show you have no forgot.

Leave your lady's chamber-pot in her bed-chamber
window all day to nir.

Bring up none but large coals to the dining-room
and your lady's chamber : they make the Iwst fires, and
if you find them too big, it is easy to break them on the

marble hearth.

When you go to bed, be sure take care of the fire

;

and therefore blow the candle out with your breath,

and then thrust it under your bed. Note, the smell of
the snuff is very good against vapours.

Persuade the footman who got you with child to

marry you before you are six months gone; and ifyour
lady asks you why you would take a fellow who was
not worth a groat? let your answer be, That service is

no inheritance.

When your lady's bed is made, put the chambcr-pot
under it^ but in such a manner os to thrust the valance

along with it, that it may be full in sight, and ready
for your lady when she has occasion to use it.

Lock up a cat or a dog iu some room or closet, so as

to make such a noise all over the house as may frighten

away the thieves, if any should attempt to break or

steal in.

When you wash any of the rooms toward the street

over night, throw the foul water out of the street-door

;

but l»e sure not to look before you, for fear those on
whom the water light might think you uncivil, and that

you did it on pur|Kwe. Jf he who suffers breaks the

windows in revenge, and your lady chides you, and
gives positive orders that you should carry the psi'd

down, and empty it into the sink, you have an easy
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remedy : when yon wash an upper room, carry down I

the pail bo os to let the water dribble on the stair* all
j

the way down to the kitchen, by which not only your

load will be lighter, but you will convince your lady

that it is better to throw the water out of the windows,

or down the street-door stejis ;
hesidcs, this latter

|

practice will I* very diverting to you and the family

in a frosty night, to see a hundred people on their

noses or backsides before your door when the water is

frozen.

Polish and brighten the marble hearths and chimney-

pieces with a clout dipped in grease; nothing makes

them shine so well ; and it is the business of the ladies

to take care of their petticoats.

If your lady be so nice that she will have the room
scoured with freestone, be sure to leave the marks of

the freestone six inches deep round the bottom of the

wainscot, that your lady may see your obedieuce to her

orders.

CHAPTER XI.

Direction• to the Dairymaid.

Fatigue of making butter
: put scalding wafer in your

chum, although in summer, and churn close to the

kitchen fire, and with cream of a week old. Keep cream
for your sweetheart.

CHAPTER XII.

Directions to the Children's Maid.

If a child be sick, give it whatever it wants to eat or

drink, although particularly forbid by the doctor; for

what we long for ill sickness will do us good
;
and

throw the physic out of the window : the child will

love you the better; but bid it not tell. Do the same
for your lady when she longs for anything in sickness,

and engage it will do her good.

If your mistress comes to the nursery, and offers to

whin a child, snatch it out of her hands in a rage, and

tell her she is the cruellest mother you ever saw : she

will chide, hut lore you the better. Tell the children

stories of spirits when they offer to cry, &C.

Be sure to wean the children, &c.

CHAPTER XIII.

Directions to tlie Nurse.

If you bapjien to let the child fall, and lame it, lie sure

never to confess it
;
and if it dies, all is safe.

Contrive to lie with child as soon as you can, while

you are giving suck, that you may be ready for another

service when the child you nurse dies, or is weaned.

CHAPTER XIV.

Directions to the laundress.

If you singe the linen with the iron, rub the place with

flour, chalk, or white powder; and if nothing will do,

wash it so long till it be either not to be seen, or torn

to rags.

About tearing linen in washing :

—

When your linen is pinned on the line, or on a hedge,

and it rains, whip it off, although you tear it, &c.

Hut the place for hanging them is on young fruit-trees,

especially in blossom ; the linen cannot die torn, and

the trees give them a fine smell.

CHAPTER XV.
TKrec iuus to tl»e llouw»k«*p«r.

You must always have a favourite footman whom you

can depend upon : and order him to lie very watchful

when the second course is taken off, that it may be

brought safely to your office, that you and the steward

may have a til-bit togetlier.

CHAPTER XVI.

Directions to the Tutoress, or Govern***.

Say the children have sore eyes; Miss Betty won't lake

to her hook, &c.

Make the misses read French and English novels,

and French romances, all the comedies writ in King

Charles II. and king William's reigns, to soften their

uature, and make them tender-hearted, &c

To the preceding Directions to servants, the following

may tie added, as they were both written with ihesame
design, though in a very different mauiier. It will easily

I

be perceived that ihese are to be understood literally,

and the others irouically.

The Duty of Servants ut hint.

Be mounted before your master. When you see

him mounted, ride out before him. When he Itaits at

noon, euter the inn gate before him, and call the ostler

to hold your master's horse while he alights. Leave
your master to the servants of the inn; go you with

the horses into the stable
;

choose a place furthest

from the stable-door; see the standing be dry; send

immediately for freali straw; see all the old hay out

of the rack, and get fresh put iu
;

see your horses

girths !>e loosed and stuffed ; take not off the bridles

till they are cool, nor saddles in an hour; see their

hoofs be well picked
;

try if the heads of the nails

be fust, and whether they be well clenched
;

if not,

send presently for a smith
;
always stand by while the

smith is employed. Give the oats the last thing. Water
your horses when you are within a mile of the iim.

Never keep above forty yards before or hehind your

master, unless be commands you. Try the oats by smel-

ling and weighing them
;

see you have good measure

;

stand by while your horses arc eating their oats.

When you enter your evening inn, let your horses'

feet be stuffed with cow-dung every night. Observe the

same rules, only be sure if anything be wanting for a

smith, let it be done overnight.

Know the time your master will set out in the morn-
ing: allow him a full hour to get himself ready.

Contrive, both at mom and noon, to eat so that your

master need not stay for you. Do not let tlx? drawer

carry the bill to your master, hut examine it first care-

fully and honestly, and then bring it yourself, and lie

able to account for every anicle. If the sen-ants have

not been civil, tell your master, before their faces, when
lu» is going to give them money.

Duty of the other Servant where there are two.

Ripe forty yards behind yourmaster; hut be mounted
liefore him. Observe now and then whether hi*

horses’ shoes be right. When you come to an inn at

noon, give your horse to the ostler; bestir yourself to

get •convenient room foT your master; bring all bis

things into bis room, full in his sight; inquire what is

in the house, set it yourself, and tell your master how
ou like it. Step yourself now nnd then into the

itchen to hasten dinner or supper, and ol*ervc whether

they lie cleanly. Taste the ale, and tell your master

whether it be good or bad. If he want wine, go you

with the drawer and choose a bottle well filled and
stopped. If the wine lie iu hogsheads, desire to taste

ana and smell it ; if it be sour, or not clear, or ill-tasted,

let your master know it, that he may not lie at the

charge of wine not fit to be drunk. See the salt lx* dry

aud powdered, the bread new and clean, the knives

sharp. At night observe the same rules ;
but first

choose him a warm room, with a lock ami key in or-

der; then call immediately for the sheets, see them well

aired, and at a large fire ; feci the blankets, lied, bol-

ster. pillow, whether they be dry, and whether the floor

under the bed be damp. Let the chamber lie that
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which has Wen last laid in : inquire about it. If the

bed itself be danqt, let it W brought before a large lire,

and air it ou both tides. That you may forget iiothiug

in the inn, have a fair list of what you want to take

out
;
and when you put them up, coin |>are them with

your list.

You are to step now and then into the stable, to tec

whether the groom performs his duty.

For |>ucking up your things, have a list of linen, &c.

In packing, take care that no hard things be together,

and that they W wrap;ied up in a pajier, and other waste

paper. Remember to put everything in their proper

daces in the portmanteau. Stuff the shoes and slippers

at the toes with a small lock of hay; fold up the

clothes so as that they may not be rumpled. When your

master is in his room at night, put all his things in

such a maimer as he has them at home. Learn to

have some skill in cookery, that at a pinch you may
W able to make your master easy.

The Groom .—Carry with you a stirrup-leather, an

awl, twelve horse-nails, and a horse's fore- shoes, pick,

and a hammer, for fear of an accident
;
and some ends

and track-thread, a bottle-screw, knife, and pen-knife,

needles, pins, thread, silk, worsted, tic . ;
some plasters

arid scissars.

Item .—The servants to cany their own things, have

a pocket-book, keep all their hills, date the time and
place, and indorse the mimWrs.

Inquire in every town if there W anything worth

seeing. Observe the country seats, and ask whom they

belong to; and enter them, and the counties where

lhey are.

Search under your master's Wd when he is gone up,

lest a cat or something else may be under it.

When your master's Wd is made, and his things

ready, lock the chamWr-door, and keep the key till he

goes to bed; then keep it in your pocket till moru.

Let the servants of the inn he sure to wake you above

an hour Wforc your master is to go, that he may have

an hour to prepare himself.

If the ostler has Wen knavish or negligent, do not

let him hold your master s hone. Observe the same
rule at a gentlemans bouse; if the groom has not

taken care of your horses, do not let him bold your

masters.

Inquire at every inn where you stay what is the best

inn in the next town you are to come to; yet do not

rely on lhat, but likewise, as you enter iuto any town
to stay, ask the people which is the best inn, and go to

that which most people commend.

Zu9

See that your master's boots W dried and well li-

quored over night.

LAWS FOR THE DEANS SERVANTS.
If either of the two men-servants be drunk, he shall

pay an English crown out of his wages for the said

offence, by giving the dean a receipt for so much wages

received.

When the dean is At home, no servant shall presume
to W absent without giving notice to the dean, and
asking leave, upon the forfeiture of sixpence for every

half-hour that he is absent, to W stopjuul out of his cr

her l»oard-wages.

When the dean is abroad, no servant except the

woman shall presume to leave the house for above one

half-hour; after which, for every half- hour's absence,

he shall forfeit sixpence : and if the other servant goes

out Wfore the first returns, he shall pay five shillings

out of his wages as above.

W hatever servant shall be taken in a manifest lie,

shall forfeit one shilling out of his or her board-wages.

When the dean goes about the house, or out-houses,

or garden, or to Naboths vineyard, whatever things he

finds out of order, by neglect of any servant under
whose care it was, that servant shall forfeit sixpence,

and see to get it mended as soon as possible, or suffer

more forfeitures, at the dean’s discretion.

If two servants W abroad together when the dean is

from home, and the fact be concealed from the dean,

the concealer shall forfeit two crowns out of his or her

wages, as above.

If, in waiting at table, the two servants l>e out of Hie

room together, without orders, the last who went out

shall forfeit threepence out of his board-wages.

The woman may go out when the dean is abroad for

one hour, but no longer, under the same penalty with the

men, but, provided the two men-servants keep the

house until she returns : otherwise, either of the servants

who goes out before her return, shall forfeit a crown
out of his wages, as above.

Whatever other laws the dean shall think fit to

make at any time to come, for the government of his

servants, and forfeitures for neglect or disobedience, all

the servants are bound to submit to.

Whatever other servant, except the woman, shall pre-

sume to be drunk, the other two servants shall inform

the dean thereof, under pain of forfeiting two crowns
out of his or her wages, besides the forfeiture of a
crown from the said servant who was drunk.

DR. SWIFT’S REMARKS
ON “THE FIRST FIFTEEN PSALMS OF DAVID, TRANSLATED INTO* LYRIC VERSE.

Proposed as an essay supplying the perspicuity and coherence according to the modern art of poetry; not
known to have been attempted before 1

* in any language. With a preface, containing some observations of
the great and general defectives of " the present version in Greek, Latin, and English; by Dr. [James]
Gibbs.d Loudon, printed by J. Mathews, for J. Bartley, over against Gray's-lun in Holborn, 1701.

“The following manusnipt was literally copied from the printed original, found in the library of Dr J. Swift, Dean of St-
Patrick's. Dublin The marginal note# and pamdies were written b) the dean'* own hand, except such .« are distinguished with
this curk,(^,) with which f am only chargeable. Witness my band, this 83th day of February. 1743. William PrKxrjr

" N.B.—The original was bv me presented to his excellency Philip Dormer Stanhope, Earl of Chctterdeld, lord- lieutenant
general <»nd general-governor of Ireland.—W. P."

DR. GIBBS.
PSALM OF DAVID. (1)

Comparing the different ftate of the righteous and the

wicked, both in this ami the next world.

Thrice happy he that doth refuse

With impious (2) sinners to combine ;

Who ne'er their wicked way pursues,

And does the sinners' seat (3 )
decline.

4 b Nor, * hope. ever will ags»*»

VuU II.

SWIFTS REMARKS.

(1) 1 w arn the reader that this is a lie. both here and all over
this book ; for lliese are not the Ptaims of David, but ot
Dr. Gibbs.

J») Put I suppose, with pious si oner* a man may com bin*

ely enough.

(*) What part of speech is it ?

c *bls and eraboldids*.—Fwrrr
2 n
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DR. GIBBS. SWIFTS REMARKS.

(I) A man matt haw aome time to aleep ; to that I trill

change thit verse thus

:

'* And think* and drevms thereon all night.”

But atill to learn and to ol>ey

The law of God is his delight,

la that employs himself all day

And reads and thinks thereon at (1) night.

For as a tree, whose spreading root

lly some prolific stream is fed.

Produces (2) fair and lively fruit,

And numerous boughs adorn its head

;

Whose very (3) leaves, though storms descend,

In lively verdure still appear :

Such blessings always shall attend

The man tliat tines the Lord revere.

(2) Look ye. you roust thin the bough* at the top. or voui

fruit will he neither fair nor timely.

(3) Why, what other port of a tree appear* in a lively ver-

dure, beside the leave*? Read—
These very le.ive* on which you spend

Your woful stuff, mav serve for squibs?

Such blessing* always shall attend

The madrigals oi l>r. Gibbs.

remarks. The whole should be given, if it wete

which is ridiculed ; a labour for which our readers

with the dean s notes on them, shall be transcribed

The above may serve for a tolerable specimen of Swift s

(.ossible to make them intelligible, without copying the version

« mild scarcely thank us. A few detached stanzas, however,

Why do the heathen nations rise,

And in mad tumults join ?

Confederate kings vain plots (1) devise

Against the Almighty’s reign!

But those that do thy laws refuse,

In pieces thou shalt break
;

(2

)

And with an iron sceptre bruise

The disobedient (3) neck.

Vo earthly kings, the caution hear
t

Ye rulers learn the same (4) j

Serve God with reverence, and with fear (3)

His joyful praise proclaim.

(6 ) For should the madness of his foes

Th’ avenging God incense.

Happy are they that can repose

in him their confidence. (7)

No fears shall then my soul depress,*

Though thus my enemies increase :

(8) And therefore, now ar ise. O Lord,*

And graciously thy help afford.

And thvs (9) to grant a sure defence

Belongs to God's (10) omnipotence.

But you, my frail, (II) malicious foes.

Who do my power despise,

Vainly how long will ye oppose,

And (12) falsely calumntze!

Since those alone the Lord has blest

Who do firom sin refrain,

He therefore grants what I request. (13)

And hears when I (14) complain.

Then shall my soul with more divine

And solid joys abound.

Than they with stores of com and wine,

Those earthly riches, crown’d. (15)

And thus confiding, Lord, in thee,

1 take my calm repose; (16)
For thou each night protected me.

From all my ( 17) treacherous foes.

Thy heavy hand restrain
;

(18) With mercy, Lord, correct \

Do not (19) (as if in high disdain)

My helpless soul reject.

(1) I don’t believe that ever king* entered into plots and

confederacies against the reign of God Almighty.

(f) After * man is broken in pieces, it i* no great mutter to

have hU ueck l>mi*ed.

(3) Neak.

(4) Rulers must learn it, but kings may only hear it

[5) Very proper, to make a joyful proclamation with fear.

(6)

For should the foes of rtavid’a ape
Provoke hi* gray-goose quill*.

Happy *re they tl»*t can escape
Tlie vengeance of hi* pills.

(7) Admirably reasoned and connected l

• Deprease. Loard, Seoticft.

(8) He desires God's help, because he is not afraid of his

en<*m es ; others, 1 think, usually desire it when they or*

afraid.

(») The doctor has a mighty affection for the particle tAw •

he use* it four times in this (the 3rd) Psalm, and 100 times in

other places uud always wrong.

(IO)That is us much as to say. that he that am do all things

can d fend a man ; which I take to be an undoubted truth.

(U) Are they malicious out of frailty, or frail out of malice ?

(12) That is. they- say/a/** tilings falsely. I will discover the

doctor's seer t of making coherence and connexions in the

Psalms, that he brags of in his title and preface: he lay*

violent h <nds on certain particles (such as, and, when, tince.

far, but, thv, to, &c.). and presses them to his service ou all

occasions, sore against their wills, and without any regard

whether the tense will admit them or not.

(13) It ia plain the doctor never requested to he a poet.

(U) If your requests be granted, why do you comp.am ?

(16) I have heard of a crown or garland of com ; but a crown

of wine- is new. and can hardly be explained, uuleas we sup-

pose the wine to be in icicles.

(16) And yet. to ahow I tell no fib*,

Thou hast left me in thn.il

To Hopkin* eke, and doctor Gibbe,

The vilest rogue of all.

(17) Ay. *nd open foes too. or hi* repose would not be very

calm.

(18)

Thy heavy hand restrain ;

Have mercy. Dr. Gihi s:

Do not. 1 pray thee, paper stain

With rhymes retail’d in drtbhs.

(19)

Tliat bit is a morn glorious hi«tcb.

Digitized by Google
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PR. GIBBS.
For bow shall I sustain

(1) Those ills which now I heart

My vitals are consumed with pain,

(2) My soul oppress'd with care!

Lord, 1 have pray'd in (3) vain,

So long, so much oppress'd ;

My very (4) cries increase my pain,

And tears prevent my rest

:

These do my sight impair,

And flowing eyes decay :

While to my enemies I fear

Thus (5) to became a prey.

If I've not spared him though he's grown
My causeless (6) enemy ;

Ttien let my life and fortune (7) crown
Become to him a prey.

But, Lord, thy kind assistance (8) lend;

Arise in my defence :

According to thy laws (9) contend

For injured innocence.

That all the nations that oppose.

May then confess dry power

;

Therefore nssist my righteous cause,

Tlrat they may thee adore :

For equal judgment. Lord, to thee

The nations ( 10) all submit

;

Be therefore (11) merciful tome,

And my just soul acquit. (12)

Thus, by God's gracious providence, (13)

I’m still preserved secure,

Who all the good and just defends

With a resistless (14) power.

All men he does with justice view,

And their iniquity

With direful vengeance can pursue,

Or patiently (15) joss by.

Lo! uow th* inflictions (16) they design'd

By others to be home,
Kveu all the mischiefs (17) in their mind.
Do on themselves return.

O'er all the birds that mount the air,

And fish that in the floods appear (18).

Confounded at the sight of thee.

My foes are put to flight (19).

Thus thou, great God of equity,

Dost still assert my right (20).

But God eternally remains

(21) Fix'd in his throne on high,

And to the world from thence ordains

(22) Impartial equity.

And thus consider still, O Lord,

The justice of my cause
;

Who often hast my life (23) restor'd

From death's devouring jaws.

And from the barbarous (24) paths they tread,

No acts of Providence

Can e’er oblige them to recede,

Or stop (25) their bold offence.

And on their impious heads will pour

Of snares (26) and flames a dismal shower;

And this their bitter cup shall he,

(27) To drink to all eternity.

SWIFT'H REMARK*.

(I) The squeaking of s hoggre!.

(*) To listen to thy doggrel.

(S) The doctor must mean himself; for 1 hope David nevei
thought so.

(4) Then he is a dunce for crying.

(5) That is. he is afraid of becoming a prey to hia enevurs
while his eyes are sore.

(•) If he grown his rnvurltu enemy, hr is no longer gvtitlen.

(?) He gi'es a thing before he 1ms it. and gives it to nim Uwat
has it already; for Saul is the person meant.

(I) But why Undf Does he design to return it back when
he has don* with it ?

(9) Profane rasc.*l! he makes it a struggle and contention
between God and the wicked.

(1«) Yet, in the very verse before, be talks of nations that
nppott.

(II) Because all nations submit to God, therefore God mud
be merciful to Dr. Gibb*.

(19; Of what ?

Poor David never conld acquit
A criminal like thee,

Agaiust his P«alms who oould commit
Such wicked poetry.

(IS) Observe the connexion.

(14) That's right, doctor ; but there will he no contending, as
you drs rvd a w hile ago.

'Tts wonderful that Providence
Should save tlire trom the halter,

,
Who hast in numl>ers w thout seuse

Burlesqued the holy Paulter.

(15) That is no great mark of viewing them with justice. God
has wiser end* lor pausing by his vengeance on the wicked,
you prolane dunce

!

(16) Ay, but what sort of tk :ngs are these inflictions?

(17) If the mi chiefs be in ihrir tnird, what need they return
on themselves ? are they not there already ?

(10) Those. I think are not ver> many: they are good fish

when they are caught, but till tlien we have no great sway
over them.

(19) The doctor is mistaken ; for, when people are coufounded
they cannot fly.

(90) Against Sternhold and Hopkins.

(91) Iliad is false and profane; God 1* not fixed anv-*ber»

(99) Did anybody ever hear of partuu equity ?

(93) Nothing ia reitored but what haa been taken away ; ao
that he baa been often raised from the dead, if litis be true.

(94) The author ahould first hate premised what sort of paths
were properly barbarous. 1 suppose tliey must Ire very deep or
dirty, or very rugged and stony • l<olh which 1 myself have
heunl travellers call barbarous roads.

(95) Which is the way to stop ao offence? Would you. have
it stopped like a bottle, or a thief?

(96) A shower of snares on a man’* head wou'd do wonderful
exerntii.n. HoweveT, I gTaut it is a scurvy thing enough to

swallow them.

(97) To taste the doctor's poetry.
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372 SWIFTS REMARKS ON GIBBS'S PSALMS

DR GIBBS,
(P) Hut they wore all perverted grown.

Polluted all with blood,

And other impious crimes
;
not one

Was either just (2) or good.

Are they so stupid (3), then, said (4) God,
Who thus my (3) saints devour t

These ( 6) crimes have they not understood,

Nor thought upon my power.

(7) O, that his aid we now might have
From Sion’s holy hill,

That God the captive just would save.

And glad all Israel!

All those that lead a life like this

Shall reign in everlasting bliss (A ).

F I N

SWIFTS REMARKS
(1) But tliry were all perverted grown.

In of Dr. Uiblis * Mood :

Of all hi- impimts strains not ora*

Wo either just or good.

(?) For a mm. it seems, may he good, and not ju*l

1.3) The fault was not that they devoured saints, but that

they wen* stupid. (?*/. Whether stupidity makes mm devour
•.•inis, or devouring taints makes a man ftujMil ’ I lielievo tl-s

latter, hrcuise they may be apt to lie heavy ou oue's stomach.
(4) C1<kI (6) Strains.

(*») Chines.

(7) And O that every parish cletk.

Who hums w hat Brady cribs
From Hopkins, would attend (his work.
Ai d glad the heart with Gibl».

(8) And so the doctor now msv kins 1

I s.

F iddling Tmpudent'Vfauieous Tlliterate^coundrel Scot

oolish. |^dle. XN onsensical jLgnorant ^ot

At the eud of the MS. is the following note

“ The above was written from the manuscript men-

tioned in the first page, now in the hands of Nicholas

Coyne, Esq., being the only copy in the kingdom of

Ireland ; he having purchased the original, and after-

ward generously given it to his friend Dr. Dunkin,

finding the doctor extremely uneasy at the disappoint-

ment the earl of Chesterfield was like to meet with, as

he had promised the earl to attend the auction and
procure it for him at any price; and is now tran-

scribed by Neale Molloy, Esq., of Dublin, by the

favour of the said Nicholas Coyne, his brother-in-law,

and sent by him to his kinsman and dear friend, Charles

Molloy, of London. Esquire.

" Dublin, May ?6. 1748.'*

LAW IS A BOTTOMLESS PIT;
OR,

THE HISTORY OF JOHN BULL
PUBLISHED FROM A MANUSCRIPT FOUND IN THE CABINET OF THE FAMOUS SIR H. POLESWORTH.

IN THE YEAH 1712.

** Too must buy a small twopenny pamphlet called Law it

a H»tt mien Pit. It is very prettily written ; ami there will be

a sccmtd part."— loURWAI. TO STSI4.A, Marth 10. 1711-12.
•• The second Part ofLaw it a Bottomless Pit L just now printed

;

and better, I ildnk, tlian the first.”—linn March 16. 1711-12.

The Appendix to llu* third Part of John bull was pnbU-hed
yesterday; it is equal to the last. I hope you read John Bull

it was a Sc- tch geutleman, a friend of mine, dial wrote it ; but

they nut it upon roe.’’— Inin. May in, 1712.

••Jvlut Bull is not wrote by the person you imagine. It is

too good for another to own. Had it been Gmb street. I would
have let people think as they please ; and 1 think that's right ”

—lain. June 17.
'• Have vou seen the fourth part ofJohn Bull f It Is equal to

the find, aud extremely good."— Into. August 7.

CHAPTER I.

The Occasion of the Lawsuit.

I need not tell you of the great quarrels that have
happened in our neighbourhood since the death of the

late lord Strutt [Charles II. of Spain]; how the parson,

and a cunning attorney, got him to settle his estate

upon his cousin Philip Baboon* to the great disappoint-

ment of his cousin esquire South. Some stick not to

say, that the parson and the attorney forged a will, fur

which they were well paid by the family ol the Ba-
boons : let that lie as it will, it is matter of fact,

that the honour and estate have continued ever since in

the person of Philip Baboon.

You know that the lord Strutts have for many years

been possessed of a very great landed estate, well-con-

•* Cardinal Pnrtneareru and the m arnh.il of Ilsrcmirt, 'in-

ployed. as L suppose), by the house of Btuilton, prevailed

upon him to make a will, by which lie set: lot the aucccsriou of
the Spanish monarchy upon Philip of Bourbon, duke of Anjou,
though hi* right had by *ol«mu renunciation Imo barred in
flsvour of the aichduke Ch.*rk*» at Austria.

ditioned, wooded, watered
;
with coal, salt, tin, copper,

iron, &c., all within themselves
;

that it has been the

misfortune of that family to lie the property of their

stewards, tradesmen, and inferior servants, which has
brought great incumbrances ujron them

; at the same
time, their not utmtiug of their expensive way of living

lias forced them to mortgage their best manors: it is

credibly reported, tliat the butchers’ and bakers’ hills of

a lord Strutt, that lived two hundred years ago, are not

yet paid.

When Philip Baboon came first to the possession of

lord Strutt's estate, his tradesmen, as is usual upon
such occasions, waited upon him lo wish him joy and
bespeak his custom : the two chief were Johu Bull
[English] the clothier, and Nic. Frog [Dutch] the

liuett-dra|ier : they told him, that the Hulls and Frogs
hud served tire lord Strutts with drapery-ware for many
years ;

that they were houest and fatT dealers ; that their

bills bad never been questioned
;

that the lord Strutts

lived generously, and never used to dirty their fingers

with pen, ink, and counters; that his lordship might
depend upon their honesty ;

that they would use him
as kindly as they had done his predecessors. The
young lord seemed to take all in good part, and dis-

missed them with a deal of seeming content, assuring

them he did not inteud to change any of the honourable

maxims of his predecessors.

CHAPTER II.

How Bull and Frog grew jealous, that the I»rd Strutt in‘en>ted

to give all his Cantom to hi* Grandfather Lewis Baboon
(Loui* XIV.

j

It happened, unfortunately for the peace of our neigh-

bourhood, that this young lord had an old cunning
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rogue, or (a* the Scots call if! a false loon, of a grand-
father, that one might justly call a jack of all trades

;

sometime* you would see him behind his counter selling

broad-cloth, sometimes measuring linen
;
next day he

would be dealing in mercery-ware : high heads, ribbons,

gloves, fans, and lace he understood to a nicety
;
Charles

Mather could not bubble a young beau better with a
toy; nay, he would descend even to the selling of tape,

g liters, and shoebuckle* ; when shop was shut up, ne

would go about the neigh Inmrhood, and earn half-a-

crown by teaching the young men and maids to dance.
By these methods he had acquired immense riches,

which he used to squander away sit back-sword, quarter-

staff, and cudgel-play, in which he took great pleasure,

and challenged all the country. You will say, it is

no wonder if Bull and Frog should tie jealous of this

fellow. “ It is not imp<»*4ible/ says Frog to Bull,
“ hut this old rogue will take the management of the

young lord’s business into his hands ; besides the rascal

has good wore, and will serve him as cheap as any-

body. In that case, I leave you to judge what must be-

come of us and our families; we must starve, or turn

journeymen to old Lewis Baboon ; therefore, neigh-

bour, 1 hold it advisable that we write to young lu.d

S»rutt to know the bottom of this matter.'*

CHAPTER III.

A Copy of Bull sad Frog*# Letter to Lord Strutt-

My Lord, I suppose your lordship knows that the

Bulls and the Frogs have served the lord Strutts with

all sorts of dra]>ery-ware time out of mind : and where-

as we are jealous, not without reason, that your lordship

intends henceforth to buy of your grands ire old Lewis

Balmon; this is to inform your lordship, that this |>ro-

ceeding does not suit with the circumstances of our

families, who have lived and made a good figure in

the world by the generosity of tlie lord Strutts. There-

fore we think fit to acquaint your lordship, that you
must Hud sufficient security to us, our heirs and as-

signs, that you will not employ Lewis Baboon
;

or

else we will take our remedy at law, clap an action

upon you of *20,000/. for old debts, seize and distrain

your goods and chattels, which, considering your lord-

ship’s circumstances, will plunge you into difficulties,

from which it will not be easy to extricate yourself

;

therefore we hope, when your lordship has better con-
sidered on it, you will comply with tlie desire of your
loving friends, John Bull,

Nic. Fkou.

Some of Bull's friends advised him to take gentler

methods with the young lord; but John naturally

loved rough play. It is impossible to express the sur-

prise of the lord Strutt upon the receipt of this letter

;

he was not flush in ready, either to go to law or clear

old debts ; neither could he find good hail : he offered

to bring matters to a friendly accommodation ; and
promised, upon his word of honour, that he would not

change his drapers ;
hut all to no purpose, for Bull and

Frog saw clearly that old Lewis would have the cheat-

ing of him.

CHAPTER IV.
IIow Bull nnd Frog went to law with lord Strutt about the Pre-

mises, and were joined by the rest of the tradesmen-

All endeavours of accommodation between lord Strutt

and his dra|>eni proved vain
;
jealousies increased, and

indeed it was rumoured abroad, that lord Strutt had
bespoke his new liveries of old Lewis Baboon. This

coming to Mrs. Bull's ears, when John Bull came
home, he found all his family in an uproar. Mrs.
Bull, you must know, was very apt to be choleric.
44 You sot,” says she, “ you loiter about alehouses and
tivenis, spend your time at billiards, nine-pins, or

puppet-sliows, or flaunt about the streets in your new
gilt chariot, never minding me nor your numerous
family. Don’t you hear how lord Strutt has hespoke

his liveries at Lewis Baboon’s shop ? Don’t you see

how that old fox steals away your customers, and turns

you out of your business every day, and you sit like

an idle drone with your hands in your pockets? Fie

upon it! up, man, rouse thyself; 1 11 sell to my shift,

before I’ll lie so used by that knave/* Y'ou must think

Mrs. Bull had been pretty well tuned up by Frog, who
chimed in with her learned harangue. No further

delay now, but to counsel learned in the law they go,

who unanimously assured them both of the justice and
infallible success of their lawsuit.

I told you before that old Lewis Baboon was a * >rt

of a j »ck of all trades, which made the rest of the

tradesmen jealous, as well as Bull and Frog; they,

hearing of the quarrel, were glad of an opportunity of

joining against old Lewis Baboon, provided thut Bull
and Frog would bear the charges of the suit.; even
lying Ned, the chimney-sweeper of Savoy [duke of

Savoy], aud Tom, the Portugal dustman [king of
Portugal], put in their claims; and the cause was put
into the hands of Humphry Hocus the attorney [duke
of Marlborough].
A declaration was drawn up to show, “ that Bull

and Frog had undoubted right by prescription to he

drapers to the had Strutts; that there were several old
contracts to tluit purpose

;
that I^wis Baboon had taken

up the trade of clothier and draper without serving his

time or purchasing his freedom
;

that he sold good*
that were not marketable, without the stamp ; that he

himself was more fit fbr a bully than a tradesman, and
went about through all the country fairs, challenging

people to fight prizes, wrestling, aud cudgel-play; and
abundance more to this purpose.

CHAPTER V.

The true character of John Bull. Nic. Fro,;, and Hocus.

For the lietter urn letstanding the following history, the

reader ought to know that Bull, in the main, was an
honest plain-dealing fellow, choleric, hold, and of a

very unconstant temper; he dreaded not old I.ewi*.

either at back-sword, single falchion, or cudgel-play;

but then he was very apt to quarrel with his best

friends, especially if they pretended to govern him : il

you flattered him, you might lead him like a child.

John’s temper depended very much upon the air
;

his

spirits rose aud fell with the weather glass. John was
quick, and understood his business very well

;
hut no

man alive was more, careless in looking into his ac-

counts, or more cheated by partners, apprentices, and
servants. This was occasioned by his bring a boon
companion, loving his bottle and his diversion; for, to

say truth, no man kept a better house than John, nor
spent his money mure generously. By plain and fair

dealing, John had acquired some plums, and might
have kept them had it not been for his uuhappy
lawsuit.

Nic. Frog was a cunning, sly whoreson, quite the

reverse of John in many particulars
;
covetous, frugal

;

minded domestic affairs; would pinch hi* belly to

save his pocket ; never lost a farthing by careless

servants, or bad debtors. He did not care much f,.r

any sort of diversions, except tricks of high German
arti-ts, and legerdemain : no man exceeded Nic. in

these; yet it must be owned, that Nic. was a fair

dealer, aud in that way acquired immense riches.

Hocus was mu old cuuiiiug attorney ; aud though this

was the first CHiisiderable suit that ever he was engaged

in, he showed himself superior in his address to most

his profession
;

Ite kept always good clerks, he loved

money, was smooth-tongued, gave good words, and
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seldom lost his temper: lie was not worse than an
infidel, for he provided plentifully for his family

;
but

he hived himself better than them all
;
the neighbours

reported that he was henpecked ; which was impos-

sible by such a mild-spirited woman os his wife was.

CHAPTER VI.

Of the various success of the lawsuit-

Law is a bottomless pit ; it is a cormorant—a harpy

that devours everything. John Bull was flattered liy

the lawyers that his suit would not last above a year or

two at most
;
that before that time he would be in quiet

possession of his business: yet ten long years did

Hocus steer his cause through all the meanders of the

law, and all the courts. No skill, no address was

wanting
;
and, to say truth. John did not starve his

cause: there wanted not yellow-boys to fee counsel,

hire witnesses, and bribe juries : lord Strutt was gene-

rally cast, never had one verdict in his fuvour; and

John was jifomised that the next, and the next, would

be the linal determination:* but, alas! that final de-

termination and happy conclusion was like an enchanted

island, the nearer John came to it, the further it went

from him : new trials upon new points stHl arose
;
new

doubts, new matters to lie cleared
; in short, lawyers

seldom part with so good a cause till they have got

the oyster, and the clients the shell. John's ready

money, book -debts, bonds, mortgages, all went into the

lawyers’ pockets : then John began to borrow money
upon bank -stock and East-1 ndia bonds: now and

then a farm went to pot : at last it was thought a good

expedient to set up esquire South’s title, to prove the

will forged, and dispossess Philip lord Strutt ntonce.b

Here again was a new field for the lawyers, and the

cause grew more intricate titan ever. John grew mad-
der and madder ;

wherever he met any of lord Strutt’s

servants, he tore off their clothes: now and then you
would see them come home naked, without shoes,

stockings, and linen. As for old Lewis Baboon, he

was reduced to his last shift, though he liad as many
as any other : his children were reduced from rich

silks to doily stuffs, his servants in rags, and bare-

footed : instead of good victuals, they now lived upon
neck-beef, and bullock’s liver : in short, nobody got

much by the matter, but the men of law.

CHAPTER VII.

How John Roll was so mightily pleased with his success, that he
was going to leave off his trade and turn lawyer.

It is wisely ohserved by a great philosopher, that habit

is a second nature
;

this was verified in the case ofJohn

Bull, who, from an honest and plain tradesman, liatl

got such a haunt about the courts of justice, and such a

jargon of law words, that he concluded himself as able

a lawyer as any that pleaded at the bar or sat on the

bench; he was overheard one day talking to himself

after this manner:6 u How capriciously does fate or

chance dispose of mankind 1 How seldom is that

business allotted to a man for which he is fitted by
nature ! It is plain 1 was intended for a man of law

;

how did my guardians mistake my genius, in placing

me, like a mean slave, behind the counter! Bless

me! what immense estates these fellows raise by the

law ! Besides, it is the profession of a gentleman.

What a pleasure is it to be victorious in a cause ! to

swagger at the har ! What a fool am I to drudge any
more iu this woollen trade! for a lawyer I was bom,

* The war was carried on against France and Spain with great

success. and a peace might have been concluded ujion the prin-

ciple. of Site alliance.
® It w n insisted that the will io favour of Philip waa con-

trary to tTeaty.
1 The manners and * aliments of the nation became extrava

(taut and chimerical.

and a lawyer I will be ; one is never too old to learn."

All this while John had conned over such a catalogue

of hard words as were enough to conjure up the devil

;

this he used to babble indifferently in all companies,

especially at coffee-houses ; so that his neighbour

tradesmen began to shun his company as a man that

was cracked. Instead of the aflairs of Black well-ball,

and the price of broad cloth, wool, and baizes, be talks

of nothing but actions upon the case, returns, capias,

alius capias, demurrers, venire facias, replevins, su|ier-

sedeases, certioraris, writs of error, actions of trover and
conversion, trespasses, precipes and dedimus. Ibis

was matter of jest to the learned in law ; however,

Hocus and the rest of the tribe encouraged John in his

fancy, assuring him tliat he had a great genius for

law
;

that they questioned not but in time he might

raise money enough by it to reimburse him all hi*

charges; that if he studied, he would undoubtedly

arrive to the dignity of a lord chief-justice : os for the

advice of honest friends and neighbours, John despised

it; he looked upon them as fellows of a low genius,

poor grovelling mechanics
;
John reckoned it more

honour to have got one favourable verdict than to have
sold a liale of broad cloth. As for Nie. Frog, to say

the truth, lie waa more prudent
;
for though he followed

his lawsuit closely, he neglected not his ordinary busi-

ness, but was both in court and in his shop at the

projier hours.

CHAPTER VIII.

How John discovered that Hocus had an intrigue with his wife;
and what followed thereupon.

John had not run on a madding so long, had it not

been for an extravagant bitch of a wife, whom Hocus,

perceiving John to he fond of, was resolved to witi over

to his side. It is a true sayiug, “ that the last man of

the parish that knows of his cuckoldom is himself.'’

It was observed by all the neighbourhood that Hocus
had dealings with John's wife,“ that were not so much
for bis honour ;

but this was perceived by John a little

too late; she was a luxurious jade, loved splendid

equipages, plays, treats, and balls, differing very much
from the sober manners of her ancestors, and by no
means fit for a tradesman's wife. Hocus fed her

extravagancy (what was still more shameful) with

John's own money. Everybody said that Hocus had a
month's mind to her body

;
be that as it will, it is

matter of fact, that upon all occasions she run out

extravagantly on the praise of Hocus. When John
used to be finding fault with his bills, she used to

reproach him as ungrateful to his greatest benefactor;

one tliat had taken so much paius in his lawsuit, and
retrieved his family from the oppression of old Lewis
Baboou. A good swingeing sum of John's readiest

cash went toward building of Hocus'* country-house.6

This affair between Hocus and Mrs. Bull was now so

open that all the world were scandalized at it ; John
was not so clod-pated but at last he took the hint.

The parson of tbe parish, preaching one day with more
zeal than sense against adultery,6 Mrs. Bull told her

husband, that he was a very uncivil fellow to use such
coarse lauguage before people of condition; that Hocus
w as of the same mind ; auu tliat they would join to have
him turned out of his living, for using personal reflec-

tions.- “ How do you mean,’’ says John, “ by personal

* It was believed that the grner.il tampered with the parlia-
ment

h Parliament voted repeated thanks to the duke, and grilled

upon him the manor of Woodstock, will) 5000/ per annum, and
an immense sum of the uation’s money was expended in

build ini; lUrnlirim-house.

e Dr Henry Sacheverrl preached u sermon against popular
resistance of re*al authority.

u The house of commons voted this sermon a Iliad on het

I
majesty and her government, the Revolution, the Protestant
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reflections? I liopc in God, wife, he did not reflect

ufi.na you?'* * No, thank G id, my reputation is too

well established iu the world to receive any hurt from

such a foul-mouthed scoundrel as he; bis doctrine

tends only to make huntiands tyrants, and wives slaves

;

must we be shut up, and husbands left to their liberty ¥

Very pretty indeed! A wife must never go abroad

with a Platonic to see a play or a ball
;
she must never

stir without her husband, nor walk in Spring-garden

with a cousin. I do say, husband, and 1 will stand

by it, that without the innocent freedoms of life,

matrimony would be a most intolerable state
;
and

that a wife's virtue ought to be the result of her own
reason, and not of her husband's government ;

for my
part, I would scorn a husband that would be jealous

if he saw a fellow a-bed with me.”* All this while

John's blood boiled in his veins
;
he was now confirmed in

all his suspicions; jade, bitch, and whore were the best

words that John gave her.t* Things went from better

to worse, till Mrs. Bull aimed a knifec at John, though

John threw a bottle d at her head, very brutally indeed
;

and after this there was nothing but confusion
;

bottles,

glasses, spoons, plates, knives, forks, and dishes flew

about like dust;* the result of which was, that Mrs.

Bull received a bruise 1 in her right side, of which she

died half a year after. The bruise imposthumated,
and afterwords turned to a stinking ulcer, which made
everybody shy to come near her

;
yet she wanted not the

help of many able physicians, who attended very

diligently, and did what men of skill could do; but

all to no purpose, for her condition was now quite

desperate, all regular physicians and her nearest rela-

tions having given her over.

CHAPTER IX.
Ilnw some quacks undertook tu cure Mrs. Hull of her ulcer.

There is nothing so impossible in nature but mounte-
banks will undertake ; nothing so incredible but they

will affirm : Mrs. Bull's condition was looked upon as

desperate by all the men of art ; but there were those

that bragged they had an infallible ointment and
plaster which, being applied to the sore, would cure it

in a few days
;
at the same time, they would give her

a pill that would purge off all her bad humours,
sweeten her blood, and rectify her disturbed imagina-
tions. In spite of all applications, the patient grew
worse every day ; she stunk so nobody durst come
within a stone's throw of her, except those quacks who
attended her close, and apprehended no danger. If
one asked them, how Mrs. Bull did? Better and
better, said they

; the parts heal, and her constitution

mends; if she submits to our government, she will be

abroad in a little time. Nay, it is reported, that they

wrote to her friends in the country, that she would
dance a jig next October in Westminister- hall, and
that her illness had chiefly been owing to bad
physicians. As lost, one of them [lord Chancellor]
was sent for in great haste, his patient grew worse and
worse : when he came, he affirmed that it was a gross

mistake, and that she was never in a fairer way :

Bring hither the solve, says he, and give her a plentiful

draught of my cordial. As he was applying his

succession, and the parliament : they impeached the author of
high crime* nod mi«demeanour* ; he wxi silenced for three
year*, and the sermon burnt by the hangman.

• Thews proceeding* caused a great ferment in the public
mind.

b The house complained of being aspersed and vUlified

;

opprobrious term* worn used by both parlies
e The ministry had recount-- to the military power.
d Various mobs and tumults weie excited by the high church

parlv

• The Whig or low church party in the hon c of commons
oegan to decline.

f I'.ir) turnout was prorugue'l.

ointments and administering (he cordial, the patient

gave up the ghost, to the great confusion of the quack,
and the great joy of Bull and his friends. The quack
flung awuy out of the house in great disorder, and
swore there was foul play, for he was sure his medicines
were infallible. Mrs. Bull having died without any
signs of repentance or devotioti, the clergy would hardly
allow her a Christian burial. The relations had once
resolved to sue John for the murder

;
but considering

better of it, and that such a trial would rip up old sores,

and discover things not so much to the reputation of

the deceased, they dropped their design. She left no
will, only there was found in her strong box, the

following words wrote on a scrip of paper: ** My curse
on John Bull and all my posterity if ever they come
to any composition with the lord Strutt.”

She left him three daughters, whose names were
Polemia, Discord ia, and Usuria [War, Faction, and
Usury]

.

CHAPTER X.
Of John Bull's second wife, and the good advice that she gave

him.

John quickly got the better of his grief, and seeing
that neither his constitution nor the affairs of his
family could permit him to live in an unmarried
state, he resolved to get him another wife : a cousin of
his last wife's was proposed, but John would have no
more of the breed : iu short, he wedded a sober country
gentlewoman, of a good family, and a pleutifu.

fortune, the reverse of the other in her temper;* not
but that she loved money, for she was saving, and
applied her fortune to pay John's clamorous debts,

that the utifrugol methods of his last wife and this

ruinous lawsuit had brought him into. One day, os
she had got her husband in a good humour,’ she
talked to him after the followiug manner :b 44 My dear,
since I have been your wife, 1 have observed great
abuses and disorders in your family

; vour servants are

mutinous and quarrelsome, and cheat you most
abominably; your cook-maid is in a combination with
your butcher, poulterer, and fishmonger

;
your butler

purloins your liquor, and the brewer sells you hogwash
;

your baker cheats both iu weight and in tale; even
your milk-woman and your nursery-maid have a
fellow-feeling; your tailor, instead of shreds, cabbages
whole yards of cloth

;
besides, leaving such long scores,

and not going to market with ready money, furces us
to take bad ware of the tradesmen at their own price.
You have not posted your books these ten years

; how
is it possible for a man of business to keep his ailairs

even in the world at this rate? Pray Goa this Hocus
be houest : would to God you would look over his

bills, and see how matters stand between Frog and
you :

c prodigious sums are spent in this lawsuit, and
more must be borrowed of scriveners and usurers at

heavy interest. Besides, my dear, let me beg of you
to lay aside that wild project of leaving your business
to turn lawyer, for which, let me tell you, nature never
designed you. Believe me, these rogues do but flatter

that they may pick your pocket
;
observe what a parcel

of hungry ragged fellows live by your cause
; to be

sure they will never make an end ou t : I foresee this

haunt you have got about the courts will one dav or
other bring your family to beggary. Consider, my
dear, bow iudecent it is to abandon your shop and
follow pettifoggers

; the habit is so strong upon you, that
there is hardly a plea between two country esquires,

about a barren acre iqiou a common, but you draw
yourself in as bail, surety, or solicitor."*1 John heard

• The new parliament was averse to the war-
* The house of common* made a representation of the mis-

management in the several offtoes.

c The Amount of money that hail t-ecn expended on the war.
*! The war njt then a great (nunrilr with the people.
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her all this while with
|
salience, till the pricked his

maggot, ami touched him in the tender point; then he
broke out into a violent passion, “ What, I not (it for a
lawyer! Let me tell you, my clod-pated relations

spoiled the greatest genius in the world when they

bred me a mechanic. Lord Strutt and his old rogue of
a grandsire have found to their cost that 1 can manage
a lawsuit as well as another.” “I don’t deny wliat

you say,” replied Mrs. Bull, “ nor do I call in question

your parts; but I say it does not suit with your cir-

cumstances: you and your predecessors have lived in

good reputation among your neighbours by this same
clothing trade, aud it were madness to leave it off*.

Besides, there are few that know all the tricks and
cheats of these lawyers: does not your own experience

teach you how they have drawn you on from one term

to another, and bow you have danced the round of all

the courts, still flattering you with a final issue, and,

for aught I can see, your cause is not a bit clearer than

it was seven years ago." “I will he damned," says

John, “if I accept of any composition from Strutt or

his grandfather; I’ll rather wheel about the streets an
engine to gTind knives and scissors; however, I'll take

your advice, and look over my accompts.”

CHAPTER XI.

How John looked over hi* attorney's bill

When John first brought out the hills, the surprise of

all the family was inexpressible at the prodigious di-

mensions of them ;
they would have measured with the

beat bale of cloth in John's shop. Fees to judges, puisne

judges, clerks, prothonotaries, filacers, chirographers,

under-clerks, proclamators, council, witnesses, jurymen,
marshals, tipstaffs, criers, porters

;
for enrolling*, ex-

emplifications, bails, vouchers, returns, caveats,examin-
ations, filing of writs, entries, declarations, replications,

recordafs, noli prosequis, certioraris, mittimuses,

demurrers, special verdicts, informations, scire facias,

supersedeas, habeas corpus, coach hire, treating of
witnesses, &c. “Verily,” says John, “there are a

prodigious number of learned words in this law ; what
a pretty science it is!" “ Ay, but husband, you have
paid for every syllable and letter of these fine words

;

bless me, what immense sums are at the bottom of the

accompt!" John spent several weeks in looking over

bis bills
;
and by comparing and stating his accompts,

he discovered that, beside the extravagance of every

article, he had been egregiuusly cheated; tluit he had
paid for council that were never feed, for writs that

were never drawn, for dinners that were never dressed,

and journeys that were never made : in short, that the

tradesmen, lawyers, and Frog, had agreed to throw the

burden of the lawsuit upon his shoulders.

CHAPTER XII.
How John grvw angry, and resolved to aacept a composition :*

and what method* were practic'd by the (iwym for keeping
him from it.

Well might the learned Daniel Burgess say, that a
lawsuit is a suit for life. He that sows his grain upon
marble will have many a hungry belly lieforc harvest.

This John felt by woful experience. John's cause was
a good milch cow, and many a man sulwisted hi* family
out of it. However, John began to think it high time
to look alrout him. He had a cousin in the country,

one sir Roger Bold.b whoae predecessors had been bred

•ip to the law. and knew as much of it as anybody;
hut having left off the profession for some time, they

took great pleasure in compounding lawsuits among
their neigh liours, for which tney were the aversion of

• When yeuce wu thought to he eligible, a treaty was entered
Into.

* Robert Harley, treaurer instead of lard Codvlj hin.

the gentlemen of the long robe, ami at perpetual war

with all the country attorneys. John put his cause in

sir Roger's hands, desiring him to make the Iwst o( it

:

the news had no sooner reached the eais of tne lawyers

but they were all in an uproar. They brought all the

rest of the tradesmen upon John : squire South swore

he was betrayed, that he would starve before be com-
pounded

;
Frog said he was highly wronged

;
even

lying Ned the chimney-sweeper, and Tom the dustman,

complained that their interest was sacrificed.* The
lawyers, solicitors, Hocus, aud his clerks, were all up
in arms at the news of the composition

;
they abused

him aud his wife most shamefully. b “ You silly,

awkward, ill-bred, couutry sow." quoth one, “ have you
no more manners than to rail at Hocus that has saved

that clod-]iated nutmkull’d nim.yhammer of yours from
ruin, and all his family? It is well known how he
has risen early and sat up late to make him easy when
he was sotting at every alehouse in town. I knew his

last wife
;
she was a woman of breeding, good humour,

and complaisance; knew how to live in the world ; as

for you, you look like a puppet moved by clockwork :

your clothes hang upon you as they were upon tenter-

hooks, and you come into a room as you were going to

steal away a p—s-pot
:
get you gone into the country

to look after your mother’s poultry, to milk the cows,

chum the butter, aud dress up nosegays for a holiday,

and not meddle with matters which you know no more
of than the sign-post before your door : it is well known
that Hocus had an established reputation; he never

swore an oath, nor told a lie in all his life; he is

grateful to his benefactors, faithful to his friends, liberal

to his dependents, aud dutiful to his superiors
;
he

values not your money more than the dust under his

feet, but he hates to be abused. Once for nil, Mrs.
Mynx, leave off talking of Hocus, or 1 will pull out

those saucer eyes of yours, and make that red -streak

country face look as raw as an ox cheek upon a butcher's

stall : remember, 1 say, that there are pillories and
ducking-stools." With this away they flung, leaving

Mrs. Bull no time to reply. No stone was left unturned
to fright John from his composition : sometimes they

spread reports at coffeehouse* that John and his wife
were run mad; that they intended to give up house,

aud make over all their estate to Lewis Baboon; that
John had been often heard talking to himself, and seen

in the streets without shoes or stockings; that he did

nothing from morning till night but beat his servants,

after having been the liest master alive : as for his wife,

she was a mere natural. Sometimes John’s house was
beset with a whole regiment of attorneys* clerks,

bailiffs, and bailiffs’ followers, and other small re-

tainers of the law, who threw stones at hi* windows,
and dirt at himself os he went along the street. When
John complained of want of ready money to carry on
his suit, they advised him to pawn his plute and jewels,

and that Mrs. Bull should sell her linen and wearing-

clothes.

And the lawyers agreed to send Don Diego Dis-

mallo, thp conjurer, to John Bull, to dissuade him
from making an end of bis lawsuit, and this is wliat

passed between them.

Hull. How does my good friend Don Diego?
Don. Never worse. Who can be easy when their

friends are playing the fool ?

Bull. Rut then you may lie easy, for I am resol veil

to play the fool no lunger : I wish 1 had hearkened to

your advice, and compounded this lawsuit sooner.

Don. It is true; 1 was then against the ruinous ways
of this lawsuit, but, looking over mv scheme since, I

find there is an error iu my calculation. Sol aud

The massore was opposed by the Alii***.
h The house of common* cenmned for ignorance of pitblis

btisina**-
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Jupiter were ill a wrong house, hut I have now dis-

covered their true place* ; I find that the stars are

unanimously of opinion that you will be successful in

this cause : that Lewi* will come to an untimely end,

and Strutt will be turned out of door* by hi* wife and

children.

Then he went on with a torrent of ecliptics, cycles,

epicycles, ascendant*, trines, quadrants, conjunction*,

hull*, bears, goats, and ram*, and abundance of hard

words, which, being put together, signified nothing.

John all thi* while stood gaping and staring like a man
in a trance.

CHAPTER XIII.

Mr*. BalT* vindication of the Indispensable duty of cuckoldom,

incumbent upon wives in ca*c of the tyranny, infidelity, or

insufficiency of husbands : being a full answer to the doctor s

sermon against adultery'.*

John found daily fresh proofs of the infidelity and had

design* of hi* deceased wife; among other things, one

day looking over hi* cabinet, he found the following

paper

It is evident that matrimony is founded upon an

original contract, whereby the wife make* over the right

she ha* by the law of nature to the concubitua vugua

in favour of the husband ; by which he acquires the

property of all her posterity. But then the obligation

l* mutual : and where the contract is broken on one

side, it ceases to bind on the other. Where there is a

rig it, there must be a power to maintain it, and to punish

the offending party. The power 1 affirm to be that

original right, or rather that iudispensable duty of cuck-

ol lom, lodged in all wives in the case* above mentioned.

No wife is bound by any law to which herself bus not

consented: all economical government is lodged

originally in the husband and wife, the executive part

being in the husband
;
both have their privilege* securer!

to them hy law and reason : but will any man infer

from the husband s being invested with the executive

power that the wife is deprived of her share, and that,

which is the principal branch of it, the original right

of cuckoldom? ami that she has no remedy left but

pt-tcca et htchryme*. or an appeal to a supreme court of

judicature? No less frivolous are the arguments that

are drawn from the geucral appellations and terms of

hushand and wife. A husband denotes several different

sorts of magistracy, according to the usages and cus-

toms of different climates and countries. In some

Eastern nations it signifies a tyrant, with the absolute

power of life and death : in Turkey it denotes an

arbitrary governor, with power of perpetual imprison-

ment : in Italy it gives the husband power of poison

and padlocks : in the countries of England, France,

and Holland it has quit*® different meaning, implying

a free and equal government, securing to the wife, hi

certain cases, the liberty ofcuckoldom, and the property

of pin-money, and separate maintenance. So that the

arguments drawn from the terms of liusliatid and wife

are fallacious, and by no meaus fit to support a tyran-

nical doctrine, as that of absolute unlimited chastity

and conjugal fidelity.

The general exhortations to chastity in wives are

meant only for rules in ordinary cases; but they natu-

rally suppose three conditions, of ability, justice, and

fidelity in the husband : such an unlimited, uncon-

ditional fidelity in the wife could never lie supposed

by reasonable men : it seems a reflection upon the

ch—rch to charge her with doctrines tl at countenance

oppression.
^ .

This doctrine of the original right of cuckoldom is

congruous to the law of nature, which is superior to all

human laws, and for that 1 dare appeal to all wives : it

• The Tories' representation of the speeches at Sarheverell *

tiioi.

is much to the honour of our English wives that they

have never given up that fundameutiil point
;
and that

though in former ages they were niuffied up iu darkness

and superstition, yet that notion seemed engraven on

their minds, and the impression so strong, that nothing

could impair it.

To &*«crt the illegality of cuckoldom upon any pre-

tence whatsoever weTe to cost odious colours upon the

married state, to blacken the necessary means of per-

petuating families : such laws can never be supposed

to have l>een designed to defeat the very end of matri-

mony, the propagation of mankind. 1 call them neces-

sary means; for in many cases what other means are

left? Such a doctrine wounds the honour of families;

unsettles the titles to kingdoms, honours, and estates;

for if the actions from which such settlements spring

were illegal, all that is built upon them must lie so too

;

hut the hist is absurd, therefore -the fiist must be so

likewise. What is the cause that Europe groans at

pieseut under the heavy load of a cruel and expensive

war, but the tyrannical custom of a certain nation, and
the scrupulous nicety of a silly queen, [consort of

Charles II. of Spain,] in not exercising this indispen-

sable duty of cuckoldom, whereby the kingdom might

have had an heir, and a controverted succession might

have been avoided ? These are the effects of the narrow

maxims of your clergy, That one must not do evil that

good may come of it.

The assortors of this indefeasible right, and jut r/i-

vinum of matrimony, do all, in their hearts, favour

gallants, and the pretenders to married women : for if

die true legal foundation of the married state lie ouce

sapped, and instead thereof tyrannical maxims intro-

duced, what must follow but elopements, instead of

secret and peaceable cuckoldom ?

From all that has been said, one may clearly perceive

the alwurdify of the doctrine of this seditious, dis-

contented, hot-headed, ungifted, unedifyitig preacher,

asserting. That the grand security of the matrimonial

state, and the pillar upon which it stands, is founded

upon the wife's belief of an absolute unconditional

fidelity to the husband's lied; by which hold assertion

he strikes at the root, digs the foundation, and removes

the basis upon which the happiness of a married state

is built. As for his personal reflections, I would gladly

know who are those wanton wives he speaks of? who
are those ladies of high station that he so boldly tra-

duces in his sermon? It is pretty plain whom these

aspersions are aimed at, fur which he deserves the pillory,

or something worse.

In confirmation of this doctrine of the indispensable

duty of cuckoldom, I could bring the example of the

wisest wives in all ages, who hy these means have pre-

served their husbands' families from ruin and oblivion

by want of posterity
;
but what lias lieen said is a suffi-

cient ground for punishing this pragmatical parson.

CHAPTER XIV.

The two great parties of wive*, ihe Devotoes and the llitts •

The doctrine of unlimited chastity and fidelity in

wives was universally espoused hy all husbands, who

went about the country and made tl»e wives sign

papers, signifying their utter detestation and abhorrence

of Mrs. Bull s wicked doctrine of the indispensable

duty of cuckoldom. Some yielded, others refused to

part with their native liberty ;
which gave rise to two

great pirties among the wives, the devotoes and the

hilts. Though it must be owned, the distinction was

more nominal than real ;
for the devotoes would abu <

freedoms sometimes ;
and those who were distinguished

by the name of liitts, were often very honest. At the

• Those who were for or against the doctrine or non resist-

ance
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tuiiiie time there came out an ingenious treatise, with

flic title of ** Gout l Advice to Husbands in which
they are counselled not to trust too much to their wives

owning the doctrine of unlimited conjugal fidelity, and
so to neglect family duty, and a due watchfulness over

liie manners of their wives ;
that the greatest security

to husltatids was a vigorous constitution, good usage of

their wives, ami keeping them from temptation; many
hushanda having been sufferers by their trusting too

much to general professions, as wits exemplified in the

case of a foolish and negligent husband, who, trusting

to the efficacy of this principle, was undone by his

wile's elopement from him.*

CHAPTER XV.
An account of tho Conference between Mrs. Bull and Don

Diego.

The lawyers, as their last effort to put off the com-
position, sent Don Diego*1

to John. Don Diego was a

very worthy gentleman, a friend to John, his mothei, and

piesent wife; and therefore supposed to have some in-

fluence over her : he had been ill-used himself by John a

lawyers : but, because of some animosity to sir Roger,®

was against the composition ^ the conference between

him and Mrs. Bull was word for word as follows :

—

Don D. Is it possible, cousin Bull, that you can forget

the honourable maxims of the family you are come of,

and break your word with three of the honestest, best

meaning persons in the world, estpi ire South, Frog, and
Hocus, that have sacrificed their interests to yours? It

is base to take advantage of their simplicity and ere

dulity, and leave them in the lurch at lost.

Afra. B. I am sure they have left my family in a bad

condition
;
we have hardly money to go to market, and

nobody will take our word fur sixpence. A very fine

spark tliis esquire South ! My husband took him in, a

dirty snotty-nosed boy; it was the business of half the

scrvuiits to attend him, the rogue did bawl and make
such a noise: sometimes he fell iu the fire and burnt

his face, sometimes broke his shins clambering over the

lanche*, often p—d a- bed, and always came in so

dirty as if lie hud been dragged through the kennel

at a boarding-school. He lost his money at chuck-

farthing, shulTle-cap, and all-fours
;

sold his books,

(Kiwued his linen, which we were always forced to

redeem. Then the whole generation of him are so in

love with bngpipes and pup]ietshows! I wish you knew
what my husband has paid at tire pastry-cook's and

confectioner's for Naples biscuits, tarts, custards, and
sweetmeats/ All this while my husband considered

him as a gentleman of a good family that had fallen

into decay, gave him good education, and has settled

him in a good creditable way of living, having procured

him, by his interest, one of the best places of the

country
;
and what return, think you, does this fine

gentleman make us? He will hardly give me or my
husband a good word, or a civil expression : instead of

sir and madam, (which, though I say it, is our due,)

he calls us goody and gaffer such a oue : says he did

us a great deal of houour to board w ith us : huffs and

dings at such a rate because we will not' spend the

little we have left to get him the title and estate of

lord Strutt : and then, forsooth, we shall have the

honour to be his wool leu-drapers. Besides, esquire

South will be esquire South still
;

fickle, proud, and

ungrateful. If he behaves himself so, when he depends

* Alluding lo the Revolution, when James II. lost bis king

dmn
b Among other obstacles to the treaty. »a« »he opjwwitioa of

4ic »<rl of Nottingham, a Torv nob eman. who possessed eery

great In flue net* in the houae of common*
4 The pause of thia animosity was Mr. Harley's being choaen

to succeed Nottingham a* prinripai secretary uf-etat**.

4 He expostulated agxinst il* peace when the queen was
errsent i*f> >9*1(0.

• Something rcl-iting to lire manners of a great prince.

on us for his daily bread, can any nun say what ha

will do when he is got above the world?

Don D. And would you lose the honour of so noble

and generous an undertaking? Would you rather

accept this scandalous composition, and trust that old

rogue Lewis Baboon?
AJra. B. Look you, friend Diego, if we law it on till

Lewis turns honest, I am afraid our credit will run

low at Blackwell-hall. I wish every one had his own;

but I still say that lord Strutt • money shines as bright,

and chinks as well, as esquire South s. I don t know
any other hold, that we trudesmen have of these great

folks but their interest
;
buy dear and sell cheap, and

I'll warrant ye you will keep your customer. The worst

is, that lord Strutt s servants have got such a haunt

about tliat old rogue's shop, that it will cost, us many a

firkin of strong beer to bring them back again
;
aud the

longer they are in a bad road, the harder it will be to

get them out of it.

Don D. But poor Frog! what has he done? On my
conscience, if there be an houest sincere man in the

world it is that Frog.

Afra. B. I think I need not tell you how much Frog

has been obliged to our family from his childhood
;
he

carries his bead high now, but he had never been the

man he is without our help. Ever since the com-

mencement of this lawsuit, it lias bceu the business of

Hocus, iu sharing our expenses, to plead for Frog.
M Poor Frog," says he, “ is in hard circumstances

; he

has a numerous family, and lives from hand to mouth

;

his children don't eat a bit of good victuals from one

year's end to the other, but live upon salt herring, sour

curd, and borecole
;

lie does his utmost, poor fellow, to

keep things even in the world, and has exerted himself

beyond his ability iu this lawsuit ;
but he really has

not wherewithal to go on. What signifies this hundred

pounds? place it upon your side of the account; it is

a great deal to poor Frog, and a trifie to you.
1

This

has been Hocus s constant language, and 1 arn sure he

has had obligations enough to us to have acted another

part.

Don D. No doubt Hocus meant all this for the best,

but he is a tender-hearted, charitable man
;
Frog is

indeed in hard circumstances.

Afra. B. Hard circumstances ! I swear this is pro-

voking to the last degree. All the time of the lawsuit,

as fast us 1 have mortgaged. Frog has purchased : from

a plain tradesman, with a shop, warehouse, and a

country hut, with a dirty fish-pond at the end of it, he

is now grown a very rich country gentleman, with a

noble landed estate, noble palaces, manors, parks, gar-

dens, and farms, liner than any we were ever master of.

Is it not strange, when my husband disbursed great

sums every term, Frog should be purchasing some new

farm or manor? So that if this lawsuit lasts, he will

be far the richest man in his country. W hat is worse

than all this, he steals away my customers every day

;

twelve of the richest and the best have left my shop by

his persuasion, and whom, to my certaiu knowledge,

he has under bonds never to return again : judge you

if this lx? neighbourly dealing.

Don D. Frog is indeed pretty close in hi* dealings,

but very honest
:
you are so touchy, and take things so

hotly, 1 am sure tliere must be some mistake in this.

Afra. B. A plaguy one indeed! You know, and have

often told me of it, how Hocus and those rogue* kept

my husband John Bull drunk for five years together

with punch and strong waters ; I am sure he never

went one night sober to bed till they got him to sign

the strangest deed that ever you saw m your life. The

methods they took to mauage him I'll teli you anothci

time; at pieseut I'll read only the writing.
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ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN JOHN BULL,

CLOTHIER. AND NICHOLAS PROO.
LINEN-DRAPER.*

I. That for maintaining the ancient good correspond-

ence and friendship between the said parties, I, Nicho-

las Frog, do solemnly engage and promise to keep

peace in John Boll's family ; that neither his wife,

children, nor servants, give him any trouble, disturb-

ance, or molestation whatsoever, but to oblige them all

to do their duty quietly in their respective stations;

and whereas the said John Bull, from the assured con-

fidence that he has in my friendship, has appointed

me executor of his last will and testament and guar-

dian to his children, I do undertake for me, my heirs

and assigns, to see the same duly executed and per-

formed, and tliat it shall be unalterable in all its parts

by John Bull, or anybody else
;

for that purpose it

shall be lawful and allowable for me to enter his bouse

at any hour of the day or night
;

to break open bars,

bolts, and doors, chests of drawers, and strong boxes,

in order to secure tha> peace of my friend John Bull's

family, and to see bis will duly executed.

II. In consideration of which kind neighbourly

office of Nicholas Frog, in tliat he lias been pleased to

accept of the aforesaid trust, I, John Bull, having duly

considered tliat my friend Nicholas Frog at this time

lives in a marshy soil and unwholesome air, infested

with fogs aud damps destructive of the health of him-

self, wife and children, do bind and oblige me, my
heirs and assigns, to purchase for the said Nicholas

Frog, with the best and readiest of my cash, bonds,

mortgages, goods and cliattels, a lauded estute, with

parks, gardens, palaces, rivers, fields, and outlets, con-

sisting of as large extent as the said Nicholas Frog

shall think fit. And whereas the said Nicholas Frog

is at present hemmed in too close by the grounds of

Lewis Baboon, master of the science ofdefence, I, the said

John Bull, do oblige myself, with the readiest of my
cash, to purchase aud enclose the said grounds for as

many fields aud acres os the said Nicholas shall think

fit, to the intent that the said Nicholas may have free

egress and regress, without let or molestation, suitable

to the demands of himself and family.

III. Furthei more, the said John Bull obliges him-

self to make the country neighbours of Nicholas Frog

allot a certain part of their yearly rents to pay for

the repair* of the said landed estate, to the intent that

his good friend Nicholas Frog may be eased of all

charges.

IV. Aud whereas the said Nicholas Frog did con-

tract with the deceased lord Strutt about curtain

liberties, privileges, aud immunities, formerly in the

possession of the said John Bull, I, the said John Bull,

do freely by these presents renounce, quit, and make

over to the said Nicholas the liberties, privileges, and

immunities contracted for, in as full a manner as if

they never had belonged to me.

V. The said John Bull obliges himself, liis heirs

and assigns, not to sell one rag of broad or coarse cloth

to any gentleman within the neighbourhood of the

said Nicholas, except in such quantities aud such rates

as the said Nicholas shall think fit.

(Signed and Sealed}
John Bn.!,

Nic. Froo.

[The reading of this paper put Mrs. Bull in such a

passion that she fell down right into a fit, and they

were forced to give her a good quantity of the spirit

of hartshorn before she recovered.]

Don D. Why in such a passion, cousin? considering

• A treaty which hftd been concluded by the loir! Towoibeod

at the Hague between the queen awl the Slates in I “OS, for

•eriuiii:! the Pr. te«n»nr succession, and for settliu,;a barrier for

Ho. lan«l against France.
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your circumstances at that time, 1 don't think this such

an unreasonable contract. You see Frog, for all this,

is religiously true to his bargain
;
he scorns to hearken

to any composition without your privacy.

Mrtr. H. You know the coutrary.* Read tliat

letter.

[Reads the superscription.]

For Lewi* Baboon
,
Mutter ofthe Sable Science of
Defence.

Sir,— I understand that you are at this time treating

with my friend John Bull about restoring the lord

Strutt's custom, and besides, allowing him certain

privileges of parks and fish-ponds; 1 wonder how you,

that are a man that knowt the world, cau talk with
tliat simple fellow. He has been my bubble these

twenty years, aud to my certain knowledge understands

no more of his own affairs than a child in swaddling-
clothes. I know he has got a sort of a pragmatical
silly jade of a wife, tliat pretends to take him out of

my hands
;
hut you and she both will find yourselves

mistaken; 111 find those that shall manage her; and
for him, he dares as well be banged as take one step

in his affairs without my consent. If you will give

me what you promised him, 1 will make all things

easy, and stop the deeds of ejectment agaiust lord

Strutt; if you will not, take what follows : 1 shall

have a good action agaiust you, fur pretending to rob
me of my bubble. *Take this warning from your
loving friend, Nic. Froo.

I am told, cousin Diego, you are one of those that

have undertaken to manage me, and tliat you have

said you will carry a green bag yourself rather than

we shall make an end of our lawsuit : I'll teach them
and you too to manage.
Don D. For God's sake, madam, why so choleric ?

I say this letter is some forgery
;

it never entered into

the head of that honest man Nic. Frog to do any such
thing.

Mrt. B. I can’t abide you
;
you bare been railing

these tweuty years at esquire South, Frog, and Hocus,

calling them rogues aud pickpockets, and now they

are turned the honestest fellows in the world. What
is the meaning of all this?

Don D. Pray tell me how you came to employ this

sir Roger in your affairs, and not to think of your old
frieud Diego?

Mrt. B. So, so, there it pinches. To tell you truth,

1 have employed sir Roger in several weighty affairs,

and have found him trusty and honest
; and the poor

man always scorned to take a farthing of me. I have
abundance that profess great zeal, but they are dam-
nable greedy of the pence. My husband atid I are

now in such circumstances that we must be served

upon cheaper terms than we have been.

7>o/i D. Well, cousin, I find I can do no good with
you ;

I am sorry that you will ruiu yourself by trust-

ing this sir Roger.

CHAPTER XVI.

How the guardians of the deceased Mrs. Bull's three daughter*
came to Johu, and wlwt advice they gave him; whereiu are

briefly treated the characters of the three daughters ; also

John Bull s nuawer to the three guard tan*, b

I told you in a former chapter, that Mrs. Bull,

before she departed this life, had blessed Johu with

three daughters. I need not here repeat their names,

neither would 1 willingly use any scandalous reflec-

tions upon young ladies, whose reputations ought to I*

very tenderly handled; but the characters of these

were so well known in the neighbourhood, that it ii

» The Dutch were negotiating with France,

b The debates in parlianic it were still routinurd.
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doing them no injury to make a short description of

them.

The eldest was a termagant, imperious, prodigal,

lewd, profligate wench, as ever breathed [/'olemia
,

War]
;
she used to rantipule about the house, pinch the

children, kick the servants, and torture the cats and the

dogs
;
she would rob her father's strong-box for money

to give the young fellows that she was fond of; she had

a noble air, and something great in her mien, but such

a noisome infectious breath, as threw all the servants

that dressed her into consum|itt.ins; if she smelt to the

freshest nosegay, it would shrivel and wither as it had

been blighted ; she used to come home in her cups

and break the china and the looking-glasses ;
and was

of such an irregular temper, and so entirely given up
to her passion, that you might argue as well with the

north wind as with her ladyship; si expensive that

the income of three dukedoms was not eu mgh to

supply her extravagance. Hocus loved her best,

believing her to he his own, got upon the body of

Mrs. Bull.

The second daughter, [Diieordui, Faction,] born a

year after her sister, was a peevish, froward, ill-condi-

tioned creature as ever was
;
ugly as the devil, lean,

haggard, pale, with saucer eyes, a sharp nose, and
hunchbacked

;
but active, sprightly, aud diligent

ubout her affairs. Her ill complexion was occasioned

by her had diet, which wo* coffe^ morning, noon, and
night

;
she never rested quietly u-hed ; hut used to dis-

turb the whole family with shrieking out in her

dreams, and plague them next day with interpreting

them, for she took them all for gospel ;
she would cry

out murder, and disturb the whole neighbourhood

;

aud when John came running down stairs, to inquire

what the matter was; nothing, forsooth, only her maid
had stuck a pin wrong in her gown : she turned away
one servant for putting too much oil in her sallad, and
unothcr for putting too little salt in her watergruel

;

hut such, as by flattery had procured her esteem, she

would indulge in the greatest crime. Her father had
two coachmen; when one was ou the coach-lwx, if the

coich swung but the least to one side, she used to

shriek so loud that all the street concluded she was
overturned

; Imt though the other was eternally drunk,
and had overturned the whole family, she was very

angry with her father for turning him away. Then
she used to carry tales and stories from one to another,

till she had set the whole neighbourhood together by
the ears

; and this was the only diversion she took plea-

sure iu. She never went abroad hut she brought home
such a bundle of motulrous lies os would have amazed
any mortal liut such as knew her; of a whale that hail

swallowed a fleet of ships; of the lions living let out of
the Tower to destroy the Protestant religion; of the

pope's being seen in a brandy-shop at Wappiug; and
of a prodigious strong man, that was going to shove

down the cupola of St Paul's; of three millions of five

pound pieces that esquire South had found under an
old wall

;
of blazing stars, flying dragons, aud abund-

ance of such stuff*. All the servants in the family
made high court to her, for she domineered there, and
turned out and in whom she pleased; only there

was an old grudge lietweeri her and sir Roger, whom
she mortally hated, aud used to hire fellows to squirt

kentiel - water upon him as he passed along the

streets; so that he was forced constantly to wear a
surtout of oiled cloth, Ly which means he came
home pretty clean, except where the surtout was a
little scanty.

As for the third, [CWio, Usury,] she was a thief,

ami a common mercenary prostitute, aud that without
any solicitation from nature, f»»r die owned tlia* she had
no enjoyment. She had no respect of persons ; a
prince or a

j
toiler was all one, according us they paid ;

yea, she would leave the finest gentleman iu the world

to go to an ugly pocky fellow for sixpence more, in

the practice of her profession she had amassed vast ma-
gazines of all sorts of things; she had above five

hundred suits of fine clothes, and yet went abroad like

a cinder-wench : she robbed and starved all the servants,

so that nobody could live near her.

So much for Joint's three daughters, which you will

say were rarities to In* fund of
:
yet nature will show

itself; nobody could blame their relations for taking

care of them : and therefore it was that Hocus, with

two other of the guardians, thought it their duty to

take care of the interest of the three girls, and gave
John their best advice before he compounded the

lawsuit
Hocus. What makes you so shy of late, my good

friend f There's nobody loves you belter than I, nor

has taken mure pains in your affairs: os 1 hope to be

saved, I would do anything to serve you
;

1 would
crawl up til all four to serve you ; I have spent my
health a id paternal estate in your serv ice. I have in-

deed a small pittance left, with which 1 might retire,

and with as good a conscience as any man
;
but the

thought of this disgraceful composition so touches me
to the quick, that 1 cannot sleep

;
after 1 had brought

the cause to the last stroke, that one verdict more had
auite ruined old Lewis ami lord Strutt, aud put you in

the quiet possession of everything ; then to compound!
I cannot bear it. This cause was my favourite, I had
set my heart upon it; it is like an only child

; I can-
not endure it should miscarry

;
for God's sake coudder

only to what a dismal condition old Lewis is brought.
He is at an end of all his cash; his attorneys have
hardly one trick left

;
they are at an end of all their

chicane
;

besides, he has both his law and his daily
bread now upon trust. Hold out only one term longer,

and I’ll warrant you, before the next, we shall have
him in the Fleet. Ill bring him to the pillory; his

ears shall pay for his perjuries. For the love of God
don't compound : let me be damned if you have a
friend in the world that loves you better than I : there

is doIkkIv can say I am covetous, or that I have any
interest to pursue but yours.

2nd Guardian. There is nothing so plain as that

this Le wis Inis a design to ruin all his uc‘gld>ourmg
tradesmen

;
and at this time he has such a prodigious

income hy his trade of all kinds, that if there is not
some stop put to his exorbitant riches, he w ill mom>]K>-
lize everything: nobody will be able to sell a yard of
drapery or mercery-ware but himself. I then hold it

advisable, that you continue the lawsuit and burst

him at one. My concern for the three poor mother-
less children obliges me to give you this advice

;
for

their estates, poor girls! depend upon the success of
this cause.

3rd Guardian. I own tins writ of ejectment has cost

dear; hut then consider it is a jewel well worth the

purchasing at the price of all you have. None hut

Mr. Hull s declared enemies can say he has any other

security for his clothing trade but the ejectment of

lord Strutt. The only question then that remains to

he decided is, who Khali stand the expenses of the

suit? To which the answer is as plain; who but he

that is to have the advantage of the sentence! When
esquire South has got possession of his title and honour,

is not John Hull to lie his clothier? Who, then, hut

John ought to put him in possession? A>k hut any
indifferent gentleman who ought to hear his charges

at law ? ami he will readily answer, his tradesmen. I

do therefore affiun, and I will go to death with it, that,

|

lieing his clothier, you ought to put him in quiet pos-

session of his estate, and, with the same generous spirit

you have l*gi;n it, complete the good work. If yon
persist in the had measures you are now in, w hat must
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become of the three poor orphans? My heart bleeds for

the poor girls.

John B. You are all very eloquent |M*rsons; but

give me leave to tell you, you express a greut deal

more concern for the three gills than for me; I think

fry interest ought to be considered in the first place.

As for you, Hocus I can t but say you have managed

my lawsuit with great address, and much to my
honour; and, though 1 say it. you have been paid well

for it. Why must the burden he taken olT Frog’s back,

and laid upon my shoulders? He can drive about his

own parks and fields in his gilt chariot, when I have

been forced to mortgage my estate; his note will go

further than my bond. Is it not matter of fact that,

from the richest tradesman in all the country, I am
reduced to beg and horrow from scriveners and usurers,

that suck the heart, hlood, and guts out of me? and

what is all this for? Did you like Frog’s countenance

Iretter than mine? Was not I your old friend and re-

lation ? Have I not presented you nobly ? Have I

not clad your whole family? Have you not had a

hundred yards at a time of the finest cloth in my
•hop? Why must the rest of the tradesmen he not

ouly indemnified from charges, but forbid to go on

with their own business, and what is more their con-

cern than mine? As to holding out this term, I appeal

to your own conscience, has not that been your constant

discourse these six years, one term more, and old

Lewis goes to pot?" If thou art so fond ofmy cause,

be generous for once, and lend me a brace of thou-

sand. Ah, Hocus! Hocus! 1 know thee; not a sous

to save me from gaol, 1 trow. Look ye, gentlemen, 1

have lived with credit in the world, and it grieves my
heart never to stir out of my doors but to he pulled by

the sleeve by some rascally dun or other : “ Sir, re-

member my bill : there’s a small concern of a thousand

pounds, I hope you think out, sir." And to have these

usurers transact my debts at coffeehouses, and ale-

houses, as if 1 were going to break up shop. Lord!

that ever the rich, the generous John Bull, clothier, the

envy of all his neighbours, should be brought to com-
pound his debts for live shilling* in the pound: and

to have his name in an advertisement for a statute of

bankrupt. The thought of it makes me mad. I have

read somewhere in the Apocrypha, that one should
“ not consult with a woman touching her of whom she

is jealous; nor with a merchant, concerning exchange;
nor with a buyer, of selling; nor with an unmerciful

man, of kindness,’’ &c. I could have added one thing

more, “ nor with an attorney, about compounding a

lawsuit.” The ejectment of lord Strutt will uever do.

The evidence is crimp; the witnesses swear backward

and forward, and contradict themselves; and his

tenants stick by him. One tells me that I must carry

on my suit because Lewis is poor; another, because

he is still too rich: whom shall 1 believe? I am sure

of one thing, that a penny iu the purse is the best

friend John cun have at last
;
and who can say that

this will be the last suit I shall be engaged in? Besides,

if this ejectment were practicable, is it reasonable, that

when esquire South is liming his money to sharriers and
ickpockets, going about the country with fiddlers and
uffoons, and squandering his income with hawks and

dogs, I should lay out the fruits of my honest industry

in a lawsuit for him only upon the hopes of being his

eluthier ? And when the cause is over, I shall not

have the benefit of my project for waut of money to go

to market. Look ye, gentlemen, John Bull is but a

i

lium man; but John Bull knows when be is ill used.

know the infirmity of our family
;
we are apt to play

the boon companion, and throw away our money in our

cups ; but it was an unfair tiling in you, gentlemen,

to take advantage of my weakness, to keep a parcel of

roaring bullies about me day and night, with huruv*

m
and huntiug-noms, and ringing the changes on
butchers’ cleavers, never let me cool, and make me set

my hand to {tapers when I could hardly bold my pen.

There will come a day of reckoning for all that pro-

ceeding. In the mean time, gentlemen, I beg you
will let me into my affairs a little, and that you would
not grudge me the small remainder of a very great

estate.

CHAPTER XVII.
Esquire South's message and letter to Mrs. Bull.

The arguments used by Hocus and the rest of the

guardians had hitherto provpd insufficient : » John and
his wife could not be persuaded to bear the expense of
esquire South's lawsuit. They thought it reasonable,

that since he was to have the honour and advantage,
he should bear the greatest share of the charges

; and
retrench what he lost to sharpers, and spent upon coun-
try dances and puppet-plays, to apply it to that use.

This was not very grateful to the esquire : therefore,

as the hist experiment, he resolved to send signior Be-
nenato,b master of his fox-hounds, to Mrs. Bull, to try

what good he could do with her. This signior Bene-
nato had nil the qualities of a fine gentleman that

were fit to charm a lady’s heart
;
and if any person in

the world could have persuaded her, it was he. But
such was her unshaken fidelity to her hmliand, and
the constant pur|K>9e of her mind to pursue his interest,

that the most refined arts of gallantry that were
practised could not seduce her heart. The necklaces,

diamond crosses, and rich bracelets that weTe offered,

she rejected with the utmost scorn and disdain. The
music and serenades that were given her, sounded more
ungrateful iu her ears than the noise of a screech owl

;

however, she recieved esquire South's letter by the

hands of signior Benenato with that respect which
became his quality. The copy of the letter is os

follows, in which you will observe he changes a little

his usual style :

—

Madam,—The writ of ejectment against Philip Ba-
boon

i
pretended lord Strutt) is just ready to pass;

there want but a few necessary forms, and a verdict or

two more, to put me in quiet possession of my honour
and estate. 1 question not but that, according to your
wonted generosity and goodness, you will give it the

finishing stroke—an honour that I would grndge any-
body but yourself. Jti order to ease you of some part

of the charges, I promise to furnish pen, ink, and
pajier, provided you pay for the stam|«. Besides, 1

nave ordered my stewards to pay, out of the readiest

and best of my rents, 5/. 10*. a-year, till my suit is

finiihed. I wish you health and happiness, being,

with due respect, madam, your assured friend, South.

What answer Mrs. Bull returned to his letter you
sliall know in my second port, only they were at a
pretty good distance in their proposals

;
for as esquire

South only offered to be at the charges of pen, ink, and
paper, Mrs. Bull refused any more than to lend her

barge,® to carry his counsel to Westminster-hall.

THE SECOND PART.
PUBLISHER'S PREFACE

The world is much indebted to the famous sir Hum-
phry Polesworth for hts ingenious and impartial account

of John Bull's lawsuit
;

yet there is just cause of com-
plaint agaiust him, iu that he relates it only by parcels,

• But u all attempts of the party to preclude the treaty wera
ineffectual, and complaints weie mure of the deficiencies of

the house of Austria, the archduke sent a message and letter
h By prince Eugene, urging the continuance or the war, aud

offering to liear a proportion of the exprnae.
c ThU proportion was however thought to be so i nconsider -

ahle that the letter produced no other effect than the oonvoy of

the Torres by the English fleet to Barcelona.
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hnd won't give u» the whole work : this forces me, who
am only the publisher, to bespeak the assistance of his

friends and acquaintance to engage him to lay aside

that stingy humour and gratify the curiosity of the

public at once. He pleads, in excuse, that they are

only private memoirs, written for his own use, in a

loose style, to serve as a help to his ordinary conversa-

tion. I represented to him the good reception the first

part had met with ; that, though calculated only for the

meridian of Grub-street, it was yet taken notice of by

the better sort
;

that the world was now sufficiently ac-

quainted with John Bull, and interested itself in his

concerns. He answered, with a smile, that he had in-

deed some trifling things to impart, that concerned

John Bull's relations and domestic affairs ; if these

would satisfy me, he gave me free leave to make use

of them, because they would serve to make the history

of the lawsuit more intelligible. When I bad looked

over the manuscript, I found likewise some further

account of the composition, which perhaps may not be

unacceptable to such as have read the former part.

CHAPTER I.

The Character of John Bull’s Mother.

Jons had a mother [the Church of England] whom
he loved and honoured extremely, a discreet, grave,

sober, good-conditioned, cleanly old gentlewoman as

ever lived
;

she was none of your cross-grained, terma-

gant, scolding jades, that one had as good be hanged as

live in the house with, such as are always censuring

the conduct, and telling scandalous stories of their

neighbours, extolling their own good qualities, and
undervaluing those of others. On the contrary, she

was of a meek spirit, and as she was strictly virtuous

herself, so she always put the best construction upon

the words and actions of her neighbours, except where

they were irreconcileable to the rules of honesty and

decency. She was neither one of your precise prudes,

nor one of your fantastical old belles, that dress them-

selves likeigirls of fifteen ;
as she ueither wore a ruff,

forehead •cloth, nor high-crowned hat,soshchad laid aside

feathers, flowers, and crimped ribbons, in her head-dress,

furbelow-scarfs, and hoop petticoats. She scorned to

natch and jiaint, yet she loved to keep her hands and

her face clean. Though she wore no flaunting laced

ruffles, she would not keep herself in a constant sweat

with greasy flannel
;
though her hair was not stuck with

jewels, she was not ashamed of a diamond cross
; she

was not, like some ladies, hung about with toys and

trinkets, tweezer-cases, pocket glasses, and essence-

bottles ; she u*ed only a gold watch and an almanac,

to mark the hours and the holidays.

Her furniture was neat and genteel, well fancied,

with a bon goutt. As she affected not the grandeur of

a state with u canopy, she thought there was no offence

in an elbow-chair ;
she had laid aside your carving,

gilding, and japan-work, as being too apt to gather dirt

;

but she never could be prevailed upon to part with

i

jlain wainscot and clean hangings. There art some

adies that affect to smell a stink in everything
;
they

are Always highly perfumed, and continually burning

frankincense in their rooms ; she was above such affec-

tation, yet she never would lay aside the use of brooms

and scrubbing- brushes, and scrupled not to lay her

linen in fresh lavender.

She was no less genteel in her behaviour, well-bred,

without affectation, in the due mean between one of your

affected c.urt’sying pieces of formality, and your romps

that have no regard to the common rules of civility.

There are some ladies that affect a mighty regard for

their relations : We must not eat to-day, for my uncle

Tom, or my cousin Betty, died this time ten years:

Let s have a hall to-night, it is my neighbour surh-a-

one’s birth-day. She looked upon all this as grimace

;

et she constantly observed her husband's birth-day,

er wedding-day, and some few more.
Though she was a truly good woman, and had a

sincere motherly love for her son John, yet there wanted
not those who endeavoured to create a misunderstanding
between them ; and they had so far prevailed with him
once, that he turned her out of doors, to his great sor-

row, as he found afterwards, for his affairs went on at
sixes and sevens.

She was no less judicious in the tum of her conver-
sation and choice of her studies, in which she far ex-
ceeded all her sex : your rakes that hate the company
of all sober, grave gentlewomen, would bear hers ; and
she would, by her handsome manner of proceeding,

sooner reclaim them than some that were more sour

and reserved
;
she was a zealous preacher up of chas-

tity, and conjugal fidelity in wives, and by no means
a friend to the new-fangled doctrine of the indispensable

duty of cuckoldom ;
though she advanced her opinions

with a becoming assurance, yet she never ushered them
in, as seme positive creatures will do, with dogmatical
assertions, This is infallible; I cannot be mistaken ; none
but a rogue can deny it. It has been observed, that

such people are oftener in the wrong than anybody.
Though she had a thousand good qualities, she was

not without her faults; among which one might per-

haps reckon too great lenity to her servants, to whom
she always gave good counsel, but often too gentle

correction. 1 thought 1 could not say less of John
Bull's mother, because she bears a part in the following

transactions.

CHAPTER II.

The Char.irter of John Bull's 8i»ter Peg, fthe Nation and Scotch

Church,] with the Quarrels that hanpeued between Master
and Miss in their childhood.

John had a sister, a poor girl that had been starved

at nurse; anybody would have guessed miss to have

been bred up under the influence of a cruel step-dame,

and John to be the fondling of a tender mother. Jolm
looked ruddy and plump, with a pair of cheeks like a

trumpeter
;

miss looked pale and wan, as if she had
the grcen-sickness ;. and no wonder, for John was the

darling, he had all the good bits, was crammed with

good pullet, chicken, pig, goose, and capon ;
while miss

had only a little oatmeal and water, or a dry crust

without butler. John had his goldeu pippins, peaches,

and nectarines; poor miss, a crab-apple, sloe, or black-

berry. Master lay in the best apartment, with his

bedchamber toward the south sun. Miss lodged in a

garret, exposed to the north wind, which shrivelled her

countenance; however, this usage, though it stunted

the girl in her growth, gave her a hardy constitution

;

she had life and spirit in abundance, and knew when
he was ill used: now and then she would seize upon

John's commons, match a leg of a pullet, or a bit of

good beef, for which they were sure to go to fisty-cuffs.

Master was indeed too strong for her; hut miss would
not yield in the least point, but even when master had

got her down, she would scratch and bite like a tiger ;

when he gave her a cuff on the ear, she would prick

him with her knitting-needle. John brought a great

chain one day to tie her to the bed-post, for which

affront miss aimed a penknife at his heart.* In short,

these quarrels grew up to rooted aversions
; they gave

one another nicknames; she called him Gundygnts,

and he called her Lousy Peg ;
though the girl was a

tight clever wench as any was, and through her pale

looks you might discern spirit and vivacity, which

made her uot, indeed, a perfect beauty, but something

that was agreeable. It was barbarous in parents not

to take notice of these early quarrels, and moke them

» Henry VIII., U* unite the two kingdom* under one
reign, offered hi. daughter Mary to Jam*-* V. of Scotland.
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live better together, *uch domestic feuds proving after-

ward the occasion of misfortunes to them both. Peg

had, indeed, some odd humours, and comical anti-

pathies, for which John would jeer her. “ What think

you of my sister Peg,” says lie, “ that faints at the

sound of an organ, and yet will dance and frisk at the

noise of a bagpipe?”—“What’s that to you, Gundy-
guts f” quoth Peg ;

“ every one’s to choose their own

music.” Then Peg bad taken a fancy not to say

her Pater notter, which made people imagine strange

things of her. Of the three brothers, tliat have

made such a clutter in the world, lord Peter, Martin,

and Jack, Jack had of late been her inclinations,

[Presbytery, 1 lord Peter she detested ;
ncr did Martin

stand much better in her good graces
;
but Jack had

found the way to her heart. 1 have often admired

what charms she discovered in that awkward booby, till

I talked with a person that was acquainted with the

intrigue, who gave me the following account of it.

CHAPTER III.

Jack's Charms, or the method by which he gained Peg’s Heart.*

In the first place. Jack was a very young fellow, by
much the youngest of the three brothers, and people,

indeed, wondered how such a young upstart jackanapes

should grow so pert and saucy, and take so much upon
him.

Jack bragged of greater abilities than other men
;
he

was well gifted as lie pretended
;

I need not tell you
what secret influence that has upon the ladies.

Jack had a most scandalous tongue, and persuaded

Peg that all mankind, beside himself, were poxed by
that scarlet-faced whore Bigniora Bubonia. b “ As for

liis brother, lord Peter, the tokens were evident on him,

blotches, scabs, and the corona; his brother Martin,

though he was not quite so bad, had some nocturnal

pains, which his frieuds pretended were only scorbuti-

cal
;

but he was sure it proceeded from a worse cause.”

By such malicious insinuations, he had possessed the

lady that he was the only man in the world of a sound,

pure, and untainted constitution ;
though there were

some that stuck not to say, that signiora Bubonia and
Jack railed at one another, only the better to hide an in-

trigue; and that Jack had been found with signiora under

his cloak, carrying her home in a dark stormy night.

Jack was a prodigious ogler
; he would ogle you the

outside of his eye inward, and the white upward.
Jack gave himself out for a man of great estate in

the Fortunate Islands
;

of which the sole property was
vested in his person : by this trick he cheated abun-
dance of poor people of small sums, pretending to make
over plantations in the said islands

; but when the poor

wretches came there with Jack's grant, they were beat,

mocked, and turned out of doors.

I told you that Peg was whimsical, and loved any-
tning that was particular : in that way, Jack was her

man, for he neither thought, spoke, dressed, nor acted

like other mortals: he was for your bold strokes; he
railed at fops, though he was himself the most affected

in the world
; instead of the common fashion, he would

visit his mistress in a mourning cloak, band, short cuffs,

and a peaked lieard. He invented a way of coming
into a room backward, which, he said, showed more
humility, and less affectation : where other people stood,

he sat ;
where they sat, he stood ; when he went to court,

he used to kick away the state, and sit down by his

prince cheek-by-jole : confound these states, says he,

they are a modem invention : when he spoke to his

prince, he always turned his hr—-ch upon nim : if he

was advised to fast for his health, he would eat roast

beef
; if he was allowed a more plentiful diet, then He

• Character ofthe Presbyterians.
* The whore of Ra by Inn, or llw pope

would be sure that day to live upon water-gruel
;

fie

would cry at a wedding, laugh and make jests at a

funeral.

He was no lew singular in his opinions
;
you would

have burst your sides to hear him talk of politics : “ All

government,” says he, “ is founded upon the right dis-

tribution of punishments ; decent executions keep the

world in awe
;

for that reason the majority of mankind
ought to be hanged every year. For example, 1 suppose,

the magistrates ought to pass an irretrievable sentence

upon all blue-eyed children from the cradle [Absolute

predestination] ; but that there may be some show of

justice in this proceeding, these children ought to be

trained up by masters appointed for that purpose, to all

sorts of vdlainy
[
Reprobatiou]

;
that they may deserve

their fate, and the execution of them may serve as an

object of terror to the rest of mankind.” As to the giving

of pardons, he had this singular method, tliat when
these wretches had the rope about their necks, it should

be inquired, who believed they should lie hanged, and
who not?* the first were to be pardoned, the last hanged
outright. Such as were once pardoned, were never to

be hanged afterward for any crime whatsoever [Elec-

tion]. He had such skill in physiognomy, that he

would pronounce peremptorily upon a man's face, That
fellow, says he, do what he will, can’t avoid hanging

;

he has a hanging look. By the same art he would prog-

nosticate a principality to a scoundrel.

He wai no less particular in the choice of his studies

;

they were generally bent toward exploded chimeras,

the perpetuum mobile
,

the circular shot, philosopher's

stone, silent gunpowder, making cliains for fleas, nets for

flies, and instruments to unravel cobwebs, and split

hairs.b

Thus, I think, I have given a distinct account of the

methods he practised upon Peg. Her brother would
now and then ask her, “ What a devil do’st thou see in

that pragmatical coxcomb to make thee so in love with

him 7 he is a fit match for a tailor or a shoemaker’s

daughter, but not for you, that are a gentlewoman.”

—

u Fancy is free," quoth Peg :
“ I’ll take my own way,

do you take yours. 1 do not care for your flaunting

beaus, that gang with their breasts open and their sarks

over their waistcoats
;

tliat accost me with set speeches

out of Sidney’s Arcadia, or the Academy of Compli-
ments. Jack is a sober, grave, young man : though he

has uone of your studied harangues, his meaning is

sincere : he has a great regard to his father’s will ; and
he that shows himself a good son, will make a good

hushond; besides, I know he has the original deed of

conveyance to the Fortunate Islands
;
the others aie

counterfeits.” There is nothing so obstinate as a

young lady in her amours
;

the more you cross her, die

worse she is.

CHAPTER IV.

How the relations reconciled John and hi* sister Peg, and
what return Peg made to John's meange.c

John Bull, otherwise a good-natured man, was very

hard-hearted to his sister Peg, chiefly from cut aversion

he had conceived in his infancy. While he flourished,

kept a warm house, and drove a plentiful trade, jioor

Peg was forced to go hawking ana peddling about the

streets, selling knives, scissors, and shoe-buckles : now
and then carried a basket of fish to the market ; sewed,

spun, and knit for a livelihood, till her finger-ends were
sore

;
and when she could not get bread for her family,

she was forced to hire them out at journey-work to her

neighbours. Yet in these her poor circumstances she

still preserved the air and mien of a gentlewoman, a
certain decent pride, that extorted respect from the

• Saving faith » a belief that on* shall certainly be saved.
** The learning of the Presbyterian*.

I « The trraty of Usiou between England and Scotland.

jle
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haughtiest of her neighbours; when she came into any

full assembly she would not yield the pat to the best of

them. If one asked her, are you not related to John

Bull ¥
u Yes,” says *he, “ he has the honour to be my

brother.” So Peg's affairs went, till all the relations

cried out shame up.m John for his barbarous usage of

his own flesh and blood
;
that it was an easy matter for

him to put iier in a creditable way of living, not only

without hurt, but with advantage to himself, being she

was an industrious person, and might be serviceable to

him in his way of business. “ Hang her, jade,” quoth

John, “ 1 can’t endure her, as long as she keeps that

rascal Jack’s company.” They told him, the way to

reclaim her was to take her into his house
;
that by con-

versation the childish humours of their younger days

might be worn out. These arguments were enforced by

a certain incident. It happened that John was at that

lime about making bis will and entailiug bis estate,

the very same in which Nic. Frog is named executor

Now, his sister Peg’s name l>eing in the entail, he could

not make a thorough settlement without her consent.

There was, indeed, a malicious story went about, as if

John’s last wife had fallen in love with Jack, as he was

eating custard on horseback .** that she persuaded John

to take bis sister into the house, the better to drive on

the intrigue with Jack, concluding he would follow hit

mistress Peg. All 1 can infer from this story is, that

when oi:e has got a bad character in the world, peonle

will report and believe anything of one, true or false.

Hut to return to my story : when Peg received John’s

message, she huffed and stormed like the devil :
b “ My

brother John,” quoth she, “ is grown wondrous kind-

hearted all of a sudden, hut 1 nieikle doubt whether it

!<e not mair for their own convenieucy than for my good

;

he draws up his writs aud his deeds, forsooth, and 1

must set my hand to them, unsight, unseen 1 like the

young man (fieorge I.] he bus settled upon well

enough, but I think I ought to have a valuable con-

sideration for my consent. He wants my poor little farm,

because it makes a nook in hi* park wall
;
ye may e en

tell him, he has mair than he makes good use of ;
lie

gangs up and down drinking, roaring, and qururelling

through all the country markets, making foolish bar-

gains in his cups, which he repents when he is sober;

like a thriftless wretch, spending the goods and gear

tliat his forefathers won with the sweat of their brows
;

light come, light go, he care’s not a farthing. But why
should 1 stand surety for his contracts ¥ the little I have

is free, and 1 can call it my awn
;
hame s home, let it

he never so hamely. 1 ken him weel enough, he could

never abide me, and when he has his ends, he*H

e’en use me us he did before. 1 am sure 1 shall be

treuted like a poor drudge
;

I shall he set to tend the

bairns, dcam the hose, aud mend the linen. Then

there’s no living with that old carline his mother; she

rails at Jack, and Jack's an honester man than any of

her kin: I shall be plagued with her spells and her

Pu/er-noiteri, and silly old-world ceremonies ;
I mun

never ^>air my nails on a Fiiday, nor begin a journey

on Childermas-day, aud I mun stand becking and

binging, as 1 gang out aud in to the hall. Tell him
lie may e'en gang his gate

;
I'll have nothing to do

with him; I’ll stay, like the poor country mouse, in

my aiu habitation.” So Peg talked; but for all that,

by the interposition of good friends, and by many a

bonny thing that was sent, and many more that were

promised Peg, the matter was concluded, aud Peg
taken into the house upon certain articles ; one of

w hich was, that she might have the freedom of Jack’s

conversation I Act of Toleration] ;
and might take him

for letter ana for worse if she pleased, provided al-

• A P.rthjterisn lord Mayor of Lcndon. sir H. Edwin.
* The Scot* expressed their few* for the Presbyterian go-

vernnteui.

ways he did not come into the house at unseasonable

hours, and disturb the rest of the old woman, John •

mother.

CHAPTER V.

Of H>me Quarrel* that happened after Peg was taken into the

family.

It is an old obaerration, that the quarrels of relations

are harder to reconcile than any other
;

injuries from
friends fret aud gall more, and the memory of them
is not so easily obliterated. This is cunningly repre-

sented by one of your old sages, called itsop, in the

story of Hie bird, that was grieved extremely at being

wounded with an arrow feathered with his own w ing ;

as also of the oak, that let many a heavy groan, when
he was cleft with a wedge of his own timber.

There was no man in the world less subject to ran-

cour than John Bull, cousideting how often his good-

nature had been abused ; yet 1 don't know how, hut
he was too apt to hearken to tattling people tliat

carried tales between him and his sister Peg," on pur-

pose to sow jealousies, and set them together by the

ears. They say that there were some hardship* put
upon Peg, which had been better let alone

;
hut it was

the business of good people to restrain the injuries on

one side, and moderate the resentments on the other ; a
good friciid acts both parts; the one without the other

will not do.

The purchase-money of Peg’s farm was ill paid ;
b

then Peg loved a little good liquor, and the servants

shut up the wine-cellar; for that Peg found a trick,

for she made a false key. Peg’s servants complained

that they were debarred from all manner of business,

and never suffered to touch the least thing within the

house
; if they offered to come iuto the warehouse, I hen

straight went the yard over their noddle; if they ven-

tured into the counting-room, a fellow would throw

an ink bottle at their head
;

if they came into the best

apartment, to set anything there in order, they were

saluted with a broom; if they meddled with any-

thing in the kitchen, it was odds but the cook laid

them over the pate with a ladle
;

one that would have
got into the stables, was met by two rascals, who fell

to work with him with a brush and a currycomb,
some, climbing up into the coach-box, were told that

one of their companions had been there before that

could not drive—then slap went the long whip about

their ears.

On the other hand, it was complained, that Peg’s

servants were always asking for drink-money ;
tliat they

had more than their share of the Christmas box
;
to say

the truth, Peg’s lads hustled pretty hard for that
;

for

when they were endeavouring to lock it up, they got

in their great fists, and pulled out handfuls of half-

crowns, shillings, and sixpence*. Others, in the scram-

ble, picked up guineas, and broAd-pieces. But ihere

happened a worse thing than all this; it was com-
lained that Peg’s servants had great stomachs, and
rought so many of their friend* and acquaintance to

the table, that John’s family was like to t>e eat out of

house and home. Instead of regulating this matter as

it ought to be, Peg’s young men weie thrust away
from the table; then there was the devil and all to do;

spoons, plates, and dishes, flew* about the room like

mad ;
and sir Roger, who was now major domo

, had
enough to do to quiet them. Peg said, this was con-

trary to agreement, whereby she was in all things to

be treated like a child of the family: then she called

upon those, that had made her such fair promises, and

• Quarrel* about some of the article* of Union, particularly

the p« ere$e.
k By the Treaty of Union, it *»i agreed that SrotUnd should

ha' e .»u equivalent for •evetnl custom* an « excise*, to »hicla

•he would become 1 aide.
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undertook for her brother John's good behaviour; hut,

alas I to her coat, she found, that they were the first

and readiest to do her the injury. John at last agreed
to this regulation; that Peg's footmen might sit with
his book-keeper, journeymen, and apprentices; and
Peg’s better sort of servants might sit with his footmen,
if they pleased/
Then they Itegau to order plum-porridge, and mince-

pies for Peg’s dinner : Peg told them she had an aver-

sion to that sort of food : that upon forcing down a
mess of it some years ago,b it threw her into a fit, till

she brought it up again. Some alleged it was nothing

but humour, that the same tness should be served up
again for supper, and breakfast next morning

;
others

would have mode use of a horn; but the wiser sort

bid let her alone, nnd she might take to it of her owu
accord.

CHAPTER VI.

Tho Conversation between John Bull and hit Wife.

Mr*. B. Though our affairs, honey, are in a bad
condition. I have a letter opinion of them, since you
seemed to be convinced of the ill course you have been
in, and are resolved to submit to proper remedies. Hut
when I consider your immense debts, your foolish

bargains, and the general disorder of your business, 1

have a curiosity to know what fate or chance has brought
you into this condition.

John B. I wish you would talk of some other sub-

ject ; the thoughts of it make me mad
; our family

must have their run.

Mr*. B. But such a strange thing as this never
happened to any of your family before : they have had
lawsuits, but though they spent the income, they never
mortgaged the stock. Sure you must have some of
the Norman or the Norfolk blood in you. Prithee
give me some account of these matters.

John B. Who could help it 1 There lives not such
a fellow by bread as that old Lewis Baboon : he is the
most cheating contentious rogue upon the face of the

earth. You must know, one day, as Nic. Frog and I

were over a bottle, making up an old quarrel, the old
fellow would needs have us drink a bottle of his cham-
pagne, and so one after another, till my friend Nic. and
I, not heing user! to such heady stuff, got b—y drunk.
Lewis, all the while, either bv the streugth of his brain,
or flinching his glass, kept himself sober as a judge.
“My worthy friends,’ quoth Lewis, “henceforth let us
live neighbourly

; I am as peaceable and quiet as a
lamb, of nly own temper, but it has been my misfortune
to live among quanelsome neighbours. There is but
one thing can make us fall out, and that is the inherit-

ance of lord Strutt’s estate
;

I am content, for peace
sake, to wave my right, and submit to any expedient to

prevent a lawsuit ; 1 think an equal division will be
the fairest way."c 44 Wr

ell moved, old Lewis,’’ quoth
Frog; “and I hope my friend John here will not be
refractory.” At the same time, he clapped me on the
back, and slabbered me all over from cheek to cheek,
with his great tongue. “ Do as you please, gentlemen,

"

quoth I, “ tis all one to John Bull.” We agreed to
p;ut that night, and next morning to meet at the comer
of lord Strutt’s park-wall with our surveying instru-

ments, which accordingly we did. Old Lewis carried
a chain and a semicircle; Nic. paper, rulers, and a
lead jiencil; and 1 followed at some distance with a
long pole. We began first with surveying the meadow-
grounds; afterwards we measured the corn-fields, close
by elose

;
then we proceeded to the woodlands, the

Artie f of Union, whereby a Scots commoner, might he
raule a poer

b Introducing Episcopacy iuto Scotland,
e A Treaty for preurrvinf the balance of power in Europe by

a partition of the Spanish dominions.

VOI.. If.

I

copper and tin mines. [The West Indies.
J

All this

while, Nic. laid dowu everything exactly upon paper,
calculated the acres and roods to a great nicety. When
we bad finished the bind, we were going to break
into the house and gardens, to take an inventory of his

plate, picture^ and other furniture.

Mr*. B. Wlmt said lord Strutt to all this?

John B. As we liad almost finished our concern, we
were accosted by some of lord Strutt’s servants: 44 Hey-
day! W'hats here? What a devil s the meaning of all

these trangranrs and gimerack*. gentlemen? what, in the
name of wouder, are you going about, jumping over
my master's hedges, and running your lines across his
grounds? If you ore at any field pastime, you might
have asked leave

; my master is a civil, well-bred
person as any is.”

Mr*. B. What could you answer to this?
John B. Why, truly, my neighbour Frog and I were

still hot-headed
;
we told him his master was an old doat-

ing puppy, that minded uothing of his own business;
that we were surveying his estate, and settling it for him,
since he would not do it himself. Upon this there
happened a quarrel

; but we, being stronger than they,
sent them away with a flea in their ear. They went
home and told their master :* 41 My lord,” said they,
“ there are three odd sort of fellows going aliout your
grounds with the strangest machines that ever we be-
held in our life: I suppose they are going to rob your
orchard, fell your trees, or drive away your cattle: they
told us strange things of settling your estate: otic is a
lusty old fellow, in a block wig. with a black heard,
without teeth : thetes another thick, squat fellow, iu
trunk-hose : the third is a little, long-nosed, thin man.
(1 was then lean, being just come out of a fit of sick-
ness.) I suppose it is fit to send after them lest they
carry something away.”

Mr*. B. I fancy this put the old fellow in a rare
tweague.

John B. Weak as he was, he called for his long
toledn, swore and bounced about the room, * ’Sdeoth !

what am I come to, to he affronted so by my trades-
men? I know the rascals: my barber, clothier, and
linen-draper, dispose of my estate! bring hither my
blunderbuss. I’ll warrant ye you shall see daylight
through them. Scoundrels! dogs! the scum of the
earth! Frog, that was my father's kitchen-boy ! he pre-

tend to meddle with my estate! with my will! Ah,
poor Strutt! what art thou come to at last? Thou
bast lived too long in the world, to see thy age and in-

firmity so despised : how will the ghosts of my noble
ancestors receive these tidings? They cannot, they
must not sleep quietly in their graves.” In short, the
old gentleman was carried ofl" in a fainting fit; anil,

after bleeding in both arms, hardly recovered.

Mr*. B. Really this was a very extraordinary way
of proceeding : I long to hear the rest of it.

John B. After we had come hack to the tavern, and
taken t'other bottle of champagne, we quarrelled a
little about the division of the estate. Lewis hauled
and pulled the map on oue side, and Frog and I on the
other, till we had like to have tom the parchment to

pieces. At last Lewis pulled out a pair of great tailor's

sheers, and clipped a corner for himself, which he said
was a manor that lay convenient for him, and left Frog
and me the rest to dispose of as we pleaded. We were
overjoyed to think Lewis was contented with so little,

not smelling what was at the bottom of the plot.

There happened, indeed, an incident that gave us some
disturbance : a cunning fellow, one of mv servants, two
days after, peeping through the key-hole, observed
that old Lewis had stole away our part of the map, and
saw him fiddling and turning tlie map from one comer

ThU partition of tlie king of Spain’s dominions was suxis
without hi* knowledge.

2 c
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to the other, trying to join the two pieces together again :

he was muttering something to himself, which wc did

not well hear, only these words, “ ’Ti* great pity, ti*

great pity;” My servant added, that he believed this

had some ill meaning. I told him he was a coxcomb,
always pretending to lie wiser than his companions:
Lewis and I are good friends, he's an honest fellow,

and 1 dare say will stand to hia bargain. The sequel

of the story proved this fellow's suspicion to he too well

grounded
;

for Lewis revealed our whole secret to the

deceased lord Strutt,* who, in reward to his treachery,

and revenge to Frog and me, settled his whole estate

upon the present Philip Baboon. Then we understood

what he meant by piecing the map.
Mrs. B. And was you surprised at this? Had not

lord Strutt reason to be angry i Would you have been

contented to have been so used yourself?

John B. Why, truly, wife, it was not easily reconciled

to the common methods ; but then it was the fashion

to do such things. 1 have read of your gulden age,

your silver age, &c. : one might justly call this the

age of lawyers. There was hardly a man of substance

in all the country, but had a counterfeit that pretended

to his estate. As the philosophers say, tliat there is

a duplicate of every terrestrial animal at sea, so it was

in this age of the law yers, there was at least two of every-

thing; nay, on my conscience, 1 think there were three

esquire Hackums [Kings of Poland] at oue time. In

short, it was usual for a parcel of fellows to meet, and
dispose of the whole estates in the country :

** This lies

convenient for me, Tom, thou wouldst do more good

with that, Dick, than the old fellow tliat has it." So
to law they went with the true owners; the lawyers got

well by it; everybody else was undone. It was a

common thing for an honest man, when he came home
at night, to find another fellow domineering in his

family, hectoring his servants, calling for supper, and

pretending to go to bed to bis wife. In every bouse

you might observe two Sosias quarrelling who was
master. For my own part, 1 am still afraid of the same
treatment, and that I should find somebody behind my
counter, selling my broad cloth.

Mrs. B. There is a sort of fellows they ball banterers

nml bamboozlers that play such tricks ;
but it seems

those fellows were in earnest.

John B. I begin to think, tliat justice is a better rule

than coiiveuieucy, for all some people make so slight

of it.

CHAPTER VII.

Of the hard aloft* Mrs. Bull »u put to to pmterve the manor of
ltulloc-k's Ilairh; with »ir Roger's method to keep off impor-

tunate thins b

As John Bull and his wife were talking together, they

were surptieed with a sudden knocking at the door.

Those wicked scriveners and lawyers, no doubt," quoth

John; and so it was: some asking for the money he

owed, and others warning to prepare for the approaching

term. “ What a cursed life do 1 lead!" quoth John.
“ Debt is like deadly sin

;
for God’s sake, sir Roger,

get me rid of the fellows." * I’ll warrant you," quoth

sir Roger ;
“ leave them to me." And, indeed, it was

pleasant enough to observe sir Roger's method with
i

these importunate duns; his sincere friendship for John
Bull made him submit to many things for his service,

<i It i* r.iwncctcd that th»- French king intended to take the

whale, and that he revealed the secret to the court of Spain,

upon which the will vr:»* ramie in favour of hia gmmlsou.
i- After the dissolution of tlw parliament, the sinking ministry

;

eudeavo-ired lo support Unnwlve* l*v propagating a notion,

that tlie pimUc credit would suffer if the lord treasurer Oodol-
pliiu » a removed. Tic dread of this event produced it. the

moiied men began to ach their shares in the Rank; the

(o' etMor. deputy governor, and two dirmtor*. applied to the
queen to preveui the chance : the alarm became general, aod
sll the public fund* greuwally sunk . Perhaps, by Bollock's
llateli. the author meant (lie crowu lauds.

which he would have scorned to liavt done for himself.

Sometimes he would stand at the door with his long

staff to keep off the duns till John got out at the back-
door.* When the lawyer* and tradesmen brought ex-

travagant bills, sir Roger used to bargain beforehand

for leave to cut off a quarter of a yard in any part of

the hill he pleased : he wore a pair of scissors in his

pocket for this purpose, and would snip it off so nicely

as you cannot imagine. Like a true goldsmith, he kept

all your holidays
;
there was not one wonting in hia

calendar : when ready money was scarce, he would set

them a telling a thousand poumls in sixpences, groats,

and threepenny pieces. It
#
would have done your heart

good to have seen him charge through an army of
lawyers, attorneys, clerks, and tradesmen ; sometimes
with swonl in hand, at other times nuzzling like an
eel in the mud. When a fellow stuck like a' bur, that

there was no shaking him off. he used to be mighty
inquisitive about tlie health of his uncles and aunts in

the country
; he could call them all by their names,

for he knew everybody, and could talk to them in their

own way. The extremely impertinent he would send

away to see some strange sight, as the dragon of Hockley
in the Hole ; or bid him call the thirtieth of next

February. Now and then you would see him in the

kitchen, weighing the beef and butter
;

b paying ready

money, that the maids might not run a tick at the

market; and the butchers, by bribing them, sell damaged
and light meat. Another time he would slip into the

cellar and gauge tlie casks. In his leisure minutes,

he was posting hi* books, and gathering in his debts.

Such frugal methods were necessary where money was
so scarce, and dun* so numerous. All this while, John
kept his credit, could show his head both at Change
and Westminstcr-hall ; no man protested his bill, nor

refused bis bond ; only the sharpers and the scriveners,

the lawyers, and their clerks, pelted sir Roger as he

went along. Thesquirters were at it with their kennel-

water, for they were mad for the loss of their bubble,

and that they could not get him to mortgage the manor
of Bullock's Hatch. Sir Roger shook his ears, and
nuzzled along, well satisfied within himself that he was
doing a charitable work in rescuing an honest man from

the (daws of harpies and bloodsuckers. Mrs. Bull did

all that an affectionate wife and a good housewife could

do; yet the boundaries of virtues are indivisible lines ;

it is impossible to march up close to the frontiers of

frugality without entering the territories of parsimony.

Your good housewives are apt to look into the minutest

things
;
therefore some blamed Mrs. Bull for new heel-

piecing of her shoes, grudging a quarter of a pound of
soup and sand to scour the rooms ? hut, esjiecially,

that she would not allow her maids and apprentices the

benefit of “ John Runyan," the 41 Loudon Apprentice,*’

or the “ Seven Champions ’’ in the black letter.4

CHAPTER VIII.

A continuation of the Conversation between John Ball and hia
Wife-

Mrs. B. It is a most sad life we lead, my dear, to

lie so tcazed, paying interest for old debts, and still

contracting new ones. However, I don't blame you for

vindicating your honour, and chastising old Lewis : to

curb the insolent, protect the oppressed, recover one's

own, and defend what one has, are good effects of the

law
;
the only thing I want to know is, how you came

to make an end of your money before you finished your

suit.

John B. I was told by the learned in the law, tliat

mv suit stood upon three firm pillars: more money for

" Manner* of the carl of Oxford.
1 Some regulations a* to the purveyance inthcq'iccu'sthmiljr.
c Too great saving* in tlie house o! common*
<> Rcstiaining the liberty of the pee* by act of parliament.
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more law
;
more law for more money

;
ami no com-

position. More money for more law was plain to a
•lernonstratioii

;
for who can go to law without money?

and it was plain that any mao that has money may
have law for it. The third was as evideut as the other

two
;
for what composition could be made with a rogue

that never kept a word he said ?

Mrt. B. I think you are most likely to get out of

this labyrinth by the second door, by want of ready

money to purchase this precious commodity: but you
seem not only to have bought too much of it, but have

paid too dear for what you l>ought
;

else, how was it

possible to run so much in debt, when at this very time

the yearly income of what is mortgaged to those usurers

would discharge Hocus's bills, and give you your belly-

ful of law for all your life, without running one sixpence

in debt? You have been bred up to business; 1 sup-

pose you can cipher : I wonder you never used your

pen and ink.

John B. Now you urge me too far; prithee, dear

wife, hold thy tongue. Suppose a young heir, heedless,

raw, and unexperienced, full of spirit and vigour, with

a favourite passion, in the hands of money- scriveners

:

such fellows are like your wiredrawing mills, if they get

hold of a man’s Anger, they will pull in his whole body
at last, till they squeeze the heart, blood, and guts out

of him.* When 1 wanted money, half-a-doxen of these

fellows were always waiting in myantecham her with their

securities ready drawn. 1 was tempted with the ready
;

some farm or other went to pot. I received with one

hand, and paid it away with the other to lawyers, that,

like so many hell-hounds, were ready to devour me.

Then the rogues would plead poverty, and scarcity of

money, which always ended in receiving ninety for the

hundred. After they bad got possession ofmy best rents,

they were able to supply me with my own money. But
what .was worse, when 1 looked into the securities, there

was no clause of redemption.

i/n. B. No clause of redemption, say you t that's

hard.

John B. No great matter, for I cannot pay them.

They had got a worse trick than that : the same man
bought and sold to himself, paid the money, and gave

the acquittance
;
the same man was butcher and grazier,

brewer and butler, cook and poulterer. There is some-

thing still worse than all this; there came twenty hills

upon me at once, which I had given money to discharge ;

I was like to l>e nulled to pieces by brewer, butcher, and
baker

;
even my herb-woman dunned me as 1 went along

the streets. (Thanks to my friend sir Roger, else I must
have gone to gaol.) When I asked the meaning of this,

I was told the money went to the lawyers ; counsel

won t tick, sir; Hocus was urging; my bookkeeper sat

sotting all day, playing at put and all -fours : in short,

by griping usurers, devouring lawyers, and negligent

servants, 1 am brought to this pass.

Aira. B. This was hard usage! hut, methinks, the

least reflection might have retrieved you.

John B. It is tTue : yet consider my circumstances ;

my honour was engaged, and I did not know how to

get out; besides, 1 was for five years often drunk,

always muddled
;
they carried me from tavern to tavern,

to alehouses and brandy-shops, und brought me ac-

quainted with such strange dogs [foreign troops],

“ There goes the prettiest fellow in the world,” says

one, “ for managing a jury ; make him yours. There’s

another can pick you up witnesses; serjeant such-a-one

has a silveT tongue at the bar.’’ I believe, in time,

I should have retained every single person within the

inns of court. The night after a trial 1 treated the

lawyers, their wives, and daughters, with fiddles,

hautboys, drums, and trumpets. I was always hot-

headed ;
then they placed me in the middle, the

• Method* of preying upon the necessities of the government.

3K7

attorneys and their clerks dancing altout me, whooping
and hail ooing, Long live John Bull, the glory and
support of the law

!”

Airs. B. Really, husband, you went through a very

notable course.

John B. One of tire things that first alarmed me
was, that they showed a spite against my poor old

mother.* 44 Lord,” quoth I, “ what makes you so

jealous of a poor, old, innocent gentlewoman, that

minds only her prayers and her Practice of Piety

;

she never meddles in any of your concern*?”

—

44 Fob,”
say they, “to see a handsome, brisk, genteel young
fellow so much governed bv a doating old woman !

why don’t you go and suck the hubby? Do you con-

sider she keeps you out of a good jointure? She has
the best of your estate settled upon her for a rent-charge :

hang her, old thief, turn her out of doors, seise her land,

ami let her go to law if she dares!”—“Soft and fair,

gentlemen,” quoth I,
44 my mother’s my mother

; our
family are not of an unnatural temper. Though I

don’t take all her advice, I won’t seize her jointure ;

long may she enjoy it, good woman ; 1 don’t grudge it

her
;
she allows me now and then a brace of hundreds

for my lawsuit ; that’s pretty fair.” About this time
the old gentlewoman fell ill of an odd sort of a dis-

temper
;

b
it began with a coldness and numbness in her

limbs, which by degrees affected the nerves, (I think

the physicians called them,) seized the brain, and at

last ended in a lethargy. It betrayed itself at first in

a sort of indifference and carelessness in all her actions,

coldness to her liest friends, and ail aversion to stir or

go about the common offices of life. She, that was the

cleanliest creature in the world, never shrunk now if

you set a close-stool under her nose. She, that would
sometimes rattle off her servants pretty sharply, now, if

she saw them drink, or heard them talk profanely, never

took any notice of it. Instead of her usual charities

to deserving |>ersont, she threw away her money upon
roaring, swearing bullies and beggars, that went about
the streets.6 44 What is the matter with the old gentle-

woman,” said everybody, 44 she never used to do in this

manner?” At last the distemper grew more violent,

and threw heT downright into raving fits
;

d in which she

shrieked out so loud, that she disturbed the whole
neighbourhood. In her fits she called upon one sir

William:* “O! sir William, thou hast betrayed me!
killed me! stabbed me! sold me to the cuckold of

Dover-street ! See, see Clum with his bloody knife!

.Seize him, seize him, stop him! Beltold the fury with

her hissing snakes! Where’s my son John? Is be

well, is he well ? poor man ! I pity him —and
abundance more of such strange stuff, that nobody
could make anything of. 1 knew little of the matter

;

for wben I inquired about her health, the answer was,
“ that she was in a good moderate way.” Physicians

were sent for in haste : sir Roger, with great difficulty,

brought Ratcliff
;
Garth came upon the first message.

There were several others called in
;
but, as usual upon

such occasions, they differed strangely at the consulta-

tion. At last they divided into two parties, one sided

with Garth, the other with Ratcliff/ Du. Garth :

44 This case seems to me to be plainly hysterical
; the

old woman is whimsical
; it is a common thing for

your old women to be so ; 111 pawn my life, blisters,

with the steel diet, will recover her.” Others suggested

strong purging, and letting of blood, because she was
plethoric. Some went so far os to say the old woman

Railing against the church.
b
t'Hrelewness in forms and discipline.

c Disposing of anme preferments to unprincipled persons.
d Tin- violent clamour alx>ut the church.
* Sir Willi.im, a cant name of sir Humphry’s for lend•tmum tor

Godolphin.
f Garth, the low-churrh party; Ratcliff, the high-chuuk

party.
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was mad, ami nothing would he letter than a little

corporal correction. Katci.ipf: “ Gentlemen, you arc

mistaken in this case j it is plaiuly an acute distem-
per, and she cannot hold out three days unless she is

supported with strong cordials." 1 came into the room
with a good deal of concern, and asked them what they
thought of my mother? “In no manner of danger, 1

Vow to find." quuth Garth; “the old woman is hyste-

rical, fanciful, sir, 1 vow to Gad."—“ 1 tell you, sir/’

says Ratcliff, “she cannot live three days to an end,
unless there is some very effectual course taken with
her; she has a malignant fever." Then fool, puppy,
ami blockhead were the best words they gave. 1 could
hardly restrain them from throwing the ink-bottles at

one another's heads. I forgot to tell you that one

f

arty of the physicians desired I would take my sister

*eg into the house to muse her, but the old gentle-

woman would not hear of that. At la>t, one physician
asked, if the lady had ever l»een used to take laudanum?
Her maid answered, rut that she knew ; but indeed
there was a Hizh-German liveryman of hers, one Yan
Ptschiruso.-kcr," that gave her a sort of quack powder.
The physician desired to see it : “ Nay," says lie,

“ there is opium in this, I am sure.”

Afrs. B. 1 hope you examined a little into this

matter.

John B. I did, indeed, and discovered a great

mystery of iniquity. The witnesMcs made oath that

they had heard some of the liverymen [clergy] fre-

quently railing at their mistress. They said, “she was
a troublesome, fiddlefaddk* old woman, and so cere-

monious that there was no hearing of her. They were
so plagued with bowing and clinging as they went in

mid out of the room that their barks ached. She
used to scold at one for his dirty shoes, at another for

his greasy hair, and nut combing his head : that she

was so passionate and fiery in her temper that there

was no living with her ; she warded something to

sw eeten her blond : that they never had a quiet night's

rest, for getting up in the morning to early sacraments;
they wished they could find si me way or auother to

keep the old woman quiet in her bed.” Such dis-

coinses were often overheard among the liverymen,
while the said Van Ptschirnsooker had undertaken this

mutter. A maid made affidavit, “ That she had seen

the said Yan Ptscbirnsooker, one of the liverymen,
frequently making up of medicines, and administering
them to all the neighbours ; that sbe saw him one

morning muke up the powder which her mistress took
;

that she had the curiosity to ask him whence he had
the ingredients? ‘ They come/ says lie, * from several

parts of de world; dis 1 have from Geneva, dat from
Home, dis white powder from Amsterdam, and de red

from Edinburgh; but de chief ingredieut of all come
from Turkey.’ It was likewise proved that (he same
Yan Ptscbirnsooker had been frequently seen at tire

Rose with Jack, who was known to bear on inveterate

spite to his mistress : that he brought a certain powder
to bis mistress, which the examinant believes to be the

same, and spoke the following words: * Madam, here

is grand secret van de world, my sweetning powder, it

does ternjrerafe de humour, despot de wint, and cure
de vapour; it lullet and quietet de animal spirits,

procuring rest and pleasant dreams: it is de infallible

receipt for de scurvy, all beats in de blnot, and break-

ing out upon de skin : it is de true bloot -stancher,

topping all fluxes of dc bloot; if you do take dis, you
will never ail any ding ; it will cure you of all dis-

eases;* and abundance more to this purpose, which the

examinant does not remember."
John Hull was interrupted in his story by a porter,

that brought him a letter from Nicholas Fiog, which is

•s follows :—
• A I'ulmp, nd great ilmlrr in politics am* phjkic.

CHAPTER IX.

A Copy of Nic. Frog's Letter from the State* general} to John

Bull.

[John Hull reads.]

Fhiknd John.—

“

What Schellum is this that makes
thee jealous of thy old friend Nicholas? Hast thou

forgot how some years ago he took thee out of the

spunging-bouse ?" [Alluding to the Revolution.]

f’Tis true my friend Nic. did so, and 1 thank him ;

but he made me pay a swiugiug reckoning.] “Thou
beginn'st now to repent, thy bargain that thou wast so

fond of; and if thou durst, would st forswear thy own
hand and seal. Thou say st that thou hast purchased
me too great an estate already ; when at the same time
thou kimw'st 1 have only a mortgage ; *tis true I have
possession, and the tenants own me fur master ; but has
not esquire South _ the equity of redemption?" [No
doubt, and will redeem it very speedily

;
poor Nic.

lias only possession, eleven points of the law.] “ A«
for the turnpikes " 1 have set up, they are for other

people, not for my friend John ; I have ordered my
servant constantly to attend, to let thy carriages through
without ]utying anything; only I hope thou wilt nut
come too heavy laden to spoil my ways. Certainly I

have just cause of offence against thee, my friend, for

supposing it possible that thou and 1 should ever

qirarrel : what hoiiudsfoot is it that puts these whims
in thy head? Ten thousand last of devils haul me, if

1 don't love thee as I love my life." [No question, as
the devil loves holy water !]

“ Does not thy own hand
am) seal oblige thee to purchase for me, till 1 say it is

enough ? Are not these words plain? I say, it is not

enough. Dost thou think thy friend Nicholas Frug
made a child's bargain 1 Mark the words of thy
contract, lota petunia

, with all thy money.” [Very
well! 1 have purchased with my own money, my
children's, and my grandchildren's money, is not that

en. ugh ? Well, tola petunia let it lie, for at present I

have none at all ; he would not have me purchase with
other people's money, sure? Since tola petunia is the
bargain, 1 think it is plain, no more money, no moic
purchase.] “And whatever the woild may say,

Nicholas Frog is but a poor man in comparison of the
rich, the opuleut John Hull, great clothier of the
world. 1 have had many losses, six of my best sheep
were drowned, and the wuter has come into my cellar,

and spoiled a pipe of my best brandy
;

it would be a
more friendly act in thee to carry a brief about the
country to repair the losses of thy poor frieud. Is it

not evident to all the world that 1 am still hemmed in

by Lewis Baboon? Is lie not just upon my borders?
’

[And so he will be, if 1 purchase a thousand artes
more, unless he gets somelmdy between them.] “ 1

tell thee, frieud John, thou hast flatterers that peisuade
thee that thou art a man of business

;
do not believe

them
; if thou would'st still leave thy affairs in my

hands, thou should'st see how handsomely 1 would deal
by thee. That ever thou should'st be dazzled with the
enchanted islands, and mountains of gold, that old
Lewi* promises thee! 'Dswounds! why dost thou not
lay out thy money to purchase a place at court, of
honest Israel ? 1 tell thee thou must not so much as
think of a composition.” [Not think <f a composition,
that’s Irard indeed

; 1 can t help thinking of it, if I

would.] “Thou complaiu'st of want of money; let

thy wife and daughters bum the gold lace off their

petticoats; sell thy fat cattle; retrench but a sirloin of
beef and peck-loaf in a week from thy gormandizing
guts." [Retrench my beef, a dog! Retrench my
beef! then it is plaiu lire rascal has on ill design upon
me, he would starve me.] “ Mortgage thy manor of

Bullock's Hatch, or pawn thy crop for ten years. ' [A
• The Dn'-rh prohibition of trade.
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rogue! part with my country-seat, my patrimony, all

that 1 have left; in the world
;

I'll nee him hanged
first.] “ Why hast thou changed thy attorney Y Can
any man manage thy cause better for thee? [Very
pleasant! because a man has a good attorney, he must
never make an end of his lawsuit.] “Ah John!

John! 1 wish thou knew'st thy own mind; thou art as

fickle as the wind. I tell thee, thou hadst better let

this composition alone, or leave it to thy loving friend,

“Nic. Froo.”

CHAPTER X.

(>f some extraordinary things* that passed at th‘ Salutation

Tavern, in the confersnee between Bull, Frog, esquire South,
autl Lewis Baboon.

Froo had given liis word that lie would meet the

Above-mentioned company at the Salutation to talk of

this agreement. Though he durst not directly break

his appointment, he made many a shuffling excuse;

one time he pretended to be seized with the gout in his

right ktiee
;
then he got a great cold, that had struck

him deaf of one ear ; afterward two of his coach-horses

fell sick, and he durst not go by water for fear of

catching an ague. John would take no excuse, hut

hurried him away: 44 Come. Nic," says lie, “ let's go

and hear at least what this old fellow has to nropoee.

I hope there’s no hurt in that.”—“ Be it so,* quoth

Nic.; “hut if I catch any harm, woe be to you; my
wife and children will curse you as long as they live."

When they were come to the Salutation, John con-

cluded all was sure then, and that he should be

troubled no more with law atfairs ; he thought every-

body as plain and sincere as he was. 44 Well, neigh-

bours," quoth he, 44 let's now make an end of all

matters, and live peaceably together for the time to

come ; if everybody is as well inclined as I, we shall

quickly come to the upshot of our affair." And so

pointing to Frog to say something, to the great surprise

of all the company, Frog was seized with the dead

palsy in the tongue. John began to ask him some

plain questions, and whooped and hallooed in his ear.

“ Let’s come to the point, Nic. ! Who wuuldest thou

have to lie lord Strutt? Wouldest thou have Philip

Baboon?" Nic shook his head, and said nothing.
44 Wilt thou then huve esquire South to be lord

Strutt?" Nic. shook his head a second time. “ Then

"who the devil wilt thou have! Say something or

another." Nic. opened his mouth, and |>ointed to his

tongue, and cried, 44 A, a, a, a!” which was as much
as to say, he could not speak. John Bull.—“Shall 1

serve Philip Baboon with broad-cloth, ami accept of

the composition that he oilers, with the liberty of his

parks and fish-ponds?" Then Nic. roared like a bull,

44 O, o, o, o!’’ John Bull.—“ If thou wilt not let me
have them, wilt thou take them thyself?" Then Nic.

grinned, cackled, and laughed till he was like to kill

himself, and seemed to be so pleased, that he fell a

frisking ami dancing about the room. John Bull.

—

“Shall I leave ull this matter to thv management,

Nic., and go about my business?" Then Nic. got up

a glass and drank to John, shaking him by the hand,

till he had like to have shook his shoulder out of joint.

John Bull.

—

44
1 understand thee, Nic., but 1 shall make

thee speak liefore I go." Then Nic. put his fiuger

in his cheek, and made it cry buck : which was as

much as to say, I care not a farthing for thee.

John Bull.—“ I have done. Nic., if thou wilt not

speak, I will make my own terms with old Lewis

here." Then Nic. lolled out his tongue, and turned

up his bum to him ;
which was as much as to say,

kiss—

-

John, perceiving that Frog would not speak, turns to

old Lewis : 8ince we cannot make this obstinate

• The treaty of 1'trechl : the difficulty to get them to meet.

fellow speak, Lewis, pray cimdescend a little to his

lmmotir, and set down thy meaning upon paper, that

he may answer it in another scrap."

“I am infinitely sorry," quoth Lewis, “that it hap-
pens so unfortunately : for playing a little at cudgels
t'other day. u fellow has given me such a rap over the
ri^ht arm, that I am quite lame: I have lost the use of
my forefinger and my thumb, so that 1 cannot hold
ray pen.”

John B. 44 That's all one, let me write for you."
Lnnis. 44 But I have a misfortune, that 1 cannot read

anybody's hand hut my own."
John B. Try what you can do with your left hand.
Lewi$. “That's impossible ; it will make such a

•crawl, that it will not be legible."

As they were talking of this matter, in came esquire
South, all dressed up iu feathers and ribbons, staik
staring mad, brandishing his sword, os if he would have
cut ofiT their heads : crying, “ Room, room, boys, fur

the grand esquire of the world ! the flower of esquires !*

What! covered in my presence? Ill crush your
souls, and crack you like lice!" With that he' had
like to have struck John Bull s hat into the fire; but
John, who was pretty strong-fisted, gave him such a
squeeze as made his eyes water. He went on still in

his mad pranks; 44 When I am lord of the universe,

the sun shall prostrate and adore me! Thou, Frog,
•halt be my bailiff; Lewis my tailor ; and thou, John
Bull, shalt be my fool

!”

All this while Frog laughed in his sleeve, gave the

esquire t'other noggin of brandy
; and clapped him on

the back, which made him ten times madder.
Poor John stood in amaze, talking thus to himself:

“ Well, John, thou art got into rare company ! One
has a dumb devil, t'other a mad devil, and the third a
spirit of infirmity. An honest man has a tine time
ou t among such rogues. What ait thou asking of
them, after all? Some mighty boon one would think !

only to sit quietly at thy own fireside. Sdeath, what
have I to do with such fellows! John Bull, after all

his losses and crosses, can live better without them
than they can without him. Would to God I lived a
thousand leagues off them! hut the devil's in f, John
Bull is in, and John Bull must get out at well as he
can."

As he was talking to himself, he observed Frog and
old Lewis edging toward one another to whisper so

that John was forced to sit with his arms a kimbo to
keep them asunder.

Some people advised John to blood Frog under the

tongue, or take away his bread and butler, which
would certainly make hint speak

;
to give esquire

South hellebore; as f. »r lotais, some were for emollient

I

wultices, others for iqieiiing his atm with an iucision-

;uife.

CHAPTER XL
The Apprclieudiug, Examination, and Imprisonment of Jack for

suspicion of Potaoniug.

The attentive reader cannot have forgot that the story

of Van Ptschirnsooker's powder was interrupted by a
message from Frog. I have a natural compassion for

curiosity, being much troubled with the distemper my-
self; therefore, to gratify that uneasy itching sensation

in my reuder, I have procured the following account
of that matter.

Yon Ptschimsooker came off (as rogues usually do
upon such occasions) by penciling his partner; and
being extremely forward to Ini tig him to the gullows.

Jack was accused ns the contriver of all the roguery.

" Home attempts of secret negotiation between the French
and the D trh.

i* The mchil'ike. now l*ecnme emperor of Germany, beirijf

unanimously elected u|m>u the death of Jiwph 1
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Anri indeed it happened unfortunately for the poor

fellow, that he was known to hear a most inveterate spite

against the old gentlewoman; and, consequently, that

never any ill accident happened to her but he was

suspected to be at the bottom of it. If she pricked her

finger, Jack, to be sure, laid the pin in the way; if

some noise in the street disturbed her rest, who could

it be but Jack in some of his nocturnal rambles? If

a servant ran away. Jack had debauched him : every

idle tittle-tattle that went about. Jack was always

suspected for the author of it : however, all was

nothing to this last affair of the temperating, moderating

powder.
The hue and cry went after Jack to apprehend him,

dead or alive, wherever he could be found. The con-

stables looked out for him in all his usual haunts; but

to no purpose. Where d ye think they found him at

last? Even smoking his pipe very quietly at his

brother Martin's! from whence he was carried with a

vast mob at his heels before the worshipful Mr. Justice

Overdo. Several of his neighbours made oath, that of

late the prisoner had been observed to lead a very dis

solute life, renouncing even his usual hypocrisy, and

pretences to sobriety : that be frequented taverns and

eating-houses, and had been often guilty of drunken-

ness and gluttony at my lord mayor's table : that he

had been seen in the company of lewd women : that

he had transferred his usual care of the engrossed copy

of his father’s will to hank-hills, orders for tallies, and
debentures : these he now affirmed, with more literal

truth, to be meat, drink, and cloth, the philosopher s

stone, and the universal medicine: that he was so far

from allowing his customary reverence to the will, that

he kept company with those that called his father a

cheating rogue, and his will a forgery: that he not

only sat quietly and heard his father railed at, but

often chimed in with the discourse, and hugged the

authors os his bosom friends : that instead of asking

for blows at the comers of the streets, he now bestowed

them as plentifully as lie begged them before. lu

short that lie was grown a mere rake; and had nothing

left in him of old Jack, except his spite to John Bull’s

m other.

Another witness made oath, that Jack had been

overheard bragging of a trick* he had found out to

manage the old formal jade, as he used to call her.

“ Damn this numskull of miue,” quoth lie, “that I

could not light on it sooner. As long as I go in this

rigged tattered coat, I am so well known that I am
hunted away from the old woman's door by every bark-

ing cur about flic house
;
they bid me defiance. There's

uo doing mischief as an open enemy ; I must find some

way or other of getting within doors, and then I shall

have better opportunities of playing my pranks, beside

the benefit of good keeping.’*

Two witnesses swore b that several years ago, there

came to their mistress’s door a young fellow in a tat-

tered coat, that went by tl»e name of Timothy Trim,

whom they did in their conscience believe to be the

very prisoner, resembling him in shape, stature, and

the features of his countenance ;
that trie said Timothy

Trim being taken into the family, clapped their mis-

tress’s livery over his own tattered coat : that the said

Timothy was extremely officious about their mistress’s

person, endeavouring by flattery and tale-bearing to

set her against the rest of her servants
;
nobody was so

ready to fetch anything that was wanted, to reach what

was dropped
;
that he used to shove and elbow his

fellow -servants to get near his mistress, especially when
money was a paying or receiving; then he was never

out of the way; that he was extremely diligent about

everybody's business but his own : that the said Timo-

* Getting into church preferment* by occasional conformity

b Betraying the Interests of the church when in [uefermenw.

thy, while he was in the family, used to be playing
roguish tricks

;
when his mistress's back was turned,

he would loll out his tongue, make mouths, and laugh
at her, walking behind her like luulequiti, ridiculing
her motions and gestures

; but if bis mistress looked
about, he put on a grave demure counteuance, as if l»e

had been in a tit of devotion : that he used often to
trip up stairs so smoothly that you could not hear
him tread, and put all things out of order : that lie

would pinch the children and servants, when he met
them in the dark, so hurd that lie left the print of his
forefinger and his thumb in black and blue, and then
slink into a comer as if nobody had done it: out of
the same malicious design he used to lay chairs and
joiutstools in their way. that they might break their
noses, by falling over them : the more young and un-
ex|wrienced he used to teach to talk saucily, and call
names : during his stay in the family, there was much
plate missing

;
being caught with a couple of silver

spoons in his pocket, with their handles wrenched ofT,

he said he was only going to carry them to the guld-
amith's to be mended : that the said Timothy was hated
by all the honest servants for his ill-conditioned, sple-
netic tricks, but especially for his slanderous tongue

;

traducing them to their mistress, as drunkards, thieves,

and whoremasters
;
that the said Timothy, by lying

stories, used to set all the family together by the ears,

taking delight to make them fight and quarrel
;
par-

ticularly one day sitting at table, he spoke words to
this effect :

“ I am of opinion,” quoth he, “ that little

short fellows, such as we are, have better hearts, and
could beat the tall fellows: I wish it came to a fair

trial ; I believe these long follows, as sightly as they
are, should find their jackets well thwacked.' *

A parcel of tall fellows, who thought themselves af-

fronted by the discourse, took up the quarrel, and to't

they went, the tall men and the low meu, which con-
tinues still a faction in the family to the great disorder

of our mistress's affairs : the said Timothy carried this

frolic so far, that he proposed to his mistress, that she
should entertain no servant that was above four foot

seven inches high
;
and for that purpose bad prepared a

gauge, by which they were to be measured. The good
old gentlewoman was not so simple os to go into his

project
;

she begiui to smell a rat. “ This Trim,”
quoth she, ** is an odd sort of a fellow ; methinks he
makes a strange figure with that ragged, tattered coat,

appearing under his livery
; can't he go spruce and

clean like the rest of the servants? the fellow has a
roguish leer with him, which 1 don’t like by any
means

;
besides, he lias such a twang in his discourse,

and an ungraceful way of speaking through his nose,

that one can hardly understand him
; I wish the fellow

be not tainted with some had disease.” The witnesses

further made oath, that the said Timothy lay out a-

n> glits, and went abroad often at unseasonable hours

;

and it was credibly reported he did business in another
family ; that lie pretended to have a squeamish stomach,
and could not eat at table with the rest of the servants,

though this was hut a pretence to provide some nice

bit for himself; that he refused to dine upon salt fish,

only to have an opportunity to eat a calf * head
(bis favourite dish) in private; that for all his tender

stomach, wlieu he was got by himself, he could devour
capons, turkeys, and sirloins of beef like a cormorant.

Two other witnesses gave the following evidence:

That in his officious attendance upon his mistress, he
had tried to slip a powder into her drink ; and that he

was once caught endeavouring to stifie her with o

pillow as she was asleep : that he and Ptschim&ooker
were often in close conference, and that tliey used to

• The distinction in the names of Low-church aud Hi^h-
churchmen.
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clxtuk together at the Rose. where it seems he woi well

enough known hy his true name of Jack.

The prisoner had little to say iit his defence ; he en-

deavoured to prove himself alAi ; so that the trial

turned upon this single question, whether the said

Timothy Trim and Juck were the same person? which

was proved hy such plain tokens, and particularly hy

a mole under the left pap, that there was no with-

standing the evidence; therefore the worshipful Mr.

Justice committed him, in order to his trial.

CHAPTER XL.

How Jack's Friends came to visit him Id Prison, and what

Ad' ice they gave him.

Jack hitherto had passed in the world for a poor,

simple, well-meaning, half-witted, crack-brained fel-

low. People were strangely surprised to find him in

such a roguery
;
that he should disguise himself under

a fale name, hire himself out for a servant to an old

gentlewomau only for an opportunity to poison her.

They said that it was more generous to profess open

enmity than, under a profound dissimulation, to be

guilty of such a scandalous breach of trust, and of the

sacred rites of hospitality. In short, the action was
universally condemned by his best friends; they told

him, in plain terms, that this was come as a judgment
upon him for his loose life, his gluttony, drunkenness,

and avarice
;

for laying aside his father's will in an old

mouldy trunk, and taming stockjobber, newsmonger,

and busybody, meddling with other people's affairs,

shaking off his old serious friends, and keeping com-
pany with buffoons and pickpockets, his father's sworn
enemies : that he had best throw himself upon the

mercy of the court
;
repent, and change his manners.

To say truth, Jack heart! these discourses with some
compunction

;
however, he resolved to try what his

new acquaintance would do for him : they sent Ha-
bakkuk Slyboots,* who delivered him the following

message, at the peremptory commands of his trusty

companions.
Habukkuk. Dear Jock, I am sorry fur thy misfor

tune : matters have not been carried on with due
secrecy

;
however, we must make the best of a bad

bargain : thou art in the utmost jeopardy, that's cer-

tain; hang, draw, and quarter are the gentlest things

they talk of. However, thy faithful friends, ever

watchful for thy security, bid me tell thee, that they

hive one infallible expedient left to save thy life: thou

must know, we have got into some understanding with

the enemy, by the meiun of Don Diego
;
be assures us

there is no mercy for thee, and that tliere is only one

way left to escape
; it is indeed somewhat out of the

common road
;
however, be assured it is the result of

most mature deliberation.

Jack. Prithee tell me quicMy, for my heart is sunk

down into the very bottom of my belly.

Hub. It is the unanimous opinion of your friends,

tha* you make as if you hanged yourself ;t> they will

give it out that you are quite dead, and convey your

body out of prison in a bier; and John Hull, being

busied with lus lawsuit, will uot inquire further iuto

the matter.

Jack. How d'ye mean, make as if 1 hanged myself?

Hub. Nay, you must really hang yourself up, in a

true genuine rope, that there may appear no trick in it,

and leave the rest to your friends.

Jack. Truly this is a matter of some concern ; and

my friends, I hope, won't tuke it ill if i inquire a

* Ilahakkuk Slyboots, a great man who persuade*, the dl*-

•cnlcr* U. c insent in the hill ugainst conformity.
• Consent to the bill against occasional cuutormity.

little into the meuns by winch they intend to deliver

tnc : a rope and a noose ore no jesting matters !

Hah. Why so mistrustful ? hast thou ever found us
false to thee ? 1 tell thee, tliere is one ready to cut

thee down.
Jack. May I presume to ask who it is that is in-

trusted witli so important an nllice?

Hub. Is there no end of thy hows and thy why*?
That's a secret.

Jack. A secret, perhaps, that I may be safely trusted

with, for I am not likely to tell it ugain. 1 tell you
pluiuly, it is no strange thing for a man, before he

hangs himself up, to inquire who is to cut him down.
Hab. Thou suspicious creature! if thou must needs

know it, I tell thee it is sir Roger :• he has lieeu in

tears ever since thy misfortune. Don Diego and we
have laid it so, that he is to be in the next room

;
ami

before the rope is well about thy neck, rest satisfied, he

will lireak in and cut thee down : fear not, old hoy
;

we'll do it, 1 11 warrant thee.

Jack. So I must hang myself up upon hopes that

sir Roger will cut me down, and all this upon the

credit ofDou Diego? a fine stratagem indeed to save

my life, that depends upon hanging, Don Diego and
sir Roger!

Hab. I tell thee there is a mystery in all this, my
frieud, a piece of profound policy ;

if thou knewest

what good this will do to the common cause, thy heart

would leap for joy : I am sure thou wouldsl not delay

the experiment one moment.
Jack. That is to the tune of, All for the better.

What's your cause to me when I aui hanged ?

Hab. Refractory mortal ! if thou wilt not trust thy

friends, take what follows : know assuredly, Ik* fore next

full moon, that thou wilt be hung up in chains, or thy

quarters perching upon the most conspicuous places in

tlie kingdom. Nay 1 don't believe they will be con-

tented with hanging; they talk of impaling, or break-

ing on the wheel ; and thou choosest that before a

gentle suspending of thyself for one minute. Hang-

ing fs nut so painful a thing as thou imagines!. I

have spoke with several that have undergone it; they

all agree it is no manner of uneasiness; be sure thou

take good notice of the symptoms, the relation will lie

curious. It is but a kick or two with thy heels and a

wry mouth or so: sir Roger will be with thee in the

tw inkling of an eye.

Jack. Rut what if sir Roger should not come, will

my friends be there to succour me?
Hab. Doubt it not; I will provide everything against

to-morrow morning; do thou keep thy own secret ; say

nothing : 1 tell thee it is absolutely necessary for the

common good that thou should st go through this

operation.

CHAPTER XIII.

How Jack hanged himself up by the persuasiou of his Friends,

who broke their Words, nod left h a Neck in the Noose.

Jack was a professed enemy to implicit faith, and yet,

1 dare say, it was never more strongly exerted, nor more

basely abused, than upon this occasion. He was now

with his old friends, in the state of a poor disbanded

officer after a peace, or rather a wounded soldier after

a battle; like an old favourite of a cunning minister

after the job is over : or a decayed lieauty to a cloyed

lover in quest of new game ; or like a hundred such

things that one sees every day. There were new in-

trigues, new views, new projects on foot; Jack's life

was the purchase of Diego's friendship,6 much good

may it do them. The interest of Hocus ami sir Wil-

» It was given out thiit tho earl of Oxful d would oppoae tha

bill, and lo*r hi* credit with the Tories,

t* The carl of Nottingham.
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Ham Crawley, which was now more at heart, made
this ojicratioii upon poor Jack absolutely necessary.

Y'wu may easily guess, that his rest that night was but

small and much disturbed; however, the remaining

part of his time he did not employ (as his custom was
formerly) in prayer, meditation, or singing a double
verse of a psalm

;
but amused himself with disposing

of his bank-stock. Many a doubt, many a qualm,
overspread his clouded imagination : “ Must 1 then/

-

quoth he, “hang up my own personal, natural, indi-

vidual self, with these two hands? Duma aermo!

What if 1 should be cut down, as my friends tell

me ? There is something infamous in the very attempt

;

the world will conclude 1 had a guilty conscience. Is

it possible that good man, sir Roger, can have so

much pity upon an unfortunate scoundrel that has

lersecuted him so many years? No, it cannot be;

don't love favours that pass through Don Diego's

hands. On the other side, my blood chills about my
heart at the thought of these rogues, with their bloody
hands grabbing in my guts, and pulling out my very

entrails : hang it, for once I'll trust my friends/' So
Jack resolved ; but he had done more wisely to have
put himself upon the trial of his country, and made
his defence in form ;

many things happen between the

cup and the lip ;
witnesses might have been bribed,

juries managed, or prosecution stop|icd. Rut so it was,

Ju' k for this time had a sufficient stock of implicit

faith, which led him to his ruin, os the sequel of the

story shows.

And now the fatal day was come, in which he was
to try this hanging experiment. His friends did not

fail him at the appointed hour, to see it put in prac-

tice. H.ibakkuk brought him a smooth, strong, tough
rope, made of many a plv of wholes une Scandinavian
hemp, compactly twisted together, with a noose that

slipt as glib as a birdcatchera gin. Jack shrunk and
grew pile at first sight of it

;
he handled it, measured

it. stretched it, fixed if against the iron bar of the win-
dow to try its strength; but no familiarity could re-

concile him to it. He found fault with the length, the

thickness, and the twist ; nay, the very colour did riot

please him. “Will nothing less than hanging serve?*’

quoth Jack. “ Won't my enemies take bail for my
good behaviour? Will they accept of a fine, or he

satisfied with the pillory and imprisonment, a good

round whipping, or burning in the cheek?
'

Hub. Nothing but your blood will appease their

rage ; make haste, else we shall be discovered. There's

nothing like surprising the rogues; how they will be

disappointed when they he.ir that thou hast prevented

their revenge, and hanged thine own self!

Jack. That's true; but what if I should do it in

effigies? Is there never an old pope or pretender to hang
up in my stead ? we are not so unlike, hut it may pass.

Hub. That can never be put upon sir Roger.

Jack. Are you sure he is in the next room ? Have
you provided a very sharp knife, in case of the worst ?

Hub. Dost take me for a common liar? be satisfied,

no damage cau happen to your person
;
ycur friends

will take care of that.

Jack. Mayn't I quilt my rope ? it galls my neck
strangely : besides, I don't like this running knot, it

holds loo tight, I may be stifled all of a sudden.

Hub. Thou hast so many ifs and aiuls
;
prithee de-

spatch ; it might have been over before this time.

Jack. But now I think ou’t, I would fain settle some
affairs, for fear of the worst; have a little patience.

Hub. There's no having patience, thou art such a

faintling. silly creature.

Jack. O thou most detestable, abominable passive

obedience! did I ever imagine I should liecorne thy
votary in so pregnant an instance 1 How will my
brother Martin laugh at this story, to see himself out-

done in his own calling? He lias taken the doctrine,

and left me the practice.

No sooner had he uttered these words, but, like a

man of true courage, be tied the fatal cord to the beam,
fitted the noose, and mounted upon the bottom of a tub,

the inside of which he had often graced in his prosper-

ous days. This footstool Habakkuk kicked away, and
left poor Jack swinging, like the jiendulum of Paul's
clock. The fatal noose performed its office, and with
most strict ligature squeezed the blood into his face,

till it assumed a purple dye. While the poor man
heaved from the very bottom of his belly for breath,

Habakkuk walked with great deliberation into both

the upper and low er room to acquaint his friends, who
received the news with great temper, and with jeers

and scoffs, instead of pity. “Jack has hanged him-
self !*' quoth they

;
" let us go and see how the pour

rogue swings." Then they called sir Roger. “ Sir

Roger," quoth Habakkuk, “ Jack has hanged himself;
make haste and cut him down." Sir Roger turned
first one ear, and then t'other, not understanding what
he said.

Hub. I tell you. Jack has hanged himself up.

Sir II. Who’s lionged?

Hub. Jack.

Sir B. 1 thought this had not been hanging day.
Hub. Ihit the poor fellow lias hanged himself.

Sir B. Then let him hang
;

I don’t wonder at it,

the fellow has U*en mad these twenty years. With
this he slunk away.
Then Jack's friends began to hunch and push one

another. “ Why don't you go and cut the poor fellow

down? Why don’t you? And why don't you?' “Not
I," quoth one; “Not I," quoth another; “Not I,**

quoth a third
;
“ he may hang 'till doomsday before I

relieve him.”—Nay. it is credibly reported, that they
were so far from succouring their poor friend in this

his dismul circumstance, that Ptschirnsooker and several

of his companions went in and pulled him by the legs,

and thumped him on the breast.—Then they begun to

rail at him for the very tiling which they had advised
and justified before, viz., his gettimg into the old gen-

tlewoman’s family, and putting on her livery. The
keeper, who performed the lust office, coming up, found
Jack swinging, with no life in him

;
he took down the

body gently, and laid it on a bulk, and brought out
the roj>e to the company. “ This, gentlemen, is the rope
that hanged Jack ; what must be done with it ?" Upon
which they ordered it to be laid among the curiosities

of Gresliam College, and it is called Jack's rope to this

very day. However, Jack, after all, hud some small
tokens of life in him, but lies at this time past hope of

a total recovery, with his head hanging on one shoulder,

without speech or motion. The coroner's inquest, sup-

posing him to lie dead, brought him in \oh Compoa.

CHAPTER XIV.
The Conference between Don Diego and John Butt.

Di king the time of the foregoing transactions, Don
Diego was entertaining John Bull.

Diego. I hojie, sir, this day's proceeding will con-
vince you of the sincerity of your old friend Diego, and
the treachery of sir Roger.

Bull. What's the matter now ?

Diego. You have been endeavouring, for several years,

to have justice done upon that rogue Jack : but what
through the remissnesii of constables, justices, and
{lacked juries, he has always found the mcaus to escape.

Bull. W hut then?
Diego. Consider, then, who is your best friend ; lie

that would have brought him to condign punishment,
or hr that has saved him. By my persuasion Jack had
hanged himself if sir Roger had not cut him down.
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Hull. Who told you tliat sir Roger hat done so?

Diego. You teem to receive me c<»ldly; methinks

my tervices deserve a better return.

Bull. Since you value yourself upon hanging this

poor scoundrel, I tell you, when 1 have any more hang-

ing work, I'll send for thee: I have some better em-
ployment for sir Roger; in the mean time, I desire the

poor fellow may be looked after. When he first came
out of the north country into my family, under the

pretended name of Timothy Trim, the fellow seemed
to mind his loom and his spinning wheel, till somebody
turned his head

; then he grew so pragmatical, that he

took upon him the government of my whole family.

I could never order anything within or without doors,

but he must be always giving his counsel, forsooth;

nevertheless, tell him I will forgive what is past; and
if he would mind his business for the future, and not

meddle out of bis own sphere, he will find that John
Bull is not of a cruel disposition.

Diego. Yet all your skilful physicians say that no-

thing can recover your mother, but a piece of Jacks
liver boiled in her soup.

Bull. Those are quacks; my mother abhors such
cannibal s food

; she is in perfect health at present ; I

would have given many a good pound to have had her

so well some time ago. There are, indeed, two or

three old troublesome nurses,* that, because they be-

ltct'e I am tender-hearted, will never let me have a
quiet night's rest, with knocking me up : “ Oh, sir, your
mother is taken extremely ill! she is fulling into a

fainting fit ! she has a great emptiness, wants suste-

nance!'— This is only to recommend themselves for

their great care
;
John Bull, as simple as he it, under-

stands a little of a pulse.

CHAPTER XV.

The Se»juol of the Meeting »t the Salutation.*

WiisnE, I think, I left John Bull, sitting between Nic.

Frog and Lewis Baboon, with his arms a-kimbo, in

great concent to keep Lewis and Nic. asunder. As
watchful as be was, Nic. found the means now and
then to steal a whisper, and by a cleanly conveyance
under the table, to slip a short note into Lewis's hand

;

which Lewis as slyly put into John s pocket, with a

C:h or a jog, to warn him what he was about. John
the curiosity to retire into a corner to peruse these

billets douxc of Nic.’s; wherein lie found, that Nic
had used great freedoms both with his interest and
reputation. One contained these words : “ Dear
Lewis, thou scc'st dearly that this blockhead can
never bring his matters to bear : let thee and me talk

to-night by ourselves at the Hose, and 1 11 give thee

satisfaction." Another was thus expressed :
44 Friend

Lewis, has thy sense quite forsaken thee, to make
Bull such oilers'? Hold fast, part with nothing, and I

will give thee a better bargain, 1 11 warrant thee."

In some of his billets he told Lewis, * 4 That John
Bull was under his guardianship

; that the best part of

his servants were at his command
;

tliat he could
have John gagged and bound whenever he pleased by
the people of his own family." In all these epistles,

blockhead, dunce, ass, coxcomb, were the best epithets

he gave poor John. In others he threatened,4 “That
he, squire South, and the rest of the tradesmen, would
lay Lewis down upon his liack, and beat out his teeth,

if he did not retire immediately and break up the

meeting.’’

I fancy I need not tell my reader, that John often

New clamours nl out the (laager of the Church.
* At the Cnognsi of 1'irecht.

* Some nflV-n* of the Du'ch at tliat time, in order to get the

negotiation into their hands.
4 Threatening that the allies would carry on the war.

changed coiour as he read, and that his fingers iteted

to give Nic. a good slap on the chops ; but he wisely

moderated his choleric temper. 44
1 saved this fellow,’*

quoth he, “ from the gallows, when he ran away from
his last master,* liecause I thought he was harshly

treated ; but the rogue was no sooner safe, under my
protection, than he begain to lie, pilfer, and steal, like

the devil.* When I first set him up in a warm house
lie had hardly put up his sign, when he began to

debauch my best customers from me : then it was
his constant practice to rob my fish-ponds, not only to

feed his family, but to trade with the fishmongers; 1

connived at the fellow, till he began to tell me tliat

they were his as much ns mine. In my manor of
Eastcheap, because it lay at some distance from my
constant inspection, he broke down my fences, robbed
my orchards, and beat my servants. When 1 used to

reprimand him for his tricks, he would talk saucily,

lie, and brazen it out as if he had done nothing amiss.

Will nothing cure thee of thy pranks, Nic.? quoth I.

I shall be forced some time or other to chastise thee.

The rogue got up his cane, and threatened me, and
was well thwacked for his pains. Rut I think his

behaviour at this time wont of all
;
after I have almost

drowned myself to keep his head above water, he
would leave me sticking in the mud, trusting to his

goodness to help me out. After I have beggared myself
with his troublesome lawsuit, with a pox to him, he
takes it in mighty dudgeon liecause I have brought
him here to end matters amicably, anti because I

won't let him make me over by deed and indenture
its his lawful cully; which, to my certain knowledge,
he has attempted several times. But, after all, const

thou gather grapes from thorns? Nic. does not pretend

to be a gentleman; he is a tradesman, a self-seeking

wretch
; but how earnest thou to bear all this, John f

The reason is plain
;
thou conferred the benefits, and

he receives them ; the first produces love, and the last

ingratitude. Ah! Nic., Nic., thou ait a damned dog,
that's certain; thou knowest too well that 1 will take

care of thee, else thou wouldst not use me thus, I

won't give thee up. it is true; but as true as it is, thou
shalt not sell me, according to thy laudable custom.**
While John was deep in this soliloquy, Nic. broke out
into the following protestation :

—

44 Gentlemen, I believe everybody here present will

allow me to be a very just and disinterested person.

My friend. John Bull here, is very angry with me.
forsooth, liecause I won't agree to his foolish bargains.

Now I declare to all mankind, I should be ready to

sacrifice my own concerns to his quiet : but the care

of hi* interest, and that of the honest tradesmen [the

allies] that are embarked with us, keeps me from
entering into this composition. Wliat shall liecome of

those poor creatures? The thought of their impend-
ing rain disturbs my night's rest, therefore I desire

they may speak for themselves. If they are willing

to give up this affair, I shan't make two words of it."

John Bull begged him to lay aside that immoderate
concern for him ; and withal put him in mind, that

the interest of those tradesmen had not sat quite so

heavy upon him some years ago, on a like occasion.

Nic. answered little to that, but immediately pulled

out a boatswain's whistle. Upon the first whitT, the

tradesmen came jumping into the room, and began

to surround Lewis, like so many yelping curs about a

great boar; or, to use a modesler simile, like dun* at

a great lord's levee the morning he goes into the

country. One pulled him by bis sleeve, another by

the skirt, a third hallooed in his ear; they liegan to ask

him for all that had been taken from their forefathers

• The king of Spain, who* yoke the Dutch throw off.

* Complaints against the Dutch for vucroachinent in Utile,

fishery, K.ut Indies, ice.
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esquire South speak his mind, whether my accompts

are not right, and whether we ought not to go on with

our lawsuit.

Bull. Consult the butchers about keeping of Lent.

Dost think that John Bull will be tried by Piepow-

ders t* I tell you once for all, John Bull knows where

his shoe pinches : none of your esquires shall give him

the law, as long as he wear* his trusty weapon by his

side, or has an inch of broad cloth in his shop.

Frog. Why there it is; you will be both judge and

party
;

I am sorry thou discovered so much of thy

headstrong humour before these strange gentlemen
;

I

have often told thee it would prove thy ruin some

time or other ;
let it never be said that the famous

John Bull has departed in despite of court.

Bull. And will it not reflect as much on thy cha-

racter, Nic., to turn barrator in thy old days ;
a stirrer

up of quarrels amoug thy neighbours ? I tell thee,

Nic., some time or other thou wilt repent this.

[But John saw clearly he should have nothing but

wrangling, and that he should have as little success

in settling bis accoinpts as ending the composition.

“Since they will need* overload my shoulders,” quoth

John, “ I shall throw down the burden with a squash

among them, take it up who dares
;
a man has a fine

time of it, among a combination of sharjiers, that

vouch for one another's honesty ! John, look to thyself;

old Lewis makes reasonable offers
;
when thou hast

spent the small pittance that is left, thou wilt make a

glorious figure, when thou art brought to live upon

Nic. Frog's and esquire South’s generosity and grati-

tude; if they use thee thus when they want thee, what

will they do when thou wantest them? I say again,

John, look to thyself.'*

John wisely stifled his resentment, and told the com-

pany, that in a little time he should give them law,

oi^something better.]

AU. Law ! law ! sir, by all means. What is twenty-

two poor years towards the finishing a lawsuit? For the

love of God, more law, sir.6

Bull. Prepare your demands
;
how many years

more of law do you want, that I may order my aifairs

accordingly? In the mean while, farewell.

CHAPTER XVII.

How John Bull found all his Family in au uproar at Home.*

Nic. Fkoo, who thought of nothing but carrying John

to the market, and there disposing of him as his own
proper goods, was mail to find that John thought him-

self now of age to look after his own affairs. He

resolved to traverse this new project, and make him

uneasy in his own family. He had corrupted or

deluded most of his servants into the most extravagant

conceits in the world ;
that their master was run mad,

and wore a dagger in one pocket and poison in the

other; that he had sold his wife and children to Lewis,

disinherited his heir, and was going to settle his estate

ujkmi a pari sh-boy
;

that if they did not look after

their master, he would do some very mischievous

thing. When John came home, he found a more sur-

prising scene than any he had yet met with, and that

you will say was somewhat extraordinary.

He called his cook-maid Betty to lx*s|»eak his din-

ner : Betty told him, “ Tlmt she begged his pardon,

the could not dress dinner till site knew what he

* Court of Piepowder (Curia pedu pulrrrizati) is s court of

record incident to «nery fair; whereof the steward is judge,

and ttie trial is by merchants and traders in the fair. It is »o

called, t»eeause it is most usual in the summer ; and because of
the ex|>ed tion in hearing causes, for t'ie matter is to be done,

complained of, heard, and determined the s-ime day. that is.

betore the dust goes off the feet of the pUuitifT* and defendants.

* Clsmoura ot the allied powers for continuing the war.

* Clamours about thedaugcr of the suceeaaiou.

intended to do with his will.”—“ Why, Betty,” quoth

John, “thou art not run mad, art thou? My will at

present is to have dinner.”—“ That may be,” quoth

Betty, “ but my conscience won’t allow ine to dress it

till I know whether you intend to do righteous things

by your heir?”—“ 1 am soiry for that, Betty,” quoth

John, “ I must find somebody else, then.” Then he

called John the barber. “ Before I begin,” quoth John,

“ I hope your honour won't be offended, if I ask you

whether you intend to alter your will? If you won't

give me a positive answer, your beard may grow down
to your middle for me.”—“ Igad so it sliall,” quoth

Bull, “ for I will never trust my throat in such a mad
fellow's hands. Where's Dick the butler ?"—“ Look

ye,” quoth Dick, “ I am very willing to serve you in

my calling, d'ye see : but there are strange reports,

and plain dealing is best, d’ye see; I must be satisfied

if you intend to leave all to your nephew, and if Nic.

Frog is still your executor, d'ye see; if you will not

satisfy me as to these points, you may drink with the

ducks.”—“ And so I will,” quoth John, “ rather than

keep a butler that loves my neir better than myself.'*

Hob the shoemaker, and Pricket the tailor, told him.
“ They would most willingly serve him in their several

stations, if he would protni*e them never to talk with

Lewis Baboon, and let Nicholas Frog, linen-draper,

manage his concerns : that they could neither make
shoes nor clothes to any that were not in good corre-

spondence with their worthy friend Nicholas.”

Bull. Call Andrew, my journeyman.—How go

affairs, Andrew ? I hope tbe devil has uot takeu pos-

session of thy body too.

Andrew. No, sir; I ouly desire to know what you

would do if you were dead ?

Bull. Just as other dead folks do, Andrew.—This

is amaxiug
! [

Aeide.

Andrew. I mean if your nephew shall inherit your

estate?

Bull. That depends upon himself. I shall do

nothing to hinder tiim.

Andrew. Hut will you make it sure?

Bull. Thou meanest that I should put him in pos-

session, for I cau make it no surer without that; he

has all the law can give him. ,

Andrew. Indeed possession, as you say, would make
it much surer; they say, it is eleven points of the law.

[John began now to think that they were all en-

chanted
;
he inquired about the age of the moon

;
it

Nic. had not given them some intoxicating potion, or

if old mother Jeni&a was still alive? “No, o' my
faith,” quoth Harry, “ I believe there is no potion in

the case, hut a little aurum pofabile. You will hare

more of this by and by.” He had scarce spoke the

word, when another friend of John’s accosted him after

the following manner:

—

“Since those worthy persons, who arc as much con-

cerned for your safety as I am. have employed me as

their orator, I desire to know whether you will have it

by way of syllogism, etithymem, dilemma, or sorites,”

John now began to be diverted with their extrava-

gance.]

Bull. Let's have a sorites by all means; though

they are all new to me.
Frieml. It is evident to all, who are versed in his-

tory, that tliere were two sisters that played the whore

two thousand years ago : therefore, it plainly follows,

that it is not lawful for John Bull to have any manner

of intercourse with Lewis Baboon : if it is not lawful

for John Bull to have any manner of intercourse,

( correspondence if you will, that is much the same

thing,) then, d fortiori, it is much more unlawful for tire

said Juhn Co make over his wife and children to the

said Lewis: if his wife and children are not to be made
over, he is not to wear a dagger and ratsbane in hit
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pockets; if he wears a dagger and ratsbane, it mu it be

to do mischief to himself or somebody else : if he in-

tends to do mischief, he ought to be under guardians,

and there is none so fit as myself, and some other

worthy persons, who have a commission for that purpose

from Nic. Frog, the executor of his will and testament.

Bull. And this is your sorites, you say ¥—With that

he snatched a good tough oaken cudgel, and tiegan to

braudish it; then happy was the man that was lirat at

the door; ctowding to get out, they tumbled down
stairs ; and it is credibly reporter! some of them dropped

very valuable things in the hurry, which were picked

up by others of the family.

“That any of these rogues,” quoth John, “ should

imagine 1 am not as much concerned as they about

having my affairs in a settled condition, or that I

would wrong tny heir for I know not what ! Well,

Nic., 1 really cannot but applaud thy diligence
;

I

must own this is really a pretty sort of a trick, but it

•han't do thy business for all that.”

CHAPTER XVIII.
How Lewi* Baboon came to visit John Bull, and what passed

between them «

[I think it i* bat ingenuous t*» acquaint the reader that this

chapter was not written by sir Humphry himself, but by
another very able pen of the university of Grub Street ]

John had (by some good instructions given him by sir

Roger) got the better of his choleric temper, and
wrought himself up to a great steadiness of mind, to

pursue his own interest through all im|>edimeiits that

were thrown in the way : he began to leave oil* some of
his old acquaintance, his roaring ami bullying aU>ut
the streets

;
he put on a serious air, knit his brows, and,

for the time, had made a very considerable progress in

politics, considering that he had been kept a stranger to

ois own afl*uirs. However, he could not help dis-

covering some remains of his nature, when he happened

to meet with a football, or a match at cricket; for

which sir Roger was sure to take him to task. John
was walking about his room with folded arms, and a

most thoughtful countenance: his servant brought him
word that one Lewis Haboon below wanted to speak

with him. John had got an impression that Lewis
was so deadly cunning a man, that he was afraid to

venture himself alone with him: at last he took heart

of grace: “ Let him come up,” quoth he
;

** it is but

sticking to my point, and he can never overreach me.”
Baboon. Monsieur Bull, 1 will frankly acknowledge

that my behaviour to my neighbours has been some-

what uncivil, and I believe you will readily grant me
that I have met with usage accm-dingly. 1 was fond

of backsword and cudgel-play from my youth, and 1

now bear in my body many a black and blue gash

and scar, God knows. 1 bad as good a warehouse and
as fair possessions os any of my neighbours, though I

say it; but a contentious temper, flattering servants,

and unfortunate stars have brought me into circum-
stances tlut are not unknown to you. These, my mis-

fortunes, are heightened by domestic calamities. That
I need not relate. I am a poor battered old fellow, and
I would willingly end tny days in peace: hut, alas! I

see but small hopes of that
; for every new circum-

stance affords an argument to my enemies to pursue
their revenge ; formerly 1 was to be banged because I

was too strong, and now because 1 am too weak to

resist ; I am to be brought down when too rich, and
oppressed when too poor. Nic. Frog has used me like

a scoundrel
;
you are a gentleman, and I freely put

myself in your hands, to dis|iuseof me as you think lit.

Bull. Look you. Master Baboon, as to your usage of

your neighltours, you had best not dwell too much
upon that chapter; let it suffice, at present, that you

• Private negotiations a'»out Dunkirk.

have been met with ; you have been rolling a great
stone up hill all your life, and at* last it has coma
tumbling down till it is like to crush you to pieces;

plain dealing is best. If you have any particular

mark, Mr. Baboon, whereby one may know when you
fib and when you speak truth, you had best tell it me,
that one may proceed accordingly ;

but since a! present

I know of none such, it is letter that you should trust

me than that I shall trust you.
Baboon. I know of tio particular mark of veracity

among us tradesmen but interest
;
and it is manifestly

mine not to deceive you at this time
;
you may safely

trust me, I cau assure you.

Bull. The trust I give is in short this ; I must have
something in hand before I make the bargain, and the

rest before it is concluded.

Buboon. To show you I deal fairly, name your
something.

Bull. 1 need not tell you, old boy ; thou ennst guess.

Baboon. Ecclesdown Castle, [Dunkirk,] I'll warrant

you, because it has been formerly iu your fumily

!

Say no more, you shall have it.

Bull. 1 shall have it to m own self!

Baboon. To thy n'own self.

Bull. Every wall, gate, room, and inch of Eccles-

down Castle, you say?
Baboon. Just so.

Bull. Every single stone of Ecclesdown Castle to

mown self, speedily ¥

Baboon. When you please
;
what needs more words?

Bull. But tell me, old buy, hast thou laid uside all

thy equivocal* and mentals in this case?

Baboon. There's nothing like matter of fact; seeing

is believing.

Bull. Now thou talkest to the purpose
;

let us shake

bauds, old boy. Let me ask thee one question more :

What h;ist thou to do, to meddle with the affairs of

my family ? to dispose of my estate, old boy ?

Baboon. Just us much as you have to do with the

affairs of lord Strutt.

Bull. Ay, but my trade, my very being, was con-

cerned in that.

Baboon. And my interest was concerned in the

other : but let us both drop our pretences ; for I be-

lieve it is a moot point, whether I am more likely to

make a master Bull, or you a lord Strutt.

Bull. Agreed, old boy ; but then I must hav e

security that 1 shall carry my broad-cloth to market,

old boy.

Baboon. That you shall: Ecclesdown Castle

!

Ecclesdown ! remember that : why wuuidst thou not

take it, when it was offered thee some years ago?
Bull. I would not take it, because they told me thou

wouM'st uot give it me.
Baboon. How could Monsieur Bull be so grossly

abused by downright nonsense? they that advised you
to refuse must have believed 1 intended to give, else

why would they not make tl.e experiment ? but I can
tell you more of that matter than perhaps you know at

present.

Bull. But what say'st thou as to the esquire, Nic.

Frog, and the rest of the tradesmen? 1 must take cute

of tltem.

Baboon. Thou hast but small obligations to Nic., to

my certain knowledge: he has uot used thee like a

gentleman.

Bull. Nic., indeed, is not very nice in your punc-
tilios of ceremony ; he is clowuish, as a man may say:

helrhiug and calling of names have been allowed him,
timeout of mind, by prescription : but, however, we are

engaged in oue common cause, and I must look after him.

Baboon. All matters that relate to him, and the rest

of the plaintiffs in this lawsuit, I will refer to your

justice.
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CHAPTER XIX.
Nic. Flog’s tetter to John Dull; vhrreiu ho endeavoured to

vindicate all his conduct with relation 10 John Bull and the

Lawsuit.

Nic. perceive*! now ‘hut his cully had eloped, that

John intended hone -'forth to deal without a broker $

but he was resolved to leave no atone unturned to

recover his bubble: among other artifices, he wrote a
most obliging letter, which he sent him ptiuted in u
fair character.

“Dear Friend."

—

When I considered the late ill

usti.ige I have met with from you, I was reflecting what it

was that could provoke you to it ; but upon a narrow in-

spection into my conduct, I can find nothing to reproach

myself with, but too partial a concern for your interest.

You no sooner set this composition a- foot, but I was
ready to comply, and prevented your very wishes; and
the affair might have heeu ended before now, had it

not been for the greater concerns of esquire South, and
the other poor creatures embarked in the same common
cause, whose safety tom lies me to the quick. You
seemed a little jealous that I had dealt uufaiily with

you in money matters, till it appenred by your own
accounts that there was something due to mo ujjou the

balance. Having nothing to answer to s>> plain a de
inoustratiou, you liegan to complain, as if 1 had been

familiar with your reputation
; when it is well known,

not only 1, but the meanest servants iu my family, talk of

you with the utmost Tespect. I hare always, os far us in

me lies, exhorted your servants and tenants to be dutiful

:

not that I anyway meddle in your domestic affairs, which
were very unbecoming for me to do. If some of your
servants express their great concern for you, in a man-
ner that is not so very polite, you ought to impute it to

their extraordinary zeal, which deceives a reward rather

than a reproof. You cannot reproach me for want of
success ut the Salutation, sitice 1 am n»t master of the

|iassions and interests of other folks. 1 have beggared
myself with this lawsuit, undertaken merely in com-
plaisance to you ; ami it you would have had but a
little pitience, I bad still greater things in reserve, that

1 intended to have done for you.— 1 hope what I have
said will prevail with you to lay aside your unreason-
able jealousies, and tliat we may have no more meetings
at the Salutation, spending our time and money to no
purpose. My concern for your welfare and prosperity

almost makes me mad. You may be assured 1 will

continue to be your affectionate friend and servant,

“ Nic. Frog.”

John received this with a good deal of tong froid:
" Tranteat,' quoth John, “ cum ctrteris errorihus. " He
was now at his ease

;
he saw he could now make a very

good bargain for himself, and a very sufe one for other

folks. “ My shirt,” quoth he, “ is near me, but my
skin is nearer

;
while 1 take care of the welfare of other

folks, no body can blame me to apply a little balsam
to my own sores. It s a pretty thing, after all, for a
man to do his own business

;
a man has such a tender

concern fur himself, there's nothing like it. This is

something better. 1 trow, than for John Hull to be .stand-

ing in the market, like a great dray-horse, with Frog's

paws upon his head. What will you give me for this

beast Y—Serviteur, Nic. Frog, you may kiss my back-
side if you please. Though John Bull has not read

your Aristotle*, Platoes, and Machiavels, he can see as

far into a in ill-stone as another.” With that John be-

gan to chuckle and laugh, till he was like to have burst

bis sides.

Substance of the Stales’ Letter.

CHAPTER XX.
Tin’ Discourse that t-nsM-d between Nic Prog and esquire South,

which John Hull lAcrtiesrd

John thought every minute a year till he got into

Ecclesdowu Castle; he re[iaitg to the Salutation, with
a design to break the matter gently to his partners

;

before he entered, he overheard Nic. and the esquire in
a very pleasant conference.

South. O the ingratitude and injustice of mankiud!
that John Bull, whom I have honoured with my friend-

ship and protection so long, should flinch at last, and
pretend that he can disburse no more money fur me!
that the family of tiie Souths, by his sneaking temper,
should be kept out of their own.

Frog. An t like your worship, I am in amaze at it;

I think the rogue should l»e compelled to his duty.
South. That he should prefer his scandalous pelf,

the dust and dregs of the earth, to the prospeiity and
grandeur of my fumily !

Frog. Nay, he is mistaken there too; for he would
quickly lick himself whole again by his vails. It’s

strange he should prefer Philip Baboon's custom to

esquire South's.

South. As yon say that my clothier, that is to get so
much by the pui chase, should refuse to put me in pos-
session

;
did you ever know any man s tradesmen serve

him so before?

Frog. N(>, indeed, an t please your worship, it is a
very unusual proceeding; and 1 would not have been
guilty of it for the world. If your honour had not a
great stock of moderation and patience, you would not
bear it so well os you do.

South. It is most intolerable, tliat's certain, Nic., and
I will be revenged.

Frog. Meihink* it is strange, that Philip Baboon's
tenants do not all fake your honour's part, considering
how good and gentle a master you are.

South. True, Nic., but few arc sensible of merit in
this world: it is a great comfort to have so faithful a
friend as thyself in so critical u juncture.

Fro/f. If all the world should foisakeyou, be assured
Nic. Frog never will; let us s‘ick to our point, and
we ll manage Bull, I'll warrant ye.

South. Let me kiss thee, dear Nic.
;

I have found
one honest man among a thousand at last.

trog. If it were possible, your honour has it in your
power to wed me stdl closer to your interest.

South. Tell me quickly, dear Nic.
Frog. You know I am your tenant; the difference

lietwecn my lease and an inheritance is such a trifle

as I am sure you will not grudge your poor friend
;

that will he an encouragement to go on
; besides, it

will make Bull as mad as the devil; you and 1 shall

be able to manage him then to some purp se.

South. Say no more, it shall be done, Nic., to thy
heart’s content.

John all this while was listening to this comical dia-
logue, and laughed heartily in his sleeve at the piide
and simplicity of the esquire, and the sly roguery of
his friend Nic. Then, of a sudden, bolting into the
room, he began to tell them, that he believed he had
brought L^wis to reasonable terms, if they would please
to bear them.
Then they nil bawled out aloud, “No composition!

Long live esquire South and the law !” As John was
going to proceed, some roaicd, some stamped with their
feet, others stopped their cars with their fingers.

Nay, gentlemen, quoth John, if you will hut stop
proceeding for awhile, you shall judge yourselves whe-
ther Lewis's proposals are reasonable. *

* Negotiations between the emperor and the Dutch for ecu-
tinning the war. and getting the properly of Flanders.

k Proposal* far cessation of urn.* and delivery of Dunkirk.

Google
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.-///. Very fii.e, indeed, stop proceeding, ami so lose

a term

!

Butt. Not so, neither, we liave something by way of

advance; he will put us in possession of his manor aid
Castle of Ecclesdown.

Frog . YVhat dost thou talk of usf thou meanest

thyself.

Bull. When Frog took possession of any thing, it was
always said to he for us, ami why may not John Bull

be us, as well as Nic. Frog was us? I hiqie John
Bull is no more confined to singularity than Nic. Frog?
Or, take it so, the constant doctrine that thuu host

preached up for many years, was, that thou and I ore

one ; and why must we be supposed two in this case,

that were always one before? It’s impossible that

thou and I can fall out, Nic.; we must trust one an-

other . I have trusted thee with a great many things,

prithee trust me with this one trifle.

Frog. That principle is true in the main, hut there

is some specialty in this case that makes it highly

inconvenient for us both.

Bull. Those are your jealousies, that the common
enemies sow between us ;

how often hast thou warned
me of those rogues, Nic., thut would make us mistrust-

ful of one another ?

Frog. This Ecclesdown Castle is only a bone of con-

tention.

Bull. It depends upon you to make it so, for my
part I am as peaceable as a lamb.

Frog. But do you consider the unwholesomcncss of

the air and soil, the exjierises of reparations and servants ?

1 would scorn to accept of such a quagmire.

Bull. Y'ou are a great man, Nic., but, in my circum-

stances, I must he e'en content to take it as it is.

Frog. And you are really so silly as to believe the

old cheating rogue will give it you?
Bull. I believe nothing hut matter of fact, I stand

and fall by that
; I am resolved to put him to it.

Frog. And so relinquish the hopefulest cause in the

world, a claim that will certainly m the end make thy

fortune for ever

!

Bull. Wilt thou purchase it, Nic.? Thou shult have
a lumping pennyworth ; nay, rather than we should
differ, I'll give thee something to take it ofl* my hands.

Frog. If thou would'st hut moderate that hasty,

iuqialieiit temper of thine, thou should'st quickly see

a better thing than all that. What should’st thou think

to find old Lewis turned out of his paternal estates, and
the mansion-house of Clavnool ?a Would not that do
thy heart good to see thy old friend Nic. Frog lord of

Claypool ? that thou and thy w ife and children shouM
walk in my gardens, buy toys, drink lemonade, and
now and then we should have a country-dance.

Bull. I love to be plain; I’d as lieve sec myself in

Ecclesdown Castle, as thee in Clayqmol. 1 tell you
again, Lewis gives this as a pledge of his sincerity

;
if

you won't stop proceeding to hear him, 1 will.

CHAPTER XXL
Tbe rest of Nic.'s Fetches to keep John out of Kccle«d*nrn

Castle.

t

YVues Nic. could not dissuade John by argument, he
tried to move his pity ; he pretended to he sick and
like to die, that he should leave his wife and children

in a starving condition if John did abandon him; lliat

he wus hardly able to crawl about the room, fur less

capable to look after such a troublesome business os

this lawsuit, and therefore begged that his good friend

Would not leave him. When he saw that Johu was
still inexorable, he pulled out a case-knife, with which
he u-cd to snick ami suce, and threatened to cut his

* I'lavpont—F«rti — Lutetia.
’’ Attempt* to h.inier the cvasatlcm, aud taking possession of

Dunkirk.

own throat. TWice he aimed tin* knife to his windpipe,
with a most determined threatening air. ** What sig-

nifies life," quoth he, “in this languishing condition f

It will lie some pleasure that my friends will revenge
my death upon this liarbarmis man, that has lieen the

cause of it. All this while John looked sedate ami
culm, neither offering in the least to snatch the knife
nor stop his blowr, trusting to the tenderness Nic. hail

for his own person ; when he perceived that John was
immovable in his purpose, he applied himself to Lewie.
u Art thou," quoth he, “ turned bubble in thy old

age, from heiug a sharper in thy youth ? What occa-
sion hast thou to give up Ecclesdown Castle to John
Bull 1 his friendship is not worth a rush

;
give it me,

and I II make it worth thy while. If thou dislikest that

proposition, keep it thyself; I d rather thou should st

have it thou he. If thou hearkenest not to my advice,
take what follows; esquire South and 1 will go on with
our lawsuit in spite of John Bull s teeth."

Baboon. Monsieur Bull has used me like a gentle-

man, aud 1 am resolved to make good tny promise, and
trust him for tire consequences.

Frog. Then 1 tell thee, thou art on old doting fool.

—

With that, Nic. bounced up with a spiing equal to

that of one of your nimblest tumbleis or rope-dancers,

and fell foul upon John Bull, to snatch the cudgel
[the allied armyj he had in his hand, that he might
thwack Lewis with it ; John held it fast, so that there

was no wrenching it from him. At lost squire South
buckled to, to assist his fiieud Nic.; John hauled on
one side, and they two on the other

;
sometimes they

were like to pull Johu over; then it went all of a sud-
den again on John's side

;
so they went see-sawing up

and down, from oue end of the room to the other. Down
tumbled the tables, bottles, glasses, and tobacco-pipes;

the wine and the tobacco were all spilt about the room,
and the little fellows were almost trod under foot, till

more of the tradesmen, joining with Nic. and the 'squire,

John was hardly able to pull against them ull, yet

would he never quit hold of his trusty cudgel ; which,
by the contrary force vf two so great powers, broke
short in his hands. * Nic. seized the longer end, aud
with it begun to bastinado old Lewi*, who bad slunk
into a corner, waiting the event of this squabble. Nic.

came up to him with an insolent menacing air, so that

the old fellow was forced to scuttle out of* the room,
and retire behind a dung-cart. He called to Nic.

:

Thou insolent jackanapes ! Time was when thou
durst not have used me so ; thou now takest me unpro-
vided

; but, old mid infirm as 1 am, 1 shall find a
weapon hv and by to chastise thy impudence."

\\ hen John Bull had recovered his breath, lie liegan

to parley with Nic.: *• Friend Nic., 1 am glad to find

thee so strong after thy great complaints : really thy

motions, Nic., are pretty vigorous for a consumptive

man. As for thy worldly affairs, Nic., if it can do thee

any service, I freely make over to thee this profitable

lawsuit, and 1 desire all these gentlemen to liear witness

to this my act and deed. Yours lie all the gain, as

mine has been tlte charges ; I have brought it to (tear

finely : however, all 1 have laid out upon it goes for

nothing : thou shalt have it witli all its appurtenances
;

1 ask nothing but leave to go home."
Frog. The counsel are feed, and all things prepared

for a trial ; thou shalt be forced to stand the issue
; it

shall lie pleaded in thy name as well as mine
;
go

home if thou cunst ; the gates are shut, the turnpikes

locked, and the roads barricadord.1*

Bull. Kveu these very ways, Nic., tliat thou toldest

me were as 01**11 to me as t yself? if' 1 can't pas* with

my own equipage, what can I expect for n»v goods and
wagons? I am denied jiassoge through those very

• The rparnlioo of the army.
* Difficulty of the march of part of the army to Dunkirk.
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grounds that I have purchased with my own money ;

however. I am glad 1 have made the experiment, it

may serve me in some stead.

[John Bull was so overjoyed that he was going to

take possessson of Ecclesdowii that nothing could vex

him. “ Nic.," quoth he, “ I am just a-going to leave

thee ; cast a kind look upon me at parting."

Nic. looked sour and grum, and would uot open his

mouth.
]

Bull. I wish thee all the success that thy heart can
desire, and that these honest gentlemen of the long robe
may have their bellyful of law.

[Nic. could stand it no longer
;
but flung out of the

room with disdain, and beckoned the lawyers to follow

him.]
Bull. B'uy, b uy, Nic. ; not one poor smile at part-

ing? won't you shake your day-day, Nic.? buy,
Nic.—With that, John marched out of the common
road, ’cross the country, to take possession of Eccles-

down.

CHAPTER XXII.

Of the great Joy that John expressed when he got Possession
of Kcclesdown. [Dunkirk.]

When John had got into his castle, he seemed like

Ulysses upon his plunk, after he had been well soused

in salt water; who (as Homer says) was os glad its a
judge going to sit down to dinner, after hearing a long

cause upon the bench. I dare say John Bull’s joy was
equal to that of either of the two; he skipped from
room to room

;
ran up stairs and down stairs, from the

kitchen to the garrets, and from the garrets to the

kitchen; he peeped into every cranny
;
sometimes he

admired the beauty of the architecture, and the vast soli-

dity of the mason's work ;
at other times he commended

the symmetry and proportion of the rooms. He walked
about the gardens; he bathed himself in the canal,

swimming, diving, aud beating the liquid element,

like a milk-white swan. The hall resounded with the

jwightly violin, and the martial hautboy. The family
tripjied it about and capered, like hailstones bounding
from a marble floor. Wine, ale, and October flew

about as plentifully as kennel-water : then a frolic took

John in the head to call up some of Nic. Frog's pen-

sioners that had been so mutiuous in his family.

Bull. Are you glad to see your master in Eccles-

dowu Castle t

All. Yes, indeed, sir.

Bull. Extremely glad ?

All. Extremely glad, sir.

Hull. Swear to me that you are so.

Then they began to damn and sink their souls to the

lowest pit of hell if any persou in the world rejoiced

mure than they did.

Bull. Now hang me if I don’t believe you are a par-

eel of perjured rascals ; however, take this bumper of
October to your master's health.

Then John got upon the battlements, and, looking
over, he called to Nic. Frog :

“ How d’ye do, Nic. ? D'ye see where I am, Nic.?
I hope the cause goes on swimmingly, Nic. When
dost thou intend to go to Claypool, Nic. ? Wilt thou
buy there some high heads of the newest cut for my
daughters? How comest thou to go with thy arm tied

up? Hus old Lewis given thee a rap over the finger-

ends? Thy weapon was a good one when I wielded
it, hut the butt-end remains in my hands. I am so

busy in packing up my goods that I hare no time to talk

with thee any longer, it would do thy heart good to see

what waggon-loads I am preparing for market. If thou
wantest any good office of mine, for all that has hap-

pened, I will use thee well, Nic. B uy, N»c.
M

POSTSCRIPT.
It has been disputed among the literati of Grub Street
whether sir Humphry proceeded any further into the
history of John Bull. By diligent inquiry we have
found the titles of some chapters which appear to be a
continuation of it

; and are as follow :

—

Cuap. I. How John was made angry with the articles
of agreement. How he kicked the parchment through
the house, up stairs, and down stairs, and put himself
in a great heat thereby.

Chap. II. How in his passion lie was going to cut off
sir Roger's head with a cleaver. Of the strange
manner of sir Roger's escaping the blow, by laying
his head upon the dresser.

Chap. III. How some of John's servants attempted to
scale his house with rope-ladders

; and how many
unfortunately dangled in the same.

Chap. IV Of the methods by which John endeavoured
to preserve peace among hi s neighbours; how he
kept u pair of steelyards to weigh them

; and by
diet, purging, vomiting, and bleeding, tried to bring
them to equal bulk and strength.

Chap. \ . Of false accounts of the weights given in
by some of the journeymen

;
and of the Newmarket

tricks that were practised at the steelyards.

Chap. \ I. How John’s new journeymen brought* him
other guise accounts of llie steelyards.

Chap. VII. How sir Swain Northy [king of Sweden]
was, by bleeding, purging, and a steel diet, brought
into a consumption

; and how John was forced after-
wards to give him the gold cordial.

Chap. ^ III. How Peter Bear [czar of Muscovy] was
overfed, and afterwards refused to submit to the
course of physic.

Chap. IX. How John pampered esquire South with
titbits till lie grew wanton : how he got drunk with
Calabrian wine, and longed for Sicilian beef, and
how John carried him thither in his barge.

Chap. X. How the esquire, from a foul feeder, grew
dainty

; how he longed for mangoes, spices, and
Indian bird-nests, &c., and could not sleep but in a
chintz bed.

Chap. XI. The esnuire turned tradesman; how beset
up a china-shop [the Ostend Company] over against
Nic. Frog.

Chap. XII. How he procured Spanish flies to blister

his neighbours, aud as a provocative to himself. As
likewise how he ravished Nic. Frog’s favourite
daughter.

Chap. XIII. How Nic. Frog, hearing the giil squeak,
went to call John Bull as a constable; calling of a
constable no preventive of a rape.

Chap. XIV*. How Jobu rose out of his bed in a cold
morning to prevent a duel between esquire South
and lord Strutt ; how, to his great surprise, he
found the combatants drinking Geneva in a brandy-
•hop, with Ntc.’s favourite daughter between them.
How they both fell upon John, so tliat he was forced
to fight his way out.

Chap. XV. How John came with his constable's staff

to rescue Nic. a daughter, and break the esquire's
chinawnre.

Chap. X\ I. Commentary upon the Spanish proveih,
Ttmt and I agnmtt any tuv ; or advice to dogmatical

J
nliticians, exemplified in some new affairs between
ohu Bull and Lewis Baboon.

Chap. X\ IL A discourse of the delightful game of
quadrille. How Ixwii Baboon attempted to play a
game aolo in clubs, aud was beasted

; how John called
Lewis for his king, and was afraid that his own
partner should have too many tricks; and how the

success and skill of quadrille depends upon calling

a right king.
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THE PRESENT STATE OF WIT.
IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND IN THE COUNTRY.

Tim little tract, tlinuuh published anonymously, ha* l**en

n*cr I lied to Gay from the iiotiaU J. G. having born placed at

the concluson.
From iu dueolar impartiality, and as throwing light on the

feri>*lic il papers during Oxford's auminUtnition, it hat beeu
inserted in farmer Millions of Swifts works.
He himself memirms It in the Journal to Stella, Hth May.

1711 *—
" l>r Friend wi< with me. and pulled out a two|<niny

pamphlet just published, called * The State H'it,' going a
character ol all the papers that have conie out of la'e Tile

author eeems to In* a whig
;
yet he speaks very highly of n

paper called ‘The Examiner/ and says he supposes the author
of it is I)r Swift. Hut above all things he praises the Taliers

and Spectators; and I believe Steele and AddUnn were pri'y to

the printing of it. Thus one is treated by those impudent dogs!”

Westminster. May 3, 1711.

Sin, You acquaint roc, in your last, that you are still

so busy building at that your friends must not

hope to see you in town this year
;

at the same time
you desire me, that you may not be quite at a loss in

conversation among the beau monde next winter, to send
you an account of the present state of wit in town

;

which, without further preface, I shall therefore endea-

vour to jierform, and give you the histories and cha-
racters of all our periodical papers, whither monthly,
weekly, or diurnal, with the same freedom I used to

send you our other town news.

I shall only premise that, as you know I never cared

one farthing cither for Whig or Tory, so I shall con-

sider our writers purely as they are such, without any
respect to which party they may belong.

L)r. King* has for some time laid down his “ Monthly
Philosophical Transactions," which, the title-page in-

formed us, at first, were only ** to l»e continued as they

sold and though that gentleman has a world of wit,

yet, as it lies in one patticul.tr way of raillery, the town
soon grew weary of his writings; though I cannot hut

think that their author deserves a much better fate than

to languish out the small remainder of his life in the

Fleet prison.

Alwmt the same time that the doctor left off writing,

one Mr. Oiell * put out his “Monthly Amusement,"
which is still continued

;
and as it is genet ally some

French novel or play inditfereutly translated, is mote
or less tak notice of as the original piece is more or

Km agreeable.

As to our weekly papers, the poor “ Review " c is

quite exhausted, and grown so very contemptible that,

though lie has provoked all his brothers of the quill

round, none of them will enter into controversy with

him. This fellow, who had excellent natural parts,

but wanted a small foundation of learning, is a lively

instance of those wits, who, as an ingenious author says,
i€ will endure but one skimming."
The “ Observatur" was almost in the same condition

;

but, since our party struggles have run so high, he is

much mended for the better; which is imputed to the

charitable assistance of some outlying friends.* These
two authors might, however, have flourished some time
longer had not the controversy been taken up by much
abler bauds.

The “ Examiner" is a paper which all men, who
speak without prejudice, allow to be well written.
Though his subject will admit of no greater variety, he
is continually placing it in so many different lights,

and endeavouring to inculcate the same thing by so

• Dr. William King published, in 1709, tbrre parts cf a
{vnodirul work. entitled, Useful Transaction* in Fnilosnphy
and oilier sort* of learning;" a burlesque satire of comidcraMe
mo it

b John Oxell. a voluminous translator.
c Conducted by the celetmited Daniel dr Foe.
d The ” ObMuvator ” was conducted by John Tut/Mn. from

I7C2 to 1707, and afterwards by George Hedpath, a Scotchman.

many beautiful changes of expression, that men who
nre concerned in no party may read him with pleasure.

Hi* way of assuming t he question in delate is extremely
artful

;
and his letter to Crassus is, 1 think, a master-

piece. As these papers are supposed to have been
written by several hands, the critics will tell you that

they can discern a difference in their styles and beau-
ties, and pretend to observe that the first Examiners
abound chiefly in wit, the last in humour.

Soon after their first appearance, came out a jtajier

from the other side, called the “ Whig Examiner,"*
written with so much fire, and in so excellent a style,

as put the Tories in no small ]>aiu for their favourite

hero. Every one cried Bickerstaff must be the author

;

and people were the more confirmed in this opitiiou

upou its being so soon laid down, which seemed to

show that it was only written to bind (he Examiners
to their good heliaviour, and was never designed to be
a weekly pa]>or. The Examiners, therefore, have no
one to combat with at present, but their friend the
“ Medley the author of which paper, though he seems
to be a man of good sense, and expresses it luckily

enough now and then, is, 1 think, for the most part,

perfectly a stranger to fine writing.* 1 presume 1 need
not tell you that the Examiner carries much the more
Mil, as it is supposed to be written by the direction,

and under the eye. of some great persons who sit at the

helm of affairs, and is consequently looked on os a
sort of public notice which way they are steering us.

The rejnited author is I)r. Swift, with the assistance

sometime* of Dr. Atterbury and Mr. Prior.

The “ Medley" is said to be written by Mr. Oldmixon,
and supervised by Mr. Mayuwaring, who perhaps might
entirely write those few ]>apers which are so much
better than the rest.

Before I proceed further in the account of our weekly
pajters, it w ill be necessary to inform you tlwt, at the

beginning of the winter, to the infinite surprise of all

men, Mr. Steele flung up his “Tatler;** and, instead

of Isaac Bickerstaff, esq., subscribed himself Richard
Steele to the last of those papers, a Her a handsome com-
pliment to the town, for then- kind acceptance of his

endeavours to divert them. The chiefreason he thought
fit to give for his leaving off writing was, that having
been so long looked on in all public places and com-
panies as the author of those papers, he fouud that his

most intimate friends and acquaintance were iu {tain

to act or s|>eak liefore him. The town was very fur

from being satisfied with this reason
;
and most people

judged the true cause to be, either that he was quite
spent, and wanted matter to continue his undertaking
any longer, or that he laid it down as a sort of sub-
mission to, or composition with the government for

some past offences; or, lastly, he had a mind to vary
his shape, and appear again in some new light.

However that were, his disappearing seemed to be
bewailed as some general calamity. Every one wanted
so agreeable an amusement ;

and the coffeehouses began
to be sensible that the esquiies lucubrations alone
had brought them more customers than all their other

newspapers put together.

It must indeed lie confessed that never roan threw
up his pen under stronger temptations to have employed
it longer

;
his reputation was at a greater height than,

1 believe, ever any living author s was before him. It

is reasonable to suppose that his gains were uruportion-

ably considerable; eveTy one read him with pleasure

and good-will; and the Tories, iu respect to his other

good qualities, had almost forgiven his unaccountable
imprudence iu declaring against them. lastly, it was
highly improbable, if he threw ofl' a character, the ideas

* Written >»y Mr. Addison and Mr Mainwaring. Only flv«

number* appeared.
t» The " Medley*’ was chiefly conducted by Oldmixon.
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of which were so strongly impressed in every one’s

mind, however finely he might write in Any new form,

that he should meet with the same reception.

To give you my own thought* of this gentleman’s

writings, I slus.ll in the first place observe, that there is

this noble difference between him and all the rest of

our polite and gallant authors : the latter liave en-

deavoured to jdease the age by falling in with them,

and encouraging them in their fashionable vices, and
f.dse notions of things. It would have been a jest

some time since for a man to have asserted that any-

thing witty could be said in praise of a married state

;

or that devotion aud virtue were any way necessary to

the character of a fine gentleman. Bickewtaff ven-

tured to tell the town that they were a parcel of fops,

fools, and vain coquettes; but in such a manner as

even pleased them, and made them more than half

inclined to believe that he snoke truth.

Instead of complying with the false sentiments, or

vicious tastes of the age, either in morality, criticism,

or good -breeding, he lias boldly assured them, tliat

they were altogether in the wrong, and commanded
them, with an authority which perfectly well became
him, to surrender themselves to his arguments for virtue

and good sense.

It is incredible to conceive the effect his writings

liave had on the town
; how many thousand follies

they have either quite banished, or given a very great

check to : how much countenance they have added to

virtue and religion
; bow many jieople they have

rendered happy by showing ‘hem it was their own fault

if they were not so; and, lastly, how entirely they liave

convinced our fops and young fellows of the value and
advantages of learning.

He has, indeed, rescued it out of the hands of pe-

dants aud fools, and discovered the true method of

making it amiable and lovely to all mankind. Iu
the dress he gives it, it is a most welcome guest at tea-

tables and assemblies, and it is relished aud caressed

by the merchants on the 'Change ; accordingly, there

is not a lady at court, nor a hanker iu Ixrnibard -street,

who is not verily persuaded that Captain Steele is

the greatest scholar aud best casuist of any man iu

Knghuid.
Lastly, his writings have sot all our wits and men of

letters upon a new way of thinking, of which they had
little or no notibn before

;
and though we cannot yet

say that any of them have come up to the beauties of
the original, I think we may venture to affirm, that

every one of them writes and think* much more justly

than they did some time since.

The va*t variety of subjects which he ha* treated of

in so different a manner, and yet all so perfectly well,

made the world believe that it was impossible they

should all come from the same hand. This set every
one upon guessing who was the squire's friend ; and
moat people at first fancied it must Ik? Dr. Swift

; but
it is now no longer a secret, that his only great and
constant assistant was Mr. Addison.

This is that excellent friend to whom Mr. Steele

owes so much, and who refuses to have his name set

before those pieces which the greatest pens iu England
would be proud to own. ludeed, they would hardly
add to this gentleman's reputation, whose works in

Latin and English poetry, long since convinced the

world that he was the greatest master in Europe of
those two languages.

I am assured from good hands, that all the visions,

and other tracts in that way of writiug, with a very
great number of the most exquisite pieces of wit and
raillery througlumt the “ Lucubrations,” are entirely of
this gentleman « composing

;
which may, in some mea-

sure. account for that different genius which appears

in the winter papers from those of the summer, at

which time, as the “ Examiner ’ often hinted, this ttw-inl

of Mr. Steele was iu Irtdaud.

Mr. Steele confesses, in his last volume ofthe “Taller,**

that he is obliged to Dr. Swift for his “ Town Shower,”
and hi* “Description of the Morning ;** with some other

hints received from him iu private conversation.

1 have also heard that several of those letters which
came as from unknown hands were written by Mr. Hen-
ley ;* which is an answer to your query, who those

friends are whom Mr. Steele sjicaks of iu his List
4 * Tatler.”

But to proceed with my account of our other paper*.

The expiration of BickerstalTs “ Lucubrations'’ w as at-

tended with much the same consequences as tfie death
of Melibams's ox in Virgil

; a* the latter engendered
swarms of bees, the former immediately produced
whole swarms of little satirical scribblers.

One of these authors called himself the “ Growler;*’
and assured us tliat, to make amends for Mr. Steele’s

silence, he was resolved to growl at us weekly, as long
as we should think fit to give him any encouragement.
Another gentleman, with more modesty, called his

paper the “ Whisperer.” And a third, to please the

ladies, christened his the “ Tell-tale.’’

At the same time came out several “ Tatleis each of

which, with equal truth aud wit, assured us that he
was the geuuiue Isaac Bickerstaff. b

It may be observed that, when the squire laid down
his pen, though lie could not but foresee that several

scribblers would soon snatch it up, which he might,
one would think, easily liave prevented, he scorned to

take any further care about it, but left the field fairly

opeu to any worthy successor. Immediately some ol

our wits were for fonning themselves into a club,
headed by one Mr. Harrison, and trying how they
could shoot iu this how of Ulysses: but soon found
tiiat this sort of writiug requires so fine aud particular

a manner of thinking, with so exact a knowledge of

the world, as must make them utterly despair ot

success.

They seemed, indeed, at first to think tluit, what was
only the garnish of the former “ Tatlers,” was that which
recommended them, and not those substantial enter-

tainments which they everywhere aliouud in.

Accordingly they were continually talking of their

maid, nightcap, spectacles, and Charles Lillie. How-
ever, there were now and then some faint endeavours at

humour, and sparks of wit : which the towu, for want
of better entertainment, was conteut to hunt after

through a heap of impertinences ; but even thtae arc at

present become wholly invisible, and quite swallowed
up in the blaze of the “ Spectator.”

You may remember I told you before, that one cause
assigned for the laying down the “ Tatler” was want of
matter; and, indeed, this was the prevailing opiuion in
town, when we were surprised all at once by a paper
called the “ Spectator,’’ which was promised to be con-
tinued every day, and wo* written iu so excellent a
style, with so nice a judgment, and such a noble pro-

fusion of wit and humour, that it was not difficult to

determine it could come from no other hands but those

which had penned the “ Lucubrations.”

This immediately alarmed these gentlemen
;
who (as

it is said Mr. Steele phrases it) liad the “ censorship in

commission.” They found the new Spectator ” come
on like a torrent, and swept away all before him

;
they

despaired ever to equal him in wit, humour, or leam-

• Anthony, son of sir Robert Henley, of die Grange, distin-

guished himself by an early taste for polite learning, ami an
intimate acquaintance with the ancient poets.

b ** Upon Steele's leaving off, there were two 01 three “Tal-
lers" came out ; suit one of tlietn holds on still, and to day A
advertised against Harrison's; sod so there must be disputes
which sre genuine, like the strops for rwurv”' —J^mrnax re

>tella January. IS, 1710-11.
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ing, (which had heen their true ami certain way of

opiKKing him,) and therefore rather chose to fall on

the author, ami to call out for help to all good Chris-

tians, by assuring them, again and again, that they

were the first, original, true, and undisputed Isaac

BickerstafT.

Meanwhile, the “ Spectator," whom we regard as our

lielter from tl»at cloud of false wit and impertinence

which was breaking in upon us, is in every one’s hand,

and a constant topic for our morning conversation at

tea-.&hles and couee-houses. We had at first, indeed,

no manner of notion how a diurnal paper could be con-

tinued ill the spirit and style of our present “ Specta-

tor* but, to our no small surprise, we find them still

rising upon us, and can only wonder from whence so

prodigious a run of wit and learning can proceed
;
since

some of our l>est judges seem to think that they have

hitherto, in general, outshone even the squire's first

“ Tatlers.” Most people fancy, from their frequency,

that they must be composed by a society. I, with all,

assign the first place to Mr. Steele and his friend.

1 have often thought that the conjunction of those

two great geniuses (who seem to stand in a class by

themselves, so high above all our other wits) resembles

that of two famous statesmen in a late reign, whose

characters are very well expressed in their two mottos,

prodesse quam conspici, [Lord Somers,] and otium

com dignitate, [Earl of Halifax.] Accordingly, the

first was continually at work behind the curtain
;
drew

up and prepared all those schemes and designs, which

the latter still drove on ; and stood out exposed to the

world, 1o receive its praises or censures.

Meantime all our unbiassed well-wishers to learning

are iu hopes that the known temper and prudence of

one of these gentlemen will hinder the other from ever

launching out into party, and rendering that wit, which

is at present a common good, odious and ungrateful to

the lietter part of the nation.

If this piece of imprudence does not spoil so excellent

a paj»er, I propose to myself tin* highest satisfaction in

reading it with you over a dish of tea every morning

next winter.

As we have yet had nothing new since the “ Specta-

tor,** it only remains for me to assure you that I am
yours, &c. J. G.

P.S.—Upon a review of my letter, I find I have

quite forgotten the “ British Apollo which might pos-

sibly happen from its having of late retreated out of

this end of the town into the city ; where I am in-

formed, however, that it still recommends itself by

deciding wagers at cards, and giving good advice to

the shopkeepers and their apprentices.

PROPOSALS FOR PRINTING A VERY
CURIOUS DISCOURSE,

ENTITLED

YETAOAoriA IIOAITIKH;

OR,

THE ART OF POLITICAL LYING.

THocns stated to have been sent to him by I>r. Arbnthnot. it

b r»roiable that Swill had a considerable share in thb huranro'is

title piece, it has ins passed through his hands to the press. He
thus sfieaks of it in nis " Journal to Stella ” of Oct. 9, and Pec.

It, 171*:—
** Ariuitbnot has sent me. from Windsor, a pretty discourse

upon lying; and I tune ordered the printer to coroe fur it.

It is a proposal for publishing a curious piece, called. * The Art
of Political Lying/ in two volumes, to-. amt th«*n there is an
abstract of the first volume, just like those pamphlets which
the> call * The Works of the learned.' ”

• " The British Apollo, or Curious Amusement, for the
Ingenious; to which are added the roost Material Occurrences.
Foreign and Domestic. Performed by a Society of Gentlemen.

- '

"The pamphlet of Political Lying b written try I>r. Arbuth
not, tho author of 'John Dull.’ It is \ cry pretty, but not so

obvious to l>c understood.”

There is now in the press a curious piece, entitled

'Vtoltkayla JlsAsnan ; or, ** The Art of Political Lying,'*

consisting of two volumes iu quarto.

THE PROPOSALS ARE,

I. That if the author meets with suitable encourage-

ment, he intends to deliver the first volume to the sub-

scribers hy Hilary Term next.

II. The price of both volume* will be, to the sub-

scribers, 1 1*., 7s. whereof are to be |iaid down, and
the oilier 7s. at the delivery of the second volume.

III. Those that subscribe for six, shall have
seventh gratis; which reduces the price to less than 6s.

a volume.
IV. That the subscribers shall have their names and

places of abode printed at length.

For the encouragement of so useful a work, it is thought

fit the public should be informed of the contents of

the first volume, by one who has with great care

perused the manuscript.

11THB ART OF POLITICAL LYING.”
The author, in hi* preface, makes gome very judicious

reflections upon the original of arts and sciences : that

at first they consist of scattered theorems and practices,

which arc handed about among the masters, and only

revealed to the Jilii artit, till such time as some great

genius appears, who collects these disjointed propo-

sitions, and reduces tliem into a regular system. That

this is the cose of that noble and useful art of political

lying, which in this last age having been enriched with

several new discoveries, ought not to lie any longer in

rubbish and confusion, but may justly claim a place in

the “ Encyclopaedia," especially such as serves for a
model of education for an able politician. That he pro-

poses to himself no small stock of fame in future ages,

in being the first who has undertaken this design; and
for the same reason lie hopes the imperfection of his

work will be excused. He invites all persons who have

any talents that way, or any new discovery, to commu-
nicate their thoughts, assuring them that honourable
mention shall be made of them in his work.

THE FIRST VOLUME CONSISTS OF ELEVEN CHAPTERS.

In tlte first chapter of his excellent treatise he

reasons philosophically concerning the nature of the

soul of man, and those qualities which render it sus-

ceptible of lies. He supposes the soul to be of the nature

ofa piano-cylindrical speculum, or looking-glass; that

the plain side was made by God Almighty, but that

die devil afterwards wrought the other side into a
cylindrical figure. The plain side represents objects

just as they are ; and the cylindrical side, by the rule*

of catoptrics, must needs represent true objects false,

and false objects true ; but the cylindrical tide being

much the larger surface, takes in a greater compass of

visual rays. That upon the cylindrical side of the soul

of man depends the whole art and success of political

lying. The author, in this chapter, proceeds to reason

upon the qualities of the mind : as its peculiar fond-

ues* of the malicious anil the miraculous. The ten-

dency of the soul toward the malicious, spriugs from
self-love, or a pleasure to find mankind more wicked,

base, or unfortunate than ourselves. The design of the

miraculous proceeds from tire inactivity of the soul, or

its incapacity to lie moved or delighted with anything
that is vulgar or common. The author having esta-

blished the qualities of the mind, upon which his art is

founded, he proceeds,

In his second chapter, to treat of the nature of

pol'tical lying
;
which he defines to be, the art of con-
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vinemg the people of salutary falsehoods for some good

cud.’* He call* it an art to distiuguish it from that of

telling truth, which doe* not seem to wwit art; hut

then he would have this understood only as to the in-

vention, because there is indeed more art necessary

to convince the people of a salutary truth than a

salutary falsehood. Then he proceeds to prove that

there are salutary falsehoods, of which Ire gives a great

many instances, both before and after the Revolution

;

and demonstrates plainly, that we could not have

carried on the war so long without severnl of those

salutary falsehoods. He gives rules to calculate the

value of a political lie, in pounds, shillings, and pence.

By good, he does not mean that which is alwolutely so,

but what appears so to the artist, which is a sufficient

ground for him to proceed upon
;
and he distinguishes

the good, as it commonly is, into bonum utilIs, dutce el

hone$tum. He shows you that tliere are political lie*

of a mixed nature, which include all the three in

different respect* ; that the uhU reigns generally about

the exchange, the dulce and honeiium at the West-
minster end of the town. One man spreads a lie to sell

or buy stock to greater advantage
;
a second, because it

is honourable to serve his party
;
and a third, because

it is sweet to gratify his revenge. Having explained

the several terms of his definition, he proceeds,

In his third chapter, to treat of the lawfulness of

political lying; which he deduces from its true and
genuine principles, by inquiring into the several right*

that mankind have to truth. He shows that people

have a right to private truth from their neighbours,

and economical truth from their own family ; that they

should not be abused by their wives, children, and
servants; but that they have no right at all to

political truth
;
that the people may as well all pre-

tend to be lords of manors, and possess great estates,

os to have truth told them in matters of government.

The author, with great judgment, states the several

shares of mankind in this matter of truth, according to

their several capacities, dignities, and professions
;
and

shows you that children have hardly any share at all

;

in consequence of which, they have very seldom any
truth told them. It must be owned that the author,

in this chapter, has some seeming difficulties to answer,

and texts of scripture to explain.

The fourth chapter is wholly employed in this ques-

tion, u Whether the right of coinage of political lies be
wholly in the government T* The author, whoisatrue
friend to English liberty, determines in the negative,

and answers all the arguments of the opposite party

with great acuteness: that, ns the geverument of Eng-
land ha* a mixture of dcmocratica! in it, so the right

of inventing and spreading political lies is partly in the

people
;
and their obstinate adherence to this just pri-

vilege has been most conspicuous, and shined with great

lustre of late years : that it happens very often that

there are no other means left to the good people

of England to pull down a ministry and government
they are weary of but by exercising this their un-
doubted right : that abundance of political lying is a

sure sign of true English liberty : that os ministers do
sometimes use tools to support their power, it is but

reasonable that tire people should employ the same
weapon to defend themselves, and pull them down.

In his fifth chapter, he divides political lies into se-

veral specie* and classes, and gives precepts about the

inventing, spreading, nnd propagating the several sorts

of them : he begins with the rumores and tibeUifamon,
such as concern the reputation of men in power

;
where

he finds fault with the common mistake, that takes

notice only of one sort, vi*., the detractory or defama-

tory
;
whereas in truth there arc three sorts, the detrac-

tory, the additory, and the translatory. The additory

gives to a great man u larger share of reputation than

belongs to him, to enable him to serve some good end
or purpose. The detractory, or defamatory', is a lie

which takes from a great man the reputation that justly

belong* to him, for fear he should use it to the detri-

ment of the public. The translatory is a lie, that

transfers the merit of a man's good action to another,

who is in himself more deserving
;
or transfers the de-

merit of a had action from the true author to a person
who is in himself less deserving. He gives several in-

stances of very great strokes in all the three kinds,
especially in tlte last, when it was necessary, for the
good of the public, to bestow tlie valour and conduct
of one man upon another, and that of many to one
man : nay even, upon a good occasion, a man may be
robbed of his victory by a person that did not com-
mand in the action.* The restoring and destroying
the public may be ascribed to persons who had no
hand in either. The author exhorts all gentlemen
practitioners to exercise themselves in the translatory,

because the existence of tlie tbings themselves being
visible, and not demanding any proof, there want*
nothing to be put upon the public, but a false author,

or a false cause
;
which is no great presumption upon

the credulity of mankind, to whom the secret springs

of things are for the most part unknown.
The author proceeds to give some precepts as to tlie

additory; that when one ascribes anything to a person
which does not belong to him, the lie ought to be cal-

culated not quite contradictory to his known qualities

;

for example, one would not make the French king pre-

sent at a Protestant conventicle
; nor, like queen Elisa-

beth, restore the overplus of taxes to his subjects. One
would not hring in the Emperor giving two months'
pay in advance to his troops; nor the Dutch paying
more than their quota. One would not maxe the

same person tealous for a standing army, and public
liberty

;
nor an atheist support the church ; nor a lewd

fellow a reformer of manners; not a hot-beaded, crack-
brained coxcomb forward for a scheme of moderation.
But, if it is absolutely necessary that a person is to

have some good adventitious quality given him, the

author's precept is, that it should not be done at first

in extrento gradu. For example, they should not make
a covetous man give away all at once 50(H)/. in a cha-
ritable, generous way

;
20/. or 304 may suffice at first.

They should not iutniduca a person of remarkable in-

gratitude to bis benefactors, rewarding a poor man for

some good office that was done him thirty year* ago
;

but they may allow him to acknowledge a service to a
person who is capable still to do him another. A man,
whose personal courage is suspected, is not at first to

drive whole squadrons before him ;
but lie may be al-

lowed the merit of some squabble, or throwing a buttle

at his adversary's head.

It will not be allowed to make a great man that is a
known despiser of religion spend whole days in his

closet at bis devotion; but you may with safety make
him sit out public prayers with decency. A great

a Major-general Webb obtained a glorious victory o'er the
French, near Wynedale, in tlie year 1100. lie was sent with
6000 of the confederate troop# to guard a great convoy to the
allied army, besieging Lisle : Count dr la Matte came out from
Ghent, with nearly 24,000 men, to intercept them ; but major-
general Webb distawea his men w iih such admirable skill that,

notw ithstanding the vast superiority ol numbers, by the pure
force of order and disposition, the French were driven hack in

two or three successive attempts
;
and after having lost 6000 or

7000 men, could 1* brought to charge no more. This may justly
lie reckoned among the greatest actions of t hat war : but the
duke of Marlborough's secretary, in his letter written to England,
gave all the houour of it to general Cadognn, the dnk«*‘s favour-

ite, who did not oome up till after the engagement. This was
so reaented by general Webb, that lie left the army in dh«ust

;

and coming into England to do himself justice, received the

iiuauimous thanks of tlie house of commons fur hi* eminent
services by that great action ; which ««i tl«< acknowledged in

a distinguishing manner by the kiuf of l*ru*aia« who iwwtowrd

ou him the Order of Genmwity.
2 u 2
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man, who baa never been known willingly to pay a

just debt, ought not all of a sudden to be introduced

making restitution of thousands he has cheated ; let it

suffice al first, to pay 20/. to a friend who has lost

his note.

He lays down the same rules in the detractory or de-

famatory kind; that they should not lie quite opposite

to the qualities the persons are supposed to have. Thus
it will not be found according to the sound rules of

pseudology to report of a pious and religious prince

that he neglects his devotion, and would introduce

heresy
;
but you may report of a merciful prince, that

he has pardoned a criminal who did not deserve it.

You will be unsuccessful if you give out of a great

man, who is remarkable for nis frugality for the pob-
lic, that he squanders away the nation's money; hut

you may safely relate that he hoards it
:
you must not

affirm he took a bribe, but you may freely censure him
for being tardy in his payments; because, though
neither may be true, yet the last is credible, the first not
Of an open-hearted, generous minister, you are not

to say that he was in an iutrigue to betray his country

;

hut you may affirm, with some probability, that he was
in an intrigue with a lady. He warns all practitioners

to take good heed to these precepts
;

for want of which
many of their lies of late have proved abortive or short-

lived.

lathe sixth chapter, he treats of the miraculous;

by which he understands anything that exceeds the

common degrees of probability. In respect to the

people, it is divided into two sorts, the ri or the

<r* Suutiilif, terrifying lies, and animating or encou-

raging lies; both being extremely useful on their pro-

per occasions. Concerning the ri.ftGtpir he gives

several rules
;
one of which is, that terrible objects

should not be too frequently shown to the people lest

they grow familiar. He says, it is absolutely ne-

cessary that the people of England should be flighted

with the French king and the pretender oncea-year;
but that the bears should be chained up again till that

time twelvemonth. The want of observ ing this so ne-

cessary a precept, in bringing out the raw head and
bloody bones upon every trifling occasion, has produced
great indifference in the vulgar of late years. As to the

animating or encouraging lies, he gives the following

rules: that they shall not far exceed the common
degrees of probability ; that there should be variety of

them ; and the same lie not obstinately insisted upon :

that the promissory or prognosticating lies shoula not

be upon short days, for fear the authors should have
the shame and confusion to see themselves speedily

contradicted. He examines, by these rules, that well-

meant, bnt unfortunate lie of the conquest of France
which continued near twenty years together ;• but at

last, by being too obstinately insisted upon, it was worn
threadbare, and became unsuccessful.

As to tbe ts or the prodigious, he has little

to advise, but that their comets, whales, and dragons
should be sizeable

;
their storms, tempests, and earth-

quakes. without the reach of a day s journey of a man
and horse.

The seventh chapter is wholly taken up in an inquiry,

which of the two parties are the greatest artists in poli-

tical lying ? He owns, that sometimes the one party,

and sometimes the other, is tetter believed
;
but that

they have bath very good geniuses among them. He
attributes the ill success of either party to their glutting

the market, and retailing too much of a bad commodity
at once : when there is too great a quantity of worms
it is hard to catch gudgeons. He proposes a scheme
for the recovery of the credit of any party, which in-

deed seems to be somewhat chimerical, and does not
savour of that sound judgment the author has shown in

• Daring the reigns of king William an4 queen Anno.

the rest of the work. It amounts to this, hint the party

should agree to vent nothing hut truth for three months
together, which will give them credit for six months
lying afterwards. He owns, that he believes it almost
inqiossible to find fit persons to execute this scheme.
Towards the end of the chapter he inveighs severely

against the folly of parties, in retaining scoundrels and
men of low genius to retail their lies; such as most of

the present news-writers are ; who, except a strong tent
and inclination towards the profession, seem to be
wholly ignorant in the rules of pseudology, and not at

all qualified for so weighty a trust.

lu his next chapter he treats of some extraordinary
geniuses, who have appeared of late years, especially in

their disposition towards the miraculous. He advises
those hopeful young men to turn their invention to the
service of their country

;
it being inglorious, at this

time, to employ their talent in prodigious fox-chases,

horse-courses, feats of activity in driving of coaches,

jumping, running, swallowing of peaches, pulling out
whole sets of teeth to clean, &c., when their country
stands in so much need of their assistance.

The eighth chapter is a project for uniting the several

smaller corporations of liars into one society. It is too

tedious to give a full account of the whole scheme

:

what is most remarkable is, that this society ought to

consist of the heads of each party ; that no lie is to

pass current without their approbation, they being the

best judges of the present exigencies, and what sorts

of lies are demanded
;
that in such a corporation there

ought to be men of all professions, that to soth, and
the ri iIxiytt, that is, decency and probability, may be
observed as much as possible ; that, !>esides the persons

above mentioned, this society ought to consist of the

hopeful geniuses about the town (of which there ore

great plenty to be picked up in the several coffeehouses),

travellers, virtuosoes, fox-hunters, jockeys, attorneys, old
seamen and soldiers out of the hospitals of Greemvich
and Chelsea; to this society, so constituted, ought to be
committed the sole managemeut of lying; that in their

outer room there ought always to attend some jktsohi

endowed with a great stock of credulity, a generation

that thrives mightily in this soil and climate : be thinks

a sufficient number of them may be picked up anywhere
about the Exchange : these are to circulate what the

others coin
;

for no man spreads a lie with so good a

grace as he that believes it : that the rule of the society

be to invent a lie, and sometimes two, for every day
;

in the choice of which great regard ought to be had to

the weather and the season of the year
:
your

or terrifying lies, do mighty well in November and
December, but not so well in May and June, un-
less tbe easterly winds reign : that it ought to be
penal for anybody to talk of anything but the lie

of the day : that the society is to maintain a suf
ficient num her of spies at court, and other places,

to furnish hints and topics for invention, aud a ge-

neral correspondence of all the market-towns for cir-

culating their lies: that if any one of the society were
observed to blush, or look out of countenance, or want
a necessary circumstance iu telling the lie, he ought to

te expelled, and declared incapable : besides the roar-

ing lies, there ought to te a private committee for

whisperers, constituted of the ablest men of the society.

Here the author makes a digression iu praise of the

Whig party, for the right understanding and use of

proof-lies. A proof-lie is like a proof-charge for a
piece of ordnance, to try a standard credulity. Of
such a nature he takes transubstantiation to be in the

Church of Rome, a proof-article, which if any one
swallows, they are sure he will digest everything else;

therefore the Whig party do wisely, to try the credulity

of the people sometimes by swingers, that they may te
able to judge to wkat height they may charge them
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Afterwards. Towards the end of this chapter, he warns

the heads of parties against believing their own lies,

which has proved of pernicious consequences of late

;

both a wise party, anu a wise nation, having regulated

their affairs upon lies of their own invention. The
causes of this lie supposed to be, too great a seal and

iutenscuess in the practice of this art, and a vehement

heat iu mutual conversation, whereby tliey persuade

one another, that what they wish, and rejK)rt to lie true,

is really so : that all parties have been subject to this

misfortune. The Jacobites have been constantly infested

with it; but the Whigs of lute seemed even to exceed

them in this ill habit and weakness. To this chapter

the author subjoins a calendar of lies, proper for

the several months of the year.

The ninth chapter treats of the celerity and duration

of lies. As to tne celerity of their motion, the author

says it is almost incredible: he gives several instances

of lies that have gone faster than a man can ride post

:

your terrifying lies travel at a prodigious rate, above

ten miles on hour
:
your whispers move iu a narrow

vortex, but very swiftly. The author says, it is im-

possible to explain several ph®nomena in relation to

the celerity of lies, without the supposition of syn-

chronism and combination. As to the duration of lies,

lie says there are of all sorts, from hours and days to

nges
;
that there are some which, like insects, die and

revive again in a different form; that good artists,

like people who build upon a short lease, will calcu-

late the duration of a lie surely to answer their purpose

;

to last just as long, and no longer, than the turu is

served.

The tenth chapter treats of the characteristics of lies

;

bow to know when, where, and by whom invented.

Your Dutch, English and French ware are amply dis-

tinguished from one another; an Exchange lie from

one coined at the other end of the town : great judg-

ment is to be shown as to the place where the species

is intended to circulate: very low and base coin will

serve for Wapping: there ore several coffeehouses that

have their particular stamps, which a judicious prac-

titioner may easily know. All your great men nave

their proper phantateustics. The author says he has

attained, by study and application, to so great skill in

this matter that, bring him any lie, he can tell whose

image it bears so truly, as the great man himself shall

not have the face to deny it. The promissory lies of

great men are known by shouldering, hugging, squeez-

ing, smiling, bowing; and their lies in matter of fact,

Sv immoderate swearing.

He spemls the whole eleventh chapter on one simple

q test ion, whether a lie is best contradicted by truth,

or by another lief The author says that, considering

the large extent of the cylindrical surface of the soul,

and the great propensity to believe lies in the generality

of mankiud of late years, he thinks the properest con-

tradiction to a lie is another lie. For example, if it

should lie reported that the pretender was in London,
one would not contradict it by saying, he never was in

England
;
but you must prove by eye-witnesses that

he came no further than Greenwich, and theu went
hack again. Thus if it be spread about that a great

fiersoii were dying of some disease, you must not say

the truth, that, they are in health, and never had such

a disease, hut that tliey are slowly recovering of it. So
there was not long ago a gentleman, who affirmed, that

the treaty with France, for bringing popery and slavery

into England, was signed the 15th of September; to

which another answered very judiciously, not, by op-

posing truth to his lie, that there was no such treaty

;

but that, to his certain kuowledge, there were many
things in that treaty not yet adjusted.

[The account of the second volume of this excellent

treatise is reserved fur auother '.iux*.

j

THE ADDRESS OF THE HOUSE OF
LORDS TO THEQUEEN. APRIL 9, 1113.

drawn up by dr. swift, at the command op tub

LORD TREASURER; AND DELIVERED bV THE DURR

OP GRAPTON.

*• Loko Trevsurkr showed me some of the queen's speech

which 1 corrected in several places; and penned the vote of ad-

dress of thanks tor the speech. '—Journal de Steila, March 8.

1712-18.
" |>ird Treasurer engaged me to dine with him to-day . and I

had rwdy what he wauled.'*

—

Ibid. March 15.

•* I dined again with lord treasurer ; but. the parliament

being prorogued. I must keep what 1 have till next week ; for I

believe he will not see it till the evening betor© the * wi»u. ’

—

Ibid. March 17.
#,

I dined again with the lord treasurer; and though the

business I had with him ta something against Thursday, when
iIm* parliament *» to meet, and this is Tuesday, he put it off till

to-morrow.”

—

Ibid. April 7, 1713.

W e, your Majesty’s most dutiful and loyal subjects, the

lords spiritual and temporal in parliament assembled,

do, with the greatest joy and satisfaction, return

our humble thanks to your majesty, for your most

gracious speech from the throne ; and for communi-
cating to this house that peace is agreed on, so honour-

able to your majesty, and safe and advantageous to

your kingdoms; by which we hope, with the blessing

of God, that your people will in a few years recover

themselves, after so lung and expensive a war. We
likewise beg leave to congratulate with your majesty

upon the success of your endeavours for a general peace

;

whereby the tranquillity and welfare of Europe will he

owing (next to the Divine Providence) to your majesty's

wisdom and goodness. We never had the least doubt

that your majesty, who is the greatest ornament and

protector of the Protestant religion, would do every-

thing for securing the Protestant succession
;
towards

which nothing can be more necessary than the perfect

harmony there is between your majesty and the house

of Hanover. And we do huiuhly assure your majesty,

that, us you are pleased to express your dependence,

(next under God,) upon the duty and affection of your

people; we think ourselves hound, by the greatest ties

of religion, loyalty, and gratitude, to make all returns

that can be due from the most obedient subjects to

the most indulgent sovereign.

A MODEST INQUIRY INTO THE
REASONS OF THE JOY

EXPRESSED HY A CERTAIN SET OF PEOPLE, UPON THE
SPREADING OF A REPORT OF HER MAJESTY *8

DEATH.

The fbttowiug account of the queen's illness, and its ©fleet

upon the state of parti©*, is from Swift's own pen :
—” In the

mki«t of these disposition* at court, the queen fell dangerously

tick at Windsor, about 1718. It was confidently reported in

town that »he was dead, and the 1tends of the expecting party

were said to have various meetings thereupon, and a great

hurrying of chair* and coaches to and from the earl of Wharton's

house. Whether this were true or not, yet this much is certaiu,

that the expressions of joy appeared very frequent and loud

among many of that party ; wmch proceeding, men of form did

not allow to tie altogether decent” —— *• Tito queen had early

notice of this behaviour among the discontented leaden during

her illnces. It was, indeed, an affair of such a nature as re-

quired no aggravation, which, however, would nut have been

wanting ; tlie women of both parties,* who then attended her

male >ty, being well disposed to represent it in the strongest

li.'ht. The result was, that the queen immediately laid aside

all lirr scheme* and visions of reconciling the two opposite in-

terests. and entered upon a Arm resolution of adhering to tlie

old English principles, from an opinion that the advene party

waited impatiently for her death, upon views I ttlo cunsbUiig

(as the language and opinion went then) with the safety of tlie

Constitution, either iu church or Inquiry into lh*

Behaviour </ Out Quecm' * but Ifislitry.

• Lady Mas Iurn and tlie duchess of Somuisct.
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That this inquiry u made by a private person, and not

by her majesty's attorney- general
;
and that such noto-

rious offenders have met only with an expostulation,

instead of or) indictment, will at once be an ever-

lasting proof of the lenity of the government and of
the unprovoked and groundless barbarity of such a
proceeding. Amid the pious intercessions of her ma-
jesty's dutiful subjects at the throne of grace for her

health and recovery, that others of them should receive

the news of her death with joy, ami spread it with in-

dustry, will hardly appear probable to any except to

those who have been witnesses of such vile practices,

not only in her majesty's capital city, but in several

other places in the Kingdom
;
not only near Charing-

cross, hut at some market-crosses : that their passion on
such an occasion should prove too unruly even for the

caution demanded in the belief of news still uncertain,

for the severity of the laws, and for the common decency
that is due to the fall even of the greatest enemy : that

not oidy those who were sharers of the common blessings

of her mild government, but such as had been warmed
by its kinder influences

;
not only those who owed their

honours, their riches, and other superfluities, but even
the necessaries of life, to her bounty

;
such as ate her

bread, wore her raiment, and were protected under the

shelter of her roof, should not be able for a moment
to stifle their eager and impatient ingratitude : that

this behaviour should not only appear in those vile

and detestable places which are dedicated to faction

and disorder
; but that it should infect her majesty's

palaces and chapels (where the accustomed devotion
for her health and prosperity was derided) : these, I say,

are fucts that might demand a full proof, could I not

appeal to their own consciences, and the uncontestable
evidence of credible persons.

I will for once suppose some foreigner, unacquainted* with our temper and affairs, to be disturbed in his

walks by some of the revels at Choring-cross upon this

occasion, or by chance to stumble into a neighbouring
coffeehouse : would not his curiosity prompt him to

address himself to the company after the following

manner f
4 ‘ Gentlemen, Though I am no Englishman, I rejoice

as much at the fall of a tyrant as any of you. Surely

this queen Anne exceeded both Nero and Caligula in

acts of cruelty. May 1 beg you to relate to me some
particulars? As for you, gentlemen, who excess such
unusual joy, no doubt hut there are at this time multi-
tudes of your relations and friends in prison who were
to be executed the next day if this lucky accident had
not prevented it.*’

Give me leave to imagine some poor disconsolate

honest gentlemen, at the same time, accidentally among
them, thus answering this foreigner : “ Alas ! sir, this

good queen, whom they uow report to be dead, during
a reign of twelve years, never shed one drop of blood
for any misdemeanours against herself.”

For. Well, sir, allowing what you have said to be
true, may not the late administration have been ren-
dered merciful by the indulgence of those entrusted
with the execution of the laws; and yet, the queen, of
whom we are speaking, have been in her own nature a
wicked and cruel person ?

Gent. Alas I air, quite the contrary
;

this excellent

queen was the greatest pattem of all princely and
Christian virtues that ever adorned a throne

;
just,

pa'itnt, firm, devout, charitable, affable, compas-
sionate, the siuccrest friend, the kindest mistress, the

best wife?

For. Perhaps she was of a different religion
;

in-

clined to popery, which has been for many years held
in the utmost detestation in this country.

Gent. Sir, this pious princess, as she was early edu-
cated in the religion of ner country, so, amid a court

corrupted both in principles and manners, she gave
constant proofs of her unshaken perseverance in it

;

and, by her unblemished life, proved as great an orna-
ment to the church of which she was a member as she
was a steady professor of its doctrine and constant fre-

quenter of its devotions. To the protestant religion

she sacrificed her most tender interests. Where is that

boasted patriot, who acted a more generous part for the
good of his country in the most perilous times? And,
since Providence set the crown upon her head, iu

what single instance lias she departed from those

maxims ?

For. 1 confess, then, I am at a loss to find out the

cause of so great an exultation for the death of so ex-
cellent a princess : but it has sometimes happened, by
the connivance of good mouarchs, that their people
have been oppressed

;
and that perhaps might be your

case in the late reign.

Gent. So much otherwise, that no annals can pro-

duce a reign freer from oppression. Our gracious

queen “ never accepted the persona of the wicked, nor
overthrew the righteous iu judgment. Whose ox or

whose ass did she take? She was always ready to re-

lieve, but never to oppress, the poor, the fatherless, and
the afflicted. Her heart was not lifted up above her

brethren; nor did she turn aside from the command-
ment, to the right or to the left.'’ Her compassionate
mind pitied even those countries which suffered by the

power of her victorious arms. Where are the least

effects of the pride and cruelty of queen Anne to be
discovered ? So impossible is it to brand her govern-

ment with any instance of severity, that perhaps it may
be more justly censured for excess of cleineucy

; a cle-

mency the continuance whereof had ouce brought her

into the utmost distress, till that tender regard which
she had always shown for the liberties of her subjects

taught them iu return to struggle as hard for the

liberty of their sovereign
;
even for that common right

of all maukinil, the choosing her own servants.

For. Give me leave to make another sup]>osition.

Princes sometimes turn liberality into profusion,

squander their treasure, and itntioverish their people.

May nothing of this kind be laid to the charge of the

deceased queen ?

Gent. You cannot but have heard, that, when she

came to the crown, she found a dangerous war prepared

for her, in which it pleased God to bless her with an

unexpected success. When the purposes seetned to be
answered for which it was undertaken, she thought fit

to stop the vital streams of the blood and treasure of

her people, and to put a period to a war tliat now
served only to gratify the covetousness or ambition of

those she was confederated with, as well os the vast de-

signs of a faction at home; and, with peace, to endea-

vour to settle such a commerce as might in some
measure reimburse her subjects of the vast treasure

they liad expended. Alas! here is her crime; touch-

ing those points she “ is now called in question” by
those gentlemen. As for her own expenses, I wish they

had readied os fur os the necessaries and conveniences

of life, which, some can testify, she lias often denied

herself, that she might have to give to those w ho were

in want. If ever her liberality exceeded its just

bounds, it was to a set of men who would uow use the

riches they enjoy by her bounty to insult her. Devo-
tion and business were all the pleasures of her life:

when she had any relaxation from the latter, it was
only by some painful attack of the gout. The cares

of government, no doubt, had prejudiced hei coustitu

tion : but monsters sure are they that cau rejoice foi

the loss of a life worn out in their own service. 1 hope
you will have the goodness to believe there are but few

of us who deserve this infamous character. The bulk
of her subjects, and many good Christians besides, in
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other parti of the world, ore, no doubt, daily offering up
t heir ardent prayer* and vow» for the preservation of so

precious a life.

For. From what you have said, I readily condemn
the unseasonable joy of those gentlemen

;
but mankind

are governed by their interest. Vou Englishmen sel-

dom disguise your passions. A monarch may have a
thousand good qualities; but particular men, who do
not feel the benign influence of them, may be tempted,

perhaps, to wish for a change.

Gent. Give tne leave to whisper you : That man of

quality, whom you see in such an exstacy, enjoys, by
her majesty's bounty, one of the most advantageous

places of the kingdom.—That other gentleman's coach,

th.it stands there at the door, was bought with her ma-
jesty's money.—The laced coat, the hat and feather,

that officer wears, were purchased with her pay; and
you see her arms on his gorget.—This noble person's

relations have been brought from the lowest degree of

geutlemen, and surfeited with riches and honours by
her majesty : so that she may truly complain, “ She

has nourished and brought up children, but they have
relielled against her."

For. Truly, sir, 1 am amazed at what you say
; and

yet there appears so much candour and* confidence iu

your assertions, that I can hardly suspect the truth of

them. I have travelled through many a desolate

country, and heard the groans of many an afflicted

people, who would have thought themselves blessed if

the united virtues of this lady had been parcelled out

among all their governors. Those virtues of princes

that most dazzle the eyes of mankind are often dearly

paid for by their people, who are forced to purchase

them a place in the annals of fame at the dear price of

their blood and treasure : and I believe they would sel-

dom fiud fault with them for being peaceably inclined.

1 am a stranger
;
and in such a disorderly uight as this,

may meet with some affront; so must bid you fare-

well. hoping you will find this melancholy news con-

tradicted.

1 may appeal to any impartial reader, whether there

is anything forced or unnatural iu this dialogue
;
and

then desire him to pass his judgment upon the proceed-

ings of those who rejoiced at her death. Out to return

to my inquiry :

—

The circumstances ofqueen Elizabeth much resemble

those of her present majesty, with this difference,

that queen Elizabeth was forced upon many great and
remarkable pieces of severity from which it has pleased

God to free her preseut majesty— I hope as a particular

blessing upon her reign, and indulgence to her merciful

temper. Though there were many factions at that time,

both of the papists and puritans, to neither of which she

gave much quarter, so that her very life was often con-

spired against by many sets of villains among the pa-

pists
;

though she had no posterity to revenge her

quarrels, but, on the contrary, her ministry had most

reason to be afraid of the vengeance of the successor;

yet she carried the respect and duty of her subjects with

her even to the grave. By the wise and close manage-

ment of her ministry, her being sick of the small-pox

at Hampton Court was concealed from the people till

she was almost well. Had they known it, it would have

been the constant subject of their devotions, as every

little disorder of hers was. Whether from the fear of

punishment, a regard to decency, love to their country,

or the sense of their duty and allegiance, which were

not extinguished in those days ; none of those multi-

tudes, which had suffered great hardships, durst mutter,

or ever dreamed ofshowing the least malice or insolence

to her, eveu iu her old age and the very last scene of

her life; and yet she was a true friend to peace, it be-

ing her constant maxim, “ That it was more glorious to

prevent a war by wisdom, than to flnisn it by victories.'
j

When she had a mind to break off in the middle of a
successful war, in which she was engaged against a more
formidable power, and a more hopeful candidate for

universal monarchy than any that has since appeared;
a war that was managed without the help of destructive

funds, and large issues of English treasures to foreign

states
;
a war that was carried on with the proper force

of the nation, viz., their fleets, and rather served to bring

in great quantities of bullion than to carry it out : I

say, when she had a mind to make peace, I do not hear

that every little retailer of politics presumed to tel) her

that it was not yet time to lay down her arms ; that

Spain was not yet sufficiently reduced
;
that the lulance

of Europe was not perfectly settled. Indeed, her cap-
tain-general for that war seemed to reason at the coun-
cil-board with too much warmth for the continuance

of it
;
but I do not hear that her lord-treasurer was dis-

graced for advertising him at that time, “ that the

blood-thirsty man should not live half his days a
prophecy but too truly verified. When she resolved

to briug down the haughty spirit of that great inau,

I do not read that many people soothed hitn in his

ambitious projects; except his flatterers. Blunt and
Cuffe, to whom lie spoke these remarkable words
upon the scaffold :

“ Ask pardon of God and the

queen, for you were the persons that chiefly provoked

me to this disloyalty." And happy had it lieen for

him had he hearkened to the lord-Keeper, who advised

him to submit to the queen his sovereign, and to re-

member that passage of Seneca: “ If the law |»unish

one who is guilty, he must submit to justice; if one

who is innocent, he must submit to fortune."

I do not find one single address from either house of

parliament, advisiug queen Elizabeth to vest her cap-

tain-general in the Low Countries with more power.

On the contrary, it is recorded, to her lasting honour,

that she wrote to him, “ to allay his aspirings
; that she

admired how a man whom she had raised out of the ®
dust should so contemptuously violate her com-
mands;" desiring the States to divest him of that

absolute authority to which she had set such bounds
as he should not pass.

When this prudent queen had demanded and ob-

tained from the Dutch the town of Flushing, castle of

Ramekins, and the isle of Brill, to be surrendered to

her as cautionary for repayment of the sums she might
expend in their service, I do not find any Englishman
at that time pleading the cause of the distressed pro-

vinces, (whicn then, indeed, was allowed to be a proper

style,) complaining of the narrowness of their frontier,

and remonstrating against this os a hard bargain : nor

do I remember that her successor was thanked by the

nation for giving up those cautionary towns, which she

J

thought as safe in her own hands os in those of the best

of her allies.

This excellent queen was sometimes, indeed, at-

tacked with pamphlets: particularly by one, entitled,

“ The Gulf wherein England will lie swallowed by the

French Marriage fur which Stubs-' and Page (the

one the author, the other the disperser) lost each their

right hand. And to show that men in those days had
both a sense of their duty and their guilt, when Stubs

bad his right hand cut off, he immediately uncovered

his head with the other, and cried, “ God save the

Queen !" I never read that, during the time of the

execution, they were protected by a mob of chimney-

sweepers hired by their partisans.

• John Stub* of Lincoln's Inn, gent., a most rigid PunUin.
author of “ A Piamvery of a (japing Gulf for England, by an-
other French Marriage, if the Lord forbid not the Bunns, by
letting her Majesty Queen Elisabeth see the Sin, ftc thereof;"

Tinted t&79, Sro. See Camden's “AmmU of Queen Klin
icth," uuder the year 14H1. Wood says. that Thomas Cartwright

I the Coryphseos of the Puritans of his time. » as supposed I

• have been concerned Iu writing this pamphlet
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What cause shall we then assign of this tumultuous
ami excessive joy of the jsu-ty : their industry to spread,

and their eagerness to believe, what they so much
wished ? Were all the glories and blessings of queen

Anne’s reign so soon to be forgotten! Were their pro-

testations of loyalty and nfl'ection nothing else but pe-

titions for preferment? or did they proceed only from

the fear of Newgate and Tyburn! Might not all her

cares and labours, that (in her circumstances) could

have no other end but the welfare of her people, have
deserved one pitying tear! Could not even (allowing

their own supposition) her mistaken zeal for restoring

the peace and commerce of her subjects, her tenderness

to their exlmusted purses, and her care to transmit their

lilierties safe to posterity, plead for one relenting thought?

Might not some regard have l>een paid to her personal

virtues, and to the rare example she has left behind her,

of the constant practice of all Christian duties amid the

grandeur and temptations of a court ? No ! All these

things, it seems, were to Ik* the subject of mirth, ridi-

cule, and of the songs of drunkards ; and the death of

the noble, the pious, the fortunate queen Anne, our

countrywoman, flesh of our flesh, and bone of our bone,*

was to be celebrated as a festival of joy !

And is the death, then, of this excellent princess

become so absolutely necessary at this time for the

welfare of her people? I should rather imagine, even

allowing their fears and jealousies to be well founded,

thaf some degrees of prudence, temper, and tenderness

for their fellow-subjects, might induce them to reason

after the following manner :

—

“ That it is good to put an evil day far off; that

none can l>e more terrible than that which brings con-

fusion, disorder, and perhaps a civil war; that Provi-

dence may find a way to disappoint our fears. It is

possible the spirit of faction may abate, and that even

these formidable enemies of the succession may vanish,

or return to a sense of their duty and danger : that

France may full under the government of a minor, and
have business enough at home; nay, it is possible that

the pretender himself may die before her present ma-
jesty : and, considering the changeable condition of

British affairs, it is not improbable that the Whigs may
recover their credit, l»oth at court and in the country

;
and

then to lie sure all things must go well. Nay, who can

tell hut that the successors may think it their interest

to be kings of Britain rather than kings of the Whigs?*'

All or any one of those things are fully as probable as

that the queen, lords, and commons, should agree to

alter the present establishment
;
and much more so than

thaf her present majesty should divest herself of her

crown and dignity in favour of a popish successor.

Let her live, then
;
and let us still hope that Providence,

which has honoured her to be the instrument of great

blessings as well to Europe as her own people, may
continue to do so still. How short and olwcure are the

views of mankind when they look into futurity! We
arc at least as often obliged to Providence for denying

as for granting what we most earnestly desire. Out
of respect to my country, I would fain lielieve the num-
ber of such miscreants to be but few. What would all

the rest of the world think of us else! W’otild not they

look ujkjii us as the most ungrateful, factious, fickle

race of mortals under the sun? Histories are full of the

dismal effects of the government of tyrannical princes,

and of their fatal ends; and they are justly set up as

beacons lo wain others of the same rank from the rocks

and shelves wheteon they have split. Rut are there no

memoirs of the undutifuluess of subjects, and the fatal

consequences of their factious and ungovernable tem-

|>eni? I am afraid tlie general current of history will

inform us that tyrannical jirinces have been more punc-
tually obeyed than the good and the merciful. Princes

* An *Uj*’nn to llw foreign ruce which was to succeed her.

read history, as well as subjects They are quick*
sighted enough to make inferences to justify, what they
are hut too much inclined to, the undue exercise of
their power. “ Is it not plain," say they. “ that mon-
arch* too often suffer by their indulgence? tluit the
rigorous exercise of power is the only foundation of
obedience? To what purpose, then, is it to court the

fallacious breath of the changeable multitude T' I am
afraid too many of them reason after this manner ; and
that the tyranny of l»ad princes is often fouuded uj«on

the misbehaviour of subjects to good ones. Let such,
therefore, consider what misery their factious and dis-

obedient temper may bring upon their posterity, not
only from the direct influence and tendency of it, but
also by the appointment of Divine Providence.

For shame, then, let us not verify the description

which the ambassador made of us ;
who, being desired

by his master to give a character of the English nation,

as a full answer to his demand, presented him with a
medal ; on the one side of which the English monarch
was pictured as a lion, and all his people about him
like lambs ; and, on the reverse, the monarch like a
lamb, and all the people like lions.

Let us now proceed to guess at the source of this un-
seasonable exultation. I begin with the common cant
of the whole party, the fear of a popish successor and
popery. The loss of the duke of Gloucester, and the
want of hopes of posterity from her present majesty,
are misfortunes never enough to be lamented; but is it

not a very ungenerous way of proceeding, instead of
comforting and supporting their prince under this ca-

lamity, to insult and despise her for it ? to multiply
their affronts and indignities, because she wonts pos-

terity who might possibly revenge them ? May such
ignoble and base sentiments be far from the thoughts

of every true-hearted Briton ! and may He who has
commanded us “ not to add affliction to the afflicted"

never avenge such inhuman and unjust dealings! Rut
still i am to seek how the fear of a popish successor

should ofiemte iu joy for the death of a Protestant pos-

sessor : This appears no less unaccountable than other

parts of their system of politics, a shoit view of which
seems to be this

:

That the Protestant succession is in the utmost danger.

That, in order to strengthen it, a bad understanding
must lie kept up lietwecn the successor and her present

majesty, the ministry, and all who arc vested with power
and authority in the nation.

For this end, the successor must be persuaded that

those are his mortal enemies ; and the miuistry, on the

other hand, must~be told that he is coming to hang
them all up.

That they hope the ministry are firm friends to the

pretender; that they ought to be so, having no other

game to play ;
ami that they should be sorry to find

them otherwise inclined.

That at this moment the queen is expiring ; and
the guards gone down as far as Dover to meet the pre-

tender. Now rejoice, all true-hearted Whigs, at the

happy prospect of the glorious scene that discloses itself

for Great Britain

!

From these premises I think it will be very hard
for the most sagacious man alive to infer, which of

three things is most in favour with these gentlemen
who are so transported

;
vi*., whether the Protestant

successor, the pretender, or confusion? 1 think, so far

is plain, that either their suspicion of the danger of the

Protestant succession is counterfeit, or that they are for

one or the other. And indeed what can one gather

from their mad and extravagant discourse, but that it

is all grimace? “ Popery is breaking in like a torrent.

Mass will lie quickly said iu churches. Clergymeu 9

wives are taking their last leave of their husbands." ike.

Good God ! that ever I should live to see the Protestant
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cause aliamloned by a queen, (who has sacrificed fur

the sake of it what was perhaps dearer than her life,)

by the nobility, cloTgy, and gentry of the nation ; and
the sole defence of it left to Uedpath, Dick Steel, and
their associates, with the apostles of Young Man's
coffeehouse ! Before I leave this head, I would desire

these gentlemen, who are constantly making such ma-
licious insinuations against men of honour and probity,

to rememt)er, the oath of abjuration (what they so often

quote, and what every honest man will keep) contains

faith and true allegiance to their present sovereign, in

as strong terms os the renunciation of the pretender

;

and that he, who violates the first port of the oath, gives

but a small security for his observation of the latter,

unless they think that which was last swallowed must
be always uppermost.

Another cause of their joy upon the spreading of this

false news is, their discontent at the peace. And in

this indeed the queen has reason to rejoice, that has no
enemies hut such os are enemies to peace. But is not

the hopes of a new war an admirable subject for joy, a
most endearing token of their love to the successor, and
one of their new methods of keeping up his interest, to

represent him to the people as bringing over war in his

train ! It is foreign to my present purpose to enter into

a full discussion of this subject; but the quarrelling

with the peace, because it is not exactly to our mind,

seems as if one that had put out a great fire, should be
sued by the neighbviurhood for some lost goods, or

damaged houses; which happened, say they, by his

rnakiug too much haste. Let me advise them in general,

not to disrelish blessings because they may want some
ingredients which their extravagant and sickly appe-

tites seem to demand
;
to leave some part of the govern-

ment of the world to its Maker, and not to believe

that he is confined to the narrow maxims of every whim-
sical politician ; not to think it impossible that the same
(lowers that have restored the balance of Europe, in op-

(Mjsition to so great a force, are able to preserve it
; and

that we have no reason to be in sucb mighty dread of a
nation now itnjioverished and dispirited, (and probably

on the ere of a long minority, with all the confusion

that attends it,) whom we have humbled in all its

pomp and glory.

May I presume to descend from those high topics,

and to suppose that the sublime and public spirit of

these patriots may have a little alloy of a baser passion
;

and that self-interest had some share in this extraordi-

nary festival ? Far be it from me to deny them the

due use of so humane a passion ! Let the hopes of

seeing better days produce a secret satisfaction
; but

may they not be so affected, without being brutal and
barbarous? They might have eujoyed the pleasant

prospect of the approaching favours of tlie new mon-
arch without insulting the ashes of the dead. May
that reign be glorious and happy! But I shall always
believe, that insulting the memory of her present ma-
jesty will be understood as an ill compliment to her

successor. The fatal event of her death, it is true, put
an end to their allegiance ; but not to the obligations

to decency and gratitude. I have heard that alle-

giance and protection are reciprocal
; but never that

allegiance ami preferment were so. If this principle

be admitted, we need go no further for the list of ncr

majesty’s good subjects, than Cham berlay tie’s “ Pre-

sent State of Britain.” But even in this particular the

rejoicing party have, of all mankind, the least reason

to complain, whose present insolence and pride are the

creatures of her majesty's bounty and indulgence
;
who

have no other grievance, that I know of, than, when
they have ** taken our cloak, that we will not give

them out coat also.” And even under this ministry,

the opposite party, who are loud in their complaints

and reviling against it, may appear, upon a right com-
i

putalion, to have their quot/ of all the offices of the

kingdom. Let them for once show their modesty
and not grudge the nation the little tliat is left; and
since they have so great a share in possession, and
think themselves sure of all in reversion, suffer the

poor Tories to hold their port during the period of the

queen's life.

There remains still another cause, which I am afraid

ojierates as strongly as any of those already mentioned ;

it is a common observation, that the offended party

often forgives
;
but the offending party seldom. It is

one of the corrupt sentiments of the heart of man, to

hate one the more for having used them ill; and to

wish those out of the way, who, we believe, ought in.

justice to revenge the injuries we have doue them. I

leave the application to themselves.

Thus, I think, I have briefly enumerated the causes

of their joy
; vis.

—

A prosjtect of a new foreign war
;

A fair chance for a civil war;

The expectation of the monopoly of the government

;

The hojies of having the Tories all hanged
;
and.

Their consciousness that they ought to be so them-
selves.

At the same time, far be it from me to charge all

who are called by the name of Whigs with such vil-

lainous inclinations and designs; among whom, 1

know, there ore many worthy and excellent persons.

I would not willingly bo guilty of a breach of charity,

which 1 ould wish all parties were possessed of in a
greater measure. I would have everybody, who is

conscious of his guilt in any of the foremeutioued par-

ticulars, to reflect seriously upon what I have hinted

at
;

both those who “ cursed the queen in their heart,”

and those who “ cursed her ’’ in the open streets
;
but,

of all others, their guilt is of the deepest dye, who
hare personal obligations to her majesty. For my
part, it was with the utmost detestation tliat I observed

some, who owed much to his late majesty king Wil-
liam, treat his memory with scorn and indifference.

Gratitude, as much despised and disused as it is, will

ever contiuue to be a reputable virtue, os long us man-
kind live in society

;
nay, even if they should return

to the woods.

The melancholy occasion of her majesty’s sickness

had this in common with all other accidents; that

some advantage could lie mode of it, in discovering

the impotent malice and factious purposes of some, who
would otherwise have been more cautious in disguising

their inclinations, till they believed they might discover

them with safety, and thereby make a merit with the

more abandoned part of the faction. God lie thanked
her majesty wants not those faithful subjects who will,

defend both her person and reputation against the

felonious attempts of such impious wretches, and who
would serve her in the last moments of her life with as

much fidelity and zeal os if she had twenty urns and
daughters to inherit ufter her. Her times are in the

hautls of that Almighty Being whose minister she is,

and in whom she comfortably puts her trust; who will

not shorten the period of her fife one moment for all

the impatient curiosity of those people who are daily

inquiring, “ When will she die?” So long as they

keep off their hands, let them wish as much as they

think fit
;
and, when it shall please God to give her

the happy change of an eartlily for a heavenly crown,
let this be written upon her tomb : “ That, in compassion

to the miseries of Europe, and the sufferings of her

own subjects, after a bloody and expensive war, which
had lotted twenty years, she concluded a peace ; and
that she might truusmit the liberties of her people safe

to posterity, she disbanded her army, by wnich glori-

ous achievement she acquired the hatred of a faction,

who were fond of war, that they might plunder theii

follow-subjects at pleasure ; and of an army, that ti«cj

might do this with impunity.”
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MISCELLANIES IN PROSE, BY SWIFT AND SHERIDAN.

ARS PUN-1CA, SIFE FLOS LINOUARUM.
THE ART OF PUNNING; OR

TIIE FLOWER OF LANGUAGES:
IN SEVENTY-NINE RULES;

fob the fuhtiieh improvement of conversation,

AND HELP OF MEMORY.

BY THE LABOUR AND INDUSTRY OF TOM PUN SIBI.
|—

*• Ex ambigul dicta vel signUaaima putantur ; ted non *»m-

twr in joeo. nrpc rti-im in gravitate vermntur.—tngeniosi «*nim

videtur. vim verb! in aliudafque carteri accipiant, jh)*** ductre."
Cicero, dr (hatore ,

IAf> ii. I 61 , S.

•• fin mhnU of panning are in the minds of all men.”
Addison, Sped. No. 61.

TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE SIR JOHN SCRUB. BT..

AND MERCHANT, THIS DEDICATION IS HUMBLY
|

PRESENTED BY THE AUTHOR

Your honour'* character i* too well known in

the world to stand in need of a dedication ;
but I can

tell you that my fortune is not so well settled hut I

stand in need of a natron. And therefore, since I am

to write a dedication, I must for decency proceed in

the usual method.

First, I then proclaim to the world your high and

illustrious birth : that you are, by the father’s side,

descended from the most ancient and celebrated fa-

mily of Rome, the Cascas ;
by the mother's from earl

Percy. Some indeed have been so malicious as to

say, your grandmother kilfd-het'-kin : hut, I think, if

the authors of the report were found out, they ought to !

he hampered. I will allow that the world exclaims

deservedly against your mother, because she is nofriend

to the bottle; otherwise they would deserve a firkin,

as having no grounds for what they say. However, I do

not think it can sully your fine anti bright reputation

;

for the credit you gained at tnc Iwittle of Hogshed against

the duke of tturgundg, who felt no sham-pain when

you forced him to sink beneath your power, and gave

iiis whole army a brush, may ill time turn to your ac-

count ; for, to my knowledge, it put his highness much

upon the fret. This, indeed, was no less racking to

the king his master, who found himself gross-tee

mistaken, in catchiug a tartar. For the whole world

allowed that you brought him a peg lower, by giving

him the parttng-bhw, and making all his rogues in buck-

ram to run. Not to mention your great a-gillitg
,

though you are past your prim-age

;

aud may you

never lack-age, with a sparkling wit, and brisk imagi-

nation! May your honour also *rear long, beyond the

common scant -ling of human life, and constantly pro-

ceed in your musical diversions of pipe anti sackdmt,

hunting with tarriers, Ac., and may your good humour

in saving, ** I am-phor-a-bottle,
never lie loft, to the joy

of all them that driuk your icine for nothing, and es-

pecially of your humble servant,

Tom PuN-siBli

A SPECIMEN ; A SPICE l MEAN.

PREFACE.*
H.tc not. Ah iml* Puoiconira annalibas

Pr<data. Lxtgo tempore, edidirau* tibl. Ff*r.

I’ve rake I the ashes of the dead. to show
Pun* wets in vogue live thousand tan ago.

The great and singular advantages of Punning, and

* This treatise, tu.t published in Dubliu, (1719.) *»» iinnic-

the lustre it gives to conversation, are commonly so

little known in the world, that scarce one man of learn-

ing in fifty, to their shame be it spoken, appears to

hare the least tincture of it in his discourse. This 1

can impute to nothing, but that it has not t>eeu reduced

to a science ; and indeed Cicero seemed long ago to

wish for it, as we may gather from his second book De
Oratore, [Lib. ii. $ 54/j where he has this remarkable

passage Snavis autem est et vebemetiter ssDps uti-

lis jocus et faceti® cum ambiguitate—in quibus tu

longe aliis, me* senteutift, Caesar, excellis: quo magi*

mihi etiam testis esse potes, aut millam esseartem Nil is,

ant, si qua est, earn nos tu notissimum docebis.

u Punning is extremely delightful, and oftentimes very

profitable ; in which, os far as I can judge, C®sar, you

excel all mankind ;
for which reason you may inform

me whether there he any art of punning; or, if there

be, I beseech you above all things, to instruct me in

it.** So much was this great man affected with the

art, and such a noble idea did he conceive of it, that

he gave Caesar the preference to all mankind, otdy on

account of that accomplishment.

Let critics say what they will, I will venture to

affirm that punning, of all arts and sciences, is the

most extraordinary ; for all others are circumscribed

by certain bounds ;
but this aloue is found to have no

limits, because, to excel therein requires a more ex-

tensive knowledge of all things. A punner must be a

man of the greatest natural abilities and of the best

accomplishments: his wit must lie poignant and fruit-

ful, his understanding clear and distinct, hi* imagina-

tion delicate and cheerful ;
he must have an extra

ordinary elevation of soul, far above all mean and low

conceptions : and these must be sustained with a

vivacity fit to express his ideas, with that grace and

lieauty, that strength and sweetness, which become

sentiments so truly noble and sublime.

And now, lest I should he suspected of imposing

upon my reader, I must entreat him to consider^ how

high Plato has carried his sentiments of this art

(and Plato is allowed by all men to have seen further

into heaven than any heathen either before or since).

Does he not say positively, in his “ Cratylus, “ Jocoset

dii amant" ? the gods themselves love punning. W hich

I am apt to believe, from Homer's ieZieret >****,

unextinguished laughter ;
because there is no other

motive could cause such continued merrimeut among

the gods.

As to the antiquity of this art, Buxtorf proves it to

be very early among tbe Chaldeans; which any one

may sec at large, who will read what he says upon

the word try pun, ** Vocula est Chaldsii familia-

rissima,” Ac. tl
It is a word that is most frequently in

use among the Chaldean* ;
who were first instructed

in the methods of punning by their magi, and gained

such reputation that Ptolemwus Philopunn*us sent

for six of those learned priests to propagate their doc-

trine of puns in six of his principal cities; winch

they did with such success, tliat his majesty ordered,

hy public edict, to have a full collection of all the

puns made within his dominions for three year* !»**

»

and this collection filled one large apartment of his

lUtelv reprinted io London, where it went through ire

Hlitinim. It appears thai In this work the dean was onlv M
iMisunt, the author was I* Sheridan, with the o'adjntmaltlp

>f Dr (Many and Mr. Rochfsrt. See the «c»ud prelate to

this trad.
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library, having this following remarkable inscription

over the door, ’I >}ux*h “ The shop of the soul's

physic."*

Some authors, but upon what grounds is uncertain,

will have Pan, who iu the Avolic dialect is called Pun,
to be the author of puns; because, they say, Pan
being the god of universal nature, and punning free of

all languages, it is highly probable that it owes its first

origin, as well as name, to this god : others again at*

tribute it to Janus, and for this reason Jauus had
two faces

;
and of consequence they conjectured every

word he spoke had a double meaning. But, however,

1 give little credit to these opinions, which I am apt to

believe were broached in the durk ami fabulous ages of
the world

;
for I doubt before the first Olympiad there

can be no great dependence upon profane history.

I am much more inclined to give credit to Bux-
torf

;
nor is it improbable that Pythagoras, who spent

twenty-eight years at Mgypt in his studies, brought
this art, together with some arcana of philosophy, into

Greece; the reason for which might be, that phi-

losophy and piumiug were a mutual assistance to each
other :

“ for," says he, “ puns are like so many torch-

lights in the head, that give the soul a very distinct

view of those images, which she before seemed to

grope after as if she had been imprisoned in a dun-
geon.'’ From whence he looked upon puns to be so

sacred, and had such a regard to them, that he left a
precept to his disciples forbidding them to eat beaus

because they were called in Greek xvrtu. “ Let not,”

says he, “one grain of the seeds be lost; but pre-

serve and scatter them over all Greece, that both our
gardens and our fields may flourish with a vegetable,

which, on account of its name, not only brings an
bouour to our country, but, os it disperses its effluvia

in the air, may also, by a secret impulse, prepare the

soul for punning, which I esteem the first and great

felicity of life.”

This art being so very well recommended by so

great a man, it was not long before it spread through
all Greece, and at last was looked upon to be such a
necessary accomplishment, that no person was ad-
mitted to a feast who was not first examined, and if

he were found ignorant of punning, he was dismissed
with 'Em; ivti, 0iCnXn, “ Hence, ye profane.”

If any one doubts the truth of what I say, let him
consult the apophthegms of Plutarch, who, after he had
passed several encomiums upon this art, gives some
account of persons eminent in it

;
among which (to

shorten my preface) I choose one of the most illustrious

examples, and will entertain the courteous reader with

the following story:—“King Philip hod his collar-

bone broken in a battle ; and his physician expecting

money of him every visit, the king reproved him with
a pun, saying, he had the key in bis own hands." For
the wonl sXiur, in the original, signifies both a key
and collar-bone. [Vide Plut. Apoph. p. 177.]

We have also several puns recorded in Diogenes

Laertius's “ Lives of the Philosophers,” and those

made by the wisest and gravest men among them,

even by Diogeues the cynic, who, although pretend-

ing to withstand the irresistible charms of punning,

was cursed with the name of an Abhorrer, yet, in spite

of all his ill-nature and affectation, (for lie was a tub

preacher,) be mode so excellent a pun, that Scaliger

said, “ be would rather have been author of it than

king of Navarre.” The story is as follows :—Didy-
mus (not Didymus the commentator upon Homer, but

a famous rake among the ladies at Athens) having

taken in hand to cure a virgin s eye that was sore, had

Vide Joseph. Bengor. Chronic, tn Edit. Georg- HomsdkUs.
Sericm Godolim Tradit Hebraic . Corpus Parsdosoon Titulo
Megill. c. i. §

ft. (Chronic. SamariL Abulpheetahi MsgillaL

TiMtl

this caution given him by Diogenes, “ Take care you

do not corrupt your pupil.” The word signify-

ing both the pupil of the eye and a virgin. [See

Laertius.l

It would oe endless to produce all the authorities

that might be gathered from Diodorus Siculus, Hero-

dotus, Proconosius, Bergaeu-t, Dionysius Halicamasseu-

sis, Lycophron, Pindar, Apollonius, Menander, Aris-

tophanes, Corinthus Cous, Notions, Demosthenes,

Euripides, Thucydides, Plato, Aristotle, &c. ; from
every one of which 1 should have produced some quo-
tations, were it not that we are so unfortunate in this

kingdom not to have Greek types sufficient for such an
undertaking; for want of which 1 have been put to

tbe necessity, iu tbe word **{*, of writing an alfiha for

an eta.

However, I believe it will not be amiss to bring

some few testimonies, to show in what gicat esteem

the art of punning was among the most refined wits at

Rome, and that in the most polite ages, as will appear

from the following quotations :
—

Quiuct ilian says, [Institute Orator, lib. vi. p. 205]
“ Urbauitas est virtus quaedam, in breve dictum,

verum sensu duplici, coaeta. et apta ad delcctandoe

homilies.” &c. Thus translated, “ Punning is a vir-

tue, comprised in a short expression, with a double
meaning, and fitted to delight the ladies.”

Lucretius also,

Quo tnagis eternun da dietis, Dive, leporvm.

Goddess, eternal puns on me bestow.

And elsewhere.

Omnia cnira lepidi tnagis admirantur, amantquo,
Germania quw sub verbis latitantia cvruunt

:

Verhaque constitumit simili fueatn sonore,

Nee simili sensu, sed quo* meutita pUccrvot.

All men of mirth and sense admin* and love
Those words which like twin-brothers doubtful prove*
When the sanir sounds a different sense disguise.

In being deceived the greatest pleasure lies.

Thus Claudian,

Voeibus alternant sensns, fraudisqtu* joeosan.

Vim dupliccin rblent, Lacryraoaaquc guudia miscrot.

From word to word th* ambiguous sense is play'd

;

Laughing succeeds, And joyful tear* art* shed.

And Martial,

Sit mihi, Cinna, comes, salibus dictisquc faretus,

Qui sapit ambiguos fuudere ab ore aonos.

Cinna. give me the man. when all is done,
Tliat wisely knows to crack A jest and pun.

Petroniua likewise will tell you,

Dicta, sale*. Hsus, urban* crcpttndia vocnm,
lugenii facilis qua* documents dabunt.

Jones, repartees, and laugh
,
and pun |mlit*,

Are the true test to prove a man is right.

And Lucan,

llle est imiierinm rlsus, qni fraudo leporb
Ambigua fallens, humerus quatit usque solutie

Nexibus, ac tremuli trepidant curvaminn dorsi,

K» jecur, et cordis Bbras, et pandit anltelaa

Pulmonis latebras

He’s king of xniith. that silty clie-its our sense

With puu ambiguous, pleasing in suxpense;
Tlie shoulder* lax become, the bending back
Uphenved with laughter, makes our ril*s to crack

;

Ev’n to the liver be can joys imoart.
And play upon the (Hires of tlio near!

;

Open the chamlicn of the longues,* nn«l there

Give longer life in laughing, and tn air.

But to cmne nearer home and our own times; we
know that France, in the late reign, was the seat of

learning and policy
;
and what made it so, but tbe

great encouragement the king gave punners above any

* Pntiiis Imgt, as a Dutch commentator would observe.—

Original Not*.
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other men ; for, it is too notorious to quote any author

for it, that Lewis le Grand gave a hundred pistoles for

one single pun-motto, made upon au abbot, who died

in a field, having a lily growing out of his a—

:

Unix! mortem pro* aenlis.

Abt>e mort en pnrx au cu Us.

Nor was his bounty less to Monsieur de Ferry de

Lagcltre the painter, (though the pun and the picture

turned against himself,) who drew his majesty shooting,

and at some distance from him another man aiming

at the same fowl, who was withheld by a third per-

son pointing at the king, with these words from his

mouth,
Ne voyex vous le roy tirant ?

Having now, from the best authorities, plainly

proved the antiquity and excellence of the art of

punning, nothing remains hut to give some general

directions as to the manner how this science is to be

taught.

1. Let the husband teach his wife to read it.

2. Let her be apjioiiited to teach her children.

3. Let the head servant of the family instruct all the

rest, and that every moming before the master and
mistress are up.

4. The masters and misses are to repeat a rule every

day, with the examples; and every visiting-day be

brought up to show the company what fine memories

they have.

5. They must go ten times through the book before

they be allowed to aim at a pun.

0. They must, every day of their lives, repeat six

synonymous words, or words alike in sound, before they

I>e allowed to sit down to dinner. Such os,

Assent,

A lass

Bark,

Ascent.

Alas.

Barque.

Alter, Altar.

A peer, Appear.
Barbary, Barbcrrie.

They are all to be found in metre, most laboriously

compiled by the learned author of " The English

Schoolmaster," printed anno 1641, London edit. p. 52.

7. If any eldest son has not a capacity to attain to

this science, let him be disinherited as non compoi, and

the estate given to the next hopeful child.

SI quid tuvristi rcctius istis

Candidus imperti ; si non, hi* uUte roccura.

[Ifor. 1. E|». vt. «7.J

IT any man c*n better rales impart.

I'll jfi'.e him leave to do’t with all my heart!

A PARAGRAPH OF THE FIRST PREFACE
THAT WAS OMITTED;

WHICH THE READBR (ACCORDING TO HI8 JUDGMENT OR

DISCRETION) MAY INSERT WHERE HE PLEASES.

Thebe is a remarkable passage in Petronius Arbiter,

which plainly proves, by a royal example, that punning

was a necessary ingredient to make an entertainment

agreeable. The words are these :
“ Ingerebat nihilo-

miuus Trimalchio lentissima voce, Curpe. Ego, sus-

picatu* ad aliquam urltanitatem toties iteratam vocem
pertinere, non crubui eum qui supra me accumbebat

hoc ipsum interrogare. At ille qui ssepius ejusmodi

ludos spcctaverat, Yidcs, inquit, ilium qui obsonium

carpit. Carpus vocatur. 1 toque quotiescunque dicit

Carjie, eodem verbo et vocat et imperat.” And it is

further remarkable, that every day of his life he made
the same pun at dinner and supper.

A. SECOND PREFACE.
Lest my modesty should be called in question for

venturing to appear in print, in an age so famous for

politeness and ingenuity, I think I am bound to say

this in my own defence, that these few sheets were
not designed to be made public, as being written for

uiy own private use; but what will not the impor-

tunity of friends conquer ? They were no sooner dis-

covered in my study, but my merry friettd George
Rochfort, my learned acquaintance Patrick Delany,
and my much-honoured patrou Jonathan Swift, all

unanimously agreed, that 1 should do my own repu-

tation and the world that justice, as to send “ such a
treasure of knowledge’’ (as they were pleased to ex-
press themselves) to the press. As for the work itself,

1 may venture to say, it is a work of time and ex-

perience, and entirely unattempted before. For which
reason 1 hope the candid reader will be favourable in

his judgment upon it, and consider that all sciences

in their infancy have been weak and feeble. The next
age may supply where I have been defective

,
and the

next perhaps may produce a sir Isaac in punning.
We know that logicians first spun out reason in cate-

gories, predicaments, and enunciations ; and at last

they came to wind up their bottoms in syllogisms,

which is the completing of that science.

The Chaldeans began the mathematics, in which
the Egyptians flourished. Then these, crossing the

sea by the means of Thales the Milesian, came into

Greece, where they were improved very much by Py-
thagoras, Anaxagoras, and (Enopides of Chios. These
were followed by Briso, Antipho, Hippocrates, Ac.
But the excellence of the algebraic art was begun by
Geber, an Arabian astronomer, (whence, as is con-
ceived, the word algebra took its rise.) and was much
since improved by Cardanus, Tartaglia, Clavius, Ste-

vinus, Ghetaldus, Herigenius, Fran. Van Schooten,

Florida de Beaune, Ac.
But to return to the art of punning again ; the

progress and improvement of which, I hope, will be
equal to the sciences 1 have mentioned, or to any
superior to them, if there be such : reader, I must
trespass a little longer on your patience, and tell you
an old maxim, Bonum

,
quo commumus ,

ro melius.
41 Good, the more common, the better it is.*’ Yon
see, I have, in imitation of the industrious bee, gathered

my honey from various flowers; but yet 1 cannot say

without some dimiuution and loss to the penofts from
whom 1 have taken the examples to my rules, who ore

likely never to use their puns again.

And here, to avoid the imputation of ingratitude,

I must declare to the world, that my worthy friend

Dr. R
,
who is singularly remarkable for his un-

paralleled skill in punning, and a most industrious

promoter of it, has been a very great instrument in

bringing this work to light, as well by animating me
to proceed in it as by endeavouring to procure a good
letter for the impression.

The favourable acceptance that my nuns have met
with in some private companies makes me flatter

myself that my labours therein will l»e candidly ac-

cepted, as they have been cordially intended to serve

my native country. TOM PUN-SI Bl.

Piom my Study, up one Pair of
Stairs, ill-contrived Street-

ward*. August 9th. 1719.

TO DR. SHERIDAN,
ON IIIS ART OV TUNNING.

Had I ten thousand mouths and tongues,

Had I ten thousand pair of lungs.

Ten thousand skulls, with brains to think,

Teu thousand standishes of ink.

Ten thousand hands and pens to write.

Thy praise I'd study day and night.

O may thy work for ever live!

(Dear Tom a friendly xeal forgive,)

May no vile, miscreant, saucy cook

Presume to tear thy learned book,

To singe his fowl for nicer guest.

Or pin it on the tut key $ breast.
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Keep it from pasty, baked or flying.

From broiling steak, or fritters frying,

From lighting pipe, or making snulV,

Or casing up a feather muff.
From all the several ways the grocer
(Who to the learned world's a foe, sir)

Has found iu twisting, folding, (kicking,

His brains and ours at ouce n-racking.

And may it never curl the head
Of either living block or dead!
Thus, when all dangers they have past,

Your leaves, like leaves of brass, shall last.

No blast shall from a critic's breath,

By vile infection cause their death,

Till they in flames at last expire,

And help to set the world on tire.

THE ORIGINAL OF PUNNING:
FROM PLATO’S SYMPOSIACKS.

BY DB. SHERIDAN.

Once on a time, in merry mood,
Jove mode a pun of flesh and blood

;

A double two-faced living creature,

dndrogynog, of two-fold nature ;

For hack to back, with single skin,

He bound the male and female in

;

So much alike, so near the same.
They stuck as closely os their name.
Whatever words the male express’d
The female turn’d them to a jest

;

Whatever words the female spoke.
The male converted to a joke

;

So, iu this form of man and wife
They led a merry punning life.

The gods from heaven descend to earth,

Drawn down by their alluring mirth

;

So well they seem'd to like the sport,

Jove could not get them back to court.
Tli’ infernal gods ascend as well,

Drawn up by magic puns from hell.

Judges and furies quit their post,

And not a soul to mind a ghost.
** Heyday !” says Jove; says Pluto too,
“ 1 think the devil's here to do;
Here’s hell broke loose and heaven’s quite empty,
We scarce have left one god in twenty.
Pray, what has set them all a-rutining f ’

—

u Dear brother, nothing else hut punning.
Rehold that double creature yonder
Delights them with a double entendre,'*
M Odds-fish,” says Pluto, “ where’s your thunder ?

I*t drive, and split this thing asunder!”
“ That's right," quoth Jove; with that be threw
A bolt, and split it into two

;

And when the thing was split in twain.
Why then it punn’d as much again.

“ Tis thus the diamonds we refine.

The more we cut, the more they shine :

And, ever since, your men of wit,

Until they're cut, can't pun a hit.

So take a starling when 'tis young,
And down the middle »Ut the tongue,

With groat or sixpence, ’tis no matter,
You 11 find the bird will doubly chatter.
u Upon the whole, dear Pluto, you know,

Tis well I did not slit my Juno!
For, had I done't, whene'er she’d scold me,
Slie’d make the heavens too hot to hold me.

Tlie gods, upon this application,

Return'd each to his habitation,

Extremely pleased with this new joke,

The best, tlipy swore, he ever spoke.

PROM

MY MUCH HONOUHED PillEND
AT HKLDKL\ ILLK. [Dr. Delany.]

Haii. to the sage, who, from his native store,

Produced a science never known before.
Science of words, once jargon of the schools.
The plague of wise men, and the boast of fools.

Made easy now and useful in your rules !

Where wit and humour equally combine,
Our mirth at once to raise and to refine,

Till now not half the worth of sounds we knew,
Their virtual value was reserved for you.
To trace their various maxes, and set forth
Their hidden force, and multiply their worth;
For if t express one sense our words we choose,
A double meaning is of double use.

Hail, sacred Art! by wbat mysterious name
Shall I adore thee, various, and the same 1

The Muses’ Proteus, skilled with grateful change,
Through all the pleasing forms of wit to range
In quick succession, yet retain through all

Some faint resemblance of th* original.

Hail, fairest offspring of prodigious birth,

At once the parent and the child of Mirth !

With Chloe’s charms thy airy form can vie.

And with thy smiles as many thousands die:
The pleasing pain through all their vitals thrills.

With subtle force, and tickles as it kills.

Thee too, like her, the dying swains pursue,
As gay, as careless, as inconstant too ;

To raise yet more thy merit and thy fume,
The Cyprian goddess glories in thy name,
Pleased to lie thought the laughter-loving dame.
Nor less thy praise, nor less thy power to wound,
Thou lovely, fleeting image of a sound.

THE ART OF PUNNING.

“ Punnata dicuntur, id ipsum quod sunt, nliorum
esse dicuntur, nut alio quovis modo ad aliud refe-

[
runtur."

Puns, in their very nature and constitution, have a
relation to something eLe; or, if they have not, any
other reason why will serve as well.

THE PHYSICAL DEFINITION OP PUNNING, ACCORDING
TO CARDAN.

Punning is an art of harmonious jingling upon
words, which, passing in at the ears, and falling u|>on

the diaphragms, excites a titillary motion in those

parts; ami this, being conveyed by the animal spirits

into the muscles of the face, raises the cockles of the

heart.

THE MORAL DEFINITION OP HONING.

Punning is a virtue that most effectually promotes
the eud of good fellowship, which is laughing.

N.B. I design to make the most celebrated punnere
in these kingdoms examples to the following rules

Rule 1. The Capital Rule. He that puns must
have a head for it

;
that is, he must be a man of

letters, of a sprightly and fine imagination, whatever
men may think of his judgment

;
like Dr. Swift, who

said, when a lady threw down a Cremona fiddle with
the frisk of her mantua,

" Mantua, v«! misers* nimium virion Cremona?!”

Or, if you would have a more obvious reason, St.

Dennis never made a pun after his head was cut off.—Vid. Popish Legend
, him. lxxviii. p. 15,000.

Rule 2. The Rule of Forehead. He must have good
assurance, like my lord

,
wlio puns in all com-

panies.
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Ruin 3. The Braxen Rule. He mint have better as-

surance, like Iwigadier ,
who said, “ Tltat, as he

was passing through a street, he made to a country

fellow who had a hare swinging on a stick over his

shoulder, and, giving it a shake, asked him whether it

was his own hair, or a periwig!” Whereas it is a

notorious Oxford jest.

Rule 4. The Rule of Impudence. He must have the

l^t assurance, like Dr. -, who, although I had in

three fair combats worsted him, yet had the impudence

to challenge me a fourth time.

Rule 5. Any person may pun upon another man s

puns about half an hour after he has made them ;
as

Dr. and Mr. frequently do.

I rememlier one day I was in company with them,

and upon major saying, “ That he would leave

me the gout for a legacy

I

made answer, and told

the company, “ I should be sorry to have such a lea a*

he."' They both snapped it up in their turns, and had

as much applause for the pun as I had.

Rule 6. The Rule of Pun upon Pun. A puns made

upon the word pun are to be esteemed as so much old

gold; ej\ gr. Suppose two famous punster* should

contend for the superiority, and a man should wittily

say, “ This is a Carthaginian war.”

Q. How, sir!—A. Why, sir, it is a Pun-ick war.

Rule 7. The Socratic Rule is to instruct others by

way of question and answer.

Q. Who was the first drawer!

—

A. Rotifer

.

Q. Which is the seat of the spleen!

—

A. The hip*.

Q. Who were the first bakers?—.*. The Crut/ume-

niant. (Masters of the Rolls, quoth capt. Wolseley.)

Q. Where did the first hermaphrodites come from ?

.

—

A. Middle-**x.

Q. What part of England has the most dogs?

—

A.

Bark-thire.

Q. From whence came the finit tumblers ?— From
Somerset.

Q. Who were the first mortgagers of land?

—

A. The

people of Cumber-land.

Q. What men in the world are the best soldiers?—

A. Your red-haired men, because they always carry

their firelock* upon their shoulders.

Q. Why should a man in debt be called a diver?

—

A. Recause he is dipped over head and ears.

Q. Why are ladies of late years well qualified for

hunting?

—

A. Because they come with a hoop and a

hollow.

Q. Why are Presbyterians, Independents, &c., said

to be vermin ?

—

A. Because they are i* *ect*.

Q. Where were the first breeches made?

—

A. At Thy-

atira.

Q. Who were the firet gol<l-flud«nt—A. The 7«r-

ditani.
.

Q. What part of the world is best to feed dogs in?

-

—

A. Lapland.

Q. YV hat prince in the world should have a boar for

his arms?

—

A. The duke of T'utc-any.

Q. YY'here do the best coincutters live?

—

A. At

Leg-horn.

Q. Why are horses with grease in their heels the best

racers ?-—.*. Because their heels are given to running.

Q. What is tlie reason that rat* and mice are so

much afraid of bass-viol ins and fiddles?

—

A. Because

they are strung with cat-gut.

Q. If a lawyer is a Whig, and pretends to be a

Tory, or vice wiii, why should fcis gown be stripped

off?

—

A. Because he is guilty of tham-porty

.

Q. How many animals are concerned in the forma-

tion of the English tongu«?

—

A. According to Buck-

auan, a great number, vis. :—cat-egoncal,
dog-matical

,

croic-nological
,

flea-botomy, fish-ognomy, aquirril-ity,

rut-tficnlion ,
mouse-obrum, pua-ilanimity,

hare-editary
,

aas-tronomy, jny-ography, atag-yrite, duck-hbty.

Q. Where were the first hams made?
A. They were made in the temple of Jupiter Mam-

mon
,
by the Hamadryadet

;

one of them (if we may
depend upon “ Baker's Chronicle”) was sent as a present

to a gentleman in Ham-*htre, of the family of the

Ham ilton*, who immediately sent it to llampto

-

Court, where it was hung up by a string in the hall,

by way of rarity, whence we have the English phrase

ham-strung.

Thus did great Socrates improve the miud.

By question* useful since to all mankind :

For, w hen the purblind soul uo further saw

Than lctuth of nose into durk Nature’s law
His method clear’d up all. enlarg’d the sight.

And so ho taught his pupils with day-light.

Rule 8. The Rule of Interruption. Although the

company be engaged in a discourse of the most serious

consequence, it is and may be lawful to interrupt them

with a pun; ex. gr. Suppose them poring over a

problem in the mathematics ;
you may without offence

ask them, “ How go aqyartt with them ?” Yon may
say too, “ That, Wing too intent upon those figures,

they are become cycloeid, i. e. sickly-eved ;
for which

they are a pack of logarithm*, i. *. loggerheads.” Vide

Rule 34.

Rule 9. The Rule of Risibility. A man must he

the first that laughs at his own pun
;
as Martial ad-

vises :

—

Qui fttudei alteriut riaum capture leporc.

ImprimU rictum controlutt ipse suum.

* He that would move another man to laughter

Must fir»t iM-gin, and t'other soon comes after."

Rule 10. The Rule of Retaliation obliges you, if a

mau make fifty puns, to return ull, or the most of

them, in the same kind. As for instance : Sir W
sent me a catalogue of Mrs. Prudence's scholars, and

desired my advice as to the management of them :—
Miss-Chief, the ringleader.

Miss-Advice, that spoils her face with paint.

Miss-Rule, that does everything site is forbid.

Miss- Application, who ha* not done one letter in her

!
sampler.

Miss-Belief, who cannot say the Creed yet.

Miss-Call, a perfect Billingsgate.

Miss-Fortune, that lost her grandmother’s needle.

Miss-Chance, that broke her leg hy romping.

Miss-Guide, that led the young misses in the dirt.

Miss-Laid who left her |torringer of flour and milk

where the cat got it.

Miss-Management, that let all her stockings run out

at heels for want of darning.

For which I sent the following Masters

Master-Stroke, to whip them.

Master-Workman, to dress them.

Master-Ship, to tig them.

Master-Lie, to excuse them.

Master-Wort, to purge them.

Master-Piece, to patch them.

Master-Key, to lock them up.

Master-Pock, to mortify them.

If these can’t keep your la ie» quirt.

Pull down their courage with low dM
Perhaps, dear sir. you’ll think it tiurl

To feed them on plain water gruel

:

But take my word, the heat of luredtag.

As it is plain, requires plain feeding.

VWe Roscommon.

Rule 11. The Rule of Reposition ;
you must never

let a pun be lost, hut repeat and comment upon it till

every one in the company both bears and understands

it; ex. gr. Sir, I have good wine to give you; excel-

lent porttack

,

which I got pon-tick ; but, sir, we must

have a little pun-talk over it
;
you take ntc, sir, you

and you, and you too, madam.—There is pun-talk

J

upon pon-tack
,
and

’

pon-tick too, hay !
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e

12. The Elementary Rule. Keep to your

elements, whet Her you have fish, fowl, or flesh for

dinner : as, for instance, is not this fish, which Mr.

Pool sent me, ex-stream sweet ? I think it is main

good, what say you 1 On my wool, I never tusted lielter,

and I think it ought to take plaice of any that swims:

though you may carp at me for saying so, I can as-

sure you, that both Dr. Sprat and Dr. ff'haley are of

my mind.—This is un excellent fowl, and a tit dish

for high-flyers. Pray, sir, what is your o-pinion of

this wing ? As fur the leg, the cook ought to he clap-

per-cLiued for not roasting it enough. But, now I

think of it, why should this be allied (he Bird of

Bacchus ? A. Because it w as dressed by your drunken

cook. Not at all. You mistake the matter. Pray
is it not a grape-lover ; i. e. gray plover!—Are you for

any of this mutton, sir? If not, I can tell you tliat

you ought to be lamb-asted; for you must know that

I have the best in the country. My sheep hear away
the bell, and I con assure you tliut, all wethers, I can

treat my friends with as good mutton as this : he that

cannot make a meal of it, ought to have it ram-med
down his throat.

Rule 13. The Rule of Retrospection. By this you
may recal a discourse tliat has lieen just two hours,

and introduce it thus: “ Sir, os you were saying two
hours ago—you bought these stockings in Wales; I

believe it, for they seem to be well-chose, i. e. Welsh-
hose.”—“ Sir, you were saying, if I mistake not, an
hour or two ago, that soldiers have the sjieediest justice.

1 agree with you in that; for they are never without

red-dress."

Rule 14. The Rule of Transition; which will serve

to introduce anything that has the most remote re-

lation to the subject you are ujxm; ex.gr. If a man
puns upon a stable, you may pun upon a corn-field,

a meadow

,

a horse-park

,

a smith s or saddler s shop; ex.

gr. One says, “ his horses are gone to rack." Then
you answer, I would turn oat the rascal that looks after

them. Ray, air! don't you think I am right? I

would strike while the iron is hoi ; and pummit the dog
to some purpose."

Rule 15. The Rule of Alienation
;
which obliges you,

when people are disputing hotly ujion a subject, to

pitch upon tliat word which gives the greatest dis-

turbance, and to moke a pun upon it. This has not

only occasioned peace in private comjranies, but has

put a stop to hot wranglings in parliaments and con-

vocations, which otherwise would not so soon come
to a resolution ; for, as Horace says, Rultculum acn,
&c.

;
and very often it is found so. Sir once,

in parliament, brought in a bill which wanted some
amendment

; which being denied him by the house,

he frequently rejieated, “ That he thirsted to mend
his bill.'' Ujxm which a worthy member got up, and
•aid, “ Mr. Sjicaker, I humbly move, since that mem-
l»er thirsts so very much, that he may be allowed to

mend his draught." This pul the house into such a

good humour that his jwtition was granted.

Rule 16. The Rule of Analogy is, when two jiersous

pun upon dilTerent subjects after the same maimer.
As, says one, “ I went to my shoemaker s to-day for a
puir of shoes , which I bespoke a month ago; and, when
all came to all, the dog bristles up to me with a thou
sand excuses, that 1 thought there would never be an
end of his discourse

;
but, ujxm my calling him a

rascal, he began to wax warm, ami had the impudence to

bid me ramp off, for he had not leisure now to talk to

me, because he was going to dinner
;
which vexed me

indeed to the very tool. Upon this, I jumped out of
his shop in a great rage, and wished that the next bit

he ate might he his last.** Says another, u I went to

a tanners that owed me some money
;
and (would you

think it?) the pitiful fellow was fleshed at it, insomuch
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I hat, forsooth, he could not hide his resentment, but

told me, that it was enough to set a man horn mail to

lie dunned so early in a morning : and as for his part,

he would curry favour no lunger with me, let me do
my worst. Thus the unmamierly cur barked at

me,’’ Ac.

Rule 17. The Sophistical Rule is, fixing upon a man
a saying which he never spoke, and making a pun upon
it, as, “ Ay, sir, since you say he was born in Bark
shire. I say he is a son of « bitch."

Rule 18. The Rule of Train, is a method of intro-

ducing puns which have been studied before ; ex. gr.

By talking of Truelock the gun-smith, his very name
will provoke some jierson in (he comjiaiiy to pun,
Thai you proceed : “ Sir, I smell powder

, but you are

plaguy weak in your main-spring for punning; 1

would advise you to get a better stock before you pre-

tend to let of : though you may think yourself prime
in this art, you are much mistaken, for a very young
beginner may be a match for you. Ay, sir, you may
cock and look big

;
but u-ftan my word, 1 take you to

be no more than a flask; and Mrs. Skin-flint, my
neighbour, shall pun with you for a pistole if I do not

lose my aim," Ac.

Rule 19. The Rule of Challenge. As. for instance,

when you have conned over in your mind a chain of

puns, you surprise the best puuuer in comjiany after

this manner : “ say tanpit
, if you dare."

Rule 20. The Sanguine Rule allows you to swear a
man out of his pun, and prove yourself the author of

it, as Dr. S served Captain W . who was told

how a slater, working at his house, fill through a11

the rafters from ton to bottom, and that upon this ac-

cident he said, “ He loved to see a man go cleverly

through his work."—“ That is mine, by— said the

doctor.

Rule 21. The Rule of Concatenation is making a
string of puns os fast as you can, that nobody else can
put in a word till you have exhausted the subject, ex.

gr. There was one John Appleby, a gardener, fell in

love with one Mrs. Curran, for her cherry-cheeks and
her 6fy-wbite hand

;
and soon after he got her consent

to graft upon her stock. Mr. Link the parson was sent

for, who joined the loving pair together. Mr. Rowin-
tree ami Mr. Holyoak were bridemen. The comjiany

were, my lady Joan Keel, who came-a-mile a-font to

compliment them
;
and her maid Sally, remarkable for

her carrots
, that rid ujxm a chesnut. There was Dr.

Furrage, too, a constant medlar in other jieople’s affairs.

He was lately tm-peach'd for murdering Don Quick-
set. Mrs. Lettice Skirret and Mrs. Rose-merry were
the bridemaids

; the latter sang a song to oblige the

comjiany, which an arch wag called a funeral dirge

;

but notwithstanding this, our friend John began to

thrive ujxm matrimony like a twig in a bush. 1 forgot

to tell you that the tailor had so much cabbage out of

the wedding suit, there was none at all for supper.

Rule 22. The Rule of Inoculating is, when a person

makes an excellent jiun, and you immediately fix

another upon it : as dean Swift one day said to a
gentleman, who had a very little bob wig, ’* Sir, the

dam of your wig is a whisker ujxm which I came
in very a-propos , and said, “ Sir, that cannot be, for

it is but an ear-wig

Rule 23. The Rule of Desertion allows you to bring
a man into a pun, oud leave him to work it out : as,

suppose you should hear a man say the word incom-

parable Then you proceed, in-com-in-com-par-par-

rable-rable So let the other make his best of it.

Rule 24. The Salick Rule is a pretence to a jump-
ing of wits: that is, when a man lias made a good
pun, the other swears with a pun he was just coming
out with it. One night, I remember, Mr. served

Dr. so. The former saying, over a buttle,
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“Will, I am for my miitrrw liorft”—“ How re?

«av» Tom.—“ Why, 1 »m lor H’imt-if-rtd. —“ lly

thii crooked »tick, '* said Tom, “ I ia coming out

with it.”

Rule 25. The Etymological Rule is, when a man

hunt* a pun through every letter and syllable of a

word : as, for example, I am asked, “ What is the best

word to spend an evening with?’’ I answer, “ Pota-

toes; for there is po—pot—pota—potat—potato*, and

the reverse sot-a-top.”

RuU 26. The Rule of Mortification is, when a man,

having got the thanks and laugh of a company for a

good puu, an enemy to the art swears he read it in

“ Cambridge Jests." This is such an inversion of it,

that I think I may be allowed to make examples of

these kind of people in verse :

—

Thai puppies, that iwion* the dark,

Agsin»« bri-lit C>wlhin howl and bark ;

Although the regent of the night,

like us, is gay with borrowed light.

Rule 27. The Professionary Rule*1
is, to frame a

story, and swear you were present at an event where

every man talked in his own calling ;
ex. gr. Major

swears he was present at the seizing of a pick*

E1

t, hy a great rabble in Smithheld ;
and that he

A Tailor sav, “Send the dog to hell.
w

The Cook, “ Let me lie at him, I'll haste him.'

The Joiner, “ It is plain tin* dog was caught ui the

fact : 1 saw him.

The ni.icksmith, “ He is a fine spark indeed
! ^

The Butcher, “ Knock down the shambling cur.

The C« lazier, “ Make the light shine through him.”

Tlie Bookseller, “ Bind him over.”

The Saddler., “ Pummel him.'*

The Farmer, “ Thrash the dog.”

A Popish priest going by, “ 1 11 make the devil fly out

of him.”

KuU 28. The Braien-head Rule I*, when a pun,tor

stands his ground against a whole company, though

there is not one to side with him, to the utter destruc-

tion of all conversation but his own. As, for installed,

—says one, “ I hate a pun.”—Then* he, “ V\ hen a

pun is meant ,
is it a punishment f

”

—

M Deuce take your

quibbling!”—” Sir, I will not bate you an ace, cinque

me if I do
;
and I'll make you know that I am a sice

above you.”—“This fellow cannot talk out of his

element. —“ To divert you was all I meant.'*

Rule 29. The Hypothetic Rule is, when you suppose

things hardly consistent to be united for the sake of a

pun : as, for instance, supjwse a person in the pillory

nad received a full discharge of eggs upon every part

of his face but the handle of it ;
why would he make

the longest verses in the world ? Ans. Kersos Alexun-

drinos
,

i. e. All-eggs-uud-dry-tiose.

Rule 50. The Rule of Naturalization is, that pun-

ning is free of all languages : as for the Latin K°ma~

nos, you may say “ Roman nose"

—

Temerana ,
“ Tom,

where are you ?"— Oxomcr prospectus, “Pox on you,

liray speak to us." For the French quelque chose, you

may say in English, “kick shoes.' When one says

of a thief, “ I wish he was transported ;" answer, “ lie

is already fur enough." Dr. Swift made on excellent

advantage of this rule one uight : when a certain

peevish gentleman in his company had lost his spectacles,

tie bid him “have a good heart; for, if it continued

raining all night, he would find them in the morning.

—“ Pray how so V'—“ Why, sir,

•» Nocto pluit tuU. redcuut if>ectacu!a nmne."

Rule 31. The Rule of Random. When a man speaks

* Cane-a-urry, L e- C*n»nr.
. _ _ .

b An improrvemrut oo thU nil#? was adopted by Dr Swift, in

hi* •* Pull and True Account of Wood * Procession W the Gal*

»ow*."

anything that comes uppermost, and some good l>un«

fiuiler discovers what he never meant in it; tlien he M
to say, 14 You have hit it

!" As Major — did s

complaining that he stayed at home by reason of an

issue in a leg, which was just beginning to run, lie

was answered by Mr. ,
“ 1 wouder that you

should lie confined who have such running legs.'* The

Major replied, “ You have hit it ; for 1 meant that.”

Rule 32. The Rule of Scandal. Never to speak well

of another punster ; ex.gr. “Who, he! Lord, sir, he

has not sense enough to play at crambo or, “ He

does not know the meaning of synonymous words;"

or, M He never rose so high as a conundrum or a car-

riwhichit.”

Rule 33. The Rule of Catch is, when you hear a

man conning a pun softly to himself, to whip it out

of his mouth, and pass it upon the company for your

own : as, for instance, mustard happened to I* men-

tioned in company where I was
;

and a gentleman

with his eyes fixed upon the ceiling, was at Mus—
mus, sinapi—snap eye—bite nose—One ill company,

overhearing him, 6if him, and snapped it up; and said,

“ Mustard is the stoutest seed in the world, for it takes

the greatest man by the nose.”

Rule 34. The Golden Rule allows you to change one

syllable for another
;
by this you may either lop oft,

insert, or add to a word : ex.gr.

{

Church,

—

Kirky

I langur,— Clangor,

Presbyter,

—

Hus-biter
, 8fC.

This Rule is of such consequence, that a man was

once tried for his life hy it. The case was thus: A
certain man was brought before a judge of assize for

murder : his lordship asked his name, nnd being an-

swered Spillman, the judge said, “ Take away So,

and his name is Rinnan ; put K to it, and it is Kill-

man: away with him, gaoler; his very name has

hanged him." This 34th rule, on this occasion, lw-

came a rule of court, and was so well liked that a

justice of peace, who shall lie nameless, applied every

tittle of it to a man brought to him on the some ac-

count, after this manner : “ Come, sir, I conjure you,

as I ant one of his majesty’s justices of the peace, to

tell me your name."—“My name, au't please you, is

Watson."—“O ho, sir! Watson! mighty well ! Take

away Sp from it, and it is III-man, and put A to it,

and it is Kill-man

:

away with him, constable ; his

very name will hang him.”

Let us now consider a new case
;

as, for instance,

« The Church of England, os by law established."

Put a T before it, and it is Test-abltshed

:

take away

the Test, and put in o, and it is AboUshetl.

How much was [Tom Gordon] the lute ingenious

author of “ Parson AllxToni” obliged to it, in that very

natural storv which he framed concerning the preacher,

where he tells you, one of the congregation called the

minister an humbassnndor for an ambassador.

Give me leave, courteous reader, to recommend to

your perusal and practice this most excellent rule,

which is of such universal use and advantage to the

learned world, that the most valuable discoveries, both

os to antiquities and etymologies, are made by it ; nay,

further, 1 will venture to say, that all words which are

introduced to enrich and make a language copious,

beautiful, and harmonious, arise chiefly from this rule.

Let any man hut consult “ Bentley's Horace,” and he will

see what useful discoveries that very learned gentleman

lias made by the help of this rule
;

or indeed |>oor Ho-

race would have lain under the eternal teproach of

making “ afox cat oats
”
had not the learned doctor,

with great judgment and penetration, found out ntteduli

to be a blunder of the librarians for vulpecuh ; which

nitedula
,
the doctor says, signifies a mass-mouse, and
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this clear* up the whole matter, because it inukcs the

•tory hong well together ; for all the world know*, that

weasels hare a moat tender regard and affection to gTass-

mice, whereas they hate foxes as they do fire-brands.

In short, all various lections are to be attributed to this

rule : *o are all the Greek dialects ; or Homer would
have wanted the sonorous beauty of his oio’s. Hut
the greatest and best masters of this rule, without dis-

pute. were the Durians, who made nothing of saying

tin for tor, tenos for ekeinos, auriulomet for sterizomen,

&o. From this too we have our quasi'

s

iu lexicons.

Was it not by rule the 34th that the Samaritan, Chal-
dee, ASthiopic, Syriac, Arabic, and Persian languages

were formed from the original Hebrew? for which I

appeal to the Polyglott. And among our modem lan-

guages are not the Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and
French derived and formed from the Latin by the same
power? How much poets have been obliged to it we
need no further proof than the figures prothesis

,
epenthe-

sis, a/iocope, juxragoge, and ellipsis, trimming and fit-

ting of w ords to make them more agreeable to our ears,

Dionysius Halicaruassensis has taken notice of, in his

book De Compositione Vocum,** where he pleasantly

compares your polite reformers of words to masons
with namraers, wno break off rugged comers of stones

that they may become more even and firm in their

places.

But after all, give me leave to lament that I can-

Uot luive the honour of being the sole inventor of this

iucomparal tie rule : though I solemnly protest, upon
the word of an author, (if an author may have credit,)

that I never had the least hint toward it, any more
than the ladies' letters and young children's pronuncia-

tion, till a year after I had prop oed this rule to Dr.

, , who was on excellent judge of the advantage it

might be to the public
;
when, to my great surprise,

tumbling over the third tome of Alstedius, p. 71, right

loath to believe my eyes, I met with the following

jxrssagc :
“ Ambigua multum faciunt ad banc rem,

cuju.sinodi exemplaplurima reperiuntur apud Pluutum,
qui in ambiguis crebro hulit. Joci captantur ex jier-

mutatione syllaharum ct vocum, ut pro Decretum,

Discreturn
;
pro J/rdicus, 3/e/idicus et 3/erdicus : pro

Polycrcrpns, Polyeopros. Item ex Syllaharum ellipsi,

ut ait Althusisus, cap. iii. civil, corn ers, pro Casimirus,

J'ruM

}

pro Marcus, Arcus

;

pro Yinusus, Osus

;

pro

Sacerdotium, Otium. Sic, additions litenr, pro Ur-
;

banus, Turbanus." Which exactly corresponded to

every branch and circumstance of my rule. Then,
indeed, I could not avoid breaking out into the fol-

lowing exclamations. And that after a most pathetic

manner: “ Wretched Tom Pun-Sibi ! Wretched indeed !

Are all thy nocturnal lucubrations come to this? Must
another, for being a hundred years before thee in the

world, run away with the glory of thy own invention 1

It is true, he must. Happy Alstedius! who, I thought,

would have stood me in all-stead, upon consulting thy

method of joking? Alfa tedious to me now, since thou
hast robbed me of that honour which would have set

me above all writers of the present age. And why not

happy Tom Pun-Sibi? did we not jump together

like true wits? But, alas, thou art on the safest side

of the bush
; my credit being liable to the suspicion

of the world, Itecause you wrote liefore me. Ill-

natured critics, in spite of all my protestations, will

condemn me, right or wrong, for a plagiary. Hence-
forward never write anything of thy own ; but pil-

lage and trespass upon all that ever wrote before

thee; search among dust and moths for things new
to the learned. Farewell, study

;
from this moment

I abandon thee : for, wherever 1 can get a para-

graph upon any subject whatsoever ready done to

my hand, my head shall have no further trouble

titan to see it fairly transcrilwd!"—And this method,
VOL. II.
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I hojje, will help me to s* ell out the Secoud Port of
this work.

THE END OK THE KIR8T KART.

ADVERTISEMENT.
The Second Part of this Work will be published
with all convenient expedition

; to which will be added,
A small treatise of ConuiIdim ms, Cahriwhicuits, and
I»NG-rETiTEs

;
together with the Winter-kirk's

Diversion: The art of making R ibises; The Anti-
quity of Hoop-petticoats, proved from Adam's two
Daughters, Culmaan and Delbora, &c. &c. &c.

EDMUND CURLL, TO THE READER.
There has nut, as yet, l*een any second part of this

work published, nor do I believe was ever intended.

But my friend Anthony Hammond, esq., upon reading

it over, sent me examples to three more rules of his

own making, viz. :

—

Buie 33. The Buie of Blunder is, when any one,

under the liotiou of a mistake, makes a pun which he
may take notice of himself if the company do not;

ex. gr.

Captain J said to his kinsman, who was going

to I* married, “ O, cousin, I hear you are about to

Walter your condition." The company not taking no-

tice of it, the captain corrected himself, “ alter,” says

he, “ I should have said."

Rule 3fl. The Rule of Sound is when the pun con-
sists in the sound of the words only, without any re-

lation to the thing signified
;

ex. gr.

He who translated that ingenious poesy of a wedding
ring, “Qui dedit, sededit when “he did it, she did it.

Or, like that of tl>e country parson, whom a Round-
head colonel thought to puzzle by asking him whether
he could rhyme to “ hydrops, nocthycorax, thorax, et

mascula venrex." He immediately answered, “ 1a.i 1
tax, and army tax, excise, and general Fairfax.”

Rule 37. The Rule of Equivocation is the innocent

use of this Jesuitical art ; ex. gr.

As the famous Daniel Purcell, a nonjuror, was dab-
bliug along the streets in the dirt and ruin, and a friend

of his passing by asked him why he did not take a
coach—“ Alas," says he, “ this is not a reign for me to

take a coach in."

Another time, one of Daniel's friends telling him
tliat when king George landed at Greenwich, he heard
be had a full view of him, for that he stood next to
him at his coming ashore. “ Therefore," says he, “ veu
must know him." “ Ay,” replied Daniel, “ though i

know him very well, yet I can t swear to him."
Lastly

,
Daniel knocking, on a 30th of January a'

the Crown Tavetti door, in the Strand, was answered
by the drawer, through the wicket, that he could not
let him in because it was fast-day, and his master an "1

mistress were gone to church :
“ 1)—n your master and

mistress,’’ says he, “ can t they be content to fast them-
selves, but they must moke their doorsfust f ”

The learned Mr. Charles Bernard, serjcant-surgeon

to queen Anne, being very severe upon |iarsons having

pluralities, a reverend and worthy divine heard him a
good while with jiatteiice; but at length took him up
with this question. “ Why do you, Mr. Serjeant Bernard,

rail thus at pluralities who have always so many sms-
cures upon your own hands?”

Dr. Lloyd, bishop of VV’orccster, so eminent for H*
prophecies, when by his solicitation and compliance at

court he got removed from a poor Welch bishopric to

a rich Euglish one, a reverend dean of the church said,

“ That he found his brother Lloyd spelt prophet with

an /.*'

Google
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THE HISTORY OF POETRY,
IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND.

Sir -In obedience to your commands, I nere send you
j

the following short essay toward a History of Poetry in
|

Kuglaml and Ireland. At first it was a science we only

begau to chaw sir. A hundred years after, we at-

tempted to translate out of the Psalms, but could not

our stern-hold. In queen Elizabeth's reign, I think,

there was but one Di-srENSER of good verses; for his

patron, though a great man, is hid nigh by the length

of time. Yet a little before her death, we attempted

to deal in tragedy, and began to shake stears; which

was pursued under king James I. by three great poets,

in one of them many a line so strong, that you might

make a beam ont ;
the second, indeed, gives us some-

times but plat cheer, and die third is BEN-ding a

little to stiffness.

In she reign of king Charles I. there was a new suc-

cession of poets, one of them, though seldom read, I am
very fond of; he lias so much salt in his compositions,

that you would think he had been used to sock-lino :

as to his friend the author of “ Gondibert," i*d have
an aunt write better. I say nothing against your fa-

vourite, though some censure him for writing too cooi.y ;

but he had a rival whose happier genius made him
stand like a wall or a pillar against censure.

During the Usurpation, we fell into burlesque ; and

I think whoever reads Hudibras, cannot but leer. I

have cot one more, who travestied Virgil, though not

squal to the former.

After the Restoration, poets became very numerous

;

the chief, whose fame is louder than a mill-tone,

must never be forgot. And here I must observe, that

•x>ets in those days loved retirement so much, that

sometimes they lived in dens. One of them in a drv-

den : another called his den his village, or den- ham ;

and I am informed that the soiry fellow, who is now
laureat, affects to usb-df.ns still

;
but to return from

this digression, we were then famous for tragedy and

comedy; the author of “ Venice Preserved ”
is seldom

o t awav ;
yet lie who wrote the “ Rival Queens, " before

he lost his senses, sometimes talked mad-i ee. Another,

who was of this kingdom, went into England, because

it is more southern : and he wrote tolerably well. I

say nothing of the satirist, with his old dam" verses.

As for comedy, the “Plain Dealer," w'tcti early came
into credit, is allowed on all liands an excellent piece:

ne hail a dull contemporary, who sometimes showed

humour; but his colouring was bad, and he could not

shade-well. Sir George, in my opinion, outdid them

all, and was sharp at f.ither-edge. The duke is also

excellent, who took n book in game, and turned it into

ridicule, under the name of “ The Rehearsal." it is, in-

deed, no wonder to find poetry thrive under the reign of

that prince ;
when by one of his great favourites, who was

likewise an excellent poet, there was a dork-set open

for all men of wit. PeihajM you will-muttVr, that I

nave left out the earl of Rochester ;
but I never was

one of his admirers.

Upon the Revolution, poetry seemed to decline

;

however, I shall fhv o'k 119 mjny poets as I can remem-
ber. Mr. Montague affected to be a patron of wit,

and his house was the poets’ hai.l-i-pax for several

years, which one of them used to step-nioii every

day. Aubther of them, who was my old acquaintance,

succeeded well in comedy, but failed when be began to

con-ora ve subjects. The rest came in a row.

The author of the “ Dispensary" had written nothing

else valuable, and therefore is too small in the garth.
But may not a man be allowed to add is own friend

to the number? I mean the author of “ Cato.” »

To mention those who ore now alive, would be

endless
; I will therefore only venture to lay down one

maxim, that a good poet, if he designs to tickle the

world, must be gat and young ;
but if he proposes to

give us rational pleasure,he must be as grave as a vorE.

1 am, Sir, yours, &c.

DECREE
FOR CONCLUDING THE TREATY BETWEEN

DR. SWIFT AND MRS. LONG, 1709.

Mrs* Ann* Lono, sister to sir James Lone of Draycot, in Wilt-
shire. a lady of prut beauty, accomnUsluneot. and fashion.

Swift became acquaint'd with her at Mrs. Vanhomrigh’*: and
the follow ing niece of humour is founded upon the respectfttl

advances which, between jest and earnest, he demanded from
the ladies who were ambitious of his acnnalntnnce- The treaty

thus w himsically concluded, occasioned a sincere though short

friendship between the parties Mrs long was, from the derange-

ment of her affairs, obliged to retire to Lynn, in Norfolk, where
she died, under a borrowed name, in 1711.

Whereas it hath been signified to us, that there is now
a treaty of acquaintance on foot between I)r. Swift, of

Leicester Fields, on the one part, and Mrs. Long, of

AlbemarIc-stTeet, on the other part : And whereas the

said Dr. Swift, upon the score of his merit and extra-

ordinary qualities, doth claim the sole and undoubted

right, that all persons whatsoever shall make such

advances to him as he pleases to demand,* any law,

claim, custom, privilege of sex, beauty, fortune, or

f quality, to the contrary notwithstanding : And whereas

Inc said Mrs. Ix)ug, humbly acknowledging ami allow-

ing the right of the said doctor, doth yet insist upon
certain privileges and exceptions, as a Lady of the

Toast, b which privileges, she doth allege, are excepted

out of the doctor's general claim, ami which she cannot

betray without injuring the whole body whereof she is

a member; by which impediment the said treaty is

not yet brought to a conclusion, to the great grievance

and damage of Mrs. Vanhomrigh and her fair daugh-

ter Hessy :
c and whereas the decision of this weighty

cause is referred to us, in our judicial capacity. We,

out of our tender regard to truth and justice, having

heard and duly considered the nllcgaiinns of both

parties, do declare, adjudge, decree, and determine,

That the said Mrs. Long, notwithstanding any privi-

leges she may claim as aforesaid as a Lady of the

Toast, shall, without essoine or demur, in two hours

after the publishing of this our decree, make all ad-

vances to the said doctor that he shall demand ;
and

that the said advances shall not be made to the said

doctor as vh homme tan* contequence, hut purely up* n

account of his great merit. And we do hereby strictly

forbiil the said Mrs. Vanhomrigh, ami her fair daughter

Hessy, to aid, abet, comfort, or encourage her, the said

Mrs. Long, in her disobedience for the future. And
in consideration of the said Mrs. Long’s Wing a Toast,

we think it just ami reasonable that the said doctor

should permit her, in all companies, to give herself the

reputation of Wing one of his acquaintance, which

no other lady shall presume to do,d upon any pretence

whatsoever, without his especial leave and licence first

hud and obtained.

By especial command,
G. V. HoMRigii. c

» *• When I lived in Kirkland,'’ say* the dean to Mi« Uoadly,

June 4. 1 T:h. " once every year I United out an edict, conitu.indini;

that all Indies of Nit. sense, merit, and quslit>, who had au

ambition to be acquainted with me. should make the first ad-

vances at their peril.”

b*Tbe Kit cat Hub had regular toast* of the most foalik nabl*

and beautiful women, favourable to their political opinions.
« Esther Vanhomrigh, the unfortunate Vjuie«*a.

d Swift expre’*r* himself strongly against those who claimed

his acquaintance on slight grounds.

•The niguature of Mra. Vanhomrigh, mother of Vtux-<*a.
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A DISCOURSE
TO PROVB

THE ANTIQUITY OF THE ENGLISH TONGUE.
SHOWING FROM VARIOUS INSTANCES, THAT HEBREW,

GREEK, AND LATIN WERE DERIVED FROM THE
ENQl.tSH.

During the reigu of parties for about forty years past,

it is a melancholy consideration to observe how philo-

logy lias been neglected, which was before* the darling

employment of the greatest authors, from the restoration

of learning in Kimqie. Neither do I remember it to

ha\e been cultivated, since the Revolution, hy any one
person, with great success, except our illustrious

modern star, doctor Richard Bentley, with whom the

republic of learning m ist expire, as mathematics did

with sir Isaac Newton. My ambition has been gradually
attempting, from my early youth, to lie the holder of

a rush-light before that great luminary
; which, at least,

might be of some little use during those short intervals

while he was situtliug his candle, or peeping with it

under a bushel.

My preseut attempt is to assert the antiquity of our
English tongue

; which, as I shall undertake to prove
hy invincible argument, has varied very little for

these two thousand six hundred and thirty-four years

past. And my proofs will be drawn from etymology;
wherein I shall use my readers much fairer than
Peiro, Skinner, Verstegau, Camden, and many other

superficial pretenders, have done: for I will put no
force upon the words, nor desire any more favour than
to allow for the usual accidents of corruption, or the

avoiding a cacophonia.

1 think I can make it manifest to all impartial

readers, that our language, as we now sjicak it, was
originally the same with those of the Jews, the Greeks,

uml the Romans, however corrupted in succeeding
times by a mixture of barbarisms. 1 shall only pro-

duce at present two instances among a thousand from
the Latin tongue. Cloaca , which they interpret a
necessary -hoyse . is altogether an English word; the

last letter a being, by the mistake of some scribe,

transferred from the beginning to the end of the word.
In the primitive orthography it is called a clone,

which had the same signification; and still continues

so at Edinburgh, in Scotland, where a man in a clone,

or cloak, of large circumference and length, currying
a convenient vessel under it, calls out, as he goes
through the streets, “ Whs lias need of met** What-
ever customer calls, the vessel is placed in the comer
of the Btreel

;
the clone, or a cloak, surrounds and

covers him
;
and thus he is eased with decency and

secrecy.

The second instance is yet more remarkable. The
Latin word lurpia signifies nasty, or filthy. Now this

word turpis is a plain com|Misitiou of two English

words : only, hy a Syncope, the last letter of the first

syllable, which is tl, is taken out of the middle, to pre-

vent the jarring of three consonants together; and
these two English words express tiic most unseemly
excrements that belong to mail.

Rut although I could produce many other ex-

amples, equally convincing, that the Hebrews, the

Greeks, and the Romans originally spoke the same
language which we do at present, yet I have chosen

to confine myself chiefly to the proper names of per-

sons, because I conceive they will be of greater weight

to confirm what I advance
; the ground and reason of

those names being certainly owing to the nature, or

some distinguishing action or quality in those persons,

and consequently expressed in the true ancient lan-

guage of the several people.

I will begin with the Grecians, among whom the

most ancient are the great leaders ou both sides in the

siege of Troy; for it is plain, from Homer, that the
Trojans spoke Greek as well as the Grecians. Ot
these latter, Achillea was the most valiant. This hero
was of a restless, unquiet nature, never giving himself
any repose either in peace or war ; and therefore as

Guy of Warwick was called a kill-cote», and another
terrible man a kill-devil

,
so this general was called

A-kiU-eaae, or destroyer of cose; and, at length, by
corruption, At hills*.

Hector, on the other side, was the bravest among
the Trojans. He had destroyed so many of the Greeks
by hacking and tearing them, that his soldiers, when
they saw him fighting, would cry out, “ Now the

enemy will be hack t
,
now he will be tore." At last,

bjr putting both words together, this appellation was
given to their leader under the name of Hacktore ; and,

fir: the more commodious sounding. Hector.

Diomede, another Grecian captain, had the boldness

to fight with Venus, and wound her; whereupon the

goddess, in a rage, ordeied her son Cupid to make
this hero to lie hated by all women, repeating it often

that he should die a maid ; from whence, hy a small
change in orthography, he was called Diomede. And
it is to he oliserved, that the term maiden-head is fre-

quently, at this very day, applied to persons of either

sex.

Ajax was, in fame, the next Grecian general to

Achilles. The derivation of his name from A jukes
,

however asserted by great authors, is, in my opinion,

very unworthy both of them and of the hero himself.

I have often wondered to see such learned men mis-
take in so clear a point. This hero is known to have
been a most infenqwrafe liver, as it is usual with sol-

diers
;
and, although he was not old, yet, hy conversing

with camp- strollers, he had got pains in his hones,

which he pretended to his friends were only age-aches ;

but they telling the story about the army, as the vul-

gar always confound light pronunciation, he was after-

wards known by no other name than Ajar.
The next I shall mention is Andromache, the famous

wife of Hector. Her father was a Scotch gentlrmun,
of a noble family still subsisting in that ancient king-

dom. But, being a foreigner in Troy, to which city

he led some of his countrymen in the defence of Priam,
as Diclys Cretensia learnedly observes, Hector fell in

love with his daughter, and the father's name was
Amlrew Mackau. The young lady was called by the

same name, only a little softened to the Grecian ac-
cent.

Astganax was the son of Hector and Andromache.
When Troy was taken, this young prince had his

head cut olf, and his body thrown to swine. From
this fatal accident he had his name, which has, hy a

peculiar good fortune, been preserved entire, A stg,

an ax.

Mars may lie mentioned among these, because he

fought aguinst the Greeks. He was called the god
of war

;
and is described as a swearing, swaggering

companion, and a great giver of rude language. For
wbeu he was angry, he would cry, “ Kiss my a—se.

My a—*e in a bandbox, My a— se all over ;" which
he repeated so commonly, that he got the appellation

of My a—sc ; and by a common abbreviation. Mats,
from wlieiice, by leaving nut the mark of elision,

Mara. And this is a common practice among us at

present
; us in the words D’nnvera, D avenport, D'anby,

which are now Danrtra
, Darenftort, Dauby, and many

others.

The next is Herculea, otherwise called Alrhlea. Both
these names are English, with little alteration, and
describe the principal qualities of that hero, who was

distinguished lor being a slave to his mistresses, and

at the same time for his great strength and courage.

<Jmphule,
his chief mistress, used to call her lovers her
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cullies

;

ami because ibis hero was more and longer sub-
ject to !>or than any other, lie was in a particular manner
called the chief of her cullies

:

which, by an easy

change, made the word Hercules. His other name,
./Ames, was given him on account of his prowess; for,

in light, be used to strike on all aides

;

and was allowed
on all sides to be the chief hero of his age. For one of
which reasons, he was called./// sides or Aleides

;

hut

I am inclined to favour the former opinion.

A certain Grecian youth was a great imitator of

Socrates; which that philosopher observing, with much
pleasure said to his friends, “ There is an Af# o' mine
own days." After which the young man was called

Rpaminondas, and proved to be the most virtuous person,

as well as the greatest general, of his age.

Ccalegon was a very obliging inn-keeper of Troy.
When a guest was going to take horse, the landlord
took leave of him with this compliment, “Sir, I should
he glad to see you caO again." Strangers, who knew
not his right name, caught his last words ; and thus,

by degrees, that appellation prevailed, and he was known
by no other name even among his neighbours.

Hydra was a great serpent, which Hercules slew. His
usual outward garment was the raw hide of a lion, and
this lie had on when he attacked the scqient : which,
therefore, took its name from the skin

;
the modesty of

that hero devolving the honour of his victory upon the

lion’s skin, call tliat enormous snake the Hyderaw
seqient.

Ixda was the mother of Castor and Pollux
;
whom

Jupiter embracing in the shape of a swan, she laid a
couple of eggs ; and was therefore called Laid a

} or

Lean .

As to Jupiter himself, it is well known that the statues

and pictures of this heathen god, in Roman Catholic

countries, resemble those of St. Peler, and are often

taken the one for the other. The reason it manifest

;

for. when the emperors had established Christianity,

the heathens were afraid of acknowledging their heathen

idols of the chief God, and pretended it was only a
statue of the Jew Peter. And thus the priuci]>al heathen
god came to be called by the ancient Romans, with

very little alteration, Jupiter.

The Hamadryailes are represented by mistaken anti-

quity as nymphs of the groves. But the true account
is this : they were women of Calahria, who dealt in

l»acon ;
and living near the sea-side, used to pickle their

bacon in salt-water, and then set it up to dry in the sun.

From whence they were properly called Ham-a-dry-
a-days, and in process of time missjxdt Hamadryades.

Neptune, the god of the sea, had his name from the

tunes sung to him hy the Tritons, upon their shells,

every neap or nep tide. The word is come dowu to us

almost uncorrujited, as well ns that of Tritons
, his

servants: who, in order to please their master, used to

try all tones till they could hit upon tliat he liked.

Aristotle was a jieripatetic philosopher, who used to

instruct his scholars while he was walking. When the

lads were came, he would arise to tell them what he
thought proper

; and was therefore called Arise to tell.

But succeeding ages, who understood not this etymology,

have, hy an absurd change, made it Aristotle.

Aristophanes was a Greek comedian, full of levity,

and gave himself too much freedom
;
which made

graver people not scruple to say, that he had a great

deal of airy stuff' in his writings : and these w'ords, often

repeated, made succeeding ages discriminate him Aris-

tophanes. Vide Rosin. Antiq. 1. iv.

Alexander the Great was very fond of eggs roasted in

hot ashes. As soon as his cooks heard he was come
home to dinner or supper, they called aloud to their

under-officers, AU eggs under the grate; which, re-

Itouted every day at noon and evening, made stranger*

think it was that prince’s real name, and therefore gave
!

him no other; and posterity has licet, ever since under
the same delusion.

Pygmalion was a person of very low Mature, but
great valour

;
which made his townsmen call him Pigmy

lion : and so it should be spelt, although the word has

suffered less by transcribers than m&uy others.

Archimedes was a most famous mathematician. His

studies required much silence and quiet; hut his wife

having several maids, they were always disturbing him

|

with their tattle or their business; which forced him to

come out every now and then to the stair head, and
cry, “ Hark

,
ye maids

;

if you will not be quiet, I

shall turn you out of doors.” He repeated these

words. Hark
,
ye maids

,
so often, that the unluckv jades,

when they found he was at his study, would say,
“ There is Hark, ye maids ; let us speak softly.” Thus
the name went through the neighbourhood

;
and at last

grew so general, that we arc ignorant of tliat great

maids true name to this day.

Strabo was a famous geographer; and, to improve
his knowledge, travelled over several countries, as the

writers of his life inform us; who likewise add, that l.e

affected great nicety and linery in his clothes; from
whence people took occasion to call him the Stray
beau ; which future ages have pinned down upon him-
very much to his dishonour.

Peloponnesus, that famous Greek peninsula, got its

name fiom a Greek colony in Asia the Less ; many of
whom going for traffic thither, and finding that the in-

habitants had but one well in the town of* * 9 *,

from whence certain porters used to carry the water
through the city in great pails, so heavy that they were
often forced to set them down for ease : the tired jiortcr*,

after they had set down the pails, and wanted to take

them up again, would call fur assistance to those who
were nearest, in these words. Pail up, and ease us. The
stranger Greeks, hearing these words repeated a thousand
times us they passed the street, thought the inhabit-

ants were pronouncing the name of their country,

which made the foreign Greeks call it Peloponnesus, a
manifest corruption of Pail up, and ease us.

Having mentioned so many Grecians to prove my
hypothesis, 1 shall not tire tlie reader with produr iiip

an equal numlier of Romans, as 1 might easily do.

Some few will be sufficient.

Ctesar was the gieatest captain of that empire. The
word ought to he sjielt Seizer, because he seized on not

only most of the known world, hut even the liliertiesnf

his own country : so that a more proper appellation

could not have been given him.
Cicero was a poor scholar in the university of Athens,

wherewith his enemies in Rome used to reproach him
;

and, as he passed the streets, would call out, O Ciser,

Ciser O! A word still used in Cambridge, and
answers to a servitor iu Oxford.

A/nbal was a sworn enemy to the Romans, and
gained many glorious victories over them. This name
appears, at first repeating, to be a metaphor drawn from
tenuis, expressing a skilful gamester, who can take any
ball

;

and is very justly applied to so renowned a com-
mander. Navigators are led into a strange mistake

upon this article. We have usually iu our fleet some
large man-of-war, called the Anibul with great pro-

priety, because it is so strong that it may defy any ball

from a cannon. And such is the deplorable ignorance

of our seamen, that they miscall it tlie Honey-ball.

Cartago was the most famous trading city in the

world
;
where, in every street, there was many a eart a

going
,

probably laden with merchant goods. See
Alexander ah Alexandra, and Suidas upon the word
Cartago.

The word Roman itself is perfectly English, like

other words ending in man or men, as hangman, dray
man, huntsman, and several others. Jt was formerly
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ijM-It ftoicinaH, which it the same with Waterman. Ami
therefore when we read ofjssta (or, as it is corruptly

spelt, gesta) Romoriorum, it is to be understood of the

rough manner of jetting used by the watermen
;
who,

apon the sides of rivers, would row man or um. This
I think is clear enough to convince the most incre-

dulous.

Misanthropus was the name of an ill-natured man,
which he obtained by a custom of catching a gre.it

number of mice
,
then shutting tliem up iu a room, and

throwing a cat among them. Upon which bis fellow-

citizens called him Mice and throw putt. The reader

ol (serves how much the orthography has been changed,

without altering the sound : but such depravations we
owe to the injury of time, and gross ignorance of tran-

scribers.

Among the ancients, fortune-telling by the stars was
a very beggarly trade. The professors lay upon straw,

and their cabins were covered with the same materials :

whence everyone who fullowed that mystery was called

A ttraw lodger% or a lodger in straw ; but, in the new-
fangled way of spelling, Aitrologer.

It is remarkable, that the very word diphthong is

wholly English. In former times, schoolboys were
chastised with thongs fastened at the head of a stick.

It was observed that young lads were much puzzled
with spelling and pronouncing words where two
vowels came together, and were often corrected for their

mistakes in that point. Upon these occasions the

master would dip his thongs (as we now do rods) in p—

,

which made that difficult union of vowels to be called

dipthong,

Bucephalus, the famous hoise of Alexander, was so

called because there were many grooms employed
about him, which fellows were always busy in their

office; and because the horse had so many bung fellows

about him, it was natural for those who went to the

stable to say, “ Let us go to the busy fellows;" by which
they meant to see that priuce's horse. And in process

of time these words were alisurdly applied to the animal
itself, which was thenceforth styled Busy fellows

,
and

very improperly Buce/Jtalus.

I shall now bring a few proofs of the same kind, to

convince my readers that our English was well known
to the Jews.

Moses, the great leader of those people out of Egypt,
was iu propriety of speech called mow seas, localise he
mowed the seas down in the middle, to make a path for

the Israelites.

Abraham was a person of strong bones and sinews,

and a firm walker, which made the people say, “ He
was a man (in the Scotch phrase, which comes nearest

to the old Saxou) of a bra ham that is, of a brave

strong ham, from whence he acquired his name.
The man whom the Jews called Balaam was a shep-

herd
; who, by often crying ba to his Limbs

,
was

therefore called Baalamb
,
or BaLim.

Isaac is nothing else hut Eyes ake ; because the Tal-

mudists report that he had a pain in his eyes.—Vide
Ben Gouion and the Targum on Genesis,

Thus 1 have manifestly proved, that the Greeks, the

Romans, and the Jews, spoke the language we now do

iu England
;
which is an honour to our country that

I thought proper to set iu a true light, and yet has not

been done, as 1 have heard, by any other writer.

And thus 1 liave venturer! (perhaps too temera-

riously) to contribute my mite to the learned world,

from whose candour I may hope to receive some ap-

prohation. It may probably give me encouragement

to proceed on some other speculations, if possible, of

greater im|>ortance than what 1 now offer; and which

have been the labour of many years, as well as of con-

st.ml watchings, that I might he useful to mankind, :

•iud particularly to mine own country.

THE WONDERFUL WONDER OF
WONDERS.

There is a certain person lately arrived at this city, of

whom it is very proper the world should be informed.

His character may perhaps be thought very inconsistent,

improbable, and unnatural
;
however, I intend to draw

it with the utmost regard to truth. This I am the

better qualified to do because he is a sort of depend-

ant upon our family, and almost of the same age
though I cannot directly say I have ever seen him.
He is a native of this country, and has lived long

among us
;

but, what appears wonderful, and hardly
credible, was never seen before by any mortal.

It is true, indeed, he al ways chooses the lowest place

iu company
;
and contrives it so, to keep out of sight.

It is re|>orted, however, that in his younger days lie

was frequently exposed to view, but always against his

will, and was sure to smart for it.

As to his family, he came into H.e world a younger
brother, being of six children the fourth in order of

birth
; of which the eldest is now head of the house

;

the second and third carry arms, but the two youngest
are only footmen : some indeed add, that he has like-

wise a twin-brother, who lives over-against him, ami
keeps a victualling-house; he has the reputation to he
a close, griping, squeezing fellow

; and that when his

hags are full, he is often needy ; yet, when the fit takes

him, as fast as begets he lets it fly.

When in office, no one discharges himself, or does

his business better. He has sometimes strained hard for

an honest livelihood, and never got a hit till everylwly
else hod done.

One practice appears very bl&meable in him : that

every morning be privately frequents unclean houses,

where any modest person would blush to he seen. Ami
although this be generally known, yet the world, as

censorious os it is, lias licen so kind as to overlook this

infirmity in him. To deal impartially, it must be
granted that he is too greut a lover of himself, niul

very often consults his own ease at the expense of bis

liest friends; but this is one of his blind sides; and
the liest of men I fear are not without them.

He has been constituted by the higher powers in the

statiou of receiver-general, in which employment some
have censured him for playing fast and loose. lie is

likewise overseer of the golden rniues, which he daily

inspects when his health will permit him.
He was long bred under a master of arts, who in-

stilled good principles into him, hut these were soon
corrupted. 1 know not whether this deserves mention,
that he is so very capricious as to take it for an equal
affront to talk either of kissing or kicking him, which
has occasioned a thousand quarrels ; however, nobody
was ever so great a sufferer for faults, which he neither

was, nor possibly could be, guilty of.

In his religion he lias thus much of the Quaker, that

he stands always covered, even in the presence of the

king; in most other point* a perfect idolater, although
he endeavours to conceal it ;

for he is known to offer

daily sacrifices to certain subterraneous nymphs, whom
he worships in an humble posture, prone on his face, and
stripped stark naked; and so leaves his offerings behind
him, which the priests of those goddesses are careful

enough to remove, upon certain seasons, with the

utmost privacy, at midnight, and from thence maintain

themselves and families. In all urgent necessities and
pressures, he applies himself to these deities, and some-
times even in the streets and highways, from an opinicu
that those powers have au influence iu all places,

although their peculiar residence be in caverns under
ground. Upon these occasions, the fairest ladies will

not refuse tq lend their hands to assist him
;

for,

although they are ashamed to have him seen iu their
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company, or even so much as to hear him named, yet
it ii well known that he is one of their constant
followers.

In politics, he always submits to what is uppermost;
but he peruses pamphlets on both sides with great im-
partiality, though seldom till everybody else has done
with them.

His learning is of a mixed kind, and be may pro-

perly be called a helhio hbrorum, or another Jacobus de
Yoragine

;
though his studies are chiefly confined to

schoolmen, commentators, and German divines, together
with modem ]>oefry and critics; and he is an atomic
philosopher, strongly maintaining a void in nature,
which he seems to have fairly proved by many experi-
ments.

I shall now proceed to describe some peculiar
qualities, which, in several instances, seem to dis

tinguish this person from the common race of other
mortals.

His grandfather was a member of the rump parlia-

ment, as the grandson is of the present, where he often

rises, sometimes grumbles, but never speaks. How-
ever, he lets nothing pass willingly but what is well
digested. His courage is indisputable, for he will take
the boldest man alive by the nose.

He is generally the first a-bcd in the family, and the
last up; which is to be lanieuted, because when he
happens to rise before the rest, it has beeu thought to

forebode some good fortune to his superiors.

As wisdom is acquired by age, so, by every new
wrinkle in his face, he is reported to gain some new
knowledge.

In him we may observe the true effects and con-
sequences of tyranny iu a state

;
for, as he is a great

oppressor of all below him, so there is nobody more
oppressed by those above him

;
yet, in bis time, he

has been so highly in favour, that many illustrious

persons have been entirely indebted to him for their

preferments.

He bos discovered, from his own experience, die true

point wherein all human actions, projects, and designs
do chiefly terminate

;
and how mean and sordid they

are at the bottom.

It behoves the public to keep him quiet
;
for his

frequent murmurs are a certain sign of intestine

tumults.

No philosopher ever lamented more the luxury for

which these nations are so justly taxed
; it has been

known to cost him tears of blood ; for in his own nature
he is far from being profuse : though indeed he never
stays a night at a gentleman's house without leaving
something behind him.

He receives with gTeat submission whatever his

patrons think fit to give him; and when they lay
heavy burdens upon him, which is frequently enough,
he gets rid of them as soon as he can

;
but not without

some labour, and much grumbling.
He is a perpetual hanger on

;
yet nobody knows how

to 1* without him. He patiently sutlers himself to be
kept under, but loves to be well used, and in that case

will sacrifice his vitals to give you ease; and he has
hardly one acquaintance for whom he has not been
tiound

;
yet, as far as we can find, was never known

to lose anything by it

He is observed to be very unquiet in the company
of a Frenchman in new clothes, or a young coquette.
He is, in short, the subject of much mirth and

raillery, which he seems to take well enough ; though
it has not been observed that ever any good thing came
from himself.

There is so general an opinion of his justice, that
sometimes very hard cases an* left to his decision

;

and while he sits upon them, lie carries himself rxactly
***** between both sides, except wlieie some knotty

point arises; and then he is observed to lean a little to

tbe right or left, as the matter inclines him ; but his

reasons for it are so manifest and convincing, that every

man approves them.

POSTSCRIPT.
Gbntle reader,—Though I am not insensible bnw
many thousand jiersons have been, and still are, with

great dexterity handling this subject, and no lens aware
of what inlinte reams of paper have been laid out

upon it
;
however, in my opinion, no man living has

touched it with greater nicety, and more delicate

turns, than our author. Rut, because there is some
intended obscurity in this relation, and curiosity, in-

quisitive of secrets, may possibly not enter into the

bottom and depth of the subject, it was thought not

improper to -take ofT the veil, and gain the reader's

favour by enlarging his insight. Ars enimtton habet

iniminum
. nisi ignomntrm. It is well known that it

has been the policy of all times to deliver down im-
portant subjects by emblem and riddle, and not to

suffer the knowledge of truth to be derived to us in

plain and simple terms, which are generally as soon
forgotten os conceived. For this reason, the heathen
religion is mostly couched under mythology. For the

like reason (this being a fundamental in its kind)
the author has thought fit to wrap up his treasure in

clean linen, which it is our business to lay open, and
set hi a due light ; for I have observed, upon any
accidental discovery, the least glimpse has given a

great diversion to the eager spectator, as many ladies

could testify, were it proper, or the case would admit
The politest companies have vouchsafed to smile at

the bare name
; and some people of fashion have been

so little scrupulous of bringing it into play, that it was
the usual saying of a knight and a man of good breed-
ing, that whenever he rose, his a-se rose with him.

THE WONDER OF ALL THE WONDERS
THAT EVER THE WORLD WONDERED

AT.

FOR ALL PERSONS OF QUALITY AND OTHERS.

Newly arrived at this city of Dublin, the famous
artist John Emanuel Schoitz, who, to the great surprise

and satisfaction of all spectators, is ready to do the

following wonderful pe<fonnances; the like before

never seen in this kingdom.

He will heat a bar of iron red hot, and thrust it

into a barrel of gunpowder before all the company,
and yet it shall not take fire.

He lets any gentleman cliarge a blunderbuss with

the same gunpowder, and twelve leaden bullets, which
blunderbuss the said artist discharges full in the face

of the said company, without the least hurt, the bullets

sticking in the wall behind them.

He takes any gentleman's own sword, and runs it

through the said gentleman's body so that the point

appears bloody at the back to all the spectators : then

he takes out the sword, wipes it clean and returns it tu

tbe owner, who receives no manner of hurt.

He takes a pot of scalding oil and throws it by great

ladiesful directly at the ladies, without spoiling their

clothes or burning their skins.

He takes any person of quality's child, from two
years old to six, and lets the child's own father or

mother take a pike in their hands : then the artist takes

the child in bis arms, and tosses it upon the point of

the pike, where it sticks, to the great satisfaction of all

spectators
;
and is then taken oft without so much as a

hole in his coat.
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He mounts upon a scaffold just over the spectators,
|

and from thence thiows down a great quantity of

large tiles and stone*. which fall like so many pillows,

without so much as discomposing either jxrrukes or

head-dresses.

He takes any person of quality up to the said scaf-

fold, which pmou pulls off his shoes, and leaps nine

feet directly down on a board prepared on purpose,

full of sharp spikes six inches long, without hurting

Lis feet or damaging his stockings.

He places the said board on a chair, upon which a

lady sits down with another lady in her lap, while the
j

spikes, instead of entering into the undeT lady’s flesh,

will feel like a velvet cushion.

He takes any person of quality’s footman, ties a

rope about his hare neck, and draws him up by pul-

leys to the ceiling, and there keeps him hanging as

long os his master or the comjany pleases, the said

footman, to the wonder and delight of all beholders,

having a pot of ale in one liaiul and a pipe in the

other and when he is let down, there will not appear

the least mark of the cord about his neck.

He bids a lady's maid put her Huger into a cup of

cleur liquor like water, upon which her face and both

her lianas are immediately withered like an old woman
of fourscore; her belly swells as if she were within a

week of her time, and her legs arc ns thick as mill-

|>osts
;
but upon putting her finger into another cup,

she incomes as young and handsome as she was before.

He gives any gentleman leave to drive forty twelve-

penny nails up to the head in a porter’s backside, and

then places the said porter in a loadstone chair, which

draws out every nail, and the porter feels no pain.

He likewise draws the teeth of half a doxen gentle-

men, mixes and jumldet them in a hat, gives any

]iersou leave to blindfold him, and returns each their

own. and fixes them as well as ever.

With his forefinger and thumb, he thrusts several

gentlemen's and ladies’ eyes out of their heads without

the least pain, at which time they see an unspeakable

number of beautiful colours; and after they are en-

tertained to the full, he places them again in their pro-

|>er sockets, without any damage to the sight.

He lets any gentleman drink a quart of hot melted

lead, and by a draught of prepared liquor, of which he

takes part himself, he makes the said lead pass through

the said gentleman, before all the spectators without any

damage, after which it is produced in a cake to the

company

:

With many other wonderful performances of art

too tedious here to mention.

The said artist has performed before most kings and

princes in Europe with great applause.

He performs every day (except Sundays) from ten

of the clock to one in the foreuoon : and from four

till seven in the evening, at the New Inn in Smith field.

The first seat a British crown, the second a British

half-crown, and the lowest a British shilling.

N.B. The best hands in town are to play at the said

show.

A LETTER,
GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF A PESTILENT NEIGHBOUR.

Sir,—You must give me leave to complain of a pestilent

fellow in my neighbourhood, who is always beating

mortar, yet 1 cannot find lie ever builds. In talking

he useth such hard words, that I want a druggerman

to interpret them. But all is not gold that glisters.

A pot he carries to most houses where he visits. He
makes his prentice his //«/flry-slave. 1 wish our lane

were purged of him. Yet he pretends to be a cordial

mail. Every spring his shop is crowded with country

-
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folks; who by their leatvs, in my opinion, help him

to do a great dial of mischief. He is full of scruples /

ami so very litigious, that he file* bills against all his

acquaintances; and though he be much troubled with

the simples, yet I assure you he is a Jesuitical dog ; as

you may know by hi* bark. Of all poetry he loves

the dram-a-tick best. I am, &c.

A LETTER TO THE EARL OF
PEMBROKE.

1709, at a coverture.

My Lord,— It is now a good while siuce I resolved to

take some occasions of congratulating with your lord-

ship, and condoling with the public, upon your lord-

ship’s leaving the Admiralty
;
and I thought I could

never choose a better time than when I am in the

country with my lord bishop of Clogher and his

brother tlie doctor; for we pretend to a triumvirate

of as humble servants and true admirers of your lord-

ship as any you have iu both islands. You may
call them a triumvirate

;

for, if you please to trg um,
they will vie with the best and are of the first rate

,

though they are not men of war
, but men of the

church. To say the truth it was a pity your lordship

should be confined to the Fleet, when you are nut

in debt. Though your lordship is cast awag, you are

not sunk ; nor ever will be, since nothing is out of

your lordship's depth. Dr. Ashe says, it is but justice

that your lordship, who is a man of letters
,
should be

placed upon the post-office ; and my lord bishop adds,

that lie liujjes to see your lordship tossed from that

post to be a pillar of state again ; which he desired I

would put iu by way of postscript. I am, my lord, Ac.

A LETTER TO THE EARL OF
PEMBROKE.

Pretended to be the dying speech of Tom Ashe, whoac broth*,

the reverend Dillon Ashe, was named Dllly.*

*• Given to Dr. Mousey by *ir Andrew Fountaine, and com-
munic-itcd to Dr. Deane Swift by that ingenious, learned, and
very obliging gentleman.*'

Tom Ashe died last night. It is conceived he was so

C
ufled up by my lord-lieutenant’sfavour, that it struck

im into e.fever. I here send you his dying speech, as

it was exactly taken by a friend in shorthand. It is

something long, and a little incoherent; but he was

several hours in delivering it, and with several inter-

vals. His friends were about the bed, and he spoke to

them thus:—

Thomas Ashe, esq., descended from an ancient family of

that mime in Wiltshire, was a gentleman of fortune in Ireland.

Ho was a facetious, pleasant companion, but the moat eternal,

unwearied punster that eveT lived. He w.»s thick and short

in his person, being not above five feet high at the most,

and had something very droll in hi* appearance. He died

about the year 1719, ami left his whole estate, of about loou/.

a year, to nis intimate friend and kinsman, Richard Ashe of
Ashfleld, esq. There is a whimsical story, and a very true one,

of Tom Ashe, which is well remembered to this day. It hap-

pens! that, while lie wo* travelling on horaeback, and at a con-

siderable distance fmm any toan. there burst from the clouds

such a torrent of rain as wetted him through. He galloped

forward; and ns soon as he came to an inn, he was met iu-

stantly by a drawer :
*’ Here," sai l he to the fellow, str-tching

out one of his arms, •' take off my coat immediately !"— *• No,
sir. I won t," said the drawer. *• Pox confound you." said

Ashe, ** take off my coat this instant!' —** No, sir," replied the

drawer, **
1 dare not take offyour cost, for it l« felony, to strip >n

Asm.'' Tom was delighted beyond measure, frequently told the

story, and said he would have given fifty guineas to have been

the author of that pun. This little tract of Dr. Swift'a entitled

:

"The Dying Words of Tom Ashe," was written several years

before the decease of Tom, and wm merely designed to exhibit

the manner in which such an ctrrual punster might have e»
1 pressed himself on hit death-bed.
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My Fitf ends,—

I

t i« time for a man to look grave,

when he has one foot there. I once liad only a pvxnic

fear of death
;
but of late I have pandered it more

seriously . Every fit of raffing hath put me in miud of

my coffin ; though dittolute men seldoinest think of

dissohilion . This is a very great alteration : I, that

supported myself with good wine, must now tie myself
supported by a small-bier. A fortune-teller once
looked on my hand, and said, this man is to be a great

traveller
;
he will soon be at the diet of Worms, and

from thence go to Ratisbone. But now I understand

his double meaning. ] desire to be privately buried,

for I think a public funeral looks like ih/ry-tair; and
the ritet of the dead too often prove wrong to the

living. Methinks tire word itself best expresses the

number, neither few nor all. A dying man should

not think of obsequies, but oh se quiet. Little did I

think you would so soon see poor Tom stoten under a
tomb-stone. But as the mole crumbles the mold about
her, so a man of small mold, before I am old, may
motder away. Sometime I've rav'd that 1 should re-

vive; but physicians tell me, that when once the great

artery has drawn the heart awry, we shall find the cor

di all, in spite of all the highest cordial.— Brother, you
are fond of Daffy's elixir; but when death conies, the

world will see that, in spite of Daffy,
down Di//y.m

Whatever doctors may design by their medicines, a man
in a dropsy drops he not, in spite of Goddard's drofx,

though none are reckoned such high drops t—I find

death smells the blood of an Englishman: a fee faintly

/VfMbled out will be a weak defence against his fes-fa-

fum. P T are no letters in death's alphabet

;

he lias

not half a bit of either: he moves his tithe, but will

not be moved by all our sighs. Everything ought to

put us in mind of death
:
physicians affirm that our

very food breeds it in us
;
so that, in our dieting

,

we
may be said to die eating. There is something
ominous, not only in the names of diseases, as di-

arrlitra, c/i-abetes, c/i-sctitery, but even in the drugs
designed to preserve our lives; os r/i-acrodium, di-

apente, di'-ascordium. I perceive Dr. Howard (and
1 feci how hard) lay thumb on my pulse, then pulls it

back, as if he saw lethum in my face. 1 see as bad in

his ; for sure there is no physic like a tick phiz. He
thinks 1 shall decease before the day cease

;

hut before

I die, before the bell hath tolfd, and Tom Tollman is

told that little Tom, though not ohl, has paid nature's

toll, I do desire to give some advice to those that sur-

vive me. First, let gamesters consider that death is a
hazard and jyassage

,
upon the turn of a die, Let law-

yers consider it us a hard cate. And let punners con-
sider how hard it is to die jetting, when death is so hard
in digesting.

As for my lord-lieutenant, the earl of Mungomerry,
I am sure he be-wales my misfortune, and it would
move him to stand by wbeu the carpenter (while my
friends grieve and make an odd splutter) nails up my
coffin. I will make a short ujfidnvi-t that, if he makes
my epitaph, 1 will take it for a great honour, and it is

a plentiful subject. His excellency may say that the

art of punning is dead with Tom : Tom has taken all

puns awAy with him, Omne tuht pun- Tom .—May his

excellency long live tenant to the queen in Ireland!
We never Herberd so good a governor before. Sure
he munyo-merry home, that lias made a kingdom so

happy. 1 hear my friends design to publish a collec-

tion of my puns. Now I do confess I have let many a
pun go, which did never pungo

:

therefore, the world
must read the had as well us the good. Virgil has
long foretold it : Punicn mala leges. I have had
several forebodings that I should soon die; I have late
lieen often at committees, where I have sat «1e die iu
diem. I convened much with the usher of the black

• A nickname of Tom Ashe's hrother.

rod : 1 saw his medals ; and woe is me dull soul, not to

consider they are but dead mens laces stamped over

and over by the living, which will shortly be my con-
dition.

Tell sir Andrew Fountaine I ran clear to ibe bottom,

and wish he may be a late a river where 1 am going.

He used to brook compliments. May his sand be loug
a running ; not quick sand, like mine! Bid him avoid
poring upon monuments and books ; which it in reality

hut running among rocks and shelves to stop his course.

May his waters never be troubled with mud or gravel,
nor stopped by any grinding stone! May his friends be
all true trouts, and his enemies laid as flat asfounders!
I look up>n him as the most ffuent of his race ; there-

fore let him not despond. I foresee his black rod will

advance to a pike, and destroy all our ills.

But I am going; my wind in lungs is turning to a
winding sheet. The thoughts of a pall begin to apnlt

me. Life is but a vapour, car elle to pour la tnoindie

cause. Farewell : I have lived ad nmicoruin fastuburn
,

and now liehold how fast I di um !

Here his breath failed him, and he expired. There
are some fulse spellings here and there; but they must
be pardoned in a dying man.

A LETTER TO MRS. SUSANNAH
NEVILLE.-

June 24, 1732.

Madam,—

I

will not trouble you with any grave
tophicks, lest I should dtscurmolc you

; hut rather write
in a farmiliar and j orations way.

You must know then 1 was the other night at Mrs.
Tattle's, and Mis. Hattie came in to drink somejorkbt
with us, upou which they fell iu rxnargiment alxitit the
best musicioners in town. At last Rattle told Tattle
that she did not know the difrence between a song and
a tympany. They were going to defer the matter to

me
;
but 1 said tliat, when people disputed, it was my

way always to stand muter. You full would have
thought they were both intosticated with liquor, if you
had seen them so full of outiageousnets. However,
Mrs. Tattle, os being a very timbersome woman,
yielded to Rattle, and there was an eud of the dupute-
ment. | wonder you do not honour me sometime*
with your company. If I myself be no mtroduremeni,
my garden, which has a fine rural look, ought to be
one. My Tommy would be glad to see you before he
goes for England ; and so would I, for I am resolved
to take the tower of London before I return. We in-

tend to go to Norfolk or Suffolk to see a clergyman, a
near cousiu of ours. They say that he is an admiral
good man, and very hospital in his own house. 1 am
determ'

d

when this vege is over, never to set my foot iu
a stage-coach agaiu

; for (he jolting of it lias put my
blood into such a firmament that I hare been in an
ego ever since, and have lost my nappelite to such a
degree that I have not eaten a mansion of bread put all

together these six weeks past. They allow me to eat
nothing at night but blanchiut mamhtus, which has
made a perfect notomy of me

;
and my spirits are so

srtorted that I am iu a perfect liturqy; for which 1 am
resolved to take some rubrick, although the doctors
davi.se me to drink burgomy. And what do you think ?

When I went to my cellar for a flask. 1 found that my
servants had imbelhshed it all : for which I am resolved
to give them some hippocorkeny to bring it up again.—

I

fear that I have been too turbulent in tills long and
tedious crawl

;

which I hope you will excuse from
your very humble servant,

Mary Home.

This letter U fictitious, und was written by J)r. Sheridan.



TRIFLES IU

CONSULTATION
OF FOUR PHYSICIANS UPON A LORI) THAT WAS DYING.

As Swift Hid not partake of the u-ual amusements of the world for recreation, lie todutad himself in various sports and whims

of fancy. Among others he was fond of a uew speeie. of companion. whicn confuted all of Latin wmrds. hut by allowing for

fahie spelling, and running the wools into each other, the senUUCW. would eooUin gvxnl s. use m Loculi. It was thought speci-

mens of this singular mode of writing would not be unacceptable to tlie reaUer.

1st D. Is his honor sic Y Pnfi Indus felis pulse.

It <lo es I *.it veris loto tie.

2ttd I). No notis as qui casai e ver feltu metri it.

Imle edit is as fastas an alarum ora lire bellatfnite.

3rrID. Itisverihei!

4/A D. Noto contra dictu in my juge mentitU veri

loto de. Itis as orto maladi, sum callet.

(//ere# ver id ocio re/i res/o a par lari na mel an not*

pot/ ure.)

\$t D. It is a me gri mas I opi tie.

2nd D. No docto rite quit fora quin si. Heris a

plane sim tomo fit. Sorites Para celsus : Pr» re adit.

Is/ D. Nono doctor I nc ver quo te aqua casu do.

2nd D. Sum arso : mi autoris no ne.

3/t/ D. No qnare lingat pre senti de si re. His honor

is sic «0a colli casnre as I sit here.

4 /A D. It is let her an atro phi or a colli casu set!

:

Ire metahri re ad it iu doctor me ade* Esse, here ilia.

3rd D. I ne ver re ad apage in it, no re ver iu

tend it.

2nd D. Fer ne is ofla qui te di ferent noti o uas i

here.

1*/ D. Notis ab ludi fluxit is vere plene.

2nd D. I litis a fluxit me re qui re ac lis ter.

3rd D. I a ver his casis veneri alas i disco ver edit

iu as hanc cor
;
an da poli pus in his uosce. An di fit

be as I cetis, ago no rea me cti sue.

Is/ D. It is ad angc rus casas aui.

4/A D. I must tel lure alitis ago uti humor in his

Bel li. Hi sto macto is ernpti.

li/ D. It me bea pluri si; avo metis veri pro per

fora manat his age.

2nd D. Ure par donat prassenti des ire; His dis eas

is a cata ride clare it.

3rd D. Atlas tame fiudit as tone iu his quid tii es.

4/A D. Itis ale pro si fora uti sc. I*ra? bos his a poti

cari
;
cantu tell us Y Ab lis ter me bene cessa risum

derens. Itis as ure medi iu manicas es.

3rd I). I Audit isto late tot hiuc ofla reme di; fori

here his Honor is De ad.

2nd D. His ti me is cum.
Is/ l). Is it trudo ut htncY
4/A D. It is veii certa in. His Pari* his Belli sto

rtugo ut foris de partu re.

3rd D. Nac, i lis Ecce lens is ile ail lsetus en dum
upri esto pr® foris sole. His Honor has biua Cato
liquor a dc isti here.

Is/ D. Alor dis sum times as tingi us an usu reris.

2nd D. Api stolis ulligo time a verbi mi at eudans
fora forte nite.

3rd D. O mei ne vera tendo na nil ordiuis sic ties

aui more!
4/A D. Api stolis ne a quin in a nil ordo fls qua

lit* ; sum pea fore times more. It istos mala fi to a

Doctor o lis hie.

2nd l). L®tus paco litis time.

Is/ D. Ahigo ditis hi time, in de editis, forus alto

fall.is campe ringo fas lait.is arato ut offa da iri; fori

fera bea tinge veri minute : bimi solido. His lac quis,

on das turdts aussi sto ut valet is re di forus

2nd D. Ali feris ab ast in a do; fori here ano is at

ad is stans.

Is hit honour sick? Pray let us fowl his puls#. It does lical

very slow to-day.

No. no. ’tL as quick as l ever felt
;
yon may try it. Indeed,

it is iu la»t as an alarum, or a tin* bell at night.

It U very high.

Nut to contradict you, in my judgment it is very slow to-

day. It is a sort of malady, some call U.

Here every dtrctvr retire» to a part'nr in a mefptchoiy posture.

It is a megrim ns I opine.

No. doctor, I take it for a quinsy. Here is a plain ay nip

tom of it. So writes Paracelsus—Pray read it.

No. no. doctor, I never quote a quack as you do.

Some arc so ; my author is none.

No quarrelling at present, I desire. His liononr is wick of a

colic, as sure as 1 sit here.

It is either an atrophy or a colic, as you said. 1 remember
I read it iu doctor Mead's Essay : here it is.

I never read a page in it, nor ever intend it.

Feme is quite of a different notion, as 1 hear.

No, 'tis a bloody flux, it Is very plain.

If it is a flux, it may require a glyster.

I aver his case is veueTcal, as I discovered it in a chancre
and a polypus in his nose. Aud, if it be as 1 say ‘tis, a gouor-
rhtB.i may ensue.

It is a dangerous case as any.

I must tell you really, 'tis a gouty humour in liis belly. Hit
stomach, too, is empty.

It may be a pleurisy ; a vomit is very proper for a ruau at

his age.

Your pardon at preaeut I desire. Ilis disease is a catarrh, I

declare it.

At last you may find it a stone in liis kidneys

-

It is a leprosy for aught I see. Pray, who's his apothecary,
can't you tell us ? A bli-ter may lie necessary some days
hence. It is % sure remedy in many cases.

I And it is too late to think of a remedy ; for I hear his honor
I# dead-

HU time is nun*.

Is it true, do you think ?

It is very certain. Hut parish's bell is to ring out for his
departure-

Nay, if liis excellency is dead, let u* send ’em a priest to pray
for hu soul. His honour has liwi a Catholic or deist, 1 hear.

A lord is sometimes as stingy as a usurer is.

A iiUtolo is all I got, I may aver, by my attendance for a

fortnight

Oh may 1 never attend on any lord iu his sickness any mure

!

A pistole is sneaking in any lord of his quality : some pay
four times more. It is too snudl a fee to a doctor o‘ physic.

Let us pack off ; it b time.

Ah, by God, it is high time, indeed it is. for us all t • fall a
scampering off as fast as s rat out of s dairy ; for I Tear a l>e-it tig

every minute ; by my soul I do. His lacqueys and a sturdy
saucy stout valet U ready for us.

All I fear is a bastinado ; for I hear a noise at a distance

A LOVE SONG.
Afvd in is alini de si re,

Mimi* fre-s I ne ver re qui re,

Alu veri Audit a goal is,

Hia utiseri ue ver at rest is.

A pudding is all my desire.

My mistress I never require
A lover I find it a jest is.

Ills misery never at rest is.
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AN EPIGRAM.
Die, hcrii agro fit, an da quar to fine ale.

Fora riugat ure nos, an da striugat ure tale.

TO SAMUEL BINDON. Esq.

Mollis abuti,

Has an acuti,

No lasso finis,

Molli diviui*.

O mi de armis ires,

Itni na dis trea.

Cantu disco ver

Meas alo ver?

TO DR. SHERIDAN.
This gibberish resolves into what the dean's postscript calls
" as bod sense as you would desire."
" I amau ass ; O let me suck calf; O so I do In summer ; O

but I hail mum in all I supt; Minim o' time ist-rcsome ; writes

of any tall lass; 1 buss 'em ? O wlerer. Nan, sit, ait a top.

O Tom am I so dull. I a cully? I so ageu? I a madman? l'\e

a memory ton. I'm a sinner. *Tis a part.
" Is a cap a cure ? O covet it o' men, tire me not ; 'tis a Ioh

in time and tide. I'm in a musing moot ; 1 am kneeling in

mire. A, but 1 see none. r> I get never a rap."
The Latin must bo read hackwards.
" Emoveor aiiquando paululum gravitate subject! *i habeas

me cxcusatum."

October 18. 172S.

Saturui die.

E RUD1T1SSIME DOMINI,
Mi Sana, Telo me Flaccus

;
odioso ni mus rcm. Tuba

FROM DR. SHERIDAN.
June 88. 1784.

DE ABMIS TER DE AN.

1 KXP8CTURE auser an da fullone abo ut mi monito de.

Times a re veri de ad nota do it oras hi lingat almi e

state. Mire se ver cannas rel res ad e villas a petti.

Cursim I se fora prime minis ter. Cantu res a Sum
at ab an cursu de an. Atri do. Uno mi de arde annuo
me a gro at. It is hi time lot, bine ope in it. I arna

non cat maniac, &c nave is mi aversio ni de clare.

Ad unis at mi do ore fora Sum io ou damnat urns,
ab umbelicum in at his ars, as redi as ac at is at amo
use, ora rati se, orabat.

lambicum as routas a Statu : as laenas am que
; as

de a fas an ad axis ;
as luc a vi as an oasis : as qineras a

due: ast emas alam
;

as de ad as a do oma ilis; as

insipidas de ad vi uegaris; ora potato in me. I re

membri vas o na time a<< qui rasa Heat a Iseclis belli;

as meri as a Phili : as fullo pleas ac id
; as fullo me*

refrix as ac it en is, oras ab a bonui na capis. I rite

si miles use e, cantu ritum ? Udi ne at uree de at mi
o use. I vah belli fullo meato en ter tenus fit fora nil

ordinis equi page. Uva stomach i me ope. Here isab

llo fare. Ago use. A paro dux. Sum fis his, as a

(Niro soles. A paro places. Apud in. Afri casei.

Arabit astu in. Ncu j>es. Neu beans. Alam pij fit

fora minis ter o state. Acus tardis ast it abit as at

artif. Afri tens mi de lite. Mi liquor istoc que, it

costus api Stola quarti a verrit. A quartos ac. Margo
use claret as fine as a rubi Graves. Lac rima Christ i.

Hoc. Cote rot®. Sum Cyprus. As fine Sidera se ver

Id runcat at aveme.
Pnrbe spectra a Superaturus. Sununas par a gusto

eat. Sum colli flo ures, ac ab age l*tU fora Sal od.

luvita ltedito ac cum pani ure verens, nota prteter nota

coquet. A grave matronis pro per fora grave de an,

an da doctor, an das cole mas ter.

1 ritu a verse o na molli o mi ne,

Asta lassa me pole, a lsedis o fine,

I tie ver neu a nieo ue at in mi ui is,

A manat a plans ora sito fer diis,

I)e armo lis abuti hoe face an hos nos is

As fer a sal illi as redilas aro sis.

Dick, here is a profit nml a quail o’ One ale.

For a ring at your now aud a string at your tell

Moll is a beauty.
Has an acute eye,
No law so fine is,

Molly divino is.

0 my dear mistress,

1 am iu a distress.

Ow l you discover
Mo as a lover ?

Dia pusilanimum : emit si erit moe minimo. Fecitne

Latina Sal? 1 sub me? a robur os. Nanlis notat is.

Moto itna os illud a illuc? lma os nega: 1 darna
uam? Memoravi i nos; I rna eris nisi : sit parta.

St paca eruca ? voco Tite nemo ! F.ment touo sit

sjla ui emit, na edit, lma ni sum A dum. Ima nii

ne ni erim ! Tuba nisi no os tegi en parare.

Humilimus, &c.

Excusatum me haoeas si subjecti gravitate pau-
lulum aiiquando emoveor.

When you have puzzled your brains with reading

this, you will find it os bad sense as you would desire.

Where do you dine to-day?

To-morrow with me.

Dkar Mister Dean.
I expect your answer, and s full one, about my money to-day.

Time* are very dead, not a doit or a shilling at all my estate.

My receiver can as well raise a devil as n penny. Curse him.
1 aty, for a prime minister. Can’t you raise a sum at a banker s,

you dean ? Ah. try do. You know, my dear d<im. you owe me
a groat. It is high time to thiuk upon IL I am an honest man,
1 My ; a knave's my aversion, I declare.

A dun is at my door, for a sum I owe ono damned attorney

;

a hiunbniilie come in at his ar»e, as ready as a cat is at a mouse,
or • rat. I My, or a bat.

I am become a« mute as a statue ; as lean as a rake ; ns deaf
as an adder is; aa heavy as on aas is; as qtitMT as a duck; as
tame as a Iamb ; as dead as a door-nail is ; a< insipid as dead
vinegar is; or a potatoe in me. 1 remember 1 was. on a time,
as quick ns a (lea at a lady's belly ; aa merry as a filly ; as fullo'

play as a kid ; as full o’ merry tricks as a kitten is, or as a baboon
in a cap is I write similes, you see; can’t you write 'em? You
dine o' Thursday at my lumas I 've u belly full o' meat to enter-

tain us. fit for any lord in his equipage Yiiu’ve a stomach. 1 may
hope. Here is a bill o’ fare : A goose, a nnir o’ ducks, some fishes,

a pair o' soles, a pair o* plaices, a pudding, a fricassee, a rabbit
a-*tcwing, new peas, new bonus, a lamb pic, fit for a minister o'

state A custard is as Ut abit as a t,irt it- A fritter is my delight.
My liquor isTokay ; it cost u» a pistole a quart. 1 aver it. A quart
o' suck. Morgan x claret, os flue os a ruby. Graves. Lacryma
Christi Hock. C ite-roti. Some Cyprus, As fine cyder as ever
I drank at a tavern.

Pray bespeak us a supper at yonr house. Home aspurngus u
eat. Some cauliflowers, a cabbage, lettuce for a salad. Invite a
lady to accompany your reverence ; not a prater ; not a coquette.
A grave matron is proper for a grave dean, and a doctor, aaul

school -master.

1 write you a verve on a Molly o’ mine.
As tall ns n May pole, a lady so Gne;
1 never knew any so neat iu mine eyes.

A min at a glance, or a sight of her, dies;

1 V.ir Molly's * beauty, whose face and whose nose 1*

As f.air as a lily, as red a* a row is.
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Ac is o mi molli in almi do life,

Illo vcrbi de, an illo verbi nite.

I figo imui te Cato turn an dumus trans ac ure
pens® exceptive iliac. I fi pie in gestitis fora negat eas

ter. Notahit fora cordatni, norabit fora di ae i, as migra
nam has sed forti times.

I nono mips offa ni momento ritu buttahata illis o
ver at Dan sic. In Itali an in Germani merce nari es

desertum « veri de. O nc goner alis de ail ac an non
bullit hue oflSs h® ad. A fle et is pr® par in fora se

fite. Me ni Si egos ara carri in o nat his tim^f
Mi Mngis as meri as an apis. H® do es se a qu®

cur a qu® cur a cur. H® is CAjier in in ac age me do
Sali. AHt ob re ad is gener aii his super, ora livor

ofla Iambi*.

Miser visto alat o me, excuse mi has te ; Fore ver

an de ver urea Tomas Sea id an.

A ki« o’ my Molly b all my delight •

I love her by <lay, and I love her by night

If I go I must lake a totum, and you rau«t ransack ymu
pence, except I've ill-luck. If I play in jest, it is for an e.'ij at

Easter. Not a hit for n card am I, nor a bit for a dux* am I,

a» my grannura has said forty times.

I know no nows of any moment to write you ; hut a battle is

over at Duutxic Iu Italy and in Germany, mercenaries desert

’em everyday. One general i* dead; a cannon bullet took off

his head. A fleet is preparing for a sea tight. Many sieges axe

a -carrying on at this time.

My Mag is as merry as an ape is. He does say. a rpiaker. a
quaker, a cur He is capering in a cage made o sallow. A hit

o’ bread is generally his supper, or a liver of a lamb is.

My service to all at home; excuse my haste. For ever and
ever yours, Thomas Shkkiiivx.

Afri de at cn ac locat mi Studij. O' Friday at ten o'clock, at my study.

On (he other hand the dean, in way of reply, tried to write English words to be read into Latin, of which the

following is an iustance :

—

TO DR. SHERIDAN.
Terse I ow I one you ere wry.

Am I say vain a Rabbie is.

Gaudy o tea rue ry dy you sale you tye in service he

:

Said lynk way more Ass, eat red Eye, add nose sight

O. Quipp ye knife all or tame Puss East. Tea Mary
Tuck Sir: Tea may rent Family are case. Anne lewd
is cart is? Veal some no in dull jest 1 ? Anne Jo Ouz
ty by place eat? Meer Rum 8)>are O Freak went her

Rib is : Lack Tea compleat : Ay’d is, ride ease. Lock
were is, do neck fat I gat us ease. A wry Debt nay,
Rage in a eat may right us tye by ? Do my Tea here
I eggs peek’t have I ; said may clay say pist I. Usque-
bach come am Ass ; Force an I buy ass he o buss
East

; Codd mark a Toryes nice Eye ass 1 dumb mine
I may hay bent. Said post hose Dairy lick toes add
MM vain I. You buy inn do mow Day can at us bon
um Salt ’em by lieam us, sign on Mealy o'r’etn fall or
no. Satyr nigh, dye ease nose ty feast us east. May
come air is

; Sigh mull seek ray to Carmen a Pan game
us. Ride end ’um, buy, bend 'um e‘r it comesoilayly
buss : nigh least carry us invite a.

Sick Dice it Whore ah see us

;

Spare take um Sick way pot you it wag and Team
Fall e’er he taste a.

Et a lve by

:

Back um in Ray mote is Can-men areyou Pyebuss.
Said

;

For tune a lay to save an egg o show.
Sate I soj>e 1 nor sight ha’ shown um

;
add fine em

proper and 'um East. Valiant a Mice I Vestry, eat
you in Shoe pair rally Ass. Ah my Cuz vest are.

Day can us.

Tertio Januarii.

Amice Vrxr.sAim.ia,
Gaud* ote ruri din salat! in^ervisac; sed linnnr moras. et

redi nd iios cito. Qninpe ni fallnr tempos rst. Timer* uxor,

tiroerent familiare*. An India cards? Vd aomno indulges te?

Anne jocus tibi placet ? Mrrum spero frequenter bihis Lac te

complet. Edis, rides, loqucris, d>ncc fatigatus es Arridet ne
lvgina et moritustibi? IVimi te hcri expedavl. *ed medreepistt.
Usque Barelium amas Fonun i'd aiwe opus «t. Quod mer-
catorea ni scias idem miniree bobcat. Sea poat h • derelirtoa

ad nos veni; ubi in domo Dncanatus Imnum saltern hibemus. ai

non moliorem Falerno. Siturnl dies, nosti, festns eat. Morom
eris; siraul secretn rarmina pangemus. Kidendum, bibenduro
frit cum sndalibus. nil est carius iu vital

Sic dicil fioralius

Spartarum si quo* poluit \agantem

Fallere testa.

Et alibi

:

llacvlium in rematis carmiua rupibus.

Sed

:

Fortuna brio oarva negotio.

Satis opinor citationum, ad flnem propenndum «< Valennt

amici ve*tri et tu insuper valcaa.

Amicus vester,

Dccarth.

FROM DR. SHERIDAN.
. Fy brew Harry 85, 1734-5.

RAVE R ER END DAY ANN,
Eve fan see they Rake order is a deel a tory jant
ill man, bee cause he mite heave scent his o pin eye
on beef o er this. Yew no eye heave sum mow knee
too pea miss tear Hen a wry, Ann damn inn hay
east tub ring Matt Eyrt twack on clue shun. Eye
maid a nap point meant two Bee at they Dean a wry
tun ey’t, butt am pray vent head buy a ten ant in
Jew rod buy Ann at Urn I, buy home eye must and.
Eye am ewer mow stob ay dy ant Ann dumb bell
•erve aunt, Tom ass She mid Ann.

Rcvkrkxp Diaw. February *5, ITS I &

I fancy 11m? recorder is a dilatory gentleman, because be
might have sent his opinion lefore this. You know 1 have
some money to pay Mister Henry, and am in haste to bring
matters to a conclusion. I made an appointment to lie at tlu

Deanery to-night, but am prevented by a tenant injured by an
attorney, by whom 1 must stand. 1 am your most obedient

and humble servant,

Thomas Sheeiuax.

FROM DR. SHERIDAN.
DRDN, May 86, 1735.

Yew mare aim Ember, a bout Ann our Ah go,

Ire it Sum Anu glow Ann Glee, I nim it ay shun off

Dsar P«an Msj 26, 1735.

You may remember, alxnit an hour ago, I wr t sows
Auglo-Angli, in imitation of yours; but I fear there are mb-
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42S LETTER FROM DR. SHERIDAN.

Ewer*. Butt If here they rare mist eaks. I few fine

day nigh, Eye may Kit mire eak quest Tom end

dumb. They'll aid Eye* Name Lee Mad damn Harry

Son, White Whey, Sigh Cann, air ray dye Two join

new, Sow add Yew Too Ale even. Ewer Mow
Stumble Add my rare,

Though mass She bid Ann
Meath ay two went he Sick’st,

Wan thoil Sand Say vain Hun dread, 4c.

Tooth ay Revere End Dock tore Jo Nathan Dray Peer*

Gull Liver, Inn They Daue a wry.

tikes. If you And any. I make it my request to mend ’em
The ladies, namely, madam Ilairtaon, Whitway, Sican, ar»
ready to join you. So adieu to extHi.—Your most bun. bl«

admirer.
Thomas Sushi »ak.

May the twenty -sixth,

Oue thousand seven hundred, &c.

To the 1evereud doctor Jonathan Drwpier Gulliver,
* in the Deanery.

FROM DR. SHERIDAN.
DE AKMIS TER DK AN,

JulU IS, 17».

Ubit tome lum time ago an diam redito anser it

thus. A lac a de mi illiuc, ducis in it, is notabit fit

fora de an ;
it is more fit fora puppi. 1 lusit toti.

Irritato ripam flet an Dicti toral e ver ibit. Die is

abest. Die is a serpenti se. Die is a turdi se. Die

is a faxtor. Die is pisti se. Die is a vix en. Die

is as qui ter in nasti fusti musti cur. Die is arautur.

Die is ab a boni se. Sed Ito Dicti cantu cum in os

a dans in mas ter an dans ab ori ora minuet. Da me
I fido sed Die. Quia mi ars se din puppi. Ure as

turdi rufi an sed I. Ure a tori villa in sed Die. Ure

fit fora gallus sed I ;
an dume dia dans in. Ure aras

colli cur sed Die. Dicti sed I un* regis a farto me.

Tanti vi sed I tanti vi

Hi fora Die in apri vi.

Ime Die as te mas amo use foralis angor. I re-

coilecta piper, sed I, an dat rumpetur, an da sume

cur, an ad rumor, on das qui re, uu ab lac a more in

ure cum paui, an da de al more me ac in a gesto uti.

It is ali ad a me sed Die, as suras istinc. Sensu cceso

I c*no more.

I cum here formo ni. Itis apparent I cauta ve

mi mserent, mi teueutis tardi. I cursim e veri de

nota peui cani res. I ambit. Mi stomaebis a cor

moraute ver re ad ito digesta me ale in a minute. I

cat nolam, noram, no dux. I general i eat a quale car-

lione dedal super an da qualis as fine abit as orabit.

I es ter de I eat atro ut at a bit. De vilis in mi a

jjetite. A crustis mi de lite. (I neu Eumenides ago

eat tuenti times more.) As unde I eat offa buccas

fatas mi arsis. On nnm unde 1 eat sum pes. A tu

es de I eat apud in migra num edit. A venis de 1

eat sum pasti. Post de notabit Afri de abit ab re ad.

A satur de sum tripes.

Luis is mus ter in an armi an de sines carri in it

as far as I tali, sum se germani. It do es alarum

mus; De vel partum. I fani nues is fito ritu me
directo me at cavo ni Yirgini a. Miservice tomi da

ter an, capta in Pari, doctor de lanij, major Folli

ut
;
an mi complemento mi de armis tresses, espe-

cial! Well.
I amat ure re verens hiscervice

fore ver an de ver.

Drab Mists* Draw. July 15, 17SB.

Yotr writ to me some time ago, nnd I am ready to answer it

thus. Alack a-day, my ill iuk ; deuce is in it; it is not a hit

(U for a dean ; it is more At for n puppy. I'll use it to Tighe
I writ a Tory pamphlet, and Dick Ttyhe tore all, every hit.

Dick is a beast. Dick is a serpent. 1 say. Dick is a turd, I

say. Dick is a farter. Dick is pist. 1 say. Dick is a vixen.

Dick is a squittering, nasty, fusty, tnustv cur. Dick is a ranter.

Dick is a liaboon, I say. Said I to IHck Tishc. can’t you come
in as a dancing-master. and dance a tiorv or a minuet ? Damme
if 1 do. said Dick. K— my a— , said I. you puppy. You’re
a sturdy ruffian, said I. You're a Tory villain, said Dick.

You're At for a gallows, said I, and you may die n dancing.

You're a rascally cur, said Dick. Dick Tiglie, said I, your

rage is a fart to me.

Tantivy, said I, tantivy,

Hy ! for a Dick in a privy.

I made Dick as tame as a mouse, for all his anger. 1 recol-

lect a piper, said 1. ami a trumpeter, and a shoemaker, ami a

drummer, and a squire, nod a blackamoor iu your company,
and a deal mure making a jest o' you. Tighe It is all a lie, a
damme, said Dick, as sure os I stink- Since you say so, 1 say

no mom.

I come here for money. It is apparent I can’t lave my May-
rent. D1Y tenant is lardy. I curse him every day. not a penny
can I raise. I nm hit.

‘ My stomach is a cormorant, ever ready

to digest a meal every minute. I eat no lamb, no ram, no
ducks. I generally cat a quail carboniided at supper, and a

quail is as line a bit" as a rabbit. Yesterday I ate a trout at a

bit. Devil is in my appetite. A crust is my delight. (I knew
you, many days ago, cat twenty times more.) A’ Sunday 1 cat

of a buck ns fat as my arse is. On a Monday I ont some peas.

A' Tuesday I eat a pudding ; my grannum made it. A' Wed-
nesday 1 cat some pasty. Post day not a bit. A' Friday a hit

of bread. A' Saturday some tripes.

Lewis Is mustering an army, and dmijois cany ing it as far as

Italy, some sav Germany. It does alarm us; dciil part 'em.

If any news is’flt to write, you may direct to mo at Cavan in

Virginia. My service to my daughter Ann, captain Parry,

doctor Delany, major FolUot; and my compliment to my
dear mistresses, cs|iecially Wonall.

I am at your reverence hi# service for ever and ever.

A LETTER
TO

THE WRITER OF THE OCCASIONAL PAPER.

Sts Tilt *' CaArrsMAif,” 1727—This piece refers to the well-

known struggles between Pulteney and Walpole, in which Swift

assisted the former.

Sib,—

A

lthough in one of your papers you declare an

intention of turning them, during the dead season of

the year, into accounts of domestic and foreign intelli-

gence ;
yet I think we, your correspondents, should

not understand your meaning so literally as if you

intended to reject inserting any other naper which might

probably lie useful fur the public. Neither, indeed, am
I fully convinced that this new course you resolve to

take will render you more secure than your former

laudable practice of inserting such speculations as were

sent you by several well-wishers to the good of the

kingdom, however grating such notices might be to

some who wanted neither power nor inclination to re-

sent them at your cost
;

for, since there is a direct law

against spreading false news, if you should venture to

tell us, in one of the “ Craftsmen,” that the dey of

Algiers had got the tooth-ache, or the king of Bantam

had taken a purge, and the facts should l»e contradicted

in succeeding jackets, I do not see what plea you

could offer to avoid the utmost penalty of the law, l*c-

cause you are not summed to t»e very gracious among

those who are most able to hurt you.

j by Google
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1fc» les, as I lake your intentions to be sincerely

meant for the public service, so your original method of

entertaining and instructing us will be more general

and more useful in this season of the year, when people

are retired to amusements more cool, more innocent,

and much more reasonable than those tiiey have led

;

when tlieir passions are subsided or suspended
;
when

they have no occasions of iutlaming themselves or each

other; where they will have opportunity of hearing

common sense, every day in the week, from their tenants

or ticighlMiuring farmers; and thereby lie qualified, iu

boms of min or leisure, to read and consider the advice

or information you shall send them.

Another weighty reason why you should not alter

your manner of writing by dwindling to a newsmonger,

is, because there is no suspension of arms agreed on

l>etweeii you and your adversaries, who fight with a sort

of weapons which have two wonderful qualities,—that

they are never to be worn out, and are best wielded by

the weakest hands, and which the poverty of our Ian-

guage forces me to call by the trite appellations of

scurrility, slander, and Billingsgate. I am fur from
thinking that these gentlemen, or rather their employers,

(for the operators themselves are too obscure to be guessed

at,) should be answered after their own way, although

it were possible to drag them out of their obscurity

;

but I wish you would inquire what real use such a

conduct is to the cause they have been so largely paid

to defend. The author of the three first “ Occasional
Letters,’’ a person altogether unknown, has been thought
to glance (fur what reason he best knows) at some public

proceedings, as if they were not agreeable to his private

opinions. In answer to this, the pamphleteers retained

on the other side are instructed by their superiors to

single out an adversary whose abilities they have most
reason to apprehend, and to load himself, his family,

and friends, with all the infamy that a perpetual con-

versation in Bridewell, Newgate, and the Stews, could

furnish them
; but at the same time, so very unluckily,

that the most distinguishing parts of their characters

strike directly in the face of their benefactor, whose
idea, presenting itself along with his guineas perpetually

to their imagination, occasioned this desperate blunder.

But, allowing this heap of slander to lie truth, and ap-

plied to the proper person, what is to be the consequence ?

Are our public debts to be the sooner paid; the corrup-

tions that author complains of to lie the sooner cured
;

an honourable peace, or a glorious war, the more likely

to ensue ;
trade to flourish; theOstend Company to be

demolished; Gibraltar and Port Mahon left entire in

our possession ; the balance of Europe to be preserved ;

tlie malignity of parties to be for ever at an end ; none
but persons of merit, virtue, genius, and learning to lie

encouraged? I ask, whether any of these effects will

follow upon the publication of this author s libel, even

supposing he could prove every syllable of it to he true?

At the same time, I ain well assured tliat the only

reason of ascribing those pipers to a particular person

is built upon the information of a certain pragmatical

spy of quality, well known to act in that capacity by
those into whose company he insinuates turruelf; a sort

of persons who, although without much love, esteem,

oi uread of yieoplc in present power, yet have too much
common prudence to speak their thoughts with freedom

before such an intruder
;
who, therefore, imposes grossly

upon his masters, if lie makes them pay for auythiug but

his own conjectures.

It is a grievous mistake in agre at minister to neglect

or despise, much inure to irritate, men of genius and
learning. 1 have heard one of the wisest persons in

my time oliserve, that an administration was to he known
and judged by the talents of those who appeared their

advocates in print. This I must never allow to tie a

general rule
;
yet I cannot but think it prodigiously

unfortunate, that, among the answerers, defenders, repliers

aud panegyrists, started up in defence of present per-

sons and proceedings, there has not yet arisen one whose
labours we can lead with patience, however we may
applaud their loyalty and good will ; and all this with
the advantages of constant ready pay, of natural and
acquired venom, and a grant of the whole fund of
slander, to range over and riot iu as they please.

On tlie other side, a turbulent writer of “ Occasional

Letters," and other vexatious papers, iu conjunction,

perhaps, with one or two friends as bad as himself, is

able to disconcert, tease, and sour us, whenever he thinks

fit, merely by the strength of genius and truth
; and,

after so dexterous a manner, that when we are vexed to

the soul, and well know the reasons why we are so, we
are ashamed to own the first, and cannot tell how to

express the other. In a word, it seems to me that all

the writers are on one side, and all the rafters on the

other.

However, I do not pretend to assert that it is impos-
sible for an ill minister to find men of wit, who may l>e

drawn, by a very valuable consideration, to undertake
his defence; but the misfortune is, that the heads of
such writers rebel against their hearts; their genius for-

sakes them when they would offer to prostitute it to

the service of injustice, corruption, party rage, and false

representation of things and persons.

And this is the best argument J can offer in defence

of great men, who have been of late so very unhappy
in the choice of their paper-champions; although 1

cannot much commend their good husbandry in those

exorbitant payments of twenty and sixty guineas o' a
time for a scurvy pamphlet; since the sort of work they

require is what will all come within the talents of any
one who has enjoyed the happiness of a very had edu-
cation, has kept the vilest company, is endued with a
servile spirit, is master of an empty purse, and a heart

full of malice.

But, to speak the truth in soberness; it should seem
a little haul, since the old whiggish principle has been
recalled, of standing up for the liberty of the press, to

a degree that no man, for several years past, durst ven-

ture out a thought which did not square, to a point,

with the maxims and practices that then prevailed : 1

say, it is a little hard that the vilest mercenaries should

be countenanced, preferred, rewarded, for discharging

their brutalities against inen of honour only upon a
bare conjecttue.

If it should happen that these profligates have attacked

an innocent person, I ask, what satisfaction can their

hirers give in return ? Not all the wealth raked together

by the most corrujit, rapacious ministers, in the longest

course of unlimited power, would be sufficient to atone

for the hundredth part of such an injury.

In the common way of thinking, it is a situation

sufficient iu all conscience to satisfy a reasonable ambi-
tion, for a private person to command the laws, the

forces, the revenues of a great kingdom ; to reward and
advance his followers and flatterers os he pleases ; and
to keep his enemies (real or imaginary) in the dust.

In such an exaltation, why should he lie at the trouhle

to make use of fools to sound his praises, (because I

always thought the lion was hard set when he chose

the ass for his trumpeter,) or knaves to revenge his quar-
rel at the expense of innocent men’s reputations?

With all those advantages, I cannot see why persons

iu the height of power should be under the least con-

cern on account of tlieir reputation, for which they

have no manner of use
;
or to ruin that of others, which

may perhaps be the only possession their enemies have

left tliem. Supposing times of corruption, which I am
very far from doing; if a writer displays them iu their

proppr colours, does he do anything worse than sending

customers to the shop? ** Here only, at the sign of the
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Brazen Head, are to lie told place# anil pension# : lieware

of counterfeits, and take care of mistaking the doon”

For my own part, 1 think it very unnecessary to give

the character of a gTeat minister in the fulness of his

power, because it is a thing that naturally does itself,

and is obvious to the eyes of all mankind ; for his per*

sonal qualities are all derived into the most minute

parts of his administration. If this be just, prudent,

regular, impartial, intent upon the public good, pre-

pared for present exigencies, ami provident of the

future
;
such is the director himself, iu his private capa-

city : if it be rapacious, insolent, partial, palliating

long and deep diseases of the public with empirical

remedies, false, disguised, impudent, malicious, revenge-

ful
;
you shall infallibly find the private life of the

conductor to answer in every point : nay, what is more,

every twinge of the gout or gravel will be felt in their

;onsequences by the community ; as the thief-catcher,

ujmiii viewing a house broke open, could immediately

distinguish, from the maimer of. the workmanship, by
what hand it was done.

It is hard to form a maxim against which an excep-

tion is not ready to start up; so, in the present case,

where the minister grows enormously rich, the public is

proportionality poor : as in a private family, the steward

ulwavs thrives the fattest when his lord is running

out. ***••*

THE ANSWER OF THE
RIGHT HON. WILLIAM PULTENEY

TO THE

RIGHT HON. SIR ROBERT WALPOLE.
(written uy the dean ok st. Patrick's.)

Octotier t». 1780.

Sir,—A pamphlet was lately sent me, entitled ** A
Letter from the Right Honourable Sir R. W. to the Right

Honourable W. P., occasioned by the late Invectives

on the King, her Majesty, and all the Royal Family.”

By these initial letters of our names, the world is to

understand that you and I must lie meant. Although

the letter seems to require an answer, yet because it

appears to be written ratlier iu the style aud manner
used by some of your pensioners than your own, I

shall allow you the liberty to think the same of this

answer, and leave the public to determine which of the

two actors can better personate their principals. That

frigid and fustian way of haranguing, wherewith your

representer begins, continues, and ends his declamation,

1 shall leave to the critics in eloquence and propriety

to descant on, because it Adds nothing to the weight

of your accusations, nor will my defence be one grain

the better by exposing its puerilities.

I shall therefore only remark, upon this particular,

that die frauds and corruptions in most otlier arts and
sciences, as law, physic, (I sliall proceed no further,)

are usually much more plausibly defended than in

that of politics
;
whether it be that, by a kind of fatality,

the vindication of a corrupt minister is always left to

the management of the meanest and most prostitute

writer*, nr, whether it be that tlie effects of a wicked

or unskilful administration are more public, visible,

pernicious, and universal
;

whereas the mistakes in

other sciences arc often matters that atfect only specu-

lation;, or at worst, the bad consequences fall u|ioii

few and private persons. A nation is quickly sensible

of die miseries it feels, and little comforted by know-
ing what account it turns to by the wealth, the power,

the honours conferred on those who sit ut the helm, or

the salaries paid to their penmen, while the body of
the people is sunk into poverty and des|Kiir. A French-
man in his wooden shoos may. from die vanity of his

nation and the constitution of tlmt government, conceive

some imaginary pleasure in boasting the granteur ol

his monarch in the midst of his own slavery
;
hut a

freel Kirn Englishman, with all his loyalty, can find

little satisfaction at a minister overgrown in wealth and
p;>wer from the lowest degree of want and contempt,
when that power or wealth is drawn from the bowels
and blood of the nation, for which every fellow -subject

is a sufferer, except the great man himself, his family,

and his pensioners
;

I mean such a minister (if there

has ever been such a one) whose whole management
has been a continued link of ignorance, blunders, ar. 1

mistakes in every article, besides that of enriching sum
aggrandising himself.

For these reasons, the faults of men who are most
trusted in public business are, of all others, the most
difficult to he defended. A man may be persuaded
into a wrong opinion, wherein he has small concern

;

but no oratory can have the power over a sober man
against the conviction of his own senses

;
and therefore,

a* I take it, the money thrown away on such advocates

might be more prudently sonml, and kept in such a
minister's own pocket, than lavished in hinug a corpo-

ration of pamphleteers to defend his conduct, and prove
a kingdom to be flourishing in trade and wealth, which
every particular subject (except those few already
excepted) can lawfully swear, and by dear exjierience

knows, to he a falsehood.

Give me leave, noble sir, in the way of argument,

to suppose this to be your case : could you, in good
conscience or moral justice, chide your paper -advocates

for their ill success in persuading the world against

manifest demonstration t Their miscarriage Li owing,

alas! to want of matter. Should we allow them to be

masters of wit, raillery, or learning, yet the subject

would not admit them to exercise their talents ; and
consequently they can have no recourse but to impu-
dence, lying, and scurrility.

I must confess, that the author of your letter to me
has carried this last qualification to a greater height

than any of his fellows; but he has, in my opinion,

failed a little in point of politeness, from the original,

which he affects to imitate. If I should say to a prime-

minister, “Sir, you have sufficiently provided that

Dunkirk should be absolutely demolished and never

repaired
;
you took the best advantages of a long and

general {ware to discharge the immense debts of the

nation
;
you did wonders with the fleet

;
you made the

Spaniards submit to our quiet possession of Gibraltar

and Port Mahon
;
you never enriched yourself and

family at the expense of the public.”—Such is the

style of your supposed letter
;
which, however, if 1

am well informed, by no means comes up to the

refinements of a fishwife at Billingsgate. “ You
never hud a bastard by Tom the waterman

;
you never

stole a silver tankard
;
you were never whipped at the

cart's tail."

In the title of your letter, it is said to be “ occasioned

l.y the late invectives on the king, her majesty, and all

the royal family ;” and the whole contents of the pa|wr

(stripped from your eloquence) go on upon a suppo-

sition affectedly serious, that their majesties aud the

whole royal family have been lately bitterly and
publicly inveighed against, iu the most enormous and
treasonable manner. Now, lieing a man, os you well

know, altogether out of business, I do sometimes lose

an hour in reading a few of those controversial papers

upon politics, which have succeeded for some years pas)

to the polemical tracts between Whig and Tory
, and

in this kind of reading, (if it may deserve to be so

called,) although I have been often but little edified

or entertained, yet has it given me occasion to makt
some observations. First, I have observed, that howevet

men may sincerely agree in all the branches of the

Church principle, in a tenderness for dissenters of every
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kind, in a perfect abhorrence of popery ami the preten-

der, and in the molt firm adherence to the Pntfotut
succession iu the royal house of Hanover, yet plenty

of matter may arise to kindle their nnimosities against

each other, from the various infirmities, follies, and

vices inherent in mankind.
Secondly, I observed, that although the vulgar

reproach, which charges the quarrels between ministers

ami their opposers to be only a contention for power

between those who are in and those who would be in

if they could; yet, as long as this proceetls no further

than a scuffle of ambition among a few persons, it is

only a matter of course, whereby the public is little

affected. But, when corruptions are plain, open, and

undisguised, both in their causes and effects, to the

hazard of a nation’s ruin, and so declared by all the

principal persons and the hulk of the people, those

only excepted who are gainers by those corruptions

;

and when such ministers are forced to fly for shelter to

the throne, with a complaint of disaffection to majesty

against all who durst dislike their administration ; such

a general disposition in the minds of men cannot, I

think, by any rules of reason be called M the clamour

of a few disaffected incendiaries" grasping after power.

It is the true voice of the people, which must, and

will at last, be heard, or produce consequences that I

dare not mention.

I have observed, thirdly, that among all the offensive

printed papers which have come to my hand, whether

good or bad, the writers have taken particular pains to

celebrate the virtues of our excellent king and queen,

even where these were, strictly speaking, no part of the

subject; nor can it he properly objected that such a

proceeding was only a bltnd to cover their malice

toward you and your assistants ; because, to affront

the king, queen, or the royal family, as it would be

directly opposite to the principles that those kind of

writers have always professed, so it would destroy the

very end they have in pursuit. And it is somewhat
remarkable, that those very writers against you and
the regiment you command, are such as most distinguish

themselves upon all, or upon no occasions, by their

panegyrics on their prince
;
and, as all of them do this

without favour or hire, so some of them continue the

same practice under the severest prosecution by you
and your janizaries.

You seem to know, or at least very strongly to con-

jecture, who those jiersons are that give you so much
weekly disquiet. Will you ilare to assert that any of

these are Jacobites, endeavour to alienate the hearts of

the people, to defame the prince, and then dethrone

him, (for these are your expressions,) and that I am
their patron, their bulwark, their hope, and their refuge ?

Can you think I will descend to vindicate myself

against an aspersion so absurd? God he thanked, we
have had many a change of ministry without changing

our prince; for, if it had been otherwise, peihaps

revolutions might have been more frequent. Heaven
forbid that the welfare of a great kingdom, and of a
brave people, should be trusted with the thread of a

•ingle subject** life; for I suppose it is not yet in your

view to entail the miuistryship in your family. Thus
I hope we may live to see different ministers and dif-

ferent measures, without any danger to the succession

in the royal Protestant line of Hanover.

You are pleased to advance a topic which I could

never heartily approve of in any party, although they

have each in their turn advanced it, while they bad the
[

superiority. You tell ns it is hard that, while every

private man shall have the liberty to choose what ser-

vant he pleases, the same privilege should he refused

to a king. This assertion, crudely understood, can

hardly be supported. If by servants be only meant

those who are purely menial, who provide for their

master's food and clothing, or for the convenience and
splendour of his family, the point is not worth de-
bating. But, the hod or good choice of a chancellor,

a secretary, an ambassador, a treasurer, and many
other officers, is of very high consequence to the whole
kingdom : so is likewise that amphibious race of

courtiers between servants and ministers; such as the

steward, chamberlain, treasurer of the household, awl
the like, being All of the privy council, and some of
the cabinet; who, according to their talents, their prin-

ciples, and their degree of fnvotir, may be great instru-

ments of good or evil, both to the subject ami the

prince; so that the parallel is by no means adequate
between a prince's court and a private family. And
yet, if an iusolent footman lie troublesome in the

neighbourhood
; if he breaks the people's windows,

insults their servants, breaks into other folks' houses to

pilfer what be can find, although he belong to a duke,
and be a favourite iu his station

;
yet those who are

injured may, without just offence, complaiu to his lord,

and, for waiit of redress, get a warrant to send him to

the stocks, to Bridewell, or to Newgate, according to the

nature and degree of his delinquencies. Thus the ser-

vants of the prince, whether menial or otherwise, if they

be of his council, are subject to the inquiries and pro-

secutions of the great council of the nation, even as far

a* to capital punishment ; and so must ever be in our
constitution, till a minister can procure a majority even
of that council to shelter him

;
which I am sure you

will allow to he a desperate crisis, under any party of

the most plausible denomination.

The only instance you produce, or rather insinuate,

to prove the late invectives against the king, queen,

and royal family, is drawn from that deduction of the

English history published, in several papers, by the

“Craftsman wherein are shown the had consequences
to the piblic, as well as to the prince, from the prac-

tices of evil ministers in most reigns, and at several

periods, when the throne was filled by wise monnrrhs
as well as by weak. This deduction, therefore, cannot
reasonably give the least offence to a British king, when
he shall observe that the greatest and ablest of his pre-

decessors, by their own candour, by a particular junc-
ture of affairs, or by the general infirmity of human
nature, have sometimes put too much trust in confident,

insinuating, and avaricious ministers.

Wisdom, attended by virtue and a generous nature,

is not unapt to lx* imposed on. Thus Milton deseri lies

Uriel, “ tne sharpest -sighted spirit in heaven," and
u regent of the sun,’’ deceived by the dissimulation

and flattery of the devil, for which the poet gives a

philosophical reason, but needless here to quote. Is

anything more common, or more useful, than to caution

wise men in high stations against puttiug too much
trust in undertaking servants, cringing flatterers, or

designing friends ? Since the Asiatic custom of

governing hy prime-ministers has prevailed in so many
courts of Europe, how careful should every prince he

in the choice of the person on whom so great a trust is

devolved, whereon depend the safety and welfare of

himself and all his subjects! Queen Elizabeth, whose
administration is frequently quoted as the beet pattern

for English princes to follow, could not resist the

artifices of the earl of Leicester; who, although uni-

versally allowed to he the most ambitious, insolent,

and corrupt person of his age, was yet her greatest and
almost her only favourite (his religion indeed being

partly puritan, and partly infidel, might have better

tallied with present tunes''; yet this wise queen would
never suffer the openest enemies of that overgrown lord

to be sacrificed to his vengeance
;
nor durst he charge

them with a design of introducing popery, or the

Spanish pretender.

How many great families do we all know, whose
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matters have passed f >r persons of good abilities during
Yiie whole course of their lives, and yet the greatest

tj.irt of whose estates have sunk in the humls of their

stewards and receivers; their revenues paid them in

scanty portions, at large discount, and treble interest,

though they did not know it; while the tenants were
daily nicked, and at the same time accused to their

landlords of insolvency. Of this sjiecies are such
managers, who, like honest Peter Waters, pretend to

clear an estate, keep the owner pennyleas, and after

seven years leave him five times more in debt, while

they sink half a plum into their own pockets.

Those who think tliemselves concerned, may give

you thanks for that gracious liberty you are pleased to

allow them of ** taking vengeance on the ministers, and
there shooting their envenomed arrows.” As to myself,

I neither owe you vengeance, nor make use of such
wea)M>ns : but it is your weakness, or ill fortune, or

]>erltaps the fault of your constitution, to convert

wholesome remedies into poison
; for you have received

better and more frequent instructions than any minister

of your age and country, if God had given you the

grace to apply them.
I dare promise you the thanks of half the kingdom,

if you please to perform the promise you have made of ,

sutleriug the “('raftsman"ami company,or whateverother
infamous wretches ami execrable villains you mean, to

.

take their vengeance only on your own sacred ministerial
;

person, without bringing any of your brethren, much
less die most remote branch of the royal family, into the

|

delude. This generous offer I suspected from the first,
!

because there were never heard of so many, so unneces-

sary, and so severe prosecutions as you have promoted
during your ministry, in a kingdom where the liberty

j

of the press is so much pretended to be allowed. But in

reading a page or two, I found you thought it proper

to explain away your grant
;

for there you tell us, that
'

“ these miscreants " (meaning the writers against you)
“ are to remember, that the laws liave abundantly
less generous, less mild and merciful sentimeuts,” than

yourself; and into their secular hands the poor authors

must be delivered to fines, prisons, pillories, whippings,
j

and the gallows. Tims your promise of impunity, which
began somewhat jesuitically, concludes with the mercy
of a Spanish inquisitor.

If it should so happen that 1 am neither abettor,

patron, protector, nor supporter of these imaginary
invectives “against the king, her majesty, or any of
the royal family,” I desire to know what satisfaction I

am to get from you, or the creature you employed in

writing the libel which I am now answering? it will

be no excuse to say, that I differ from you in every
particular of your political reason and practice; be-

cause that will be to load the best, the soundest, and
most numerous part of the kingdom with the denomi-
nations you are pleased to bestow upon me, that they
are “ Jacobites, wicked miscreants, infamous wretches,

execrable villains, and defamers of the king, queen,
and all the royal family,” and “ guilty of high treason.”

Vou cannot know my style; but I can easily know
your works, which are performed in the sight of the
•un. Your good inclinations are visible; but I begin
to doubt the strength of your credit even at court, that

you have not power to make bis majesty believe me
the person which you represent in your libel

;
as most

infallibly you have often attempted, and in vain,
because I must otherwise have found it by the marks
of his royal displeasure. However, to be angry wiih

you, to whom I atn indebted for the greatest obliga-

tion I could possibly receive, would be the highest

ingratitude. It is to you I owe that reputation I have
acquired for some years past of being a lover of my
country and its constitution : to You I owe the libels

and scurrilities conferred upon me by the worst of men,
and consequently some degree of esteem and friendship

from the best. From you I learned the skill of distin-

guishing between a patriot uml plunderer of bis coun-
try : and from you I hope in time to acquire the
knowledge of being a loyal, faithful, and useful servant

to the best of princes, king George II.
; and therefore

I can conclude, by your example, but with greater

truth, that I am not only with humble submission and
resjiect, but with infinite gratitude, sir, your must
obedient and obliged servant, W. Pvltenky.

EPISTOLARY CORRESPONDENCE.

" N a series of familiar letters between the same friends for

thirty >e irs. their whole life, as it were, pome* la review before
us

; we live with them, we hear them talk, we mark the vigour
of life, the ardour of expectation, the hurry of busmens, the
jollity of their s-icial meetings, and the sport of thrir fanes iu

the sweet intervals of leisure and retirement; we see the scei>e

gradually change; hope and expectation ore at an end; Urey
regret Measures that are past, arul friend* that are dead ;

they
romp twin of disam'ointment and infirmity ; they are conscious
that the «aud» ot life which remain are few; and while we
hear them regret the approach of the last, it falls, and we lose
them in the grave. Such as they were we feel Missives to V*

;

wo arc mnscuHis to sentiments, connections, and situations like
theirs ; we fiiwl ourselves in the same path, urged forward by
the same necessity, and the parallel iu what has been i* carried
on with such force to what shall be, that the future almost l«e*

earn** present, and we wonder at the new power of those truths,
of which we never doubted the reality and imjHirtance.

.

“ These letters will therefore contribute to wliatever good may
be hoped from a just edimatc of Ufa; and for that reason. If

for no other, are by no means unworthy the attention of the
public.” Hawukswurtii.

TO THE REV. JOHN KENDALL."
Moor-park. February 11, bill.

Sib,—

I

f anything made me wonder at your letter, it was
yi»ux almost inviting me to do so in the beginning,
which, indeed, grew less upon knowing the occasion;
since it is what I liave heard from more tlian one in

a Viear of Thornton in Leicestershire.

and about Leicester. And for tbe friendship between
us, as I suppose yours to be real, so I think it would l«
proper to imagine miue, until you find any cause to

believe it pretended
; though I might have some quar-

rel at you iu three or four lines, which ore very ill

liestowed in complimenting me. And as to that of my
great prospects of making my fortune, on which us
your Kindness only looks on tbe best side, so uiy own
cold temper and uncoufined humour is a much
greater hinderance than any fear of that which is the
subject of your letter. 1 shall speak plainly to you,
that tire very ordinary observations 1 made with going
half a mile beyond the university, have taught me ex-
perience enough not to think of marriage tdl I settle

my fortune in the world, which 1 am sure will uot l»e

in some years; and even then itself, I atn so hard to

please, that I suppose I shall put it off to the other
world. How all that suits with tny behaviour to tlie

woman in hand you may easily imagine, when you
know tliat there is something in me which must be
employed, and when I am alone turns all, for want of
practice, into s|ieculAtioii and thought

; insomuch, that
these seven weeks I have been here, I have writ and
burnt, and writ again upon all manner of subjects,
more than perhaps any man in England. And this is
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